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You

Trust

Without References—No Contract—No Red Tape
Pay Us As Convenient
Folks

who want home

thingrs

can buy here on

credit.

And

the prices will average one-third less than cash
prices.
trust them because they are home lovers. No
have
references required, no contract, no security.
furnished 1,200,000 homes on this open charge account.

We

We

3 Cents a Day
Take a year to pay. Send a little each month. You
can furnish a home by saving 3 cents a day.
No collectors, no annoyance. If sickness comes, or
loss of work we give extra time.
All goods are sent on 30 days' free

Return at
trial.
our expense anything not wanted.
And you can return any article on which we don't
save you from 15 to 50 per cent.
No other concern in all the world offers credit on
such easy terms as we do.

Book

in Colors

the pictures are in actual colors.

SPIEGEL.

Furniture
Carpets Rugs

Silverware

Oilcloths, etc.

—
—
Pictures — Clocks

Baby Cabs
Blankets

—Linens

MAY, STERN CO.

1246

W.

35th Street, Chicago

Mail me free your Fall Furniture Book.
Also send me books marked below.
Jewelry Book.
Stove Book.
Style

Book

for

Women.

Dress Goods Book for Women.
Name...
Address.

4,918 Bargains
Draperies

prices are the

coupon now.

Our Fall Bargain Book pictures 4,918 home things—
the largest variety ever shown in America. Many of

—

The

lowest that any concern ever quoted.
This book with the mailing costs us $1 per copy, but
we send it free. Mail us this coupon for it. We will
send with the book your credit certificate. Cut out the

Write plainly.

Give

full

address.

50c Brings This Rocker

$365

Chinaware
Sewing Machines
Bicycles Toys
Cameras Guns

50c Monthly if
!^,You Keep It

GET OUR STOVE BOOK

This

Handsome

Rocker is made of
fine selected solid

oak, covered with
guaranteed fabricord leather. The
frame is finished
in rich shade of
golden. Front posts

are beautifully-

Mag^tenig
1246

W. 35th

carved. Seat
oil-tempered springs

Weight,

Street,

Chicago

is

18x18 inches, fitted
with full setting of
50

pounds.

N0.42C4B116. Price

Please mention this magazine.

Rocker

is

full

size.

$3.65

'
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Said a Wise Fathcrl
To His Son:
^^My boy, this diploma will give
you a start in life it will make you
a prominent man in the Business World. In it you have an
asset which you cannot lose by '•oecuiation — one which cannot be stolen or taken
—

V

—

—

p

from you. Panics may come and po fortunes may be m?.de and lost in a sinjj^le transaction
our fellow-men may conspire to cheat you out of your Roods and cha^^tels. but your legal education i?<\vith you forthe one asset that you couldn tloseify<>u wished to. but it's an asset which you can convert into ready cash
over and over aprain. I'm now srettinj? old. Ere long^ I may be called to that bourne from which no traveler ever
returns, but I'm happy to know that you are prepared to go out into the world and take your place among men and make Kood."
ever. It

is

These remarks from

That which

a father to son, are full of food for thought.

this

father has done for his son, you can do for yourself; or you can help do for your son, your l)n»ther, or
It will
tlie youn>^ man in whom you are interested.
If you are an empb^yerof men, encourage them to study law.
come back to you a hundred times, in the increased efficiency of your employes. All you need is our help through our home-study law
course and this you may have for a very small amount payable in small monthly sums.

You Receive Our Law

its own statements of its merits, l^nfortunately,
the school that is not based on sound educational principles can
write just as attractive an advertisement and can g<t up just n«
attractive a catalog as can the school that is conductifl on sound
For this rca.son we are wHlintf to
e<lucation:il principles.
assume all the risk by not asking >ou to bcftin paying

on a school from

Library Witliout AddiWith our Law Course, each
tional Cost! student
receives.without ad-

for

This book contains over 60 pages ff rfK/fnc*- as to the merits of
our Law Course particularly, and our University generally. The
book is not filled with our own statcmcntu of ouraehen. but with
reproduced letters and Btrntt nn'nt» from our ou-n
gtudenta and othera who are competent to judge

^••••••••i

<

J

a Recognized Legal Authority

,,,

a hard

pecially hard in

que.s-

U.a r

11
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Bookkeeper Expert
Correspondent.
#
#

248,

^

Phdsi nnnlion

Address-

Chicago
Jl:

I

JL

his nKUjazim

Send me the hvldence Hook
full information about
,

pre-

Lawyer Expert Account-,*
ant(C.P.A.) Traffic Man-/
ager (R.R. or Industrial) #
Name
Business Manager

one for you to settle in your own mind. It is esv:ew of the fact that ordinarily you must decide

LaSalle Extension University, Dept.

...

c 'urses w hich

pare

.

is

,

\\ e liave
)U

Wr are authorized by the Stiite of lUmnis to confrr on all
our gruJuatrs the DfRree of liticheiir of Laws (I L.B.)
Our
diploma is one that you will feel proud to possess, because it is
a recognized proof of your legal knowledge.
realize that the
WVlloVl
Tt men Sf^llonP
C5Cn001. We
tlon of selecting the

COUPON

us aa an educational institution. This book is
coBtly and will be t-ent only to thoae earnestly
•
interested In the study of law.
»•
•
.
n
i'
Lni
Sdlie I vtrnsion L...
La .Sdlle
The attached coupon will bring thee ^ ^„
hBniiBome"Kvi.lenreIk>ok"arHl full informa.- # versitv,0ept.2 18, Chicago
Law
Course.
tion about our Home-Sludy
,.
.,
i_

Our Diploma Will Make You

school

our course until you have seen It.
is the name of a handsomely illustrated
book we wish to send you fri-e of chBrge.

Evidence

tional cost, our complete Law Library, consisting of 14
volumes of American Law and Procedure. This Law
Library is worth the entire cost of our course. It was written by
over twenty of the deans and professors of law in the leading
resident law schools and univer;;itios. It cost us nearly $40,000,
being more tlian the entire capital invested in many schools.

Occtu>ation

Law

Course.

,
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The Standard Pen

for Railroad

Men

THE STANDARD IS THE IDEAL PEN FOR RAILROAD WORK.
ALWAYS READY. INVARIABLY WRITES AT THE FIRST
STROKE; AND A SMOOTH, RAPID WRITER.

*'THE

STANDARD'

50c.
POSTPAID.

a 14-K imported
Fountain Pen of Superior
is

Quality and

is

Guaranteed

Self-filling.
Does away with the old
time dropper filler and soiied fingers. It wil
not leak, and may be carried in the pocket without fear
of soiling. The advertiser just rounding out 15 years
as one of the boys, knows what a smooth, rapid

writer

means in the daily

By

neat box

Packed

grind.

in

Mail Postpaid on receipt of price

Alpha Fountain Pen Company,
Dept. A, 1831 Penrose Avenue, Baltimore,

Md.

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT.
We

cordially invite all employes to inspect carefully the advertising now appearing in our
Magazine. It is our purpose to offer only such things as will legitimately appeal to the rank
and file of our readers. All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion, so that there
may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be

accepted

ADVERTISING RATES.
$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inchi. Width of
or 2% inches.
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request.

column, 16 ems

For further particulars address

THOMAS

H. MacRAE

Railway Exchange Building,

JOHN

Advertising Manager,
Chicago, 111.

H.

POWERS,

456 Fourth Avenue,

New

Eastern Representative,
York.
Telephone 4716 Madison.

m

As Right

as a

%mm

'The Railroad Timekeeper of America**

Back of the expression "Hamilton Time" stands an unchallenged
"
Accuracy-in-Service record. "Hamilton Time" and Safety First"
are railroad phrases that

fit

well together.

Over one-half (56%) of the railroad men on
American Railroads maintaining OfiBcial Time
Inspection carry Hamilton Watches.

The Hamilton Watch

is

made

in all

standard

and sold by jewelers everywhere. For
Inspection Service. Hamilton No. 940
(18 size. 21 jewels) and No. 992 (16
size, 21 jewels) are the most popular watches on American railroads
and will pass any Official Time Inspection. For general use you can
buy a Hamilton movement from
sizes

Time

$12.25 to $150.00.

Write for

"The Timekeeper**

and describes the various Hamilton models and is & book
well worth reading if you are thinking of buying an accurate watch.
It illustrates

Hamilton Watch Company
I. W. Wig-gfins, of the St. Louis
Colorailo Limiled, Wabash R. K., who has
carried a Hamilton Watch for 5 years.

Conductor

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Master Builders ofAccurate Timepieces

lillillllillllllllllllllllilllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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EXTRACTS FROM ADDRESS DELIVERED BY MR.
DANIEL WILLARD AT STAFF MEETING OF THE
OFFICERS OF THE OPERATING, TRANSPOR-

AND MECHANICAL DEPARTMENTS OF THE

TATION, ENGINEERING

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD
SYSTEM, HELD AT DEER
PARK, SEPTEMBER 22, 3
'

Mr. Chairman and fellow

officers of the

Ohio Railroad:

Baltimore

d:

were here

in this

three years ago,

When we

room a httle more than
I had just recently re-

& Ohio service,
about eight years, and

entered the Baltimore
after

an absence

of

while I suppose I

knew

personally at that

time a majority of the

men who were

present, I have no doubt that you looked
upon me then very much as a stranger,
and were naturally more or less curious to
know what I would say about the future
policy of this Company so far as it might
be affected by my influence. Since then,
I think you will admit that we have had
When we
three most strenuous years.

consider

changing attitude of the

the

public tow^ard the railroads, with

all

that

work that we have begun
and finished, and the demands that have
been made upon the operating officers to
move a very heavy business during the
reconstruction period; and finally the
problems connected with a most disastrous
it

implies; the

flood, I think I

am

justified in saying that

we have

just been through three of the
most strenuous years in the history of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

1

may have

of the title

which you

I officially

ai)point all present. Assistants

Whatever

to the President.
be, 3'ou are

today

all

and while

it

will

you may

Assistants to the

President of the Baltimore
road,

else

at home,

&

Ohio Rail-

be necessary for

when you go back home,
you brought here, 3'ou will,

you

to resume,

the

title

nevertheless, retain the title of Brevet-

Assistant

to

the

President,

which,

in

salary.

have not tried to arrange a speech,
because it does not seem to me that this
is an occasion for anything of that kind.
I had thought rather to talk along informally of what we have been doing and
of the things which together we hope to
do as co-employes of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad Company.
I

One other thought which Mr. Thompson mentioned should be extremely gratifying to us all.
I refer to what he said
about the comparatively few changes in
the official roster since last we met, and
I hope we may be able to retrospect in a
similar way when we meet here again
next summer.

Thompson has said that today we
have but one conference, and I believe I am expected to be the chief attraction.
In order to better emphasize my

just getting started at that time, as

point of view concerning our

know, and while

]\Ir.

will

tions as they should exist, I
exercise

my

official rela-

am

going to

prerogative, and, regardless

of

you know, means very little
authority, and nothing as regards

course, as

Three years ago I told you, in a general
way, what we hoped to do. We were

you

in the aggregate, all of

the men here know all about all the work
which has since been done, many of the

:
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individuals

know

ticular part of

it

only about that par-

ished,

with which they had

miles of single track

there will only be twenty-three
left,

and that

will

be

to do.

protected by electric automatic lock and

There has been authorized and spent
improvements upon the property
since we were here three years ago, approximately $40,000,000, and there is
$10,000,000 more authorized and some of

block.

You may be

for

it

now

is

in the process of expenditure.

It is unfortunate that conditions at the

present time have
refrain

made

necessary to

it

from starting about $4,000,000

of

have spent a great deal of money in the
last few years, is now second only, in
volume of traffic handled, to the Cum-

per mile of road a year, and the Chicago

business on the

a policy necessary at the present time.

to

We

upon the

have, however, actually in the pro-

some

six

or seven

million dollars; the largest undertaking,
of course, being the

Magnolia improveDivision, which

ment on the Cumberland

alone will cost about $6,000,000.

Those

of

you whose work has

to

do

with the Cumberland Division have had
an exceptionally hard proposition to deal
with.

You may have heard

of the prob-

lem of trying to put a quart in a pint cup,
and that has certainly been the task on
the Cumberland Division during the last

In fact, that particular part
system ever since I have known
anything about it, has presented one of
the hardest transportation problems I
have ever seen or known on any railroad
with which I am acquainted.
three years.
of the

During the period mentioned we have
built in round figures 100 miles of new
double track, probably 50 miles of third
track, much of it in the mountains, and

We

have removed 5 small tunnels and have built
We now have a
several new ones.
double track continuously from Philadelphia to Chicago, with the exception of
about thirty-two miles on the Chicago
Division, and when we lay the rails on
the grading that has already been fin6 miles of fourth track.

The Cumberland Di-

berland Division.

vision has about fourteen million tons

work which has been authorized by the
Board. I shall later on explain what the
conditions are which seem to make such

cess of expenditure,

knowing that
upon which we

interested in

the Chicago Division,

Division has between five and six million.

The

we may develop our

extent to which

New York

main

line from Chicago
depend very greatly

will

efficiency of our operations.
In addition to the $40,000,000 which has
been spent for the improvement of the

we have

or, with comon order, will receive new equipment costing upwards of
$47,000,000. The total sum, therefore,
which we are spending on the propert}^
and for the purchase of new equipment,

property,

received

pletion of deliveries

still

represents nearly $90,000,000 in the three
years.

Now, of course, with an improved plant
we ought to do more business than before,
and we ought also to do it better, and if
it were not for the fact that we are able
more business today than formerly,
and in some respects do it better and
more economically, we would not have
to do

been able to satisfy the requirements
necessary to maintain our credit.

Three years ago the Baltimore
Railroad earned

its

fixed

&

Ohio

charges and

on the
had over $4,000,000
surplus.
Let me state that to you again
At the end of the fiscal year, June 30,
1910, the Baltimore & Ohio had earned
its fixed charges and taxes, paid a dividend of 6 per cent, on its common stock,
the same volume of Common Stock which
we have today, and had between four and
taxes, paid a 6 per cent, dividend

Common

Stock, and

THE BALTIMORK AND OHIO KMPLOYKS M Ad AZINK
a quarter and four and a

half

million

Since that time certain things have

happened, and I will tell you what effect
they have had on the financial condition
of the Company and you will then understand better what our problem

became President in January,
wage increases granted have
amounted to an average of
I

nearly

\)v

S4,()()0,()()()

S3,000,000

a

and over $4,750,000

is.

Since

1910, the

more, whicli makes alto-

more that we will havepay out each year before we can pay
dividends on our stock, than was the case
in 1910.
There are also other items that
increase our expenditures.
Ties are more
exjK'nsive today than they were thre(»
Our fuel bill l;i>t vcur was
years ago.
gether

dollars surplus.

S9,75(),()(H)

to

year,

for the

last 3'ear.
If today we were
paying the same wages to
all men with the same work-

ing conditions in effect in

would mean that
roll
would be
84,750,000 less than it is.
That in itself is sufficient
to more than wipe out the
surplus which we had in
1910,

it

pay

our

1910 after paying dividends,
so that

if

during the
the same

we had earned
last

fiscal

amount

year

as in 1910,

and had been operating on
the same basis as in that
year,

we would have been

obliged either

to decrease

our dividends or to effect

which
would
have been unwise, or at
least undesirable.
That
economies,

$4,750,000 does not include

DEER PARK SCENE
'This

is

the forest primeval, the mu.-muring pines and the hemlocks'

any possible increase which

may

be granted to the conductors and
brakemen by arbitration now in motion.
Our taxes since 1909 have increased
already over S700,000 a year, and with
the increase that will come from the Income Tax and the other adjustments that

be made during this present fiscal
no doubt, be S1,000,000 more

S700,000 more than it was in 1909, because of the increased })rice of coal. So,
including the increased interest

on new

charges

capital, it is safe to say that dur-

we must prosome manner, about $10,000,000

ing the present fiscal year
vide, in

the 890,000,000 that have been spent on

more than we did three years ago, before
we can pay anything on the stock.
''Well," some have Siiid, "that is all right,
That has
just cut out the dividends."

the property, on a conservative basis will

actually been suggested in certain quar-

will

year, will,

than three years ago.

Interest charges

on
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ters, but I doubt if it would be said or
even seriously thought of in such a gathering as this.
The fact that we were able
to get $90,000,000 to spend on the prop-

erty in the last three year^

meant

first of

we had good credit. In order to
any money at all we must have credit,
and in order to have credit we must meet
our engagements and be able to inspire
confidence in the people who have money
all

that

get

Now, every man

room

in this

is

inter-

ested in the credit of the Baltimore

Ohio Railroad.

I

have spoken

&

of this at

much length because I want you to thoroughly understand the problem that is be-

When I am asked to
authorize a large expenditure, I must first
think where will the money come from to
fore us all the time.

pay

for

it,

and second,

justify the expenditure?

will the results

Will this

new

couid not go on indefinitely borrowing

improvement which we want to make earn
as much return upon its cost as we are
obliged to pay for the money? Will we
come out even? If it costs us 6 or 7 per
cent, to get money and we can only earn
four or five per cent., manifestly we had
better not make the improvement.
While we have spent $90,000,000 on
this property since we were here three
years ago, I have in my office today a
statement prepared by the Chief En-

money and

gineer,

to lend.

In

many

of the States there are laws to

the effect that there must be a certain relation

in

volume between the

capital

stock and the mortgage debts of a

road company.

now

in

I believe

it

is

rail-

the law

Massachusetts that the bonded

indebtedness shall not exceed twice the

amount

of the

—the ratio
—so that we

capital stock,

varies in the different States

giving

mortgages

on the

property, because after a while, our mort-

gages would be so

much

greater in

volume

than our capital stock that the securities
issued could not be used as legal investments by savings banks, insurance companies and other large concerns, and in

order to give legal and satisfactory standing to our mortgage bonds, we must have
a certain proportion of stock outstanding
all the time.
We cannot sell our stock

and people
not believe in us unless we keep our
promises, and will not buy our stock unless they believe it is going to be a better
investment than anything else which may
unless people believe in us,

will

be offered at the same time. The last
census report shows that a much larger
profit was derived from money invested
in manufactures and in farm lands, than

upon money invested

in railroads,

and

when people can make more money out
factories

of

and agricultural investments than

they can out of railroads,

it is

other

we ought to spend not
than $15,000,000 a year for the next
five years, and that will be $75,000,000,
which in itself is a very large sum of
money. Now, the problem again appears, where will we get the money?
This last year the Company earned
from operations $103,330,000, and after
paying all these increased expenditures
which I have referred to, had a surplus,
after paying 6 per cent, on the common
stock, of one million eight hundred and
fifty thousand dollars.
Now, that is altoconservative basis,

gether too small a surplus for such a large

operation as

we

are carrying on.

We

should have, with that volume of business, six or eight million dollars left after

paying our dividends.
It is the present policy of the

You would

earnings

it.

we could

less

safe to as-

would not do

showing that

spend to advantage $225,000,000 more.
We will not be able to do that, but on a

&

it; I

consideration with

of the staff,

in the next five or ten years

sume that they will not invest in railroads.
not do

after careful

members

Ohio

Baltimore

Company to put any surplus
which it may have after paying

liAi/n.MoKi':

'riii:

and

6 per cent, diviilends, l)aek into tlu>
erty in the way of improvenicMits.

We

spent $75,000 at

(

oiiio

i)r()p-

\nnl)erlan(l

two

We

of

nK)n(\v

at

money

(hd not earn any more

cause of those imi)r()venu'nts.
fied a pressing demand of

Now, We should

l)e

Station.

('ani(h'n

We
tlie

able to

he-

satis-

i)ul)H('.

make such

miprovenuuits out of our surplus each

9

-it you
want you to remember that we are
doing it because it is forced ui)on us in an
emergency. No one is more anxious to
si)en(l money lilx-rally ui)()n maintenance
than am. No one is more anxious than
in
I to see our engines, cars and roadway

sharj) reductions in those charges,
are,

or three years ago oveihauHng the i)asWe sjxMit the same
senger station.

amount

kmplomis maca/im

1

I

good condition.

We
ol)tain

we

are seeking at

an increase

tried to raise

the*

present time to

in freight rates.

When

our rates three years ago,

DEER PARK SCENE
"P'or us the grassy slopes, the country's airincs.s"

paying our interest and taxes
and dividends, Init we cannot do that, as

year

aftt^-

things are at the present

Wmv.

I do not want to urge any reduction in
the maintenance of equii)ment and the

way (^xi)enditures; I want
more new rails laid and more new

maintenance
to see

of

I want the Baltimore
stations erected.
& Ohio Railroad to be safe, and comfortable to ride over, so that it can furnish a
regular and satisfactory service, a road of

which every one of us can be proud.
Now, should it come about as it may
that you gentlemen will be asked to recUice your maintenance expenditures, and

—

—

you may be

called

upon

to

make very

we were

told

by the Interstate Conunerce

Commission that they did not think we
needed more money at tliat time, and
they said that, even if we did need more
money, other business was also bad, and
that it was not the i)n)i)er time to increase
oiu' rates.

The Conunission

in

elYect

said

also,

have not gone ai)<)Ut it in the right
way, becau.^e you proi)()se to increase
some of your rates 10 or 1.') ix-r cent.,
whereas you have not increased other
•*Y()U

rates at all."

Now, we think that today we can >how
that we need the money, because we have
had these

increasiMl

wagt^s,

taxes,

fixecl

:
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charges and higher prices in material to

varnished and clean and in creditable

meet, while at the same time our rates

condition.

have been going down instead of up. Our
rate per ton per mile this year was five
and six-tenths mills. The year before it
was five and eight-tenths mills.

as safe

In the second place, there never has
been a time when the railroads were doing
so much business as they are today.
Therefore, we think we have two points
with which we can go to the Commission
we need the money, and times are now

The Commission

good.

said before that

the Companies did not seek the increase
in the right way, so this time, instead of

advancing some races only, we propose
to advance all rates 5 per cent., leaving
the relation between rates undisturbed.

The
is

Interstate

Commerce Commission

frequently criticised as being hostile to

the railroads, and

they

railroads

and

sometimes said that
any event against the

it is

will decide in

in favor of the people.

I

do not believe that. I know the members of the Commission personally.
I
know they are honest, fair minded and
intelligent men, and I believe that when
we go before them this time and fairly

and frankly

state our case, they will see

our necessities and grant our request.

Now, what will happen if
if we do not obtain the

taken,
rates?

So

far as the

I

am

mis-

increase in

Baltimore

&

Ohio

Company is concerned, we will not start
any new work of importance until we are
in a better financial position than we are
As

have already
stated, we may have a million and a half
surplus next year. That we will spend on
the property, if we have it, but that is all
we will spend for improvements. Going
from an expenditure of $90,000,000 in
three years, or $30,000,000 in one year,
at the present time.

doT\Ti to $1,500,000

a year

I

is

a big drop.

We

True,

if

it

A passenger coach will be just
it

will

is

not varnished each year.

not look as well but

it will

be quite as safe. All our stations have
been painted in the last few years. We

can get along without painting them again
some time. They will be perfectly
safe; they will answer every purpose, but
they will not look as well. We can get
along with perfect safety and give good
service without putting down one new
rail or one yard of ballast during the next
twelve months. Our road will be just as
safe as it is now, although it may not be
as smooth.
We will certainly do all we
can, but we will not spend anjrthing for
improvements except such as are necessary for the safety of our service. We
would not, in any event, permit anything
to happen which would interfere with the
for

safety of our operation.
If

your personal expenses were

in-

creased and your income went down, you

would do exactly as we are doing. If you
owned your house and your expenses and
taxes were greater this year and your
wages no higher, and perhaps lower, you
would very likely let your house go anIf you
other year without painting it.
wanted to build a new fence around your
farm and you had not sufficient funds
with which to do it, you would probably
Every man in
let the old fence stand.
this room today is just as vitally interested in maintaining the credit of the Bal-

& Ohio Railroad Company as I
am, because it is absolutely essential for
our future welfare. I have told you in a
general way what we have done, and also
what we would like to do. I am now
going to talk about some other matters
that affect all of us, and particularly
about our relations to the public.
It is generally recognized today that
timore

have been spending a considerable
sum of money each year on our passenger

railroads

coaches for the purpose of keeping them

charged with certain public duties to per-

are

semi-public

institutions

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZlNi:
form, and
serve

it

tlie

safely

public will insist that

and

we make anything

satisfactorily

we

whether

while doing so or not,

assumed that the public
enough in the end to give us a

to be

but

it

is

will

be

fair

fair

and reasonable return

we

render.

Now,

if

for the service

railroads are semi-

public institutions, you and I and every
one of us are semi-public servants charged
with certain duties to the public, and the

who have been

11

discharged for cause, and

they press matters so hard that

officers

sometimes yield against their better judgment. Practices are allowed to go on that
should not be permitted for a moment.
For that reason 1 admit that the labor
union at times makes it more difficult to
preserve discipline. But

officer

it

does not

make it

have no sympathy with the
who says ''I cannot maintain dis-

impossible.

I

DON'T ADJUST KNUCKLE WHEN CARS ARE COMING TOGETHER. MR. WILLARD HAS SAID
HE WOULD RATHER HAVE CARS BUMP ANY NUMBER OK TIMES THAN TO HAVE
THIS PRACTICE CONTINUED

duty that we owe to the pubhc is
We must give the public safe and
satisfactor}' service, and in order to do so,
there must be an efficient operating organization.
There must be thorough discipline.
Discipline must be fair, but it

because

the

first

cipline

safety.

Labor unions are here to stay, but
whether there are labor unions or not, we
must have discipline and safe operation, no
matter how difficult the problem may be.

must be strict. If discipline is not strict
and well maintained, we cannot successIt has been contended by some that the labor organization has destroyed discipline.
I have

fully operate a railroad.

never been willing to admit that.
fieve that labor organizations

mistakenh' press matters too
seek to get

men

I be-

sometimes
far.

They

reinstated, for instance.

of

labor

unions."

No

officer of this Company shall sa}' that
he cannot maintain discipline or operate
his trains safeh' because of labor unions.

He must maintain strict discipline and he
must be fair, and if he does that he ^^^ll be
sustained and supported to the utmost
limit.
I have no reason to believe that on

& Ohio Railroad there is
any general disposition on the part of the
train and engine men to oppose good dis-

the Baltimore
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We

cipline.

are running our trains over

the mountains and over divisions that are

by fogs, and I think
upon the whole, we are doing so with
much success, and that would certainly
frequently obscured

not be the case unless the

men

in charge

were careful and alert, and
fully alive at all times to the importance
of obeying the rules.
I speak at length
upon this subject because it is much in the
of our trains

mind at the present time, and I
want every man in this room to know
exactly what the policy of this Company
public

is

sometimes been said that in the
past this Company made contracts with
its employes and then did not live up to
them. Anyone who has talked with me
about it knows that the policy of the
Company at the present time is that when
It has

we make schedules we will try to make
them as satisfactory to both parties as
but having once subscribed to

the terms of the contract,
lutely be lived

up to

among

it

must abso-

in every respect.

If

the

men

in the Balti-

may have.

You are all Baltimore & Ohio
men, not Thompson men, or Galloway
men, or Bankard men or Willard men,
but Baltimore & Ohio men. So far as I

am concerned, every man in this room is
my man and is on my staff, and every
officer of this railroad is my officer.
If
he was appointed before
accepted him when

in that connection.

possible,

ent cliques

more & Ohio service. That is why, today,
I appoint you all, Assistants to the President, and by doing so I wish to wipe out
or supersede every other allegiance you

I

came

came, and

here, I

he has
been appointed since I came here, his appointment had my approval. Every officer
and employe of this Company is my man
today and all are Baltimore & Ohio employes, whatever else they may be.
Let
I

if

us try to operate this railroad and carry

on

its affairs in

prefer to have

Baltimore
Jones or

proud

&

such a
it

way

said that

that

we would

we

are of the

Ohio rather than Smith,

Brown men.

We

of our connection

should

all

be

with the Balti-

it

& Ohio Railroad.
There are two more subjects of which I
want to speak. I can hardly separate
them. They are economy and efficiency.
Three years ago when we were having

the policy of

our rate hearing, a distinguished lawyer,

Ohio Railroad. The
men in its employ are to be treated fairly,
but they will be expected to do a good
day's work for a good day's pay. I am
willing to stand on that platform.
When I was in the Baltimore & Ohio

Mr. Brandeis, stated at the hearing that

we

carry out that policy, then

we

We
my experience

service of our employes.

to expect
will get

it,

it,

and

are en-

and
have a

titled to the honest, intelligent

is

loyal
right

that

we

but we cannot expect to get

on any other

basis.

the Baltimore

service before, I

That

is

&

had frequent occasion to

notice the evils growing out of the custom

—not

but the custom— of
I found one thing
in evidence here that I never found
the policy,

partisan associations.

much

same extent on any other railroad.
I found Cowen men, Murray men, Underwood men, Fitzgerald men, etc., but there
was not much said about Baltimore &
Ohio men. There were too many differto the

more

he believed, as a result of his inquiries,
that the railroads could save $1,000,000 a

day

and he said if they
would not be necessary to raise
their rates.
That statement was immediately taken up by the public, and it has
been drilled into us from every direction
ever since, and notwithstanding the fact
that nine hundred days have passed, they
in their operation,

did, it

we can save $1,000,000 a day.
we can. I will tell you
some of the things, however, that we have
done, and what we have saved.
You will remember what I said to you
still

say

Well, perhaps

three years ago about

what you might,

in

THE HALTIMOKi: AM) OHIO KAH'LOVKS MAOAZIXK

my

do

()j)ini()n,

train load.

1

in the

think

1

way

ut"

said that

iiicrcascd

you could

up to 500 tons. Last
month, for the system, it was GSO, 1 am
more than gratified by your achievement.
It is true you have larger engines and
better facilities, but the larger engines
and the better facilities in themselves do
not account for all that has been done in
get your train load

wav

the

of

increased train

loatl.

The

year emling June

'M),

1*J10,

13

the Baltimore

Ohio Railroad moved twelve and a half
billion tons one mile.
The freight train
mileage in 1910 amounted to 27,000,000
cV:

miles; this year the freight train miles
were 23,000,000. If our train load this
year had been the same as it was three
years ago, we would have been obliged to
run 9,000,000 more train miles than we did
run. in orthT to

move

the increased bu<i-

DLLR PA UK iCLNE
When

first

"Pleasant the sun
on this delightful land he spreads
tree, fruit and flower"

His orient beams on herb,

Cumberland Division grades are just the
same today as the}' were three years ago.

ness,

I think at

84,500,000 more to operate the Haltimore

that time the average train

month

load on that division for a given

was

On

589.

It

has since gone over 940 tons.

the east end

I

think the record

is

1115,

and on the west end, under Kelly, it has
gone up to 656. On the Cleveland Division
the record is now 1034, and on the wliole
main line district over 730 per month.
\Miat has been the effect of that increased

train

load?

During the

fiscal

and at an average cost of approximately 50 cents per mile, it would have cost

&

Ohio Railroad last year than it did cost,
and it would have left us with a deficit of
nearly .^3,000,000 after paying dividends.
is not another instance
United States where the men in the
operating department have a similar record of accomplishment in the same length
of time
where a body of men. many of
whose faces I look into now, by their efforts

I

believe there

in the

—
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and

ability and attention to business,
have been able to save their employers
$4,500,000 a year. And, on behalf of the
Baltimore & Ohio Company, I want to
thank every man here for what he has
done in that connection.
That, gentlemen, is one of the larger
economies, but there is a great deal to
be done along less important hnes.

We

realized three years ago,

that

however,

immediate economy
Company was to be found in the

the greatest

for this

increase in the train load.

the train load was too low.

We knew that
We investi-

gated the matter and then went ahead to
correct

ably

many

of the

men

in the ranks,

all

The Com-

reasonable expectations.

pany

something over a mile of steel
bridges; it had over 400 miles of track
under water at one time, and our reports
lost

show over 179 miles of track washed out,
and 3; 000 miles of road out of service at
one time. Our expenses were going right
along; we had to provide $135,000 a day
to meet our pay roll.
We had unusual

We

expenses in addition to that.

it.

do not think we have exhausted the
economy in the use of fuel. I do
not think we have exhausted the possible

economy

with which we had to contend,

I

in the use of materials gener-

have thought that we permitted
too much money to be tied up in scrap
I

ally.

along various portions of the

line.

Our

scrap sales run into millions of dollars a
year.

The sum

is

so large that

we

can-

not afford to permit material of that kind
lie around, first because we need the
money, and secondly because it subjects
every one of us to proper and just criti-

to

to restore our service as quickly as pos-

Notwithstanding

sible.

able to

come

all

out of the year

to assure

you again

of

my

your loyal support and to congratulate
you upon your accomplishment during
the last three years.
It

is

possible for the

men

and

vice to cost the Baltimore

by the

flood in the central West.
it

would cost from two and

of attention

also possible

the damage.

business a similar

engineers on the ground were well up-

wards of $4,000,000, but we reduced their
estimate to something within $3,000,000.
I am inclined to think now that we were
wrong and that the amount should have
been between $3,500,000 and $4,000,000.
In addition to that we
000,000 in business.

met that condition
manner.

It is

Our officers and men
most satisfactory

in a

not too

the officers of this

lost possibly $2,-

much

to say that

Company, and prob-

room

&

Ohio Rail-

by your personal attention

and

think the estimates of the

in this

indifferent ser-

road $5,000,000 in loss of business in the
next twelve months, and I believe it is

one-half to three million dollars to repair
I

full

appreciation of

Last spring the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad sustained the greatest damage in its
estimated

we were

with our

earned and a small surplus.
should
This
also be a matter of pride to
Baltimore
all
& Ohio employes. I wish

by lack

We

the obstacles

dividend

cism.

history

ran

and did everything

trains over other lines

possible

if it

were known, did work at that time which
was really eventful in the way of quick
repairs and meeting difficult situations.
The road was restored to operating condition within such a short time as to meet

inteUigent

efforts

to

increase

our

amount in the same
The progress we make depends
time.
largely upon the character of the team
work we do. When I was a subordinate
officer,

things would sometimes unexpect-

edly happen, and I often hesitated and

wondered what action my superior officers
would want me to take. Perhaps I did
not act at all, although I could have done
the right thing if I had only known what
was wanted. Now, I want every man
who has anything to do with this railroad

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
to kilow the policies, the stanchirds

management

the ideas of the
as

and

they

know what

things nearly

much

of the

The doing

to do.

is

time wrong,

will

have a very

I

and considerately
those

who

justly so

general in the army,

also

man

in

it

is

it

I close,

my

my

&

want

if

you before

we expect

to

railway

man

is

one wlio

vigilance, alertness, politeness

He
He

avoids accidents

b}'

in

new

However,

ideal.

make

it

me

when necessary
Such

capital.

to realize

yours,

want

— and

our management,

will

it

feel

it

unless 3'ou

and even then

of attainment

it will

unless

The

ideal I

the task

it

have outlined

involves

simply makes the problem
interesting.

Speaking

continue to strive for
to do so alone, but

confident that

support, but I

I

high,

is

the

all

it

am

not alone.

I feel

have not only your
also believe we will have

I shall

of loyal employes,

we

more

I

the hearty cooperation of our great

belief,

and

am

if I

Let us

will succeed.

army

right in this
all

strive

to realize the ideal I have outlined.

us

is

and

make it

the "Baltimore

always on the job.

This imi)lies

intelligence.

company by

])utting brains into his

it

over!

— From Xew

work

])ush the business of the conij^auy.

There's room at the top for good railway men.

imnk

Let

& Ohio Way."

keeping his eyes open and taking no chances.

and by grasping every opportunity- to

and

would
even though 1 had

for myself,

earns the good will of the public for himself and for his comi)any by

safeguards the interests of the

we

but that

great,

is

treating his passengers with courtesy and politeness.

He

is

be absolutely

Ohio.

managed,

maintained and operated that those who
travel will prefer our line because they
feel confident of a safe and comfortable
journey.
I want to see our freight service
brought to such a standard as to fully
meet the reasonable expectations and requirements of our shippers. Nothing will
do more to increase our business, and consequently our earnings, than regularity of
freight service.
I want the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad to so serve the communities
depending upon it for transportation, that

AGOOD

— confidence

fairly
I

have the hearty and loyal cooj^eration of
the many thousands of employes who
under your general direction, constitute
the industrial army of the Baltimore &

consistent progress.

to see this railroad so

and may

and

times,

all

willing to respond

be impossible

Ohio Railroad, because
ideal

at

the

also to feel

hold our securities to

impossible for

ideal concerning the future of

we must have an
make any real and

without

their friend

is

to our requests for

an executive position.

the Baltimore

I

will

true of every

Finally, I wish to explain to

prosper

want the employes

Company

that the

and be

Otherwise

and
whose welfare

their friend

in fact,

permanently

appear
that you are in the wrong business, but
It is true of the
that is just as true of me.
captain of every ship; it is true of every
of the time.

15

be depended upon to treat them

great influence

most

upon us as

—a i)artner

other.

upon our results. I would
much rather have you do something and
do it wrong occasionally than not to do
anything. Of course, you must be right

MAGAZINE

so closely related to theirs that one can-

not

of

the time right, instead of

all

will look

partner

just as well

do, so that in case of emergency, he

I

will

E.\H'L()Vi:S

York State Railways, Utira-SuTamse Lines

.

RECORD NON-STOP RUN MADE BY
BALTIMORE & OHIO SPECIAL

ON

September 19th, the Company
was called upon very suddenly

fortable ride,

to handle a special train carrying

a hard trip on account of the

Mr. George W. Stevens, President

of the

notwithstanding the fact

that this section of the road usually

makes

tunnels,

bridges, etc.
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ROUTE OF SPECL\L TRAIN, SEPTEMBER

Chesapeake

&

Ohio R. R., Mr. Frank A.

Vanderlip, President of the National City

Bank

of

New

York, Ex-Senator Watson

West Virginia, Mr. Frank Trumbull,
Chairman of the Boards of the Chesapeake & Ohio and of the Missouri,
Mr. J. H.
Kansas & Texas R. R.,
of

Wheelright, President of the Consolidation

Coal

Co.,

Third

Vice-President

Thompson and General Manager Galloway. The management is very much
manner in which the
was performed and with the
favorable comments from those in the
pleased with the

service

party.

The preceding

night's run

from Hunt-

ington to Fairmont was scheduled and

handled so well that the

GRAFTON TO WASHINGTON

The notable

feature in connection with

the daylight trip from Fairmont to

Wash-

ington was the fact that the train was
operated without a stop from Grafton to

Cumberland and from Cumberland to
Washington; and those on the train, all
of whom have traveled widely and have
spent most of their lives in railroad service, stated that it was one of the most
extraordinary and at the same time satisfactory runs they had ever seen. The
Company takes just pride in such a performance and appreciates the efforts of
the officers and employes who brought
such credit to the road. In view of the
fact that the notice was very short and
that little time was allowed for prepara-

men who made

tion,

com-

such

that part of the trip had a very
16

19,

it

is

especially pleasing to obtain

results.

.

..

.

TIIK BAI/n.MOKK

TIktc follows

;i

time of the train
points, with the

AM) OHIO

statement sliowin^
at the
tinu^

J:.Ml'L()Vi:S

tlie

on the run. time

Tlic most

per liour.

tlic

more important

run

MAdA/lM

tlic

is

iiotahlc Icaturc of

remarkaljle uniformity of

average speed between stations as shown

betwe(>n stations and the averaiic miles

in this table.

DETAIL OF RUN FAIRMONT TO BALTIMORE. SEPTEMBER.
Point

Fairmont
Grafton ....
Thornton.
.

.

am
11.22 am
11.34 am
n.r,9 am
12.14 am
12.46 am
1.00 pm
1.14 pm
1.46 pm
1.53 pm

.

West End..
Rowleshurg
Terra Alta
Oakland ..
Altamont
Piedmont
Keyser
Cumberland
.

.

.

.

.

Arrived

Loft

10.

.

Total Time.

3.51 mins.

Time on Run

3.44 mins.

.

.

2.32
2.57
3.26
4.25
4.54
5.11

.

Hancock
INIartinsburg

.

.

.

AVeverton

Washington
Washington

Jet.
.

.

.

11.15

3.45 mins.

Time on Run

3.42 mins.

37 mins.
12 mins.
25 njins.

.Milf.s

per

Hour

10.5
8.7
14 5

5.0
23.5

pm

35 '64
27 48
31 03

mins.
32 mins.
14 mins.
14 mins.
32 mins.
nuns.
/
36 mins.

42.86
37.50

3.44 mins.

31.86

29 50
23 08

1."

12 3

122.3

.

45.

(XJ

37.11
27 27
.

32.73
2.29

pm

43.2

zo mms.
59 mins.
29 mins.
29 mins.
17 mins.
1.03 mins.

153.9

3.42 mins.

276.2

7.26 mins.

14.2

41.0
23.1

22.4
10

pm

7.36 mins.
7.26 mins.

.

22.0

7.4

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Total Time

am

12

6.14

.

Time

DO

.

Grand Total Time
Grand Total on Run.

-Miles

1913

19.

3S

2.29

Cumberland.
Green .Spring..

17

33.96
41.86
46 74
46.15
35.29
41.38
.

36.36
37.11

Company to compliment and thank heartily every employe
any way to bring about this splendid performance. The names of
thedivision officers and of the men in the crews handling this train are as follows:
It

who

is

the wish of the

assisted in

OflScial.s

Engine No.

Points between

P'airmont
to Grafton

Grafton

r'cumberland
Cumberland
to Sleepy Creek

Brunswick

Conductor

2007

J.K.Cabel

H. H. Hauley

S.

^^^^

A.W.Stanhagan

E.D.Calhoun

J.P.Burns

2168

L.

Krimmelbein

J.

W. Simmons

J.

G. Fletcher

Koontz

Dispatcher

R. A.

Murphy

W. M. Rickev
G. K. Seibert
J.

.

C.

Kennedy

-Accompanying

J.

M. Scott

J.

W. Kelly

M.
J.

A. Carney

W.

0. H.
L. J.

Sleepy Creek
to

Fireman

Engineer

2168

L.

Krimmelbein

J.

W. Simmons

J.

2168

L.

Krimmelbein

J.

W. Simmons

J.

Koontz

.

Brunswick
to Washington Jet

Koontz

D. P. Cubbage
C. A. Fceser

H. Hambleton

Kellv

Hobbs
Wilmoth

E. C. Shipley
J.

W.

0.

II.

L. J.

Kellv
Ilobbs

Wilmoth

E. C. Shipley

Washington Jet.
to Washington, D. C.

2168

L.

Krimmelbein

J.

W. Simmons

J.

Koontz

H. Hambleton

0. II. Hobbs
E. C. Shipley
L. J.

Wilmoth

ENGINEER KRIMMELBEIN
After record run from Grafton to Washington, September 19

18

—

HOW

ENGINEER KRIMMELBEIN MADE

RECORD RUN

HIS
HOSE

engineers

Riverside

say

will

his

I

got

printed

picture

magazine."

in the

had been trying

days to get in touch with Engineer
Krimmelbein. I had written him three

for five

asking him to come to

letters,

we could

that

Finally

I

had

enlisted the services of his

to reach him.

On

therefore,

surprised

office

get his photograph.

Divisional Superintendent in

ance,

my

I

my

efforts

his eventual appear-

was not altogether

when he greeted me with

if

an}'

who

publicity

that
it is

it is

to

read this think that he

seeker,

take

my

word

the

And

sentence which starts this article.

is

for

a

the thermometer

hits zero.

Mr. Krimmelbein is an unusually
modest man. He shook hands with me
laconically,

chair
tried
I

sat

down

in

the

proffered

and gazed out of the window as I
to interest him in my proposition.

leaned forward with the assurance of a

cub reporter, and said:
''Mr. Krimmelbein, j'ou made a remarkable rim the other day from Fairmont to
Washington. Did j'ou know that it
created quite a sensation among the officials on the train?"
His face failed to light up with the enthusiasm I had expected, and as at the
question, he deigned a studied appraisal
of my person, thinking I had not been
forceful or clear enough, I blundered on
"Yes, you see, er ah, you see, there
were some big men with you, Mr. Van-

—

New

of

York, Mr. Trumbull, ExI ran on through

the

list

bringing up quite breathlessly

with the names of our o^vn Mr. Thompson and Mr. Galloway. Surely, thought
I, this will impress him.
And it did,

though not in the way I expected, for
a pause, brief but pregnant with
meaning, he looked at me impatiently
and said:
"What do you want with me?"
Realizing by that time that he was not
after

appreciating

my

vocal

fireworks

I

re-

sponded bluntly:
"We want your picture in your
Here he interrupted with the crushing
reply which starts this article and a very

—

positive:

"I don't want

it

harder to get him to talk than

make time when

President of the National City

derlip.

Bank

Senator Watson," and

d

that

'there's

at

Dutchman who

so

"

my

picture in the

maga-

"

zine.

"But, ^Ir. Krimmelbein", I urged,
"your comrades know you would be the
last man in the world to want 3'our picture published.
We've got to print the
record of the trip and we need your photograph to go with

By

my

this

it."

time an inspiration cut short

blundering.

I

had been studying

his

face with the hope of finding an answer to

my

problem.

Like a flash

it

came

to

me

a sudden recognition of the striking
similarity between him and another German mechanic I know the man who
built the motor which won the first Vanin

—

cup race; a careful, thorough, brilbut undemonstrative engineer, who
would talk pistons and cams, make and
break or jump spark ignition with you for
derbilt
liant

his

who hadn't a word to say about
own accomplishments. So I changed

my

tactics abruptly

hours, but

and

said inquiringly:
It

—

;

.
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"They

tell

me your engine was in splen-

did condition for the trip?"

This chal-

the throttle
feel

what

I

am

hear what

try to adapt

and he replied
"No, that is not exactly right. It had
to be in good shape to make the run,
but if it had been in perfect condition, I
could have gone right into Baltimore
without taking on water. You see, its
the same with engines as with enginemen.

changed condition.

They're never just right when they're new,

and

only by constant study and ex-

its

perimenting that you can get and keep
them up to the standard. Take me, for

—

example a fireman from 1887 to 1889
and an engineer with our road ever since
yet

it

wasn't until four or five years ago

that I got into
"

my

^Why?'"youask.

Probably the greatest
different

men

I can't tell exactly

efficiency

comes to

at different times in their

It took fifteen years of theoretical
study and practical experience for me.
Don't let any one tell you that theory
lives.

An

right,

says,

you can drive

it

I

and

to every

engine

is

just

When

a great big race horse.

its

to the limit, but

if

you're wise, j^ou won't, for no machine,

human, animal or mechanical, can go the
very limit without a strain that will tell
in the long run.
Men talk about driving
engines, but to get the best results, you've
got to coax them. It doesn't take any
to

skill

open up and

but

let 'er go,

it

does

down a bit,
more satisfying, too. Then

make good

to

while holding

and its a lot
you feel that you've done something worth
while.

seems harder to make
used to. Years ago
we had rules against excessive speed, but
they wern't enforced as they are now. If
you were late from any cause whatsoever,
practically the only speed limit for the
'In one

present stride.

enghie.

it

my movements

lenged his interest and pride immediately

like

my

a part of

it feels,

way

it

time today than

it

without experience, or vice versa, makes
a finished engineman. It takes both.
And it takes a continual study of both to

was the speed limit of the engine
and the engineer's judgment. And as
he was under great pressure to hold to his
schedule, naturally his judgment was

keep him a finished engineman."

not always good.

Here Mr. Krimmelbein's eyes lit up
with enthusiasm as he continued quietly:
"In my opinion, some men are not
adapted as well as others to their work.
You, for instance, may think you are cut
out for your job. But a year from now
you may not think so. Its this way with
enginemen. They've got to get into the

on

spirit of their

success of

it.

to make the highest
And sometimes this spirit

work

does not come until after years of study

and experimenting. Then it hits you all of
a sudden, and you know your hard work
of preparation has been worth while.

"You want me

you how I made
what the officials are kind enough to call
a remarkable run? That is impossible.
You could not understand even if you had
been

in the

to

tell

cab with me.

When

I

am

at

train

all

enginemen

Now

there's a

in the speed tapes

check
which

go to the general offices for inspection, and
we have to keep down to the limits ordered.
But with the Pacifies and other big
engines on the road now, there

is

really

no

need for excessive speed on down grades
and level stretches, for there is a surplus
of power almost always at hand which
makes the up grades as easy to take as the

down.
''Furthermore,
lard

we know that Mr. Wil-

and the other

officials will

not stand

for the exceeding of our present sensible

speed

limits.

If

we

are late,

and can't

get in on time without breaking a speed
rule,

we know

The

enforcing of these rules

that

best things the
It saves life

we have

Company

to get in late.
is

one of the

has ever done.

and limb, makes us work to-

—"
TlIK
got her to

make
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easier

planning

the while just

all

over

travel

the

various

how

fast to

stretches.

I

would be a poor one not to know ever}foot of that route.
You've got to know
this to get the best results.

Then

there

are a hundred other things to consider

come
Next to your
engine the grades are the most important
things.
It isn't the up grades only
for
by careful handling you can save enough
on a down hill run to help you over the
next incline without wasting a pound of
steam. Then j^ou've got to figure on cutting out for curves at the right time, on
saving your air in breaking, on friction
not consciously, of course, for they
to

you

like

second nature.

—

—

—

''Friction"
I broke in, "what friction
do you mean? Certainh' not air friction!
" Yes, air friction.

to you, but

the cab

if

when

It msiy sound foolish
you stuck your head out of

you're trying to

make time

and the wind is coming twenty-five miles
an hour the other way, you'd know pretty
well what T mean.
This condition has to
be met and there is only one best way of
doing it.

And

"When

the best averages possible,

on 3'our nerves, and saves a lot of
wear and tear on rolling stock and track.
If there was anything remarkable about
our run the other day, it was that in making a good general average, we did not
reach our speed limit at any time. Curves
were taken slowly, the hills easily and the
whole run was a comfortable one. We made
on easy stretches to help us on hard ones.
''From Cumberland to Green Spring,
on account of track conditions we had
to run on reduced speed.
Then I
knew just what we'd have to do to
make Washington on time. And I was
is

"

the best

way is possible

only

through constant watchfulness and study.

schedule

holding

my engine cab, usumy mind except the

step into

1

nothing

ally

21

is

on

and a natural anxiety about
And it makes no difference

it.

what kind

of a schedule

special,

my whole

certain

amount

it

regular or

is,

on the working of the engine and the run.
If I had
had a light load of empties the other day
and had been asked to make the same
time, exactly the same kind of a run
would have been made. Perhaps you
know that while we were on that trip my
wife w^as desperately ill, about to undergo
With
a dangerous operation, in fact.
this worry and the natural strain of thr
Of
trip, I was keyed up pretty high.
course, an engineman is always under a
think

it.

thought

is

lie

of strain,

Its just unconscious.

may
But

not
its

same whenever he gets his
hand on the throttle and no matter what

there just the

he

is

hauling.

He

is

always determined

to get the l)est \\ork out of his engine."

As Mr. Krimmellxnn got up

to leave.

I

hinted that a ride in the cab withhimfrom

Cumberland

me

to Baltimore

morc^ than anything

"W(*ll." he replied as

I

would please

could think

of.

we shook IkukU

you get the necessary j)erBut remember
mission, I'll take you.
that you'll have to side track your quesA cab is no place for an interview.
tions.
Furthermore, you've already gotten more
cordially, "if

out of

me than I even expected to tell you.

THE TRAIN
By Frank E. Hill
Through the pale sky of early night
Shadowy, sinuous.

With one

inquiring eye of light
Steadily luminous.
Over the trestle, past star on star,
It hurries on,
Calls like a friend that shouts afar.
And so is gone.

—The

October American MaQozine.

OCTOBER
she now, my Indian maid,
October, of the laughing eyes?
She met me in the woodland shade,
Gaudy with red and yellow dyes.
Light foot, we trod the leafy floor.
Light hand, adept in forest lore,
That rustled crisp beneath our tread;
She plucked from out their fragrant bed
The spicy beads of wintergreen.
Whose scarlet corals nestled there;
And showed me shyly, where to glean

Where

is

(Though hidden deep, with jealous care)

The chattering

squirrel's nutty hoard.
blew the thistle's feathery floss,
And once unearthed old Winter's sword,
Half buried 'neath the soft brown moss.
And, then one day, her brilliant dyes
Of red and gold began to fade;

We

The laughter died within her eyes,
And she grew sad, my nut-brown maid;
In vain I coaxed her back to play.
little comrade, laggard grown;
Before I knew, she fled away,
And left me in the woods, alone!

My

Pauline Frances

Kemp,

in Leslie's,

;

THE DEER PARK MEETING
A

SUMMARY OF THE TWO
HE

spacious reception

room

Deer
Paik Hotel was a
busy place on Monday morning, September 22nd. Some
of the Baltimore and
Ohio men, who had
arrived the night before, were sitting
and standing around in small groups,
chatting about their early railroad days
or discussing the possibilities of the two
days'

of

the

convention before them.

dropped

Others

in at intervals as

the specials

or regular trains deposited

them on the

beautiful grounds in front of the hotel.
There was much handshaking and interchange of greetings. Old-timers were
surrounded b}^ the younger men on their
staffs
and held informal receptions.
Several of the officers and their assistants were on the job early with a cheery
" good morning " and a '' glad to see
you" for every one who could get near
them. Here and there w^as one but recently come with the road, usually a

—

DAYS' PROCEEDINGS

chalance born of experience, and the
steady ''click click" of the instruments

came from the telegraph

in

office

one

corner of the room.

When

nine o'clock came, a quick trans-

The meeting
south wing of the hotel was
assembly hall, and as Third

formation had taken place.

room
the

in the

official

Vice-President Thompson, the presiding
officer,

with his staff grouped about him
room, called the meet-

in the front of the

ing to order, only the subdued

murmur

of

expectancy could be heard.

Mr. Thompson's opening remarks were
and to the point.

brief

''Railroad

have

conditions

changed

radically since our last meeting held here

Greater efficiency in

three years ago.

operation has been obtained on the Balti-

more and Ohio during the interim, but we
are face to face with new and engrossing
problems. This convention was called
for the purpose of
discussing
ways
and means of solving them, for the
making of plans for increased efficiency,
and that we may all get to know each

young man lost in the maze of new faces
and with him, perhaps, a veteran introducing him to the other old boys at the
rate of about ten a minute and succeeding
in confusing him completely.

other better.

The open hearths at either end of the
room were popular places with the new
arrivals
for the morning was cold' and
grate fires take the chill off men's

sent at the meeting in 1910, are here with

—

bodies the while they are

warming

their

The swinging doors of the dining
room beckoned an invitation to come and

souls.

enjoy the hospitality inside.

Bell boys

bag after bag in front of the clerk's
desk. Uniformed messengers distributed

piled

important

little

envelopes with the non-

''It is a significant fact, to my mind,
probably not having quite a parallel in rail-

road history, that most of the
the Operating Department

That

us today.

is

officers in

who were

pre-

one of the policies our

President outlined to us three years ago.
I believe

we

are

all ver>'

grateful for that.

"Another thing upon which we can be
congratulated

standing

the

is

the fact that, notwith-

President's

many

duties

today, in the physical valuation of

roads and

in

rail-

the question of rates, he has

come here and given up

his time for the
purpose of getting better acquainted with
23
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operating officers, that he is personally
acquainted with the officers of the various departments, knows their ability,
all

and how

well they are filling their posi-

tions with the

Company.

That cannot

be generally said of railroads today, I
believe.
He certainly needs no introGentlemen, Mr. Willard."*
duction.

Some

had never heard Mr. Wilhad never seen him, and
as he rose from his seat in the front row to
acknowledge Mr. Thompson's brief introduction, great interest was manifested in
the man himself. Through the mind of
of us

lard speak, a few

every person in the room flashed the

thought ''from track laborer to president," and the query ''how did he
achieve such undeniable success."

The

answer came quickly.

Three short steps took the President
from his seat to the front of the speaker's
table.
officers,

After a quick

bow

to his fellow

he faced about and flashed a

glance over the assemblage.

Then

and
were
eyes

his

head dropped forward
rivited
minute his
on the floor. Was he hesitating about
how to tell his story most forcibly to his
Did lic determine in that brief
fellows?
slightly

fraction of a

moment upon
hesitation
all

the final outline of his

Perhaps; but

speech?

if

that instant's

meant temporary

traces of

it

for the

indecision,

vanished as he raised his

head and with engaging smile, launched
into the exhaustive talk which every man
in the room soon realized was nothing
short of epoch making for the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad.

Of medium stature, spare and wiry,
an arrow and poiseful, it is perhaps in the flash of his wide-seeing eyes
straight as

that

we

get best the physical revelation of

With nervous energy balanced by

de-

judgment, with the clearness of

Mr. Willard's speech starts on page

peculiar to the seasoned debater, with

sharp enunciation and penetrating but
well
lard's

modulated voice, President Wilprofound mind reveals itself in words

of one syllable.

The

opposite of oratori-

cal in his style, his gestures

few but

tefl-

command of language large and of
uncommon clarity, with the exactness of
ing, his

a great lawyer and the vision of a prophet,
he carried those two hundred and fifty

hard thinking, practical and experienced
railroad men with him for the better part
of two hours by the sheer strength of
his intellect

and the earnestness

of his

appeal.

To attempt a summary of his speech
would be like cutting a movement from
a beautiful

symphony

or blotting a figure

from a painted masterpiece. Every paragraph was directed to the central theme
that "increased efficiency

is

the only sure

solution of the railroad problem."

He

painted a striking picture of the present

showed how wonderful
economies had been obtained since he
came with the road how greater economies in the same and other directions are
railroad situation,

—

attainable in the future.
tions

were

singularly

His

illustra-

illuminating,

his

fund of information amazing, his analysis
of future developments absolutely
convincing.
He referred to notes but
once during his speech, and then only to
impress with the exactness of a few important figures; never once did he deviate
from his logical outline; no superfluities
marred the strength of his argument; and
from first to last he talked like a comrade
to his fellow workers without resorting to
a single familiarity, or abating one jot
the pervasive impression that here was a

the mind and soul beneath.

liberate

the logician minus the verbiage of the
pedant, with an orderliness of procedure

5 of this issue.

man

eminently qualified to plan, to lead,

to direct

—the very personification of the
—and

present great railroad problem
solution.

its

:

:

!
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hard to conceive of any huniaii

is

who

room witliout a firm determination to work harder
and more intelligently for the Company.
being

And

if

could have

that

left

time lacked for extended congrat-

man

from every

ulations

present,

Mr.

Willard could not help but feel that there

was

a sincerity of purpose stamjx^d on the

faces,

and a warmth

of those

hands
which promises

of grip in the

whom he greeted,

a large measure of success to the road.

When Mr.

Willard had conchided, Mr.

Thompson

said

''On the

way

me

lard said to

hour after tea.
They were too
busy discussing old tinx's, present times,
future prospects or wliat not, to worry
social

themselves with

formal

entertainment.

The room was hung with

sm<jke wn-athes,

burned brightly, good cIkht was
there in abundance* and everybody enjoyed
themselves as the humor struck them.
The sun shone warm on the morrow.
Good breakfasts, cigars and old companionships warmed .soul and body. And
it was a crowd of keen railroa<^lers that
the

fires

gathered for the .second day's session.
to this meeting,

Mr. Wil-

that he had not prepared

and that he just wanted to
men; that if there were any
parts of our system or policy which we
wanted to know about and which he had
not explained, would we kindly ask him
and he would explain them to us. He
wants every one to know what he has to
do and what part of the work he wants us
Is there any one who can think of
to do.

As a presiding
is

Mr. Thompson

officer,

a huge success.

Brevity, clearness, in-

his speech

cisive questions, pointed

talk to the

withal a kindly

anything to ask?
"Let me say just one word, then. In
speaking before Mr. Willard addressed
you, I touched lightly on the thought
that

many

of us

here today.

who were

It strikes

here in 1910 are

me

very forcibly

his talk, that

inasmuch as the

President has placed so

much confidence
way to show our

now, after

in us, there

is

appreciation

no better

when we

leave Deer

Park

than by working for and obtaining those
results for which he asked."
(Great
applause.)

Mr. Thompson then declared a recess

for

the afternoon, and after a splendid dinner,

each

man

followed his

Some took

own

inclinations.

cross country walks through

humor

more could one ask

comments and
are

his.

What

chairman
In opening the meeting he said
"The program for today will include a
number of short talks and papers read by
various officers of the Baltimore and Ohio
of a

And we

Railroad.

want

also

to

bring

about a friendly discussion.

"I spoke yesterday of a matter tliat
seemed vital to me. as well as to you
gentlemen, namely, that so many of the
men who were here in 1910, were h<Te
again yesterday to meet and hear our
President address us. That means a gn'at
deal.

I

were an orator so t hat I could
in possibly a better way
I know
idea about the matter.

wish

I

impress you

with

my

a few things

now

that

three years ago, and

I

I

did not

know

appreciate what

our President has done for the employes
of the Baltimore cV: Ohio Railroad.

"After making a
Mr. Willard dix*ided
that

trip over

the

in his g(KKl. fair

road,

way,

the employes of the Baltimore

<V:

the beautiful Deer Park section, others

Ohio were well worth giving a chance.
The result is that tinlay we have gone

measured

along three years with him.

their skill at

iards, or their

bowling or

l)ill-

prowess in the swimming

many

tank.

Railroad
verl)ial

have

men never showed

their pro-

modesty more openly than

at the

The changes

very few, except that a great
of us have received promotions.

l>een

"In order

to

show our appreciation

of

the confidence which he has placed in us,

THK

AM) OHIO

BALTIMOKl-:

we can do is to think
what he lias said about the
situation and to work hard to hrinp; about
the result which he is anxious to attain,
If in
and, in fact, which he must attain.
I

think the least

seriously of

the next few years

we

brinp;

about the

and reach the .-tandard

sults

President,

am

1

sure

repaid for the hard
for the

ai!

of

work and,

burning of midnight

"Thirty years ago

last

us
if

re-

by the

set

will

be

necessary,

month, a young

man came into the service of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, I am told (I was
not here then)
in short ])ants and wearing a smile.
Today he has outgrown the
short j^ants, but he still has the smile, and
when I mentioned to him last week that
I wanted him to make an address, he
asked me along what lines. I said, Svell,

—

anything that is on your mind.' He said,
'oh, are you going to have a week's meeting?' (Laughter.)
I refer to our General
of the Eastern Lines, Mr. C. W.
Galloway."*
Notwithstanding Mr. Galloway's suggestion that he could talk for a week, he
brought his recommendations to us in
a short, forceful speech.
His criticisms
were straight from the shoulder, but constructive.
He spoke of a number of conditions needing improvement, and suggested
means for remedying them.
Among th^' more important subjects
mentioned were the following:
"We need better passenger train performance.
We are trying to make a
record of on time performances with Nos.
5 and 6.
For a number of days we succeed.
Then something goes wrong,
usually something avoidable, and our

Manager

record
is

is

broken.

not what

it

Local passenger service

should be either.

''Our handling of fast freights has not

been good of
busin(^ss

late.

This causes a

loss of

and the consequent necessity of

*Tho Deer Park spwches
coming

issues.

will

bo

giving

which

printt'd in full in forth-

.M

to

s('r\-ice

low cliaractcr freight

and

rersa.

vice

\'ery often en-

not merit.

(liH's

ii

ACAZIM

when

gines are not read>'

trains arc ready

Tliink of

the

loss

in

from this alone.
Calls for
additional power have often l)een found
unnecessary. The power stands unused
when it could be working elsewhere. We
are operating now with more cars than
overtime

we

oil.

—

i:.Ml'Lo\i;s

need, yet calls for

more cars come in
when they would

continually, sometimes

only cause congestion.
''

Recommendations

provements

changes or im-

for

examined

be

should

carefully before being submitted.

send

in

very
Don't

half-baked opinions to be shot

of holes.

inadequate,

full

your power is
won't help to throw up

Furthermon^,
it

if

your hands and confess to this condition.
Find out why it is in poor condition. See
that

i/our luhricdting fdcilities are evenly

distributed, etc.

''The

little

things are small by them-

selves but they are very large in the aggre-

You pick them up and carry th(>m
around and they get bigger and bigger
until they overpower everyone.
"There is one thing that I am sure you
can do upon 3'our return to your offices
that will help very much to bring about
gate.

the results we desire and that is to see that
your supervision is right and adefjuate.
If it is not, then you have the proper offiYou
cers with whom you can take it up.
can get advice. If you have not sufficient advice on any subject, ycju know
where you can get it."
(Ai)i)lause.)
In introducing Chief luigineer Stuart,

Mr. Thomi)son

said:

"Three years ago this month thought
the I^ngineering and "onstructioni )ei)artment was the most imi)ortant departOhio Ivailroad
ment of the Baltimore
It is imi)()rtant,
or of any other railroad.
but I do not think it is of as nnich importance as I thouglit it was at that time.
Our Chief I-]ngiiieer. Mr. Stuart, is with
1

(

cV:

:
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US today, and

necessary
to me.

he

is

I

want him to
as he

evils'

He

talk on the

expressed

them

some people think
on our, railroad, and

a necessary evil

Mr. Stuart went

into the present

(Applause.)

fair

good to see Mr. Campbell. Tall
and dignified, with iron gray hair and
mustache and clean cut features; he has a

and

to speak, his

believes

he thinks that he is not getting a
show/' (Laughter and applause.)

other than for the best interests of the

Baltimore and Ohio."
It is

And when he begins
manner and voice complete

splendid bearing.

pending engineering operations on the
road in detail, and outlined plans for
future development.
He also touched
in an illuminating manner upon the neces-

the conviction that he is every inch a
gentleman, singularly adapted to and well

a satisfactory solution of the

able to carry the burden of his work.
There was a quiet intensity in his delivery which was strongly indicative of his

grade crossing problem by the railroads

devotion to the interests of the Company.

sity

for

and the people.

He

concluded with a fine

Mr. Campbell pleaded

for a larger re-

on ^'enthusiasm" and

sponsiveness on the part of his fellow em-

what it would accomplish in bringing
about the great results for which we are

ployes to the interests of the traveUng

striving.

did during the convention.

inspirational note

As Mr. Thompson led up to the next
it was quite evident from the

public

.

This point impressed as few others
His illustra-

tions of

some

of his

own

experiences in

speaker,

traveling as a private person on the Balti-

smiles on the faces of those present that

more and Ohio,

one of the most popular men on the road
was about to be called upon, and Mr.
Loree was then introduced.

tions

Mr. Loree told us about conditions
on the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton,
and took everybody into his confidence

personal attention, just a word, perhaps,

in his characteristically quiet manner.
His emphasis on the importance of our

made

accounts,

of

some

of his investiga-

in connection with big freight

etc.,

showing convincingly the

incalculable value to the road of a

little

from employe to patron. His concluding paragraphs are quoted in full
''I am very much gratified to be here
today and to have met so many of you

whom we

am

Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton work
was convincing and his outline of the

with

ramifications of the Southwestern lines

some of the older men like Mr. Spurrier,
Mr. Johnson and Mr. Finney. I am also
glad to meet the new men who are coming
up on the Baltimore and Ohio.

clear.

Mr. Thompson continued:
"In following out some difficult
tions, the President

situa-

has to be represented

in different parts of the country.

He can-

all places where matneed attention, and it
is necessary, therefore, that he be represented in such a way as to leave the most

not possibly go to

glad to renew

''I

want

are

all

my

to express

associated.

acquaintance

my

I

with

appreciation of

Company in
men who have

the policy adopted by our

taking care of the older

his office

seen years of faithful service on this road

favorable impression possible.

and are still retained but are relieved of
some of the heavy burden. " (Applause.)
The next speaker, Mr. E. H. Bankard,

ters

from

'Tor this work he has Mr. Campbell,
and I hope that you all will do everything
you can to help him in his duties. I have
known Mr. Campbell for over twelve years
and I am sure that he has no ax to grind

purchasing agent, outlined the causes of
the enormous
carry at

all

amount of stock we have to
and suggested how,

times,

through intelligent cooperation, the quanHe said that we are
tity can be reduced.
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paying $2500.00 per day in interest alone
on the money tied up in stock on hand.
When you consider the enormous business which must be done to cover such

down
He also

charges, the necessity for holding

purchases

is

at once apparent.

enlarged upon the cost of storage, deterioration and depreciation, and urged

a

careful supervision of all purchasing requi-

othcr railroad
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New York

in

We

City.

have locations on both rivers and our
transferred in the

freight

is

as

on other

it

is

same nianucr

lines.

would not be surprising to nic if, in
West, some
of our employes would minimize our facilities in New York.
But we are doing
some great things there, and Mr. Hciit.
"It

talking to shippers in the

AVERAGE AGE AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF SERVICE
VARIOUS CLASSES OF EMPLOYES IN ACTIVE SERVICE ON BALTIMORE & OHIO AND
BALTIMORE & OHIO SOUTHWESTERN. JANUARY 31st, 1913
Average
Length

Average Length op Service ^as
Class of

Average

Employment

Age

Total

Fireman

Engineer

41 yrs.

yrs.

mo.

3 mo.

12 yrs.
2 mo.

28 yrs.

4 yrs.
6 mo.

Brakeman

Conductor

Skrvicb

i

Engineers

3

Firemen

11

mo.

5

6 mo.
5 yrs.

mo.

11

mo.

12 yrs.

18 yrs.

mo.

6 mo.

7

6 yrs.
3 mo.

31 yrs.
2 mo.

Brakemen

4 yrs.

1

42 yrs.

Conductors

17 yrs.
o nu).

yrs.
3 nu).

f)

•

Office Assistant Third Vice-President
(Employment Bureau).

October

3r(l,

1!>13.

THE TABLE ABOVE IS INTERESTING IN VIEW OF WHAT BOTH MR. WILLAHD AXU .MR TIIU.Mr.<uN
SAID AT THE DEER PARK MEETING IN REGARD TO THE LENGTH OF SERVICE
OF THE MEN THERE.

end that economy may
obtain
important part of our work.
Mr. Thompson then took up the que.sto the

sit ions

in this

tion of our

and said

New York

terminal

facilities

in part:

''Some of our patrons in the West seem

doubt as to whether the Baltimore
Ohio runs into New York. It is true
that we have no two or three million dollar

to be in

&

passenger

terminal

there,

]:)ut

we

and there to stay.
''We have our freight terminals

are

there

so sit-

uated that thev are as favorable as anv

the Vice-President of the Statcn l.-land
Lines, is here and will tell you about
them."
Mr. Bent's i)resentation of the New
York situation was most comprehensive.
Of particular intcTcst were his stat<'ments
in regard to the ovcrwlK^lmiiig importance
of New York as a railroad and ship|)ing
center, the improvements now under way
looking toward the more expeditious
handling of water shipments, the developments, fmst and future, on our Staten
Island j)roperti(\< and the efforts now

—
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being

made

to develop the

lyn waterfront into a city

South Brook-

owned terminal

you more in detail. During the last
month we have had in quite a few places
to

'There is an office in the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Central Buidling which is
to my mind one of the most important
offices on the railroad.
That office can
do a great deal of good, but it is badly
handicapped. It needs the help of every
man sitting in this room. The man who
fills that office is very r^uch in the posi-

It might be well for you to
remember that ia August almost $9,500,000
was earned. That is more than was
earned in any month before by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. There were on
an average per day 15,000 more cars on
the Baltimore & Ohio than in any previous
month in the history of the Company.
Last October it was possible to earn a little
over $9,000,000 with 15,000 less cars on
the railroad. Now, 15,000 cars, if they
are all foreign cars, at 45 cents a day is a
big sum of mone}^, and the problem is a
big one.
By cooperating and carrying

tion of being up in a balloon looking down
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad System.
He sees that we have too many cars in
this place and not enough in another
place, and when the General Manager
gives him instructions to move cars from

is almost unLet us assume that the man on
each and every division of this road was a
man with ability equal to that of our
President.
What would be the result?
Of course, we cannot hope for that, but

for the joint use of the roads entering

New

hoped that we will be
able to present Mr. Bent's speech in the
York.

November

It

is

issue of the magazine.

When Mr. Bent

concluded, Mr.

son said:

Thomp-

.

[^

one point to another

—as

and the general superintendent sends out

movement

of the cars,

those instructions must be carried out.

up

to

protect his particular division.

I

mind one

it is

him

to

have in

instance in Pittsburgh, where I

was with Mr. Galloway, and when, by
moving some cars from Pittsburgh to
Connellsville that night and also by moving some cars from Connellsville to New
Castle at the same time, it was possible to
fill two orders.
It happened, however,
that the cars did not get away quickly
enough. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is a checkerboard, you might say,
and the General Managers, in manipulating their equipment and instructing the
men what to do with the equipment, are
moving their checkers from one spot to
another.

it

as

is

possible

by

each and every man
famiHar with his duties, being a good
soldier and, when he is instructed to do

becoming thoroughly

tions.

Mr. Riley

^Car Efficiency.'

will

now

talk to

you on

"

would be impossible to sum up
Mr. Riley's remarks, for he went
into convincing detail and used many
illustrations.
That his study of his subject has been exhaustive and that his
speech had been prepared with great
care and thoroughness was apparent
from the comments heard after the
His remarks will be
morning session.
It

briefly

given complete in a future issue.
it

to say here that

it is

Suffice

largely through

the work under Mr. Riley's supervision,
namely economy of car movement, that
the

Company

expects

to

increase

its

operating efficiency during the next few
years.

''Now, just one word in this connection,

and then

get as near to

something, carrying out those instruc-

'T think that too often one of the division ofiicers feels that

out instructions, the saving

limited.

we can

occurs daily

a message to carry out such instructions
in regard to the

a car shortage.

I

want

to ask

Mr. Riley to talk

In concluding the morning session,
Mr. Thompson stated that he wished to

:
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emphasize

particularly

three

points,

namely
1.

2.

hill

Carry out instructions rigidly.
Cooperate with all departments of

and particularly with

road,

and keen,

clouds,

the public.

Keep down supplies on hand to a
minimum.
If food for thought had been provided
in abundance at the morning: session, food
3.

ijracing air

— to scale a

or find the end of a road or path in the

beautiful
the

31

Deer Park country.

Two-thirty saw everybody assembled
in the convention room, ready for the

Mr. Thompson

afternoon's work.

calleil

mock

the meeting to order and with

seri-

ousness began:
'T received a wire at lunch time which

Vi4.

aooooH

V2»-ll.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO SYSTEM.
BE BRIEF.

TELEGRAM.
h the Pmidad. ih,

VtctJ^ttidtnU. Gtncrd Ctansd »r ih« Gtntrmt Manafr. mmtt k* (rn*.
to t*nJ*r; h»m» ^ficc, mdAU^th,
»lr*
airt at aJdnueJ.
Ttltramm
3rd— Original iy tnall to ttndtt i Asm<
"Dupiicalt" afttt nam* of tht pcnon aJdratad.
Jot dtlt»tiu to 4^ic«rj on inlnt maU bt tttclo—d In imatl No. 6 orwlofie {MmrMOai 0rop*rUt mml t d

TJttrami

filtJ

2n^Bv

mMcJ <u follow*: Ijl-By
"

AT ONCE

«mV

a^k

BaatirDOrc,Md., September 23rd, 1913,

52-55 GO .X.S.

A.W.T.
C.W.G.
J.R.K. . Deer Park

Loaded and received fron corjiections yooterday
10774 coiinorcial and 575 company freight, total 11348 cars.
This is record loading. Best previous record September 15th,
when 11142 cars were loaded and received from connections.
C.C.R*
10:10

A.!l

TELEGRAM WITH WHICH MR. THOMPSON GREETED THE DEER PARK CONFEREES ON
THE AFTERNOON OF THE SECOND DAY.

man was supplied in equal
abundance and variety at the noon meal.
And for most of us digestion did not have
long to wait on appetite.
for the inner

After

around,

the

had

cigars

been

passed

many adjourned to the hospitable

reception

hall,

and discussed the pro-

concerned

we have

me very much.

After the talks

we thought that we would
go back home and make a better job of
had,

railroading.

we were

I

am just

advised that while

here yesterday the road showed

the heaviest loading in

its histor}' in

ceedings of the forenoon, or enjoyed the

from connections, being 11,348

warmth

plause.)

of the

open

fireplaces.

Others

sought the quiet of the writing rooms with

A

few
took advantage of the gorgeous weather
it was an ideal September day with a
steel blue sky back of billows of rolling
picture

—

postals

or

newspapers.

one

day, the total, including loads received
cars,

(Ap-

"Since our meeting here three years
ago,

we have

considerably.

locomotives,

heavy

class,

increased our equipment

We
all

of

have added over 600

them being

of

the

a number of them the Mallet

:
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type,

and over 18,000

freight cars.

To

design and follow up details in the construction of over 600 locomotives and 18,-

000 freight cars has meant much detail
work for the Motive Power Department.
1 would like Mr, Clark to tell us of his
problem." (Applause.)
After making some interesting comparisons on the cost of keeping motive

'There is spent on the Baltimore &
Ohio each year from $12,500,000 to $13,000,000 in keeping up track, buildings
and property, and from time to time we
are confronted with requests for additional amounts.
There is such a big field
here that one's mind cannot help but turn
to the question of saving.

''Assuming that Mr. Stimson or Mr.
Dick could work out different methods by
which they could take a ten hour day and
increase the amount of work that a man
does by 2% or 12 minutes, what a great
saving this would mean! If a frog lasts
about six years as it usually does sup-

—

pose

we could

increase the

—

life

of that frog

by keeping the bolts tight, and keep it in
the track a two per cent, longer time than
we do now. That would mean that we
would extend the life of that frog about
1.4 months.
Except in the cases where
it seems that this could be
Applying that principle to all
maintenance of way expenditures, we
would say to Mr. Stimson: 'You can get
two per cent, more in the way of efficiency
and that will mean $240,000 a year.' I
imagine that thought may startle Mr.
Stimson, but I will ask him to tell you
what he thinks of this problem.

frogs break,

done.

C. L.

FRENCH

Recently promoted to Assistant General Superintendent
of the Pittsburgh System

power
Clark

satisfactory

in

developed

two

Mr.

condition,
striking

points.

First that for the addition of safety appli-

ances alone to our equipment, the

Com-

pany is now spending $40,000
month; secondly, that one of the

chief

causes of increased cost
labor.

He

is

per

the scarcity of

pleaded for a better under-

standing between foremen and their
as the one

way

of service

and

men

which individual length
can be increased.
Mr. Thompson took up the thought
in

efficiency

here and continued

Mr. Stimson showed how his department
making big savings in numerous ways;
by getting ballast cheaper through better
contracts; by laying 113 feet of rail per
man per day this year as against 82 feet
last year, and laying it better than ever
before; by making our own frogs and
is

switches, etc.
It was apparent to everybody that
Mr. Stimson is a firm believer in modern
efficiency methods, the bonus system for

stimulating interest in the work,

etc.,

as

a means to reduce costs. Great results
along this line may be expected from

Way Department.
had been expected that Mr. Dick
would follow Mr. Stimson, but as their
the Maintenance of
It

:
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work is along similar lin(\s, the liinitt'cl
amount of time left for the conference

made

necessary to postpone his paper

it

when, as

until next year

"he will be the
program."
said,

introducing

In

]\Ir.

first

Thompson

speaker on the

increase

next

the

subject

of

outgo for these non-

by-products

productive

And

in

of

sums

large

Company

Safety

in

vision of train handling

measures.

cautionary

railroading.

notwithstanding

this condition exists

the fact that the

and

I

am

sure

has spent
super-

devices,

and general preMr. Coon was

we

arc going to get

(Applause.)

"Safety First" was the next subject
uj), and Mr. Th(jmpsun frankly

taken

expressed

disappointment

his

comparatively

Loss and Damage, the Chairman read
a report submitted to Mr. Willard by
Major Pangborn, which showed a decided

helj)

it."

this

work

replying to

poor

since

progress

its

the

at

made

in

inauguration.

In

Mr. Thompson, Mr. Boyd,

Assistant Coun.sel, developed the following facts conclusively:
First,

admitting that progress

work has not been

all

it

in

Safety

should be,

if

analyzed carefully the figures show that
a considerably smaller percentage of

employes are now being

killed

and

in-

jured than before the work started.

then called upon to go into this important
subject in detail.

He mentioned

three

principal

causes

and damage, namely: damage
caused by rough handling of trains;
damage caused by rough handling on
platforms, in warehouses, etc.; and loss
for

loss

occurring through mistakes in shipment,

His analysis of conditions
was very thorough and he illustrated
ever}' point and suggestion with actual
occurrences which had come under his
theft,

own

etc.

The

observation.

recommendation

is

kej-note

of

his

summed up

in

his

concluding paragraph
"If

we have your

interest

and en-

thusiasm in this work, we can succeed.

We
As

cannot succeed without j'our help.
I said before,

article,

that

Help," and
strongly.

I

if

title

I

is a title to my
"We Need Your

there
is,

cannot emphasize it too
ever}' Superintendent

know

on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad perand I think I know every Trainmaster. I know most of the Assistant
Train Masters.
Knowing their ability
and the way they will help, I am positive
this bureau will get that help and that
we will cut that loss and damage item
next vear almost in half. We need vour

sonally,

O. L.

EATON

Recently promoted to SuperintenJent at Connellsville

Secondly, that we have had to contend

with

a

much

larger

number

of

inex-

perienced employes this year than ever
before,

greatly

of Safetv W(jrk.

increasing the difficulty
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Third, that the Divisional officers are

blame

largely to

for the slow progress,

through their failure to give adequate
cooperation.

Boyd

we have been

''The easiest thing

instructions

get

in-

and the hardest thing has been

structions,

carried

Vice-President,

third

able

work has been

to get in this safety
to

Mr.

Illustrating this point,

said:

The

out.

instance,

for

in-

structed the Divisional Superintendents

Chairmen

to act as

the Committees

of

For

his

arguments showed a tremendous

amount of investigation and study looking to more efficient car handling. One
of his most interesting points demonstrated that if we can raise our average
car mileage to 29 miles per day, a full
half mile less

than our best day's record,
million and a half in car

we can save a

operation alone during the present

fiscal

year.

As the hour was then getting

Thompson

late

Mr.

said:

chanics, one Division Engineer and five

"For the remaining portion of the afternoon there are several gentlemen from
whom we would like to hear and I am
compelled to ask them to limit their talks
to three minutes each. There is one of

Assistant Engineers attended the twenty-

the assistants to the President present.

and, together with the other Divisional
officers, to

attend the monthly meetings.

The minutes show
six

that in August only

two Master Me-

Superintendents,

one or two committee meetings."
Fourth, that where the Mechanical
Departments had put in within reasonable time recommended safety devices,
gratifying decreases in accidents were
shown; that where they had not cooperated promptly, the conditions are
still

bad.

Fifth, that although

it

had been con-

90%

clusively proved that

or over of

are due to the carelessness of

injuries

employes, this in

upon the

itself

discipline

of

a reflection

is

the

Divisional

Officers.

admitting

After
stacles

which

that

prevent

operation of the Division

work, Mr.

are

ob-

fullest

co-

there

the

men

Boyd maintained

in

that

this

if

are to carry out our promises to our
ployes,

we must have

and suggested

now

several

this cooperation,

tentative

before the officers of the

which,

if

adopted, will ensure

As Mr.

Thompson

we
em-

plans

Company,
Mr.

Kearney, the Superintendent of Transhe called him a ''crank on

portation,

cars," and
his speech

when Mr. Kearney finished
everybody was quite agreed

as to the appropriateness of the

title.

In speak-

said that this particular man had a great
many troubles, and he replied, 'What!
that man has less trouble in his face than
I refer to Mr. J. D.
I know.'
McCubbin, Jr." (Applause.)
Mr. McCubbin ought to wear a smile
and be happy, for he knows how to make

anyone

others happy.

He

talked less than a

minute, but said what he wanted to and

put a big dent in the memories of everyone who heard him. And if any man
present ever breathes any information he

may have about real estate
the Company contemplates,

transactions
it

won't be

because he has forgotten Mr. McCubbin's
request.

In introducing the next speaker, the

Chairman remarked:

"You have
fore

seen the advertisement 'Be-

and After Taking.'

eral of our officers here

it.

introduced

He has something on his mind.

ing to one of the officers the other day, I

There are sev-

who

are in the

have one man in mind
who is on the general manager's staff and
who was on the road showing the men
'how to do it.' That was before taking.
He has since been promoted. I call on

same

position.

Mr. Begien."

I

'HK BAI/riMOKK

AXD

Forced to put his ideas in tabloid form
on account of the time hmit of three
minutes, ^Ir. Bcgien said so much durin«r
the

first

sixty seconds that, thinking his

time was up, he was about to resume his

when assured

MACiAZIXK

ollK) KMI'LOVIOS

3,5

one reason for his success.

Mr, Begien
has 'sticktoitiveness' in abundance.
Preparatory

to

Pangborn as the

last

introducing

Major

speaker Mr.

Thomp-

son emi)hasized the four points developed

the Chairman that

during the afternoon most essential to

had ''two minutes to p;o." A
quarter of an hour afterward, when he

remember, to study, to improve upon,
namelv:

seat

he

b}^

still

oF ALL RAilJ{«»\D
AT THE DEEK PARK MEETING. MR. BOYD STATED THAT o\ ER
EMPLOYE FATALITIES ARE DUE TO PRACTICES LIKE THE ONE HERE ILLUSTRATED:
THEY CAN BE ELIMINATED ONLY' BY OBEYING THE RULES
'.»n'

again turned to the smiling Chairman, a

1.

ahead

day
day

voice from the crowd cried

Begien,"

—

''go

—and go ahead Begien did

!

timekeeper either had a stop watch or

The

Not a man

in the

room, however,

1913,

Damage

compared

cost SI 1,000 per

to

S5.700

per

in 1910.

for-

2. One employe loses his life eviTv (jt her
day on the Baltimore <fe Ohio Railroad.

re-

3. In 1910 there were forty accidents
on the road per day; in 1913 thero hjwe
been fifty-two per da>-.
,,.,ii4. The importance oi <;,i -.
omy and efficiency.
Mr. Thompson then continued:

got his job.
gretted the fact that the speaker

Loss and
in

;

was

given the opportunity of going thoroughhinto his topic of "Train load as Viewed
from the General Office and on Line of
Road."
His was indeed a masterful
study of this important subject, and fully
justified Mr. Begien's appellation of "the
Student of the Road.'' Incidentally the

Baltimore

manner

vears,

of his speech illustrated strikingly

i

"One

who

is

x

,.

,

of the assistants to the President,

with us today, has been on the

and

&
I

Ohio Railroad a number of
going to ask him to sum

am
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up what could be gathered from this
meeting in the past two days. Gentle(Applause.)
men, Major Pangborn."
The keynote of Major Eangborn's remarks was the ''efficiency of personal service/' and its tremendous importance in

much

accomplishing the results so

de-

on the road. ''Service between employe and the public, between foreman
and laborer, between divisional officers
and their men, between executives and all
sired

employes; not alone a technical service
enforced by the rules," said the speaker,
*'but a real human sympathy carried
down through the ranks to the most

man on the road."
When Major Pangborn had

lowly
his

inspirational

talk,

concluded

Thompson

Mr.

"Before adjourning the meeting there
are a few remarks which I desire to make,

and which may seem worthy

of serious

President's address yester-

day, and the talks today, are to be passed

along to other employes who have not
been as fortunate as we, in hearing them.

The seventy thousand employes on

the

&

Ohio will hear of this meeting through the two hundred and thirty
or more employes before me today. Each
of you two hundred and thirty men will
talk to ten men, which means twentythree hundred; each of the twenty-three
hundred will speak to ten additional men,
Baltimore

making twenty-three thousand, and each
of the twenty-three

three more,

thousand

will talk to

making nearly seventy thou-

sand men. Now, one word: Boost the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Do not admit, or even think, that we are not
capable of doing as well as is done by
other railroads. While we may not have

money at hand to make all of the
improvements we would like to, there are
many things that can be done without
the expenditure of money. Hard work on
the

together with courtesy and

"In the past few years I have had an
opportunity to meet many other railway

men, and I want to say to you now that
we have just as good a line of officers and
employes in the Operating Department of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, from the
General Managers down, as they have on
any other railroad that I know of, and I
am firmly of the belief that we have as
good as any railroad in the United States.
And we are confident that we have the
ablest and fairest President.
(Applause.)
if we follow out the
down by Mr. Willard yester-

"I believe that

we

have the very best staff of
employes, and the best
managed railroad in the United States.
His standards and ideals are high. If
we follow them, great results will be produced, and we will all participate in the
day,

officers

will

and

line of

reward.

consideration:

The

all,

cheerfulness, will do them.

policy laid

said:

''First.

the part of

We ought
have the loyalty that was referred to
by our President yesterday, and I am
"Just one word on loyalty.

to

sure that

if

each of us considers his sugges-

and follows them, he will
have that loyalty which jneans so much to
any railroad, and which will be a great asset
Do not let any
to the Baltimore & Ohio.
employe speak disparagingly of any other
employe. In talking to any person on
the outside, or to any other railroad men,
boost Baltimore & Ohio men.
"If you know of any fellow employe
tions seriously

who

is

not making good, talk to him, or

Do not talk
about him on the outside. We want to
see all of you men back here at succeeding Deer Park meetings, and it is my hope
that we will have one again next Spring.
"Our attitude towards our fellow employes should be such that if someone
sticks a pin in one of them in Chicago, a
fellow emploj^e in Baltimore will hear of it
and holler. (Laughter and applause.)
talk to his superior officer.

THK HAl/riMORK AND

UlllO LMi'LoVKS

"Mr. Willarcl has placed his confidence
you and in me. It means a great deal
to all of us, and the railroad on which we
are employed. Remember that his final
decision three years ago was that he
would take the men on the Baltimore <fe
Ohio and produce the results that were
necessary to bring the property where it
While we mav not have sucis today.
in

efficiency

MACiAZlXE

and earn over one hundred mil-

To

lion dollars per year.

a large extent

have been brought
particularly want to call your

the results desired

about.

I

attention to these matters to show the

confidence he has placed in us.

Are we

going to break that confidence?

I

howyou would answer
I will

answer

it

know

that question, and

No, we are not

for you.

going to break that confidence.

All of

working together, will bring about the
results which our
President desires.'*
us,

(Applause.)

Had you happened

any time
you
would have been struck forcibly by the
during

the

Deer

in

Park

at

meeting,

undivided attention paid to the speeches.

Had you

and heard the
you would have mar-

lingered a while

plain facts stated,

velled at the total absence of invidious

and

criticism

stayed

through

conference,

comparison.
the

sifted

entire

the

Had
two

you
days'

proceedings

in

your own mind and made a summary,
perhaps it would have been this:

knew what he was
That is KNOWLEDGE.
Every speaker seemed to think that his
was the most important subject. That
''Every speaker

talking about.

W. M.
Recently

made

HAVER

is
a Supervisor of Transpirtation

ceeded to the

fullest extent of his antici-

pation, the fact that

we

are here

now

means a great deal, and the further fact
that, after making his decision, he arranged to finance a loan of the one hundred million dollars, which have been
spent on the property, means much. In
other words, he wagered one hundred million dollars that the officers in this

would be

able, with such

to bring the road to

a

ENTHUSIASM. And

every speaker

Galloway in obeying orders unreservedh', Mr. Campbell in our intercourse with the public, Mr. Bankard in
holding down expenditures, Mr. Coon in
better supervision, Mr. Boyd in the
recommendations to
carrying out of
mention but a few) said that what he
needed most was COOPERATION."
K N O L E D G E, E N T I II' S I A SM,
(Mr.

at Baltimore

room

an expenditure,
higher state of

—

W

CO-OPERATION,— these three, -and
DETERMINATION was stamped upon
the faces of every

Now

for

man

ACTION!

there.

Byt/veh^
PARLEZ VOUS FRANCAIS

me and
lieved

ONE

my

of

very good friends

ex-

is

actly four feet nine inches tall

and weighs an even hundred
pounds. But what he lacks in physique
he makes up in mental prowess and vigor

A

of spirit.

professor of languages, with

many

a knowledge of

different tongues,

he can travel more comfortably than

most people

almost any part of the

in

And he

world.

gives the following ac-

count of the only time during his

at

life

which he was unable to make himself
understood.

was traveling with a friend

''I

in

a

and

sparsely settled section of Arabia,

while studying the customs in the hamlets
through which we were passing, one fine
forenoon found that I had lost him. Up
to that time, with my knowledge
Hebrew, we had been able to talk
telligently with at least one person
.

each of the villages
particular

this

we

place,

visited.

after

But

trying

communicate with various people
least a

I

sitting

down on a rock

to

re-

in the center

Finally one of the leaders stepped

forward, smiled encouragingly, and with
significantly

up

my

at break-neck speed.

proval
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shoulder, pointed

the road and raced

A murmer

came from the strange

folks

With him was a companion. The
crowd opened up as the two approached,
and after preliminary salaams, the newcomer said to me excitedly, "parlez vous
Francais." French sounded mighty good
to me and I thanked him, and hastened
to assure him that I did speak French
and to ask for some necessary directions
in order to continue on my way.
But at
the first question which I propounded,
the stranger's expression changed to a
blank, stupid stare, and I found out to
my mortification that he had already told
me all the French he knew."
gone.

in

was soon surrounded by a
crowd of curious men, women and children.
Many of them tried to make me
understand their queer jargon, but to no

a friendly tap on

voluntary messenger was seen running from the direction in which he had

'TOR"

in

of the village,

avail.

''Within five minutes after his departure

my

of

signed myself to the unpleasant situation,

and

ment.

in-

in at

dozen different languages,

I felt that I was about to be refrom the embarrassing predica-

away

of ap-

about

or

'TO"

When fusees were first sent out for use
on the road, an order accompanied them
and read, 'Fusees shall be used /or pasThe morning folsenger trains only.'
lowing the posting of this order an old
engineman who had always run freight
came into his divisional office
and asked for a supply of the fusees. The
road foreman explained that, as he was a
freight engineman, he would have no use
for them, but the engineman persisted in
his request, and finally laying a copy of
engines,

the rule before his superior, he pointed

out the phrase,

''jor

passenger trains

only," and then said, ''don't

you

see that

:

TiiK B.\i;ri.M()in:
I

have

will

and

oiiio i;mi'i.()m:s

have the fusees to stop
Tlie misunderstand-

to

passenj;vr trains."

recalling of the

led to th

ing;

order with

''fusees

39

the suggestion that she was trying to hide
a liald s})ot or an inadequate

head of

Sometimes where courteous

ori<i;inal

equ vocal meaning and the
a new order reading
be suj)plied to ])asscng('r

it

substitution

mahazixe

fails.

])()inte<l

sarcasm does

hair.

dij)l()macy

business.

tlie

of

will

Anybody h\ing

trains only."

in tlie

section c(A'ered

particular conductor's run

l)y this

would

smile at the mere mention of his name.

He

DIPLOMACY

has seen twelve years ni service with

company, and usually has charge of
which makes three hour morning and afternoon trips.
I saw him first
just after his train had been made up at
his

There
in

were

seven

thousand

])eo})le

the big auditorium, waiting for the

concert

to

director

stepped

])egin,

when

the

the

front

to

musical
of

tlie

stage and j^leasantly requested the two
or three hundred

were

wearing

He had done

women

hats,

the

to

present,

remove

same thing

who

them.

at least a

a

l)ig local

one of the 'terminals a half hour before
it started, and it was a pleasure to watch
him in action. Xo (|Ufstion from a passenger scH^med so foolish as to

dozen times during the season, and the
program, a copy of which was given to
every person present, had printed across

whom

the top in boldface

something of the

tj'pe,

''Ladies are

requested to remove their hats."

Over

A

half of the offenders complied.

few, utterly oblivious of the rights of

their

The

neighbors,

still

director waited

made no move.
a minute or two

anything

elicit

but an intelligent reply; no person with
he came

contact too insignifi-

in

cant to receive his courteous attention.

The brakeman

told me afterwards
man and his methods.

He had grown up in the community in
which he started working for the road,
and every local traveler knew and confided in him.
In fact, it was a common
occurrence for the ticket offices along his

longer and then said

route to receive inquiries as to whether or

*'In such an assemblage, I should be
unkind indeed to question the motives
of the women who continue to keep their
hats on, and who are apparently in-

not he would

different

to

behind them.

the

rights

of

the

In their cases,

I

people

am

sure

and we can only
suppose that the flesh must be weak."
In less than a minute every head-gear
had been removed, not a woman present
being willing by her inaction to credit
that the spirit

is

willing,

make

his regular run,

and

if

the reply was in the affirmative, some invalid

elderly

would be put

person or
in his

mahap

hands

a baby

for safe keep-

ing.

He

is

not merely the representative of

the road in that vicinity: he

What

is

the road.

the public thinks of him determines

the public's attitude toward the railroad.

Can you imagine the value
employe to his company?

of

such an

—

—
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We

have nothing to

except service.

sell

we fail in this, we are bankrupt. But
we are not going to fail. We are going to
make our passengers know that we appreIf

ciate their patronage.

We

are going to
think of " Balti-

make

the travehng pubhc
more and Ohio," and "Safe Travel" as
synonymous terms. We are going to
interest them in our road so much that

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
Robert M. Van Sant,
Herbert D.

George

Stitt,

B.

Editor

Lucre y,

they

will

be unconscious agents bringing

Staff Artists

us

new

and

friends

We

traffic.

THE EFFICIENCY OF HUMAN
SERVICE

every minute they spend with us
safe, comfortable and enjoyable as

The

human

''the efficiency of

expression,

service, " struck

that was said and

all

Deer

Park

done

at

From

the closing words of Mr.Willard's

address

—

the

when he

Conference.

stated in effect that all

employes
will work loyally with him toward that
end through every speech, ran the same
dominant thought ''give us cooperation
things can be accomplished

if all

—

united service, and

we

as

we

can.

Major Pangborn's happy
the keynote of

are going

by making

to keep their faith in us firm,

will give

you

re-

attitude of a well

man of
to

his

known

railroad

the past generation was, according

own

damned. "

pubUc be

confession, "the

When

the present Secretary of

the Treasury bored his tunnels under the

Hudson he coined the new phrase "the
pubhc be pleased."

And

this slogan,

with the service back of it, made such an
impression upon his patrons that when
he needed money several years ago to

meet

his obligations,

he raised his rates

materially, and, strange as

may

it

seem,

the public paid them almost without a

sults."

Service

is

the watch-word of the busi-

murmur.

Human

the watchword of the

Glance over your newspaper or magazine and see what em-

day.

all advertisers are putting upon it.
Note how important the motor car manu-

other things necessary to railroad oper-

ness world today.

phasis

facturers

make

it;

or the sellers of labor

saving devices or the makers of fountain

pens or the paint men.

Our good

friends

the cereal people go so far in service as to
offer us predigested foods.

ment

gines break

—

liable to fail,

all

of

But the best en-

mechanical factors are

and human

service

only sure thing to bank on.

A

is

the

delay

can be made positively enjoyable to a

A rough stretch on the road can
always be smoothed out with a word or a
smile.
No man on our road is too big or
too humble to contribute something
toward the efficiency of our service.

musicals

rooms for your
your entertain-

And

they spend thousands of dolyou about these things. Ser-

—service—service—everybody
same

ation are important.

and thousands

for

for

ing the

these

They provide guides

comfort,

lars to tell

all

passenger by an intelligent, cheerful em-

rest

vice

—

—smooth road bed

the

your convenience,
ment.

clean cars

is

engines

hammer home

stores of note

service idea.

All depart-

service

Good

thing,

is sell-

and emphasing

they never have before.

it

as

ploye.

Let us individually and together work to

make Baltimore and Ohio
standard by which others

will

service

the

be judged.

GET THE HABIT
THING

THIS
a

matter

going about

If

of getting

habit

of

up

and

in the

of

world

largely

is

ways

systematic

of

it.

you once get into the habit

some reasonable and

useful

way

succeeding

of

for

in

which you are

adapted, you are pretty apt to keep on succeeding, but

once you get

into the habit of

failing,

you

on

keep

failing.

Don't
of

underestimate yourself

—

-that's a

bad

fault

some men, and they are always men who have not
but don't go to the other extreme

succeeded;

—

find

your limitations.

There are two qualities needful
nality

You may have

and nerve.

to success

—

origi-

other good qualities

that are desirable and helpful, but cultivate originality

and then put the

you want

originality to

may

without being

A

initiative,

if

to succeed.

The world bestows
Initiative

work with

man's

its

big

prizes

for

initiative.

be described as doing the right thing
told.

life is

about what he himself makes

it.

Adapted from Saturday Evening Post
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....

Whore do you place safety in relative importance among the ends

rV

MR. WILLARD'S

*°

sought in the operation of a road?

e

Q^^ Uam/

ANSWER

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS FOR AUGUST
Trains
Divisions

Total

Wellston

$21,309

Ohio River

12,348

.

.

and
Yards

Shops and
Engine
Houses

9.661

9,462

Toledo

8,127

8,773

Ohio

Way

*28,713

*410

.

Connellsville.

Maintenance of

Total

'"^^

tr;

Yards

984.38 $13,827.35 $ 2.505.76

$3,235,75 $

Baltimore...

3,510.94

1,343.57

5,438.44

Cumberland..

2,895.63

1,253.39

1,769.84

1,894.41

Shenandoah

2,249.85

*410.65

*4,254.10

3,804.77
2,745.64

.

2,845.26

Monongah...

2,421.25

1,973.28

12,384.58

38,995

Wheeling....

2,717.63

2,716.19

1,873.22

2,516.95

18,538

Ohio River.. 14,982.84

6,087.22

12,690.60

12,348.37

Cleveland....

4,368.19

2,799.46

8,550.53

4.000.98

Newark

2,702.41

2,186.47

7,489.53

2,996.86

Indicates that these divisions did not have a

single case of personal injury in the class of service
specified.

SAFETY FIRST
We

Around
Shops and

Trains and

*4,254

31,916

.

1913

In and

1

ArnnnH

Divisions

Philadelphia.

7,448

Indianapolis...

*

nance of

16,145

8,034

Castle

X

14,982

10,103

Indiana

New

AUGUST.

Mainte-

$ 7,603 *$13,374 *$14,038

Illinois

Shenandoah.

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER INJURY.

show, each month, on the
test, the four divisions making the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring '*In and around trains
and yards," ''In and around shops and
"will

"hammer"

Connellsville.

6,267.17

3,527.63

18,538.30

6,475.87

Pittsburgh...

4,711.14

2,282.78

14,204.91

3,962.28

Newcastle..

4,882.66

3,757.58

38,995.20

5,575.44

Chicago

2,703.80

666.35

3,640.36

1,585.47

Ohio

8,034.46

3,909.09 *28,713.15

8,023.50

Indiana

9,462.17

7,448.06

13,141.80

9,661.00

Illinois

5,983.18

16,145.40

14,217.28

10,103.24

6,532.83

Toledo

8,773.38

10,100.74

8,127.49

engine-houses," "Maintenance-of-Way"

Wellston

7.603.65*13,374.45*14,038.20

21,309.98

and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each di-

Indianapolis..

3,835.77

31,916.45

11,397.50

7,436.12

Average

4,083.15

2,236.61

6,640.79

3,598.73

vision on the
in

number

of

employes, but,

many ways this is unfair; for

*

work is slack practically the full numnames appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages

SAFETY MEETING IN RICHMOND

if

ber of

earned per injury; then, if business falls
off the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the

amount

of

wage indicated

tive of one injury.

is

Indicates no accidents.

instance,

representa-

On Monday

evening,

September

Richmond Railroad Club held a

15th,

the

safety meeting

Murphy's Hotel, Richmond, Va. There were
between two and three hundred men present,
representing the various railroads which run
The speech of the evening was
into Richmond.
given by Mr. J. W. Coon, and it made a profound impression upon all present. Mr. John
Hair, of our safety committee, also spoke, and
several of the members of the club added interesting remarks on the subject of safety.
When the meeting was adjourned at 10.30, the
members and their guests enjoyed a splendid
supper which had been provided by the club.
It was a very successful meeting from every
standpoint, and it is an assured fact that the
forward position of the Baltimore and Ohio
in

Railroad in safety work is now well known to
of the men connected with the large railroad interests centering in Richmond.

most

t?^

II

vSi^BCi^^L^ rvii^i^rrPHILADELPHIA DIVISION
While acting as

l)y

on extra
16th, G.

coiuliictor

freight west engine 4115, July

W.

Charshee, in going up Loreley Hill,

and

in

watching train from caboose,

dis-

When

un-

covered car making smoke.

and stop
end and

able to get quick signal to head

train, he put air on from rear
upon investigation, found company car
No. 21346 hanging very low at one end,
with Ijoth bolts broken off truck box on
front end and truck broken down.
The
interest and quick action displayed by
Mr. Charshee in this case is to be highly
commended, as it probably prevented an

accident.

brakeman on extra

While acting as

freight east engine 4136, July 8th, stop-

ping at Lorele}' to

fix

hot box,

Brakeman

Rucker looked over train and discovered
arch bar broken on Number 39355. He
is to be commended for his alertness and
interest

in

the matter,

as

it

probabh'

averted a serious accident.

On September
Foreman

6th

Isaac

east of

28th,

as Teamster

J.

L.

Lemley was going to stables about six
morning he found broken
rail about one mile west of Glover Gap.
He called section foreman who lives near
o'clock in the

it

until

re-

On August 27th, \ aine McGlumphry,
about twelve years of age, found broken
switch point at Hundred, W. Va. He
notified

who looked

the agent

until track

men

On August

could

])e

after

it

called.

28th, as train 98 was taking

West Fairmont shaft, Conductor
G. E. Gatewood found a car truck broken
down and one pair of wheels off the rails,
and set car off in Barnestown siding.
coal at

Express Messenger C. A. Shroyer on
train 12, noticed a disturbance under the

front end of his car, stopped train at
48th Street, Wheeling, and found tank
brake of engine down.

On September

8th,

Joseph

Kimble,

twelve years of age, found a badly broken
rail

how

east of Soles tunnel.
to

flag trains

Not knowing

he called a nearby

hunter who flagged No. 3 and no doubt

Matheny,

Glover Gap,
noticed flange broken on J. C. & C. Co.
car 1072, and telephoned to tower to
have train examined. Conductor L P.
Boyce looked over train and found 18
inches of flange broken off, a very lucky
find before going over the hills.

On August

latter protected

paired.

The
prevented a disastrous accident.
hunter was a Newark Division Brakeman.

WHEELING DIVISION
Section

and the

ix?,oi^i

CLEVELAND DIVISION
On August

Brakeman W.

30th,

B.

on the
engine track at Lorain, Ohio, about
twenty car lengths west of the 17th Ave.
Yard. This rail was broken off about
two and a half feet. It was quite dark
Griffin discovered a

broken

rail

at the time Mr. Griffin discovered

broken
for

his

rail,

and he

is

to be

this

commended

watchfulness in this particular

Proper notation has been made on
case.
his service record and appropriate letter
sent him by Superintendent Lechlider.
43
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LOCOMOTIVE NO.

401

PRIOR TO THE FLOOD AT WASHINGTON, IND.

Engineer Tooey stands with his elbow on bumper

Brakeman H. Nelson while on extra
engine 4150 pulling out of Tenth Avenue
Yard, Lorain, Ohio, discovered ten inches
broken off of wheel of car B. &
O. 129718. Mr. Nelson is to be com-"

of flange

mended

for his watchfulness

and Super-

beam

on track just west of Quaker
This train was stopped and examined, and he also notified conductor of 1st
flange lying

City.

which was on siding at Eldon, to examand when broken wheel was not
found on these trains Mr. Frease notified

32,

ine train,

intendent Lechlider has written him an

appropriate

letter.

NEWARK

DIVISION

Committeeman Claytor made report
when train No. 203

that on July 10th,

stopped at Waterford on the 0. & L. K.
Branch, Brakeman E. M. Staley went
back to flag. There was a Hght engine

on siding which had leaked
sufficient steam to start engine out of sidEngineer on 203 had called in the
ing.
flagman, but Mr. Staley noticed the engine moving out of siding and discovering
there was no one on the engine, ran and
caught engine and stopped her after she
had gotten out on main track, and thus
prevented an accident.

standing

On July
riding

12th, Supervisor S. Frease

was

on caboose of eastbound freight
and discovered piece of wheel

train 32

BLUE HOLE
The morning
in

Engine No. 401 sank, which resulted
the drowning of four employes
after

who instructed crew on
No. 28 at Lamira and No. 89 at New
Concord to examine trains. The broken wheel was found in train 89 at New
the dispatcher,

train

Concord.

On September

11th,

Conductor Wil-

liam Milbaugh, on westbound freight
train 2d 27, engine 2698, noticed that
there was apparently something

wrong

TlIK HALTIMOHi:

AM) OHIO

K.MPLO^
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with the west switch of eastljound si(hn^

the train was stopped at Alta,

and requested the dispateher
to notify crew on passenger train No. H)
to stop and examine switch before passinjj:

train crew instructed to inspect their train

at Toboso,

over

it.

Upon

exaniinin«z; the switcli

it

and

()hi(j,

This was done,
wrong was discovered.

for the l)roken wheel.

but nothing

As the same train was passing Plymouth, Ohio, later on, Operator Win. H.
Anderson noticed the defective wheel
from tower window, and had the train
stopi)ed

at

next telegraph station

the

where the car was

set out.

While ''Bill" modestly
title

to praise in this

ca.se,

any

dischiinis

his

many

friends

him credit for having
"both eyes open.*' The Management
and Division officers are commending him
for his watchfulness and prompt action.
arv united in giving

BLUE

HOL1-: THKSTLE, ILLINOIS DIVISION',
with pile driver getting into action

was found that a rod had evidently been
dragging from some car which caught
switch rod, springing the switch points.

The

action of Conductor ]\Iilbaugh proba-

bly prevented an accident.

On

Conductor Milbaugh,
2nd 3o, September

11th,

graph

office,

and on arriving

wrong with

at

first

same, and also the section men.

short time after the passage of train No.

dition

95 westbound.

train

ENGINE

After this was reported,

No. 40L

charge to notify

all

trains to look out for

he gave engineer of

is

In ad-

passenger

No. 16 a message to look out

AFTER BEING HEBIILT AT THE WASHINCiTON.

General Yard Master Stiifford

tele-

instructed the operator in

broken flange, 12 inches in length, was
found along track near Belleville, Ohio, a

of

of

jxissing

the west switch of the (»astbound siding
at Toboso, noticed something
this switch,

the morning of October 8th, a piece

charge

in

train

IND..

SHOPS

on the extreme riRht with Enuin»>er T<xx-\ next to

hiiii

for
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No. 16 being the

this switch,

train

first

that was to use this track after train

2nd

The

35.

section

men found

that a

truck rod which had fallen from some

had been dragged through this
switch and the point of the switch was
standing partly open. Conductor Milbaugh's prompt action in this case is
highly appreciated, and he has been
awarded a merit entry on this service
car

record.

On September

20th,

Conductor W.

Christner, in charge of the Somerset coal

2864 and 2794, while passnoticed a badly broken rail

He immediately notified the
who stopped train and had

operator,

the

car

switched out.

On

M. Peck
on a freight
train discovered piece broken out of rail
in westbound track.
He alighted from
the train and flagged passenger train
westbound, 2nd No. 47, which was due at
that point at the time. His prompt action
on this occasion is commendable and the
July 14th, trackman John

of Bidwell, Pa., while east

Superintendent takes this opportunity of
expressing his appreciation.

train, engines

ing
in

Adams

No. 2 track.

made

A

prompt report was
who had

to the train dispatcher,

repairs

On August 19th, after trackman Albert
Moon of Bidwell, Pa., had retired for the
night he heard a noise from a passing
it was running over a
thorough inspection of
the track developed a badly broken rail
and angle bar. Mr. Moon immediately
called out the section foreman and his
men and assisted in applying a new rail.

though

train as

made.

broken

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
On August 15th, while train of engine
2807 was passing Glencoe, Pa., Trackman

rail.

A

Allen Bittner discovered part of the flange

broken out of a wheel on the rear car in
His prompt report of the matter resulted in the train being stopped at
Williams, where the car was set off.
the train.

On August
Frazee of the

3rd,
S.

&

Conductor

four feet broken out of

bound track

at

Adams.

section foreman,

R.

W.

C. Branch, noticed
rail in

He

who made

the east-

notified the
repairs.

On July 31st, Engineer W. Bracken of
Somerset discovered a piece of flange
broken out of a wheel on engine 1283.
The engine was placed in the shop for
This defect would no doubt
repairs.
have resulted in an accident had the engine been permitted to remain in service
in this condition.

On

July 25th, while extra east engine

2677 w^as puUing by the telegraph office
at Mt. Savage Junction, Trackman Ray-

mond Devare

noticed a piece of flange

broken out of wheel on a car in the

train.

On September

12th, Engineer

M.

Connelly,, while in charge of train

E.

No.

90, engine 2831, felt his engine pass over

a rough place in the track about onefourth mile east of Hoblitzell, Pa. He

stopped the train and notified the train
crew, who discovered a broken rail in
track on side next to westbound track.
section foreman was notified and a
flagman sent back to protect the broken
Engineer
rail until repairs were made.
thoughtfulness
no doubt
Connelly's
averted a serious accident as train No.
94 and a stock train were following

The

train

No.

90.

On September

20th,

extra east engine 2804

while

train

was passing

of

just

west of Southampton, Trackwalker W.
H. Bittner noticed Number 125046, under
load of coal, in the train with a broken

The train was stopped, and it
was found that 36 inches of flange had
flange.

broken out of one of the wheels.

The

THE
car

BALTIMOin-:
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siding.

was a very bad break which would
have caused c()nsi(lcral)l('
damage to property. Mr. Stieiibeck had
flag protection out both ways t(j avoid
tlie i)ossil)ility of any train being deraile(l.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION

appreciated by the

was switched out and

on the

i)hu'ed

Bittner's watchfuhiess

siding at Foley.

doubtless averted a serious accident as
the car was derailed

on the

when hein^

set ofT

tills

un(l()ul)te(lly

Mr.

On

the 12th of August, just east of

Brakeman Molyneaux saw

Ellrod Tower,
fire

flying

and

about four car lengths ahead
discovered

investigation

u])on

brake

and the

to be

is

train

was

Brakeman

stopped and repairs made.

Molyneaux

a

He immediately

down.

rigging

signaled to the engineer

commended.

Brakeman J. J. ]McIntyre of a Glenwood crew was at the switch leading from
36th Street Yard waiting for extra 2600
to pass so that the drag could be gotten

out

the

of

yard.

After

2600

extra

stopped, he was looking around the train

and discovered about 18 inches of flange
broken out of the front wheel under Number 44893, loaded with coal. He immediately notified the conductor of extra
2600 and the car was set ofT at Willow
Grove. Brakeman Mclntyre is to be

commended

for his alertness.

On August

30th,

while

1613-1699 was passing

oflfice

extra

east

at Bertha,

Operator J. F. Sweeney noticed a brake
beam dragging and dropped block to
stop

and flagged

position

being

47

delayed

eighteen

train,

train

minutes.

Mr.

Sweeney is to be commended
prompt action.

for

his

Stienl)eck's

At 12.30 P.
No. 54 was

:M.,

New

On September

9th, Conductor Crill (3n
No. 8 wired Superintendent Temple
that his flagman, Robert Mike.^ell, had
noticed something on the first bridge we.st
of Youngstown Depot which did n(jt look
good to him. The section men were sent
to that point and they found a broken

train

rail.

Mr. Mikesell's watchfuhiess and

]\Ir.

Grill's

])n)m])t

])rol)a))ly

rei)()rt

avoided an accident on this river bridge,

New

and the

Division

Castle

officials

wish to thank them both through the

columns

of the magazine.

On September

Flagman Dye on

26th,

extra west engine 4089,

while

j)assing

extra east 4080 at Hereford, Ohio, noticed

a rod about four feet long proji'cting from
the

north

side

the

head

end.

notified

4080.

and he
This

4080's

of

The

nc^ar

was

advised

the

crew

prevented

action

with the train.

train

dispatcher

Much

of

trouble

can be

trouble

avoided and expense saved when the

men

keep their eyes open, and we
are glad to say that Mr. Dye, as well as
the rest of the employes, are wideawake.
Their actions are appreciated by the

on the

line

very much.

DIVISION

September 28th, train

flagged

the

Division,

one mile west of

INDIANA DIVISION
Crossing

Watchman

K. Fisher,

always thinking of

M.

the train to a stop just

Junction

L. Greer of this train advises that

who

is

SAFETY FIRST,

by ^I. H. Stienbeck, of Niles Avenue, Warren, Ohio,
who had found a broken rail 60 feet east
of the Power House switch.
Conductor
DeForest

much

very

is

officials of

and Superintendent
Temple has written him a letter thanking
him for his interest.
Castle

Company

NEW CASTLE

action

noticed a brakebeam on fast moving No.

23 dragging on the

Engineer Swanson.

rail,

The
in

and

signalcMJ

latter brought

time to avert

——

—" —
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what might have caused a very serious
wreck and injury of many passengers
en the platform.

ILLINOIS DIVISION

Hunt

Mr.

called

attention to inci-

dent which occurred on the morning of

September 13. Yard Foreman H. E.
Robinson and Switchman Steve Effinge,

working in the Shops Yard, found a piece
of wheel about thirteen inches in length
Thinking the
lying along side the track.
might
still
be
in
the
yard,
they kept
car
for
car
with
sharp
lookout
a
a broken
a
wheel, finally discovering a broken wheel
under M. K. & T. 60095 in train No. 98

was pulling out
stopped, car
was
The
necessary repairs made.
as that train
train

of the yard.
set out

and

^

^^o

EXHAUSTS
DEFINED

Tommy—What's

a settlement worker,

dad?

Dad

— One

who

George had finished a term
county jail. When the sheriff
out, he said:

finds the silver lining

From Judpe

to the other fellow's clouds.

HIGHER MATHEMATICS
''Dad, you're pretty good at mathematics, ain't you? asked the hope (and

in

the

let

him

"Well, George, where are you going
this

time?"

"I doan' know, boss, whar I's goin',
but Fs goin' so far from dis heah jail dat
it's goin' take nine dollahs to sen' me a
postal card."
Everybody's Magazine.

despair) of the family.

—

''I
I used to be," confessed old Bill
Payne, scenting danger.
"Well, where a side track and a main
track join they form an angle, don't they?
''Yes?"
"Well, if a wreck should tear up the
track right there, would it be a rectangle?"

—Kansas City

"Bobby,"

said the lady in the street

car, severely,

"why

don't you get up and

give your seat to your father?
it

Doesn't

pain you to see him reaching for the

strap?"

"Not

Star.

in

a

home."

at

car, " said

Ladies'

Bobby.

Home

"It does

Journal.

HE WONDERED
"I dunnuh how-come," ruefully mused
"I dess
shuckless old Brother Soggy.
nach'ly kain't

make out

owns eight dogs

—keen,

'bout dis:

I

able-bodied var-

—

mints as ever yo' seed, sah! and yit,
bless goddness! I kain't keep de wolf fum
de do', no way I kin figger!" Judge,

"The
business
fire

cashier's always doz'ng during

hours.

I

wonder you don't

him."

"Not

or^

your

sleep like that

conscience.

if

life.
He could never
he didn't have a clear

— —

——
THE

BALTi.MoKi;

NOT EVEN TO SAVE HER

—

AM) OHIO

—

now

but

that

Paris, I can't get

save

my

soul!"

I

gowns from

down on my knees

to

Judge.

Baseball Captain

— "You

shouldn't be

on the boys. They played venThe game was lost through just

so hard
well.

one error."
IManager

— ''Yes,

so

was Paradise."

An

THIEF.

was summoned before
He was
and before the case was

old darkey

the judge for stealing a chicken.

on hand

early,

boy who was enjoying

small

his

to tne country stood for several

first trip

minutes watching a large windmill in the
vicinity of the bam. Finally he ventured.
"Gee, mister, you've got a fine electric
fan for your pigs.

"Susannah," asked the preacher, when
came her turn to answer the usual question in such cases, "do you take this man
to be your wedded husband, for better or
it

for

—

worse

"Jes'as he

called, the judge, observing his presence,

asked his name.

pahson, "she interrupted,

is,

Ef he gets any better,
Ah'll know de good Lawd's gwine take
him, an' if he gets any wusser, w'y Ah'll
"jes'as he

ten' to

Boston Transcript.

AN INNOCENT

VJ

love the church,

my

have

1

" "

macazixk

i:.mi'].om:s

A

SOUL.

Rector "I have missed you from tiie
church services since you received your
You surely cannot moan
uncle's legacy.
our
fold?"
to desert
Mrs. Ships Inne " Why I'm simply
obliged to, Mr. Surplis!

""

him

is.

mj'self

.

Once upon a time an Irishman was
walking through a lonely cemeter\' and
stopped before an imposing looking mon-

ument bearing the following
"Though Dead I Still Live."

inscrij)tion:

Pat reflected soberly for a moment and
if Oi was dead, begorra,
Oi'd own up to it?"

then said, "Well,

''My name is Johnsing,

yo' honah, "said

the darkey.

"Are you the defendant

in this case?"

inquired the judge.

"No, sah,"

replied the darkey.

got a la\\yer to do

gentleman who

my

"I'se

defendin'; I'se the

stole de chickens.

Credit

Lost.

HANDICAPPED.

An

old

man who had

was dying and

The preacher spent some time praying
talking,

and

finally the old

"What do you want me
SIDE.

more than one person
has been killed by kissing."
"Yes; but isn't it great stuff if you
"It

live

is

said that

through

it?

"

Judge.

life

nearby

preacher to pray for him.

and

THE BRIGHT

led a sinful

his wife sent for a

"Renounce the

man

said.

Parson?"
renounce the

to do.

devil,

devil," re])lied the preacher.

"Well, but
dying man, "I

Parson,"

protested

ain't in a position to

anv enemies.

SAFETY FIRST

the

make

i---

AMONG OURSELVES
GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

A.

Hunter Boyd,

Jr.

E. Stimson

W. Coon, Chairman
F. E.

GENERAL OFFICE
S. D. Hammett, Clerk in the Stock Room of
the Assistant General Passenger Agent's Office,
after a vacation lasting all summer, has started
active work in St. Andrew's P. E. Gymnasium.
He is training very hard to make some of the
regulars of the Basket Ball Team hustle for

their positions.

Charles Weibek, of the Freight Claim Department, was elected manager of the Idlewild FootBall Team. Best wishes for a good season,
Charles.
Bill Kellogg, of the Passenger Department,
while playing in a double header with the strong
Magnolias recently, made five hits in seven
trips to the bat, two of them going for three
sacks. He scored six runs, is credited with a
stolen base, and played an errorless game in the
field.

Speaking of old baseball players makes one
think of the days when Buck Herzog and Bill
Kellogg formed the best part of the strong infield of the Baltimore and Ohio Athletic AssoAlthough Kellogg did not make baseciation.
ball his profession, he was offered a contract by
Manager McGraw, but owing to some agreement Bill had with the Dallas Club of the Texas
League, he could not accept.

M. B. Wild, Statistician to the President, is
seriously ill from typhoid fever at the Williamsport General Hospital at Williamsport, Pa. He
was stricken while on his vacation at Eaglesmere, Pa. Mrs. Wild reports that he is gaining
strength slowly.
50

Blaser

Dr.

J.

F.

Tearney

John Hair

The opening of the seventh season of the
Baltimore & Ohio Central Duck Pin League
showed a three game victory for the Office of
the Auditor Coal and Coke Receipts.
Although this is the first year this office has
put a team in the race, warning is hereby given
to all those with dreams of having a cinch with
this "five," that they had better beware,
because such persons are going
If past performances may
criterion, we are due to finish
the rest of the teams following,

GOT THE GOODS.

to get

left.

be used as a
the season with
because WE'VE

Look 'em over, boys: McCahan, Brannock
and Pritchard of last year's winners, McCahan
finishing first in the league last year and fourth
in the News Tournament, to say nothing of the
promising recruits, Magness, Smith, Shinnamon
and Pund.

—

C. L. French, Superintendent of the ConnellsDivision with headquarters at Connellsville, Pa., was promoted to Assistant General
Superintendent of the Pittsburgh system, with
headquarters at Pittsburgh. O. L. Eaton,
Assistant Superintendent of the Connellsville
Division, with headquarters at Somerset, Pa.,
and in charge of the Somerset and Cambria line
from Rockwood to Johnstown, became Superintendent at Connellsville. S. C. Wolfersberger,
Supervisor of Transportation of the Pittsburgh
System, was appointed Assistant Superintenville

dent at Somerset.
All of the officials concerned in the changes
are Baltimore and Ohio men who have spent
their railroad careers with the company, the
promotion, therefore, being in line with the

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
policy of the road of filling vacancies by advancing men within the ranks.

The funeral of Ehenezer T. White. Assistant
Superintendent of Motive Power of the Haitimore and Ohio liailroad, who died after an
attack of apoplexy on September 2(). took
place on the Sunday afternoon following from
Rev.
his residence, 1815 W. Baltimore Street.
W. A. Price, of the Church of the Covenant,
conducted the services. The interment was in
Druid Ridge Cemetery.
Honorary pallbearers were officials of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Comj)any and others
who had been associated with him in railway
work. Among them were President Daniel
Willard. George F. Randolph. George F. Shriver,
A. W. Thompson. F. H. Clark. C. \V. Gallowav.
S.

KMPL«)\ IS .\iA(.\/IM

ol

The I^lkridge ('ountry ("lub lia-^ stcured the
services of four star foot-ball phiNcrs in .Messrs.
Roy Hubbard, of the Ticket .Supply l)ep:irtment, who shines at Centre. Lawrence Gill, of
the General Baggage Agent's Office, who will
play one of the ends, (\ Smithton. of the Mail
Room, Central Building, who will make a strong
bid for one of the guard positions, and H.
Chancy, Mail Room, Camden, who plays the
other guard position.

SOCCER SEASON NOW ON BOYS!
Charles Reno Purdy. of the .Vuditor of Passenger Receipts office, spent a week of his vacation with his uncle at Kevser. W. \'a.

R. Carr, A. P. Prendergast. F. E. Blaser. 6.

H. Hobbs, O. C. Cromwell and J. B. Onderdonk.
Writing on increasing freight car performance
and handling railroad equipment so far as to secure the greatest efficiency with the use of the
least number of cars. C. C. Riley. General Superintendent of Transportation of the Baltimore
and Ohio System, contributes an article to the
current issues of The Railway Age Gazette in
which he outlines the plans which his company
has adopted to accomplish such results. Mr.
Riley brings out the interesting fact to railroad
officials, that by a careful study of its traffic requirements and the scient'fic handling and loading of its equipment, the Baltimore and Ohio
lines were enabled to effect a saving of 65.000
freight cars during the six months ended March
31, and thus the road was able to pass through a
very heavy traffic period with practically no
loss of business requiring box car equipment.

A meeting of the passenger representatives of
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was held at
the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh. Pa.. Thursday.
October 9th. In the call for the meeting it was
requested that suggestions in regard to the
making of winter schedules, on our dining car
and sleeping car service, or any other matter
pertaining to passenger transportation, would
be welcomed and discussed.
Much to the satisfaction of the athletic interests of the City of Baltimore, Henry Elphinstone. Clerk cf the Claim Accounting Bureau,
and king

of the long distance men, formerly with
the Cross Country Club, has now started a
course of study at Milton University, and in the
future will represent them on the track and
road. Henry is taking a night course to prepare himself for the University of Maryland.
Bill

was a

Kellogg, of the passenger department,
caller the other day, and has signified his

intention to play in-door baseball with the
Magnolias, who were Champions of the Baltimore In-door Baseball League last year. He
also stated that the team was in hopes of getting Charles Tieme^-er, of the Drafting Room,
who was one of the star boxman for the Magnolias last year.

W. C. Pinschmidt, of the Drafting Room, also
one of the officers of troop 53, of the Boy Scouts,
has just returned from camp at Emory Grove,
where he had his charges.

JOHN'

C. McC.\H.\N-. .\.'^.'^I.^T.\NT

B.\GGAGP:

CAMDEN .><TATI(>N. BALTIMORE ENTERED THE COMPANY'S

.\GP:NT .\T

.SERVICE IN

1867

Two

clerks of the Piussenger Department,
D. Hammett, and B. S. Dougherty, will
start Sunday, October 26th. on a walk to .\nnapolis, from the Munsey Building, and trv to break
S.

the present record of six hours held hy Daniel
K, Younger, one of the star distance men of
Baltimore City.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Steeger, of the Ticket
Supply Office, spent a day at the Dahlia Show,
held at Cowenton. Md. Mr. Steeger stated
that it was one of the finest displays he had ever
seen.
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NEW YORK
Correspondent,

W.

DIVISION

B. Biggs. Agent,

New York

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. CoRXELL
W. B. Biggs
J. J. Bayer
E. W. Evans

Terminal Agent, Chairman
Agent, Pier 22, N. R.
Agent, West 26th Street

T. Gorman
A. L. MiCHELSEN
E. Salisbury
J.

Agent, St. George, S. I.
Agent, Pier 21, E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7, N. R.

Alfred Oswald
M. E. Degnan
Timothy Dinneen

Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.
Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 22, N. R.

C. J. TooMEY
E. Sheehy
Louis Polly

Frank Cook
Sam Gilesta
J.

Boitano

'

Mike DeMayo
C. H. KoHLER
A. W. Maul
A. BoHLEN
Jas. Hewitt
Patrick Meade
R. Mullen
T. Halverson
H. M. Nielsen
Geo. Kabatchnick

Tug

Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21, E. R.
Laborer, St. George
Dispatcher, Marine Department
Lighterage Agent
Captain, Marine Department
Engineer, Marine Department
Oiler, Marine Department
Fireman, Marine Department
Deckhand, Marine Department
Captain, Marine Department

Secretary

Engineer Joseph Blackburn started his railroad career as a brakeman in 1878. After two
j^ears of service he went back to his trade as a
cigarmaker for one year. He entered service
again as a locomotive fireman and served three
and one-half years, when he was promoted to
engineer. Mr. Blackburn fired the first train
to run from Clifton to Tompkinsville. At this
time there was very little or no freight on the
Island as the railroad was just begun and the
majority of the business was in carrying passengers. After almost thirty-five years of
faithful service Engineer Blackburn was compelled to retire owing to serious illness which
prevented him from continuing in the railroad
service. Mr. Blackburn was well liked by all
and could always relate happenings of by-gone
days.

Frank Mersereau, Clerk to Storekeeper, has
the service and taken a position with the
Erie R. R. in the Train Master's Office. His
place has been taken by B. Levy.
left

Engineer Chas. WjTians, Sr., and wife spent
a pleasant vacation at Port Jervis.
J.
H. Clark, Superintendent of Floating
Equipment, with his family, have taken up

in Baltimore, Md.
He still
visits to the shops at Clifton.

their residence

STATEN ISLAND RAPID
TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY

makes weekly

Engineer Wm. Eckett and his brother. FireCharles Eckett, took a trip to Troy, N. Y.

man

Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S.

I.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly
R. H. Taxter

M. ScHAFFER
R. Huff
Alex Conley
G. Hartman

J.

E. Alley

Johns
W. L. Dryden
H. E. Smith

J.

O'Connor

Vice-Chairman

of

Engines

Fireman
Track Suoervisor
Master Carpenter
Signal Supervisor

Shop Foreman
Passenger Conductor
Road Engineer

D. a. McLaughlin
R. E. Collins

Passenger Trainman

J.

F. E.

Yardmaster

It was with great sorrow that all the employes on the Staten Island Lines learned of
the sudden death of Engineer Melville A.
Lovell on Friday morning, September 19th,
1913.
Mr. Lovell had been ill for about three
weeks, but was able to be up and around the
day previous to his death. On this day he was
in conversation with the office of the Master
Mechanic and had made arrangements to go to
He entered
his old home at Phillipsburg, N. J.
the service of the Staten Island Rapid Transit
R'y, in September, 1886, and was one of the
oldest engineers in service. Mr. Lovell had
the distinction of running a locomotive in nearly
every state in the Union during his long career
He was a man well
as a locomotive engineer.
liked by everyone, both young and old. It
was his habit to raise his cap to everyone bidding him the time of day and he always had a
pleasant word for all. Besides his widow he is
survived by two daughters and a brother.

C. Richardson.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Y'ard Conductor

Road Foreman

J.

Chief Clerk, Philadelphia

Road Conductor
Road Trainman

Horan

C.

Correspondent,

Trainmaster, Chairman
Assistant Trainmaster,

J.

T. Olhatjsen

H. K. Hartman

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

T. B. Franklin
V. P. Drugan

Terminal Agent
Assistant Division Engineer
F. H. Lamb
Claim Agent
Dr. a. L. Porter
Medical Examiner
H. M. White
Engineer
Fireman
J. C. Jeffers
G. G. James
Conductor
James Flynn
Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor
C. W. Cain
J. N. McCann.. .Gang Foreman, Car Department, East Side
Secretary
R. C. Acton

C. R. Duncan, Chief Clerk, and R. Mallen,
Division, Chillicothe,
Ohio, were welcome visitors in Philadelphia,
where they both enjoyed the world's series

Road Foreman, Ohio
games.

C. Ratrie, Chief Clerk, Chicago Division,
Garrett, Ind., accompanied by Mrs. Ratrie,
passed through Philadelphia on their way to
Atlantic City.

Arthur Boettger, Assistant Shop Clerk, East
Side Shop, has resigned to go into business for
himself. Here's success. Arthur.
F.

W. Boardman has been appointed Master

Mechanic

the Philadelphia Division, vice
who has been transferred to District Superintendent of Motive Power's staff.
Mr. Sinnot, accompanied by his two daughters,

Wm,

of

Sinnott,

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
Miss Marion and Miss Earlene, left hist week
on a pleasure trip to the Pacific Coast, and will
friends in Albuquerque, X, M., Los
visit
Angeles and San Francisco, C'ah, San Antonio,
Houston and Galveston, Texas. They will be
gone about a month.
noted with pleasure that the Baltimore
Division has organized a Veteran I'jnployes'
Association on the same lines as govern the
Philadelphia Division Association. About 200
members joined. We wish them all success. It
is also pleasing to note that E. L. McC'ahan.
who has been located at Riverside for a number
of years, was elected president of the newIt is

association.

Miss Helen Townley our efficient second trick
telephone operator. Philadelphia Exchange, has
returned to duty, after a serious illness of two
months with typhoid fever.

K.\nn/)VKS

R. H. Campbell, who has been Freight and
Ticket Agent at Darby, Pa., has resigned and
taken position as Clerk and Operator at Childs,

Md.
G. A. Steidler, w^ho has been Clerk at WoodPa., for several years, has been Acting
Agent at Darby, Pa.
lyn,

E. O. Scott, Assistant Ticket Agent, Wilmington, Del., has been transferred to Assistant
Ticket Agent, 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphila, Pa.

C. C. Cann, Station Baggage Agent at Wilmington, Del., has been promoted to Assistant
Ticket Agent, at that point.

H. W. Kennedy, Xight Baggage Agent, Wilmington, Del., has been promoted to Day Baggage Agent, vice C. C. Cann, promoted.
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(
( I. F. .Messinan, 'rime
'Icrk, Superintendent's
Office. Cumberland. .Md., has been visiting

friends in Philadelphia.

Special mention must be made of W
A.
Kosman, the Xight Clerk at Bay \'iew. When
.

any one gets

ofT the train by mistake he is on
the job to direct them to their destination.
On September 20th, an elderly lady got ofT the
train there thinking that it was the Gay Street
Station. He took her satchel and carried it
for her into Ilighlandtown, where he placed
her in charge of the street car conductor.

Bernard Ashby. Passenger Agent at Philadelphia, has returned to his post after spending
several weeks at Hot Springs, Va. Mr. Ashby
was troubled with neuritis and is n()W much
improved.

J. R. Sanford, Division Operator and Chief
Train Dispatcher, has returned after a pleasant
visit to his old home in Chillicothe, Ohio,
Washington, Ind.. and Charlestown, W. Va.
J. C. Basford, employed on this division for
a number of years as locomotive engineer, was
on September 1st appointed Assistant Road
Foreman of Engines. Philadelphia Division.

MACA/IXK

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, H.

Roger.":?,

Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. HoBBS
C. W. Mewshaw
G. R. Albikeh

R. B.
E. H.
J.

f'hairnian
\'ice-C'hjiirman

Yard Conductor.

Banks
Barnhart

C'urti.s

Hay

Division Chiirn .Vet'nt
Assistant Division Knginwr
Yard Brakeman. I»rust Point
Car Inspector. W;i.-<hinKt<)n, D. C.
-ARent, Wiu^hinEton. D. C.
Y'ard Brakeman. Brun.«iwick, Md.
Yard Contluctor, Camden Yard
,

H. BiNG

T. Deenthan

D. M. Flsher
R. T. Foster
Geo. Gardner
\V. Harrigan"
A. M. Kinstendorff
Dr. E. H. Mathers
G. H. Miller

Air Brake Repairman, Riverside
Agent, Camden Station
Medical Exjiminer
Yard Conductor, WasliinRton, D. C.
.Agent I^orust Roirt
W. T. Moore
Machinist, Brunswick. Md.
W. P. NicoDEMUS
Passenger Conductor. Camden
E. OwiNGS
Tran-sfer Agent, Bnin.swick. Md.
W. E. Shannon
Secretary. Y. M. C. A.. Brunswick, Md.
E. K. Smith
Secretary, Y. M. C. A.. Riverside
T. E. Stacet
Piecework Inspector, Brunswick. Md.
C. E. Stewart
Fireman, Riverside
Geo. Sypes
Yard Brakeman. Bav View
S. R. Taylor
Master Carpenter, (^amden
S. E. Tanner
Engineer, Riverside
C. E. Walsh
Assistant Yardmaster, Mt. Clare
J. L. Welsh
G. H. Winslow. Secretary, Y. .M. C. A.. Washington, D. C.

C

Mills, for a number of years Yard
at Wilmington, Del., who had his
foot injured some time ago, has been api)ointed
to the position of Xight Baggage Agent at that
point.

L. C.

Brakeman

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS

Leslie Burns, Clerk at Landenberg, Pa., has
been filling in as Acting Relief Agent at several
points on the Philadelphia Division.
P. J. Fessenden and W. L. McClure of the
Superintendent's Office have just returned from
a trip over the Great Lakes.

Correspondent. H. A. Beaumont.
General Foreman

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P. CoNirr
S.
11.

H. S. Benedict, Time Keeper, has returned
to headquarters after some weeks in the General Offices at Baltimore on special work.
H. B. Voorhees, General Superintendent of
C. H. & D. R. R., was a welcome visitor at
Philadelphia.

J.

Carter
OvERBY

A.
P.

Keinardt

.Superintendent Shops, Chairman
.Machinist, Erecting Shop

Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshal. .\xle

and Blacksmith Shops and Powi-r
H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
V. L. Fisher

H. Ward
O. Pehin
H. E. H\E8LOOP
Geo. R. I^eilich

J.

J.

Pl:int

Boilermaker. Boiler .<hop
Moulder. Bnw<3 P'oundry
Moulder. Irr>n Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 .Mjichine Shop
Tinner. Pipe. Tin and Tender Shops
.Manager. Printing Dept.
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CAR DEPARTMENT
H. A. Beaumont
H, H. Burns
T. H. Tatum

Freight Repair Track, Mt. Clare
Repairman, Freight
Car Rebair Track, Mount Clare
Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare

Margart

L. A.

T. ScHULTZ
C. W. Gegner
Otto A. Frontling
J.

J.

very highly; these join with the younger generation today in extending sympathy to his family.
Chairman

ZiswARCK

Car Builder. Camden

P. G.

Hack

Camden

C. W.

Kern

Stenographer, Baileys
Curtis Bay
Inspector, Locust Point
Locust Point
Locust Point

R. W. Upton
C. Albrecht
D. ScHAFFER
J. F. MiELKA
I. G. R. Lathroun
•H.

Bay view

He was a member of the Wilson Post G. A.
He and Joseph Peach had the distinction

fallen
of H.

from our ranks a veteran

in

the person
S. Taylor, a veteran not
only in the service of the road, but also in
the service of his country.

of

designing and building the first spike machine!
ever made on the road. C. D. Taylor, his son,
is now in the employ of the road, in No. 2
Machine Shop, Mt. Clare, as a machinist, and
we sincerely hope that he will prove as valuable to the Company as his father did during
his long service.

We are very much grieved to hear of the
death of W. G. Roskelly, who formerly had
charge of the wreck train at Mt. Clare, and who
at the time of his death had charge of the wreck
The

train at Garrett, Ind.

There has

R.

of those

at

heartfelt

sympathy

who knew him when he was employed

Mt. Clare

is

extended to his relatives.

Edward H. Mattingly, Air Brake Inspector at
Locust Point freight shops, has taken up duties
in Johnstown, Pa., under Engineer of Tests
Onderdonk, as Chief Inspector on new equipment. Mr. Mattingly will be succeeded by
George F. Stiner, a Locust Point man, who is
well fitted for the position.
The employes

at

Mt. Clare express deep

grief at the death of E. T. White, and they desire to extend their heartfelt sympathy to his
relatives and friends. Mr. White was well

known

to employes at
liked and respected by

The members

of

Mt. Clare and he was
all.

the Mediator Committee

wish to express their thanks to the officials of
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad for their
kindness in granting us transportation for our
picnic held at Brandywine Springs, September
They would also like to thank Mr.
25th, 1913.
Conniff and his office force for their help in making the picnic a success, and each Foreman in
the Mt. Clare shops as well.

Throughout the day there were amusements
young as well as the old, such as boat
racing for the men, pie eating contests for the
boys, girls and young ladies, a potato race and a
gum drop contest for boys and girls, and an egg
race contest for young men and ladies. The
baseball game between the apprentice boys
of No. 2 machine shop and a picked team of
apprentice boys from other shops was won by
No. 2 shop by a score of 6 to 3.
'
We also had a good talk by Mr. Davis on
Mediation. Mr. Lecompte, representing Mr.
Conniff, was the next speaker and gave a very
for the

H.

S.

TAYLOR

Mr. Taylor was better known among the
employes at Mt. Clare and the men along the
line of road as ''Uncle Dick."
At the age of 21
he enlisted as a private in Alexander's Battery
during the Civil War, serving throughout the
war and receiving an honorable discharge in
1866.
He entered the service of the road in

March

of the same year.
Mr. Taylor was connected with the rod department for 47 years, the greater part of this
service being rendered as foreman of this department. His regularity was an example to all of
us; he was very active, and up to within a short
time before his death was daily at his employ-

ment.

Uncle Dick had among his friends many who
had known him for years and who esteemed him

interesting talk.

This part

of

the entertain-

ment was held in the Auditorium; there was
music by the brass band of the Peoples R. R. of
Wilmington. There was not an accident during
the day to spoil the pleasure of anyone and there
was a responsible party on each car to look out
Many expressed refor "SAFETY FIRST."
gret that Mr. Conniff could not be with us, but
he had special business which needed his attention.

—
THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent,
}'.

The new

pin

M.

G

H. Winslow,

C. A. Secretary

especially

for the
causing; much

(los'giiod

Terminal K. U. Y. M. C\ A.

is

favorable comment among the members and
many of the pins are being worn.

About forty volumes of new books for the
younger members of the association have been
added to the library. Among the authors are
Frank E. Kellogg. Harry Castleman. Frank
Patchin, and Graham B. "Forbes.
Several railroad

men

are taking up the study

of accountancy in the Washington School of
Accountancv at the Central Branch Y. M. C. A.

MAGAZINE

K.MI'LOVES

Two
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our well-known railroad men wore
married recently. Mr. John Kilroy and Mis.s
of

Mary Carney were married

at St. Dominic's
Church, and Mr. Lawrence Farley and Miss
Martha Gibson at the Church of the Holy
('omforter.
Both couples left for the nf)rth on
their wedding trips.
They have the best

wishes of their

manv

friends.

Thos. F. Foltz of Pittsburgh has been appointed to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of J. B. Mcintosh, Su{)eriiitendeiit of
Light, Heat and Power. Mr. Mcintosh luis
accepted a position in Cleveland, Ohio.

The new R. R. Y. M. C. A. tennis courts eiust
Union Station are among the best in the city
and many close and interesting games are played

of

bv the members.

SPLENDID LOOKING G.\XG OF MEN EMPLOYED IN THE .\.\LE 8HuP .\T MT. CL.XHK. WHKHE
ALL WHEELS FOR USE IN THE H.XLTIMOHE TERMINAL.^ ARE MADE
The course

includes accounting, auditing, and
applied economics, law, finance and organization.
The school is in charge of Director of
Education. Myron Jermain Jones, who has a
corps of instructors of exceptional ability to
assist

him

in his

work.

In addition to the school of accountancy the
Central Branch Y. M. C. A. conducts classes
in about twenty-five other subjects.
These
classes are open to members of the railroad
department and quite a number have taken
advantage of the privileges offered.

The bowlers

of the K. K. Y.

M. C.

\. league

met and reorganized for the seiuson of 191.3- HU4.
The alleys have been put in first chuss condition
and an e.xciting season is assured. Several
teams have already signified their intentions
of entering the league.

Engineer Frank Chad wick, one of the most
enthusiastic bowlers in Washington, expects to
break one or more records this winter. He
holds the high record for ten pins on the association alleys. C. L. Williams is after him and
will pull down his record if possible.
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CUMBERLAND

DIVISION

Correspondents, W. C. Montignani,
Secretary,

Y.M.

C. A.

Cumberland

E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

Samuel Armstrong, a negro, was arrested at
Magnolia charged with robbing a Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad freight car of $45 worth of meat
and hiding it in the bushes along the track.
Thomas Marshall, Baltimore & Ohio Agent at
Magnolia and his clerk, James Keller, noticed
the negro prowling about the car. They held

him prisoner

until the officers arrived.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Cahill

Assistant Superintendent,

W

Deneen
C. S. McBee
E. Merkle
J. W. Manford
J.

Road Conductor
Road Engineer
Yard Conductor
Frogman

D. C. Plotner
E. M. Chonvorant
W. B. Tansill

Coppersmith
Leading Inspector
Leading Inspector
Machinist
Fireman

W. H. Broome
D. A. NiLAND
E. D.

Calhoun

Brakeman

M. RizER
Terrell
C. H. LovENSTEiN

J.

J.

Z.

J.

Welsh

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Agent, Keyser
Operator

Conductor

G. Lester
I. S. Sponseller
Dr. J. A. Doerner

Signal Supervisor

J.

General Supervisor
Medical Examiner
Division Claim Agent
Secretary Y. M. C. A.
Secretary to Superintendent

W. Harig
W. C. Montignani
T. F. Shaffer

brakeman on the pike, who
with typhoid pneumonia since

B. A. Yeager, a

has been ill
March, is now able to resume
the Baltimore & Ohio.

his duties with

E. P. Hoffman, of Brunswick, who is employed as a hostler on the fire track, was
seriously injured while at work early Tuesday
morning. Another engine ran into the one on

which he was working, throwing him backward
to the ground.

He

sustained injuries of the

back and head and probably internal injuries.
He was taken to the Maryland University
Hospital of Baltimore.

Baltimore & Ohio Engineer H. L. Butts
claims the distinction of having pulled the
biggest train of loaded cars ever hauled over
the second division of the Baltimore & Ohio
and says that the run was made "without upsetting the coffee pot or pulling a stinger out."
A day or two ago he was at the throttle of
engine 4235, one of the heaviest and most
powerful types of freight engines used on the
road, and went from Cumberland to Brunswick
with 104 loaded cars. His average running
time was 33 miles per hour. This run breaks
the record for the number of loads pulled in one
train on this division, which was also held by
Engineer Butts.

The night

following three arrests were made
by Lieut. B. I. Prince. One was
a foreigner, Mike Kvalkie, who not only endangered the lives of his friends, who sought to
pacify him, but attempted to kill himself. The
two others were James and Timothy Lipscomb,
negroes, father and son. Joseph was drinking
on No. 18 and paid fine and costs amounting to
$13.00; Timothy was carrying a gun and received six months in jail and a fine of $50.
in that section

Ervin Custer, 25 years old^ a brakeman on
the Pittsburgh Division of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, who was found along the tracks
beyond Connellsville suffering with internal
injuries, and brought to the Western Maryland
Hospital Saturday morning, is reported as

somewhat improved.
Jack Talliferre, the fireman, who fell through
the Baltimore & Ohio bridge at McKeesport,
has sufficiently recovered to be out, and has
gone to his home in Washington.
E. Fred Avers, 120 Grand Avenue, a recent
of the local high school, recently
resigned his position with Schwarzenbach &
Son, to accept another at the Baltimore & Ohio
freight office, also uptown.

graduate

John May, the veteran Baltimore & Ohio
man, who was quite ill at the home of G. H.
Keedy, on Winchester Avenue, Martinsburg, is
able to be out again.
Will G. Garvey, a Baltimore & Ohio brakeman, was caught between two cars at Benwood
and badly crushed on the hips and abdomen.
He is a brother of Chief of Police L. C. Garvey,
of Benwood, and has a wife and three children
in

McMechen.

W. P. Greenfield, a brakeman on the Baltimore Division of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad met with a very painful accident recently
at Boyds station, Montgomery County, on the
Metropolitan Branch, when he was thrown
from a car. He was on duty on the train known
as the I. F. & P., No. 94, which left Brunswick
at 5 o'clock that evening. At Boyds the drop
bottom of a coal car came down and Mr. Green-

On Monday evening, October 6th, the Tie
Plant employes headed by Superintendent F. J.
Angier and Supervisor C. W. Lane, afforded an
unusual surprise to Mr. P. L. Conley and wife,
Mr. Conley is the
of Green Spring, W. Va.
General Foreman of the Tie Treating Plant.
The surprise was in honor of the marriage of
Mr. and Mrs. Conley on August 22nd. The gift
was a handsome four piece solid silver tea set.
The evening was most pleasantly enjoyed by
everyone, the entertainment being furnished by
the Tie Plant Glee Club, and solos by Mr. Lane
F. J. Angier was toastand Mr. Sparver.
master.

attempting to board the car while in
motion, for the purpose of shutting off the
brake, was thrown backwards to the ground,
and dragged for a considerable distance. His
right leg was badly bruised and cut below the

On October 14, Clifford W. Lane, Supervisor of the Tie Treating Plant at Green Spring,
W. Va., and Miss Edith Mott were united in
wedlock at the home of the bride in Foxboro,

knee.

Mass.

field in

After the cermony Mr. and Mrs. Lane

Tin: HAi;riM()i{K
will

spend their lioncyinooii

and ohio emi'Lovks mac azink

in M.iiiic, :ai(l

upon

will settle in (Ireen Sprinji; in u
l)unf!;;il()w especiiilly built for (he couple. There
will he many pleas;int surprises awaiting; tlie
tlicir

;uriv:il

bridal couple upon their return to (Ireen Spring.
eni[)loyes of the 'I'ie Plant have some
uni(iue n()veltii\s for them.

The

MARTI NSBURG SHOPS
Correspondent,

W.

L.

Stephens

Brakeman and Mrs.

Born to
J. H. Fortney, a
daughter. Fireman and Mrs. Chris Lang, a
daughter, and to Conductor and Mrs Joseph
Mercer, a son.
Scale Inspector and Mrs. A.

J.

Allen of

Cum-

Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Palmer enjoyed
quit e a t rip, embracing Cleveland, Ohio, Toront o.
berland

an(l
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broken, face bruised, and his teeth knocked
loo.se.
The injuries, while painful, were not
serious and Damon is imjjroving steadily.

Thomas H. ]{ussell, a resident of Brunswick.
Md., and for many years a well known lialtimore and Ohio Conductor, died at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Ceorge Hassen, in this city.
He came to Martinsburg to visit at the home of
Engineer Hass(>n, and while there, fell iipon the
porch, his head striking the floor violently.
He was rendered unconscious and remained in
that condition until death ensued. Mr. Russell was born in Harpers Ferry si.xty-seven years
ago.
During the Civil War he served as a inember of Companv A, Third Maryland Home Brigade.
He had been in the employ of the Baltimore ;md Ohio for many years and was well
known on the Cumberhuid Division. Uo was
an efficient and popular railroad man.
Charles Curtis Dailey, an employe of the frog
shop, died very suddenly at his hoine in Frankenberrytown, a suburb of Martinsburg.
was the cause of death.

Heart

failure

He was

alone at his homo when stricken and
his dead body was not discovered for several
hours after death. He was born and reared in
Frankenberrytown and spent the greater portion of his fifty-seven years of life near liis birthplace, having erected a home on a [)lot of ground
which was formerly a part of the Dailcy homestead.
He entered the employ of the Baltimore and Ohio in 1880 and served in difTerent
capacities during his thirty-three years of service.

His sudden demise was a decided shock to his
fellow-employes at the local shop and a feeling
of profound regret came from all who knew the
deceased shopman.
Charles Anderson has accepted a position in
the offices of the l^altimore and Ohio at (Ireen
Spring, \V.

\'a.

Superintendent Z. T. Brant ner spent a two
weeks' vacation in visiting cities in Wisconsin,
Illinois and Iowa.

Road P'oreman of Engines Dwigmoved his family from this city to Cum-

Assistant
gins has

berland, Md.. which he will mak*- his head(juarters.

SCALE INSPECTOR AND MRS.

A.J. ALLEX OF
CUMBERLAND, AND MR. AND MRS.
D. S. PALMER

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

Canada. Buffalo and Niagara

Falls, attending
the National Industrial Exposition at Toronto
and the Perry Centennial.
The accompanying photograph was taken in
the park on the Canadian side, from which a fine
view is obtained of the river and nearby points
Mr. Allen is widely known over he
in Canada.
system as a scale inspector and Mr. Palmer is a
All memtinner in the M. of W. Department.
bers of the party enjoyed the trip.
t

Master Damon Hardy, the fourteen year old
son of Conductor T. R. Hardy, was injured by
being thrown from his bicycle. His nose was

J.

L. M.\i>his

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
(;.

I).

Hh()<.kk

.•^(i[>iTintiTiil«>nt

U. H. Eakle
W. H. Wl.NKLEV

.

C

"huirtnaa

KoKineer

Yanl Conductor

Passenger Conductor W. F. Edwards, who
recentlj' succeeded (\\pt. Barley on the Ejkstern
District, was ofT duty during the week of
September 8th attending the marriage of hin
attractive neice. Miss (loldie Schoppert. of
Lexington, \i\. Miss Schoppert
Engineer Charl(>s Schoppert.

of

is

the daughter

who was

killed
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an accident near Ellicott City a number of
years ago. She has made her home with Capt.
Edwards since her father's death.
in

A. McCoy, Relief Agent, will act as Assistant
Chief Clerk in charge of Agents in place of Mr.

Anthony,

Brakeman

L. Carter has been on the sick list
several days. Brakeman H. C. Frye
relieved him on his run.

for

J. E. Glenn, the popular ticket agent and
operator at Harrisonburg, attended the State
Firemen's convention held in Staunton during
August, and was re-elected Secretary of the
association. He has held this office for a

number

of years.

Ferd Price, Tonnage Clerk,

Mrs. C. C. Hite, wife of Agent C. C. Hite, of
Lexington, Va., enjoyed a trip through the
middle west, visiting relatives and friends. She
stopped at Omaha, Neb., Mexico, Mo., St.
Louis, Grafton, Cumberland and Washington
Junction. Her husband expects to join her at
Omaha early in October.

off

duty on
George

W. Robertson, Engineer on 62 and 69, was
duty for several weeks on account of illness

C.
of!"

in the family.

G. C. Smith, Engineer, was

weeks on account

of

understand that she

Carpenter Foreman J. Cavey and wife spent
some time with their daughter in Parkersburg,
W. Va.

is

account of an attack of typhoid fever.
Ullom is working his turn.

is

off

duty several

wife's illness.
getting along nicely.
his

We

Mrs. Stella Jenkins and Miss Ethel Bradford,
stenographers in the Superintendent's office
at Grafton, spent their vacation sight-seeing
at Niagara Falls, New York City and other
points of interest.

in

Roy Leonard has accepted
M. of W. Department.

E. E. Baker has been appointed agent and
operator at Greenville, Va., vice J. M. Swann,
promoted to the position of ticket agent and
operator at Staunton, Va.

a position as Clerk

WHEELING DIVISION

Conductor C. E. Dudrow has returned to duty
after being ofT for some time on account of

Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,

injury to his arm.

Clover Gap

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

MONONGAH

H. B. Green
C. M. Criswell
Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurley

DIVISION

Correspondent, L. C. Ford, Grafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Medical Examiner, Chairman
...Claim Agent
Assistant Division Engineer
Machinist
Conductor

C. A. SiNSEL

Martin
W. B. Wells
W. P. Clark
H. Brandenburg
C. R. Knight

J.

O.

Fireman
Telegraph Operator
Engineer
Conductor
Leading Inspector
Foreman Carpenter

A. Bridge.
G. E. Ramsburg
J. Boyles

J.

A.

J. J.
J.

Lynch

W. Leith

A. T. Cline, Manager Grafton Relay, the
oldest manager and operator on the Baltimore
& Ohio system in active service, is spending his
vacation at home. He has been with the road
for over fifty-two years.

Operator

J.

W. Kenney spent

his vacation at

Atlantic City.
C. W. VanHorn, who has held the position of
train master at Clarksburg for the past three
years, has been made train master on the
Chicago Division. We regret very much to
lose Mr. VanHorn, but wish him success in his

new

field of duty.

D. Anthony, Assistant Chief Clerk in
charge of Agents, Superintendent's office, has
been assigned to some special work temporarily.
J.

A. G. Youst
M. C. Smith
C. McCann
H. E. Fowler
E, McConnaughy
H. H. HiPSLEY
E. E. HoovEN
V. B. Glasgow
J,

Superintendent,

Chairman

Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood Junction
Operator

Claim Agent
Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer

Engineer
General Yardmaster

Shop Foreman
Conductor

CoxoN

Engineer

W. A. Morris
G. Adlesberger
W. H. Haberfield

Fireman
Car Foreman
Machinist, Benwood

In bleeding air, Brakeman B. A. Norton
slightly injured his hand and paid no attention
to it. In a day or two he had to be relieved from

duty on account of blood poisoning developing.
Don't neglect the little things. The big ones
will take care of themselves.

W. S. Byard, Car Repairman at Glover Gap,
has returned to duty after three weeks' disability on account of blood poisoning in slight
injury on the back of his hand. Another small
matter neglected, which might have proved

much more

serious.

On August

28,

Trackman George

Barrett,

while assisting in cutting a rail, was struck in
the forehead by a large spawl. It imbedded itself so deeply that he had to have it cut out.
On the same date L. B. Snyder of the same
section sustained a very badly mashed finger in
working at Glen Easton.
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Wreck Master Joseph Harter

of the Cameron
attended the ten days' Chautauqua
service at Moundsville, being relieved oy
Wreck Master U. Lough of Benwootl. This was
Mr. Harter's first vacation in nine years.
relief train
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Michael Hopkins, Lamp .Man at (ilover (Jap,
wont to .Mount Clements, Mich., on account of
his ha}' fever.

Engineman W.

F.

Thomas

have

;ind wife

re-

turned after a pleasant sojourn on the great

Extra Passenger Conductors R. F. Pell, Ed.
Kemple, W. H. Lowe and C. A. Deitz brightened up their gold buttons, put an extra shine
on their shoes and got very busy during the
State Fair at Wheeling, assisting the regular
men in handling the excessive travel and looking after their trains.

EngineersJohnHauckandEd.Gatewood, with
their families,

have returned home after their
at Shepherdstown, Va., and

summer vacations

Bradford, Pa., respectively.

lakes.

Conductors C. A. Deitz, E. L. (Judge) Parker,
C. H. (Tug) Wilson, C. C. Cooper, Engineman
Jacob Fensepost SchafTer and others— we failed
to get names— spent two weeks in the wilds of
Wetzel County fishing and hunting.
Another crew from Wheeling was out there
also.
We will not venture to rccoimt their exploits but give below a copy of letter which describes their e.xpectations:
"C. M. Criswell, Agent, Wheeling:—
Please arrange to have tank car placed on siding at Woodland, W. Va., for loading fish and
be ready to have any further supply of this cla.sa
of cars on hand in case of rush order.
All fisher-

men

of reputation in this vicinity, inclu(ling Mr.
Hipsley imd myself, will be on Fish Creek be-

tween September

first

and

fifteenth.

(Signed)
S. J.

Montgomery,

Some enterprising man

THE BUTTERMILK CREW AT THE WHEELING
CELEBR.\TION
From

to right are Mr. Ellis. Dr. Jones, Dr. Murphy,
Weldon and Messrs. Nichols, Wells, Spangler,

left

Frank

Stunner, McCurren, Bradeiy, Duffy and Carpenter.
All of these men have been in the Company's service
for periods of from 35 to 50 years.

R. L. Straub has been appointed Agent at
Cameron, W. Va., vice W. C. Xesbitt, who has

gone into other business.

at

Benwood

8-26-13."

is

a candi-

date for special recognition in the merit roll.
He stopped long enough to write "SAFETY
FIRST" on a draw head lying between two
tracks in the yard. The time consumed in
chalking those two words on the draw head
could have been honestly and .honorablv utilized in throwing the obstruction from thetrack;
his merit mark should be prefixed with a large
D
We do not like to acknowledge that we
have as mean a man as this on the Wheeling
Division, but think each employe should receive due recognition for special ofTort. Is
there another division on the system that can
compete with us in this line? We hope not
.

I

Shop Clerk C. D. Woodburn and P. W. InJ. Kettlewell, have returned from
Niagara Falls after spending a pleasant vacaspector A.

R. E. Parkinson, Agent at Mannington, W.
Va., has been luiloughed on account of
health. His Chief Clerk, T. McXicholas,

tion.

ill

is

Acting Agent during Mr. Parkinson's absence.

Storekeeper R. T.

weeks vacation

Ravenscroft spent two
homestead in Kevser,

at his old

W. Va.
E. E. Hamilton, of the general offices at Balti-

more, was visiting among his

many Wheeling

friends recently.

L. O. Miller, Clerk M. W. Office, has been
transferred to the freight car department on the
Cumberland Division.

Road Foreman of Engines J. S. Little has returned to the Newark Division and W. F. Ross
of the Newark Division has been appointed
Road Foreman on the Wheeling Division. Mr,
Ross was formerly Road Foreman here.

work after attending
Metz, W. Va.

Mrs. Charles Bagley visited at Bradford, Pa.

Miss Ethel Murtaugh, daughter
visor at Glover Gap, spent three
relatives at Parkersourg.

of the Super-

weeks with

Engine Inspector T. N. Martin
to

h;is

returned

his brother's funeral at

Former Yard Clerk Clyde Haley has accepted
a position

in

the

Cumberhmd

yards.

Chief Yard Clerk Harry Conners

promoted to Night Yard Master
Boilermaker H. Havercamp

h.-is

been

at Bellaire.

is off

duty on ac-

count of slight injuries to his head.

Mrs. A. G. Youst, wife of the Operator, has
returned home after a brief visit with sick relatives in Chicago.

General Yard Master H. Hipsley, Conductor
C. TifTt and others have returned from a pleas-
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ant huDting and fishing outing. Their tales of
large game and fish are too varied to harmonize
well,

OHIO RIVER DIVISION

however.
Correspondent,

Car builders Adam and Fred Beltz spent a
week in Cleveland.

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M.

C. A.

Secretary, Parkersburg

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. E. Bryan
S. T. Archer
A. Mace
P.

J.

Superintendent, Chairman
Engineer, Vice-Chairman

Trainman

MoRAN

Yardman
Shopman

R. L. CoMPTON
C. L. Parr

Fireman

W. B. ^^I^•KLER
W. M. HiGGixs
\V.
J.

A.

E.

Agent, Operator
Maintenance of Way

Kennedy

Claim Agent
Y. M. C. A.

H. Oatey
J. BossYNs

M. D., Relief Department

At the last meeting of the local Safet}^ Committee, held August 20th, there was a good
attendance and a very profitable session.

Among the many things reported was a very
interesting fact presented by Dr. A. J. Bossyns,
Relief Department Committeeman. He said
that during the month only two accidents, both
of a minor nature, had occurred.
One was due
to falling over a wire attached to a log along the
track, which has since been removed, and the
other was due to an engineer moving a train
without signal from the proper parties.
Attention was called to the "Message from
the President" to all of the employes of the
Baltimore and Ohio System, published in the
July issue of the magazine, which the committee
present stated they had read, and which was
posted on all bulletin boards, at shops, etc.

The Committee on this division would not
recommend installing safety chains across baggage car doors, as

it is

thought that the

liabil-

ity of leaving these chains unhooked, hanging
out of car doors and striking something, or the
liability of baggageman leaning against them

and

falling,

would be greater than the protec-

tion afforded. We think there is also very little
use for these chains, as baggagemen during the

warm weather

generally keep doors closed to
keep out the dust, cinders, etc., and in cold
weather doors are kept closed to protect them
from the weather.

ENGINEER

J.

T.

OVERSTREET AND

NIECE RUBY
Miss

Ruby

has a copy of the Employe's Magazine in her
hand, and the plainest words she speaks are
"Safety First"

Wm.
3^ard

who

Garvej',

received injuries in the

some time ago, is improving nicely and

soon be at his post

of

will

duty again.

Air Brakeman A. E. Green and Car RepairO. Loy recently had a glimpse of the tall

man

buildings in

New

York.

F. Stack, Stenographer, spent his vacation
with old friends.

Car Foreman C. Adlesberger looked over the
works at Hartzel recently.
Car Inspector

J.

W,

visiting at Huntington.

Kittlewell and wife are

The new train service between Parkersburg
and Columbus, which became effective August
10th, according to report, is receiving words of
strong commendation from the public. The
new

service furnishes practically a daylight
ride to Chicago, with parlor car service from
Zanesville to Chicago.

General Superintendent R. M. Begien of Cinand Division Superintendent E. R. Scoville of Chillicothe were here for a short time on
cinnati

the 16th.
Assistant Electrician J. W. Buckley was recently badly injured by getting his hand caught
He is better
in the engine at the power plant.
now, however, and will soon be back to work.

B. G. Gangweir has been promoted from the
round-house office to the O. R. master mechanic's
office, taking the place of Geo. R. Bryan,
Distribution Clerk, who has returned to school.

TIIK
(Mcrk

1).

BAi;i'l.M()l{l':

AM) OHIO

Hector has returned from Kich-

B.

many

.MACAZINK

Gl

liours.

was a rear end collision, the only man
jured in the wreck being one of the firemen,
It

Moran, a
local eiif^ineer and a son of P. J. Moran, who is
one of the local Safety Committeemen, was
united in marriage to Aliss (Jrace H. McMullen
For this acidition to the number
of KUenhoro.
of real railroad sympathizers. Mr. Moran is re9th, William .Joseph

condition not being

,Q

»

is

a

Freight business is unusually heavy, as is also
the westbound passenger traffic, and is refjuiring extra cars on all passenger trains.

O.J. Kelley. who for the past three years has
been Master Mechanic of the Baltimore luid
Ohio and O. H. shops, a position which he filled
with splendid satisfaction to the comj)any. has

€'

in-

his

.serious.

I'Be sure you are right, then go ahead"
pretty safe principle in railroading.

ceiving the congratulations of his friends.

* #

I'L()Vi:s

the crew, tiie destruction of fifttu'n to twenty
cars and the demolition of the track to such an
extent that traffic was tied up on the road for

inond. ItuliaiKi. where he went to visit liis brother, who was injured in the recent railroad
wreck near that phice. The injured man is

much improved.
On S(>ptemher

i;.M

C. F. Freed. Stenographer, Superintendent'.s
has taken leave of absence to attend
school during coming term.
Office,

"Zs

A

PHOTOGRAPH OF TIME KEEPERS TAKEN ON ROOF OF CENTRAL BUILDING, BALTIMORE
Left to right, bottom row

middle row
.S. T. Simmons, H. C. Ncsbitt, H. C. Hayes. M. E. Mullen
E. F. Thomas. J. H. Jordan. C. Poe. B. G. Cavalier. W. j. Thatcher. H. .S. Benedict. C M
\V. F. Sacks. J. R Boring. E. C. Fisher,
Spencer. H. H. Williamson; top row
E. Catt. A. B. Vermilion. C. H. Harker. L. M. Timberlake.
:

;

C

:

been transferred to the shops at Newark. Ohio,
which are second only in importance to the Mt.
Clare shops at Baltimore. 5lr. Kelley assumed
his new (luties the first of September, but his
familv will not leave Parkersburg until later in
the

fall.

To succeed Mr. Kelley, J. B. Elliott has been
called from the shops at New Castle, Pa. The
best wishes of the local railroad men are with
both of these men in their new positions.

:

M. H. Mohler, Assistant Timekeeper, and F".
M. C. B. Clerk, are spending their

L. Minx,

vacations in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Charleston,
W. Va. Mr. Mohler will stop off at Pt. Pleasant

We

are at a loss to know who
to visit a friend.
will look after Mr. Minx's afTairs in the social
world during his absence, as he is "some" leader
in this class.

Capt. B. \j. Lang lias moved into his
residence on 2()th Street. Parkersburg.

new

A

freight wreck, which might have proved
fatal for many of the trainmen, occurred on the
Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern betwt>en this
city and Athens about midnight Friday, September 12th. It resulted in the injurv of one of

I). II. Kemp. Yard Brakeman, who has been
on the sick list for the past several weeks, is reported nnich better and will soon resume duty
on the "j-'reiuht House Crew."

—
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B. C. Lewis bid in first trick at Williamstown and has taken up his new duties. He is
succeeded at Cox Landing by S. L. Lewis.

C. C. South, Operator, Sistersville, has returned to duty after two we'eks' vacation.

Extra Agent O. R. Higgins

is

confined to his

home at Mary del, Md., with typhoid fever.
J. W. Hickman, Lineman, has just returned
from an extensive

trip

through the East.

L. E. Haislip and family have returned from
Atlantic City where they have been spending
their vacation.
L. F. McCabe has accepted a position as
stenographer in the Superintendent's office
during Mr. Freed's absence.

M. F. Caldwell, the well known brakeman of
the South End Local, is planning an extensive
hunting trip. Frank says that from the present
outlook he expects to bring home a carload of
game.
William Johnson, our competent messenger
boy, spent a few days at Ravens wood. Quite
a trip for "Bill," and he made it alone.

W. V. Burk, Baggageman, has returned
duty after a two weeks vacation.

to

Relief Agent, H. E. Pursell, has purchased
property on Park Street and is very well contented with the country life.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Correspondent, W. T. Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland
C. H. Lee, Dispatcher, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechlider

Superintendent

E. H. Clinedinst
T. McIlvaine

Dr. J. J. McGarrell
W. K. Gonnermann

Chairman

General Car Foreman
Clerk, Cleveland
Engineer
Engineer

E. R. Twinning
J.

,

Vice-Chairman
Master Carpenter
Assistant Medical Examiner

J.

Weins

Wm. Canfield
F. H, Hoffman

Conductor

W. Shaar
W. S. Berkmyer
C. G. Moinet
T. L. Terrant
W. H. RucH
C. Oldenberg
E. D. Haggertt
R. H. Throescher
T. Kennedy
Gko. Elford
A. J. Bell

The Naps are not the only ones who missed
winning the pennant this season, because the
Baltimore & Ohio team in the City Railroad
League at Cleveland also managed to lose so
many games as to make the winning of the
bunting impossible for them. However, they
have hopes for next year.
J. A. Hack, Chief Clerk to the Superintendent, and family are now established in
Cleveland and belong to the Sixth City.

Passenger Brakeman Ben Wilmot is off with
a sore back, Ben says it is lumbago, but he
was seen at the roller rink a few days ago, and
we have our suspicions.

Yard Clerk Widle, formerly

of Baltimore, has
the service to accept a position with the
National Tube Co. at this point. Our best
wishes go with him.
left

Assistant Yard Master H. H. Beard has returned from a week's vacation in Canada and
Niagara. He was accompanied by his two
daughters of Chesapeake Beach, Md.

Yard Master "Alabam" Cramer had to
make a hurried trip to Auburn Junction a short
while ago in order to keep up his good record
of always reporting for work on time.
Mrs.
Cramer was visiting relatives at that point and
"Alabam" depended upon his dog to wake him
up evenings, but something went wrong with
the living clock, and Mrs. C, was brought home
to keep up his punctuality.

Bang! Bang! Do you hear it? What?
Big Guns, Little Guns, Great Guns.
The squirrel season is open and Shorty Brucker
can't keep still and wait for his two days off.
He holds the championship and hopes to retain
the title. Every time a car couples hard,
making a loud report, George looks heavenward expecting a squirrel to fall.
Guns.

Conductor Claude Burton, who met with a
serious accident some time ago and was confined at Massillon hospital, has returned home.
He is doing nicely. We wish him a rapid

recovery.

Hostler, Canal Dover, Ohio

Brakeman
Travelins?

Fireman

General Yardmaster
Agent, Massillon, Ohio

Agent,

Howard

St.,

Conductor
Conductor
Akron, Ohio
Supervisor

Ooerator, Seville, Ohio

Terminal Agent, Cleveland, Ohio

Yard Brakeman Broughton has returned to
work after being off two months on account of
an operation for appendicitis.
J. Lewis, who was hurt a few weeks ago by
being knocked down and run over by a cut of
cars, has gone to New York, to recuperate

among

his relatives.

We

E. Tuttle, former Train Dispatcher at
Cleveland, has been appointed Assistant Train
Master with headquarters at Lorain, Ohio.

are glad to report Medical Examiner
Stephen again on the job, he having partially
recovered from an accident to his foot.

J. Fitzgerald, former Conductor, has been
appointed Assistant Train Master with headquarters at Uhrichsville, Ohio,

hand badly mashed a couple

M.

The "CS"

Cleveland is quite a busy
place these days and the Division Operator and
his corps are always on the job.
office at

J. W. Hamilton was appointed General Yard
Master at Cleveland on September 10th, vice

W.

P. Stewart.

Yard Brakeman

F. A. Slavin,
of

who had his
weeks ago, is

again on the job.

Brakeman Ford has returned to work after a
home in Chicago.
Brakeman J. J. Anker is hunting a black cat

visit to this

that has evidently been crossing his path. If
any one of the Lorain boys owns a black cat
and cares anything for it, better lock it up. A

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOY
short while ago, Anker showed up with two hhick
eyes after a bad fall. Then some school boy
stood a box car up on end just to see Jack fall
off and hurt his shoulder.
As soon as this was
repaired he started to work, and in some way
bumped into a street car. which took ofTcnse
and chased him across Broadway. Being in
great haste, he stubbed his nose on the curb
stone and sprained his ankle, having to go on
relief again.
We are afraid the jinks will get
him if he don't watch out.

Yard Clerks Stevens and McPhearson have resigned to resume their studies at school.
_

Relief Clerk Justin has resigned and "Si"
to the position.

i:S
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Mr. lir;i(lley came; to W a.'^hifigton ;it the time
the shops were removed from Cochran, Ind.,
about 1889, and was Forom;in of the Faint Department at Washington from that time until
during the year 1!)12, when his age permitted
him to retire and enjoy the privileges of the
Compimy's Fcnsion Feature. Since th.at time
he has been enjoying life, occasionally coming
out to the shops to visit us and to see if the
work is progressing as in days gone by. To Mr.
Bradley an<l his bride the employes of the shops,
and especially those of the Faint Department
with whom he was more closely associated, extend their heartiest wishes for a very happy
future.

Seymour has been promoted

W. E. McCauley, Jr., Chief Clerk to the GenYard Master, has sold his "Chug Bike."

eral

Mac says a fellow just can't be good and get
sufficient rest to attend to his work if he owns
a motorcycle in Lorain, especially a tandem, as
his was.
Yard Brakeman T.

J.

Cogburn had

his

hand

badly mashed between couplers while switching shop cars. He is improving rapidly.

Yard Brakeman Shannon is also on relief having been unfortunate in having his arm badly
mashed by being caught between cars.
We are glad to blow our own horn. 870,000
tons more coal dumped for the season of 1913,
up to September

1st,

than

in

the previous year.

Lorain has been very quiet during the past
three weeks as the Lake coal season is gradually drawing to a close and our Boomers are
moving to their quarters. The Rest Room at
the Round House is so quiet that it is getting
on Ed Cooper's nerve. Outside of a dozen
fights, a few robberies and sixteen in jail all has

been serene.
Passenger Brakeman Albert Murphy was
struck at Lester by No. 1 and is confined to his
bed with very painful bruises. We hope he will
soon be on the job again.

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson,
Conductor, Seymour. Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

H.

C.
S.

Hagebty
Smith

B. PuRKHiS£R
C. E. Herth
J.

John Page

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
.Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Division Engineer

J.

Division Operator
Foreman Car Repairs

P.

Roundhouse Foreman

Burke
HoRAN
T. J. EwiNG

Relief Acent

O. E. Henderson
C. Q. Rogers

Conductor

Earl Malick
John Men dell
Carl Alexander
Dr. J. P Lawler
J. J. GiviN

Engineer

Brakeman
Fireman
Switchman
Medical Examint-r
Special

Agent

On September 24th, Albert X. Bradley, formForeman at the Washington Sh()[)s,
was married to Mrs. Anna Brann of that citv.

erly Fainter

K. F. Hand, Assistant Agent at Cowden, 111.,
acting as Relief Agent at Millersvilk, 111., in
place of A. T. Michael, deceiised, full particulars of whose death are given in another panvis

graph

of this issue.

R. C. Wallace, Air Brake Foremanat Washinton, has been transferred to the position of

Night Foreman at Mill Street, Cincinnati. Mr.
Wallace is a hustler and we all hope he will
make good in the new position. His position as
Air Brake Foreman at Washington has been
filled by the appointment of Russell Davis, who
has grown up in the Washington Shops and is
thoroughly acquainted with the work.

McXamara, Painter Foreman

J. J.

at

Wash-

about his trip to
Canada. He has recently returned from Ottowa, where he attended the Painters' ConvenHe likes the
tion from September 9th to 12th.
country up there. The climate is especially
fine since they have had a THAW in that secinton

is

telling his friends

tion.

On Thursday, September 26th, death claimed
as its victim the wife of Mr. Barthel Kenipf,
Mill Room Foreman at Washington. To Mr.
Kempf

the employes of Washington Shops extend their deepest sympathies in his bereave-

ment.

William Graf, the efficient Road Foreman of
Engines of the Illinois Division, has been transferred to the Ohio Division to a similar position.
We regret very much to loose Mr. (Iraf as he
has been a very congenial associate on this division and we all wish him the very best of
Fred Hoda{)p hiis
success in his new field.
been appointed Road Foremim of the Illinois
Division in place of Mr. Graf, coming to us from
the Indiana Division where he has been an engineer.

Thelma May, infant daugliter of Mr. and Mrs.
Van Dowell, died at their home on Ka.st High
The funeral service was
Street September ot h.
held at the residence, and burial was at Riverview Cemetery the following Sunday.

Owing to the significance of their surnames,
Whitcomb and David Riley,
Al James, M.
Passenger Conductors in charge of Xos. 4 and
55, Baltimore <fc Ohio Southwestern runs from
Cincinnati to St. Louis and return, James Whitcomb Riley, the Hoosier Poet, has sent each of

C
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them a copy of one of his most beautiful poems,
"Out to Old Aunt Mary's," it being in facsimile of his hand writing. The book also contains his picture and card.

John Mack, a Dispatcher, was one of the first
to combine the names of the three Conductors
on these runs and christened the trains "The
Poets' Run." The combined terms of service
of the three Conductors aggregate nearly one
hundred years. They greatly appreciate the
books sent by Mr. Riley.
In a letter accompanying the books, the
Hoosier poet sent his compliments to the entire railroad fraternity to whom, he says, he
owes a great debt.

Wm.

F.

Adams,

Operator Geo. Martini has been assigned 3rd
His former trick at Flemings
being handled by Operator Brooks.

trick at Osgood.
is

R. O. Huntington is Acting Agent at Dabney,
C. H. Coy ha^'ing resigned.

Telegraph service at Oakdale has been discontinued since the installation of electric block
service from North Vernon to Cooks, omitting
"Moores Hill," which is yet handled by manual
block system. Operators Vawters, McElroy
and Vawters have been assigned to other offices.

Telephone service recently installed in block
is very gratifying to road employes,

territory

Machinist, on his 18 acre farm at Seymour, Indiana.

with crosses.

Mr.

Adams bought

this

Members

farm through the cooperation

of Conductor Jas. Allen
died recently at his home near Tunnelton, following a long illness. Mr. Allen had
often visited here and had many friends both
here and at his home town.

Joseph Allen, father

of this city,

Engineer Spillman has been transferred from
Main Line to the Louisville Branch freight
runs. Mr. Spillman will soon move his family

of his individual

of

family are marked

the Relief Department.

them to get in direct communication with Dispatcher's Office at any time,
and in case of trouble a better and more detailed account can be given of what is required
to clear track or remove any obstructions.
as this enables

the

WASHINGTON,

ILL.

to Louisville.

Passenger Engineer Herbert Durham,

of

the

Louisville Branch runs, has been transferred to

the Main Line vacancy caused by the death
Engineer Markel.

of

Operator Bettis is working third trick at
Milan, relieving Operator Beaty, who is sick.

William G. Roskelly, Wreck Master of the
Indiana and Illinois Divisions, with headquarters at Washington, Ind., died of pneumonia
fever at his home in Washington on September
13th, after an illness of only about a week. Mr.
Roskelly was one of the Company's most loyal
and trusted employes and the photographs of

(

.

THK

BALTI.MOIM:

AM)

olllo I,MI'L()\

Train uiul etiuipiiu-nt u liich :ii)|h';li('(I
an issue of this magazine some few moiitlis
ago demonstrates in a measure the interest hv
took in his work and the mamier in wliicli he
diseharged the duties whieh devolved upon
the
him. During the fiood in this seetion
latter part of March and the first half of April,
Mr. Roskelly demonstrated his loyalty to the
Company and its interests by the energetic efforts which he put forth in protecting the Company's interests and later in the rehabilitation
work. Mr. Koskelly first entered the service
of this Company at Mt. Clare Shops in 1903. and
was transferred to the Southwest System in
April, 1911, as Wreck Master, which position he
has filled most effectively since that time. In
his death we feel that we have lost one of tne
Compiiny's most loyal employes and to the bereaved wife and family we extend our heartfelt
tlic \\ let'k

in

m

sympathy.

On Tuesday, September 9th, at 1.30 p. m., A.
T. Alichael, Agent of this Compimy at Millersville, 111., on the Springfield District, dropped
dead in the yards at that station while he was
checking up the yards, as was his usual custom.
Mr. Michael was 72 years of age and despite his
advanced years was an active and energetic employe of the Company. For thirty-one yeai-s he
was this Company's Agent at Pana, III., having
had charge of the Pana office whan that part of
the road was then the old Springfield and Illinois Southeastern, and holding the same position through the changes of the road to the
Ohio t't Mississippi, Baltimore tV: Ohio Southwestern and later to the Baltimore A: Ohio.
During the year 190S he was transferred to the
position of Agent at Millersville.
In the death
of Mr. Michael this Company- looses one of its
oldest employes in actual service and it was
with deepest sorrow that we who have known
him these many years learned of his departure
to the great beyond.

i;s

M ACAZIM

)5

Friciidsof i'crry Iv Jackson, )pi'rat<>rat "CD"
A: 1)., Cincinnati, Ohio, art; very sorry to
hear of his wife's illness. Mrs. Jackson is just
recovering from an operation for appendicitis.
His many friends are pleased to hear however
that Mr.-^. Jackson is doing nicely and will be
able to leave the Hospital in a very few days.

C. H.

NEWARK

DIVISION

J. Daly, Newark
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Correspondent. T.

Supeiintendent,

C
O

W. GoRSCiH..
J. Kelly
Dr. a. A. CHURtu

Engineer

H. B. M.Donald
R. B. M( .Mai.ns

Yardman
\ ardman

H.W.Roberts
C.L.Johnson
D. P. LiBY
C.G.Miller
A.
R.
A.
E.
C.
E.
G.

Agent
Shoprn.in
SlM.pintn

'I'"" \-"t

R. Claytor

\:ir.lin:in

W. LytlE
N. Glennon

irai.iinan

C. Zinsmeister

Tram M)i.M.r
DivLsion hngin<>er
Assistant Division P^ngintHT
Road Foreni.in of Engim's
Division Operator

Eberly

S Little
G. R. Kimball

J

Master Carpenter

.

C. Grimm.
V. Smith
F.

Chairman

M:ustcr .Mechanic
Medic-il Examiner

.

L. E. Miller, Cashier, has just purcha.sed a

new home

in

the eastern part of Columbus.

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent,

Henry Eckerle

CINCINNATI FREIGHT HOUSE
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent, Chairman
C. L. Brevoort
Henry Eckerle.. Chief Clerk. Correspondent and Secretary
Dr. J. P. Lawler
Medical Examiner, Cincinnati, Ohio
.^gent, B. & O. S. \V., Cincinnati, Ohio
C. E. Fish
Agent, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
E. C. Skinner
T. M.\HONEY
Supervisor, B. & O. S. \V., Cincinnati, Ohio
J. Sullivan
Supervisor, C. H. & D., Hamilton. Ohio
F. S. DeCamp
Claim Agent, B. & O. S. W.
and C. H. & D.. Cincinnati. Ohio
Gen'l Car Foreman. B. & O. S. W.
J. M. Shat
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati. Ohio
R. B. FrTZP.\TRicK
Trainmaster, B. & O. S. W
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
S. O. Mygatt. .Depot Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
R.E. McKenna. .Yard Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
H. \V. KiRBERT. Yard Engineman, B.<tO.S.\V., Cincinnati. Ohio
John Gannon. .Y'ard Foreman. B. &0. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio

C. L. Brevoort, Superintendent. Cincinnati
Terminal Division, is back after a four weeks'
Mr. Brevoort put in nearly
trip for his health.
all of his time in a cjuiet spot near Traverse
City. Michigan.

CLI.NT K
.\

COMER

recent benetlict on the

Newark Division

H. S. Brown will leave cares and troubles behind for a week or ten days in early November
to run down a few rabbits and sciuirrels via
shot-gun.
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Yard Master

J.

Donahue

is still

on the sick

list.

D. L. Reese, Cash Clerk, spent a few days at
home in Vinton County.

his

Edward

S. Shillinger spent Sunday
folks at his home in Preble County.

with his

Yard Conductor Frost has resumed duty
after a week's lay off.
He and his family
visited at Akron and Barberton, Ohio.

Earl and Robert McKee, sons of Agent
McKee, spent a week camping at Chippewa
Lake before starting the school year.

Edward

New

in

L. Yeager spent a week or ten days
York, Philadelphia and other Eastern

FOREMAN DAVID

A.

SINES

AND GANG— SUMMIT. NEWARK

and incidentally took in a couple of the
world's series games.

cities,

Harvey H.
ter, is

now

The accompanying photograph is of D. A.
Foreman of Section 58, Pataskala, Ohio,

Sines,

Leist, Chief Clerk to Train Masenjoying his vacation.

Ursel K. Swain, M. of W. Timekeeper, and
have returned to Newark after spending
honeymoon at Atlantic City and other
Eastern cities. Mrs. Swain is the eldest daughter of Engineer J. C. (Jack) Ayres.
wife,
their

On

account of Yard Engineer Murphy being
placed on the pension list, Edward Ross has
become the regular yard engineer.

DIVISION

and his men. Mr. Sines entered the service in
1905 as trackman, and has been foreman for the
last four years.
The picture was taken at
Summit on the C. & H. Division between
Newark and Columbus.

The new saw shop at Newark
and

is

in

charge

of

is

now in service

D. Barrick, formerly

of

Zanesville.

John Hair, of the General Safety Committee,
was a recent Newark visitor. We are always
glad to have a visit from Mr, Hair or any
members of the General Committee.

Yard Brakeman

F. F. Carlisle, who has been
duty account of sickness for the past three
months, resumed duty September 9th.
off

Effective September 15th, the pick up runs
between Newark and Mansfield and the local
run between Sandusky and Mansfield have been
discontinued and the lay over changed to
Chicago Junction.

Daniel Pentz,
Stenographer in Master
Mechanic's office, and Lester Lucas of the
Time Keeper's office have developed into two
very good amateur photographers. Both young
men take great delight in showing their friends
what they are able to accomplish with their

Thos.
Nos. 7-8 and 11, the summer excursion trains
between Mansfield and Sandusky have been
discontinued for the season, effective September 15th.
The freight business at this point has been
heavy this summer and the outlook is very
promising for the fall. It has also been a very
good year for excursion trains.

J.

McKinney

Callahan was married to Miss Mary
of Johnstown, Ohio, on September

After a wedding tour to New York and
other Eastern cities they returned to Newark,

23.

and are living at 118 Valandingham Street. Mr.
Callahan is quite well known amongst the
machinists on the Baltimore & Ohio System,
and no doubt it will be a surprise to many of
them when they read of his marriage.
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Warren L, Powell, Assistant Boiler Maker
Foreman is wearing an unusually happy smile.
A new baby girl reoently arrived at his

CONNELLSVIULE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

home.

Office of Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

\Vm. P. Browning, Assistant Pipe Shop Forethe arrival at his home
of a big baby girl.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

man was made happy by

S.

C. WolfehsbebqeR

Ajisiatant SuptTinl.-ndenl. Chiiirrnaa

A. P. Williams

AssiBtant

M. BoxELL
J. H. Bowman
J. H. BiTTNER
Dr. M. H Koehler
J.

\V.

67

Shop Foreman, has just
"Bubbling Fountains" in

A. Sharf, Pipe

ished installing

finall

shops at this station, as well as at several others
on the Wheeling System. It is a very great improvement over the old method, and meets with
the approval of all employes.

Rod Room Foreman
for a few

DoNEUAN
Beyne

T. V.
V.

is

off

duty

J.

R. ZsAKFOss.

Conductor

Yard Conductor
Locomotive KnRiueer
Medical Kxaniiner
Machinist
Division Claim Agent

Extra Gang Foreman

M. BiTTNER
G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover
D. X. DuMiRE

S.

Fireman
Dispatcher

Conductor

John Irwin

Jerry Cahill

Diviaion EnRineor

Car Repairer
...

Conductor

days on his vacation.
to the al)sence of L. M. Port, who is
ill
at his home in Councils ville,^ .it
has been found necessary to make a change^in
the car distributor's force in order to keep^up
with the work. J. F. McCirath has been promoted to position of Chief Clerk, succeeding
Mr. Port; N. E. Miller, formerly Stenographer
in office of Division Engineer, has been promoted to the position vacated by McCrath.
D. S. Fetters succeeds Miller in the Division
Engineer's office and lioy Martz, of the Coal
Billing Agent's office, is filling the position
made vacant by Fetters' promotion. Kay
Morrison is filling the vacancy at the coal billing agency.

Owing

Demiis Wright, a Passenger Engineer of the
Baltimore Division, has been a Newark visitor
for a few weeks.
He has been the guest of D.
A. T. Westall. Roundhouse Drop Pit Foreman.
About September 1st, they left Newark and
visited quite a number of cities in Eastern
Canada. Mr. Wright is an ardent supporter of
"Safety First" and made many friends during
his stay in Newark.
Clarence W. Boyd, Accountant in the Store
at Newark, is off duty account of sickHis friends are wishing for an early reness.
covery.

Room

seriously

CAR DEPARTMENT FORCE AT CuXNELLSMLLK
D.

J. W. Lucas, yard foreman; W. E. Pirl. gang foreman; Jas. P. Harper, assistant gaztg
foreman; Fred W. Krauze, storekeeper; P. A. Hann. piece work inspector; G. W. Secrist. laborer foreman;
W. C. Burkhiaer, car foreman; Charles T. Craig, chief clerk; Alex. Mossely. clerk; John
Irwin, shop track inspector; A. J. Falkncr, cierk; T. J. Sullivan, laborer

Pirl, assistant car

foreman;
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NEW CASTLE

Mary Moran, aged 89 j^ears, mother of
C. Moran, Ice House Foreman at Gonnellsville, died at her Connellsville home on September 12th. The body was taken to Pennsboro, W. Va., for interment.
Mrs.

J.

Effective September loth, H. R. Lewis was
appointed Assistant Road Foreman of Engines,
with headquarters at Hyndman. Pa., vice C.
H. Tschuor, assigned to other duties.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

P. Harris, Chief Clerk,

Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. P. Angell
J.

L.

Bowser

W. Keeler
G. W. Bogardus
W. H. Heiser
P.

J. J.

McGoogan

E. N. Coleman
B. C. Wadding

Frank Bryne

Trainmaster, Chairman
Shopman, Glenwood
Yard Brakeman. Demmler, Pa.
Road Engineer, Glenwood
Yard Conductor, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Yard Conductor, 36th St., Pittsburgh
Yard Conductor, Glenwood
Passenger Fireman, Glenwood
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dr. N. B. Steward. .Ass't Medical Examiner, Glenwood, Pa.
W. H. Raley
Passenger Brakeman, Pitt.sburgh, Pa.
G. G. Wise
Road Conductor, Foxburg, Pa.
T. F. Donahue
R. J. Smith
C. G. Harshaw
J. BoTT
H. Knopp
R. J. MuRTLAND
T. D. Maxwell
J. S. Bartlett

J.

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Road Conductor, West Newton, Pa.
Road Conductor, Conneils\'ille, Pa.
Road Engineer, Connellsville, Pa.
Sec'y, Superintendent's Office, Pittsburgh
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh,
Agent, Junction Transfer,
Y^ard Conductor, Willow Grove,
Signal Foreman, Demmler,

T. F. Donahoe, our popular General Superwas elected to the Presidency of the
Road Masters' Association at their convention
recently held in Chicago.
visor,

M. P. Ryan, of the Division Engineer's office,
spent a few days in Baltimore, Cumberland
and Wheeling recentl}-.
Ryan went along.

Why

certainly, Mrs.

C. L. French is now a member of the Pittsburgh colony, having recently been appointed
to the position of Assistant General Superintendent. Mr. French was formerly Superin-

tendent of the Connellsville Division.
J. S. Gardner, District Bridge Inspector, has
resigned from the service of the B. & 0. R. R.
Co. to resume his studies at State College.

C. D. Brannigan, student employe on the
Pittsburgh Division, is now a married man.
Girls of Versailles and Hazelwood please take

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. H. Waldron
C. B. Smith
E. L. Hannan
D. B. McFate

Painesville,

Ohio

On September 15th, about midnight, Engineer
McBride and Fireman Sterling, on pusher
engine coming up Chardon Hill on the Lake
Branch of the New Castle Division, saw a
grass fire which had likely been started by the
engine on the head end of the train, and which
was gaining good headway around a farmhouse
at Concord. Engineer McBride stopped, and
with Conductor Doubledee, aroused the farmer
and the fire was extinguished without damage
to the buildings. The farmer was very thankful for the prompt action of Engineer McBride,
Fireman Sterling and Conductor Doubledee, as
no doubt some of his buildings would have been
burned had they not taken the trouble to stop
and assist in getting the fire extinguished.

The old ship "Niagara" of Commodore
Oliver Hazard Perry's fleet at the battle of
Lake Erie ofT Put-in-Bay Island in 1813, was
raised from the bottom of the Lake in Erie
harbor, and on July 14th, was at Fairport
Harbor, the lake terminal of the New Castle
Division. The day was a holiday in Painesville, Fairport and Richmond and everyone
went down to the lake to see the old ship.
J. E. Williams, Chief Yard Clerk at New
Castle Junction, has resigned from the service
to take up the study of pianoforte, orchestra
conducting, harmony, etc., at the Conservatory
We have no doubt
of Music at Boston, Mass.
but that ''Jess" will make his mark in the
musical world.

Car Foreman T. J. Raferty of Painesville
has been Acting Car Foreman at New Castle
Junction during the illness of Car Foreman
T. A. Miquel.
R. E. O'Leary, Stores Department Stenographer of Painesville, spent a few days in
Atlantic City and Washington, D. C.
A. F. Kelsey,

Manager

of

Telegraph Office

New

Castle, is about to take unto himself a
wife. Miss Alice Reese of New Castle being the
lady whose charms have made single life intolerable to Fred. They are to be married in
October, and it is a sure shot that the boys will
give them a rousing send-off.
at

A. H. Freygang has been appointed District
Bridge Inspector, vice J. S. Gardner resigned.

Train Master, Chairman

Yard Conductor,

Pipe Fitter, Painesville, Ohio
Yard Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.
F. D. Abblett
Painter Foreman, New Castle Jet., Pa.
L. L. Wagner
Road Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.
M. L. Raney
Y^ard Engineer, New Castle Jet., Pa.
Dr. W. \V. HoBSON..Ass't Med'l Ex'r, Newcastle Jet., Pa.
F. C. Green
Supervisor, Ravenna, Ohio
Road Conductor, Chicago Jet., Ohio
G. A. PuRKEY
W. H. O'Mara
Yard Conductor, Haselton, Ohio
Chas. Crawford
Road Engineer, Chicago Jet., Ohio
H. H. Smith
Agent, Newton Falls, Ohio

notice.
J. C. W. Himter, Ticket Agent at Etna,
recently visited the ''City of Brotherly Love."

DIVISION

Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,
New Castle

1

THE BALTIMORE AM) OHIO
K. T. II( III, Supervisor of Torininuls. spout
a few tiays at Now Castle Junetion. looking
over the new arrangement of classification of
freight at this point.
•

1:MI'LOV1:s

MAOA/IM.

09

E. Zorn. Stenfj^raplu-r in thc.M.ofW. Dcpartincnt, resigned September 1st taking a jjosition
,

elsewhere.

Martin Brennan, Stenographer in tlie Superintendent's oflice, has accepted a position in the
District Engineer's office.
H. G, Antone. formerly Chief Clerk to the
Division Engineer, who is at present in the
oflice of the Third Vice-President at Baltimore,
spent a few days' vacation with his friends in
Chicago.

CHICAGO DIVISION

H. A. Lynch, Transit man of the Division
Engineer's office, spent most of his vacation
time nursing an attack of appendicitis.

Correspondent, L. B. Hart, Engineer,
Garrett, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. Keeg.\N
M.J. Driscoll

.Superintendent, C'hairinan, Garrett, Ind.
8hop Comniitteeman, CJarrett, Ind.
ICncineer, Garrett, Ind.
Conductor, Garrett, Ind.
Brakeman. Garrett, Ind.
H. P. Weirick
Fireman, Garrett, Ind.
D. G. Thompson
W. E. Sargent
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
J. E. Lloyd. ....Assistant Division Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
J. D. J.\CK
Medical E.xaminer, Garrett, Ind.
Dr. F. Dorset
R. R. Jenkins .Secretary V. .M.C. .\., Chicago Junct., Ohio
S. Archer
Yard Committeeman, Chicago Junct., Ohio
.Shop Committeeman, Chicago Junct., Ohio
L. J. D.wis.
E. V. KuGHEN.. .Shop Committeeman, .^outh Chicago, III.
Acting .\gent, Chicago, 111.
John Dr.\per
X. B. B.\IR
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
Agent. Auburn Junction, Ind.
J. W. HuFFM.\x
Operator, Fostoria, Ohio
J. S. B.\RND
J.

CHICAGO TERMINAL

O. AI. B.\iLEY
O. F. Bell

.

.

Claim Agent.

T. E. Spuhrier

Tiffin,

Ohio

Correspondent, H. E. H.\xsen', Chief Clerk

Chicago
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

W. VanHorn was

appointed Train Master Eastern District. Chicago Division, vice J.M.Trimble, transferred.

Switchman C. A. Ohison has returned from a
trip

through the sunny south.

Ex-Caller A. Goula

learning to be a switchman. He ought to make good. He has been
around East Chicago ever since he has been
able to walk.
is

Conductor J. L. Wood fell off the side of a bo.x
car at Chicago Heights on the night of September 15th and injured his back.

J.

F.

Divi.-ion Engineer

Engineer
Claim Agent
Captain of Police
Examiner and Recorder
A.-<.><i.'<tant

Divi.-^ion

Supervisor, Chicago District
Supervisor, Calumet District

HoGAN

\V.\i.

J.

Effective September 29, C.

Chairman

L. X1CH0L.S

G. P. Palmer
F. E. L.\MPHKRE
Alex. Cr.\w
J. F. Ry.\n
C. L. Hegle Y
H. McDonald

W. Dacy
W. FoGG
S. De\'eny

Trainmaster
Master .Mechanic
of Engines
Carpenter Foreman
General Foreman, Maintenance of Way
Engineer

Road Foreman

Chas. Esping
C. I. Bender
James Gaghin
Arthur Jensen

Fireman
Switchman
Car Inspector

Thomas Hasey
John Haley
Wm. Davis
Ch.\s. Stange
John M( I.kax
Robert ."^i.-^so-ns
Oliver Johnson
C. B. BiDDiNGER

Boilermaker
Engineer

Car Repairer
Engineer

Fireman
Conductor
Conductor

E. S-nyder

Wm. Geotzinger

.Machinist
.Machinist

J\s. Langto.n

Blacksmith

T. F. Y.\tes
Harry .Marshall

Car Inspector

«

Lampman

B. Loach of East Chicago is burnthe highways with his new Indiana
motorcvcle.
ing up

Chas. Preish, who has been in the employ of
the local office for the past two years, resigned
to accept a more lucrative position with another
company. As the stork visited Charlie's home
recently it behooves him to hustle.

Frank McCann, Car Service Collector in the
local office, who underwent a serious operation
at the Mercy Hospital, is back at his desk.
H. H. Seim has returned to his duties

in

the

cashier's office after relieving E, Ruble, Agent
Harry says
at Chicago Heights, for si.x weeks.
Chicago Heights is a fine place, but he would
rather be behind the cashier's counter in the
local office.

OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, Clifford R. Di nc.\n,
Chillicothe,

Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. R. ScoviLLE
J. R. Nekk
R. .M ALLEN

G. W. PuMLY
R. R. ScHWARZELL

C. E. Wh KRir
L. A. Pai-.s(H
O. D. Monte
O. C. Cavins
E. (). Bhown
J. A. C\H-M>\
G. F. ( )BERLANDER
Dr. I'. S. La.nsdalb
T. E. Banks
J sMKs
J. \\
,

Superintendent,

Clmirman

Tniinnuu-ster

Road For»>man

of

Eneines

Division Operator
Assistant Tniinnuvster
Relief Agent

Supervisor
Train Di.spatcher
Engineer

Fin-man
Yard Foreman
Claim .\gent
Medical Examiner
Conductor

Brakeman
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ILLINOIS DIVISION

W. G. Farling was appointed General Yard
Master, effective September 12th, vice A. S.

Correspondent, H. H. Summers, AssH Shop
Clerk, Washington.

McCuUough, resigned. E. F. Aue was appointed Assistant General Yard Master.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. ScHEER
J.

J.

Silperintendent,

Carey

Chairman

Master Mechanic

E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

Shop Inspector
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Agent, East St. Louia

W. D. Stevenson
C. R. Bradford
G. H, Singer
R. C. Mitchell
C. V. MowRY

Relief Agent

Conductor

W. P. McDonald

Fred Schawb
W. Gorsage
R. G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer
L. A. Gi\t;nrod
H. E. Prichett

Engineer
Engineer

Yard Foreman, Shops Yard
Yard Foreman, Vincennea Yard
Switchman, Flora, Ind.

Yard Foreman, Cone Yard
Yard Foreman, Springfield

S. E. Pirtle, the well known Shop Clerk at
Flora, 111., while off on his vacation last month
hied himself to Kentucky and took unto himself a better half.
After a short honeymoon
through the West, they are at home to their
friends in Flora, 111.

Fuel Inspector D. E. Dick, from Baltimore,
Supervisor Locomotive Operations J. S. Lemly,
from Cincinnati, Ohio, Mark Perry, Traveling
M. C. B. Clerk, from Baltimore, and J. E.
Cooper, of the Dearborn Chemical Co., from
Pittsburgh, were with the Washington Shops
people for a time quite recently.
A. E. McMillan, formerly Enginehouse Foreman at Washington Shops, now General Foreman at Cincinnati, Ohio, for this Company, with
Edward Casey, General Foreman Ivorydale
Shops, of the C. H. & D., who was formerly
connected with the Washington Shops, were at

Roy C. Boh&nnon,

our Safety Committeeman,
a strong believer in SAFETY FIRST and
decided to take no chances. Therefore he was
united in marriage September 2nd to Miss
Florence Hickman. They have the best
wishes of their many friends.

is

F. K. Wells, Switchman, has returned to the
service entirely well.

W. A. Carruthers, formerly Assistant Train
Master, has resigned to accept a position with
the P. M. Success to you, Billy.
E. L. Kelley, Switchman, has returned from
Canada farm and reports fine crops.

his

C. P. Slater, the popular Car Inspector,
improving since cooler weather has arrived.

J. W. Stevens, Switchman, says, he has to
quit smoking rag tags, as it has affected his
heart.

W. A. Parks (Officer Parks) has opened a
gquab farm as a side line.

Attention Railroad

Men ^ha«rSa*Rc.!

B. R. T., B. L. E., B. L. P., O. R. T. emblems, or any three
initials on the following- high grade gold filled articles:

TIE CLASP (like cut)$

of
his

1.50

Combination Set,
three combined

all
.... 2.50

ALLMAN'S SUPPLY HOUSE

the office of the General Superintendent

in

.75

75

Stick Pin
Cuff Buttons

Washington between trains recently.
Crutch Barber, formerly employed as Clerk
in the Master Mechanic's office at Washington,

now

1

is

178 N. Leamington Av., Chicago

Motive Power, at Baltimore, called on
parents and railroad friends here in

September.

The work of building the new caboose cars
and applying steel underframes to freight
equipment cars at Washington Shops is pro-

PAY

rapidly under the supervision of
General Car Foreman Frank Teed, who succeeded Mr. Barnes in the middle of August.

50

gressing

CENTS A WEEK
NOTHING DOWN !
DROP HEAD
I

will sell
i

you the best

OA K C ABI N ET HIGH ARM
SEWING MACHINE made. Pay

nothing until you get it, try it and
decide if you want it after that pay me
week (or if more convenient
you may pay monthly). To reliable
men
I require no contract or lease of
<j
any kind. Deal is strictly confidential,
If you are a
and, further, I will save you one-half in cost.
make you a
reliable man and can use a sewing machine I will
marvelously low price and liberal terms offer. Just write me a
11."
postal card and say, "Mail me your offer No. 3

me

;

50 cents a

TOLEDO DIVISION

(C.

H.

&

D.)

[H

Correspondent,
Office of Superintendent,

Dayton, Ohio

FRED BIFFAR. 180

N.

Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J. J.

Corcoran

Grove
Wm. Bavis
C. W, Day
E. F. Gorman
O. B.

H. M. Shea

John

Buckley
Bohanan

F.

R. H.

W. M. Thompson
Arthur West
M. E. MoRAN
Frank Proctor
J. N. Holmes
M. Gleason
W. J. Taubkens
J. H. Odell

Superintendent,

Chairman

I

Agent
Engineer

Conductor
General Yardmaster

Trainman
Fireman

Yard Conductor
Trainman
Trainman
Shopman
Shopman
Shopman
Shopman
Section Foreman
Secretary

PROTECT
AND PAY
PATENTS THAT
AND

«^

pi
BOOKS, ADVICE, SEARCH
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED f ||
Highest
model for search.

Send sketch or

t £,

references. Bestresults. PromptnessAssured.

WATSON
624 F

St.,

N.

E.
W.
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T.

McCarthy

is

off

on his

vacation.

fall

Ed. Schocff, P^oreman of coal and ore docks,
expects to take a trip next month to Albany,
N. Y. Honeymoon trip, we think.

Switchman W. C. Tuck's son, age 14
was drowned August 1st while bathing

Maumee

BLUE WHITE
GENUINE

TC

i

years,
in the

iiMvWii:

EASY

River.

Ed. Saunders

is

on the sick

TERMS

list.

Iniportt-rN uikI Nu\
n<-ulfr'n J'rofltR.
.Star
w prirm — bikI pay in little a
..

WELLSTON DIVISION

(C.

Reagan,
Dayton, Ohio

Correspondent, T.

J.

H.

& D.)

I'erfcctly
Bcintillatiiig

Chief Clerk,

until you

cut,

l.liio

— Kcniiino

8.

J.

PiNKERTON

S.

Conductor
Conductor
Section Foreman
Section Foreman
Relief Agent
Supervisor

Fisher

P. Clancy
F.

Chairman

Drake

M. Baker
Dr. F. S. Thompson
C. Greisheimer
E. B. Childs
M. Rosen
S.

iparklm*.
to pay
froo mag-

Thu

h..nf»t

«,

;

;t-8,

1-10 kt.

;

.No.

O-i-S.

prices with others.

Division Engineer
Supervisor
Supervisor
Engineer

P. D. Fairmanj
P. J. Sweeney
H. E. RosEBOOM

gleamnnf,

Diamond and Watch Free Catalog

n«ti..n wlihfiMtol.lipaiion.

Trainmaster

H. G. Snyder
G. A. RUGMAN

Diamond.
in our

|.rr»oD— Ul't.V lu \Vl.
.\oIb |(.(
ilues shown bore— NO. <i>-l-2kt.; ^o. 42-^-8 kt.
-l-J.llO 1(1.; .No. •ItV-a-S kt.; No. 47-^H kl. .No.

everj

A. A. Iam8

tlio

Not a emt
Wo tend ycu

quality.

liinh

Any diamond

Beautifully Illustrated

Diamondi

wliito

havo cxa-.ninod

nifying glass.

Superintendent,

^

Vt time.

tiiiii-

.11

«'crtincd (•uaranteo with every IMamond— gn»r»o.
Its woi^lit an<l quality.
A »«fo w.iy to buy and »ava
liioiioy — no
iiHonvoiiiciiro— and }mvo tlio Diamond now.
toeing

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes

110

MODERATE PRICES

We

1-16 kt.
Compare tb«o
Iniforl the ronirh Dia-

monds, out them here, save ^l-'tperceotflu
Give the savinn to jou.
W riiel.xlaj foi
our BIO
and M'ECIAL

CATALOG

)RL I). BEATING OFFER
OneCaratDiamondsfor only $100.^
All UiatnoDds, also vatches, on easy
terms no money first Send for Catalog

—

n

^^^

.^^

tcJay.

£V"

ft

Walker Edmund Co.
DIAMO.Nl) l.Ml'UKTtHS
Ttie

Company Surgoor
Master Carpenter
Stationary Engineer
Secretary

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C. H. & D.)
Correspondent,

Roy Powell,

SuperintendenC s

Office

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White

Superintendent,

M. Conner
C. W. Havens
H. F. Reynolds
J.

T.

Chairman

Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
General Yardmiister

F.

Clemmons

Master Mechanic
Claim Agent
Examining Surgeon
Examining Surgeon

Dr. C. L. Truitt
W. Strode
M. J. Sharkey
R. O. Glidewell
J. Hoffner
Chas. Barth

Pas-senger Engineer
Passenger Conductor
Passenger Conductor
Yard Engineer
Blacksmith Helper
Machinist

Geo. Hanrahan

V. R. Thomas. Relief Agent, who has been
handling the C'ar Distributor's desk in the
Superintendent's office, is back on his reguhir
duties, having been relieved by the old reliable
"Mutt" Gossert, who made the standard of
Car Distribution so high on this Division that
he alone can keep it up.

Homer White, Operator
office,

recently

The Mark of Quality for
All Petroleum Products

Supervisor
Supervisor
Master Carpenter

J. M. RouRK
F. Washam
Edw. Boas
E. A. McGuiRE
Dr. Wm. Osenbach

dent's

TEXACO

in

Texaco Illuminating Oils
Texaco Auto Ga.soline
Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Enginf* Oils
Texaco Greases
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Asphalts
Texaco Railroad Lubricants
For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,
sulating, Mastic, and (or all other purposes

In-

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

HOUSTO.N

BRANCH OFFICES
Boston

St. Louis

New

Philadelphia
Chicatfo

Norfolk
Alionla

Dallas

Purhio

Orleans

El Pnsc.

the Superinten-

became a Benedict,

having married Miss Minnie Belle Powell, of
Maysville, Ky., the third of this month.

A dictaphone was recently installed in the
Superintendent's office on trial and its results
have been far reaching.

VENTRILOeUISN
Loarntxl by nny Han or lioy at lloino.
particulars aud pruuf. U. A. 81I1TU,
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Firemen^Sy Engineers^

Brakeman H. R. Vice, on the Ohio River
is much elated over the arrival of a
new baby girl.

and

Branch,

Bridgemen^s

Gauntlets

The passenger service on the Indianapolis
Division has been greatly benefited by the
addition of some of the Class E-2 engines which
are now pulling our fast through trains. The
improvement in the handling of these trains has
been noticeable and the comments of the
traveling public are all favorable. These
engines are new to this division, although they

T^XTRA

quality
-*^ horsehide. Special

selected

stock,

have been

in service for some time, and they
are filling a long-felt want in our passenger

tanned by a special
process which makes
Can be
it fire-proof.

washed.
soft and

department.

The experiment

of handling the through
between Indianapolis and Hamilton without helper engines has been found
unsatisfactory, and the old arrangement of
helper engines at Connersville and Hamilton
has been resumed.
It was found that while the handling of our
freight without the assistance of the helpers
was satisfactory, so far as the expense was
concerned, there was some delay on account of
setting off freight in the middle of the division,
and to overcome this, the helpers were placed

freight traffic

Always
pliable.

Seamless Palm
Pattern
Send

for

Catalogue

Chicago Glove & Mitten Co.
4S8

N. Halsted St.

Dept.

B

CHICAGO

|gB«Rocker
My Big
^^7 Bargain Booie

Your Gredit
is

Good

Engineer "Hank" Randall, one of the oldest
engineers in service on this Division, has been
confined to his home by illness.

back

in service.

The good road movement in the Springfield
Division territory is making fine progress, and
several spur tracks for handling gravel and
crushed stone for the new roads have been
built along the line.
This is not only a substantial boost to the freight movement on this
Division, but it is of material benefit to the
C. H. & D. and the people living in this territory, as there is nothing that will increase
farm values and farming activity more than
first class roads.
P. L. Briner, Operator at Newman and more
recently Car Distributor in the Superintendent's office, is spending his vacation at
Crete, Ind.

With Me

Edith Dennis, of the Train Master's
taking a much needed vacation, and
W. C. Owings, formerly of the Superintendent's
office, is filling her position.
Miss

office,

coM^BfeR

Made

in

My

Elgin Factory

a sample of 3000 bargains. You save from
15 to 50^ and secure better qualities than you find
elsewhere. I sell everything to completely furnish your
home, also diamonds, watches, jewelry, and numerous
other articles on the most convenient monthly payment plan, which is simple and easy, no red tape, no
collectors— satisfaction guaranteed

This

is

Get the Big FREE BOOK Today,
It shows 3000 bargains beautifully pic
tured and properly described. Man
in natural colors. It tells all abc
my plan. A post card brings it
to you FREE. Address

ARTHUR LEATH,

Pres.

&

Gen'l

Mgr

A. LEATH & CO.,
1325 Grove Ave., ELGIN

J.

is

L. G. Meyer who was called to Cincinnati a
few weeks ago to take charge of the accounting
in the office of the Superintendent of Terminals,
is back in his old position as Time Keeper in the
Transportation Department at Indianapolis,
and while we are glad to have him back, there
is no one quite as well pleased as ''Sylves"

himself.

The experiment cf maintaining a night yard
engine at Hume, III., having proven unsatisfactory from a saving standpoint, the use of the
engine has been discontinued and the swing
local between shops and Decatur has been
resumed. It was found that the local freight
business in this territory was so heavy that the
two locals could not handle it, and it was necessary to use the swing local.

Please mention this magazine.
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A HOME FOR EVANGELIST

BUILDING

JENNIE SMITH
There

is

a nioveiiK^nt on foot to raise

$2600.00 for the

}:)urj:)ose

sire to

funds for comi)leting payment on a home
in

Washington, D. C,

for

any

this

blessing for her

E.

She

will

old

many of
many of the

be remembered by

make up

easily

pointed

handle

to act
all

as

funds,

Trust

Co.

of

been

ap-

Trustee.

They

will

make

in

the following

Baltimore

M.

C. A., Bruns-

Md.; W. C. Montignani, Secretary
Y. M. C. A., South Cumberland, M(L;
R. R. Jenkins, Secretary Y. M. C.
Chicago Junction, Ohio.

life-

New

Used

Slightly

M.

wick,

time.

Values

Bancroft, Secretary R. R. Y.

Smith, Secretary Y.

payments,

all

and act as her Trustee during her

Chair-

and Ohio men, George M. Shriver,
Second Vice-President, Baltimore, Md.;
J. S. Murray, Assistant to the President,
Baltimore, Md.; T. E. Stacy, Secretary
Y. M. C. A., Baltimore, Md.; E. K.

the required

has

Dow

together with

amount.

The United States
D. C,
Washington,

men, who have been

Columbus, Ohio; J. E. ]\IcKim,
Secretary Union Station R. R. Y. M. C.
A., St. Louis, Mo.; L. B. Schless, Purchasing Agent and J. T. Moffett, Superintendent Transportation of the Washington Railway and Electric Company,

younger ones, for the splendid work she
has been doing for years along our line,
and a small sum from each one of her
many friends and admirers would in the
aggregate

of the following

C. A.,

age.

our older men, and indeed by

you may de-

be sent to them, or to

man, W. I. Steere, Manassas, Va.; George
H. W^inslow, Secretary Washington Terminal Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C;

Smith.

well deserved

make may

appointed to act as a committee:

our old friend,

She has already
made a partial payment out of her meagre
savings, and, as she has no regular income
and is getting along in years, some of her
friends thought it wise to help provide

Sister Jennie

that

All}' colli riljut ions

providing

of

A.,

Typewriters

Typewriter
THE Foxtouch
and easy

a beautifully finished, hijrli (^'r;ulc. visible writer, with a
action and extreme durability. It has a tabulator back
light
spacer, two-color ribbon, stencil cutter, card holder, intcrchanifeable platens
and carriagres.is fully automatic, and is sent out complete with a tine metal cover
and hardwood base.
If our Typewriter does not suit you after a ten days' free trial of it send it
back at our expense. If you wish to buy it after trial you can pay us a little down
and the balance monthly or in all cash, just as you prefer. There is n'- "red tape"
tied to this offer, and it is open to any responsible person in the I'n.iCd States.
is

Local Agents

Wanted

— Samples

at Wholesale

Ix-tn very nllirlitly
^Ve are making' a .«|)t'( lul oiltr i>ii a. l<>t <>f l'"X VlsiMo TyiK'w ntcrs that
nd could want'ly bie
used fordfiiiDnstration i)iir|i'is»s. TIh-m- are not second-liaiKl nor rehi
told from new by anyone. Low prhe^easy payment tenns— ten days trial. Write for full i>»r-

tlculars.

Mention

15.

&

O. Kmployes' Majjazlne.

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1010-106O Front Ave.

Grand Rapids. Mich.

II. A.

O.

Nam*
\<l<lr
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'T'HIS

easy slip-off
switchman's mitten is a good example
'-

A BOOKLET gotten up

IN ness men of Clarksburg,
called

an

by the

W.

busi-

Va.,

and

of the personal care

''Illustrated Description of

given

by

the makers

Clarksburg/' in a series of brief sketches

of Hansen's Gloves

men

to the needs of every
department of rail-

about the leading
article

in that section of

appears the following

there

the State,

concerning

our agent at Salem,

O.

L.

W.

Va.

Rohrbough,

roading.
Switchman's Mitten
No. 119

By

special

this

build

''Among the leading factors in the industrial and social life of Salem, none

Hansen's Gloves do
more than give complete hand-protec-

stands higher in the estimation of the

tion.

They are

and

efficiency^ in

people than Mr. 0. L. Rohrbough, the

and successful agent of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company at
clever

He

Salem.

has the distinction of serving

mayor

Salem under its new
Mr. Rohrbough, who has wide
charter.
influence in the community and stands
well with his company and the traveling
public, had large influence in the erection
of the handsome depot which was completed at Salem but a few months ago.
Representing a railway system that has
ever been liberal in its contributions to
the cities along its line, Mr. Rohrbough
as the

first

succeeded,

of

together

with

the

big factors for comfort
action.

firemen, baggage-men,

Engineers,

brakemen

—

all

can be equally suited with the splendid,
^rong "Protector"— the "Glad Hand"
brands, etc.

Hansen's
Gloves

leading

Note the

extra long wrist— no
skimpy look. Reinforced,
without irritating seams
no rivets or

stubby,

—

extra bulk.
Best leather specially
tanned to give long, strong service.

Easily cleaned.
Outlasts a lot of
the flimsy, unsafe kind. 500 styles
sure fit and help for every man at

any labor or
er's

sport.

or we will

tell

At

your dealto buy.

you where

Write for booklet.

factors in Salem, in giving

the finest

little

Salem one

of

depots along the Baltimore

and Ohio line in the state of West Virginia.
Ever courteous and honorable in his dealings, loyal to his home towni and people,
and true to his engagements with the company he represents, he has created a fine
degree of harmony and a friendly relation
between patrons of the road and the company that operates it.
''Mr. Rohrbough is wideawake and alert
to every detail of the office, and strives to
maintain the highest standard of service,
giving to the public the best facilities for
travel

and

traffic.

Mr. Rohrbough

is

one of the active trustees of Salem College, takes deep interest in its affairs and

hand to the cause
and moral advancement."

lends a helping

cation

of edu-

Please mention this magazine.

O. C. HANSEN MFG. CO.
282 Milwaukee

St.

Milwaukee. Wis.
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PULLMAN PORTER AN EXPONENT OF
"SAFETY FIRST"

THE

LAST week

in

August, 19L3,

the owner to take his suit case

was traveling on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, I
noticed a large suit case tumble down
from the rack almost above my head and
while

fall

I

on the seat behind me, just after
off.
I thought

that there would be no danger of

I

then thought that that porter was on
and must be imbued with the

his job

''Safety First" spirit

On

have taken,

first

no more about

seen

it

during the remainder of

Xew Castle.
my way back

trip to

But on
to Baltimore on
September 1st, I had to lie over in Pittsburgh three hours. I left there on the
6 p. m. train, the ''Duquesne Limited,"
and in front of me sat a couple who had
placed a hea\y suit case on the rack
above them. When the porter came
through he very courteously requested

so

upon and injuring anyone.

the occupants had gotten

my

down

its falling

this

is

the

all

the trips

time

I

thoughtfulness for the safety of
passengers sho\\Ti in this particular way.

While

it is

only a

little

thing, I think that

porter deserves commendation.

small but important

step

in

His

is

direction.

Walter Dyer
Clerk,

B.

^L\(

Ewex,

And. Mdse. Receipts

&

There

is

Danger

of

0. R. R.

permanent injury

No need

to your eyes from cinders, blasts of
to tell you how it smarts and burns,

you know.
In either summer or winter you must have eye protection from dust,
insects, cinders, and all other annoyances that will seek the eyes.
Avoid it

by using the Non-Strain Goggles.
They are made in many styles and are the most perfect Goggle for men
following such callings as: Railroad Engineers, Firemen and Trainmen.
Automobile Drivers, Motorcycling. Rolling Mill Hands, Miners, Coke Drawers,
Mechanics, Welders. Furnacemen, Etc.
all

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES
BEWARE OF IMITATORS.

We

^JcBi^^r

and aH our
goods are stamped NON-STRAIN.
If your watch inspector cannot supply you, pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will send a pair to you prepaid.

Take no

OPHTHALMUSCOPE
/'.'cU

substitute.

CO..

a

the right

Safety First
NON- STRAIN
With GOGGLES
ice-cold air or hot winds.

I

have

are the originators

402 Dorr St..Toledo. O.

"IT IS

A

WISE FATHER

OWN DAUGHTER"

HIS

T)j^))€'uce

THAT KNOWS

^

of Hearty

NOT A

A^^^^:^ rr^n

•f^j^O^^^

VERA MAY CLIFTON
Reproduction of a blue print

of

Vera

May Clifton, who recently arrived at the home of
This first portrait of the little girl
Assistant Shop Clerk at Grafton, W. Va.

Office Service at Baltimore.

76

is

G. B.

by C.

Clifton, Supervisor of

L. Ford.
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You,

Who Work

for a Living, Will
Interested in Tliis Story I

On the first of January, a man who had been
employed by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, in
one of the important departments in the general offices
at Baltimore, stepped into the office of the Superintendent and said: "Mr. Superintendent, I've been with the
B. & O. for fourteen years today. I've been a faith-

and efficient man and I would like to have more
money than I am getting."
The Superintendent Replied: 2lle ?h f f alt Th'a^
ful

;th tii.' ixmI
uitct'a years and I know that
you have a clfaii riT.ird. In fait. I believe >t>ii were with the
B. <fe O. for eight years b'fore I came here, and /or si^ years
before I ever did any railroad work at all. I know yon are
perfectly
competent to do the work you are doing. an<l
\.'a h:i\e lutii

v,

1

lam

willing to recommend an advancement for you. but not for
the work you are doing now. I am not authorized to pay any
more for that work than you are now getting; if 1 wt re. you
would have bi-en getting it long ago. But I'll tell you what
I will do. I will give you another job that pays mere money.

''What other job around here can you fill?''
That last question was a stunner! What other job

around there couM this man fill when he had been atone
(IcsK all his life, doing only one kind of work? The result of
the interview was that this perfectly capable, mber and
honest man had to remain at his old job, not because the
Fuperinten'ient was unwilling to advance him. not because
there WMS no better job in that offi<e. but BEOAISH 1 HE

MAN WAS NOT CAPAHLE OE FILLING ANY OTHER JOB.

In other words, o()portiinity knocked at his door, found him
unprepared for the call, and had to pass on without entering.
How about your own case? Where would you be if
opportunity knocked at your door, or if you went out and
found Mr. Opportunity" and cornered him for an interviiw?
Suppose this B. & O. R. R. man had been putting in.

How

often have yon b.eard it said that men usually
one desk a natural lifetime in the railroad bu>iine»s!
vou know the real rea^onwhy railroad men remain at
one desk always? The trouble is not w ith the railroads. It ih
with the men tbemse Ives. Con^^ider. for example, Jame.< J. Hill.
w ho aro~e from telegraph op 'rator to President of the Great
Northern Railwau; Samuel Rca. who bei;an as chainmnn nnd
rndnian ami aro^e to the Pre>iden<-y of the Penngulvannt Railroad; and Wm. J. Harahati, Presi lent of the Seaboard Air
Lint /Jai/fcav.u ho began asotfice boy fort.ie superi ntendent of
the L. A- N. H U. Do you supp.^e tlie-o Imi: r.n iro.il men. m, Id
have advanced as they have without ^.^l,.iy and prepai.ii n
stay at

Do

'

..

New Jobs Now Open— Earn from $35

Modern tra-isportation is a juhrIo <.f routes and roles.
calling for speciali-ts, who like the pnthjinilera of old, hav»»
expert knowledge of the trails of trajfir. Ho« to route sh ipment to obtain shortest mile >ge nt^<\ quickest deliveries and how
to classifi/ goo<ls to obtain loxvest rates are two vital factors in
business comr>etition. The man ivho knows hoiv isso valuable to
hisemployerthathecommands respect an<i big remuuerulion.

New and Uncrowded Profession
^
TherearehalfaniillionLAKC.KSHirriKS tlieTnited
,*
Practically every one of them needs an exp.Tt
as never before
*
traffic man. and this need is recognized
I,

States.

because of the recently enacted

y

Study Traffic and
interstate
Decide now to become

"/ can fill either one of those vacancies in the
bureau which must be filled shortly" or "I
fill Jones' job in the Accounting Department
when he is promoted the first of the month. "
^^

wdiild have been nf(cs>iary to enable h ni to have
such btatements".' Preparation, Competency mid Training.

hat

made

first

Commerce

a trathc

/

/

mm.

s

t'

LaSalle
Extension

Univeriily

Intt-rfUtc r<.mm.rrr cour-.- nablc-< > r,u
><>ur
to study AT HOMK. without Uumuk
^
occupation or Bacrificing present income.
niRil
-

tariff

railro.jd rate lawn

and inter-tate conimene regulations. 1 he deman-l
fortrain<'d and efficient traffic men is many times
/
greater than the supply. There's room for you.

Our

can

to $100

Weekly as Traffic Managers

Bay,

onlyone houreachevening— probably the hourhe actually
wasted in amusement or idleness, during all these foxirteen
years, preparing himself for a better place? Suppose he had
been able to say to the superintendent:

Be

t

Dept

24P

Qicago

am interext<-<l in the
#
Clip coupon below. Bign and
j»
proft-rwiion — 1 raffic
at once nnd we will aend you
#' ^| an gemelit. Pjeaw wild
FKKE. postpaid our n^luablebook.
"Tm ><-<ir»' I'romi'li'
leii Years' Promotion
conci
i

and information
opportiiiiitu-» and requ

r?ent»

"".
of this attractive prof
Th 6oofc \* vnrth a dnlla
"

"

in

^'^

V

and

One" and

Traffic

full information
Book, free of all co*t.

i

LaSALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY,

free while they h

f'.W

Dept 248, CHICAGO

Other Courses: LAW. HIGHER ACCOUNTANCY. BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS ENGLISH. BOOKKEEPING.

/

Please uienliun

thin

/

me.
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I
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Baltimore, Md., October

7th, 1913.

Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
Dear Sirs
I will

take the pleasure in writing to you in reference to the

Road and

short time on the Baltimore and Ohio

My husband works over at the
be that

now

I

could pay

as they

debts.

It

my

Riverside roundhouse.

debts and

make

have gone on nine hours work,

me

keeps

worried

all

sick, to

three children to clothe.

I

my
I

can't

owe and

Won't you

used to

And

pay

all of

Today when

pay

his

It

ends meet.

of the time.

husband came home and handed me

know how much

in the shops.

it

can't pay.

made me

if

heart

I

have

you

can't

Besides

please try to see

my
my

do better by the men, by giving them the old hours and overtime
back, or raising their wages.
so

much and God

By

doing so

I will

thank you ever

will bless you.

Yours

truly,

From A Friend.

The above
between the

evidently

letter

officers of

refers

the Baltimore

&

to

recent

negotiations

Ohio Railroad and a com-

mittee representing the machinists, which resulted in closing a
schedule with the machinists providing for a nine-hour day.

Only the earnest

solicitation of the

committee representing the

machinists resulted in the nine-hour day.

majority of the

men on

the system desired

It
this.

was supposed the

THE BALTlMOHi: AND

Price
In

<>lll<»

li.MI'LOYKS

MACAZIM

$75

Canada $93

The Real Test of a Typewriter
long it does it.
Xo matter what you pay,
Think, then, of the
of your purchase.
record of thousands of Royal Standard Typewriters in the
strenuous " grind " of raih'oad, insurance and big corporation
oflSces, and
in important departments of the United States
Government. The record proves beyond question or doubt that
the Royal measures up to the highest standard known among
typewriters in materials, workmanship, endurance, speed, action,
quality of work and general adaptability.
is

what it does and how
must be the basis

this

—

The Master-Model of the Royal Solves
Typewriter Problems
That the Royal Standard Typewriter is made of the
highest grade materials obtainable and by the most skillful workmen
money can hire. That it will do work of the BEST quality for a GREATER
length of time at LESS expense for upkeep than any other typewriter,
regardless of price.
This guarantee attached to every machine.

OLR GARANTEE:

"
Write for the " Royal Book
big meaning of the Royal Record and the big economy of
Royal Price by having a machine demonstrated in 3-our own office. No

Then prove the

obligation whatever.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY
21

South Calvert Street, Baltimore,
Branches and Agencies the World Over

Please mention this magtizine

IMd.
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FREE
This

$15

Draftsman's Outfit^

But you must write at once. This offer is
limited.
I make this most exceptional
great offer only to a limited

—

A

number of

selected students.
Just think of it
complete, regular Draftsman's $15 Working Outfit with high grade
Imported German Silver Set of INSTRUMENTS -ALL FREE

SIZE

20x25
INCa

Drafting
ESIPn
kCll II

!

Work As Soon As You Enroll—

WhiiP
PSI fllinO''
lllllg
If llllv Ikuul

^^^» ^^^^'^ exactly what I mean, iis
soon as you become my student you

can begin earning a handsome income while learning at home. Send the free coupon to me today and
I will tell you just exactly how you can begin. I mean just what I say. This is a great extra special
offer I am making. You should write at once. Absolutely no obligations of any kind in sending the
coupon. But you must write at once. I cannot make this offer broadcast to everyone. So I will
take the names in the order that they are received. Get yours in early.

e a Draftsman!

B^

Draw $125 to $175 per month at once

There is an urgent demand always for skilled draftsmen. Our
companies are issuing calls every day for men to fill positions
paying from $125.00 to $175.00 per month. Many positions paying
$75 to $100 per week always open. Work is light, pleasant and
Unlimited opportunities for expert draftsmen and
profitable.
Mail coupon for valuable book, "Successful Drafting." It explains
a skilled draftsman in a short time. It's free ^Just think
I
WiH
personally

designers.

—

how you can become

Draftsman
Chief
"^^^
^-^

instruct

-.

you

A most wonderful opportunity for a
and selected number of ambitious men For over twenty years I have
been doing the highest paying expert drafting work. I am Chief Draftsman
of a large and well known company. Long ago I saw the urgent demand for
practical, trained draftsmen and I organized my practical method for
ambitious men whom I trained personally. Each month the demand for
limited

Guarantee

To instruct you until
competent and placed

n a position at a regular salary, paying
S 125.00 to

i

!

from

$175.00 per month
and furnish you free

§15 Working Outfit
at once.

—

^

growing
higher salaries are being paid right
the need as we do today for men who really
know practical drafting the way I am training my students. At this time ^
c% ff* f i^oupon
P
ct,r\
^^"^^
can accommodate a few more men (from the ages of 16 to 40) in my spare
chief Draftsman:
time.
If you write me at once I will send you my book, "Successful
^.ENGINEER'S EOUIPMENT CO.
all free.
But you must write to me
Drafting," with full particulars
^"" "'- obii.a.r'on' '^e."
or send coupon now.
please mail your book " Success^
and full parpractical, trained

along.

draftsmen

is

Never before have we

—

felt

WM

—

^
W
IMK^/.
w^S^ ^b
—

Mail Free Coupon

Now

^F

—

^

Div. 2727

,

^

CHIEF DRAFTSMAN
W
CHICAGO,
Engineer's Equipment Co. (Inc.)

ILL.

ful

Draftsmanship"

ticulars of your liberal "Personal
Instruction " offer to a few students
It is understood that I am obligated
In no way whatever.

Mail this Free Coupon at once and I will send you my book
*
^
''Successful Draftsmanship" and full particulars — all FREE.
also particulars
^w
I will send my book if you write at once, absolutely free
about my offer to a few ambitious men who want to make from $2,500 to
^^-mamw
jname
No obligations whatever on you in sending the coupon.
$5,000 a year.

Address

FREE

Addbess

Please mention this magazine

.

;

^.N§ .-S^v

'^

'ir*

^.

%r.'^'

)>*^

Y

.-ritj,

^-.

CHARGE OF SCOTS GREYS AT WATERLOO

WRLLr

regiment of cavalry in reserve at the battle of Waterloo,
\
;m overwhelming charge mit^ht turn the tide of battle. The instant lithe order was given to charge and the S.-ots Greys Cavalry hurled themselves aga::.::t the Itl-xIi 1...- a
thunderbolt. This charrre ended forever the career of Napoleon and his dream of universal empire vanished away
with the smoke of his artillerv'. The celebrated picture shown herewith from Ridpath's Histon.', the origir.al of
which was purchased by Queen Victoria, illustrates but one event of all the thousands which makes up the history
of every nation, empire, pnncipality or power in the world famed publication.
v.T( )\ held this

.

:

Ridpath's HistoryX World
T/yE will name our special low price and easy terms of payment

A

'

' only in direct letters.
coupon for your convenience is
Tear off the coupon,
printed on the lower comer of this advertisement.
write your name and address plainly and mail. We do not publish our
special low price for the reason Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her support
from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price broadcast
would cause injury to the sale of future editions

Six Thousand Years of History

fe;,^'

"D IDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history ,^*r
^^ long before the Pyramids of Egypt were built
down through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's
grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's
wealth and luxur>'; of Greek and Roman splendor
of Mohammedan culture and refinement of French
elegance and British power, to the dawn of yesterday. He
;

1

covers every race, every nation, every time and
holds vou spellbound by its wonderful eloquence

46 Page Booklet

FREE

YyE

will mail our beautiful
^ ' forty-six page free booklet
without any obligation on your part to
buy
It will show Ridpath's wonder.

fully beautiful style.
He pictures the
great historical events as though they

were happening before your eyes; he
carries you with him to see the battles
of old; to meet kings and queens and

Western

warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate;
to march against Saladin and his

Newspaper

^.y.

^^

^gt-;:

^

^

dark-skinned followers; to sail the southern
seas with Drake; to circumnavipate the
plobe with Magellan. He comhines absorbinR
interest with supreme reliability, and makes
the heroes of history real living men and
women, and about them he weaves the rise
and fall of empires in such a fascinating style
th?.t history becomes as absorbingly interesting as the greatest of fiction.

WESTERN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATIO!^

CHICAGO
Please mention this magazine.

^

Association
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Baltimore and Ohio

ployes Magazine readers.

Em-

The 1914 —Timepiece
—
The masterpiece qf watch manufacture the Burlington Special Idjewels^
aajustea to the secotid adjusted to positions adjusted to temperatures
adjusted to isochronism. Open face or hunting case, ladies'' or gentlermnr's*

—

New

Special

In

Burlington Offer!
The Superb Burlington Watch

now
price

at the dh^ect rock- bottom
the same price that even the

—

wholesale jeweler must pay

— and

in

order to encourage everybody to secure this watch at once, pay this rockbottom price, either for cash or $2.50
a month on this great special offer!
send the watch on approval, pre-

We

—

paid. You risk absolutely nothing
you pay
nothing, not one cent, unless you want this
exceptional offer after seeing and thoroughly
inspecting the watch. Read the coupon below.

w New Book on Watches!
*"""XSend Free Coupon
^VLearn

the inside facts about watch prices,
%wand tlie many superior points of the
Book Coupon
Burlington over double-priced pro^ducts. Just send the coupon or
_ „
_,,
_
Burlington Watch Co.
%. a letter or a postal, Get this
19th St. and Marshall Blvd.
V^otfer while it lasts.
Chicago, 111.
Dept.2727
'^^^ Burlington Watch Co.
Please send me (without obligation and *%
lyth Street and
prepaid) your free book on watches and a copy*%^
Marshall Blvd

"p'T?

J^ JT

%

ofyour$l,OOCehallenge,withfu]lexplanationofyour *^
cash or S^.oO a month offer on the Burlington WatcK^^

Phi,^.Qo-r»
^-niccigo

^^

Name.

—

—

uept.

Ideas

Watch Cases!

Newest Ideas: Inlay Enamel Monograms,
Block and Ribbon Monograms, Diamond
Set, Lodge, French Art, Dragon Designs.

Open

face or hunting case, ladies' or gentlemen's 12 and 16 sizes.
Imagine a beautiful hunting case with your
own monogram on one side and the emblem

of your lodge or any other emblem on the other side.
Our catalog shows complete illustrations. See coupon.

The Movement!
In connection with our sweeping direct

we have selected our finest highest
grade watch for a special offer direct to the people.

offer

Material: The best that

money can

World renowned experts in

buy.

Workmen:

their line.

I

The

Jewels: 19 finest grade selected genuine imported
rubies and sapphires, absolutely flawless. (It is well
understood in the railroad business that 19 jewels is
the proper number fur maximum efficiency.)
Factory Fitted and factory tested. Fitted right at
the factory into the case made for that watch—and
re-timed after fitting. No looseness or wearing of the

No

parts.

rattle or jar.

Adjustment: Adjusted to temperature
chronism A.ND positions. The most rigid

AND

iso-

tests.

That $1,000.00 Challenge
money

still lies in the bank waitino^, waiting for four years for someone who dares to

make a competitive test with the Burlington Special.
Ever since we dared to come out with our DIRECT
at the rock bottom price, we have been waiting for someone to cover the challenge money in a test

OFFER

with the higher priced products. Wliy don't they accept? Look at a Burlington Special, the perfect works
the exquisite case, consider the rock bottom price, and
you'll

know why our challenge stands unaccepted!

J

Address.

Please mention this magazine.
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21- Jewel

My

Bunn

Special

Christmas Bargain
SEND<t

ONLY^
am

going to make the hearts of railglad this Christmas with my
astonishing offer on the 21-jewel Bunn
Special watch. For 30 days only, this master railroad watch, made by the Illinois
Watch Co., can be had in a 21-jewel model by sending only $3.00 with order. Then
you can take over a year to pay if you decide to keep it after 30 days' approval.
I

A. H. SPIEGEL,

Pres,

road

and Cen*l Manager

men

Guaranteed to Pass Railroad Inspection
^1542

$29.00

Silver Nickel
$3. 00

X1541

Case

$33.00

20-Year Gold-Filled Case
$3.00 Cash— $2.50 Monthly

Cash-$2.00 Monthly

21 RUBY and SAPPHIRE
JEWELS, specially selected

No. X1542— 21-Jewel Bunn
Special in Silver aaa ^v^v
Nickel Case, Price $^y.UU

and hand polished and set in
solid gold, protect the points
of friction in this master
railroad timepiece.
FULLY
to
temperature, six positions

RAILROAD

NICKEL CASE

SILVER
is

fitted

with popular swing ring,
completely dust and damp
proof, with screw bezel and
heavy crystal. Is very prac-

ADJUSTED

and isochronism. No matter
how much you pay for a rail-

tical

road watch, this is the high
est type of adjustment that
you could possibly get. This
movement passes inspection
on every railroad. It is fitted
with compensating balance,
solid gold screws, including
timing screws, double roller,
temperedsteel escapewheel,
and double-sunk dial with
intense bl ck railroad num-

and

serviceable

for

railroad use.

X1541 — 21-Jewel Bunn

No.
Special in 20-year Gold-Filled

$33.00
20-YEAR GOLD- FILLED

""Trie,

CASE is the screw back and
bezel type, guaranteed completely dust and damp proof
a fitting carrier for this
splendid watch movement.

—

erals.

Carry This Watch on 30 Days' Free Trial!
pay express charges and the watch comes
USE THIS COUPON I
...................
box, as
you
a handsome

We
to

in

illustrated.

free

FREE!

We publish

si

largre

and beautiful

SPIEGEL.

Christmas catalog: of everything:
is

—

MAY, STERN CO.

3546

g:ood in jewelry, watches,
all sold on liberal
diamonds
credit terms with a year to pay for what you want.
can save you money on anything: in jewelry, and you
should have this catalc^ before selecting: your Christmas g:ifts. Just write us a postal and say, "Send me
your special jewelry catalog: free of charg:e." But, if
you want this Bunn Special at this wonderful price,
don't wait for the catalog but order on the coupon.
that

Wall

Street,

Chicago

(620)

enclose first payment of $3.00, for which
send, express paid, the 21-jewel Bunn Special
watch No
as described above. If I keep
every month until $
it I will pay S
has been paid. If I return it within the 30-day
trial period you are to send me back my money.
I

We

,

Name.

3PM«IMaH5teriiQ
3546

Wall

Street,

PostoUice
St. or

Cbieago
Please mention

this

Box No

magazine.

State.

;

THK

ivM/n.MoKi-:

AM)

oiiK) l:.M^L()^l:s

macx/im;

CHARGE OF SCOTS GREYS AT WATERLOO
held this regiment of cavalry in reserve at the battle of Waterloo, awaiting
WELLINGTON
inuinent when an overwhelming charge
battle. The instant the French

\m^

thesui
might turn the tide of
lines v
the order was given to charge and the Scots Greys Cavalry hurled themselves against the French In.', a
thunderbolt. This charge ended forever the career of Napoleon and his dream of universal empire vanished av..;v
with the smoke of his artillery. The celebrated picture shown herewith from Ridpath's History, the origi: ;il cf
which was purchased by Queen Victoria, illustrates but one event of all the thousands which makes up the history
of every nation, empire, principality or power in the world famed publication.

Ridpath's Historyrl World
T/W'E will name our special low price and easy terms of payment
' ^ only in direct letters.
coupon for your convenience is

A

printed on the lower comer of this advertisement.
Tear off the coupon,
write your name and address plainly and mail. We do not publish our
special low price for the reason Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her support
from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price broadcast
would cause injury to the sale of future editions.

Six Thousand Years of History
"piDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history
•^^ long before the Pyramids of Egypt
were built;
down through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's

grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's
wealth and luxury; of Greek and Roman splendor
of Mohammedan culture and refinement of French
elegance and British power, to the dawn of yesterday. He
;

covers every race, every nation, every time and
holds you spellbound by its wonderful eloquence

46 Page Booklet

FREE

T^E

will mail our beautiful
'
forty-six page free bookkt
'
without any obligation on your part U>
buy. It will show Ridpath's wonderllHil

fully beautiful style.
He pictures the
great historical events as though they
were happening before your eyes; he
carries you with him to see the battles
of old; to meet kings and queens and
warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate;
to march against Saladin and his

dark-skinned followers; to sail the southern
seas with Drake; to circumnavigate the
globe with MaRclIan. He comMnes ahsorbinR
interest with supreme reliability, and makes
the heroes of history real living men and
women, and about them he weaves the rise
and fall of empires in such a fascinating style
that history becomes as absorbingly interesting as the greatest of fiction.

VVESTERIV

NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATIOIV

CHICAGO
Please mention

this

magazine
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THE STANDARD PEN FOR RAILROAD MEN
Its
is meeting with favor from railroad men everywhere.
on the job all the time. Fills itself without the aid of the old
tyle. clumsy dropper-fiUer, without pumping or taking apart
in any way. Just dipinink well, turn screw top and keep

The pen that

"THE

right

STANDARD"
is guaranteed

°''

Guaranteed

Posinon-leakable and

^^"^'"^

Self-filling

self -filling.

tively
is
especially suited to the work of
railroad men who want a pen to write
with, not for a plaything. Its smooth, flexible

point

makes writing a

pleasure.

A PLEASING XMAS GIFT

self-filUng fountain pen solve
the gift problem for you.
Nothing else you could give will be more appropriate or useful.
Order one for your own use and s2veral to send your C A-,
friends for Xm.as, they are sure to please.
Postpaid, neatly packed

OUC

ALPHA FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY

"'-'ba'^t.'morI,"'?!!,.^'"

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT.
We

all employes to inspect carefully the advertising now appearing in our
Magazine. It is our purpose to offer only such things as will legitimately appeal to the rank
and file of our readers. All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion, so that there
may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be

cordially invite

accepted.

ADVERTISING RATES.
$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch'. Width of
column, 16 ems or 2% inches.
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request.

For further particulars address

THOMAS

JOHN

H. MacRAE Advertising Manager,

Railvpay Exchange Building,

-

-

Chicago,

SAFETY
the

H.

POWERS, Eastern Representative,
New York. Telephone 4716 Madison.

456 Fourth Avenue,

111.

FIRST-That's the
The
Ball Watch.
movement cannot
and

is

thought behind
simple,

sturdy

get out of order

the higher charader

type for railroad

service

/ifS
;/:

Ball Railroad

Standard Watch

Sj^_§X(^^^

Tested and adjusted in the
complete case. Sold at standard
Full watch value.
price everywhere.

Wsi

Write for free pass holder.

The
Ball

Ball Bldg., Cleveland.

Heyworth

Watch Company,
Please mention

Bldg., Chicago.
Flood Bldg., San Francisto.
Confederated Life Bldg., Winnipeg.

this

magazine
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Cbanfesgiving proclamation
ISii^ HE SEASON

^J^

custom

God

is

at

hand

in

which

it

as a people to turn in praise

for His

has been our long respected

and thanksgiving

to

Almighty

The

manifold mercies and blessings to us as a nation.

year that has just passed has been marked in a peculiar degree by

We

manifestation of His gracious and beneficent Providence.

had peace throughout our own borders and with the nations

have not only

of the world, but

that peace has been brightened by constantly multiplying evidences of genuine
friendship, of
tion of

many

mutual sympathy and understanding, and

of the

happy opera-

elevating influences, both of ideal and of practice.

The nation has been prosperous, not only, but has proved its capacity to
movement of affairs and deal with its own

take calm counsel amidst the rapid
life in

tical

a spirit of candor, righteousness and comity.

We

have seen the prac-

completion of a great work at the Isthmus of Panama, which not only

abundant resources to accomplish what

exemplifies the nation's

the distinguished

and capacity

skill

of its public servants,

it

will,

and

but also promises

new age, of new contacts, new neighborhoods, new sympanew bonds and new achievements of cooperation and peace.

the beginning of a
thies,

"Righteousness exalteth a nation" and "peace on earth, good

men"

achievements of the
of

upon which can be

furnish the only foundations

work

well

the future better

Now,

human

The year has brought

spirit.

done and fresh visions

of our

duty which

built

will

toward

the lasting

us the satisfactions

will

make

the work of

still.

therefore,

I,

Woodrow

Wilson, President of the United States of

America, do hereby designate Thursday, the 27th day of November, next, as
a day of thanksgiving
to cease from their
of worship render

and prayer and

invite the people throughout the land

wonted occupations and

homes and

places

and caused the

seal of

in their several

thanks to Almighty God.

In witness whereof

I

have hereunto

set

my hand

the United States to be affixed.

Done

at the city of

Washington

this twenty-third

day

of October, in the

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirteen, and of the inde-

pendence

of the

United States of America the one hundred and thirty-eighth.

WOODROW
W.

J.

BRYAN,

Secretary of State.

WILSON.

THE COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OF
THE PORT OF NEW YORK
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH DELIVERED BY MR.

C

C.

F.

BENT

AT DEER PARK MEETING

TFIE
l^jort

importance

of

New York

of

the city

and

to the trans-

portation Unes terminating there
can best be appreciated when we consider
it as the ''Interstate Port of New York
and New Jersey. " This is not only the

but the
manufacturing centre
in the United States, with at least 10
per cent of the manufacturing industries of the country conducted within its
seaport in the world,

largest

most

important

limits.

New York

today has a population in excess of 5,000,000, with a contributing
than
population of more
Greater

it is the most important
manufacturing centre in the country,
exerts a tremendous influence ui)on the

the fact that

transportation

including the coast

lines,

such points as Norfolk, Newport
News, Charleston, Brunswick, Savannah
and New Orleans, which, with the raillines to

roads,

form through

lines to interior

competitive points of the

and by

much

their

freight

''all

differential

to

interior

and

rail" lines,

rates

attract

points of the

country where time is not an element.
Business transported to the Pacific
coast and beyond must also be considered.

2,000,000 within a radius of thirty miles.

A large amount of business to and from
New York is handled by water and rail,

The one great industrial advantage which
New York possesses over other ports is

tepec, at each of which points, at present,

the convergence

there are two trans-shi])ments.

there of vast

railroad

and steamship transportation lines.
Statistics show that Greater New York
in recent years has grown at the rate of 4
per cent or more than 200,000 i)er annum.
Including the New Jersey district, where
lands are cheaper and direct rail connec-

via the Isthmus of

the

completion of

Panama and Tehuan-

tlie

But with

Panama

Canal,

freight will be continued without trans-

shipment at

The

eitlier ])oint.

shii)ping

interests are today preparing for this l)y
Iniilding steamers to handle it.
^Vith the rai)id growth of i)opulation in

tions with factories are better, the rate of

New York

growth has been more than 5 per

ated new business for the transportation

cent.

Thirty-seven per cent of the export and
fifty-seven per cent of the imj^ort business
of the entire country,

of

the

through

ocean

New

and

passenger

Y'ork.

ninetj' per cent

business

pass

This, together with

there

is

constantly being cre-

many

hues.

There are

which

will gn^atly

forces at

emphasize

this,

work

not the

the development of the

least of

which
Inland water

is

State Canal,

soon to

ways.

The New York
l)e

ojiened.

with
5
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and reducing the number
moving it to the minimum, it

capacity for handling barges of 1000 to

coal business

of

2500 tons and with

cars for

is

several points in

its

barge terminals at

New York

harbor where

trans-shipment can be made,

is one of the
important items of commercial develop-

NEW YORK

IN 1816— FROM

important that the consignments from
mines be kept intact, and not separated
at the different divisional terminals, as so

THE NORTHWEST BASTION OF FORT JAY

Printed with permission of N. Y. Tribune

ment

at the port, to say nothing of the

influence

Canal

which the opening

will exert.

Much

of the Panama

of the slow

and

coarse freight, originating at such interior

points as Youngstown,

Pittsburgh,

This results in delays to
and requires a
larger terminal yard for holding freight
often occurs.

vessels as well as to cars

for

arrival

addition

it

of

delayed

requires

we

more

shipments.

Bethlehem, etc., destined to Pacific points
will then seek water shipment to New
York.
With the above conditions governing,
and with the numerous transportation
lines, we have a most competitive condition existing at all times at New York, and
outside of the element of time which controls the higher class freight, we have the
important question of good service to
consider.
Regularity of service, together
with fair treatment of patrons, serves as

vice.

being

less desirable

the greatest influence in securing business

is less

sought after by the steamship

for less

advantageously located

lines of

railroad.

From

a dumping of soft coal at our St.

George piers of 240,000 tons in 1898 there
has been an increase to 1,850,000 tons in
1912.
For the economical handling of

This,

In

cars for the ser-

to

believe,

be largely

within the control of the Company.

The

lighterage business

is

more

difficult

with a view to economical
handling, for several reasons, but princi-

to control,

pally because of the free time allowed on

such business in

New York

harbor, which,

on domestic is ten days, export, thirty
days, and export on ''through bills of
lading," unlimited.

This

last,

however,

occurs mostly with lumber, which, because

than any other freight
lines.

diem on
cars, the expense of handling lumber and
the fact that lumber must be put under

With the

increase in cost of per

cover waiting trans-shipment,

many

cases

of serious delays to cars occur with con-

sequent expense of per diem.

and

liAi/riMoKi';

'rni':

In looking forward to securing
of the business resulting

its

oiiio

sIkuc

from conditions

which we have related, the Baltimore I'd
Ohio Railroad must i)rovide greater facilities than it now enjoys at New York.
The greatest need for handling an increased coal business is the change of coal
dumping facilities from St. George to a
less congested location and where there is

room

for expansion.

This,

we

believe,

has been provided for by securing the
necessary property. All that remains is
the financing of the proposition.

A ri:maiu\'abiJ':

From

left

l^altimore

St.

(

at

The capacity

Railroad (Com-

the port of
of our

aca/im-

Icorgc.

New

York.

terminal yards

is

W'hrii there

interruption to the nioxcnieiit of
this

results

Some

lines in

any

and delays.

congestion

in

is

trafiic.

New

larger light er;i,<j;e

York, which handle a
business, have furnished

warehouse capacity for the pur|)ose ot' releasing cars promptly and avoiding having
to provide so much track room: while this
is very exj)ensive, meaning as it does the
double handling on all their lighterage
warehouse freight, in times of need for
equipment it is, nevertheless, the cheapest.
We believe, however, that the solution

two being the highest comniercial structures

k Ohio

.\i

piiotocjkaph. i.oaxkd hv colliers

pany owns and controls valuai)le water
fronts and undeveloped lands on StattMi
Island, where sufficient terminals can be
developed to secure its share of the growth
of business

yai'd at

in

an»l SingiT, iFu-

is

the

'*unlimit(Mr' free time
(ill

time to ten

{yvv

ai)j)lies

(ir-*t

ai)olitioii

of

the

and reduction of
(la\s. which now

only to domestic business.

certainly

and

the world

the matter

of

weekly

Woolworth

to right ttie four towers are the Metropolitan, Municipal BuildinK,
last

The

i:.\ii*L()^ i:>

This

would be an incentive to move

the business faster than the regulations
at

the

now

port

now

limited to 1500 cars in the storage yard at

is

Arlington and to 500 cars in the operating

for consideration.

before the

permit.

The

Trunk Line

su})ject

Assoei.'ition

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
With the poHcy of the city of New
York to own and control its entire water
front and to erect thereon the necessary
piers, there is

industrial

a project on foot for the

development of South Brooklyn

by the construction of a marginal railroad by the city, and its lease to a joint
company, representing all lines, for operation, on basis of carrying charges on the

expenditure.

This will be the pohcy of
Public ownership and
water front improvements,

the city hereafter.
control

of

including belt line railroads open to all
lines on equal terms, the coordinating
railroad

of

harbor and

by reason

terminals

New York

in

elimination of competition

make

of location, will

road terminals available to

all

all rail-

shippers.

A DAY WITH DEMOCRACY
BEING THE TRUE STORY OF A PICNIC

NEW YORK'S EAST SIDERS

OF

HERE

were

and crowds
old,

middle-aged and

3^oung
go,

crowds

of people,

but

spirit;

as the years
all

young

in

there were a

few of the very rich

among many

of the

very poor, yet all were rich in anticipated
joy of the picnic day before them. For
this

was the year's day

of

days,

the

bryonic engineers struggled manfully
with shovels and sand against the rising
tide; happy mothers grew years younger
as they played in the water with their
children or watched them cavorting
around the beach even a few of the older,
gray-haired women went in paddling to
ease their tired feet, while here and there
;

real

angels

mercy

of

in

conventional

black and white garb, replaced frowns

with smiles and

cries

with joyous laughter.

annual summer outing of St
's,
the big East Side institutional church, and
everybody was out for a good time. What
matter if the wife of the senior warden

grove seen such quantities of wholesome
food and drink as weighed them down

did find herself sitting next to lowly Mrs.

mids

who comes from the Italian
Chapel and keeps a fruit and vegetable
stand on Avenue A? Mrs. Petrone was
not in the slightest embarrassed. Or
that Archie Somebody's son got a hard
fall over Barney Nobody's son's foot,
when he tried to beat the latter up the
gang-plank to the picnic ground?
Petrone,

Cooling

in from the
waves against
laughing boys and girls; em-

breezes

Sound and dashed
the feet of

blew

little

Never had the

tables

in

that day at luncheon time.
of

of delicious

the picnic

What

pyra-

sandwiches and platters

hard-boiled eggs!

What

baskets of

pears and peaches, and countless bottles

Such pies seemed never to
have been baked before, such ice-cream was
of rich milk!

known

hungrj^ country
So the picnicers ate
and ate and ate you would have too,
if everything you tried was better than
anything you had ever tasted before.
scarcely
of the

in that

East Side.

—

But the real climax of the day's fun
came with the dance in the middle of the

i

TUK
The

afternoon.

church

l^\i;ri.M()HK A\l)

i)residing g;eniii8

choir-master,

whose

was

OHIO KMPLOVIOS

tlie

repertoire

M.\(

iAZIXK

9

was the sine qua non of the
because, on these free parties, it

occjision
is

almost

fortunately inchuletl a thorough knowl-

im])os.«ible

edge of boys ami

tendance of the gang element, and some
one who can handle them tactfull}- has to
be "in with the house." Furthermore,

girls, in

addition to his

Brahms and Wagner. He was resplendent
in

and

flannels

soft

white

and

shirt,

to eliminate entirely

llie

at-

radiant with smiles, unless perchance he

many

should catch ''red handed" a lad humj)-

ages from twelve to twenty-four, had not
learned all their turkev-trottin"; in tin.'

Then, with a

ing a fellow dancer.

AX EAST SIDE

})er-

VLUi'YX'YlOS—VTom

frown but an ill-concealed
would threaten to
maroon the offender on the boat until

fectly ferocious

twinkle in

liis

sailing time.

—

where

first

eye, he

He was
flitting

here, there, every-

across the

floor

in

with

one of the deaconesses, then l)owing profoundly to one
of his young choir girls and with mock
lively

two-step

seriousness, asking her for a dance.

And

once or twice during the afternoon he
stopped suddenly in the middle of a
tango to consult with Billy, the Bouncer.

The engagement of
was the master stroke

Billy, l\v the

of the outing.

of the

way,

He

working

girls

and boys,

in

The Survey

Parish Hall of the church, and the choir

master had been aj)pointed a connnitt^e
of one to secure an efficient censor for
His choice was Billy,
the occasion.
possibly because he liad a build like an
All-American guard, and the music man
had been a fairly good half-back in his
day.
Billy had really been heavyweight
champion on one of our battle-ships,
until some short-sighted fight promoter
He had
drafted him as a "white hope."
{)lenty of brawn and grit, but his first two
fights showed that he couldn't accjuire
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the science to become a top-notcher.

So

with a quick step, Billy would point
pair, then jerk his hand
over his shoulder, fingers clenched but

as,

an offending

he gradually drifted into the East Side

to

and became a "bouncer" at MorelU's
dance hall. And as his regular work

thumb

didn't start until 9 p. m., he accepted

the job for the picnic.
Billy took his

new task with the utmost

he apparently had
absolutely no sense of humor, for not a
In

seriousness.

fact,

him

smile escaped

as he

was introduced

to the round dozen of deaconesses in the

dancing
jerky

pavilion.

bow,

with

He gave

a

short,

musclebound

arms

pointing backward,

and with

a

quick toss of his head to one side, signify
that they would have to ''break" or
leave the floor.

When

five

o'clock

came the

choir

master yielded to the coaxing of the
many who had asked him, and consented
to sing.
Without at least one solo from
him the day would not have been complete.
The musicians who had been

WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGE ACROSS THE EAST RIVER,

N. Y.

him and no change

playing for the dancing turned the piano

of expression; then a hurried ''please to

around so that he could face the people,
and after a few preliminary flourishes
up and down the keys, he launched into

half crooked in front of

meet you. Miss," and
victim.

Nor

so on to the next

did he smile once during

the two hours of dancing, but with head
thrust

slightly

expression,

forward,

stolid,

serious

and hands clasped behind

him, he walked from one end of the floor
to the other, or stood in the center

and

surveyed the crowd.
It

was illuminating

in the

the church workers to see

extreme to

how

quickly

the young couples kncAv what was meant,

a humorous song called ''Schneider's
Band." Perhaps you know it, for it is
very popular with glee clubs as an encore, and usually requires a big chorus to
make it effective. But he was equal to
the occasion, and with his left hand on
the keys, his right in the air or at his

mouth

to help

him imitate the sound

of

a cornet or trombone, he presented a

THE
wonderfully

AM) OHIO

BAi/riMom';

iralistic picture of

a (Jernian

baud uiarchiuo; from a distance and
coming nearer and nearer until it passes
in review, ami with gradual diminuendo
"

fades into the distance again.

Danuy

l•;.M^Lo^ i;s

maca/ink

with one' foot
still Ix'liind

with

hands

advaii('(Ml

slightl\'

him. and lookccl at the ceiling

Who

decidedly bored exjjressiou.

[I

knows

11

— ])erhaps

wanted

he

do

to

the

whole thing over again.

Deever," with Waltc^r Dann-oseh's nnisical

and its s])lendid dramwas so well interpreted
that not a word was lost on the crowd.
And as a last number he gave all four

setting, followed,
atic

intensity

verses of
sified

"Mandalay"

\vith

its

Stand at the foot
me as the crowds

sail,

gang plank

of the

the

home

and vou can count the natives

of at

with

arrix'e for

diver-

appeal and ever pleasing melody.

Most

of those present

had never heard

such singing before, and they applauded
and clamored for more, until he finally
went back to the piano and announced
that with the help of the other musicians

he would play for the
without further ado

last dance.

And

broke

into

he

the lilting strains of the

''Faust"

waltz.

His

incomparable

magnetic

t

touch

reached the hearts and fingers of the
violinist,

with his

and the utility man
drum, cymbals and what not;
the

cellist

and how they did play!

And how

1

the

fltllfe::^;'

people danced!

The

rector joined

hands with one

of

his Sundaj'-school teachers; his secretary

danced with a pretty Armenian miss from
one of the chapels of the parish; the head
deaconess seized gray-haired Riley,

who

IfBI BilA^i^fii

r^

iw^L^

has been janitor of the church for nearly
half a century,

and made him cavort

ASPIRATION

like

a youngster; while at the other extreme of
years was a five-year old boy, hopping

dozen European nations. Sound
of their souls and mayhap
depths
the

about

you

in a corner of the pavilion

with his

elder sister.

least a

The shadow

Everybody

danced except the very
3'oung in the arms of their mothers, and
the very old. And their eyes danced
with delight at the happy scene before
them. Even Billy the Bouncer seemed
to feel the spontaneous joy of the occa-

the

many

will find as

in this face,

Here

the

is

sallow cheek of ])Overty, there the l)l()oming

tinge

of

j)r()s])erity.

white flannels,

two centuries

in

'Counteri^oint"

America,
with

secution, in Russia.

approaches

linist,

The man

in

whose family dates back

during the earlier dancing.

For he stood

is

smile of charity, in that.

At any rate it was eas}- to sec that
he was less seriously responsible than

sion.

creeds.

of selhshness

whose family
us,

is

tlie

is

discussing

Jewish

vio-

just as old in per-

The rector smilingly
arm about the

each

!
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shoulders of a

Sweden
from

One came from

little girl.

and the other

in the Northland,

South,

the

in

Sicily

What

a

come all races, creeds and
conditions; rich and poor, old and young,
saint and sinner, the strong and the weak,
the gift giver and the gift taker, a few
so they

;

HOW RAILROAD

many

pupils,

all

thrown

together for a single day, brothers and
sisters for happiness'

may

strange transformation

And

teachers and

learn to

How

sake and that they

know each

other better.

the melting pot simmers on such

this, when democracy is really
making! R. M. V. in the Newark
(N. J.) Evening News.

a day as

—

in the

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

By M. G.

CARREL
Agent

District Passenger

Cleveland, Ohio

NINETY-NINE

out of every hun-

dred railroad accidents are the

outcome

some individual neg-

of

The one

lect or carelessness.

to relate

was due

I

am

about

to a combination of con-

In the winter of the early seventies
the L. S.

& M.

at Ligonier, Indiana,

S.

Arriving at the

I

on

office

an all night sleigh
ride and dance at a nearby town, I found
that my night man had not been on duty
the previous night, but had left a
in charge of the office.
Of
*' student"
"
"
course there was the deuce to pay and I
in the morning, after

was instructed to work the night ''trick, "as
the superintendent could not find a
operator.

I

explained that

red lantern, lighted

—

—

tributory negligence.

was day operator

No. 73 (westbound). I got out the
it, and placed it in its
usual place on the platform. No. 72
came in, and stopped for wood for its
engine.
The watchman went as was
his duty
to help ^Svood-up" the engine
I fell into a doze, but was
of No. 72.
startled from my drowsiness when I saw
the train start Eastbound and rushed to
the office door presuming that the train
was pulling down to take the siding. As
I reached the door however the caboose
went by me, the watchman was coming to
the office, my red light was not in sight,
and the conductor was swinging on to the
front end of the caboose near the woodshed.
I grabbed the watchman's lantern
I hastily informed
to swing up the train
him of the situation and left him to run
train

I

relief

had not had

a wink of sleep for twenty-four hours, but
was told to do the best I could, and when
I felt that I could keep awake no longer to
notify the dispatcher and they would
close the office.
So I worked all day
and then commenced the night vigil.
About nine o'clock in the evening I received an order to hold No. 72 (eatstbound) at Ligonier for two sections of

—

down

the

track

to

try to attract the

went in to
But they had

train crew's attention, while I

try to stop train No. 73.
left

Brimfield, the next telegraph station
I notified

the dispatchers and then

came the agony

of terrible suspense, like

east.

a horrible night-mare that is indescribable
and awaking from which we thank Heav-

THK
en

was not

it

real.

HAI/riMOlJK

self to

be assured that

— but

no!

mare

was

even

I

])inchetl

my-

was not dreaming

I

in the

midst of a night-

of horrible reality.

Would any one

I

be killed through that neglect?
line those

fact)

AM) OHIO

two

Down the

trains (three sections in

were rushing towards each other.

Would

the engineers discover that the

headlights in front of

them were on the

main line and stop before colliding? There
was nothing to do but to wait.

\E.ST

CAUGHT

The station and

IX OPEXIXCJ

reasoned

telegraph office at Ligo-

i;s

that

M AOAZIM'

i;i

Xo.

engineer of

the

~'^

would know (having orders to go to Ligowhen he saw the headlight of
No. 72 he would know it was not on siding at Ligonier.
But there was a siding

nier) that,

also

at

Wauwaukee

half-way

Ix'tuccn

Brimfield and Ligonier and this also entered into the ''comi^ination of circuni-

stances."

About 10.30 No. 72 came backing

my

the conductor ran into

KXrCKLK-W

was on the north side of the main
line, there was a great woodshed just east
of the station and the main track curved
sharply around the woodshed to the north.
The east switch of the siding (which was
south of the main line and opposite the
As
station) was opposite the woodshed.
the siding was so located, a headlight of an
engine on the siding would be hiddiMi from
the main line east bv the woodshed.
I
nier

IvMI'LO^

\\m1I)\i;i

1

i\\

-\

<>l

in,

office (he wa.s

\<

a particular friend of mine) and reported

"no one hurt."

My

night-mare

turned to delight.

The

trains

was
had come

together, the front ends of the engines of

No. 72 and the
damaged, but

first

section of No. 73 were

tluMr meclianism

No damage was done

injured.

wa> not
to

No. 73

except to her engine.

Now
First

for the "coml)ination of neglect."

— (aside from what

said as to

my

drowsiness)

I

I

have already

did not attend

"
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to filling the red lamp with oil and it had
burned out.
Second The train dispatcher had instructions to send ''hold orders" to both
night-watchman and operator, but the

—

dispatchers, thinking this unnecessary

had

sometime neglected to address orders
Had they done so
the watchman, when helping ''wood up"
the engine, would have notified the train
crew of No. 72 of the hold order.
Third Orders had been in force for

Fourth

—The engineer on the

tion of No. 73 (westbound)

engineer on the division

first sec-

was a new

(having been

transferred thereto to teach the use of
coal) else

he would have known that the

headlight ahead of him was not on the

The

engineer on No.

for

siding at Ligonier.

to night-watchman.

72 (eastbound) thought the headlight he

—

several years that "engineers
their headlights
this

had become

when on

must screen

sidings" but

obsolete.

saw was on

Wauwaukee—the
—and did not reduce

siding at

intermediate siding

speed until he discovered his error and
collided with No. 73.
For
" combination of neglect " I

my part in the
was " laid

one week and on my return was
operator to the dispatcher.

for

COURTESY AND THE RAILROAD
COURTEOUS
THE
the
Because

man Is of special worth to the railroad. Why?
business of the railroad.
It is a common carrier for the
public. It is a servant of the public and expects to serve. It is the highest
organized expression of service in the world, and its ideal is promptness,
of

efficiency, courtesy.

Courtesy is politeness, polish of manner. At its best it is not an accomplishment, but a quality of life, the expression of a kindly, cordial, gracious
spirit-^approachable, helpful.
Courtesy wears well, and is always "on the job" in words, tone, look, gestures,

manner, actions.

spontaneous, flowing out in small things, as well as in the larger
It is tactful, moving on hinges well oiled.
The courteous man
eliminates friction.
He is democratic; never snobbish; he respects influence, power, position,
It

is

affairs.

but says, "A man's a

man

The courteous man

is

for a' that."

considerate, patient, self-controlled.

He

answers

questions graciously, helps by explanations, directions, or a bit of inquiry or
research.
He seeks to serve.
Courtesy cannot be bought, servility can. The man of courteous spirit is
not "mushy"; he has opinions and a will
is independent, self-respecting,
dignified, unpurchasable.
Courtesy is contagious; it may be "caught," but it comes rather from a
steady, persistent effort to be courteous.
It is the result of wise selfdevelopment, an effect of culture or refinement.
Like virtue, it is its own
reward.
—A. J. Wells, in the U. P. & 0. S. L. Monthly.
;

off

made

A BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR THE
VETERANS OF
THE BALTIMORE DIVISION
EMPLOYES
sion

of the l^altiinore Divi-

the

of

Baltimore

&

Ohio

who have been in the
twenty or more \'ears, met Monday
Railroad

service

evening Oc toiler 6th,

room

of

the

Young Men's

in

railroad's

Christian

known

as the "Veteran J^^niployes' Asso-

The

ciation of the Baltimore Division. "

object of the association

is

to promote^

the assembly
branch of the

Association at

Riverside and perfected an organization

\ ici'

and Ohio W-U'tans' A
Baltimore Division

rif.-uli-m. Haltiimjre

sociability

among

the

members,

>.-Mniatn>n.

to discuss

matters of mutual interest to them and
to furtlHT the progress of the road.

The
the

following officers were

ensuing

McCahan,

el(»('te(l

president.

year:

K.

for
L.

crew dispatcher at Riverside; vice-president, W. O. Peach; secretary. Robert S. Thomas; treiusurer, J. L.
rothers; executive committee, Messrs.
chief

(

Albert
E. L.
Prcsidi'iit.

Halt imorc

McCAHAN

and Ohio Veterans' AsMKiatinn,

fialliniore Division

Wilford,

R.

F.

(laithcr;

J.

F.

Houck. IL F. P)urck. John \'. LcComptc
Pc.ldicord.
T.
M. Fisher. F.
I),
!•:.

C
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McMillan, T. F. Connolly and Charles
F. Hopkins.
The association started off in a very
flourishing manner, enrolling one hundred and eighty-two members, and the
number has since been increased to two
hundred and seventy-five.
Following
the business meeting a jolly good time
was spent listening to vocal and instrumental music, and addresses; refreshments were served and the evening was
concluded with a smoker.
The principal speakers were George
W. Sturmer, of the general manager's
staff; R. H. Tiderman, of the Veterans'
Association of Philadelphia, Pa., and J.

M. Graeve,
tion.

secretary of the

same

Young Men's Christian Association at
Riverside.
Humorous recitations were
given by the ''witty wit," Carlton Smith,
the jovial baggageman between Baltimore

and Cumberland, who

is

also a

member

associa-

Messrs. Sawyer and Moler played

two cornet duets and a vocal solo was
sung by T. E. Stacy, secretary of the

J.

R.

CROTHERS,

Master Carpenter, Mt. Clare

Treasurer, Baltimore and Ohio Veterans' Association,

Baltimore Division

of the association.

J.

M.

Decher, pre-

sided at the piano during the entertain-

ment, and also rendered several solos on
the

pipe organ.

to be

It

remembered.

was a reunion long

Men who had entered

the service of the road in their teens
were there wearing silver locks, some of
them, but they were not old men, but
strangely

R.

S.

THOMAS

Secretary, Baltimore and

Ohio Veterans' Association,

Baltimore Division

young

in their calling.

The

meeting adjourned to meet in January,
1914.
The association bids fair to be a
great success.

MEN! GET YOUR WIVES AND SISTERS TO
DO THEIR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY!

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD
COMPANY IN NEW YORK
ITS

RELATION TO OTHER PARTS OF THE SYSTEM
By

T
I

is

roiisonable

many

our

of

to

New

NEWMAN

assume that
on the

brothers

System have very
of

J.

indefinite icieas

York, espeeially as the eastern

terminus of the Baltimore &: Ohio System.
For those whose impressions are formcnl

from the study of i^ieiure
and the eastbound guide book,

princi])ally

postals

the

view

is

distorted.

They

are

left

without a true perception of the vastness of

New York

geographically: there-

fore,

it

may

in this

some good

be to

to introduce a

l)rief

sunnnary

pur|)ose
of

facts

connection.

New York

is

a

s(>a])ort

roundcnl by water.

entirely sur-

Ohio
tt
end at St. (Jeorge, Staten Island,
from which point trans])()rtation of freight
by water. St. (Jeorge
is
continued
yard and transfer station are the j)()rt
of (^ntry and exit of all eastbound and
westbound freight traffic that nio\-es
Haltimore

rails

Distance from ^. Qeorae ^o

Pier7~- 5
Pier22- 6

NEW YOPK

Miles

26t-^^treet-8£

'•

'«

2«TH.^.YARDj

'23PP,ST.PASStN^P TCWMlNAL
DISTRICT TCRMINAI.

ST PAS5CNGER TEkMlVlAl^Pt^^,

CITY..-.

iruLTON TERMJNAC- Nlvv YORK DOCK Ca

^'X;:/
V

\

BROOKLYN

^AtLANTTC-BASIN-Ntw

voffx

oock CO

NEW
YORK
AND VICINITY
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over

the

York.

'^System"

From

various

from

or

to

is

car floats to

of

delivering

New

freight

all -local

by means

distributed

the

here,

stations,

where

the cars are emptied and reloaded with
westbound tonnage, thence floated back
to St. George, where they are assembled
into trains.

The

floating equipment,

which is used
between St.

to take care of the traffic

St. George transfer platform distributes
promiscuously L. C. L. business. Both St.

George lighterage and transfer platforms
are in charge of E. W. Evans, agent.
Pier 22

the

the central, besides being

is

most

important

At Pier 22

terminal

station.

handled the bulk of the
L. C. L. traffic, eastbound and westbound. It has a payroll of approximately three hundred. W. B. Biggs, who
is

THE NEWEST OF THE COMPANY'S TUGS IN NEW YORK HARBOR
CAPTAIN ANDREW BOHLER SURROUNDED BY HIS CREW
George

and

of eight large

steam

New York

lighters,

consists

city

and powerful
twenty-one

tugs, three

car

eighty-nine barges and lighters.
this

fleet

is

inadequate

demands made upon
ment is hired.

it,

to

for

a number of years was in charge
now discontinued Pier 27, East

of the

and

later of Pier 7,

North River,

floats,

River,

When

agent at Pier 22 and correspondent
for the Employes Magazine.

meet the

additional equip-

is

Pier 22
street,

is

situated at the foot of Jay

in the

heart of the market dis-

H.\i;ri.\i()i{i':

Till':

trict, iiiul in

a portion of

tlic

extensive shipping i)revails.

head, fronting
feet.

'rh(^

West

])i(^r

street,

extends

and

oiiio

city

where

The

hnlk-

is

250x50

nearly

1.000

i:.\ii'i.()N i;s

tluy arc

now

maca/im
considci-cd the finest

both the North and

At
street

the
is

19

south
the

nUm^

llast Kixcrs.

end

overlooking

ollice

of

W.

22. NORTH RIVER. N.Y.
Eastbound Department, standing, centre with arms folded; Thomas Gorman,
of Claim Department, upper left corner

(

West
'ornell,

PART OF CLERICAL FORCE OF PIER
John Newman,

in

charge

of

into the Hudson, commonly
North River, and is 60 feet in
width, inside measurement.
Atop the

feet

out

called

NEW YORK CENTRAL
pier

are located the offices,

the way, were destro3'ed

night of January
since

TlC;

15th

by
last,

in

chargf

terminal agent.

but
the

Also at the south end,
with the view of the Hudson, is

office of

Mr. Biggs, agent.

Between

WITH C.\R FLO.VT AND BAH(;E CoINC, UP LOWER RAY
which,

by

on the
but have

fire

been reconstructed so well that

the aforesaid offices

is

the desk of ter-

Kavanagh. The
main office at the south end contains
the eastbound, westbound and claim
ininal chief clerk, T. A.
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departments,

New York

Newman,

in

which are headed by J.
M. Blakeman and T.
Covman, respectively. The north end
is occupied by the hghterage and account-

H.

Edward Sahsbury,

ing forces.

terminal

agent,

is

PIER

22,

assistant

charge of

in

NORTH

the

F.

W.

Nelson,

assistant

cashier,

supervise the accounting department.

From

employe can more readily get
an idea of the size of this station than
from tonnage statistics. An average

station

of 2,000 shipping tickets are waybilled
every day throughout the year; about
250 notices of arrivals are sent through

number

at Pier

delivered

ing
all

in
its

by

is

North River,

is

situated near

Not

since its

less

owing

is

who
agent

formal open-

ON SECOND FLOOR

1908 has Pier 7 shown up in
splendor as
front

does today.

it

West

facing

location of this station

section.

7,

7.

located at the foot of

to

the southern end of ''Manhattan," or

much

The

Street

Dover

Street, in

the shadow of Brooklyn Bridge.

messengers

each day; nearly 500 deeastbound shipments are made
daily, and O. S. D. reports aggregate
1,500 monthly.

is

A. L. Mickelsen,

has
been painted the standard red and the
pier now ranks first of those along the
North River in beauty and appearance.
Pier 21, East River, the only Baltimore
& Ohio station on that river in Manhattan,

liveries of

Pier

of business

formerly was terminal chief clerk,

entire

the following data the average

the mail and a like

volume

to its location.

RIVER, SHOWING OFFICES

lighterage, while F. L. Bausmith, cashier,

and

proper.
This station ranks
with that of Pier 22, but the

size

the

many

large

Shipments

is

The

very convenient

industries

in

that

for delivery at Pier

Wallabout, Brooklyn, are handled
through Pier 21, East River, and are sent
by barge across the river to that point.
Pier 4 is in charge of H. R. Tait.
4,

THK HALTIMOIM: AM)
The

26th.

Street

yard

is

prominent of our ui)t()wn

olIK)

most

tlie

\v(»stsi(le

sta-

It covers the entire tract of hind

tions.

I'LO^

i;.\i

MACA/IM

i;s

Street

.la\'

TeiMniiial.

This is the only
company station on ''^Manhattan Ishmd"
that has a float bridge and yard facihties,
and where track dehveries of carload
freight are made.
Live poultry and L.
C. L. import shipments are also handled in

tic

Located in the 3'ard is
a 25 ton crane for heavy tonnage. The
immense warehouses now in course of
construction, together with the general
northward trend of business, assure a
brilliant

Bayer

is

future for this

station.

J.

J.

agent at that point.

The Harlem Transfer

lialtic

and Atlan-

Terminals, are one mile to the south,

and the Brooklyn h^astern Distiict Terminal, the old Palmers Docks, one and
one-half miles to the north.
The Long
Island City Terminal of the Long Island
Railroad

still

is

and

northward,

another mile
farthest

in South Brooktow from St. (leorge.

properties are located
lyn, a three mile

This

terminal

is

connecting

the

with the l^rooklyn Rapid Transit

The towing
to Pier 7

is

River and Pier 21 East River,
to 26th

pendent concerns, not controlled by the
Baltimore & Ohio. Thej- connect with
St. George by float.
As distributing

This towing time

centers

the

by

all

terminals of
tories.

the
their

terminals

railroads

own

in

not
these

are

having
terri-

a])ly

six miles,

and one-half

street, eight
is

22 North

IJKIDUE

eastern side of the East River are inde-

used

link
Ivail-

distance from St. Cleorge

five mil(\<: to Pier

various Brooklyn Terminals, along the

these

the

is

The Bush Dock Co.

Harlem Transfer.

NEW YORK FROM BELOW THE BATTEKV AND SHOWING BKUUKLV.N

freight

further

north

road.

Co., situated at

135th Street and Harlem River, and the

of

is

The New York Dock Co.

River.

I'^ast

comprising the Fulton,

large quantities.

l>r()()kl>n,

located almost directly opposite Pier 21,

bounded by 11th to 13th Avenues, and
25th. to 26th. Streets.

21

scheduled.

It

miles.
])rob-

does not occur to a western agent,

unfamiliar with the fact that nearly
deliveries in

by means
track,

New

^'ork City are

of car float

that

it

makes

all

of

made

instead of on the
a

great

deal

of

difference whether a shipment wayl)ille(l
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to

Pier

North River, Pier

7,

River, or 26th Street,

21,

East

loaded to those

i,s

BUT

particular stations or to Pier 22,

IT DOES. If a shipment is loaded to
Pier 22 and waybilled to any of the
other stations,
at Pier 22
it

it

will naturally

and short

be over

at the station

properly belongs.

When

where

this fact

discovered through interchange of

is

memo-

randum over and short statements, the
shipment must be loaded and floated

COMPANY PIER

back to

St.

No.

7,

NORTH RIVER— IN THE SHADOWS OF THE SKY-SCRAPERS

George Transfer to be

re-

loaded and floated to the proper delivery
station.

Another cause

of delay

is

the forward-

ing of waybills direct to delivering stations

instead of to junction or transfer

points.

Still

another cause of not only

delay, but a great source of trouble
insufficient address.

If

Smith securing the property, but if
Smiths Siding forwards a package to
John Smith at New York, we are up a
tree, as there are two hundred and eightyseven John Smiths listed in the city directory for Manhattan borough only (and
there are four other boroughs with an
additional population of two and onehalf million people).
By the way, the
city directory is printed in very small
type and the directory for one borough

New York

is

for-

wards a shipment to John Smith at
Smiths Siding,Ohio, without local address,
the chances are in favor of the right John

alone weighs twelve pounds. All ordinary names occur several times, and if
consignee's address is not shown on waybill

or package, various expedients

are

employed to locate the proper owner;
failing

in this,

unclaimed report (form

must be issued.
However, this is a

381)

digression from the
matter which has been
exhausted in an effort to be ''brief."
This article is written in the hope that
the western agent will acquire a better
original subject

THK
kiiowk'flgr

New

I^AI/n.Molli;

local

ot"

sources,

and that

conditions

traffic

York, than can

l)('

him

LOADING WESTBofXD FHKKIHT AT PIKR

"The

third great cause of the growth of the

to transport

food, thus

making

it

possible to feed any

until

the nineteenth

....

fuel

away.

social

The

steam

nnitual

it

was

XoHTH

modern
is

HIVKH.

city is

FI{(>M HII

KHIXD

the railway, which

much more

of millions

difficult

to transportation

Thus

a

massed

to

I

makes

f

"The time

is

certainly coming,

This

is

easy

it

at

one

point.

well

be.

supply a large city with food, water and
rotting

now makes

on the ground only
it

a

few leagues

practicable to transport food from

tendency toward aggregation which has always existed has

and

at

no distant day, when a majority of the population

already true of fifteen states, in eight of which the urban population

than two-thirds of the whole."

.

important, easy to transport

liberated and the natural restriction to the growth of cities has been removed.

live in cities.

of

Ix-nctit

)hio Sy>teni. as well

—Josiah Slronrj

in the

"The Chnllenqe of

is

will

more
'

the dtij

the

as to

the sliippor and the consignee.

Famines occurred when grain was

application of

(

cV:

Jli

beings, cities have always been as large as they could

century

the other side of the world.

now been

number

the

to

r>altinjore

population from country to city and, which

"Because men are
But

trihutin^

in

con-

in

MACAZINK

olllo IMi•L()^l;^

gained from other

will aid

it

AM)

'\

1-

Are You

Follow-

ing the Baltimore

and Ohio

Way?

ENGINEER "BEN" STULL MAKES

RECORD RUN
TAKES "WORLD'S SERIES" REPORTERS' SPECIAL FROM CUMBERLAND
TO HALETHORPE WITHOUT STOPPING OR TAKING ON WATER

'\'E

I

OFTEN

papers

man

wondered why news-

sa}' so little

about the hu-

Now

engineman
corrected,

Stull.
^'

"Not engineman/' he
On the Penn-

engineer.^'

You can pick up almost
any paper almost any time and find an
account of some unusual accomplishment
on a railroad, some storv of heroism or
nerve, but you never get a look back of the

engineman; in England its
on the Baltimore &
Ohio its engineer.'' Perhaps it is this
passion for exactness which more than
anything else accounts for his success;
exact adherence to schedule, to rules, and
exaction on his part as to the condition

scenes at the personality of the engineer.

of his engine, etc.

know

side of engineers.

I

—engineers never say anything about

themselves.

Modesty seems

to be as

much

t

heir's as

sylvania,

its

engine driver, but

It

seemed

more

than

coincidental,

courage.

therefore, that the one night in his long

Two things which happened soon after
met engineer Stull, however, revealed
another characteristic of his which seems
as firmly implanted as his courage and

railroad career in

objected strenuously to wearing the cap,

which he made a particnoteworthy run, "Ben" Stull
He had to
couldn't be too exacting.
accept conditions as they wvw and like a
good soldier he took up the burden and
carried it through to a successful conclusion,
.lust what these conditions were
He is probably
tell me.
h{* wouldn't
knows
whole story.
who
the
one*
the only
fi^ht
know
he
had
and that he
a
But we
Ilr
handsouK^ly.
won it
i)ut handicap
by
He
thrives on
])ers('V(Tancc.
to rout

claiming that because he always wore a

performances, not excuses.

I

modesty. He is frightfulh' exact. When
everything was ready for his picture* at

—

engine on siding, tripod set.
camera focused— I found I had negl(M'ted
to provide work-a-day clothes for him.
We quickly got a pair of overalls and cap,
and the former he donned.
But he
Riverside

soft hat in the cab,

him.

I

no one would know

think you will agree that he took

however. ''He
looks," as one of the boys so a])tly said,

a

pretty

''like

fine

picture,

a champion running horse,

win the battle of
he came

his fife."

in to see us,

I

fit

to

Again, when

introdiiccMl liim as

ularly

Though

not

to belittle his re-

iii('lin(Ml

cord run, Mr. Stull

lik<'s

to

hark back to

the days he was driving trains Nos. 48

and 41).
"That used

to

be

my

he said, "hauling solid

between

Cumberland

regular run,"

express

and

trains

Baltimore.

'
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And it took some manipulating to throw
'

those heavy trains through in five hours,

stopping only at Martinsburg and Washington Junction.

Of course we had no

'Pacifies,' when she was doing
between seventy and eighty, you know
what I mean. The fascination of fast
riding makes you forget every other

the big

ENGINEER "BEN" STULL AFTER
speed limits and used to do seventy-five
miles an hour without thinking about it.

"No,
if

I

fear

I

was never nervous or

do say
is.

If

it

myself,

I

don't

afraid;

know what

you've ever been

in

one of

HIS

emotion.

RECORD RUN

But that

is

now

a thing of the

past; the temptation to open
'er

go

may come on you

now and

then, until

speed limit rules.

up and

let

pretty strong

you remember your
Furthermore; there's

THK

HAi/riMoin:

and

oiiio

little st(H»l hand in ('V(>rv (^n^inc cal)
which writes an indelible nu-ord of your
From this there is no
j)erf()rmanc(\
court of ai)i)eal, and I'm sure its })est for

a

all

concerned."

From what
is

<2;('l

I've seen of him,

in

mind

of
at

the

Mr.

Stull

men Mr.

Deer Park wIhmi

he said in effect:

«;r('at(st cfficicncx-

27

out

ot

1

not

their

hands

in

busy

witli their calls for hel))."

the ones

lie

jjowcr

who tluow

ha\(',

u|)

despair and keej) the wires

run on

in*;-

No.

The men

'"

"

who

\v.

equipment.

plup;p;ers,

the

f(>ll()ws

21()(S

from

umherland

(

oi-

nplcnish-

of water, follows:

Lv. (^imberland

are showing the best results on the

a])peals for better

enjj;in(>

to Halethori)e without stoj)

"

System are the

\(i\/iM-;

they

''You can't run railroads on (wcuses or

who

the

m

TIk^ oflicial report of Mi'. St nil's ^reat

a fine illustraticm

Galloway had

i;.\ii'i.()^ i;s

,

:).2.")

.

\\'ashin«2;t()n

7.54

.hniction

(^X Tower. Wa^hintiton
(

a. ni.

7.14 a. m.

Martinshur^-

'ainden

.

a.

m.

,S.i:5a. in.

10.00

a. ni.

.llffirapiifl,r^

SfesiilElE^'
TO A
LOCOMOTIVE
Reflectively I stand und gaze on thee,

Thou

pulsing giant of the steel highway;

O'erwrought with power, thou throbb'st as
if

"Let

to say:

me

be

off;

I'm longing to be free-

To flee across the river, o'er the lea,
And through the city, while no human may
Arrest my course, save those who all the day
Feed mo and ride me onward toward the sea."

While gazing on thy (luivcring .sidc.^. my mind
IsfUled with thoughts of liow with wondrous
speed

Thou bearest messages across the land
That save fond heart.'^ from breaking; and behind

Thy massive form

.sometimes our nation's

need
Is safely

borne to

it.s

awaiting h;in<i.
CHAUI.KS H. MUKKS

The clas.s antagonisms which disturl) industry and snciety at the proent time must give way to
mutual cooperation and right dealing between employing and t'mplo>ed classes, if the institution of
private property is to be preserved.

CONSTRUCTION

NEW WAREHOUSE AT TWENTY-FIFTH
STREET, NEW YORK
A

THE

MODEL FOR EFFICIENT TERMINAL WORK

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

is

constructing an eight-story ware-

New York City. The
bounded by 11th and 13 th
and 25th and 26th Streets,

house in
building

Avenues

is

V*:'^^'Ji.

-—'

Avenue and 352
remaining section
of the lot being prepared for team tracks.
The foundations of the warehouse are

fronting 63 feet on 11th
feet

on 26th

of concrete,

Street, the

and have been constructed

*

mrmmm

IM*

'^

i

^^:m

Uiiii

^_^
NEW WAREHOUSE AS
28

IT

APPEARED TWO MONTHS AGO

THE BALTIMOHK

AXI) OHIO

feet in length.

The work

necessitated over 4,000 piles.

In driving

on piling 80
these

foundation

supports,

culty was encountered in the

Sunken

structions.

stone were cleared
rate bulkheads

barges

away and

had

to

great

way
filled

diffi-

of ob-

with

three ^apii-

be removed on

i:.MPL( )Vi:s

The

MACAZIM
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have a carrying capacity
from
ranging
500 pounds per square foot
on the first Hoor to 150 pounds per square
foot on the top floor. The freight, or first
floor will have rock mastic wearing surface,

and a

floors will

special concrete

with granolithic

surface will constitute the other floors.

DIGGING FOUNDATION FOR WAREHOUSl.
In

left

when the Hudson flowed over
now one hundred yards from the water's edge

foreground can be seen bulkheads which were sunk j-ears ago
this very spot,

The warehouse

account of the Inilkhead line having been
extended from time to time. The bottom
of one of these bulkheads was found to be

elevators

40 feet below the street

compartment.

level.

and the cellar
be waterproof, as the basement

All foundation footings
floor will

will

three compartments
N\ill

by

be divided
fire

walls.

be installed, two

in

be provided,

inchuling a sprinkler

will furnish access to the various

construction being used.

and

is

Six

each

Fire jjrotection throughout the building
will

below high tide. The entire
structure will be of reinforced concrete,
the ''Mushroom'- or "Flat Slab" type of
level

into

system as well as hose standpij^es.

Fire-

proof stairways in convenient locations
floors

and

exit in case of

rooms

emergency.
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Tracks

will

ECONOMY

ENGINE
HANDLING

be laid within the ware-

house with a capacity of 16 cars, and the
team tracks outside the house will have

IN

a capacity of 60 cars. All driveways will
be paved and an electric gantry crane will
be installed in the yard for handling
heavy freight, every accommodation being
provided to facilitate the economic and

Enginemen and firemen of the Baltimore
and Ohio lines have been asked to use

expeditious handling of

nals from ''popping off," as

Cars

will

traffic.

be brought to the bulkhead

on car floats by the Marginal Way and
hauled to the warehouse by the com-

every effort to prevent locomotives at-

tached to trains standing in passenger
stations

and at other places around termi-

in railroad parlance,

volumes

of steam.

that frequently

MASSIVE CONCRETE BLOCKS USED IN FOUNDATION OF

it

it is

expressed

or belching forth

The

officials

explain

happens that passengers

NEW YORK WAREHOUSE

pany's engine, which has been specially

hurrying past a locomotive to board their

constructed for this purpose.

train are startled

The

building will be lighted through-

out by electricity, and telephone service
will

be installed on

dows

will

The win-

be of wired glass with metal

frames and

The

all floors.

all

doors will be fire-proof.

house will
approximate $500,000, exclusive of the
cost

property.

of

this

freight

off"

of

by a sudden ''popping
and there is a
that persons might be fright-

a locomotive,

possibility

ened to such extent as to cause serious
harm. A mother, for example, carrying

an infant

in her

arms and looking

after

the safety of young children traveling

with her, might be scared by a "popping"
engine and drop the child; or a person

riiK HAi/ii.Moin:

carrying a \alual)k' j)arrel might

and

oiiio

l..Ml•I,()^ i;s

.\i

aca/im-

^i

GRADE ELIMINATION

IN

\)v

sur-

dropi)iiig

the

BALTIMORE

package and breaking its contents.
Aside from the i)rotection which

this

Tlic Haltimore and Ohicj Uaiiroa*! has
awarded a contract for paving, concreting
and waterproofing the Lee Street bridge,
in South Baltimore, this being embraced
in the elaborate program of grade crossing elimination which the company has

prised

new

to

degree

the

rule affords to passengers, the rail-

road company hopes to
in

of

effect

an economy

the use of fuel and energy.

It

is

a

well kno^^^l fact that the needless waste

which results from engines blowing off
steam tends to run u]) the charges of conducting

In planning the im-

em-

])rovements the railroad entered into an

their locomotive^s ac-

arrangement with the city which involves

Railroad

transportation.

who handle

ployes

under way there.

cording to the most advanced methods of

the carrying of four streets over the

operation seldom permit

engines to

road tracks and removing the thorough-

that

fares

''popp

Officials

off."

tlie

state

is

it

from a busy section

possible to obtain the greatest efficiency

terminals.

from a locomotive without

for

pound

wasting

a

of steam.

The

of the

Camden

ordinance

city

the completion of one

rail-

calls

i)ridge

eacli

vear.

^

FALLEN LEAVES-A RETROSPECT
was
WHEN
autumn
_,
I

a

bo}-,

the coming of

did not bring the

gj^^J

alloyed

delights

that

it

undoes

For with those mellow afternoons
of vigorous play at football and the early
morning search for chestnuts with m}companions, came also the dut}' of keeping our lawn clear of fallen leaves.
We
lived in the shadows of great
oaks,
chestnuts, maples and beeches, so from
early autumn until well into winter mine
was no easy task.
now.

My own opinion and that of my parents
(Hffered radically as to the practical

and

advantages of a clean swept plot,
and my excuses for avoiding the work
must have been legion. One sticks in my
memory with a persistence not unlike that

artistic

of the

bothersome leaves themselves
wet grass. I had

the grip of long,

in
a

bo3'ish

lawns,

fancy that the time for green
untarnished

by

other

colors,

passed with the spring and early summer,

and that the raking

of a stretch of turf

covered with a carpet of multi-colored

was

an actua desecration of
My aversion for
nature's handiwork.
manual laljor was undoubtedly the germ
of the fancy, but this did not keep me
from offering the excuse whenever I was
leaves

in

a hurry to be

off to play.

Years have come with the green grass
and gone with the fallen leaves since
those

haj)i\v

times,

and the aesthetic

values of leafy shades

woven

into

the

fabric of an underlying green liave slum-

bered
like

])ea('efuily in

waking from a

con.scious

my memory.
j)leasant

dream

was

to its

when I
number of the

realization, therefore,

read an article in a recent

It

AUTUMN LEAVES
The

though thick, are falUng, one by one;
Decayed, they drop from off their parent tree;
Their work with autumn's latest day is done.
Thou seest them borne upon the breezes free.
They lie strewn here and there, their many dyes
That yesterday so caught the passing eye;
leaves,

by the

each leaf neglected lies
now thou hurriest by.
Yet think thee not their beauteous tints less fair
Than when they hung so gaily o'er thy head;
But rather find thee eyes and look thee there
Where now thy feet so heedless o'er them tread
Soiled

Upon

rain,

the path where

where wasting now they lie,
Jones Very.
The unseen hues of immortality.

And thou

shalt see,

—

32

;

"
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boyish

ished his task, and bade him try again.

contention that the place for fallen leaves

After aweary hour the son turned to Kikiu.

which

Outlook,

confirmed

is where Nature puts them, and not in
huge unsighth' piles waiting for the torch,
or already reduced to ugly smudges of
black ashes. My authority comes from
China and where could one go for a

—

true appreciation of color

if

not to the

country of the mandarins, with

beau-

its

'Father, there

The

is

nothing more to be done.

washed for the third
and the trees are
with water, moss and

steps have been

time, the stone lanterns
well

sprinkled

lichens are shining with a fresh verdure;

not a twig, not a

leaf,

'Young

ground.'

have

fool,'

I left

on the

eluded the tea

watching his son Shoan as he swept and
watered the garden path.
'Not clean

is not the way a garden
path should be swept.' Saying this
Rikiu stepped into the garden, shook a
tree, and scattered over the garden gold
and crimson leaves, scraps of the brocade
of autumn.
What Rikiu demanded was
not cleanliness alone, but the beautiful

enough/ said Rikiu, when Shoan had

and natural

tiful

pottery,

wondrous

gorgeous

fabrics

screens

from the

loom.

and
In

China, then, the following incident as
told by

Okakura Kakuzo, occurred:

''Rikiu, the great tea merchant,

A
THE

fin-

EDGAR WHITE

superintendent of the County

Macon, Missouri,
me one day that he had an

Infirmary

at

^B^l told
old " bef o-the-w^ah " darkey out there

who

had a good story about a train wreck that
happened on the North Missouri railroad
in the days when "Bill" Anderson and
his guerillas were making life a dread for
the men of the rail.
He was so insistent
that the story was worth while, that one
Sunday a few of us chartered a motor and
drove out to the pauper's home. Pat Rutherford was the name of the aged historian.
We found him out sunning himself on a
bench, his head resting on his hands which
clasped the handle of the cane he used.

He

arose and with courtly grace took off his

and bowed to the ladies,
remaining standing until some one signi fied for him to resume his seat.
old coonskin cap

also."

TERRIBLE DISASTER
By

.^_

was

master, 'that

"The superintendent told us that you
had seen quite an accident during the
war. Uncle Pat, "

I

"To

be

sho— to

"We thought

opened.

you wouldn't mind

about

telling us

Ah

be sho'

"

plied the old darkey genially.

bers

it jist

as well as

if

hit

it.

will," re-

Ah mem-

wus tomorrer.

Hit were dreadful!"
Freely translated, Uncle Pat's railroad
yarn runs about like this:
Pat and his good wife, then emancipated, were living in a log cabin near the
railroad track north of Old Allen, now the
Moberly division town. It was during
the last year of the war.

A month

"Bill " Anderson's rough riders

before,

had troop-

ed into Centralia, stopped a passenger
and butchered all the soldiers

train

thereon,

then

turned

Major Johnson and three

and

annihilated

L'nion regiments
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which had gone to the rescue. -With Anderson were Frank and Jesse James, George
Todd, and some of the swiftest gunfighters the world has ever known.
The affair atCentraUa created a commotion

all

over the northern part of the state.

Every town to the north

of Centralia

was

Along towards mid-

while he watched.

night there was a glow far

The

down

the

line.

express from St. Louis was coming,

snorting and ringing the bell.
began emitting what sounded like
agonizing shrieks. Pat said he felt his
kinky hair begin to uncurl and stand up.

puffing,

Then

it

PAT" RUTHERFORD— WHO TOLD THE STORY
dreading

from

attentions

bloodthirsty crew.

almost a panic;

In

many

Macon

things,

there

was

citizens left the

place with their valuables.

Pat and

Anderson's

his little family

Even Uncle

heard of these

and were considerably worried.

The passage

of every train disturbed
them, they fearing it might be ditched at

their doors

One

by the

when

guerillas.

was a rumor that
Anderson was coming, Pat made his wife
and the pickininnies hide out in the woods
night,

there

Still

the train

Some dark

came

on, ''jist a bihn'!'

appeared in front,
standing out in the weird glow of the
headlight.
Louder and louder came the
objects

was a mix up in front, a
terrible crash and the train shot by, "lak
a big one-eyed demon."
Pat waited until the cars had passed.

shrieks, there

Then he heard a
as he described

''long

it,

wheezing groan,"

"sl rattle of

teeth

and

Not
all was quiet as death."
world would he have investigated the
for the

THE HALTIMORE AND OHIO
tragedy

— not

tho sun caiiK^ up and \w

till

had somebody

to go alon^ with him.

1:MPI>OM;s

M ACA/INI-:

The women

folks laughed.

regarded them with pained

lie

rushed into the woods and nunained with

35

I'lU'lc Pat.

sui-j)rise.

brood until da3'light eaine on
and strong. Then they walked
down the traek. Over to one side, near
the right-oMvay fence, was a large
his little

the girls

clear

hit,

managed

to straighten her face a

while she apologized.

"Excuse me

Uncle Pat. But what was
so dreadful about that story?"
"Hit war my mule," he explained.
for laughing,

Missouri mule, quite dead.

A YOUNG MAN'S RECREATION CREED
REV.

HERBERT

A.

JUMP.

Pastor. Oakland. California

—
never patronize an entertainment that
shames
man
a woman.
Second —
always do some part
my playing the open
Third —
myself
not be merely
lazy spectator
sport
and
Fourth —
avoid over-amusement
pray that
may be saved from
over-work.
Fifth —
choose the amusements that my wife can
Sixth —
not spend Sunday
much that
caring
my bodily pleasure
forget my
and
God's kingdom.
Seventh —
other aspects
never spend on pleasure money that belongs
First

will

I

zest

its

I

will

I

will

as

I

Eighth

—

me

—

will

taste for

I

I

its

so

for

relation to

to

will

life.

will

I

I

share.

in

soul

my

air.

;

thrill.

I

of

in

of

will

I

Ninth

of

a

will

I

or

brutalizes

will

I

remember

to enjoy a boy's sports again

when my boy needs

as a chum..
I

will recollect

my

that play should be for the sake of my mind as well as
of entertainment that
I shall not shun those forms

body; hence
deal with ideas.

for

lie

So one of

didn't see were the joke was.

Tenth—

I will never let play serve as the
end of existence, but always
be used to make me a better workman and a richer soul.
Tin

—

it

shall

Sum!/

Question Box

SOME

INQUIRIES IN

REGARD TO

FREIGHT TARIFFS
Rate clerk H.
department at
asked for some
Question Box.

C.

Vaughn

of the freight

Braddock, Pa., recently
information through the
His letter is not published verbatim, but his questions as submitted, with answers, are given in the
following letter from H. C. Smith, freight
tariff

agent:

Dear Sir:

—

destination

before

would
gency

cause be regarded as exi-

this

herewith return letter from rate clerk

Vaughn

of the freight

department, Brad-

dock, Pa., October 20th, and beg to advise
in regard to his inquiries regarding rout-

ing regulations appearing in Baltimore

Ohio

&

Answer

—He asks what are the principal

causes regarded as exigent?

Answer

—Washouts, blockades or other

physical

also

disabilities;

carriers'

(agents') errors in routing.

Second

—

If

a shipment

is

received from

a foreign line routed via a route re-

but over lines which are
parties to the tariff and shipment reaches
stricted

36

by

tariff,

discovered,

—The routing regulations

ap-

&

Ohio tariffs are
not applicable on shipments from foreign
roads unless such foreign road is shown
in the Baltimore & Ohio tariff as an initial
pearing in Baltimore

and

its

rates published

by the

&

Ohio under authority of
such initial line. A shipment from a
foreign road must be governed by the
routing regulations, if any, appearing in
Baltimore

the foreign road's tariff originating the

tariffs as follows:

First

is

of carriers, providing shipper did
not specify intermediate lines?

carrier
I

error

traffic

and publishing the through

Assuming,

however,

that

the

rate.

foreign

road's tariff in this instance carries such

a routing regulation as that published in
Baltimore & Ohio tariffs, the clause would
require the protection of through rate via
the route shipment traveled.

Third
mediate

bound

—

If

shipper did specify the inter-

lines,

is

the railroad

company

to protect the through rate via the

"
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tiirilT, and via
which shipment did not move?
A?iswcr No. On the contrary the carto assess the lawful
rier is obhgated

route providetl for in the

—

by agents,
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in order to oln'iate

any

possi-

ble chance of misunderstanding, the clause

has been revised, and the following
being substituted for the former

in

is

all

a matter of information, that question

amended:
"Routing when specified herein is that
ordinarily and customarily lo i)e used.
U
from an}' cause arising from the exi-

having previously arisen as to whether

gencies or errors of carriers ])r()perty

the words ''Exigencies of carriers," as

via otherjunctionpointsorroutes, but over

charges

designated

route

the

via

by

shipper and which was used.

In this connection

it

may

be stated, as

tariffs as reissued or

appearing in our routing clause, would

the lines of carriers parties to the

cover shipments misrouted through error

through rates named herein

sent

is

tariff,

the

will apply.

Byt/ieiray

A

ONE

Baltimore boys

of our

lover of outdoor
of

a

little

pened to him

life,

who

in

is

a

telling

incident which hap-

summer, says: ''I was
spending my vacation on one of our tide
water streams down South, and one day
with a companion took a canoe and paddled along to find a good fishing ground.
''Knowing the instinct of the native
last

for locating the right spot,

we stopped

opposite an old darkey, who, clad in simple

jumper and

jeans,

was contentedly

"The sport was pretty poor, however,
and we spent more time fanning mosquiworms, and
noticing that the pests did not seem to
than

in

drowning

bother the negro,

we

called over to him,

"'Uncle Joe, mosquitoes biting you over

replied

more

sah',

the

in the sjiirit of ))anter

black.

sah, taint nary one

ovah heah'.

And

than with any

thought that he might take up

my

chal-

lenge, I said,
" 'Well, there are lots of

them over here
come over, strip, and lie
down without moving for half an hour.
r give you a dollar
"*Comin right ovah, boss,' he retorted,
and getting into his dug out and i)addling
across, he was soon doing time in accorand

if

you

will

"Twenty minutes passed and

offer.

the poor

was literally covt^red with mosquiBut he gave no evidence of discomfort, and looked like an ea.sy winner,
until my comj^anion hit upon a scheme
fellow
toes.

to test his tenacity

"Reaching

there'?

"'No

I inciuired.

'"No

dance with the conditions of the

fishing.

toes

" 'Not one'?

still

further.

into his tackle basket,

he

pulled out a big convex glass lens which

'
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had formerly been a part of a bicycle lamp,
and holding it in line with the rays of the
sun, drew a bead on the negro's leg.
''He twitched violently from side to

if

side in trying to change the spot, but the

greater inspiration

glass

had gotten

finally

in its deadly work,

and

he cried,

'''Say, boss,

hornet

off

my

If you'll just
leg, I'll

shoo that

lay heah an hoah

foh dat dollar.

"He won

the money."

any song could please you more than

her

selections.

his

number could

second

the

But your

and power.

program reaches the name of the world
renowned artist whose number has been
given the place of honor. There is a subdued flutter of excitement in the brief
preceding

appearance,

his

and a hearty salvo of applause as he
appears on the stage. Even the orchestra pays its tribute by rising as the great
singer comes into view.

Have you ever noticed in your every
day life the innumerable little things
which indicate the common fatherhood and the universal brotherhood of

the orchestra must be at fault, for this

us

the world's greatest basso of

all ?

We

were one of over

five

thousand

But something has gone wrong;

But

have heard so much.

no,

it is

the orchestra, the soloist himself

up the majestic Hudson. During the day half a dozen palatial private
yachts passed us, most of them flying the
blue flag which means "owner aboard".
Did they skim by without a word of
Invariably they
greeting? Not at all.
returned our salutes, and from every part
of them, from crew, officers and guests
alike, greetings were waved across the

pitch,

water.

Yes, spontaneous enthusiasm

Most

of us

have gone to concerts where

several wonderful singers have been an-

nounced to
liner is
first

sing,

and where the head-

saved for the last number in the

part of the program.

er has a beautiful voice,

The

first

sing-

and you wonder

his

and is laboring
voice up to proper

He

vain.

surely

is off

frantically to

tone.

struggles manfully

is

whom we

people on ah excursion boat not long ago,
sailing

if

possibly be sung with

expectations continue to increase, as the

intermission

THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN

And when

has concluded you ask yourself

soloist

But
and

not
the

key

it is

in

well to

cover the vocal defects with his superb

dramatic

chmax

art,

and

after

a magnificent

at the end of the piece, which lacks

only the expected perfect tone,
Is

the

audience

questionably!

And

retires.

Un-

disappointed?
did

lacking in their response

;

they show
it is

is

only

nature for the crowd to betray

it?

plainly

human

its

inner-

most feelings. But it applauds bravely,
and pays loyal tribute to the idol from
whom it had expected so much. They
have taken the effort for the deed.

:

ELIAS BERNSTEIN WINS PRIZE CONTEST

FOR TICKET SELLERS
In the September Duml)er of the BaltiOhio Employes Magazine an anmore
nouncement was made that a prize of
S25.00 would be given for the best'essa}'
on the subject "How Should a Ticket
Agent Handle an Undecided Inquiring
c\:

(

aller?"

other notice concerning the

was given

contest

the

No

to the ticket agents

on

chairman

Board

Directors,

of

all

of

the essays and select the prize winner.

"Each essay was typewritten from the
copy and given to Mr. Murray

original

without the author's signature or location.
In this manner each essay was carefully
read,

and judged

solely

on

its

merit.

^'The thirty essay's submitted contained

line.

In naming the prize winner. Mr. 0. P.
McCarty, passenger traffic manager,
makes this announcement
"The contest was open to all ticket
agents and ticket clerks on the Baltimore
& Ohio System, and a limited period of
two weeks after the receipt of the magazine was given them in which to prepare
their essays.

It is gratifying to state that

many

particularly deserving of honorable
tion.

special merit, -will be published with the

names

of the authors,

in

each of the

Magazine.

of the ICmployes

"I take great pleasure

Bernstein,

George F. Randolph, first vice-president
in charge of traffic. Mr. Oscar G. Murray,

one

D(H*ember, January and February issues

the alloted time.

was suggested by Mr.

men-

These, together with one other of

that the

contest

and besides

excellent suggestions

the prize winning effort there were two

thirty contributions were received within

"The

the

of

kindly agreed to act as judge, read

prize

is

ticket

awardiMl
agent

in

announcing
Mr. Elias

t)
of

the

Staten

Island R. R., Pleasant Plains, X. V.. and

voucher for

S:25.nO has becMi authori

:('<!

in

his favor."

THE PRIZE WINNING ESSAY
A ticket agent is a salesman in the
broad sense of the word. Salesmanship
may be defined as the science and art of
influencing the mind through the senses.
The stvle of ar";ument and the kind of

reasoning to

l)e

us<'d nnist l)e deternniicil

by the proposition the salesman is handling and the character of tlic i)uyer.
Whether it l)e on the road with a line of
merchandise or l)ehind the ticket counter,

:
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must have at his command
thorough
knowledge
a
of his business and
an understanding of human nature.
the salesman

When you

stop to think of

great art to handle a

man

it,

it is

in such a

a

way

as to win both his trade

A

ship.

living

man

is

and his friendthe most complex

Com-

piece of machinery in the world.

pared to him, a locomotive

is

a play toy.

closely adhered to.
The first greeting
from the agent must be a sunny smile.
He must listen attentively and study the
brand of information desired. Since first
impressions are very lasting, the company's servant must have at his fingers*
tips facts and figures.
It must also be
kept in mind that it is easier to win a
man through his eyes than his ears. Diagrams and maps are very helpful and
speak for themselves. Lastly you can
never win a man by talking at him; you
must talk with him.
Psychology plays a prominent part in
dealing with a doubtful individual. Say
something pleasing to him and be cordial.
If he is a business man he will respect
your judgment, if you tell him that the
town is moving his way, or that you note

marked increase in his business. Then
come to the point and answer his ques-

the

tions in a clear, matter-of-fact businesslike

way.

It strengthens the

arguments

and shows self-confidence in the assertions made.
Remark casually as you go
along that some particular portion of the
road-bed has lately been ballasted and

ELIAS BERNSTEIN
(see

page 41)

The slightest blunder may cause him to
work badly or to break down; yet there
are no printed directions attached to him.
All

we can do

is

to

watch

his eyes

and do

that a new block system now protects it;
mention the "Safety First" movement; it
is a fine topic for conversation; explain
that all the trains running to his objective
point have fine observation platforms and
that one riding outside can keep his linen
clean.
These arguments, which tend to
insure safety and comfort, outweigh the
competitors' claim for speed and even a
shorter route.

our best.

Now let us suppose a case where an undecided caller steps up to the ticket win-

dow

for information.

He wants

to

know

Secure that man's business even

''Little

drops of water,

what advantages our road has over an-

Little grains of sand,

other which also runs to his destination.

Make the mighty ocean
And the mighty land.'*

The agent has before him a prospective
customer. His aim should be to convince that person and

To do

get his patronage.

this certain golden rules

must be

if it is

small

The company will

give

him

satisfaction.

A satisfied patron is an advertisement.
will create

new

travel

and bring

It

results.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW
TO SUCCEED
}

THEN READ MR. BERNSTEIN'S LETTER
When we
November 1,

learned on Saturday,

first

that Ehas Bernstein had

the prize contest for ticket

him

for

receipt of

his

sellers,

we wired

The prompt

photograph.

same

won

at twelve o'clock

noon

of

the day following shows one characteristic

which undoubtedly contributed towards his success, namely, he
of ]\Ir. Bernstein

is

Perhaps the
requires a

little

cap

!

and gcnvn picture

exj)lanation.

Company

eleven years, starting as mes-

With

telegraph

character.
letter,

a i)leasure to print this

It is

and we commend

attention of

all

it

to the careful

THE STATEX ISLAXD RAPID TRANSIT
RAILWAY COxMPAXY.
Pleasant Phiins, X. Y.

Xovember

&

Editor Baltimore

operator

2d, 1913.

Ohio Employes

Magazine,
Baltimore,

Md.

Dear Sir:
Herewith are several photographs of
myself from which you can select a

up

to

agent.

attend high school.

New York
I

I

After

graduating

went to

college

in

City.

expect to take the State Bar exami-

nation this coming June and be admitted
to practice.

At present I spend several hours each
day in Mr. W. J. Kenney's office, the
Baltimore
that

I

tfe

may

Ohio's

local

attorney, so

acquire experience.
\'ery truly yours,

Elias Bernstein.

nothing

HINDER you from winning
to

**Ideas

ticket

clerk to division operator, from
which office I took a transfer to an afternoon agent's position so that I could

suitable one.

**Let

my way

and

Was

from high school,

our readers,

my

York Law School with degree of Bachelor
Laws with honor. I have been with

senger ])oy and working

photograph came
an explanatory letter which reveals the
young man's resolute and persevering

is

of

right ''on the job" at all times.
^Ir. Bernstein's

It

graduation picture, taken in June of this
year.
I studied law by day and worked
as agent at night.
Graduated from New

win."— .V.

the prize you want

C. R. Wcckhj.

and Hard Work are the Key

to

all

Success.*'

A HERO SAVING BOY

DIED
JACOB

BILZ.

CITY LIGHT TENDER, SACRIFICES LIFE IN RESCUING

LAD FROM WHEELS OF TRAIN

ACOB

BILZ,

city light tender of

_
W. Va., and known to
hundreds
of
Wheeling people as
wv>J
'^Jake Beans," met a hero's death at 10

H"

Wheeling,

o'clock Saturday morning, October 18th,

when he sacrificed his own life to save Robert Rudisle, Jr.,

of Baltimore

aged

5,

from the pathway

& Ohio train No. 706, known

as the "Ohio Valley Express," due in
Wheeling at 10.05 enroute from Pittsburgh
to Kenova.
The tragedy occurred at the
sharp curve near Eleventh and Baltimore
Streets, inEast Wheeling.

son of Robert Rudisle,

The Rudisle lad,

produce dealer
was sitting on
the track as the train rounded the curve
Bilz, who
less than 100 feet distant.
was tending an arc light fifty feet
away, noted the approach of the train
and the boy's perilous plight. His shout
of warning failing to apprise the lad
of his danger, Bilz rushed out before
the train and swept the boy off the
track and over the embankment at the
of 1204

McColloch

Sr.,

Street,

right side of the right-of-way.

The

heroic

life of the lad but it brought
Before
almost instant death to Bilz.
he could take the one step that would
have placed him out of danger the pilot

act saved the
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him and he was hurled
twenty feet to the left of the track, alighting on his right side on a spur of the West
Virginia Traction & Electric System.
The train was brought to a stop some
yards beyond and members of the crew
and horrified spectators rushed to the
limp form of the humble hero.
He was still conscious, though it was
apparent that death was near. He must
have realized it but his own suffering
seemed not to concern him. His first
thought was for the boy. ''Is the little
fellow all right? " were the faint, yet eager
words that met those first to reach him.
''Thank God!" he reverently murmured
of the engine struck

as they assured

"Its

all

him

of the lad's safety.

right then," he gasped.

Then

head he beckoned to engineer
Conley and others of the crew. "It
wasn't your fault boys," he whispered,
raising his

extending his right hand. ''You're not to
blame.
You had better go ahead.

You're late. I'm all right and you can
do nothing here. " Weakly he shook hands
with each member of the crew. Then he
dropped back and slowly sank into the
To the last his thoughts
sleep of death.
were of others. His own plight did not

THE
stuMii to coiu'crii

him

AM) OHIO

BALTIMOlil-:
iUv \vnM.

in

was

It

ditions of

martyrs.

his unselfish

ever

hirgcst

said to have been

held

schools were closed,

tla<i;s

the

The

Wheeling;.

in

were flown

at

from th(^ city fire and
departments accompanied tlu^
funeral cortege and hundreds of floral
])ieces from peo])le in all walks and conhalf mast, escorts

})olic(^

Mr. Baumgartner's story of the heroism
Jacob Bilz was printed in many newsIt

l)apers.

ran in the St Louis Post

crj-ated

I

heroism.

hat leafy ^arlan<l.s can Mich bravery

What words from

us

who

lioiior;

arc of baser clay;

hKulc(iuatc the people's lament

atioiis,

and childret), and the b;
Unless this n()l)le deed in life inspires us.
To follow where he blazed th' unselfish w;i
'I'lie

mourniii<r

[bi«!;s

And deathless make for coming generations,
The fTJory he created in a day.

COMMENTS ON

PRESS

of

\\

bore ehxpient testimony

life

the

is

\:i

tremendous impression

heroism wortliy of the noblest of history's

His funeral

M AC azi.\i<;

I;M1'LOM;s

BILZ HEROISM

killed

annually while ])laying about the

tracks would
cemetery or populate a

railroad

a

fill

good-sized

city.

"Commenting

Mr. Baumgartner says:
"The injured man exonerated the engineer and the railroad, but sacrifices of
this kind
are sometimes required to

upon the number of
on railroad ])roperty, J. W. Coon, chairman of the Cleneral Safety Committee of
the Baltimore & Ohio Cincinnati, Hamilton A:
Dayton System, who has made a study

demonstrate

of the question, states that 75 ])er cent, of

Dispatch of October 29, as the leading
editorial,

tional

in

the

conclusion

the importance

for their

human
humanity. Had

ends the conservation

boy been taught

educa-

of

movements which have

or the betterment of

which

of

of

very homes of the

i)(Hj])le,

and

that

the

number

of

children

the

exclusive

persons,

ployes,

who meet

the

tracks

are

in his

children at school, ])ointing out

—

life

home, in school
or in Sunday school, something of the
serious danger of playing al)out railroad tracks, Jacob Bilz's name would not
have been added to the long list of persons killed each year on the American
railroads while trespassing, nor would hv
have \)vvn callcMl u])()n to lay down his life
in impressing u])on the minds of his townsfolk th(> imminent dangcn* of this i)ractice.
"Railroad officials for years have been
actively engaged in carrying their educational campaigns against trespassing to
th(^

fatalities to trespassers

to the

tlu^

fact

who

are

citizens —

good
Jacob

a

like

Rudisle — and not

of

class

on railroad
of American

Bilz

an<l

Kobert

tram])s.

"Analyzing the accidents

Mr. Coon

em-

railroad

their death

to trespassers,

said r(M*ently:

"'Last year ooOO trespassers W(Te killed

on the railroads of the United
paratively

erage

further.

attention from the av-

little

who would say 'mostly

])erson,

tram])s,' but

States, or

Hiis has attracted com-

15 (^ach day.

let

One

us stop and consider this

railroad tinalyzed the cir-

cumstance's of each ])erson's death on
that the result
fair

average for

that over 75

its

feel
and
on that road would be a
It was found
the others.

lines for a considerable period,

])er

cent

of

all

I

killed

or

——

— —

"

—

"
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injured were not tramps or 'hoboes,' but

tradesmen,

wage earners and

living in the vicinity of

occur.

Many

where the

women and

were

citizens

school

citizens, some temporarily out of work
and going from one town to another
Some were riding
seeking employment.

Prac-

freight trains to save paying railroad fare.

injuries

children of tender age.
''

'I

tically

them.

could cite dozens of cases.

nothing

On

being done to prevent

is

the Baltimore

&

year 273 trespassers were killed and 197
Seventy-five per cent were good
injured.

Ohio

last

Many

were women and children walking
on the track.'"

P

EXHAUSTS
An

men?" received a complaint from one
mess who were having soup.
"Well, what
inquired the

"Why,
in

it,

DANCES

orderly officer going his rounds at

dinner time at a territorial camp, asking
the usual question, ''Any complaints,

is

Judge.

officer.

there's

no end of sand and
mess orderly.

look here,"

"did you come

grit

said

camp

to

the

officer,

to grumble or

I did

come

sir,butnot to eat

it.

"

The

train stopped at a small station

and the impatient traveler stuck his
head out of a window to investigate the
cause.

serve your country?"

"Well,

—

trained nurse.

the matter with it?"

" replied the

"Now,

Dayton I know the tango and the turkey trot, but what's the St. Vitus?
Doyle It's the one you do with a

to serve

my country,

London T id Bits.

^'

'

"Hey!" he called to an idler on the
"What's the blooming train
stopped for now?"

platform.

"Why, consarn

The man with just enough money to
buy a circus ticket never worries about
the day after the circus.

Credit Lost.

"I saw my boyhood chum today, the
one that has become a miUionaire.
"Did he recognize you?"
"I guess so, he turned a corner when
he saw me coming. " Houston Post.

ye," retorted the native

indignantly, "this

"So

I see," said

is

Boostburg!"

the traveler, glancing

at the signboard; "but that isn't answer-

ing

my

question."

Judge.

LIKE ALL EXPLORERS.
"Wife explored my pockets

"What

last night.

did she find?"

"Material for a lecture. "

Judge.

To Engineers Handling Passenger

Trains, and

Others Connected with that Service

TO
*

INCREASE
more

rapidly enhancing reputation as a passenger line

its

attractive to its patrons, the Baltimore

&

and to become
Ohio Railroad in recent years has
track and for the purchase of fine

spent large sums of money in the betterment of its
passenger equipment and more powerful locomotives.
The full benefit from these expenditures will not be derived unless the individual
locomotive engineer so handles his train as to make the passenger's trip agreeable and
comfortable.

The

successful engineer requires

maintain speed.

It is

more than

believed that Baltimore

ability to start and stop trains and
Ohio engineers are the equals of engisuccess and reputation and anxious for

&

neers on other lines, and are interested in its
the very best results.
A passenger engineer is usually of long experience and good judgment, and well
His first duty is to see that his engine is in proper
qualified for the work assigned.
condition and fully prepared and equipped for its work.
He should be ready to start on
Frequently the engineer is not looking for the starting signal and
the exact schedule.
He should be ready before signal is given.
time is thereby lost.
Much depends upon the way in which a train is started and stopped. If provided
with an engine of sufficient power, a train can ordinarily be started and stopped so easily
that passengers will feel no perceptible shock, and their

way

or standing

still

will

be gained by

sight, rather

knowledge that

than feeling.

This

train is
is

under

the perfect

standard that every engineer should strive to attain.
The engineer who makes required time at minimum speed excels as a runner. To
do this he must get train quickly in motion after a stop, maintain required speed and
reduce engine delays at stations to the lowest limit.
The engineer should know the

which he runs, and regulate speed to suit conditions.
Engineers should know how fast to run at uniform speed to make time required.
The
practice of running slowly up grade and fast down grade is wrong, and causes criticism
from passengers.
While desirable that uniform speed be maintained, there are times and places when
speed may properly be reduced, as during and after storms, in foggy weather, around
In all cases the engineer should give first and constant
curves and at obscure places.
consideration to the safety and comfort of passengers, and next to punctuality.
While not so important as matters previously mentioned, two things can be done by
engineers which will add both to the comfort of passengers and public, and result in economy, namely, the reduction of black smoke and the blowing off of steam at pop valves. With
reasonable effort it should be possible to prevent three-fourths of the black smoke ordinarily made by engines using bituminous coal. An engine should not be permitted to
blow off steam at pop valves, particularly at stations. It is wasteful and annoying, and
It is possible to prevent entirely this
frequently frightens animals, causing accidents.
waste of fuel and steam by proper handling and cooperation of engineer and fireman.
The impossible is not expected from men in charge of locomotives, and full considercharacteristics of the road over

ation

is

given to the conditions under which they work, but unless the highest attainable
is maintained, the things which the public and patrons of the Company have a

standard

be accomplished.
has been done in the past two years in the better handling of passenger trains,
which is encouraging and shows the interest taken by the engineers and others connected
with train service.
Greater results can be obtained and with the continued interest of
right to expect will not

Much

the

men

will

be obtained.

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY.
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FINANCIAL OFFICE OF THE BALTIMORE
AND OHIO RAILROAD
LOCATED

THE
,

^^M]

financial office of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad
No. 2 Wall Street,

of the financial district

the

money

windows

THE SHADOW OF OLD TRINITY

IN

of

is

located at

in the heart

New

York,

capital of the country.

look

upon

out

old

Its

Trinity

Church, the chimes of which are in
solemn and pleasing contrast to the

tesimal portion of which, with

worn and curious slabs,
shadow of the church.
The office is in charge

its

time-

lies

in

the

of

E.

M.

Devereux, Assistant Treasurer and Transfer Agent, with R. B. Luckey, Assistant
Transfer Agent. Through this office

Company

the

dividends

to

its

its

its

eleven

and disburses the

shareholders,

upon

semi-annual
thousand odd

distributes

interest

various issues of bonds.

many

disbursements aggregate

These
millions

dollars a year, and a layman can
hardly properly appreciate the enormous
of

labor, perfect

entailed

in

system and

the

rigid

accuracy

administration

of

the

accounts which of necessity must balance

penny at the close of business each
Here are kept the books in which
are recorded the names and addresses of
the shareholders of the Company, and
the number of shares held by each.
These shares total 2,127,500, Common
and Preferred, the par value of which
is
Here also the Com$212,750,000.
pany's bonds are registered, this process
vitiating the feature which makes them
''pass by delivery," and making them
payable to or collectible only by the

to the

day.

individual,

THE STOCK EXCHANGE— NEW YORK

in

or

institution

whose name they are

the majority of cases this

rush and roar of the busy streets below.

Often as they

toll

mind us that we
the
46

the hours they reare

City of Eternal

one step nearer
Sleep, an infini-

the issue of a

new

the

bonds.

Registrar

is

effected

In

by

certificate containing

the latter provision.
also

corporation

registered.

of

Mr. Devereux is
the Company's

TiiK i^vi/n.MoKK AXi)
\\'hil(^

it

is

true that ilwvv

is l)iit

chance of injury to life or Hml)
branch of tlu^ scTvice, nowhere

OHIO

small

in

this

aniont;-

l;^II'Lo^

in

this

i)r()l)al)ly

IS macazixi-:

ofhcc
not

the

he

47

would
But they nii^ht

consccjucnocs

fatal.

prove very serious and cxtrcinclv

difli-

NEW YORK FINANCIAL OFFICE
From

left

A. G. Haxauer; W. F. Kitchens, Secretary to 4th Vice-President and Treasurer; R. B. Lucket,
Assistant Transfer Agent; VV. L. Smith; E. M. Devereux, Assistant Treasurer and Transfer Agent;
Miss Alice Hare, Telephone Operator, and J. C. Muhlbach, Telegraph Operator

the vast
ployes

is

to right:

army

Company's em-

euh

to

correct.

It

is

right than to get right.

Should an error occur

W.

rigidly obeyed.

\

of the

the ''Safety First" signal more

better

to

stay

F. PIitchens.
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who were asked and who

fellows

de-

have done the work equally
had they not been dismayed by the

clined, could
well,

fear of possible failure.

What an

opportunity for some sensible

and

individual to step into the breach

make a name

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
Robert M. Van Sant,

Herbert D.

George

himself

for

foolish confidence in his

own

with a determination to
ability he had to the

utilize

The very

extent!

with

but
whatever

ability,

possible

fullest

them

fact that all of

Editor

were asked to do it indicates that their
chief believed they could.
What greater

Stitt, Staff Artist

B. Lxjcket, Staff Photographer

incentive could a

man

ask!

failed individually to seize

most

the

of

Yet six men
and make the
they were

because

offer

RESPONSIBILITY

unwilling to accept responsibility.

philosophers have told us the

accept responsibility was plainly due to

That

Many

—not

''Lack of

or failure.

secret of success

particular instance of failure to

It

fear.

is

smug com-

often er due to a

we

ambition/' says one; ''carelessness," says

placency

another; "egotism," says a third; and so

present work satisfactorily and the feeling

on through the catalogue of human weakBut have you ever looked about
nesses.
you to see for yourself why men fail or
succeed? It is a helpful mental exercise,
provided only you do not forget yourself
You know
in making the examination.
"Number One" so much better than any
one else does, that it is a good plan to start
with an analysis of your own case.

that

Not long ago

in

an executive

corporation, a

large

hurried

office of

more

down

handling

our

difficult,

will disappoint

worry

our business

—for

we can

superiors.

Foolish

always

back into our former

fall

Don't

let

rut.

the microbe "let well enough

alone" get into your system.

It

is

the

microbe of failure. " Nothing attempted,
nothing done" is a much better maxim
for us to follow.

a

conference

cess.

The

sponsible

spirit

for

the

the latter

is

germ

It is the

of

of suc-

the former

oblivion

millions pass every year.

be able to

office i\rould

are

we attempt some^thing a little
we will not get along so

if

smoothly and

was held between chief clerks, secretaries and stenographers, as to who in
that particular

that

into

The

is

re-

which

spirit of

the spirit of creation

itself;

shorthand and transcribe a

the spirit of the investigator, the dis-

very important speech to be deliy§red
Each ma'n
who was asked to take the responsibility

coverer, and the conqueror, the spirit
which has made history, progress and
civilization, and has given us names like
Caesar, Galileo and Columbus.

take

in

within the following week.
declined,

and

it

.

seems that not a

siiigle

person in the whole organization dared

,-

Seize responsibility

when

it

is

offered

—

to attempt the confessedly difficult task: | to you refuse it only when your failure
So it was given to an outsider, wfib"' to measure Up to it would involve the loss

handled
has

it

it

creditably.

But good report

that any one of the half dozen

of^-Kuman
ta'kihg.

life

or of

Reach out

some great underit whenever it

for

—

'

THE BALTIMOKK AND

comes within your grasp. If you fail,
soon enough the world will take it away
from you. Examples in al)unclance will
prove this if you will only look around.
See for yourself

and

by

fail

how

other

And

this rule.

men
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Meanwhile the workers are
pushing, and the world

you ever

I^ut did

hill.

who was

or a knocker

succeed

March 29th

don't forget

permission.

is

j)ulling

and

going up the

see a c.jmi)lainer

From

helping?

the

Outlook, reprinted with their

"Number One."

toMvatch

DISTRIBUTION OF THE

THE PARABLE OF THE

IVIAGAZINE

CRITIC
Within the past month several requests
have been received from as many divi-

Eugene Bernard Smith

was on an up grade. Most of
the passengers had gotten out and were

The

toiling

slowly

ahead.

and sweating bravely.

but surely they were getting
Some, however, remained in the

pushing, since the

hill

was so steep they

could never get up, an}"^vay.

Others said

they would help when all those pretending to push were really pushing as they
But the toilers toiled on,
ought to.
pushing the car and those in it constantly up the hill. The world is on an

up grade.

Most

the other hand,

the allotment to

we

are

certain

off,

And

Part of them said there was no use

car.

On

magazines.

advised that

^lany, with their coats

pushing.

were

requesting a larger allotment of

sions,

car

divisions

is

in excess of the actual

num-

ber required.
It is

the Company's wish to give a coi)y

of each

road
the

issue to

every employe of the

who wishes it. In order to know
number of magazines we will have

to print, therefore,

it is

desired that every

person having charge of the distribution

on

his

division advise us in detail

number he

exact

this as soon as

requires.

the

Please do

vou convonicntlv can.

of her passengers are

pushing faithfully, and every year finds
her steadily going forward and upward.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ALL

The

pessimists, however, and the catiIcs
remain seated in the car. The former
say that the problems are so hopeless,

and human greed

so intrenched, that

are already beaten.

when

The

latter

the Church and those

we

say that

who

EMPLOYES
Any employe of the Baltimore & Ohio
Company who wishes to buy,

Railroad

profess

sell,

to be trying to do right begin to prac-

tion

tice

what they preach, when the

crites"

are

eliminated,

£A»'A>^
Ar^ii^^^cij^.^ \,

they

''Ini^o-

will

help.

"^irtaL^tj^'^y (3i

^'

or exchange property of any descrip-

any ail vert ising whatsoever
Employes Magazine, would do well

or do

in the

to consult the editor.

cA^jtU**^''*

.

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

e£c^

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS FOR SEPTEMBER
Trains

and
Yards
Illinois

$10,686

$ 9,418

10,104

Connellsville.

9,629

Wellston

8,650

Indianapolis..

7,394

Toledo

8,102

Maintenanee of

Way

*7,411

20,281
* 14 ,4 05

*

22,331
16,683

Castle.

16,041

.

Indicates that these divisions did not have a

single case of personal injury in the class of service
specified.

SAFETY FIRST
show, each month, on the
test, the four divisions making the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "In and around shops and
will

"hammer"

engine-houses," "Maintenance-of-Way"

and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each division on the
in

number

of

Maintenance of
Total
EngineWay
houses
$2,515.30 $ 1,121.28 $16,041.50 $ 2,415.90

Shops and

Trlin^nd

Philadelphia.

Baltimore...

3,103.71

1,542.77

5.087.85

2,784.13

Cumberland..

3,177.92

1,220.56

3,263.60

2,087.31

Monongah...

New

We

.

Shenandoah. *7,411.50

385

Pittsburgh...

*

.

17,254

8,277

Philadelphia

x^.

Divisions

1913

Y^^\
Around

In and
ArniinH

Yards

6,147

Indiana

SEPTEMBER,

$65,969

13,518

6,915

Shenandoah.

Shops and
Engine
Houses

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER INJURY,

employes, but,

many ways this is unfair; for instance,

work is slack practically the full numnames appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages

5,250.27

*385.05

1,044.14

2,993.88

1,875.22

9,464.85

3,674.87

Wheeling....

7,187.02

2,168.29

5,259.51

4,394.20

Ohio River..

3,242.89

3,218.75

6,179.45

3,561.13

Cleveland....

5,118.24

1,896.61

5,103.60

3,369.42

Newark

2,549.67

2,883.99

5,541.23

3,003.11

Connellsville.

10,104.35

4,980.66

20,281.68

9,629.01

Pittsburgh...

5,187.31

2.333.58

22,331.58

4,261.63

Newcastle..

2,792.36

2,140.43

16,683.72

3,246.09

Chicago

4,054.82

1,399.83

15,183.02

2.681.16

Ohio

4,586.63

1,908.78

9,139.80

3,604.87

Indiana

8,277.43

4,368.94

6,292.16

6,483.67

Illinois

9,418.25

65,969.45

3,694.60

10,686.38

6,147.57

Toledo

7,329.67

7,457.46

6,915.52

Wellston

5,559.18

13,518.20*14,405.45

8.650.30

Indianapolis..

8,102.10

17,254.60

3,637.02

7,394.98

B.&O.C.

3,671.45

4,340.14

3,366.89

3,680.48

4,248.53

2.245.67

6,490.33

3,621.33

T.

Average
•

Indicates no accidents.

if

ber of

earned per injury; then,
off the

wages

will

if

business falls

do the same, and the

J. W. Coon,
Chairman General Safety Committee.
Dear Sir:

Mr.

Is it possible for

First Button?

me

to get another Safety

Some one

relieved

me

of

mine

correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the
amount of wage indicated is representa-

while ray coat was hanging in the switch box
one dinner hour. I feel lonesome without it.
Many a time I have been going to do something

tive of one injury.

"Safety" and happened to
Mr. Safety First looking
right at me. I have stopped and thought the
matter over time and again, and have always
found that what I intended doing was not living
up to our motto of Safety First. As long as I
am with the good old Baltimore and Ohio, I
want to be a Safety man First, Last and AH
the Time.

liability

of

injury

is

on the border
glance

down

line of

to see

Respectfully Yours,
H. E. Seachrist,

Yard Conductor,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
60

%-^
^^e^ci^tA^Lv r^iEi^ia^^
NEW YORK
On

DIVISION

gust of wind of unusual xclocity swept

October 20th a
severe rainstorm accompanied by southwest gales prevailed in New York
harbor.
At half past five o'clock,
thr

ca])tain A.

Kandol])h,"

night

of

Matuch,

departed

North River, with
six

of

float

Island,

cV:

where

assembled

into

down

the

looked as

various

cars

This

North River was

are
float

the

for

Captain

and

tug,

and

]\Iatuch,

the

for

endeavored

shore.

In

.

the

for

float,

to

stead i('(l

reach

meantime,

trouble, sent the tug

free

.Jr.,"

manding,

its

\.

up the bay

dis-

p()ssil)le

L.

Kearney
to

up

v

night

"Hugh
II.

it

.Icrsev

tlic

Noirrn ki\i:h.

Ghas.

lime

a

lose

had sulfered.
undaunted, steered

patcher Francisco, anticipating
ca])tain

tlie

rough seas

too,

The

from danger, but, when crossing tlic
broad expanse of the upper bay, a sudden

caused

the tug would

if

AT Tui: rooT OF Ki:cToK ST

carried a cargo valued at 850,000.
trip

it

straight

trains.

and

that the lines parted,

from Pipr 22,
No. 161 on a

So.

tow

the

float to roll so heavil\' in the

tow,

OHIO VUAi

the

down upon

tug ''George F.

mile journ(\v to St. George, Staten

BAI/riMOHi;

1v>,oi^l.

Bond,
com-

render assis-

tance to sucli floats as might be on the
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way down from New York to St. George.
The ''Bond" reached the "Randolph"
and her tow at a point near Liberty

By

Island.

the

time

this

had

gale

fury

the

increased

to

such

of

an

extent that the float was in danger of

going ashore on Governors Island, but
both captains by coolness, perseverance

and

seamanship

good

succeeded

in

getting the heavily laden float back to

moored at Pier 7, North
from which point later in the
night, when the winds had moderated,
it was taken to St. George and the cars
forwarded to destination. Much credit
is due to these two captains, who by
their seamanship and courage and in
and

safely

BALTIMORE DIVISION
On

October 13th, agent Fisher (TS)
and reported brake
rigging down on hopper in middle of
train of extra east engine No. 4030-4028,
conductor McNamee, engineers J. S.
at Boyds, observed

and H. C. Butler, while passing
The train was stopped at
Germantown, the brake beam was found
dragging on rails and was put in shape
Clifton

Boyds.

at that point.

River,

the

face

of

a

terrific

southwest gale,

property and equipment

avoided

loss of

to their

company.

MT. CLARE JUNCTION
While switching over No. 6 track

"A"

yard,

brakeman B.

J.

in

Britenbach

discovered a broken switch point. He
gave the engineer a "steady signal" to
proceed over the broken switch point;
and then notified the track foreman

who had

the

track

without delaying

repaired

at

once

trains.

STATEN ISLAND DIVISION

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
At

7.10

operator
S.

I.,

p.

W.

had

E.

his

flashes of light.

on

m.

October

Connell,
attention

He

window and saw a

20th,

Princes Bay,

drawn

to big

looked out of the
live

electric

light

wire on the ground
across

tracks

partly on gates.
notified

W. E.

CONNELL

and

He

policeman guard the crossing and also
put two red lights on each side to protect the public, as the arc lights were
O'Connell also warned passing
out.
''Safety First."

October 6th, 1913, foreman of south
Thomas E. Youngblood, was
checking his track and discovered broken
joints

rail

and

sent flagman out
90,

rails.

He

immediately

and stopped train No.

and made necessary repairs before he

permitted train to pass.

dispatcher

immediately and held
train No. 32 until
Electric Light Company's man arrived
and took wire off
He had a
track.

people of the danger.

On

freight track,

He remembered

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
On

the afternoon of October 15th as
No. 71 was leaving Capon Road
station,
conductor J. L. Bowler was
standing on the ground watching his train
and discovered brake rigging down on box
car No. 66741, causing one wheel to shde.
The car was located five cars from the
He jumped on rear of train and
caboose.
put air down and made repairs. His
prompt action probably saved an accident
train

i

THK HALTIMOHK AM) OHIO KMl'LOYKS MAO AZINK
and delay
train No.

No. 71 and also passeiTgor
18.
Conductor Bowler was

to

commended by

properly

the

superin-

*

tendent.

TUG

BALTI.MUP.E

Patrolman G. M. Hanson

wliile

vicinity of the fruit yard at

Ohio,

about 7.15

observed

M.

p. m.,

in

the

Cleveland,

October 14th,

P. 18138 in train 90's drag

This evidences another case of watchfulness, and Mr. Hanson has been written an appropriate letter by superintendent Lechlider.

:.\

XuRTIi

i:l\

LR

and the bridge wall. Ransom
him to lie still until the train
There is no doubt
passed, which he did.
that had he attemj)ted to rise he would
have been seriously injured, if not
the

moving from Columbus Street freight
house to Clark Avenue with brake rigging down and immediately called brakeman's attention to it. The latter stopped
the train and took brake rigging off.

J.

on the oj^posite side, and in doing so he
was knocked from the step of the box car
by the iron bridge sj)ans at north Howard
S(HMng him kii^ked off between
Street.

AND CREW AT PIER

CLEVELAND DIVISION

53

car

called to

killed.

Ransom's

j^resence of

mind

in this in-

stance was ver>' commendable,

very

much

appreciated.

It

is

to say that acts of this kind are

honorable mention, and

made on

and

is

needless

worthy of

entry

will

be

his record accordingly.

Brakeman N. W. Bentz, on October
14th, discovered splice bars broken five

W. Ransom, patrolman

rail

of Cleveland,

Ohio, on October 16th, while looking over

No. 50 pulling into Akron about
4.15 p. m., noticed a young man between

lengths west of National Switch at

Strasburg.

(^hio,

and immediately

re-

ported same to jiroper parties.

train

the cars.

The

fellow crossed to get off

Operator S. B. Schaeffer, on October
found about eight inches of broken

7th,
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flange in interlocking switch at

Goshen

flange in train of extra east 4253 while

while going to throw switch for extra No.

was heading

159 east.

immediately notified

Conductor G. C. Love, on October 8th,
found a broken rail joint west of Tennent
Tunnel opposite old quarry derrick in
middle of curve and left a flag there to
protect same.

it

Beach City; he
the conductor and
Mr. Bratten is to

into siding at

the car was set out.

be commended for his watchfulness in
this instance and has been so notified.

H. D. Westerman, water station inspecfound a broken rail just four joints

tor,

OFFICE FORCE OF PIER

22,

N. R.,

FIRE.

AT PIER 7, DURING ALTERATIONS AT PIER
BAUSMITH, CASHIER, MARKED

22

CAUSED BY

F. L.

Conductor C. W. Mclntyre, on October
found about six inches of broken
crossing east of
rail
at Dunlaveys
Uhrichsville and immediately reported
same to all concerned.

west of pole 94-25 on low side of curve
west of Columbia, Ohio, on October 26th,

Conductor F. W. Hoffman, on October
14th, discovered about eighteen inches of
flange broken on rail on the east end of
Everett siding at Everett, Ohio, and
immediately notified the section foreman.
It was fixed in a very short time after-

crossing at Tippecanoe

12th,

and immediately

O.F. Davidson, operator at Tippecanoe,
Ohio, found broken

and immediately
tendent's

of

notified

the

superin-

office.

Ohio, viz.:
''I

morning

October 17th,
operator J. A. Bratten at Beach City found
company car No. 138573 with broken
the

on middle road
on October 26th,

rail

recently
Lechlider
Superintendent
wrote H. E. Eddy, engineer, of Cleveland,

ward.

On

notified all concerned.

only want to confirm

my

conver-

Akron and to express
my appreciation of the manner in which
you handled the Knights Templar Special
sation with

you

at

"

TIIK HAI/riMoKi;

from

Clcvc^land

AM)

()lll(>

Akron on Octohcr

to

"1 have

ri(l(l(Mi

a

«2;r(>at

many

trains,

but never anywlun-e, wliere a train was
handhnl more smoothly around curves,
and stops Were made with any more ease,
especially when one considc^rs the speed

which you were
''There

is

Tliis

is

;i

main

watclit'nlncss

-

loth.

IMlM.o^l-S MA(:.\/.IM
1ra<'k

-uih-li.

nndoulilcdlx'

very serious accidcnl

very

55

and

llicir

pr •\enled

a

a^llnnu itnin'T was

fo«2;^y.

makinji;.

nothing which advertises our

company

better than good passenger serand this can be attained in no more
emphatic way than by good judgment
vice,

on the part of the locomotive (engineer
handling a train.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Conductor

J.

Cook

covered a broken
east of

Summit

;

of Somerset,

rail in

also a

dis-

the main track

broken

rail in

Ran-

dolph mine siding, on October 13th and
14th, respectively.

His prompt action in

reporting both irregularities caused their

any trouble resulted, and is
commendable. He has been presented
by the superintendent with the usual
repair before

W.M. B.

AXDKRSOX. NKWAHK DIVISION
(See pa^e 45, October

issji-

/

letter of appreciation.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
On

October 15th, conductor D. A.
Swarner discovered a piece broken out of
a plank in the crossing at Hyndman. He

made
it

a prompt report of the matter and

received the necessary attention.

thoughtfulness on this occasion

is

His

com-

mendable as the condition of this crossing might have resulted in injury to someone using

it.

NEWARK

At 4.15 ]). m.. October Itli, yard clerk
John Rosely, while checking track No. 14
in Glenwood yard. discovcTed smoke coming out of P. Mc. K. A- V. car 80103 with
merchandise loaded at Fairmont for Pittsfoimd that
in one (Mid
of the car had become ignited by some
wheels which had been placed against this
shipment moving while car was being
burgh.

switched.

DIVISION

fire

J.

U]:)on

examination

Ik^

a shi])m(Mit of matches loaded

Mr. Rosely extinguished the
damage was done. Had

before any

not been for the ])rompt action of this

Engineer George Stasal and conductor

it

W. Evans on

young man, a disastrous conflagration
would have resulted, involving a heavy
Mr. Rosely has
loss to the company.

train 1st 32 October 14th,

while pulling through eastbound siding at
Lanesville, discovered the west switch of

Brawn wagon works

track half

way

open.

been commended

for this meritorious act.
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NEW CASTLE
On

DIVISION

the night of the 20th

Morrow, signalman

James

inst.,

of the Erie Railroad

at Warren, thought he heard a rail break-

ing

when Baltimore & Ohio

was pulling some

No. 56

cars off the Erie transfer

He immediately went

track at Warren.

down and found

train

rail had broken.
H. Childs, who just
had time to advise the local crew who
were about to place cars on the transfer.
As the night was very dark, they were
not aware of the rail being broken. This
saved the company a possible derailment,
and superintenden b Temple wrote a letter
of appreciation to Mr. Morrow, sending a
copy of it to his superintendent.

He

wood and
by his window and knowing
something was down, without further delay, set emergency brake and brought
train to a stop.
Upon examination it was
found that the rear journal on rear tank
truck had broken, allowing arch bar to
drag on ties. Had not Mr. Stevens
ney, noticed small pieces of

that a

notified cashier R.

gravel flying

noticed this,

possible that a serious

it is

wreck would have

resulted.

TOLEDO DIVISION
On September
J.

19th, freight

brakeman

A. Abele discovered a broken chain in

the point of a switch, causing point to set
three-fourths inch

stopped and took

away from

rail.

He

out in time to pre-

it

vent a possible accident to the next train.

INDIANA DIVISION

No. 6 passenger.
Recently James Long, yard foreman at
North Vernon, noticed a broken pedestal

on tank

of engine

on No.

18.

It

necessary to change engines there.

Long saved a

was
Mr.

possible serious wreck.

Agent Roller of Charlestown, recently
found a broken switch point at that place
and notified all trains in time to avoid a

Train baggagemaster C. A. Stevens on
September 30th, on train No. 7 near 01-

want

to

South Dayton,

covered a broken

south of bridge No.

rail

dis-

40 on northbound main. He notified dispatcher, hunted up section foreman, and
had the necessary repairs made.

On

October 8th, third trick operator G.

broken

rail

near bridge No. 40, and re-

ported promptly to proper

official.

discourage the idea that you are expected, by the officers of this company, to do anything
President Daniel Willard.

that is not safe.

—

The man who missed
enough

24th, third trick opera-

T. Airing at South Dayton, along with
discovered
Craig,
signal foreman L.

wreck.

I

On September

tor G. T. Airing at

the car denied that he didn't run fast enough.

—but he didn't begin to run soon enough. —Baltimore

He

Trolley News.

SAFETY FIRST

did

run— more

than fast

AMONG OURSELVES
GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

A.

Hunter Boyd,

Jr.

NEW YORK

E. Stimson

W. Coon, Chairman
F. E.

DIVISION

Correspondent, W. B. Biggs. Agent,

New York

Blaser

Dr.

J.

F.

Tkarney

John Hair

The eight ii and last story of the new warehouse constructed at 26th Street has been completed and it is expected that operations will

commence

in .January, 1914.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell
W. B. Biggs
J. J.

Bayer

E. W. Evans
T. Gorman
A. L. MicHELSEN
E. Salisbury

J.

Altred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gu8 Flamm
C. J. TooMEY
E. Sheehy
Louis Polly

ToNT Roes
Sam Gilesta
Mike Monday
Mike DeMayo
C. H. KoHLER

Bohlen
Hewitt
Patrick Meade
R. Mullen
T. Halverson
A.

Ja8.

H. M. Nielsen

Terminal Agent, Chairman
Agent. Pier 22, N. R.
Agent, West 26th Street
Agent, St. George, S. I.
Agent, Pier 21, E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.

Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 22, N. R.
Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21, E. R.
Laborer, St. George
Supervisor Floating

Equipment, Marine Department
Captain, Marine Department
Engineer, Marine Department
Oiler, Marine Department
Fireman, Marine Department
Deckhand, Marine Department
Lighter Captain, Marine Department

The regular monthly meeting of the Safety
Committee was held at Pier 7, North River, on
the night of October 22nd. The entire meml)(>rship wavS present and showed that a keen interest
being taken in the Safety First move^mcnt.
Mr. Klphinstone, roadman, of the Loss and Damage
Bureau, antl one of Mr. Coon's assistants, was
is

Chairman W. Cornell presided.
also present.

Cashier F. L. Bausmith recently returned
from his vacation, which was spent at Cincinnati and Chicago.
A. L. Mickelsen. agent at Pier 7, North River,
has returned from the road, having spirit three
weeks at various points, with the superintendent
of station service. J. K. (irahain.

The uptown i)asseng(>r and ticket office,
formerly at 1490 Broadway, an<l the olhcc of the
general eastern passenger agent, formerly at
379 Broadway, have been removed to 1276
Broadway, between 32nd and .33rd Streets.
This new location is in the center of the hotel,
shopping and theatre district and is convenient
to manv local transportation facilities in New
York.
W. B. Biggs, agent at Pier 22, was elected
treasurer of the Local Freight Agents' Association at a regular meeting held on September
ISth.
This association consists of over one
hundred and twenty active m<'mbers, who are
affiliated with the various railroad and cojistwise steanjships entering New York. Prior
to his election to the r)ffice of tr(\asurer, Mr.
Biggs served on the dairy committee for a
numl)er of years, and is very active in the
welfare of that ;issoci.it ion.
67
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STATEN ISLAND RAPID
TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY
Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S.

I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Trainmaster, Chairman

F. C. Syze
F. Kelly

Assistant Trainmaster,

B.

R. H. Taxter
M. ScHAFKER
J. R. Huff

C.
of

F.

Bent,

vice-president,

spent the

September abroad.

The accompanying picture is of ticket agent
W. Hagadorn, who was born April 6th, 1843.

He is one of the oldest men on the Staten Island
Lines, having started twenty-two years ago as
ticket collector.
Later he was promoted to
ticket agent.
He has been acting as an agent
at Arlington, Mariners Harbor and Tower Hill
and is still working at the latter station, where

Road Conductor
Road Trainman
Yard Conductor
Road Foreman of Engines

Alex Conley
G. Hartman

Fireman
Track Suoervisor
Master Carpenter

E. Alley

Johns
W. L. Dryden
H. E. Smith

J.

Signal Supervisor

O'Connor
F. E. HoRAN
D. A. McLaughlin

C.

Vice-Chairman

C.

month

J.

Shop Foreman
Conductor

Passenjrer

Road Engineer
Yardmaster
Passenger Trainman

R. E. Collins

One of the worst rain storms in our recollection occurred on October 1st and 2nd.
At some
points on the road the tracks were completely
submerged with a foot or more of water. Considerable damage was done, but by hard work
and fine cooperation, all traffic was put in normal condition within a short time.

The electric-manual block system between
Princess Bay and Pleasant Plains is now in commission and working very satisfactorily. It
will save delays to passenger trains.
Trainman Fred Hering and wife recently

re-

turned from a very enjovable visit to Atlantic
City.

Engineer A. Larkin and family are making
annual tour, visiting important places
throughout the South.
their

H.

S.

Smyth has been promoted

to the auditor, vice T.

"Harry" has

W.
to chief clerk
resigned.

W. Kennedy,

also purchased a

home

in

New

Dorp.

MODERN TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE AND TRAIN
ON THE STATEN ISLAND LINES
E. R. Buck has been promoted to general
bookkeeper, vice H. S. Smyth, promoted.
Jos. Kneable has been promoted to chief train
auditor, vice E. R. Buck, promoted.

HAGADORN

is ever ready to tell the boys stories of days
that have long passed away. When Mr. Hagadorn first went to Arlington it was nothing but
swamps and woodland. At the present time
there is a large freight yard and a four track
system between Arlington and Mariners HarPort Ivory Station is located at the place
bor.
where the Hessians camped during the Revolutionary War and Mr. Hagadorn has found many
old relics around this place. Wl^ile in the
battle of Gettysburg in 1863, Mr. Hagadorn
captured a rebel officer, and for this was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant. He then took the
examination for 1st Lieutenant and was promoted to this rank.
While living in Baltimore about forty years
ago he did the printing for the Baltimore &
Ohio time table. During the encampment in
Gettysburg on July 4th of this year he met one
of the men of the company of which he captured
the officer and had a very pleasant c"all with
him talking about war times. He was very
glad to meet many old acquaintances of by-gone
days. The picture shows Mr. Hagadorn wearing medals which were given to him for bravery
during the Civil War.

he

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO K.MPLOVKS MAOAZIM:
Wm.

Yerkes, secretary to the vice-president,
made a second honeymoon trip
while on their vacation. "Bill" went over
almost the same ground as he did on his first

and

his wife

trip.

Miss Edith Monohan. stenographer to secretary S. P. Kretzer, has been on leave of absence
for her health.
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"Bill" will not be able to do
winter, except at

home

to

much bowling

amuse the

this

kiddies.

Night yardmaster W. McCJarvey. .Arlington,
and his wife (enjoyed a pleasant vacation at the
conductors' convention at Chattanooga, Tenn.
Trainmaster V. C. Syze and wife left on Sunday, October 20. 1918.' for Chicago.
While on
his vacation Mr. Syze took the opportunity
of familiarizing himself with oper;ifing eorulitions on the other divisions earoute to Chicago.
This gave
him a c()mi)letc knowledge of the
entire Baltimore
it

was only

last

supervisor of

Baltimore

tV

Ohio System as

Fall that he acted as

transportation on the

& Ohio

Southwestern.

Lodge No. 339. Brotherhood
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, are making extensive plans for
their Grand .Annual Mask and Civic
Ball to be held at the German (Mub
Rooms, Stapleton. on Saturday evenClifton

of

ing,

December

13.

1913.

Prizes will
of the

The members

be awarded.

committee are as follows: Chairman,
Andrew Kelly, George Hart man. John
Werner. Edward Kelly. Louis Rubino,
John Hurley.

FIRST LOCOMOTIVE ON THE STATEN 16LASD RAILWAY

The accompanying photograph is of
.Mr. Smoot was born

G. W. Smoot.
at Ellicott's
13th, 1838.

Mills.

Jack Sweeney, clerk

in the coal pier office at
George, has the smile that won't come off.
"Jack" says he can be called by another name
now, "Papa."

St.

with deep regret that we learn of the
Mrs. J. R. HufT, wife of conductor
James R. HufT, who died October 20th. Conductor Huff is Chairman of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen. He has the deepest sj'mpathy of his fellow employes.
It is

death

of

Night yardmaster Michael

J.

Leonard

of St.

George, returned recently from a very instructive vacation.
Mr. Leonard visited the various
freight yards around New York and noted
their operating conditions.

Patrolman Geo. B. Miller, of the New York
Division, has dropped out of the Batchelors'
Club and now finds himself lassoed to a fair
maid of his native town. "Foxy George" escaped many tricks from his fellow partners by
keeping the affair a secret. He left home on
October 15th to spend his honeymoon with his
bride in Washington and Buffalo.
Patrolman Arthur Johnson has returned from
C, and is now on

his vacation to Charleston, S.
duty at Cranford Junction.

A number of the boys wer(> wondering
whether or not they would get paid on time, for
paymaster McNeill is the proud papa of twins,
a boy and girl, who have been named after their
fond parents "Elizabeth" and "William."

—

,

w

Marvland.

May

He began work with

-\i
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the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at Mt. Clare
the blacksmith shop in the year 1855.
He was employed as brakeman on the second
division at Martinsburg in May, 1857, when
19 years of age, but acted as brakeman for
only three months. The first engine he had
after being promoted was the old No. 40, built by
in

Wm.

Edwards, master mechanic at Martinsburg, and the only engine ever completely built
at that place. His engineer was Jerry Zepp, a
man with a great memory and a good engineer
in every way.
After his conductor, Thomas
Frost, returned from camp meeting, the ''boy
conductor," as he was known, had to take No.
219, the last camel engine Ross Winans ever built,
also the highest numbered engine on the Baltimore & Ohio at that time. His engineer on this
run was Mat Manford. At that time railroad

week

as ticket agent at the Twelfth Street
station, in place of John T. Mortland, who has

been attending court on a case

John Brown made his famous raid, and his
brakeman, E. L. Dorsey, was badly wounded by
one of Brown's minnie balls. When the Civil
War broke out and the railroad was blockaded,
Mr. Smoot went to Alexandria on U. S. M. R. R.,
remained with Uncle Sam until the close of the
war and was honorably discharged. He then
went into business for himself. His next employment was with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
on the Philadelphia Division on a construction
train.
After the road was finished he came to
the Staten Island Rapid Transit R'y on June 18,
1889, and has been here up to this time.
He is
at present employed as agent and leverman at
Mariners Harbor. Mr. Smoot could write
many anecdotes of interest to the older employes on the Baltimore & Ohio.

the company.

They

will stop in Cincinnati, Ohio, St. Louis,

Kansas City, and Craig, Missouri.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent,

men had very hard times and Mr. Smoot can
remember how he had to ride on an empty coal
pot from Martinsburg to Piedmont and nail a
cross tie on to hold fast his old tin dips. At the
end of the trip they would tie their three old
square lanterns together and take them home
or to the boarding house or lose them. He was
transferred from second division to first division from Martinsburg to Baltimore.
He was at Harper's Ferry coming East when

of

Telegraph operator Dill, of the Delaware
Ave. station, Wilmington, Del., and his wife
left recently for a visit through the West.

W. H. Schider. Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. HoBBS
C. W. Mewshaw

G. R. Albiker
R. B. Banks
E. H. Barnhart
J.

Chairman
Vice-Chairman

Yard Conductor,
,

H. BiNG

T. Deenihan

D. M. Fisher
R. T. Foster
Geo. Gardner

Car

Curtis

Bay

Division Claim Agent
Assistant Division Engineer
Yard Brakeman, Locust Point
Inspector, Washington, D. C.
Agent, Washington, D. C.
'.

.

Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard

W. Harrigan

Air Brake Repairman, Riverside
Agent, Camden Station
Medical Examiner
Yard Conductor, Washington, D. C.
G. H. Miller
Agent Locust Poirt
W. T. MooRE
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
W. P. NicoDEMUS
Passenger Conductor, Camden
C. E. OwiNGS
W. E. Shannon
Transfer Agent, Brunswick, Md.
E. K. Smith
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.
T. E. Stagey
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Riverside
Piecework Inspector, Brunswick, Md.
C. E. Stewart
Fireman, Riverside
Geo. S ypes
S. R. Taylor
Yard Brakeman, Bay View
Master Carpenter, Camden
S. E. Tanner
Engineer, Riverside
C. E. Walsh
Assistant Yardmaster, Mt. Clare
J. L. Welsh
G. H. WiNSLOw. .Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C.

A. M. Kinstendorff
Dr. E. H. Mathers

The Baltimore & Ohio Y. M. C. A. at Riverside held their annual Oyster Supper and Bazaar
on October 28th, 29th and 30th. This sociable
was gotten up by the Ladies' Auxiliary and was
a very successful affair. A man would have to
go a long way to get such a meal as the ladies
served at the small cost of 25 cents.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent,

CMeJ

J.

C. Richardson.

Clerk, Philadelphia

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

T. Olhausen

H. K. Hartman
T. B. Franklin
V. P. Drugan

Lamb
Dr. A. L. Porter
H. M. White

F. H.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Terminal Agent
Assistant Division Engineer

Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Fireman
C. Jeffers
Conductor
G. G. James
James Flynn
Ya,rd Conductor
C. W. Cain
Yard Conductor
J. N. McCann.. .Gang Foreman, Car Department, East Side
Secretary
R. C. Acton
J.

Charles Miller,of Chester, who is a telegraph
operator employed in Philadelphia for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, worked part of a recent

Fireman J. B. McGovern, who was in St.
Joseph's Hospital for an operation for appenHis only
dicitis, is getting along splendidly.
complaint is that he cannot get enough to eat,
and wants more visitors. Here is a chance for
you, boys.

W. H. Walters

is also at St. Joseph's Hosalong as well as can be expected.
Mr. Walters sustained injuries to his foot while
engaged in his work some time ago. He will
have his foot saved but it will require some
Call in to see him.
restful waiting.

pital, getting

S.

W. Whitaker has been appointed labor

agent, vice H. R. Bricker, who has resumed his
former duties as inspector of maintenance.

W. A. Dunnington has been appointed chief
clerk of the Bureau.

THK

HAI/riMOKr;

AM) OHIO

Engineer W. S. (Iill(>t te is :i well Uiiowii frciglit
He is one
engineer on the Haltiniore Division.
of the youngest men driving an engine on the

i:.M

PLONKS MACAZINE

successful affair.

B. R. Tolson, chief clerk to

the Washington Terminal
presided, and welcomed the men

superintendent

Company,
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of

with words

of

tion for the

work

encouragement and conunendaof safety being carried on by
them. The speakers were (leo. Sturmer. representing the Baltimore & Ohio; ('. K. Walsh, enginem;in, B.-iltimore tt Ohio; W. B. Smithers,
conductor, Southern; II. B. Bowersox, yard firenum, Washington Termiruil Company; O. T.
Greaver, conductor, Chesapeake A: Ohio; V. S.
Radcliffe, yard ^inductor, Washington Terminal Company; T. F. Bowler, engineman,
Pennsylvania.
Two lectures, illustrated with stereopticon,
were given by T. II. Carrow and M. M. Sheedy,
safety inspectors of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Music was furnished by the Bostonial Orchestra, C. W. Guest, director.
Many expressed
themselves as highly pleased with the meeting
and hoped others would follow later.

Engineman Fred Mumford and B. A. Simpson
new superheater yard enThese engines will be fol-

are running the two
gines, Nos. 30 and 3L
lowed by others.

A

ENGINEER

W.

S.

GILLETTE

road, for one who has been in the serviee nine
years. His record is clear.

"Chief" Moszner is right on the ground at the
Labor Bureau, and says he can speak seven or
eight different languages by this time, or at
least "bluff" them pretty well.

The Rally Sunday at the Baltimore & Ohio
Y. M. C. A. at Riverside was unusually well
attended. Rev. Bailey, the speaker, who at
one time was secretary, previous to Mr. Rice,
and also pastor at Olive Branch Church, was
heartily receivcfl. The music was especially
fine, being rendered by a small brass band,
composed of two slide trombones, seven cornets
and the organ. The quartet from Clifton
Avenue Church gave a beautiful selection and
Rev. Bniley and his son. William, sang a lovely
duet.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent.
Y.

M.

G

H. Winsi^w,

C. A. Secretary

The Safety First Rally held in the Terminal
R. R. Y. M.'C. A. gymmisium by the Washington Terminal Company and Tenant Lines,
October 8th, was largely attended and a very

plan for increasing the membership of the

Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. was put into operation by the membership committee at their last
meeting, and will be open to all members of the
association.
A blind ballot box has been made,
into which the application cards, with the
name of the member who proposed the ai)plicant
affixed, is dropped.
On May 1st the box will be
opened, the cards counted, and the members
accredited with the six highest numbers will be
rewarded as follows:

1st— Gold Terminal R.
Y. M.C. A.
2nd Silver Terminal
R. Y. M.
medal.
3rd Bronze Terminal R. \{. Y. M.
medal.
4th— Gold Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A.
oth— Silver Terminal R. R. Y. M. C.
6th— Bronze Terminal H. K. Y. M. C.

—
—

me.lal.

C.

A.

C. A,
pin.

A. pin.
A. pin.

Sixteen large American Red Cross "First
Aid'' charts have been purchased antl placed in
the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. rooms. These
charts show the u.se of the triangle and roller
bandages for fractures of any part of the body,
how to stop bleeding caused by injuries, luid

the care of wounds, rescue methods for drowning, the best way to rescue persons from contact
with electric currents, transportation of itijuretl when impossible to get stretcher, and a
number of rules for the treatment of poisoning.
Several lectures on "First Aid to the Injured"
will be deliver(Ml during the winter by Dr. P.
H. Steltz, for the benefit of railroad employes.

The public telephone booth in Union Station
has been moved to the room formerly occupied
by the parcel room, and the space vacated will
be an annex to the drug store. Soda, mineral
waters and souvenirs will be sold in the new
(juarters, giving the much needed additional
space for the drug business.
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A number of railroad men attended one of
the meetings in the old Alexandria-Washington
Lodge room at Alexandria, and were much
interested in the valuable collection of George
Washington relics that are on exhibition. J. S.
Hanson had the party in charge. All were
treated royally and a very enjoyable evening
was

spent.

CAR DEPARTMENT
H. A. Beaumont^
H. H. Burns
H. Tatum

T.

T. ScHULTZ
C. W. Gegner
Otto A. Frontling

J

Two new

in the ticket office are
receiving congratulations of their many friends.
George
and Elmer Varela are the fort-

Rowe

unate ones.
A bright future undoubtedly
awaits them, and it is the wish of their friends
that trouble will always pass them by.

During the world's

series baseball

games,

the railroad men ofT duty received the news
from the grounds by special wire placed in the
Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. rooms. E. E.
Bailey, the operator, brought both joy and
gloom to the men. The feeling of sportsmanship pervaded, and while some were disappointed, all desired "the best team to win" and
were generally satisfied with the result.

The Terminal R. R. Y. M.

C. A.

Camden

G. Hack

C. W. Kern
R. W, Upton
H. C. Albrecht

Stenographer, Baileys
Curtis Bay
Inspector, Locust Point
Locust Point
Locust Point

D. ScHAFFER
F. Mielbl^

J.
I.

G. R. Lathroun

Bay view

The members

of the test department held
Roast on the evening of the 18th

their Annual Pig

of October and in addition to enjoying a treat
for the "inner man," participated in a musical

and oratorical entertainment.

CUMBERLAND

DIVISION

Duck Pin

Bowling League started under way October 6th,
the Shops team defeated the Freight team after
a hard fight for the first honors of the season.
The following officers for the league were
elected for the season: Frank Stanley, president; J. J. Ekin, vice-president; G. H. Winslow,
secretary; C. H. Spencer, treasurer; C. D.
Perry, bowling alley manager.

The members

are anticipating a busy season
and are hustling to make it the banner year of
the league.

A new arrival
is

Car Builder, Camden

ZiswARCK

.

P.

bridegrooms

Margart

L. A.
J.

Chairman
Freight Repair Track, Mt. Clare
Repairman, Freight
Car Repair Track, Mount Clare
Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare

in the home of Ross E. Wollett
the cause of that unusually pleased expression

he carries with him now.

Correspondents, W. C. Montignani, Y.
Secretary,

M.C.A.

Cumberland

E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

WEST END
M. H. Cahill
W. H. Broome
D. A. NiLAND
E. D. Calhoun
J. M. RizER
J. Z. Terrell

Assistant Superintendent,

Machinist

Fireman

Brakeman
Agent, Keyser
Operator
Signal Supervisor

C. H. Lovenstein
J. G. Lester
Dr. E. F. Raphel

Medical Examiner
Division Claim Agent

W. Harig
L. Githens

Yard Conductor

J.

C. E.

Chairman

Leading Inspector

McCarty

Secretary

EAST END
W. Deneen

J.

S. McBee
E Merkle
J. W. Manford

C.
.

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS

D. C. Plotner
E. M. Cheverant
W. B. Tansill
J.

Correspondent, H. A. Beaumont,
General Foreman

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P. CoNiFF
S.

A. Carter

H. OvERBY
J.

P. Reinardt

H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
V. L. Fisher

H. Ward
O. Perin
H, E. Haesloop
Geo. R. Leilich

J.

J.

Superintendent Shops, Chairman
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshal, Axle
and Blacksmith Shops and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
Moulder, Iron Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Manager, Printing Dept.

Welsh

I. S.

Sponseller

Dr. J. A. Doerner
W. C. Montignani
T. F Shaffer

Trainmaster, Chairman

Road Conductor
Road Engineer
Yard Conductor
Frogman
Coppersmith
Leading Inspector
Conductor
General Supervisor
Medical Examiner
Secretary Y. M. C. A.
Secretary to Superintendent

Our regular safety meeting was called to order
by Chairman Cahill at 2.30 p. m.. who spoke at
length on "Safety First,'' pointing out the good
to be accomplished by handling the work in a
systematic and methodical manner, stimulated
by the proper amount of enthusiasm and faith in
the movement. It was suggested that the Committee, on account of the large amount of territory to be covered, and the fact that the members are scattered over the division, was unwieldy, and that we are not getting the results
that should be obtained; further, that in order

TH»-:

HAi/riMoiU':

and

oiiio

amount of flood, and get more
and quicker action, the coinniittoe
sliouki ho split into two .sei)arate and di.stinct
organizations., one represent injj; the West End.
and the other tlie l^ast ImkI. eacli to take up
matters afTectinj:; its own particuhir territory;
that the minutes of ea(di committee he sent to
to

do the

ji;roat(»st

efTe('tiv(>

the other, so that there will he a fusion of ideas,

and so that both committees will get the benefit of !iny suggestions for improvement in tlie
service.

XEWAUK

Dl\

I.>iU-\

I:.^1I'L<)^ i:s

m aca/im

(V.i

In dividing up the connnittee it was found
necessary to appoint three additional members
in order to place the same numbei- «>f men on
ea(di end of the division and take care of all tlu;
departments that should be represented, and
accordingly (". Iv McCarty. assistant trainmaster. .1. N. (lithens, conductor in Keyser
^'ard, and \)v. K. V. Haph(d. were name(l.
It
also developed that J. .\I. Kizer has been sick
for some time and the prospects of his being able
to do any active work on the cdinniit tcr being

.-Ali.TV CuM.Mrni.I.

Back row: Dr W A Funk. Dr. A. A. Church. B. R. McMains. C. L. Johnson. D. L. Host. C. G. Miller. A. X. Gk-nnan.
Middle row: Jos Vandivort. T. J. Daly. E. V. Smith. G. R. Kimball. G. F. Eberly, C. W Gorsuch. Chairman.
O. J. Kelly; R. W. Lytle. H. W. Roberts. Front row: H. B. McDonald. D. P. Luby. J. S. Little.
E. C. Zinsmeister. C. C.

Grimm.

These committees will ])eriodically hold a
united meet'ng at some central point on the
division.
Mr. Cahill further reminded those
present that every movenent of a reform nature
has its critics, and at times members of the
committee no doubt would be subject to ridicule, but that if they were imbued with the
right faitli. nothing of this sort would dampen
their enthusiasm.
All were asked to work with
the thought uppermost in their minds that "an
ounce of pr(>vent ion is worth a pound of cure."
A motion was dul>' made and seconded. whi(d»
was carried unanimously, that the commit te(>
divide its(df into East and West organizations,
the West End to be in charge of M. H. Cahill.
chairman, and C. E. McCarty .(whose appointment on the committee is announced), as secretary, and the East End of the committee to l)e
in charge of J. W. Deneen, chairnum. and T. E.
Shaffer, secretary.

J.

E. Ba.-^hew.

II.

H. Leist

remote, on his own recpic^t he w:is relieved fr«wn
the work. :md his brother. L. A. Hi/.er. will be
apt^ointed in his place.
The conunittees as they

now

st:nid an- given

above.
Th(> Halt imoreiV Ohio h:>s completed improvements to all of the bridges on he Wasliington
County Brancdi between n:igerstown and W <•verton. the work consumirig about two months.
The work was done by th<« regular bridge
force of the Baltimore tV Ohio umler the
direction of bridge e.\-|)erts and wtus finished
t

last

week.

There are twelve bridges on the branch, all of
them now have .a maximum capacity of 17.').(>00
New founpounds, sufhcient to carry any train.
dations were built umier all the bri«lges while
new girders and other parts were added to the
structures to make them safe and strong.
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There was an evening

of feasting,

speechmak-

ing and song recently at the Baltimore & Ohio
Y. M. C. A. It was a celebration previously announced as a complimentary banquet to the officers and membership of the association, but
became in fact an informal matter of congratulation and felicitation over the return of secretary W. C. Montignani from a tour of Europe.

Lester Mille, of Frederick Street, a Baltimore
Ohio Railroad second division brakeman, fell
from his train at Creek and was severely injured about the back and head. His injuries
are not fatal. He was brought to Cumberland
on the caboose of his train and taken to the
Western Maryland Hospital in Butler's ambulance, where he is reported as doing as well as
could be expected.

&

Jack Kemp, assistant at the Baltimore &
Ohio Y. M. C. A., has accepted a position as
assistant secretary to general secretary Auker-

man of the

P. R. R. Y. M. C. A. at Altoona, Pa.,
of his new position November

and took charge

are busy with papers and books pertaining to
the various departments of the big works.

Minor G. Weaver, 47 years old, a Baltimore
Ohio third division engineer, and a resident
of South Cumberland, died at 10 o'clock at the

&

State Sanitarium for the Tubercular at SabillisHe had been a patient for six months.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Sarah Weaver,
and two children, Yetta and Ernest, all <5f South
Cumberland. He was member of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
ville.

Local railroad men believe that the low standing of the Cumberland Division in the "Safety
First" bulletin is not indicative of either inefficiency or laxity in work. They point to the fact
that this division is considered the most difficult of operation of any in the country.
The
traffic is heavier over the eastern end than over
any other division on the road, and the open
way and yard facilities are recognized as being

somewhat inadequate.

1st.

Among

Thomas O'Connor, for many years a familiar
figure among Baltimore & Ohio trackmen here
at Keyser, W. Va., has returned from a prolonged visit to his native home in Ireland.
Mr. O'Connor has been working for the Baltimore & Ohio for twenty years or more, leaving
for a few months periodically to go back to his
native country. He left in January, 1912, shortly after he had been hurt while placing some
heavy rails in the yards here. His prolonged
absence made those who knew him well believe
that he had gone back to stay, until he appeared
upon Virginia Avenue looking quite well.

From
ployed

more

three to four hundred persons are emroundhouse and shops of the Balti-

&

the recent changes of the Baltimore
Ohio Railroad are the following:
C. F. Robinson is appointed storekeeper at

New Castle Junction, Pa., succeeding L. M.
Douglas, transferred to the motive power department.
F. W. Gettle is appointed storekeeper at Garrett, Ind., succeeding F. C. Winter, who has
been transferred to other duties.
J. S. Gilmore is appointed assistant trainmaster of the eastern district of the Chicago
Division, between Chicago Junction, Ohio, and
Garret, Ind.
J. F. Rhodes is appointed agent at Millersville, 111., succeding A. T. Michaels, deceased.

in the

&

Ohio Railroad

in

South Cumberland,

night and day, which means that from six to
eight hundred people find work in these great
shops, a large proportion of whom reside in this
section of the city. The earnings of these employes are spent in Cumberland, mostly in the
South End. Many of the men own pretty homes

and are excellent

citizens.

Since the new roundhouse and shops have
been in operation for a few months, there has
been more activity in the repair departments of
the Baltimore & Ohio at this point than at any
time in its history. The character of work done
here, owing to the improved machinery and
facilities is far higher than was done in the old
shops. There is also an airy activity about the
place and a neatness and evidence of the care of
property that was painfully absent about the
old shops. The grounds of the shops have been
enclosed by a substantial high fence and the
grounds themselves are keep in splendid order.
No person is allowed on these grounds who is
not employed in the shops, connected with the
railroad in some way, or has business in the
offices.

System and discipline in the management of
the shops is evidenced everywhere. The offices
of the master mechanic, Mr. Stewart, are commodious and neat. Here a corps of bright clerks

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
Correspondent,

W.

L.

Stephens

J. H. Keller, employe of the frog shop, has
purchased a fine new home on Beth street, Airley

Heights.

Jacob McDaniel, blacksmith helper, and
John M. Brantner, engineer, have purchased
lots on Airley Heights and expect to erect
homes there. This new suburb of Martinsburg
promises to become popular with the railroad
men,

Edward

Flick, blacksmith helper of the local

shop, and Miss
cently.

Reta Kees were married

re-

They will reside on South Water street.

John L. Schroeder, the well known operator
at the local office, and Miss Lucretia Glover,
were married at Sleepy Creek. A ten days'
honeymoon was, spent visiting nothern cities.
John is popular with all the railroad men, and
he has been receiving hearty congratulations
from many of the boys and quite a lot of superfluous advice from the knowing ones.
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\V. K. Bodiiio of H(Mlj2;oi5vill(\ who li;is been
signal foreinati on this division for a ninnbt>r of
years, has been promoted to general signal

foreman.

Edgar Shrodes has been placed

at the

West

Cumbo

electrical plant as maintainor.
This is
one of the best plants of its kind on the system.
Mr. Shrodes comes to Cumbo from one of the
western divisions.

United Links Division No. 352, Brotherhood
and Elizabeth Fitz-

Locomotive Engineers,

•gerald Division of the Ladies' Auxiliary, held

an informal bancjuet on Tuesday, October 21st,
in Feller's Hall.
The affair proved to be one
of the most successful events of the kind ever
held in this city. More than two hundred
persons attended, many of them coming from
Washington, Baltimore, Cumberland and other
points.
The menu was a splendid one, and as

you

may

suppose was thoroughly enjoyed .by

all

present.

After the repast, ]\L S. Deavers, chief engineer
the local division, introduced George W.
Sturmer of Baltimore, assistant to general
manager Galloway, as the speaker of the
evening. ]\Ir. Sturmer, who
is a practical
engineer and has served at the throttle, proved
himself to be an able and powerful speaker.
His address was about subjects and matters
concerning the engineers and the members of the
au.xiliary.
He was listened to throughout with
rapt attention and the discourse was enjoyed by
all.
One of the pleasing features of the evening's entertainment was an old-fashioned dance
in which many of the older members joined with
a zest ecjual to that of the younger set.
The
music for the bancjuet and dance was furnished
by fireman A. Comery and his up-to-date band.
Ask any of those present, "what kind of a time
did you have at the banquet?" Answer, "A
jolly good time, you bet!"
of

one child,

tiiofhrr, four

who have

brothers

sympathy

the

of

:iinl

his

one

sister,

fellow

em-

ployes.

Samuel Luther Ways, a veteran Baltimore it
Ohio engineer, died at his home in this city
after an illness extending over h period of
almost three yi^ars. He was seventy-thrco
years of age, and was born in Woodbine, near
Baltimore. He entered the employ of the B.altinmre & Ohio in 18G1 and .served the comf)any
for forty-five years.
In 190(7 he was retired from
active service, sirlce which time he has livefl

home in this city. He was well
known by every employe along the Cumberland
Cjuietly at his

Division.
During his long illness many of his
old chums and fellow employes visited him to
talk over old times and relate thrilling anecdotes of happenings in the life along the rail.
The funeral services were held at the late home
on Liberty street and were attended by a
number of railroad men.

The sympathy of the shop men goes out to
N. S. Edwards and R. N. Edwards, fellow
employes, upon the sudden death of their
mother, Airs. Sarah Edwards. The sad event
occurred at her home on P^ast Moler avenu«" this
Her sudden
city at 6.30 a. m. on October 27th.
demise was caused by a stroke of apoplexy,
which came while she was alone

in bed, the
other members of the family having arisen to
prepare the morning meal. They were informed of her illness by hearing her fall from
bed in an attempt to summon aid. Medical
attention was cjuickly procured but the hand
of death could not be stayed and she died without regaining consciousness. Her death was a
great shock to her children and many friends
After the funeral service at the
in this city.
late home, the body was taken to Petersburg,
W. Va.. for interment.

W. Haymond, car foreman, was transferre<i
Cumberland, and O. E. Wild, assistant, wius
made foreman. And, boys, he is a hustler;
C.

to

Railroad men of this division learned with
profound regret of the death of engineer
William E. Hyssong, one of the most efficient
and widely known Cumberland Valley Railroad
engineers.
Death was caused by a stroke of
paralj'sis suffered at his home at Lemoyne, Pa.
He had been in the employ of the Cumberland
Valle}' for more than thirty years.
He pulled
the first train over the line when the road
was extended from ^Llrtinsburg to ^\'inchester,
\ii., and was well known to many of the Balti-

more

&

the repair track

Valley, and was familiarly known
of the road along its entire

route.

Ernest Sylvester Martin, age 25 years, a
Baltimore & Ohio brakeman on the Cumberland
Division, died in the King's Daughter's hospital, this city, of typhoid fever following an
illness of only one week.
He had been in th(^
employ of the Baltimore ct Ohio for several
years and had proven himself an efficient railroad man. Surviving are his young widow and

new

pin.

not

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

berland
in
Division. He
lived
formerly
Winchester, Va., the southern terminus of the

by the patrons

as clean as a

a happy bunch of car repairmen.

Ohio Railroad employes on the Cum-

Cumberhmd

is

even a splinter is allowed to lay there. He has
the good will of all his men and never h:us to say
a cross word. They all work together and are

J.

L.

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent, ("hnirman

G. D. Brooke
R. H. Earle
W. H. WiNKUtT

KnKineor

Yard Conductor

is the champion pork
He haa
the Shenandoah Division.
three porkers that will average four hundred
pounds each, which is a pretty good start in
this age of "high cost of living."

Brakeman W. Manuel,

raiser

of

Wm. Manuel

is

now enjoying

a short vnration

visiting friends on the \'alley Railroad District.
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The friends of H. O. Hartzell, assistant
general industrial agent, were glad to see him
on the division, in the interest of business for
the company, during the first part of October.
Mr. Hartzell was formerly traveling freight
agent in this territory and made many friends
for the company and himself.

We regret to announce the death of O. A.
Keister, night operator and clerk at Strasburg
Junction for many years, at his home in Strasburg, September 25th. He was buried in Strasburg on the 28th of September. A large number of his railroad associates attended the
funeral.
The floral offerings were many
beautiful. Mr. Keister leaves a widow,

MONONGAH

Correspondent, L. C. Ford, Grafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

son

two daughters. His family has the
sympathy of the Shenandoah Division employes.

We

are glad to report that train dispatcher
the misfortune to break
his knee cap and otherwise injure his leg by
falling in a baggage car in which he was riding
at Harrisonburg, is improving, and expects to
resume duty soon in the dispatcher's office. at

Medical Examiner, Chairman
Claim Agent
Assistant Division Engineer
Machinist
Conductor

C. A. SiNSEL
J. O. Martin
W. B. Wells
W. P. Clark

H. Brandenburg
C. R.Knight
J. A. Bridge
G. E. Ramsburg
A. J. Botles
J.J.
J.

and

and

DIVISION

Fireman
Telegraph Operator
Engineer
Conductor
Leading Inspector
Foreman Carpenter

Lynch

W. Leith

Thomas Dugan, formerly night foreman at
Brunswick, has been transferred to Grafton as
day roundhouse foreman to succeed M. P.
Nash, who was transferred to Cleveland, Ohio.

W. R. Smith, who had

E. B. Horner, gang foreman, who has been off
duty for the past three months with typhoid
fever, has resumed duty. We are glad to see
Mr. Horner with us again.

Winchester.
following changes have been made on
the division: C. D. Bosserman, appointed
agent at Capon Road, Va., vice W. P.Williams;
L. N. Sherman, appointed agent at Mint Spring,
Va., vice C. D. Bosserman, transferred.

The

Conductor W. L. Henry, who held a turn in
baggage car on trains 8, 17, 18 and 55 on Valley
Railroad District, has been assigned to the
position of conductor on ballast train.
Brakeman and extra conductor C. E. Dudrow, of
Harper's Ferry, will take the place vacated by
Mr. Henry in baggage car on these trains.

Agent and operator J. D. Parker is on a visit
to friends and relatives at Danville, Va. J. W.
Morrow, of Strasburg Junction, takes his place
as agent and operator at Raphine, during his
absence.

The

ballast quarry at Staunton, Va., was reopened October 1st, and the force is busily
engaged getting out material with which the
Valley Railroad District is to be ballasted.

Brakeman L. R. Powers had the misfortune
to have one of his eyes severely injured by a
cinder getting in it and has gone to a hospital
for treatment.

Conductor R. L. Evans, of Harper's Ferry, is
laying off because of an injured hand. His friends
hope he will soon be able to return to duty.
Engine cleaner James Murnan of Winchester,
Va., is off on account of an injured arm. His
place

is

being

filled

by W. G. Shwalter.

Sydney Taylor, crossing watchman

at Winchester, who entered the service of the company
in 1881 as clerk to roadmaster at Cumberland,
Md., and who has been in the service continuously since that time, has been placed on

the pension list. The best wishes of the employes of the Shenandoah Division go with Mr.
Taylor in his retirement.

Motive power timekeeper F. W. Tutt and wife
spent a few days in Pittsburgh, Pa., seeing the
sights.

G. P. Hoffman, car foreman, spent Sunday
with his parents at Cumberland, Md.

Mrs. John Hession, wife
Hession,

is

visiting friends in

engineer John
Newark, Ohio.

of

Mrs. Alice Lynch, mother of leading inspector
J. Lynch, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Lawrence Higginbotham, in Newark, Ohio.

J.

Bailey Hopp, piece work checker, had just
returned from a week's visit with his lady
friend in Philadelphia. Bailey reports everything coming his way.

Born unto Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Foley, of 410
street, Wednesday, October 1st, a
nine and one-half pound son. Mr. Foley is
assistant yardmaster, and he states that he
intends to make a yardmaster out of his son.

Diamond

W. S. Phillips completed a service record of
thirteen years on September 21st, having been
absent from duty thirteen days or just one day
His average number of days
for each year.
made each year was

493.

Mr. Phillips, familiarly known as Scott
Phillips, is one of the leading engineers on the
Monongah Division. At present he is in charge
It present a fine appearance,
of engine 2101.
due to the untiring efforts of engineer Phillips
and his fireman. This a record for steady
appreciation, and ento be congratulated for his
loyalty to duty. He entered the service of the
road as a water boy in 1877, was promoted to
engineer in 1889 and is considered one of the
most successful passenger engineers on the
Monongah Division.

work that merits high
gineman Phillips

is

THE
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WHEELING DIVISION
Clover Gap

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintemlont, C'luiirmao

Acent, WheolinK
Medical ExaininiT, Wheeling

Dr. J. E. Hurley
A. G. Youst
M. C. Smith
C. McCan.v
H. E. Fowler
E. McConnauqht
H. H. HiPSLET
E. E. HoovEN
V. B. Glasgow
J.

VV.

CJ. Youst, Correspondent.
Dear Sir:
1
contend that Brooklyn Junction is the
greatest "tonnage office" on llie system. The
dimensions are 10 x 12 feet. We have seven
wires and two register cases. The a.ssistant
trainmaster, the a.ssistant road foreman (»f
engines, the supervisor of track and night yardmaster all have their offices here. If there is
any office th.it ran beat us for "tonnage," would
be glad to hear from it.

A.

Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,

H. B. Green
C. M. Criswell
Dr. C. E. Pratt

Medical E.\aminer, Benwood Junction
Operator
Claim Agent
Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer
Engineer
General Yardmaater

r-

Conductor

OHIO RIVER DIVISION

Engineer

A. Morris

Fireman

G. Aulesberger
W. H. Haberfield

Car Foreman
Machinist. Benwood

The agent at Glover Gap. Porter Lough,
formerly of Underwood, was very anxiou^to be
relieved October23rd. There isnothing definite
about the |)lans of Mr. Lough and his wife, but
the boys were so anxious to see him do well that
three or four volunteered to relieve him.
Operator J. A. Clelland. second trick at "CY"
tower, the mighty nimrod of the Wheeling
Division, has cleaned his gun and is feeding his
"old hound dog" a little better so as to be in
shape for hunting. Anybody wishing advice on
such matters will do well to seek his counsel.
\Vm. Rushford, first at Burton,
first Glover Gap, vice A. G. Heck,

is

working

who

is

sick.

"Ham"

Wilson, third at Cameron, took in
the world's series at Philadelphia, and says there
is no ball team like Connie ^Lack's bunch.

Chas. Jackson, first at "AY," Holloway, is
off on account of his wife's illness, and is relieved by L. E. Kinnev, first at Tunnel Siding,

•RH."
N. W. Robinson, agent at Burton, has
quested a leave of absence for six months.

re-

R. R. Parrish, agent at Fairpoint. Ohio, has
returned to his old position after a furlough of

two months.
S. L. Little,

V. A. .Vi.i.FX. Operator.

Shop Foreman

Coxov

agent at Proctor, has sent

resignation to take

<i7

efifect this

in his

month.

Correspondent,

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M. C. A.

Secretary, Parkersburg

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. E. Brva.n
S. T. Archer
A. Mace
P.

J.

Superintendent. Chairm;in
Engineer, ViceChairmun

Trainman

MoRAN

R. L, COMPTOX
C. L. Parr
W. B. Winkler

W. M. Higgins
W. E. Kennedy
H. Oatey
A. J. BossYNS
J.

^^r.;I:.:ln
>.
::, in
,: .ii.tn
;

1

Aiiinr.

Op.T:itor

Maintenance

of

Way

Claim Atjcnt
Y. M. C. A.
M. D., Relief Department

Mr. Brannon, of LatrobeStreet. fireman on the
Baltimore & Ohio, fell from his engine while at
work Saturday and sustained serious bruises.
He was given medical attention immediately,
and will be able to return to work in the course
of several weeks.
William Hall, an Ohio River Division enwas painfully injured and had a narrow
escape from being fatally hurt in an acri«lent
which occurred in the local yards a short time
Engine Xo. 321, of which Mr. Hall wa.s
ago.
at the throttle, was sidewiped by a car which
was backed onto the track by engine 1234. Mr.
Hall was struck by fiying debris and sustaine(l
a severe cut on the head and other contusions.
At first it was thought that he was badly hurt,
but later it was discovered that his injuries
were not of a serious nature. He was attended
by Dr. C. B. Blubaugh. When it was found
that he was not badly hurt he was taken to his
home at 18tX) Covert Street in a cab.
gineer,

Mr. Steen, third at Mannington, has joined
the ranks of the benedicts. Good luck, Steen.

M. B. Craig, dispatcher "HA" otfict>,
returned to duty after a short illness.

Charles Miller, third at Glover Gap, is ofT on
months leave, and is being relieved by H. S.
Barnes.

(i. R. Vanvaley. agent at St. ^La^ys, ha.s rereturned to duty after a two weeks' vacation.

a six

Mr. McCracken, second
on a leave of fifteen

Glover Gap, is ofT
days, and is Ix'ing relieved
at

by Mr. Eneix.
J. L. Springer, third at Colfax, bid in New
Martinsville, first. The boys on the East End
are sorry to lose him as he was a great help to
them in various ways. We all wish him success

in his

new

office.

has

S. S. Roush, secretary to superintendent, is
contemplating moving into his new home on
Covert Street. This handsome residence will
be completed about December 1st.

T. P. Bunigarner, agent at Xew Haven. h:ia
returneil from a two weeks' vacation.
During Mr. Bumgarner's al)sence extra agent
S. ^L McDermitt has been acting aa agent at

just

Xew

Haven.
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made many friends, who wish him
new position.

Extra agent O. R. Higgins has returned to
duty after a protracted illness.

ersburg he

W. F. Evans, operator VOB" office, has returned to duty. He was relieved by operator
B. N. Kinkead during his absence.

We had the pleasure of greeting Mr. Coon
and Mr. Hair of the General Safety Committee
at a meeting held in superintendent Bryan's
office October 2nd.
This meeting was followed
by a meeting at Ohio River shops, which was
largely attended by shop men.

C. D. Barker, who has been operator
Raven Rock, has returned to his old position
brakeman. A. M. White is his successor.

at
as

success in his

C. W. Mayhall, coal billing agent, has been
spending his vacation in New York city.

CLEVELAND DIVISION

C. C. Mader, fireman, has returned from a
home in Virginia.

visit to his old

Correspondent, W. T. Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland

F. M. Baker, clerk, division freight office,
made another trip to Clarksburg Saturday.

There certainly must be an attraction there

C. H. Lee, Dispatcher, Cleveland

for

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

him.

George Bohn has returned from Clarksburg,
where he spent a few day. He did not go with
Baker.

Charles Murray has been employed as
messenger in superintendent's office, vice
William Johnson, resigned.

Briny Burke, our efficient baggagemaster of
the Ohio River Station at Parkersburg, has
returned from Butler, Pa., where he spent a
few days.

Conductor Ratcliffe has been off duty
few days on account of a very bad cold.

for a

Baggageman Remus Anderson on Nos.

711
and 712, has been ofT duty for about ten days.
As he was getting off at Spencer he fell between
cars and platform, sustaining painful but not
serious injuries.

"Bud" Wiggins, stenographer, division engineer's office, is building a house up the car
line.
He expects to complete it about December

1st.

W. M.

Higgins, assistant division engineer, is
the proud father of a nine pound boy. But he
has nothing on *'Andy" Proffitt, M. of W. timekeeper, who has been blest by the presence of an
eleven pound girl. Both men received the
hearty congratulations of their many friends.
They responded by passing the cigars around.
We extend our best wishes for bright futures
for the new arrivals.

As the result of a trip to Sulphur Springs,
Frank Owens, of division freight office, became
mixed up in court proceedings with a prominent
hack driver, A. Willis. Mr. Owens' suitcase
failed to show up, and upon taking up the
question with the driver, the latter did not

seem to have a good recollection of what had
laecome of it. -When suitcase was finally taken
into court Mr. Owens' loss was made good,
showing that he had a very good case.
O. J. Kelly, division master mechanic at
Parkersburg for the past several years, has
been promoted to a like position at Newark,
Ohio. He is succedded by J. B. Elliott of New
During Mr. Kelly's stay at ParkCastle, Pa.

W. T. Lechlider
A. N. Neiman

McIlwain
Dr. J. J. McGarrell
W. K. GoNNERMAN
E. R. Twining
J. Weins
J.

T.

VVm. Canfield
F. W. Hoffman

W. Shaar
W. S. Berkmyer
C. G. MoiNET
T. L.

Terrant

H. Miller
Cline
E. D. Haggerty
R. H. Troescher

J.

J

.

T. Kennedy
E. M. Heaton

G.J. Maisch

Superintendent,

Chairman

Vice-Chairman
Master Carpenter
Assistant Medical Examiner
General Car Foreman, Lorain, Ohio

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
Traveling Fireman
General Yardmaster, Lorain, Ohio
Agent, Strasburg, Ohio
Assistant Yardmaster
Conductor, Akron Jet., Ohio
Agent. Howard St.. Akron, Ohio
Supervisor, Cleveland, Ohio
Clerk, Cleveland,
Engineer, Lorain,
Engineer, Cleveland,
Conductor, Cleveland,
Hostler, Canal Dover,

Division Operator
Division Claim Agen t

How easy it would be for fatal wrecks to
occur on any road where the employe intrusted
to the proper handling of trains becomes careless or makes an error or uses poor judgment.
Each accident of this kind or other troubles not
so great are immediately laid at the door of the
division superintendent and he comes in line for
censure many times for something he could not
overcome. He is expected to handle the division and to keep the force in proper working
It is not possible for him to be at two
order.
places at one time. Neither can he follow each
individual who is instructed to perform some
particular service. How many of us have done
things wrong when the superintendent has stood
for it and after lining us up, has made proper
explanations to cover our misdemeanors.
It is only natural for us to become lax at
times, but it is dead wrong to encourage or
condone it. There are but few of us who report all the disobedience of rules that comes to
our notice. But by not doing this we are not
loyal to the company.
Take the accidents due to poor or improper
There are many times that a flagflagging.
man walks just a few feet from the rear of his
train and in the sight of some trackman or
track foreman or yard clerk or some other employe and they pay no attention to it, or if they
do, they fail to report it.
The success of this railroad, and all others,
as well as the success of our "super" or officers
and ourselves, is due to the prompt and proper
performance of the individual.

THE BALTIMOHK AM) oUlo
Let us not forget this and every daj' when \v(5
start work, start with a determination of doing
more than wo did the day before, and to keep
awake to our surroundings and call attention to
every case of failure to comply with the rules.
A. N. Neiman, secretary to superintendent,
has been appointed vice-chairman of the
Cleveland Division Safety Committee, vice
C. L. Pumphrey,
E. il. Clindenist, furloughed.
agent at Massillon, Ohio, has been appointed
member of the safety committee, vice \V. II.
Huch. furloughed.
Iv

M. Heaton, division operator, and

CI.

J.

Maisch, division claim agent, have been apmembers of the Cleveland Division
Safetv Committee, vice A. J. Bell and Geo.

pointetl

Elford.

i;.M l'L()\

KS

mittee, vice C. L.

Business

is still

of the division

C

Pumphrey, resigned.

\(i.\/lNK

(JW

Superintendent W.
Lechlider has paid a
high compliment to the road firemen for their
care with the complicated apjciratus of the new
stoker engines. \\ C have only had one failure
of a train to make its time due to the stoker
not working properly.
I

.

Dispatcher John Wagner has returned from
his vacation, spent in ^Iichigan with his wife's
I)arents.
Its moving time again; dispatcher Lucas has
borrowed "Jud" tirifliths moving van for its

annual

trip.

In a given two hour and twenty minute period
on the west end dispatching district, there
passed Grafton twenty-two trains, ten of theni
on the double-tracked Big Four and twelv<; of
them on our line under dispatcher Robinson.

Some movement
J. H. Miller, agent at Strasburg, Ohio, has
been appointed member of the Safety .Com-

M

for a single track line.

A system of calling at Cleveland has been
introduced to facilitate the movement of
trains.
Chief caller Sullivan is in charge.

the heaviest in the history

both on the C. L.

& W.

and

T. & V. Districts. All of the superintendent's staff has been engaged in facilitating the
movement of open cars both in the direction of
the loaded and empty movement. Special
pickups are being run to keep the open cars
cleared up. The demand for open top cars is
from both the ore docks at the lake end and
the mines for coal. Some idea of the increase
of business may be gained from the fact that
the movement from Cleveland has increased
435 per cent.

Mr. Clinendist having resigned as division
claim agent to accept service with the X. Q. T.
Co.,

Mr.

Maisch

of

Youngstown comes to

the Cleveland Division in his stead.

Captain Doney,

our police department,
in solving one
The person
of the mysteries of the depot.
responsible for placing the yellow crepe on
Mrs. Malloy's door was no other than our
of

we understand has succeeded

janitress.

freight house, which greatly facilitates
the freight house work at that point.

No bear stories of l)ig gtime have yet reached
our ears this season, but it looks as if some of
the boys are getting ready for them. Chief
dispatcher F. J. Hess is priming his gun for
the time when the lake season shall close.

Brakeman J. V. McConahy has been promoted to conductor, and passed the examination on C. L. & W., C. T. & V. and New Castle

3'ard office, John Fahy, Jr., takes the tracing
clerk's desk in chief dispatcher's office.

Im|)rovements have been completed on the

Akron

''Ed"

Doty having returned

to Clark avenue

Divisions.
relief agent, M. T. Hill,
a vacation spent piirtly in
parti}' in his home state.

Our

Justus has been changed from a lap siding to
one long siding with a middle crossover.

Engineering department

is

still

working on

the two bridges at Beach City, which wer(> destroyed during the flood last spring. The
extremely heavy road movement has interfered
with their work somewhat, but the structural
iron is now being placed on the newly built

abutments.

Agent Phillips at Canal Dover is as happy as
a boy with a new rattle; you know they have
built for him a new freight house eciuipped
with the very latest improvements.

We are glad to hear of the promotion of our
former road foreman of engines to trainmaster
at Garrett, Ind., on Chicago Division.
L. R. Brandenstein becomes tonnage clerk in
place of L. C. Kirkland, promoted to timekeeper's clerk at Cleveland Divisional offices.

from

has returned

Michigan

aji<i

Assistant yardmaster, II. II. Beard had a
very bad fall on October 20th., caused l)y his
He was confined to
foot slippmg ofT a rail.
This demonstrates
his home a couple of days.
the necessity of always being careful. "NVver
step on a rail

—step

over."

Yard clerk Warren and stenographer and
chief clerk McCauley, all of the general yard
yardmaster's force, are planning a trip to
Baltimore to see the home folks. If all the
things happen which they have planned, the
monumental city will hear considerable noise
in the near future.
Passenger brakeman Albert Murphy, who
was hurt at Lester some weeks ago, is still
confined

We

to

th(^

hospital,

but

is

hope to see him back on his run

while.

iniprovinp.
in a short
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Even if we are on the extreme edge of the
United States of America, and one false step
precipitates one into the yvaters of Lake Erie,
Little Dan Cupid is just as much on the job
here as at other points.

Brakeman Gilbert Irish has joined the beneand is away on his honeymoon to Balti-

dicts

more, Boston and Canadian points.

Yard conductors Furgason and Eilert and
brakeman Bechler are among those who have
requested transportation for "self and wife,"
on account of honeymoons.
Silent Joe Woodings, our weighmaster, did
not ask for a pass, but walked off one morning
and came back a husband. We were not let in
on this affair, but wish ''Woody" the best
of luck.

Yard brakemen A. Ruth and C. V. Golski
have been transferred to Akron yard for the
winter months.

Has anyone seen ''Dutch" Stang? Somebody must have sprung a surprise test on him.
The last one the trainmaster sprang on "Dutch"
had rather a peculiar ending as "Dutch" put

the yards, jumping on and off coal cars
and engines to ride to and from work, endangering their life and limb. Trainmen were
cautioned about this and told not to permit it.
For their own protection they also made it a
practice not to permit anyone to ride the footboards of the engines except those assigned
to the crew. An employe holding a pass
stamped "Good on freight trains and engines,"
boarded one of the foot boards and was asked
by the conductor to get into the engine cab, and
the engine was stopped for him to do so. He
got off the footboard but would not get into the
cab and when the engine started he again
boarded footboard and told conductor he could
not put him off. One word brought on another
and when the conductor insisted upon his
riding in the engine cab, a fight started and
wound up in the arrest of the conductor. At
the trial, no decision was rendered, it turning out to be a case of hurt pride and personal
feeling, and the conductor and crew after investigation by the division officials, were permitted
to resume work. The incident has made every
trainman more determined to follow up the
line of

safety rules

the air on from rear of caboose and the engineer
got three or four draw bars. When dispatcher
asked for explanation of delay at next telegraph station he was given the following reply:
"Dot air iss a great ding. Ask de drainmasder

aboudt

more

closely than ever.

NEWARK
Correspondent, T.

it."

There are a few hundred employes on the
Cleveland Division who regret that they could
not hear the president make his address at Deer
Park. From all we learn from our superintendent, trainmasters, etc., who were fortunate
enough to be there, the talk was one which
drew every man closer to Mr. Willard, and
instilled in them a desire to do greater things
than ever before in their respective territories.

DIVISION
J.

Daly, Newark

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. W. GORSUCH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMains
H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson

D. P. LuBY
G. Miller
R. Claytor
W. Lytle
N. Glennon

C.
A.
R.
A,
E.
C.
E.

Supei intendent,

Chairman

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer
'.

Yardman
Yardman
Agent

Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent

Yardman
Trainman

and safety meetings do much
towards drawing each man closer to the head
of the division and to each other, producing
good results in every way. Were it only
possible for the president to have such spare
time as would permit him to address the
employes on each division, the results would
be surprising. There are many of us on this
division who hope to hear him at some future

C. ZiNSMEisTER
C. Grimm
V. Smith
G. F. Eberly
J. S. Little
G. R. Kimball

time.

Clarence Leady has been appointed night
yardmaster at Columbus, vice W. C. Mathys,

Our

local staff

We

recently had a peculiar case of Safety
First in Lorain Yard, where one of our yard
conductors, in trying to observe safety principles, was arrested for it and had to get
$100.00 bail before the magistrate would let
him go. I guess this is the first incident of
its kind.
It occurred viz.
The yard men here are continually having
their attention called to "Safety First" and,
appreciating what it means to them and the
entire yard, have combined to keep the good
work up and to protect themselves along with
others. For some time we had considerable
trouble on account of employes not in train
service, and outside parties working along the
;

Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer

Road Foreman

of Engines
Division Operator

G. E. Griffin is appointed acting day yardmaster at Columbus, vice J. Donohue, furloughed
on account of illness.

resigned.

Trainmaster D. L. Host has been granted a
well-earned vacation, and he and wife will leave
Durfor California on the first of the month.
ing Mr. Host's absence dispatcher H. S. Conley
is appointed acting trainmaster.
E. C. Zinsmeister, master carpenter, Newark,
a delegate to the convention of the A. B. & B.
Association at Montreal, Quebec.
is

J. C. Packard, former engineer in district engineer maintenance of way Church's office, has
been appointed general maintenance of way foreman, with headquarters at Lore City.

THE
E.

BALTIMOKl-: AXl) OHIO

W. Dorsoy has boon ai)i)()int('(i sij^iial suW. D. Carroll, transforri'd to New

pervisor, vice

Castle Division in a similar position.

Freight agent R. E. IMcKee, Mansfield, is
contemplating a trip to California in the very
near future.

Operator C. W. Kimbrel went on a hunting
expedition to Union Station recently and reports
a very fine catch.
Operator W. D. Danford was transferred from

Columbus

to 6th Street,

Newark.

Operator Grover Pierson
folks a visit at Trinway.

is

paying the old

Operator George J. Nagele spent a few
weeks with friends at St. Louis, Mo., and

Hot

Springs, Ark.

liXGIXE
Photo taken

at

2640
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The

following gang forrmen arc all at work
spending their vacations at difTcrent
points in the country: John W. Hughes of upper
machine shop; Daniel Ochse of air room; Jos<'ph
H. Fuller of brass foundry; George H. Franklin of pattern shop; Clarence A. Church of erecting shop; Win. L. Clugston of erecting shop;
John H. Cahill of rod and link room; Fred Maafter

ranville of paint shop.

Emmett Parson, assistant wreckmaster has
returned to work after a short vacat ion. Someone has supplied thelnformation that Emmett
took unto himself a bride during his time off.
His fellow workmen are all wishing him "good
luck" in his new venture.
Earle Holman. shii)ping clerk at store room,
again at work. Earle surprised his many
friends by glutting marricil before leaving on his
is

WITH '•RILLV WALKKR IX THK CAB

Media Tower <Xewark Division) by (Jperalor E.

Operator Dan Leatherman was transferred to
Cleveland Avenue, Columbus.
Operator Nelson At wood recently- enjoyed the

wife spent the week of
visiting with friends in Cleveland,
They report a fine time.

Harvey Smith and
October

We understand that operator Frank Moos is
to be joined in the "holy bonds of matrimony"'
soon. Well, Frank, here's success to you from
all the boys.

Ohio.

visit.

W. G. Killworth. foreman of the lower machine shops, is again at work after a two weeks'
vacation. He diviiled his vacation between
visiting other shops of interest, and his favorite
pastime of fishing. Mr. Killworth is an ardent
fisherman and had some fine stories for the boys
on his return.

HulTinan

vacation. The cigars were also enjoyed on his
return to work. Good luck to you, Earle.

cca breezes at Atlantic City.

John Cullinan, gang foreman in erecting shop,
John Keely, machinist in erecting shop and D.
Duffy, .spring maker at smith shop, attended
the world's series games at New York and Philadelphia. All report a fine time while on their

CI.

6,

Anton Ei<enberger. machinist in lower machine shop, is now a full fledged .\merican citiMr. Eisenberger was granted his third
zen.
and final naturalization papers on September
"Tony" is very proud of them and reports
25.
have it tliat he passed .i very fine examination.
Stanley Stater, machinist

in

roundhouse,

left

October 13th, to atteml a meeting of the advisory board of Relief Department in Baltimore, Md.

Harry Lake, catcher for the Grand Ha[»id8
team during the season of 1913, is now in
our midst. Harry is workinir in the itio. --hop
ball

for

foreman

Wm.

Sharp.

:
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CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

Office of Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. WoLFEKSBEKGER. .Assistant Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Division Engineer
A. P. WiLLUMS
J. M. BoxELL
Conductor
Yard Conductor
J. H. Bowman
Locomotive Engineer
J. H. BiTTNER
Medical Examiner
Dr. M. H. Koehler
Machinist
T. V. DoNEGAN
Division Claim Agent
F. Betne
Extra Gang Foreman
S. M. Bittner
Fireman
G, E. Bowman
Dispatcher
R. W. Hoover
S.

D. N. DuMiRE

Conductor
Car Repairer
Conductor

John Trwin
J.

R. Zearfoss

The

Connellsville Division has reason to be

proud of the recognition it has received in the
promotion of C. L. French to the position of
assistant general superintendent of the Pitts-

burg System.

Mr. French was superintendent

the Connellsville Division for a period of
three and one-half years. During that time
he made a host of friends, and while we regret
the fact that he has left us, we join in extending
our heartiest congratulations on his promotion.
As a further expression of the esteem in which
Mr. French is held by the employes of this division he was presented, at a 'fuel meeting' he! d at
Connellsville October 13th, with a very beautiful diamond ring, a pair of cufT buttons and a
traveling bag for himself and one for Mrs.
French. These were presented by superintendent O. L. Eaton, chief clerk W. O. Schoonover and road foreman of engines B. F. Crolley,
respectively. Mr. Eaton spoke in part, viz.
"Mr. French came to the Connellsville
Division about three and one-half years ago.
During this time the division has passed
through some pretty strenuous times. It has
handled the heaviest business in its history.
The Sand Patch tunnel caved in and there
were numerous other difficulties encountered.
But notwithstanding this Mr. French leaves
the division standing first among the other
divisions on the System in efficiency. We are
proud of the record that he has made, and
while we will strive for still better results,
we have reason to be very proud of our present
of

'

'

position.

"I wish to express my appreciation of his
treatment during the time that I have worked
under him. I feel that I have learned a great
many valuable things from him.
"In the successful carrying on of any business,
it is necessary to have discipline, and it is true
of the railroad company as with any other
undertaking. When it was necessary for the
superintendent to perform this part of his
duty I feel that it was done for my own good.
Whenever any encouragement was needed
we always found the latch string on the outside
and were made to feel that we were welcome.
"Mr. French, your fellow employes on this
division feel that they cannot allow you to
leave them without some slight expression of

good will, and I have something here
which looks to me like a miniature headlight
and which will remind you of our friendship
and the hearty esteem in which we hold you.
I need not assure you that you are leaving us
with our best wishes. You know it."
Following Mr. Eaton, chief clerk Schoonover
their

said in part:

"A meeting of this character seems to offer
an opportunity to say something about safety,
economj' and greater efficiency.
" 'Safety First' has become the slogan of
this company.
Safety of the lives and limbs
of employes, the traveling public and property
is the greatest single economy which every
employe can further. We should always have
'Safety' foremost in our minds and endeavor
to convince our fellow employes that next to
honor, 'Safety' is the dearest thing to them and
their ifamilies in the world.
"Economy in the use of materials and supplies
and the conservation of time, energy and
resources when exercised by employes is retroactive in its results. It benefits the companj'and them as well. There is a moral obligation
resting upon every employe to exercise the
same degree of economy in the use of materials,
supplies and time belonging to the railroad
company that he would exercise in his own
personal affairs. The company pays us good
money for our services and in return they
should get value received.
'W^e have not even earned our wages when

we have done merely that which we were
obliged to do.

We

have done our duty

onl}^

when we have done that which we know constitutes interested service. When we have
put the best that is in us into the task, we will
the greatest efficiency on the Connellsville
Division. Some time ago we thought that if
we could get the division in first place we
haA'^e

would be extremely happy; we succeeded in
getting in first place and we are happy. But
we must work hard to continue so.
"Mr. French, we also wish to express the
esteem with which we regard you and our
admiration for your character. During the
three and one-half years that you were superintendent,
and so ably controlled the machinery of the Connellsville Division, each
one of us has been given gentle counsel and
encouragement at your hands.
"We have not confined our gratitude to mere
words, however; we have also purchased this
pair of cuff buttons which we ask you to accept
as one of our gifts. When you look upon these
tokens will you not think of them as a memento
Our greatest gift,
of our pleasant relations?
our good wishes, will go with you wherever
you may go."
Road foreman of engines B. F. Crolley then
felicitated

Mr. French

viz.:

"Some time ago we held

a similar fuel meetConnellsville and gave our departing
road foreman of engines a present. In his
little talk that night, among other things Mr.
French said that there was somebody who
pushed Mr. Cage along. It was his better
That is what
self in the person of his wife.
int

at

riiK HAi/i'iMOKi-:

AM)

say tonight. There was a woman holiiiul
I
Mr. French who j)usheil him aloii^"Mr. French, as a further token of our esteem
we present to you this traveling l)an in the
name of the Baltimore & Ohio employes of
It was the lady
the Connellsville Division.
who made Mr. French what he is and we are
g:oing to present him with this little grip for
Mrs. French.'"

Mr. French responded

in part, viz.:

me a little
unawares, particularly because of the things
that Mr. Faton has felt disposed to say in regartl to our relations.
Everything about our
relation.s, so far as I am concerned, has been
harmonious. The three and one-half years that
we spent together on this division have been, I
think, three and one-half years of the most congenial relations I have had during my entire
And while we have worked
railroad career.
hard (the situation has required hard work)^ at
the same time J have always felt that I have
never had a more loyal corps of men, both as
members of the staff and employesof theservice.
than I have had here at Connellsville and on
"I

must confess that

this has taken

the Connellsville Division.
"T have been on the Connellsville Division
for three and one-half years.
I have thought
about the division during mj' waking hours and
have dreamed about it at night, and some were
not very pleasant dreams.
I think we should
feel a just pride in what we have accomplished
on the Connellsville Division, for what we have
done has resulted in putting Connellsville on the
railroad map and putting it there in a way that
has made it one of the most talked about divisions on the Baltimore & Ohio System.
"These things are expressions from my heart
and I am saying them not so much for what has
been accomplished, as for your encouragement
for the future.
All that is necessary is for you
men to do just as you have been doing, and to
let out your belts just one more notch.
We
have left a pretty good record, but it can be
made a better record, and I hope to see the
Connellsville Division climb even higher.
I
know that with your present superintendent and
.staff of men under him, we are going to realize greater things from you.
''In being transferred to Pittsburgh I do not
feel that I have left the division entirely.
I
feel just the same interest that I have always
felt in the employes and members of the stafT
on the Connellsville Division. I came among
you practically as a stranger, but in a ver}- short
time you made me feel that I was not a stranger.
If, in handling the difficulties which have come
up from time to time, I have done anything to
lighten your load, or if I have been able to give
you any advice, I want to assure you that it has
been done with the kindliest feeling and it has
been a plea^sure more than a duty to do so.
I
hope that the conditions on the Comiellsville
Division among the members of the staff will
be, if anything, a little closer than they were

when I was here.
"There is always a bright future ahead for
the man who does his duty.
It may seem at
times that

it is

a long

time

in

i:mi'i.()^i;s

()iii(>

coming, but the

macx/im

7:i

opporfumty shows

ilsclf when you leuj^t evpt'ct
Don't get discourag*'*!; don't think you are
going to remain in the same position; there is
always something better for the man who (Uh'M
his best and who tries to accomplish greater
things.
Opportunity will come to each of you
will fit yourselves for it.
if you
Create the
it.

position for yourself so that th«' officials <»f iUo.
railroad will look on you as a man who is ca{)able
of accomplishing greater things.
With your

opportunitv

will

come

WAUliLX

gre:iter r<«.s(>onsihilitica.

L'.

iJi:u\\.\

Son of O. 8. Brown. As^^istant Agent,

."^luijhfield, I'can.

never had that a,s thoroughly exemplified as
1
since I have been in Pittsburgh.
I tiiink one of
the things we are prone to do is to disparage th«
positions of those above us, not t hinking of what
they are giving in .service and time.
Kvery

man has

his

own

responsibilities; every

man,

sls

he a*lvances in the walks of life, hiw uddod
resj)onsibilities and you must school yourwlves
to meet them when they come.
"I cannot say how nnich I appreciate the gift
which you have just given me, but I do know
that it was not necessary to present me with
anything to cause me to remember the men on
the Connellsville Division.
I have talked so
much about the Connellsville Division that I
.im having i>eople believe that there is none like

:
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the Connellsville Division. I maj' have been able
to direct you in my feeble way by suggestions,
and I think we have all worked by suggestions;
nevertheless you are the men who have carried
out those suggestions, and usually have done
twice as well as I suggested. ]\Iy success on the
Connellsville Division is the result of the loyal
support I have received from the members of
the staff and the rank and file. It makes me
happy to think that I can leave the division
with the kindly expressions of good will and
friendship that have been given here tonight in
part through these tokens. These, however,
are of minor importance it is the feeling which
prompted you to make these gifts which greatly
And it is such things which one
affects me.

—

should be verj' proud of."
Effective October 1st, J. S. Gilmore, assistant trainmaster at Smithfield, Pa., in charge of
the F. M. & P. branch, was transferred to the
Chicago Division. He is succeeded bj' C. M.
Stone, former assistant trainmaster, with headquarters at Leckrone, Pa. Before taking up
the duties of his new position Mr. Stone met
with a very painful accident in the ConnellsWhile assisting to raise an ice
ville yard.
truck at the ice house the door of the truck
closed on his finger, crushing it to such an extent as to necessitate amputation at the first
joint.
The injured member is getting along

M.

Port, a

member

of

the car distributor's

force, died at his home in Connellsville, October 10th, after an illness of about two months.
Funeral services were held from the family residence in Tenth street and were in charge of
Rev. Proudfit of the Presbyterian church. Mr.
Port had a wide circle of friends in and around

Connellsville,

inspector H. J. Romesburg
household effects to Somerset
recently, owing to the transfer of the shop
force from Rockwood.
his

Brakeman and Mrs. W. B. Frazee of Somerset
are the proud parents of a baby boy.

We are pleased to announce
recovery of Mrs. C. E. Stoops,
to the assistant superintendent
from serious illness following an

the complete
wife of clerk
at Somerset,
operation.

Assistant superintendent at Somerset has
returned from New York, where he attended
the wage conference with conductors.

Brakeman C. W. Raygor, employed on the
night shifter in Somerset yard, is wearing one
of those smiles that won't come off, owing to
the arrival of a baby boy at his home.
Engineer W. E. Alexander of Somerset met
with a very painful accident at Wells Creek
Mine on October 9th, caused by a large lump
of coal rolling from the coal tipple and striking
him on the foot. He will be oft duty for a few

weeks as a

result.

Brakeman L. H. Lee
broken away from his

Somerset has at last
single blessedness and
taken unto himself a wife in the person of Mrs.
of

What's the matter with the

Sadie Spangler.
single girls, Levi?

very nicely.
L.

Locomotive

moved

who

extend their deepest sym-

pathy to the bereaved

relatives.

The ever-busy stork while passing through
Somerset on October 16th, stopped at the home
of fireman and Mrs. W. J. Cartwright and left
a baby boy to brighten their home. They are
the recipients of

many

Conductor

R. Zerafoss, conductor A.
J.
engineer E. B. Brill of Somerset,
have returned from a ten days' fishing trip to
the South Branch. They report a very successful catch.

Eobb and

Conductor

home

J.

M. Smith

is

building a new-

just east of Somerset.

come to light that L. H. Albright,
company with Miss Grace Mullen, daughter
postmaster Mullen of Hyndman, went toj
the Cumberland Gretna Green on September]
Lloyd is clerk for
1st and had the knot tied.
general foreman Martz of Somerset.
It has just

in
of

congratulations.

L. H. Albright, former wheel pressman
Connellsville shops, has been transferred
Somerset as clerk to general foreman M.
Martz, vice T. E. Carey, who has resigned
accept a clerical position at Meyersdale.

Fireman ''Birdeye" Wilson, after having
lost his regular run, decided to take time by
the forelock and get married so as to avoid
losing any time after taking another run.

in

to
E.
to

A

very sad accident happened to one

of ourj
of

brakemen at Cumberland on the evening
C. Martin, a former brakeman, who lost his
right hand while making a coupling at Ralphton
No. 4 Mine, April 30th, 1912, has been appointed
day caller at Somerset.

October 15th. J. C. Hostetler, while turning
angle cock on first car in the train, was caught
between engine and car when the engine dropped
back. He was taken to the Allegheny Hospital
in Cumberland, where he died about 9.30 P. M.
He was well thought of by his fellow employes]

j

General foreman M. E. Martz of Somerset
spent his vacation hunting in the vicinity of

Hyndman, Pa.
Conductor W. R. Frazee of Somerset is also
off duty in search of members of the feathered
tribe.
Bill left no word where he was going,
doubtless being afraid that the caller would
be looking for him.

The D.

F. Strayer

Company

of

Johnstown

erected a smoke stack on the second boiler
which was put in operation at Somerset recently.

in the train service.

Extra passenger conductor John Taylor has
resigned his position to operate a farm which
he has purchased in Florida, where he expects]
to spend the balance of his days.

Brakemen Edward and W. D. Long

of

Con-j

were called to Martinsburg, W. Va.,[
a few days ago owing to the serious illness]
of their mother.

nellsville

TlIK BALTI.MOKK
John

Diirrali,

AM) OHIO

1

-Ml'LoVI

pensioned brakenian of Meyers-

dale, has started on a trip to
Cal., for liis liealth.

Brakeman C.

Chambers

Correspondent,

Creedon

of

the

timekeeper's

office,

spent his vacation with relatives at Soldiers
Grove, Wis.

Yard

clerks P. R.

Lohan and

J. P.

Grouse,

of Gonnellsville, while on their vacation took
in the world's series in
York and spent

Xew

several days in Buffalo, X. Y.

Time

clerk

L.

Scarry,

assistant storekeeper M. Burch and machinist A. L. Friel
of Gonnellsville took a few days ofif for a trip
to Boston and Xew York.
J.

Mrs. H. Whitmore, wife of a Gonnellsville
conductor, was called to Wilkes Barre, Pa.,
recently owing to the illness of her mother.

—

Lost. Pair of eye glasses in Gonnellsville
yard or on a westbound freight train. En-

closed in case marked "Wm. J. Bailey, ^M. D.,
Gonnellsville, Pa."
If found please forward
to general yardmaster,
Gonnellsville, who
will return them to owner.

On the evening of October 28th, a committee
representing the men in train service on the
F. yi. 6c P. Branch called at the home of
assistant trainmaster J. S. Gilmore, at Smithfield, Pa., and presented him with a handsome
traveling bag and Mrs. Gilmore with a silk
umbrella. The gifts were presented by engineer ''Bert" Hill, who gave a very appropriate
talk.

During the past few years Mr. Gilmore has
been assistant trainmaster of the Gonnellsville
Division, in charge of the F. M. & P. District,
with headquarters at Smithfield. Pa., to which
position he was promoted from that of yardmaster at Smithfield.

J.

P.

Hahhis, Chitf Clerk,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

of his sister.

E.

\(i\'/JM

Pittsburgh

of

C. P.
J.

M

PITTSBURGH DIVISION

San Francisco,

Connellsville
was called to Oakland, Md., recently by the

death

;s

J.

L.

Trainnuuster. Chairman
Shopman. Glenwood
Yard Brakeman. Demmier. Pa.
HcMid Engineer, Glenwood

.-VNtiEi.L

BowsEK

W. Keeler
G. W. BoGARDUS
\V. H. Heiser
J. J. McGooGA.v
E. N. Coleman
P.

Wadding
Frank Bryne
B. C.

.

Yar«i Conductor, PittsburRh, Pa.

Yard Conductor, 36th St., Pittsburgh
Yard Conductor, (Jlenwood
Pa-nsenRer Fireman, Glenwood
Claim .\Kent, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dr. N. B. Steward. Ana't Medical ICiaminer, Glenwood, Pa.
W. H. Raley
Passenger Brakemjin, I'itteburgh, Pa.
G. G. Wise
Koad Conductor. Foxburg, I*a.
T. F. Donahue
H. J. Smith
C. G. Harshaw
J.

J.

Bott

H. Knopp
R. J. Murtland
T. D. Maxwell
J. S. Bartlett

General Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Agent, Junction Transfer, Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Sec'y, Superintendent's Office, Pittsburgb

Yard Conductor, Willow Grove,
Signal Foreman, Demmier,
Road Conductor. West Newton,
Road Conductor, ConnellsN'ille,
Road Engineer, Connellsville,

Division operator G. \V. G. Day n-ceiitly lost
his youngest married daughter.
She died very
suddenly at her home in Wilkinsburgh. The
telegraphers of "DS" office, Pittsburgh, sent a
floral offering and a letter of sympathy was also
sent by the members of the Ortler of Railroad
Telegraphers of the Pittsburgh Division.

Wm. Fellowes, the popular manager of "DS"
telegraph office, Pittsburgh, has just returned
from a well earned vacation. He visited many
points of interest in the East. Wire chief L. E.
O'Donnell was in charge during Mr. Fellowes'
absence.
Telegrapher Eugene Murray of

"DS"

office,

Pittsburgh, while on his vacation traveled over
many parts of the Baltimore 6z Ohio, visiting
Gleveland, Lorain. Akron, etc, taking a look at
the places which he communicates with on the
wire every day.

Wire chief A. W. Showalter of "DS" office,
Pittsburgh, will shortly leave with his family
on a trip to visit his father at .Mi.ssoula, Montana, rilr. Showalter, Sr.. is trairmiaster at
that point on the Northern Pacific.
Glerk to division operator Glarence Baker

gifts mentioned were given on the
occasion of his departure to the Ghicago Division, to which he was just recently transferred

some few weeks ago was

as assistant trainmaster, with headquarters at
Chicago Junction. He will remove his family
to Tiffin, O., where they will make their future

Mr. Baker's

The

home.
Mr. Gilmore desires to e.xpress his appreciamanner in which he has been remembered by the men, through the columns of the
magazine.
tion of the

Operator T. G. Leonbergcr and family of
Markleton, Pa., are spending a few weeks
with relatives in Louisville. Kv.

sudtlenly called to

liis

home on account of the death of his father.
The boys on the line were all sorry to hear of
loss.

messenger Griffin, in the telegraph
Pittsburgh, was promoted to messenger
.Messenger
in the office of car distributor.
Roche was promoted, vice messenger Gritlin.
Ghief

office at

Telegrapher J. Yeager, Jr.. local coipmitteeof the Order of Railroad Telegraphers,
will shortly go to Baltimore as a member of
the Telegraphers' General Committee to meet

man

A. W. Thompson, third vice-president, when
negotiations will be opened up for a revision of
the existing agreement.

_
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Operator A. A. Kayser, recently

of

Point

Mills, has bid in clerk operator position at Elm
Grove, vice D. G. Button, who bid on and was
placed at Taylorstown as agent at that point,
vice J. W. Hancock, who is now on sick leave
in California.

Operator J. V. Young took a flying trip to the
Pacific Coast and visited Seattle and Portland.

Mrs. C. S. Kerr, wife of C. S. Kerr, of the
car distributor's office, is visiting her old home
in Mansfield, Ohio.

Agent Leroy L. Williams, of Evans City, bid
on Rand 2nd trie k in order to be near Pittsburgh.
It is understood that Mr. Williams will take up
the study of dentistry shortly.
Operator F. B. Billups, late of Rand,
Here's hoping
in a first trick at Vista.
your first trick, Fred.

AGENTS

has bid

you

like

*"i?^S?eS^"'

Novel watch-shaped lighter. Operated with
one hand; gives an instantaneous light every
time. No electricity, no battery, no wires,
non-explosive does
;

away with matches"

your pipe, cig:ar. cigarette, gas
Dandy tiling for the end of
your chain. Tremendous seller. Write
(luicli for wholesale prices and terms.
Liglity

Operator E. E. Evans of Bertha E. D. T. 1st
has been brought into Pittsburgh and is.
dispatching trains on 3rd trick on the Pike in a
very creditable manner. Mr. Evans has been
relieved at Bertha by operator A. O. Fair.
trick,

Operator W. G. Fitzgibbons, late of Schenly
tower, bid back into his old job at 3rd Marion
Junction.
"Fitz" finds it cold walking from
Hazelwood to Schenl}' on the Junction R. R.
Operator G. W. Dickenson, formerly coal
Glenwood, bid in 3rd trick at
Rand, agent J. J. Carroll of Willock relieving
him at Glenwood, agent F. Whetley of Allison
Park relieving Mr. Carroll, and former agent
R. R. Wagenman relieving Mr. Whetley at
Allison Park.

billing agent at

Operator A. J. Long on 1st trick at Callery
back to duty again after being very ill for
several weeks. Operator S. A. Meyers took
care of 1st trick at that point in a very creditable manner.
is

Operator C. A. Capehart, late of Bessemer
tower 1st trick is now on sick leave in California, and writes that he is a much healthier
person since his arrival there. He sends his
"73" to all his "old time" friends.

jet, etc.

K. Brandt Lighter Co.,

148 Duane

aillii'!!'niii!l|nn;;:--nniii!iii|||][t]|j|||[[j|||pi|[|||l!!lil||^^

St., N. Y.

llllllllllllllllilli

ZUMOTA

Operator "Jimmie"

of

2nd Wheeling

Dillinger.

Ag^nt

J.

A.

made agent

Mustard Ointment

Moon

Junction is now on sick leave on account of
nervous troubles. He is contemplating a trip
to his father's plantation near the Everglades.
of Florida.
He is being relieved by operator

at

McKie of Knox, Pa., was recently
EUwood City, vice J. H. Hossler,

resigned.

Believes the pain of RheumaHeadache,
Neuralgia,
Sore and Stiff Muscles, Sore
Croup, etc. Double
Throat,
the effect of the mustard

tism,

Account of shortage in relief agents, agent
Louie Schmidt of Renfrew was sent to Ribolds
temporarily.

plaster, but it never blisters;
put up in handy tubes that
prevent evaporation. Alwaj-s
fresh, full-strength and ready

Operator J. M. Fleisher is now happy because
he is on his proper job, 1st trick at Butler.

for application.

your druggist cannot
If
supply you with the genuine
Zumota, send us 10c. in stamps
for a Physician's .Sample Tube.

ZUMOTA REMEDY

CO.
Springfield, Mass.

NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

Correspondent, F, E. Corby, Chief Clerk,

New

Greatest Ring Offer
Ever Made
This beautiful ring with the

O.R.C.,B.R.T.,B.L.

E.,

B. L. F., O. R. T. emblems,
or any three initials engraved
thereon, for $1.75. The ring is a
high grade gold

filled article

just the thing for a

PRESENT.

and

CHRISTMAS

Agents wanted.
ALLMAN'S SUPPLY HOUSE. 178N.LeamingtonAve., Chicago

Castle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. H.

Waldron

Trainmaster, ChairmaD

C. B. Smith
E. L. Hannan
D. B. McFate

Yard Conductor,

Chas. Crawford
H. H. Smith

Road

Painesville,

Chic

Pipe Fitter, Painesville, OhioYard Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.
F. D. Abblett
Painter Foreman, New Castle Jot., Pa.
L. L. Wagnek
Road Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.
M. L. Ranet
Yard Engineer, New Castle Jet., Pa..
Dr. W. W. HoB80N..Ass't Med'l Ex'r, New Castle Jet., Pa.
F. C. Green
Supervisor, Ravenna, Ohio»
G. A. PuRKEY
Road Conductor, Chicago Jet., Ohio.
W. H. O'Mara
Yard Conductor, Haselton, Ohio

Please mention this magazine

Engineer, Chicago Jet.,

Ohio

Agent, Newton Falls, Ohio
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K. Yohe, assistant trainmaster, New
J.
Castle Division, has been promoted to supervisor of transportation, Pittsburgh District.
W. P. Cahill, chief dispatcher, has been appointed assistant trainmaster, J. O. Huston,
promoted from night chief dispatcher to day
chief dispatcher, and C. S. Steinmetz, western
district first trick dispatcher, has been promoted to night chief dispatcher. We are all
glad to see the boys move up and wish them all

Henry Loveridge, secretary of the advisory
committee of the Relief Department, registered
at the land drawing in Montana, but was not
successful.

Clyde Biddinger, switchman, employed by
the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal at
East Chicago, was nominated for alderman,
third ward. The primaries were held by the
citizens' party on September loth.

success.

The new- sand house at East Chicago has been
completed and is now in operation
Contractors are busy at work on the new
at East Chicago.

CHICAGO DIVISION

power house

Correspondent, L. B. H.\rt, Engineer,

Henry Bardley, machinist,

Garrett, Ind.

also

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
KebgaX

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett. Ind.
M. J. Driscoll
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Engineer. Garrett. Ind.
O. M. Baflet
O. F. Bell
Conductor, Garrett, Ind.
H. P. Weirick
Brakeman. Garrett, Ind.
D. G. Thompson
Fireman, Garrett. Ind.
W. E. Sargent
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
J. E. Llotd
Assistant Division Engineer. Garrett. Ind.
J. D. Jack
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
Dr. H. F. HcrrcHiN80X..As6'i Med. Examiner. Garrett, Ind.
R. R. Jenkins. .Secretar>- Y.M.C. A. .Chicago Junct., Ohio
J.

F.

S.

Abcheb

L.

J.

Davis

Yard Committeeman, Chicago
Shop Committeeman, Chicago

Junct.,
Junct.,

KuGHBX. .Shop Committeeman, South
John Draper
Acting Agent,
E. V.

.

N. B. Bair
J.

W. HxrrruAX

J.

S.

T. E.

Babnd
Spurbur

Wm.

John Lawbley, pipe
September loth.

who has been

John Keay, employed as a clerk at Robey
has been promoted to the position of

street,

stenographer in the superintendent's
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Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk

Chicago
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L. Nichols
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Division Engineer
Assistant Engineer
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Superv-isor.

Supervisor. Calumet District
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Trainmaster
Master Mechanic
of Engines
Carpenter Foreman
Goieral Foreman, Maintenance of Way

Road Foreman

FRED BIFFAR.

180 S. Dearborn

St.,
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ILL.

Engineer

Fireman
Switchman
Car Inspector
Boilermaker
Engineer

Car Repairer
Engineer

Fireman

PROTECT
PATENTS THAT
AND PAY
AND
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Conductor
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COLEMAN,

Patent Lawyer
Washington, D. C.
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OHIO DIVISION

the wedding and was of considerable surprise to
their many friends. Both couples are now absent on a short wedding tour and will immediately go to housekeeping on their return to Chil-

Correspondent, Clifford R, Duncan.

Ohio

Chillicothe,

licothe.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. R. ScoviLLE
J.

Superintendent,

R. Neff

Mallen
W. Plumly
R. ScHWAEZELL
E. Wharff
L. A. Pausch
O. D. Monte

R.
G.
R.
C.

Supervisor

Train Dispatcher
Engineer

O. C. Gavins
E. O. Brown
J. A. Garson

Fireman

Yard Foreman
Glaim Agent
Medical Examiner

G. F. Oberlander
Dr. p. S. Lansdale
T. E.

Chairman

Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Assistant Trainmaster
Relief Agent

Banks

Gonductor

Brakeman
Draughtsman

W. James
H. M. GoLE

J.

Clare N. Beyerly and Miss Josephine Faulkner, time clerk in the transportation department,

and R. W. West and Miss Annabelle Denton,
were married at Chillicothe, Ohio, at high noon,
Saturday, October 18th. The announcement of
the West-Denton engagement was in a previous
issue of the magazine, but the Beyerly-Faulkner
engagement was made only a few days prior to

AGENTS WANTED

"^""^"^^^"^^^"^^^^^^^^ "^^^p^
time. New
proposition.

Easy money made.

Takes well

in
inter-

small towns as well as large cities. Will not
with present occupation. I made $7.50 from
9.30 till noon, one morning recently.
Write for
fere

sample and particulars.
DIFFENDERFFER, 1732 N.

C. B.

Calvert St., Baltimore,

Md.

TEXACO
The Mark
All

Chief clerk N. R. Martin of the master mechanic's office is spending the week-end at Washington, Ind.

Paul Copple, file clerk in the superintendent's
has resigned, and his position is now filled
by Carl luler.
office,

C. Wilkins of Baltimore, Md., has accepted a
position as tonnage clerk in this ofl&ce, vice W.
L. Sperry, who has been transferred to the timekeeper's office on account of the resignation of

H. M. Mercer.

Leo Mullen has also been promoted from night
day clerk, vice Neal Griffith, resigned.
The night clerkship is now being filled by
Robert Erdman.
clerk to

Chief train dispatcher F. C. Donaldson, has
been promoted to the position of assistant trainmaster. He is succeeded by night chief dispatcher C. D. Pairin and the latter by dispatcher Guv Davis, appointments taking effect
October 18th.
C. R. Duncan, chief clerk to superintendent,
and R. Mallen, road foreman of engines, have
returned from a trip to New York, where they
went to see the world's series. While there they
were the guests of Josh Devore, left fielder
of the Philadelphia Nationals.
They had the
pleasure of meeting Matthewson, Tesreau, Herzog, and the great all round athlete, Thorpe,
and some other members of the Giants.

Miss Leona M. Streitenberger, stenographer
the local freight oflSce, has just returned from
a delightful trip at Washington, D. C., Philadelphia and other Eastern points.

in

of Quality for

Petroleum Products

INDIANA DIVISION

Texaco Auto Gasoline
Texaco Illuminating Oils
Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Greases
Texaco Asphalts
Texaco Railroad Lubricants
For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,
sulating, Mastic, and for all other purposes

In-
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Conductor, Seymour, Ind.
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Every move in busiphase of poUlics and government and
thousands of transactions of our everyday Hie demand a knowledge of law. Naturally, the legally
trained man leads
for his expert knowledge puts
him in a position to advise, to guide, to direct.
Today, to a greater extent than ever before due
to increasing governmental control
the legally trained

ness

—every

—
—

be found in every Slate of llie UniiJii, sULtceding either
as practicing attorneys or in business pursuits.
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Liability
The Sherman Law Tariff these are a few
of many cases where the law is taking a hand in business.
The law tells you what to do and how to do it
how to keep out of trouble and avoid expensive
lawsuits.

—

NOW
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offer you a tremendous opportunity, an
opportunity to secure a Scholarship in our big Law
School
to become a leader of men
to learn law ^t
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The Greatest Law School for
Home Study in the World
Offers you this remarkable opportunity!
Write at
tace! There is no better, no more thorough way to
iCam law than to study right at home.
Abraham
Lincoln, Thomas F. Ryan, John Wanamakcr, Elbert
H. Gary, and hundreds of our greatest men studied
law— many of them
K.
President Woodrow
Wilson and every member of his Cabinet, with but one
exception, practiced at the Bar.
Nine out of ten of
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with legally trained men.
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filled
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YOU

can become a leader of men YOU can improve your position in the political and social world
YOU can increase your earning power if you become
legally trained.
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On this offer the world's most brilliant
array of legal talent is at your command. Wc furnish
you a Magnificent Law Librar>', masterful les^sons and
lectures.
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to our Complete Three Year Course and Ser\ice at a
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Fireman Fred Hinkle was run down some
time during the night of October 2nd or morning of October 3rd near Aurora and was horribly
mangled. No definite account of the accident
can be given as no one saw him at the time of
the accident. Hinkle had been working on
the Cochran hill engine for several days and
had gone to Aurora that night to visit friends.
The supposition is that he attempted to board
a westbound train passing through there when
he met with the fatal accident. Hinkle was
thirty-one years old, single, and leaves a
father, mother and one brother in this city,
where he was raised.

you want clean hands-

If

use

VANCO

Write us for samples and agents terms, if
your grocer does not handle VANCO
and we will make you an attractive
offer to earn some extra money.

The Robertson Vanco Co.
103 Park Avenue,

James Flanegan, who for a number of years
was trainmaster's clerk, but during the past
three months has been clerk to chief dispatcher
Copeland, is on leave of absence.
Miss Julia
Feagans of the superintendent's office, Illinois

New York

NO? MORE

Division,

TAILOR'S
BILLS
We

^

guarantee the

Leahey Trousers
Press to press trousers in five minutes,
without heat or labor. Very simple and
handy.

be foldpressing
ed, while
trousers, to carry in

A

good X-

mas present

for youi
yourself,

friends

or

PRICE

50

CENTS,

postpaid. Write N0>>
to

the vacancy.

Quite a lively interest is being taken by the
railroad boys in Seymour over the coming
election in Seymour, owing to the fact that
the mayor to be chosen has control of the
appointment of our chief of police. Our present
chief, T. J. Able, is an old Baltimore & Ohio
boy and of course the entire railroad fraternity
regardless of party affiliations is anxious to see

Can

suitcase.

is filling

Engineer A. W. Spillman has taken a through
run on the Louisville Branch. Main line boys
regret to lose Mr. Spillman as he was a hustler
and a runner too.

H. H. JACOBS,
116 E. 60th St.

--^3

NEW YORK

The Success Express
becomes the slow freight when
Human Engine goes wrong.
You Can't Fail—

the
if

you have vigor of body and the
of mind that goes with it

power

You Can't Succeed—

and

your body is weak and ailing
despondent with the worry of the
incomplete man.
if

I am the Master Builder
whose own body is the most perfect

world and who has perfected
more human bodies than any other
living man.
Take the Stron^f ort Route to the
in the

land of achievement, theland of vital-

energy and power. YOU have as
much right to be a real man as anyone else has. Let me direct YOU, as
I direct everyone who rides over my
road — personally and individually. Send 4c
to cover mailing of my free book,
ity,

Mr. Able reappointed

chief.

The regular Safety Committee meeting was
postponed until October 24th in order to meet
with the General Safety Committee from
Baltimore. Owing to other pressing business
John Hair of the General Committee was
the only member who could attend this meeting.
Before the meeting closed Mr. Hair gave
the members of the local committee a very
interesting talk on the 'Safety First" movement, on which the company is spending so
much time and money, to make its road, not
one among, but the safest road in the country.
We feel that the safety movement has gained
so much for the safety of both the traveling
public and its employes that no one can help
but notice the benefits derived by this great
and humane movement.
'

Fireman Carl Shaw and Miss Emma Miller
were married September
10th by Rev. Pettus of the Christian church
Both are popular young people.
of this city.

of Indianapolis, Ind.,

"Intelligence in Physical Culture."

Lionel Stron^fort
Deof. 0.
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Washington, D. C.
Please mention

Night chief dispatcher J. H. Demann has been
promoted to day chief and dispatcher Parker
has been assigned temporarily to night chief,
both promotions being caused by the promotion of day chief Copeland.
Engineers Thomas Gudgel and Joseph Steward have returned from a fishing trip to the
lake region of northern Indiana.

G. V. Copeland, who for a number of years
has been chief dispatcher here, has been apthis
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pointed assistant trainmaster with headquarters in

Seymour.

Oscar Stevens, who has been running an
engine on the Indiana Division, has also been
promoted to assistant trainmaster with headquarters in Seymour.
Engineer C. H. Creager, a member of the
advisory board of the Relief Department, has
just returned from a meeting in Baltimore.
Mr. Creager is also a member of the Examining Board on the book of rules for the Indiana
Division. He states that they have examined
654 employes up to the present time, which
shows how the Indiana Division examiners
have been pushing this work along.

Members

of

the

Indiana Division Safety

Committee were much pleased by the compliments passed by Mr. Hair of the General
Safety Committee on the work that has been
and is being done by the local committee here.
Hair stated that no other division on the
system had done more than the Indiana Division in the interest of safety.
This speaks well
both for our superintendent Hagerty and the
men he has chosen for this work.
]\Ir.

Below is given a letter from conductor F. P.
Green in reply to a request from a member of
the committee for a report of any unsafe conditions that he may have noted along the road.
O. E.

The Real "Firing Line"

Henderson,
Safety Committeeman,

Seymour, Ind.

of the World's

Work

q

The value of your hands and the work
they must do, demand nothing less perfect
in

gloves

Hansen.

than

the pliable, strong and adaptable

the only glove which gives you detailed, personal service
worthy of your work. Ask
to see this Protector - it has earned the name.
It

is

—

Hansen's
Gloves
include

but moderate
weight "Glad Hand'' Gauntlet, flexibie, durable.
No binding seams; no
the

strong,

scratching rivets.

The

leather in all
Hansen's Gloves retains its softness.
'
smoothness and shape to the last.
/Washing in gasoline leaves them as
clean and shapely as new.
i

The many

styles fully

described in

booklet, for every wear everywhere,
include the Protector Gauntlet of
strongest
horsehide,
the
Slip-off
Switchman's Mitten, etc.
Gloves
and mittens for driving, farming, motoring, motorcycling and ordinary
wear. If yours is not a Hansen cealer, write and we will tell you where
to buy.
Address— asking for our
_

Free Book

O. C. HANSEN MFG. CO.
282 Milwaukee Street

MILWAUKEE. WIS.

I

You have requested me

to

make

reports for

Safety Committee. Glad to say that I have
nothing to report at present, as I have reported
several things in the past, all of which I am
proud to say have been looked after and remedied.
I think that if all the employes would
get together and report all safety work to our
genial chairman of this safety board, who is
always on the alert for the safety and welfare
of the employes on the division, in the next
year we can make all other divisions of the
system stand up and take notice of the progress we are making in the interest of Safety
First.

Yours

i
f;

t

respectfully,

F. P.

Green, Conductor.

On the morning of October 2nd, brakeman
Perry Gates of this city was thrown from a cut
of cars at Lawrenceburg, run over and instantly
killed.
He was a son of James Gates, deceased,

many years worked for the old O. & M.
Young Gates was
the Southwestern.
twenty-three years of age. single, and had many
The funeral on Friday, October
friends here.
who

for

and

3rd,

was conducted by Rev. D.

the First

M.

L.

Thomas

of

E. church.

Engineer Walter Darling, who was injured in
He has
last July, is improving rapidly.
not yet been able to get around without the aid

wreck

of crutches.

Miss Laura Shepherd, sister-in-law of brakeAlbert McGinnis of this city, died Thursday, October 2nd, after a lingering illness. Miss

man
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to

will

this

ing to a vocal record on the Cortofone is like being in
the presence of a living, breathing performer. The
Cortofone will bring the actual presence of the
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Tlie Cortofone is 21 'i inches lonsr, 15
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of otlier instruments of similar size is $50 00
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;

or more.
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Remember that this wonderful Cortofone
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How
How
Here

is

is

this
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possible?

we do
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'Ilie u>.ual price of otlier instruments of similar size
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ning about four records with one winding. Its tone
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Shepherd was well and popularly known in this
where she had always lived. The large

city,

concourse of friends

who attended

the last rites

showed how well this young lady was loved and
respected by all who knew her.

pretty good marksman and has bagged some
big game, we believe he would hesitate to pull
the trigger if he came face to face with a real

Michigan Dear.
J.

We

are showing the well kept and cozy little
home of Henry Greenwood, machinist, of
Washington, Ind. Mr, Greenwood, with his
wife and two bright little children, can be

HENRY GREEXWOOD,
seen on the walk in front.

Mr. Greenwood

of the shops.

47 in all, attended a banquet in his honor at
the hotel Sterling. C. M. Hitch was transferred from Lima to Cincinnati, succeeding

Mr. Shay.

on their trip around the world, leaving Cincinnati on a special train over the C. H. & D.
The train consisted of baggage
at 10.30 p. m.
car, four standard sleepers, two ten section
compartment cars and one observation, all

Correspondent,

Henry Eckerle

CINCINNATI FREIGHT HOUSE

steel

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevookt

Superintendent,

Chairman

Henry

Eckerle.. Chief Clerk, Correspondent and Secretarj'
Medical Examiner, Cincinnati, Ohio
Lawler
Agent, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio
C. E. Fish
Agent, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
E. C. Skinner
Supervisor, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio
T. Mahonet
Supervisor, C. H. & D., Hamilton, Ohio
J. Sullivan
F. S.

AND FAMILY

On October 18th, the White Sox and New
York Giants, world's baseball tourists, started

CINCINNATI TERMINAL

P.

J.

Shaj', general inspector at Cincinnati,

MACHINIST, WASHINGTON, IND.,

has been employed at Washington shops since
March 1st, 1903, and is very well thought of
among the men of his craft and the management

Dr.

M.

has been transferred to another division.
Before starting in on his new position he will
spend a few weeks on a farm in West Virginia.
Before leaving, the Cincinnati Terminal boys.

DeCamp

Claim Agent, B.
and C. H. & D.,
Gen'l Car Foreman. B.
and C. H. & D.,

&

O. S. W.

Ohio
& O. S. W.
J. M. Shay
Cincinnati, Ohio
Trainmaster, B. & O. S. W.
R. B. FiTZPATRiCK
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
S. O. Mygatt. .Depot Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
R. E. McKenna Yard Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
H. W. KiRBERT. Yard Engineman, B.&O.S.W., Cincinnati, Ohio
John Gannon. .Yard Foreman. B. & O. S. W.,Cinciiuiati,Ohio
.

Cincinnati,

.

E. C. Skinner, agent C. H.

&

D. at Cincinnati,
for a hunting trip into
Michigan. He is going after

will leave next

week

the wilds of
deer and other large game, and while he

is

a

equipment.

P. Fallon, recently appointed trainmaster
at the Cincinnati Terminal Division is confined
to his home with a severe attack of malarial
fever.
Here is hoping "Jim" will be able ta
resume duty shortly.
J.

Our good friend, L. M. Burke, the hustling,
young baggage agent at Cincinnati passenger
station, had quite a novel experience the past
week in the way of looking after and feeding:
a trained bear. Among the pieces of baggagereceived was a trained bear, checked in from
Chicago, which the owner failed to call for.
The bear remained on hand at Cincinnati for
four or five days, during which time it was
necessar}'^ for our friend Louie to feed and
exercise him. We feel safe in saying that by
this time Louie is as good a bear dancer asever stepped on the platform.

Till':

liAi.riMdiii;

am>(iiihi

ILLINOIS DIVISION

G. A. Moore, iiiachiiiist al Flora shop, who
boon laid up for tho past throe months with
an injured foot, has rotiunod to work and hii*
friends and follow workmen in Flora shop are
^lad to have liim in thoir midst onoo more.
ha.s

Correspondent, H. H. Summkhs. Ass'l Shop
Clerk, Washin^tofi.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. ScHEER
J.

Supcrmteiuieni, Chairinnn
Master Moclianic
Shop Inspector
Division EncinoiT
Medical Exaininor

Carey

J.

E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson
W. D. StevensonC. R. Bradford

C\ \V. Konnor, machinist, and .1. F. Ilandloy,
both of Flora sho|> are spending their
vacation in CJrafton. Mr. Honnor liails from tho
(Irafton territory anfl lie journovod back to .see
friends and induced Mr. Han<lIoy to make tho
trip with liim tatho old stami)ing ground.
pil)e fitter,

Claim Agent
Agent, East St. Louis

G. H. Singer
R. C. Mitchell
C. V. MowRY

Relief Auent

Conductor

W. P. McDonald

Engineer
Engineer

Fred Schawb
W. GoRSAGE
R. G. Lloyd
C. \V, Shroyer
L. A. GivENROD

M. J. (Iriffin, one of the oldest pasaongor
onp;inoors on the Illinois Division, died suddenly
at liis homo in St. Louis on October 3rd.
Ho
b
\\ .-i^hiniiton onlx' ;i d:t\- r)r so lu-f.

Yard Foreman, Shops Yard
Yard Foreman, Vincennea Yard
Switchman, Flora. Ind.
Yard Foreman, Cone Yard
Y''ard ForemaD, Springfield

H. K. Prichett

1

Firemen^Sy Engineers^

fflB^^^l'Bocker

and

Bridgemen^s
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Furthermore,
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and as was his usual custom, had been around
seeing all his friends and appeared to be in the
very best of health.
In the wreck which occurred when train
No. 3 struck the rear end of a freight train at
Summerfield, 111., on the morning of October
6th, Henry Alberti, Sr.^ who was in charge of
engine No. 1472 pulling train No. 3, was instantly
killed.
From what we can learn Mr. Alberti
was in no way responsible for the accident.
He had just been promoted to a regular passenger run and was on his first trip when the
accident occurred. He was one of this company's most loyal and reliable employes, and
was a model husband, father and citizen, and
in his death we feel a sincere regret.
To the
bereaved family we extend our deepest sym-

pathy.

bridges which went out during the flood last
spring and the work of removing the old
structure and putting in the new has been
pushed hard, but as White River is a very
treacherous stream to work with, the progress
has not been all that was anticipated.

We

have just learned of the sudden death
Otto C, Busse, father of Phillip Busse,
clerk in master mechanic's office at Washington, Ind. Mr. Busse was also a brother
of

of F. W. Busse, chief clerk to general superintendent of motive power F. H, Clark, and
resided in Vincennes.

W. J. Donahue, piece work inspector in the
car department at Washington, saved his vacation this year until October in order that he
could make a trip East and witness the world's
series games.
Mr. Donahue is a baseball

ENGINEER W. S. PHILLIPS WITH MASTER MECHANIC M. H. OAKES, ROAD FOREMAN OF
ENGINES T. K. FAHERTY, FIREMAN SINSEL AND THE REV. MR. HICKLE
Miss Nettie Feagans,who for years has been
the able stenographer in the office of trainmaster C. G. Stevens at Flora, 111., has been
transferred to a similar position at Seymour,
Ind. As she has a sister in the Seymour
office she feels that she will be better satisfied
in the Indiana town, and we hope that she will,
although we are sorry to lose her.
of putting in the new
River, just west of Wash-

The construction work

bridge over White
ington, Ind., has been seriously delayed on
account of an imderground current coming in
and striking the cofferdam, which was built
This
for protection in putting in new piers.
false work was all destroyed and it was necpiling
length
essary to have special
prepared of
sufficient to get down far enough to furnish
necessary protection. This is one of the

and

thoroughly understands the
be taken for granted that he
enjoyed the games immensely. He is entertaining his friends on the corner now by explaining to them what a wonderful pitcher Matthewson is and, still more wonderful, how the Athletics can hit.
enthusiast

game and

it

may

If any one wants to know anything about the
pleasures of making a trip of about 100 miles to
see a girl Sunday night, starting home expecting to reach there about 2.00 a. m., waking up
with the pleasant news that you will have to
get out at the next station stop beyond your
home town and sit on the platform till the next
train going your way, which is two or three
hours later, in order to reach home in time for
work Monday a. m., just ask Leo Isenogle,
fuel accountant in the master mechanic's office

'1III-;

iv\i;n.M()i;i;
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^e?.^'*'
'

^

The Walker Edmund

Diamond Importers, Dept.

D

Co., ^.S^"
MadiMn SW Ckicaffo

7 West
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at Washington.

He

times and knows

all

It will

employes

be
of

has been there a couple of
the details of the game.

of special interest to many of the
the Illinois Division as well as

friends elsewhere to know that C. B. Kellar,
the hustling young agent of Washington, is aspiring to the position of mayor of the city of

Washington. Mr. Kellar is a live young man
and should he be successful in the race we have
no doubt but that he will make a good mayor

which was made in the October issue of this
At that time we were unable to obHe is a hustling
tain a picture of Mr. Hodapp.
yoimg man of much ability and is making good
of

magazine.

in his

new

position.

We are showing herewith a picture of the observation end of Pullman car Miami, which
runs in train 12 between St. Louis and Cincinnati, leaving St. Louis at 9.00 p. m.
It will be
noticed that this car carries an electric sign

for that city.

We

had the general safety committee on the
Division October 22nd and 23rd. They

Illinois

made

stops at Washington, Flora and Cone, and
at each point an interesting talk was given by
the members on the subject of ''Safety First.''
The ''Safety First" movement has gotten all
the employes on the Illinois Division interested
and they are always glad to have the general
committee come out to see us.

The accompanying picture shows

man W. H.

general fore-

road foreman Fred
Hodapp, the picture having been taken just outside of Mr. Kellar's office in the engine house at
Flora, 111. Mr. Kellar is general foreman of the
Kellar and

PULLMAN CAR

MIAxMI

which is by no means an ordinary affair and
presents a very pretty appearance in the Union
Station at St. Louis. We were able to secure
this picture through the courtesy of Mrs. Sterling, the wife of our hustling passenger foreman,
E. C. Sterling, located at St. Louis.
For the benefit of the employes of the Washington shops, we want to use this magazine to
announce the reason S. E. Nell, steel car foreman at Washington shops, is wearing that smile
that don't come off. He is the proud possessor
of a new girl baby which arrived on October
Mr. and Mrs. Nell both came from Gar17th.
rett and his friends on the Chicago Division
will no doubt read this item with special interest.

The employes of
new stationary

the Flora shop are proud of

which have just been
and placed in operation this month.
The old boilers had been in ever since the shop
was first built and were hardly capable of
the

boilers

installed

W. H.

KELLAR AND FRED HODAPP

Flora shop and Springfield District of the Illinois Division and Mr. Hodapp (the gentleman
with the coat on), was recently appointed to the
position of road foreman of the Illinois Division, with headquarters at Flora, 111., mention

handling the business of the Flora shop, as the
work has more than doubled since the shops
were built. The new boilers will make the
working conditions much better for the men as
well as increase the output of the shop and the
facilities for handling the work

iiii;

and

HAi/riMoiti:

oiiio i;.\irL()M;s m\(. a/ink

Over one-half (S6'\>) of the Railroad Men of
America on Railroads maintaining Official Time
Inspection carry the

Hamilton |Jatcl
"The Railroad Timekeepet<nf America
This
of
is

fact

is

stron^j proof of tlie

accuracy

Hamilton— ami Hamilton accuracy
famous everywhere in America tiiat

tlie

trains are run.

The Hamilton Watch

i<

kkI

Standard sizes and sokl b\ jewelers
every vv'nere.
For Time Inspection
Service, Hamilton No, 941) il8
Enfineer Tom Cushin?. of th-- On T.mr
Tra;n." Burlinpon Route, times his ""persize
21 jewels) and No. 992 (16
fcct score runs" with the Hamilton Watch
21 jewels) are the most
size
which he has been carrying for years.
popular watches on American
For crenenU
Railroads and will pass anv Official Time Inspection.
use you can buy a Hamilton movement from 512.25 to 5150.UU.

—

—

Write for "The Timekeeper'*
It illustrates and describes
w.-ll worth roadiiis,' if you

the various Hamilton models and is a book
aro ihinkini: of buviii',- an accurate watch.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Master Builders of Accurate Timepiece*

,/,:;,,;::,l:.,,,.a;;U.nlna,aalill,:.al.,,,,,li;illlllillliIlIlilillilii.illlll^
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^
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YOU
YESYOU
CAN GET IT

$60

a

Week

and Expenses

That's the money you can g-et this year.
1 want County Sales
1 mean it.
Manas^ers quick, men or women who believe in the square deal, who will go
into partnership with me.
No capital or experience needed. My folding bath
No
tub has taken the country" by storm.
Solves the bathing problem.
Folds
plumbing, no water works recpiired.
Full length bath in any room.
GREAT! Rivals
in small roll, handy as an umbrella.
I tell you it's greatf
$100 bathroom. Now listen! I want YOU to handle your county. I'll furnish
demonstrating tub free. I'm positive — absolutely certain — you can get bigger
IT!
money in a week with me than you ever made in a month before— I

KNOW

TWO SALES A DAY — S300 A MONTH
That's what you k'et — every month. Nee<ied in CM-ry h^nic. haoiy
wanted, ciik'erly bou>;ht.
.Modern bathinv; f.icilities tor all thepcoplf.
Take the orders right and lett. Uuick sales. iiiui;<-nsf profit**. Look

resident Robinson Mf^.

Co.

lOlcdo. Ohio
pffaae wrnlion

(hifi

tungnzine
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OLEDO DIVISION
Correspondent, T.
Office of

J.

(C.

H.

&

D.)

Wilber Morris has returned from a

New York

Reagan

E.

cated

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Corcoran

f.

Superintendent,

Agent

Bavis

.

!\V.

F.

Conductor
General Yardmaster

Trainman
Fireman

Yard Conductor
Trainman
Trainman
Shopman
Shopman
Shopman
Shopman
Section Foreman

MoRAN
NK Proctor

E.

Holmes
Gleason

A'.

J.

Taubkens

H. Odell

,

/
/

Los Angeles, Cal.

in

Miss Clara Hoffman returned to work after
several days' sickness. Miss L. E. Yesterling
filling

her position.

L. C. Sauerhammer, supervisor hours of
service bureau, spent several days in Dayton
checking up items connected with his department and instructing on hours of service laws.

WELLSTON DIVISION

Secretary

Ohio, becomes northern passenger agent with
headquarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding J.
Lee Barrett, who resigned to accept position as
manager of Detroit tourist bureau.
at present traveling passenger
agent with headquarters at Dayton, will succeed Mr. Moorman as traveling passenger agent
with headquarters at Toledo.

F. B. Dickison, at present city ticket agent of
the C. H. & D. at Dayton, will succeed Mr. McNeff as traveling passenger agent with headquarters at Dayton.

The safety meeting held at Dayton October
20th was very well represented.

W. F. Packard, formerly dispatcher, but now
inspector for the Ohio Utilities Commission,
called upon the boys in the dispatchers' office
recently.
'Tack" is looking younger right
along,
G. S. Smith, formerly dispatcher at Flora,
has accepted a similar position with the C. H.
& D. on the Toledo Division.

H. C. Brant, assistant chief dispatcher, has
been appointed division operator, and the boys
are offering congratulations.

H.

&

D.)

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes
A. A. Jams

Superintendent,

Division Engineer
Supervisor
Supervisor
Engineer

PiNKERTON

P. D. Fairman
P. J. Sweeney

Conductor
Conductor

H. E. RosEBOOM

Fisher
P. Clancy

Section Foreman
Section Foreman
Relief Agent
Supervisor

S.

F.

Drake

M. Baker
Dr. F. S. Thompson
C. Greisheimer
E. B. Childs
M. Rosen

Chairman

Trainmaster

H. G. Snyder
G. A. RuGMAN
S. J.

M. McNeff,

(C.

Correspondent,

Daniel L. Moorman who is at present traveling passenger agent of the C. H. & D. at Toledo,

B.

an old time operator, was
''Ed" is now lo-

callers recently.

Engineer

Day
Gorman

M. Shea
N F. Buckley
H. BoHANAN
M. Thompson
HUR West

'

Chairman

Grove

B.

Barrett,

J.

among our

Superintendent, Dayton, Ohio

trip to

City.

S.

Company Surgeon
Master Carpenter
Stationary Engineer
Secretary

While making trip over the Ironton Branch
on a motor car accompanied by master carpenter Greisheimer, making an inspection of
bridges, preparatory to making up the regular
B. & B. programme, a wheel on the motor car
worked loose and left the rail, catching division
engineer Snyder underneath the car, and badly
wrenching his knee joint. Mr. Snyder was
brought to Dayton on train 203 and placed in
charge of company surgeon Thompson. Mr.
Snyder will be confined to bed for about four
or five weeks.
E. J. Soehner has been employed as timekeeper in the M. of W. department to take the
place of Chas. Shoemaker.

B. H. Gehring, formerly connected with the
Wellston Division as dispatcher, recently called
upon the boys at Wellston. ''Ben" says the C.
G. W. are doing a good business, and that
"Safety First" is the watchword on the Corn

Tonnage clerk in the superintendent's office
L. S. ]\Iorrow enjoyed his "annual" vacation
with the folks down home at Bartlett, Ohio.

Belt Route also.

W. accountant on account

G. R. Pinkerton has been employed as
of

M.of

Lee Fleming

resigning.

''Lon" Hackard, chief clerk to general yardmaster at Perry street, returned recently from
a pleasant visit with relatives in Chicago.
C. E. Poe, traveling timekeeper from Baltimore, spent several days checking up the timekeepers on Toledo Division.

We were all sorry to hear

of the

death

of

Wm.

Rouche's father at Carthage recently; also the
death of James Murray's mother.

L. E. Fenner, accountant on the Toledo Division has been appointed chief clerk to the
superintendent, because of the promotion of
T. J. Reagan to chief clerk to the superintendent of the Toledo Division.

L. S. Morrow, the popular tonnage clerk of
twenty-two summers hopes soon to have his
new desk. Heretofore he has been using a
little red table and finds it very hard to spread
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Real

Life Story

That WiEl
Interest

You

Who

On

the

often have you neard

of |ani:arv, a

first

employed by the Baltimoie

Ohio Railroad,

in

one of the important departments in the general offices
at Baltimore, stepped into the office or" t!ie Superintendent and said: "Mr. Superintendent, I've been with the
D ^ r\ r fp"rteen
r
x
r •*/.
years today
I ve been a faith/* ^-

?
rut ana

»jf»i.

^?J
erticient

man and

I

would

like to

nave more

money than I am getting."
The Superintendent Replied: ;^f^ ^^^f;^?^
yiu

l;;:;e

a^hVnrl'

'ra

"T,! L:':?! t^i;^:-^>?:^er^riTh'!\?^

tft^i'^^^^fll ^'^rraV/rr^
competent to do
willi.ig to

Be

Wlotk for a Living, Wlill
Interested in Tliis Story!
How
man who had been
and
^

You,

tlie

i?.^1./'^[/:' Tun'::;- t.ra^ri
an<l lam perfectly
for you, but not for

fill?
That last question was a stunner! What other job
around there could this man till when he had been atone
<lesk all his life, doinu only one kind of work? Tlie result of
the interview was that this perfeetly capable, sol>er and
honest man had to remain at his old job. not because the
eup«>rint.ndeiit was unwillinc to advance him. not b.cause
there Wis no better job in that office, but BECArSKlHF]

MAN WAS NOT I'APAHLE OF KILLING ANY OTH KK JOB.

In other words, opportunity knocked at his door, found him
unprepared for the call, and had to pass on without enierin;:.
How about vour own case? Where would you he
opportunitv; kn.cked ar your d.xir. or if you went out an
found Mr. 'Oppor<unifi/" and cornered him for an interview.
Suppose this B. & O. K. R. man had been putting in.
sa.v. only one houreachevening— probably the hourhe actually
wasted in amu-emeni or idleness, durim: all these fourteen
years, preparini; him<elf for a bettor place? Suppose he had
been able to >ay to the superintendent:
'/ can fill either one cf those vacancies in the
tariff bureau which mast be filled shortly" or "I
can fill Jones' job in the Accounting Department
.,1
L is promoted
t
J the
.1.
et
iL.
al "
when
he
month.
first
or£ the
NN liat tir-t \w>mM have been ni-i-e«.>ar> t.) i-iiaMe h in to have
made such statement:-.' Preparation, Competency nwi Trainnvj.
'::

I

:

LaSALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY,
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man, and this need
because of the recently
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inter-itate

f"r trained and efficient
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LAW. HIGHER ACCOUNTANCY. BUSINESS /
ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS ENGLISH. BOOKKEEPING,
Address
Hi inn

'
i

oaliiiiB for s|
exi>ert knoul.

Dept 248

fill

;

"t

Ncw Jofas Now Open-EaiTi ffom $35 to $100
Weekly as Traffic Managers

Other Courses:

i'ttilst

:

.

1

work you are doinn.

What other job around here can you

t;.

t

recommend an adv.imement

the work you are d'Mnc now. I am not authorized to pay any
more for that work tlian .\(ui are now gettinR; if 1 wire. >oii
wouM luive h.en uett nir it Kmir .tl'o. But I'll tell von what
Iv.;il.lo. Iwill t-ive v.vi another job that pavs m.re nuMU-y.
•
/i..,,
.
XL
J
X'lioyy

saui

it

;'^^'i^i:;;\^'?^;:{'i^:l::^ :::^y''^^won.
one d<sk ahv;iys? The trouble is not « nh
with ihe men themselv«>s. Consider, for
^vho aro^e f rom teleKr.iph op.rator u>
Aortfiern Railwati; Samuel Kca, who I^...^^^^^^ ^,^., ^^J^ j^ the Pr, M.len.y of tn. .
road; and Wm. J. Harahan. Fri~i.l«Mit of f
Li»i«'/?ai/irai/,vvho ht>>;an asoffice hoy fort.if ->

,,

ire«*oi all coot.
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It is hoped that he will soon marry a
young lady from Bartletts. Everj^body else is

himself.

doing

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C.

it.

& D.)

H.

Correspondent,

T. M. Edwards, agent at Celina, Ohio, returned to his duties on October 16th, after a
much needed rest spent at Hot Springs, Ark.

Roy Powell

Superintendent' s Office

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White

Our

and popular chief dispatcher, J. J.
Fitzmartin has again returned to his desk after
enjoying a ten days vacation. During his
absence, his duties were very ably performed
by dispatcher L. E. Weed.
genial

Lee Fleming, our M.

of

W. &

has resigned his position in the

S. accountant
office to take

up the work of firing on the Toledo Division.
Lee is looking forward to the not far distant
future when he can take his place on the right
side of the cab.

Superintendent,

M. Conner

J.

General Yardmaster
Supervisor
Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Master Mechanic

M. RouRK

F. Washam
Edw. Boas
E. A. McGuiRE
Dr. Wm. Osenbach

Claim Agent
Examining Surgeon
Examining Surgeon

Dr. C. L. Truitt
W, Strode
M. J. Sharkey
R. O. Glidewell
J. Hoffner
Chas. Barth

Chief timekeeper Rowland spent last Saturday night and Sunday with old time friends at
Wellston.
"Jap's" periodical visits to Wellston are causing some speculation as to their
real meaning.

The wedding bells have rung out twice during
month of October, engineers B. F. Shelton

the

and L. T. Sifford both deciding that the highway of life can be made more pleasant with
some one to give a word of cheer after the run
completed.

Miss Elizabeth Rowland has been employed
as stenographer in the office of the chief clerk
to take the place of J. S. Powell, who recently
resigned.

H. C.

Chairman

Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster

Passenger Engineer
Passenger Conductor
Passenger Conductor
Yard Engineer
Blacksmitli Hf^lper
Machinist

Geo. Haxrahan

ENGINEER

is

F.

C. W. Havens
H. F. Reynolds
J. T. Clemmons

RANDALL
The

H. C.

postal photo herewith shows engineer

Randall

with

his

newly overhauled

engine 207.
"Hank" Randall
entered the service of this Company as fireman
in April, 1880, and was promoted to engineer
December, 1880. He is one of the old guard on
this division, having learned his trade in the
old wood burner days.
Engineer Randall has had the. reputation for
years of being one of the up-to-date engineers
in the care of his engines and when number 207
was turned out of the shops a few months ago,
she was given to ''Hank" and assigned to his
runs exclusively. This is not a new engine by
several years but with "Hank" Randall handling and caring for her, she had the appearance
special

pride,

rm;

i*.

and

m/iimokI'!

niiio
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The Challenge of Modern Efficiency
^ The Royal

has cut another Gordian knot of "Big Business"
has
solved another high-priced problem. The same standard model of
the Royal that turns out your correspondence does the "special"
classes of billing work without any special attachments, and typewrites tags, tabs, labels, record slips and cards of every known form.
C| The Royal Master-Model is a modern letter-maker in a class by
itself.
The Royal does the most, for it does the work of several
typewriters in one: (1) General Correspondence, (2) Writing upon
all forms and widths of Cards. Envelopes. Tags and Labels, and
(3) Condensed Billing, Loose Leaf and Unit Order work -all
this without a dollar of added cost to the purchaser.

TYPEWRITER BROADWAY,
COMPANY
ROYAL
NEW YORK
ROYAL TYPEWRITER

Room

BLDG., 364-366

44,
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of coming right from the factor^^
A sure way
to start trouble would be to make light of her
size or to intimate that her bell could be
brighter.
The many friends of engineer Randall are hoping for his speedy recovery from

the illness that has kept
past several weeks.

him

off ''207" for

the

The entire division was grieved to learn of
the sudden death of D. C. Christy, B. & B.
foreman

at

Montezuma,

Christy was one

Foreman

recently.

the oldest employes in the
B. & B. department in years of service, and
died after a very short illness.
of

Adam

Storch, blacksmith foreman, Mooreis one of the hard workers in the
Safety First movement and his latest bit of
work along this line is the installation of a fine
electric "Safety First" sign in his shop.
The
sign is copied from the Safety First button and
is an artistic piece of work.
Mr. Storch is
justly proud of it as it was made in his own
shop under his supervision.
field

shop

The monthly meeting of the Safety Committee for October was held in the master
mechanic's office at Moorefield and it was
found to be a good plan as several of the shop
men and other emploj'es at Aloorefield attended

and many useful points were brought out and
discussed.

Miss Patricia J. O'Brien, stenographer to
superintendent White has returned from her
annual vacation and reports having had an
enjoyable time.
J. McKeown, supervisor on the Springfield
Division who, by the way. helped to build the
line from Indianapolis to Springfield, is relaying some of his light rail with the rail released
on the Indianapolis Division. The only thing
that disturbs him in this connection is, that
there is not enough of it. The heavy rail in
this territory makes a decided improvement
and will be well looked after under Mr.

McKeown.
L. E. Earlywine, statistical clerk in the
superintendent's office has returned after a
week's vacation and to all appearances was
much benefited by it.

Car distributor Gossert, familiarly known as
is wearing the smile that won't come

"Mutt"

over the late arrival
he has named Eugene.
off,

of a little

son

whom

C. W. Havens, assistant trainmaster, was
called to the Toledo Division to examine
operators on manual block.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO FAMILY
Barnesville, Ohio, Oct.

1,

1913.

placed on the

Md.

I

Dear Sir:
I

commend

the excellent magazine

the interest of

its

the

Company

it is

publishing in

employes.

I

with more interest than any periodical
get.

Being an old emploj^e, now

for all future

numbers.

and will remit on notice as to amount.

for

read

list

am willing to pay the regular subscription

price

wish to

would like to get
numbers and have my name

If possible I

10.

these two

Editor Employes Magazine,
Baltiviore,

and

Fraternally yours,

Isaac R. Lane,

it

Pensioned Agent.

I

retired,

Mr. Lane's name has been placed on
for each issue.

What a gracious

the subjects treated especially appeal to

our free

me. I like the spirit of fraternity which
pervades its pages, and feel sure that it is
doing a wonderful amount of good to the

and kindly spirit he shows in calling us
sixty odd thousand emploj^es all members
of the Baltimore and Ohio family!

men and
I

am

indirectly to the service.

glad to be numbered in the great

list

—

The family dearest of all earthly
how rich its influence, how

possessions

—

Next

Baltimore and Ohio famih^ and also that
through the Relief Department a way has

priceless its welfare!

been devised to continue that relationship through life, even though I am be-

For the welfare of
depends so largely upon the welAre we holding as
fare of the second.
high as we can the interests of our busi-

yond the age for active service. I get
most of the numbers of the magazine
from the agent here, but am short Nos. 6

famil}^,

our

home

famil}^,

our business family.
the

first

ness family?

to our o^vn

should come
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rafonola this Christmas
Make this Christmas last all winter. Give

''•:"'„

)

(

a Columbia the one ideal gift for all the
family for all the year around. No one thing
will give so

much

pleasure, to so

for so long a time, at so

.N500 dealers

can be sure

it

many

people,

little cost.

\ uu
to flcinonstrate nnv Coluinbia, plavin- any record that you sc-lcrt.
Columbia Iw the tone-control "leaves" at the front, which have taken the

i-(M'i\-

h

a

the old double-door idea.
catalou:s for iqti ready— Columbias
of Columbia record-^ too.
jilace of

New

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
likewise

all

AH Columbia Records
Columbia Grafonolas

^o"

from S25 to ?5"0-

will play on Victor Talking
will play Victor Records.

^^''^^

^^'^'^"^

^"^

•'^''^'•'^^

catalog;

Machines;

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY

iin^i

Toronto: 365-367 Sorauren Ave.
Bldg., New York
iti.i.li v\n< .I'l;
p-cCreators of the Talking Machine Industry.
Pioneers and Lenders in the Talkine M.chine Art. Owners of the Fundamental Patents. Largest Manufacturers of T.ilkinv:
Machines in the World
Dealers and prospective dealers write for a confidential letter
and a free copy of our book "Music Money." Manufacturers o*" the Dictaphone.

Box 418, Woolworth

•
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(
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T\)/infoMi^om%se keftcrs may come. Greeting:

t
L/CsV

AND PR

Said a Wise Fatherl
To His Son:

:t

My

it

boy, this diploma will give
start in life it will make you
prominent man in the Business World. In it you have an

—

you a

a

—

asset which you cannot lose by ^pecu.arion
one which cannot be stolen or taken
from you. Panics may come and go fortunes may be made and lost in a single transaction
your fellow-men may conspire to cheat you out of your goods and cha^-tels. but your legal education is with you for-

—

t

—

ever. It
the one assetthatyoucouldn'tloseif you wished to. but it's an asset which you can convert into ready cash
over and over again. I'm now getting old. Ere long I may be called to that bourne from which no traveler ever
returns, but I'm happy to know that you are prepared to go out into the world and take your place among men and make good."
is

These remarks from

a father to son, are full of food for thought.

That which

this

father has done for his son, you can do for yourself; or you can help do for your son, your brother, or
the 3'oung man in whom you are interested, If you are an employer of men, encourage them to study law. It will
come back to you a hundred times, in the increased efficiency of your employes. All you need is our help through our home-study law
course and this you may have for a very small amount payable in small monthly sums.

You Receive Our Law
Library Without Addifl^nSlI
«mvr AKU.A
tional cost,

With our Law Course, each
C^'riCi'^
V/Vrk7 .• student receives.without ad-

Law Library, consisting of 14
Law and Procedure. This Law

our complete

volumes of American

Library is worth the entire cost of our course. It was written by
over twenty of the deans and professors of law in the leading
resident law schools and univer:rities. It cost us nearly $40,000,
being more than the entire capital invested in many schools.

Our Diploma Will Make You
a Recognized Legal Authority
We are authorized by the State of Illinois to confer on all
our graduates the Degree of Bachelor of Laws {LL.B.)
Our
diploma is one that you will feel proud to possess, because it is
a recognized proof of your legal knowledge.
.

We realize that the
WlllpVl
T 111C.H ScflOOp
C?^11UU1. tion of selecting the

quesright

a hard one for you to settle in your own mind. It is especially hard in view of the fact that ordinarily you must decide

school

is

LLaSalle Extension University,
=3Pi f=^=

—

I I

=1

1

Dept.

its own statements of its merits. Unfortunately,
the school that is not based on sound educational principles can
write just as attractive an advertisement and can get up just as
attractive a catalog as can the school that is conducted on sound
educational principles. For this reason we are willing to
assume all the risk by not asking you to begin paying
for our course until you have seen it.
£>"¥%€*£> '^ ^^^ name of a handsomely illustrated
IF
\T^t^
M-i\
M.%M.K^Km:\^^ book we wish to send you free of charge.
This book contains over 50 pages of ew7c?e«ce as to the merits of
our Law Course particularly, and our University generally. The
book is not filled with our own statements of ourselves, but with
—
reproduced letters and statements from owr own
^
students and others who are competent to judi?e
us as an educational institution. This book is
# ^^YT'D4^1\T
costly and will be sent only to those earnestly
V/vF «J JL Vrl^

on a school from

^••»

interested in the study of law.
The attached coupon will

/

/

c-

•

r

^

•

ii_:

La Salle Fxtension Lnibring the
handsome"Evi(lenceBook"an(i full informa- # VerSlty,Dept.248,ChlCagO
*
tion about our Home-Study Law Course.
^ ,
r.
i
,^r
1
-L.1,
J^ Send me the Evidence Book
,

,

We have courses which pre- ^# and full information about
pare you to be:
your Law Course.
Lawyer— Expert Accountv*
)
antCC.P. A.) -Traffic Man-/
ager (R.R. or Industrial) #
Name
Business Manager
Bookkeeper — Expert
Correspondent.
Address-

—

248,

—^

Chicago

/

ii=nr^=i ^-»
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cents

is

the price of a thousand different

10 -inch double -disc Columbia Records.
Others from 75 cents to $7.50.
OUR GUARANTEEQuality the

finest.

Reproduction the best.
Will outwear any other record on the market.
To demonstrate

a sample advertising record will be mailed you for 25c.
of records, also of Columbia Graf onolas from $25 to $500.

this

Ask for catalog

IMPORTANT NOTICE-All

Columbia Records can be

used on your disc talking machine,

(if

any standard make).

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
BOX

418

WOOLWORTH

BUILDING,

NEW YORK

TORONTO

:

365-367

Manufacturers of the Dictaphone
Prices In Canada plus duty
Dealers wanted Write for special proposition

Please mention

this

magazine.

SORAUREN AVENUE

;
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charge: of scots greys at waterlog
held this regiment
WELLINGTON
moment when an overwhelming

of cnvalrv in reserve at the battle of Waterloo, awaiting the supreme
charRe miirlit turn the tide of ba'tle. Tlie in; tant the French lines wavt red
to charsre and the Scots (".revs Cavalry hurled themselves aj'ainst the French hkc a
tliunderbolt. This charjTe ended forever the career of Napoleon and his dream of universal empire vanished av.av
with the smoke of his artillery. The celebrated picture shown herewith from Kidpatli's Hi.- tor^', the original of
which was purchased by (^ueen Victoria, illustrates but one event of all the thousands which makes up the history
of every nation, empire, principality or power in the world famed publication.
the order

was given

Ridpath's History^ World
AA/'E will name our special low price and easy terms of payment
' ^ only in direct letters.
coupon for your convenience is

A

printed on the lower corner of this advertisement.
Tear off the coupon,
write your name and address plainly and maih We do not publish our
special low price for the reason Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her support
from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price broadcast
would cause injury to the sale of future editions.

Six Thousand Years of History
"piDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history
-"^
long before the Pyramids of Egypt were built;
down through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's

grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's
wealth and luxury; of Greek and Roman splendor
of Mohammedan culture and refinement of French
elegance and British power, to the dawn of yesterday. He
;

covers every race, every nation, every time and
holds vou spellbound by its wonderful eloquence.

46 Page Booklet

FREE

^U^
^

will mail our beautiful
'
forty-six page free booklet
without any obligation on your part to
buy. It will show Ridpath's wonderfully beautiful style.
He pictures the
great historical events as though they
were happening before your eyes; he
carries you with him to see the battles
of old; to meet kings and queens and
warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate;
to march against Saladin and his

dark-skinned followers; to sail the southern
peas with Drake; to circumnaviRate the
k'lobe with Magellan. He combines absorbing
interest with supreme reliabiliry, and makes
the heroes of history real living men and
women, and about them he weaves the rise
and fall of empires in such a fascinating style
that history becomes as absorbingly interesting as the greatest of fiction.

WESTERN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

CHICAGO
I'lc

llus

tijazim
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Why

Gasolene

Is

Dangerous Around

Home

"Gasolene evaporates
and the gas it
makes is seven times
more dangerous than
gunpowder.
A single
spark would cause a
rapidly,

frightful

explosion."

(Extract taken from
"Individual Fire Fighting," published by the

Rochester [N. Y.]
Chamber of Com-

merce.)
Is this volaelusive liquid a
safe plaything for your
or
your
neighbor's
child? Then why store
tile,

No. 800

Look

A DANGEROUS PLAYTHING

at this Clear Vision

Comfortable Fitting Goggle
Ask Your Watch

Inspector for

Non- Strain Goggles

FOR YOUR CHILDREN

it

above ground?

not put

It

away

Why
in a

Bowser Safe Oil Storage System
where it is as safe to handle as water, and out of
ask
innocent children's curious reach? These outfits
I
are built to conform to that measure of safety
prescribed by the National Board of
r\r'i^z>T^
Fire Underwriters, and their Labora^"^ LOCKpD
tory is so labeling them. Is it any
wonder that out of the
Million Satisfied Users
over the world there has never
fire traced directly or
indirectly to their use? Equip,
ment suitable for the smallest
private garage to the largest and
most cotnplete fatcory or railroad
oil storage system.
all

Beware
stitute.

been a

See

Strain

Take no

o£ Imitators.
is

that our trade-mark

on the box.

If

sub-

"Non-

your watch

in-

spector cannot supply you pin a one dollar
bill

to

on your

letter

and we

will

send a pair

Ophthalmuscope Co.
Street

for our

handsomely

S. F.Bowser
Home Plant and

you prepaid.

402 Dorr

Write

Toledo, Ohio

SAFETY
the

illus-

trated booklet, "At the Sign of
Mailed free
the Red Sentry."
upon request. It will give you
details on oil storage that are
well worth your reading.

& Co., Inc.
Gen'l Offices

Box 2068
Ft.Wayne.Ind., U.S.A.
.

Sales Offices in all Centers and
Representatives Everywhere

Established 1885

On the road look for
"The Red Sentry"

FIRST-That's the
The
Ball Watch.
movement cannot
and

is

thought behind
simple,

sturdy

get out of order

the higher charadter

type for railroad
service
.
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From Clerk

Second Vice-President

to

of the Baltimore

and Ohio

George M. Shriver Notable Example of
Self-Made Man

N THIS

issue

the

of

Employes Magazine
we introduce our
second vice-president,

Mr. George M.
Shriver,

to

the

em-

ployes of the Balti-

nati,

more & Ohio-CincinHamilton & Dayton System.

Mr. Shriver
accounting

is

the chief executive of the

He

department.

scarcely

needs an introduction to Baltimore

&

Ohio men, for he has grown up in the
service of the Company and is widely acquainted with the officers and employes
in all branches of the service.

American
railroad profession that each employe
stands upon his own merit and has it
within his power to win promotion to
It

is

an unwritten law

of the

con-

positions of greater responsibility,
ditional

upon the

ability

to

discharge

duties of increased importance.

Longkept,

But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night."

Company

Mr. Shriver is the son of the late Rev.
Samuel S. Shriver, a Presbyterian minister, and was born at Hightstown, New
Jersey, in 1868.
After receiving an education in the public schools of Baltimore,

Mr. Shriver entered the employ

Company

in 1887 as

of the

a clerk in the Ac-

counting Department, and was later in
the service of the United States Express

Company, which operates over
pany's

this

Com-

lines.

In 1888, Mr. Shriver became private
secretary to Charles F. Mayer, then
president of the Consolidation Coal

Com-

Mayer became

presi-

pany, and when Mr.

dent of the Baltimore

&

Ohio, in the

fall

Mr. Shriver re-entered railway

service as private secretary to the presi-

"The heights great men have reached and
Were not attained by sudden flight;

Mr. Shriver*8 career

lines.
His advance has not been made suddenly, but
he has attained his present position as the
result of over twenty-six years of continuous service with the Company, during
which there has been an utter disregard of
fatigue when anything required attention.

of 1888,

fellow wrote that,

the

Longfellow's inspirational

in the service of

has borne out the truth of

dent.

When

John K. Cowen became
Mr. Shriver continued as his
secretary and also filled the same position
under President L. F. Loree. In 1001,
in 1896,

president,

I
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Company and

shortly after President Loree took charge,

financial history of the

Mr. Shriver was promoted to assistant
to president, and filled this position during Mr. Loree's administration and the
term of President Oscar G. Murray. A
year after Mr. Willard became president,
Mr. Shriver was elected second vice-

the same time has brought

president at the meeting of the board of

Company and

and on
April 11, 1912, was elected to the same
office on the Cincinnati, Hamilton &

Last spring, when the Eastern Railroads decided to petition the Interstate

Dayton Railway.
The nature of Mr.

in freight rates,

directors held

January

12, 1911,

Shriver's duties dur-

ing his long service has given

him an

intimate knowledge of the physical and

The

following,

New York

reprinted

the service, with the result that he

is

recognized as having a wide knowledge of
the Company's activities and keen appreciation of the requirements both of the

the communities

it

serves.

Commerce Commission

for an increase
Mr. Shriver was elected
Chairman of the Committee of Accountants to prepare and submit the statistics
in

support of the application.

from the

editorial

page

of

the

Sun, was written by the late Mr. Frank P. Church:

TAKE
WE
_,

pleasure in answering at
once and thus prominently the

^^1

communication below, expressing
same time our great gratification
that its faithful author is numbered
among the friends of The Sun:
Dear Editor:
at the

I am eight years old.
Some of
little
friends say there is no Santa Claus.
Papa says "If you see it in The Sun it's so."
Please tell me the truth; is there a Santa Claus?

my

Virginia O'Hanlon.

your little friends are wrong.
They have been affected by the scepticism of a sceptical age.
They do not
Virginia,

at

him into daily
contact with every feature and branch of

beUeve except they see. They think
that nothing can be which is not comprehensible

by

their

little

minds.

All

minds, Virginia, whether they be men's
or children's,

are

In this great

little.

man

a mere insect, an
ant, in his intellect^ as compared with the
boundless world about him, as measured
by the intelligence capable of grasping

universe of ours

is

the whole of truth and knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there

He

is

a Santa Claus.

exists as certainly as love

erosity

know

and

devotion

exist,

and genand you

that they abound and give to your
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beauty and joy. Alas!
the world if there
were no Santa Claus! It would be as
dreary as if there were no Virginias.
There would be no childlike faith then,
no poetry, no romance to make tolerable
this existence.
We should have no
enjoyment, except in sense and sight.
The eternal light with which childhood
life

its

higiiest

how dreary would be
.

fills

the world would be extinguished.

Not

believe

in

Santa

Claus!

course not, but that's no proof that they

not there. Nobody can conceive
imagine all the wonders there are
unseen and unseeable in the world.

are
or

You may
and

see

but there

might as well not believe in fairies!
You might get 3'our papa to hire men
to watch in all the chimneys on Christmas eve to catch Santa Claus, but even
if they did not see Santa Claus coming
down, what would that prove? Nobody
sees Santa Claus, but that is no sign chat
there is no Santa Claus.
The most real
things in the world are those that neither
children nor men can see.
Did you ever
fairies
dancing on the lawn? Of
see

is

noise inside,

a veil covering the unseen

world which not the strongest man, nor
even the united strength of all the
strongest

You

tear apart the baby's rattle

what makes the

men

ever

that

lived,

could

Only faith, fancy, poetry,
love, romance, can push aside that curtain and view and picture the supernal
beauty and glory beyond. Is it all real?
Ah, Virginia, in all this world there is
nothing else real and abiding.
No Santa Claus! Thank God! he
lives, and he lives forever.
A thousand
years from now, Virginia, nay, ten times
ten thousand j^ears from now, he will
tear apart.

continue

to

make

glad

the

heart

of

childhood.

K2^^^KM

AMERICAN RED CROSS

913

MERRY CHRISTMAS
RED CROSS STAMP, FROM THE SALE OF WHICH THE FIGHT AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS IS LARGELY
FINANCED. PERHAPS NOTHING WE CAN DO AT CHRISTMAS WILL BRING ABOUT SO
MUCH PERxMANENT HAPPINESS AS THE GENEROUS USE OF THESE STAMPS

^|^*:f

\^

K

.;'

Jm^

oWof WAV

Improved Handling Will Increase
Equipment Efficiency
Address of General Superintendent of Transportation
C. C. Riley at

Deer Park

^.>o..>o..«.«.t^' dealing with the subject

laws

?

prescribing

¥

2

?

:

I

6

6

^^

equipment

efficiency,

must

consideration
gi^'^^

tc>

be

the factors that

Hmit performance. The
^->o»«>o«.o<««o<«4.
principal factors which may be classed as

demurrage

load,

rules,

un-

Improvement in equipmust be made independently of the limiting factors. The
remedial agents on which reliance must
be placed are proper facilities and mainbalanced

ment

traffic.

efficiency

thereof,
improved handling
through terminals, organization, supervision, check of operations.

tenance

Under normal conditions an important
is

car.

It

mere

figures representing average miles

the average haul of the loaded
is

always

not

that

realized

per car per day do not always reflect
car

efficiency.

twenty-five

is

A

road whose average

miles

per

car

per

day

may

be rendering more efficient service
than a road whose average is fifty miles
per car per day.

Numerous attempts have been made,
with

mum

little

success, to increase the mini-

carload.

The operating and

departments are not always
as
be.

what these
A number of

to

traffic

in accord

can be looked for

One

either

have

in

the immediate future.

of the deterring influences

efficiency

is

on car

delay in loading and un-

loading.
These delays are legalized by
demurrage rules, by orders of various
state commissions and by state laws.
It is doubtful if much can be done
toward reducing these delays in the
immediate future. It will probably take
several years of commercial activity

such as railroads are

make a

now enjoying

Unbalanced
but

to

beginning.
traffic is

a feature greatly

which

affecting car performance,
slight

consideration.

usually consider the
of the fact that

it

different divisions.

is

given

Statisticians

movement

in relation to direction only,

of traffic

regardless

may

be different on

The

freight district

an operating entity and should be so
considered in determining the effect of
unbalanced traffic upon operating economy and equipment efficiency. Direction, on roads where the flow of traffic
is subject
to changes, should be disis

regarded.

minimums should
states

commissiuna

minimums.

some progress is being made, but not much

factor in performance of freight equip-

ment

state

of

the

Railroads
themselves are responsible for a number
of low minimums.
It is believed that

uncontrollable are the average haul, the

minimum

orders

or

It is

in

necessary that equipment be put

proper shape bv the time business
9
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moves

in the early

Unless this

fall.

is

done there will be a lagging in operations
which cannot be overcome during that
Poor power means increased
season.
cost because of engine failures and the
necessity of running lightly loaded trains

and

light trains to relieve engines that

have

will

come through strong
This

offices.

organization

sufficiently large to

supervision of

all

who should handle

and not enough care

and good supervision must be had

there.

has been

It

operating

only a few years
except

reports,

those

showing loads and empties to be moved,
were not received from larger stations
because of the labor involved, notwithstanding the fact that a large
terminal usually has more cars than
a freight district. Lack of proper facili-

and

terminals

ties

at

not

only

decreases

and

locomotives

larger

the

cars,

stations

efficiency

but

of

increases

On nearly every
be seen examples where $35
per day is saved by taking off a switch
engine and $50 per day expense caused
operating

road

by

expenses.

may

diem and overtime.
diem rate has been
increased, it may be stated as an axiom
that it is cheaper to delay an engine than
resulting

Since

the

a train of

should be
permit of thorough

The

operations.

necessary for terminals and larger sta-

since

divisional organ-

izations rather than through the general

officers

rule,

fairly satisfactory

tions,

supervision.

that better performance

performance of equipment
between terminals.
The speed of trains on roads is a negligible
factor in average miles per car per day.
On railroads which have a fairly uniform
gradient on an individual freight district
a high percentage of car and locomotive
efficiency is secured.
More than seventyfive per cent of delays occur in yards and
terminals.
Conditions are practically
no better than a few years back, and
there is vast room for improvement.
Sufficient force of proper caliber, good
facilities and comprehensive reports are
is

and

organization

It is believed

divi-

sion should be equipped with competent

failed.

As a

proper

per

per

cars.

Perhaps the greatest results in equipment efficiency will be secured through

in

whom

full

the details and

confidence should be placed.

The handling

by the

of details

dwarfs the division

officers

lessens their efficiency.

general

officers

It is better

and
and

more economical

to have too large a force
than too small, as there should be elasticity in every organization.

In the matter of operations no system
be efficient unless there is proper
supervision.
The simple issuing of in-

will

structions

must be

not

will

age railroad too

the matter

suffice,

closely watched.

On

the aver-

much is taken for granted
is

exercised to see

understood and
obeyed. This should be made a matter
In supervision the average
of routine.
railroad is weak in that there is not
enough of it. Too much dependence is
put upon reports. Many operating officials receive more reports than can be
looked over in half a day and keep a large
that

instructions

number

are

of records of current operations

that do not 'Hurn a wheel or earn a
dollar.''

More

satisfactory results can

be secured from fewer reports and better
supervision.

One form

of

supervision

that can be used to advantage contemplates an examination at stated times by
experts or officials of other roads who are
not familiar with the property and can
judge of the operation from an unbiased
standpoint.

ground

is

The

very

official

who

is

on the
work

often too close to the

A

to get the proper perspective.

great

wasted
deal of supervising
of
but
revered
custom
through the old
efficiency

is
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"putting it up to the otlier fellow."
Explanations should not be exacted for
every deviation from the normal. It
should be sufficient to point out the error
made and, if circumstances warrant, out-

proper

the

line

procedure.

Criticism

presupposes knowledge and should not
be indulged in unless the proper way

can be pointed

by
and

The

supervising

To

the

minds

some one

off

of

the pay

the re-

roll

regardless of

Real economy can often

consequences.

be effected by increasing the expenses.
*

*

-

*

«

*

*

All that I have said thus far is for the
most part frc^m an article prepared for
the Railway Age Gazette, purposely made

to deal with
generalities.
There are so

ex-

should

ample,

many

con.sists of cutting

pro-

officer,

cept

out.

force.

duction of expenses

11

nullify the old

many

saying that
railroading is

things of vital

the art of evad-

proper

ing

interest in
car

handling

responsi-

an

bility.

There

that

enthusiast

could

a lot

is

specific

talk

of unnecessary

about them

work and

day. Mr. Kear-

use-

ney has prepar-

correspon-

less

dence on railwaj's which is
not tolerated in

any other
ness.
tion
in

ed

inter-

this subject.

There are,
however, two

busi-

state

much

esting data on

Operaalways

is

a

all

things that are

now

of

being done

with which per-

incompleteness

and always

haps you

presents

not familiar.

vul-

nerable

C. C.

points

of attack.

RILEY

One

General Superintendent of Transportation

De-

lays will always occur.

Demands

for ex-

of L. C. L. freight.

returned

should be eliminated. This class of corre-

Railroad in 1910,

spondence should be sent to the operating
official on the firing line only in exceptional

lightly loaded.

it

produces no good results and

takes up time that could be better spent.

The operating

official

being responsible

upon to make
reductions when business shows a marked
decrease.
At these periods the mistake

for net

is

revenue

often

made

the bet-

handling
When Mr. Willard
ter

planations and soUcitation of complaints

cases, as

is

are

feels called

of reducing the supervising

to

the

Baltimoie & Ohio
cars were being

many

In fact

many

of

them

were going over the road with the proverbial "box of lemons and barrel of
A reform then instituted has
crackers."
resulted in increasing the L. C. L. car-

load forty per cent, in

little

more than

three years.

Through the improvements thus made,
a saving of nearly sixty-five thousand
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was effected in the six months ending
March, 1913. This saving was effected
in heavier loading of merchandise cars
alone, and because of that saving the
Railroad
passed
Baltimore & Ohio
through the heaviest tonnage experience
in its existence, with practically no
shortage in box car equipment. It was
able to move tw^enty thousand cars of
grain from Chicago, most of which it
would not have received but for the

loaded in each car in even thousands.
According to his reports he never loaded
a car with 10,500, 11,340 or 12,320, but
it alw^ays contained 10,000 or 11,000 or

was able to give to the
Wheeling and Pittsburgh Districts more

the office he multiplied

them by two

and reported the

as the proper

thousand cars, which business
would not have been received but for this

weights.

reform.

supply was the use of cars formerly
rejected by shippers.
At the beginning
of the grain season last fall, nearly half

cars

reform.

than

It

•

fifteen

About a year ago, four

principles for

the handling of L. C. L. freight were
established.
of the

The

first

was the

regardless-of-quantity

abolition
car.

The

second was the placing of a ten thousand

pound minimum on L. C. L. freight
loaded on one division to another diviThe third was the placing of a
sion.
five thousand pound minimum on L. C.
on a division to a point
The fourth was
minima
on cars loaded
the abolition of
freight
and
handled in
L.
with L. C.

A man

12,000.

when he

because

results

figures

in

cars furnished were rejected as

of the

unfit

for

loading.

In

the

Southwest,

which is a great originating territory,
and where the box car supply is depleted
early in the

fall,

roads are obliged to load

almost any kind of cars that are on hand.
This necessity has developed great in-

They

and it is
any car with
a roof can be loaded with grain. With
the use of this knowledge and by securing
will tell you,

most part

true, that

the enthusiastic support of the mechanical

department, most of the cars formerly

If this

cars.

shortage this winter.
It would,

the

got

this

can be
seventy-five
thousand
box
done, these
prevent
a box car
cars will probably
five

evidently did not

same way seventy-

trains.

thousand box

expect

to

the

Another thing that increased the car

for the

We

there

when

think his check clerk was a good guesser

genuity.

year to save in the

The agent

weights.

on the same division.

freight

sent

that

day's loading was over a check clerk
would go into the cars and guess at the

L. freight loaded

local

was

He found

investigate.

no doubt,

interest

know what has been done

you

to

in the w^ay of

increasing the carload of L. C. L. freight,

but there is a fly in our ointment. It
was found that a few agents falsified
They found it easier to
their reports.
report a car out with eleven thousand
pounds than to put that amount of
W"e got suspicious of one
freight into it.
particular station because the agent
always showed the weight of freight

rejected

were used for grain loading.

was due to the excellent services of
Mr. Tatum and Mr. Cromwell that this
By the liberal use
result was possible.
of lumber to cover holes in sides and
floors, and of paper or muslin to line
the cars, Mr. Tatum and Mr. Cromwell
It

succeeded in putting the cars in such
condition that the grain people loaded

more than ninety-five per cent, of the
cars which had previously been turned
down.

This

is

called to

attention because very

your particular

many

times cars

can be used with the exercise of a
care.

little

AM) OHIO
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TluTc
factor
is

is

one thing more.

iiiHuencing

efficiency

the operation of the yard.

opinion that there

yard

in

This

is

is

It is

my

not a large railroad

the United States that

economically

properly,

in

Tlic greatest

equipment

or

is

handled

efficiently.

not because we have not able

our yards, for we have.

men

r^Iany times

I have been astonished at the ingenuity
and initiative displayed by yardmen in

doing

things with their pitiably inadequate facilities. The condition is one
of method, not of men.
All of us who
have had to do with yard operation have
had drilled into us the necessity of

our

operating

not

expense;

yards

the

at

smallest

necessarily economically,

We

must get away from
is synonymous
with efficiency. To get away from it
what do we have to do? Our friend
Regien says "The essence of operation is
information." To be successful we must
have in our yards proper information and
but cheaply.

the idea that cheapness

l'^o^

i:.\i

m a<;\/i.\j-

;s

I
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and make use
As accurate infonnation must be
the 3'ards a.s is had at the stasomething we do not now get.

suflicicnt f(jrces to prej)arc

of

it.

had

in

tions,

We

must known every necessary

so

that

way

half

not

conditions will

be

detail,

known

or guessed at.

Permit me to make this j)r()phecy:
Sometime,
somewhere,
a
man will
arise with the courage to place yard
operations on the proper basis.
His goal
be efficiency.

will

He

will

know

that

yard operations means a
revolution in present methods.
His aim
will not be how cheap, but how good.
It will take courage to do this because
such action will break time honored
efficiency

in

After

precedents.

he

does

arise

blazes the trail for us to follow,

we

and
will

wonder why we did not think of and do
the some things long ago.
And in full
appreciation of what he has done, we
will enshrine him in our hearts and class
him among the truly great.

Rolling 'Round at Relay
By

JOHN RANDOLPH STIDMAN

Clerk Auditor Merchandise

All

aboard

for

Washington!

Washington Ex-

Take

There's a glory in the prospect as we sweep
along the way,
But the sweetest to my fancy is the scene of

fjir

up the valK-v wheif the river

Hear the singing
of
.\s

we

of its

water

join the

humming

the rails
leap across the viaduct so sturdy and so

strong.

loveliness

we're rolling, rolling 'round the

at old

look

winds along,

press.

When

a

Receipts

curve

That has stood almost a hundred years and
falters not nor fails.

Relay.

Do you want

to go to Washington?

Then take

the Line of Blue,

There

is

within

action
its

in

its

pulses,

there

is

life

sway;

There's a picture you'll rememhor tluit will
thrill you through and through
When you're rolling, rolling 'round the curvt
at old Relay.

—

T^.^

T^^

Keeping
Christmas
From "The

Spirit of Cliristmas,"

by

HENRY VAN DYKE
Copyright, 1905 by Charles Scribner's Sons

Romans,

xiv, 6:

"He

that regardeth the day, regardeth it

T
I

IS a good thing to observe
Christmas day. The mere mark-

and seasons, when
work and make merryis a wise and wholesome cushelps one to feel the supremacy

ing of times

men

agree to stop

together,

tom.

It

common life over the individual life.
It reminds a man to set his own little
watch, now and then, by the great clock

of the

humanity which runs on sun time.
But there is a better thing than the
observance of Christmas day, and that
of

Is,

keeping Christmas.

Are you willing to forget what you
have done for other people, and to
remember what other people have done
for you; to ignore what the world owes
you, and to think

what you owe the

world; to put your rights in the back-

ground, and your duties in the middle

and your chances to do a little
more than your duty in the foreground;
to see that your fellowmen are just as
real as you are, and try to look behind
their faces to their hearts, hungry for
joy; to own that probably the only good
reason for your existence is not what you
are going to get out of life, but what
you are going to give to life; to close
your book of complaints against the
management of the universe, and look
around you for a place where you can
sow a few seeds of happiness are you
distance,

—

willing to

unto the Lord."

do these things even for a day?

Then you can keep Christmas.
Are you willing to stoop down and
consider the needs and the desires of
little children; to remember the weakness and loneliness of people who are
growing old; to stop asking how much
your friends love you, and ask yourself
whether you love them enough; to bear
in mind the things that other people
have to bear in their hearts; to try to
understand what those who live in the
same house with you really want, without waiting for them to tell you; to trim
your lamp so that it will give more light
and less smoke, and to carry it in front
so that your shadow will fall behind you;
to make a grave for your ugly thoughts
and a garden for your kindly feelings,
with the gate open are you willing to
do these things even for a day? Then
you can keep Christmas.

—

Are you willing to believe that love

is

world
stronger than hate, stronger than evil,
stronger than death and that the blessed
life which began in Bethlehem nineteen
hundred years ago is the image and
the

strongest

thing

the

in

—

brightness of the Eternal Love?

Then

you can keep Christmas.
And if you keep it for a day, why not
always?

But you can never keep

it

alone.

"

VOU RE THE OXLV ONE WHO
GIVEN MB A PLEASANT
LOOK TO-DAV."

S

The Night Before Christmas
By

Lillian

Bennet-Thompson

Smash-up **The Whistler'' seeks shelter from the
Storm but finds himself playing quite a part

After a

0!"

NJf
I

n*

it

quick
*'Is

—

woman

The

snapped

out

the

''You're

monosj'llable.

the

third

fairly

sharp

hobo

that's

been here today. If you
don't clear out and do
set the dog onj'ou!"

—

I'll

he insured?" asked the man,

re-

placing his battered hat on his head and

regarding the hatchet-faced

woman

in

the doorwa}' with a half whimsical smile.

WTiat do you mean?
shrugged his shoulders.

"That's what they all say," she interrupted acidly; "and the last one sneaked
off with my best shovel.
I said *no,' and

meant it! Git!"
With a quick movement, she retreated
into the hall, and slammed the door with
a resounding bang.
The tramp stood
for an instant looking at the wooden
I

barrier; then,

turned

and

with another half shrug,
slowly down the

shuffled

path to the gate, where he paused and

"Insured?

glanced undecidedly up and

He

deserted snow>' turnpike.

"I'm about hungr\^ enough to eat
Look here, ma'am, I'm willing to
do any kind of work to earn a meal, if

dog.

you'll

only—"

A

white-breasted

down

the

collie strolled leisure-

around the comer of the house, hesitated, and advanced toward the man at

ly

the gate with slow, stately tread.

"
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Stretching out his long head, he sniffed
inquiringly,

drew back, advanced again,

and slipped
the

smooth, cold nose into
hand, looking up with

brown eyes and wagging

The man patted the

his tail.

sleek head.

''Old chap," he said, ''you're the only

one who's given
today.

If

milk of

human

me

a

of

of

On

it

spirit.

the bend, was the

For a moment he struggled

him.

It
it

for breath.

—he stroked the dog's head
again with a hand that shook from
weakness— "I guess
be movin'.
A
I'll

merry Christmas to you, old chap!"

town

of Blue-

was a

pleasant, homelike country;

looked hospitable; but the Whistler
it

belied

appearance.

its

he not visited every cottage in the
lage,

"Well"

little

mere.

knew that

coughing interrupted

whistle.

either side of the turnpike stretched

broad meadows and fields, sleeping beneath a thick counterpane of snow,
dotted here and there with orchards or
an occasional farmhouse with many
outbuildings.
Just out of sight, around

Folks hereabouts are

mighty shy on the Christmas
They act like it was extinct.
fit

the

kindness in this town,

soured long ago.

A

look

pleasant

was any

there ever

Things were very bad indeed

when he could not

his

tramp's

friendly

failure.

Had
vil-

every outlying farmhouse, in quest

a meal? The Christmas spirit was
a scarce, exclusive commodity, which
kept within doors and refused to be
cajoled with fair words or ingratiating

of

smiles.

With a final pat he opened the gate
and sauntered down the road. The
collie crouched in the path and watched
patiently until he was out of sight.

The keen December wind
noisily along,

snatching

feathery snow

fi

piled drifts

little

in

they smarted.

He

shivered and drew his tattered coat

about him, burying

his

his

unshaven

numbed hands deep

into

the

pockets of his trousers.
Little

trickles

the railroad and turned his steps toward

the water-tank, a

distance along

o'clock.

A

"side-door Pullman" would be very

if this were lacking, a
board would enable him to
manufacture a "hammock." He would
then crawl underneath and be borne
far from the place where every man had
more to eat than he wanted, but was
willing to give none of it away.

acceptable; but

of

icy

waters,

melted

The Whistler crouched in the shelter
box cars drawn up on a

from the snow that caked itself about
his feet and ankles, ran down inside his
worn and broken shoes with a touch like
liquid fire until every step became a

feet

separate agony.

lips issued

"The

little

long, stout

chin in the turned-up collar and thrusting

the

The short winter twilight was rapidly
deepening into night, and there was a
freight due to pass through about six

man's ears and nose in its arctic fingers
and slapped his sunken cheeks until

closer

turnpike,

clouds of

nipped the

It

the

in the direction of

the track.

the tops of the high-

passage.

in
off

blustered

and whirling them along

boisterous

its

om

At the bend
Whistler struck

Whistler,"

as

his

and tried
was a dismal

called him, pursed his blue lips

to whistle, but the attempt

comrades

of a string of

arms
and stamped his
to keep them warm, while from his

siding near the tank, slapped his

across his thin chest

a piping flood of melody.

Propped against one of the cars was
a heavy plank, which he had secured
from a pile of lumber.

THE
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Along the rails came a soft, musical
hum, deepening into a crashing crescendo, as the headlight of a train swung
into sight and the big engine puft'ed and
panted to a standstill beside the tank.
The train was not a freight it was
made up of day-coaches and Pullmans;
but it would serve. Even under the

—

composed

himself

as

17

comfortably

as

possible.

The

train

speed as

it

moved

slowly

swept by the

off,

gathering

little

station

platform and roared into the darkness.
The fact that he did not know where
he was going did not trouble the Whistler.

His destination was something he

CAREFULLY HE ADJUSTED THE PLANK

shelter

of

pleasantly

the

cars

violent.

the

The

wind was unWhistler

de-

cided to wait no longer.

He

crept out from his hiding-place,

picked up the plank and cautiously
his

way

made

along the line of coaches.

Carefully he adjusted the plank.
its

the trucks onto his

"hammock

"

Some

kindly

disposed

person

surely

would give him something to eat on that
day.

He

ends on the trusses of one of
the forward cars and crawled between
rested

Undoubtedly he
would
arrive
somewhere tomorrow
And tomorrow would be Christmas Day.
never bothered about.

Then

he drew his coat closer about him and

The

crash and rattle of the heav>' cars,

as they lurched along, did not disturb

him.

He was

used to the thunderous

chorus of the wheels and
of the

gnawing

of

rails.

In spite

hunger and the choking

—
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cough that racked him with almost every
breath, he slept lightly, iDstinctively
holding himself onto his precarious perch.

Suddenly there was a loud shriek from
The brakes ground hard.
There followed a crashing, rending sound.
His hands were torn loose from their
the whistle.

hold,

and he was

and

lifted in the air

flung violently to one side.

Something

He

him.

soft

realized

and fluffy enveloped
dimly that he had been

hurled into a snowbank beside the track.

Hoarse shouts arose.

and dark

Lanterns

up

lights flashed

ered,

flick-

inside the cars,

figures hurried along, casting

The Whistler was very drowsy and
from

little

annoyed at being awakened
Gingerly he

his slumber.

gust of the chilling wind buffeted

—

beard.

Thrusting

felt his

it

He soon found himon a smooth macadam road lined
with fine houses. Turning north, he
self

forward,

shuffled

a

bam

or a garage to shelter

was barely midnight,

It

passengers and crew.

misfortune
theatrical

befell

by the

Perhaps the worst

members

the

a

of

company, whose car had been
Scantily clad, the

the greatest sufferer.

pedestrian

or
of

two,

the

hurrying

Gaudy wardrobes

lay scattered broad-

Gowns and

hats,

slashed doublet and colored hose fluttered
in the wind.

The Whistler regarded the scene apaTo him the accident meant
thetically.
only

a

long

delay

in

destination—wherever

getting

to

his

that might be

and, acting on impulse, as always, he

turned his back on the train and began
to

mount the bank

beside the track.

the

railroad,

dark,

in

the

streets

The Whistler was aware that he was
very tired and very hungry. The cold
was increasing, and a fine, dry snow was
beginning to fall. It peppered his face
on the wings of the furious wind, stinging
sharp-edged sand. But
he set his teeth and plodded on, crooking
his elbow to shield his mouth from the
like particles of

blast

that

seemed

paroxysms of coughing.

cast along the tracks.

the clock

Save for a lonely

the inferior rolling-stock of the road, the

trunks.

if

The houses presented

forbidding exteriors.

icy

turned baggage car and their shattered

for

—

in slumber.

outraged Thespians grouped themselves
at doors and windows and anathematized
while they gazed bitterly at the over-

him

were a trustworthy
yet the town seemed wrapped

were deserted.

few bruised heads and limbs proved

to

in the church tower

snowbank, and slouched along to
where a crowd of passengers and trainmen surrounded a wrecked baggage car.

A

softly

the remainder of the night.

bruised legs and arms, crawled out of

to be the worst injuries sustained

whistling

himself and keeping a sharp lookout for

direction

the

into his pocket, he con-

tinued his climb.

guide

grotesque shadows on the snow.

not a

A

something soft and warm against his
hand. Lazily he looked down at the
object a long white Rip Van Winkle

to

scorch

his

throat and lungs, bringing on choking

He had

reached the outskirts of the

town

before

trees,

sloped gently

he found a place that
appeared likely to meet his requirements.
A broad lawn, mottled with clumps of

down

to the road.

Standing well back, sheltered by towering
firs, was a big, substantial-looking house.
There was a bam in the background,
and a garage, too; either might be open.

Pausing at the edge of the lawn, the
made a brief but satisfactory
reconnaissance of the house and its
surroundings, then limped up the driveway which led to the bam.
Whistler

—
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Under the

carriage stoop he stopped

suddenly and, with

lifted

A window

intently.

head, listened

on the second

floor,

almost directly above the place where he

A slender

was standing, was partly open.

beam

light

of

fell

across

the

snow.

In an instant he had shrunk into the
protecting shadow of a tree close beside

Creeping behind the thick
trunk, he looked up.

the driveway.

was no

It

part, of his

program

to be

interrupted at this promising stage of the

proceedings; but the

who had

person

window was

the

raised

no

watchful

and the Whistler was covered with the
powdery flakes; but still he loitered.
Perhaps he was thinking of another
little girl who had begged to be allowed
to "see Santa Claus just for a moment,"
or, perhaps, tlie sound of the childish
voice brought back memories of a boy
who had lived Jong ago oh, ver}- long
ago and who had tried hard to keep the
sand man away on Christmas Eve so that
he might catch a gUmpse of the stout
old gentleman, who, somehow, in spite
of his generous girth, manages to come

—

—

down

chimneys.

the smallest

servant 'no

what
that

Yet
could

house-

warv'

owner who

young,

desired to as-

est,

certain the

hearted

meaning

have

that

of

hon-

clean-

with

slinking

the

shadow on the

Whistler,

lawn.

—and,

Instead, the
Wliistler

With numb
fingers,

nightgown, kneeling on a chair and peer-

pocket.

into the darkness.

Then

a small,

sweet voice came faintly to his wondering ears.

"Santa
Oh,

let

Santa

I

me

old

per-

haps

be-

held a diminutive maiden clad in a white
ing

boy
do

to

see

dear!

you

Is

that

you?

just for a minute,

please!''

There was silence for a moment.

beard,

the

He drew
and

fumbled

Whistler

fitted

it

out

a

in

his

whit€

long

deftly over his chin,

smoothing it do^\Ti
chuckled to himself.

carefully

as

he

Then he stepped up ijn iiw porch,
grasped the treUis that supported the
gnarled trunk of a wistaria vine, and
s\Ming himself up to the open window.

"Oh, dear! I thought it was Santa
Claus coming up the drive! And I did

With one leg over the low
paused and looked into the room.

much!"
and the "VMiistler
found himself staring blankly up at the
place where she had been.
In the dark-

all in blue and white
white
muslin curtains, looped back with broad
blue ribbons, blue paper with clusters of
white roses, a white enameled bedstead
with a blue embroidered coverlid, sundry

want to

The

see

him

so

child disappeared,

he smiled to himself.
"Bless her little heart!" he murmured.

ness,

"She thought

He
open

I

was Santa Claus."

stood for some time watching the
-^-indow,

reappear.

but the

The snow was

child

did

not

falling thickly.

furnished

small white chairs, and a

little

sill,

It

—

he

was

white table

on which stood a blue china plate heaped
high with sandwiches and cnkps, a glass,
and a bottle of milk.
There was a square of paper propped

—

"

!
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against the bottle, and

by the

The

light of the

night lamp, the Whistler read in large,

"That's what

sprawling, childish characters, 'Tor Santa

"And

Claus."

The
lessly

Whistler's eyes glistened.

he

slid

over the

sill

Noise-

and tiptoed to

made a

child

gesture of under-

standing.

the fat

Auntie

thought,"

I

that must be

why

got rubbed

all

May

me

told

she said.

you're so thin
didn't

off,

it?

that sometimes you

"Are you very hungry, Santa Claus?"
With a start, the Whistler turned. He
had almost forgotten the child. She was
sitting bolt upright in bed, looking at him

couldn't get through the chimney at all,
but had to come in the window, so I
asked her to leave one open downstairs,
and she said she would.
"But" suddenly remembering the
courtesy due to a guest "won't you sit
down? I'm afraid the chairs are pretty
small, but there's room for you here, if
you don't mind."
She patted the blue coverlid with an

with wide, wondering blue eyes.

inviting gesture.

With a shaking hand, he
and began
Surely bread and chicken never
to eat.
tasted so good before, nor was milk so
sweet and refreshing. And the little
the

table.

seized one of the sandwiches

cakes

"Are you?" she repeated, as he did not
the Whistler stared; a half-con-

sumed sandwich
milk in the

in

one hand, a glass of
He drew a long

other.

"Yes," he said

finally, "I

guess

I

was

child

nodded

sagely.

"I thought you would be," she said,

May

some
supper here for you. I'm always hungry
when I've been out a whole lot, and you
must have come a long ways tonight."
The Whistler set the empty glass on
the table, beside the equally empty bottle
and plate. He took a hesitating step
toward the bed, stopped, and glanced
toward the open window.
"Where is your pretty red suit and
"so

I

so

many

other

asked Auntie

to put

your fur cap?" inquired the child curiously.
"Did did you leave 'em in the

—

The Whistler nodded.

I

—

moment?" she

pleaded.

must
"I

—

all.

couldn't get

—just

Please stay

a

down

or up."

while?"

little

She held out a pair of round white
arms, and looked up with the most
alluring smile in the world.

The Whistler gazed down into the
upturned blue eyes, and a sudden mist
dimmed his own. He tried to speak, but
only a husky whisper came.

Then

slowly, uncertainly, as

force he

was powerless

if

drawn

to resist, he

shuffled over to the side of the

"Yes," he said. "They—well, you
see, chimneys aren't what they used to
I have to make myself as small as
be.
possible, or I'd probably stick half-way
I

children that

you before, you know
though I've always wanted to. Last
year I waited for oh, hours and hours,
and watched hard; but somehow I fell
asleep, and when I woke up in the morning, you'd come and I hadn't seen you at

by a

sleigh?"

and then

"Just a

little

morning, and

I've never seen

pretty hungry."

The

but there
sunken eyes.
"Thank you very much," he said,
"but I mustn't stop. You see, there are
his head,

wistful look in his

visit before

breath.

—

The Whistler shook

was a

answer.
Still

—

bed and

knelt down.

The

warm, soft hand
unshaven cheek.
prickly, aren't you
just

child put out one

and stroked
"You're

his

all

like father is

—

sometimes," she observed

"

:
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"Don't stop! Do it again!" The cry
was almost wrung from him. Then he
added, somewhat shamefacedly, as if to
I had
explain his emotion, ''You see, I
a little girl once, and she she used to do

Sometimes I think she is back.
But twenty years twenty years
The Whistler bowed his white head
for a moment; then straightened up with
a sharp sigh and shook his shoulders
as if casting from them a Inirden of
memor\' that was too heavy for him to

so sometimes."

bear.

critically.

don't

miiicl.

i

—

—

"Did she? Then she must have loved
you a lot, 'cause I always pet father
when I love him most. Is she still a little
girl like me, or has she growed up?"
The gentle fingers had pulled off the
battered hat and were busy twining
themselves in the tangled mass of snow
white hair that cro\\Tied the Whistler's
head.

—

'Tf she
if she had lived, she would
have been grown up by this time." His

voice

was

cherish.

—

—

quite beautiful."

low, toneless, dull with a pain

"Good-by," he said yearningly.
"Good-by,

But it
and I'm very
glad I saw you.
I
wish father and
Auntie May could have been here, too."
"Then I couldn't have come," the
Whistler told her.
"You see, grownups
never see Santa Claus. It's only when
they're little people that he pays them
"I suppose you've got to go.

was nice

of

real visits.

you

to come,

When thej'

get big he doesn't

They

don't need him."

come any more.

He

that time had been powerless to heal.

little girl."

rose to his feet.

her sweet voice thrilled with a tender

"Good-by, Santa dear."
"Good-by," he said brokenly, as he
turned toward the window and started

sympathy, as she whispered

out into the gloom.

the

Instinctively

Her hand gently smoothed

"Oh, I'm
Santa dear."

so

understood.

child

SOFT}'

cheek and

his

—so

very

sorry,

The

Presently she added, softly:

"What was

the

name

of

vour

little

The Whistler looked from
window and back again.

"Ruth."

—just

name
but—"

"Wasn't

it

—not

"No

once,

Ruth.

She had an-

when she was very

Ruth Santa Claus?"
I
I forget what

that.

—

—

"And did you
me?"

love her the

way

father

loves

much.

— almost

"God knows
fiercely.
must have loved her too
She was all I had in the world to

I

guess

I

re-

—

and hunger and fatigue he
was used to them but the little golden
haired girl awoke in him a great desire
which overvN'helmed him in a surging

—

wave,
it

She had golden curls, too, just the
color of yours, and blue eyes.
She she
was very like you."

"Yes"

His hands

sisted cold

was.

I did.

the child to

He had

clenched and unclenched.

"Ruth what*?"

little,

childish voice held a note of keen

the

"Nothing

good-

disappointment.

girl?"

other

me

"Aren't vou going to kiss

by?"

breaking

do\vn

all

barrier

of

and would not be denied.

restraint,

With a

half-strangled

sob,

he

bent

over and put his arms about the child,
holding her close and bowing his white
head above her golden one.

Then

all

smothered

the

father

tenderness

love,
in

hungr>' heart found release,

all

the

his
empty,
and he shook

from head to foot with sobs of anguish.

—

:
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Two

arms stole about
grimy cheek he

little

and on

his

pressure of childish

neck

his

the

felt

He

on the tumbled

Somewhere

curls.

in the house a door shut

Hurried footsteps sounded on

sharply.

With one bound, the Whistler was

at

the window. He bent over the low sill
and grasped the wistaria vine.
'Good-by, Santa Glaus Merry Ghristmas!" called the child, throwing kisses
'

!

was strained and

Whistler's face

wistful as he turned for a farewell glance.

''Good-by,

The next
Below

one,"

little

'Tt's

he whispered

—been good—to see you."

instant he

was gone.

stairs lights

were burning and

window on the

leaned from a

As he caught

floor.

A
first

sight of the fugitive

dodging across the lawn, he raised
his voice in a shout
''Halt!
Stop thief!"
The Whistler broke into a run.
figure

"Stop, or

man

shoot!"

I'll

The

the fleeing figure ran on.

Still

child, before

"Go back

you catch

to

cold."

But as her lips quivered, he added,
more gently, although his face was hard
and set:
"Yes he's gone."
"But did you see him, daddy?" she
persisted.
"He was so nice to me and
he had such a long beard. He had a
little girl once
her name was Ruth

in the

—

—

but she died.
every bit.

window

And he ate all his supper
He was very hungry, and

oh, so cold

—but

the other

little

he had to go, because
and boys expect

girls

him."

As she

prattled on eagerly, the stern

expression faded from Heyward's face

excited voices called one to the other.

man

my

—

with both hands.

huskily.

''Bess!" he exclaimed.

bed,

—

the stairs.

The

and excitement.
John Hejrward turned quickly.

His arms just

could not speak.

tightened their clasp and his lips rested
reverentially

the

cold

Santa Claus."

lots,

her

lowest step of the stairs, trembling with

lips.

"I love you," she whispered, "I love

you

Wrapped in the blue coverlid from
own little bed, the child stood on

raised his arm.

A

and a look of terror took its place.
There were other people in the hall
now frightened, excited servants and a
tall, sweet-faced girl whose eyes filled

—

with tears as the child told how Santa
Glaus had "rubbed himself all thin"
trying to get down so many narrow
chimneys.

With a quick command to one of the
men, Heyward turned and darted out of
the front door and across the lawn.

spurt of flame blazed against the darkness, followed

by a sharp

The hurrying
swayed,

and

At the

report.

figure stopped, wavered,

into

collapsed

a

dark,

huddled heap.

The man

in the

an exclamation

window turned with
and strode

of satisfaction,

through the hall to the telephone.
It
'*0h, daddy, did you hear that?
was Santa Glaus cracking his whip!

my

He came

into

he kissed

me good

him?

room

to see

night!

Has he gone?"

me

—and

Did you

see

foot of a giant

fir

tree lay the

Whistler, his eyes closed, his pale face

upturned to the sky. One hand clutched
the white beard. The other was pressed
to his side, and through the stiff fingers
a dark liquid oozed, forming a sinister,
spreading stain on the snow.

He

looked

peacefully.

as

if

he

were

One would have

sleeping
said that

he was quite comfortable and happy.

The storm had ceased. A watery
moonbeam slanted from the scudding

_

I
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clouds and

fell

upon the

thin, pallid face.

had stroked
away the lines of care and pain and
suffering, for the broad forehead was as
SBQOoth and unfurrowed as a little child's.
unseen

Perhaps

fingers

With terror clutching at his throat,
John Heyward laid his ear to the shrunken
chest beneath the thin and threadbare
coat but there was not the faintest

—

flutter of the heart within.

The Square Deal
The Lynchburg
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Rate Fixing

in
(Va.)

News

Railway rates should be raised, in the
of the Clifton Forge Review.
"Within the past week," says that
newspaper, "we have heard two prominent business men declare in favor of an

the subject of unfair or unreasonable rate

increased freight rate for the railroads.

velopment.

The gentlemen

operation without crippling business.

And

and

effi-

opinion

in question are identified

sheerest folly to suppose that the public

can enjoy prosperity
conditions.

enterprise

if

made

railways are

You cannot fetter railroad
without fettering trade deYou cannot

cripple railroad

with industries that are large shippers

railroad

over the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway.

ciency will undergo the crippling process,

position, as do others who
have given the subject serious thought,
that it is unfair to the railroads to have

equipment

They take the

operating expenses increased every j-ear

and permit the income to remain the
same.

It is also

railroads

argued that with the

making money, prosperity

of

the genuine kind will not be long delayed.

if

the

initiative,

maximum
is

enterprise

and
and no considera-

of high-grade service

required,

tion given to the need of increasing rates

with a view of meeting the heavy drain
of increased expense thus contemphited.

This

is

justice.

common sense as well
And the man who

insists that railroad rates

as

common

arbitrarily

should remain

the proper view to take of the

stationary', regardless of the relations that

condition of affairs in this country, for

the sufficiency of those rates sustain to

This
with

is

the

railroads

unable

reasonable return on the

to

money

earn

a

operating costs, assumes a position too

invested,

obviously

the general public will feel the result verj-

attention

promptly."

to

deserve

serious

himself do\^Ti as quite as hostile to

Our esteemed contemporary
unassailable

illogical

— and in the last analysis writes

conclusion.

It

is

states an

but the

mate business development

common

as

legiti-

to

the

carrier systems of the country.
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Practical Suggestions for Engineers

and Firemen
W.

aN

article in the

October issue of

Railway and Locomotive

by C. D. George,
''Why so many fail as Engineers
and How to Succeed," deserves more
Engineering

entitled,

than

passing

notice.

W.Va.

Duffey, Wheeling,

J.

If

all

our

of

be

acquired

from

strict attention

ment,

during

locomotives,

"Am

I in

And

that class?"

many

the firemen

pointers that would

be of great advantage to them in preparing for promotion to engineers.

For

some

who

the benefit of

of our readers

do not take the publication referred
I will quote a few of his remarks.
cause

''The

of

many

so

failures

to,

as

due to the fact that after
passing the examination they take no

engineers

is

and

the time and draw their salary, and that

damage

men who

'got by'

he

should
as

to great expense

with the best type of

some cases it was costly
Company, causing
the engines and delays to

believe in

I

experience

90 per cent, of the

that

apprenticeship

with all modern improvements; E. T. Locomotive Brake Equipment,
Superheaters,
and
Stokers
Walschaert Gear. It is true that we
were not required to pass an examination
on these new attachments, yet I believe
the new locomotives would have given
better service on some divisions had we
as engineers studied them before they
were adopted by our Road. We had to
learn by experience after they came,

interest in their work, except to get in

if

his

Our Company has gone

and Ohio System would read it I
that some of the engineers would
could obtain

observation,

fireman.

engineers and firemen on the Baltimore
feel

careful

duty and good judg-

qualifications

develop

in furnishing us

ask,

to

trains.

to

to

In

the

regard to the Superheater
asked an engineer who had

the examination were unexpectedly called

engines,

up

been assigned to a regular engine and
had run it about a month, how he liked
compared to the Saturated engine.
it,

re-examination

for

promotion, they would

While

some
that

this

cases,
it

assertion

and on some

weeks

six

after

fail."

may

be true in

railroads, I

hope

does not apply to the engineers on

Admitting that it is not
always the man that passes the best
examination that makes the most success-

our System.

ful engineer,

nevertheless

we must

that he can be depended

upon

agree

to take

proper care of his engine in cases of break
downs, etc. The faculty of handling
his train successfully

over the road must

He
any

said,

I

"she does not haul her train
but you can carry more

better,

water and none of it goes to the cylinders
He evidently was
or out of the stack."
using the Superheater elements as an
auxiliary boiler.
It is just

of a similar

such cases as this and others
nature that prompts

me

to

say that none of us are too old to learn.
If we have not already done so we should
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The locomotive

now.

begin

builders

pamphlet form,
covering all new improvements, explaining them in such a manner that it would
be no trouble for us to understand them.
The advice given to firemen in Mr.
furnish

bulletins

George's article

in

practically identical

is

with the system in vogue on the Wheeling
District in regard to what they should

know

before

promotion.

they

When

examination,

for

are examined for
they are called up

before

any questions

are asked from the regular form, they are

required to be familiar with
of

the locomotive,

how it is
know the

all

parts

naming each

part,

connected,

of

the ec-

and

relative

position

relative

centrics to the crank pin

position to each other,

cylinder packing

They must

etc.

how

to test for

and valve blows, the
how to trace steam

use of lead and lap,

from the dome to the atmosphere, with
the slide and piston valves, explaining
fully

must

how
also

it
transmits power. They
understand the essential parts

of the injector

and lubricator and how

they do the work.
The fireman who can explain these
questions satisfactorily to the examiner

seldom

to

fails

pass the examination,

who

does not answer them
shows conclusively that he has devoted
very little if any of his leisure time to the
while the oae

study of the locomotive. A fireman of
about five years' experience who was
being examined for promotion a short
time ago was unable to tell how many
parts there are in the steam chest. He
stated that he never had an opportunity
of looking into one, although he ran into

one of our largest terminals. I feel safe
in saying that if our firemen would spend
a few hours occasionally in the shops at
their teiminals they would learn a great
deal about the locomotive, and the
Master Mechanics or Shop Foremen would
be only too glad to give them the information they are seeking.
In conclusion I wish to add that the
success of any railroad depends on the
faithful
its

and

efficient services

employes.

And

I feel

rendered by

that the more

we know about a locomotive and our
duties as engineers and firemen and the
more harmoniously we work together, the

greater assurance our officials will have of

our loyalty to the Baltimore

&

Ohio

Railroad.

"Cooperation Essential/' says Fireman
Cooperation means pulling together.
Did you ever notice a team of horses that
had stalled on the street when only one
horse at a time would pull? The wagon
stood

still,

together

it

but when the horses pulled

so

large

that

other.

Cooperation means seeing the railway

interests

its

ness.

between the
employes and the
public are so blended that it is hard to tell
where one ends and the other begins, and

company,

is

company's business through the same
glasses that you see your personal busi-

moved.

The community

railroad

the service performed

each should be bound by the dictates of
self interest to deal justly with each

T. A. Riley, Fireman,

Shenandoah Division.

On
How

Another Train

House was Cheated on Christmas Eve

the Poor

By William O.
Office of the

Train Master

Wheeling,

THERE—

it is

just striking nine

!

It

seems as though this evenS^^l ing will never go; Christmas
eve, too, and not a passenger in the place
to go out on 208.
I wonder what wifey
just

.^_^

is

doing

— maybe

decorating the Christ-

Edgar and May.
"Won't they be happy tomorrow when
inas ,ltree

for

Little

Freise

W.

Va.

few yards with a shiver and a sob. At
reached the depot and after a

last she

moment's hesitation went inside.
Nathaniel Goodman was surprised at
this sombre figure on Christmas eve, i)ut
said,

''What can I do for you this evening?"
" Nothing," she replied, '' only I want to

how much

they find out that Santa Claus has not

buy a

is

it?"

forgotten them!"

''One dollar and forty cents is the
Madam. I suppose you are going to

fare,

The speaker was a tall, slim man,
Goodman by name, the ticket
agent of Brownville, a small town in
Nathaniel

He

Illinois.

settled

back

in his seat

this
fall-

right into Denley."

and

time tables.
It

was

bitterly

ing softly

cold

—

.

outside,

Snow was

and the merry peals

of

the

church

bells echoed the thoughts of
Christmas
time.
The streets were
crowded with Christmas shoppers, bun-

dle-laden and hurried on

by

their

happy

She took the ticket,- put it into her
pocketbook and asked "Would you be so
kind as to

the

midst of the crowd that

thronged the business section of the town
came a woman, whose face indicated that
she was about sixty-five. She was
wrapped in a thin shawl and her uncertain step marked the infirmity of years.
Do^Ti the narrow street toward the railroad she slowly walked, stopping everj-

tell

"Certainly

make

me when the
I

will,

train arrives?"

go over there and

yourself comfortable," and

man

missions.

From

visit

of your children over Christmas?"

"Yes," she replied, opening her pocket
book to procure the required amount of
fare, then sobbed quietly "If you only
knew."
"There," he said, ])ushin,L,^:i siikiH white
ticket toward her. "that will take you

with a smile endeavored to amuse himself by reading over one of the company's

Christmas eve of 191

some

ticket to Denley,

Goodend of

pointed to a bench in the far
room. She moved over slowly to the
dark comer he had indicated, sat down
and pulled the fiimsy shawl about her,
for she yet had nearly one hour and a half
tlie

to wait.

As the time slipped by, Nathaniel forgot about his charge in the comer. And
only once was the quiet of the depot
27
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broken,

then

by

the

entrance

of

a

brakeman.

cannot stand

Nat," he said as he entered,
on the road almost a
foot of snow back of the ridge there."
"Yes, I suppose it is pretty bad. Cliff;
guess you're glad you're through for
''Hello,

—

''miserable night

How's 208?"
"Right on time, but

and she

Lower and lower the fires flickered,
and colder sifted the wind under
the station door and outside Santa Claus
was winging the skies with his reindeer
and Christmas cheer.

do not think

I

reach Indianapolis before morning.

Good

night,
all

Nat

—a Merry Christmas to

the family," and he

moved

out of the depot and slammed the door

"same to you" followed him.
this time the fires had died down
lower and lower and the howling of the
wind outside told that the storm was

as a

By

likely to last all night.

Half past ten

and 208 pulled into the
Only two passengers had purstation.
chased tickets, and they were out on the
last,

platform long before the train arrived.
Nathaniel, so anxious to get

home

to

help arrange the Christmas surprise for
his children, turned impatiently as

small office and putting on his coat, and
it

close

about his neck, slipped

out of the depot and locked the door
after him.

But the

silent figure in the

corner remained.
" Whew! "

Goodman cried as he stepped

some night. Christmas makes the people seem to like it,"
and pulling his coat up aroimd him more
closely, he was soon lost in the crowd.
Half an hour later, in the solitude of
outside, "this sure

«

is

the deserted depot, the poor old

woman

«

*

dawned

morning

Christmas

*

ic

upon

Brownville, wrapped in a beautiful coat

and Nathaniel Goodman left his
His wife and children
were happy and that was all he cared
about. He was the first to reach the
depot, to open the ticket window and

of snow,

home

cheerily.

prepare for the rush of Christmas da v.

But he had
in

the

big

just gotten the fire cracklin

stove

when the "brakee"

arrived.

"Merry Christmas, Nat," he
storm

"Yes

left

said, ''the

us a fine Christmas morning."

indeed, Clif,

it is

an

ideal

Christmas

—going out on 26?" "Yes and—what
the deuce, Nat —come here, quick."

208

pulled out, extinguished the light in his

buttoning

it,"

colder

«

she'll

came at

cannot stand

I

bing.

tonight.

you and

it,

buried her face deep in her hands, sob-

Nat dropped

the poker on the floor and

rushed over to where Clif was standing.
There, seated with her face buried in her
hands, was the woman who had pur-

chased the ticket the night before. Nat
shook her and raising her head exclaimed,
"My God! Clif, she's dead; I clean
forgot her."

"Dead," exclaimed
you mean?"

Clif,

"what do

"Well, I'll tell you, Clif. This woman
purchased a ticket from me to Denley
last night and asked me to let her know
when 208 arrived. I promised to do so

light sleep until the clock struck eleven

but forgot her, and now we find her cold
Let's see if we can find any
in death.

and awakened her. She pulled her shawl
more closely around her and shuddered.

papers on her," and he started his search.
Clenched in her thin fingers was a letter.

"My

Nat made haste

opened her eyes.

voice,

my

She had

fallen into a

babies," she crooned in a low, sad

"my

whom I rocked upon
deserted me and send me

babies

knee have

to the poor house

on Christmas eve.

I

to open

it.

When he

fin-

burst into tears and
passed the letter over to Clif, who read
ished reading he

in

an undertone,
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"Mother:

We

take my advice and go to the Poor
House. When I get a little money I will come
and take you out.
better

Your

S(jn."

after

eyes, "that poor

woman

mas

went

She

gift.

but

train,

out

didn't stop

it

his

dn-iiiK

has her Christ-

on

another
the

at

Poor

House."

Home

Building a

Nat,

said

''Clif,"

are unable to help you now; you had
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Evangelist

for

Jennie Smith
ENXIE

Smith was born in Ohio,
1842.
For twenty
18,
>'(>ars she was an invalid, and for
over sixteen years was entirely helpless,
except for a short period, during which
August

her power for good o\ er

ful testimonial to

men, although at

When

helpless.

this time she

all

was

still

medical aid had ap-

parently failed, she was healed on April
23rd, 1878,

seemed as by a miracle.

it

She originated the Railroad Depart-

she could use her forearms.

Her railroad work began in railroad
baggage cars as she was carried from

ment

of the

W.

C. T. U., was

made

National Superintendent, and served
this capacity for fourteen years.

Then

ite

in

she

was made a National Railroad Evangelist.
Her work on the Baltimore & Ohio beThe Company gave her and
gan in 1881
During
her co-workers every facility.
.

that

year,

first

1276 persons professed

conversion at the to\Mis along our road
from Philadelphia to Grafton, W. Va. Of
this

number fourteen became

ministers

And through

the influ-

of the Gospel.

ence

her

of

whom

saintly

life,

thirty-seven,

she has led to Christ, have gone

into the ministry-.

She

is still

active in

the work.

EV.\N-GF.LT?T JEXXII" SAflTTT

Frances Willard, perhaps the foremost
appeared in the fight

figure that has ever

against
place

to

place

for

medical

treatment.

Often she was taken into churches, where

hundreds were converted as slie talked to
them from her couch.
She was first called ''The Railroad
Evangelist" by the Ohio State
Christian

Woman's

Temperance Union, a wonder-

greatest

intemperance,

woman

preacher

certainly

we have

the

ever

had in this country, once said: "There
is no doubt that Miss Jennie Smith has
shaken hands with more working men
than any other woman living."
Several hundred dollars has already
been realized toward helping this splen-
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did

woman buy

a home, and the pros-

favorable.
will

want

sum

Publicity Agent and

J.

T. Moffett, Super-

is very-

intendent Transportation of the Wash-

Every man who knows her
add his offering. The per-

ington Railway and Electric Company,

spect of securing the desired
to

together with the following Baltimore

&

EVANGELIST JENNIE SMITH ON THE FIRING LINE
sonnel of the following committee insures

Ohio men: George M. Shriver, Second

the efficient handling of the funds re-

Baltimore, Md.; J. S.
Murray, Assistant to the President, Baltimore, Md.; T. E. Stacy, Secretary Y. M.
C. A., Baltimore, Md.; E. K. Smith, Secretary Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.; W.

ceived:

Chairman, W. L Steere, Manassas, Va.;
George H. Winslow, Secretary Washington Terminal Y. M. C. A., Washington,
D. C; E. Dow Bancroft, Secretary R. R.
Y. M. C. A., Columbus, Ohio; J. E. McKim, Secretary Union Station R. R. Y.
M. C. A., St. Louis, Mo.; L. B. Schloss,

*'

Vice-President,

C. Montignani, Secretary Y. M. C. A.,
South Cumberland, Md.; R. R. Jenkins,
Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicago Junction,

Ohio.

Santa Claus

is

a

woman with the credit
as

usual

man/' — A^.

going to a
Y. Press.

.

S. B.

Henderson, the Runner-up
Sellers' Contest

'^Information
By

the Foundation of Efficiency^' says he.

is

S. B.

"Convincing

C
^^

a

man

that

the

him that in the event he buys your
goods you can deliver them as repreIt is necessary, then, that you
sented.
know your road, believe in it, and can
communicate your enthusiasm to your
prospect. In selHng transportation, knowing your road means a great deal,
far more than appears to the ordinary
person.
In the first place you must know
the country it traverses and the way other
to

you have

ticket

agent
i.

know

his

means

fur-

should
e.,

the

sell,

man

you are in a fair way to
that you have what he

In your personal treatment of

wants.

your

Concord, Ohio

to

convince a
caller,

be courteous, truthful and ac-

Don't misrepresent your

curate.

good.s,

as your buyer, his friends, his children

and

have occasion to
and their transwhat the road you represent

their children will

travel for years to come,

portation

is

t M- ^'^^V^^^^Pl^^^^H
•4

lines are located in relation to your own.
You must be familiar ^\^th your rate
sheets, your time tables, your equipment
and, figuratively speaking, have a map of
the world rolled up and laid away in your
brain so that you can pull it down and
show it to your prospect at any moment.

The

New

Henderson, Ticket Agent,

goods 3'ou have for sale is the
^^i "brand" he is looking for, is dependent in a great degree upon proving

trains thoroughly,

in Ticket

III

nished to carry out the company's contract.

inate,

He should know where they origwhere they go and the equipment

they carry.
carry

He

sleepers

made up

should

know what

and where

train.^

sleepers

_j^

are

'•>m^

!LJ>^^3

rjf

i^sss^^i^'i^J^BKM

in terminals early to be picked
>

up by late trains; what trains carry diners
and all about other special equipment
kept up at great expense for the
convenience of the traveler.

that

is

Take pains

to find out about your term-

inals in the larger places, their

accommo-

dations and their location in relation to
the business district.

If

you know what

prufit.s

igi'^~

by.

H.

UENDEKSON

Al.^o don't

knock the otluT

Knocks are like boonicrangs. They
come back and confound the thrower.
We of the Baltimore & Ohio don't need to
knock. We have enough good things of
line.

own to talk about without taking a
"crack" at the othor fellow

our
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4^s

ram 0a

in lift night!

Mb softly, Bilpntlg
Wt^il^

tl)^ little

^b

hrouin Ifvahs an

Ar0 Jir wanting

131170

tl|p uilyit^

trUa

Cf^f

l|int

^arl?

tije

lik^

a

night!

pilUiutB sa lul^it^

alrip tlyrougly Oft

flakpa arounJi

$ knoiu nnt, hut I|0

goo^

tly^

of hngli^a nnh hrutns.

m^ ruts tJ|rnngl? tJ|0 snoui
WI|ilp

tatn^s in

romra;

tittle

hoy

anJi

finJiptI|[ life t;iint]D

girU

aIHgh

it ia long, anh hvBpy anh utxhe;
uiiU carry a l|oat of tl|inga,
laitiil^ Jiosrna of Drnma I|ang oupr life aide,
Wttlii tl|p atirka atirking nn&rr tlfe atringa;
Anh y^t not tl^^ aounJ* of a Jirunt ia I|part»,
5Jot a hngle hlaat ia hloiun,
Aa i}v ntounta to ti|0 rl|imnpy top likp a hirJi,
AnJ» Ikropa to tij^ typartty lik^ a atone.

3Bia

iHt

VBh atorkinga lye ailently filla,
atorkinga uiitl Ifoih no ntorr;
hriglyt little alrDa for tlye great anoui
little

Sl^tf

5Eill tl|e

Srtje

Ijilla

Are rinickty aet Jiouin on tlye floor;
STlyen ^anta Claua ntounta to tl|e roof like

a

hiri),

An&

gli^ea to l?ia aeat in tl|e aleigly;
5fot tlye aounli of a hugle or Jirum ia lyearti
Ab lye noiaeleaaly gallopa auiay.
to tlye iEaat, anJi lye ri&ea to tlye 3©eat,
gooJiiea lye tourlyea not one;
He eatetly tlye rrumha of tlye Clyriatmaa feaat
Mlyen tlye tiear little folka are iione.
i^ih ^anta Claua Jioetly all tlyat lye ran;
Sulyia heautiful ntiaaion ia lyia;
®:iyen, rlyilJiren, he goo!i to tlyia little olit man,

3tte ritiea

©f

lyia

19llyen

you

finJi uilyo tlye little

foam,

tyint nil^trl;

man

ia.

I

Mirandy^s Prize Cake
The Climax

of the Christmas Feast

By Thomas

THH

holiday

season,

crisp

Mirandy

and

always brings an invita£'^ tion to me. It is ^Tapped in
chimerical odors of wild-turkey baking in
bright,

Miranda

N.

my

'^sure

"tumm}'.''

did" have a surprise for

Had

I

not been

al)le to

,

the clay and

gotten

Mammy's

pumpkin

pies.

never-to-be-for-

Sometimes, not

CHRISTMAS AT
always, there

is

Till:

control

a vision of frost-covered

think

I

would have

been tickled to death, but not via the
I could have eaten, and

palate route.
eaten,

and eaten, and then gently, had

I

1
been able to, 1 most assuredly would
have eaten more. After that there would
have been nothing to do but tlie and go to

heaven.
loo busy.'
We expect you, and
Mirandy' s got a mouth-watering
surprise to tickle your palate."

I

OLD HmMI

persimmons and toasted chestnuts, as
open the billet and read:
"7/ will never do for you to plead

my appetite,

And

that done,

would have started out

I

am

right

sun*

away

I

in

search of heaven's pantry, in the hope of
finding

more

of

Mirandy's prize cake.
33
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me

She asked

my

smacked

if

I

liked

who understand

children

it.

I

just

an4 smiled back, as

lips,

black

mammies

time when

I used to kneel at Mirandy's
knee and say:

''Bless

my"

do.

When

came North,

I

I

noticed that

my

seemed heavier than usual. I suspicioned Mirandy. I remember too that
mother patted my back as I took a firmer
grip

LE'

ME

I

sed those responsible for the feast before

That was sufficient.
That was Thanksgiving time.

me.

am

Now,

I

looking ahead, unselfishly, to Christ-

CHILE— YOU DOAN GIT NO FRESH EGGS IN TOWN, DOES YOU?"

SEE,

hold of the handle.

Mirandy

bless papa, bless Mamstopped there. I had bles-

mama,

—but

Then

just placed her

I

understood.

apron over her

You may

mas.
share

my

feast

if

all,

each one of you,

you care

to.

I

cannot

you's goin' to go, den go-on

cannot send each of you a
''luscious bite" and so, in the very words
of Mammy, I am going to give you the

you misses you train." It all comes
back to me now.
I lifted out one, two and then the third
And I
of Mammy Mirandy's cakes.
had a distinct recollection of hearing an
echo of years ago floating back from the

She said:
you could never cook it, never!
Le'me see. You don't git no fresh eggs
Well, umh! first, you
in town, does you?
takes five cups of flour, one pound of good
butter, three cups of brown sugar, and

be with you

grinning features and sniffed:

''Lawsy
'spicious.
fo'

chile,

If

you sure

is

growin'

;

I

recipe.

"Chile,

.

THE
thn^e

oji;^s.

Stir chit

BAi/riMoKi-:

tli()r()u<!;lil\'.

(and mind, keep stirring
is

inixin'

two

dis cake)

all

AM)
dcii

oiiio

add

dc time you

{'U{)s

of butter-

milk, two teaspoonfuls of i)akin' soda."

Right there

I

interru})t(Ml

"Mammy, you mean

to say teaspoonsful,

don't you?"

She stared at me.

''Who's

receep

tellin' dis

her with,

you

sweetened

up

and nice.
you is going
it

sticking,

you done mixed me up." I eoaxed further, re-reading what she had told me.

de oven

When

for

I

struck ''baking-soda," she took

up the conversation.
"Dat's whar I left off. Now^ don't
stop me no more 'bout teaspoonsful and
teaspoonfuls, you know what Vs meanin'
anyhow. Baking-soda, dat's right, now
you add a half-teaspoonful of cloves, a
pinch of nutmeg, two teaspoonsful (does
dat suit you?) cinnamon, one pound box
of cleaned raisins, one pound box of
cleaned currants, one-half pound of dates,
one-half pound of figs, one-half pound
prunes, one-half pound of citron, one-half
pound of candied cherries, one-half pound
of sweet almonds, one-half pound of
Brazil nuts (or if you prefer pecans, or
other nuts, you can use'm or put'm all in
fo'

dat matter, but

I'se

tried'm

all

an'

almonds best),
up a whole lot, and den

I likes Brazils an' sw^eet

den you stir dat all
you add, while stirring, one-half pint of
licker or brandy.
(I did not interrupt
her but I take the liberty now to inform

**

wax

i)ut

is

mi\(,'d

on the

to l)ake the cake in,

keep

from

it

Be sure dat

already.

is

when you

re([-hot

or Ital-

all

pa|)er

well with butter to

and you

imported

i-'rencii

den. you gits dat

fine

tins

licker,' Tuiuor

the

rKjueui-.

spirits, either

Now

ian.)

but
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mean

that she did not

whiskey,

or

grease

anyhow? Now^

m aca/im

l:.^IPL()^ i;s

the cake

])ut

bake, and bake very, very slowly

in to

three

and be

an'

a

careful

scorch

lialf

Dat's

it.

to

foui-

hours,

you don't burn or

dat

all,

chile,

de

'ce|)t

eatin' part."

"How many cakes
Mammy?" I asked.

tliat

make

"Cliiie I 'most forgot dat i)art.

Well,

make

will

enough batter for two
cakes de size of dat candy box you done
brought home to Miss Nellie."
That meant that the recipe she gave
me w^as for two cakes that would fit into
a five-pound circular candy box. To
dat

just

make one cake, use just half
tions named in the recipe.
It is

expensive of course.

a cheap cake for Christmas or

Good?

dinner.

There

Mammy

will

mama,
h()])e

it

bless

may

Who wants
New Year's

Um!
l)e

when they

ma\'be there

the propor-

others

memories

will l)e

bless

pa])a.
i)e so.

of

thinkinii;

eat such cake,

and

of "Bless

Manuny."

I

Merr\' ('hri-tina>!

Pleasant weather in the heart makes pleasant

all

the day.**

Waste

of Coal for

which Firemen

are Responsible
(Extract from report of Committee on Firing Practice
International Railway Fuel Association)

ON

^^

arrival of his engine, a fireman

should

^^9

observe

and condition

the

of

fire.

water-level
If

the

fire

needs spreading, this should be done;

good shape, it might be well
to spread it or apply more coal, for
reason that the engine might become
hot, resulting in waste of steam at
fire is in

if

Use blower as

engine

the

drift,

too

should be in such shape as to prevent

the

waste of steam at the pops. Also keep in
mind whether train is on time. This ap-

under

lightly as possible

conditions, as the unnecessary use of

the blower

steam, but

is
it

not only a waste of so

much

will cause clinkers to

form

with some kinds of

Trim the tank
will

.

is

the

to be
fire

more

plies

particularly

Coal so

a total waste, but there

fall-

not only
danger of its

lost is
is

passenger

to

trains.

It is necessary that

the ash-pan

is

before

tion

fireman know that

clean, that grates are in

good shape and the

coal.

carefully, so that there

be no possible chance of any coal

ing from same.

worked lightly or is to
and the water in the boiler

not

pops.

all

shape that when grades are encountered
steam pressure can be maintained without its being necessary to cut off the water
supply through the injector; also when

fire in

leaving

the

proper condi-

At

terminal.

places where stops are made, see that

and water are

in such

fire

shape as to allow

the engineer to get train under motion

striking people along the track at cross-

and reverse

ings or on platforms at stations.

door has to be opened in order to feed

Do not use chunks of coal; crack that
which is too large. Good combustion
cannot be obtained otherwise.
Do not try to fill scoop too full, as some
of it will fall, and it will be impossible to
place coal in fire box properly if scoop is

more

too

If

not allow any coal
it

to roll

out of

scraped back into the

coal space of tank.

up the

sides

the engine as carefully and sys-

of the box, to avoid waste of fuel

must be done.
work engine will be

as well as the practical

ical

good firing.
Engine should
condition

in

sible

called

on to do

—that

is,

keep

fire in

such

of

com-

bustion, so as to understand the theoret-

in

the

and

black smoke.

tematically as the firing

mind

and

corners, leaving a bright fire in the rest

Keep
36

coal to fire box.

necessary to add coal while at a sta-

Firemen should make a study

gangway; keep

Pump

hooked up before the

tion or terminal, fine

full.

Do

lever

to

be
get

fired
all

methods

and

of

kept

the heat pos-

out of the coal, not forgetting that
in some localities from 25 per cent, to 35

i
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per cent, of the heat

procured by burn-

is

from the

ing the gases Hberated

poor

firing

coal.

If

being done, causing gases to

is

escape through flues and stack, just that

nnich heat (coal)
ing (xtra

and

is

going to waste, caus-

work on the part

company

of the fireman

The fireman must keep
shovel cf coal
fire level

and

to be placed, keeping the

is

fire in

of air

must be ad-

order to get combustion;

accomplished by light and

is

while pulling into the yards and

taking engine to clinker

sj^s-

when

It is

fire is

done, such as slugging the engine and not

every way.

closing door

If

most

improper

firing is

between scoops

of coal, the

cleaned.

imperative that engineer and

man work

firing.

as in

burned, resulting in same being knocked

out

being

tematic

pit,

cases chunks so used are but partially

bright.

The proper amount
mitted to
this

Engines should be brought into termand to the pit with fires in good
condition, and decks free from loose coal.
Avoid using^lump coal as much as possible

ing properly consumed.

work,

and the gases from the coal will pass
through the flues and out of the stack
unconsumed—an absolute waste of coal.

his mind on his
knowing about where the next

V)y coal
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box will become temporarily chilled,
improper combustion will be the result,

inals

the

iAZIXl-:

fire

not be-

loss to

.\IA(

together and

fire-

co-operate

in

Otherwise good results can-

not be obtained.

Every Employe a Traffic Agent for the
Baltimore and Ohio
We
secure

are always in need of assistance to
freight

and passenger

business.

Our employes can increase our revenue
thousands and thousands of dollars if they
'svill

co-operate in soliciting the patronage

of shippers

We

and

travelers.

working for the Baltimore &
Ohio, and every one of us can become an
are

all

effective agent for the

Company if we will.

For instance; when you go into a store to
look at shoes, clothing or other merchandise, you can make it known to the salesman that you are a Baltimore & Ohio
man and ask him how he and his family
travel.
When you i)urchase his merchandise you can say to him: "There is So. 00
of mv monev.
It was earned bv me for

The Boss

don't

want

helping the Baltimore
give good

&

Ohio Railroad

service to customers.

We

can

you and your friends and employes
same good service. Do what you
can to send your business our way."
Sometimes you will overhear someone

give
the

say

—

''I

am

going

away

tonight

or

tomorrow." This is a splendid chance for
you to say ''Why not use the Baltimore
& Ohio? It will carry you safely, swiftly
and comfortably to your destination."
Such solicitation as this will build u])

—

our

traffic

enormously.

road, hence you.

It will help th«'

And you can do

it

in

a legitimate, dignified and pleasant way.
E. A. Walton. D. P. A..

discoveries: he

Baltimore.

Md.

wants RESULTS,

M^rrji CbrtBtmaa an£i Happu ^^ui
^^ar t0 ij0u alL
Ab tl|^ nUi y^ar paajs^a nut unh ti^t

n^m

apprnarly^B, l^t ub all forget
our past d!ff^r^uc^B, If m^ lyau^ any*
auli rnmm^ur^ 1914 xuftl^ a Btrnu^ Ji^t^rmtuatfnn
t0 improve tl|^ maun oppurtuulti^B ft may preB^ut. m^t UB aunib uupl^aBaut f ^^ItugB tnmarli
rarly 0tl|^r auti Fut^r tly^ u^m g^ar Bquippth
mitlf unttytu0 but gnnJi mtBly^B au!i a frat^rual
Bptrtt. Sl^t UB ixtavk uutt^!il|| ault mttly but ttne
enh iu ut^m — uam^ly, to Improu^ in tl|^ hisrl|ar0^ of our Jiutt^B aB far aB ib poBBtbl^, 0tutu0
tl|^ rompauy uot oul;y tb^ B^rutr^ l^T^JJ r^qufrc^
of ixB fuJitutJJiuallu, but maktu0 a Bp^rial effort
to ha Bom^tlytug utor^ botly tulifufliually auh
roll^rtiu^lg.

^l|UB our

mork

mill be murly ^aBt^r.

Wb mill

uot rouBtli^r It a taBk but a pl^aBur^, auli mly^u
auotli^r y^ar Blyall lyaur roll^Jit arouuli, mc^ mill
fiuli tlyat m^ lyau^ arrompliBly^^ more tlyau tue
j^uer JireameJt me rouUi; loyalty mill be tlye
matrljmorlt of early oue of ub— proyreBB tlye
orber of euery liay.
-a. <s. louat, atorrrapon&tnt
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Fighting the Blizzard on the

Cleveland Division
By

/^ X
mffmmf

T. L. Terrant, Lorain

the early morning of Sunday,

November

9th,

a

high

completely cut

wind

^^i

sprang up along the lake front,
snow
and
began to fall rapidly. By 7
a. m. the gale had readied a vc^locity

an hour and snow tlew thick
Thisstormcontinueduntiloa.m.
Monday morning, completely tying up
Lorain Yard and the Cleveland Division.

M()\i:

of sixty miles

tlie

nearby farm

Throughout ]\Ionday the 10th, we had

snow

at intervals of every

hour or so, and the drifts in the j-ard and
on the main tracks were from three to
twenty-three feet deep.
Traffic

was stopped, wires blown down

and our general

offices at

Cleveland were

all

outlying

i)()ints.

stallcil in

AM) WIN

and

high winds and

from

drifts at various places on the division
and three passenger trains were snowbound, making it necessary to discharge

A GAME OF CHECKKHS-HLACK TO

fast.

oil"

Freight trains and crews were

i)assengers

seventeen

and take care of them ;it
No. 2 was in a

houses.

foot

drift

near

Berea,

an«l

could not be dug out until Tuesday the
Lester was c()m])letely covered
and all the Great Lakes were strewn
with wrecked vessels, resulting in a loss
of So.OOO.OOO and over 2CK) lives.
was
trainmaster
Tuttle
Assistant
snowed in at Lester, and innnediatrly
began work in trying to get various
11th.

u])
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crews relieved and an open track.

The

telephone line between Lester, Lorain and
Seville

was

means

the only

of

communicadown.

tion, all the telegraph lines being

By
some

the telephone,

we managed

relief trains, to

into terminals,

and

of the passengers.

Tuttle

remained

to

move

get a few freights

some
hours Mr.

to take care of

For sixty
on duty at

Lester,

by crews which went out from Lorain.
Assistant trainmaster Fitzgerald had
started from Massillon with a number of
men and had broken the way from Massillon to Lester.
By combining the two
relief trains at this point,

to rerail engines, clear

we were

able

main tracks and

get a line into Lorain so that engines

could be brought to the roundhouse for

WHO SAID— "BEAUTIFUL SNOW"?
working as train dispatcher, until dispatcher could be brought from Cleveland.
On Monday morning a relief train
was started from Lorain, in charge of
road foreman of engines G. H. Kaiser,
and general yardmaster Terrant. It
required five hours with five Q-1 engines
to clear the Benton cut of snow, and to
remove a freight train from it that
blocked the main track.

The

drift

at

and the men brought home
With every man working long
hours and putting every ounce of his
energy into the relief work, the road was
opened on Tuesday, and trains were run

supplies, etc.,
for rest.

from

all points with reduced tonnage.
Cleveland seemed to get the worst
part of the drifts, and while the Lorain

and Massillon boys were working toward
Lester, trainmaster Fahy had a gang

way through

a quarter of a mile com-

trying to

pletely covered the gondola cars in the

Cleveland

train,

and in some places hid the hopper
from sight.
Lester was finally reached at 6.20 p. m.
and four of the crews were relieved

while

cars

gang and worked his way from Cleveland
to Akron, thence to Warwick and into

this point for

Lester,

break his
yard and

superintendent

the

reach

Lester,

Lechlider

took a

to

bringing train dispatchers with

THE HAI/riMOKK A\D OHIO EMPLOYES MACA/JXE
him

and

From

this point the trains

them

installing

at

Lester.

were handled
for several days until wires could be
repaired into Cleveland.

The storm and snow was
tlie

the worse in

history of the Cleveland

Division,

and encuuragi'd

all \v
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a part

:ki(1

in

the

work.

On November

Hi. Mr. Lechlider .sent
the following letter out on the division:

"To all employes:
"The snowstorm which visited this territory on Sunday, November 9th, was het

worst on record at this season of the year.
'The damage through the destruction of
telegraph and telephone communications,

and delay to

traffic,

will

cause a loss of

LORAIN ROUND-HOUSE AFTER STORM

and

it

was

of the

onlj^

by the hearty co-operation

men and

their determination to

stick to the finish

open the

that

enabled us to

such a short time.
The hardships endured during the
fifty-five hours of continuous work and
exposure were well rei:)aid by the attitude
line in

ANOTHER MINUTE'S REST FOR A SNAP SHOT
OF THE SAME GROIP
ai)pro\iinatcly one (juartci'

ol

;i

million

u.^

lu j)ut

dollars.

"It

now behooves each

of

forth extraordinary efforts to offset this
loss as

A CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES FOR A PICTURE
Left to Right, Wrn. CJardncr, Inspi'ctor; Geo. Bevan,
Boiler Maker Foreman; J. A. Suhjeck. General
Foreman; Wrn. F. Mitchell, Round

House Foreman; O. H. Kggensberger, Clerk

crews were working, namely

He put

himself in the

})la('es

as possible.

Your untiring

opening up the road as Cjuickly
as was done is ai)])reciated by the T'ompany, and by myself.
"I would like to have each i)ri>t»ii who
perforuKHl some special duty during this

our superintendent when he finally
reached the central ]M)int toward which

of

all

much

efforts in

L(\ster.

of his

men

strenuous period drop

me

a

line giving

an outline of his work, so that proper
record

can he made and

Magazine.''

sent

to

our

—

CONSTRUCTION

Progress Along the Right of

Way

Recent Promotions
Progress on the work of restoring the
damaged railroad Hnes in the district
affected by the floods in the central west
is indicated by the rapidity
permanent
bridges are being
with which

last spring,

damaged or
away by the high water. The
structural steel work to be used in the

in the construction of the pier will

especially

double track bridge of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton line over the Miami
River, at Hamilton, Ohio,
ground and is being erected.

is

on the

Contracts have been closed by the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad with the
McLean Construction Company of Balti-

more, for the enlarging of open Pier 5,
in the Locust Point terminal, at Balti-

The new

which will be the
on the Atlantic seaboard, will cost $100,000, and, under the
contract, will be completed in three
months. The timber which will be used

more.

pier,

largest of its kind

42

by the Baltimore

Ohio at its timber preservation
at Green Spring, W. Va.

be

&

plant,

Progress on the extensive improvement

installed to replace those

carried

treated

work which the Baltimore
road has under

Road and

Little

&

Ohio Rail-

way between
Cacapon, W.

Orleans
Va.,

is

by a contract which has recently
been placed with the American Bridge
Company, of New York, for 2,500 tons
of structural steel to be used in the two
The bridges
bridges on the new line.
are at Magnolia and Kessler's Curve.
The Magnolia improvement, as the work
indicated

is

known, involves the construction

of a

double track stretch of 11 miles, which
will provide four tracks over a considerable

portion

of

the

division

east

of

Cumberland. The plan eventually is to
have a four-track stretch between Cumberland, Md., and Martinsburg, W. Va.

THE

AM) oUlo

BAI/lIMOKl'.

Work oil the Magnolia iiiii)rovoiiu'nt
was begun four or five months ago, and
the

which

with

rapidity

pushed

is

it

being

attracting the widespread inter-

is

est of engineers

and others concerned

The work,

construction matters.

estimated, will cost $6,000,000 and

it

is

in
is

headquarters

established

soon after he came to the railroad.

The maintenance program
tie

of rail

renewals on the Baltimore

Railroad

is

c^

Tiie

Under the new organization an

which

inaugurated

Cincinnati.

at

aj)-

of the Systern.

a
of

Willard

43

pointment is effective at once and is in
accordance with a plan of the Baltimore
ct Ohio oi)erating officers to extend the
supervision over the Southwestern lines

part of the vast ]:)rogram of betterment
president

M ACA/IM

K.MI'LoMlS

transportation

the

touch with

in

Cincinnati,

t^ie office of

office

department
directly

general

is

in

manager

and
Ohio

being pushed vigorously, as

by the records for the month of
During October, 86 miles of
October.
main line tracks were relaid and 250,000
new cross ties were put in the right-ofway. The rail was of the heavy class,
weighing 100 pounds to the yard; and
indicated

about 157 tons are required to the mile.
Thirty-five miles of new rail were

on the Cumberland Division during
and 25,000 cross ties were
used on this section of the road.
laid

October,

The heating apparatus

in the passenger

Baltimore &
Ohio railroad is being renewed, installation having begun on two 225 horsepower
station

power plant

The

engines.

of the

boilers

are

of

the most

improved type, equipped with attachments for abating smoke and patent
stoker devices are also a feature of the

new

boilers.

The work

is

being done by

railroad forces.

WILLIAM G

W.
William G. Curren has been appointed
to

the

position

of

assistant

general

superintendent of transportation of the

& Ohio Southwestern-CinHamilton 6z Da\i:on lines, with

will

C. Loree, with

work

in

CrRRKN

whom

the

new

official

connection with the

office

of the general superintendent of trans-

portation,

at

Baltimore.

concerning

Baltimore

matters

cinnati,

department

of

the

the

Heretofore

transportation

Baltimore

6z

Ohio
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System

have

been

be

Pittsburgh Division May 1, 1910, and
became assistant superintendent at Pittsburgh, May, 1912. He was advanced

in handling

to the position of superintendent of the

handled

Baltimore, but under the

through

new

arrange-

ment a complete organization
operative from Cincinnati

the Baltimore
the

&

will

Ohio Southwestern and

Cincinnati,

Hamilton

& Dayton

Newark

Division, with headquarters at

Newark,

Ohio,

signing in

lines.

Mr. Curren, who becomes

assistant

August

November

May

company

on the

re-entered Baltimore

superintendent of

transportation C. C. Riley, at Baltimore,

1912.

Re-

same

year,

he was connected with another railroad

general superintendent of transportation,
staff of general

1,

of the

until

15,

&

1913, when he
Ohio service as

assistant superintendent at Keyser,

has been connected with the transportation department of the eastern lines
for

some time

The new

past.

transpor-

tation official started his railroad career

E.

J.

Lampert has been promoted to
Cumber-

assistant superintendent of the

as a station agent with the Pennsylvania
later entering the service of the

lines,

Erie Railroad, and became a supervisor
of transportation.

He

resigned this posi-

become superintendent of car
service of the Kansas City Southern
Railway, at Kansas City, Mo., and
became identified with the Baltimore &
Ohio System about three years ago, as
tion

to

a member of the

staff of general super-

intendent of transportation Riley.

M. H.
of the

more

Cahill, assistant superintendent

Cumberland Division

& Ohio Railroad,

of the Balti-

at Keyser,

W.

Va.,

has been promoted to superintendent of
the

New

Castle

quarters at

The change

New

Division,

with head-

Castle Junction,

Pa.

once and Mr.
Cahill succeeds H. H. Temple, who has
is

effective at

resigned.

The new superintendent was born

E.

J.

LAMPERT

land Division at Keyser, to succeed Mr.
in

and entered railway service in
November, 1887, as a telegraph operator
1872

at Lexington, Ohio, on the division of

which he has just been put in charge.
He was advanced to train dispatcher
at Akron, Ohio, in October, 1892, and in
February, 1905, became division operator
Mr. Cahill
of the New Castle Division.
was promoted to trainmaster of the

Cahill.

On September 30, the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad announced plans for the
construction of an outbound freight house,
tracks and platform as an enlargement of
the Camden Terminal The freight house
will be 600 feet long by 20 feet wide, and
in addition there will be four tracks

THK BALTIMORE AND

having a capacity of 15 cars each aiul a
phitform 8 feet in wicltli. The new
facihties ^vill be built along Eutaw Street,
be ween Lee and Cross Streets, and the
plans are such as to permit of an extension

inbound

freight

Construction of the additional

facilities

towards
})

the

present

MACAZIXK

Olllo 1:M I'LoVllS
hospital

is

laying
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that the railroad nicu, while

between

off

runs,

can

secure

medical attention for minor ailments or

they can enter the hospital any time that
warrants.

illness

hit form.

will

be pushed with

all

possible haste,

according to the plans of the company;

and
it is

after the \\ork is gotten under way
found that the job can be expedited,

if

day and night

shifts of

workmen

will })e

emi^loyed.

A

The anti-tuberculosis exhibit car which
was fitted up by the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad some time ago, for the use of
health departments of the states
through which its lines operate, has been
the

be rolling

lift

is

new

doors,

protection against

fire.

freight house will

of the

The

Ohio Railroad has
placed a trained nurse on its pay roll
at Chicago Junction, Ohio, where the
young woman will be connected with
the hospital staff and will devote her
time to caring for railroad employes
confined to the institution on account
The hospital is connected
of sickness.
6c

with the Railroad Branch of the Young
Men's Christian Association. Chicago

one of the large terminals
of the northwestern lines of the Baltimore and Ohio System, being the point
of intersection of the lake lines with
is

route

to

be used

The aim

Trained Nurse at Chicago
Junction

main

will

will be
conducted against the ''white plague."

in

car is fitted up for displaying charts
and other exhibits which show the progress of tuberculosis, its causes and
eradication; and the interior of the car
is arranged for lectures by physicians in
charge of the work for the health department. The car will be used to open the
West Virginia campaign at Wheeling.
It will

the

and

afford

to get the building under roof

The Baltimore

Virginia

a state-wide campaign which

will

which

and ready for occupancy as quickly as
possible, and as each section of the work is
completed it will be put into immediate use.
The work will be done by the railroad
forces under the supervision of the company engineers and builders.

Junction

West

sent to

feature of the

company

Anti-tuberculosis Car

Chicago.

Several

hundred railroad men from three divisions of the road run in and out of
Chicago Junction, and a feature of the

be in charge of Dr. Harriett Jones

and other physicians appointed by the
health

authorities.

After

the

lectures

are concluded at Wheeling, the car will

be taken on a tour of the Baltimore and

Ohio

lines in

West

Virginia,

even to the

remotest sections of the state where the
people have been deprived of the opportunity to familiarize themselves with
the

modern methods of combating the
A large and powerful graph-

disease.

ophone is a part of the car's equipment
and will be used in delivering lectures
for the benefit of i)ersons unable to visit

the car.

sound

The graj^hophone carries the
human voice a mile. Other

of the

have applied to the Baltimore and
Ohio management for permission to use
the car, and these requests will be complied with at the close of the trij) tlinmgh
states

West

Virginia.

—Republican, Seymour.

Ind.

—

The story is told of the late Jules
Massenet, the composer, that a bumptious young musician of his acquaintance

Under the heading "Soft Answers to
Hard Questions " the Railway Age

one day brought him the score of an opera
and said: ''You know that Moliere, when
he had finished a play, read it to an old
woman, being convinced that what she

railways to their employes to be courteous

liked

would

please

the

public

also.

wish to play my score to
you; what you approve will entertain
''You are very kind," replied
others."
Similarly,

I

Gazette

is

says

that

the

advice

not always easy to follow.

employe

of

When

the
the

asked questions the replies
to which, if truthful, would reflect on the
road, what is he to do?
"Giving soft
answers," the Gazette concludes, "is a
is

great art," and a

man must

be wise as

well as gentle to be proficient in

it.

Massenet, "but as long as you are not
Moliere you will permit me not to be

your old woman."

WOMEN "BRAKEMEN"
women

Thirty-one

are

employed as

railway brakemen and ten as baggagemen
in the

United States.

It has been told that a conductor and
brakeman on one of the Eastern railroads
went into a field to steal tomatoes on a
very dark night and took their red lantern
The result was that they got all
along.

green tomatoes when they thought they
were picking red ripe ones. Moral don't

—

take your red lantern

when

toes at night, but use
signed.

it

picking toma-

for purpose de-

B. F. Thompson.

In the old days, when the engines on
& Ohio were so much
smaller than they are today, an inquisitive
the Baltimore

passenger standing on a station siding

and watching a

to budge under the pull of

eight cars

fail

a puffing

little

EXPEDIENCY

freight train of thirty-

locomotive, turned to a

Some

years since, at a small station, a

passenger presented his ticket to have
The agent having
his trunk checked.

brakeman and said:
"What's the matter sir, why don't the
train move?"
"Oh! nothing," replied the brakeman, " 'cept the engine's too far from

weighed his trunk and finding that it
weighed 250 pounds, informed the passenger that he was allowed only 150 pounds
"But" said the passenger
on one ticket.

the caboose."

"my

46

friend here (presenting the friend
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with another ticket) has a ticket and we
both have our clothes in the trunk."

satisfactory they can

Whereupon the

Wliile this

resourceful a^ent placed

a check on both ends of the trunk, giving
each passenger a claim check.

who

the person

right,

it is

make

47

the

no mon^ than proper and

is

especially so

when

it is

realized

that even though the passenger

he

of

trij)

elects to use the road.

slee])s,

nevertheless contributing to

is

tlu^

revenues of the Company, to pay the

No

Noises Disturb Sleep on

the Baltimore and Ohio
One
St.

the road.

of the railroads running passenger

express

service

Louis

between

advertising

is

and

Chicago

''The Noiseless

Route," and in this connection makes a
happy use of the letter ''S" in forming
complete

the
Spell

sentence

Sound Sleep."

Signals

''Silent

and to buy the material and

wages

appliances necessarv' to the running of
<

The only

trouble on the "Pictur('S(iue

&

Baltimore

Ohio"

the difficulty the

is

passenger has in taking his eyes
beautiful

passing; but,
to sleep

is

off

country through which

when he

the

lie

is

retires, his desire

respected.

It gives prospective

passengers assurance that no shouts or

Several cars on a freight train

jumped

yells of

the track at a switch at a country station,

slumber.

the flanges of at least one set of trucks

car inspectors noisily

making a distinct
waggish way-freight
conductor told the agent that "the
general superintendent would be over
the division in a few days and would see
that dent and would censure the agent
on account of the derailment, as he would

trainmen will wake them from
This is an indication that the
management of this road is \vide awake.
It has been many years on the Baltimore & Ohio, however, since enginemen
blew a shrill blast of the whistle to see
if they could reach the folks in the berths
of passing trains, or that trainmen or

hammered

instead of carefully using their
see

whether

place.

It

all

is

about,
to

e3^es,

appliances were in proper

a

generation since

rude,

and noisy talk was engaged in
alongside of Pullman sleepers, with disloud

running along the
dent

thereon.

rail

A

by the mark in the rail, how
Thereupon Mr. Ag(»nt
it happened."
mill
nearby, bornnved a
went to a saw
coarse file, and spent many hours filing
plainly see,

the dent out of the

rail.

regard for the comfort of the occupants.

The Baltimore & Ohio
gratulated that these

is

little

to be condetails

have

long since been appreciated and understood,

and that the employes are

terested in seeing

in-

how comfortable and

In a Baltimore cigar shop the dealer
has ostentatiously displa3Td this sign:

GREEN RIBBON CIGARS
TEN FOR A QUARTER
A GREAT CHANCE

—

—

—

—

Oh Papa!

The Under Dog

—

Miss Flip I wish some one would give
an idea how to put on a hair net.
Father I wish some one would give
you an idea to put under your hair net.

me

—

It is all right to
if

the fight.

Judge.

On

"My,

Part to Play

You don't seem to be as fond of
Charley Dawkins as you used to be."

sympathize with the

you are sure he didn't

under dog

—Judge.

A Hard

—

start

the Contrary

what a state your clothes
are in! I believe you have been playing
with that bad Jenkins boy again."
''No, ma, I ain't, either.
I've been
fightin'

Willy,

with him."

admit that I don't care for him
Sometimes it seems as
any more.

Judge.

''No, I

at
if

all

His Sensible Attitude

I just couldn't wait until after Christ-

mas

to

tell

him

so."

"Is yo' comin' to pra'r meetin' tonight,

Judge.

Brud' Dinger?" inquired good old Parson
Bagster.

Madge

"Well-uh, no, sah;

— You

seem annoyed about
Did you forget you were
something.
standing under the mistletoe ?
Marjorie

—No; but Charlie

did.

Judge.

"To

I

reggin not," was

de troof, pahson, I's
aimin' to go to de minstrel show done
got a comperment'ry ticket."
"Brud' Dinger, dar won't be no

the reply.

tell

—

minstrel shows in heaven!"

"Den, if dat's de
gwine tonight, whilst

case, sah,

muh

A Lesson Learned

The

teacher,

primary

class

''Johnnie,

who was

giving

does a bee sting?"

Johnnie, a graduate from the school
of

experience,

replied

''Awiuir—Judge.
48

with

—Judge.

the

a nature talk, inquired:

how

I'm sho'
good!"

ticket's

emphasis,

The abihty to get
Making
"no" sound
(2)
feel comMaking
a
man
like "yes."
(3)
plimented when you call him a liar. (4)
•

Diplomacy:

away with

(1)

it.

Kissing your mother-in-law.

Credit

lost.

—

:

—

:

:
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Honesty

— Henry,
hypocrite?
Henry — Yessuni.
Teacher

to school

can

define

a

a kid wot comes

It's

wid a smile on

you

Judge.

his face.

and wear3' traveler accosted a policeman
and asked the way to the Y. M. C. A.
The copper was puzzled. He took off
his hat and scratched his head.
Finally
he burst out
"Stranger^

Puzzled the Cop
It
cities

was in one of those thriving Texas
where railroads abound that a tired

A wise

A

me.

I

know

old owl lived in an oak,

The more he lived
The less he spoke

Why

you've got

where the Frisco is, and the M, K. &
T., but that Y. M. C. A. is a new one on
me." Everybody's Magazine.

we

aren't

all

the less he spoke;

more he heard,
more like this bird ?
the

Passenger's Observation on Baltimore and

Ohio Veterans
One

of

our vice-presidents

recently

received a letter from an old friend

has been using the Baltimore

many

years.

"My

In part

and

it

(fc

who

Ohio for

reads, viz.

were
spending the summer at Hagerstown,
about ten years ago. On my return to
Washington one ^londay morning, when
it
was necessar}' to change cars at
Weverton, I heard a traveling man say
wife

the

children

to the station agent
" 'Didn't I see you here last

and he answered:
" 'I guess you did.

summer?'

ably he

right there at that station yet

is

unless he has

I've been here for

"As a train stopped there a j-ear ago
asked about him and found that he was

now reached

the age of

retirement.
''As

I

make

trips

on the road

it

i>

me to see in charge of
trains men whom I saw sixteen or eighteen

interesting to

when I had occasion to travel
more than I do now. I am constantly
struck by the great number of men

years ago

who have

long been in the Baltimore
Ohio service. The road j)rofits mort
from these old 'stand-bys' than its
In their comofficials probably realize.
munities the}' are the Baltimore & Ohio

&

thirty-three years.'

I

on duty right at that moment, putting
something aboard the express car. Prol)-

Railroad."

ii

Safety

First'' in

Pointed Paragraphs

and Pictures
we were
EVEN
automatic mechanical

to realize the ideal

if

trains, it

doubtful

if

would

still

control of

be extremely

such beneficial results could be

Let

instant and

all

it relax or waver for an
mechanical perfection is
No railways anjrwhere
equipped with mechanical

at naught.

obtained from the automaton as would be

safeguarding

from the best efforts
it has been

tives of the

possible of attainment
of the

human

agency, because

well demonstrated in the past that the skill

human hand

is capable of producing
which cannot be obtained by the
most accurate machinery. No system
of mechanical safeguards can be devised

of the

results

that will dispense entirely with
responsibility.

Man's

human

genius, with all its

ways

human

life

of this country.

better

are

devices

for

than are the railCars and locomo-

most modern construction,
air brakes of the most

equipped with

efficient design, are in general use.

Highly

perfected automatic signal systems de-

signed to preclude the possibility of collisions are in

use

is

use on

many

lines.

Their

being extended, although not so

rapidly as might be.

Yet, with

all

these

OLD FREDERICK BRIDGE, SHOWING POOR CLEARANCE FOR TRAINS, SIDE AND TOP

vast accomplishments in mechanical per-

mechanical measures, lives are snuffed

has not yet succeeded in developIn every
ing the ''fool proof" machine.

operation there appears at some point the

out by the score because some human
mind failed.
The railway employe should under-

dominating influence of the human mind.

stand that a railway

fection,

50

is

a quasi-public cor-

—
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poration, and that wlien he accepts employment with it he becomes a quasipublic servant, and owes the same (hity
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and responsihihty to society as the conipany that employs him. From Safety
Appliance Cofnnn'fhr Rrporf.

NEW FREDERICK BRIDGE. SHOWING AMPLE CLEARANCE LOR ALL TRAINS

The Importance
No movement

in railroad

history has

and uniform support as
the SAFETY FIRST movement, and one
of the most important and practicable
ways to make it a success on the Baltimore & Ohio is for our train crews to be
received as strong

vigilant

observing the rules of the

in

Company on the subject of flagging trains.
The men who flag trains are protectors
of human life and property, only when
they flag conscientiously. They become
real protectors

the distance

only

It is criminal negli-

and the Company regards it in no
other light. Whether on straight track
or on a curve we should go back fully as
far as the Company's rules order us to go.
responsible

safety of their trains,
flag is

tell them to go back.
If brakemen do
not go back, they can be held criminall}'

responsible.

when they

It

of far less im])ortance

is

by their train than if
and disobeyed the
rules.
What the Company wants and
insists upon is a strict observance of the
flagging rules.
All of us, especiall}' we

they

are left

caught

train

unite wholeheartedly to keep the Balti-

gence,

know that
But when

for the conductor to

in the transportation department, should

Standing near the rear end of a
train with a flag or red lantern in hand is

are

blow them back or

go from the head end of a long train to

our regula-

tions.

Conductors

should not wait for the engine whistle to

when they go back

prescribed in

not safe flagging.

Good Flagging

of

for

the

and they should

out the proper distance.

trains are stopped,

brakemen

& Ohio the safest railroad
United States.

more

In conclusion

in

the

wish to imi)ress u])on

I

your minds the importance of loyalty.
It is one of the greatest of virtues and of
the highest importance.

a spirit of loyalty
part

of

all

the

is

It is

only

when

manifested on the

officers

and employes

alike, that the best results will follow.

H. B. McDonald,
Newark, Ohio, Engineer.

.
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Faith

is

the only measure of our belief

in the Divine.

It is so written in the

But an average

Scriptures.

see in the everyday

able

signs

the

of

vision will

about us undenipractical power of

life

the love preached and lived

Wherever we

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

classes

look,

giving

we

time,

their

good

talents for the

by

Christ.

see people of all

money and
Could

of others.

stronger evidence be presented of the

Robert M. Van Sant,

Herbert D.

divine origin of a love which moves
such unselfish service ?

Editor

And

Stitt, Staff Artist

George B. Lucket,

Staff Photographer

at Christmas, hterally every heart

seems to be overflowing with kindness.
As we approach the season each year, our
natures soften under its spell. Its pervasive influence touches our lives and

ClfrtBtmaB

makes them more mellow.

O

VER

nineteen hundred years ago,

on the starUt plains

of

Judea,

angels sang the birth of the Christ
child.

And

the light of divine love which

shone that night with holy effulgence

upon the band
illumines

known

every

corner

of

now

Geniality

pulsates in every handshake.
rings in every

'
'

Sincerity

Merry Christmas

. '

and

pier,

radiate so

atmosphere

music

much

difference that skeptics

scoff at the miracle of the divine revela-

Faces

is

is

sweeter.

surcharged.

Aside from
it

is

People

charity that the very

its

religious aspect then,

the true significance of Christmas

little

'

are brighter, smiles cheerier, voices hap-

the

world.

makes

It

of lonely shepherds,

almost

men to

is

that

the one world-wide holiday of the

year, a festival of love in which all nations

tion that scientists question the physical

have a part, when creeds and

possibility of the birth as told in the

forgotten in the feeling of good will which

Gospels or that scholars riddle the histo-

strangely possesses us.

;

;

rical integrity of

we know, namely

the records.
:

This

much

that the love which came

into the world that hallowed night brought

with

it

toward

a

new conception

of

man's duty

his brother; a conception which,

during the cruel centuries

that followed,

often seemed little
more than a tradition
imprisoned within the
grim walls of monasteries, but which is
more widespread and
practically idealistic
today than ever before

And

classes are

the special

Christmas should be
that it finds the world a little better than
Malice and hatred
it was a year ago.
have no place in hearts filled with kindsignificance of this

ness.

How

can we

make

this

Christmas the

best of our lives? First, put aside every
single prejudice.

an open heart.

Greet the season with
Give Christmas a chance.

Then turn to the part of Henry Van
Dyke's ''Keeping Christmas, " which is in
It
this issue of the Employes Magazine.
is the best sermon we know to help us
Next, find the
Christmas story, told so simply and

start the holiday aright.
first

TiiK

by

HAi;i'i.M()Ki-:

Luke.

And

AM)

don't

()iii(»

I

;.\i i'i.(

maca/ixk

jm:s

let

four si)k'ndid articles sul)-

the festival pass without reading Dickens'

mitted, one of which was

immortal 'ThristmasCarol." After this,
petty differences which befog our
visions and destroy our sympathies for
our fellow men will have disappeared, and
Christmas will })e truly happy and hel])ful.

a very interesting story,
which on account of lack

beautifully

St.

the

The

a future issue.

voluntary

^^

be held over

of space, will
for
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thus

interest

manifested, indicates that the Miignzine
is

pi)0t0grapl7Si for ^^p^rial

Mtrxi Pagr
Hereafter the pictures of all employes
mentioned in the "Special Merit" roll
will be printed in the Magazine whenever
possible.
To enable us to make a good
showing in each issue, will all emplo^'es
who have occasion to send in ''Special
Merit" notices, kindly cooperate with
division

their

correspondents

mitting photographs of the

finding

itself.

If 3'ou have something on your mind
and woukU like to tell it to all your
fellow employes, write it up and send it
to us.
It will be promj^tly acknowledged
and will receive careful consideration. If

we

are unable to use

it, it

will

be returned

to the author with sincere thanks for the
privilege of reading.

by sub-

men men-

tioned?

On

another page in this issue

view of the

AnnnijmDus Commxtnirattona

railroad

Smith

efforts

men

Man}' unsigned

communications are

Employes Magazine. Often they contain
much good material but cannot be
published in the exact form in which
submitted.

made

in

And as changes should not be

them without consultation with
we are unable to use them.

the authors,

Since

all

strictly

why

communications are considered
confidential, there is no reason

authors should not sign them.

Smployrs

fHakiita

tlir

fHagasiur
Each issue of the ^Magazine sees a larger
number of voluntar}' contributions from
our emploj'es.

For

this issue there

were

unselfishly to

happier,

and

being

is

a re-

made among

to help Evangelist Jennie

secure

woman, whose
received, ostensibly for publication in the

now

a

home.

life

has

For such a
been devoted

making others better and
for such a cause,

it

should

make an urgent
And we believe that a home will

not be necessar}^ to
appeal.

be given her as a free
those

among whom

will offering

from

she has lived and

worked.

Here is a happy opportunity to share
our Christmas blessings with one who
deserves them in abundance.

...

D

Where do you place safety in relative importance among the ends
to be sought in the operation of a road?

rv

MR. WILLARD'S

Q^myUAM^^^s£^

ANSWER

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS FOR OCTOBER
Trains
Divisions

and
Yards

Total

Illinois

$19,323

Toledo

Way

11,594

13,770

7,858

8,008

9,239

6,741

Indianapolis...

6,443

Castle.

nan«(> of

Houses

$21,726

10,179

Shenandoah.
Indiana

Eng^ine

$76,446

Connellsville..

8,268

7,816

*

.

.

3,376.63
4,504.97

2,419.37

Wheeling....

4,433.79

2,504.49

2,432.29

3,393.60

16,874

Ohio River

employes, but,

many ways this is unfair; for instance,

work is slack practically the full number of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages
if

earned per injury; then, if business falls
off the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the
tive of one injury.

4,010.67

4,729.73

31,781

and "Total." Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each di-

is

5,921.18

2,347.82

4,284.04

engine-houses," "Maintenance-of-Way"

wage indicated

2.020.44

4,196.30

5,269.40

show, each month, on the
test, the four divisions making the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards/' "In and around shops and

of

4,897.71

Cumberland..

*785.65

will

amount

$2,413.79 $ 1,872.02 $16,874.13 $ 2,897.37

Baltimore...

1,142.30

"hammer"

of

Total

Way

Enginehouses

Yards

3,729.93

SAFETY FIRST

number

.

5,034.45

specified.

in

Trains and

Monongah...

Indicates that these divisions did not have a
single case of personal injury in the class of service

vision on the

,,
,
Maintenance of

J"
Around
Shops and

AmnnH

.

Shenandoah.

*

We

^.

Div.sions

1913

a°^,

and

785

10,582

Ohio
Philadelphia

In

Philadelphia.
20,402

6,780

.

OCTOBER,

Malnte-

$ 9,398

Wellston

New

Shops and

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER INJURY,

representa-

.

4,200.32

2,082.14

4,397.85

3,213.47

Cleveland....

5,244.46

1.883.73

11,124.05

3,524.63

3,065.76

.

Newark

2,724.25

2,511.15

10,023.93

Connellsville.

6,501.60

3.705.60

20,402.77

6,741.35

Pittsburgh...

5,351.52

3,349.94

11,416.60

4,896.59

5,104.96

Newcastle..

6,780.76

2,494.67

9,848.45

Chicago

2,953.37

1,099.12

10,622.17

2,388.93

Ohio

4,979.20

2,055.48

31,781.65

4,018.49

Indiana

3,766.80

10,582.00

5,536.68

4,825.99

Illinois

9,398.48

76,466.85

21,726.42

19,323.02

Toledo

7,858.25

11,594.60

13,770.67

10,179.20

Wellston

9,239.00

7,379.50

7,407.50

8,008.67

Indianapolis..

8,268.50

7,816.40

4,015.33

6,443.20

3,655.45

3,193.07

9,341.11

4,305.64

r 4,564.97

2,543.67

7,824.98

3,997.36

B.

& 0.

C. T.

Average
*

Indicates no accidents.

"
''

SAFETY FIRST " BUTTONS

The General Safety Committee havnumber of requests from

ing received a

employes for ^Safety

First' buttons,

it

has been decided to confine the use of

such buttons to the members of the various Safety Committees, ex-members to

By this
retain and wear their buttons.
method any employe wearing a Safety
button indicates that he
a member of

is

or has been

Committee
and suggestions to improve the safety
the

Safety

movement can be made to such persons
with the knowledge that they will be
properly reported."
54

«^E>Cl7^L> IMEreiT*^ R.OI^Ly
unsolicited, volunteeretl and did take the place

STATEN ISLAND DIVISION
Fireman Jiunes llillis, wliile firing (Migine
No. 1633, saw a piece of flange which liad
broken from car wheel. Hillis picked up
broken flange and made search for car. He
found it and notified proper official.
Engineer William White
the East Shore Drill
engine, while laying at
Vanderbilt Avenue siding
noticed box aflame on
coach No. 94, train No.
67.
He blew brakes and
of

of

the

disabled

is

4087,

had

in

November

rail,

eastboundtrack, east

130, Oakwood
November 12th, 1913, about 7.50 a. m.
Kowslowsky flagged No. 6 and all other trains
until repairs were made to track.

of

1913,
ct

signal

Heights,

On the first of November, brakeman H. K.
Snyder found an intoxicated man, who had fallen
through the bridge at Christina Creek, Newark,
and by means of a drag chain removed him to
a place of safety. The unfortunate fellow had
two quarts of whisky on his person, which,
strange to say, had remained intact through
the fall. If Snyder had not rescued him there
is but little doubt but that he would have died
of exposure, as the night was extremely cold.
Snyder forced an emetic into him and sobered
him somewhat with this and some good advice.

engine

triin

691,

engine

high explosives with broken bol.ster on rear
Conductor Uhler
truck.
noticed something wrong
with the car while train

was between Childs and
Leslie,

and on stopping

the train found the bols-

on the

left

The wheels
side of

rear

were spread and
journal box was riding on
Had
CONDUCTOR UHI.KR the rim of journal.
it not been for the alertness of Mr. Uhler, a serious accident might have
truck

resulted.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
On October

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

the

R. 2487 loaded with

ter broken.

Kowslowsky is to be commended for finding broken

Special

Mention)

15th,

train P.

Signal batteryman Joe

CAPT. A.MAT UCH

firing

commendable.

On October

stopped train.

(See

fireman,

through to Philadelphia, without delay. His
loyal action, under emergency circumstances,

13th, 1913, T. S. Fisher, agent,

Boyds, Md., on close observance of passing
train extra Nos. 4030 and 4020 detected brake

After promising to drink coca cola in the future

the rescued one took his departure.

When fireman J. Voyce of train 520 was
removing signals from his engine at Camden
station, he unfortimately fell to the platform,
seriously injuring himself so as to incapacitate

him temporarily from service. Engineer Carroll, who was going to deadhead on the train
to

Philadelphia,

witnessed the accident

and

I

isni:i{
5.5
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rigging down on car in middle of train; he reported same and train was stopped at Germantown where brake rigging was found dragging
on raiL Repairs were made and train taken
forward. Prompt action and good judgment

reduced possibility

On October

She went out and flagged No. 88
and notified the crew, who found the broken
truck under Baltimore & Ohio No. 21461. By
the alertness and promptness of all concerned
a possible serious accident was averted.
telephone.

of accident.

1913, brakeman A. C.
Maddox, while passing through Camden yard,
noticed two nuts missing from brake rigging
on Baltimore & Ohio No. 22183, loaded with coal.
He reported this to the office, the yardmaster
was notified and had car repairman repair
same at once.
31st,

At 1.40 p. m. on November 6th, 1913, track
foreman T. L. Scruggs, who was working with
his men between Baileys and Carrolls, reported
to the despatcher's office that extra west engine

OPERATOR

H. W.

NUSBAUM

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
On October 16th, while walking down the
south freight repair track in Cumberland yard,
E. Youngblood, car repair foreman, discovered two broken angle bars on the eastbound main track about twenty-seven rail
lengths east of Williams Street crossing, the
angle bars being broken.
He sent a man to Williams Street to flag
train No. 90, engine No. 2831, until the angle
bars could be replaced. His close observation
and prompt action in this case prevented a
possible accident and a meritorious entry will
be placed on his record.

T.

On October

No. 4199,
was
flagged east of Buckhorn Flower Garden on
Cheat River grade by engineer W. G. Parker,
on account of rock and dirt slide which obstructed both tracks. His wife was flagging
the eastbound tracks at the same time. Both
acted in such prompt manner that they left
their meal unfinished and did not even hesitate long enough to get their hats.
This was very commendable and the Company fully appreciates such meritorious service.
An entry of the incident will be made on Mr.

engineer

T. L.

No. 4267,

in

charge

SCRUGGS

of

conductor

J.

W. Tucker,

engineer R. G. Kirk, was passing and had car

Train was
in train with a broken flange.
stopped at Mount Clare Junction for careful
examination and it was found that C. M. &
St. P. No. 82170 had eight inches broken flange.

On November

12th,

1913,

as train No. 88,

engine No. 4268, in charge of conductor B. H.
Wilt, engineer J. D. Drenner, was passing
Watersville Junction, Dave Harget, a lamptender, observed a car in train with a broken
truck. He notified operator H. W. Nusbaum,
who called up dispatcher and then called Mrs.
John Zepp, a resident of Watersville, on the

W.

J.

24th, extra west engine

Laffey, conductor P. Coyle,

Parker's record.

MARTINSBURG
Yard brakeman Jacob Baker flagged eastbound freight No. 96 at Martinsburg, November 6th, seeing fire flying under train. He
found brake rigging down on H. V. No. 8425,
which he put up and made safe in ten minutes.

THE HALTIMOKK AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
wabbling badly undrr Baltimore & Ohio No.
Mr. Murtaugh notified operator at
Littleton, who stopped train and conductor
Gatewootlmadean examination and foimd a very
badly bent axle. The car wa.s set off for new pair
of wheels.
Credit is equally due Mr. Murtaugh
and Mr. Mackey as they were separated when
train passed and each discovered the same
00245.

defect.

At 9.30 a. m., October 19th, tunnel watchman
Hendrix found a very badly broken rail
A seven
at the west end of Board Tree Timnel.
foot section of the rail was broken in several
pieces and would have been disastrous to double
header extra Xo. 2720, which was approaching.
Mr. Hendrix is an old employe of the Company
and is ever on the alert. He seems to be an
P.

expert in finding defects, nothing escaping his
eagle eye.

MONONGAH

On Sunday, Xovember 2nd, while track
walker George Sole was covering section X'o.
11, he found a horse fast in bridge 129 at the
west end of Soles Tunnel. This surely was a
lucky discovery as train Xo. 72 was about due.
Mr. Sole flagged train and with assistance of
the train crew and some passengers extricated
the horse from the bridge. One of its legs
was broken and they had to kill it in order to
remove it from the bridge. The delay to Xo.
72 was forty-five minutes long. Picture in your

DIVISION

While a freight train was pulling in the yards
at Grafton, hauling dead engine Xo. 2299 for
shopping,
derailed.

notice

in some way the latter became
The engineer in charge did not

same,

was

he

as

watching

Pipe fitter E. T. Carroll, standing outside of
saw engine Xo. 2299 leave the rails, went
across yards and signaled engineer to stop.
The quick action of Mr. Carroll probably

saved a serious accident.

WHEELING DIVISION
12th,

while trackman

George Burge was out walking with his family
he discovered a broken rail, immediately notified operator, personally fiagged train Xo. 71,
and went to Roseby Rock and called out trackmen to make repairs. Mr. Burge deserves
special

credit for his watchfulness while off

duty, as he no doubt prevented a serious accident.

On X'ovember

P.

Xo. 9S was
Murtaugh and

Markey

noticed a wheel

6th, while train

passing Floyd,

supervisor

section foreman

J.

R.

before the train hit

it.

signals.

shops,

On Simday, October

own mind a passenger train running into a horse
on a bridge at the approach of a timnel and you
can evolve an idea of what might have been
the result if this horse had not been discovered

CLEVELAND DIVISION
On the morning of Xovember Sth, while
running passenger train Xo. 14. engineer E.
Robson discovered a
piece of iron sticking up
between the

Xew

rails at the

west

crossing

third

Philadelphia,

immediately

•

wired

of

and
the

superintendent's office.

Mr.

Robson

is

to

be

commended for his watchfulness.

On Friday evening,
^ ROBSON
Xovember 14th, engineer
W. J. Diebold discovered a broken frog leading
from main track at Canton yard,
and he immediately flagged train Xo. 10 which

in long siding
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was due.
in safety,

speed,

a

it

Train No. 10 passed over the frog
but had it been going at a high rate of
might have left the rails and caused

serious

accident.

commended

Mr. Diebold

is

to

be

watch/ulness and action
in this instance, and superintendent Lechlider
has written him an appropriate letter.
for

his

On November 8th, brakemen A. L. Ruth and
C. V. Gelski, while on a drag of cars going to
Howard

Street, discovered a fire in an

empty

Both of them immediately got in the car
and put the fire out. In doing so they found
a tramp in the same car and it is evident,
from a lighted stub of a cigar which was found
car.

among some old papers in a corner of the car,
that the tramp had thrown it away and fallen
These gentlemen are to be commended

asleep.

for their watchfulness in this instance.

On November 12th, patrolman G. J. Mueller
discovered switch-point of switch leading from
eastbound main to C. L. & W. yards at Clark
sticking
above
Cleveland,
Ohio,
main track about six or seven inches. He
immediately reported it to the supervisor,
who had repairs made promptly. Mr. Mueller

Avenue,

is

to be

commended

for his watchfulness in this

instance.

On October

23rd,

brakeman William Drugan

discovered broken rail on main track between
water plug and Arlington Street at Akron, and
immediately notified the yardmaster, who had
section men put in new rail. The discovery
was made seven minutes before train No. 20

was due to

arrive.

The

train

was flagged and

passed over the broken rail without trouble.
Mr. Drugan is to be commended for his watchfulness in this case and for the action he took.

On November

2nd, Michael Andreas of

Philadelphia, Ohio, found a very

bad

NEWARK

F. R. Thomas, operator at Lore City, Ohio,
noticed smoke coming from car in train No. 97

while passing that point

19th,

and

Mineral Siding, the first
office west,
who found
car to be on fire, and
extinguished blaze without

His

serious damage.
prompt action in

undoubtedly
saved serious loss, and is
commendable.
this instance

Engineer G. H. Stasel
O. M. VARNER
conductor W. P.
Evans, while pulling through eastbound siding
at Zanesville, discovered that the west switch
of Brown Wagon Works track was standing
partly open and cars just into clear on this
track.
The train was stopped and switch
closed.
Passenger train No. 18 would have
been the first train to arrive and the action of
these men prevented a possible accident.

and

On November 6th, while in charge of helper
engine No. 2752, engineer J. M. Cook discovered
a broken rail in the third track one-fourth mile
west of Mance. He left a watchman to protect
traffic and notified the section foreman, who
made

repairs.

Had

rail not been
a very serious
accident might have resulted, as it was situated
at the summit of the heavy grade between

the

condition

of

this

observed by engineer Cook,

Sand Patch and Hyndman.

On October 29th, while engine No. 2020 was
being transferred from Newark to Wheeling
Division light, supervisor A. Lemaster noticed
that the axle on the pony trucks was bent and
promptly notified

New

chief

dispatcher's office to this

effect.
stopped

eastbound track at New Philadelphia, and
immediately reported same to the operator

Engine was
at

first

tower,

down and
examined engine, but
engineer

at that point.

got

not tell whether
was bent or not. The
engine was then sent to
the West Zanesville
shops and was derailed on
could

down Belden

instance.

November

notified crew of train at

joint on

While train extra west No. 4311 was coming
Hill, on October 28th, trackman
John Shoder noticed about twenty-four inches of
broken flange on Baltimore & Ohio 136541 and immediately gave stop signal to rear end. Train
was stopped and bad order car cut out of train.
The watchfulness on the part of Mr. Shoder,
no doubt, prevented a serious accident and he is
to be commended for his watchfulness in this

DIVISION

it

A.

LEMASTER

the frog at that point.
Further examination showed that the wheel
was broken off in the box. The close observation of passing train, as given in this case by
Mr. Lemaster, no doubt prevented a derailment.

Tin: BAi/riMoKK

AM)

oiiio l:MIM.()^

prevented an accident.

macaziM':

NEW CASTLE

M.

\'anior, working tliird trick at BridgeOhio Tower, after being relievcil from
duty and on his way home, was overtaken two
miles east of tower by freight train 1st 89,
running at good speed. Mr. Varner noticed
brake beam down under first ear from engine,
and called to engineer, but was unable to
attract his attention; however, he was able to
get the conductor's attention, and he stopped
train from rear end, and removed all defects.
Shortly after the above occurrence, Mr. Varner
was on his way to work before daylight and
found a very bad joint in track, both angle
bars broken in two opposite ends of rail. He
made prompt report to section foreman. His
action in these cases is appreciated, and possibly
().

ville,

i:s
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On

the morning of September llth. while
switching at CJardner Avenue. New Castle. Pa.,
brakeman Win. Horcliler found Baltimore &
Ohio car No. 23S0S7 with about eighteen inches
of flange missing.
Mr. Horchler is to be
commended for his alertness and watchfulness.

On November
Abblett

13th, car painter

foreman Fred

New

Castle Junction, acting as
sanitary inspector, was corning east from
Lowellville, on engine No. 40G7, and on passing
the limestone tipple at Himrods, noticed a
large rock in the center of the westbound track.
He realizett that No. 13 was about due. and
notwithstanding the fact that No. 4007 wjuj
traveling at a good rate of speed, got off to
of

MISS XOR.\ PARKS

PITTSBURGH DIVISION

remove the

stone, arranging with the fireman
13 if it was on time.
getting the stone ofT the tracks, Mr.

on No. 4067 to flag No.

On November 13th. J. J. McDonough, wreckmaster on the Glenwood tool train, discovered
a broken rail with about eight inches broken
ofT of the ball of the rail.
He promptly notified
the operator, called out the section men and
had the rail removed just in the nick of time to
prevent the stock train from running into the
defective part.

Miss Nora Parks, third trick

operator at
33rd Street, noticed after the passing of street
car over Thirty-third Street crossing. Pittsburgh, that a paving block had been torn from
the center of crossing and was lying in the

middle of track. Miss Parks removed same
ahead of Train No. 7 and thereby avoided

just

a possible accident.

After

made arrangements with

Abblett
tenance

of

hillside

for

Way Department
loo.se

later cause trouble.

stones,

the Mainto examine the

etc.,

which might

The New Castle Division

people highly appreciate Mr. Abblett

'.«^

prompt

action.

OHIO DIVISION
On Sunday, November 2nd, general foreman
F. C. Schomdorfer and engineer E. E. Hewitt
were breaking in engine No. 692. Just after
passing ever the Scioto river bridge they
noticed an Tinusual bumf) and stepped the
train, went back to investigate and found
about si.x inches of rail missing. They immediately reported it to the superintendent and
the repairs were made.

AMONG OURSELVES
GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Coon, Chairman

J.

Hunter Boyd,

A.

Jr.

NEW YORK
Correspondent,

W.

E. Stimson

F. E.

DIVISION

B. Biggs, Agent,

New York

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell
W. B. Biggs
J. J. Bayer
E. W. Evans
T. Gorman
A. L. MiCHELSEN
E. Salisbury
J.

Alfred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gus Flamm
C. J. TooMEY
E. Sheehy
Louis Polly
Tony Ross
Sam Gilesta

Mike Monday
Mike DeMa yo
KoHLER

C. H.

A. Bohlen
Jas.

Hewitt

Patrick Meade
R. Mullen
T. Halverson

H. M. Nielsen

Terminal Agent, Chairman
Agent, Pier 22, N. R.
Agent, West 26th Street
Agent, St. George, S. L.
Agent, Pier 21, E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.
Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 22, N. R.
Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21, E. R.
Laborer, St. George
Supervisor Floating

Equipment, Marine Department
Captain, Marine Department
Engineer, Marine Department
Oiler, Marine Department
Fireman, Marine Department
Deckhand, Marine Department
Lighter Captain, Marine Department

STATEN ISLAND RAPID
TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY
Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S. I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly

R. H. Taxter
M. ScHAFFER

Blaser

Dr.

J.

F.

Tearney

John Hair

J. R. Huff
Alex Conley

Yard ConductoRoad Foreman of Engine-

G. Hartman

Fireman
Track Supervisor

E. Alley

Johns
W. L. Dryden
H. E. Smith

J.

Master Carpenter
Signal Supervisor

Shop Foreman

O'Connor
F. E. HoRAN
D. A. McLaughlin

Passenger Conductor
Road Engineer

R. E. Collins

Passenger Trainman

C.

J.

Yardmaster

The Staten Island Lines have been setting
the pace in a number of ways. First we have
some bowlers on Staten Island. Then one of
our operators received the prize for the best
article on "How to Handle a Prospective
Passenger." Mention was made last month
of twins arriving at the home of paymaster
McNeill. Now we announce another pair
Engineer George Hartman is the
of twins.
happy father. ''George" is quite proud and
talks of nothing else.
Frank Dolan, timekeeper and clerk in the
master mechanic's office, is wearing the smile
that won't come off. Announcement was
recently made of his engagement to Miss Lena
Hoehn of Tottenville. Both young people are
very popular on the south shore of the Island.
P. J. McGrath, engineer on the ferryboat
''Perth Amboy," and his wife recently made a
trip to Niagara Falls.

Trainmaster, Chairman
Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Road Conductor
Road Trainman

John Mulligan, boilermaker, spent a pleasant
vacation at Fairmont, W. Va.

THK BALTIMORE AND OHIO
D. O'Connor, for a nunibor of years foreman
car inspector, and his wife nuule a trip to their
Recently the nuMi
old home at Ithaca, N. Y.
in the freight car repair department presented
Mr. O'Connor with a handsome watch chain

JvMI'LOM.S

t;i

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
(

'orrcspondcnt,

.1.

Rich vudsov, Chiif

('.

Cli rk,

riiil.-idclphia

and charm.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

B. F. Kelly, assistant trainmaster, is familiarizing himself with t ransi)ortation problems

west between Baltimore and Chicago.
Mr. Kelly will probably be away a few weeks
checking the fast freights.
in tlui

(JMIAI'SEV
H. K. Haktman
T. H. Kka.nki.in
V. P. Dhugan

with deep regret that we learn of the
conductor Wm. McAndrews' mother,
who died on November 17th; also the death of
conduct oi Wm. J. Hayes' daughter, who died
on November 8th.
It is

of

F.

of the Safety Committee is
pleased with the enthusiasm evinced at
the last meeting, only one member of the
committee being absent and he on account of

sickness.

Lamb

II.

Dr.

.v.

L.

Train inuiiter, \ice-CI)iiirinan
TiTininuI AKi'nt
Assistant I)ivi.sion KnRini'cr

Cluim ARont
Medical Examiner
EnKinp«r

,

Pohteh

M. White

Fireman
Conductor

C. Jekkers
G. G. James

J.

Ja.mes

Flynn

Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor

C. W. Cain

N. McCANN...GanK Foreman, Car Department, Kjust Sidi*
.STrctary
R. C. Acton ....%.

J.

Z. T. Brant ner, superintendent

Chairman Syze

much

Siip«Tint«-n(lfnt, Chairiiiun

J. 'r.

II.

death

MACAZIXE

maintenance

way

shops, Martinsburg, passed through
Philadelphia returning from the Master Carpenters' Convention at Montreal, Canada.
Friend Brantner was formerly general foreman
of the Philadelphia Division at Bay View.

of

Road foreman
went on

of engineers Conley recently
a hunting trip with engineer Schweiger

Congratulations are extended to George Rule,
locomotive engineer, on the birth of a daughter
on November 13th. Mother and daughter
are doing well.
T. B. Franklin, terminal agent, Philadelphia,
has just returned from a visit with Mrs. Franklin
to his old home at Gallatin, Temi., and other
points in that vicinity.

A meeting of the superintendent's stafT and
the principal agents in Philadelphia and Philadelphia Division was held November 12th at
Philadelphia and O. S. & D. matters and other
questions pertaining to the handling of freight,
particularly L. C. L., were discussed. J. W.
Coon, assistant to the general manager, Douglas
Elphinstone and C. A. Witzell, supervisor of
station service, made some very pertinent
remarks, which were received with interest
by those concerned in these very important
matters.
W. W. Lackey, foreman of the freight house,
at Wilmington, Del., has been ill for several
weeks.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent,

^^'.

H.

S( iiidkk,

Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Cliairmaa
Vice-Chairrnan

O. II. IIoBBS
C. W. Mewshaw

Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay
Division Claim .Agent

G. R. Albiksr
R. B.
E. H.

ROAD FORE.MAN

J.

ol

ENGINES CONLEY

and fireman Schweiger. According to accounts
the rabbits had no chance whatever to get
away from Conley 's gun.

Banks
Barnhart

.X.ssistant

T. Deenihan
D. -M. Fisher
R. T. Foster
Geo. Gard.ner

W. Hakrigan
A. M. Kin.stendorff
Dr. E. H. Mather-s

G.

II.

Miller

Division EnRineer
Ix>ru.st Point

Yard lirakoman,

H. Bino

Car

Inspi'Otor, Wa-shinRton,

D. C.

Agent, Wa-shinRton, D. C.

Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard
Air Brake Repairman, Riverside
.\gent,

Camden

Station

Medical Examiner

Yard Conductor, Washington, D. C.
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W. T. Moore
W. P. NicoDEMUs
C. E. OwiNGS
W. E. Shannon
E. K. Smith
T. E. Stacey
C. E. Stewart
Geo. S ypes
S. R. Taylor
S. E. Tanner
C. E. Walsh

Welsh
G. H. Win SLOW.

J.

Agent Locust Point
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
Passenger Conductor, Camden
Transfer Agent, Brunswick, Md.
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.
..Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Riverside
Piecework Insoector, Brunswick, Md.
Fireman, Riverside
/

Yard Brakeman, Bay view
Master Carpenter,

Yardmaster, Mt. Clare
.Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C.
A.ssistant

.

Mewshaw, assistant timekeeper,
Station, incidentally a self-styled
mighty hunter, recently went to the wilds of
Calvert County on a gunning trip. His total
haul was two rabbits, although his party killed
R.

T.

Camden

about one hundred and fifty. The mighty
hunter left his companions at one time and
returned with two bunnies.
He said that
he had killed them. It developed later, however, that he had bought them from a party
who had just shot them with Mewshaw's gun.
It is said that the latter's friends had a hard
time keeping him from shooting himself as he
invariably tried to use the wrong end of his gun.

CENTRAL BUILDING
Bassett Mace, superintendent
and his wife, spent a vacation
at Key West, Florida.

of insurance,
of two weeks

room bowling team has won
games this season, thus far, a great
improvement over the team of last year, which
finished last. The team is under the gallant
leadership of George S. Robertson.
"Watch

The

be represented in this league.

will

J. Preston, postmaster, central building,
has been summoned on the jury for this term.

B.

Camden

Engineer, Riverside

L.

handsome silver loving cup, to be given to the
winning team in the Intercity Soccer League.
Baltimore, Washington and Wilmington, Del.,

On November

11th, Allen C. Purdy, forthe pass bureau, died after an illness
of eighteen months.
He was twenty-four years
old at the time of his death. The Rev. J. F.
Heisse of the Union Square M. E. Church
conducted the funeral services, assisted by
the Rev. R. L. Wright of the Harlem Park
M. E. Church. The members of his family
have the sincere sympathy of his former coworkers.

merly

of

Hon. Wm. Jennings Bryan left Washington,
D. C, Thursday, November 20th, on our train
private car
in
No. 166, for Baltimore,
"Countess."
E. A. Walton, our district passenger agent,
went to Washington to meet Mr. Bryan, and
accompanied him to Baltimore, where he
attended the annual banquet of the National
Credit Men's Association at the Belvedere
Hotel.

Mr. Bryan returned to Washington that
evening in private car on our train No. 3.

BOWLING LEAGUE ORGANIZED

drafting

six straight

Tillery

The Baltimore and Ohio Car Service Duckpin
League, composed of members of the car service
and transportation departments, has been
organized at the central office. Weekly sessions will be held at the Baltimore Bowling
118 East Baltimore Street, every
Alleys,
Monday evening at 8.30. The league is composed of six teams of five members each and the

wagon

season,

them, boys!"

Robert McLean, head janitor at the central
is going to try and run for mayor at
the next election, and has promised Norman
building,

(better known as Shorty), the mail
driver, the position as his secretary,
if he gets all the Baltimore & Ohio boys
to
vote for him;

Percy White, stenographer to the superintendent of the central building, has been elected
secretary of the Milton University Athletic

The

the district passenger agent, has accepted a
position with the Old Bay Line Steamers as
secretary to the general passenger agent.

Good

luck,

Mony.

Bob Spath,

of the relief department, is playing
with the strong St. Andrew's Seniors soccer
team, in the Clifton Park Soccer League.
Bob's team is now in second place and a good
runner-up for the pennant.

E. C. Cavey, stenographer in the general
manager's office, just returned from an extensive
trip over the line with Mr. Galloway.

E. A. Walton, district passenger agent,
Baltimore, has personally presented a very

1913,

3,

will

officers of

the league are:

President, William R. Mackin; secretary and
treasurer, Charles E. Bortner.

Association.

Ambrose Monohan, formerly secretary to

which began November

continue until April 27, 1914, each team playing
seventy-five games.

The teams and

their captains are:

—

Local Record R. H. Dienhart, captain; L.
A. Wills, J. I. Clancy, F. Kraus, J. J. Clancy.
Foreign Record A. J. Johnstone, captain;
H. Phillips, D. Shipley, W. R. Mackin,

—

P. Moore.

Mileage
Bortner,

— F.
J.

C. Ackerman, captain; C. E.
H. Bramble, G. Viehmeyer, G.

Kirkwood.

Tracing— P. Guerke,

captain;

J.

A. Hlavin,

Brown, H. Burk, J. J. Casey.
Claim— H. I. Taylor, captain; A. W. Blackburn, W. E. Wall, J. D. Lucas, G. Schildwachter.
Per Diem—J. Volk, captain; V. S. Summers,
M. T. Byrd, E. M. Chaney, Robert Beaver.
All Baltimore & Ohio employes are invited
to attend the contests whenever they are in
L.

Baltimore.
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MOUNT CLARE SHOPS
Corro^poiidcnt. H. A. Beaumont, General

Foreman

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P.

CoNUK

jSuperintenilent Shops, Chairman
MHcliiniat, Erecting {^hop

Carter

S. A.

H. OvERB Y
J. P. Rein ABDT

Machinist, Erecting Shop
Kire Marshal, Axle

H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
V. L. Fisher
J.

L.

Ward

O. Perix
H. E. Haesloop
Geo. R. Leilich

J.

and Blacksmith Shops and Power Plant
Boilerniaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
Moulder, Iron Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Manager, Printing Dept.

CAR depart\:ent
H. A. Beaumont
H. H. Burns
T. H. Tatum

Chairman
Freight Repair Track, Mt. Clare
Repairman, Freight
Car Repair Track, Mount Clare
Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Sliop. Mount Clare
Car Builder Camden

L. A. Margart
T. ScHULTZ
C. W, Gegner
Otto A. Frontling
J.

J.

ZiswARCK

P. G. Hack
C. W. Kern

Camden

J.

Stenographer, Baileys
Curtis Bay
Inspector, Locust Point
Locust Point
Locust Point

I.

Bayview

R. W. Upton
H. C. Albrecht

D. Schaffer
F. Mielka
G. R. Lathroun

Charles B. Snapp, better known to the boys
passenger car department as "Doc," was
married to Miss Louise L. Bauer on October
9th, 1913.
We all desire to extend our conin the

gratulations to

"Doc" and

his wife.

Mr. Snapp

order that he may
always be on time. Presentation speech was
made by John D. Riley, but "Doc" was too
surprised to say very much in reply.

was presented with a clock

in

A. O. Peach, one of our veterans at Mt. Clare,
has decided to eat his Christmas dinner
with J. B. Daugherty, master mechanic at
Benwood, W. Va. Mr. Peach will also visit
his two sons who reside in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Geo. W. Webster, employed in the upholstering shop at Mt. Clare, has returned to duty
after suffering from a severe attack of grip.

We

are

glad

to

know that the

following

gentlemen have entered the Baltimore News
Elimination Bowling Tourney, and wish them
all very much success:
C. H. Dyson, C. H. White, J. R. Boring. E. H.
Et ridge, A. P. Williams, N. C. Thalheimcr. H.
F. Robb, C. H. Pund. W. Heartlovc, R. Leilich,
P. H. Wenzel, A. E. Roden, R. Wisthoff, J. B.
Pryor, W. B. Collahan, T. Collins. .J. Towsend,
T. E. Williams, W. R. Magness. W. W. Francis,
L. L. Smith, W. H. Pund, G. E. Pritchard, L.
Martin, C. W. Shinnamon, E. O. Grover, J. F.
Waters, W. H. Burke, W. T. Jenkins, J. D.
Dobson, R. C. Miller, L. A. Watkins, J. H.
Busick. P. T. White, E. J. Brannock, G. H.
Pryor, George E. Sweitzer, J. C. McCahan,
Louis Beaumont, N. H. Koerner.
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WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent, G. H. Winslow,
Secniary

The condemned

l)uildings

>'.

M.

between

('.

A.

I'nion

Station and the Capitol arc fast disappearing
under the, hands of workmen, and the .sp;)ce for
the new phizi* will soon be ready for grading and
beautifying.
TIk* site formerly used by the
Baltimore »fc Oiiio Railroad for its station will
b(> included in the plaza, as well jus many other
old landmarks.
"Washington Inn" tis it is
now known, is also included in the razing. As
situated on North Capitol Street near the
Capitol building, it Wiis erected originally for
George Washington as his winter residence.
Since its construction there have been several
changes in i\m building, although much of the
original remained until recently.

The plaza when completed will be one of the
handsomest parks in the country and will make
an approach in keeping with the station.

The Eastern Division of the Association of
Railroad Superintendents of Telegraph held
an interesting and profitable meeting recently
at Union station.
Among those present were:
J. T. Nolan, Washington Terminal Co.; C.
Selden, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co.; B. F.
Thompson, Baltimore <fc Ohio Railroad Co.;
C. C. Baird, Pennsylvania Railroad Co.; W. H.
Potter, Southern Railway Co. (Chairman of
Eastern Division); Wood Wilson, Philadelphia,
Baltimore & Washington. The meeting was
called to discuss questions relating to improvements, and other matters that might need to
be brought to the attention of the annual meeting of the general association to be held in

New

Orleans, next

May.

railroad men have organized a four team
basketball league for the winter, and are having
some exciting games. The players are all
members of the 'J'erminal R. R. Y. M. C. A.,
and play in the association gymnasium. The
officers of the league are W. R. MofTett, president; E. ^L Taylor, vice-president; W. F.
Underwood, secretary-treasurer. The teams
are captained by C. E. Henderson, reds; W. R.
MofTett, greens; N. Stenz, orange; E. M. Tyler,
blues. J. Haas is the official referee.
From
the players there have been picked a first and
second team to represent the R. R. Y. ^L C. A.
The Midgets, a team among
in outside games.
the mes.senger boys, has also been organized

The

and

is

doing good work.

Adequate facilities have been made in the
station for handling the increiised parcel post
business, incident to the holidays.
The first
holiday' season will demonstrate the popularity
of the service, and undoubtedly the postal
clerks, and others handling the business, will
be kept extremely busy during the rush.

The addition of large palms, rubber plants
and ferns have gretitly beautified the dining
room of Union Station. Cut flowers also adorn
the

tables.

The

expressions

of

satisfaction

from the patrons are many, not only for the
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the rooms but also for the service
in the city," is frequently
heard by people after partaking of one of the
appetizing meals. J. E. Thomas, the steward,
is always on the alert for the best in the market
and for the comfort and pleasure of his guests.

appearance

of

rendered.

"The best

A. G. Spalding & Bros, have given a fine
silver loving cup as a trophy to the winner of
the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. basketball
league.

W. Perry, brakeman

the best wishes of their

in the yard,

many

friends.

genipl assistant train director John T.
McKean has just returned from an extended
visit to his old home in Greenwich, Scotland,
and reports a pleasant time in renewing old

acquaintances. He did not say whether he
met his multi-millionaire friend Andrew Carnegie or not, but it is possible that they spent
many happy hours together.
illness,

W.

J.

Hayes

is

back at

his accustomed place in the machine
shop, to the delight of his many friends.

CUMBERLAND
Correspondents, W.

DIVISION

C Montignani, Y.M.
.

Secretary,

C.

A.

Cumberland

E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

WEST END
M. H. Cahill
W. H. Broome
D. A. NiLAND
E. D. Calhoun
J. M. RiZER ...
J. Z. Terrell.
C. H. LovENSTEiN
J. G. Lester
Dh. E. F. Raphel
W. Harig
J. L. GiTHENS
C. E.

Assistant Superintendent,

J.

Brakeman
Agent, Keyser
Operator
Signal Supervisor

Medical Examiner
Division Claim Agent

Yard Conductor

McCarty

W. Deneen

C. S. McBee
E. Merkle
J.

W. Manford

D. C. Plotner
E. M. Cheverant
W. B. Tansill
J.

Welsh

I. S.

D.

J.

Sponseller
A. Doerner

W. C. Montignani
T. F. Shaffer

Chairman

Leading Inspector
Machinist
Fireman

Secretary

EAST

An interesting duck pin game was played
Friday night at the Baltimore & Ohio Y. M. C.
A. between the master mechanic's clerks and
the Y. M. C. A. team, the latter winning by a
few pins. The scores were as follows:
Campfield
Reynolds

107
88
89

AUamong

Our

After three months

Piedmont.

Y. M. C. A. Team

and Miss
Mamie O'Brien were recently married and have
L.

Allan Cogyan, chief clerk to master mechanic
Stuart, of the local Baltimore & Ohio shops,
has been promoted to the position of foreman
of rolling equipment with headquarters at

END
Trainmaster, Chairman

Road Conductor
Road Engineer
Yard Conductor
Frogman
Coppersmith
Leading Inspector
Conductor
General Supervisor
Medical Examiner
.Secretary Y. M. C. A.
Secretary to Superintendent

W. H. Colbert, a Baltimore & Ohio brakeman,
met with a painful accident near the Baltimore

& Ohio roundhouse. Mr. Colbert slipped and
sprained one of his ankles so badly that, after
being treated by a physician, he was taken to
his home at Grafton, W.Va.

Haugre

85
84
104

Russell

Hummell

134
111

99
88
75
116

124
95
107
111
113
108

Total 1833.

Baltimore

&

Ohio Clerks

Beck

115

Turner

82
108

Wactor
McFarland
Kalbaugh

101

HI

Deffinbaugh
Total 1816.

115

112
79

88
78
99
90

108
113
94
106
120
120

Conductor J. H. Smith, Brunswick, conductor
on the Hagerstown branch of the Baltimore &
Ohio, has been promoted to a run on the main
Captain Smith has
line on trains 3 and 18.
been ruiming to Hagerstown for some time and
Harry Moore
is well and popularly known.
is temporarily filling the run to Hagerstown.

M. E. Maloney has been promoted to the
position of assistant trainmaster on the West
end of the division. M. F. Naughton has been
promoted to the position of assistant trainmaster on the West end

of

the Cumberland

division of road.

T. F. Shaffer is promoted to the position of
correspondence clerk, assisting chief clerk
Yarnell. C. A. Piper has been appointed
stenographer to the correspondence clerk. P.
McMahon has been promoted from chief clerk
to the trainmaster at Keyser to private secretary to superintendent Kelly. S. P. Burns
will succeed McMahon as chief clerk to the
trainmaster at Keyser. C. J. Crogan has been
appointed to fill the vacancy of stenographer
to the car distributor, vice S. P. Burns, promoted. E. W. Webb has been appointed to the
position of assistant car distributor. G-,JJackson has been appointed to the position
of stenographer to the trainmaster.

H. B. Kline, the Baltimore & Ohio engineer
at the Alleghany Hospital
some days ago, is improving nicely.

who was operated on

Brakeman George T. dinger, of North
Mountain, remains incapacitated because of a
broken arm. While coupling a helper to a
freight at Opequon on July 17, his left arm was
broken. Not doing well, the arm was broken
and reset on August 16, and it may become
necessary to wire the break.

THE HAI/riMORE AND OHIO
While traffic was tied up in the west and the
central and northern parts of Maryland by
the storm, business on the Cumberland Division
of the Baltimore A: Ohio has not Ix^en materially
slackened. I'rior to the storm all the yards on
the division had become conjicsted, and yardmasters and other officials are taking advantage
of the opportunity to clean up.
All trainmen are trying to make as much
time as possible so that they can enjoy the

Christmas holidays away from dutj'. As a
rule, nearly every employe asks for a few days'
vacation at Christmas and the indications are
that this year the requests will be greater
than ever.

There has been quite an epidemic of marriages
among the employes of the Timber Treating
Plant.

The

benedicts
foreman.

latest recruit to the ranks of the

is

Harvey W. Gross, our

He

tie

yard

took unto himself a bride

in

Miss Nellie Frederick, of Romney, W. Va.
They were married on October 22n(l. in Cumber-

llMI'Lo^

November

i;s

.M\(.A/1M-
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19th, after an illness extending over

He was eighty-one years anrl
several years.
seven mont hs old and had been a resident of Martinsburg since 1S70.
lie came to this city a.s
supervisor of this division and served in that
capacity until he ret ired about twenty-five years
ago. Mr. Hobbs was born in Harford County,
Md., and came from one, of the oldest families
that section. He was a member of a large
family and for a number of years before his
death was the only survivor. The funeral
was held at the lat(! home, Rev. B. W. Meeks
of the First AL E. (Jhurch ofliciating, the

m

interment being

in

Green

Hill

cemetery.

Israel Roljinson, aged eighty years, died in this
November 20th. Mr. Robinson wius
city

formerly employed in the Baltimore <fc Ohio
shops in Martinsburg. He also served in the
blacksmith shop but retired from active service
some years ago. The funeral was held in the
First U. B. Church, Rev. Dr. W. F. Gruver
officiating.

Md. They will make their home in
Romney.
One of the new men engaged at the Timber
land,

Treating Plant is Ernest R. GifThorn. a graduate
of the Biltmore Forestry School, Asheville,
N. C. He is succeeding E. Chester Sparver,
who has been promoted to night foreman of
the plant. Mr. GifThorn is a young man of
practical experience in timber, and greatly adds
to the already increasing number of practical

men employed

KEYSER
Here is a photo of the Baltimore *fc Ohio
duck pin team of 1910, 1911, 1912 and 1913.
This picture was taken after the team defeated
the best bowlers in Keyser, and won the large

at the plant.

Mrs. A. Y. Wilson, wife of machinist Wilson
in the local shops, has gone with her little son
and daughter to Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. Wilson
will keep bachelor's cjuarters until their return
in April next.
Be good, Andy, for we've got
our ej'es on you.

MARTI NSBURG SHOPS
(

'orrespondent,

W.

L.

Stephens

O. E. Wild has been appointed car foreman
at the local yards of the Baltimore & Ohio to
succeed C. W. Haymond, who was transferred
to Cumberland. Mr. Wild's promotion is a

popular one and was welcomed by the car boys.

Miss Lottie K. Kent and David H. Robinson,
young Baltimore & Ohio car repairman, were
married in this city recently. His fellow
employes extend congratulations.
a

Cox, a young engineer of the
Ohio, and ^Irs. Nell V. Athcy of
this city, were married in Baltimore.
The
bride was the widow of the late Walter Athey,
a son of the late N. D. Athey, a Baltimore &
Ohio trackman. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Josia Show. Mr. Show is a retired
Baltimore & Ohio engineman. The young
couple will make their home in Martinsburg.
Merrill

Baltimore

&

Joseph H. Hobbs, Sr., the father of superintendent A. H. Hobbs, died in this city on

HAMI'I(»\

I5(»\M.i;i(.--

silver cup in the center of picture, and $20.00 in
Standing is O. S. W. Fazenbaker. clerk
gold.

to assisttmt superintendent, captain. Seated
on his right is A. Hammill. proprietor of the
restaurant at Keyser. on his left. K. H. Ravens-

timekeeper
Kcvser.

croft,

Motive Power depart mont,
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The same three men are members of the
Baltimore & Ohio duck pin team of 1913, and
they are making a fight for the laurels again
this year.

McMah on,

clerk to the trainmaster at
Keyser, was on Friday, Noyember 13th, promoted to secretary to the superintendent at
Cumberland. Mr. McMahon, while at Keyser,
won a great many friends and they regret his
leaving very much, but they all extend their
best wishes for his success in his new position.

Philip

Oscar Fazenbaker, secretary to assistant
superintendent, accidently shot his left hand
on October 31st while out hunting. The
accident was not serious, and as we go to press
Mr. Fazenbaker is able to resume his duties.
S.

P.

Burns,

clerk to

car

distributor,

at

Cumberland, was on November 13th promoted
to clerk to trainmaster at Keyser, W. Va.,
succeeding Mr. McMahon, promoted.
Walter Mathews, chief index clerk, Cumberland, Md., was a visitor at Keyser on Wednesday,

November

11th.

Agent T. B. Patton, Winchester, Va., has
returned from his vacation, spent in Cuba and
the larger cities of the South.

Brakemen D. M. Phalen and E. J. Sullivan,
and fireman C. F. Deck attended the football
game between Virginia and Georgetown, on
the 15th of November, in Washington.
Conductor J. A. Bowers, who has been on
the sick list for several months, has resumed
duty on his run on trains 41 and 94 between
Staunton and Lexington.
Conductor R. L. Evans spent a few days
vacation hunting in the mountains of West
Virginia.

Agent C. D. Bosserman of Capon Road, Va.,
has returned from a ten days' vacation. J. W.
Morrow of Strasburg Junction acted as agent
at Capon Road during Mr. Bosserman's absence.
T. B. Farnsworth of Summit Point has been
assigned to the position of clerk and operator
at Strasburg Junction in place of O. A. Keister,
deceased.

Marshall Carrier has accepted a position as
tonnage clerk in the dispatcher's office at this

MONONGAH

station.

Robt. Fisher, 2520 clerk, has opened a
grocery store. Here's hoping that Mr. Fisher
will be one of our leading grocerymen in years
to come.

John Webster, tonnage clerk at Cumberland,
worked at Keyser from November 6th to

November 13th.
On Sunday, November

Our roundhouse
a big smile.

November

A

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. A. SiNSEL
J. O. Martin
W. B. Wells

W.

P.

Clark

H. Brandenburg

9th, the West end of
the Cumberland Division experienced a very
severe snow storm. At Rinard and Deer Park,
the snow was twenty-four inches deep and traffic
seriously delayed. Spare men from all over
the division were sent to these points to assist
in opening up the road.
clerk, E. F. Sheetz, is wearing
boy arrived at his house on

6th.

Harry Green, stenographer in assistant master
mechanic's office, spent November 7th with his
parents in Wilmington, Del.
C. G. Smith, labor distributor in assistant
master mechanic's office, spent November 9th
and 10th with friends in Baltimore.

DIVISION

Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Ass't Shop Clerk,
Grafton

Medical Examiner, Chairman
Claim Agent
Assistant Division Engineer
Macbinist
Conductor

C. R. Knight
J. A. Bridge
G. E. Ramsburg
A. J. BoYLES
J. J.
J.

P.

Fireman
Telegraph Operator
Engineer
Conductor
Leading laspoctor
Foreman Carpenter
Engineer

Lynch

W. Leith
J.

Madden

Baily Nuzum, general yardmaster, who has
been quite ill at his home on Bridge Street, is
somewhat improved at this time and hopes to
be able to resume his duties in a few days.
Ira Schultz, brakeman on the Wheeling Division, applied at yardmaster's office, November
13th, for a half fare order for himself to Oakland
and return, also a half fare order for his wife
from Oakland to Fairmont. It is rumored
that there will be a wedding when Mr. Schultz
about it Ira?
arrives in Oakland.

How

W. Harrington, yardmaster
quite ill at his home on State

J.

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

L.

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. D. Brooke
R. H. Earle

W. H. Winkle

Superintendent,

Chairman
Engineer

Yard Conductor

Superintendent Brooke and Mrs. Brooke have
returned from a pleasant visit to friends and
relatives in Jacksonville, Birmingham, Atlanta,
and other southern cities.

is

at West end,
Street.

C. H. Gedel, clerk freight office, spent a few
days with his parents at Marietta, Ohio.
J.

M. Moran, cashier at the freight office,
November 2nd, with friends in

spent Sunday,
Morgantov^Ti.

O. C. Smith, clerk in the freight office, spent
Sunday, November 2nd, with friends in Grafton.

On Saturday

evening,

o'clock, p. m., at the
parents, Mr. and Mrs.

November 8th,
home of the
Aaron

at 7.30
bride's
Satterfield on
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State Street, Miss Clarrissu M. Satterfield
and T. F. McDougal were united in holy matrimony by the Rev. O. C. Phillips. The ceremony was witnessed by the immediate family.
Mr. and Mrs. McDougal will in a few days
take up their residence in Fairmont. Miss
Satterfield is a bright and accomplished young
lady and Mr. McDougal is the efficient foreman
depot.
of
the Baltimore & Ohio freight
Both he and his bride are popular young people
and are now receiving the congratulations of
They will leave in a few
their manj' friends.
days on a honeymoon trip to Wheeling.

The accompanying picture is of T. J. Howatt.
operator at Scale House, Fairmont, and his
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"A short time ago we hail an epidemic of
engine failures, same being c.iused by bad water
conditions, engines foaming, etc.
This has
disappeared.
"About the time we were recovering, a snow
storm arrived, which made it difficult for us to
operate for several iiays.
"During the bad weather our wires were all
lown. and in a number of cases train and enginemen, assisted by our operators, agents and some
of our local offiiiials who happened to be on the
line, arranged to keep things going.
In a good
many cases, engines with trains were movtrd
over the division safely and arrived at terminal
with train, thus avoiding the necessity of killing
engine and setting train ofT on .siding.
'T want to tkpress my appreciation of every
case of this kind and to say that I am more
than pleased with the way that trains have
been handled.
'During the trouble we had only one derailment, and that could not have been avoided.
"We should be normal in a day or two. Train
dispatching wires are being put into shape.
*T want to see if we cannot run trains on ten
hour basis; at least want to see if we cannot get
Extra efforts
in inside the twelve hour period.
are going to be made by the train dispatching
force to get trains over the road promptly, ana
we want the assistance of the train and engine•

men.
understood by everybody that after a
out fourteen or fifteen hours, he cannot
possiblj' give the service that he could within
Everybody has been
a twelve hour period.
instructed to make a special effort to get triiins
from one terminal to another in not more than
Twelve hours. And in just as many cases as
possible we want to make the trip in ten hours.
'Tf any of you have any suggestions that will
help carry out this plan let me have them. This
not only applies to the staff and local officials,
but to any one working on the Monongah
Division."
"It

man

T.

J.

HOWATT AND NEPHEW

nephew. This is the operator who
little
started the special which was written up in the
last issue of the Employes Magazine.

On the morning of November 10th. after the
storm had taken out all wires between Morgantown and Fairmont, Mr. Howatt got a line to
Morgantown over Bell 'phone, and with the
assistance of the operator at

Morgantown made

meet order with trains 3, 62 and 50. This permitted No. 3 to get away at Fairmont with

minimum

delay.

J. S. Rader has just returned from San Juan
Harbor, Mich., where he anticipated taking
up his future home, but he is at present working
the agency at Curtin, W. Va.

who has been ofT on a furlough
months, has resumed duty at Petroleum,

L. C. Scott,
for six

as agent.

H. R. W'ickham. ticket agent. Grafton, who
took a flying trip to Shimiston on November 9th,
was snowboimd and could not get back. This
was due to the trolleys and trains being blocked.

On November 14, during the strenuous period
occasioned by the unseasonable blizzard, superintendent Scott sent the following emergency
appeal broadcast on our division:

is

is

C. E. Hostler and wife have returned from
Los Angeles, Cal., where they sojourned for
several months on account of Mr. Hostljr's
health. Mr. Hostler returned to duty at the
Relay office November 1st.
P. H. White, secretary to division engineer
Brown, resigned November 21st to accept a
position with E. K. Barrett, suj)ervisor of
bridges and buildings of the Florida East Coast
Railway, at St. Augustine, Fla. H. S. Cassell
will succeed Mr. White.

Safety committeeman J. J. Lynch and Miss
Morrow of Fairmont, were married
November 26th, 1913. at 8 p. m. at the home of
the bride. Mr. and Mrs. Lynch are spending
their honeymoon in Jacksonville, Fla., and other
southern points. They will be at home to their
Hallie

after

friends

December

20th.

at

Bell view

Avenue.

Fireman H. E. Knight anil Miss Nellie
Masonciip were united in matrimony November
20th,

1913.

Grafton.

They

will

make

their

home

in
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Electrician W. C. Whistler and wife have
returned from a pleasant trip spent in Harrisonburg, Va., and the Shenandoah Valley.

tween Fairmont and Grafton being too heavy
Gank, Stewart, Chenoweth and

for conductors

Kemple

to take care

of.

We

extend to conductor Burdess our sympathy in the loss of his mother, who died at
his home October 14th, aged seventy-four years.

WHEELING DIVISION
Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Clover Gap

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green
C. M. Criswell
Dr. C. E. Pratt

Dr.

J.

E.

HuRLEV

A. G. Youst
M. C. Smith
C. McCaxn
H. E. Fowler
E. McCoNNAUGH Y
H. H. HiPSLEY
E. E. HoovEN
V. B. Glasgow
J.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood Junction
Operator

Claim Asent

:

Brakeman J. L. Little has resumed duty
after his usual fall hunt.
He reports that Mrs.
Little and he killed ninety-three rabbits in
three days, but we are inclined to believe that
Mrs. Little should have the greater part of the
credit as she is an expert with a rifle.
Brakeman E. B. Holmes has returned to
duty after an absence of several days nursing
his wife and two children, all of whom have
had a severe attack

of diphtheria.

Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer

Engineer
General Yardmaster

Shop Foreman
Conductor

CoxoN

Conductor B. B. Gorsuch has resumed duty
broken

after several weeks in the shop, having a
finger repaired.

Engineer

W. A. Morris
G. Adlesberger
W. H. Haberfield

Fireman
Car Foreman
Machinist Benwood
,

Conductor W. Smallwood has returned to
which he
had some troublesome carbuncles on the back
of his neck amputated.

'duty after a week's absence, during

Conductor H. G. Fletcher

is

in the

shop for

repairs to the ankle which he sprained some
time ago. His run is being taken care of by
conductor C. G. Davis.

Conductor R. F. Pell and wife have returned
from Columbus, where they had a pleasant visit
with Mr. Pell's brother John, who was formerly
a conductor on the Wheeling Division.
S. Stidger, agent at Littleton, W. Va., is
of smiles and has forgotten all his cares
because of the arrival at his home on November
1st of an eleven pound girl.

G.

full

^

is

and box cars. A twelve-pound boy has made
appearance at his home.

Hj

'%

#^

r^

F. F. Frazee, operator at Brooklyn Junction,
also looking over the tops of tall buildings

its

i
[^
t.

COMING CONDUCTORS
Walter and Paul, Two, and Four and One-half Years
Old, Respectively, Sons of Conductor R. F. Pell

P. Lough, agent at Glover Gap, got tired of
bunking in the station and taking his meals at
the restaurants so he stole away to Oakland,
Md., and married a Miss Russel. Congratulations, Peezer.

Martin Cogley, who was the second supervisor on the 4th division, died at his home at
Cameron, W. Va., November 3rd, aged ninetyfour years. He was buried November 5th,
many relatives and friends attending the
funeral.

Engineman John Gillingham is off duty on
account of injury to his arm, which he sustained
in tightening bolt on his engine.

W. V. Frazer, chief clerk to Mr. Green, has
returned to duty after a pleasant vacation.

We are sorry to learn of the illness of superintendent Green, and hope that it may be of
brief duration.
Engineman

Conductor C. F. Malone has returned to
duty after a three weeks' lay-off on account
of sickness.

Conductor Putnam has been assigned a
Graft on-Fairmont drag run, the tonnage be-

J.

C. Carpenter

is

now

acting as

assistant road foreman of engines.

Engineman

Frank

Buskirk,

who

recently

married Miss Minnie Bell of the Bell Telephone
Company, has returned to duty after an extended

honeymoon

trip.

riii: liAi/i

i.MoKi:

and

oiiio i;Mri.()N

Engineman Jasper X. Martin, who
the service

of this

Company

in

ontiu'cd
1877. died at

home in McMochen, Sunday. Xovemherytli,
and was buried at Cameron, Tuesday, Xovember
Mr. Martin was one of the l)est engine11th.
men on the Wheeling Division. If any specitil
ruiis or tonnage tests were to he made, he
his

was picked

as the one
sure to give the
best service and satisfaction. If there was
anything in an engine, lie woukl get it out of it.
The wortl "fail" was unknown to him.

C.

J.

Hagans.

was a recent

Cameron.

casliier at

\V.

\'a.

While
there he consulted an cj-e specialist and as a
result is wearing a fine i)air of new glasses and
reports his vision much improved.
visitor

Pittsburgh.

at

He

The snow man gave this vicinity a broadbhist Sunday, November 9th, and disarranged our schedule quite a bit. Twenty
inches of snow this time of the year was wholly
unexpected and what it did to Wliecling Division kept everybody on the jump for a few days.

Conductor G. E. Burdess, who has been ofT
duty for some time, is home from the University
Hospital, in Baltimore, where he has been for
the past several weeks undergoing treatment.
He will return December 1st to undergo an
operation for a dislocated hij).
Doctors Page
Edmunds and Spear claim they will be able to
make complete repairs and return him to his
home a new man. More power to them, as Mr.
Burdess surely has had a hard time of it during
the past year.

very well known and popular among all
of the Ohio River Division.
We

w;is

extend

oiir

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M.

Secretary,

C. A.

Parkersburg

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. E. Bryan
S. T. Archer
A. Mace
P. J. MoR.\x

.Superintendent,

W. B. Winkler
W. .M HiGGiNS
W. E. Kenxed Y
J. H. Gate
A J. Bos^YXS

Trainman

Yardman
Shopman

.

some manner

In

We

M.

Agent, Operator
Maintenance of Way
Claim Agent
Y. M. C. A.
D.. Relief

Department

much to announce the deatli
dispatcher I. D. Moore, who died at
12.00 midnight. November ISth, at the City
Hospital, after an operation for appendicitis.
Mr. Moore entered service as agent and
operator at Clifton. \\. ^'a., in 1889, was promoted to operator April, 1895, and to train
dispatcher in April. 1896. He held this responsible position until liis death. Mr. Moore
was forty-six years of age and is survived by
his wife, one married daughter and three single
daughters, one brother, (i. M. Moore, ticket
agent at Hvmtington.and his father and mother.
regret very

lie

was crossing the tracks

at

and thinking that train Xo. 703.
which had a meet order with train Xo. 702 at
that point, was on siding, did not notice that
Xo. 70.S was on the main track. Wd was struck
b\' the piU)t of the I'ligine. cutting .i deep gash
in iiis head, breaking collar bone ;ind mashing
left foot.
He was brought to Parkeisbiug and
l^laced in St. .I()se|)irs lios|)ital. where amj)Utahis station,

tion of foot

\\<iis

w(>ll

He

found necessary.

is

getting

as coiild be (expected.

H. K. Pursell.

inned from
where he spent a few
days on a combined business and pleasure trip.
liis

ohl

home

relief agent, iu's ret

in \'irginia,

P. McCabe, yardmaster, Ohio River Yard,
Parkersburg, spent l»is annual vacation in the
Buckeye State hunting rabbits. "Pete" promised several of his friends some game but it
failed to materialize; in fact \\v. are afraid he
didn't even see a "bunny."
It was reported
that he shot a cow, mistaking same for a rabbit.

W. P. Cain, cash clerk in th(» Ohio River
freight office at Parkersburg. resigneti Xovember 16th to engage in other business.
H. W. Sammons has been appoint e<l night
yardmaster in the Parkersburg j'ard.

Bumgarner.

November

agent

8th.

He

at

Xew Haven,

is

succeeded bv

M. McDermitt.

H. M. Baker, clerk in the D. F. A. office,
continues to make frequent visits to Clarksburg. We are under the impression that he
will return a benedict some one of these days.
Captain C. RatclifTe has returned to duty
off several days on account of

after being
sickness.

D. N.Price, the well-known passenger brakeman, spent his vacation in Washington and
New York.

Fireman

.

of train

to the borr-aved

Chairman

Engineer, Vice-Chairman

R. L. CoMPTOX
C. L. Parr

sympathy

Cordon, agent at liens Kun. met with
J. \\
a very painful accident on Xove,mb(fr 18th.

S.

Correspondent,

deepest

family.

T. P.
resigned
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employes

along as
side

macazixk

i:s

Captain C. F. Mercer has returneti to duty
after being ofT several weeks visiting relatives
and friends at liis old home in Xorth Carolina.
Baltimore A: Ohio conductor C. B. Soutliworth is confined to his home on F'ifth Street,
with a very badly mashed foot, which he sustained wliile at work in the Ohio River yards
on Saturday afternoon, when it was pinched
by a moving car. He was a.ssistcd to his home
where the injured member wjus dressed, and it
beli(u-ed tliere will l)e no really .serious
is
results from the accident.
G. Umpleby, rgent at Sistersville, W. Vs.,
off a few days the first of November on
his vacation.
He reports a very good time.
O. R. Higgans, relief agent was in Cmpleby's
J.

was

.

place.
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O. D. Cooper, cashier at Sistersville, W. Va.,
got snowbound at Lone Ceder on Sunday,
November 9th. We don't know what he was
doing down there, although he makes the trip
once every two weeks.
Sistersville reports show October, 1913, as
the best month in the freight business since
the great oil boom of about fifteen years ago.

:VL\GAZIXE

One of the most eventful things occurring
at the Cleveland round house during the recent
storm was the marriage

of

E. R. Twining,

chief clerk to general foreman.
He was wedded
on Wednesday, November 12th, and had hopes
of going to Washington, D. C, but we do not
know if he arrived or not. The boys all wish
him good luck.

F. R. Suiter, bill clerk at Sistersville, is
wearing a very large smile at present. Some
of his friends sent him an early Christmas
present, which was a nice large pig's tail.
Suiter says that he is very thankful for it
as there is nothing any finer than a roasted
pig's tail.

C. F. Martine, first trick operator at Sisterswho has been ill for a few days is able to

ville,

be on duty again.

The snow storm of ten days ago made its
presence felt in this section of the railroad
world. While the traffic west of Parkersburg
was reopened in a very short time without
serious handicap,, still, because of wires being
down east, and the speed of the trains materially cut down, the situation gave us much
trouble.

On Tuesday, the road east of the Monongah
Division was not handling anything but the
live stock and poultry, which it was absolutely
necessary to move. The Ohio River Division,
however, was very quick to improve the condition of traffic, and it was not long before the
normal was reached on that branch.

We

have much to be thankful for in that a
was averted, much speculation having
been engaged in regarding the possibility of
very high water. The Ohio at Parkersburg
reached a stage of 36^ feet, but began to recede
before the damage point was reached.

flood

CONDUCTOR

W.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Correspondents,

W.

tendent,

T. Lechlider,

Superin-

Cleveland

C. H. Lee, Dispatcher, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechuder
A. N. Neiman
J. T. McIlwain
Dr. J. J. McGarrell
W. K. GoNNERMAN
E. R. Twining
J. Weins
Wm. Canfield
F. W. Hoffman
W. Shaar
W. S. Berkmyer
C. G. Moinet
T. L. Terrant
J. H. Miller
J. Cline
E. D. Haggerty
R. H. Troescher
T. Kennedy

E
G.

M. Heaton
J. Maisch

Superintendent,

Chairman

Vice-Chairman
Master Carpenter
Assistant Medical Examiner
General Car Foreman, Lorain, Ohio

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
Traveling Fireman
General Yardmaster, Lorain, Ohio
Agent. Strasburg, Ohio
Assistant Yardmaster
Conductor, Akron Jet., Ohio
Agent, Howard St., Akron, Ohio
Supervisor, Cleveland, Ohio
Clerk, Cleveland,
Engineer, Lorain,
Engineer, Cleveland,
Conductor, Cleveland,
Hostler, Canal Dover,

r.

.

.

Division Operator
Division Claim Agent

S. L.

McCUTCHEON

Cleveland Division, giving the "High Ball" Signal
to the Engineer on Passenger Train No. 10

Falls and

M. Tawadzki

left

Cleveland

for Canton on No. 6 Sunday morning, November
9th, to do boiler work on engines Nos. 335, 327
and 1164. They completed this work and

started back Monday morning on No. 5 and
got stuck in snow drifts in several places and
then got out and shoveled snow to clear the
track and arrived safely at Akron, where they
took the Pennsylvania to Cleveland and arrived
at 9.30 p. m. Monday. At New Berlin these
men went to a farm house and ordered a dinner.
The farmer killed two chickens and just as the
chickens were placed on the table, three engines
came from Canton and pulled the train out.
The boys had to run, licking their lips and
leaving the chickens untasted. They did not
have anything to eat from Sunday noon until
Monday night, but they said that it did not
matter as they did it for the Baltimore & Ohio.

G. Jaspers, chief clerk in the Maintenance
department, and who hails from
Seymour, is now firmly established in the
sixth city. His mother and he are to make
J.

of

Way

their future

home

in

Cleveland.

'I111-;

H \i/n.\i()Ki:

and

oiiio

at CleveJ. Cline, assistant yardmastcr
land, Ohio, has been appointed member of the
Cleveland Division Safety Committee, vice
C. 01denbiir«r:, furloughed.

LORAIN
L. McDauiels, formerly chief clerk to
I,
terminal agent Pierce, has been promoted to
"Mac" is deserving of the
assistant agent.
promotion, for he has spent years of hard work
We wish him
in the ofiice with telling results.
continued success.

Yard master Staufifer (4312), while plowing
the snow on the 10th had a bad fall and was
laid up a week with a sprained hip.
in

Beard
**Sea-toad"
and
Yardmasters
"Shorty" Brucker, are planning a hunting trip
in December along the shores of the Chesapeake
Bay. "Shorty" has his gun all polished for
game and a new set of fishing tackle (?) to catch
fresh oysters. While he does not like to eat
them, he is sure he will enjoy catching them.
Beard, of course, has told him all about the

i:mi'I.()\ i:s

macazine
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Brakeman

(1. T. Shields, while riding car in
yard, fell in fr(»nt of car and had his arm
and shoulder crushed. He got up and walked
about ;iOO yards to the Hump and told his
conductor that his arm h:id been cut ofT. He
was rushed to St. Joseph's Hospital and did
not for a moment lose his self control. An
operation was performed, his arm and part of
his shoulder being amputated and for a while
it was thought he would not recover.
He is
steadily improving, however, jmd prospects for
his recovery are now excellent. Mr. Shields was
ransferred to us from the Baltimore terminals
in the early spring.

Hump

t

Passenger brakeman Albert Murphy, who was
hurt at Lestei^ a couple of months ago, is now
walking about and we hope to see him soon on
his run.
Brakeman "Wooly" West is holding
down Murphy's run in a creditable manner,
and has become so proficient in handling milk
c;ms at Belden and Lester that he can almo.st
do the work while half asleep.

sport.

NEWARK
Correspondent, T.

DIVISION
J.

Daly, Newark

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. W. GousucH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMaivs

Chiiirinan
.Master .Mechanic

.Supt^'rintt'Ddcrt,

Medical Examiner
Engineer

Yardman
Yardman

H. W. Roberts
L. JoHNSox
D. P. LuBY
C. G. Miller
A. R. Claytor
R. W. L ytle
A. N. Gle.nnon"
E. C. ZiNSMKisTEB

Agent

C.

Shopman
Shopman
Claim

Master Carpenter
Tminm.oster

C. C. Grimm
E. V. Smith
G. F. Eberly
J.

.Xgent

Yardman
Trainman
Division KnKineor
Assistant Division ICnuineer
Foreman
of Engines
Road
Division 0|x>rutor

S. Little

G. R. Kimball

R. J. Brooker, tool room foreman, Harry
Cieiilenberger, piece work inspector of erecting
shop and Daniel Ochse, forem.m of air room,
are all at work again after having completed a

very enjoyable vacation.

Wm.

L. Barrett, machinist on motion lathe
lower shop, is very happy. He is the proud
father of a new machinist, who arrived on
at

CREW OF TRAIN

NO.

10.

CLEVELAND

DIVISION
Iroia

H. Ranft, Baggage Master; T. C.
Chunat, Brakeman; A. S. Graham, Conductor
left

to right:

November

J.

John
at

our

of

Warren and stenographer Harris
the yard force, ary to spend a week at Balticlerk

He

house."

November
Yard

6th.

Herlih}' says

J.

8th.

We

"we have

a

baby boy

arriveil on Saturday.
hope he will be a great

comfort to you, John.

to^-n.

Great himting stories are being told by
various members of the shop force n garding
the number of rabbits they shot during the
limiting sciison.
Very few of them ever tell
how many got away.

Brakeman Dedtrick met with a painful iujur\
on the 17th, caused by brake club slipping and
striking him in the eye.

repair track.
Harry was transferred from the
general auditor's office on October loth.

more, visiting their parents. Jf all the things
that they have planned transpire, Baltimore
Street will know that somebody has arrived in

Harry Copper,

is

now

:it

work on he Newark
t
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D. L. Host, trainmaster, Columbus, Ohio,
and his wife, whose photographs, taken at
Redondo Beach, Venice, Cal., near LosAiigeles,
are printed herewith, have just returned home
from a trip through the Golden West, and report

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J. P. Harris, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
T. W. Barrett
J. L. Bowser
P. W. Keeler

G. W. BoGARDUs
W. H. Heiser
J. J,

McGooGAN

E. N. Coleman
B. C. Wadding

Frank Bryne.
Dr. N. B. Steward.
W. H. Raley
G. G. Wise
T. F. Donahue
R. J. Smith
C. G. Harshaw

Trainmaster, Chairman
Shopman, Glenwood
Yard Brakeman, Demmier, Pa.
Road Engineer, Glenwood
Yard Conductor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yard Conductor, 36th St., Pittsburgh
Yard Conductor, Glenwood
Passenger Fireman, Glenwood

Claim Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ass't Medical Examiner, Glenwood, Pa.
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Road Conductor, Foxburg,
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh,
Agent, Junction Transfer,
Yard Conductor, Willow Grove,

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Signal Foreman, Demmier, Pa.
J. J. BoTT
Road Conductor, West Newton, Pa.
H. Knopp
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
R. J. Murtland
Road Engineer, Connellsville, Pa.
T. D. Maxwell
J. S. Bartlett... .Sec'y. Superintendent's Office, Pittsburgh

Agent McKie from Knox, Pa., has been
transferred to Ellwood City and we understand
that Clyde Smith of Harmony is coming to
Knox.

D. L.

HOST AND WIFE

a very pleasant journey. He says that this is
the country where they do things, and where
the sun never goes down. For further particulars see

"Dan."

Gottleib Schoeller is again on duty as assistant road house foreman after being off
duty for several days on account of illness.

The largest number of engines ever turned
out of the Newark shop for classified repairs
were handled in October, 1913. Thirty engines
received classified repairs during that month.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

Office

of

Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

T.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
S.

A. P. Williams

of

the Pittsburgh

Assistant Division Engineer

Conductor
Yard Conductor
Locomotive Engineer
Medical Examiner

visit

DoNEGAN
Beyne

Machinist
Division Claim Agent

him.

M. Bittner
G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover
D. N. Dumire

Extra Gang Foreman

M. BoxELL
H. Bowman
J. H. BiTTNER
Dr. M. H. Koehler
J.

T. V.
S.

John Irwin
J.

BRADY

C. WoLFERSBERGER. .Assistant Superintendent, Chairman

J.

F.

J.

Recently appointed Trainmaster
Division

R. Zearfoss

Fireman
Dispatcher

Conductor
Car Repairer
Conductor

Station agent Nevil of Foxburg has been
granted a leave of absence for six months to
Florida.

Agent Schrefiler

is

relieving

Conductor James Tonks, who was injured in
the derailment of train No. 162, is on the mend
and we all hope to see him back in his place
punching tickets again soon.

THE BALTLMnHK AM) oHK)
Wonder

is ut Tylersburg
and why does engineer

wluil the attiuction

for engineer SuUiviin

Galena pay so much attention to that corner
house

in

Kane?

We

understand tliat a^ent Sniitli of Shellield
Junction took his family out for a Sun(hiy
afternoon stroll, the house dog accompanying
them. They were wandering along an old
driveway enjoying the scenery of Elk County
while the dog was busy a few rods ahead,
when out came a black bear and rushed down
through the brush. It is hard to tell who
reached home first, Charlie, Mrs. Smith or
the dog. "Xo more walks for pleasure," says
Smithy.
EfTective

November

10th.

M.

i;.M 1M.< )^

I

> M

\(

i

AZI XI

During the snow, <ii vision operator Bock
was certainly hitting the snowdrifts imd the
He said he had many tales to tell, but
l)oles.
was too busy.

Who?

Charles S. Maynard, at
Chardon, Oiiio. .\Ir. Maynard has been employed on the New Castle Division for the past twenty-two years, and no

Here he

is.

|)resent operator at

L. :McElheny

appointed assistant trainmaster with
headquarters at (llenwood, Pa., vice T. J.
Brady, promoted.

was

NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

Correspondent. F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,
New Castle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. H. Waldrox
B. Smith
K. L. Hannan
D. B. McFate

C

Trainmaster, Chairman

Yatd Conductor,

Painesville,

Ohio

Pipe Fitter, Painesville, Ohio
Yard Conductor, New Castle Jot., Pa.
Painter Foreman, New Castle Jet., Pa.
F. D. Abblett
L. L. Wagner
Road Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.
M. L. Raxey
Yard Engineer, New Cii^tle Jet., Pa.
Db. W. W. HoBSON...\ss't Med'l Ex'r, New Castle Jet., Pa.
F. C. Green
Supervisor, Ravenna, Ohio
Road Conductor, Chicago Jet., Ohio
G. A. Purkey
W. H. O'Mara
Yard Conductor. Haselton. Ohio

Chas. Crawford
H. H. S.MITH

Road

The severe snow storm
made it necessary

Engineer, Chicago Jet. Ohio
Agent, Newton Falls, Ohio
,

of

November

9th and

up the di.spatchers on account of the wires being down.
A. McNeelv and G. H. SarfT were at Akron,
E. A. Goehring, C. M. Trussell and J. M.
Griffin were at Newton Falls, and C. O. Bro\%'n
was at DeForest Junction, handling the trains
from those points on account of there being no
wires between New Castle Junction and Newton
10th

to split

Falls.

They

did rattling good work, especially
Eddie Goehring, who relished the home-grown
ham and eggs which were prepared for him. at
all

Newton Falls.
The Lake Branch

famed for its depth of
snow, and master carpenter Forney has at last
is

his long-cherished hope in having
something happen on the Lake Branch that
stumped the "oldest resident." Said "old

realized

has lived near Chardon for fifty
and could always refer back to some
snow storm or incident that put all the others
in the shade, but this last storm simply took
the legs from under him. He told Mr. Forney
that never in all his life had he seen as much

resident"
years,

snow at Chardon as was there the first of last
week, whereupon H. L. F. smiled a knowing
smile.
At last he had the goods on him.

(

HAHI.i:.> S

MAYS Al;i>

doubt his many friends will be pleased to .'^oe
Mr. Maynard,
his photograph in the Magazine.
like the rest of us, has the "Safety" habit to
quite an extent.
In the death of Andrew J. Musgrove, which
occurred on September 24th, the New Castle
Division lost one of its oldest yard engineers.
Mr. Musgrove was born Xoveriiber lOlh, lSo6,
and entered the service of the Baltimore «fc Ohio
Railroad Company as a firem.-m on the .Monongah Division in 1S.S2. He w;us promoted to the
position of engineer in ISLHo, and came to the
New Castle Division in 1S,S<.), living at Painesville, Ohio, for the past twenty-four years.

He

is

surviverl

by

his wife, four sisters

and

After a short prayer service by
Howard on September 25th, the

six brothers.

Jtev.

Lee

remains were taken to Fairmont. W.
interment.

\'a.,

for
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The car department at Painesville is busy
on steel car repairs, over 100 additional men
having been taken on.
D. R. Lynch of the Fairport Warehouse &
Elevator Co., was united in marriage to Miss
Mary Gallagher of Mentor, Ohio, and the
boys around Painesville are giving them the

CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, L. B. Hart, Engineer,
Garrett, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

glad hand.

M, H. Cahill, superintendent of the New
Castle Division, is an old New Castle Division
boy, having been copying operator, train dispatcher and trainmaster on the old Akron
Division and train dispatcher and division
operator on the New Castle Division. All his
old friends, who are legion, are glad to welcome
him back to this division in his new capacity.
As Mr. Cahill is well known on the System, he
hardly needs an introduction at this time.

The accompanying picture is of two pets of
engineer M. J. Garrett, who handles 94 and 97
over the New Castle Division. "Matt," who
was recently a safety committeeman and is
highly interested in safety work, is proud of his
pets, and he has reasons to be.

F.

M. J. Driscoll
O. M. Bailey
O. F. Bell

S.

Archer

George Miles, clerk to the car distributor,
a mighty nimrod. Each day at noon, with
one of the mail clerks acting as the dog, he, with
his trusty gun, digs out for the lowlands down
at the Shenango River. After three days of
scaring the life out of the rabbits in that secWhether he
tion, he managed to bag one.
intends to eat the bunny, or stuff it and keep
it for a relic, has not as yet been learned.

Yard Committeeman, Chicago

Junct.,

Ohio

L. J. Davis. ..Shop Committeeman, Chicago Junct., Ohio
E. V. KuGHEN...Shop Committeeman, South Chicago, III.
John Draper
.Acting Agent, Chicago, 111.
N. B. Bair
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
J. W. Huffman
Agent, Auburn Junction, Ind.
.

J.

S.

Barnd

T. E. Spurrier

Operator, Fostoria, Ohio

Claim Agent,

Tiflan,

Ohio

C. C. Cross, the popular Chicago passenger
conductor, has been elected a member of the
City Council at Chicago Junction.

TWO PETS OF ENGINEER

is

Kbegan

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett, Ind.
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
Conductor, Garrett, Ind.
H. P. Weirick
Brakeman, Garrett, Ind.
D. G. Thompson
Fireman, Garrett, Ind.
W. E. Sargent
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
J. E. Lloyd
Assistant Division Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
J. D. Jack
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
Dr. H. F. Hutchinson. .Ass't Med. Examiner, Garrett, Ind.
R. R. Jenkins.. Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicago Junct., Ohio

J.

M.

J.

GARRETT

General yardmaster J. R. McGinley visited
Philadelphia a few days ago. Night general
yardmaster R. G. Steel officiated in his place
during his absence.
in

Operator J. H. Meadows, who has been
working third trick at Chicago Junction depot,
has been transferred to Wolf Lake yard. He
was relieved at Chicago Junction by R. A.

and iuno

Tin: H.\i;riM<)i;i;
Mubon. who returned

to the tclc^r.-iph dopartafter a year's; service in Chicago Junction yard as assistant yardniasler.

ment

VanBhircuni, who has been giaieral
foreman at Chicago Junction for tlio past eight
years, has been transferred to Cohunbus, Ohio.
to a siniihir position. Ehner F. Creel, former
night round house foreman at (larrett, succeeded Mr. \'anBlarcum.
C.

B.

CJeneral superintendent K. A. Peck, with
superintenilents Keegan and Cahill, were inspecting the Chicago Junction yards a few
days ago.

Carl Pitcher, who has l)cen push button
operator on westboun<l hump, Chicago Junction, since its installation,
at the up town crossing.

is

now

assisting

Conductor Mart Xoonan has resunu-d duty
after being laid up fifteen months on account
of an injury received at Syracuse.

Dispatcher A. R. Moore was called home a
few days ago on account of the death of his
father.
Mr. Moore had been confined to his
lied for nearly a year before his death.

CHICAGO TERMINAL

of the

pleasure to

on

magazine

K. Yohe.

supervisor of transportation
Pittsburgh System was on the Chicago
Division recently, getting acquainted and
familiarizing himself with his territory.
Mr.
Vohe has many friends on the Chicago Division who were glad to see him, and it was a
J.

i:.mi'LOYES

this

end

them

to

make him

feel

at

of engines.

east district, the double track has
Sherwood, Ohio, to a
of

the

Maumee

River,

This leaves onlj' about
six miles of single track on the east district.
On the west district, automatic block signals
have been put in operation on the single track
between Lapaz Junction and Milford Junction,
making continuous automatic block territory'
from Milford Junction to South Chicago, a
distance of ninety-two miles.

Craw

Alex.
J.

F.

Ryan

C. L. IIeglbt

Examiner and Reoordor

H. McDoN.\LD

Sopervisor, Chicago Diatrict
Superviaor, Calumet DLsrrici
Trainmiistor
Master .Mechanic

Wm. Hogan
J. W. Dacy
J. W. FoGQ

DeVext

F. S.

C.

I.

James

Bender
Gaqhin

engineer,

Charles

was re-elected to the Garrett City
Council by a handsome majority. This vote
of confidence
was very gratifying to Mr.
Lindofer,

Lindofer, especially considering the fact that
he had a strong opponent.
J. G. Kircher has been appointed assistant
road foreman of engines with headquarters
at South Chicago.

K. N. Crooks, former chief clerk to the
general yardmaster, has been appointed day
chief rider, westbound hump, Chicago Junction
yards.

Timekeeper W. G. Gullung and wife have
a month's vacation spent in
California and Washington.
Ernest Hartzell

returned from

acted as timekeeper in his absence.

of Kncinea
Carpenter Forcraan
Maintenance of War

EnjcineiT

Fireman

Switchman
Car Inspector

John Haley
Wm. Davis
Chas. Stange
John McLean
Robert Sissons
Oliver Johnson
C. B. BiDDiNGER

Harry Marshali

F. C. Winters, the popular storekeeper at
Garrett, has been transferred to Keyser. F.
\V. Gettle succeeds ^Mr. Winters at Garrett.

General Foreman

Arthur Jensen
Thomas Hasey

position during his absence.

C. Brookmyer, former third trick dispatcher on the eastern district, is now acting
as night chief.

Road Foreman

Chas. Esping

Snyder
Wm. Geotzinger
Jas. Lanoton

J.

Division Enginwr
Assistant EnKinc* r
Division Claim Ak;(nt
Ciiptain of Police

Lamphere

F. E.

D. B. Taylor, master carpenter, is absent
on a trip to Montreal, Quebec and Halifax.
Foreman E. J. Stuck is filling Mr. Taylor's

The veteran passenger

Chairman

L. Nichols
G. P. Palmkk

J.

Jesse Fisher, who has been rumiing an engine
on the Chicago Division for several years, has
recently been appointed assistant road foreman

On the

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

home

of the line.

been extended from
point one mile east
known as NS Cabin.

Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

Boilermaker
Engineer

Car Repairer
.

.

Eneinoer

Fireman
Conductor
Conductor

E.

Machinist
Machinist

Blacksmith

T. F. Yates

Car Inspector

Ralph Johnston, formerly stationary engineer,
has been promoted to locomotive inspector.
Ralph is feeling fine these days, having just
returned from a trip through the West. Ilis
twin "Ilarley" cannot burn up the road too fjist
to please him.

The new cinder pit is now completed at East
Chicago, and is well appreciated by the hostlers,
as they can place two engines on the pit at
one time. Formerly this covild not be done.
Conductor C. B. Biddinger was elected
Alderman in the third ward, at East Chicago,
by a large majority.
The change in the power plants at the roundhouse is practically finished, and we hope for
better results. Our chief engineer. Jack Reynolds, cannot help but smile with all the changes
and is pretty proud. We hope ''Jack" will keep
the office force warm with less difficulty and

more steam.

We

feel

that we are doing no more than jus-

tice in presenting to the

Baltimore

& Ohio Em-

ployes Magazine a photograph of one of the
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Baltimore

&

Ohio Chicago Terminal veteran
which

engineers, Patrick Lahey, and engine 934,
he prizes above all others.

Mr. Lahey, more commonly known among the
boys as "Pat," has been an employe of the
Terminal Railroad Company^since 1886, and despite his age he may be seen on 934 every day
regardless of weather conditions.

Switchman B. Turley, who had his leg injured
quite badly at Barr yard on November Uth,
is reported as getting along very nicely.
Switchman W. Shanyo informs us that he
and some other good hunters are going down
in the vicinity of Napanee, Ind., on a hunting
trip.

ENGINEER "PAT" LAHEY AND ENGINE
To

get into the cab of engine 934, one

minded
in

of the

is

re-

days when enginemen took pride

keeping their engine cabs as neat as a parlor,

and while Mr. Lahey has changed with the
times in modern ways of locomotive operation,

we feel that he should be given

credit for retaining one of the old time methods, "cleanliness."
Engine 934 received the last general overhauling in July, 1910, in the East Chicago shops
and since that time has been constantly in the
switching service on a twenty-four hour shift.
This lengthy service is largely credited to the
excellent care that is taken of engine 934 by
Mr. Lahey and his partner. Engineer J. W. Rogers, who relieves Mr. Lahey and runs the engine on the night shift.
is in excellent condition and
to many more days of good
service from her before she goes to the shops
for general repairs.

Engine 934 today

we look forward

following men have returned to work
after a few weeks' illness: Geo. DeRolf and
Geo. F. Hess, boilermakers, and M. J. Foley,

The

hostler.

M. McGregor, one of our old conductors,
resigned the other day, and has gone down to
take charge of his farm near Indianapolis, Ind.
Effective November 12th, J. G. Kircher was
appointed assistant road foreman of engines,
with headquarters at South Chicago.

OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, Clifford R. Duncan,
Chillicothe,

Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. R. ScoviiiLE

R. Neff
R. Mallen
G. W. Plumly
R. R. ScHWARZELL
C. E. Wharff
L. A. Pausch
O. D. Monte
O. C. Gavins
E. O. Brown
J. A. Carson
G. F. Oberlander
J.

Dr. p.

C. E. Johnson, home route clerk, car accountant's office, is the proud father of a baby girl.

934

S.

Lansdale

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator
Assistant Trainmaster
Relief Agent

Road Foreman

Supervisor
Train Dispatcher
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Fireman
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Claim Agent
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Conductor

W. James
H. M. Cole

Brakeman
Draughtsman

T. E.
J.
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Miss Lillian C. Flynu, stcnograi)lier iii the
master mechanic's office, attended the christening of her brother's child in Portsmouth,
November 2nd. She acted as sponsor. The
baby was given the name of John Dexter.
Miss Flynn is very proud of her now nephew.
She says he is the best ever.

H.

clerk in the storekeeper's
the ranks of the row of old bachelors
in the Bi-ltimore & Ohio offices and took unto
himself a wife. Hal gave a very enjoyable
spread for the clerks in the Motive Power and
Stores department offices on the night of October

L.

Gettle,

office, left

30th.

E. B. Maurer, former draftsman of the shops,
has resigned his position to finish his studies
at Purdue University; we all wish him the
H. M. Cole, formerly draftsgreatest success.
man at Newark, has succeeded him as draftsman
at Chillicothe.

C. R. Duncan, chief clerk, and II. Mallen,
road foreman, were in Philadelphia to see the
world's series baseball games. They returned
quite enthusiastic over the games and the city.

John Hair, a member of the General Safety
Committee, was with us on Saturday, October
22nd, at which time he gave an address to the
employes from a platform raised for the occasion.
The platform was decorated with a large
sign hung above, having the president's picture
in the center and stating that his motto was
"Safety First."
L. Luherson has just returned to work after
spending a pleasant vacation of ten days in
Youngstown, Ohio. While there he visited a
number of the foundries in the interest of
the road

Machine shop foreman W. H. Nolan has
his mother to Chillicothe from
Newark. I\Ir. Nolon has been here some time
and we are glad to know that he has moved

Chillicothe people were glad to liear of the
of Fred W. Gettle as storekeeper
at Garrett. Ind.
Fred was formerly employed
in the offices of the .Motive Power and Stores

appointment

departments.

The following is a list of firemen who were
recently promoted to engineers: W. Bro\\-n,
F. G. Mattox, E. G. Brandenburg. C. Hood,
E. H. Black, J. W. Starkey, G. H. Rhodes,
W. E. Vititoe, H. i:). Powers, F. L. Mvers and
C. E. Harper.
^L H. Carson, machinist in the roundhouse,
married Miss Margaret Hydell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hydell, assistant roundhouse foreman, on November 18th. Mr. and
Mrs. Carson left here on their honeymoon trip,
immediately after being marricul. "^going first
to Cincinnati to Mr. Carson's home, then to
relatives of Mrs. Carson in Columl)us.
They

returned home November 24th. They will
live with the bride's parents on East* Main
Street.
His friends all congratulate him and
wish him a happy and prosperous married life.

O. W. Foos, a machinist in the erecting shop,
quietly married Miss Margaret Lever, daughter
of conductor and Mrs. Frank Lever, in Cincinnati.
When they returned his friends were
greatly surprised but they certainly wish him
much joy in his new life.

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O.

from Washington to New York. He
also took in the world's series baseball games.
F.

^L Mathias has returned

to

work

after
being on the relief since the 2lst of last June, at
which time he lost his right eye while on duty.
certainly are glad to see him around the
shops again for, in spite of his affliction, he has
a smile for everyone.

We

Born to Edward Snooks and wife a baby boy,
September ISth. Nicknamed l)y friends of the
happy parents "young Snookums."

Wm. Graf, recently assistant road foreman,
has been promoted to assistant to road foreman
and trainmaster. Engineer W. F. Brown was
promoted to assistant raod foreman, succeeding
Mr. Graf.
Engineer T. Clifford was
position similar to Mr. Graf's.

promoted to a

]*:.

Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour, Ind.
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

H.

cities
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time.

Hagert

C.

Smith

S.

B. PuRKHiSER
C. E. Herth

J;

John Bauersachs. assistant shop clerk, has
returned to work after enjoying a two weeks'
vacation in the East, stopping at all the principal

.AZI N K

Engineer O. C. Cavins, who recently underwent a severe operation, is now able to tak»'
short walks, but will be unfit for duty for 3om»}

moved with
to our city.

.\IA(

John Page
J.

Burke

P. HoR.\N

T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson
C. Q. Rogers

Earl Malick
John Mendell
Carl .\lexander

Lawler
Given

I^R- JJ.

J.

I'-

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
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Division Operator
Forenwin Car Repairs

Roundhouse

Fceman

Agent
Conductor

Kelief

Brakoman
i:nKineer

Fireman

Switchman
Medical Examiner
Special A<eiit

The Company has made quite an improvement in straightening the track through Lawrenceburg. For a number of years this nart of
the main track through the city h:is had quite
a curve in it for the purpose of allowing a loading and station track along the street where the
main track now runs.

Work on the .Miami and White Uiver bridges,
which were swept away during the flood last
March, is progressing rapidly. Owing to the
amoimt of work necessary in building new foundations it will be quite a while before they will
be completed.
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Harry Edwards, formerly a Company brakeman, but now with the Wabash System, is home
with a broken ankle. Harry states that in
attempting to cut off a car which had defective

oldest and most reliable enginemen in this
section and are very proud of their locomotives

and

trains.

cut-off lever, his canvas glove caught on a bolt

or split key, throwing him to the ground. He
advises all brakemen to discontinue the use of
canvass gloves and to wear leather ones. He
states that had he had on leather gloves the
accident would have been avoided.

The two accompanying
between

illustrations

show

Mound

City Limited, which plies
Cincinnati and St. Louis, South-

the splendid

is known as train No. 11.
cut shows arrival of train No. 11 at
Washington, Ind., with engine No. 1426 and
engineer Dan Cadden, of Washington, Ind.,
is seen talking with Mrs. Cadden on the station
platform. The second view shows the same
train about to proceed westward from Wash-

western Division, and

The

first

ington with engine No. 1462. Engineer William
Borders, of Washington, Ind., can be seen
This train makes the run from
in the cab.
Cincinnati to St. Louis, a distance of 340 miles,
in eight hours, leaving Cincinnati daily at high
noon. The average speed per hour over the
Indiana Division, Cincinnati to Washington,
is 43.4 miles and from Washington to St. Louis,
Illinois Division, the average speed is 44.1

ENGINEER WILLIAM BORDERS
Ex-conductor C. F. Cassin has taken a six
months' leave of absence and has gone to
California.

stork visited us on November 10th and
an eight pound girl at the home of brakeman
Rosco Collins; also at the home of fireman Dan
Bishop, a girl on November 18th.

The

left

ENGINEER DAN CADDEN TALKING WITH

HIS WIFE

ON STATION PLATFORM

AT WASHINGTON, IND.
miles per hour. These trains make several
stops on both divisions and take water once
on each division after leaving terminals, which
cuts down the running time considerably.
They are the fast trains on the Baltimore &
Ohio System, and the regularity of these
trains is one of the greatest advertisements
the Baltimore & Ohio possesses. Both engineers Cadden and Borders are two of the

Conductor Carroll Bush and wife have

re-

turned from a visit with relatives in Tulsa,
Okla.

Conductor Frank Gilbert has returned from
an extended trip through the West. While in
"Frisco" he met Ralph Shutts, formerly a
Baltimore & Ohio brakeman. Ralph stated
that he had just returned from a four year
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Mr. Smith,

trip to the Philippine Islands, where he was
stationed in the regular army.

in his usual good natured way,
to some long roundabout story of
some trouble a brakenian had been in a number
of years ago. he would call attention to the fact
that he was not trainnia.ster at that time.
This was sufhcient in most cases to stof) futher
controversy on the subject, and the aggrieved
employe would have business down town
"right now." One brakeman in his rush to
get out of the trainmaster's oflice forgot his hat.
Boys, you surely were guilty of the errors or
they would not be down against your record.

listened

Two new

runs, Nos. 47 and 48, Cincinnati and
Louis Express, were put on November 1st.
They were discontinued hist spring after the
high water. These trains handle only express,
and have an eight-hour schedule, Cincinnati
to St. Louis 340 miles.
St.

—

Many

citizens of

Seymour are much pleased

and 27, which have been
rimning between North Vernon and Cincinnati,
have been extended and now run to Seymour.
to note that Nos. 2G

"Joe" Smith, an old Baltimore & Ohio
conductor, now in the Government service in

Mrs. Kate Hartman, wife

Hartman, died

in

a

of engineer Pete
hospital in Cincinnati

after undergoing an operation on September
The funeral was held at Aurora, Ind.,
8th.
Mrs. Hartman had
the following Fridaj'.
visited here often and had many friends in this
section.

The following was sent to the Magazine and
should have appeared in October issue, but
owing to an oversight was omitted:
Anthony "Buck" Ormsby, switchman of North
Vernon yards, who is well-knouTi among the
railroad boys, was recently married to a most
young lady of Louisville,
popular
Ky.
"Buck," as he is known to all of us, has been
a member of the bachelors' club for a
years, and his matrimonial venture
a surprise to his many friends.

Many

of the

crews out

of

number of
was quite

here are being

made

happy by trainmaster Smith, when they receive
a message to transfer into a new caboose.
These new cabooses are being built at the
Washington shops and are what is known as a
standard eight-wheel caboose. They have a
steel underframe and are built to stand a
shove up grade by the heavy Mallet type
engine, if necessary. These cabooses surely
are a home for the boys and they are just as
proud of them as a bo}' with his first pair of
"red topped" boots. Later we expect to furnish
the magazine readers with a picture of one of

79

Washington,

I^.

C,

has been visiting his

many

friends here.

Thomas Bothwell has

accepted a position aa
Horn, relieving
Charles Dixon, who has accepted a position aa
assistant to timekeeper C. E. Catt.
clerk to roundhouse foreman

Mrs. C. Q. Rogers and family have returned
from a visit with relatives to Oakland City and
other points.

General passenger agent W. B. Calloway
the C. H. & D. R'y accomplished an unparalleled feat in railway passenger time table
of

schedules recently.

Under his direction the tabulators rushed the
work of getting out time tables, making compilations and copy for the printer.
For the first
time ever known in railway activity printed
folders of thirty-two pages and vest pocket
folders with complete new changes as to passenger train movements were ready for distribution three days before the new schedules go
into efifect, which will be next Sunday.
The printer accomplished a remarkable
feat, delivering proof and having corrections
and changes made and the printed folders
delivered within twenty-four hours from the

time the revised proofs were given

in.

these cabooses.

Owing to a raise in the Miami and Ohio
Rivers, work on the Miami River bridge was
recently suspended, and trains were detoured
over Big Four at Lawrenceburg, Ind., to North
Bend, Ohio This was to give the bridge men
a better chance to strengthen the temporary
structure now in use.

The new

rules recently in efTcct relative to

employes' "service record" have caused many
laughable occurrnnccs. When the boys receive
their records from Baltimore, several of them
went direct to trainmaster Smith to try to
convince him that they were not guilty of
infractions noted, and to have this or that
changed to read so and so, not stopping to
think that some of these things happened ten
or twelve years ago before IVIr. Smith was
trainmaster and that he could not have possibly
had anything to do with the discipline. After

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
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DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Correspondent,
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R. C. Mitchell
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Engineer
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H. E. Prichett

The accompanying cut is a good likeness of
our previous Illinois Division correspondent,
Halbert H. Summers, of Washington, Ind.,
who, effective November 17th, became chief
clerk to the master mechanic at Cumberland.

1899, when he attended school.
He has worked
himself along through the various clerical
positions in the mechanical department in the
southwestern territory until his good, con-

scientious,

hard working efforts have been

noticed by those higher up with the result that
he was chosen from a wide field for the very
important position at Cumberland. This photograph was taken unbeknowTi to Mr. Summers
while on his way to train No. 2 at Washington,

Sunday, November 16th.
clerks in the master mechanic's office at
Washington, where Mr. Summers was assistant
chief clerk, were both glad and sorry to see
him go, and he was presented with a beautiful
diamond shirt stud by his associatas in a few
well chosen words delivered by the present
correspondent. Mr. Summers responded in
kind.
The entire southwestern mechanical
department knows Mr. Summers and wishes
him good luck. We hope and believe that he
will continue to climb the ladder of fame with
our good railroad company.
Ind.,

The

C. W. Potter has been appointed assistant
trainmaster of the Illinois Division with headquarters at Flora, 111. The business on the
Illinois Division has come to such a point
that trainmaster Stevens is unable to cover
the road and take care of all his duties and the
appointment of assistants has become neces.-^-ary.
P. H. McEvilly has been assistant
for some time ^nd the appointment of Mr.
Potter now gives him sufficient help properly to
care for the territory. Mr. Potter is a young
man of first class habits, has grown up on the
road and is thoroughly acquainted with every
mile of the Illinois Division, he having previously acted in the capacity of chief train
dispatcher. This position is now being ablv
filled

by B. B. Pritchett.

We

are glad to announce to our readers that
C. W. Stewart, boilermaker at Flora,, who
has been laid up for several months with
typhoid fever, is again able to be back at his
duties.

Boilermaker J. F. Davis, Flora, 111., has
resumed his duties at Flora shop after being
disabled for about two months on account of
an

H. H.

SUMMERS

Maryland, succeeding Allan Coglan, who was
assigned to other duties. Mr. Summers was
born January 10th, 1883, and first entered the
service of the company at Chillicothe, Ohio,
June, 1898, as supply boy and has worked continuously since that time, except for a few
months during the winter seasons in 1898 and

operation

for

appendicitis.

We are glad to learn that passenger foreman
E. C. Sterling at St. Louis, Mo., has placed
two new Safety buttons over the work shop
in the St. Louis terminal yards, where the
Company's interests are located. The Baltimore & Ohio was the first road running into
St. Louis that adopted the "Safety First"
movement and Mr. Sterling is one of the most
earnest workers in the movement. Since the
Baltimore & Ohio has adopted the "Safety
First" slogan, other roads have taken up the
work, but we are glad to know that we were
first.

T. H. Russum, superintendent of passenger
department, and traveling inspector John
Phipps, were recent visitors at St. Louis,
where they have been looking after the Com-

THK HAI/riMOHK AM) OHIO
paiiy's intorc'sts in

CDiinoctiou witli now pasl)uill ;it tlieSt. Cliarlps,

senger equipniont being
Mo., shops.

On account

of the increasing number of cars
operated with electric lights it has
become necessary to place an electrician at
St. Louis to look after this particular part of
the passenger equipment. H. J. S. Emerich
has been sent out from electrical engineer
Davis' office to care for this work and is doing
so in a most able manner.

being

i;.M

l'Lo\

1

;s
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L. (i. Helphinstine. erecting shop foreman,
together with his wife, an; making an extensive
trip thrt)ugh the West, taking in such points
as Los Angeles, Seattle, San Francisco. Salt
Lake City, Denver and others. Mr. Helphinstine is taking this trip upon the a<lvice of
his physician, who has reconujiciided it in hopes
of improving his health, which has not been

good

for

some

time.

TL Friedcrich, assistant i)assenger foreman
at Washington, together with his wife and J.
]\ehoe, assistant
r.
boiler f(jreman. have
recently returned from a trip to Niagara
Falls and \ew "^'ork City.
J.

Charles Day, Sr., machinist at the Washington shops, has been transferred to the
C. II. A: 1). shops, at Indianapolis Ind.. as
erecting shop foreman.
Charles Clark, assistant night enginehouse
foreman at the Washington shops, slipped one
over on his friends a few d:iys ago. when he
ran away to Lawrenceville, 111., and was cjuietly
married. Needless to day it was a cctmpletc
surprise to all his friends at the Washington
shops.

SPRINGFIELD,

ILL..

DIVISION SWITCH

CREW

Switchmen O. J. Thomas and P.
Hawkins; Foreman H. E. Pritchett; Fireman
O. E. Hough; Engineer Win. Jones

Left to right:

J.

East St. Louis, 111., had a very severe fire
on the night of October 19th, when the Advance
elevator burned to the ground. This elevator
was located on the Wiggins Ferry tracks in
the Terminal yards, and just a short distance
from our freight house. The latter was in
great danger for a time till the fire department
got the blaze well under control. The Company had several cars destroj'cd by catching
fire from flying sparks and heat.
The total
loss to the elevator people is said to be over
the million dollar mark.

We show herewith a view of engine Xo. 1543
at the Flora, 111., shops, presided over so successfully by general foreman W. II. Keller,
who is well known at Chillicothe, Parkersburg,
Clarksburg, Cirafton and Kowelsburg. at which
points he has heretofore faithfully served the
Company. The picture was taken during
the noon hour. Boiler shop foreman Cooper
is seen second man from left and enginehouse

L. W. Fowler, located in the
mechanic's office, at Washington,
managed to get a few days' vacation the latter
part of October, and took a trip to Alliance,
Ohio, and Wheeling, W. Va. Mr. Fowler was
raised in the neighborhood of Wheeling and
he says it seemed like old times to get back
to that part of the country again.

Shop

clerk,

master

At the Washington shops, the Maintenance
of Way department has just completed the
installation of additional fire fighting apparatus

by placing standard hose houses throughout
the shop grounds. We have a first class alarm
^;ystem and necessar\' hose reels and with the
addition of the standard hose houses, we are
well i)repared for emergency.
We have a
regular fire department organized with fire

Wm.

ENGINE

No. 1543

foreman Harward appears as the fourth man
from the left. This particular engine makes

what

is

known

as the

''Kabitt

Hun" out

of

and makes a daily mileage of SO,
besides doing the necessary switching. The
engine handles an average of forty cirs per
day and with the engineer. Ceorge Smelzer,
has made daily successful trips for the piist
fourteen months, a record to be proud of.
Flora,

III.,

throughout the shops and the
blaze has been extinguished before it would
have been possible to get the city department

The bright little town of Pana, 111., is fast
coming to the front with the railroad, especially at Washington, Ind., in the matter of
furnishing young men for clerical positions.
There are now three graduates of the Pana
High School and Business Department hold-

to the scene of trouble.

ing

chief

Belcher

company are

their worth on

have had

in

charge and he and his
They have proven

well drilled.

numerous occasions when we

fires

lucrative positions at

Wjishington,

Ind.,
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in the persons of Warren Morgan, who is personal stenographer to master mechanic J. J.
Carey, W, H, McPherron, stenographer to
general car foreman Teed and R. H. Barry,
stenographer in the office of storekeeper. All
the young men are making good with a vengeance. Pupils entering school at Pana, 111.,
are required to study and pass a satisfactory

examination in shorthand, typewriting and
bookkeeping before they are allowed to graduate from the High School, which accounts
for the output of that city being in shape to
hold positions successfully when they leave.
Pana, 111., is one of the best shipping and
passenger points on the Springfield Division
of this Compan5'''s lines and is an up-to-date
town in every respect.

The many friends of A. E. McMillan at
Benwood and Wheeling, W. Va., will be glad
to hear of Ted's further promotion in railroad
work. He has just been selected by superintendent of motive power M. J. McCarthy, at
Cincinnati, Ohio, to be chief motive power
inspector, embracing the territory covered by
the Southwestern and C. H. & D. Lines. Prior
to this appointment he was enginehouse foreman at Washington, Ind., and general foreman
of the Mill Street shops, Cincinnati, Ohio.
He learned the trade of a mechanic at the
Benwood, W. Va., shops of the Company.

S. J.

Pinkerton

P. D. Fairman
P. J. Sweeney

H. E. RosEBOOM
S, Fisher
P.
F.
S.

Clancy

Drake
M. Baker

Dr.

F. S.

Thompson

C. Greisheimer
E. B. Childs

M. Rosen

Supervisor

Engineer

Conductor
Conductor
Section Foreman
Section Foreman
Relief Agent
Supervisor

Company Surgeon
Master Carpenter
Stationary Engineer
Secretary

Division engineer Snyder, who was injured
a motor car accident on October 13th, is
still confined to the hospital, although able to
get around the building. His physician advises that it will probably be two or three
months before he will be able to resume his
duties on line. In the meartime, J. F. Moreland, assistant division engineer of the Toledo
Division, has been temporarily transferred to
the Delphos Division as acting division engineer
in Mr. Snyder's place.
in

B. F. Spreng, formerly employed as report
clerk in the Toledo Division superintendent's
office, has recovered from a successful operation
for appendicitis, and returned to work.
He has
taken position as maintenance of way clerk
on the Delphos Division.

Due

to the increased amount of traffic on the
it has been necessary to
place a third trick operator at Xenia and an
additional operator at Austin, in order to
facilitate the movement of trains.

Delphos Division,

TOLEDO DIVISION
Office of

(C.

H.

&

D.)

Reagan,
Superintendent, Dayton, Ohio

Correspondent, T.

J.
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Superintendent,
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Luther Kirkendall, formerly yard clerk at
Wellston, has been promoted to the position
of yardmaster at that point in order to handle
the_increased volume of business moving in and
out of Wellston.
F. E. Tharp, conductor, who was appointed
as a member of the board of examiners on the
new book of rules for this division, expects to
have his work completed soon.

Work was begun recently on replacing the
temporary structure over Stillwater River
with permanent bridge. This is the bridge
that was completely washed away during the
floods last March.
The C. H. & D. boys are congratulating
extra conductor A. Bowen on having a system
immune to poison. Last Sunday he went to
Glen Roy, Ohio, to pay his venerable parents
a visit. After eating a hearty dinner, Mr.
Bowen took a stroll up to his uncle's. After
a short chat the pair departed for the cellar
to partake of a sup of grape juice, but after
taking a generous swig, to their surprise they
found they had the jug which contained a fiuid
for spraying fruit trees instead of the jug
containing grape juice. But the good old wife
and aunt, having plenty of sweet milk and eggs
handy, cheated the undertaker out of a double
funeral.
We do not believe it was a suicide
pact and hope that he will be more careful in
the future as the motto of the C. H. & D.
employes is "Safety First," in everything.

AXD OHIO
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Every Hamilton Watch makes

Let a Hamilton tcH you the time.
eood on tl»c accuracy ind durability

I

lilM.
I

test

of years of constant railroad

This is Nvhy
Over one-half (56/o) of the railroad men on American Railroads
maintaining Official Time Inspection carry Hamilton Watches
The Hamilton Watch is madr in all standard siz.-s and sold bv j-wtlcrs ••viTywlxTf. For Tuii«- Inspiction

—

Hamilton No. 940 US sir*
Railroads and will pass any

Venice.

and No. y*2

Jl j<'\v<'ls)

Official

Time

(It)

Inspection.

—

Service.

si/(
21 jewi-ls) are thi.' most popular watclu-s on .\merican
For general use you can buy a Hamilton movcnicnt from

$12.25 to $150AK).
•!._ r__
liraeKCeper
ine T;rn*»lroor»tt»"**
nnieiOr "Tl,^
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^HAMILTON

^^

illustrates and describes the various
^^orth r.-ndmi: i( you are ihinkln.' of

^^,.1,

Hamilton models and is a book
buMnk'an accurate watth.

WATCH COMPANY. LANCASTER. PENNSYLVANIA
Master Builders of Accurate Ti vie pieces
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ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT.
We

cordially invite all employes to inspect carefully the advertising now appearing io our
Magazine. It is our purpose tc offer only such things as will legitimately appeal to the rank
and file cf our readers. All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion, so that there
may be no question about its standard. No liquor or ether objectionable advertising will be
accepted.

ADVERTISING RATES.
Width of
$44 80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch
column, 16 ems or 2:i inches.
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request.
.

For further particulars address

THOMAS

JOHN

H. MacRAE, Advertising Manager,

Railway Exchange Building,

Ri^ht Here

-

Is

Chicago,

-

H.

POWERS, Eastern Representative.
Telephone 4716 Madison.
New York.

456 Fourth Avenue,

111.

Your Chance To Buy That Typewriter

THE
a

Typewriter is a beautifully finislied. hi-h jrrade. \'
touch and easy action and extreme duraliility. It li.ispacer, two-color ribbon, .stencil cutter, card holder, intercl;
and carriag-es. is fully automatic, and is sent out complete with line iiut.ii e>>ver
and hardwood base.
u
If our Typewriter does not suit you after a ten days' free trial of it <end it hn'-k
at our expense. If yoii %% ish to buy it alter trial you c.in p.iy us a lit:"
is
n
There
the balance monthly or in all cash, just as y«iu prefer.
tied to this offer, and it is open to any responsible person in the L'n
Fox-

liy^ht

,

Local Agents Wanted

— Samples

at

.

i

Wholesale

<.r \>'K V)-il>le TyiHwrlt.-n* tl.at have lM»n Tcry
t
are niakin;; a s|h'<-Iii! <.tr<T
rpoxes. The.^c iiro not xc««>ii<l.liuinl in>r n-lmllt. and i-«>ul«l
used )<>p (Icmon.-t mti'-ii
Low jirlif—t-any jwynient tcnui«— ten (Uy«* trial.
tM-anvly be tuM fruni nt-w l>y aiiv
1). Ma^raielnt'.
Write for full i)articiilars. Meiitinn H

We

fli^fhtiy

i

Fox Typewriter Company
1012-1062 Front Avenue.

Grand

RapJds.
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N.iinc

Mlthlji«n
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INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C. H. & D.)
Correspondent,

Roy Powell,

Superintendent's Office

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White
F.

Superintendent,

M. CoNXER

J.

Havens
Reynolds
T. Clemmons

J.

M. RouRK

Chairman

Trainmaster

C. W.

Assistant Trainmaster

H. F.

General Yardmaster
Supervisor
Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Master Mechanic

Washam
Edw. Boas
E. A. McGuiRE
Dr. Wm. Osenbach
F.

Claim Agent
Examining Surgeon
Examining Surgeon

Dr. C. L. Trxjitt
W. Strode
M. J. Sharkey
R. O. Glidewell
J. HoFFNER

Passenger Engineer
Passenger Conductor
Passenger Conductor

Yard

Chas. Barth
Geo. Hanrahan

Engincier

Blacksmith Helper
Machinist

The photo herewith is of the section force,
section No. 6, BrowTisville, Ind., Indianapolis
Division. Their names reading right to left
are as follows: Section hands Samuel Weaver,

Miss Patricia J. O'Brien, stenographer in
the superintendent's office, attended the
Purdue-Indiana football game at the latter
University, Bloomington, Ind., and is now able
to distinguish between a ''forward pass" and
"hitting the line."

The Maintenance of Way department are
about to finish a season that has been one of
the heaviest in the history of the division.
More work has been accomplished and both
divisions are in better shape than they have
ever been. This result is very gratifying, as
strenuous efforts have been put forth in this
regard.

Friends of ''Mont" Joslin, chief clerk to
yardmaster, were much grieved to
hear of the death of his mother on Monday
the 17th of November.
general

The Fairbanks-Morse Co. are rapidly
completing a new and modern coal dock at
Montezuma, which when finished will be one
of the most complete coaling stations on the
System.
Dr. C, M. Rutherford has lately been appointed company surgeon at Newman, 111.
This is a new position for Newman, and we
wish Dr. Rutherford success in his appointment.
Effective December 1st, J. R. Horn will take
up his duties as traveling fireman on this
division, for the purpose of securing a higher
standard of efficiency with Illinois coal.
L. T. Meyer, the "frail little" timekeeper in
the superintendent's office, who suffered a
severely sprained ankle, is now able to be about
with the help of a cane.

Edith Dennis, chief clerk to the
is again at her desk after ten days'
absence on account of being struck by an auto.
Miss Dennis' usual mode of transportation
Miss

J.

trainmaster,

SECTION FORCE, BROWNSVILLE, IND.
Geo. Funk, Daniel Kaufman, Telle Boggs,
station agent Brownsville, James Connor,
section foreman, David Freeman, section hand,
W. C. Sherman, M. D., company surgeon.

Third vice-president A. W. Thompson paid
the Indianapolis terminal a

morning

of

November

fij'ing visit

on the

being deprived her by the street car strike
she was compelled to take an auto, and upon
alighting at her residence was struck by another
We are happy to say, however, that she
car.
has now fully recovered.
C. L. Clingan, formerly operator at East
Springfield, is working dispatcher Wells' trick,
the latter being confined to his home by pneu-

20th.

"
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What

Regulation Taught

almost uniformly-, when

'A^IE

into offic(* with tlecidecl leanings
towards the anti-corporation view of

I( pubHc utihty questions.

Some

of

pres(;n('e of

my

and

good friends anions the corj^oration hiwyers in Buffalo were kind enougli to say
that I was too nuicli of an anarchist to
be of nuR'h use as a eonunissioner. Want
of knowledge as to the precise point involved I have found in many cases to be
the princii)al cause of the prejudices

Experience has taught

me

another side to these

that there

questions,

*

dismissed.
I

is

and one not
*

I

it

Give a

has

thought was right as
what under

my own mind

circinnstance^

of

certnin

c.-i^'^

right.

am

fully

aware that

this

is

not the

also as to the

better knowledge of the conditions under
which their business is carried on brings
one to a more just appreciation of some
of the difficulties under which they labor.

I

recalcitrant

&r5K.i..

I

me

the corpora-

having discovered wings on the shoulders
of tlie managers thereof.
I say that a

to

had expected to
and objurgatory,
which is a Latinized and "more tenderer''
way of sajing that it was made up of
kicks and damns.
I
have found it
find

in getting

popular view of public service corporations, nor do I wish to be understood as

attitude of most corporation managers

towards the public.

results of a

be

lightly

my mind

the

was

by the

Th(» difliculty with

to determine in

^t=

have changed

willing to abide

been not so much
tions to do what
all

<'Xpress('d in the

the Connnission, conciliating

fair hearing.

I

then entertained.

One Regulator

—

I know well that there are many
very
many particulars in which the service
which they are rendering may be im-

—

CHRISTMAS DIAMONDS

SUn^'i'^

cuM

y.ar— t!ic Wst

('oii>Laut;
of all gifts.
i>leaM- wif,- i>r sweetheart U'tter.
NolhiiiK
increabiii;; in value and always worth every ci'iit yi'U puid for it.
Our btartlini; low jiriccs ni il easy long tiuio terms wiU
be a revclatii'ii to you
By our method, you buy direct from the iiniiorters, save all midd emeu's profits and i>ny
ia little atnouiits from time to time.
Certified Guarantee with every Diamond— guaranteeioR its exact carat weight, color, quality and val
safe way to buy and save money no inconvenience and have the Diamond at once.
Pi-rfci tlv i-iit. blue white Diamomls, gleamiu^', sparkling, si-intillating
ccnuino lii(;h qu
N't a lilt t.> |i.iv until y.iu have c\amiiicd tlio Diamond. Wo send you fret- niiiciiirviii
Any Dia
CluMN.
nd here illustrated or shown in our Beautiful. KKLK, costly Art lal.il"^; of
Diamonds and Watches, will l>o sent for examination without ol)li);,ition. This ofTer
is open to every huMcnt person— o^'cm to yon.
Note the wonderful values shown here
Diaiii.ii.l f.r ( hristuias lliis

—

—

—

I

—

No. :0 (Platinum) ^-'/iGCirat — No. 31 % ct.
No.
No. 33 Vz ct.
No. 34 % ct.
No. 35
No. 36 \'2 /,6 ct.
No. 3S /^ ct.
No. 37r3-'Act.

—
—

—

Compare these prices with others.
Terms 20^ down and \H monthly; 10^^ discount
Wo iiuiHjrt the roujh Di;UMoi,.ls. cut tin
per (
t duty.
(i:VO tl„. S.IMMU' to vo.i.
today fiTour bi„' talal
World-lK?:
and sj
offerof Onet ar.it l)j.ini..nds f
nly «liH),al;
about, u run paralleled hiiy>baok offer.
All Dianir.nds, also Wall lies, .in easy
t<Tm3
no money IJr-t
for Catalog showing ni'
.•

.X3

—
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for
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—

than 1000
D
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-
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Diamond Imporiera. Dept.
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know

proved, as I

very

many

well that there are

particulars in which the busi-

man

more

to the point, to turn a deaf ear to

proposals which call for abhorrent and

in this room might be
an inquiry into it were
started by a commission armed with
power. Such a commission would be at

forbidden methods in their accomplish-

once met with the objection that

it

ness of every

improved

if

gestions required too

much

of

its

sug-

an outlay

them out, and would be asked
proposed to provide the funds for

ment.

*

*

The

carriers,

how

*

*

*

come over the minds of
management of public
There are still some left who

great change has

men who

are in the

utilities.

cling
idea,

the

old

''i3ublic-be-damned"

but they are

fast being supplanted,

to

and the up-to-date

railwaj^

ready
complaint that

light official stands

reasonable

or

electric

to listen to anj^

may

brought to his attention, and what

be
is

before

it,

pointing out the strength or

and then

appealing to that sense of fair play which
is

inherent in every man, than

by

it

ever has

tremendous powers
the law undoubtedly confers
The Honorable John B. Olmstead.

a display of the

which

upon it.

^

Traveler's Friend in the Ticket Office

The man behind

the counter in the

always as the
He not only knows the
genius of travel.
times of the trains coming and going but
he is a reach^ authority on stopovers and
he makes up the ticket of many folds with
railroad

it, both to shippers and
consumers and to proit has attained some suc-

wealoiess of opposing views,

^
The

to

and if
work of the last five years, it
has done so by a strict adherence to that
view, and not by spectacular brandishings of the ^^big stick."
It has accomplished more good by getting both parties
cess in its

I believe that in the past ten years a

is

can determine

to

ducers,

the improvements recommended.

Commission

Service

organized to hand out justice as near as

to carry
it

*

Public

office

an assurance that dazzles the beholder.
He is guide, philosopher and friend.
Burdens are thrown upon him with
young
perfect confidence by pretty
maidens, and the querulous old gentleman
asks him the same question seventeen times
and extracts the soft answer, the long and

must be repeated.
most pleasant duty is to admit
road is the road of wonders and

patient explanation that

But

appears

his

that his

to enter into the joyful anticipations of

anxious inquirers.

mountain or canyon

say.

smiles sympathet-

is

the most beautiful

or the grandest in the world.

Anxious in-

quirer feels that he has seen everything and
is

mighty glad that he himself did not go to

another

office to

blissful

paths.

**What you do speaks so loudly that

you

He

out of a vast experience as he
confirms the suspicion that such a lake,

ically

—Emerson.

I

be diverted into other less
Chicago Record Herald.

cannot hear what

—
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Fear!

WASwas
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Oandyoukeep

anything ever done by one wlio

Would Columbus have made

Typewriter

his dis-

covery of the New World if he had been
burdened with dark forebodings?

Would

the

Would

there

Think

if

ever

gospel

have

been

of

is

have

less tliati

tt-n

Only S2.00 on

tliis

preat offer.

days free

Our

fuciory price

oUurs ask

Irlul.

for st-cond-liand niuchiiit

•^.

Hvfry sale boars our ten-year Ironclad fjuaranu-c
>ettlement for the balance can be niaile on tlie
eaaieat monthly paymentm. The tlrst buyer In each
locality iCi-\<, a h;intl>onie leatherette carrying case

—

free. '\Vri:e t'><iiiy
Now.
CALESriURG WRITING MACHINE rO..

Jept.

GaUsbari;. Illinois

P.M.

United

a

the signers of the Declaration

Independence had feared for their
lives, as well they might?

AGENTS

of

y

Would

it!

Yoii have full

been
preached to the remotest parts of the world
if the missionary had feared his mission?
States

superb

this

afraid?

the railroads have crossed the

and
industry have had

'*

'i?,;.T?K;^^

Xnvrl watch-shaped li^^iKer. Operated with
i)ne hand; gives an instantaneous lijv'ht every
time. .No electricity, no battery, no wires,

continent and pierced the desert,

n<>n-<>xpl<>Hlve;d<ie«aw*y wIthniat.hCH*

would our captains of

jet. ete.

the

courage

of

convictions,

their

—the

in

wonder
output and wages

building our industries

•

K.

of

Was

ever a great cause vin-

by one without a strong heart

dicated

and undying hope? Was ever a prize
secured by a competitor who did not
enter the race believing he must and
would win?
Is anything more contemptible than
cowardice? Is an^-thing more noble than
courage?
Is ami^hing more childish
than

fear, or

suspicion

BOOKS, ADVICE, SEARCH AND
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED
Send sketch

W.\TSON
824 F

the lesson to teach the children

our schools, to tell to the patient
toiler at his work, to speak to the anxious
in

business

man

at

upon the preacher

to

impress

in his pulpit

and the

his

desk,

counselor in the hall of legislation.

And
Lady.

model

for search.

Heart Never Won Fair
John A. Sleicher, in Leslie's.
Faint

Please mention

E.

COLEMAN,

N. W.

«^^
KRFF
^^^^^^^^

Patent Lawyer
W..hinjton. D. C.

TEXACO
The Mark of Qualify for
All Petroleum Products

and disturbance?

hope inspire and courage strengthen and
the battle will be won.
is

SU

unreason,

Let us turn from the dismal swamps
and lift up our eyes to the hills. Let

This

or

Highest
references. Bestresultt. Promptness Assured.

anything sweeter than con-

fidence in an age of unrest,

St.. N. Y.

PROTECT
PATENTS THAT
AND PAY

W^as a battle ever won by a general
feared?

I

Brandt Lighter Co.. 148 Duane

—

if
the world for size,
they had been timid while risking millions?

who

your pl|)e, clirar. clK*rftt«-. k«»^
Paudy thlriK for the en«l of
TrenifiHlou.-* wller. Writo
nick r.>r \\lii.lf!*ale i>rii-es ami ttriii.-.

I.i;r»its

.v..iir<-lialn.

Texaco

Oils
Texaco Auto Gasolinr
Motor Oils and Greases

Illuininatini;

Te.\aco

Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Greases
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Asphalts
Texaco Railroad Lubricants
For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving. Saturating.
sulating. Mastic, and (or all other purposes

Fn-

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

HOUSTON
BRANCH

C)F*F!CES

St. Louii

Nrw

Philadelphia

Norfolk

Dallas

Chicago

Adam.

tl

Boston

this

magazine

Orleans

Paso

Pueblo
Till..

New

Room

Rest

for

Women

Employes

AT

the Baltimore
Offices

in

&

Ohio General

Baltimore, there are

now employed 2,150 clerks.
About 226 of them are women, chiefly
employed in the Car Record and Audit

The new room

also has the necessary

equipment for taking care of any emergency case of sickness which may arise
during the day. A matron is in attendance at

all

times, to look after the needs

SUNLIGHT, BIG CHAIRS AND A MOTHERLY MATRON MAKE THIS A "COMFY," HOME-LIKE
REST ROOM FOR THE GIRLS AT THE CENTRAL BUILDING IN BALTIMORE

and when the new building was
room was
provided for them on the sixth floor.

employes and to see that proper

Offices,

of the

erected, a comfortable retiring

attention

With the
clerks,

increasing

number

of

women

however, additional accommoda-

seemed desirable. Therefore, on
September 2nd, a large and well ventilated room on the 12th floor was opened
for their use.
It is equipped with every
convenience and provides a comfortable
place for rest and relaxation during the
luncheon and rest period.
tions

is

given in cases of indisposition.

Adjacent to the rest room is the lunch
room which the Company started when
the building was opened. Here pure and
wholesome food is served to all employes
at reasonable prices.

and maintenance

The establishment

of these facilities

is

in

keeping with the desire which the Company has always manifested to provide
every necessary and desirable convenience for

its

employes.

AM) oHK)

TIIK HAi;ri.M()HK

Improvements

made

)\

MACAZFXK
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at Pleasant

Plains Station, S.
Extensive

i:.\I l'I.(

improvements

Firemen's, Engineers'

I.

The

and waiting room have

ticket

l)een

Gauntlets

ofliec

lined

rf^^

Bridgemen's

on the

at Pleasant Plains station,

Staten Island Lines.

and

been

liave

and

coveretl with metal sheet, electric lights

and sigon th(^
approach to the station. A new coat was
given to everj'thing which could hold
paint so that there is a spick and span
aspect about the whole premises which
installed in the station, platform

nals,

and a new concrete walk

1

laid

this work.

quality
Spe-

horsehide.

selected stock,

cial

tanned by' a special
process which makes
Can be
it fire-proof.

gives credit to the efforts of the officers

who brought about

XTKA

washed. Always
soft and pliable.

Indeed

the feeling of appreciation of the passengers has manifested

Seamless Palm

such an excommuters have

itself to

tent that several of the

Pattern

suggested sending a testimonial to gen-

Send

their thanks

and gratitude

in a formal

Chicago Glove & Mitten Co.

way.

458

This
the

for Catalogfue

superintendent Averell, embodying

eral

is

N. Halsted St.

CHICAGO

B

Dept

the best reimbursement which

company can

—a

expense

get for

satisfied

its

public.

labor and

We

PA/ 50 CENTS A WEEK

all

NOTHING DOWN h|

agree that a genuine spirit of gratitude

DROP HEAD
HIGH ARM
SEWING MACHINE „. >

often goes further toward repaying an act
of kindness

.

nothin^f umil

iiic

Iccifte

than any other form of return
intrinsic value can be

^=0

if

you

tents a

w.-int

week

v"
it

(or

Wf'
.ihcr

:

if

i

^

\r\

it.

tli.i"

;

more nar

you may pay monthly). To f
I require
no contract or Icobc of
"
any kind. Deal is strictly confidential.
irtlior. I will save you one-half in cost.
Ill
If you are a
reli.ihle iii.in and can use a sewinif machine I will m.ikr voii a
marvelously low price and liberal terms offer. Jus' wri;c
postal card and say, "Mail me your offer .\o.8l I."

upon which an

'

[

placed.
E.

uill s<ll vm;, t!.,l,st

I

OAK CABINET

Bernstein.

I.

men

I

FRED BIFFAR.

'1

180 N. Dearborn

St..

CHICAGO.

ILL.
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One on
When

en<;in(H'r

IZUMOTA

Stull

"Ben"

^ Mustard Ointment
KIkiiih.i^ Kelii-vcs tluM tisiii. N<'iii;iln:;i, k .ulac lie
Sorr
Mi!*^clfs.
Sore
and
StifT
^
^ Thruiit. Croup, etc. DouM.

Stull wa.s run-

i>;iiii (if

ring one of the old '200' engines in Peni-

tentiary cut, with

more

on his train
than he could handle, with full steam on,
wheels slipping, and no action, Ben
gripped the sand bar and said:
''Here, Sally, what's the matter with
you? Can't 3'ou stand up; you always
was good on the shell road see what you
can do on the pike.*'

1

cars

the

I

fleet

of

the

imi.slaii!

plaster, hut it never blisterui) in handy tubes thai

j>nt

prevent evaporation.
^^

—

Ahvins

fresh, fnll-strenKth and ready
for application.
your drxfKKist cannot
If
supply you with the irentiine
Zunota. srncl ns \*k. in stanip'^
fof ;i l'h>'~ici;iir« S.iniTlc Tuhe.

ZUMOTA RKMEDY
Springfield, Mass.
^IIUI

Plea.se menllnti thin m<ijiKnir

CO.

—

Enormous Capitalization Needs for Development of Country's Resources
EIGHT million dollars a week for
years— $2,000,000,000

in

five

all— can

profitably be invested in develop-

ing the electrical industry in this country,

Frank A. Vanderlip, president
National City

Bank

of

New

the

of

York, said

recently in addressing representatives of

the

electrical

industry

in

the

United

States, meeting at Association Island.

''When we think what is certain to be
done in the way of electrification of steam
railroad terminals and heavy mountain
grades; when we reflect on the larger use
of electrical energy for industrial power,
in agricultural uses and in the continued
growth of necessary interurban lines, we
do not need to look further into the
possible development of the industry to
see a requirement for $400,000,000 a year

of

new capital," he said.
"That means $8,000,000 new

every week for the next five years.

capital
It is

such a capital requirement that you gen-

tlemen are facing, and which must be
met if your energies are to

successfully

have an adequate
you get it?

"To

field of display.

Can

get a full appreciation of the dif-

you may well glance outside of
your own field, however, and note that
there will mature within that five-year
period well over $1,000,000,000 of steam
ficulties

The

railroad securities.

railroads in five

years will need, say, $4,000,000,000 for

refunding and fresh capital.

States

and

municipalities will absorb in the neigh-

borhood of $1,500,000,000 more, so with
the $2,000,000,000 your industry will
need, there should be provided between
now and the end of 1918 between $7,000,000,000 and $8,000,000,000 for these
three purposes alone, to say nothing of

general industrial and other needs.

"These are bewildering figures. They
sound more like astronomical mathematics than totals of round, hard-earned
The raising of these sums, howdollars.
ever, is the practical problem that finanN. Y.
ciers have directly in front of them.
Tribune.

Railroads the Marvel of

Modern

Life

(Adapted From Magazine Article)

WHEN

Aladdin rubbed the lamp
and the answering genii bowed
before his master, it was con-

sidered a pretty large order,

— that demand

a palace, a feast, lights and music.
Folks have wondered how the genii managed to gather the materials. Had Aladdin's demand been for a complete railroad
the genii might well have been staggered.
for

90

The modern

railroad purchasing agent

has things upon his requisition blanks no
genii ever

heard

of.

book be wiped
some mighty upheaval an-

Seriously, should every
out, should

bum our muwarehouses and

nihilate our newspapers,

seums,

destroy

our

blot out history, philosophy, economics,
geography and the mechanical arts, yet

THE BALTIMOKK AM)

(

>m<

)

one single complete
would go down to future
scientists enough concrete knowledge of our
world today to enable them to reconstruct
save

to

MAGAZINE

KM1»I.()VK8

posterity

you want clean hands-

If

railway, there

use

VANCO

every single feature of our civilization!
From what corner of the earth does not

Write us for samples and agents terms, if
your grocer does not handle VANCO
and we will make you an attractive
offer to earn some extra money.

wheel drag some
ornament for the modern
Every race under the sun is

flying sail or straining
article of use or

railway?

The Robertson Vanco Co.

tugging, lifting, dig-

delving, straining,

103 Park Avenue,

ging, hauling, pushing or pulling, that the

modern

may

railway

equipped.

be

Chemis-

all enlisted.

geography, zoology; animal, vege-

tr\',

and mineral kingdoms; East and
West; mountain and plain; the labor of
men, women and children, all contribute
to the mighty total.
From beneath the
earth come the metals, the paints, the
fuel, the crystal glass and the shining
rails; from above the earth the oak tree
table

gives the

the interior trim; cotton

ties,

New York

adequately

Lightnings, tempests, water-

power, steam, are

91

NO MORE
TAILOR'S
BILLS
We

guarantee the

Leahey
Press
ers

in

Trousers

to

pres.-*

five

trous-

minutes,

without heat or

la-

bor Very Hiiiiple and
handy Can be fold-

while
pres'-ing
ed,
trousers, to carry in
-uitcase
A Kood Xmas present for your
friends or yourself.

PRICE
postpaid
to

H

50 CENTS,
Write N<»>>

H.

JACOBS,

116 E. 60th St.

NEW YORK

fields give their graceful harvest, flax its

strength, the silk

sheep

its

The proper
of this

worm
man

wool, and

its

cocoon, the

The Success Express

his labor.

becomes the slow freight when
Human Engine goes wrong.
You Can't Fail

and accounting
enormous tribute of earth and sea

and sky

distribution

the

an enterprise, second
only to the tremendous industry which
is

if

of itself

power
if

way

body and
mind that noes with it

have viuor
of

your body

are the geniuses

variety

and

who

wield

still

1

into

in the

tlie

ailinir a:id

of the

ni.ui.

am the

Master Builder

world and

is tlie

who

most perfect
has perfected

more human bodies than any other
living man.
Take the Strondf ort Route to the

working

units of transportation.

land of achievement, thcl.nid of vitality,

enerny and power.

much

Considerable

weak and

whose own body

grasp their infinite

them

is

despoiulent with the worry

incomplete

But more wonderful

supplies.

of

You Can't Succeed —

]\Ianifold indeed are rail-

calls it forth.

—

j'ou

Please
comment was

aroused

some months ago over the announced
elimination by a big telephone company
of the word "please," from the vocabulary
of its operators.
We have been in a posiweigh the merits of the thing carefully, having frequently telephoned in a
city having two competing sj'stems, one
of which still clings to the use of the word
tion to

Plea.^e

mention

be a real

riirh* to

YOU
man

have ns
as any-

one else has. Let me direct YOU. as
I direct everyone who rules over my
road— personally aod individually. Send 4c
to cover maiiinir of mv free bo<ik.
"lolelliieDte io Ph).sital Cullur?"

Lionel Stron^fort
Dep«. 0.

1628-30 Broadway. Box ^^. Sta. 0,

BIG

MONEY

New York

(.My

Writing Songs

\\ c nave paul tli'iiisani!-of dollar.s toaniateur song
writers. K.\poricn(.L' nut nt-cessary. Write for free particulars or send us your sonv: pf)eins or melodies today .'or
tree examination. Acceptance jruaranteetl if Tvaihible. Hijf
Songr Writers' Mak'azine, beautifully illustrated bonk and

valuable advice

DLGDALE
this

all free.

CO..

mnqnzinr

1094 Do^dale Bldt

.

Wushindton

.

I).

(

.

—

—

!
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"please/' while the other has abolished

it.

Our

on

conclusions, therefore, are founded

actual

side

trial,

And we

by

side, of

both methods.

here declare, unconditionally and

without reserve, for the continuance of
that small courtesy to the public wrapped

up

in the

word

Its omission

''please."

saves a fraction of a second on each

But are the time and
what they cost?

dollars saved

the

subway

in

a local train,

were hustled and shoved into an express
at the first express stop.
When they
reached the Bridge and wxre at last
landed on the platform, one mildly inquired as to the reason for the change
involving so
told that

much

discomfort.

He was

two minutes were saved by

taking the express.

''Ah," said he, "I

And what will you do with
now that 3^ou have saved

understand.

seven adult

them.

After plucking

them and remov-

ing the feet parboil until they are elastic,

with

cover

Varnish with

crumby bread and bake.
dill pickles, add hot air and

nerve.

STEAMED MOLASSES PUDDING

reminds one of the story of the Japanese visitors to New York, who, coming
in

OYSTER BISQUE—Lesid

oysters out back of the barn and shoot

call.

worth

It

downtown

Recherchez Recipes

—Take two
braid them.

bunch

cups of molasses and cut in

butter each side of the strips and

strips,

Coil this braid

of raisins

and

tie

Wring towels out of boiling water
and wrap around this pudding until it is
aroni.

steamed.

TOMATO
matoes

wrong

until

CREOLE—Scsiid seven tothey are blistered, turn them

side out

and add thin

of

washing blueing and serve with a top
N.Y. Even-

dressing of Portland cement.

them?"^

ing Mail.

COOPERATION

is

slices of ice,

thicken with laundry starch, add a dash

the two minutes

Telephony.

around a

with limber mac-

what makes

possible the successful opera-

tion of big enterprises like this railway system.

No

one

Every one

man

No small group of men can do it.
and employes must work together and
the service of the company is to be what it

can do

it.

of its officers

with each other
should be.

if

Give your fellow workman a
day you may need his help.

lift

whenever

it is

possible.

Some

Your interests and the company's interests are the same. A
bankrupt corporation pays no dividends. Neither does it raise
any wages.

A

corporation's prosperity

is

reflected in the prosperity of its

employes.

Think

it

over

—From New

York State Railways, Utica-Syracuse Lines

THP: HAI/n.MOKK
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Baiting of Railroads
W.

L. Park, Vice-President of the Illinois Central

Railroad, in

WHEN

I a sI'k \s

iiit('iTui)ti()u

of

traffic

through

occur

.'U'c'idents

or

the

financial inability of the rail-

roads to
the

and

tracks

political

methods

])rovi(lc

bettering

of

numerous

equi])nicnt,

'"doctors" rush to the patient,

panacea on municipal, state and

offering a

federal anti-merger, anti-construction

business restricting laws,

maximum

length

of

crew

full

and

bills,

and other

trains,

"Hot Box"

alleged safety acts, standardization of old

equipment,
train

automatic

electric headlights,

automaton

control,

stokers,

Movements quick and easy,
hands safe-guarded against heat

flag-

ging rules, speed restrictions and other

Many

nostrums.

of

are actually forced

or

propositions

their

upon the

hurt

—

the

that's

you get

service

invaluable

in the soft, strong

railroads,

complicating the situation and unneces-

Hansen's

adding to the expense. The wouldknow little about the railroads
and seemingly care less. They feel, howsaril}'

be-cure-alls

Gloves

have a monopoly of inand that if they cannot fix the
railroads the\' can at least fix em so no
one else can fix 'em; and in this event
they can be turned over to the Govern-

This Protector Gauntlet gives supreme
service
long, strong and comfortable.

ment.

cleaned

ever, that they
telligence,

to

all

sleeping

travel

about

and dining

cars,

500

booking,

l)e

or the peculiarities

of

On"
sary,

a foreign

The.y pa}' more for the privifee

return

home

to

criticise

write us

for

tell

mnqnzun

If

you

weight
"Slip-

neces-

W

e

where
^,-<:2

'

this

soft

HANSEN Ca^^
^- ^

282 Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, Wis

much

lighter

information.

MFG. CO.

service.
Please mention

man according
Ask to see

easy,

the

send book and

O. C.

Objectional)le

and inconvenient conditions are
accepted as secmingl}' necessary, and
they

every

to buy.

rules

superior

for

mitten for switchmen.

the attendants and

servants of the railroads.

—

Gauntlet, and

ac-

will

liberally

styles

work or sport.
the "Glad Hand" - a

counted for by the proximity- of frontier

leges,

can be easily
Heat, steam and
Send for book showing

and

in gasoline.

to his

and take such

etc.,

perfect selection, per-

the wide line for driving, motoring, etc.

sorts of inconveniences, as

checking of baggage,

l^eople.

is

handled,

fectly

Europe

in

things as a matter of course, to

lines,

leather

water-proof.

Our people
subject to

—

The

William Galloway in Cab of Old
Grasshopper Engine
was .taken
THISClarepicture
during the

at

Mount

latter part of

Mr. WiUiam Galloway, grandfather of general manager
March, 1874.

still able to serve the Company and
know that it has long ago passed the
1464 mark and is expanding far beyond

are
to

our expectations.

WILLIAM GALLOWAY IN CAB OF OLD GRASSHOPPER ENGINE

on the engine in readiness
to run it to Relay to be photographed
alongside of Consolidation Engine No.
which was the largest freight
464,
engine in the service at that time and

Galloway,

During

is

considered a monster.
Prior to photographing the Grasshopper and No. 464, in error the figure 1
was placed before No. 464, making it
No. 1464. Not a single one of those

my

the Baltimore

early days of railroading,

&

gers,

Camels, Camel 10 Wheelers, Dutch

Wagons, Yankee Clocks, Company EnThe
Greenbacks.
Jersey
gines and
Moguls and Consolidations soon displaced these

now

thankful that
94

Do.

and

career.

many

But

the

writer

is

others beside himself

G. Spurrier.

DO.

Ohio engine numbers
would pass the 1464 mark during his
railroad

obsolete types.
J.

present had the slightest idea that the

Baltimore

Ohio engines were known
Mud Dig-

as Grasshoppers, Coal Crabs,

The Doer
is

is

the Builder.

Do.

the digger, and the digger

THE BALTIMORE AND
The Doer
is

()HIO KMPLOVIOS MA(;AZI\1

the mover, and the mover

is

o.->

Our Fashion Catalogue

the Winner.
Do.

Do

IS

FREE

the things you start, do the things

do what the other
fellow can but doesn't; do while there's
time, do while there's life and do while
there's hope; do for your own sake, do
because you love to, do because j'ou
must. Do because there is no other
way, to win
Do.

you have at

I

Do

Mrile For

heart,

the job at hand, for the job moves

Do when it shines and do when it
rains.
Do through the frowns, and do
through the smiles. Do on your legs
and do at your desk. Do after you've

It

Today. AiL
lor (lafalo^up

No. ()0

We

RO

Pay

All Mail or

Express
Char{|cs lo

Your Town

No Mailer
Where You Live

on.

and do

failed

Will

5

K^,

no matter whether early or late, whether
here or there, Do.
And do it now; do it today. Be a
Doer.

BO

15.

ity, i^urisian Pony Skin Fur Cloth.
which looks exactly like the real
Pony fur. Coat is made with a
turndown collar of self ma-

with

terial

The

Model fastens to left side
vlth two lar^^e t«olf-oovered buttons and Hllk cord loops. Tinturnback ciiirc are of pel f materCoat is cut on the newest
ial.
fashionable lliies. and la Kfinllltted.
It Is llnctl with vroo.l
qualitv

'.'--i

Price, all mail or fxpress charijes
C>0."0
paid by us.

^^ qq

In its new time table the New Haven
has put "safety first" to such an extent
that it has lengthened the running time of

The lengthening

We
is in

shall

now

5BOI6.

the plea that the public

demand

PricP, all mail or fiprrss ch-ircps c < |q
paid by us...

:M.Ki

(ii^OI.l. Stunninti Mediu mSize Dress Hat
maile of tine, lus-

is

trous

responsible for the high speed that has
travel on this

all-silk

T.-tsteftiH V

riirht

made

Black

Satin lined.
only.

force there

little

of

Parisian

Ponv I'lir Cloth to
match cmtSKM 15.

trains.

how

Neat.

Warm Mutf
black

varies

see

.

.

thousand
from four to
twenty-five minutes on the short distances that prevail in New England.
one

its

Vem-tlaii.
In h\-

and

Inch lenjrth. Sizes, :r,'
to 44 bust; also to lit
misses or small v<i
men,
to 38 Ixist.

New Haven

two-thirds of

<lurub!e

IMa<-k ofily

on the

''Safety First''

st\ lish. pointeil

fevers may be
turned under and the coat
buttoned across the chest.
levers.

—George Matthew Adams.

Do.

\ alues We Offer
Warm. Durable.
Dressy Coat made of good (jiial-

Convince You of Ihe Wonderful

But

you've won.

after

HERE ARE SOME BARGAINS
Which

and other roads un-

ta llore<l
w r.ll

|»liish,

Itnh'arlan

safe.

plush.

IrlmiiiMlat

with two

t^u\e>

bows

ceiitei-H

of
of

embroidtry

In pln<v a hik'li
lun<-v of nn«-iir:ed(»strleh
iti ntuiih'l el.-.rt.
At left
l.olitiii^

The

public

so

much

consistent

with

demands not speed

1^ tr:nime<J with two
n'.r.-.l li..v s of Ittilfarlua eiiibrohlery. Kat ban

.-;.!.•

as

whatever speed

safety.

If

is

t

narrow

the railroad managers cannot

be trusted to give

this,

brim
II
>rrae*ful
sllrhtly rolle<l at left fide.
black
fomc-j« In alt black
ith Nellros«-: naxy with natural
;

then the Interstate

XX

and white feather fanev.aml

Commerce Commission and

the

l)oaiitliul mole jrray
l.inry.
pr[(p,

other

all

regulative bodies will be (^m])()\v(Ted to
fix

the speed at which trains

by a

may

—

.V.

}'.

WASHINGTON. MOHTON A

NEW YORK

Tribune.
Please nu niton

Qo qu
J.Mfj

iTV

Bellas Hess
<^(o
HARHOW

be run

fh IS

ninjn'inr

CITY,

SIS

NY

in

with h'r-

n,,n or ex-

press rharijrs paid by us

railroad consistently with the safety

of its passengers.

plii!<h

—
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The Legally Trained Man LEADS

YOU Also Can Be A Leader!
business, in politics —before the Court and in
IN private
— legal training gives POWER,
life

PRESTIGE, WEALTH.

ness

—every

phase of

politics

Every move in
and government

busi-

—and
—de-

thousands of transactions of our everyday life
mand a knowledge of law. Naturally, the legally
trained man leads
for his expert knowledge puts
him in a position to advise, to guide, to direct.
Today, to a greater extent than ever before due
to increasing governmental control
the legally trained

be found in every State of the Union, succeeding cither
as practicing attome}s or in business pursuits.

A

Startling

Scholarship Offer!

—

mm

—

—

is

in

mission

DEMAND. The Interstate Commerce Com-

— Pure

—

Food

—Reasonable Rates —Employers'
— —

Liability The Sherman Law Tariff
these are a few
of many cases where the law is taking a hand in business.
The law tells you what to do and how to do it
how to keep out of trouble and avoid expensive
L.wsuits.

—

NOW

We
offer you a tremendous opportunity, an
opportunity to secure a Scholarship in our big Law
School to become a leader of men to learn law ^t
home during your spare moments.

—

—

The Greatest Law School for
Home Study in the World
Offers you this remarkable opportunity!
Write at
^nce! There is no better, no more thorough way to
xearn law than to study right at home.
Abraham
Lincoln, Thomas F. Ryan, John Wanamaker, Elbert
H. Gary, and hundreds of our greatest men studied
law many of them
HO^^IE. President Woodrow
Wilson and every member of his Cabinet, with but one
exception, practiced at the Bar. Nine out of ten of
the public offices, National, State and IMunicipal, are
filled with legally trained men.

—

YOU

AT

—
—

can become a leader of men YOU can improve your position in the political and social world
YOU can increase your earning power if you become
legally trained.
Statistics show that students studying law by correspondence are the most successful in passing Bar examinations. More than forty thousand students have
enrolled in our big Law School.
Our graduates are to

Please mention

This startling offer is being made for a limited
time to readers of this magazine. An offer so liberal,
so unusual, that we can only give you the facts in
direct letters!
On this offer the world's most brilliant
array of legal talent is at your command. VTc furnish
you a Magnificent Law Library, masterful lessons and
lectures.
Our Consulting Service is at your disposal.
We offer you a FREE SCHOLARSHIP entitling you
to our Complete Three Year Course and Service at a
tremendously low cost.

This Offer

is

—Act

Limited
Quickly!

We cannot afford to hold this offer open indefinitely. The
right now
before you
Clip the coupon
Mail it get the facts at once. This puts yoi
turn the page.
under no obligation it costs you nothing it simply gives you th
opportunity toge over the facts and decide. Surely you wil"
refuse to investigate an opportunity of such
vast importance to your success in life an
Guarantee
opportunity which will surely lead to a
to coach Free any
greater success th... you can possibly win
graduate failing to
in any other way. Tear off the coupon
p;is3 ttie Bar examand mail it right now.
ination. Our course
covers all branches
offer is strictly limited.

—

—
—

—

—

—

We

,

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.
Dept. 2798. Manhattan Bldg.,

Htiriry !

CHICAGO

Mail this

of American

Law

and includes the
same studies as the
leading Law Sc-hools

Coupon

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF LAW,
Dept. 2798. Manhattan Bldg., Chicago
Gentlemen: Without any oblig-ations on me whatever, please send mo
Also send me, free
full particulars of your remarkable Scholarship Otfer.
and prepaia, your School Catalog which telU how 1 can become legally
trained at home.

Name

this

magazine

Baltimore AND Ohio
Employes Magazine

Jhe Great Old mrld
THE cynics mock her.
The red storms rock

The

THK great

her.
earthquakes shock her.

But on she rolls
Downcast, elated
For ruin slated.
She still goes freighted
With human souls

*

I

Dl'T

''

Nor

1914

stars wencer,
time grow s gray
reaping, sow ing.

/ s

But

;

Her way sh'« s going
To meet unknowing —
A Judgment Pay.
joy go with her!
slip his tether

When stormy weather
Makes grief and moan
Tragedy

r

The white

I

Jcanuaru

seas tiiundt

And rend asunder

I

jest W(»r!d

ost-unto-rest wor'd
still the best world
We e\er ha>e known.
I

Still

*ToIfer

and

ioltou

^ HabbyMew

Itear

If

you own a Columbia or
Victor talking machine
a chance for you to get for twentyfive cents a "sample'' advertising Columbia
record that will play on your machine.

here

is

The only reason why the price is set at twenty-five cents is because
we want you to know at first hand something about the superior and
guaranteed quality of Columbia double-disc records, and that they
play on your machine.

will

We can give you the name of a dealer w^ho W\\\ supply you with this
>
sample record at 25 cents if you have any difficulty in locating one. Or for the
y
/
same 25 cents sent to us direct we will deliver the record to you prepaid.
^
^

—

Others from

Standard Columbia Double-Disc Records, 65 cents.
75 cents to $7.50.

IMPORTANT NOTICE—

All

Likewise
be played on Victor Talking Machines.
all Columbia Grafonolas will play Victor Records.
.

ttlll^

-

-^

Jf\r
I'
I

1/

Columbia Graphophone Co.

\

Box A

\1

K!JS5S3
m'^^^^K I

f;^^

I

I

CO

I

^
^J

Ij

\lr.\0

i>OV'^

"^

y

^^

>

V^

^^ ^^

iS^ \

.Art^SSS^

^
^

may

Columbia records

TORONTO:

Woolworth BIdg.
New York

418

365-367 Sorauren Ave.

,^

Manufacturers of the
Dictaphone
Prices in

Dealers

y ^.^

wanted-

proposition

^

Please mention

^^

this

^
^^
^^
^^^^

magazine

^

Columbia
Graphophone

Company

find 25c.

^

Send

me that Sample record.

A^

ADDRESS

J^

Write for special

^

^^
J^

'^^^^^
wooiwTrtl. Bid^.,
New York
Kc^V Enclosed
I

own

Where

^^ ^
• ^^ NAME

Canada plus

^
•

is

a
machine.
the nearest dealer?
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CHARGE OF SCOTS GREYS AT WATERLOO

WEILLINGTON

held this regiment of cavalry in reserve at the battle of Waterloo, awaiting the supreme
moment when an overwhelming charge might turn the tide of battle. The instant the French lines wavered
the order was given to char.f^e and the Scots Greys Cavalry hurled themselves against the French like a
thunderbolt. This charge ended foreverthe career of Napoleon and his dream of universal empire vanished awny
with the smoke of his artillery. The celebrated picture shown herewith from Ridpath's History, the original of
which was purchased by Queen Victoria, illustrates but one event of all the thousands which makes up the histor>'
of every nation, empire, principality or power in the world famed publication.

Ridpath's History^ World
will name our special low price and easy terms of payment
\\l^
^^

A

only in direct letters.
coupon for your convenience is
printed on the lower corner of this advertisement.
Tear off the coupon,
write your name and address plainly and mail. We do not publish our
special low price for the reason Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her support
from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price broadcast
would cause injury to the sale of future editions.

Six Thousand Years of History
"piDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history
-"^ long before the Pyramids
of Egypt were built;
down through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's

grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's
wealth and luxury; of Greek and Roman splendor
of Mohammedan culture and refinement of French
elegance and British power, to the dawn of yesterday. He
;

cavers every race, every nation, every time and
holds you spellbound by its wonderful eloquence

46 Page Booklet

FREE

'^^TE will mail our beautiful
^ '
forty-six page free booklet

"

without any obligation on your part to
buy
It will show Ridpath's wonder-

"•*-

-S

.

fully beautiful style.
He pictures the
great historical events as though they
were happening before your eyes; he
carries you with him to see the battles
of old; to meet kings and queens and
warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate;
to march against Saladin and his
dr.rk-skinned followers; to sail the southern
sens with Drake; to circumnavipate the

Klobe with Magellan.

'^V

#
# ^:% ^
^.

-»S

supreme

H.E.SEVER.Prest.
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and makes
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and fall of empires in such a fascinating style
t!iat history becomes as absorbingly interinterest with
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NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

Why Bowser

Systems Are Safe

Ordinary gasolene boils at 113° F. It throws off powerproducing vapor long before i t reaches the boiling point and
it get swarm enough any day to produce vapor.
That vapor i s P-O-W-E-R. To release t requires but a
spark.
Gasolene stored above ground is subjected to the
10° to 20° F. every
fluctuating changes in temperature
twenty-fourhours and is, therefore, constantly throwing off
power-producing vapor.
Store thisinflammable liquid underground in a

—

i

—

—

Bowser Safe Oil Storage System
around
— where the temperature hovers close"zero"
the year. It doesnot matter whether
or

Nature's way
5 7° all

it ia

hot enough to melt the pump.i

t

will not explode.

Over a million satisfied usersin twenty-eight years and not

a fire traceable, directly or indiiectly to the use of Bowser
equipment they simply cannot explode, because they are
built to conform to that measuieof safety prescribed by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters.
If you use gasolene or oil you need a Bo-wser Storage
Outfit. Send' or Uustrated booklet, showing some exception-

—

No. 800

Look at this Clear Vision
Comfortable Fitting Goggle

,

ally severe firetests.

Itwillinterestyou.

BOWSER &
Home Plant and

S. F.

Freefor the asking.

CO., Inc.

Gteneral Offices

Ask Your
Watch Inspector

Ft.

Sales Offices In all

Centers and Representatives

of Imitators. Take no substiSee that our trade-mark "NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.

Beware

tute.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE

CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO

402 DORR STREET

Box 2068
Wayne, Ind
Everywhere

Original patentees and manuf a c t u rers of

standard, selfmeasu r ing, hand
and powerdriven
pumps, large and
5 mall tanks, gasolene
and oil
starage and disn g syst ri b ut
i

tems, self -registering pipe line
measures, oil filtering and circulating systems,

dry cleaner's
systems, etc.
Established ISSo

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT.
We

cordially invite all employes to inspect carefully the advertising now appearing in our Magazine.
All
It is our purpose to offer only such things as will legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers.
advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion, so that there may be no question about its standard.
No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be accepted.

ADVERTISING RATES.
$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch). Width of
column, 16 ems or 2% inches.
An etxra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request.

THOMAS

MacRAE,

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS
JOHN H. POWERS,

Advertising Manager.
Railway Exchange Building,
Chicago, 111.

H.

Eastern Representative,
456 Fourth Avenue, New York.
Telephone 4716 Madison.

No More

If

VANCO

Press to press trousers
in five minutes, without heat or labor.
Very simple and sanitary. Can be folded,
while pressing trousers,
to carry in suitcase.

Write us for samples and agents terms, if
your grocer does not handle VANCO
and we will make you an attractive
offer to earn some extra money.

Heatless and Steamless.

Agents desired.

PRICE
Write

CENTS.

50

NOW to

H.H.Jacobs

you want clean handsuse

Tailor's Bills
We guarantee the
Leahey Trousers

The Robertson Vanco Co.

Original

Ideas Co.,
116 E. 60th St.,

103 Park Avenue,
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—
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Information

is

the Essence of

Efficiency
Address of R. N. Begien, General Superin
tendent of the Baltimore and Ohio

Southwestern, at Deer Park
HA\'E been asked

to

spvuk on the subject

Load as
th(^ Genand on Line

"Train

of

\'iewed from
eral Office

Road."

of

The

sul)ject

as-

sumes that there are
two different points of view, and I feel
that there are two different points of
view, but

I

be only one.

on
is

am sure that
On account

to

the size of the train load.
It

has been stated that the charge-^ for

maintenance

of (M]uipnient are increased

there should

by hauling

of the

true, as engines

effect

operatin<z; expenses, a large train load

desirable

Expenses due
maintenance of roadway; those due to
maintenance of (^ngines and cars; expenses
due to transi)()rtati()n of engines and cars
over the roadway.
It is prol)able that the expense of maintenance of way is not influenced at all by

venience into three parts:

from a general

office

stand-

in large trains.

This

may

be

must maintain a higher
average steam pressure, and both cars and
engines are subjected to greater stresses.

In order to overcome that part of the

point.

we

new

For the same reason it is equally desirable on the operating divisions. Contingencies may arise which make it proper to

expense,

reduce train ratings temporarih;, as there

cost of maintaining stronger cars hauled in

no doubt that a quicker movement is
had with the fighter rating, and better
mileage is secured from the power.
When conditions become normal, however, it is always difficult to restore the
is

train load, for reasons that are apparent.

The

object of building

primarily

to

reduce

up

train load

expenses.

is

Oper-

ating expenses are sul)-divided for con-

are building stronger

and strengthening the old
equipment, which is not strong. The net
equipment

larger trains will probably be

than the cost

no greater

of caring for less strong cars

hauled in smaller trains.
In view of the remarks of Mr. Clark
that freight car repairs per mile, exclusive
of

depreciation allowance,

are less per

mile at the present time than for

years past,

it is

some

evident that car repairs,

are affected less bv the train load than

I
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had thought.
were

It is time,

beginning

to

feel

too,

the

that

we

beneficial

underframes that our
management has been providing for the
weaker equipment, and perhaps that
accounts for the fact that car repairs have
not advanced. Good management is
also to be held responsible for some of it.
Transportation expense decreases or

effects of the steel

increases as the train load goes

An

down.

analysis

up

or

shows that about

nage as far as possible throughout the
trip.

Slow freight does not constitute more
than about one-third of all the freight

The other two-thirds

trains run.
freights,

and

locals

make

train mileage

and

affect the

train

load

more

slow

freights.

Practically

all of

than

our slow freight trains

have a revenue tonnage in excess
average train load, while the

ups and fast freights have, as a
tonnage.

we assume

&

Ohio Railroad averages $3,000,000 per month, it
follows then that an expense of about
$1,000,000 per month depends directly
on the train load.

An

To

that the transportation

increase of ten per cent, in the train

of the

locals, pick-

one-third of the entire transportation ex-

If

These

trains

pense fluctuates with the train load.
expense of the Baltimore

are fast

pick-ups

rule, light

illustrate this point, let us

assume

that the average revenue train load on the

Baltimore

A

&

Ohio Railroad

is

600 tons.

4,000 ton train of coal will have a re-

venue train load of 3,000 tons, and a
2,000 ton train a revenue train load of
1,500 tons.

—and

therefore worth about $100,000 per

A

month to the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
Some expenses have increased as our

that

train load has gone up, and it may be assumed by some that the increased train
load has had something to do with the
increased loss and damage.

per car, or a revenue train load of 300

load

is

This

not

is

so,

however.

merely bring this up for your information, as I have been over the matter
with Mr. Coon, and the reasons he assigns
I

for the increased loss

nothing at
It

may

has been

all

and damage have

to do with the train load.

be fairly stated that progress

made

along the line of increased

There is a great deal of interest displayed on the part of the superintendents and their staffs, and at the
present time it is safe to say that few slow
train load.

fast freight train of fifty cars
is

a good sized fast freight

average

much more than

six

—

will

not

revenue tons

about one-half the average. The
Ohio Division, which carries about twenty

tons,

three cars in a fast freight, averages a

revenue train load on fast freight of

less

than 150 tons.

A

local freight,

much
will

which makes just as

train mileage as a slow freight do3^,

not average more than from

fifty to

seventy-five tons revenue train load.

It

follows, therefore, that special attention

must be given to these trains. I have in
mind one division which is hauling trains
too long for its passing sidings, making
thereby great delays to freight movement. While this division has some long

freight trains leave their terminals with-

trains of eighty-five or ninety cars, the

out

average train on the

full

While

tonnage.
this is true

on leaving terminals,

not always true that the train has
tonnage going into terminal.
In order to maintain the best possible
train load, each train must carry its ton-

twenty-eight cars.

division

is

The problem,

up the short

only
there-

train rather

it is

fore, is to build

full

than lengthen the long ones and then
better train load may be averaged without
any trains longer than the passing sidings.

THE HAI/riMOHK AND

(^11 1()

In the case of fast freights, thev must
necessarily be Hghter than slow freights
to

make

time, but

we run too many

fast

fast

was run

on

freights.

time,

If

made

be

freight

that the consohdations

so

at each of

the

could

terminals

i^ro-

vided for in the working book, a great

li.Ml'LOVKS

MACAZINE

an oj)erating standjxjint, as well as for
reasons.

traffic

It

fast

freights

when they

of

Ql)

frcMght

in

are run on bad schedule,

they

more sections

are run to handle

exactly the saine

and

business

saved

For

each

example:

If

hi led

trains 98, 94

and

every year.

made on

When

each one.

hundred
freight trains
be

is

are run on time.

as they then handle a larger proportion

many
could

certain that the

is

best average total train load

section

out

is

with

slow freight.

arrive at

This causes

points of consoli-

slow freight to be

on time

handled in fast
freights with

90

all

dation

the morning,

in

they

up

made

are

form

to

dif-

train

and

consequent

high expense.

ferent sections of

94 at that point.

In the case of

on the other

If,

they

hand,

the

late,

number

are

locals

and pick-

ups,

a check

if

same

ke])t

sec-

work,

of

it

possible

ally run. as there

is

on

that
may be

found that

are gener-

tions

load

light

it

is

to give

is

them some

and

through loads on
This
light days.
be
generally
can

one section to
each destination,

followed
by additional sections
made up from

later

done on turnaround locals as
they can have
incoming freight
H. N. BEGn<:N
Oliic
w. n. R.
General upeiintendent of the Baltimore
tonnage and do
which has been
way work in one
delivered late.
The value of keeping passenger trains direction and do the switching and heavy
work in the other direction.
on time cannot be overestimated on any
ifc

line,

but this

track

line.

is

especially true on a single

If freight trains

are laid out

passenger trains on bad schedule, the

b}'

freight cannot

make

road and the result

is

cutting to get quick
It is

freights

therefore

the time over the
ultimately tonnage

movement.

desirai)le

and passenger

trains

to run

fast

on time from

be remembered that train
composed of a series of carloads.
If we can get an extra ton in a car, it takes
very little more energy to haul it. It
cent,
per
than
twenty
less
takes
ton
seventy
more energy to haul a
It

siiould

load

is

car

of

twenty

coal

than

ton

(Mni)t}'.

it

does

The

to

haul

easiest

a

way
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to build

up

train load

is

to increase the

We

methods that
build up train load.

are familiar with the

have been followed to

From

the general office standpoint, there

are

some things that can be doneto

up

train load.

biiild

those divisions having the greatest

traffic

density.

Assign the greatest number of

2nd:

the stronger cars to those divisions of
greatest density

and more severe oper-

ating conditions.

These matters have been attended to.
them from
a different angle six months ago than I do
now, but of course that is beside the quesPossibly, however, I looked at

tion.

I

if

and must give

possible,

tonnage.

They

periodically

to

should like to see the

steel

be

should

see

that

this

Agents should see that each car
to

its

Dispatchers

capacity.

distributors

Distribute the largest power to

1st:

actual weights,

every train leaving the yard

carload.

must be

that the least possible

empty

traffic,

which averages the heaviest
Local work should be done
by local trains so that through trains may
carry full tonnage over the entire run.
Trains should be filled out where the

grades

will

permit,

tonnage accumulates

freight

and

make a

and

set off, proportion of fast

local service, to the total, all

difference in the possible per-

formance.

The

first

is to make up the
The yard people must use

essential

train properly.

§

especially

at

a

when

convenient

point.

The Superintendent and Chief DisForm 2520

daily, to see that trains

so as to handle the

have been run

maximum

tonnage.

become familiar with the
will not take more than fifteen

they

Form, this
minutes per day.
Form 1598, which is sent out every
week from the general office, details the

and cost of operation sepabetween ordinary freight, fast
freight and local freight, and between the
It
eastward and westward movement.
is therefore possible to see which part is
train loads

rated

falling back.

Where

trains are short, double head-

may be used to
engines may be
ing

advantage, and helper
assigned where the

i

and the

|

volume of business justifies
grade makes it necessary.

it,

\

Special attention should be given to

of

character of work, such as switch-

ing, pickup,

car mileage

train loads.

equip-

density

and car

in the service

After

grade,

done.

loaded

made which will properly serve the business.
The largest power should be kept

withdrawn from the Chicago Division
and put on the Cumberland Division.
While the Chicago Division used the
engine to good advantage, its traffic density at that time was such that the Cumberland Division could earn far more for
the Baltimore & Ohio System with them.
With the increase in density, the Mikados
have been restored to the Chicago Division.
All divisions cannot make a heavy
train load.
While 250 tons is an excellent mark for the Shenandoah Division
to show, 1,000 tons is low for the Cumberland Division. Five hundred tons is
good for the Ohio Division and 400 exDifferent
cellent for the Monongahela.
ruling

is

is

is

patcher should examine the

of

checked

interested to see

ment on the Southwest, but I know it will
do more good on the main line.
Two years ago the Mikado engine was

conditions

rated

its

train rating

in

the winter,

when

cold

weather makes necessary a reduction in
slow freight ratings. Fast freight and
locals, however, ordinarily carry a rating
lower than the lowest temperature rating
and need not be reduced further, except
in

verv severe weather.

often

lias

It

train

loads

That

is

not

Haltinion>

the
to

Oiiio ear

cV:

only eleven

per

still

time.

Where

is

niil('a<j;(\

any extent. A
actually moving
of

c(»nt.

car

oiiio

larger

that

ui-«;('(l

up

corrcH't

stands

then

Ix'cii

sloW

AM)

HAi/i'iMoRK

'I'm-:

the time.

It

eighty-nin(^ })er cent, of the

made

the gain to be

is

— in quickening the eleven per

running time or the eighty-nine

pc^r

cent,

cent,

.standing time?

In eleven per cent, of the time a car

moves twenty-eight miles per
day and the movement averages about

actually

nine miles per hour.

a

little

<hi3^'s

slowed

over

three

mileage.

If

It takes, therefore,

make its
movement was
per cent, by train
hours to

the

down ten
we would lose

minutes
out of the car daily, or by quickening
the movement t(^n per cent, we would
load,

eighteen

I

:.M l'l.()^ i;s

maca/im

gain eighteen minutes more use per car

per d£iy.
It

in mind that car
when cars are standing
when they are moving,

should be borne

mih^age

is

lost

and not
whether in large or small trains.
If the twenty-one hours of standing
time could be decreased ten per cent. >ve
.could get two and one-tenth hours per
day more use of the car on the road. If
that could be turned into mileag(^ at the
average rate, nineteen more miles per!
car per day would be the result.
Since the train load on the Baltimore
ik Ohio System has been given special
attention an advance has been made
from a maximum of 500 revenue tons to
a maximum of 697 revenue tons. The
average for 1911 was 442; for 1912, 555;
for 1913, 062 tons, approximately.
stiir

Thirty-five Pensioners of

Newark

Division
Organize Veterans' Association
By

C. C.

Grimm

Trainmaster, Newark Division

THE
AT
^^
C.

BSKSI

request of superintendent

W. Gorsuch,

fort3'-seven

thirty-five of the

pensioners

Newark Division assembled

at

the

of

Newark,

familiar

of the

When

the benefit

of

the

readers

Employes Magazine.

The

writer feels that

this

should be

one of the most appreciated articles ever
published in the Magazine, since it gives
to each employe a photograph of a large
number of splendid men, who, after
having served the h^igth of time thc^
Company has permitted them to remain
in the service, are now pensioned and
placed on the Honor Roll.

Each individual
liked by. the

in

the ])icture

is

well

thousand odd employes

in

of

or

ciate the friendship

Ohio, to have their photographs taken
for

Newark Division,
them are known by
initials, and appre-

active service on the

and the majority
their first names

name

which the use of

the-

or initials bespeaks.

;

the photograj)h had been taken,

upon the suggestion of Dr. S. C\ Priestand E. L. Weisgerber. the v(>terans!
adjourned to the Convention Hall of the^
Licking County Court House. After
the usual introductory remarks, a motion
was madc^ and unanimously carried that,
a Veterans' A.ssociation, to whic^i all the

employes who have been in the service
twenty years or longer will be eligible,
and similar to other Veteran Associations
now in (existence at other j^oints on the
Svstem, be organiz(Ml.

10

THK

BAI/riMOKl-:

and

chairman,

AM) OHIO

made

teiiiporary

appointed

Messrs.

K. L. \\ v\sgvr\)vi' was

WyHe, White and
commit te(» of five on

Longshore, Barrett,

Rannanburg a

1

1

:

KMI'Lo^
NAME.

John
J.

and,

with a few

division.

this

9th. in the
is

same

men

twenty-3'ear

p. m., Januar\^

place, at

many

desired that as

which time

it

as possible of the

by

letter.

who

had intended to attend this meeting
was unexpectedly called out

person,

in
of

the city, but through his representative,

assured the veterans present that the
organization

had

hearty

his

and would receive everj^ assistfrom him possible. He further

approval,

ance

stated that he wished to be considered

an
in

applicant

for

B. (;orbv,
H. H. Harns,
H. MacMannus

charter

Con. Wvlie,
A. B. White.
Dr. S. C. Priest
J.D. Xewliam,
J. A. Wolcott,

H.C. Longshore
Franklin Frev.

present their applications for

member-

was taken and the following
and their occupations and

length of service were recorded
OCCUPATION-.

ENTERED PENSIONSERVICE.

Frank Fowler, Switchman

1S6(»

M.

1SG4
1871
1886
1865

Ferell.

Joe Avery,
L. H. Snoor,

Machinist

Car inspector
Brick mason

N. A. Weeklev, Material
**I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1900
1908
1904
1913
1907

J909
1912
1907
1908
1910
1011
1011
1907
1911
1909
1885
1912
1907
1912
101

1012
1912
1905
1909
1910
1908

article are viz.:

Reading from

ship at that time.
roll call

.

membership

During the month of January, 1911,
therefore, w-e hope to organize the banner
Veteran Organization of the System, and
an invitation is hereby extended to all
employes who have been in the service
for twenty years, from superintendent to
section man, to send in or personally

A

.

.

1911
1911
1900
1912

The names of the thirty-five pensioners
shown in the picture accompanying this

the permanent organization.

pensioners

.

.

.

J.

Division superintendent Gorsuch,

proposed

.

E.L.Weisgerber
W. P. Evans.
S. Mlnkewitz,
Pat Harhart,

now^ in service either

be present in person, or signify their
desire to join

1873
1888
Bridge cari)enter. 1864
Pass, eondnctor.
1865
Foreman tin shop. .1859
Storekeeper
1868
Boilermaker
1880
Bo.ss Painter
1866
Machinist
1852
Machinist
1882
Machinist
1879
Boiler maker
1873
Boiler inspector.
1878
Engineer
1864
Engineer
1863
Engineer
1860
Master mechanic. 1856
Switch tender
1869
Engineer
1868
Laborer
1869
Engineer
1868
Carpenter
1874
Engineer
1852
Yard conductor .... 1870
Dairy Frt. Agent
1873
Medical examiner 1880
Train dispatcher
1883
Blacksmith helper.. 1893
.....1866
Engineer
Carpenter foreman 1873

n. KillpatVick.
W.ll. liruniHM-.
F.Hannanhurj:;.
A. P. Boner,
J. A. Hvan.
S. W. Higgs,
B. Reilly,

The meeting was then

adjourned to meet at 1.30

room
McCrackcn. Car repairman

S. P. Diilev.

changes, were considered appropriate for

ENTERED PENHIO.NSKHVKE.
ED.

Helper-Pattern

'ool.

\Vm. Jewell.

Bahimore and Philadelphia

use on the

(

11

OC< UPAIIUN.

W.li. Williams
K. M. Barrett.
Jas. Cullnan,
(i. I). Kuhii.
( \ Tiniinons,

by-laws and arrangements to perjK'tuate
the organization. The by-laws now in
Divisions were read,

MAOAZIM'

i;s

distrib'r.

.

have considered the pension

ED.

1003
1912
1910
191
1011

list of

Ryan, E.
l^uley,

:\I.

l^r.

Weekley,

J.

to right:

left

Top row: Wm.

P.

Evans,

John A.

Barrett, Joe Avery, S. P.

S.

C.

Priest,

Newman

W. McCracken,

Jas.

A.

Cullnan

and John A. Walcott.
L.

Second row: A. B. White, Pat Harbart,
H. Snoor, Con. Wylie, Wm. H.

Frank

Fowler, John Cool,
and (ieorge D. Kuhn.
Third row: Charles Timmons, Franklin
Frey, Wm. H. Brunner, Barney Reilly,
J. B. Gorby, S. W. Higgs, r>ed Rannanburg and J. D. Xewham.
Bottom row: Wm. Jewell, H. C. Longshore, R. H. Harris, Robert McMannus,
Samuel ^linkewitz, ^I. Ferell, E. L.
W^isgerber and Adam P. Boner.
Williams,

Hugh

Killpatrick

the Republic as a

roll of

honor."—

President Grover Cleieland in a special message to Congress, July 5, 1888.

%

IRistQ nut, tuiih brlla, tn tl|^ tuiltt
3I1|0

flying rlDu&,

2ri|0

ypar

iRing nut,

^ing out

fa

uiilJi

tl?^

frosty

sky,

Itgi;!:

dymg in tl|p nigl^t;
brlla, anJi l^t l^ittt Jlt?.

tl|0 olJi,

iSing, t?apfjy

ring in

n^ui,

tt^p

brUe, across

tliP

snoui:

ypar is going, Ii?t l|im go;
^ing out tly? falsp, ring in tly^ trup.
S;!^^

^ing out

grirf tl^at

tli^

iFor tl^oBP

^ing out

saps

tl|at l?pr0

tlyp

frub of

tl^p iniu&,

lue spp

no morp;

rirly anti

poor,

IRing in r^Zirrss to all ntaukinft.
iRiug out a slouilg t>ying causp,
JVnJi anrirnt fornts of party strifie
^ing in tl|p noblpr ntoiirs of lifp,
Mttl; siucrtpr uiannrrs, purrr lauis.

iRing out tUv uiant, tl?i* rarr, tlyr sin,
^l}v faitl|l0sa rol&upss of tl7P timps;
5Ring out, ring out nty mournful rl^yntrs,
2iut ring ti}s^ fuller minstrel in.
jRing out false pribr in plarp aixh blood,
iLl}^ civic slan&rr anh ti}c spitr;
Sling in tlie lour of trutl? and rigl?t,
iRing in tl|P romtnon loue of gooJi.

iRing out oih sl|aprs of foul Jiispasp;
iRing out tl?? narrouting lust of golii;
^ing out tl?p tl^ousanti uiara of old,
iRing in tlyp tl|Ousan& years of peace.

^ing

tlite ualiant ntan anti free,
larger l|eart, tl^e kindlier l|an&;
iRing out tl?e darkness of tlye land,

in

(ri|e

iRing in tl|e Clirtst tl|at is to be.

— Tennysun

I
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The Mascot
How Tom

human

Brady,

derelict, saved

Number

98

By M. K. Chapman

f^ KUKlXvS liurriL'd into

'^
W^

the suix'riu-

tendent's office for the bell had

rung

He found

angrily.

the

and with
upon
his face
a much milder expression
than he had anticipated.
superintendent pacing the

"I

summoned

superior '*to

floor,

you, Perkins,'' said the

you that hereafter

tell

myself, shall decide whether or not

too busy to see any one
for

who may
much

I,

am

inquire

Can't blame you

me.

I

in this

matter, however," he continued; ''for old

Tom Brady

Tom

Brady was one of tlif
was about the
limit— awkward, cross-eyed, gaunt, and
\\('ll.

tliis

new ones and he

certainly

always as full of liquor as he could be
and still walk straight.

"On

the day the event I am going to
you about happened, Seth Kean. the
conductor on a through freight, was loafing around the relay, expecting to be the
next man called to go out, when he saw
Tom Brady getting on the local, of which
Mike Flynn was the conductor.
tell

looking

'''Say, Mike,' called Seth. 'what's that

and it isn't much wonder you ])oys
turned him down.
"If you have all yuur rt-porls made uj).

on your caboose?'
"'That's my hind brakeman. How do
you like his looks?' grinned Mike.
"'Holy smoke! I thought he was
your mascot. Looks like' he could make
any old hoodoo hold up its hands and
croak.
vSay, don't let him stay on the

a

is

disreputable

fellow,

down over

sit

there,"

desk-chair, ''and

about this old

I'll

pointing to the

tell

you something

Tom Brady

that

is

worth

while."

Perkins subsided comfortably into the
chair

and

replied:

''All

the

reports

ready but one. and ^ I orris can

finish

that."
'

You remember," mused

the super-

intendent to the old clerk and familiar
friend,
.so

"what a winter it was in '74? Xot
some of our winters in this lati-

cold as

tude, but just a .succession of rain, freeze,

and thaw. That kind of weather caused
freight brakemen to lay off whenev(M'
they had an excuse, so the trainmaster
was compelled to lure some mighty green
hands as extra men.

rear with that red shirt on; haven't got

time to stop for that kind of a

flag.'

"'Get out; you're jealous. Tom's my
funeral.
So long,' jerked Mike, already
on a run to his train.
"Braking then wasn't the easy work
that

it

now. with

is

all

the niod<'rn air

Overhead work, running on
cars and setting brakes in the dead of
winter wasn't child's play by an\- means.
"It was in January, regular zero

api)lian('es.

weather,

that

old

Tom made

his

long

chalk-mark to the good; and I don't
think anvthinir he has done since has
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from the credit side of the
I was night telegraph
operator at a small station about fifty
miles below here, and was stretched out
quite erased

balance

it

sheet.

wire.

No

matter

I was
awakened me,

so I w^as able to answer the despatcher

promptly.

BREAKING WASN'T THE EASY WORK THEN

on the table, making up some of the sleep
I had lost in the day, when I heard my
station call ''M. M. M." come over the

how soundly

sleeping, that call always

IT IS

NOW'

"'Flag Number 79 for orders,' came
the message as soon as I responded
Ready. Copy order Number 36. Train
'

TH^flBALTIMOKi:

Number

AND OHIO EMPLOYES MACAZIXH

89. Frick, engineer, Flynn, con-

ductor, will take siding at Clark's.

Num-

my

ami

lanterns

15

head,

lanterns can't move.

.so

that

the

Work, and don't

commanded

ber 97, Bolan, engineer. Kean, conductor,

ask questions,' he

has right of way.'

"'Tighten this one on the left,' he
'Now, they are steady.
continued.
Good-by, boj^s. Fm going to the other

wrote two

*'I

my

copies

the

of

and went
the freight in the old way.
ductor and engineer had
orders, and were pleasantly
seized

order,

out to flag

lantern,

Hoth consigned

side of this river.'

"Before we could

the

engaged in
abusing the dispatcher, when the door
was slammed open, and Tom Brady
rushed in breathlessly.
'''Boys, the bridge over Black River
went down just after our caboose got
Anything coming?'
over.
'"Great God!' we all exclaimed. ^98

angrily.

realize his intention,

he had grasped some of the underpinning

and commenced to work
way down toward the water. We

of the bridge
his

begged and pleaded with him to come
back, yelled at him that he could do no

good, that he would be killed by a piece

timber before he could go
twenty feet from the shore; but on he
floating

of

at full steam.'

went

"'Can't you catch her on the wire,
Johnson?' to me.
"
No office open. She left Moran about
ten minutes ago, and is due at the bridge in
twenty minutes,' was my dismayed reply.

in the lanterns looking like the eyes of

'

"'No
gaping

use standing here Uke a lot of

fools,'

lanterns

"We

commanded Tom.

and come

'Bring

the short distance that intervened; but

one glance at the wreck of the bridge,
with the rapid current underneath, in
which floated blocks of ice and debris of
the wreck, sounded the death-knell to all
hope of saving the crew of the fastcoming freight. We searched our brains
until we were exhausted, trying to think
of any expedient that we might use; but
both Frick and Flynn declared that we
could do absoluteh' nothing from our
river

to attract their atten-

on account of the curve
proach on the other side.

tion,

'"Well, by God!

Tom

Fm

in the ap-

going to

Brady. 'Here, give me those
Put one on each shoulder.
Now, Frick, you hold them. Quick,
with your suspenders, boys, all three of
you. Make a harness around these

said

lanterns.

lights

necessary to discard.

"Out in the torrent of grinding ice and
madly rushing water, we saw the two
approaching a

pier.

We

saw him rest against this for a moment,
and again begin his heroic struggle. He
seemed to progress for a few minutes,
then,

to

our horror, commenced going

down with
terror,

the

current.

powerless to help,

Silent

we saw

from
the

swept on and on, for what seemed
to us, miles, then stop for a few minutes.
I, who knew the river, with unspeakable
relief, told the other anxious watchers
that he had managed to land on a neck
that extended into the river only two
hundred yards below the bridge.
lights

"Straight out of that hell-bent stream,
his

try,'

two red

some fabulous monster. We followed
him down to the water's edge and there
discovered what apparel he had found

lights steadily

along.'

followed him at our utmost speed

side of the

in the darkness, the

clothes

frozen,

hands useless with

he forced himself along, reached the
curve just in time to see the approaching
cold,

train; then, with a last great

swung and swung
beacon-lights,

on the track.

till

effort, he
head with its queer
he dropped unconscious

his

!

;

—

;
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*'Ye8, the engireer saw him m time,
and stopped the train. When Seth
Kean, the conductor, came running up

YES,

THE ENGINEER SAW HIM

'''My God!

would

IN TIME,

what was the matter, and learned
from a terrible death, and
saw the man who had saved them, his
first words were:

Our mascot!'
of him?

"What became
spoil

my

story; for he

Ah,

that

was a man

AND STOPPED THE TRAIN

to see

physically but not morally brave.

of their escape

remember, however, Perkins, when he
calls on your superintendent, the latchstring

is

Just

outside."

Then, welcome each rebuff
That turns earth's smoothness rough
Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand but go!
Be our joy three parts pain
Strive, and hold cheap the strain
Learn, nor account the pang; dare, never grudge the throe!

From "Rabbi Ben Ezra"

Browning.

"

:

Train Handling and the Braking of Passenger
Trains from Practical Experience
By
r

I

is

not

{\\v

man who knows vwvy

port that the air

from the

who

C. E. Walsh, Engineer, Baltimore Division

pump

])ass(>s

throiip;}i

to the atmosj^liere

makes the most suecessful braker

and handler of a passenger train, and

who

to

satisfaction

the greatest

gives

The most important

requisites in nice

good

train handling are: First, being a

judge of speed and distance; second,
having confidence in yourself; and third,
being able to refrain from using the
brakes too soon after having made the

good

and knowing

test

they are holding.

just

how

You can then govern
make a good

yourself accordingly and

smooth

Being a good judge

stop.

distance gives you this advantage

—

of

you

can brake easily and just before your
train stops, you can release and come to
a standstill so smoothly that the passengers will have to look out of the
window to tell that they are not moving.

Handle your train at all times as
though you kncnv you had an official
on the rear end. And remember that

you are catering

to a

more

critical, fault-

finding class in the up-to-date, educated,

general traveling public of today than

you

are

official.

when
In

trying

many

to

please

some

instances the latter

might understand the adverse conditions
you are up against and give you the benefit of this knowledge, whereas the traveler
will only know you did a bad job, and
blame you accordingly. Knowing the
circumstances, your official will re])riman(l

_\'ou

if

fauh.

arc at

He

know

will

what you have done, will call it to
your attention, and in the future you
will

remember the

j)()int

and

correct

it.

Hut to have a dissatisfied passenger pass
by and look as though he would like to
eat

the traveling public.

first

you
just

you,

not augur well

does

for

his

oi)inion of >()u or yoiu* railroad.

Further-

more

of

he

official

in

might

be a friend

some

high authority, and the

first

time he sees him will say
"I rode on one of your trains the other

day and nearly got knocked down b\'
way in which it was handled
by the engineer.
Where did you get
such careless employes?"
the rough

Now
feel,

you know how that official will
and you are due to "get yours."

Would

it

not

})e

better

if

that

friend

on meeting the official:
''I came down on one of your trains
the otluT day.
The engineer handled it
in great shaj)e.
I never felt a jar, had a
fine night's rest and a ])leasant trip all
said

around.

That

official will

be mighty well pleased

when he

hears such words of
To
from the traveling public.
create such an impression should be the
aim of every man in the service. It will
advance the Road in the public's estimation and attract business, and what is
the Road's best interest is yours also.
As the Com])any prospers, so your chances
improve; but if you do your work in a
slip-shod manner, it will drive away
l)usiness and you will suffer accordiiifrly.

with you

]:)raise

17

—

"
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Try by your work
given

impression

a

engineer of a certain

to give the same
drummer by the
road. The drum-

mer had traveled

for years on a standard
trunk line, but after the opening of a
competing line for passenger service,

decided to try the new route. As his
train was nearing a terminal point, the

made up

his berth and he went
Immediately afterward the
train was held up by a bad wreck and was
backed on to a siding, and laid there all
In the morning, when the drumnight.

porter

bed.

to

mer was washing, he

that

porter,

''Say,

said to the porter:

was

the

finest

and

emergencies at a moment's notice,
headed and clear minded, in order
to handle a high speed train successfully and give satisfaction to the travelall

cool

ing public in this age of rapid travel.

We

cannot afford to say, "The public

be d

" as was said some years
ago by a very prominent official.
Nor
can any one of us afford not to do our
part of the work in a thoroughly
,

conscientious

manner

the old Baltimore

Road,

advertised

public

as

and

train,

by

traveled

all

best

comfortable to

travel

on.

Some
one

over the

of

stages,

country too. That enis a
cracker-

traveling

and

most

years back on

our variety
one actor said

to the other:

He

"I want to get to
Chicago the worst kind
of way.

''Lawd, Boss," re-

looked at him a min-

gineer

jack

—he

us a jar
is

the

safest,

had
have

I

make

are to

Ohio the "only"

the

night's rest I ever

on a

we

if

&

never gave

all

night.

the best ever.

''

Whereupon

his pal

plied the porter, "dis

ute and said:

train has been stand-

"Well, take the
Baltimore & Ohio."

evah since you
went to bed!"
in' still

We

don't

want that

That is the praise
we should strive for

kind

not as that engineer

neer doing his part in

C. E.
it

ditions.

what

Comment

all

con-

of this character is

attracts business to the

cause traveling

men

advertise

Road
it

be-

widely

be the duty of every em-

ploye to improve in his calling. Especially
is

this true of the

engineer,

who

carries

burden of omission and commission from whatever source on his
shoulders, and to whom all operating
officials turn an eye when anything unusual occurs. He must be reliable, steady,
sober, a quick thinker, able to rise to any

most

of the

WALSH

engi-

a thoroughly consciam sure we will not
have to have it. Incidentally, you do
not hear such "knocks" today where our
entious manner, I

splendid service

is

at

Any employe who

throughout the country.
It should

advertising,

and with every

with the train
standing still, but under any and
got

of

all

well

known.

read Mr. Willard's

who does not feel
a part and parcel of this great
organization and who would not make
a determined effort to improve and take
pride in his work, is beyond my comaddress at Deer Park,

that he

is

prehension.
I

this

have traveled over a great part of
country and have always been

interested

in

the

handling

of

trains.

I

AM) OHIO

TlIK HAI/n.MOKI-:

IMIMJ)^

MACAZIM-

i;s

19

*^

And
the

can

I

conscientiously

that,

taken

on

gained

experience

collectively,

our

favoralily with

usually

nice

excel

of

in

th()S(^

train

to

and

l)rakin«2;

whom

behind

of

])assen<2;(>r

engineers compan^

most

from
trii)s,

say

these

I

ha\'e

oj)eration under the authoiit\' of the
government. In my ()])inion w(» of the
l^altimoi'e
Ohio ha\'e ne\'er had such
tV:

eflicient

operation, such si)len(lid

ment and such

travelled.

Today, we liave new masters to serve
most critical traveling public and in
a sj'stem of wide-seeing governmental
This means additional resupervision.
sponsibility for every one of us.
We
have big, bright, brainy officials wdio are
in a

thoroughly

meeting the adde<l hardshi|)s of having
conform to the many laws set into

capable

operation of the

of

Road

handling

successfully,

the

and

we

as

now.

hav(*

years

])r()mise

great

Dui'ing the

have

strides

(Ujuij)-

the future

for

last

been

three

made

toward making our Koad the best in the
country. Continued
success
depends
very largely upon the skill and loyalty
of us engineers.
Let us make our part
of the work the standard of (efficiency
for i\w whole svstem.

Conservation in the Distribution of Adver
tising Literature

By W.

E.

Lowes

Assistant General Passenger Agent

THERE

is

In Europe, time

nuich waste of material

__^

in the various

^^^1

railroad,

tai:»les

are sold and

departments of a

not

distributed

gratuitously,

either

which could be entirely
obviated by a little thoughtfulness on the
One of the most expart of employes.
of stationery, and
is
that
pensive wastes
many have been the appeals from the

the

public

the

who has

general

office,

asking for more coopera-

bought

his

or

traveler

In America, under

ticket.

the pressure of competition,
advertising literature

away but much
without

is

to

is

expensive

not only given

actually thrown

accomplishing

the

away

results

for

tion

from the various clerical departments to assist in stopping it.

which

which could be
corrected in a very great measure by a
little care on the part of ticket agents
is
in the distribution of folders and

free,

advertising matter.

a definite purpose in view.

While it is intended that advertising
matter should be given to the public
gratuitously, it should not be thrown
away. Thousands of dollars worth of
advertising matter .is wasted annually
through careless distribution.

The Baltimore & Ohio issues about
twenty different forms of time tables

Another big waste

it is

Because

many

printed.
this

advertising

matter

railroad representatives

is

have

the impression that as soon as a supply
is

received

it

must be distributed

as

quickly as possible, too often without

for public use.

The

large general folder

which contains complete information in
regard to all trains, costs about a cent
and a half a copy. The other less ex-

—
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pensive folders,

containing information

for local territories, are issued to curtail

A

the use of the general folder.

pas-

E.AIPLOYES

MAGAZINE

editions are destroyed,

it

means another

unnecessary waste.
a passenger buying his ticket asks

If

senger travehng a hundred miles or less

for a folder, the ticket agent should be

has no actual need of the big folder/ but

governed by the passenger's destination
as to what folder to give him; but if the

often handed to

is

it

agent and
because

b}^

the ticket

eventually thrown

is

of

him

its

size.

This

away

a waste

is

that can be immediately checked by the
ticket agent

he

if

Every agent

is

is

posted in advance as

take place.

If

a nature as to

of

time

will

previous Issues

make void

the

preceding

In such cases, when the previous

How

and aunt from Memphis,

Tenn., visited us recently, and

it

^

^^^J was

part of their program to take

my mother and father to Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, Cleveland, Canada and New Castle.
Knowing
business,

that I was in the railroad

my

for fear

in

matter

uncle asked

me

to go to

town with him to select a road over which
At his suggestion, we first
to travel.
went to the office of a competing road,
and he was much pleased with the trip
they offered, but was not entirely
satisfied.
The thought then came to

some ticket

of time tables
forms of advertising matter.

distribution

Few Words Secured Some

a

\M Y uncle
^

made

advertising

pective passenger. But the waste is
very large, and the passenger department
most earnest^ requests the cooperation
of ticket agents in the conservative

&

for the Baltimore
^

of

and

agent would take too radical a view of
the request and thereby offend a pros-

all

on their hands should
Regular editions of folders
Sometimes they
are issued each month.
contain changes of not sufficient imto

distribution

conservative

make

folders left

portance

the

be

to

has never been

be destroyed.

issue.

direct appeal to ticket agents

representatives

the changes are of such

of folders void, agents are so instructed,

and old

question.

A

so disposed.

when important changes

to

passenger particularly requests a large
it should be given to him without

folder

and other

Business

Ohio

However, the occurrence illustrates the
thought that the Company is trjdng to
impress upon all employes, namely,
that each one of us can become r,p.
effective
soliciting
agent and secure
valuable business. The value of the
individual amounts of revenue which Ave
deflect into the treasury of the

way may

in this

Company

not be large, but the

aggregate will by no means be insignificant.

A

campaign

of this sort,

vigorously and unitedly

by

all

if

pushed

employes,

will

eventually assume large proportions.

Ohio,"

I

and as a result the four tickets were
bought in one of our offices.
As the trip extended over other roads,

like

might add that if an opportunity
the above outlined ever presented

me

I

of

''speak for the Baltimore

&

do not know whether our proportion
the revenue was large or small.

itself

to

me

again, I think that I

would

try to direct the ticket buyer to the office
of the Baltimore & Ohio first.
Dyer MacEwen, Glyndon, Md.

Walter

—

^^s
Time and Tide
Wait for No Man
I

I

By Thomas

WELL!

__

Well!

Just a

whil(>

little

ago we were watching the melon
cars whiz by, and with watering

S^^

mouths

hungered
red

delicious

fruit.

again, so soon

a

bite

of

the

And

here

we

are

for

—too soon for most

of us

on the threshold of the new year.
What have we been doing with our

right

—preparing

time

sjiare

greater

ourselves
Or,

responsibilities?

])een j^lacing

have

for

we

no value u])on the precious
l)usiness and bed

we have l)etween

liours

time?
If

Waste not your time, young fellows!
you anticipate doing something big,

then today is the time to
may never dawn, and
certain to

work

dawn

Tomorrow
is much less
who have no
who must live

act.
it

for those

to do, than for those

to realize the destinies th(\v

have

set for

Not very long ago

studying to become an engineer.
our chat,

I

During

asked him:

"Do you ever

expect to become an engi-

neer through your correspondence course?"

"W^hy not?"
reply.

he

what I aim to
it and work.'^

be,

me

questioned
that

believe

''I

put

I

if

I

I

visited the office

yardmaster in a busy terminal of

in

can become

my

heart into

"But," I said, "suppose you become
and your lessons become tedious,
what then?"
"Why suppose?" he said. "There is
no supposing about this matter.
I have
invested my money and sacrificed nnich

tired

to take

up the study.

continue or lose what

I

am bound

to

have invested.
That I don't propose to do. This office
has several such fellows. They are
always supposing so and so and crying
'wolf! wolf! the wolf

is

I

coming!'

It i<

intention to profit by their errors.

themselves.
of the

Miranda

N.

building

simism.

I

my
am

my

backbone without their pesDon't worr\' about me. talk to

one of our eastern towns, to sit awhile and
chat with the hopeful young lads who can
generally be found doing night work.
Seated at a desk and munching his lunch

them."
So I have followed

was a young fellow who I afterwards
learned was the "Caller." Before him
was spread the lesson sheets from a- well
known correspondence school. He was

"time

his

advice and

talking to you, for perhaps

I

am

some who

read need to be reminded of the fact that
flies."

You can
young

He

is

place your

fellow.

He

the type that

is
is

money upon
a

sure

bound not

that

winner.
to

fail.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES
He wants
going

How

the

get

know?
going after them
do

and he

to tackle big jobs

to
I

opportunity,

Why, because he
right

He

now.

is

too.
is

has

learned through his constant association
with enginemen the necessity of being properl}^ equipped before going on a long run.

—

Think it over you fellows who are
spending not only j^our money, but all
3^our spare time (which is far more
valuable), in the dance halls, around pool
or

tables,

billiard

at

the

theatre

possibly reading trashy novels.

or

There

never was a time in the history of this
when young men with grit and

nation

were

courage

opportunities

The country

offered

such

become

to

wonderful

men.

great

calling for big

men.

big positions are hungry for

men

But

fill

will

The
to

fill

you prepare yourself
them, you may be sure that you

them.
to

is

unless

never have the opportunity.

The country

is full

which teach every branch of railroad
And the fellows
to young men.
seize

such

opportunities

are

the

material from which railroad presidents,

managers and superintendents

general
will

be chosen.

'Time

many on

And

just as

it

carries

to oblivion, just so

it

carries

flies!"

the chosen few on to greater fields of
usefulness in the land of Success.

Start right in now crediting yourself with

the loose change you can.

Soon you'll
amount to do a little
When you get the repairs
repair work.
made, that is, when you are in proper
shape, start in on equipment renewals.
all

have a

Don't keep one eye on the desk and one
on the clock don't spend several minutes
;

Company's telephone with some one who is anxious to
help you spend your money and is
seldom ready to give you good counsel and
help you to see ahead.
Hindsight we
daily talking over the

all

But the

have.

blessed gift of fore-

Those who
have foresight are not caring a rap when
the chief clerk has his eyes upon them.
They know that nothing is troubling
him in so far as they are concerned. If
he sees them at all, he is probably wishing
he could increase their pay and he does so
by promoting them to the first vacancy,
paying a larger salary. If they find he is
eyeing them, they blush with pride.
They know that they are making a favorsight

is

reserved for a few.

able impression.

Whenever you

chief clerk into the habit of

get the

watching

it is a safe bet that he has discovered
something worth while in you. If you
are a machine, making no effort to better
your condition, he is not at all likely to
give you a thought.
In fact he hardly
knows you are in the office, or if he does,
it is because your routine manner of
clearing off your desk before it is time to
go home, assures him that you are doing
just what the Company pays you for,
and further assures him that it is not
likely ever to pay you more.
If your
work had not been done, you would have
probably been asked to seek employment

you,

of reliable schools

work

who

iAL\GAZINE

sufficient

Discard the non-essentials which befog
your brain and renew it with the qualities
which make for 100 per cent, efficiency.
If you do that you will soon be numbered
with that present small minority of men
who have car fare and lunch money up
to the very day before pay day.

The

elsewhere.

your position
have ability.
it is

fact that you stick to
no guarantee that you

If

you stay there too

long,

evidence of your lack of ability.

Change
always.

who

is

means

progress,

not

does not in the case of a

man

often
It

changing positions,
an exceptional man and is
being constantly promoted. A fairly
good man, one that we can rely upon
at all times, is a fellow who knows about
is

constantly

unless he

is

!

TUK

n\\:V\Mi)HK

AM)

Olllo

1

And. with

the work required at every desk in the
office

and

therein.

is

he

is

steady,

evcMi

Few changes are worth

in

while

advance does not go with them.
If you are worthy of promotion you are
"^loney
increased
worthy
of
pay.
talks," to be sure, but about all it ever
if

a salary

says to a great

many

clerks

is,

''take

me

hojx'

eternal,

He

isn't

worrying about you

He

climbing.

job

bigger

himself

soon,

make

yourself for his old one.

Put your ''nose to the

take up

all

you can

fill.

the

room

and a firm purpose
to grow bigger con-

your
on a good
foundation you won't
have to ])udge for

stantly, determine to

anyone.

become an

invalu-

ber,

able

to the

BOOST!

feet

to

If

are

it

is

And remema fine thing

make

yo\irself

needed

Complaints, when made to those who
something that needs remedy, are all right.
But knocking helps nobody, least of all the man who

Don't knock!

can remed>'

They

help!

does the knocking.

A

4-year old child can smash in two minutes a watch which

man a week to make. A knocker can upset the
But it gets him nothing.
better man than himself.

takes a

a

Boost the compam' a

bit.

You

Boost 3'our boss once in a while.

get your living from

it

plans of

it!

You may be a boss yourself

some day!
Boost 3'our fellow employe occasionall\'.

you ma}' need
Help along!
Think it over.

l)e

He

will
if

Shakespeare said, ''Time and tide wait
no man." So spread your steps out
at full length, show a good shadow, and

grindstone" and with

Company.

will

be ready to deliver the goods to ycni

for

asset

and

you are
have a

looking for just such a fellow as you can

You have had, I hope, a Merry Christmas and good start towards a Happy New
Year. Now buckle down to hard work!

3'our ability

if

])r()bably

will

you can handle them.

in

Ix'gin

to prepare yourself for the boss's job.

to the cabaret.'^

faith
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KKiHT NOW

able to take hold of any task

But

promotion.

MACAZIXl':

:.M l'L( )\ i;s

Who knows when

his help!

Knockers usually hammer their own fingers!

— from Xew

}ork State Railicays Utica-Syracuse Lines.

—

Reorganization of General Safety Committee
OFFICE OF THIRD VICE-PRESIDENT
Baltimore, Md., January

1st, 1914.

Effective this date the General Safety Committee is reorganized, and the scope
of its work extended for the purpose of more effectively handling this important work
and to more thoroughly investigate methods, practices and conditions involving:
Safety.
Injuries to Persons,
Damage to Property,
Train Accidents,
Sanitation,
the particular object being to prevent deaths, injuries, sickness and other occurrences
having a bearing on the welfare and safety of passengers and employes of this Company
and also to afford protection to the Company's property.

Mr.

J.

G.

Pangborn

is

appointed Chairman

reporting to this office, with the following as
the various departments:

of the

members

General Safety Committee,

of the

Committee representing

Mr. E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation Department.
]Mr. John Hair, Motive Power Department.
Mr. Wm. McC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Department.
Mr. J. T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic.
Dr. E. M. Parlett, Relief Department, Sanitation.
Mr. B. C. Craig (formerly Interstate Commerce Commission Inspector),
Safety Appliances.

The members of this Committe
nection with the Committee work.

are relieved of all duties other than those in con-

Acting in conjunction with the General Safety Committee as an advisory committee are
Mr. A. Hunter Boyd, Jr., of the Law Department.
Mr. J. W. Coon, of the Operating Department.
Dr. J. F. Tearney, of the Relief Department.
The Chairman of the General Safety Committee will designate for each division
one day of each month, which will be known as Divisional Safety Day, at which time an
inspection of terminals, yards, shops, stations, freight houses, etc., will be made, followed by a joint meeting of the General and Divisional Safety Committees. The day
of the week so selected will be the same for the succeeding months, to enable the
division officers and others in interest to arrange to be present at the conferences,
inspections and meetings.
The ''SAFETY FIRST" movement is of mutual interest to the employes and
the Company, and by concerted efforts of officers and employes, results of the greatest
moment may be accomplished. In this manner it is felt the public will be impressed
with a stronger feeling of confidence in the Baltimore and Ohio service, and the results
will justify serious thought and untiring diligence in safety matters on the part of
every employe.

Third Vice-President.

Approved:

idMcuSinl^i^^f^^
President.
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International Exposition of

First

Safety and Sanitation
Baltimore and Ohio Exhibit Wins a Grand Prize

WHO WILL APPLY THE
That

APPLLVXCKS?
Gmnd

Central I'alace It is
a highly interesting exhibition of safety appliances at the
creditable at once to the ingenuity and the benevolence of American inventors. A survey of it
would almost suggest the entire elimination of (ianger from the ordinary activities of life.
Yet not one of those many devices is worth a row of pins unless it is properly applied anfl
properly used. All the exhibitions and museums in the woi Id will not prevent one accident. A
A door of escape is useless if it is locked or
fire escape is of no value if it is used as a storage rack
barred. The best railroad signals are of no avail if engineers ignore them. And the fact is that
with all these splendid devices on review we have manj- more fires and railroad accidents and
is

the like tlian any other comparable country.
But the es.sential thing, after all, is to
It is well to invent such things and to exhibit them.
have them applied and used in an efficient manner. Perhaps this '•eminder of their existence will
quicken zeal and strengthen resolution to have them employed so as to efTect their intended
purpose.
Xew York Tribune.

I
A

LL

*^

the cxhihitioiis and niusoviiiis

in the

BSS^
So

world

will not prcvcMit

one

the

states

and we

of the above
York Tribune
out as an even more

writer

—

New

the

in

mi(2;ht ]:)oint

significant pliase of the Safety problem,
all

the applying of the appliances

intended to promote safety,
issued in an effort to cut

all

the rules

down

accidents

and mortality, all the bulletins published
to show the causes of injuries and how
to avoid them, and in fact all the theoretical and practical work done by the many
agencies

human
there

is

trying

earnestly
life will

count for

to

conserve

little,

unless

a hearty response and coopera-

on the part of the people
for whom this work is being done.
You can pass laws which make it a
tion manifested

crime to block
yet

fire

escapes ^\^th rubbish

some ignorant,

Ix?rson

will

pile

Hying spark; and

You can warn

accident.''

editorial

that

first

careless

up- on

or greedy

them

highly

inflammable material, readv to catch the

a\'('nal or indit^crent

inspector will condone

tlie

offense.

the patrons of trans-

portation lines that spitting on the floor
a misdemeanor punishable by fine and
imprisonment 3'et you often see this
offense committed with impunity by
your fellow travelers.
You can emphasize in letters a foot
high the danger of trespassing on railroad
is

—

and

tracks,

who seem
walking

find

many

intelligent people

to take a positive pleasure in

the

and

ties

assuming

the

inevitable risk this practice entails.
Finally,

you

can

argue,

plead with a veteran railroad
eff"ort

to

have

liiin

order,

man

dangerous

out

cut

you can show

hini

fellows are being niaiineil

and

])ractices;

the

very

actions

which

lie

and
an

in

how

hi>

killed l»y

has

lu'cn

performing for years, and continues to
perform, rules to the contrary notwithstanding: you can
light to

make

him that the

safe

as clear as day-

way

is

the best

I

2
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wiiy always; yet hv will persist in taking

pronoiuiceinents of

a chance and reap his disastrous reward.

officials lik(^ that of

Why?

"Safety

Habit?

Example? Yes. CareThe gambling instinct?

Yes.
Yes.

lessness?

These and many other attributes
human nature are the answer to

Yes.
of

the persistent disregard whicli

common

we pay

to

sense Safety laws.

But look
minute at

is

of

first

here

we

What,

the Baltimore

(t

to be specific,

Ohio Railroad,

of

Wiis

it

if

not that we are adoi)tin<r every i)roven
device
just

as

whicli

promote

will

as

fast

our

for a

''Safety,"

resources permit?

Did he see the
automatic speed

the

indicator and
which
recorder
was in operation

a

see

W'illard:

(hd he think of the splendid exhibit

And

brighter

own Mr.

imi)ortanee in the opera-

tion of a railroad."

other side of the
question.

railroad

resi)()nsil)le

our

picture

in

of the problem.

our

])()()th?

Or the pictures

writ(^r

of our

new

steel

headlines— ''Who

trains,

or

the

Will Apply

the

Appliances

?

illustrations
showing how we
are making un-

Our

"

Surely his must

have been a cursory

review

safe bridges safe,

and replacing
equi lament of
q uest iona ble

of

the Safety exhifor

bition,

his

question was

value with

answered

most

l)y

the

apjiroved

nearly every in-

devices for safe

dividual exhibit.

handling?

Did

So
the

not

e\ident

the

value

the

these features of

United States

our safety work,

Corporation that they are
spending
liter-

so inevitable the

he

from

learn

display

of

Steel

ally millions

J.

Chairman

of the

G.

their

in

Did he not
every railroad com-

see in the booth of

pany models

that surely
''he

who

it

runs

all

of

which
progress
must accompany

PAXGBOKX

new General Safetv Committee

the applying of appliances?

is

of

may
may

adoi)tion,

be said of them that
read."

And

if

our

of devices which, so far as

writer had taken the trouble to investi-

mechanical genius can, make safe the
occupations of their employes and the

gate what has already been accomplished

lives

and

What

property- of their patrons.

the illustrated lectures on
which could \)v examined in
dozen exhibits'.^ What of the
of

by the safety ]:)ropaganda on the Baltimore & Ohio alone, he would have found
some figures which would have been

"Safet}'"

enheartenini^ indeed.

half

it

a

not strike vou a<

l^)r instance,

si«j:nificant

does

that twent\'-

—

—

— —
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employes were fatally hurt on
& Ohio during the first ten
months of 1913 than during the same
period in 1912 notwithstanding the fact
that we had a considerably larger number
of men working in 1913 than in 1912?
Broadly speaking, it was an inspiration
to attend this exhibition, "a survey of
which would almost suggest," as the
Tribune puts it, '^the entire elimination
of danger from the ordinary activities of
life."
To attempt to describe the many
wonderful devices shown would take
pages.
It seemed that everything which
six fewer

the Baltimore

—

could possibly
servation of

contribute

human

life

to

was

the

there.

ted to
safety,

whomever wanted
illustrations

of

it

—

without some good seed
on fertile ground?
It is conceded by all reformers that
education is the solution of great economic
and social problems like that of 'Safety."
Here is education of the most fundamental and valuable nature, education
which will tend to conserve human life.
This, next to its moral fibre, is the most

falling

'

valuable
the

articles

appliances,

on
and

Think you

sisters?

armfulls

in

con-

reading matter distribu-

and

their brothers

they can carry into their homes the
reading matter they took away with them

And

besides the exhibits themselves, there were
literally tons of

advice which will be conducive to their
own safety and that of their playmates,

resource

men

habits

any

of

To

people.

in hazardous pursuits,

of

whose
through association and

life

years of service, are well moulded, the
safety
peals

propaganda often naturally aponly an indifferent way.

in

advertising matter without end.

''Safety" will not impress as effectively

Perhaps the most significant feature
of the show was the attendance of
thousands of school children. They came
trooping in in classes and accompanied
by their teachers. Nine out of every ten
were of foreign parentage mostly the
olive cheeked, dark eyed children of the
Slavs or the Italians. Many of them were
bespectacled; all were studious, curious,
and intent to take away from the show
whatever it had to offer them. Think

adults of the present day, whose early

—

you that

these

intelligent

youngsters

could spend an hour at the exhibition

without absorbing some information and

Man
engine may fail and the track may wear,
There are metal and tools to remake and repair;
The target may break and the switch go wrong,
But a bolt and a blow will help them along;
When men fail the system is crippled all

The

through

Man Failure, that's where the doom points at you
out and tie-bolts may rust,
a matter repair gangs adjust:
Pistons may rattle and valves spring a leak,
The doom of the system's when men have

Ties

That

may wear
is

grown weak,

training

was gained

an age of the
and whose opinand great social movements
in

greatest individualism,
ions of

life

already largely formed,

are

as

will

it

the youth and children of the land.
is

It

we must look for the
the seeds we are trying

to the latter

propagating of
to

sow

And

if

operate

in

this

important

we do our work

campaign.

well,

whole-heartedly

in

if

we

this

co-

vital

movement, five years will show progress
which only the most confirmed optimist
would now venture to predict.

Failure
When men

fail

to answer with thoroughness

keen

Man

Failure, that's

where you

lose the

ma-

chine!

As the strength

of

the chain

is

the strength

each link,
You cannot move earth if the men fail to think,
If the men fail to measure each moment of life
Right up to the keenest demand of the strife;
If men fail to master with soul and with brain
Man Failure, that's where you throw of!"
of

the train.

Baltimore Sun.

Essay Which Received Honorable Mention
in Prize Contest for Ticket Sellers
By H. J. Hacker
Ticket Agent, Weston, W. Va.

UKKT

him with

a smile

and

If a Pullman
you make the

a

^^ i pleasant "howdy-do." Show him
.?^Sft^ that his eall is greatly ap})r(H'iate(l,

>

and that you are pleased
chance

serve

to

Show him
very nmch
his trip,

at

If

having a

still

is

undecidcMl after his

don't give up,

l)ut

him.

if

and anxious that

Answer

money.

his

the pleasure

some

it

If

should be.

used

the prospect

afraid

assure

necessary, don't

them

or

them

make fun

become
but

gruntled,

ing

dis-

answer

('ourteousl3^

11. J.

some know
about it. lU^member that

little

it

your business.

him the advantages of your road,
do so without "knocking" the other

Tell
l)ut

roads.

If

he

tells

you

of

some advan-

wreck on the
last six years.

its

true.

that

fear,

the

conductors

and

station

agents

see

that he

will

])assenger has been fatally injured in train

But tell him something
about your road which more than makes
up for it. (live him the rates and time
of trains and connections.
Size him uj)
and suggest a good itinerarv for him.
if

notli-

is

If he
accommodations.
is afraid of wrecks or accidents. exj)lain to him that your road's
motto is ''SAFETY FIRST," and has
been for years. Tell him also, if the subject
of "Saf(>ty" comes u]). that not a single

tage another road has over yours, admit
it.

to

is

alone,

start

him there

not

HACKER

traveling and

is

to

is

gets the right trains and

All

people are not used to
but

him.

and

travel

to

appear foolish and unof

on

call

your own.

all

of his inquiries

If

again.

possible,

were

if it

call,

first

call

and make him
think that you do this
for his benc^fit and not

interested in

his questions as

let

get his ad-

still,

and

dress

get the best service for

h(^

ask him to

Better

you are

that

wanted, ask him to

])r()per reservation.

AH
the

And

l-Jaltimore

this will be ea.sy for

interest of
this

is

the

and Ohio
you

if

your company
first

the

you have
at heart.

(]ualificati()n

are to IxM'ome a successful

in

tickc^t

if

you

agent.

THE FLAGMAN
>HE

MAN

who wrote

the verse about the

"who built a house by the side of
the road and was a friend to man," evidently had in mind the flagman.
And

fellow

although this phrase has been used until
it is

almost as tawdry as the service stripe of an employe

saving the cost of a new uniform, perhaps this railroad
application will give

it

fresh meaning.

That little house of the switch-tender's is a real home
for him who lives in it by day.
He may hail from the
"Ould Sod," and have only such conversational facilities as his limited opportunities have afforded.
But
his sleeve is well filled by an arm hardened by labor
on the right-of-way. Indeed one sleeve may dangle at
his side, or be

tucked empty into a pocket.

This

is

the

decoration of honor that he received while pulling some
other from danger.

Sometimes to save a
a "Be careful, Sorr!"
the giving

up

of a

life

life

means

just

a touch and

At another time it may mean
in a dash up the track to save

a child.

Honor
is

to the old flagman, even

unresponsive.

if

his face at times

Here's a "Good Morning" to him

for

what he has done to keep his crossing free from danger
to the passers-by. "He lives by the side of the road and
is

a friend to man."

H.

IRVING MARTIN

Consolidation Coal
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Company

Railway Sanitation
A

Subject of

Momentous Importance to the Railroad,
the Public and the Employe
By Dr. Edgar T. Parlett
Member General Safety Committee

(This is the first of a series of articles which will be written by Dr. Parlett for the Employes
Magazine. Literally millions of dollars are being spent annually by the railroads and industrial
corporations of the countrj^ in the promotion of hygienic conditions in their properties, and it is hope<l
that the information disseminated through these articles will produce active and re.sultful cooperation
on the part of our employes.
The best modern proof of the value of sanitation is the Panama Canal. Under the regime of the
French company which originally undertook the building of the Canal, the project was a failure, but
our government has successfully completed this greatest engineering achievement in history. And as
Dr. Parlett suggests, in the opinion of competent authorities, the difference between success and failure
can be attributed to poor sanitation under the French control, and the comparatively perfect sanitation
under our control.
These articles will contain information and suggestions which will be of great value to our employes not only in their railroad work, but also in their activities outside of business, and it is hoped
that they will be carefully read.— Ed.)

^ AXITATION

^^

main

has to do in the

with

the promotion of
through and by means of
measures and acts which have for their

and

cultivated

bodily

cleanliness

and

sanitary engineering in ancient times.

I

^^1 health

Scientists of this

day and age have been

so devoted to the study of this subject,

object perfect conditions of cleanhness,

spurred on by the rapid strides during

and protection from disease through the
wholesomeness and hoalthfulness of our

the past quarter of a century in that

surroundings.

ology, that never before in the history of

Sanitation

means health by means

of

Hygiene has to do
more specifically with the promotion of
health through measures which promote
physical or bodily cleanliness, and I
might add, moral cleanliness as well.
Everyone ought to keep in touch with
and have a working knowledge of the
developments of the science of hygiene
and sanitation.
disease prevention.

Some

of

the principles of sanitation

have been known and practiced man\'
centuries.
The inhabitants of Pompeii
and Rome and Asia and Africa observed

branch of medicine known as Bacterithe world has there been sho\vn such

and zeal in the subject of saniby all the civilized nations, by rail-

interest

tation
roads,

industrial

concerns,

municipali-

and the pu])lic at large.
The monumental achievements in the
sanitation of the Canal Zone by the
United States Government (every tie in
the road bed under French administration was said to represent a human life
forfeited), and in Porto Rico and the
ties

Philippines,

is

sufficient

evidence

of

national sanitary efficiency to bear out
the al)()ve statement.
31
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Indeed,

scope

the

work has become

health

public

of

broadened and

so

di-

versified in the past ten or fifteen years,
its

influence so potent

and

its

great good

so manifest through the large
of lives annually saved

welfare work,

by means

familiar to everyone,
are: typhoid

pneumonia,

enza,

several

which

of

consumption, influ-

fever,

-

tonsihtis, small

pox,

whooping cough,
germs are trans-

scarlet fever, diphtheria,

number

etc.

of child

mitted from one person to another by
direct contact with a person suffering

the inspection of schools

These

disease

through the medium of

and school children, the study of abnormalities and defects of the housing,
ventilation and plumbing problems, food
inspection and the activities of visiting

from

nurses, inspectors, etc., that

and
body discharges.
Without a preexisting case, transmission
of germs to another is impossible.

to

summarize or do proper

it is

difficult

justice to the

almost incredible amount of good work
the public health departments are doing.

disease, or

principall}^ the

dust,

and

by

also

dust of buildings,

from
from the

torating,

also

etc.,

coughing, expec-

sneezing,

Unsanitary

materials,

clothes,

conditions

the

of

sur-

the desire of the railroad, in so far

roundings of depots, of shops, road beds

as it is able, to do relatively as good work
and to accomplish as much among its
employes and the passengers entrusted

and cars from dust contaminated with
and discharges of body, filthy floors,
walls and furnishings, dirty urinals, foul

It

is

In doing

to its care.

so,

it

needs the

and intelligent cooperation of
each employe and passenger associated
with it. All of us must be keenly alive
to the subject and the expectations
demanded for our own welfare and that
assistance

of the public at large.

At times

it

doubtless difficult to

is

understand the reason for certain rules
and laws promulgated by the Company

and health officials.
are based on sound
science backed by
assured.

Most

Let

me

That most

of

them

principles of sanitary

you may be

facts,

from un-

sanitary conditions are caused by bacBacteria, or

teria.

to

the

cells

of

germs,

are

similar

the animal body.

fault of their presence

The

and prevalence

is

and by ignoring them, or actually
inviting them through unsanitary meas-

ours,

ures,

they gain access to the body, and,

ill
effects upon
and death.
The products thrown off by bacteria
after having gained access to the body

once

there,

by

their

vitality, cause disease

are responsible for

many

contaminated cups

toilets, soiled towels,

and

glasses,

lack of cleanliness of the

surroundings generally, absence of sun-

and

light

improper

pure

poor

air,

ventilation,

stagnant

drainage,

pools

of

dampness of the soil, smoky
atmosphere, fumes and gases, contamwater,

inated foods,

etc.,

are direct factors in

the spread of disease.

Many persons who harbor germs of
mild potency, pass them on to others in

whom

a severe type of the disease

result; there are a

number

may

of reasons to

explain this.

explain briefly:

of our diseases arising

—

spit

of the diseases

On

general principles,

it

might be said

that the germs growing and thriving on
the

and

mucous membranes
intestinal

tracts,

chiefly interest us,

of the respiratory

are

those which

and are those

to

be

most dreaded.
These germs are passed from the bodj^of
persons suffering from any of these diseases

—whether they have these diseases

in a mild

or severe form, mingled with discharges
at stool or

by

sneezing, coughing, etc., as

has been explained.
either

inhaled

The germs

or swallowed

are then

bv

others.
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When we

inhale

the

germs,

Sunlight

naturall}'

kills

known
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renders inert most

or

they arc air-born in the shape of spray

of the

caused by coughing or sneezing or talking,
or more usually through the medium of

short time.
The period is anywhere
from a few minutes to several hours,
depending on the type of germ exposed,
the amount of moisture and free access

Too much stress cannot be put upon

dust.

the danger of inhaling contaminated dust.

Dust

bacteria in a comparatively

of

particles

themselves

of

cause injury

from

therefore,

rooms

to

sensitive

the

Dust,

air.

from"

which the sun-

mem-

light

is

of the
nose, throat and
lungs, and in
time cause an

most

of the

mucuous

brane

day

more

harmful than the
dust

from

outside

mem-

the

air.

Fresh

When

branes.

much

is

inflammation of

these

excludec

air

di-

lutes the atmos-

contami-

phere, has a dis-

nated with dis-

infectant action

producing

branes are thus

by virtue of its
oxygen properties, and scatters

dust

is

ease

germs, the

mem-

germs.

readily prepared

the

for their develop-

Therefore,

ment.

up the shades and
open the windows of your
depots and office
rooms whenever

Dry sweeping
the floors of

of

waiting

rooms,

buildings and
coaches, is a

possible.

source of a very

impure

Dr.

dust.

Member

Chemical

EDGAR

direct

should never be done, and the use of the
duster

should

be

prohibited.

Moist sweeping and moist rags or the

vacuum method should be used
At

instead.

disin-

fectants,through

General Safety Committee

Dry sweeping
feather

pull

tion or fumigation

applica-

—and heat—are other

means of disposing of the germs of disease.
What is most desired is to Umit the
chances of the spread of disease germs to

We

once a week the walls, floors and
seats of waiting rooms, etc., should be

a

cleaned and disinfected with an antiseptic

development, and protect ourselves and
the public from contamination.
Every office and waiting room should

least

solution; the oftener the better.

Germs
where
ices.

and multiply in dark places
abounds, in cracks and crevThese places must receive particular
lurk

filth

attention as to cleanliness and disinfection.

minimum.

must

abolish

their

breeding places, prevent their access and

have a thermometer.

The cuspidor

a fruitful source of
anno3'ance and a breeder of disease germs,
is
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the non-metalic kind, which
become cracked or chipped, and the
rough edges of which serve as harboring

receptacle

places for germs.

sanitary

''especially

cannot be

enough

made

It

some material with
or power to

of

magnetic

a pity spittoons

'is

force

enable them to attract all the contaminated saliva and tobacco juice which
finds lodgment on the floors and walls
of waiting

While

rooms and other
the

spittoon

ignored by patrons,

is

its

entirely

efficiency

100 per cent, by any means.

isn't

We

have
adequate laws to correct this evil, but
they are not enforced. I think it would
be a step in the proper direction, and
would certainly avoid the embarrassment
of the situation, to have the agents,
conductors, brakemen and porters supwith a quantity of cards to be
handed to offenders. The cards should

plied

state that

it

is

against the law to spit

mention the fine and
imprisonment in connection
therewith, and say that if the offense is
repeated the offender will be placed in
the custody of the police department.
I think this probably would be the best
in public places,

term

of

method

for the railroad in educating the

public against this disgusting and disease-

spreading habit,

and would materially

help our sanitary efforts at very small
cost.

Spittoons should be cleaned fre-

quently and disinfected daily with one

many

cheap and good preparaThere should be
large signs against spitting on the walls

of the

tions on the market.

and

of all buildings, inside
in

outside, placed

At every depot there should be one
two tin cans for the reception of refuse,
such as banana and orange peelings,

or

shells,

scattered

paper,

about

etc.,

the

which are now

premises

by the

nearby directing
attention to the purpose for which the
public,

a

large

sign

contents

clean

and keep clean is a positive
and it serves the

principle,

Clean surround-

esthetic sense as well.

and clean bodies and good air
energize and assist materially in keeping

ings

healthy the

The

human

public

organism.

quick to condemn;

is

times rather unjust,
constructive.

but in

the public

If

its

and somethe main
quick to

is

condemn, it is likewise on the alert to
applaud any innovation of the artistic
in the way of ornamental gardening, in
sanitation, safety devices or added comfort the railroad

We

may

inaugurate.

should not permit ourselves to

by comparison with other railway
we should be abreast of
the times and set the example for them
to follow.
We must not appear rundown-at-the-heels, but rather we should
cultivate the spirit of initiative and
suffer

systems; rather,

energetic ambition to keep our depots,

shops, right-of-way, equipment,

etc.,

in

the pink of sanitary condition.

Our

stations,

yards, equipment, etc.,

are under the constant scrutiny of the

traveling public,

who must

suffer

through

our neglect and ignorance when we permit
unsanitary conditions to

exist.

The

a\ er-

age traveler's opinion of a railroad

is

usually formed from the appearance of

passenger coaches, yards and surroundings of stations

and the sanitary aspects
These condithem, have the faculty of

thereof, or lack of them.
tions, or lack of

attracting the keenest sensibilities of the

conspicuous places.

peanut

To

criticisms are usually harsh,

places.

not

The

intended.

is

should be burned.

critical traveler,

to live

up

to

so that

them

it

behooves us
and good

for proper

reasons, economic, hygienic,

and esthetic,
word their

for in the strictest sense of the

importance cannot be overestimated.
Sanitation further embraces the isolation

of

the

sick,

the

fumigation and

disinfection

prevent

to

premises,

of

and onio

HAi.riMoiu;

iiii;

clothing,

spread

further

germs to others who

may

etc.,

disease

of

be exposed to

We quarantine patients

contagion.

the period of transmission

is

until

past, dis-

and utensils and
fumigate the clothing and the premises
and rooms in which they have lived
infect their discharges

during the course of the disease,

germs
by the

to kill the

thrown

off

aca/im:

from the lungs of the inmates of the
building or room, or from body emanations known as ''crowd poison," although
these factors have a bearing on the
subject, especially the l)ody odors, which
superheated atmo.spheres become

in

AVhenever you

hear

the
pied,

be

room occuyou may

certain

that

the temperature

atmos-

the

of

princi-

phere

is

too high,

the relative hu-

ventilation.

is

com-

person

a

plaining of o])f)ression or the stuffiness of

ples of sanitation

The

of-

fensive.

the

of

primary

order

.\i

This circle represents the total amount of money spent in
public works in the city of Chicaeo, and the black segment shows
wliat a small proportion goes for the promotion of public health.

diseased person.

One

in

I:^IPL()^ i;s

subject has

midity excessive

been one of great
interest from

and the sur-

times immemori-

stationary, or

and

al,

is

est

and

some

of

historical

rounding
nearly

air

Thus

so.

interchange

inter-

cance, as witness

body

the experiments

surrounding

from time
to time by scientists
with the

is

of note

ventilation

Strenuous efTorts are being made to increase the size of this segment, because it is realized of what enormous value public health
is in increasing the human efTiciencx- of a community.

sys-

now known

brings on

with

its

of Lords.

And

that imperfect ventila-

heat stagnation of the

attendant

interference

with the physiological activity of the

and

tissues.

temperature
relative
air

of

is

the

cells

because of the high

atmosphere,

high

humidity, and the absence of

motion

much

This

within

does the

tion

the
air

and

evapora-

and radiafrom the

surface

of

the

body are neces-

forget the horrors of the Black
Hole of Calcutta, where poor ventilation
caused the agonized death of manysoldiers.

tion

arrested,

tion

who can

body

and

since

tem of the Parliament House of
England and the House

It is

of

heat between the

signifi-

buildings.

harm come from

Not

so

lack of

oxygen in the air supply, or the superabundance of carbonic acid gas given off

sary to health and comfort, discomfort

and

suffering ensues.

ing,

lower temperature of the air means

Generally speak-

humidity than higher
and a cool atmosphere
stimulates the body cells to increased
relatively

less

temperatures
activit}'.

It is necessary to

of a

room a

little

have the temperatun'
under 70 degrees for

comfort and proper body function. One
output of heat will raise
feet
of air 20 degrees in an
cubic
1,000

individual's

hour.

Hence

fresh, cool air is essential

Withto prevent bodily heat stagnation.
be
should
so arin doors, ventilation
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ranged

every

that

should

person

be

supplied with at least 500 cubic feet of

the more the better. A fresh
supply should be furnished at least every
air space,

twenty minutes.

The

size of

time spent therein, the

open

jets,

windows,

fires

or

a room, the

number

candles

ventilators,

etc.,

of

your

erly

ofl&ce

pipes

is

propthe

that

from the sink outlets are

in

good

working order. The opposite condition
is very conducive to ill health.

Stagnant pools of water breed mosquitoes; drain them or thoroughly oil
them. Flies and insects, which are pernicious carriers of disease germs, breed
in filthy places, particularly in manure.
Any such nuisances should be corrected
at once if on the railroad property; if
elsewhere, the proper authorities should
be notified to the end that the nuisance
may be abated.

Everyone now is aware of the public
condemnation of the common drinking
cup, roller towel and soap cake.
They
In their place
are germ disseminators.
should

be

substituted

tissue

towels,

soap and individual drinking cups.
Until the day dawns when each indi-

liquid

vidual
outfit,

can

possess

a

Without con-

lodgment in the cracks and crevices

the walls and floors, and upon the

of

and

seats

portable

toilet

and keeping the common toilet and
toilet room clean and in proper sanitary
ing

There

is

no

sides

of

the bowls.

In the

dark corners of the toilet rooms these
germs soon breed into the billions.
Every effort must be made to keep these
places in as sanitary condition as pos-

The

and bowls

floors, walls, seats

should be scrubbed and thoroughly disinfected

The room should be

daily.

well ventilated,

and plenty

of sunlight

when

this is pos-

should always enter

The

sible.

flush

it

closet,

properly

con-

nected with an adequate water supply

and with ample drainage and the vent
shaft extending above the roof, is the
desirable sanitary closet.

The

toilet

room should be

so

con-

structed and ventilated that odors there-

from do not permeate the atmosphere
of the adjacent waiting

room

These odors, whilst not

specifically un-

or office.

healthful, are nevertheless offensive.

Whenever

possible^

the urinal should

be separate from the flush closet,

to

prevent pollution of the toilet seat and

surrounding floor by the careless and
ignorant.
Urinals need a good water

and ample ventilation

flush

odor.

Most

to minimize

of the wall deodorants

now

and
from them more

in use are valueless as disinfectants

the

substituted odor

offensive than useful.

The outhouse

the vexatious problem of furnish-

condition will confront us.

and supports.

rooms, millions of disease-breeding germs
find

sible.

floor

not damp, and that the drainage

soil is

supplies

room soon becomes befouled and repellant.
Where many people utilize the toilet

factors

ground

beneath; see

vital,

is

burning,

are

and waiting room

ventilated

coUosal,

about the most
abused, and consequently the most uninviting commoditj' which the railroad
It

stant attention and supervision, the toilet

cubic feet of air space per person.
careful to see that the

one

this

public demand.

of gas

also bearing directly on the problem of
adequate ventilation.
With a large room, with intakes and
outlets not in close proximity, allowing
a proper diffusion of the warm and cold
currents without draughts, one can get
along quite comfortably for short periods
and without deleterious results on 300

Be

side-stepping

closet,

the dirt closet

removable pan closet of the rural
districts demands more attention than
or

it

usually

receives.

First

of

all,

it
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should be properly screened from

and

flies

and it should be properly
and emptied at regular and

insects,

ventilated

frequent

intervals.

purposes, the

If

used

for

both

seat should be hinged in

way to
prevent contamination from urine. The
openings should be closed when not in
use.
Too often these closets are erected
order to be lifted out of the

in

close proximity to springs

which
soil

in

and

wells,

time become polluted through

saturation

and

surface

or

under-

ground drainage. And likewise it too
frequently happens that they are located

near the house, making

it
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easy for

flies

germs direct to the
kitchen and dining room, contaminating
carry

to

disease

the food.

Space forbids a lengthier discussion
this most important subject.
If,
however, what has been said will stimulate interest and thought and a closer
intimacy with the facts of this vitally
important matter, the employes of the
Baltimore & Ohio may, it is hoped,
profit thereby, and the writer be amply
repaid.
Other articles pertaining to this
and kindred subjects will follow.
of

The Night Express
Homer Green,

A

royal game is the night express,
When the work of the day is done;
When the lamps drive out the loneliness,

And the grate fire glows in its deep recess,
And the winter night creeps on.
"Now come!" I say to my four-year-old,
"The hour for the game is here.
You be the fireman big and bold,
And I'll be the engineer."

A

train of chairs in a faultless row
With one high chair at the head.
"Now, all aboard! Time's up, you know,
Ting-aling! toot! toot!" and away we go,

While the furnace

A

is

thrilling ride for the fireman bold,

And

a joy to the engineer.

Companion.

Through farm and

And our

—

forest

we thunder

on,

light shines far ahead.

But "Look! O deary, the bridge is gone
A wreck there'll be in the ghostly dawn,
And a train in the river's bed!"

He

I

drops the tools that he sought to hold,
his eyes grow wide with fear;

And
One

leap; and he's safe, is the fireman bold,
In the arms of the engineer.

It's

many

a year since the night express

Went thundering down the bay;
And a bearded man in a soldier's dress
Is he who sprang to my quick caress

When

fire is fed.

"Steam up, Speed on, for the night
And the track ahead is clear,"

in Youth^s

cold,

Yet

I

the bridge was washed away.
dream, as the winter nights grow cold,

Of the nights

of an elder year,

When my four-year-old was
And I the engineer.

the fireman bold,

THE LATE CHARLES

E.

WAYS

Former Assistant General Freight Agent

CHARLES
BORN AUGUST

16,

1838

E.

WAYS
DIED JANUARY

2.

1914

TO FEW MEN

is accorded the privilege given to the late Charles E. Ways
of serving the same Company for fifty-eight years. Of him it may
be said with peculiar significance that his life was the life of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

Mr. Ways was born in Frederick County, Maryland, August 16, 1838.
While serving as a messenger boy in the commercial telegraph office in
Frederick, he learned to use the key, and when his family moved to Ellicott
City he temporarily took the place of the Baltimore and Ohio operator
there. In 1853, when he was only fifteen years old, he was made regular
operator of the Company at Frederick Junction. And from that time on,
w^ith the exception of the two years 1865-66, his life was spent in its service.
His youth w^as lived during some of the most important formative
years of the Company's history antedating 1865. His early manhood was
devoted to the most unselfish and heroic service for his employers and his
country, during the epoch-making period of the Civil War at Harper's
Ferry, where he saw the capture of John Brown by Robert E. Lee, then a
General in the United States army, and later, the massing of the Confederate soldiers for their march up the Cumberland Valley; at Martinsburg, where he played a most active part in the retreat of Banks' army,
and at Washington where he installed the first railroad telegraph for the
protection of President Lincoln at the time of his inauguration. The years
of his maturity witnessed the great expansion of the Company's interests
during the eighties and the stressful period of reorganization in the early
nineties. And the sunset years of his life were spent in useful service in the
home office in Baltimore, where he was surrounded by men who knew and
appreciated him as a loyal officer, and respected and loved him as a man.

A few weeks ago

it was decided that as a tribute to his long and faithful
and as a token of the regard in which he was held by the officers of
the Company, Mr. Ways should be presented with a silver pass entitling
him to permanent transportation over all Baltimore and Ohio lines.
Accordingly such a pass was suitably engraved, bearing the signatures of
president Willard and first vice-president Randolph.
Only a month before his death Mr. Ways handed to several of our
executive officers a resume of some of the thrilling experiences he had gone
through in the service of the Company. In the very first sentence of these
memoirs, he wrote,
**
Looking back into the fifties, I recall an incident that seems to justify
the statement that the Baltimore and Ohio was a good railroad in those
days as well as now." And he then proceeded to explain an occurrence
which illustrates how remarkably smooth our roadbed was before the war.
Here we have the keystone of Mr. Ways' character and the ruling passion of his life. His first thought was never of himself but of the Company, whose aspirations, successes and destiny were inseparably linked to

service,

his career.

At the death of such an employe and such a man, it is well that we
younger men of the Baltimore and Ohio stop and ponder for a moment
the lessons of his life, that we may more nearly approach the ideal of
service he so nobly embodied.
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The Nine-Hour Day
The Other Side
On page

of the

Question

78 of the October issue of the Employes Magazine,

there appeared a letter from a

woman whose husband works in
She urged the Company

the Riverside roundhouse in Baltimore.

to return to the old hours and overtime or to raise the wages of the
men, claiming that she has great difficulty in meeting her expenses.
In a comment on her letter, it was pointed out that '^only the
earnest solicitation of the committee representing the machinists

resulted in the nine-hour day."

Immediately after the distribution

of the

October number, we

received the following letter:

New

Castle, Pa., November 14th, 1913.

Editor of Employes Magazine.
Dear Sir:
Please allow space in your valuable magazine for replying to

published in the October number, signed ''From a Friend,"
and concerning the nine-hour work day on the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad. Our friend, proving to be a woman, is complaining that she can't pay her bills and that she is worried all of the
time how to make ends meet and clothe her three children.
She says that her husband works at the Riverside roundhouse nine hours per day and that when he hands her his pay it
makes her heart sick to know how much she owes and can't pay.
She begs the Company to give the men the old hours and overtime back or raise their wages.
I agree with my friend about the raising of wages but I do
not agree in asking the Company for the old hours and overtime.
It makes my heart rejoice to know that my husband only
works nine hours, because he has more time to spend with his
family. We are a family of five and live in a six-room modern
house, live respectably, pay all of my bills and have a bank

a

letter

account.
I thank the Company through the columns
Magazine for granting the nine-hour work day.

of the

Employes

Very truly yours,
[Signed]
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Mrs. Albert

F. Voss.

:

Building a

Home

for Evangelist

Jennie Smith
T
I

extremely gratifying to advise

is

the employes of the Baltimore

&

d£^

Ohio Railroad of the progress
made toward securing the necessary funds
to pay ofiP the indebtedness on the home of
The coming of
evangelist Jennie Smith.
the holidays enforced a suspension of the
active solicitation at

many

points on our

made to
And the
by the men

system, but plans have been
start

again at this time.

it

splendid response manifested

who have been

directly

approached on

promises already

this subject; the

made

by those who have not yet been reached,

amount

and, in fact, the substantial

money already

of

in hand, indicate that the

result of the appeal will be successful.

W.
of

I.

Manassas, Va., one

Steere of

the original movers in the plan

raise the funds, is
his

to

devoting a large part of

time without any financial recom-

Any

members

intendent Transportation of the

Trustees of the
the

Woman's

Woman's

Union

Shelton, Mrs.

Mary

Brown and Mrs. Mary C. Henry,

whom

connected

are

capacity

with

in

of

the

home
Woman's

their active cooperation.

Temperance

Vice-President.

of

The

Christian Temperance Union

of the District of

Christian

of

of

Columbia, were left out of the announcement of the committee, as published in
the October and December issues of the
Employes Magazine. These women, and
all
others who have been connected
with Jennie Smith in her work, are giving
the plan to pay off the indebtedness on
her

Temperance

E.

Christian

District

C. T. U. Building of

Christian

Columbia, together with the following Baltimore &
Ohio men: George M. Shriver, Second

an executive

Woman's

the

Temperance Union

all

W.

Union, Washington, D. C; Mrs. Mary
C. Henry, Corresponding Secretary of
the

S.

Wash-

Railway and Electric Company; Mrs. Emma S. Shelton, President
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
of the District of Columbia; Mrs. Mary
E. Brown, Treasurer of the Board of

ington

and general supervision of the work.
Through an oversight, the names

Emma

to the

of the committee, viz.

Chairman, W. I. Steere, Manassas, Va.;
George H. Winslow, Secretary Washington Terminal Y. M. C. A., Washington,
D. C; E. Dow Bancroft, Secretary R. R.
Y. M. C. A., Columbus, Ohio; J. E. McKim, Secretary Union Station R. R. Y.
M. C. A., St. Louis, Mo.; L. B. Schloss,
Publicity Agent and J. T. Moffett, Super-

pense whatever, to personal solicitation

Mrs.

inquiries concerning the progress

campaign may be addressed

of the

Columbia, as a body,

has also heartily endorsed the movement.

of the District of

Baltimore, Md.; J. S.
Murray, Assistant to the President, Baltimore, Md.; T. E. Stacy, Secretary Y. M.
C. A., Baltimore, Md.; E. K. Smith, Secretary Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.; W.
C. Montignani, Secretary Y. M. C. A.,
South Cumberland, Md.; R. R. Jenkins,
Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicago Junction,

Ohio;

By

arrangement, the U. S. Trust Co.
Washington, D. C, will be custodian
of the Jennie Smith Home Fund and
all funds collected may be sent direct
to said trust company by each colof

lector.

On

the Job

"An

''Where's the president of this

road?" asked the

man who

rail-

called at the

general offices.

"He's down in Washington, attendin'
some kind uv an investigatin' committee," replied the office boy.
th' session o'

''Where

is

the general manager?"

''He's appearin' before th'

Interstate

Commerce Commission."
"Well,

Where's

the

general

superin-

ductor on a

street car line.

kept track of the tickets and turned
them in, but kept for himself all the

and dimes he took in.
of the week when the
paymaster handed him his first salary
envelope the young man inquired in
nickels

"At the end

great surprise:
" 'What!
Do

"He's at

get paid, too?'

I

"—

th' meetin' of th' legislature,

some bum new law."
"Where is the head of the legal department?"

A

fightin'

"He's in court tryin' a suit."
"Then where is the general passenger
agent?"
"He's explainin' t' th' commercial travelers why we can't reduce th' fare."
is

the general freight agent?"

"He's gone out in th' country t' attend
a meetin' o' th' grange an' tell th' farmers why we ain't got no freight cars."
"Who's running the blame railroad,

anyway?"
"Th' newspapers and

—Pittsburgh Press.

th' legislatures."

A Remunerative

Position

Tom Brown, comedian of the Six
Musical Brown Brothers, with Primrose
& Dockstader's Minstrels, is circulating
the following story:
42

New York

He

Young stown Telegraph.

tendent?"

"Where

unsophisticated young chap from

the rural regions got a position as con-

The

Useful

Document

orders of Mr.

J.

W\

Brooks, a once

celebrated American railroad

Michigan were,
deciphering.

it is

said,

manager

of

almost beyond

On a certain occasion, when

a second line had been laid on one of the

branch roads,

it

was reported at

head-*

quarters that the barn of an old farmer

stood partly upon land which the company had bought, and dangerously near
Mr. Brooks, just getto passing trains.
ting ready for a trip

down the

Mississippi,

wrote to the farmer that he must move
his barn from the company's land at once.
If he delayed he would be liable to a suit
The old farmer duly refor damages.
ceived the letter, and was able to

make

out the manager's signature, but not another word could he decipher. He took
it

to the village postmaster, who, equally

unable to translate the hieroglyphics, was
"Didn't
unwilling to acknowledge it.

—
THK
you

a

sell

ho asked.
is

strij)

l^AI/llMOKl';

AM)

olllo

of land to the railroad?"

"Yes."

"Well,

1

^uess this

And

a free pass over the road."

for

1

:.\1

l'l.()^

:s

I

.M\(,\/I.\K

was placed there

l)y

i:i

accident

oi-

design,

But
some way, and was used
quantities by the new cook

does not enter into the stoi.w

it

got there in

in

over a year the farmer used the manager's
letter as a pass, not one of the conduc-

gcMierous

tors being able to dispute his translation

wondered w^hy the "flour" did not take
on the cream}^ rich appearance it usually
does, but he laid its ])ersistent whiteness
to some sin of omission or commission
on his part and dug into the steak with
the keen appetite of the typical trainman. He was having some trouble in
masticating the "flour gravy," and so
confessed to the flagman wIumi the latter

instrument.

the

of

Tidbits

Fro)}i

of

American Humor.

Dressing a la Berkeley
Springs
In the old days of railroading

it

was

trainmen to live in the
caboose when they were not in their
home towns. The conductor and brakeman of a certain freight train which was

customary

for

Cumberland terminal lived in
Cumberland, but the fireman, who happened to be a Martinsburg boy, was left
at

in

the

the caboose to get his

own

supper.

And

being determined to have a good

one,

he purchased a luscious steak as

the principal part of his meal.

and Ohio men who are
familiar wdth the Cumberland Division,
All Baltimore

know
very

that there are large quantities of

fine

white sand handled for the glass

and that it looks
Whether
sand which found

factories at Clarksburg,

preparing the steak.

came

posed flour
verized

its

wav

to the food shelf of the caboose

is

in

said that he

Then they

into the caboose.

vestigated,

in-

and found out that tlie su])was some of the finely pul-

product

of

Berkeley Springs.

th(^

And

sand

at

cliffs

the fact that the

fireman never experienced any

from his mc^al is pretty good
soundness of his digestion.

ill

effects

i)roof of

the

Signs and Sich-Like
Spread across the entire width of his
little Connecticut town, in
letters fully four feet high, an enterprising
New England manufacturer thus adverbuilding in a

tises himself:

exactly like high grade flour.
or not the jar of this

It

FRANK

J.

SMITH— LOW DOWN

WAGON

BUILDER.

Form

Progressive

of Examination of Firemen,

Advantages, and

its

By W.
T li IS safe to assume
* man entering the

J. Duffey,

that a young
service

as

a

fireman, does so with the expec-

some day becoming an engimatter what vocation in life
we wish to follow, we must serve a term,
either short or long, as an apprentice;
tation of

No

neer.

therefore, our term of firing is simply
an apprenticeship. Whether the term
shall be three years or more depends
altogether on the young man.
If he
is

energetic,

there

he

will

soon realize that

a great deal to learn about a

is

locomotive and the art of railroading
in general before he can

become a suc-

cessful engineer.

To

enable such young
engineers, in

efficient

men

1912,

to

become

our

third

Mr. A. W. Thompson, who
was then General Manager, introduced
our present form of progressive examivice-president,

How

Study

to

Wheeling, W. Va.
examination on these questions.
These will not be difficult if he studies
the book on good firing and endeavors to
put into practice the information conoral

tained therein.
first yearns examinagiven the second book, part B,
containing the second and third years'

After passing the

tion he

is

questions, on which he

must

of his second

and third year period
If

train rules, etc.

have made it plain enough
any fireman of ordinary intelligence

I believe I

for

to see that his promotion to engineer
strictly

up to

The

himself.

locomotive engineer

the beginner to start at the bottom and

and before assuming that

—to learn

beginning the
It

is,

all

about

study of

firing before

valve motion.

or should be the practice on

divisions to give to the student

all

when

of

he answers not
less than 85% of the mechanical and air
brake questions he is entitled to a certificate as an engineer, provided that he
can pass the required examination on
service, respectively.

nation for the purpose of encouraging

come up

also pass a

written and oral examination at the end

we should

get

all

is

is

position of

a responsible one
responsibility

the information pos-

sible pertaining to locomotives, air brakes,

train handling, etc., in order to pass the

required

examinations.

It

certainly

starting out on his trial trip, a copy of

means study on the part

the book on fuel economy entitled
''Good Firing." After completing his
trial trips he is furnished the first yearns
examination questions. These consist
of easy problems on combustion and the
proper method of firing locomotives.

Just imagine

spending a few hours occasionally at
the shops examining engines undergoing

At the expiration

repairs.

vice he

is

of his first yearns ser-

expected to pass a written and

of the aspirant.

how much knowledge he
can get by devoting some of his leisure
time to the study of some good books
on the locomotive, following

The study

it

up by

of the locomotive in action

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
is

and can be done with-

also interesting
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the above that can be studied from the

out interfering with a fireman's work.

locomotive and

For instance, a locomotive

would be only too glad

will

exhaust

four times in a revolution of the wheels.

By watching

of

the guide for one side and at the

center

of

the

guide

in

movement

its

forward and back for the other

side, as

to

assist

the

fireman in solving them.

The study

the cross head on one side,

we notice that the exhausts take place
when it is at the forward and back end

that any engineer

I feel

first
is

books

of

without

some

hand examination

of the locomotive

You do

not get the prac-

a mistake.

Learn the names of
the different parts and the functions
they perform and the books will then
knowledge.

tical

a cross head passes the center of the

make everything

guide twice in each revolution of the

not dread the examinations or try to

wheels.

Study out which end of the
and on which side the exhaust
steam comes from when the cross head
If more
is in the different positions.
pin
can be
convenient the main crank
watched for the exhausts. When on
forward and back centers the exhausts
take place for one side and on top and
bottom quarters for the other. You
will also notice that the slide and piston
valves do not move in the same direction
when admitting steam to the cylinder.
Why? How does the steam get out of
the cylinder with piston and slide valves?
There are numerous other problems like

evade them, as a great

cylinder

tunately do.

so clear that

you

many men

will

unfor-

It is the practical and technical, or
book knowledge combined, that teache?
an engineer to train his eye to discover
loose bolts or nuts when oiling, and his
ear to detect "something wrong" with
his valve motion by the sound of the

exhaust

when

A

many break-downs

great

avoided

the

because

engineer will

engine

such

know

a

is
working
can thus be

well

exactly

what

trained
to do

any emergency. He is the type of
employe who is invaluable to the Comin

pany.

&

Ohio Employes Form Veterans'
Association at Brunswick, Md.

Baltimore

Members

of the

Veterans'

Brunswick,

organized

M,

Association
recently

at

of

the

and enrolled
members. The association is
made up of employes who have been in the
service for twenty years or more, and
covers the Baltimore, Cumberland and the
Y.

C. A. in Brunswick

fifty-two

Valley

Divisions.

association

acquainted

is

to

with

social intercourse.

The

Baltimore and Ohio

Employes

The
make
each

object
the

of

men

other

the

better

and

for

were:

officers of the association elected
J.

T.

Martin,

president;

Hackett, vice-president;
son,

secretary,

and

G.

J.

J.

Eugene HarriA.

Sigafoose,

treasurer.

George F. Sturmer, from the office
general manager C. W. Galloway,
was present at the meeting and made
an address to the members. After the
business meeting and a social session,
refreshments were served in the Y. M.
of

C. A. dining-room.
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An

executive committee was appointed

consisting of E. Miles, J. H. Yost, F. E.

Alder, H. S. Hedges, and W. E. Shannon.
On December 4th the first regular meeting

National Orange

California's greatest mid-winter event

be the National Orange Show at
San Bernardino, February 18 to 25.
will

citrus fruit

men

of seventy-six

Show

Bernardino, Cal.,

The

in the Y. M. C. A.
It was well
attended and twenty-five new members
were added, making a total membership

was held

of the state will

gather at San Bernardino to compete for
the prizes for the world's best oranges

up to that date.

be held at San
February 18-25
will

many of the
make up the beauty

counties of California, and
individual districts,

and spectacular feature of the exposition
by using oranges and lemons in works
of art, symbolic and representative of
their respective communities.
One of

and lemons, and exhibitors of Arizona,
Florida and Louisiana and other orange

the

producing states

will

transportation of the citrus fruits to the

join with the Calif ornians in displaying

eastern markets, will this year enter a

of

the

country,

complete

the wealth of this golden industry.

This

will

be the fourth annual National

Orange Show, and it is expected that
between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 oranges
and lemons and other citrus fruits w^ill
be

used

ground

The

in

will

the

exposition.

Acres

of

be covered by the big display.

various

citrus

fruit

producing

Record Time Made
moving bridge No. 39 at Beach
City, Ohio, Mr. J. T. Mcllwain, master
carpenter, completed the work in such
record time that Mr. Lechhder wrote him
In

the following letter:

Mr.

J.

T.

railroads of Southern California,
which plays an important part in the

McIlwain,

Master Carpenter,
Akron, Ohio.

Dear Sir:
I want to congratulate you on the
manner in which you succeeded in re-

built
It

locomotive

and

cars,

citrus fruits.

believed that to persons contem-

is

plating

ment

train,

from

residence

in

terested

or

California,
in

exhibition

the

property
or

to

industry,

citrus

offers

the

invest-

anyone

greatest

in-

this

oppor-

tunity for investigation and information.

in

Moving Bridge

moving bridge No. 39 and getting things

in

shape for traffic.
As I understand it, you moved the iron
work from its old position to the new pier
in twenty-one minutes and put stringers
in their place and had track ready for
operation of trains in six minutes afterwards; in other words, a total of but
twenty-seven minutes was consumed in

making the

entire change.

Yours
(Signed)

truly,

W.

T. Lechlider.

— —

:

—

-

w'm^^^M^:

On

Then and Now

Found

Credit

Decemwe printed a paragraph entitled
''Diplomacy/' and stated that credit had
the ^'Exhausts'" page of the

When

ber issue

been

lost.

This was written by R. T.

manager

(Jebler, advertising

nical

we

Supply

are

of the

Tech-

I

he put on her skates, he tarried,
For she was quite a charming elf.
notice now, since they are married,
She's learned to put them on herself.

—

Judge.

and
acknowledgment
make

Co. of Scranton, Pa.,

glad to

herewith.

First

occasion
table

Friendship

is

The Exception
married man — Is there
when everything

boy got out of bed wrong one
morning and was so hateful all day that
his father finally found it nece.ssarj' to
little

thing.

ever an
your dinnc r

stone-cold?

Second married

A

at

We

man — No,

alwa^'s

heated argument.

manage

not everyto

have a

Judge.

punish him.

A

little while after the ordeal was over
mother found him out back of the
barn tenderly caressing and petting an
old ram that was pastured there.
Her
heart was touched by this display of
kindheartedness on his part and she
watched him tenderly for some time.
Then, walking over where he sat, she

his

inquired

"What makes my

little

boy so good

to the old sheep?"

He did

not stop or look up but answered,

stifling a sob:
''

'Cause he just

delphia Inquirer.

butted pn.^Phila-

In 1925

"What's the trouble now?" demanded
the janitor.

''More heat?"

"No," said the tenant of th<' late.^t
skyscraper; "but I want those clouds
brushed away from the windows."
Judge.

The Bond
"Can you tell me what Mrs. Crowley
and Mr. Geron have in common that
should make them so fond of e^ich other?"
"Why, sure! She is a grass widow
and he has hay fever." Judge.

——
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The Viewpoint
Bookkeeper

(to

boss):

Mr. Grouch,

Which

some explanation
Baltimore Star.

necessitated

from mother.

I'm going to get married.

Grouch: Glad to hear it.
be so all-fired anxious to get
Business.

—

You won't
home early.

THE WEAKER

SEX.

An Empty Joke
mine has a little daughter
had
pain
in her stomach one day
who
a
and her mother told her that it was because that organ was empty and gave
her some bread and milk.
A few days
later a friend of her mother's called, and
Bessie was in the drawing-room listening
'^A friend of

to the conversation.

Mr. Shrimp:

have an awful headache," announced the friend.
'That," said Bessie gravely and with
authority,
*'is
because it is empty.

nature to vote.

Mother

strength. "

*'I

said so."

Little

say

may

convince

be true,

me

that

ladies,

"All

but

woman

is

that

it fails

to

fitted

by

She hasn't the physical
Newark, N. J. Evening News.

THE STATION AGENT
ever sat and waited for a railway train belated, have
HAVEyouyou
hang around the depot half a day? Then youVe marked
the angry pageant marching rottnd the station agent, and have
ceased to wonder greatly that he's gray. All the rubes line up before
him and denounce him and implore him, and they ask the same old
thing a million times ; and the agent, still politely, gives the information rightly, in an effort to deserve his meagre dimes. Forty million
times he answers all the snorters and the prancers, and he never
groans or whimpers o'er his task; there are fat and fussy strangers,
there are sour bewhiskered grangers, and they all have silly questions they would ask. There are women with their babies, there are
gents who have the rabies, and they gather round the agent in a ring;
there are jays of all descriptions throwing fits they call conniptions,
and they all have fool conundrums they would spring. And the agent
answers plainly, answers patiently and sanely I admire the station
agent for his pluck! In his place Fd rise in dudgeon, seize the nearest
wet elm bludgeon, and among the question springers run amuck*

—

Copyright, 191 S, by George Matthew Adams,

you

—Walt Mason

"

Percentage Sheets and Through Waybilling
Their Uses and Abuses
Instructions

—

H. C. Vaughn
Rate Clerk, Freight Department, Braddock, Pa.

TO

a great

many

clerks

vising

and

billing

at

local

re-

freight

I

and

was employed in a busy freight office
it was my duty to rate all shipping

^

i§H

stations, the fact that percentage

When

tickets, etc.

I

turned them over

the only work undone

and waybilling instructions are
misused must be very apparent.
Frequently, unrouted shipments are
to
offered for points on foreign roads
which there are prorating arrangements
our
via several routes and via which

to the

Company

experience in agency work was put in his

sheets

receives different proportions

through

of a published

rate.

Notwith-

the

contrary,

standing instructions to

employes sometimes
forward such shipments via the route
however,

careless

allowing our

Company

the least propor-

freight tariffs provide routes via

different junctions to the

tion

on a foreign

knowing

clerks,

was to waybill them in accordance with the
rate, route and divisions as I noted on each.
One morning one of the regular bill
clerks failing to report for duty on account of sickness, a clerk having ten years'

The

place.
'
'

same destina-

and careless billing
from memory that

line,

question I asked was:

first

Jack, have you had any previous experi-

ence in the work you are about to begin? "

He

answered, "Oh, yes,

years at

'C;'

heavier than

tion of revenue.

Some

bill clerks,

I told

I

him that

I

regarding

(instead of consulting the

percentage sheets as they should, to see

which route gives the Baltimore

&

Ohio

make
our Com-

Railroad the greatest revenue) and

them read via the route giving
pany the least revenue. This
a, loss,

results in

sometimes as high as $20.00 on a

shipment.

To conscientious employes this may
seem exaggerated, but the following experience

should

convince

them

of

its

shows what poor
service is given to the Company by a
clerk who is looking for pay-day only.
truthfulness.

It

also

bill

clerk

and that while the billing at
our station was practically the same as

available,

routed by the shipper, issue their way-

random

much

thought we were quite

fortunate in having a competent

that on the entire Baltimore

at

is

here.

it is

through waybilling arrangements are in
effect via the railroad the shipment is
bills

billed three

where business

tem, nevertheless,
it

if

&

that was not entirely clear to

him, he should not hesitate to

me

Ohio Sys-

there was anything

call

upon

for the desired information.

Within two hours after he had started
had occasion to pass by his desk,
and in passing noticed that he was using
an interline form of waybill. Being certain that I had not given him a shipping
ticket requiring its use, I stopped to investigate.
I found that he was billing a
less carload shipment via a route not in
accordance with the notation I had
placed on the ticket for his information
and guidance, but via a route for which
from memory he knew there were through
to bill I

41
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waybilling

cents less

fifty-eight

which

it

but which alOhio Railroad
than via the route

''Why," he

instructions^

lowed the Baltimore

&

was necessary

with foreign

to bill to Junction

see

said,

through

billed

'C we

''at

when

possible,

always

for

you

saves figuring the extensions twice

it

on a prepaid

bill,

and then

it is

not nec-

essary to rebill the shipment at the junc-

line.

Upon examining the other bills he had
made during the two hours he was on the

tion with foreign line.

This

is

quite a

saving in labor.''
I

immediately got out the percentage

sheets via the various routes applicable

had billed and began
him the importance of giving
our line the long haul. I had explained
one percentage sheet to him and was in
the act of picking up a second one, when
to the shipments he

to explain to

he said:

"You need go no

further. Bill, I

have

learned a lesson and want to thank you
for it."

Two weeks
how much

later I decided to find out

that lesson had taught him,

and proceeded to misroute a shipment
similar to the one I had discovered in
passing his desk on the first day on the
job.
I placed the ticket on his desk and
had scarcely time to reach my own when
Jack was at my elbow with the ticket in
hand. He tapped me on the shoulder
and said
*'Here,

Bill,

this

route doesn't look

good to me!"
"What's wrong about

it,

Jack?"

J

asked.
H.C.

VAUGHN

Rate Clerk, Freight Department, Braddock, Pa.

job,

I

found that he had followed the

practice to the extent of $2.62 in the

foreign line's favor.

how much

I

did not ask

him

stock of the foreign line he

owned, but gathered up the

bills

erro-

neously issued and asked him to step over
to

my

desk for a few moments.

When we
''Jack,

reached there

what

is

will

prove advantageous to themselves as

well as to the

I said

your excuse for

lieve
billing

these shipments via routes contrary to

those inserted on the tickets

"I had a similar shipment the first day
"
worked on the bill desk and you
That is as far as he went, as I was beginning to smile, and he turned around
and went back to his desk, as he saw it
had been done merely to test him.
If all billing clerks when issuing waybills will remember this article, I think it
I

by me?"

Company.

It will also re-

the Auditing Department of the

necessity

of

calling

on the Agents so

frequently for explanations as to misrouting.

In the Interest of "Safety First"
By H.

B.

Engineer,

Tho (TV nowadays is "Safety First,"
and I thought a word on the subject
would not be amiss.
There was a time when everybody
worked to get there, no matter how.
kinds

All

engineers

many

chances

of

and

train

were

taken

crews alike.

])y

And

accidents resulted.

Another thing that sliould be considered in connection with ''Safety First
''

at

all

This

is

times

to

is

make

haste slowly.

especially good to observe when

handling long trains in order to avoid
<lamages to cars and injury to train crews.
If this

were followed out

in the

McDonald

Newark

shop and

Division

roundhouse alike, how mucli longer our
would last. And how much
better the work could be done with
them when on the road.
You see the motto of "Safety First"
in your shops and offices.
Every one
should get in line and make ''Safety
First" mean what it says.
The highest
officers of the Compan}' are behind you.
Some fellows may kick now but they will
engines

come aroimd. In the meantime carry out
the Company's rules to the letter, for
your own sake and that of all concerned.
And remember to make haste slowly in
the interest of "Safetv First."

Keep Off The Track
By

N1L\KLY

F. B.

portions of the United

all

States are safe to stand and walk

upon,

but certain very narrow

owned and used by the railroads
are not. The disregard with which our
strips

fellows

persist

in

using the

dangerous

makes good business for the undertaker and bad business for the rest of us.
The enormous traffic of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad moves over a narrow
strip

piece of land four feet eight

and one-half

Huntington
antl

o:phans can tearfully confirm

this

today, and more will be able to do so

tomorrow.
It is comparatively safe
the

streets,

places, but

highway's
it

is

to walk upon
and most other

extremely hazardous to

use the narrow space between two steel
rails.

Until this fact

is

recognized and

accepted, tres}ias>ers will continue to be

maimed and killed.
Thus far no one has

ever succeeded in

inches wide, and this very restricted area

diverting or even retarding the course of

designed solely to accommodate vehicles

a moving train by the im]xu't of his body.

is

no place
great number of widows

of great weight.
to walk.

A

Obviously

it is

It is

dangerous to

try.

BETTER KEEP OFF THE TRACK.

X

___

Jv

Port Ivory, Staten Island, N.

Y.,

January 5th, 1914.

Editor Baltimore and Ohio Employes Magazine,
Baltimore,

Md.

Dear Sir:

We, the employes of the Company at Port Ivory, X. Y., wish,
through the medium of the Employes Magazine, to convey our
wishes for a bright and prosperous New Year to all our fellow
workers on the System.
Mr. Mahoney, a clerk in the office here, drew the accompanying
sketch for our magazine for the month of January (New Year's
number), and we are not a little pleased with the result of his effort.
We hope that you will be able to use this drawing in the Januar}issue, for w^e think that many employes will pause to look at it, and
will thereby be reminded of the all-important subject of ''Safety
First."

Yours very
L.

truly,

H. Hand,
Agent, S.I.

R.T.R'y

Baltimore, Md., January

Mr.

L.

Co.

6th, 1914.

H. Hand,

Agent, Staten Island Lines,

Port Ivory,

S. I.

Dear Sir:

The drawing of the engine and the letter conveying good wishes
from the employes at your station arrived just in time to be inserted
in the January issue of the magazine.
Please convey my own
appreciation, and through me the appreciation of all the readers of
the magazine, to those responsible for this pleasant greeting.
With hearty thanks for your thoughtfulness and best wishes
that 1914 may be the most prosperous year in the history of the
Company, and therefore for all our employes, I remain,
Very sincerely yours.

Editor Employes Magazine.

X

-

X

"
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More and more, public sentiment is demanding that we have a part in life's
great drama by contributing something

common good. And
not the part we play but the acting
that counts.
You know some man

worth while to the
it is

of

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Herbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Luckey, Staff Photographer

it

whose place in life is ever so humble, but
he has your respect and that of all who
know him because he is playing his part
well.
He is making every minute of his
time count for as

much as his talents and
And even though

advantages permit.
material

Time

Efficiency

APPY the man who

life,

on Ufe and truthfully say, ''I
have not wasted my time."
For even though he be a worker at one

day

[

U^*
l^^^

then

feel

to himself

Time

is

Do you remember

the inspiring pic-

Wordsworth paints

his fellow

men.

men

Birth, physique, mentality,

and other conditions help determine man's position in life, but time is
with as we

possession of us

will.

to create time;
stance, who,

it

all,

to do

Some few men seem

men
is

like

said,

able

Edison, for in-

works eighteen

hours out of twenty-four. At the other
extreme are the poor fellows who keep as

sun and the park benches as
the law allows, and never do anything
with their time. But to every normal
person, each swing of the pendulum tells
the same story, ''another second gone,"
''another second gone."
"Oh, that I could live life over again!
close to the

is

sometime the

nearly

all

pitiful

human

and

hearts.

helpless cry of

In the mean-

time the pendulum swings relentlessly
on,

but impressive poem,
and Independence?" How he
walked over the moors and hills one day
in deep dejection, and came upon the

for us in his simple

the one possession which

common

in the spirit of honesty, industry,

courage and earnestness.
ture of fortitude that

life,

training

the

into his

he

and

share alike.

come

that he has done his duty

of the least conspicuous tasks of
will

or personal bereavement,

he has that sweet conciousness that
he has met the hours of each passing

can look back

1_¥

loss,

or other buffetings shall

and new records of failure or of charand achievement are in the

''Resolution

loneh' figure of the decrepit leech-gatherer;

and how the old man's fortitude and
courage affected him so strongly that it
lifted him out of his dejection and caused
him to resolve,
"God
"I'll

be my help and stay secure:
think of the leech-gatherer on the

loi

ely

moor."

Already

many

precious days of 1914

is told."
If you are
you probably started
the new year with good resolutions.
But whether you did or not, tarry a
moment on the threshold and ponder

are "as a tale that
like the rest of us,

this question,

"In

starting out the year,

ning a development that
others

am

will

I plan-

bring to

comfort and protection and to

acter growth

myself the golden coin of friendship and

making.
It matters not what task is before us
so long as we employ every minute wisely.

gratitude?"

Beyond and above the "pound
flesh" idea so

common

of

in barter for ser-

THK
vice rc'iuloivd,

is

the inoiv

of endeavor, the
is

reward of which

also

OllK)

vision

iiispiriii*:;

true, in self-improvement,

comes

AM)

HALTIMOin-;

Hes,

it

but which

from a consciousness

of

having

been helpful to others. Remember that
it is only thus that you can create a surplus which earlier or later
rich comfort

and

i;.\l

MAC.AZIM

I'LO^ KS

to the

manner

in wliicii

't

is

desired that

contributions be submitted.

The

res])onse

very

to

aj)preciated.

this
It

apj)eal
is

is

encouraging

hearts-

much
indeed

to get such splendid cooperation.

sure to bring

is

satisfaction to vour

life.

Distribution of Magazine
There are many names on our mailing
to which magazines are being sent
each month via United States mail.

Credit for Clippings

We

recently

received

one

in

list

mail

humorous paragraphs which had
been clipped from other publications and

This entails considerable expense.

eight

were submitted for publication in the
Emplo3'es Magazine. We should have
been glad to run at

If

employes know of any such cases

that could be handled satisfactorily by
train or personal distribution, they will

confer a favor by so advising us.

least three of these

had we known to what publication to
credit them, but as this

information

we cannot use them.
employes who send such

is

not available,
Will

all

kindly see that

pings,

is

it

Correction
clip-

specified in

which publications they were originally
published.

Employes Magazine

for

Pensioners

We
zine

like

the record run of engineer Krim-

which was described in the
October issue of the Magazine, it should
have been stated that conductor R. F.
Pell and engineer J. W. King were the
pilots on the train from Fairmont to
Grafton.

wish to send the EmplojTS Maga-

to

all

Baltimore
read

On

melbein's,

it.

to this

Ohio Railroad who want to
any pensioners who would

ONT as

the ^lagazine regularly but

GROWLER

If

to get

are not

pensioned empkn-es of the

&

now

efifect,

receiving

we

it,

will

A

write us

shall be glad to see that

they are supplied.

Correspondents are
Cooperating
In

requesting

that

notes

for

the

''Among Ourselves" section of this issue
be sent in by a certain date, we made
some suggestions to correspondents as

$Hie'*$^
^^r^^r,
Tkc

'

.

Where do you place safety in relative importance among the ends
to be sought in the operation of a road?

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

o

I

Q^^Uajx^

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR NOVEMBER
and
Yards

Shops and
Engine
Houses

$10,123

$23,803

Trains

Illinois

$13,166

Shenandoai...

12,420

•

ConnellsTille..

8,361

9,222

Indianapolis...

6,982

7,507

Ohio River....

6,733

11,372

Wellston

705

Way

A?o^iSid

Divisions

Trains and

Philadelphia.
•12,157

5,226

Wheelinj

3,824

61,331

. .

A^o^d
Shops and

Mai°tonance of

Total

^ay

Yards

•$5,038

16,188

Indiana

INJURY,

Halnte-

naner of

8,927

Pittsburgh.

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER
NOVEMBER, 1913

t'u'e^-

$4,668.02 $ 1,583.10

$4,857.01 $ 3,233.02

Baltimore...

5,942.51

1,573.46

4,402.70

Cumberland..

4,579.66

1,514.70

3,392.04

2,649.06

Shenandoah..

6.676.80

705.20

*5,038.25

12,420.25

Monongah...

4,698.78

3,547.96

17,684.83

4,972.40

Wheeling....

2,383.05

3,824.41

4.046.73

2,856.04

*

3,622.24

Cleyeland ....

25.302

Ohio River.. 11.372.75

3,007.98*12,157.95

6,733.21

Mononjah

17,684

Cleveland....

2,240.98

3,502.20

* Indicates that these divisions did not have a
^
single case of personal injury in the class of service
specified.

SAFETY FIRST

We

show, each month, on the
"hammer", test, the four divisions making the best showing in injuries; based
on wages'paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," *'In and around shops and
engine-houses," 'Maintenance-of-Way'
and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but,
will

'

many ways this is unfair; for instance,
work is slack practically the full number of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages

3,373.77

2,141.07

5,116.39

2,992.50

Connellsville.

9,222.25

3,200.20

16,811.33

8,361.00

Pittsburgh...

6,042.20

2,406.25

6L331.95

4,670.09

Newcastle..

4,788 06

2,637.96

15,672.40

4,744 35

Chicago

3,571.54

1,875.61

7,958.48

2,995.40

Chicago Ter'l.

3,489.63

420.24

15,097.75

3,248.42

Ohio

5,531.45

2,229.36

5,427.14

3,248.04

Indiana

4,755.53

5,226.01

10,113.62

5,511.41

10,123.25

23,803.50

7,602.68

13,166.80

Illinois

Toledo

4,445.33

3,057.61

6,894.62

4,494.54

Wellston

8,927.78

2,907.94

5,820.20

4,892.85

Indianapolis..

7,507.04

16,188.18

3.565.04

6,982.89

,..

4,704.67

2.265.79

7,315.08

3,983.52

Indicates no accidents.

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH
THE RAILROADS

if

amount

of

wage indicated

tive of one injury.

is

representa-

25,302.35

Newark

in

earned per injury; then, if business falls
ofT the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the

3,956.00

Vice-President Park,

Illinois

Central Railroad, in Leslie's

railroad managers know of the thiii^s
enjoyed on the much higher capitalized roads
abroad, tending to safety. It takes money to
put up block signals, install interlocking, separate grade crossings, purchase steel equipment
and steel bridges. The companies were able
to borrow this money at reasonable rates and
pay the interest on it, until the credit of the
railroads was assailed. It is diflBcult to see
what has been gained by the public in such
policies, as the great progressive achievement
of the railroads has been seriously checked, and
much too soon, for many of the railroads were
hastily constructed to meet the phenomenal
commercial and industrial progress, which could
not wait for refinements, hardly for the necessi-

The

ties.
is not much wrong with the railroads.
the public sentiment says "go ahead," they
will provide every facility required and much
of the comforts.

There

If

vSi^BCI^^Lv rvIEI^JT^ K,OL^Ly
STATEN ISLAND

rescue

During the night of November 15th,
conductor Hans Mortenson, while working

near

the

Hghterage

piers

at

St.

the

captain.

He thereupon

se-

cured a ladder, attached a rope to

and

let

it

frightened

down
and

it,

into the water to the

struggling

The

man.

grabbed the ladder and with
conductor Mortenson's assistance was
finally landed safely on the pier and then
on his boat, to the great relief and joy of
captain

the

family.

little

The accompanying photograph shows
conductor Mortenson in the midst of
his

own

little

family with their pet water

spaniel.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
On October 7th, while Extra West No.
4138 was passing Belcamp station, the
crew noticed agent G. H. Smith waving
stop

signal.

The

was

stopped
and on examination
it was found that P.
& R. No. 80923 had
train

a broken arch bar.

CONDUCTOR HANS MORTENSON

The

car

was

and children

at Sewell.

woman

of

The prompt
Hurrying in the direction of the sound he
learned that it came from a lighter,
which lay some eight or ten feet away
from the pier, and from which the captain,
who was the woman's husband, had fallen
into the water.
The captain's wife and
their Httle child were almost hysterical,
but were quieted b}- conductor Mortenson's assurance that he would be able to
George, lieard a

scream.

agent

set off

action

Smith

db. g. h.

smith

in

stopping this train probably prevented

an accident and this meritorious act has
been entered upon his service record.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
The

operator and towerman at

ington Junction until 4 p. m.
Stouffer.

On November

is

Wash-

W.

Q.

16th, in setting

the crossovers for train No.

5,

he discov57
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ered that the operating bars were not

and going back to the

working as they should. Not taking any
chances whatever he threw the target on
train No. 5 and in addition started a man

possible

back to

He then

flag.

proceeded

to

car, he found that
about one third of a wheel was gone.

The

vealed that the facing
point switch had eigh-

teen inches broken

W. G.

ing

STOUFFER

if

bars,

straining,

stub to do

it

would have

its

left

by hard
had gotten
the broken
derailed

No. 5.
Mr. Stouffer was asked at what time he

train

started to adjust the crossovers for train

No. 5 and he stated that he did

it

from

eight to ten minutes before train No. 5

was due.
he took so

On further inquiry as to why
much time to get these switches

he immediately replied, as any
& Ohio man would:
take this precaution in order to avoid

right,

loyal Baltimore
^'I

any

pre-

WHEELING DIVISION
On November 21st, brakeman C.
Murphy of train 71, after letting train

J.

in

siding at east switch at Barrackville, dis-

the operat-

mean work, and

and a

thereby

off

the eighteen inch end of the switch point
into place,

accident

locate

investigation re-

and that

set out of the train

serious

vented.

the supposed trouble.

The

was

car

might prevent and
the Golden Rule of 'Safety

covered that switch points did not
switch was set for main track.
fied

the

fit

when

properly, standing open half inch

He

noti-

superintendent and trackman

who were near
Mr. Murphy is

by,

and had

it

adjusted.

commended

to be

for his

watchfulness.

On November 15th, P. Hendrix, tunnel
watchman at Board Tree tunnel, discovered fifteen inches of

rail

broken in the

About the only way for anything like this to escape Mr. Hendrix's
watchful eye would be to chloroform him,
for his discoveries of this nature would
make a volume of interesting reading if
tunnel.

they could

all

be gathered together.

possible trouble I

to carry out
First

first

and Speed and Time Second.'

MONONGAH

"

DIVISION

While extra east engines 1867 and 2348,
double header, were passing Monongah

December 7th, operator A. E. Shingleton noticed brake rigging dragging on
one of the cars. He made necessary
arrangements for train to be stopped
so that repairs could be made to the
rigging.

Engineer A. D.

Vernon on train 4th
97, December 11th, while coming into
Salem, looked back at his train and
detected something wrong with the fifth
car from the engine.
Stopping his train,

On October
flagman J. L.
on Underwood
run discovered

about

ten inches

flange

broken

of

31st,

Little

mine

wheel of
G. C. & C. Co. No.
801, loaded with coal
off

J.

for

Lorain.

He had

car set off for repairs
for being

on the

alert,

L.

LITTLE

and deserves

credit

keeping a constant

lookout for defects.

Conductor C. T. Vaughn reported a
broken wheel flange under P. & R. 37537
in train of extra 4043 east, at Benwood,
November 22nd. Had it not been for his
vigilance this might have resulted in a
serious accident.

iiii';

Tlie
six

accompanyinjj;

year old

a broken

rail at w(^st
1st.

\)\

an

acconii)ani(Hl

and was on

his

and

photogniph

Josej)li (larrison,

about November
sist(M',

liAi/riMoin".

is

oiiio i.mim.o^i.s .\i\(,\/i\i

switch at Litth^ton.

was
brother and
school, when

Master
oldcM*

wav

to

When

of

uho found
Jos('))h

do

(juestioncd as to w hat

found

th(\\'

if

could not get

came,

train

to

llicir

for

t

would

parents befor<' a

showed
such

Ik-v

obstructed and

a track

the\-

l)reparation

The

.'>y

reniarkal)le

an

eiuergency.

displayed her red petticoat

little girl

and showed how she would w:iv(! it, and
the boys gave good evidence of their
knowledge of the flagging rules.
has

It

subsecpiently

track

rail

and had gone
the

b(>fore

develojXMl

men had found

the

after

children

the

repair

a

came

that

broken

along.

rail

The

children were ignorant of this, however,

and were very jubilant over their discovery.
Their watchfulness might have
saved train No. 1() from a disastrous
accident, since it had to be held while
repairs were being made.
Starkey. track foreman

1).

.1.

W.

entered the

Va.,

at

\'eto,

of assistant

office

Brooklyn Junction on
and reported a broken
flange under Baltimore & Ohio 138495.
trainmaster

J^ecember

Had

at

1st,

not been for his watchfulness a

it

serious accident might have occurred before this car

working

while

he discovered the defect. He immediately
spead the alarm and the trio scattered,
the girl running to the telegraph office

Hinds, brakemau

at Holloway,
around the yard on
December 5th, found a seamy tread
under Erie car 42834. Had it not been
for his vigilance and prompt action in

L. A.

JOSKPH (iAUHISOX

reached Benwood.

rei)()rting

same, a serious accident might

about three-fourths of a mile east, and
the boys going west and trying to out-do
each other in preventing an accident.
The children got the "Safety" habit from
their father, who had foruKTly been

the carrying out

watchman

of

slogan "Safety

of

\\'heeling Register rei)()rter

years, l)ut

at that point for a
is

now

retircnl

number

on account

other

One
of

of the

most striking illustrations

man's regard

for his t'ellow

being and

of the railroad man's

I'irst."

was

n^latetl to a

by Fred Fox,

Company,
who happened to be

cashier of the Security Trust

infirmities.

On

ha\'e occm-red.

occasions

these

children

have found obstructions on the track and
have reported immediately to thcMr
father or mother.

\\'heeling,

W.

Va.,

a passenger on Baltimore

No.

103,

running

from

Zanesville, a few (la\s ago.

Ohio train
Wheeling to

cV:
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Mr. Fox, who was seated in the rear
was gazing out of the
window when he noticed an intoxicated
man, carrying a suit case and walking
along the tracks toward Bethesda. The
conductor,
John
of the chair car,

Doyle,

also

noticed

the man, and
his

a

when

train pulled into

siding

to

allow

the Chicago flyer to

he said to the
brakeman, *Tlag the
pass,

JOHN DOYLE

oncoming
tell

train

and

the engineer that

there is an intoxicated man on the track,
and to look out for him and avoid an

tendent U. B. Williams, and Mr. Williams
promptly reported it to the Baltimore
officials.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
On December

9th, section

with bolster

down on

diately notified the conductor,

car switched out

Spur.

Mr.

and

Yearning, carried

He immewho had

set off at Patterson

Lizzatro's

watchfulness

in

prevented a serious
accident and he is to be commended for
He has been written an aphis action.
this instance possibly

propriate letter.

On December

W.

J.

rail in train of en-

gine 4056 at Patterson, Ohio.

accident."

The brakeman,

foreman G.

Lizzatro discovered broken truck on car,

Jones found brake

9th,

trackman C. E.

beam dragging on

car

No. 55 at Tippecanoe, Ohio, and
immediately notified conductor. Mr.

out the orders and flagged the train and
attached a note on a stick and handed it

in train

up to the engineer of the flyer when it
slowed up. Needless to say the man
was not run down, as

Jones' watchfulness in this instance

the trainmen kept a

On November 28th, brakeman J. H.
Page reported brake beam down on car

lookout

careful

Mr. Fox

him.

''Never

have

said:

my

in

know

eastbound train at Uhrichsville. The
was stopped at Stillwater and the
brake beam removed.

such an
nor did I

great.

man

is

It

was

J.

W.

YEARNING

certainly

shows that every

Doyle

and brakeman
Yearning deserve the commendation of
the traveling public and their fellow
employes. If Doyle will care so much
for the safety of those who are not on his
train, how much more will he think of
the lives of his passengers?

make one

feel

tor

passing Stillwater.

so

his brother's keeper.

''Conductor

this

On November 28th, third trick operaW. C. Welfley reported car leaking

that man's

being

ap-

train

thoughtfulness for his
fellow

written to

is

and proper letter has been
him by the superintendent.

in

life

I seen

incident,

ever

for

preciated,

Things like
proud of meeting such

men."
Conductor Doyle's praiseworthy action
has been reported to general superin-

Car was

set out

and

repaired.

On December 8th, track walker E. 0.
Love found a broken rail about one mile
east of Botzum, and as he could not flag
in

both directions, he got his wife to flag
way while he went the other way to

one

the Botzum telegraph office to report
the defect to the superintendent's office,
sectionmen could repair it.
so that

He had no
this

red flag to give his wife, but

made no

difference to her, as she

caught a large red toboggan from the
head of her boy and used it in place of a
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Although it was a cold and
IMrs. Love did not falter and

flag.

snowy day,

stayed at her place of dut\' until relieved
by the sectionmen. This certainly is a

and one which shows
Superinloyalty.
and
watchfulness
tendent Lechlider has written Mr. and
Mrs. Love an appropriate letter.

commendable

On

act,

the morning of
F.

lieutenant

while

making

his

December

N.

rounds,

May berry

he

13th,

was

discovered

a

cross-arm broken loose from one of the

employes who helped to clear up conditions and who are to be commended for
their action:

Geo. P. Leimeister, wreck master.

H. L. Riley, conductor.
T. L. Terrant, G. Y. M., Lorain.
C. G. Moinet, traveling fireman.

Street yard office building,

mediately notified

all

The
by

and prompt action
Mayberry in this case is
commendable and proper letter has been

watchfulness

E. B.

M.

land, 0.

Lorain, 0.

H. G. Riedel, timekeeper, Cleveland, O.

W.

ville,

Carey,

J.

assistant

timekeeper,

Cleveland, 0.

R.

Beckert,

stenographer,

Cleveland
Cleveland

Cleveland, 0.
E. Carlson, machinist, Cleveland, 0.
0. B. Shanner, engineer, Cleveland, 0.

Ohio, discovered ties on bridge 451,

F.

Singleton,

foreman

west of Boston Mills, Ohio, burning and
immediately got some water and put the
This indicates watchfulness and
fire out.
loyalty on the part of Miss Singleton.

Superintendent

clerk,

H. Speidel, night roundhouse foreman,

daughter of
Singleton at Brecks-

Lidia

Hefferman,

J.

roundhouse.

J.

section

P. Nash, general foreman, Cleve-

roundhouse.

rail fixed.

Miss

Ira, 0.

H. K. Gonnerman, foreman car shops,

F.

On Sunday, December 14th, Antonio
Fabio discovered a broken rail at pole
55.14 between Boston Mill and Brecksville.
He immediately reported defect
to the foreman at Brecksville, who had
the

Howe, agent,

McBride, apprentice, Cleveland, 0.

J.

lieutenant

sent him.

17.

P. Kilbow, section foreman.

and he im-

concerned.

Marren, conductor train

J. J.

telegraph poles which holds the electric
wires which furnish light to the Seneca

61

Lechlider

has

written

her an appropriate letter.

On October

12th, conductor Q. B. Gatfound eight inches of broken flange
at Midvale, Ohio, and on October 28th,
he found a broken rail at Midvale. Mr.
Gatchell is to be commended for his
chell

watchfulness.

In connection with the snow storm
which occurred on this division on November 9th, below is a list of some of the

E. Fulp, machine

shop foreman,

Cleveland, 0.

M. Bond,

foreman, Akron

Jet.,

0.

E. C. Vickers, operator, Goshen, 0.
E.

Robinson,
C.
Dover, O.

operator.

Canal

and

yard forces at
Uhrichsville,
Akron,
Cleveland, Lorain,
Canal Dover, Massillon and Canton.
Station

forces

Foremen and other employes in the
roundhouses at Cleveland and Lorain.
Operators at Canal Dover, O.

NEWARK

DIVISION

E. T. Reynolds is the regular conductor of passenger trains 203 and 204,
running between Parkersburg, W. Va.,
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and

On

Ohio.

Zanesville,

account

of

broken
yard.

the manner in which he performs his

had necessary

work, a passenger on these

trains on
September 19th wrote a compUmentary
letter to president Willard.

yard

while

man

brake-

A. R. Bird was

walking along the
track near Mansfield,
Ohio, he found two

A. R.

BIRD

wheel

pieces

of

flange.

Suspecting

that they had broken
off

in-

to north siding near

Mansfield.

The

car

was switched out

of

train at that point.

The prompt
of

Mr. Bird

action

in tak-

ing this matter up
with the Company's
agent is very much

THOMAS

F. R.
(See December issue,

About 8.50

record has been

credited

with

the necessary merit entry.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
On November

Cook, in charge of the night coal train on
the loading track at the Orenda

United Coal Company. He
promptly notified the mine people, who

Mine

of the

made

repairs.

On November

who

made.

m. on November 17th,

a.

light

to

Connellsville,

were

by a young man named Walter
Mason of South Connellsville, who had
flagged

discovered a badly broken rail in the
westbound track one-half mile east of
Bluestone. This young man displayed

mind

rare presence of

in flagging these

engines and his act no doubt averted a
serious

and

accident

possible

loss

of

life.

On November

25th,

as

extra

east

2537 was pulhng
through Connellsville yard from the Pittsburg Division, engineer W. E. Niland,
who was standing at the side of the track,
noticed a broken truck under S. & S. Co.
car No. 4923, and made an immediate report of the circumstances to the yardmaster and master mechanic and the car
was repaired before being permitted to
Engineer Niland has
leave the yard.
been commended for his alertness in
noticing and promptly reporting this
(stock)

engine

No.

On November 27th, fireman J. A. Nippenberg and brakeman W. B. Reddon of
extra east engine No. 4011, discovered
eight inches broken out of rail in eastbound track west of Pinkerton tunnel. A
prompt report was made and the

10th, conductor Jacob

the Boswell Branch, discovered a broken
rail in

repairs

defect.

page 58)

appreciated and his
service

Somerset

some car that had

very recently passed, he promptly got
into communication with the agent at
Mansfield, and it was found that flange
had broken off a car in train No. 95,

which had pulled

in

notified the yardmaster,

engines 4135, 2753 and 2900, westbound,

returning

OnDecemberllth,

No. 2 track

rail in

He

courteous treatment to passengers, and

rail

was

repaired.

On December

1st,

while train of extra

engine No. 2854 was pulling by him at

Stoyestown,

Pa.,

conductor C. Burns-

worth noticed bent axle on P. M. car No.
80231.

He

notified

the

conductor

in

charge and the car was switched out of
15th,

fireman H.

C.

Blades, while going to work, noticed a

the train at Stoyestown.

Had

this car

been permitted to remain in service

in

TIIK BALTIMom':

AM)

Olllo IIMI'LOVMS

this condition it nii<!;ht have rcsuhcul in
an accident. This is another cxaniph' of
what can h(^ acconii)Hshc(l ])y alwa\s
l)cin^on the alert and h)()kin«j; out
for

the

Company's

On December 14th.
engin(H'r J. M. Stimwork,
))iece

a

rail

while

broken

a

out

the

of

east-

])ound main track near

yard office at
Connellsville. The
condition of the rail was reported to the
chief disi)atcher, who had repairs made
J.

M.

the

STIMMELL

without delay.

On December

I

gine No. 4112

2nd, while extra east en-

was passing Bidwell,

sec-

foreman J. H. Woodmancy noticed
a broken truck under one of the cars in
the train.
He immediately called the operator at Confluence on the telephone and
notified him of the trouble and the car
was switched out of the train. The
thought fulness displayed ])y foreman
Woodmancy is commendable and ho has
been handed a letter of appreciation by
tion

the superintendent.

On November
train

13th, while looking over

as

a

accident

serious

not Ix'en observed.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
On

the morning of

December 1st, while
at Glenwood station,
])atrolman

William

Fowler discovered
brake rigging down on
tank of engine No. 738
of passenger train No.
WILLIAM FoWI.KH
He called the
27.
matter to the attention of conductor
cliarge,
in
who wa
AVm.
Rector,
serious
a
('(I
avert
possiblv
and thus
accident.

NEW CASTLE
At 10.14

a.

m.,

DIVISION

November

1st, a^ o^)-

(Tator C. E. Marshall at "TF" tower was
handing a message to extra No. 2207 east,

he noticed a pair of whe(>ls

on a car

By

off

the track

in this train.

imnuMliately changing

all his

signals

and swinging down on

them, he got the train stoi)iM^d near the
advance signal, j)reventing further damage.

On Novemlx'r

investigation

was made

w^as

in

was found that
charge.
McKiterick
it

7th.

engineer

Henry and operator W.

\V.

('.

Nichols,

K.
at

from
Niles Junction, noticed
advance
No. 13's train. The ojK'ratortook
fire

flying

and when examination was made, it was found the>had a car with a broken oil box. The
car, not being safe to haul, was set ofT on
the westbound siding.
signal

On November 5th, conductor John
McKiterick, in charge of Connellsville
yard engine 1946 at night, while working
at Greene Junction notict^l engine 1347
approaching without lights. When an
one

(•onnncndable,

(extra

Roberts.

no

was taken to the roundprompt action is

it

McKiterick's

house.

to stop i)osition

engine No. 2864) at
Roberts on the S. & C. Branch, brakeman H. O. Binger discovered eight inches
broken out of flange on wheel under Baltimore & Ohio car No. 22666. The
car w^as switched out of the train at
his

the engine and with the assist-

ance of MMC).

going to

discovered

in

G3

might hav(> resulted had the condition

weU'are.

mell,

st()i)p('(l

MACAZIM

away from the

On October

train,

29th, engineer A.

M(dii-

tosh on yard engine No. 1756, at

Akron

Junction, noticed a brake

beam down on
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S.

OHIO DIVISION

A. L. car No. 16557 in train of local

east, engine

No. 1373, and

notified the

crew on the caboose, who stopped at"BD"
tower and made repairs. Engineer Mcintosh's report prevented the derailment
of this car when the local backed in at

"BD"
On
ols,

tower.

October 11th, lampman N.

J.

Nich-

at Nova, noticed a car in train of

extra east engine No. 4146 in bad shape,
and immediately called up operator Van
Vrankin on the phone and told him about
it.
Van Vrankin handed on a message to
the crew about the car, and the train was
stopped. It was found that D. & R. G.
car No. 14584, heavily loaded with copper, had a broken spring hanger, and it
was set off at Nova. Had Messrs. Nichols and Van Vrankin not been on the job
and notified conductor Purkey of this,
the condition of the car would probably
have caused serious trouble.

On November
rail just east of

CHICAGO DIVISION

broken

rail

and protecting a

one-fourth mile west of *'J"

tower, Chicago Junction,

On December

2nd,

M.

November

the

line,

found a

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
DIVISION
The accompanying photograph is of
Emory R. Worstell, signal repair foreman
Terminal Division, lo& Ohio
cated at
diswithin
two
weeks
who
Southwestern,
rails
three
broken
reported
covered and

of the Cincinnati

"RH"

on the main

tected the track,

with both angle

He promptly

and went

tower, Baltimore

tracks.

On December

8th, while walking

down

track, inspecting automatic sig-

Mr. Worstell discovered rail on the
eastbound main track near Hopple Street

nals,

broken in four pieces. Baltimore & Ohio
No. 4 was past due, and knowing the
danger, Mr. Worstell dropped his tools,
ran down the track and secured a red
flag from crossing watchman Lantry and
flagged train. The break was located on

Hopple

pro-

after the track

men, who made immediate repairs. It is
quite probable that Mr. Furgeson's care
and watchfulness prevented an accident.

Street

crossing.

He

also

re-

quested section foreman Galvin to replace
This was
the rail.

done in a very short
time.

Furgeson, signal

rail joint

the depot at that station

made promptly.

not been

17th.

helper at Kimmell, Ind., while going over

bars broken in two.

Shannon,
a broken

a curve about four hundred feet east of

Brakeman Fred Ashton has been commanded by the superintendent for his
vigilance in discovering

J.

and immediately sent word to the section
foreman, who removed the broken rail
and made the track safe. The rail was
broken in two places and might have
caused serious accident had the repairs

the main

While extra west No. 4307 was pulling
into Warwick from the Cleveland Division on November 25th, brakeman G. F.
Chilcott noticed a brake beam dragging
from Baltimore & Ohio car No. 23543.
He notified the crew and beam was removed without any damage being done.

18th, E.

New Marshfield, found

agent at

Mr. Worstell

has always worked
with the thought of
Safety First, even before

the

EMORY

R.

WORSTELL

movement

was started by the Baltimore & Ohio,
and deserves special mention on this
account.

He

encourages others to be on

the alert and watchful.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
On November

12th, yard conductor
Sponnenberger
discovered broken
James
brake rigging on passenger train No. 48
while passing over bridge No. 2, just
west of Hamilton.
Sponnenberger signalled the crew on
No. 48 and succeeded in stopping the
train and made necessary repairs to
brake rigging under the baggage car.
We wish to commend him for his obser-
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action probably averted a serious accident.

WELLSTON DIVISION
Conductor J. R. Snyder recently found
about four feet of rail broken at Eastwood, Ohio. He immediately notified
the section foreman and had the rail removed. Mr. Snyder's watchfulness in
this case probably prevented a bad accident.

vation.

ILLINOIS DIVISION
Conductor L. P. Toombs of train No.
75 on November 10th, while in siding at
Lakewood, 111., for train No. 122, discovered a broken arch bar on 0. R. Co. car
No. 3019, loaded with gasoline. He had
the car set out at that point for repairs.

Conductor Toomb's careful and prompt

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
As No. 89 was passing Deputy on December 9th, agent C. R. Cogswell noticed
a pair of trucks broken down under U.
T. L. No. 7469 in the middle of the train.
He immediately ran out and gave signals,
which enabled the train crew to stop
train by putting on air in the caboose,
and to make necessary arrangements.

There is no man who is doing a man's work in
world but is hero to some boy. — William Broivn Melony,
"

SAFETY SIGN AT ENTRANCE TO MT. CLARE SHOPS

this

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. Pangborn, Chairman

J.

E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation Department
John Hair, Motive Power Department
Wm. McC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Dep't

J. T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M. Parlett, Relief Dep't, Sanitation
B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

Advisory Committee
A.

Hunter Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J.

F.

J. W. Coon, Operating Department
Tearney, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES
BALTIMORE

away, as in all probability they will be called
upon to subscribe for a present before long.
Rumor has it that C. W. S. is to be best man.

Messrs. John F. Hohman, Jr., and Ernest A.
Lentz, spent their vacation at Palm Beach,
Florida, together.
On their journey southward they were accompanied by their bathing suits and straw hats,

L. A. Lambert, formerly special accountai.t,
was advanced to Auditor of Miscellaneous Receipts and Accounts, and J. P O'Malley, formerly chief clerk to the Auditor of Merchandise
Receipts, became Assistant Auditor of that
department on January 1st. The changes were
announced in a circular issued by J. T. Leary,
General Auditor of the Baltimore and Ohio

and on their return, their mascots were two
eight-inch alligators.

A

word

to the wise:

A

young man,
and coke receipts,

certain

in the office of auditor coal

private secretary to the auditor in fact (of course
we don't mention names, because that would be
giving the thing away), but, a young man of
supposedly sound mind, recently spent a roimd
sum of hard earned money, for a wrist watch,
and then made the remark that he is sorry he
is not in position to make it a better one, because, well because she is worth it. What is
the answer?
It may be that this is a false alarm, but, in
order not to catch any of the boys napping,
would advise that they start putting the pennies
66

Railroad.

Mr. Lambert was born January 26, 1856, at
Philadelphia and his railroad experience has
been obtained in the employ of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad. He entered railroad work
in October, 1873, as a clerk in the freight department, and in January, 1877, became cashier
of the express department of the Baltimore and
Ohio. In 1881 he was promoted to assistant to
the general manager of the Express company
and from 1884 to 1887 was superintendent of
the same organization.
In February, 1899, Mr. Lambert became a
traveling auditor of the Baltimore and Ohio's
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accounting department, and in October, 1902
chief clerk to the Auditor of
Revenue. In 1903 the duties of special agent
were given him. and in 1907 he was made a
special accountant, which position he has filled
until the present time.
Mr. O'lVIalley, who became Assistant Auditor
of Merchandise Receipts, is a native of Youngstown, Ohio, where he was born on March 19,
1873.
He began his railroad work August,
1895. at Cleveland, Ohio, as a mail clerk on
the Clevehind, Lorain and Wheeling Railroad,
now a part of the Baltimore and Ohio System.
After filling various positions in the freight
department of that company, Mr. O'Malley
was employed for a while in the freight department of the Erie Railroad. In 1900 he returned
to the Cleveland, Lorain and Wheeling as
rate clerk in the accounting department at
Cleveland, and was transferred in the same
capacity to the office of the Auditor of Revenue, at Baltimore, in February, 1902.
His
next promotion was in April, 1902, when upon
reorganization of the accounting department,
he became assistant chief clerk to the Auditor
of Coal and Coke Receipts.
He was advanced
to the chief clerkship in June. 1904, remainmg
in that position until January, 1913, when he
became chief clerk to the Auditor of Merchandise Receipts, which position he vacates by
reason of the changes effective the first of the
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was appointed

J.

P.

O'MALLEY

Assistant Auditor of Merchandise Receipts

year.

The Freight Claim Department, with

offices

the Central Building at Baltimore, issued a
very attractive folder for distribution during
the holidays. It had a seasonable cover design
of holly leaves, printed in two colors.
The
interior of the booklet was devoted to a statement of the personnel of the department.

NEW YORK

in

DIVISION

Correspondent, T. A Kavanaqh, Chief Clerk,
Pier 22, N. R., New Y'ork

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell
W. B. Biggs
J. J. Bayer
E. W. Evans
J.

T.

Termmal Agent, Chairman

Gorman

A. L. MiCHBLSEN
E. Salisbury

Altred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gus Fl.\mu
C.J. TooMEY
E. Sheehy
Louis Polly
Tony Ross
Sam Gilesta
Mike Monday
MiKK DeMa Yo
C. H. KoHLER
A.

Bohlkn
Hewitt

J AS.

Patrick Meade
R. Mullen

Agent. Pier 22. N. R.
Agent, West 26th Street
Agent, St. George. S. I,
Agent, Pier 21, E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N, R.
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.
Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 22, N. R.
Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21. E. R.
Laborer. St. George
Super\-isor Floating
Equipment, Marine Department
Captain, Marine Department
Engineer, Marine Department
Oiler. Marine Department
Fireman, Marine Department

T. Halvkrson

Deckhand, Marine Department

H. M. Nielsen

Lighter Captain, Marine Department

&

Car C. H.
D. 12064, laden with merchandise
for various consignees at Washington, D. C,
left Pier 7 at 5.30 p. m., Saturday, December
At about 7.45 p. m., while car was about
6th.
300 feet from yardmaster's office in St. George,
S. I. yards, and while being drilled to be put
into train 691, flames were suddenly discovered
L. A.

Auditor

LAMBERT

of Miscellaneous

Receipts and Accounts

coming from one end.
The blazing car was quickly uncoupled from
the other equipment, and the alarm sounded.
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The company

fire brigade promptly responded,
streams from two yard engines were played upon the fire, and after working upon the blaze for
half an hour, it was extinguished. The flames
burnt large holes in the ends and sides of car,
and while only a small portion of the lading was
actually touched by fire, the entire contents
were water-soaked. The origin of fire is unknown.

Rumor
agent,

is

has

it

that E.

to be married.

Hermes,

J.

soliciting

The lucky one

is

Miss

Elizabeth M. Sheridan, of Roselle Park, N.

J.

westbound at 22, was
stricken with a hemorrhage of the stomach on
Thanksgiving day. The attack came without
warning and before the arrival of doctors, he
J.

F. Normoyle, of the

considerable blood.
convalescing.
lost

He

is

now

rapidly

On

the night of December 12th, captain Larsen, of the lighter St. Louis, had his leg badly
crushed while slacking the line which he had
run from his boat to dock 2, St. George. This
boat was in tow of the tug Potter, and it was
necessary to slacken lines in order that the tug
might shift another lighter. After the line had
been slackened, Larsen's leg was in some unknown manner caught between it and the
barge's towing bitt.
E. M. Davis, division freight agent at Youngstown, Ohio, erstwhile general eastern freight
agent, visited New York recently. While here,
Mr. Davis renewed former acquaintances, and
all were pleased to see him after his lengthy

absence.
J. J. O'Connell, timekeeper at Pier 22, has resigned to accept a lucrative position with the
Fruit Dispatch Co.
^

Patrolman James R. Fair was delighted to
find on his return home from work on December
11th, that two husky boys had arrived during
his absence.
Mother and children are doing
splendidly. Fair hopes to
of the youngsters.

make

H. W. Miller, who was recently appointed
general freight car foreman, has brought his
family from Baltimore, Md., and taken up his
residence at Dongan Hills, S. I.

Mr. and Mrs. D. O'Connor have returned
N. Y.

after a pleasant trip to Ithaca,

Fred Rickhow has been appointed general
forenian painter, having jurisdiction over all the
floating and motive power equipment. Mr.
Rickhow has been in the employ of the Company for oyer thirty years.

Harry Lawrence, of the mechanical department office, spent the holidays at Middletown,
N. Y. "Harry" thinks there is no place to
spend the holidays but

''up in

the country."

Geo. H. Miller, formerly in the storekeeper's

department at Cumberland, and recently appointed clerk to storekeeper Bedell at Clifton,
S. I., has also moved his family from the south
to Stapleton, S.

I.

Engineer W. T. Smith and his family have
been making a trip through the Sunny South,
visiting Palm Beach and other points on the
Florida Coast.

Fireman Parker discovered his house on fire
one morning recently, when getting up to go to
work. The estimated damage was nearly $300.
"Eddie" recently purchased the house and he
has our sympathy in his misfortune.

The accompanying

picture shows the crew
A. Division run "D."
On the engine are Alfred Larkin, engineer*
Thomas Sullivan, trainman (standing); "Pop''
(John H.) Sullivan; Benjamin Okeson, trainof P.

man; James Wagner, fireman.
"Al" Larkin and "Pop" Sullivan are two

of

the old veterans of the Staten Island Railway,
bat while "Al" is a grandfather, he still feels

detectives out

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY
Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S.

I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly

.Trainmaster, Chairman
Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

R. H. Taxter
M. ScHAFFER
J. R. Huff

Alex Conley
G. Hartman
E. Alley
J.

Johns

W.

L.

Dryden

H. E. Smith

_

Road Conductor
Road Trainman
Yard Conductor
Road Foreman of Engines
Fireman
Track Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Signal Supervisor

Shop Foreman

O'Connor
E. HoRAN

Passenger Conductor
Road Engineer

D. A. McLaughun
R. E. Collins

Yardmaster
Passenger Trainman

C.
F.

J.

Lester Adams, boilermaker, spent the Christhis folks at Scranton, Pa.

mas holidays with

and acts

like a

"young fellow," especially when

whirling around on the fine roads of Staten Island and New Jersey in his "chug-chug wagon."
"Pop" is one of the few remaining veterans
whose railroad experience dates from the time
when automatic brakes and couplers were not

His memory is replete with
and hardships which occurred
to the railroader of years ago. The younger
generation of railroaders think of the old mechanical equipment as very crude, but the men
of that day considered it very much up to date.

even thought

of.

thrilling incidents
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"Pop" Sullivan served his apprenticeship on the
Erie R. R. and then on the Long Island R. R.,
coming with the Staten Island Lines as a conductor in 1886. He is still very active, and is
so particular and careful in his work that he
puts many of the younger conductors on their
mettle, to keep pace with him.
Before the last meeting of the Staten Island
Divisional Safety Committee was called to
order, the committee's ofhcial piiotographer,
conductor Roy E. Collins, took a photograph
of the members who were present, on the east
lawn of the St. George Passenger Terminal.

G. G. James
James Flynn
C. W. Cain
J. N. McCann
R. C. Acton

69
Conductor

Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor

Gang Foreman, Car Department, East Side
Secretary

H. Winters, assistant depot ticket agent,
Philadelphia, Pa., for the past seventeen years,
died in Chester, Pa., November 24th, after an
illness of several months.
A wife and two
J.

daughters survive him.

Thomas Mulligan, who has been supervisor at
Martinsburg, W. Va., for some years, was on
December 1st, appointed supervisor of sub-division No. 1, Philadelphia, vice II. L. Harding,
resigned to accept service with another company.
J. R. Morrison, who has been chief clerk,
freight office, Pier 62, Philadelphia, for a number of years, was on December 10th appointed
assistant freight agent at 58th Street, Pliiladelphia, Pa.

W. A. Calloway, night ticket clerk of the
Chestnut Street Station, Philadelphia, has been
appointed assistant ticket agent at the same
place.
G. J. Tierney, Jr., has been appointed
night ticket clerk.

Reading from left to right in the reproduction shown herewith are J. R. HufT, yard conductor; R. H. Taxter, road conductor; M.
Schafer, extra conductor; F. E. Horan, engineer;
trainmaster F. C. Syze, chairman; G. Hartman,
engineer; C. J. O'Connor, passenger conductor;
W. L. Dryden, signal supervisor; H. E. Smith,
general foreman coach shop; (sitting) C. M.
Davis, clerk to trainmaster and secretary to
committee, and R. E. Collins, passenger con-

ductor and

official

photographer.

Engineer O'Hare is back at work again after
a long lay-off on account of illness.
B. F. Kelly has returned to duty on the
Staten Island Lines after several months' travel
over the Baltimore & Ohio Main Line,

The sympathy

the Staten Island boys
is tendered to road foreman of engines Alex.
Conley and his wife, on account of the sad accident which happened to their only child,
Harold, age twelve years. The young boy was
riding his bicycle and was run into by an autoof all of

mobile and killed instantly.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

C. IhcnARDSON. Chief Clerk,

Philadelphia

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
T. Olhausen
H. K. Hartman
T. B. Franklin
V. P. Drugan
F. H. Lamb
Dr. a. L. Porter

J.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

:

Terminal Ai^cnt
Assistant Division Ensineer
Claim Agent
Medical Examiner

H. M. \\hite

Engineer

C. Jeffers

Fireman

J.

P. A. Tyrrell, index clerk, superintendent's
has resigned to accept a position as stenographer with a Philadelphia firm.
office,

Congratulations are being showered upon W.
E. Rowe, first trick dispatcher. Philadelphia,
on account of the birth of a son November 25th.

Conductors W. C. Schemm and J. T. Uhrman
have returned from the south after a very successful hunting trip of two weeks' duration.
They brought home one hundred rabbits and
seventy-two partridges, and claim that the
game was very plentiful.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, W.

II.

Scuider, Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. HoBBS
C. W. Mkwshaw

Cluairman
Vice-Chairman

G. R. Albiker
II. B. Banks
E. H. Barnhart
J. H. Bind
T. Deenihan
D. M. Fisher
R. T. Foster
Geo. Gardner

Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay
Division Claim .\£;ent
Assistant Division Encineer

Yard Brakeman, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Washington, D. C.
Asont, Washinston. D. C.

W. Harriqan
A. ^L KiNSTENDORFF
Dr. E. H. Mathers
G. H. Miller
W. T. Moore
W. P. NicODEMtJS
C. E. OwiNOS
W. E. Shannon
E. K. Smith
T. E. Stagey
C. E. Stewart
Geo. Svpks
S. R. Tatxor
S. E. Tanner
C. E. Walsh

Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard
Air Brake Repairman, Riverside
Agent. Camden Station
Medical Examiner

Yard Conductor, Washington, D. C.
Agent, Locust Point
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
Piissenger Conrluctor,

Camden

Transfer Agent, Brunswick, Md,
Secretary, Y. M. C. A.. Brunswick, Md.
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Riverside
Piecework Inspector, Brunswick, Md.

Fireman, Riverside
Yard Brakem:ui, Bayview
Master Carpenter. Camden
Engineer, Riverside
J. L. Welsh
Assistant Yardmaster, Mt. Clare
G. 11. WiNSLOW. .Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C.
.
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MOUNT CLARE SHOPS
Correspondent, H. A. Beaumont, General

Foreman
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P. CoNiFF
S. A. Carter

H. OvERBY
J.

P.

Reinardt

H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
V. L. Fisher
J. L. Ward
J. O. Perin
H. E. Haesloop
Geo. R. Lbilich

Superintendent Shops, Chairman
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshal, Axle and Blacksmith
Shops and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
Moulder, Iron Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Manager, Printing Dept.

Car Department
H. A. Beaumont
H. H. Burns
T. H. Tatum

Chairman
Freight Repair Track, Mt. Clare
Repairman, Freight Car Repair
Track, Mount Clare

L. A. Margart
T. Schultz
C. W. Gegner
J.

Otto A. Frontling
J. ZiswARCK

^.

Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Car Builder, Camden
Carnden

^

Hack

P. G.
C. W.

Kern

Stenographer, Baileys
Curtis Bay
Inspector, Locust Point
Locust Point
Locust Point

R. W. Upton
H. C. Albrecht
D. ScHAFFER

Mielka

J.

F.

I.

G. R. Lathroun

Bayview

Mr. Ekin has been with the Terminal Company as auditor since January, 1908, and as
superintendent of the Washington Terminal
Relief Department since its organization. He
has a host of friends among the officials and
employes and takes his new position with their
best wishes.

O. J, Rider, who has been chief clerk to the
auditor for over three years, has been appointed
to succeed Mr. Ekin. Mr. Rider is well and
favorably known by the Washington Terminal
men, who are pleased with the promotion.
Both Mr, Ekin and Mr. Rider have been connected with the athletic activities of the rail-

road men

A

To

the employes of the purchasing and gen-

I wish to express my deep gratitude for the
kindness shown me and mine when you so liberally responded with a remembrance at the time
of my wife's death, on November 8th.

Harry
The boys

C. Adams.

locomotive erecting shop are
congratulating shop clerk W. P. Cooahan, on
account of an exquisite facial adornment, which
he claims is a moustache.
of the

It is reported that A. P. Shipferling, clerk in
the foundry at Mt. Clare, is thinking of launching his ship on the sea of matrimony.
If "A.

P." wouldn't talk so much, and would get busy,
we would have something really worth while to
congratulate him upon.

Captain Eddie Morningstar and Eddie Johnson, of the mechanical engineer's bowling team,
are earnestly practicing to regain their position

on the team. We notice a small improvement
in Momingstar's bowling, and Johnson's foot
work is fast nearing perfection. Keep up the
good work, boys.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent, G. H. Winslow, Y.

M.

C. A.

Secretary
J. J. Ekin has resigned as auditor of the Washington Terminal Company to accept a position
as general accountant of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Company, with headquarters at Balti-

more.

Washington and have done much

trip to

Havana was thoroughly enjoyed by

Wood

during his vacation recently. He
found the old city, with its wide and handsome
promenades and avenues, a most delightful
place.
The change of scene, with the many
interesting and historic places to visit, made the
time pass all too quickly and yet he is glad to
be back at his place in the ticket office again.

Jack

old French market at New Orleans, La.,
famous coffee will undoubtedly be visited by Nathan Blum, another ticket office
clerk who has gone to that city for his vacation.
The South seems to appeal to the men about
Union Station this year, as quite a number have
taken their vacations in that direction. To
date we have not heard of any going to Mexico.

The

with

eral storekeeping departments:

of

to help promote clean sport in the physical
department work of the Terminal R. R. Y. M.
C. A.

its

George W. Propps, the well known assistant
stationmaster, did not get all the game in the
woods on his hunting trip, but he did bring back
enough to prove his efficiency on the trail.
J. A. Maphis has been appointed secretary to
the commercial freight agent in this city.

It seemed natural to see the smiling face of
claim agent S. L. Stansbury about the station
on the occasion of a recent trip to Washington
and it pleased us to know that he had recovered
from an injury received some time ago while he
was on a western trip.

The Parcel Post Christmas mail caused very
heavy work in the baggageroom, and required
a temporary increase in the force. The closing
of the various schools in and near Washington
for the holidays also caused additional work on
account of the handling of
baggage.

many

extra pieces of

Several interesting lectures have been held
at the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. during the
past month, but two are deserving of special
mention. W. M. Danner, secretary of the
United States Committee of the International
Mission to Lepers, told the story of the worldwide work among the most neglected people on
earth, the lepers. His lectures were illustrated
with stereopticon views, which showed their
condition under oriental religions and the contrast under the work of the Christian mission-
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aries.

made the men present realize niore
own surroundings and appreciate

vividly their

their blessings.

Dr. Joseph K. Dixon, leader of the Rodmanto the North American Indians, told of his trip of over 25,000 rniles.
Dr. Dixon visited every one of the ISO tribes,
presenting to each tribe an American flag and
telling them the meaning of our civilization.
Some of the Indians had never seen the flag
before, but all the tribes raised the flags and
the chiefs promised allegiance to it by writing
their names or making their thumb marks.
This expedition will help to make the Indians
more patriotic citizens and give them aspirations for a higher civilization.

Wanamaker Expedition

A series of six stereopticon lectures has been
arranged for the members of the Terminal R. R.
Subjects and dates as follows:
Y. M. C. A.
Panama Canal, December 17; Mexico, December 24; New England, January 14; Alaska,
January 28; Great Things of the Globe, February 11; London, February 25.
These lectures will be given twice on the
dates mentioned, at 4 o'clock p. m. for the
night men and 8 o'clock p. m. for the day men.

Secretary,

M.

Y.

M

C. A. at that place.

The maintenance program of rail and tie renewals on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is
being pushed vigorously, as indicated by the
records for the month of October. During October eighty-six miles of main line tracks were relaid and 250,000 cross ties were put in the rightof-way. The rail was of the heavy class, weighing 100 pounds to the yard, and about 157 tons
are required to the mile.
Thirty-five miles of new rail were laid on the
Cumberland Division during October and 25,000
crossties were used on this section of the road.

Baltimore & Ohio detectives have been sent
out to detect a party or parties between Martinsburg and Magnolia, who are stopping freight
trains by turning the angle cocks, thereby
causing the air to apply the brakes. Freight
trains, in number, have been stopped along this
section.
Not long ago one of these miscreants,
not only assaulted the flagman, but shot at him.

C. A.

Cumberland

Baltimore

&

Ohio Clerks.

Beck

113
104
102
105

WEST END
Assistant Superintendent,

95
100

517

530

468

Hummell

113
116
109
109
156

124
101
89
97
157

122
124
1(H
122
104

Totals

608

568

576

Agent. Keyser
Operator
Signal Super^'isor

Medical Examiner
Division Claim Agent
Yard Conductor

McCartt

Secretary

END

W. De.vbbn

Trainmaster, Chairman

C. S. McBki
E. Merklb

Road Conductor
Road Engineer
Yard Conductor
Frogman

W. Maxford
D. C. Plotxkr
E. M. Chever.\xt
W. B. Taxsill

J.

J.

I.

Copperumith
Leading Inspector
Conductor
General Supervisor
Medical Examiner
Secretary Y. M. C. A.

Welsh
S.

Spoxselleh

Dr. J. A. DoERXER
W. C. MoxTiGXAXi
T. F. Shaffer

who has been with

Little's

Jewelry

the South Cumberland store,

left

Company
recently

Washington, D. C. wiiere he will be one of
the assistant superintendents of the Baltimore

for

Y.

McGinn
Cox
Allamong
Barnes

M.

C. A.

Lester W. Pitszer, a former Baltimore & Ohio
employe, has returned to his home in Martinsburg, W. Va., after an enlistment in the United
States Army, in the Second Field Artillery.
While on sentry duty on Mt. Tael, in an uncivilized portion of the Island, he was boloed in the
Igorrote, and in closing in with his
would have been killed but for another
artilleryman, who shot the savage. The nude
native crept upon him in the grass like a snake
and attacked him with a short curved sword.

arm by an
assailant,

Secretary to Superintendent

Harry Hummel, a very popular young man
in

Totals

Fireman

Brakeman

EAST
J.

Haines
Defibaugh

Leading Inspector
Machinist

D. A. NoAND
E. D. Calhoun
J. M. RizER
J. Z. Terrell
C. H. LovENSTEix
J. G. Lester
Dr. E. F. Raphel
W. Hario
J. L. Githexs
C. E.

Chairman

01

93

Kalbaugh
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

103
121
111

98
99
90
90

Turner

E. H. RA^'ExscRAFT, Keyser,

M. H. Cahill
W. H. Brooms

During Mr.

Hummel's residence in South Cumberland he
has made a host of friends who hated to see him
leave, but every one wishes him success in his
new field of labor.

The game of duck pins played at the Y. M.
C. A. on the night of December 8th, between
the Baltimore & Ohio clerks and the Y. M. C.
A. clerks was won by the latter. The scores:

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Correspondents, W. C. Monti gxani, Y.

& Ohio

71

The Star Bowling Team of Brunswick won
from the Y. M. C. A. team by ninety-seven pina.
Holland, for the Stars, made the highest scores,
His highest
rolling 360 in the three games.
score was 134 in the last game. The games
were played on the Star alleys. The scores:

!
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Y.

Wenner

M,

C. A.

98

Brooks
Hedges
Fleetwood
Roeder

121

123
Ill
lO'O

87
123
99
95
104

97
98
89
94
115

282
342
319
300
319
1562

Totals
Stars.

Barger
Campbell
Strictler

Holland
Grimes

131
105
92
112
109

104
122
107
114
100

100
123
114
134
92

Totals

335
350
315
360
301
1659

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
Correspondent, W. L. Stephens

Engineer Jim Dawson is wearing the smile
that won't come off. He is grandfather Dawson now. The obliging stork left a bouncing
boy at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Warner,
Mrs. Warner is a daughter of engiof Keyser.
neer Dawson, and her husband is Baltimore &
Ohio freight agent, Keyser, W. Va.

Miss Hattie Pearl Bevan, and Mr. James
Edison, both of Martinsburg, were quietly married at the parsonage of the Winchester Avenue
Christian Church. The groom is a well known
Baltimore & Ohio machinist.
Miss Anna Edminston, the bright and lovable
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edminston,
died on December 5th at her home in Berkeley
Springs, in her 15th year, after an illness of
several months' duration. Mr. Edminston is
the Baltimore & Ohio agent of Berkeley Springs.

The burial service was held in St. Joseph's
Catholic Church this city, on Monday, December 8th. The breaved parents have the sympathy of the railroad men of the division.
Jack Hardy the eighteen year old son of Captain Frank Hardy of the Baltimore & Ohio
police, sustained a serious injury to his right
arm by the accidental discharge of his gun
while out hunting. The load of shot entered
the thick part of his right arm above the elbow,

shattering the bone and causing a dangerous
wound. At first, amputation seemed the only
course, but after several days' treatment it was
found that the arm could be saved, although it
may be permanently affected. Young Jack is a
popular^ lad and expressions of regret at the
distressing accident were heard from all his
friends, among whom are many railroad men.
Safety First, on or off the railroad, always

Having had a commission from the Employes
Magazine, in the city of Berkeley Springs an
opportunity presented itself to the Martinsburg correspondent of renewing an acquaintance with engineer Fred Collier, and having a
pleasant chat with him and his affable fireman.

George Hobdey. During the short visit, Fred
introduced the "Muse" of the "Springs," that
famous bard who has written many a sonnet,
dedicated to the prowess of engineer Fred. Indeed, from Captain down this crew seemed full
of the legends of the mighty mountains and
happenings of the rail. Fred even admitted
that when the news mill ran slowly they
"started something;" all of which fully explains
the popularity of this efficient crew.
The visit to the ancient "City of Bath" was
all too short.
The branch wends its way for six
miles up the mountain side, along the banks of
the stream emanating from the famed warm
spring, and terminates on the plateau at the
foot of the towering mountain spur. It is on
this plateau that the city is located.
Sand
mines dot the sides of the mountain, and if appearances count for anything, the supply has
been but scratched.
It is wonderful to think that sand so pure and
white is found so far and high above the level
of the sea.
It is mined in rock formation, and
is ground or crushed to meet the different degrees of refinement required by commerce. In
this process a certain portion of it is lost and is
washed down the bed of the tumbling stream,
and lines its banks on either side with a coating
resembling snow and ice. To the uninitiated,
the resemblance is so real that at first sight it
is easily mistaken for the wintry coat of white.
The truth of the phrase "Along the Picturesque Baltimore & Ohio," is nowhere more apparent than in and around the popular resort of
Berkeley Springs.

KEYSER
On November

25th E. P. Welschonce, trainof the Cumberland
Division, and Miss Catherine Rogers were
married in Baltimore.

master

of the

West End

C. W. Haymond, assistant car foreman in
Cumberland, was promoted to car foreman a
Fairmont, December 5th.

On December 5th, Leslie Miller of Wheeling
was transferred to Cumberland to fill the
vacancy caused by Haymond' s promotion.
T. M. Lillard, general car foreman at Cumberland, resigned December 5th to go into
business for himself. Mr. Lillard was general
foreman at Cumberland for eight years.

G. P. Hoffman, car foreman at Fairmont,

was promoted to general car foreman at Cumberland, taking place vacated by Mr. Lillard.

M.
Main

Gibbons, formerly engineer on the
was on November 17th appointed
night enginehouse foreman at M. & K. Junction.
J.

Line,

A. Tschuor, assistant master mechanic, and
C. Anderson, chief clerk, were business

J.
J.

callers at
16th.

Hardman and Rowlesburg, December

•
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Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Tschuor on December 8th, a fine large girl. Mr. Tschuor
states that she will be his private stenographer
in the place of the young lady that is now in
our office. On December 8th, Mr. Tschuor
wore such a long and large smile that the

employes thought he had just received an
Better still, it was an
increase in wages.
increase in family.
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Last but not least, SAFETY FIRST.
This is the second meeting held at this point.
The next one is called for the fourth Sunday
in January.
Any suggestions offered by those present are
taken up and discussed. In this way we find
is much interest taken.
The crew on way trains 71 and 72, engineer

that there

E. A. Langely, fireman IL L. Cage, coiKluctor
Bowler, brakeman J. D. Young, M. Ilutzler,
H. M. Shumaker, are very proud of their engine.
No. 553. It is "a thing of beauty" as far as a
freight engine can be made so.
Prominently
displayed in the cab is the motto "Safety
First," surmounted by an American eagle done
in brass.
Every part of the engine is as clean
as a new pin; the brass trimmings polished
until they are as bright as hard work will make
J. L.

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

L.

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. D. Brooke
R. H. Earle
W. H. Winkle

Superintendent,

Engineer

Yard Conductor

Brakeman T.
for several

Chairman

S.

Ogden has been

weeks on account

of

duty
having been
off

scalded while butchering.

Operators J. R. Darlington and R. S. Farnsworth spent December 15th visiting friends
in Washington, D. C.

We
of

The crew speak of the engine with the same
human being. They certainly

affection as of a

deserve commendation for their interest in
keeping the machinery in perfect condition as
far as possible, as well as having it present the
best appearance.

regret to learn of the illness of the wife

brakeman H. C. Frye.

at his

them.

home

in

Brakeman Frye

Stephens City during her

MONONGAH

is

illness.

Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Ass't Shop Clerk,
Grafton

Conductor L. D. Barley spent the holidays
visiting friends in Staunton, Winchester and

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Harper's Ferry.
O. L. Marks, operator and clerk at East
Lexington, is enjoying a short vacation.
Brakeman W. S. Yates, who is also an operator,
takes the place of Mr. Marks during his absence.

Brakeman E.

J. Sullivan went to Washington
to do his Christmas shopping. W. T. Barr
held down his run during his absence.

C. A. SiNSEL
J. O. Martin

W. B. Wells
W. P. Clark
H. Brandenburg
C. R. Knight
J. A. Bridge
G. E. Ramsburq
A. J. Boyles
J. J.
J.

P.

Quite an enthusiastic meeting of railroad
men was held at Harrisonburg Sunday afternoon, December 7th, road foreman of engines
H. F. Howser acting as chairman.
Among the subjects discussed were the
following:

Fuel economy and the method used in the
saving of coal.
The use of brick arch, and benefit derived

from

use.

Rough handling of trains.
The using of air.
The danger of allowing trains

to drift while
loading and unloading passengers and freight.
Proper use of engine and hand signals.

Delays

at stations,

caused by slow movement.

Steam

heat, the proper temperature to be
maintained and the ventilation required to

make passenger equipment comfortable.
The practice of train crews saluting each

',

other at passing and meeting points, the importance of watching closely the front and rear
signals, noting train or section of train, markers
on rear, trains clear in side tracks, looking for
defects in trains passing.

DIVISION

Medical Examiner, Chairman
.Claim Agent
Assistant Division Engineer
Machinist
Conductor

Fireman
Telegraph Operator
Engineer
.Conductor
Leading Inspector
Foreman Carpenter
Engineer

Lynch

W. Leith
J.

Madden

R. G. Morgan was formerly agent at Berryburg, a station which was closed in 1910. Mr.
Morgan went West, located at Scott City,
Kansas, but returned to West Virginia in
December and has accepted a position as agent
at Cairo, W. Va.

E. D. Phillips, machine hand, while boring
car wheels in the machine shop, December 12th
got a chip of steel from a car wheel into his
eye. It is feared that the sight of the one eye
is permanently gone.

*R. Phillips, machinist helper at the Grafton
shops, who had his leg broken November 5th,
by car wheel falling on same, is improving
slowly in Miners Hospital, Fairmont, W. Va.
Safety committeeman J. J. Lynch and wife
have returned from their honeymoon trip in
the South. We all are glad that Jess is back
to buckle

down

to Safety First.

J. C. Frederick, the oldest passenger conductor on the Parkersburg Branch, has been
assigned to trains 47 and 48.
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The Monongah Division has had a heavy run
of eastbound freight since the lake business
closed.

G. P. Hoffman, ear foreman at Fairmont for
the past three years, has been transferred to
Cumberland in the same capacity. C. W.
Haymond, transferred from Cumberland to

Fairmont vice Mr. Hoffman.
Nicholas Ubertone, station cleaner at Grafton
Va., has decided to go to Sunny Italy for
his family, after having been absent from them
for nine years, during which time he has been
working for the Company. "Nic" is a good,
faithful employe and deserves a vacation to
go to his old country for his loved ones.

W.

D. Anthony, assistant chief clerk in charge
resumed his duties in the superintendent's office, after spending several months
on some special work assigned him.
J.

of agents, has

J. E. Burnup has been appointed general
foreman at West Fork vice W. T. Bartlett,
who has been transferred to Grafton and

assigned to other duties.

C. L. Ramsey has been appointed agent at
Erbacon, to succeed I. A. Carpenter, resigned.
P. S.

Robey is the new agent at MeadowJ. W. Newman, resigned.

brook, vice

B. C. Taylor, formerly of the dispatchers
office, has accepted the agency at Gypsy.

O. Brake, formerly in the freight office at
Clarksburg, has been transferred to Worthington as agent.

H. V. Wycoff, freight agent at Monongah,
has been transferred to Fairmont as cashier at
the freight

office.

A. D. Hutchison, who has been granted a
six months furlough on account of ill health, has
duties as cashier at Fairmont tem-

his

left

porarily.

A. M. Foose, who for the past five years has
been employed in the superintendent's office
at Wheeling, resigned to accept a position with
the United States Marshall at Huntington.

Superintendent H. B. Green recently enjoyed a two weeks vacation, trainmaster J. W.
Root acting as superintendent during his
absence. Assistant trainmaster C. H. Bonnesen acted in Mr. Root's place as trainmaster
and W. C. Deegan, chief night dispatcher, as
assistant trainmaster in place of C. H. Bonnesen.

The boys around the Wheeling office were
somewhat surprised when R. B. Gibson, of the
car distributor's office, announced that he had
a turkey to raffle for Thanksgiving. "Bob"
had the turkey given to him and we are all
surprised that he decided to get rid of same,
he sure does like to EAT.

for

Chris Soustas, trackman at Mannington, who
has been on the sick list for about two months,
will be able to resume duty within the next
few days.

William

Gilligan of the superintendent's
recently went on a vacation, Bernard
Heifer filling his place during his absence.
office

Harry Conners, who some time ago was made
yardmaster at

Bellaire, has again taken up
his duties as chief clerk to the general yardmaster on account of the removal of the yardmaster from Bellaire yard.

G. M. Sharp, who has been on the relief for
the past few months on account of a paralized
leg, has taken a position in the car record office
at Wheeling. We hope to see him back on the
road again soon.
T. E. Garvey, stenographer to the master
carpenter, accompanied the W. & J. football
team to Clarksburg recently, when they

the

defeated
0. Knight, freight agent at Worthington,
has accepted a position as agent at Monongah.
J.

WHEELING DIVISION
Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Clover Gap

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green

C M.

Criswell

De. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurley
A. G. Youst
M. C. Smith
C.
H.
E.
H.
E.
V.

McCann
E. Fowler

McCoNNAUGHT
H. HiPSLET

Superintendent,

Chairman

Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood Junction
Operator
Claim Agent
Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer
Engineer
General Yardmaster

HoovEN
Glasgow
CoxoN

Shop Foreman
Conductor

W. A. Morris
G. Adlesbbrgir
W. H. Haberfield

Fireman
Car Foreman

J.

E.
B.

Engineer

Machinist,

Benwood

special

strong

was run out

of

Clarksburg team.
Washington, Pa.,

A
-\)r

the crowd.

Supervisor H. Hagerty and wife have returned from a trip east during which both
enjoyed a two weeks vacation. Track foreman
Villers acted as supervisor during Hagerty's
absence.

Kemm

Master carpenter L. B.
and wife
are planning a two weeks vacation in the near
future.

Hope you enjoy

yourself, Lawrence.

Sidney Dempster has been transferred from
the maintenance of way department to the
motive power department. We were sorry
to loose you, Sid.

Engineer J. M. Garvey,
on business.

Sr., is in

Pittsburgh

Operator M. F. Clapp of Hartzel was recently
married, but we have been unable to learn the
name of the lucky bride.
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The accompanying picture shows J. J. Garvey,
yard foreman, and 11. A. Kern, shippingiclerk
in

the

Benwood storeroom.

Born to fireman and Mrs. Henry Hart,
28th, a 9i pound boy.
Congratu-

November
lations.

H. H. Chorda, engineer at Benwood, fell
from his engine December 9th and sustained
severe bruises about the back and shoulders.
His ankles were also badly sprained, and he
was incapacitated for several days.
Train dispatcher W. M. Queen and wife have
gone to Florida to spend the winter. Dispatcher Dick Murphy says that Mr. Queen

had gotten so thin that you could

when

tell

he swallowed a bean.

W. Harrison, expert

J.

(?)

bowler

the

of

store's department, has issued a challenge to the

world's best bowlers. He has so much "English" in his curves that he has quite a time
keeping the balls on the alley.

Albert E. Green, aged
at

Benwood, was

brake inspector
about nine o'clock

24, air

killed

Monday

L. J. "Ham' Wilson, operator, and'L. R.
Fitzgerald, warehouseman, both of Cameron,
attended the Cameron-Moundsville football
game on Thanksgiving at Moundsville. The
game resulted in favor of the Cameron lads
by a score of 13 to 12. This was very gratifying to the railroad men of Cameron as the

Cameron team was made up almost altogether
of their sons.

Conductor H. A, Showalter's head hung
about as low as that of the fine gobler he was
telling the boys along the line that he intended
Why?
to help his family eat on Thanksgiving
"Because the locals were run on that day for
the first time in a century," says Blossom.
While yard conductor Harry Jackson was
standing at the rear of a passenger train being
made up at Wheeling, the steam was turned
on from the front end before he had closed the
steam hose at the rear, scalding him pretty
badly.

"Pap Frazee"

of

Brooklyn Junction became

so elated over the advent of an heir at his
domicile that he forgot to harvest his crop of
taters until seventeen inches of snow had covered them. Calling to his assistance assistant
trainmaster Bull, they made an onslaught with

a couple of whisk brooms; making very poor
progress, they gave up the task after a day's
not to battle
effort, Mr. Frazee deciding
against nature.

morning, December 8th. He was
caught between the bumpers of two cars and
so badly crushed through the abdomen that
he lived but a few minutes. He was standing
between the cars connecting the air hose when
an engine bumped into the train unexTDectedly.

Railroad men of this division have learned
with profound regret of the death of this estimable young man, who was in the very prime of
life.
He was one of the most efficient and widely
known air repairmen on this division. He was
a native of England. Both his parents died

some years ago. One brother, located
York City, survives him.

A particularly sad feature in connection
with the young man's death is the fact that
he w^as engaged to Miss Bessie Fish, an estimable young lady of McMechen. Their
marriage was to have taken place on Christmas
day. Mr. Green had been in the employ of the
Company at Benwood about five months. He
was an industrious yoimg man and enjoyed the
confidence and respect of all who knew him.
Funeral services were conducted at his home
at two p. m. on December 11th, the interment
being in the McMechen cemetery. A large
circle of friends mourn his untimely end.
Car inspector J. D. Lawson of the local yards
recentlv visited with friends and relatives at
Hartford City. W. Va.

Yard conductor Charles Teft of the local
yards made a recent visit with friends and
relatives in Huntington, W. Va.
Michael McSwain
at his

Assistant trainmaster J. W. Bull will soon
be located in his new quarters on Commercial
Street.
Things look neat and complete in
every particular except the plumbing. This
he installed himself and it is so crooked that
the gas turns around and goes back into the
lines before it gets to his fireplace and burners.

New

in

home

in

of the local

yards

is

ill

McMechen.

Engineer John Lemon of the local road, left
with his family for Plant City, Florida, where
he has purchased a farm. Mr. Lemon's purchase is a fruit farm and one of the best in that
His many friends wish
section of the country.

him the best

of luck in his

new

enterprise.
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Mrs. M. J. Landers, wife of engineer Landers,
has returned from a very pleasant trip to

Cumberland, Md.

Yard foreman John Garvey has been confined
home in Benwood on account of illness.
Brakeman Charles Brown has returned from

to his

a very successful hunting trip near Fairmont.

Yardmaster C. C. Steele has been home on
account of

illness.

George Graham of the local yards has also
been under the weather.

Foreman William Pflug and F. Slonaker have
returned from a very pleasant hunting trip near
The men succeeded in puncturing
Cameron.
three rabbits in the four days' hunt. Their most
serious trouble came in dividing the spoils.
H. T. Davis, night coal billing agent at the
local yards, is at Holloway, relieving the weighmaster of that place, who is ill.
William Gilligan, of the superintendent's office
at Wheeling, spent a two weeks vacation in
Florida. The boys are all looking for a box of
oranges and some grape fruit soon.
J. T. Sidaway, local bridge inspector, spent
his vacation visiting friends and relatives in

Baltimore.
F. R. Davis has been appointed general yardmaster of the Benwood Yards, vice H. H. Hipsley, resigned.

Albert Kress, who for a while has been handling the file room in the Wheeling office, has
taken a position in the tonnage office.
J. C. Fluck, chief clerk to the division engineer, recently spent a few days in Cincinnati,
visiting relatives.

C. B. Smoot, traveling car agent, has been
transferred to the Pittsburgh Division and is
succeeded by B. M. White.

T. Jewell, file clerk of the Wheeling office,
spent a two weeks vacation visiting Baltimore,
Washington, Pittsburgh and other points of
interest in the surrounding country.

Harry Kline,

for

some time employed

in'^the

the district engineer M. of W., has accepted a position with the Wheeling Mould and
Foundry Company of Wheeling.
office of

After ninety days' leave of absence, R. E.
Parkinson, agent at Mannington, W. Va., resumed duty December 1st. Mr. Parkinson's
health is very much improved and it is to be
hoped that his enforced vacation will result ir
his complete recovery to perfect health.

T. McNicholas, who had charge of the agency
during Mr. Parkinson's absence, has been assigned to other duties.
E. Crow, shop foreman at Cameron, has

S.

just finished unloading seven cars of engine sand.

Mr. Crow does not anticipate a sand famine at

Cameron during the next

year. Incidentally
also well equipped with the other kind
of sand, commonly called GRIT.

he

is

J. W. Fisher, agent at Holloway, Ohio, and
Miss Hazel Kilgore of Flushing, Ohio, were
united in marriage December 3rd, 1913. Only
their most intimate friends attended the wedding, but all of us join in extending congratulations and well wishes for a long and prosperous wedded life. Mr. Fisher has furnished
a nice home in Holloway, to which he and his

wife will return after spending their
in

Chicago and other western

honeymoon

cities.

A. J. France, agent at Barton, Ohio, is enjoying his annual vacation in St. Louis. This
is the first time Mr. France has had the pleasure
of using his annual system pass, of which he is
very proud.

H. W. McNary, agent at Lafferty, Ohio, is
the proud father of a bouncing baby boy; we do
not know whether this item will be included in
his next O. S. D. or not.
J. D. Dowell, agent at Glen Easton, has returned to duty after a three months sick leave.

J.

James McCaskey was recently appointe(\
ticket agent at New Martinsville, vice F. Hock,
promoted to night ticket agent at Parkersburg.

James McAllister, stenographer to the superintendent, spent a two weeks vacation visiting
Boston, New York and other points of interest

OHIO RIVER DIVISION

in the east.

Correspondent,

John Bartlett, fireman at the Baltimore &
Ohio power house at Wheeling, stole a march
on his friends on November 12th. Of course
the boys all knew he had been paying a great
deal of attention to "Little May'' and now that
he has won her, he has our heartiest congratulations.
in the car

distributor's office as stenographer, vice Earl
Kettle, resigned.

trict engineer
signed.

H. Oatey, Y. M.

is

M.

now in the office of the <iisof W. vice Harry Kline, re-

C.

A.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. E. Bryan
S. T. Archer
A. Mace
P.

Superintendent, Chairman
Engineer, Vice-Chairman

Trainman

MoRAN

J.

Yardman
Shopman

R. L. CoMPTON

John Amig has secured a position

Earl Kettle

J.

Secretary, Parkersburg

C. L.
W. B.

Parr
Winkler

Fireman
Agent. Operator
Maintenance of Way
Claim Agent
Y. M. C. A.

W. M HiGGiNS
W. E. Kennedy
J. H. Oatb
Dr. a. J. BossYNS

The
the

Relief

usual winter schedule,

Company

for the

as

Ohio River

Department

altered

by

division;

has
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been announced by local officials of the division, there being no marked change of time
new
in the running of any of the trains.
trains will be placed on the division as it is

No

77

pound, plus 25 cents for dressing the turkey,
when all he would have to have done was to call
up his home meat market and have them
deliver a dressed turkey for 25 cents per pound.

expected with the changes made, the regular
carriers will be able to cope with the situation
in passenger,

mail and express

traffic.

Some

of the trains will be run a few minutes
earlier and others later with the view of facilitating movement of the public. It was said at

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Correspondents W. T. Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland

the trainmaster's office that the schedule would
probably be changed back to the usual time
with the beginning of spring.

C. H. Lee, Dispatcher, Cleveland

Some

practical joker, overlooking the fact
that Walter Oliver is no longer connected with
the Joint Rate Inspection Bureau, but is now
assistant to Mr. Moran, trainmaster, wrote and
requested him to give the proper classification
and rate on air-hose holes between two points.

He hunted for
classifications,
classify same,

sometime through the various
and being unable properly to
he turned the matter over to
J. G. Bohn, rate clerk in Mr. Fowler's D. F. A.
office, who at once saw through the joke.
Mr.
Oliver is now playing detective in an endeavor
to get even.

rumored that 'ere long two of the clerks
Mr. Fowler's D. F. A. office will be taking
unto themselves wives, as there is no other
explanation to give for F. H. Owen's visits to
Weston, W. Va., and Harry MacKinley Baker's
trips to Clarksburg, W. Va.
Each takes every
other Sunday so as not to excite suspicion.
Nevertheless their intentions have leaked out,
although the exact dates have not yet been
It is

in

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechlider
A. N. Neimax
J.

Dr.
VV.

Superiatendent.

T. McIlwainJ. J.

McGarrell

K. Gonxermax

E. R. TwiNiXQ
J.

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
Traveling Fireman
General Yardmaster, I^orain Ohio
Agent. Strasburg, Ohio
Assistant Yard master
Conductor, Akron Jet., Ohio
Agent. Howard St Akron Ohio
Supervisor. Cleveland. Ohio
Clerk. Cleveland,
Engineer. Lorain,
Engineer, Cleveland,
Conductor, Cleveland.
Hostler, Canal Dover,

Weins

Wm. Caxfield
W. Hoffman
W. Shaar
W. S. Berkmyer
C. G. Moixet
T. L. Terr\nt
F.

J.

H. Miller

J.

CuNE

Chairman

Vice-Clmirman
Master Carpenter
Assistant Medical Examiner
General Car Foreman, Lorain, Ohio

E. D. Haggerty
R. H. Troescher
T. Kenxedy
E. M. Heaton
G. J, Maisch

.

Division Operator
Division Claim .\geDt

divulged.
J. S. Washburn, chief clerk in the division
freight office, spent Christmas with his parents

in

New York

city.

Can You Figure
Here

It

Out?

example which puzzles a
great many railroad men. Two trains (on
separate tracks) are one hundred miles apart,
running towards each other. One train is
running at a rate of 60 miles an hour and the
is

a

little

other train is running at the rate of 50 miles
an hour. How many miles w^ill each train
have run when they pass each other?
(This is a nice little problem in algebra
which should be of practical interest to all
operating employes. The editor will be"glad
to acknowledge all answers to the question.
The correct solution will be published in the

February

issue.)

F. H. Owens, stenographer in the D. F. A.
has learned through experience that a
dollar will buy just as much at home as through
a mail order house. Desiring a nice fat turkey

office,

for

Thanksgiving he ordered one from some

farmer. The turkey arrived safe and sound
Frank
in a crate before Thanksgiving day.
gave the porter "two-bits" to dress it, but
after weighing found that by patronizing the
mail order man he paid just 37^ cents per

BIRDIL
Tlie children of

J.

H. Hack, Chief Clerk

Superintendent, Cleveland, Ohio

to
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The employes of the Cleveland Division
wish each and everyone connected with the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company a happy
and prosperous New Year.

We were glad to read ,in the news letter of
the reelection of Daniel Willard, President;
O. G. Murray, Chairman of the Board; George
F. Randolph, First Vice-President; G. M.
Shriver, Second Vice-President; A. W. ThompThird Vice-President; J. V. McNeal,
son,
Fourth Vice-President and Treasurer; C. W.
Woolford, Secretary, and Hugh L. Bond, Jr.,
General Counsel. This division will do everything in its power to help make the administration a successful one.

discontinued Mr. Kyle was transferred to
Pataskala, Ohio, to take charge of the water

tank there.
He has served as pumper at this water
station for twenty-nine years and is still employed there.

C. H. Lee, night chief dispatcher, and wife
on December 16th for a trip abroad. They

left

will be

away about one month.

The lake navigation is now closed. All
records were smashed during the season in
handling coal and ore, and we are looking
forward to a bigger season the coming year.

Now that the navigation season has closed,
the boys on the Cleveland Division are taking
their vacations. Though it is a little late,
there is a great deal of enjoyment in knowing
that the efforts of the past season were successful.
Late vacations are not worrying anyone.

Some

of the boys will spend their time
over the division and learning the
ground with which they have dealings. This
will be beneficial, not only from the recreation
standpoint, but will make them more efficient
and able employes.

riding

NEWARK
Correspondent, T.

Daly, Newark

kindhearted.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. W. GoKSUCH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMains

Superintendent,

Yardman
Yardman

H. W. Roberts

D. P. LuBY
C. G. MttLEB
A. R. Claytob
R. W. Lytle
A. N. Glennon
E. C. ZmsMEiSTBR
C. C. Grimm.
E. V. Smith
Q. F. Eberlt
J.

S. Little

G. R. Kimball

Chairman

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Agent

C. L. Johnson

Mr. Kyle has served the Company faithfully
and during this long term his
name was never off the pay roll. He is now
sixty-sLx years old and is strong, generous and
for fifty-one years

DIVISION
J.

RUSSEL KYLE

Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent

Through his loving ways, Mr, Kyle has won
hundreds of friends among his fellow employes,
who all wish that many more useful and hap :^y
years may be added to his life.
Machinist Joseph Reichert and wife spent
several days visiting his brother at Baltimore,
Md. They also visited points of interest in
Washington, D. C.

Yardman
Trainman
Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer

Road Foreman

of Engines
Division Operator

Among

the oldest employes of the Baltimore
Kyle, who entered the
service of the Maintenance of Way Department in August, 1862, as water boy at the age of
In 1872 he was
fifteen years at Outville, Ohio.

& Ohio System is Russel

promoted to section foreman and worked at
this position until 1882. He then took charge
of the water tank, which was situated at Union
Station, Ohio, and after the water station was

Machinists Fred Stack and wife, and Roland
P. Dayton and wife spent the holidays with
friends in Baltimore and Washington.

Wm. L. Jackson, bolt cutter operator in
the lower machine shop, was married at Newark,
Ohio, December 20th. Mr. and Mrs. Jackson
spent their honeymoon at Mr. Jackson's former
home in Keyser, W. Va.
Much

interest

was shown by the employes

Newark shops by the visit paid them by
pay car No. 932, December Uth, 1913. It was
quite a novel experience for the new employes,
of the

and reminded the veterans of old times. All
employes of the shops are to be complimented
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Operators R. Kennett and A. Atwood were
recently appointed to the second and third
tricks respectively at East Columbus tower.

on their attendance at the proper time for
paying, and for the excellent manner in which
they lined up and received their pa}-^ checks.
Only ten employes of the large force at Newark
shops missed their proper places in line, and
four of these were ill.

Operator J. K. Lilley, who has second trick
at the "BY" yard oflicc, has been off duty for
several weeks on account of illness.

The accompanying picture shows some of
the citizens of Sonora, Ohio, on the Newark
Division. The picture was taken by section

Operator S. G. Gaines, first trick operator
at Black Lick, has returned from a vacation
spent in visiting points of interest in the West.

foreman Thomas F. Nolan.
Mr. Nolan tells with much pleasure how
Sonora derived its name. He says that an
old lady, while milking her cow, was approached
by a tramp who asked the name of the town.

Signal repairman W. W. Hamilton of Leonard
Avenue, Columbus, spent a few days hunting
near Cambridge recently, and reports a successful trip.

COMPANY STATION AT SONORA,
She, being a little deaf, did not hear "Willie's"
question and about that time the cow became
When the old lady halloed out
restless.
"So-Nora," the town was promptly christened.

W. H. Tyhurst, the oldest operator employed
on the Columbus and Newark Divisions, is
enjoying a much needed rest. Mr. Tyhurst
has gone to Los Angeles, Cal., to spend the
winter and all the boys wish him a beneficial
and pleasant trip. Mr, Tyhurst entered the
service of the telegraph department on August
2nd, 1873.

Operator R. J. Rockfield was recently appointed to third trick at Big Walnut.
Operator R. R. Paige, first trick U. S. tower,
has been appointed agent at Black Lick, vice
agent J. W. Marsh, who returned to the telegraph department.

OHIO.

NEWARK

DIVISION

Agent W. K. Beyers, of Outville, was transferred recently to the agency at Cumberland,
Ohio, H. R. McGinnis, clerk from Central City,
succeeding him at Outville.
Operator Von Brewster

is

back on the divimonths working

sion again after spending a few
in Detroit.

J. S. Powers, third trick operator
the "BY" yard office, while off on a Thanksgiving vacation, surprised the boys by taking
unto himself a wife.

Operator

in

Operator P. J. Reed, third trick operator at
Pataskala, is working first trick during the
absence of operator Tyhurst.

Lamnman Rhoades of Leonard Avenue,
Columbus, has been promoted to battery man,
vice

Wm.

Lasure, resigned.
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CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

Office of Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. WoLFERSBERQEB
A. P. Williams

'S.

. .

.Assistant Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Division Engineer

Conductor
Yard Conductor
Locomotive Engineer
Medical Examiner

M. BoxELL
H. Bowman
H. BiTTNER
Db. M. H. Koehlkb

J.
J.
J.

T. V. Donegan
F.
S.

Machinist
Division Claim Agent

Bbtne
M. BiTTNER

Extra Gang Foreman
Fireman
Dispatcher
Conductor

G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover
D. N. DuMiRE
John Irwin
J. R. Zeabfoss

Car Repairer
Conductor

Storekeeper and Mrs. C. G. Sutton are the
parents of a baby boy, which arrived at their

home

in Connellsville recently.

W.

F. Matthews, stenographer for the road
of engines, has resigned his position
to accept a similar one near his home in Ohio.

foreman

Charles Spence, assistant night roundhouse
foreman at Connellsville, has been transferred
to Somerset as night foreman, vice J. P.
Walters, resigned.

On December 16th, flagman J. W. Beatty and
Miss Hilda Shumaker of Connellsville, eloped
to^Cumberland, Md., where they were married.

On December

15th, assistant coal billing
agent at Connellsville, J. H. Strawn, took unto
himself a wife in the person of Miss Martha
Pierce of the same place. His many friends

wish him prosperity.

Another pleasant surprise was the marriage
on December 3rd of G. E. Bowman of Connellsville to Miss Minnie Santmyer, which took
place at the home of the bride at Star Junction,
Pa. Mr. Bowman is a fireman and a member
of our Safety Committee.

We

wish to extend a hearty welcome to G.

N. Cage, who succeeds B.

CroUey as our
road foreman of engines. Mr. Cage was
formerly road foreman of engines when he reF.

signed to take his old passenger* run on the
Cumberland Division. He will not, therefore,

be^handicapped in his new duties.

Brakeman Robert Emerick of Connellsville
was recently married in Cumberland, Md., to
Miss Edna Pearl Frazier

They

will

make

of

their future

Bedford County.

home

in Connells-

ville,

Brakeman
proud father

S.
of

A. Berkey of Somerset

a baby

is

the

girl.

T. E. Carey, who has been night clerk at
Meyersdale for some time past^ has returned to
Somerset, where he has agam taken up the
duties of clerk to the general foreman.

Third trick operator R. E. Smith of Mukden
off duty the latter part of November,
attending the wedding of his sister. Miss Edith,
to Harry Boyer of Berkley's Mills, Pa. The
wedding took place at the home of the bride in
Meyersdale and Ralph acted as best man.

was

Lloyd Albright, former clerk for the general
foreman at Somerset, has resigned to take up
the duties of fireman.

Conductor I. W. Kimmel, wife and family,
have returned from a trip to Butler County,
where they were visiting relatives.
R. C. McVicker, postal clerk on the S. & C.
Branch, is off duty on account of injuries met
with in an automobile accident in Pittsburgh.

We

are informed that operator P.

J.

Riley

and Miss Helen Hoover of Hooversville, Pa.,
recently eloped to Cumberland and were
married. It seems that Pat's future motherin-law in some manner got wise to their intentions and nipped the affair in the bud.
However, they were not discouraged and took
a later train, in the opposite direction, by way
of Johnstown over the Pennsylvania Railroad
and Pat won out, although it was necessary to
take a roundabout way.
Effective December 1st, E. C. McClelland
was appointed yardmaster at Smithfield, Pa.,
vice W. H. Wessell, who was transferred to the
Connellsville yard in a similar capacity.

Fireman and Mrs. C. E. Bowlin of Connellsare the proud parents of a baby girl,
which arrived on December 8th.
ville

Jesse Burnsworth, section foreman of Markleton, Pa., entered the service of the Company
as a track laborer on July 18th, 1888, and was
promoted to track foreman eighteen years ago.
Two of his sons are also in the service, Carl, a

conductor on the S. & C. Branch, and Herbert,
a brakeman at Somerset.

Operator Thomas Edwards and wife of
Markleton spent the holiday season with
friends and relatives in Wilmington, Del.

About 5.30 on the morning of November 9th
a severe snow storm struck Connellsville and
extended east over the division to about
Williams. The snow was very wet and heavy
and seriously affected the movement of traffic
by breaking the telegraph and telephone wires
and knocking down poles, completely cutting
off communication with many outlying points
until about 7 p. m. of the 12th.
The portion of the main line between Cumberland and Rockwood, however, was not
damaged to such an extent as to stop operation
entirely and in order to make the best of the
situation train dispatchers were sent from
Connellsville to Cumberland to handle trains
in that territory.
It was also necessary to
send dispatchers to Somerset to look after
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movement of traffic on the Somerset &
Cambria Branch, where we experienced very

the

trouble with the wires.
Immediately after telephone and telegraph
communication was cut off, linemen started
out to make repairs. Forces of men were sent
from Connellsville, Indian Creek and Cumberland to cover the main line and the F. M.
& P. Branch. However, their progress was

little

considerably retarded on account of the wires
breaking again after being repaired, because of
the severe nature of the storm. By reason of
this we did not succeed in getting the wires
in proper working order until 7.00 o'clock on
the evening of November 11th.
4th, B. S. Rush resumed his
duties as agent at Garrett, Pa., from which
point he was transferred to Connellsville,
November 7th, as extra yardmaster at night.
The vacancy at Garrett was filled by P. R.
Weimer, who has again taken up his regular
duties as clerk at the Rockwood agency.

On December

Effective

November

D. W. Cipher was

13th,

appointed agent at Montana,
J. W. Morrisey, resigned.

W.

Va.,

vice

81

of a bowl of soup at the Merchants' Cafe to
steady his shattered nerves, he made another
and more successful attempt to reach his
destination, accompanied by a trusted brave
in blue coat and brass buttons.

Brakeman A. J. Bowman of Johnstown has
purchased the restaurant at that point. It
was formerly owned by engineer J. W.
Turner.

Mrs. A. L. Gates, wife of the second trick
operator at Mukden, is spending the winter
with her parents in Bedford, Pa.

Conductor J. M. Smith and brakeman J. A.
Burke have moved into their new homes,
of
the borough of
built recently outside
Somerset.

R. W. McFarland, machinist at Connellsville,
has been promoted to the position of foreman
of the new machine shop at Somerset.

Brakeman R. E. Critchfield of Rockwood
has just returned from a hunting trip near
Keeting, where he brought down a deer weighing 200 pounds dressed, and having horns with

H. D. Whip, former operator at Everson,
was appointed relief agent, effective

eight prongs.

Pa.,

November

6th, vice F.
to other duties.

M.

Williams, assigned

Brakeman E. B.
where they

have

will

Fleegle
left

for

and

Tar

14th, dispatcher E. J. Carroll

and Miss Ruth Parker gave

their friends quite a surprise by slipping quietly
away to Cumberland, where they were married.

Fireman W. C. Lowery of Hyndman became
the father of a baby girl on November 17th.
Mother and daughter are doing well.
Connellsville

On November
of Connellsville

The

is the daughter of conductor J. S.
charge of trains 13 and 14. We wish
to extend our congratulations and best wishes
for a prosperous future.

of

in

Ida,

spend the wintej

Effective November 11th,
assistant trainmaster at Rock)
ferred to New Castle Junctic
W.
fill a similar position.
New Castle Division, was apj:
vacancy at Rockwood.

Copying operator

J.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent,

W.

nellsville is spending his ani
his parents at Washington,

Night wire chief at Conne]
enjoying his vacation inj
hunting bull moose. He i(
operator G. W. Vetter.

is

bride

Parker

J. P. Harris, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
T. W. Barrett
E. L. Hopkins

Trainmaster, Chairman
Machinist, Glenwood, Pa.
Yard Brakeman, Deramler. Pa.
H. G Waltower
Road Engineer, Glenwood, Pa.
S. C. Ryland
H. J. Spanqler
Yard Brakeman, Pittaburgh, Pa.
Yard Brakeman, Glenwood, Pa.
C. C. AiN9 WORTH
Passenger Fireman, Glenwood, Pa.
R. H. Patterson
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. E. BuRTorr
Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
[j. W. Clawson
iFrank Brtn'b
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ass't Medical Examiner, GleDwood, Pa.
ix.B. Steward
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
\\. H. Ralet
^V. Davis
Yard Conductor, 36th St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Road Conductor, Foxburg, Pa.
G. Wise
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
F. DoNAHCE
Agent, Junction Transfer, Pa.
J. Smith
Yard Conductor. Willow Grove, Pa.
G. Harshaw
I

Knopp
Murtland
ID. Maxwell
I

J.

Bartlett

Road Conductor, West NewtoD, Pa.
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
Road Engineer, Connellsville, Pa.
Superintendent'" Office, Pittsburgh, Sec'y
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NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,
New Castle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. H. Waldron

Trabmaster, Chairman
Painesville, Ohio

Yard Conductor,

C. B. Smith
E. L. Hannan
D. B. McFate
F. D. Abblett
L. L. Wagner
M. L. Raney

Dr. W. W. Hobson.

Green
PuRKEY
W. H. O'Mara
Chas. Crawford

.

Pipe Fitter. Painesville, Ohio
Yard Conductor. New Castle Jet., Pa.
Painter Foreman, New Castle Jet., Pa.
Road Conductor. New Castle Jet., Pa.
Yard Engineer, New Castle Jet., Pa.
.Ass't Med'I Ex'r, New Castle Jet., Pa.
Supervisor, Ravenna, Ohio

F. C.

G. A.

H. H. Smith

Road Conductor, Chicago Jet.,
Yard Conductor, Haselton,
Road Engineer, Chicago Jet.,
Agent, Newton Falls,

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio

The accompanying photograph is of baggagemaster Fred Butts, his wife, and what might be
called their "Safety Committee," at home in
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Butts was conductor on
the first coal train which ran between Youngs-

One day, while co
ductor of a yard engine at Fairport, there w
an ore boat which could not get up to the dc
on account of the high wind. The Captain
the boat asked Mr. Butts to fasten a cable
the engine, which was an old style small y
engine, but Butts was afraid that the hi
might drag the engine into the water. T
finally decided to fasten the cable to the engj
however, and Butts, with axe in hand, st
ready to cut the rope if the engine lost gro
town and Fairport, Ohio.

However, there was no trouble and the boat
was brought up to the dock in jig time.
Mr. Butts could tell many interesting stories
of the old railroad days on the P. & W. and P.
P. & F., which are now part of the New Castle
Division, but on account of his being rather shy
of publicity, and your correspondent's failing to
get a good strangle hold on him, we are unable
to relate any of them here.

The men on this division were very sorry to
hear of the death of the little daughter of assistant road foreman of engines and Mrs. W. G.
Smith, which occurred at Chicago Junction,
December 9th, after an attack of typhoid fever.
The sympathy of the entire division is tendered
Mr. and Mrs. Smith on account of their bereavement.
The correspondent at New Castle recently
received the following letter from Mr. E. E.
Post, cashier at Niles, Ohio:
'Ter your request, would advise that at the
Pittsburgh Poultry Show, I won second cock-
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consequently not in the best of feather. I am
sending three birds to the Cleveland poultry
show to be held on January 5th to 10th, and expect to be able to report another win,
"In these days of the high cost of living, a
small poultry plant is a good way to help reduce
expenses. I have been compelled to buy but oneThis
half dozen eggs in the past four years.
was last summer, after I had disposed of my old
birds to make room for the young stock. It is
some satisfaction to have good fresh eggs when
you want them, and at the present time, with
eggs selling at fifty cents per dozen, they come
pretty close to being a luxury.
"Possibly the real cause of my becoming interested in poultry was the need of something
to do after my day's work was done that would
take me out of doors. I have found it a pretty
good way to work off a grouch, and at the same
time get the fresh air that is essential if one is
If anyone has a
to remain in good health.
natural liking for birds, he will derive a great
deal of pleasure and benefit by keeping a few
chickens and will also have fresh eggs any time
he desires them, and at the minimum cost;
whether they are selling for twenty cents per
dozen, or fifty-nine cents, makes no difference.
It is the best way I know to cure a grouch, and
it will not cost a cent if one gives it the proper
attention, for chickens will more than pay their

own way."

We

are glad to note Mr. Post's success in this
and no doubt many of the readers of the
Magazine can recommend his grouch cure.
line,

Agent James Aiken, of Youngstown, Ohio, is
called "Sunny Jim" in that city on account of
his geniality, and we hope to be able to submit
his recipe for his good nature to our readers in
the near future.
We are very glad to know that Mr. Aiken has
recovered from a short illness. He enjoys an
enviable reputation in Y'oungstown for his geniAs a business
ality and all-around worth.
getter, he is a king.

Harry Newman, bill clerk at the New Castle
transfer office, took advantage of the hunting
season, skipped out among the hills and bagged
twelve rabbits. It is generally understood that
he hit them with a pick after digging them out.
The office force enjoyed a very fine rabbit feast,
and agent Frank Knox
at the

remembrance

of

is

smacking

J.

R. K.
8.

Claim

D. Jack

Dr. H.

Davis

KuoHEN

John Dr.\pkr
N. B. Bair
W. HuKKMAN

J.

J. S.

Aj^ent, Garrett, Ind.

Med. Examiner. Garrett. Ind.
Y. M. C. A.. Chicago Jet.. Ohio

F. HtJTCHiN80N..Afl8't

J f.NKiNS.....Secretary

Archer

L. J.

E. V.
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Barnd

T. E. Sporrueb

Y:ir(i Committeeman, Chicago Jet
Ohio
Shop Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, South Chicago, III.
,

Acting Agent. Chicago.

III.

Yard Committeeman, South Chiciigo. III.
Agent, Auburn Junction. Ind.
Operator. Fostoria, Ohio
Claim Agent, Tiffin, Ohio

The death of Martin Cogley takes away one
of the earliest employes of the Baltimore
Ohio

&

Mr. Cogley commenced service with
this company in 1849 as section foreman at
Roseby's Rock, W. Va., at that time the western end of the line. Mr. Cogley died at Cameron, W. Va., November 3rd, 1913, aged eightyfour years, four months and twenty-three days.
His three sons are at present engineers, J. E.
and J. L. running passenger trains on the Chicago Division, and Frank on the Wheeling DiSystem.

vision.

W. B. Hayes, chief clerk to the master mechanic at Garrett, has resigned and taken up
commercial business. Mr. Hayes has been succeeded by H. L. Cordrey, formerly assistant
chief cleric at Lorain, Ohio.
L. B. Hart, engineer, formerly examiner on
rules and Magazine correspondent, took his
family east a few days ago for a little rest and
recreation, and incidentally to give the "kiddies" their first view of the hills and mountains.

N. E. Bailey, who has been on the board
examiners since last April, has taken service
the Chicago Junction yard.

of
in

R. A. Mason, operator at Chicago Junction,
has been promoted to yardmaster on the

"Hump."
Chief dispatcher H. S. Carroll and dispatcher
C. D. Comparrette, were called to Chicago recently to attend court,
S. U. Hooper was in Garrett a few days ago
shaking hands with his many friends, who were
glad to see him.

CHICAGO TERMINAL

his lips yet

Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

it.

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

CHICAGO DIVISION

L. NiCHOia
G. P. Palmer
F. E. Lampher*

Correspondent, L. B. Hart, Engineer,

Alex.

Garrett, Ind.

F.

M.

J.

Kkkqan
Driscoll

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett,
Shop Committeeman. Garrett,
Garrett,
Garrett.
Garrett,
Garrett.
Garrett,
Garrett,

Engineer,
O. M. Bailit
Conductor,
O. F. Bkll
Brakeman,
H. P. Wkirick
Fireman,
D. G. Thompson
W. E. Sarokxt
Yard Committeeman,
J. E. Llotd
Aasiatant Division Engineer.

Craw

F. Ryan
C. L. Hkgley

J.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

Chairman

J.

Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.

H. McDonald
Wm. Hoqan
J. W. Dacy
J. W. FooQ
F. S.

DeVcnt

Chas. Eupinq
C.

I.

Bender

James Gaohin
Arthur Jensen

Thomas Haset

Division Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Division Claim .\gent
Captain of Police

Examiner and Recorder
Supervisor, Chicago District
Supervisor, Calumet District

Trainmaster
Master Mechanic
of Engines
Carpenter Foreman
General Foreman, Maintenance of Way
Engineer

Road Foreman

Fireman
Svritchman
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John Haley
Wm. Davis
Chas. Stange
John McLean
Robert Sissons
Oliver Johnson
C. B. Biddinger
E. Snyder
Wm. Geotzinger
Jas. Langton
T. F. Yates
Harry Marshall

Car Inpector
Boilermaker
Engineer

Car Repairer
Eoeineer

Fireman
Conductor
Conductor

.-

Machinist
Machinist

Blacksmith
Car Inspector

The accompanying snap shots are of H. N.
who is employed as private secretary

Nelson,

H. N.

NELSON

OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, Clifford R. Duncan,
Chillicothe,

Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. R. ScoviLUE

Superintendent.

Neff
Mallen
W. Plumlt
R. ScHWARZELL
E. Wharff
L, A. Pausch
O. D. Monte
O. C Cavin6

Road Foreman

R.
G.
R.
C.

Supervisor
Train Dispatcher
Engineer

E. O. Brown
J. A. Carson
G. F. Oberlander

Dr. p.
D.

J.

T. E.

SLOAN

woods

.Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Conductor

Lansdale

Banks

W. James
H. M. Cole

to the superintendent, and of D. J. Sloan, genyardmaster at Empire Slip. They show a
in the

Fireman

Yard Foreman

Brakeman
Draughtsman

J.

eral

good catch made

S.

of

northern Wis-

consin.

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator
Assistant Trainmaster
Relief Agent

J. II.

Robert Bergman, former blacksmith, died at
his

home on Wednesday night. November 19tL.
for the Company about thirty

He had worked

Greatest Ring Offer
Ever Made
This beautiful ring with the

O.R.C.,B.R.T.,B.L.

E.,

B. L. F., O. R. T. emblems,
or any three initials engrraved
thereon, for $1.75. The ring: is a
higfh gfrade gfold filled article

just the thing for a

PRESENT.

and

years. His fellow employes take this opportunity to express their deepest sympathy for the
bereaved family.

C. B. Creamer, account clerk in the master
mechanic's office, recently returned to work after
spending ten days in Belmont county hunting
rabbits. He shot not less than sixty rabbits
while he was gone, and we have very reliable
information that the rabbits were glad to see

him

leave.

CHRISTMAS

Agents wanted.

W We

wish to announce the arrival

of an eleven

ALLMAN'S SUPPLY HOUSE, 178 N.Leamington Ave., Chicago

pound boy to Mrs. Harry Crouse, wife of engineer Harry Crouse, on October the 25th. We
understand from Harry that he is going to make

VENTRILOGUiSN

an engineer out

Small cost. Send today 2c stamp for
SUITU, Boom KIT 1,823 Bigelow St., Peoria, IlL

Draftsman H. M. Cole and wife spent

Learned by any Man or Boy at Home.
particulars

and

proof.

O. A.

Please mention

of his son.

holidays at his
this

magazine

home near

Pittsburgh.

their
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The Watch

I
I

The crowning achievement of present-day accuracy and
It's safe
duvdhilHii in timepieces is the Hamilton Watch.
implicitly.
to rely on a Hamilton

for

SAFETY

—

amiltonfUafcIi

Four railroad men
who have long carrii'tl

Hamilton

Watchts with perfect satisfaction.

"The Railroad Timekeeper
Over one-half
on American

Time

(56'

of

)

,

railroads

|

America"

of

the railroad

men

maintaining Official

Inspection carry the Hamilton Watch.

The Hamilton Watch

is

made

in all standard sizes

and sold by jewelers everywhere. For Time Inspection Service, Hamilton No.940a8size—21jewel3)
and No. 992 (16 size 21 jewels) are the most
popular watches on American railroads
and will pass any Official Time InspecFor general use you can buy a
tion.
Hamilton movement from $12.25 to
$150.00. No extra charge for Safety
Numerical Dial on Railrosd Watches.

—

I

Write

=
M

for

"The Timekeeper"

and describes the various Hamilton models and is a book
well worth reading if you are thinking of buying an accurate watch.
It illustrates

Conductor
Chas. E. Pope

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Pennsylvania

Lancaster
Engineer George Cooper

3In>t«'i-

Hitilders of Accurate Timepieces
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THE STANDARD PEN FOR RAILROAD MEN
Has

ordinary fountain-pen with the addition

all i:

and nun-lcakablo
screw top.
Ink flows evenly
and to the last
drop. Gives unending
satisfaction.
OJicr selfof self-tilling

50c

Guaranteed

Self-filli

POSTPAID

f

the

fillers sell for $2.50 an 1 higher.
50c., postoaid.
Money order or

stamps

ALPHA FOUNTAIN PEN

This

FOX

CO.,

Depl. A, 1831 Penrose Ave.. Baltimore,

Is the

ONE

Md.

Perfect Operator's Mill

THE

ordinary typewriter will not meet the requirements of the telegraph operator. The Fo.v \'i.sible Typewriter is the ideal ""Operator's Mill."' It is visible in the broadest sense of the word— not the kind of "visible" wliere the writingf disappears beneath a lot of moving: type-bars, but fully visible all the time and
has a special Telegfraph Operator's Keyboard. The Fck is a powerful manifoldIt is
er, capable of taking: an almost unlimited number of clear-cut train order.s.
as rapid as a Limited Express and. like a real fo.x, is li^dit-runniny: and noiseless.
We claim the Fox Visible Typewriter to be the most rapid typewriter on the
market. In this respect it could rijrhtfully be termed the ""Fox Visible Limited"
of the typewriter world, for, as compared with any other typewriter, it is as a
The Fox, too, is almost Noise"Limited" train compared with a local freight.
nut heaxi. Some typewriters liave a "tinny" sounil tliat alless. Built to be tisen
most drowns the click of the receiver, others sound like youny gasoline en^nnes.
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Frank Snyder, son of general car foreman
Snyder, returned to work a short time ago,
after spending a very pleasant vacation of three
weeks at his old home

in Lorain.

A nine and one-half poynd baby boy arrived
at the home of agent J. E. Grashel and wife on
November 24th. Baby and mother are doing
very nicely.

On the morning of December 8th, agent L. F.
Sims at Oak Hill was stepping high over the
Lester says,
arrival of a baby boy at his home.
"He

is

going to be a railroader."

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour. Ind.
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Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Division Engineer
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John Page
J.

P.

Chairman

Superintendent,

Smith

S.
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C. E. Herth

J.

Burke
HoRAN

Foreman Car Repairs
Roundhouse Foreman

T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson
C. Q. Rogers

Earl Malick
John Mendell
Carl Alexander
Dr. J. P. Lawler
J. J. Given

Relief Agent

Conductor

Brakeman
Engineer
.

Fireman
Switchman
Medical Examiner

.

Special Agent

Effective December 8th, H. S. Smith was appointed chief dispatcher, Seymour, Ind., vice
J.

H. Demann, transferred.

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent,

Henry Eckerle

Henry Eckerle.
Dr.

J.

P.

SuLUVAN

F. S.
J.

Chairman

.Chief Clerk, Correspondent and Secretary
Medical Examiner, Cincinnati, Ohio
Agent, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio
Agent, C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
Supervisor, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio
Supervisor, C. H. & D. Hamilton, Ohio
Claim Agent, B. & O.S.W.
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio
Gen'l Car Foreman, B. & O. S. W.
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio

Lawler

C. E. Fish
E. C. Skinner
T. Mahoney
J.

Superintendent,

DeCamp

M. Shay

,

Trainmaster, B. & O. S. W.
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
O. Mygatt. .Depot Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
R. E. McKenna, Y'd Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
H.W. KiRBERT, Y'd Engineman, B.«feO.S.W., Cincinnati,
John Gannon, Y'd Foreman, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati,

the general manager and general
superintendent, and spoke very highly of the
agent in charge at Cincinnati Junction. It
only goes to show that it pays to be courteous,
polite and on the job at all times.

Annunciator bells have been installed at
Glendale station, C. H. & D., to work in connection with the new automatic signals recently
installed between Glendale and Hamilton.
Owing to the similarity of the sound of this
bell and the village fire alarm, there was a
little commotion the first week the apparatus
was installed, for every time a train approached
there would be some one in the neighborhood
to mistake it for the fire alarm. It is a wonder
the village officer did not arrest the crews of
the approaching trains for disturbing the peace.

The superintendent's

office

at

Cincinnati

has always taken great pride in its bowling
team. The history of the team dates back
a great many years, and many interesting and
exciting games have taken place. We are not
champions, but are able to put up a pretty good
game, and are open at all times for sociable
games with any of the divisions, within reasonable distance. If there are any bowling teams
on any of the divisions desiring games, please
address Henry Eckerle, chief clerk, superintendent's office, Cincinnati. We are at a loss
to know what has become of the bowlers at
Toledo. Haven't heard a word from them
since we beat them last winter.

A unique affair took place on November 13th,
the anniversary of the birthday of Geo. W.
Rhein, stenographer in the superintendent's
office, Cincinnati.
He broke away from the
old time tradition, and surprised his friends by
inviting a number of them to a dinner at the
Hofbrau and a theatre party at Keith's. We all
had a good time, and regret that Mr. Rhein
doesn't have more birthdays.
The second photograph on page

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevoort

through

88 is of the
in the office of C. L. Brevoort,
superintendent of terminals on the C. H.
D.
at Cincinnati. Reading from left to right are:
office force

&

H. J. Mayer, secretary to superintendent;
Arthur Hoffman, stenographer; C. H. Hext,
assistant
clerk,

chief

clerk;

Henry Eckerle,

and James Phelan, general

chief

clerk.

R. B. Fitzpatrick

S.

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio

ILLINOIS DIVISION
Correspondent, L. W. Fowler, Shop Clerk

Washington
It is a well known fact that the traveler is
apt to criticise and complain. On the other

hand there are some who appreciate courtesy.
As evidence of this fact, we received a letter
a short time ago from a point in Florida from
a passenger, who used C. H. & D. No. 7, making
connection at Cincinnati Junction with the
Q. & C. This letter was addressed to the
president of the Road and was handed down

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. Scheer
J. J.

Carey

E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

W. D. Stevenson
C. R. Bradford
G. H. Singer
R. C. Mitchell
C. V. MowBY

Superintendent,

Chairman

Master Mechanic

Shop Inspector
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Agent, East St. Louis
Relief Agent
Conductor
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visited the mechanical department at WashMr.
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regard to construction and plan of
locomotive tanks in the case of Riley, a locomotive fireman, Indiana Division, who in some
manner was thrown from tank of engine 2512
near Shoals, Ind., early in the year.

and

offer.

full ten days free trial. Our factory price
than others ask for second-hand machines.
Every sale bears our ten-year Ironclad guarantee.
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easimmt monthly paymentt. The first buyer In eacji
is

R. Minter, mechanical draftsman in the
Washington shops, went to Bedford during the

November

of

You have

J.

mony

superb

Typewriter

T. D. Bothwell, formerly connected with the
dispatching force of this Company and hiter
Western Union operator at Washington, Ind.,
has accepted a position with the mechanical
department as chief clerk to general foreman
P. T. Horan, with headquarters at Seymour,
Indiana.

latter part of
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over the

and has many good friends

THAT PROTECT
PATENTS
AND PAY
SEARCH AND

line.

Henry (Hickory) Haberfield, the well known
machinist of Benwood Junction, W. Va., and
secretary of International Association of Mawas in Washington
Thanksgiving ball.
Henry has been with the Baltimore & Ohio at
Benwood and Wheeling for the past twenty years
and always had the reputation of being a first
Your correspondent enjoyed
class mechanic.
working with Haberfield for over five years.

chinists, District No. 26,
for the annual machinists'

BOOKS, ADVICE,
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED

for search.
Highest
references. Bestresull*. PromptnessAssured.

WATSON
624 F

an old Washington boy and
Company, but who for
the past several years has been with the Santa
Fe Lines in Oklahoma, has returned to his old
love and accepted a position with master
mechanic Carey in the Washington roundhouse.
P. S. Hoffar,

former employe

FREE

Send iketch or model

of this

F. W. Busse, chief clerk to general superintendent motive power F. H. Clark, at
Baltimore, spent Thanksgiving week with

Washington and Vincennes friends and relatives.
Mr. Busse was formerly employed in a clerical
capacity on the Southwestern long before the
Baltimore & Ohio took it over and by good
hard work has advanced himself to the head
of the clerical end of the mechanical department.
He now has supervision over hundreds of clerks.
It is hardly necessary to say that Mr. Busse is
very well liked as a chief by the entire mechanical department clerical forces.
E. L. McGuire has resigned his position of
freight car foreman at Washington and has
been succeeded by J. M. Burke, who has been
for several years car foreman at Seymour, Ind.
Alva Hughes, who has been a first class interPlease mention

St.,

N.

E.
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change inspector at Rivervale, Ind., has been
promoted to fill the vacancy at Seymour, Ind.
An interesting view for Indiana and Illinois
Division railroad

men

is

presented herewith.

VIEW OF WASHINGTON,
It is a

IND.,

FROM PART OF COMPANY'S PROPERTY

view taken from the Company's property

close to the C. & E. I. crossing at Washington,
Ind., showing a portion of the south side of
this beautiful little city. Nearly ali the
dwellings which appear are occupied by railroad men in various occupations. Some work
on the road and some in the shops. Washington, Ind., is noted for its beautiful little

OFFICE FORCE OF

C. L.

cottage homes and this is a fair sample of the
cottage territory. This view is looMng south
from the Company's tracks at point mentioned
above.

J. P. Haran, assistant roundhouse foreman at
Washington, has been selected to take the
position of general foreman at East St. Louis,
111., vice J. F. Kane, who has returned to
his old position of machinist in the erecting

Mr. Haran learned his trade at the old
Piedmont shops of the Company, leaving
there while young in years. He did yeoman
shop.

BREVOORT, SUPERINTENDENT TERMINALS, CINCINNATI

—

-
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service as machinist at Benwood and Chilli
cothe before coniinp; to Washington, wlicre hu
served as machinist and in a supervising;

89

Firemen's, Engineers'

capacity.

and

Kenneth Lawrence, who has been employed
in the day roundhouse at Washington for
several years, has been promoted to night
watchman, a position which requires a good
Mr. Lawrence has shown by
reliable man.
he has the necessary qualifiHe is under the supervision of chief
cations.
of police captain J. T. Wainman, of Flora, 111.,
and lieutenant Herbert Meredith, of W'ash-

Bridgemen's

Gauntlets

his record that

ington.

with pride that we learn of the promoWilliam Williams to the position of
storekeeper for the C. H. & D. at Ivorydalo,
Ohio. Mr. Williams worked for some time in
the storekeeper's ofhce at Washington and was
transferred to Ivorydale last spring to take the
position of chief clerk to storekeeper Murphy,
who we learn has been appointed traveling
storekeeper by general storekeeper Williams,
of Baltimore.
It is

tion of

F. A. Fitzgerald and wife went to Zanesville,
Ohio, for Thanksgiving and incidentally to
attend the famous Elks' ball at that place.
Mr. Fitzgerald is chief clerk to storekeeper
McQuilkin and has long been a member of the
Elks' fraternity.

Word from H. H. Summers, former correspondent of the Illinois Division, to friends in
Washington, Ind., shows that he likes Cumberland, Md., and is more than pleased with
his new position.
Your present correspondent
has worked for some time with Mr. Summers
at W'ashington, Ind., and will say without
hesitation, that he has the grit, the nerve, the
ability and the ambition to succeed in a strange

PXTKA

quality
^^^ horsehide. Spe-
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cial

stock,
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Pattern
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power
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You Can't Succeed
"Chick" Stafford, the able general yardmaster at Washington, has just returned from
his annual vacation, which he spent in hunting.
During the time he was out quail were very
hard to get, but rabbits were very plentiful,

if your body is weak end ailing and
despondent with the worry of the
incomplete man.

I ant the Master Builder
whose own body is the most perfect

in the

world and

who

has perfected

more human bodies than any other

and, of course, Chick remembered his railroad
friends with the bunnies.

man.
Take the Stronrffort Route

living

to the

land of achievement, the land of vital-

Charley Smiley, clerk in the master mechanic's office, went to Bloomington, Ind.,
last month to witness the annual clash on the
football field between Purdue and Indiana

ity,

energy and power.

much

riph* to be a real

YOU
man
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as any-

one else has. I-et me direct YOU. nI direct everyone who riilcs over my
road — personally and individually. Send 4c
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Roy

Farrow, stationary engineer at East
St. Louis, has been in the Henrietta Hospital
for some time suffering from the effects of an
operation for appendicitis. His friends are
glad to know that he will permanently recover
and soon return to duty.

Former general foreman G. E. Boas, now
master mechanic

at the Moorefield, Ind., shops
the C.
& D., called on the East St. Louis
shop people recently. Mr. Boas came to St.
of

Lionel Stron^fort

S.

H
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Louis to consult a physician regarding some
ear trouble with which he is aflBiicted. Mr.
Boas is making good as master mechanic and
he is a good clean fellow with a host of friends
all over the Illinois Division.

The accompanying photograph depicts the
substantial home of locomotive fireman Robert
Wilson, of Washington, Ind., located at the
corner of_ West Seventh and Main Streets,
almost within the famous "engineers' row."
Mr. Wilson has been in service on the Illinois
Division for the past four years and at the
present time fires for engineer ''By" Robinson

Sloan, J. R. Utterback, H. O. Waltz, B. F.
L. M. Schuck, I. W. Warrell, W. H.
Mullen, S. T. Potts and Fred Holland. They
have a good supervisor in the person of Fred
jEodapp, road foreman of engines, who himself
is a practical man of long and wide experience
in handling an engine.
Stites,

It takes the machinists of Washington, Ind.,
to do a thing right. The 12th annual ball was
given by Washington Lodge No. 346, on Thanksgiving eve at the People's Hall, in Washington, Ind. There were over 200 in attendance,
among the out of town guests being former

HOME OF FIREMAN ROB WILSON,
on trains 11 and 2. Mr. Wilson has the reputation of being one of the best firemen in this territory, and takes great pride in his locomotive.

From the appearance of his home, you will
naturally draw the conclusion that he takes
much interest in that also. He is now taking
the examination for promotion to locomotive
engineer and your correspondent predicts a
valuable addition to the corps when he realizes
his ambition.
Shop clerk E. S. Larrick, general foreman's
office at East St, Louis, had to go a long ways
in order to eat turkey on Thanksgiving day.
His brother at Frankfort, Ind., did justice to
the yearnings of Larrick' s "inner man."
Within the past month, ten of the very best
locomotive firemen on the Illinois Division
have reached the coveted position of engineer.
The happy ones are: R. C, Mitchell, R. E.

ILLINOIS DIVISION

master mechanic of Washington shops, F. J.
Smith, of Stockton, III., Henry Haberfield
and John Porter, of Wheeling, W. Va., P. J.
Howard, of Mt. Carmel, III., Field Colbert, of
Indianapolis, Ind., master mechanic J. J.
Carey, general foreman Eichenlaub, machine
shop foreman Kennedy and roundhouse foreman
Mumma, of the local shops. All there graced
the affair with their presence and took a very
active

part

in

tripping

the

light

fantastic.

This is one of the greatest social events of the
season in Washington, Ind., and everyone
looks forward with interest to the coming of
Thanksgiving eve, when they can take advantage of the hospitality of the Washington shop
machinists. Much credit can be given F. J.
Woods, C. A. Mischler, Hugh Kane, Cameron
Harrod, B. F. Harris and Charles Fullerton,
the ball committee, for their splendid manage-

ment

of the affair.
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Shop inspector Hunt, with Mrs. Hunt, has
returned to his duties here after spending the
greater part of last month visiting and hunting near Marshall, Fort Worth and Ranger,
Texas.

W. L. Morgan and J. W, McPherron, bright
young men from Pana, III., who arc employed
m stenographic capacity with this Company at
Washington, Ind., had the pleasure of^being
with their parents on Thanksgiving day.
Your correspondent was

visited a few weeks
one of the best knowai railroad men of
Grafton, W. Va., in the person of T, J. Rose,
the well known baggage master on trains 71
and 72 between Grafton and Parkersburg, W.
Va. We were certainly glad to shake the
hand of a railroad man who has been on one
job for a period of over thirty years. His son,
J. J. Rose, has been pipe shop foreman at Washington for the past two years and the young
man is just as reliable and as good a man at
his job as is his father with trains 71 and 72.

ago

b}'

Z. L. Dean, pipe fitter, at Washington Ind.,
went to Grafton. W. Va., for Thanksgiving
week to see old friends. He was formerly
employed at the large Grafton shops but came
here to work for foreman J. J. Rose, also of
Grafton, about two years ago.
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WELLSTON DIVISION (C.H.&D.)
Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk,

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes

Superintendent,

Trainmaster

A. A. Iams
H. G. Snyder
G. A. RuGMAN
S. J.

Division Engineer
Supervisor
Supervisor
Engineer
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P. D. Fairman
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Fisher
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S.

Conductor
Conductor
Section Foreman
Section Foreman
Relief Agent
Supervisor

Drake
M. Baker

Dr.

F. S.

Chairman

Company Surgeon

Thompson

C. Greisheimer
E. B. Childs

Master Carpenter
Stationary Engineer
Secretary

M. Rosen

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
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Correspondent,
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Roy Powell.

Superintendent's Office
R. B. White

Superintendent

M. Conner

R. W. Brown
H. F. Passell
J. T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. C. Sappenfield

Dr. \Vm. Osenbach
E. I. Partlow
G. W. Anderson
W. B. Garrigus

Adam Storch

Trainmaster

Road Foreman

of Engines
Division Engineer
Supervisor

Master Mechanic
Dispatcher
Surgeon
Engineer
Conductor
Agent, Rushville
Blacksmith Foreman

Company

SECTIONMAN

J.

November 22nd, after a lingering illness
of several weeks.
Engineer Randall was one
of the oldest engineers on this division, both
in years and length of service, and is greatly
apolis

missed by everyone on the division.

The accompanying photograph represents
section foreman J. E. Lee and his gang on
section No. 1 at Moorefield. Mr. Lee is standing on the extreme left of the picture. Foreman
^

Lee always has a

full

E.

gang

of

competent men.

James Powell, assistant timekeeper

in the
superintendent's office, ate Thanksgiving dinner
at his home at Macy, Ind., and to prove that
he was hunting on this date, distributed fifteen
dressed rabbits among the office force. Though
he failed to furnish an affidavit that they were
killed by him, we'll take his word for the deed.
J.

McKeown, road

laying ten miles of

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F.

Engineer "Hank" Randall, whose picture
with engine No. 207 appeared in a recent issue
of the Magazine, died at his home in Indian-

supervisor,
his

finished re-

main track east

of

Decatur with No. 70 rail before the recent
reduction in force, and will soon have this part
of the track up to standard and the equal of
any similar track on the System.
W. E. Scott, formerly of the Union Pacific
of Denver, Col., has taken the position of
extra dispatcher on this division and is now
working tricks on both ends of the line while
the regular men are making their monthly
trips over the road.

LEE AND GANG— INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION

—

—
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though there are no signs that
practical railroad men are very enthuThe mechansiastic over such a scheme.
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the train has occasion to stop on the main
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Because brakemen sometimes fail to go
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Model fastens to left side
with two lari^e polf-i-nvtrt'd buttons ami silk cord limps. Tli.j
terial

revers.

a passenger train.
the occasion of a stop the conductor

are of ^y\l materCtiat la cut on tLe mwest
fashionable lines, and Is ptnil-

tiirnl)uc-k culls

some other employe in the last car
turns a lever, and the little handcar then
drops on the track and runs back two
thousand feet by electric power from
or

ial.

litted.

runs back

necting

it

it

any approaching

on the

little

05 qq

5B016.

Warm

warn

black

train.

When

Price, all mail or express charjes Q. ,Q
»»"• ^<'
paid by us.
.

trous all-silk plush.
T.astefiUlv trIinincHlat

the main

rlpht

with two

Balearlan

embrolderv

In place a hlph
lancv of uncurled Ostrich
liolilinjf

in niiniiill etiVi t. .^t left
siile Is triTiimed with two
t;illoriHl bows of Hulirar-

\^

lan embroidery. ]lat has
a (rmcefiil narrow brim

^ll rbtly rolled at left fide.
Comes In all black: black
V i;h Nellrose: navy with natural

Saturday Even-

niicl

1>eantlin!

ing Post.

white feather fancv, and

Price, all mail or express cbar^rs paid bj ls

you from winning the

win."— A\

Please mention

ct qo
c>«J."0

Bellas Hess
<^(o
HARROW

C. R. Weekly.

WASHINGTON. MOHION i

NEW YORK

"Observation, not old age, brings wisdom."
Publilius Syrus.
this

magazine

In

juole pray plush with h'r-

lanty.

to

«.f

plush, with centers of

nests itself again at the tail of the train

—

t^ltle

tailored bows

brakeman comes running back and snugly

HINDER

Stun-

nins Mediu mSize Dress Hot
made of fine. Ir.s-

ready to start, the conductor in
the back car turns another lever, and in
about a minute the little mechanical

"Let nothing
prize you want

.

6B013.

is

and everybody is happy.

or

Satin lined. Black
only.

magnetized torpedoes on the track at the
end of the two-thousand feet trip, with
the idea that these torpedoes would adhere to the track and be exploded by the
train

Neat.

.Muff

Parisian

Pony Fur Cloth to
match coat5EM15.

One suggestion adds a plan for dropping

next oncoming train.

p<>.„l

Price, all mail or express
ss cnarges
charijes
pai dby us... i50.yO

Flags and
car to

with

to 44 bu>t: also to tit
Dilsses or .'^niall w omen, 32 to 38 bust.

unreels a cable con-

with the train.

lights are carried

It Is lined

qualitr durable Venetian.
Black only and In f>jInch Icn^rth. Sizes. .'M

storage batteries.
it

We Offer

Wonderful \alues

5 BO 1 5. Warm. Durable.
Dressy Coat made of goodquality, Parisian Pony Skin Fur Cloth,
which looks exactly like the real
ony fur. Coat is made with a
turndown collar of self ma-

Such a machine could be in the
form of a little handcar or track bicycle.
to be carried or hauled at the rear end of
duties.

As

BO

Pay

All Mail

,,

On

It

Today. Ask

^,TS

CITY, N.Y

—
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Here's Hoping!
By William Johnston

A Mushroom

Don't Be

WHAT

kind of a person are you?
Are you healthy or are you all
the time catching colds and indigestion and headaches? If you are, it
probably is all your own fault.
Nature intends every human being to
be strong and well. Most disease is
either ignorance or carelessness. Babies

even the babies of sickly, ignorant, incompetent parents ^are given a pretty
good start by Nature. If children get
sickly, it nearly always is the fault of the
persons taking care of them. If when
they grow up they remain unhealthy, it

—

is

The Friend
Never

largely their

own

fault.

you protest, ''I can't help it
inherit a weak stomach."
Oh, yes,

"But,''

that
if

Fails

I

^ This is the friend you can go to any hour of
the day; the friend that fills your wants and
saves your money; the friend that ministers
Montgomery
to every member of the family
Ward & Company's Catalogue.

you can.
Did you every systematically study
your stomach? If you were going to be
a lawyer you would study law. If you
were going to be a stenographer you would
If you are going to
study shorthand.

^

be healthy, study health.

—

It offers you the lowest prices on clothing in
the height of fashion, on the latest ideas in
household goods, in tools, light machinery
on everything from pins to automobiles.
Though an article is in big demand you can
buy it from this Catalogue at a bargain price.
The thousand-page display of merchandise is
a never-failing source of wonder in variety

and

values.

^ The Montgomery Ward & Company Catalogue

fills

every want, meets every emergency according to a
forty-one year single standard of honesty. All articles
are priced by an unvarying rule.
On any purchase
which does not satisfy, your money is refunded without question or a quibble.

^ Montgomery Ward & Company's

latest

conveys to millions of customers
in full measure.

these advantages

all

York
Fort Worth, Texas

Dept. F. F. 4

Chicago

(We have establishments

in

&

Co.

Kansas City
Portland, Oregon

each of above centers.

point nearest you)

care

than they do about the
Study your diet.
care of their health.
Find out what the effects of the various

Ask

foods are.

yourself

ting enough exercise.

you

what

find

you.

is

you are

getuntil

that disagrees with

food—and
—that your stomach scolds you

Leave

the drinks

it

if

Keep tabs

strictly alone the

about.

Make up your mind

to be healthy.

Go

to the three best doctors, the three that
free for everybody
Fresh Air, Fresh Water and Sunlight.

Nature has provided

Montgomery Ward
New

Catalogue

Most people know more about the
of their clothes

Send to

Get as much as
whenever you can.

A mushroom

possible

can live in a

don't be a mushroom.
Please mention this magazine

of

all

three

cellar,

but

—

—
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you eat

If

right, drink lots of water,

and get out

sleep in fresh air
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Never Mind how STRONG
You are

—

the sun-

in

.\L\(;AZL\E

shine, you'll soon forget to be sick.

And

health

perfect

a long stride

is

toward perfect happiness.
ican Magazine.

October

Amer-

What

KNOW?

d'ye

The Guilty One

—

John So that's your new tie, eh?
on earth did you select such a loud

Why

pattern?

—

Joe
did,

I

and

didn't select

My

it.

brother

Judge.

he's shghtly deaf.

His Didn't Stick
"Robert,"

asked

the

—

"did

teacher,

you throw^ any of those paper wads
sticking on the blackboard?"
"No," replied Robert. "Mine didn't
Judge.

stick."

Today it's a battle of wits and brains win.
Muscle and brawn don't count so much as
they used to.
great question now is "What d'ye
draws the line between defeat
and victory between you and the Boss.

The

KNOW?" —it

—

What do YO U Know ? Are YO U so expert
that you can "make good" as foreman or
superintendent?

Some amateur
were

being

theatricals for a charity

organized

by the leading

who were
most liberally supported by the mayor.
He bought the dresses and scenery and
won all their hearts by his kindness, and
inhabitants of a small town,

they consequently

some

return

to

bound
him, and

make

to

felt

therefore

arranged that he himself should take
part in the play. But there was one
great drawback. The mayor, though
kindness

itself,

was

neglected the poor

uneducated,

little letter

"h"

and

in the

most unwarrantable manner.
To obviate this they cast him for the
role of a herald.
He was to wear a
most gorgeous costume, and all he had
to do was to come on and shout, in a

International

"Ush!"

—

better-paying position.

—

Mark and mail the attached coupon it
won't obligate you in the least and the
I.C.S. will show you how you can acquire
this salary-raising ability right in your own
home, during your spare time, by their simple
and easy methods.

—

Mark

the

NOW

Coupon

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1088. Scranton, Pa.
Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I
can qualify lor the position, trade, or profession before which
1 have marked X.

Locomotive Engineer
Air-Brake Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R. Shop Foreman
R. R. Traveling Eng.
R. R. Travefg Fireman
R R. Construction Eng.

But when the night came he was

attacked with stage fright in all its worst
form and, staggering on to the stage,

—

the

—

After coaching he got perfect in his

shouted in a voice of thunder:
New York Mail.

not,

For more than 21 years the I.C.S. have
been showing men how to do better work and
earn bigger salaries. They can do the same
for YOU.
No matter where you live, what
hours you work, or how limited your education if you can read and write
the I.C.S.
can train you for a more important and

stentorian voice, "Silence."
part.

If

Correspondence Schools can show you how
you CAN hold down a good job.

The Mayor's Part

Civil fcjigineer

Surveyor
Concrete Construction

AutomobUe Running
Plumbing

&

Steam

Fitt'g

Mining Engineer
Bridge Engineer

Awayer

Electrician
Eiectriial Engineer

Banker
Bookkeeper

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Stenographer

U. S

Civil Service

Name
St.

and No.
^late.

City

Present Occupation

Employed by

Please mention this magazine

.

R.R.

—
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The Legally Trained Man LEADS

YOU Also Can Be A Leader!
business, in politics — before the Court and in
IN private
—legal training gives POWER,
life

PRESTIGE, WEALTH.

ness

—every

phase of

politics

Every move in
and government

busi-

be found in every State of the Union, succeeding either
as practicing attorneys or in business pursuits,

—and
—de-

A Startling

—

This startling offer is being made for a limited
time to readers of this magazine. An offer so liberal,
so unusual, that we can only give you the facts in

thousands of transactions of our everyday life
Naturally, the legally
of law.
for his expert knowledge puts
him in a position to advise, to guide, to direct.
Today, to a greater extent than ever before due
to increasing governmental control
the legally trained

Scholarship Offer!

mand a knowledge
trained man leads

—

—

man

is

in

DEMAND. The Interstate Commerce Com-

— Pure Food—Reasonable Rates —Employers'
Liability —The Sherman Law—
— these are a few
mission

^Tariff

of many cases where the
ness.
The law tells you

taking a hand in busito do and how to do it
how to keep out of trouble and avoid expensive
lawsuits.

—

law

is

what

NOW

W^e
offer you a tremendous opportunity, an
opportunity to secure a Scholarship in our big Law
School to become a leader of men to learn law ^t
home during your spare moments.

—

—

The Greatest Law School for
Home Study in the World
you this remarkable opportunity! Write at
There is no better, no more thorough way to
^earn law than to study right at home.
Abraham
Lincoln, Thomas F. Ryan, John Wanamaker, Elbert
H. Gary, and hundreds of our greatest men studied
Offers

\)nce!

law—many

AT HOME.

President Woodrow
Wilson and every member of his Cabinet, with but one
exception, practiced at the Bar. Nine out of ten of
the public offices. National, State and Municipal, are
filled with legally trained men.
can become a leader of men ^YOU can improve your position in the political and social world
can increase your earning power if you become
of

them

YOU

—
—

direct letters!
On this offer the world's most brilliant
furnish
array of legal talent is at your command.
you a Magnificent Law Library, masterful lessons and
Our Consulting Service is at your disposal.
lectures.
We offer you a FREE SCHOLARSHIP entitling you
to our Complete Three Year Course and Service at a

We

tremendously low

cost.

Limited
—Act Quickly!

This Offer

is

The
to hold this offer open indefinitely.
before you
Clip the coupon right now
This
puts
you
once.
facts
at
the
it
get
turn the page.
under no obligation it costs you nothing it simply gives you the
will
Surely
not
decide.
you
and
gc
over
the
facts
opportunity to
refuse to in vestigatc an opportunity of such
life
success
in
an
your
importance
to
vast
Guarantee
opportunity which will surely lead to a
to coach Free any
greater success thi,r. you can possibly win
graduate failing to
in any other way. Tear off the coupon
pas5 the Bar examand mail it right now.
ination. Our course
covers all branches
of American
and includes the
same studies as the
leading Law Schools
CHICAGO
Dept. 2798. Manhattan Bldg.,

We cannot afford

—

—
—

offer is strictly limited.

— —

Mail

—

We

Law

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW,

Hurry

!

Mail this

Coupon

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF LAW,

legally trained.

Dept. 2798, Manhattan Bldg., Chicago
Gentlemen: Without any oblirationa on me whatever, please Bend
of your remarkable Scholarship Offer,
and prepaJQ, your School Catalog which tells how

Statistics show that students studying law by correspondence are the most successful in passing Bar examinations. More than forty thousand students have
enrolled in our big Law School.
Our graduates are to

City

YOU

full particulars

trained at home.

Please mention this magazine

me
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Ball Watches Safeguard Millions
The public demand
way

for speed in rail-

service necessitates untiring vigilance.

Millions of passengers made the four track
railroad with a train a minute a presentday reality, and "absolute accuracy" in the
railroad man's timepiece is the first essential.
You must have the protection of a
safe

watch when

traveling.

Twentieth Ccnturij

The

Model

the culmination of years of building
watches especially suited to the severe demands of railway service. It is a Master among
many a standard of accuracy — tested and guaris

—
—

anteed
embodying the best of the ideas and
experience of Mr. Webb C. Ball, who began the
"Safety First" movement twenty-two years ago
when he worked out the original plan of time
inspection for the Lake Shore Railway

Ordinary care and cleaning
once a year ivill preserve
your Ball Watch accuracy
for your Children's children

The

story of "Time Inspection on American
Railroads" is told in our booklet which will
be sent with a passholder free upon request
If your jeweler cannot show you the Ball "Twentieth Century Model"
Watch, give us his name and we will arrange for you to see one

Webb

C. Ball

Ball Bldg., Cleveland

Watch Company, 309 Heyworth
Flood Bldg., San Francisco

Please mention

this

Bldg., Chicago

Confederation Life Bldg., Winnipeg

magazine.

:
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KMI'I.OVKS MAOA/.IM:

Can be played on
j'our disc machine
no matter what make
65 cents each

is

the price of a

full

thousand ten inch Columbia DoubleDisc Records — quality, tone, reproduction and durability unexcelled and
so guaranteed to you. Other Columbia records all the
A^k for catalogs.

way up

to $7.50.

DANCE
If you think you havo danced tot do
iust dance music that your talking?
machine can produce, have your dealer
nlay any one of these:
any dealer
should be able to supply them, and
nry Columbia dealer certainly has
them ready now. TANGOS. If you
can ktvp your feet still when you hear
them vou are music proof. A-l-i(J.'i-l()

—

inch,

oric:

A-14f)0-10

inch,

(i.'x-.

inch Sl.OO.
ONE STEPS
AND TURIIEY TROTS. Full of the

.\-.-,.-,2f>-12

rhythm and

spirit of the dance Itself.
\-i;?07-l()inch. (•).)(.: A-.-)tO()-12 inch.
Sl.OO. A-14.-,s-l() inch. (•).-.(•.

AND HESIIATION

BOSTON

WALTZES.

^()U will never be too tired when these
waltzes are played.
A-.")404-r2 inch.
Sl.OO: .\-o.->2.")-12 mch. .51.00; A-140010 ituh, (;.')C.

9

'—

•
'

The Columbia Grafocola "Favorite" $50
Oiher

name and

•

•

'

r.ii

trixr-

Columbia Graphophone Co.
New

York, Box B418 WooUorth Bidg.
Toronto, 365-367 Sorauren Ave.
I'rici-s in Canada plus duly.

x>^^ ^*

^O

Please mention this magazine
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Why

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

Your Watch and

Automobile are Alike
When your watch needs oil, you send it to a jeweler, who
puts in a high grade specialty oil. And the jeweler keeps this oil
in an hermetically sealed container and puts it on your watch
under a duct-proof glass cover guarding every move so as to
keep it free irom contamination, dust, evaporation, etc.

—

WHEN YOU

OIL

YOUR MOTOR

you ordinarily hurriedly pick up a container, look to see if
anything is in it pour out a quart or more from a half corked
5 or 10 gallon tin can that has an air hole punched in it and
repour this mixture into your car. Maybe you notice a black
speck or two floating around, but you are in a hurry and jit
never occurs to you that this is destructive grit.
Then you wonder

—

No. 800

WHY

Look

at this Clear Vision
Comfortable Fitting Goggle

much more than your watch
and needs the same careful
attention?
Isn't this worth
your while?
But let us tell you more
about this interesting subject.
Write for descriptive literature.

Ask Your
Watch Inspector

S. F.

BOWSER & CO., Inc.

Home

Beware of Imitators. Take no substitute. See that our trade-mark ''NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE

Ft.

Plant and GenM Offlees

Box 2068
Wayne, Ind., U.

Sales Offlees in

all

Representatives

S. A.
Centers and
Everywhere

Original patentees and manufacturers of standard, self-

measuring, hand and power
driven pumps, large and small
tanks, gasolene and oil storage and distributing systems,
self-registering

CO.

measures,

oil

pipe line

filtering

circulating systems,
cleaner's systems, etc.

TOLEDO. OHIO

402 DORR STREET

A BEARING BECOMES LOOSE

or the noise of the car increases, etc. Why not look to
your lubricating oil storage
for your car that costs so

and
dry

Established 1885

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT.
We

employes to inspect carefully the advertising now appearing in our Magazine.
rank and file of our readers. All
advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion, so that there may be no question about its standard.
No liquor or other objectional advertising will be accepted.
cordially invite

all

Itlis^our purpose to offer only such things as will legitimately appeal to the

ADVERTISING RATES.
$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch;. Width of
column, 16 ems or 2% inches.
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS

THOS

H. MacRAE, Advertising Manager,
Railway Exchange Building,
Chicago,

H. C. GRIFFITH, Eastern Representative,
456 Fourth Avenue, New Yoik.
Telephone 4716 Madison.

111.

Just Out-'Free Postpaid
Our Big

New

BJIRGMN
Book on Groceries, Clothing. Furniture, Shoes, Carpets, Dishes, Sil-

—

verware, Jewelery
Everything
Used in the Home.
Write for a copy today— see the wonderful Bargains

—

—

see the dollars it will save you
it contains
see how you can get
Guaranteed Groceries at about half usual prices: Laundry Soap 2 l-2c
a bar — Toilet Soap (3 bar box 12 l-2c
Baking Powder 7 l-2c a canTea 30c a lb.— Starch 5c a box Extracts 10c a bottle—etc. Learn how

—

)

—

We Give 2000
Premiums
GROCERY PRODUCTS-allow days
i^^jy With orders our GUARANTEED
advance—
you be
judge
ask no money
the
Send
1^^
brings
See
hundreds
book
today—
a
l^^i^
for

^^^K3
ttioney

trial—
for

in

postal

let

it.

30
of
quality.
of beautiful things

the
the

you can get for home and family without a cent of extra cost on our
saving Factory-to-Home Plan of buying. Ask about our Club of Ten plan.

CROFTS & REEB CO., DepU A

1
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Making Friends

of the Public

Extracts from the Deer Park Address of

George H. Campbell, Assistant
to the President

TjHE

fll^ii public

my

my

duties of

^^^ me more
1

position bring

or less in touch with the

who

are our patrons.

In

travels over the line I receive the ser-

vice the}^ do.

If

our trains are late and

miss connections or are roughly handled
or the service
I

is

just as

much as other

passengers and in addition

I

hear their

unfavorable comments.
President Willard

made such an

illu-

ter of details.

One thing our patrons
which

ing
is

will

desire, the giving

go further towards satisfy-

them than any other thing

I

know

of,

satisfactory information, imparted in a

courteous
questions,

manner in answer to
and explanations where

their

trains

are delayed or there are other occurrences
in

which their safety or comfort

ved.

is

invol-

It is too often the case that the

employes, and sometimes the
the

Company, overlook the

officers of

fact that the

public are not so well posted on railroad

matters as

we

in the service are;

and the

answers given to questions are short and
unsatisfactory

and made on the assump-

tion that the public ought to

things without asking.

right sort of

an answer at the

much

to allay criticism

make

will

friends rather than critics

A good motto to bear in
"Put yourself in the place of the

for our service.

mind

is,

passenger."

There

much
this

is

probably no one subject so

the topic of general conversation at

time as the railroads.

The

halls of

Congress, the State legislatures, the press

minating talk yesterday that I felt that
very little can be said except in the mat-

of

and

otherwise unsatisfactory,

am inconvenienced

The

take.

right time will do

This

know such
is

a mis-

—

all

discuss them.

And this is an

tion that they play a far

indica-

more important

part in the general welfare of the country

than we are apt to appreciate.
In a recent issue of one of the newspapers the statement was made that a
farmer who was a small stockholder in
one of the railroads appeared at the annual meeting and made serious complaint
probably far more
of the management
serious complaint than the facts justified.
He stated that a freight car had been
wrecked and dumped over into his field
where it was in his way; that although
he had ^^Titten several letters, he had received no reply, and that he had also
called on the superintendent without re-

—

ceiving

any

that, I said to myself,

"Such

policy of the Baltimore

president

is

When

satisfaction.

<fe

is

I

read

not the

Ohio."

Our

very particular to see to

it
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that anybody

Company

who

writes a letter to the

have a prompt
the man I have

shall at least

and courteous reply. If
referred to had received replies to his
communications or had been given any
satisfaction he would probably have made
much less trouble and disturbance at the

meeting than he did.
We live in an age in which our passengers expect and demand more than ever
before.
They are not willing to put up
with the inconveniences of the past. This
the more reason

all

is

why

careful

at-

tion should be given to their complaints

and questions

—why we should give them

satisfactory

information

made

&

to feel at

home upon

the Baltimore

Ohio.

The
senger

ticket agent can start the pasoff

courteous

with a favorable impression by
treatment and satisfactory

answers to his or her inquiries.
The
conductor and trainmen can add their
share by the manner in which they ap-

proach passengers, take up their tickets
and answer their questions. The engineer can add greatly to the reputation of
the service by the manner in which he
handles his train. He can exercise unusual care in starting and stopping trains

and good judgment

in the application of

thing towards the improvement of our

The fireman can do much
for the comfort of the passengers by careful firing so as to prevent smoke and cinThe sectionman can also do his
ders.
share towards the comfort of the trip by

add to the comfort and

maintaining an even and smoothly riding

them

rather than permit

the

at

to

start

become preju-

diced and unfriendly towards our Road.

Every employe can contribute someservice

which

will

the brakes.

convenience of our patrons and establish
such a reputation for our line that it will

track.

be favorably referred to and our business

vice.

thereby increased.

made
all

An

should be

to relieve the passengers'

anxiety.

\m lAN Y

minds

fare

In short, passengers should be

this

Pay

it

are the times

L*J*J employes extend
B^^^J passengers which

when

railroad

courtesies

are

to

not

to
re-

quired by the book of rules, or even by
the

common

And

it is

amenities

of

civilization.

quite probable that in a major-

ity of cases the favors are

acknowledged

only by a ''thank you," or a hand shake.

In fact we know several men who have
performed unusual services for passengers,
such as the advancing of money or the
delivering of messages, when they have
not been obliged so to do, and have not

strict attention to

This means more business, and the

Company, and your weland mine depend more largely upon
than upon any other factor.

welfare of the

of

Does
f

effort

Courtesy and

the rules are sure to result in better ser-

be Courteous?
so

much

as heard from the recipients of

the favors.

We

believe that such cases

are few, however.

one that shows how

At any

rate, here is

much some

passen-

gers appreciate these courtesies.

About mid-December, brakeman Alonzo N. Genn, of the Philadelphia Division, was doing his regular trick on No. 4,
and discovered that a young lady who
got on at Chester had either lost or mislaid a purse containing all her money and
transportation.

She told him that

she needed was enough

money

all

to get to
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N. J., and Mr. Genn immediately advanced the necessary three dolBetween that
lars for transportation.
time and the time the train reached Philadelphia, however, the purse and contents
were found wedged under one of the seats
in a sleeper where the young lady had been
sitting, so the borrowed money was returned to Mr. Genn with hearty thanks,
and he dismissed the matter from his mind.
Several days later when he was in the
Delaware Avenue Station at Wilmington,
preparing to go on duty, the office
telephone rang.
Agent Hitch answered
the call, which proved to be a request
from a prominent business man of
Wilmington for the full name and address of the brakeman who had been on
No. 4 on the day on which the above ocPlainfield,

currence

The information
inquirer, who declined to

took place.

was given the

and Mr.
a quandary

in a very embarrassing position. At this critical juncture you
voluntarily advanced funds to relieve her dis-

pocketbook, which placed her

tress.

wish to express my heartfelt gratification
your kind act. I take the liberty of enclosing check on New York for $20.00 to your
If you have children, please use it for
order.
their benefit.
I am,
I

for

Very gratefully yours,
(Signed) Geo. N. Clemson.

The check
practical

in

the letter was a fine

evidence of gratitude on the

part of the donor.

But

was some-

there

thing more significant than the check.

The thought which prompted

the deed

—

had the true heart quality it pictured
the home of the brakeman, and perhaps
some children, who would appreciate a

much

kindness as
After

all,

it is

worth while part
gratitude.

It

as did his

own

the thought which
of

springs

child.
is

the

such instances of
right

from

the

state the reasons for his call,

heart.

Hitch and Mr. Genn were in

Often we railroad men help the unfortunate get along more comfortably. Often
it costs a sacrifice which seems to be un-

to understand the request.

Very substantial explanation was reby Mr. Genn,
however, in the shape of a letter, which
ceived several days later

we

are glad to print in

MiDDLETOWN, N.
Mr. Alonzo N, Genn,

full.

Y., January

5,

1914.

1808 Scott Street,

Wilmington, Del.

Dear Sir:
Recently

my

daughter was on your train and
to temporarily lose her

had the misfortune

Die

when

know me

I

may,

I

best, that

want
I

planted a flower, where

But, whether the good
acknowledged by a gift, a handshake, a "thank you," or as with the
foreigners,
unaccustomed to common
courtesies, a smile or merely a curious or
vacant stare, we should take much satisfaction in knowing that we have made
the day brighter for someone.
appreciated.

turn

it

is

said of

me

by those who

always plucked a thistle and
I

thought a flower would grow

Abraham Lincoln

The Cover Portrait

of General Washington

History told in some Interesting but little known
Events in the Career of the Father of His Country
Its

Princeton, N.

and the

4, 1783.

was the capital of the United States from June 30 to November
were held in the College Bui.ding, Nassau Hall. In what

J.,

sittings

was then the Prayer Hall, but

is

now

George the Second of England, and

it

is

the Faculty

Room, was

a large portrait of

said that during the battle of Princeton a

cannon-ball fired by Hamilton's artillery pierced the canvas and destroyed

it.
At
any event, when the war was over, it had disappeared. The rest of the story of the
Washington portrait is told in the following extracts from "The Continental Congress

at Princeton"

The

by Varnum Lansing Collins:

trustees of the College at no time took

any

official

notice of the presence of

Congress at Princeton; but they could not repress their enthusiasm for the

Commander

and on returning from the Commencement Exercises they sought to testify
respect for him.
They did not even offer, much less give, the empty formal

in Chief,

to their

tribute of an honorary degree; but in their manuscript minutes

may

be read this

paragraph:

"The board being desirous to give some testimony of their
high respect for the character of his excellency General Washington, who has 80 auspiciously conducted the armies of America.
Resolved, that the Rev. Drs. Witherspoon, Rcdgers and
Jones, be a committee to wait upon his Excellency to request
him to sit for his picture to be taken by Mr. Charles Wilson
Peale of Philadelphia.
And, ordered that his portrait, when
finished, be placed in the hall of the college in the room of the
picture of the late King of Great Britain, which was torn away
by a ball from the American artillery in the battle of Princeton.

Adjourned

till

tomorrow morning 9

o'clock.

25th day; the board met according to adjournment.
Dr. Witherspoon reported that his Excellency Genl. Washington had delivered to him fifty guineas which he begged the
trustees to accept as a testimony of his respect for 'the college.
Resolved, that the board accept it; and that the same
committee who were appointed to solicit his Excellency's picture,
at the same time present to him the thanks of the board for this
instance of his politeness and generosity."

No compliment

could have been more delicate and tactful than this request.

seeking to perpetuate the

I

memory

of its favorite hero, the College of

New

By

Jersey,

which had supported the Revolution so long and so loyally, and had suffered as no
other educational institution in the land for its championing the cause of liberty,
could not have closed more felicitously

its

Revolutionary service, sealed the recollec-

and honored him who had turned those days into light.
the debt he owed to Princeton, its building, its president, its

tion of those dark days,

And some

recognition of

townsmen, some grateful thought

of the pivotal battle he had won
must have been in Washingtcn's mind when
he made his gift to the college. The portrait was painted by Peale, and a year later
was hung in the Prayer Hall (now the Faculty Room), in the old gilt frame from
which George the Second used to frown down upon his embryo rebels.

graduates and

its

on the frozen slopes hard by the

village,

.T-±n-i-T--i-T-in--In--l-T--l-Ti^T--l-T--LT-^^^^

—

The Lincoln Highway
From New York
Car

to
in

San Francisco by Motor
Fifteen Days

Fifty years from now, when some writer brings Woodrow VVilaon's "History of the American
People" up to date, we think he will say that the ten years ending about January 1, 1914, was the
period of the (greatest ethical advance made by this nation in any decade. On the material side
he will doubtless conclude that the moat important phenomenonof this teo years was the development of the gasoline engine and, especially in the latter part of the decade, its adaptation to commercial uses, to doing, in cities and on farms, the work formerly done by human and other animal
labor. And we think the same historian will say that the most important economic feature of the
next decade, from 1914 until, say, 1924, was the corapletin? of great highways and the improvement of roads everywhere. If he is a very discerning historian, he will point out that the
improvement of roads was an incident and result of the development of the ga.soline engine.
Probably he will record that the first real success achieved in a long attempt to reduce the cost
of living came at the completion of the good-roads era when farmers within a radius of fifty or
sixty miles from the city were able to pack their produce on five or ten ton motor trucks and take
it themselves in a four or five hour journey to the consumer in the city.
Collier't.

NEVER before
I

EBI

in the history of our
country has there been a movement comparable to that under-

taken by the Lincoln Highway AssociaIn the motives actuating

tion.

it,

in its

inception, in the breadth of its appeal

and

in the incalculable benefits to be derived
from its successful consummation and
maintenance, it will stand in a place by
itself when the enduring monuments of
this time shall have been built.
To Carl G. Fisher, a prominent busi-

ness

man

of Indianapolis,

is

usually as-

cribed the honor of being the original pro-

Highway idea.
thought first came to him

jector of the Lincoln

haps the

dream

of

an

ideal

Peras the

automobile tour from

—for

Mr. Fisher is an arBut as the dream took
shape in his mind, the immense

coast to coast

dent motorist.
tangible

practical advantages of such a road be-

came apparent, and at a little dinner with
some friends in Indianapolis one night, he
made the plan attractive enough to secure pledges in support of
tent of $300,000.

ning

made and a few

it

to the ex-

actual begin-

missionaries

to

was not long before
the automobile and accessory manu-

spread the news,
all

With an
it

facturers were helping the project with

money

pledges, personal solicitation

publicity work.

And

Highway Association

and

today, the Lincoln
is

completely or-

ganized, with a Board of Directors com-
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posed

of

representative

manufacturers

it

was

originated, planned

and

now

is

be-

and men in public life, with the sympathy and support of the motor clubs and

ing brought into being under private aus-

motorists of the coimtry, with assurances

is

of cooperation

from state and municipal

And

pices.

it is

very fortunate that this

the case, for in the laying out of the

route, the engineer in charge

and

his as-

NEARLWOOSTER, OHIO. LINCOLN HIGHWAY

authorities,

and with over

half of the

$10,000,000 desired already pledged by
diversified organizations,

from every section
many walks of life.

and individuals
and

of the country

were beholden to no

sistants

section,

state or city to touch their boundaries.

No

personal influence had any effect in

The

the choosing of the route.
of the

welfare

whole people of the country was

the aim constantly before those in charg i.

Months were spent
by men

at their

own expense

vitally interested in the plan in

exploring

all

available

roads,

and the

ones selected were the ones which seemed
to be the best.

was a

In fact

it is

said that

it

surprise to the people along ninety

per cent, of the route,

was

when they

to go their way.

that

it

who

laid out the course

learned

Yet the men

were in constant

consultation with the best road authori-

CROSSING THE MISSISSIPPI AT CLINTON

ties in

of

Perhaps the most significant feature of
the Lincoln

Highway plan

is

the fact that

the country.

information

No important source

was ignored

or

over-

looked in the effort to select the ideal

highway.
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As

will

be seen from the

begimiing of this

article,

verses thirteen states

map

at the

the route tra-

—just as

many

as

you

do

to

11

this in fifteen days!

Hut

it is

to,

be-

improbable that you will want

cause of the thousands of instructive and

Perthere were in the original Union.
haps there is good portent in this coinciFor if the Lincoln Highway prodence.
gresses at the

same

rate as did the thirteen

colonies during the fifty years after they

were united,

surel}^ it is

not too

much

to

predict that within this period or even a

shorter time, our unified transcontinental

route will be the envy of

all

nations,

surpassing in beauty, usefulness and per-

manency the enduring road monuments
of the old world.

Just imagine what that trip 'cross country in a

motor car

will

be

If

!

TAKING ON^GASOLINE AT SHEEP RANCHER'S
HUT, TIPPETT, NEVADA

the plans of

the association are realized (and at present

interesting sights to detain

writing there seems to be no good reason

way.

why

And such a

they should not be),

sible for

it will

be pos-

you to step out of the Atlantic

You

will

you along the

rather take fifty days.

trip will be, in the truest sense

Yet so

of the word, a liberal education.

^^

yh^^2'''-''y>-j1

J

ox THE PLAINS OF WESTERN NEBRASKA
at

Coney

on June I5th,
and on the July 1st
a good roads' run across

Island, let us say

quickly and so comfortably will you be

make

1915, enter your car,

able to

following, after

will the

the continent,

jump

San Francisco.

It

into the Pacific at
will

be possible for

it if you care to, that hardly
tang of the salt Atlantic's smell
have left you before you will be gazing

on the

rolling billows of the Pacific.

:
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New

York, western city of enchantMecca of all Americans, historic New Jersey and the Delaware,
Philadelphia with Independence Hall
and its beautiful Fairmount Park, Pittsburgh and its enormous industrial activities, the farming sections of Ohio and
Indiana, Chicago and Lake Michigan just
a little off the Highway, the Father of

ment

—the

Waters and

his

mighty

tributar}^,

the

in the

November number
Automobile

the

of

Mr. Joy

is

of the

Club

Journal

America.
the president of the Lincoln
of

Highway

Association, is a leading automanufacturer and student of
economic conditions, particularly in their
relation to the good roads movement.

mobile

He

writes

Highway

''Briefly the Lincoln

vertebra route of America.

It is

is the
a great

A MOUNTAIN OF IOWA WHEAT ALONG THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY

Ne-

transcontinental artery of highway travel

Wyom-

to which manifold tributaries will feed.

Missouri, the great wheat lands of

braska, the mountain country of
ing, the scenic

deserts

grandeur of Colorado, the

and wild

stretches interspersed

with irrigated plains of beauty in Utah
and Nevada, the orange groves and sunshine of California; these are but suggestions of the things
will

and the places which

cause us to wonder and exclaim what

a wonderful country we Hve

But great

as

are

the

the

and the esthetic deUghts
which the Lincoln Highway will bring
within our reach, of even greater importance are the material and social
improvements it will promote. This
phase of the project was spendidly
treated by Henry B. Joy in an article
educational

in

it is

a transcontinental country

a secondary way.

the Lincoln

Highway

of the farmer,

In a primary
is

merchant

way

for the benefit

—whoever hauls

products of commerce over public high-

ways.

in.

cultural,

In short,

highway made into a great modern roa iway which will benefit the motorist only

Like Lincoln,

who was

of

the

a people's highway in every
sense of the word.
No one class or kind
people,

it is

more from the
Highway than any other. The

of citizenry will benefit

Lincoln

farmer and the merchant in the main
This is
will be the chief benefactors.
obvious from an examination of its route,
from which it will be seen that it doesn't

BALTIMOUK AND OHIO

TIIK

itself

simply to the large city-type of tourists.
"Highway commerce over the Lincoln

years,

Highway is yearly i\hy per cent, of its
traffic.
The remainder is motor vehicle

the states

Of the

per cent, of horse

fifty

vehicle usage, ninety per cent, consists
in business usage.

''Greatest of

the Lincoln
of the social

benefits,

perhaps, of

ameUoration
conditions which now make
is

its

The building
the Lincoln Highway means naturally

country
of

all

Highway

the

so unpopular.

life

betterment of tributary or inside

13

ten times over in the next fifty

traverse the large cities to be a benefit

traffic.

MACAZIM

KMri.o\l.>

which

through

"The

the

wealth

collective

be added to the farmers of

will

traverses.

it

Highway

route of the Lincoln

is

To-

the best route that can be selected.

tomorrow, or one hundred years
hence a more suitable route than that of

day,

Highway which

the Lincoln
first

to be the

is

transcontinental highway could riot

be made.

All

and

route harmonizes with

mands

them-

unify

conditions

selves with the route

vice versa,

the

possil)le

de-

all

for a vehicular highway.

This means that the isolation of

"Climate, topograph}-, density of pop-

agricultural communities will be a thing

minds of the
promulgators of the highway this route
as the only feasible and logical one.
"In addition to enabling tourists to

roads.

Journeys of

of the past.

fifteen to fifty

miles by motor vehicle or horse vehicles,

now almost

impossible at certain seasons

of the year, will

become a 365-day

in the

''To the $13,000,000,000 annual valuation of farm crops in the United States,

three

or

TX

could be added,
could

really

enjoy a transcontinental

trip,

as

they have never been able to do before,

year pleasure jaunt.

probably

ulation, etc., fixed in the

four

billions

more

Highway

the Lincoln

communities
population,

closer

will bring interior

to

large

centers of

giving thereby a great in-

ECHO CANyOX—SIXTY MILES FROM OGDEX. UTAH

provided the farmers

centive

to

the

pursuit

of

agricultural

best

occupations, which have been neglected

markets instead of being compelled to
stand by and see them rot in the fields,
on account of inability to transport them

segregation of farmers, which has been

to

get

their

products

to

the

market over present highways.
"The Lincoln Highway will pay

in

many

sections

on account

the

enforced by poor roads.

"The Panama Canal
for

of

dred and

fifty

million

cost three
dollars.

It

hunwill

'
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carry for the next ten years an annual

volume

The Lincoln Highway

tons.

in

of freight estimated at ten million

next

the

ten

million dollars.

years,

Over

the farmer will really be on a great transcontinental trunk line, making his home

will

cost,

accessible to the markets of the world

perhaps

fifty

and

hun-

I predict

its thirty-five

all

the social advantages of the city.
that the sociological influence

NEAR RENO, NEVADA, GOING WEST ON THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY
dred miles

will be annually carried perhaps one hundred million tons of merchandise and farm products. In a utilitarian sense, therefore, the Lincoln Highway will be of far greater benefit to the
United States than the Panama Canal.
The tonnage of the United States that
will pass through the Panama Canal will
hardly be two per cent, of that which

will

be transported over the Lincoln

Highway and the

Highway will bring about
movement yet in increasing

of the Lincoln

the greatest

back to the land
movement. "
What Mr. Joy says of the material and
social advantages which will accrue to the
the popularity of the

'

country through the Lincoln Highway

may

also be studied in connection with

the probable effect of the

Highway upon
we of the

the railroads of the country. For

inside roads that are

steam transportation business are par-

Great in economic imporfeeders to it.
tance to the United States as is the

ticularly interested in the relation of the

Panama Canal, the Lincoln Highway
far greater,

in that

it

will

is

enable the

good roads movement to our own work.

The placing
coln Highway

into operation of the Lin-

as a route for the trans-

business world and the farmer to

more

portation of farm products will unques-

and economically bring

their

tionably help market

quickly

******

products to the best possible markets.

"Farm
will

rise

values,

in

many

from 50 to 200 per

*

instances,
cent., as

much which now

never gets off the land. But from this
commercial viewpoint ^from the railroad
viewpoint if you will, the supreme value

—

of the

Highway

will

be in the stimulus

it
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will

AthenSy November 4t 1884-

give to the building of connecting,

and tributary wagon roads all
along its route. As Mr. Joy has pointed
out, literally biUions of wealth in farm
crossing

products

is

lost

every year on account of

the inability of the farmer to get

market.

And

the good roads

them

can easily be seen

it

movement

will so

transportation facilities that

to

how

improve

much

hith-

To

County Commissioner's Court
County of Sangamon:

the

We, the undersigned, appointed to view
and relocate a part of the road between
Sangamon town and the town of Athens,
respectfully report that we have performed
the
the

duty of said appointment according to
and that we have made the said

—

law

relocation

to the railroads for carriage to the big

same

cities,

where

it

tions

that while food
districts,
it

civihzation
is

is

people are starving for want of

in foreign lands,

and even

in

our

own

It is therefore

quite apparent that the Lincoln

believe the

James Strowbridge^
Levi Contrail,

the fact

rotting in our rural

— and

necessary and proper.

of the greatest reflec-

large industrial centers.

will

to be

on good ground

can be prepared for ex-

One
on modern

for

the

erto unmarketable food will be brought

port trade.
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Here

is the

map—

me the following
1

A.

LINCOLN,

Court

the

may

allow

charges if they think proper:

day's labor as surveyor.

.

.

.

Making map,

Z3.00

60

Highway

$3.50

not only bring increased tonnage to

{Signed)

Abraham

Lincoln.

SOUTHERN WYOMING SCENE ON THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY
the railroads, but will also help adjust the

unbalanced economic condition of the
world in general.
When Abraham Lincoln was twentyfive years old, he wrote the following
characteristic paragraphs:

The

fact that President Lincoln

was

once a road surveyor probably had nothing to do with the naming of this great
trans-continental route. In fact, whether

the idea of the road or the desire to per-

petuate Lincoln's

memory

in

some appro-

—

—

———— —

—

—— —
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took shape, we do not
enough that no name in our
history is too great to give to this mighty
project, and no monument is too magnificent to do honor to the name of Abraham

by

Lincoln.

live in for

priate way,

know.

first

It is

We

beheve that if the great emancipator were living, no tribute would appear
to him to be more appropriate than this
great coast to coast Highway. It seems
to possess the essential characteristics of

Lincoln's

own

It

spirit.

a

was conceived

Vm A

my name

is

Foghorn Jeenkins

When you speak it, say it soft
For I am the biggest forkful
Ever pitched up in the loft.
1 hail from Posey County,
Where a little while ago
I was sellin' cheese and crackers

But I've

I'd have you know.
I am in the legislatoor
From my skyline to my shoes;
I'm as full of public spirit
As a drug store is of booze;
And I know what I am here for
Trust me for it, you can bet;
I'm to fight the cussed railroads
riz,

Every bloomin' chanct
Ain't no

way

I get.

to overlook it!
things I do not see
There's the ''Boss" right on the jigger
Jest to tip 'em off to me;
How to cut the rates on tickets
And reduce the charge on freight,
How to fine the graspin' monster
When a train is so much late;
to make 'em run their business
Like us fellers tell 'em to.
X)on't we know jest how to do it;
You can bet yer boots we do.
When we get things down to suit us
There is nothin' to prevent
Honest business men from makin'
Clost to eighty-five percent;
And a legislatoor' s duty
Is to make the world progress
So the dividends of railroads
Must be two percent or less._
Oh, we've got the thing to goin';
Turn her loose and let her rip;
All you stockmen make your claims out
'Fore you start out on yer trip.
Farmers, lawyers, doctors, preachers
Citizens of every hue
Take a dig into the railroads;
They're the thing that's hurtin' you.
I'm a man that you can stand by,
An I'll right yer every wrong;
If there's

How

selfish

has taken hold of the imaginations and enlisted the support of a
large part of our people.
It will make
It

our country more beautiful and better to
dear to

more

all of

of us

;

it

will

make

us than ever before.

stretch across

its tributaries

it

more

It will

from Atlantic to

reaching out with

Pacific,

into the

uttermost sections of our land, uniting us
into the one people ideal for
which Lincoln so nobly lived and died.

more truly

Dinky Politician

Griff Crawford, in the

Oh,

Americans without

patriotic

motive.
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Santa Fe Magazine
Didn't

I put through a measure
Makin' bed sheets nine feet long?
Don't you think a man of that kind
Is a man that you can trust?
If the blasted dad-burned railroads
Have to bust, why let 'em bust!
I

am

We

workin' on a schedule

make

a law this fall,
cancel all our taxes
Let the railroads pay them all;
We will want some bran' new deepos
And more, ballast on their tracks,
And they've got to pay the transfer
Where the peepul ride in hacks.
will

Where we

There's another little matter
We expect to make 'em do
That's to build new lines of railroads
Where us fellers tell 'em to.
Might as well just go the limit,
While the peepul yell and cheer
We can bust the bloomin' cusses
And we'll do it, never fear.
Don't forget to keep a-votin'
For your servant, which is me.
For we've got 'em where we want 'em,
Which is where they ought to be.
Whoop! hooray! for Posey County;

Watch my
I'M

•

chest; sav, don't she swell?

A DINKY POLITICIAN

And you bet I'm

raising hell!

Sequel
{As reported by

the daily press.)

smack

of

serious hesitation;
Scores of building contracts cancelled caused

by

Late reports from railroad

adverse legislation;
Force reduction, power idle,

circles

rails

corroded from

disuse
Caused by Dinky Politicians and their senseless

raw abuse.

Times suggest that we get busy and do something while we can

We

can spare two hundred Foghorns better than
one railroadman.

Color Blindness in Railroad Service

and

its

Detection

Demands that Thorough

Safety

for this

By

Tests be

Made

Weakness
M. D.

E. V. Milholland,

Assistant to Chief Medical Examiner

the purpose of this article to

is

present

in

manner a
vision

known

a brief and simple

peculiar disturbance of

as color blindness, or

and par-

properly, defective color sense;
ticularly its bearing

more

on various occupaand the methods

was considered rare, and not until 1850
was any plausible theory offered to explain
its

occurrence.

method

The

first

satisfactory

for detecting its presence

was

in-

troduced in 1875, after a serious railroad
accident in Sweden, in which color blind-

of certain colors, rather than a distinct

was found to be the principal cause.
Immediately following this occurrence,
Holmgren of Sweden examined two hundred and sixty-six of the trainmen and
found thirteen defective in color sense,
and he was instrumental in having enacted the first law requiring an examination of the color sense of all railroad em-

blindness to colors.

ployes concerned with colored signals.

tions in railroad service,

adopted for

its

detection.

We

say more

properly defective color sense,

for

the

would

term
seem to imply an absence of all color sensation, whereas the phenomenon is more
general

blindness"

"color

commonly a weakness

Although

for the perception

this visual

defect probably

existed in the early ages, the

first

case

noted in literature was in 1684, and it was
not until the year 1774 that an accurate

was recorded. At that time,
John Dalton, an English chemist, published an account of his own case, and
thereupon about twenty cases, with the
same peculiarity of vision, came to light.
description

Dalton

have appeared at a
Quaker meeting, of which he was a member, in the usual drab attire, with a pair
is

said to

and when he was
gown by the Uni-

of flaming red stockings

vested with the scarlet
versity
trees.

compared

its

color to that of the

Priorto the year 1837 the affection

ness

Those who have investigated the subhave endeavored to discover some
definite factor that would satisfactorily

ject

explain the varying phases of the condition as

found

in different persons

but be-

yond confirming the view that there is
some element lacking or deficient in the
nerve structures that are concerned with
the reception and interpretation of colors.

has been accomplished in recent

little

years.

There are several essential points, howon which all observers agree, viz.:

ever,
1.

That

it is

not definitely established

whether the seat of the trouble

is

in the

eye, the brain, or in the nerves that con17

;
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duct the impressions from the eye to the

red roses appear to be of the same color

brain;

as the leaves,

That there are

2.

varieties

of the defect, as follows:

and degrees

(a)

those

who

are able to distinguish between only black

and white, persons

to

whom objects prob-

ably appear as gray, or the strictly color
blind a rare condition; (6) those who are

—

practically blind to one or
(c)

those

who

experience

more

colors;

difficulty

in

properly perceiving one or more colors

and frequently confuse them with others
and {d) those who have a shght impairment of their color sense;
3. That the commonest variety is that
in which red is mistaken for green and
green for red;
4. That the existence of this defect is
not associated with impairment of sight
or sharpness of vision for far and near

In other words, failing eyesight
not a cause ^in fact it seems to be
the rule that those defective in color
objects.

—

is

sense

have

normal

practically

vision

That the condition

is

not a curiosity

as early observers beUeved, but exists in

from two to four per cent, of those examined, depending on the method used;
6. That practically all the cases we
meet with are congenital, or have existed
from the birth of the individual;

7.

Finally, that the condition

is

incur-

able.

Just as the blind are unable to see the
light of

same

and the standard target

steel rails, set at danger, of

color

as

the

caution

block,

the
or,

under certain conditions, even as devoid
of color as the clear white light.
It is generally

known

that the color

by their
Having become aware, often

blind frequently escape detection
associates.

by some embarrassing experience

in child-

hood, that certain objects possess color
characteristics that they are unable to appreciate, they acquire the habit of avoid-

ing reference to colors, and are further assisted in their efforts to avoid detection

by a compensating adroitness in discerning, by texture or individual peculiarities,
those objects that are

by

others
sion,

conspicuous to

There

their color.

is

no occa-

however, for the color bUnd to be

ashamed of
manner an
ciency

.

their defect, as

indication

•

of

it

in

is

mental

no

defi-

Some of the most intellectual peo-

ple lack this faculty,

and

it

has been our

experience that the color blind are gen-

otherwise;
5.

above the

day and the deaf to hear the

voices of their fellow-beings, the songs of

erally

very proficient otherwise.

no argument to convince
one that normal color sense should prevail
in those to whom are entrusted the property of industries operated by rail or
It requires

water, where the safety of the public,

and the lives of the employe 3
and their fellow employes, are
dependent in a great measure upon the
their lives,
in charge

correct interpretation of colored signals.
It

is

the

therefore

practice

of

all

transportation companies to require such

the birds and the strains of music, there

employes to submit to an examination in

are those who, though possessed of

this respect.

other

faculties,

intelligent

and

all

clear

This brings us to the practical part of

sighted, are imable to see, as their fellow-

our subject,

beings sec them, the colors of the rainbow, the varied hues of the setting

blindness

the flowers of the fields

and

the other colored effects in nature.

To

sun and

them the red

ripe cherries

and the blood

who

viz.:

among

the detection of color

those in railroad service

are required to distinguish colored

and it will be our effort to discuss
and detailed manner the methods employed for its detection.

signals,

in a frank

—

:
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There are two methods
First,

of

examination

that concerned with the designa-

tion or selection of colored objects in daylight;

and second, the naming,

ened room,

in a dark-

a lantern with

of the lights in

the Baltimore

method

is

&

Ohio the

first

used with those seeking em-

and they are
cannot
satisfactorily
pass
they
With
already
the examination.
those
employed, all of whom are required to be reployment

rejected

in train service,

if

examined

two years, the first
used, and if the}^ manifest

every

method is also
any serious difficulty

in passing

it,

they

are re-examined with the lantern before a

conclusion

For the

is

cepted method

is

test,

ing, in order to avoid possible embarrassment should the latter imagine that
it is

necessary to designate the particular
It

only es-

is

the generally ac-

a set of one hundred and

match

sential that the applicant should

the original skein with other skeins of the

same

It will

color.

be readily conceded

that any one with average development
of

color

—a

sense

for instance

child,

But

could perform such a simple task.

through ignorance or timidity, the applicant should manifest any hesitancy in
his effort, the examiner will himself select
for him in a deliberate manner all of the
if,

them

required skeins, and returning

reached.

first

The examiner usually does not ask the
applicant to name the color he is select-

shade of the green skein.

variously colored shades.

On

19

to

the general assortment again ask the ap-

This

plicant to select them.

will assist

twenty-five colored worsteds consisting of

the ignorant and afford confidence to the

twenty-seven shades of green, thirteen

timid, but the color blind will no

shades of rose, eight shades of red, and

able to select

the balance

comprising yellows, blues,

browns, grays, drabs,

etc.

The use

of

such an array of colored worsteds has

sometimes occasioned criticism from those
who are unable satisfactorily to pass the
test, for they contend that in order to
answer the requirements one must possess
a delicate development of color sense,
such, for instance, as prevails with women,
who are constantly concerned with colors.
That such a contention is groundless will
appear from the following demonstration
of the method.

The

set of worsteds is placed before the

applicant in a clear light, and the ex-

aminer explains that there are a number
of varied colored skeins, no two alike.
He then picks out from the lot a green
skein of medium shade, a pea green, for
instance,

and asks the applicant

and place with

to select

this all others of the

same

dark shades, in
fact every green worsted, whether a yellow
green, a blue green or a neutral green.
color, the light shades, the

more be
them properly after this
demonstration than he was before.
This is practically the whole test. It
immaterial whether there are one hundred and twenty-five or two hundred and

is

twenty-five worsteds in the
essential factor

is

but the

lot,

that there are twenty-

seven green skeins, and the applicant

is

re-

quired to select them and ignore the bal-

Should he

ance.

with the greens
if

select a

it is

few blues along
moment, but

of little

grays, browns, drabs, purples or reds

are selected with green, he

He

deficient in color sense.

is

certainly

is

then

re-

quested to select the rose skeins, and then
the red skeins, in similar manner, but if
there

is

no

difficulty

with green the others

We

are of minor significance.

could as

well use a collection of green peas, red

beans,

etc.,

were

it

not for the fact that

the color blind could deceive in their selection

guish

owing to their

them by form

worsteds

are

selected

ability to distin-

or

texture.

for

the

The
simple

reason that there are no distinguishing

—
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other than

features

the

difiference

in

The
in size,

comprises simply a

lantern test

series of colored

and white

on a mathematical

reduced

lights,

basis, to repre-

sent the standard target lights at given
distances.

two

It is so arranged that one,

may

be shown, and there
are white, red, green, yellow and blue
or three lights

lights.

green

The

lights,

lights.

and
some extent the white

essential ones are the red

and

to

The glasses are selected with a very

definite object
tific

consistent to classify one as defective in
color sense.

color.

study.

and are the

They are of

result of scien-

various shades, re-

producing quite accurately the appearance of the signal lights as usually seen
and as modified under various atmospheric conditions, such as through mist,
rain, sleet, snow, steam, smoke, etc.
The one examined is simply asked to
name the lights as they appear, whether
red, green, white, yellow or blue.

importance

is

It is frequently
fail

who
do

not encounter on the road the lights that
are shown in the lantern, and that they
could correctly name the flags and lanterns in a field test.

Unfortunately

it is

impractical to reproduce in any such test

the varying atmospheric conditions
under which trainmen are required
promptly and positively to regulate their
actions by an illuminated signal. The
essence of the whole subject is found in
the fact that the one exaniined is ex~
all

pected to
white

call

red

—white,

—

—green, and

red, green

the other lights, such as

and purple, being used in
order to afford latitude in the examinablue, yellow

tion.

It is

not the practice of the color

blind to miscall these other lights.

Finally

Little

attached to his occasionally

contended by those

to pass the lantern test that they

it

is

green or white

inconceivable that red,

lights,

whether reduced

in

calling a green light blue, a pale red yel-

diameter within the four walls of a dark-

low, a pale yellow white, or vice versa,
but there is no reason under the sun for
one to call a red light green, a green light

ened room, where the applicant is allowed time to deliberate before calling
them, or through the larger glass of the
semaphore, where often only a momentary
glance is afforded, should appear essentially different, when red is red, green
is green and white is white the world over.

red, or

a green or a red light white, or in

other words, no occasion for any confusion between white, red or green, no

matter of what intensity, except that he
is

and unsuited
any position requiring the observation

Having

defective in color sense

for

Allowance

of colored signals.

is

made

and apprethe one examined and every

briefly outlined the subject

t?f

and the practical
the methods adopted for its

defective color sense

purpose of

probable there are

for the possible nervousness

detection,

hension of

some phases that have not been ex-

reasonable assistance

is

given him.

It is

reckoned
on, but the examination is conducted to
such an extent as to decide whether
or not the mistakes are suflSciently
not the single blunder that

"It

is

is

it

is

Hence, those

plained.

wisdom

desire further

information on this subject are invited to

make their inquiries through the ^'Question Box" of the Employes Magazine, and
they

will

be cheerfully answered.

the province of knowledge to speak, and
of

who

still

to listen."

N,

it is

C. R, Weekly,

the privilege

The
Which

Error

First

One — A Story

so Often Proves to be the Fatal

By

T. L. Terrant

Assistant Yardmaster, Lorain, Ohio

TWO

lines

of

steel

heavy

freight

and

trains

wound

their

over

On

which

a spur track leading

off

the ladder

fast passenger

entering the yard, were four old coaches

way around

which were relics of times gone by. They
had at one time been considered the
pride of the road and had carried high
company and government officials over

I

^^^

and through
curve and
became double track through a busy
terminal, where hundreds of cars were
switched every day and night, for movement east and west.
Switch engines puffed and snorted
amid smoke and steam in the hourly
mountains,
tunnels,

over

turned

bridges

a

sharp

grind of routine work.

At the end

where
were located,
there stood a dingy red shanty about
eight feet square, with three small windows, one door and a dilapidated stove
pipe protruding from the roof. On the
inside was a bench about six feet long,
a wall telephone, a set of lanterns and
flags suspended from some hooks in the
rafters, and the walls were partly covered with pictures cut from newspapers
and magazines, with a few motto cards
the

of the double track

cross-over

switches

pertaining to Safety First, Loyalty, etc.

Each of the three switch tenders who
worked the eight hour tricks at this
point were one armed, they having been
injured in the company's service while
young men. For years they had been
taking care of the switches, and giving
the proceed or stop signals to the
erous trains passing^ this point.

num-

many

miles of track.

Now

in disgrace

was concerned,
they were used by a gang of laborers
They did not in any
as a camp train.
way compare with the "limited's" cars,
which were standing in a large shed
many miles away, loading a varied class
so far as passenger traffic

of people for different points in several
states.

As the "limited" was announced and
the gates were opened, there was a steady

stream of humanity hurrying through and

making
in

way

their

the train.

gate,

several

to the different cars

During the jam at the
well dressed men and

handsomely gowned women stood waitAlong
ing, impatient to get aboard.
with them there were five smutty-faced
fellows, with overhalls and dinner pails
and baskets, waiting to catch the same
train.

a crew who had
run into the terminal
with a freight train and were now being
dead-headed back to their home terminal.

They
made a

represented
special

They were

closely

by the
crowd and

scrutinized

better dressed part of

the

21
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women could not underwhy the railroad company should
men so dirty and rough to ride on

several of the

stand
allow

the limited pulled out of the

station

the

number

of

of

college

on how the

A

the fast trains.

When

the telephone rang and he went in to talk
with the yardmaster and to get figures

smoking

car

contained

men playing poker,
students

singing,

a
a company
while the

outside to give the proceed signal

to exhaust

buzz

of

several

day coach there was a
voices, and the laughter of

children.

A

few

of

the

men

were stretched out at funny angles and
were sleeping heavity.
The pullmans were occupied by well
dressed people, who were talking in low
tones or reading.
Some were looking
out of the windows into the darkness of
the hills or watching the reflection of
the stars in the stream which followed
the track.

Out of the diner came several ladies
and gentlemen. One of the former was
being teased about an error she had made
at bridge whist which cost her husband a
hundred dollars. In the pullman smoker
were several men discussing a deal in
which a broker had lost several thousands
for a customer by an oversight in stock
juggling.
A dapper looking young man
was being grilled about an error he had
made in figuring a contract, causing
heavy loss to the contractors. But with
all the banter there was warmth, comfort
and good nature.
A few miles away was the little red
shanty. Old Mike was sitting in the
door watching the heavens, with his
green lantern between his legs. He

would occasionally look up the lead and
see the lights white and green, green
and white, and follow the red and white
lights on the main cross-overs.
Then

lantern

with

the

two

big

short

of the green

"Pacific"
blasts,

to

were lined

switches

and with a wave

snatches of sleep.
ladies'

The

the limited.
white,

In the

shrieked out of the

and Mike dropped the 'phone,
cutting short the conversation and went

distance,

dead-head crew settled themselves back
and with their caps pulled
down over their eyes, dozed off into
in their seats

trains were running.

long whistle

answered
began

and

more rapidly as the throttle
was gradually opened by the engineman.
Just before reaching the shanty, there

was a grinding

noise, the escape of air;

from the wheels of the
train as the brakes were applied in
emergency, then the crushing of wood
and breaking of iron, as the train hurled
wildly forward, lurching and plunging
over the ground and into the four camp
cars on the spur.
Two of the coaches and pullmans
were partly overturned against an embankment and there was a wild scurrying
of men, women and children to disentangle themselves from the seats,
luggage and broken glass, and to get
flashes

of fire

Women screamed,
out into the open.
men passengers, swearing and breathless,
clambered for the doors and windows

On

all was excitement.
Incame thick and fast but there
was no action. All was confusion.

the outside

structions

Suddenly

there

appeared

the

five

Without so much as
a word they set about climbing into the
cars, breaking out parts of windows and
door glasses, getting women on their
feet and from under seats, and passing
them out into the air. In a few minutes
all were safe and it was learned that
aside from a few bruises and slight cuts,
no one had been seriously injured. And
those who had avoided the dirty clothes
and smutty faces of the "dead-head's"
''dead-head" men.
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crew were glad enough to shake their
grimy hands and thank them.
After the excitement was partly over

had signaled the train
called a murderer,

"

to

He

28

go ahrad was

should be jailed,

lynched or tortured," was the

common

OLD ONE-ARMED MIKE. GAZIiNG AT THE HEAVENS

came the

inevitable criticism of the care-

employes and the negligence of the company. The man who
lessness of the

expression from the crowd.

Poor old Mike! For fifteen years he
had been lining the switches and giving
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hundreds of trains. Never
been marred with a
reprimand.
Never had he set the
switches wrong, or fg,iled to set them
correctly.
And this was the first time
he had neglected to look at the points of

signals

had

the

to

his

record

when

switches

He was

the

limited

blew.

at the telephone and on reaching

the door found

all

the switches lined for

the main line and the white lights shining.

But the

first

yard engine switching on the lead,
with engineer looking back for signals,
had pulled down toward the main track

Mike was

inside

and the pony

trucks on the engine had sprung the main

track switch, without the engineer realizing that he

had run through

it.

The

point gaped open, the switch light of
course

still

showed the white, and when
it bit on

the limited reached the switch
it

'

Both the press and the public accuse him
of absolute carelessness and a total disregard for the lives and property of others.
Old Mike was ''fired" on account of
the pressure of the papers demanding
investigations, etc.

and was derailed.
There were no excuses in the minds

This
ever, in

the passengers for the switch tender or

Other individuals can make
numerous mistakes during the year,
business houses go wrong, professional
men through errors of judgment can
cause loss of life and limb at times, and
there is always an excuse for it, but the
the railroad.

is

ever thus with

little

an

story

is

not written, how-

effort to excuse the slightest

on the part of any railroad
Ours is a high calling; next to the
clergyman who tries to inculcate right-

bit of neglect

man.

eousness and happiness in the souls of
men, and the doctor who often sacrifices
his own material prosperity, sometimes
his life, to save the suffering and death
of others, the railroad

man

is

perhaps

the most responsible and important agent
of

of

It

the railroad man.

time was the fatal one.

A

while

railroad man must take his medicine
without a murmur. There is no excuse,
no reason why he should make a mistake.

modem

high one

civilization.

—the

Our

ideal

is

a

absolute safety of every

individual put in our care.
This cannot
be attained without eternal watchfulness.

We

railroad

men

work

seriously, quietly

mination.

Now

Most
we go about our

are practical.

people will agree that

let

and with

deter-

us strive to become

practical idealists.

Traffic Solicitation
By

J. T. Griffin

Agent, Johnstown, Pa.

year ending June 30,
1913, the trade slogan of the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad was "One hundred

For the

last fiscal

millions in gross earnings.*'

It

was the

hope of president Willard and our other
earn
that
we
would
executives
Their
$100,000,000 during that period.
hope was more than realized, the

earnings being in excess of $103,000,000,

& Ohio one
few roads in the country whose
earnings reached the one hundred million
dollar mark.
It is reasonable to suppose
that our executives would be pleased to
see as good a record, or a better one, for

making the great Baltimore
of the

this year.
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Just at this time there

is

a decided

slump in business, particularly in the iron
and steel districts. Therefore the necessity for earnest and persistent solicitation
on the part of us employes is more apparent than ever. President Willard
said some few months ago at Deer Park
that he wished every employe of the
Baltimore & Ohio System to consider
himself an assistant to the president.
Every employe can at least appoint himself a solicitor for business, and be a most
helpful assistant to our president

by

get-

ting trade for the road.

At the

many

larger stations

where there are

employes, a great amount of freight

can be secured for our Company by merely
it.
Let the agent hand each one

asking for

employes under him one or two
routing orders. Let the employe go to
his grocer, his butcher or any other merchant he deals with and say:
"I have been dealing with you and
paj^ing you good Baltimore & Ohio money
for what I get.
I would like to ask you as
a favor in return, to instruct your shipper
in New York, Cleveland, or any other
point, to send his next consignment for
you via the Baltimore & Ohio System.
We can give j^ou as good service as the
line j'ou now patronize.
We can offer
the same rate and accommodations, and
we believe that you, Mr. Merchant, being
a strong believer in reciprocity, can see
of the

the reasonableness of our asking for a

share of your trade."
If each employe of this System would
do this, it w^ould be the means of securing
thousands of shipments for our rail.
The matter of accommodation is

Not being

fixtures.

able to see the repre-

sentative of the Eastern firm,

and wrote

their address

to

I

secured

them asking

if

they would not favor our line with the
business, at the
of our delivery,

nearer to the

same time

which

new

is

telling

much

them
and

better

store than that of our

recommended to
them the name of a reliable and careful
draymen who could do their hauling. In
a few days I received a letter from them
stating that they would be pleased to
favor our line and thanked me for the
information I had given them regarding
our track locations and for naming a
good drayman. The result was that we
competitors.

also

I

got five carloads of store fixtures.
I have always made it a rule to get
acquainted with the traveling salesmen

when they

baggage or when
they have it checked. I have found that
a great deal of business can be secured in
that way. The routing shown on the
salesman's orders are always recognized
by the house he represents.
I have occasionally heard agents say:
call for their

"I leave the solicitation to the traveling freight agent."

Any
the

agent

who

is

at all familiar with

department and the duty of

trafl^ic

knows that

the traveling freight agent

they cannot devote
tations.

all

their time to solici-

They have many

other duties.

an agent can accomplish the
best results because he is on the ground
and therefore is in a position to keep
posted on the prospective business at his
I

believe

station.

The

duties of an agent are

my mind

solicitation

is

nating of

have in mind the following case at this
station.
Some time ago I had read an
account of a new department store at
this place which had placed a contract with an Eastern firm for its store

get a carload of freight

all.

other road.

It

is

many.

And we must

not lose sight

of the fact that the other line

mighty hard

To

the most fasci-

a genuine pleasure to
away from the

another large factor in securing business.
I

25

to get freight

is

trying

away from

us.

Therefore every employe of this System
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should get out and hustle for business,

not as busy perhaps as

both freight and passenger. With our
splendid through trains of steel and good
schedules, it should be quite easy to

and

secure business.

As has been suggested by others who
have written on this subject, if everybody
would throw themselves heartily into

when

business

reason

this

we

usually are,

alone

us to get out to secure

it

more

behooves
freight to

handle.

good that
we do not have to work hard for it. At
times like the present, every carload and
every less carload shipment is needed,
and we ought to do our best to build up
new business now. On account of the
falling off in freight, some of us agents are
It is only

for

is

this

game

getting business for the

of

&

Baltimore

Ohio, the results would be

extremely gratifying.

Let us

all,

ularly us agents, get together

partic-

and bring

this about.

Every Employe a Traffic Agent for the
Baltimore and Ohio
By R.

J.

Miller

Accountant Telegraph Department, Baltimore and Ohio Building
I

read with great interest the article

December number of the Employes
Magazine, by our district passenger
agent, E. A. Walton, headed ''Every em-

in the

ploye a

&

traffic

agent for the Baltimore

Ohio."
I

the

have always

much good

that
in

every one in

if

this

could be done.

"trade"

failed to talk

and when

felt

worked

service

I

I

for the

direction,

have never

Company,

hear people say that they

after going over the historical part of the

route with him, he decided to return via

& Ohio. He was an educaand felt that the historic knowledge he
would obtain, would be of great use to
him in his work.
the Baltimore
tor,

Also in this connection
that

my

father,

makes two

who

trips

of

Baltimore

&

York and

return,

and any other information

his

have a representative

Department

call

tell

them

desired, or to

of our Passenger

upon them.

Last summer I was out west and on my
return trip met a gentleman on the train.
He came from the Pacific coast and used
the Baltimore

&

Ohio because he wanted

to stop at Washington, though he intend-

ed to return via another route. But I explained to him that he had missed some
of the best scenery along our line, and

beg to state

a year to

New York

to

purchase goods for two good sized retail
stores. I never fail to see that he uses the

our road and offer to secure time tables

are going to take a trip, I

I

resides in Missouri,

Ohio from Chicago to

and

New

also that he routes

goods via our line from New York to
Chicago and St. Louis. His last visit was
made in September of this year, when he
approximately
purchased
$10,000.00
This means about
worth of goods.
$20,000.00 worth of goods annually which
we haul for the firm he represents.
I think that if all our employes would

work

who

in this direction, especially those
travel,

plished.

much good

could be accom-

CONSTRUCTION

Grade Crossing Elimination on the
Staten Island Lines

THE YEAR

1913

left its

mark

of

progress with the Staten Island
^

i^^l Railway Company,

in the

of grade crossing elimination.

matter

One

pro-

was completed and another well
advanced at points where our Road
crosses the most important highway in

ject

NEW- BRIDGE

No.

104,1^.—

Richmond Borough, New York
namely, the
thoroughfare

Amboy Road,
between

the

New York

City,

main
and

Philadelphia.

In both instances the highway was
bridged, the line of steel passing over-

head.

This

work involved a

revision

HUGUENOT. STATEN ISLAND
27
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of the grades of both

way

highway and

so as to provide a

minimum

rail-

clear-

ance of fourteen feet from the lowest
member of the bridge to the crown of the
finished road.

The

bridges are of the through girder,

and while

solid floor construction type,

expensive as regards
require

little

first cost,

expenditure

maintenance, and

will also

NEW BRIDGE
$2;reatest

No.

108.

they will

for

future

provide the

about $78,000 each;

safety to the traveling public

be borne

southern shore of Staten Island.

An examination of the accompanying
photographs will show two structures of

CROOKS CROSSING, GREAT

on both the railway and highway.
These structures with their highway
and railway improvements complete cost

this cost to

by the city and state of New
York and the Railway Company.
The numbers of these bridges are
respectively 1043^^ and 108 Staten Island
Railway, and they are located near
Huguenot and Great Kills, on the
jointly

KILLS.

STATEN ISLAND

modern type and modern engineering.
They not only embody the utilities
but also contribute
beauty of Richmond Borough.

planned,

to

t\je

The New York Warehouse

THE
._^

Baltimore

placed

^^1

in

&

Ohio Railroad

operation one of the

modern of present day
when its new concrete
warehouse in New York City was opened
to commerce on Monday, January 19.
Occupying the block bounded by
Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Streets
most

freight terminals,

and by Eleventh and Thirteenth Avenues,
the terminal building is 353 feet long by
68 feet wide and has eight stories for
business purposes, with a mezzanine
floor for offices, while there is an additional floor below the grade of the street.

The new terminal equips
more and Ohio with enlarged

the Baltifreight fa-
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cilities

station

on Manhattan and combines both
and terminal storage with track

The terminal

connections.

hnes

to the

cessible

is

readily ac-

the Baltimore

of

and Ohio and will be a vast reservoir of
traffic to and from New York City and
the trade centers reached by the railroad
and its connecting routes.
Business
desirable

concerns

frequently

and convenient

some distance from

find

it

connections,

terminal

will

of the latest type of fireproof con-

no wood having been used.
Goods stored in the building are com-

struction,

pletely protected

having as

its

by a sprinkler system,

immediate supply a 50,000

gallon gravity tank located above the
roof,

packages,

and a 25,000 gallon supply

in pres-

sure tanks located in a concrete house on

doors.

loaded directly into the warehouse, another track has been provided with

car.

As the material stored

accordingly, the safe load varying from

500 pounds per square foot on the first
150 pounds per square foot on the
top floor. Above the first floor the buildfloor to

ing

divided into three sections by

is

as a

fire

escape.

At present the building covers only one-

lot in

hose at each floor

Two

tracks,

having

a

capacity

eighteen cars, enter the building.

of

They

are so constructed that the floors of the

approximately level with the
the building this floor being
the unloading and trucking platform.

cars

are

—

first floor of

sixth of the property, but

On the unloading floor are located
automatic weighing scales, which are set
to allow for the weight of the truck.

Six electric elevators, each with a ca-

it is

so arranged

and constructed that additions can be
the

business

The

warrants.

anticipates covering the entire

the course of a few years.

The
lights

level.

fire

making three separate compartments, each served by two elevators, and
an enclosed stairway, which will also serve
walls,

dition to the sprinkler system, there are

with seventy-five feet of

varies consider-

ably in weight, the floors were designed

made as
Company

risers

its

there

Should these two supplies be
exhausted, there are five Siamese connections at the street level to which the
city apparatus can be attached, replenishing the sprinkler system.
In adthe roof.

two hose

automo-

especially

handled in cars having end
To permit of such cars being un-

are

is a door as large as the end of a
Adjacent to this door is an elevator twelve feet wide by seventeen feet
long, to handle large loads.

Another attractive inducement for the
merchant is the minimum rating allowed
by the insurance companies. The buildis

Large
biles,

and

railroad,

eliminate trucking charges.

ing

taken out without disturbing the freight
handling on the first floor.

terminus just outside the end wall, where

the

the

chandise stored in the warehouse can be

to store goods

being fitted out with storage space and
track

located on the street side, so that mer-

structure

is

equipped with

and telephone

service.

electric

con-

All

both systems are concealed,
having been placed in the floor slabs and
columns during construction.
That part of the lot not used for the
duits

for

building

is

driveways.

occupied by team tracks and
The yard has a capacity of

seventy-five

cars.

Every

car

can

be

reached by teams, and each team driveway is paved with granite blocks. Spanning

one driveway and a track

is

a

pacity of 10,000 pounds, traveling 100

traveling gantry crane, of five tons ca-

feet per minute, serve

pacity, for loading or unloading

ing the basement.

each

floor,

includ-

These elevators are

freight.

heavy
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A

wagon

scale of six tons capacity is

convenient
Street side

teams.

for
is

On

25th

the

a platform used exclusively

The new terminal and warehouse was

M.

the

direction

of

Baltimore

&

Ohio System.

W.

B. Red-

grave, engineer maintenance of way, and

for the unloading of poultry.

designed by

engineer, under

chief

Francis Lee Stuart, chief engineer of the

A. Long, assistant to the

M.

P.

gineer,

Northam, assistant division enhad charge of the field work.

D. Stack Becomes Superintendent of

J.

the Ohio Division
Incident to the promotion of E. R.

patcher of the Oregon Short Line and

Oregon

Scoville, formerly superintendent of the

the

Ohio Division of the Baltimore and Ohio
Southwestern Railroad, to membership
on the newly-organized General Safety
Committee, J. D. Stack has been pro-

Company and

moted

to superintendent, succeeding

Mr. Stack was formerly

Scoville.

Mr.

assis-

tant superintendent of the Toledo DiviCincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton Railway, a Baltimore and Ohio

sion of the

with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio.
John Daniel Stack, the new super-

line,

the

For a period of one
Mr. Stack was
dispatcher of the Southern Railway at
Princeton, Ind., and for the next year
filled the same position with the Denver
and Rio Grande Railroad at Minturn,
Col.
From 1902 to 1904 he was disPocatello, Idaho.

year,

or

until

1901,

patcher and chief dispatcher of the St.

Louis and San Francisco road at SpringMo., and during the next year was

field,

intendent, began his railroad career as

trainmaster

a trucker, fireman and switchman on the

Monroe, Louisiana.

New

and Navigation
Union Pacific at

Railroad

of

the

M. & S. road at
He was chief dis-

I.

and

Albany and Chicago
was employed from
1885 to 1887. He was telegraph operator
on the Vandalia Line and the Big Four
until 1889 and was later a train dis-

patcher,

Bloomington, Ind. From
1891 to 1892 he was dispatcher and afterwards chief dispatcher of the Fort Worth
and Rio Grande Railway, at Fort Worth,
Texas, and from 1892 to 1895 was train

mento, Cal., for the next year. From
1910 to 1911 he was assistant general
manager of the Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company and the
Southern Pacific Lines in Oregon, with
headquarters at Portland, Oregon. At
the time of the separation of these lines,
in 1911, Mr. Stack continued as super-

Louisville,

Railroad, where he

patcher

at

dispatcher of the Atlantic and Pacific

Railway, at Needles, Colorado.
His next railroad service was as train
dispatcher of the Illinois Central at

and
Memphis, Tenn., where he was employed from 1895 to 1897, and from the
latter date until 1900 he was train disCentralia,

111.,

Jackson,

Miss.,

assistant

superintendent

Colorado and
Southern at Trinidad, Col., from 1905
superintendent

to 1909,

and

of

the

assistant superintendent

the Southern Pacific

Company

)f

at Sacra-

intendent and assistant general manager

Oregon-Washington line, resigning several months ago to enter the
Ohio
service of the Baltimore and
System at Dayton, Ohio.
of the

M. Davis, Assistant General Manager
the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern,

J.

of

Meets Staff Officers of the
Operating Department

THIRD

ship

.^_^

ation in promoting the best interests of the

vice-president A. W.
Thompson, our chief operating
officer, was the host at an in-

^^1

formal dinner given in honor of assistant

manager

general
J.

M.

and

to assure

him

cooper-

of their

& Ohio System. After cigars
had been served, Mr. Thompson spoke
briefly to the

Baltimore

Davis, at

present

officers

the Sinton Hotel,

about

Cincinnati, on

pose in bringing

Monday evenJanuary

them

during

12th,

together.

Messrs.

ing,
trip

Thompsonj and
Davis, accom-

a

which Mr.

Thompson made

panied

over

third

the

pur-

his

Balti-

by

the

vice-presi-

more & Ohio

dent's staff of offi-

Southwestern

cers

and the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton lines to
introduce Mr.
Davis to the
officials and employes in the

the operating de-

territory
his

Heads

cinnati, made a
thorough inspec-

tion of the prop-

erty

under

operating

under

diction

the

juris-

Cin-

of

cinnati, commencing on Janu-

of depart-

Baltimore

of

})artment at Cin-

jurisdiction.

ments

and those

from

ary 8th and con-

and

tinuing to Janu-

Cincinnati head-

ary

quarters, as well

main

as officials from

J.

M.

DAVIS

The

13th.
lines

and

branches, termi-

points in the

nals,

shops and

were inspected and the new

southwestern district, were present to greet
the assistant general manager, to extend to

operating officer expressed himself as well

him the hand

pleased with the property and

of

welcome and good

fellow-

other

facilities

its

possi81

—

:
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The party

R. N. Begien, general superintendent; H.

was accompanied over the various divisions by the superintendents and mem-

B. Voorhees, general superintendent; C. L*

bilities for

handling business.

bers of their staffs.

After going over the

main line of the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton between Indianapolis and Springfield,

the Baltimore

&

Ohio Southwestern

Thomas, freight traffic manager; S. T.
McLaughUn, general freight agent; W.
B.

Calloway, general passenger agent;

Edward Barton,
Waite, general

general attorney;

solicitor;

M. R.

T. H. Noonan,

between Beardstown and Shawneetown
was inspected and the main line from

general manager. Continental Line; F. A,

East

treasurer;

Louis to Cincinnati.
Tuesday morning, January 13th,

St.

On

Deverell, general auditor; F.

M.

Carter,

W.

G. Curren, assistant general superintendent transportation; E. L»

the inspection trip was continued over

Williams, general claim agent; C. L. Bre-

the main line of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

voort, superintendent;

&

Toledo,

superintendent of motive power; H. B.

which assistant general manager
Davis returned by way of the Delphos
Division.

Dick, district engineer maintenance of
way; M. A. McCarthy, assistant superintendent of telegraph; H. A. Treudley, in-

Those present at the dinner given in
Mr. Davis' honor were: A. W. Thomp-

to general

Dayton from Cincinnati

to

after

son, third vice-president; F.

L. Stuart,

H. Clark, general
superintendent of motive power; E. E.
Hamilton, J. H. Baumgartner, publicity
chief

engineer;

F.

representative F. P. Patenall, signal engi;

from Baltimore, and J. M. Davis,
assistant general manager; E. A. Gould,
assistant to general manager, J. B.
Carothers, assistant to general manager;
neer,

&

Ohio Rail-

road, for the ''Safety First"

movement

Division of the Baltimore
in

Akron.
Bulletins

are

being

issued

by Mr.

Eichelberger asking that the public and

employes of the Company call everything
that they may notice which would make
for safety to his attention.

The
is

letter issued

as follows

by Mr. Eichelberger

J.

McCarthy,

dustrial agent; E. B. Russell, chief clerk

manager;

J.

D. Stack, superin-

J. C. Hagerty,
Seymour, Ind.; E. W.
Scheer, superintendent, Flora, 111.; F. B.
Mitchell, superintendent, Dayton, 0.; M.
V. Hynes, superintendent, Dayton, 0.;
R. B. White, superintendent, IndianapoHs, Ind.; F. D. Batchellor, district engineer maintenance of way, from the gen-

tendent, ChilUcothe, 0.;

superintendent,

eral offices in Cincinnati, 0.

Winning the Public
Aid from every Akron citizen is desired
by 0. P. Eichelberger, a member of the
Safety Committee of the Cleveland

M.

for Safety

"As a member

committee
Ohio Railroad for the
Cleveland Division, will appreciate very
much your calling my attention to
anything that may come under your
observation that will aid in this work,
of the

Baltimore

either

by

of the Safety

&

letter,

telephone

or

in

person.

''With the. hearty cooperation of the

employes and the public with the management in this great work, its benefit
will be far-reaching."
Akron Beacon
Journal.

How

Should a Ticket Agent Handle an
Undecided Inquiring Caller?
By Frank M. Jordan
Shawnee, Ohio

SECURE
___^

your

^^§

direct

Then you

as clear an idea of what

caller

and

wants as you can by
questioning.

polite

have something to work
from. Show the caller that you have
plenty of time in which
to give

will

him the

of

your

patron

j)r()s])ective
is

tisement, and a dissatisfied patron works

way. Do not try to
your cause by criticism of the

in just the opposite
furtiier

other

for

but

line,

tr\

show by honest

to

infor-

mation he wants. Do
not hurry. People
looking

A satisfied

customer.

the very best kind of an adver-

that you

description

have something better.
If
the caller cau
reach no definite con-

informa-

want a reasonable
amount of time to
take in what is said.
Try to impart a feeltion

do not allow
away from
Invite him to

clusion,

him

to get

you.

Name

ing of confidence that

call

you know what you
are talking about, and
that you have regard

time when your work

for

will

again.

be

dition

your prospective

length.

well as the

do

this,

or

if

of the

interests

company you
FRANK M JORDAX

represent.

Be thorough

in

your

line,

Point out

he cannot

If

then go to him.
is

im])ossible,

the

department

your

explanation and be sure that the caller understands.

you can
him more at

that

this

notify

such con-

in

talk to

customer's interests as

I

lie

advantages

of

but do not i^romisc or repre-

sent something your line (K)es not have.

Always keep two things

in.

mind: the

welfare of your compan\- and the wclfan^

a

soliciting

so

that

on
He careful that your competitor
does not "land" while you are waiting, and do not allow such ca.ses to
drop until decision is made one way or
iliey

can liave a rej^resentative

liim.

the other.

call

—

Lincoln's

A

story

—

Hay Crop

side knelt his faithful

Abraham Lincoln would

of

have to be older than the one below to
lose its characteristic savor.

summer

En the

was

in

sitting

visited

by one

cellent farmer,

of

his

1857 Mr. Lincoln

office

when he was

of his neighbors,

an ex-

but one inclined to increase

the size of his crops even after harvesting.

He had given on

A skillfully padded account of

had put

morning
the hay he

this particular

Mr. Lincoln.
''Why, Abe, are vou farming?"
"Yes."
"What do you raise?"
"Just hay."

"Good

my

last

'Traise be to the Virgin!" exclaimed

Mary, with a look

of rapturous

last!"

I

"Mind

know

how many

just

and him near

as clear as a bell

to death!" interrupted

Mary

again.

"And," Pat resumed, "Tim Doolan
owes us $6.21."
"Was ever man's memory like that?"
questioned Mary, ecstatic in her wonder.
"Then," said Pat, "we owe Billy
saints preserve us," cried

Mary

on the man.

He's

in distress, "death's

tons?"

don't

Mur-

''And," continued Pat, "Dannie

phy owes us $22."

"The

"Excellent."

"Well,

admira-

"Clear in his head to the

tion at Pat.

Crocker $14."

crop this year?"

"How many

wife,

moments," said Pat, ''1
want to tell you how we stand financially.
Tom O'Rourke owes us SIL"
''In

in.

"I've been cutting hay, too," remarked

and loving

Mary.

raving crazy."-

Simpson, but my men stacked all
they could outdoors and then stored the
Youth's Companion.
rest in the barn."

Baltimore Star.

tons,

Must be
They were
merits

An
Chauncey
stories,

not

M.

Olcott, the

and he

all Irish

nights ago

Olcott Story

lar Irish player,

immensely popu-

has a long

tells this

list

of Irish

one to prove that

people are insensible to the

value of money:

Pat was on

his

of

death bed, and at his

a

Reason

talking about the respective

baseball

and

cricket

a few

when Congressman John

A.

Adair, of Indiana, recalled a recent

happening in one of the big eastern cities.
An Englishman, the Congressman said,

who was making

his

first

visit to

this

country, was taken by some friends to

For five innings the
see a ball game.
Briton watched the contest very pa-

—

——

—

—
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tiently,

but

finally

he began to show

"I say, old chap," he remarked at the
end of the sixth inning, "when do they
serve the tea?"
"You've got another guess, old man!"
the

don't

serve

Xva

baseball

a

at

game."

signs of restlessness.

laughed

"They
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amused American

friend.

"No
the

tea between innings!" exclaimed

astonished

Knglishman.

"I

sav,

then, old chap, what's the object of the

blooming game?"

Philadelphia Evening

Telegraph.

The Universal Lesson
Strickland Gillilan, in Leslie's

"Some one knows something
know"
This

is life's lesson,

wherever

that

I

don't

E'en children, scarcely a fifth of my years,
Surround me with feats that arouse my fear*
For their limbs and their lives, as they swerve^
and swing
On treacherous rollers the bird a-wing
Goes scarcely more swiftly than these impei

j

;

I go.

•

My train pours on through the night's black sieve:
her joggle and veer and give.
Yet she clings to the rails, by laws divine
Applied by cannier hands than mine.
And she sings me to sleep v\ith her rhythmic flow.
"Some one— knows something that you
don't know."
I feel

—

I see in

;

goSome one knows something that

I don't

With fowling-piece rust-crusted, old and crude
Yet strewing the floor 'round his muddied feet
Are trophies of game for a monarch meet.
Again the lesson that goes to show
Some one knows something that I don't know.

I raise my gaze to the stars of night,
Lending, through legions of leagues, their licht.

Wrote

So

I

whisper humbly, with head bent low,

"Some One knows something that
This

is

my

i

this

I

[

don't know.'

lesson wherever I go

"Some one knows something that

I

don't

know";

Address?

it^AAZ^^;^^

/^

Ot/(X<fyi^a.^^^^^^

.

djii^

fU/^mc^
We want

know I

Amazed 1 murmur: "And yet I see
The meagerest marge of immensity!"

a station a yokel rude

Who

—

to find the identity of the person who wrote the above. Look
over carefully and if you are the man, please advise the Elditor.

it
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Sanitation of Repair

Camps

struction
Camps

Well kept

Reflect Great Credit

By

NSANITARY

U

Dr. E.

conditions of

rail-

way camps sometimes have an

immediate marked and deleterious
influence on the health of the adjoining
communities, and as often, perhaps,
Located as
disastrous remote effects.
they are along the railroad right of

way

and sometimes situated on a water-shed
supplying a nearby town or village with
drinking water, it is easily possible and
quite probable, unless proper and thorough sanitary precautions are observed,
to furnish enough infection by means of
typhoid and other germs of disease,
through polluted drinking water, by
the agency of flies and insects, by direct
transmission by the air and dust, sometimes to create an epidemic resulting
fatally to
of the

many

of the innocent residents

community.

and Conon the Railroad

M. Parlett
The
camps

disposal of

human

buried deep in lime and
the

soil

offense for dismissal.

best
is

soil.

manner

Polluting

be sufficient

otherwise should

Undoubtedly the

for the disposal of excreta

the incinerating method, as

it

is

for

the disposal of the garbage and other

The discharges or waste should
be mixed with charcoal, and then
sprinkled with oil before the match is
waste.

first

applied.

The kitchen should be
tant from the toilets as

men

excreta in these

one of the most important
sanitary features.
A practical measure
to observe is the making of deep trenches,
which should be limed and filled in after
use.
If a camp train serves as headquarters, the discharges should be collected in a tin bucket, and afterward
is

located as dis-

is

possible from

that

the natural topography of the land upon

they shall keep their hands and clothes

which the camp is located. All windows
and doors of the kitchen, bunk or sleeping quarters and eating house should be
screened, and arrangements for ample
ventilation should be made.
Garbage should not be thrown on the
practiced
but
frequently
is
soil
as

It

is

not expected of laboring

clean; but
is

filthiness

it

personal habits

condemned that men

to be so strongly

exhibiting

of

should be excluded from

the camp.

Foreman should
to

the

matter

foreman's

ability

and appraised

give especial attention

of

sanitation.

should

in large

eflficiency of his control

be

And a
reckoned

measure by the
over the sanitary

arrangement and upkeep

of

his

camp.

—

should be collected in a large can, oiled

and burned, or buried deep

in

an earth

Outside urinals should consist of
open trenches lined with (juick lime, and
pit.
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fresh lime should be

added

per day.

be dispensed with. Individual
cups and towels or tissue towels should
be used in their stead. Foul diseases are

carried out,

transmitted through the agency of the

in the pro-

portion of one bushel per twenty-five

men

These measures are quite easily
and should- be enforced.
Trackmen may be responsible for the
spread of many disease germs, and in
turn may suffer greatly through disease
contracted while at work, as a result of
their careless and unsanitary habits.
All

track

be

should

ditches

properly

drained and graded and pools of water
in pits and holes along the right of way,
which in time stagnate, should be thoroughly oiled, or the holes filled in.
Mosquitoes breed in stagnant water.
All who are sick, from whatever cause,
should be separated from the others and
isolated promptly, and the local medical
examiner or nearest health officer, notified
immediately. It is a most important
provision to have all cooks and others
handling the food, undergo frequent
medical examination with the idea of
detecting
and
eliminating
venereal
disease, typhoid fever, etc.
No cook
should be selected who has had typhoid
in recent years.
The danger that the

so called ''typhoid carrier"

the

unclean hands

may

infect

body discharges from

with

food

is

too great.

Many

cases

of typhoid are directly traceable to this

cause.

made

Spittoons

12" X

and

12'',

of
filled

metal
with

wood

or

sawdust,

should be plentifully supplied for the

men

in the

bunk

cars or house

and

their

proper use should be strictly enforced.

Many

diseases are spread

by a

lack of

improper use, particularly in rooms or cars where the direct
or

spittoons

sunlight

men

is

their

more

or less obstructed, the

inhaling the disease germs mingled

with the dust and air. The contents of
the spittoons should be burned. The
common drinking cup and roller towel

"He that

is

not open to conviction

is

should

common cup and towel.
Cars infested with vermin should be
fumigated, or thoroughly sprayed with

an

insecticide

is

ample strength and

of

An

effectiveness.

excellent

insecticide

a mixture composed of turpentine

pints,

wood

and

alcohol four pints

six

bi-

mercury three ounces.

This
through a brass
atomizer or distributed with a brush.
chloride of

should

The

be

sprayed

bichloride

is

dissolved in the alcohol,

and the solution

is

turpentine.

must

It

then mixed with the

be

constantly

stirred in order to be kept thoroughly

Bunk

mixed.

houses or cars to be fumi-

gated or sprayed should

and scrubbed from

first

be cleaned

floor to ceiling.

The keeping of a railroad camp in
thorough sanitary condition will go far
toward eliminating disease; will reflect
credit on the foreman and supervisor,
will protect the property and avoid a
nuisance, will prevent pollution of soil
and nearby streams, will keep the men
from contracting disease, and forestall
public sentiment of an adverse nature.
Aside from the danger of contracting
and spreading disease through a car ^
lessly arranged and filthy camp, nothing
serves to condemn railroad property
more, or brings forth severer criticism
from the public, than an ill kept camp,

with debris of every imaginable character
scattered about the premises inside as
And nothing is easier
well as outside.

—

to keep in a sanitary condition

as

little

and

costs

in so doing, or appears to better

advantage, than a well kept camp. It
should be every man's duty and pride
to look after the sanitary upkeep of the

camp

of

which he

is

a member.

not qualified for discussion."

—Whately.

All Employes Should

Read This

Whole Page
Tho following are extracts from the Twenty-seventh Annual
Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission covering the year
ending June 30, 1913. It relates to train accidents and outlines
clearly the view taken by the Commission in regard to accidents
caused by mistakes of employes.
It is hoped that all employes will read the article carefully and
be impressed to the extent of putting forth their every effort to
avoid train accidents from whatsoever cause.

"The Commission again is compelled to note the exceedingly large
proportion of train accidents due to dereliction of duty ]on the part of
employes. Fifty-six of the accidents investigated duringjthe'year, or nearly
seventy-four per cent, of the whole number, were directly caused by mistakes of employes.
"These errors are exactly the ones which figure in the causes of train
accidents year after year. Their persistence, leading always to the same
harrowing results, points inevitably to the truth of one or the other of the
following alternatives: Either a great majority of these deplorable railroad
disasters are unavoidable or there exists a widespread lack of intelligent
and well-directed effort to minimize the mistakes of employes in the operation of trains. It is not believed that all those accidents which are caused
by the mistakes of employes are unavoidable. It is quite true that man
is prone to error, and as long as absolute reliance is placed upon the human
element in the operation of trains, accidents are bound to occur, but until
it can be shown that all reasonable and proper measures have been taken
for its prevention, no accident can be classed as unavoidable.
"All of the mistakes noted above are violations of simple rules,
easily understood by men of sufficient intelligence
to be intrusted with the operation of trains. The evidence is that in the
main the rules are understood, but they are habitually violated by employes
who are charged with responsibility for the safe movement of trains.

which should have been

.

.

.

"No adequate reason can be offered for these serious lapses from
duty by men who in many cases suffer death as a consequence. Frequently
it is hard even to suggest a plausible explanation for the disobedience of
signal indications. That they a^e disobeyed, however, is a fact, and the
lives that are annually sacrificed from this cause call loudly for some
means

of arresting

its results.

The most disastrous accidents of

this charac-

on roads equipped with modern systems of automatic block signals, where elaborate precautions to prevent accidents (short of guarding
against the consequence of signal disobedience) have been taken."
ter occur

Conductor James E. Lee and Wife Celebrate
Their Golden Wedding

oN

the night of January 14th, at
Washington, D. C, conductor
James E. Lee and wife, of 628 D

N. W., celebrated their fiftieth
wedding anniversary. Many friends and

Street,

relatives

were present to

CONDUCTOR JAMES

felicitate

E.

the

Mrs. Lee, had expected to be present, but
owing to a hurried business call to Wheeling, he was obliged to wire his congratulations from that place The employes of the
Philadelphia Division gave the couple a
gold purse in which wasoverSlOO.OOingold.
.

MRS. JAMES

LEE

E.

LEE

the occasion was a superb cut glass flower

14th, 1864, Mr. Lee marMiss Lydia A. Blatchley, at Towsontown, Md. They have four sons and four
daughters living, all of whom were pres-

vase set in a gold stand, the gift of president Willard. Mr. Galloway, who went

ent at the wedding anniversary.
the sons are Baltimore &
of

couple, including a

number

of the

em-

ployes of the Philadelphia Division.

Among the remembrances

sent to grace

to school with the children of
40

Mr. and

On January

ried

engineers,

one

is

a

Two
Ohio

foreman for the
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Hay ward

Bartlett,

machinists, of

Co.,

during the harrowing times incident to

Baltimore, and the other is employed in
the Bureau of Engraving in Washington.
The year 1864 seems to have been a
lucky one for Mr. Lee, for in addition to

president's car.

having been so happily married then, he

to

also entered the service of the

He was a brakeman

Company.

only a short

for

being promoted to conductor on

time,

January

1st,

1865.

He

has worked in

that capacity ever since, with the exception of a period of four

months

of en-

forced idleness during the Civil war.

It

probable, therefore, that Mr. Lee has

is
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the assassination of President Lincoln.
Several months ago, Mr. Lee was in

charge of a

many

which included the

train
It

is

known

quite well

operating employes that Mr.

Willard likes to chat with the crews of
trains

on which he travels whenever the

opportunity permits, and on this occasion he learned that
fifty

Mr. Lee will complete

years of service with the

Company

on June 6th, 1914, and invited him to call
to see him in Baltimore at that time.
Mr. Lee is looking forward to that date

served longer as a conductor than any

^vith

a great deal of anticipation there-

He

fore,

and hopes to be able

other living employe on the System.

was working on the Washington division

to accept the

president's cordial invitation.

Touching Kindness Shown Poor Immigrant
Mother by Pittsburgh Station Employes
(Contributed)

/^ N Tuesday morning, January 6th,
^^ shortly after the arrival of train
,

No. 11 at Pittsburgh about seven
Uii
o'clock in the morning, I noticed an immigrant woman on the platform, carrying
a baby and leading another child al^out
three years old.

The limb

of the infant

was exposed to the cruel wind, and I
was just about to tell the woman that the
shawl should be rearranged, when I saw
from her expression that she was suffering
great mental torture and deemed it best
not to speak to her.

Upon
however,
girl

following her into the station,
I

learned that the baby, a

little

only eight months old, had died from

pneumonia about ten minutes ])efore in
the arms of the mother.
The other cliild

was coughing hard and was ap])arently
in

the racking incipient

same

stages

of

the

disease.

The Baltimore & Ohio policeman on
station, who talks several

duty at the
languages,

tactfully

secured

the

facts

seems that she knew that
the child had been sick, but partly on
account of ignorance and partly poverty,
she had not been able to give her proper
attention, nor did she realize that the
The family was on
little one was so ill.
the way to Columbus to join the husband
and father, and the mother was very

from

her.

It

anxious to take the l^ody of the child with
her for burial.

The
in

station

men

interested themselves

the pitiful case immediately.

They
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called

up the morgue and explained the

circumstances, arranged with the under-

taker for the

little

case in which

more

unselfish

sympathy

has been shown by employes.

We

casket, secured the

often hear of doctors being hard-

necessary permission to take the child

ened and callous to suffering on account

out of the state, and telephoned a preacher
80 that he could make it as easy for her
as possible. They then took up a collection among themselves and purchased
some flowers, placed the casket in a baggage car, wired the husband to be in the
station in Columbus, and asked Baltimore & Ohio trainmen to take care of the
broken family enroute.
When I complimented our men for

of

their personal interest,

pleasant as possible for

which made it as
the woman under

these distressing circumstances, they re-

marked that

possibly she might

want

to

&

their

and

sick

constant association with the
helpless,

whereas as a matter

majority of doctors

fact, the

feel

of

more

keenly than others the suffering of their
patients, because they understand so well

the excrutiating pain which accompanies

many

They cannot always
sympathy or be unduly influenced by it, because this would interfere
show

diseases.

their

with the effectiveness of their work.

And

so I thought of those splendid fel-

lows in the station.

many

immigrants,

association,

know

They

see a great

and from constant

that they are not the

most desirable passengers

Ohio again, or
would have some friends who would

easiest or the

and that in addition to their natural sympathy, for this reason also they
desired to do as much as they could.
Such kindness could not fail to impress
one deeply. I have been railroading for
over twenty years and have never seen a

to which foreigners have been accustomed

travel over the Baltimore

travel,

An

and,

coarse living

rather imagine, are used to seeing

I

But when this unusucame under their observation
they forgot themselves, and responded
nobly and unselfishly in the emergency.
them

in trouble.

ally sad case

Appreciation of Jennie Smith

O. E. Henderson,
Indiana Division Correspondent,

Seymour, Ind.

known
us,
If

we

Dear Sir:
I like to

They know the

to handle.

read the Employes Magazine

because it tells me what so many of our
men are doing all over the System.
And then when I read of the great

work of Jennie Smith, it fills my heart
with joy. When we give little gifts to
each other, we ought to remember that
the greatest gift ever given is Jesus
Chirst, and Jennie Smith has made

this precious gift to so

that

we

we should be

many

of

grateful to her.

could only bear this in mind w^hen

are feeling put out at our

in ugly

humor, how much

and more

helpful

work and

better, happier

men we would

be.

This great woman appeals to me and
I only hope that all the men will seiul
something toward building the honie

which she has so fully earned. Brothers,
let us all do our share at once.

William Downey,
Sectionman, Indiana Division.

CHARLES
BORN OCTOBER

1,

C.

RILEY
DIED JANUARY

1864

6,

1914

SUDDEN DEATH of Charles C. Riley, general superintendent
THE
his associates of the
of transportation, was a great shock to
all

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Only three hours before the fatal
attack in Washington, he was engaged in business conferences in the
general offices in Baltimore, and appeared to be in normal health. In
his passing the Company lost a singularly valuable and loyal employe.

Mr. Riley was born in Cumberland, Indiana, October 1, 1864. He
was graduated from the Indiana College of Physicians and Surgeons,
but in 1888 entered the operating department of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. Later he filled important
positions for the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, the Chicago Great
Western, the Erie and the Kansas City Southern. In 1911 he came to
Baltimore as assistant to Mr. A. W. Thompson, then general manager
of the Baltimore & Ohio, and in 1912 he was made general superintendent of transportation.

Mr. Riley possessed rare personal and business qualities. His
remarkable disposition and geniality endeared him to all who cam©
to know him, and his loss will be felt most keenly by the intimate
business associates who were best able to appreciate his fine understanding of the difficult problems of railroad transportation and his
splendid judgment in handling them.
As a railroad officer, Mr. Riley was a man of great executive ability
force. During his connection with the Baltimore and Ohio he
accomplished much in raising the standard of its service, and his
efforts in this respect will be^felt for a long time to come.
He was
an authority on railroad transportation matters and was a notable
specialist on the efficiency of equipment and the problems of handling traffic expeditiously.
Mr. Riley's wide experience in railroad
service particularly fitted him for this work and he had gained a
broad knowledge of railroad conditions throughout the country. His
views regarding transportation matters were eagerly sought in railroad circles generally, and both previous to and during his connection
with the Baltimore and Ohio he made noteworthy contributions to
railway periodicals.
His last article on ** Car Efficiency," appeared
in The Railway Age.

and

At the Deer Park meeting of the staff officers of the operating
department, Mr. Riley's address and personality made a deep impression. His analysis of our transportation problems was clear and conit suggested the straightforward and plain manner of the man.
His review of the results brought about by a careful study of these
problems and the application of efficiency methods to them was
modest and convincing, as was his own nature. His statement that
there are still great difficulties facing his department indicated his
candid and purposeful character. And his enthusiastic prophecy that
further improvements in car handling can and will be made, revealed
the fact that he was a man of vision, constantly looking forward

cise

to

;

an

ideal.

—

—

—

—

^>Cf
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An Extreme Case

Diagnosis

A

young lady complained about the

way

her sweetheart treated her.

"Why

don't you give him the mitten?"
chum.
"Mitten nothing," responded the for"He doesn't need the mitten.
lorn one.
I had better give him a pair of socks;

said her

he's getting cold feet."

—Mr. Beanbrough seems to be
Waverly— should say
He
Marcella

greatly bothered with indigestion.
so!

I

re-

fused to attend a moving picture show the
other evening, because one of the scenes

had a banquet

in

it

Judge.

Baltimore Trolley

News.

Lending A
"Waiter,"

Naturally
Socialist

you have

orator
to

—Tell

Auditor
sleep

—

me why

work from morning

It is the only

from

night

asked the impatient cuscall this, an oyster

tomer, "what do you
it

is

until

night?

We

Name

time we get.
morning.

till

Judge.

stew?"

"Yessuh," replied Mr. Erastus Pinkley.
"Why^ the oyster in this stew isn't tig

enough to

flavor it."

"He wasn't put in
He is jes' supposed

to flavor
to

it,

christen

suh^

it."-r

Washington Star.

Most Unfortunate
The make-up man on
Herald deserves a spanking.

an

article

the

Boston

Just be. aw

to the effect that "

Marriage

Makes Men Live Longer," he

Good Idea
you?
— Let me have
— Say, does Baker know you?
Hardupp — No.
Hazitt — Then why don't you ask him?

Hardupp

places a

Hazitt

news story headed as follows:
"Twins! He is Told. Father Drops
Dead." Collier's.

-Judge.
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ten, will

—

—
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TUK HALIIMOHK AND

Olllo

is

"Didn't you notice, when they were

hands

for

an encore?"

Ou

Sizzer
I

—

I

man'.''

cause

liaNc

engaged a man

my

to

pedigree.

(^)uizzer

the

old

inaltci'.

look worried.

trace

An Improvement

What's the

(^uiz/cr
^

to.

Judqc.

45

Went Too Far

his witV'.'"

dancing; toj2;cther, that he (hihi't clap his

MAdAZIM';

l:.M^I.()^ i:s

Sherlock on the Job
''How do you know she

—

— Well,

what's

Hasn't he

trouble.

been successful?

''My dear," said Mrs. Newlywed, her

Sizzer

—Successful'

face flushcnl with the excitement of her

should say he has!

want you to
be prefectly frank with me now; what
would you su<2;<!;est to imi)rove thes(»
doughnuts I made today?"
"Well," replied Mr. Newlywed, lifting
one with a slight effort, "I think it might
be better if you made the holes bigger."

paying him hush

afternoon in the kitchen,

''I

— Philadelphia Record.

After the

^ll

monew jBl"

Yale Record.

.

ijht

Perfectly Agreeable
She

(to rejected suitor)

—

I'll

be a sister

to you, Alphonse.

—

He (humbly) All
your brother. Judge.

Ceremony

Bridegroom— Didn't I look like a fool
when I was at the altar rail?
Best Man— No; })ut any one could see
that you w^re not yourself. Judge.

1

Tm

right.

Come

kiss

Poor Engineering

To

learn the tango

Harry had an

itch,

But
were in vain
His clumsy hands misi)laced the lady's
all his labored efforts

switch.

His awkward feet completely wrecked
her train!

Judge.

Heard at the Club
"Young Hardupp
was one

"Not

says his grandfather

of the first settlers."

inherited,

never settles."

evidently;

Judge.

"M}' wife
get

Hardupp

home

kisses

me

evenings

when

late."

"Affection?"

"No; investigation."

Exchange.

I

New

Hospital at Washington, Indiana
By
Shop

L.

W. Fowler

Clerk, Washington, Indiana

WE

ai:e showing herewith a photograph of the new hospital at Washington, Indiana, a city in which
important shops of the Company are

___

^^

and a

located

men

large

number

of railroad

was brought about

after

to place their orphans in state institu-

The Graham

tions.

thanks

of

heirs

deserve the

men

railroad

all

their

for

generosity in practically giving without

live.

For a number of years the town has

been

Its acquisition

the Daviess County authorities decided

any

without

hospital

accommo-

any charge whatever this handsome
and commodious structure to the city
to be used as a hospital.
It

cost

will

$5,000

the neighborhood of

in

properly

to

and

rearrange

equip the building for hospital purposes

and the

many

citizens of the town, including

men

railroad

means, are con-

of

The

tributing handsomely to the fund.

indications are that the hospital will be

completely

occupancy

Among

and ready

refurnished
in

the contributors to the equip-

ment fund

Mrs.

is

Through the hard work
Hospital

of the

League, which

has

Woman's
been

in

ciimati,

Ohio,

the

widow

Cincinnati.

ments were made

freely to the general fund,

month

to secure

room

the building formerly used as the Daviess

ing to equip one

was
County Orphans' Home. This
owned by the Graham heirs, but Mrs.
Margaret Graham came to the rescue
of the Hospital League and gave them

injured employes of the

A clear title to the building.
It

will

that the

about

be

noted from the picture,
which originally cost
is

a

handsome

Cin-

the

late

years the

but

is

arrang-

by the
Company. It

to be used

be dedicated to the memory of her
husband, who so long served

illustrious

the

Company as doctor, in
men of the Road.

caring for

the injured

edifice,

$20,000,

will

of

of

surgeon at Washington and at
She has not only given

existence for the past four years, arrangelast

now

many

Dr. Charles Winton, for

Company

Winton,

Charles

formerly of Washington,
dations to care for the sick and injured.

for

the early spring.

one.

The
ployes

large

here

number
will

join

of
in

railroad

giving

emtheir

hearty support to the Hospital League.

"
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There is nothing that should appeal
more to our men than the establishment
and maintenance of a place where they
and their dear ones can be taken in case

J.

The

need.

hospital

away

do

will

with the present necessity of sending employes to \'inc(Mines or Olney,

111.,

for

medical attention.

From Afar

Toilers
By

of

47

M. Shellman

Paymaster's Office, Central Building

"Foreigners constitute the back-

r

,

IftPlt

bone
of

of the

shop and track forces

our railroad, and for faithful

adherence to their duties and as willing
workers in this hazardous employment,

none

will

The

be found to excel them.
workers

efficiency of our foreign

is

estimated by some of our native-born

employes on a very low basis. It must
be remembered, however, that these
"toilers from afar" still have the taint
of the mediacvalism in which they were
born, and must not be expected to possess
at first, our free born spirit, quick thinking ability, and power of initiative.

They have many disadvantages
come, and

them

in getting rid of these

tages.

When

to over-

part of our duty to assist

it is

disadvan-

they ask for bread they

must
made by

should not be given a stone, for

it

The Baltimore k

gers in a strange land.

Ohio Railroad Company realizes this and
endeavors to make them good worker*
and good citizens. It employs them and
gives them good living wages as a first
prescription to their welfare and happiness.
It tries to advance their interests b}" supporting and conducting school?
in which they can be taught our language
and learn better their various trades.
They earn wages which are far greater
than any they could get in their native
countries.

They

are not heavily taxed

any individual or

for the benefit of

relics of

set

Nor are they burdened by

of individuals.

the Middle Ages, such as com-

pulsory military

service

The

the divine

or

company
them free. AD
are at liberty to come and go at will.
Above all things we must teach those

right of
is

kings.

as the country

is

railroad

—

to

be remembered that we are all
the same Creator, and inHis sight are pre-

foreigners the principles of self preserva-

Because we have been favored by
being born in a country where the advan-

moving passenger

cious.

tages are great,

we should

consider

it

our

tion.

Unfortunately

may

these very toilers

good

into

citizens.

who

is

unlaw-

if

of

he has his foot caught

a frog just before the lumbering

ma»

of steel clicks into the switch!

to a child

and you

get a great deal back.

This saying is full of truth. Our forworkers must be considered the
They do not
children of our Company.
know our language; they are unlearned

eign

in

in

swiftly

cannot always

on the tracks, or one

fully walking*

work and be moulded
Ruskin says:
"Give a little love

heavy,

avoid killing a pedestrian

duty to help our foreign brothers that they
eventually become efficient in their

a

train

the ways of our country they are stran;

Let them be taught to observe and
understand the meaning of the throe
great words of the crossroads Stop!
Look! Listen! and above everything
else to abide by the important pri»

—

—

ciples of

SAFETY FIRST,

own and

for the welfare of the

both for thew

Company.

—

Question Box

Railroad Construction Cost Today

and

Fifty

Years Ago

By Francis Lee Stuart
Chief Engineer

One

of

the brakemen on the System recently asked that the subject of the
today and fifty years ago be discussed in the

cost of railroad construction

Question Box.

Mr. Stuart gives us some very interesting information

connection in his article,

T

is

which

follows.

not possible correctly to com-

pare in dollars and cents the cost
of railroad

construction

at

the

in this

Editor.

Because of this the
were not as substantially

the present time.
earlier railroads
built,

and were located on grades much

now

present time with the cost before steam

heavier than are

shovels and other machinery were put

Untold millions have been spent to lower
such grades. At the time early railroads were built, traffic was not very
abundant, and the promised returns of
most of the railroads were small, until
the development of the contiguous country had grown up to them.
In attempting to compare conditions
in the olden times with those obtaining
now under similar circumstances, we must
not lose sight of the fact that in early days
labor was very much cheaper than now.
For instance, for work in flat country,
where it is easy to put a great many men
to work, the length of time in which one
mile can be completed is dependent entirely on the number of men who could

Only approximations can be
The time in which a piece of
work can be completed is only partly dependent upon the equipment used. It
depends mainly upon the quantity of
work necessary to be done. For instance,
it is evident that the amount of work in
one mile at the summit of the Allegheny
Mountains will be considerabl}^ more than
into use.

arrived at.

a similar length of

line

on the prairies of

Indiana, and consequently

its

cost

be out of

its

length.

all

proportion to

would

It is true that before the steam shovel,
improved blasting powder and shooting
methods came into use, railroad work
was more tedious and laborious than at
48

considered wise.

TiiK liAi/iiMoin-;

AM) OHIO

advantageously be at work at the same
time without interfering with one another.
country this would mean a small
army, and could be liandhnl easily
and chea{)ly by a nuiltitude ot" teams.
The roadbed would, therefore, be rcnidy in
reasonably short tim(\ provided no rock
In

flat

sized

were encountennl.
ical

in

Wlu^re the

t()})()^raph-

conditions were such as are met with

mountains, the methods were expen-

sive

and slow,

alth()Uj;ii

To

was chea]x

the labor it(^m

illustrate:

In comj^let-

in^ a mil(^ of railroad through mountain-

ous country, where rock must be blasted

from

th(» hillside,

men

could

only a limited force of

and as each
had to be handled by
men, and the drilling; was slow and blasting necessarily on a small scale, progress
was nothing like that which can be atbe employed,

piece of material

tained at the present time.

nection

it

might be pointed out that the

biggest piece

taken

is

In this con-

at

of

excavation ever under-

Culebra/Cut on the Panama

Canal, and the heaviest mile involved

i;mp:>o^ Ks ma(;azin1':

to say that

there

is

49

slight

difTerciicc,

if

work and work
being handled now.
Labor fifty years
ago was very much cheajxT, and material
Nowadays material is higher and
also.
any,

in

the cost of

carl^-

much

so.
This increase is
by improved methods and
machinery, .so that the cost is about the
same. The progress is much faster now,

labor

very

about

offset

An

especialh' in excavating earth.

aver-

age steam shovel under good conditions
can handle 1000 cubic yards per day.

With hand work, and using as many men
worked in the same ])la('e used
by the shovel, only about ')() cubic yards
per day could be removed by carts.
as could be

1

In rock work, the advantage
great as in earth work,

for

is

not as

the steam

shovel mu.st wait on the drilling for blast-

by steam or air drills, while
than by hand, is not so much faster
as to make very much difference in the
time, although it is true that rock work
is handled more quickly now than it was
Drilling

ing.

faster

fifty

years ago.

such quantities, that the task w^ould simply not have been attempted with picks,

shovels and carts.

Veteran Employe Goes

The Chinese performed a wonderful
feat

many

wall around their Empire,
cient

to His

centuries ago in building the

I{lgyptians

have

left

and the an-

monuments

Reward

John Lawrence Murphy died in Fairmont, W. Va., on Saturda}', December

By

which make us wonder how they could
have been erected with the presumably

27th,

crude instruments in use at that time.
Patience and slavery, reinforced by auto-

with nothing but a C()mi)ass and axe,
pushed the great Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

power, enabled them to accom-

road over the mountain wilderness to the
Ohio Hiver, leaves this lite. Like those of

cratic

plish

such work, but in modern times

1913.

his

comrades

pioneer, the

whom, armed

those resources cannot be employed, and

the great organization of Civil

were piek, shovel and cart the only tools
available, the Panama Canal would still
be a dream.

erans, are those

It is evident from the forc^going that
even approximately correct figures on

ginia

work in early times cannot be
However, it is probably safe

ence.

railroad

arrived at.

industrial

army

section

^Ir.

who

the West

added

to

citizenship

by

Murphy was

and they are going

fast.

\'et-

the great

of jx'ace, those

and

its

War

who made up

lowed the railroad into
standards of

another

passing
of

the

fol\'ir-

high

their pres-

of that

number

Here and there

50
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a survivor is found, but the great majority
he other shore.
is OD
t

Mr. Murphy was born in Wexford
County, Ireland, on August 15th, 1838,
and while a very young man came to
America.
Baltimore seemed to be the
mecca for the youths from the Emerald
Isle at that time and he settled there,
living in that city for a number of

when he was

He was

retired.

one of the

veterans of the service.

For some time after coming to West
Mr. Murphy lived at Cameron,
but he later moved to Fairmont, and his
funeral was conducted there. Among the
hundreds of friends who attended were
many of his former fellow employes on
Virginia,

&

the Baltimore

Ohio.

years.

About the time

of the close of the Civil

Preventable Waste in
Envelopes

War

he married Miss Agnes Gorman, a
native of England but then hving in

Washington, D. C.

To

the union five

On

a single day in January, a small

department at our general offices in Baltimore received about sixty communications.
Fifty of them came in large No.
10 manila envelopes, and of the fifty, at
least forty should have been sent in small
or No. 6 envelopes.
In most of the fifty
envelopes referred

to,

the enclosures con-

sisted of one, half -size letter head.
It is true that the difference in cost in

the two size envelopes
cents per thousand.

is

only about thirty

But suppose

this

same needless use

of the large envelope

obtained with

the 30,000 pieces of

all

mail which pass through our mail room
daily.

JOHN LAWRENCE MURPHY

The

daughters and two sons were born.
boys, Joseph

and John, preceded

father in death.

The

girls, all of

their

whom

MarAnna and Clara.
many of his countrymen, Mr.

are at home, are Misses Elizabeth,
garet, Adele,

Like so

Murph}' entered the employ of the Baltimore & Ohio Company soon after his arrival in this

It

would occasion a cash

Company

loss to

about $6.00 a day,
amounting in a year to approximately
the

country and he served the

road continuously until two years ago,

of

And if we had it to spend, each
$2,000.
one of us would think this a goodly sum.
Aside from the money loss, is the fact
that the small envelope is easier for everyone to handle. Furthermore it bulks and
weighs less. It's a small matter to be
sure,

ones.

but the

little

What
And what

things

make

the big

helps one of us helps

all of

of
one of us can do,
envelus can. We're going to use small
opes whenever we properly can. Are you?

us.

all

— —— —

—

British Tribute to Lincoln
By Tom Taylor
NOTE — A conspicuous instance of British recognition of what is worthy and true in
American character was the publication of Tom Taylor's famous pK>em in the London
To appreciate
Punch, immediately after the assassination of President Lincoln
Taylor's verses, one must remember that the poet had found in Lincoln the butt of
We reproduce the poem entire as it appeared in Punch
his most telling witticisms.

You

lay

a

murdered

on

wreath

Lincoln's

You, who with a mocking pencil wont

to

bier!

Broad for the self-complacent British sneer,
His length sf shambling limb, his furrowed

face.

His gaunt, gnarled hands, his unkempt, bristling

hair,

His garb uncouth, his bearing
His lack of

we

all

Of power or

prize as debonair,

will to shine, of art to please!

You, whose smart pen backed up the pencil's laugh.

Judging each step, as though the way were
Reckless, so

Of

it

could point

its

plain,

paragraph,

chief's perplexity, or people's pain!

Beside

this

corpse,

that

bears

for

winding-sheet

The Stars and Stripes, he lived to rear anew.
Between the mourners at his head and feel
Say, scurrile jester, is there room for you?

shame me from my sneer
To lame my pencil and confute my pen
Te make me own this hind, of princes peer,

IVly

rail-splitter, a

true-bom king

shallow judgment

Noting how

to

I

had learned

of

we can

arrive to

of

good and

ill.

So he went

forth to battle, on the side
That he felt clear was Liberty's and Right's,
As in his pleasant boyhood he had plied
His warfare with rude Nature's thwarting mights;

The uncleared forest, the unbroken soil,
The iron bark that turns the lumberer's axe.
The rapid, that o'erbears the boatmen's toil,
The prairie hiding the mazed wanderer's tracks.
The ambushed Indian and the prowling bearSuch were the needs that helped his youth to train;
Rough culture but such trees large fruit may bear.
If but their stocks be of right girth and grain.
So he grew up

And
111

a destined

lived to do

fate,

ill

it;

to rue.

occasion's height he rose;
true.

work

to do.

four long suffering years

feeling, ill-report, lived through.

And then he heard

men.

How his quaint wit made home-truth seem more
How iron-like his temper grew by blows;

but that will

Nor tamper with the weights

to

—

Yes, he had lived to

This

burden grow,
work His will,
know,

trusts the strength will with the

That God makes instruments
If

at ease.

ill

Who

trace.

the hisses change to cheers,

The taunts to tribute, the abuse to praise,
And took both with the same unwavering mood;
Till as he came on light, from darkling days.
And seemed to touch the goal from where he
stood.

How humble, yet how
How in good fortune
Nor

hopeful he could be;

and

in

ill

A

felon hand, between the goal and him.
Reached from behind his back, a trigger prest —
And those perplexed and patient eyes were dim,
Those gaunt, long-laboring limbs were laid to rest!

the same;

bitter in success, nor boastful he,

Thirsty for gold, nor feverish for fame.

He went

about his work

Ever had

laid

— such

work as few

The words

on head, and heart, and hand

As one who knows where there's a task to do;
Man's honest will must Heaven's good grace

of

mercy were upon

When

command.

this vile

To thoughts

The Old World and

the

New, from sea

murderer brought swift eclipse
peace on earth, goodwill to men.

of

to sea.

Utter one voice of sympathy and shame!

Sore heart, so stopped when

Sad

life,

his lips,

Forgiveness in his heart and on his pen,

cat short just as

it

its

at last

beat high!

triumph came.

—
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and sweetened by humility.

sacrifice

the

life

of a nation

Here then

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

one of the greatest praclearn from the lives

two national

born to a

In

patriotism.

we can

tical lessons

of these

is

it is

life

the other to a

heroes.

One was

comfort and luxury
of poverty and oblivion.

of

fife

Yet each rose superior to

his environ-

ment, because inherent qualities of man-

hood
Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Hkrbkrt D. Stitt, Staff Artist
GiORQE B. LUCKET, Staff Photographer

made him aspire
And today we

existence.

to

a

call

Washing-

nobler

ton the Father, and Lincoln the Savior
of our country.

Washington and Lincoln
No two

been born under more contrasting conthan Washington and Lincoln.

ditions

Washington
friends
tages.

Heroism

presidents in our history have

had

family,

— Lincoln had none
The one was

inheritance,

of these

advan-

as truly a child of

fortune as the other was a child of the

Does

wilderness.

not seem strange

it

that these two Americans, to

whom we

show greater reverence than to any other
national heroes, should have come from
such different environments?

I remember when a young man, in New
York City, meeting a man who had been
a fireman and who, on a cold winter
night when a fire broke out on Broadway,
fought it all night, holding the hose; and
as he stood and fought those flames his
hand was alternately frozen and thawed,
frozen and thawed, frozen and thawed,
frozen by the cold water chilling it and
thawed by the reflected heat of the
flames when he worked close to them and
he never knew what had happened until
he came forth from the battle with the
flames, and his arm was dead and had to
;

Yet how early in the life of each do
we find the same virile characteristics
asserting themselves.
To Washington
the easy life of a Virginia planter would
have meant failure just as would the
oblivion of employment in a country

be amputated.

A

great soul

is

master of

the body, and the very physical pains do

the former broke

not touch us when we are lifted up above
them by a noble and divine enthusiasm.

environment when he
plunged into the trackless forests of Penn-

son and husband forth to war, saying to

sylvania just as really as did the latter

them,

when he pored over

heart, this:

store to Lincoln.

And

the shackles of

before the log

fire

books
in his rude cabin home.
his precious

These were the first real lessons of life
the two men were learning, but the ruling
passion in the
as

evident

their careers.

ambition.

life

of

here as

It

—aspiration—

each
it

is

is

in the rest of

Such aspiration is unselfish
is ambition tempered by

Many
if

a mother,

many

not in words, at

a wife, has sent

all

events in her

Go; God be with you and
protect 3^ou from the bullet, protect you
from the bayonet, protect you from the
fever, but above all, protect you from
cowardice, from failure, from falsehood,
Many a mother has shared
from shame
the enthusiasm of the Spartan mother
who would welcome her son back from
!

—

—
THE
the

war on

wound

AM) OHIO
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his shield rather tlian with a

back.

in his

Dr.

Lyman

Abbott

in

it;

which
but

Distribution of the

In order to facihtate the (hstri))ution

Employes Magazine,

employes

all

having this matter in charge are
quested to proceed as follows:

As soon
for the

he

men

shall

re-

The

employe receives copies

for

whom
a

they are intended,

notice

where the men interested

issue

ready

is

distribution,

for

whom and

from

also

to

this

will

March

''The

Magazine
your

yard

in shop,

notice shall state not only

issue

of

where the
Here is a

the

Kmi)loyes

ready for distribution. Get
from T. A. Kavanagh, chief

is

c()i)y

clerk."

as

post

either on the bulletin board, or

magazines may be obtained.
sample notice:

Magazine
of the
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some prominent place

or office.

in the ''Outlook.'^

MAOAZINK

I'Ml'LoVliS

see

;

effect

be sure to

These
posted

should

notices
after

usefulness

or

they

not

be

after

the

supply

is

hausted.

Work
Let me but do my work from day to day,
In field or forest, at the desk or loom,
In roaring market-place or tranquil room
Let me but find it in my heart to say,
When vagrant wishes beckon me astray,
''This is my work my blessing, not my doom;
*'
Of all who live, I am the one by whom
"This work can best be done in the right way."

—

Then

To

shall I see

suit

Then

And
At

my

it

not too great, nor small,

and to prove

spirit

powers;

shall I cheerful greet the laboring hours,

cheerful tin-n,

when the long shadows

eventide, to play

Because

my

I

know

for

and love and rest.
me mv work is best.

left

have outlived their

fall

lloirif \'(ni Dj/lcc.

ex-

'

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

w

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR DECEMBER
Trains

DlTblou

and
Tarda

Chicaea Term.

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER
DECEMBER, 1913

Shop* and MainUEngine nanee ^f

HenMg

$27,413

$32,180

$21,028

Wellston

19,580

*15,734

•13,446

niinois

$24,263

In and
Around
and

T_ -_ J

Way

A^n/l
Trai^lnd

Diriaion.

8^op«i

INJURY,

Maintenance of

Total

11,407

23,889

10,080

Philadelphia.

ConnellsvIUe..

9.261

10,515

8,723

Baltimore...

4,227 83

1,632.91

6,108.40

3,129.52

Indianapolis...

7,609

Cumberland..

3,981.14

1,862 48

1.686.36

2,592.23

Indiana

9,228

$3,118.73 $ 1.117.02

$2,954.13 $ 2,304,26

6,842

Shenandoah...

•3,516

Shenandoah..

594.79

719.15

*3,516.95

898.23

Ohio RiTer...
Newcastle...
Ohio

*10.904

Monongah...

2,740.09

3.567.48

6.900 84

3,282.34

25.087

Wheeling...,

3,382.07

3,158.92

9,301.35

3.664.63

11.201

Ohio River..

5,203.56

1.944 48*10.904.30

3,848.15

Cleveland....

2,934.18

2,342 53

3 690.79

2,787 96

Newark

2,849.18

1.675.54

4,514.41

2,533.97

ConnelL^ville.

10,515.22

8,723.26

7,183.75

9,261.26

Pittsburgh...

5,215.05

2,634.65

7,127 63

4,168.44

Newcastle..

5,800.79

4,598 43

25,08745

6.294.89

Chicago

3.752.80

1,738.33

4,103.45

2,769^

Chicago Ter'l. 32,180 64

27,413.31

•

Indicates that these divisions did not have a
ingJe case of personal injury in the class of service
_

specified.

SAFETY FIRST
We

show, each month, on the
**hammer" test, the four divisions making the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," ''In and around shops and
engine-houses,'
'Maintenance-of-Way
and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but,
will

'

'

'

many ways this is unfair; for instance,
work is alack practically the full number of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages

21,028.87

24 263.10

Ohio

4,049.10

3,427.55

11,20138

4348.08

Indiana

6.842.54

2.210.40

7,0.5.42

4,544.99

Illinois

23,889.08

10,080.65

5,297.02

11,407.25

Toledo

2,816.88

8,243.38

6,331.35

4,151.33

.15,734.45 13.446.05

4.989.92

19,580.18

WelUon

. .

.

Indianapolis..

6,019 81

9 922.88

8,11170

7,609.11

Average

4.186.33

2,642.72

5,191.60

3,708.32

*

Indicates no accidents.

in
if

earned per injury; then, if business falls
off the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the

amount

of

wage indicated

tive of one injury.
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is

representa-

ECONOMIES

IN

HANDLING

COMPANY EQUIPMENT
On Sunday, January

11th, at an agents'

and

conductors' meeting held in Cleveland, Ohio,
J. J. Tatum, superintendent of the freight ct*r
department, gave a very interesting and impressive talk on the question of railroad
economies.
He pointed out how money could be saved
by the use of all kinds of material which is seen
lying around, going to waste. And he further
emphasized the fact that such action would
help keep more men on our payrolls during
business depressions.
He stated that conductors while on the line
of road sometimes use Company material, such
as air hoses, couplers, angle cocks, etc., to fix
foreign cars, and in many cases do not make
proper notations on form placed in the caboose
cars for that purpose, so that just charge can
be made against the foreign lines benefited.
This alone amounts to considerable money, and
Mr. Tatum explained how such economies as
this can be effected in every branch of the service and be of direct benefit to all employes.

v3T^E)CI^7^I^

NIEI^IT^ K,OL^l^

STATEN ISLAND LINES

was written

letter

to

him by superinten-

dent Hobbs and his watchfulness was

Trainman Robert E. Decker is to be
commended for his alertness and prompt
While enaction on December 18th.

called to the attention of general superin-

tendent

Blaser,

and general

manager

Galloway.

route to St. George to take out a pas-

senger train he saw a gang of laborers of
ft

contracting;

company

trying to shift a

very large pole across the railroad tracks,

during which operation the pole became

Decker immediately ran around curve and flagged
train No. 168, which was approaching.

stuck on eastbound track.

On October 8th, 1913, on the North Avenue

Northern

with

crossing

Railroad, Northern Central

4079 with train was standing on crossing.
Bay View yard engine No. 1144 dropped
Baltimore & Ohio No. 192399 on No. 4
track in the

Bay View

On January

Boylan on
about 500
feet east of Livingston Station on fire.
Conductor DeWaters and crew formed a
bucket brigade and put the fire out.
10th, engineer

train 172 discovered a trestle

R.

Mathai dropped off at M. & P. Junction
and told North Avenue on telephone that
car was coming and the operator had
Northern Central engine No. 4079 pull
Erie car No. 62961 up on crossing so that
the car could run into it. This was done,
and prevented a possible injury to the
engineman and fireman on engine No.
4079.

Everybody knows what destruction to
and property can be wrought by a

life

live wire, especially

man

BALTIMORE DIVISION

yard, and the car

Brakeman R.

could not be stopped.

Fireman August Nickels discovered a
man lying close to the track on January
nth, at 10.45 p. m. An examination
proved that the fellow was intoxicated,
and might have been killed had it not
been for Nickels' watchfulness and care.

Central

engine No.

a trolley wire. Brake-

way to Riverside to
Green on
report for duty on the day after ChristF.

his

mas, noticed a trolley wire hanging so low
F.

J.

Schwartz, operator at Relay, ]Md.,

while on duty on

December

21st, 1913,

over the Charles Street crossing that
scarcely cleared the top of a car.

He

noticed a dark object on the track just as

mediately hurried to the telegraph

No. 4 was about to reach the cut-off
He
stopped the train and upon investigation
found the object to be a brake rigging

at Riverside

wedged

in

guard

rail.'

A commendatory

which

office

and reported the condition

to the superintendent.
notified,

it

im-

and

made

also

the

All trains

the Street

necessary

were

Railway,
repairs.
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Mr. Green
closeness

is

to be

commended

for his

observation in the protec-

of

tion of our property.

On the morning of December

7th, 1913,

as train No. 55, engine No. 2172, in charge

H. Constantine, was coming
C, switchman
John Hutchinson at the New York Avenue bridge observed and reported to the
dispatcher a steam hose dragging under
the train. This train crew was notified
of conductor

and his conversation with
them regarding the welfare of the Com-

passengers

pany,

made such a good

impression, that

third

vice-president

A.

W. Thompson

commendatory notation made

authorized a

on

his service record.

out of Washington, D.

On November

11th,

1913, conductor J. C.

Brown, Mount Clare
Junction, found brok-

on eastbound

at Silver Springs regarding the dragging

en

and stopped at University, D. C, where
it was found that the hose had parted between sleeper Claremore and parlor car

track above ''A" yard

We are glad to note that the boys

Irene.

rail

at that point.

He

J.

C.

BROWN

reported the condi-

tion to the yardmaster

and thus prevented

a possible wreck.

on the Baltimore Division are working so
closely along the lines of "Safety First."

Mr. Hutchinson's closeness of observation and promptness in reporting are to
be commended. It is the little things
like this that sometimes cause big delays,
even

if

they

do not result

in

serious

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
That engineer J. R. Kesler is ''on the
job" was evidenced on the morning of
December 23rd. He was running a
helper engine on the eastward track, just

west of the crossover west of

accidents.

Doe

Gullj^

Tunnel, and noticed a jar when passing

On December

5th,

about 8.00

1913,

m., conductor D. F. Grady, on the

a.

Metropolitan Pick

Up West

the railroad.

six

on the westbound
main track east of

Windham

Station.
Conductor Grady pro-

tected the track with

The

and
Grady prevented a

close observation

of conductor

it.

to

the alertness
possible

serious accident.

John C. McKenzie, signal repairman,
was returning to his camp at McKenzie,
about 10.30

On December

19th, 1913,

on

train

No.

Baltimore to Frederick, Md., the
politeness of conductor W. I. Strider to
21,

he stopped

he sent to repair

discovered

rail

GRADY

while helping train on extra east

On his way west again,

a flagman and then
foundtrackmen,whom

engine No.

inches broken out of

F.

it,

examine the track and found eighteen
He immeinches of the rail broken out.
diately saw that a trackman was summoned, and that the rails were replaced',
and the track put in proper condition.
For his close attention to duty, Mr.
Kesler received a letter of commendation
from our superintendent. It is just such
work as this that contributes towards the
successful operation of the division and

2797,

DAVID

over
4170.

p. m.,

October 11th.

When

some distance from the railroad he heard
an eastbound freight going by, and a
loud knocking of the wheels. After the

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES
train had i)assed he examined the track
and found the stock rail on the easthound
crossover with four or five inches broken
He called out an extra gang
off the end.
and they made the necessary repairs.
His close observation and prompt

^L\GAZI^1•:

and was riding

20th,

Wlun

gine No. 4308.
just

67

lionic

on extra en-

the engine stopped

Hobbs Tower, Mr. Butts

east of

looked out of the rear door of the caboose

and saw a marked depression in the east,
bound main track. Being thoroughly

action prevented a possible accident.

conversant with track structure, he knew

On December 18th, operator Lovonstein at Piedmont noticed brake rigging

immediately that something was wrong,
and upon examination found that at the
point of depression, the rail was broken

down on

through.

a car in train of extra west en-

gine No. 1783 while passing tower at that
point.

He

tor

charge of this

in

train

immediatel}' notified conduc-

brought to

a

and had

train

stop

and

trouble

corrected.

Mr. Lovenstein has been highly com-

mended by the

assistant superintendent

He

ing under a slow order

and trainmaster for his watchfulness towards passing trains. He is a member of
the Safety Committee and always has his
eyes open for the safety of passengers and

the broken

fellow employes.

spection,

with

cracked

This

flange.

defective

which might
have caused a serious
accident, was discovered by brakeman
wheel,

M.

E.

Thompson.

Conductor

Parsons

when

it

reached

rail.

Special merit
case, for

is

due Mr. Butts

in this

although not on duty, and not

being employed in the work of track in-

open

Conductor E. R. Parsons on extra east
engine No. 1776, dispatched from Grafton on December 28th, reports that Baltimore & Ohio car No. 127039, containing coal, was set off at M. & K. Junction

requested the conductor to

towerman to hold No. 6, which was
approaching, and he himself stood at the
fractured rail to flag in case towerman
should fail to stop train. The crew of
No. 6 had received notice from the towerman, however, and the train was proceednotify

he nevertheless had his eyes

for the

Company's

interests,

and

prevented a possible serious accident.

MONONGAH

DIVISION

On December 23rd a tree fell on cjur
main track between Fenwick and Holcomb during a storm. The obstruction
was discovered by F. M. Holbert and E.
B. Hooker. These two men in addition
to advising our track forces of the condi-

tion remained on the ground

and pro-

tected operation by flagging.

states that the flange

BRAKEMAN
THOMPSON

E. M.

was cracked perpendicularly in two places
and that the defects

could have easily been overlooked in anything but a careful examination.

W.

foreman at Marhad been at Shenandoah Juncmaking some repairs on December
L. Butts, signal

tinsburg,
tion

On January
resident

of

10th, Charles Everett, a

Weston, observetl a

i)rake

shoe on frog near Weston Brick Plant.
in all prol)ability had
dropped from some car. He interested
himself enough in the matter to remove
the obstruction, and we are glad to thank
him through the columns of the Employes
Magazine.

This brake shoe
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On January 3rd, Miss Lena McDaniel
W. Va., while on her way to the

of Cecil,

station to board G.

& B. train No. 2,
found a broken rail
on the curve about
one-quarter mile east
of the station.

had come down on Baltimore & Ohio car
No. 37503 and were dragging. He fiagged the train, the gondola was set off at
Dola and later the contents transferred
into another car.
The prompt action of
Mr. Morris is to be commended.

She

notified the crew of

No. 2 and arrangements were made for
repairs. Her prompt
LENA McDANiEL action saved a possible serious derailment and she has been notified that her
thoughtfulness and interest is very much
MISS

On December 13th, as our local pickup was leaving Parkersburg yard, switch
tender G. A. Thornton, located at the
east

end

of

Parkersburg yard, discovered

sixteen inches of flange broken off wheel
of cab

The switch tender im-

No. 1095.

mediately stopped the train, notified crew

and the cab was backed

off for repairs.

appreciated.

On January

3rd,

M.

E. Prim, a glass

worker, living at Webster,

work,

enroute

to

inches of

rail entirely

main

W.

Va., while

discovered

thirteen

gone on eastbound

'DK"
He immediately notified the opat the tower who made necessary

track, one-fourth mile east of

tower.
erator

arrangements for trains Nos.

40 and
88 to use the westbound track from ''DK"
tower to Grafton. Superintendent Scott
wrote Mr. Prim a letter thanking him for
the

14,

On January

1st this section experienced

by the Pardee

track east of the store building at Berry-

Our agent promptly reported

burg.

this

information to the crew of train No. 55

and necessary arrangements were made
for repairs.

Superin-

Scott

wrote

Mr. Baughman a commendatory letter.

D. M. Bolar, employed

&

Curtin

Lumber

Co.,

enroute home from work, discovered a large rock that had been dislodged and fell on our track near Curtin,
while

He promptly notified our secforeman and the necessary arrangements were made for the removal of the
obstruction.
Superintendent Scott wrote
him a suitable letter of appreciation.
W. Va.

tion

On December 31st,
brakeman P. 0. Daugherty

discovered

27th,

1913,

as

extra

and 2300 were
passing Dola, W. Va., agent and operator
G. R. Morris noticed that the bottoms

east engines Nos. 1826

on

main track at Ehlen
Mine Tipple a broken
rail.

p. O.

He promptly made

for flagging trains Nos. 57

A

DAUGHERTY

arrangements

and

23.

snow storm prevailed on this
Saturday and Saturday night

severe

division

On December

Company

at BarryBerryburg
burg, advised our agent at
Junction by telephone that he had discovered a badly broken rail in main

Consolidation Coal

tendent

prompt action taken.

a severe storm.

About 5.00 p. m., January 10th, I. A.
Baughman, employed as a clerk by the

January 3rd, causing considerable damage to telegraph and telephone wires.
K. O. Wade, our agent and operator at
Heaters, W. Va., on his arrival at the
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office

Sunday morning, January 4th, found

a telegraph pole that assists in carrying
wires over the track at that station

down

and lying across the
track,

ing

all

He

im-

off.

the

off

cut
the

latter

removed from the
track.
He further
A. E. SHIxN'GLETON
See January issue, page 5S

strung

temporary

a

wire which permitted
train dispatcher to obtain

a.

A

the end of the

and telegraph

W.

dis-

also

December

due at that

prevented and Mr. Shingleton has the

Company

for his interest.

At 12.25 a.m., December 10th, the opera"US" tower pulled No. 22 lever
for light engine extra east No. 2630, engineer Colyar, and finding that lever
pulled rather easily set No. 22 to normal
and pulled No. 21 for permissive. The
engineman pulled up to the signal, and
stopped and reported to the operator that
he had two indications, a wiiite light on
No. 22 signal and a green light on No. 21
signal.
Upon investigation it was found
that spectacle casting of No. 22 signal
had been broken off and had fallen to the
tor at

foreman Hayhurst, and the

At 5.00 p. m., Sunday, December 28th,
trackman J. R. Hall of section No. 4,
w^hile on his way home from a visit, discovered a broken rail at the east end of
No. 112 bridge on eastbound track.
Knowing that train No. 12 was about due
he instructed operator at Gaston Junction to hold all eastbound trains and to
call track men to assist in making reIn the meantime Mr. Hall sepairs.
cured a set of angle bars and spiked them
to the rail letting No. 12 pass in safety.
Mr. Hall remained on the ground, flagging all trains until trackmen arrived and

made

repairs.

He

to be

is

for his watchfulness

though not on duty.

At 11.00

W.

p.

m.,

December

and 4078 west, noticed

mended

for his vigilance.

to be

com-

commended

and alertness even

Operator protected the plant the rest of
the night by putting out light on this
is

latter

repairs.

ductor

Engineer Colyar

Burt

14th,

Va., discov-

rail in the south siding at
immediately notified opera-

ground, leaving a white light displayed.

signal.

W.

No.

A possible serious accident was thus

thanks and appreciation of the

m.,

tor Shorter at the tower, wiio in turn noti-

made

notified the operator in time to flag

a.

He

Colfax.

cut just west of Underw^ood station and

was

assemble section

ered a broken

Shingle-

Underwood, W.Va.,

1

instructed

Denver, and also
from Denver.

office at

He then started east to
men to make repairs.
At 10.00

m., January 4th,

Train No.

He

rail.

to notif}^ superintendent

fied

time.

and let him
was broken

train stop

conductor of No. 17 to notify any trains
that he might meet between that point

covered a tree lying across the track in

94.

He had

section five feet long

Arns, a farmer of Colfax,

WHEELING DIVISION
At LOO

of

rail

communication

beyond Heaters.

ton, a resident of

he discovered a broken

17,

P.

west end of Jones Cut, west of

in the

Littleton.

wires to free the pole

had

No.

train

be-

mediately
and

On December loth while supervisor
Murtaugh was riding on the rear end

wires

broken.

:i9

peculiar

P. Stewart,

jump

17th, con-

on extra No. 4160
his caboose give a

just east of Powell.

went back to make
two feet l)roken
found
and

He

stopped his train,

in-

spection,

off
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He

rail.

instructed operator Clelland at

'^CY" tower to pull all trains through extension and call trackmen to make repairs.
Mr. Stewart is' to be commended
for his alertness

and prompt

action.

H.

16th,

Young,

C.

inspector at the freight house, discovered a

on Baltimore & Ohio No. 27966
dragging on the ground, this car being in
drag going over transfer between Parkbrake

staff

ersburg

Yards.

He immediately

tele-

phoned superintendent's office and timekeeper Nesbitt got in touch with conductor Farrell, who was in charge of
transfer engine.

The

train

was stopped

and brake removed, thus preventing possible accident to train or damage to
switches.

Akron Junction, Ohio, three
and one-half inches wide, and immediately notified the yard office and had
crossover,

repairs.

the morning of January 20th, con-

W. Lingerman found a broken
main track just west of Arlington
Bridge, Akron Junction Yard, and

ductor F.
rail in

Street

immediately
office.

reported

Mr. Lingerman

mended

it

the

to

to

is

for his watchfulness

yard

be com-

and prompt

action.

Frank Wosicki, of
Grafton, Ohio, while walking on the
track near Patterson Spur, found a piece
broken out of ball of rail, walked to
Elyria, Ohio, and notified the agent at
23rd,

and immediately went
the branch and

WM, CARMICHAEL

down

Newburgh engine. His watchof mind in this
are very much appreciated.

flagged the

and presence

fulness

instance

Section foreman

J. C. Bartley, on the
January 14th, found four
inches of broken flange in frog at West
Switch, Beach City, 0.
He is to be com-

morning

of

for his watchfulness in this in-

On Saturday

night,

December

20th,

operator C. B. Blythe, at

Howard

Akron,

at the west end

O., noticed

a

fire

of the cascade trestle just

Street,

west of Howard

and discovered the cribbing under the trestle abaze. With some
assistance he put the fire out.
There is
no doubt but that this fire might have
caused serious damage had it not besn
for Mr. Blythe's watchfulness, for which
he is to be commended.
Street station,

On

the morning of January 11th, con-

ductor F.

M. Wyman,

found a broken

rail

of Lorain, Ohio,

on main track at

know that

the Cleveland

office.

On January
Smith

21st,

conductor

J.

E.

It is grati-

No. 13 reported a broken
rail east of East Sparta, Ohio, to agent
W. C. Miller at East Sparta. Mr. Miller

the public are

in turn notified the superintendent's of-

that point of his discovery.
fying, indeed, to

much

switch at that point

Grafton, Ohio, and immediately notified

On January

so

Carmichael,

stance.

On the morning of January 16th,
wreckmaster T. Hillery discovered guard
rail on main track at Arlington Street

trackmen make necessary

J.

Cleveland Brick &
Clay
Company's

mended

CLEVELAND DIVISION

On

Wm.

yard clerk at Newburgh, O., found a
broken rail near the

OHIO RIVER
On January

movement. Superintendent Lechlider has
written Mr. Wosicki a letter of thanks.

interested in the '^Safety First"

fice

of train

and started

in the direction of the

BAi/riMoKK and OHIO iimplovks maciazim

'I'm:

broken

with a rod

rail

should

trains

He

protect them.

men

him,

that

if

couhl

he

quickly got the section

to the broken rail

thirty minutes

so

flag,

overtake

was

it

new one without

and

witliin al)out

with a

rephiccMl

dehiy

to

an\-

othei-

train.

Section foreman Z. A. Darling, on the
morning of January 14th, rei)orted 103
wire on the ground east of East Akron,
and G. S. Bevington, clerk at East Akron,

made

necessary

the

repairs

the

while

thermometer registered three below

zero.

Acts of this kind are appreciated, and
superintendent Lechlider has written both
of

them appropriate

letters.

Fred Dill of Grafton, O., on the mornof January 9th, discovered bolts

ing

sheared

off

on east

and part
near

rail

of angle bars torn off

new spur

No.
is

26,

which was due at that time.

know

crew

On

the night of

December

23rd, while

yard engine No. 1 163 was returning from
the American Bottle Works at Newark,
O., engineer Stanton, in charge of No. 1 163,
saw drunken man crossing in front of his
engine and applied air promptly. About
the same time conductor Schock, who was
riding on the step, reached out and caught
the man about the shoulder and with one
swing pushed him off the track, thereby
saving his life. Such presence of mind
and ability to act quickly on the part of
both of these men, deserves special praise.

It

that not only

Newark

A. L. Reel, conductor on the

Erhart.

flagged passenger train

indeed gratifying to

hour limit, lii onlcr to prevent
on second section from violating
Wheeler
hours of service, conductor
coupled section of train to his, relieved
the crew, and brought the train to Newark. His extraordinary interest in the
Company's welfare is commendecl.

sixte(Mi

at Pfeiffers

Crossing, between Grafton and

He immediately

61

Division,

is

hereby commended for un-

usual interest in the

On December

Company's welfare.
when his train,

30th, 1913,

the railroad employes are interested in

No.

the "Safety First" movement, but the pub-

at Mansfield, he reported to dispatcher

Superintendent Lechlider has

that his tonnage was light enough to pick

lic

as well.

with engines 2878-2823, arrived

94,

written Mr. Dill an appropriate letter ex-

up additional tonnage and asked

pressing our appreciation of his action.

structions.

Upon

receipt

of

picked up additional tonnage to

Brakeman

J.

H. Page, who works on

he
out

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

car in train 1st 75 while

passing Uhrichsville January

fill

to full rating.

Uhrichsville yard engine, found l)roken

beam down on

for in-

these

12th and

On December

22n(l, while extra west,

immediately had train stopped. Mr.
Page is to be commended for his watch-

engine 2883, was pulling through Sand

fulness.

in the train, causing a

NEWARK
On January
ductor of

1st,

first 35,

DIVISION
H. B. Wheeler, con-

engine 2877, was held

Clay Lick by sectionmen with rail
out of track, which in turn held second
section, putting the crew close to the
east of

Patch tunnel, an
Engineer

J.

air

C. Witt,

hose burst on a car

very severe stop.

who was

in

charge

not knowing what the
trouble was, tried to locate front brake-

of

the

engine,

man H. McLaughlin

for the purpo.se of

him fiag eastbound pas.se nger
No. 6, which was very close at the

having
train

time.

Brakeman McLaughlin,

it

seems,
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had

started ahead with this
and succeeded in flagging No. 6

already

intention

the train entered the tunneL
While the accident to extra 2883 was not
serious enough to cause trouble had train
No. 6 been permitted to proceed, neverbefore

by
engineer Witt and brakeman McLaughlin

at Fairhope,

David

trackman

Martin

noticed a wheel on one of the cars from

which a large piece of flange had broken.
He promptly brought the trouble to the
attention of the crew and the car was
set off at Fairhope.

theless, the thoughtfulness displayed

commendable, as they did not know
and took the proper
precaution to avoid any possibility of an
is

the circumstances

On December 11th, 1913, G. C. Helsel,
a farmer living near Holsopple, Pa., on
the S. & C. branch, while walking along the

track at Landstreet, discovered about one
foot broken out of a rail in the track

accident.

and

immediately went to Jerome Junction and

On January

5th, conductor C. Costello

discovered broken
crossing at

Acme,

main track at
a man at York

rail in

left

Run

Junction to flag approaching trains

and

notified the sectionmen,

Shortly after the discovery of

repairs.

broken

this

rail

P. C. Britt, of

by conductor

who

Costello,

Smithfield, Pa., noticed

the condition of the

rail

and immediby tele-

the yardmaster

ately notified

phone,

who made

notified

the

Mr.

prompt

action

Britt's thoughtfulness

Company and

is

and

appreciated by the

the superintendent, per-

notified of the trouble,

flag

passenger train

On January

6th, G. Fisher, third trick

operator at McSpadden, Pa., while on

way home from work,

discovered a

broken rail in the westbound main track
about one mile and a half west of Garnotified

replaced the

whom

he

went back to
No. 17, which was

passing Hooversville at the time.

The

thoughtfulness and good judgment dis-

played by these
is

men

is

highly appreciated

and the

commendable and
by the Company

division superintendent person-

ally.

On January 6th, signal repairman C. I.
Logsdon discovered a broken rail in the
track just east of bridge at Hyndman and
sary repairs.

He

Helsel,

had

notified the sectionmen,

sonally.

rett.

Wm.

notified all crews using the

branch.

his

and sectionmen,

operator

while his brother,

the sectionmen,

who

ering this defect

sible accident,

and

and

On January

19th, while the eastbound

was

pulling

by him

his

prompt action

On December

Company.

12th,

while a freight

was passing Somerset, car

repair-

E. Pyle noticed a brake

beam

down. He succeeded in getting the train
stopped and had repairs made.

On December

19th, while in charge of

extra east engine No. 2853 pulhng into

Cumberland yard, conductor E. Emerick
rail about
yard *'E." He reported the trouble to the yardmaster and
repairs were promptly made.

discovered a piece broken out of

fifteen inches long in

drag, engine 2535,

neces-

his interest is heartily

appreciated by the

man W.
While working on the track near Brook
tower, January 12th, section foreman
J. C. Miller noticed a brake rigging dragging under a car in train of extra east,
engine 4177. He boarded the train and
signalled the engineer, who stopped the
train before any damage was done.

who made

his alertness in discov-

in reporting the trouble he averted a pos-

train

rail.

By

,
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On December 23rd, section foreman C.
W. Weimer, while working on track east
of Garrettown, Pa. noticed a brake beam
down on a car in train of extra west engine No. 4131, which
point.

erator

when

train,

platform

been

on extra cast engine
Xo. 2678, noticed a
car off-center in train
of extra west engine

No. 2657, which they
passed at Mars. He
dropped ofif at Downieville and notified

FULLER

the operator at

and have car

Gallery

to

stop

train

set off.

On January ISth, brakeman R. R.
a member of crew of extra

west, engine 2600, discovered a chipped

on wheel of Baltimore

124923 loaded

v\'ith

&

Ohio Xo.

limestone, while train

was pulling into X^ew Gastle Junction

He

off

notified the conductor,

who

in

turn notified the car inspectors and the

was shopped.

flagman R. F. Rist.

west

Just

of

the

Seamless

at Christy Park, he noticed
ties as

though a car had

the track.

X^o. 11

had passed a

freight train east

Rist stopped his train,

of Christy Park.

oft', went back and found brake beam
wedged in switch point on eastbound
track, McKeesport.
He went back further and found trailing point switch at
the Seamless Tube Works damaged where
the car had climbed back on the rail
again.
His observation, prompt action
and thorough examination, which resulted

got

in

important discoveries, deserve
commendation.

these

heart}'

Forsythe,

car

Keesport.

Tube Works

T.

7th,

was standing on the rear
between \'ersailles and Mc11,

marks on the

On December 19th,
flagman W. T. Fuller,

yard.

Xo.

the

PITTSBURGH DIVISION

flange

On October
train

made.

W

careful inspection uf the train.

op-

the necessary repairs were

03

been passed on by car inspectors, Mr.
Glynn should be commended for his

was passing that

He immediately notified the
at the tower, who stopped

NL\c;a/1M:

On December 4th, conductor J. Meehan was in charge of train Xo. 719 and
when he walked do^Ti to the engine before
leaving Pittsburgh to give the engineer
his orders he noticed that the tire

on the

back driving
wheel was loose. He
right

called the engineer's

attention to

and

it

the train was run at

On

Januar>'

13th,

conductor

W. M.

Glynn, in charge of engine 1525, was
taking a draft of cars from Pittsburgh
yard to be delivered to the Pennsylvania works of the Xational Tube Company.

As

his

train

pulled

by him

at

Second Avenue, Pittsburgh, he discovered
broken flange under Baltimore & Ohio
Xo. 237561. Train was stopped and car
in the yard, thus possibly
set back
averting an accident.
In view of the fact that this car had

reduced speed

to

Glenwood, where another

engine

secured.

Meehan's
in

was

Conductor conductor meehan
alertness

discovering this defect

possible accident

be

made on

prevented a

and suitable entry

will

his service record.

On December 31st, signalman Frank
Burk discovered something dragging on
train Xo, 157

and

notified ai^ent

Maratta
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The operator

at Valencia.
ville

was

notified

at Downiewas stopped
at that point and it
was found that brake
beam had come down

and

train

on tank
No. 758.

of

engine

Signalman

Burk has been commended for his
prompt action in this
FRANK BURK

would have done no damage, Mr. Armis to be commended for the interest
he displayed in this matter and for his

strong

prompt

On December
No.

Richards, in looking over his train, dis-

covered arch bar broken on the south

No.
was very heavily
loaded with copper, and had conductor
120438.

The
is

following

DIVISION

a copy of letter which

is

self-explanatory:

ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY
SUPERINTENDENT

OFFICE OF THE

MARION, OHIO

December

30, 1913.

Mr. M. H. Cahill,

& O. R. R.,
New Castle, Pa.

Sup't, B.

Dear

This

car

Richards not discovered this defect,
which could only be located by close inspection, an accident might have occurred and considerable damage been done.
Conductor Richards has been written a
letter by superintendent Cahill, commending him for making very close inspections of his train to discover defects

that a casual inspection would not de-

Sir:

velop.

Conductor P.

Kane, on your train No. 7,
reported to Erie dispatcher at Akron, on the
30th, that there was a car door lying on the
Erie main track about two miles west of
J.

Barberton, resulting

our dispatcher notifying
an eastbound train and removing door from our
eastbound track before any damage was done.
Please express to Mr. Kane for me our
appreciation. If he were an Erie man we would
gladly give him a credit mark.
in

Yours very

truly,

R. E. Woodruff,

(Signed)

Superintendent.

Superintendent Cahill has written conKane a letter, transmitting Mr.

ductor

Woodruff's

letter,

and we

all

think very

highly of conductor Kane's action in this
instance.

Engineer R. E. Armstrong, on extra
east No. 4150, January 5th, noticed

an

obstruction on the westbound track at

Carbon.

11th, at 1.10 a. m., train

No. 4089, stopped at the
Erie crossing at Sterling, O.
Conductor
98, engine

side of rear truck of St. L. S. F. car

matter.

NEW CASTLE

report.

He made

a prompt report of

the same and No. 15 was notified.

No.
and found that the obstruction was a dynamo belt.
While this belt
15 stopped

CHICAGO DIVISION
On January

6th, at

about 1.20

p. m.,

Peter Stepic, interpreter of a gang of

men

that were laid off in December, was walk-

camp cars
when he discovered a rail

ing from the depot to the
Tiffin,

Ohio,

at
in

such bad shape that sixteen inches of the
ball, or top of the rail, were broken off

Mr. Stepic immediately went
and informed the
foreman. He then got a red flag and went
west on the eastbound main track to flag
anything coming eastbound. He had not
gone very far before train No. 98 appeared and was brought to a stop. He
then returned to the camp cars, where
extra gang foreman Charles Core called
out enough men to handle a rail and reThis was done and the
pair the track.
rail was changed so quickly as neither to
delay passenger train No. 10 or No. 12.
Mr. Stepic's care also prevented a possible
completely.

to the foreman's car
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serious accident to train No. 98, since

it

notify train crew.

runs at a very high rate of speed over

passing the

this particular piece of track.

noticed that

On

the day this discovery wa.s made,

new track was not
working, but they came out willingly and

the gang which laid

repaired the track, and no charge was

made on

the payroll.

OHIO DIVISION
0.

J.

Moriarty, pumper, Zaleski, Ohio,

December

morning

of

T. St. L.

& W.

19th, discovered

car No. 42852 on train Ist

74 with a broken arch bar.
the conductor

who

He

notified

set car off for repairs.

The

finding of this arch bar by Mr.
Moriarty perhaps prevented a serious ac-

On

the morning of January 13th,

noticed peculiar

when

movement

of caboose,

stopped his train at Delhi, sent flagman
back and found twenty-one inches of rail

broken out and the

As

rail

broken in three

made

to be unlocked to get

1st,

going through Aurora yard,

conductor

James Cox noticed brake beam down on
M. C. car No. 88126, the head car in train.
He telephoned the operator at Cochran to

It

proved

it

out.

The agent

J.

W.

Kessler, Illinois Divi-

month of November,
being caught by the sixteen hour
during the

after

law on the west end, was deadheading
into East St. Louis Terminal on freight

While passing O'Fallon Station,

train.

he noticed lying in switches that lead to
the Willard Stove Foundry, a switch
chain.
He immediately stopped the

and

while No. 57 was

Aurora

a switch

ILLINOIS DIVISION

on which he was traveling, got

train

crew his resison for so doing.

in

removed the obstruction himself, telephoned for a man to come and examine
switch, and found that it had not been
injured by the obstruction.

11th, 10.50 a. m.,

was left there and the next train
that came along eastbound was vicepresident Thompson's special.
Flagman
Kinney stopped the train and advised

On December

8th, the agent at

to be a piece from a brake beam and was
wedged in so tight that the switch had

sion,

flag

commenda-

18th, conductor James
Cochran yards, found fifteen
feet of rail gone in transfer track at
Aurora and notified all concerned. By
so doing he prevented a possible wreck
and loss of life.

Engineer

necessary repairs.

On Sunday, January

deserves

of the

and

conductor Warren Cox noticed a thumping noise when caboose passed over
broken rail one mile west of Nebraska.

A

men

these

On December

Cox

this discovery occurred be-

fore daylight, he got sectionmen out

they

all

tion.

point in front of the depot.

caboose No. 10 passed over track one
mile east of Delhi, conductor Hodapp

pieces.

was going to the
had previously discovered the defect, however, and
had the beam down and out when conductor Routt arrived at head end of
train.
Such close observation on the

found a piece of iron caught

INDIANA DIVISION

was

of operator

Engineer Downing

office.

On December

cident.

this train

Young he
brake beam was down and

home

notified conductor as he

part of

while checking the yard at Zaleski on the

While

65

men

notified operator,

to

who

off

sent section

remove the obstruction.

They

found an ordinary car or switching chain
lodged between switch points. This con-

would have caused a possible derailment and loss of life had it not been
dition
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Mr. Kessler has been

noticed.
service

of

the

fifteen years

trains Nos. 94

Company

for

in the

the

past

sidered this only performing

his

plain

duty to the Company.

and is regular engineer on
and 97, Ilhnois Division.

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION

habit of looking out along the right-of-

On December 12th, section foreman
Thad Cooper, section 26, Boody, Ills.,
discovered brake beam dragging under an

way when

eastbound

In conversation with the division correspondent, he stated that he

otherwise,

traveling,

and

is

in the

while on duty or

this accounts for the fact

local,

one and one-half miles
He promptly sig-

east of Osbernville.

that this condition

naled train to stop and averted a possible

tion.

serious accident.

came to his attenMr. Kessler stated that he con-

RESTS

OF=^

THE

(Copyright:

The mJ\n who shaves

just

1013;

when

RULLyV\/\IN C/\RS.
By John

T. McCutc.con.]

the other passengers want to wash up.

Courtesy

of

Chicago Tribune.

—

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. Panqborn, Chairman

J.

Department
John Hair, Motive Power Department
\V. MrC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Dep't
E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation

T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M. Parlett, Relief Dep't, Sanitation

J.

B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

Advisory Committee
A.

Hunter Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J.

F.

J. W. Coon, Operating Department
Tearney, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES
BALTIMORE
record here, at the head of
items about the thousands of men
working for the Company, the fact that our
esteemed president, Daniel Willard, has been
elected a trustee of Johns Hopkins University
of Baltimore.
Both Mr. Willard and the I'niversity are to
be congratulated: the former because of the
honor the election carries with it and because
it opens up a new field of usefulness to him: the
latter because, in the appointment of Mr. Willard, it has added to its board a man in thorough
symi)athy with the cause of higher learning,
and one who combines in a rare degree fine intellectual capacity, splendid executive ability
It is a pleasure to

the

many

and sound business sense.

High individual

tion, 1104.

Averages

of all players to date:

Players.

Hoen
Viehmever...
Knachei
Burk

Sommers
Mackin
McTighe
Kraus
Bvrd...
Felmand
JohnClaiuv.
McClelland".

ary

Xeavin
James Clancy

1014:

High individual score, one game, Knachel,
12S.

three games, Hoen,

High team score, one game, Mileage, 388.
High team score, three games, Transporta-

The Baltimore & Ohio Car Service Duck Pin
League has been a great success since its reorganiztition. and the following figures show the
averages and standing of the teams on Febru1.

score,

307.

Mctzman...

CJames.

.12
12
12

Brown

Av.

Uofi
1110

0t).33

IK).')

!t2

12

1007

12

1071

'si:^

02

.V)

OS
01.42
•.«)

.33

so 2o
so 00

f.

:.;w

12

10«".ti

ss.h;^

700

SS 77
S7.33
s7 2'.

3

2()2

12

1017
77:>

Mill

3

2.")(1

S.j.33

7()0

S.-,.44

12

lOlH)

S.5

C

402
072
717

7',>

Wills

Newton

Pins.

12

00
S2.00
Si 00
(><»

(>7

—
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Standing

of

the teams:

Won.

Teams.
Mileage
Transportation
Royal Blues

9
7
5
3

Demurrage

Lost.

P. C.

3
5
7
-9

.750
.583
.417
.250

Av.
353.42
352.75
346.83
340.58

"Dux" Haskell's pen of fine Mallards again
carried off first prize at the poultry show. This
event caused "Dux" to wag his tongue more
rapidly than ever.
Park Dolliver, while reading by the glare

of

his furnace, fell into a doze, and was awakened
by a sheet of flame coming from his furnace

We almost forgot to say that he did'show us
a couple of post cards he bought; beautiful views
of Jacksonville and St. Augustine, but, you
can't

smoke

them.

A

certain gentleman (G. C. G.) has been
asking a lot of questions concerning the same
trip, it being understood that he is shortly to
do the "Dutch Act," and he wants to get all
the information possible, because she is a nice
girl, and well, he wants to know all about it.
You know how it is. If not, ask Charlie.
The last official census showed that each of
the boys had laid up some pennies, so we are
ready for the big event.

STATEN ISLAND EMPLOYES
Dolan, Timekeeper;
and H. Lawrence, Draughtsman.

Left to right, R. Gboelino, Chief Clerk to Master Mechanic; F.

door, presumably caused by an accumulation of
gas.
His right hand and arm were badly
burned before he could get out of the way.

"Head" Hohman,
local cabaret

Jr.,

Arthur Lenz has been somewhat under the
weather since his return from Palm Beach. He
says it was on account of residing at his new
home at Raspeburg.

One

LARGE

smile.
(One of the kind that
stretch from ear to ear.)
"Well, what's up Joe? Did the auditor just
notify you of another raise?"

"Nope."
"Find a pocket-book on the train

this

morn-

ing?"

"No,
F. F.

fellows,

M.

IT'SABOYI"

(better

NEW YORK

known

Bayer
E. W. Evans
J. J.

T. Gorman
A. L. MicHELSEN
E. Salisbury
J.

Alfred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gus Flamm
C.
E.

TooMEY
Sheehy

J.

Louis Polly

Tony Ross
Sam Gilesta
Mike Monday
Mike DeMayo
C. H. Kohler
A. BoHLEN

as Speed)., took an

extended southern tour during January, but
we didn't see any of those celebrated Key West
cigars floating around when he returned.

DIVISION
'k,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell
W. B. Biggs

Street.

O'Connor, Master Mechanic;

Correspondent, T. A. Kavanagh, Chief Cle
Pier 22, N. R., New York

has been starring in a

show on Holliday

J.

Hewitt
Patrick Meade
R. Mullen
T. Halverson
H. M. Nielsen
J AS.

Termmal Agent, Chairman
Agent, Pier 22, N. R.
Agent, West 26th Street
Agent, St. George, S. I.
Agent, Pier 21, E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N. R,
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.
Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N, R.
Laborer, Pier 22, N. R.
Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21, E. R.
Laborer, St. George
Supervisor Floating

Equipment, Marine
Captain, Marine
Engineer, Marine
Oiler, Marine
Fireman, Marine
Deckhand, Marine
Lighter Captain, Marine

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

THE

BAi/iiMoKi:

AM) OHIO

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT

RAILWAY COMPANY

Corret![)on(lent, R. (Jkoeling, Chief Clerk,

Clifton, S.

L

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C.

Syze

B. F.

Kelly

Ks

m a(;azi\i

The recent death of engineer Joseph Blackburn took from the payroll the oldest engineer
in the service on the Staten Island lines.
For
a long time Mr. Blackburn had been ofT duty
on account of the illness which cau.sed his
death. He is survived by his wife, who has
the sincere

sympathy

of

many

friends.

Trainmaster, Chairman
Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Road Conductor
Road Trainman
Yard Conductor
Road Foreman of Enginas

R. H. Taxter
M. ScHAFFER
J. R. Huff

Alex Conley
G. Hartman

Fireman
Track Supervisor

E. Alley

Johns
W. L. Dryden
H. E. Smith

Master Carpenter

J.

Signal Supervisor

Shop Foreman

O'Connor
F.,E. HoRAN

Passenger Conductor
Road Engineer

D. A. McLauohun
R. E. Colons

Passenger Conductor

C.

l•;^^•Lo^

J.

Yardmaster

During the recent storm seven coal boats
containing over 4000 tons of coal were sunk at
the St. George Coal Docks.

The accompanying photograph
O'Connor, who

is

of

John

J.

receiving the congratulations
of his many friends on his recent promotion from
assistant master mechanic to master mechanic
Mr. O'Connor has
of the Staten Island lines.
is

VANDERBILT AVE., STATION, S. I., AND
"RING YOUR BELL" SIGN FOR
"SAFETY FIRST"
The sincere sympathy of all the employes
goes out to conductor J. Nichols, and his son
fireman Albert Nichols, on account of the death
of Mrs. Nichols.

On December 20th the Safety Committee
attended the "Safety First and Sanitation
Exhibit" at the Grand Central Palace, New
York City. Many interesting exhibits were
gone over by the Committee and all felt well
repaid for their visit.

A

suggestion for the cover of a

Commutation

Book:

We

think of the accidents of the past,
will be the last.
So through each day of this new year
Let "Safety First" allay our fear.

And hope each one

— Conductor Roy Collins.

JOHN

J.

O'CONNOR. MA.STER MECHANIC

been with the Staten Island lines for a number
of years, having worked with the Old Rapid
Transit Ferry Company, and later being pro-

moted

to general foreman of the Clifton Shops

and then to assistant master mochMnic.

Clarence Davis, chief clerk to the trainmaster, Roy Collins, conductor, and Reinhard
Groeling, chief clerk to master mechanic, have
been appointed a committee to get up a "Staten
Island" issue for the Emploves Magazine. A
circular letter has been issued and all employes
are requested to send in any material which
will help to make the number a success.
After his trip to the automobile show a
number of the boys arc wondering whether or
not "Harry" will change his auto for one of the
u|>-to-date cars

which were on exhibition.

70

.

Till-:

l'.AI/l'lM()Ki':

AM)

After the recent shut-down of the Clifton
Shops, all the men :ir(> ji;l;ul tohe'oack a<;:iin on
full

time.

Conductor K. Jaeklin

returned to duty
confmedlhim to tlie

lias

after a recent illness tliat
liouse for several days.

M Ar.AZlNr:

Ollli) i;.MI'L()\ i;s

enjoy the eveniuK
sentiment amoriR
the members is that no other event of the year
offers the i)ossil)iIit ies afTorded l)V this annual
afTair for the discussion of conditions on the
H.oad. the recallinti; of interesting anecdotes,
the renewing of old and the forming of new
All

j)resent

heartily,

seenuMl

and the

to

prevailiri}:;

friendships.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent.

J.

BALTIMORE DIVISION

C. Richardson, Chief Clerk,

Correspondent.

Philadelpliia

H. M. White
C. Jeffers
G. G. James
James Flynx
C. W. CainJ. X. McCan'n.
R. C. AcTOX

Superiptcndent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Terminal Am-nt
Assistant Division Kni:ini'er

Claim Aurnt
Medical Examiner
F'nuini'cr

J.

.

.

Fireman
Conductor
Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor
.Gang Foremai, Car Dcoartment, Ea.st Side
Secretary

J. W. AUlridgc. freight conductor, in service
since 1867. went on the pension list January 1st.
Mr. Aldridgp has been a Tiember of the \'eteran
Employes' Association since it was organized.

E. C. Cooper, passenger conductor, in service
since 1872. went on the pension list January 14th.
Mr. Cooper has been a number of the Veteran
Employes' Association since it was organized.

William Sinnott, formerly master mechanic
the Philadeli)hia Division for a number of
years, and lately on the staff of the district
superintendent of motive power, has returned
to our division and was appointed master
mechanic January 1st. His many friends here
are glad to have him back again.
of

Married, at Lancaster, Pa., December 2SthHarold E. 8tark txnd Miss Anna MVincent. Mr. Stark has been agent at Cowenton, Md., for the past several years and has a
host of friends on the Philadelj^hia Division.
1913,

The

annual bancjuet of the Veteran
Association of the Philadelphia
Division, was held at 1620 North Broad Street,
Phihulelphia, on Thurstlay evening, January
loth. 1914.
As will be seen from the accompanying picture a large number of members
participated.
Some of the guests present
inchu'ed local officials of the law. traffic,
transportation and other departments and
some of our good friends from Baltimore.
The election of officers for the ensuing year
resulted viz.
president. J. C. Richardson.
Philadelphia; vice-president. J. E. Walters,
sixth

Employes'

:

J. M. CJraeve. Philadelphia; treasurer. E. T. Magowan. Pb.iladelphia; executive committee. C. W. Andrews,
Baltimore; CI. W. Sturmer. Baltimore; 10. A.
Sands. Philadelphia: H. O'Neill. Philadelphia,
and S. L. Curry. Philadelphia. In the year
1913. ninety-six new members were adtled and
five died, making the present membership 362.

Wilmington; secretary,

.

11.

S«iiii)i;u,

Bil imore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
T. Olhausex
n. K. Hartman'
T. B. Frankun
V. P. Drccan
F. H. Lamb
Dr. X. L. I'ORTKR

J.

\\

O. H. IIoBBS
C. \V. Mewshaw
G. R. .\lbiker
R. B. Hank.s
E. H. Barxhart

Cliairman
Vice-Chairman

.

Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay
Division Claim .\nent
Assistant Division Fngim^er

Yard Brakeman, Locust Point
Car Inspector. \V;ist»in£?ton, D. C.

H. BiNG

J.

T. Dkkmhan"
1). .\L
]{.

\V.

Kisher

.Vnent, \Vashin<iton,

Gardner

Harkkjav

Air Brake Repairman, Riverside
ARcnt, Camden Station
Me lie il fvxaminer
Yard Conductor, \\:is)iin[;ton, D. C.
\zfinK Locust Point
.Machinist. Brunswick, .Md.
Pas.scngcr Conductor. Camden
Transfer A?ent, Brunswick. Md.
Sscretary. Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.
Secretary. Y. M. C. .\.. Riverside
Piecawork Inspector, Brunswick. .Md.
Fireman. Riverside

A. ^L KiNSTENDORFF
Dr. E. H. Mather.s
G. H. MiLLr.R
\V. T. MooKi'.
\V. P.

C.

E

Xkodemus
OwiNc;s

\V. E. Shannon
E. K. Smith
T. E. St.\cey
C. E. Stewart

Geo. Sypes
S. R. Taylor
S. E. Tanner
C. E. Walsh
J.

L.

Walsh

G. H. W/NSLOW.

D. C.

Yard Brakeman. Brunswick. Md.
Yard ("onrluctor. Cam Icn Yard

T. Foster

Geo.

.

,

Yard Brakeman. B lyview
Master Carpenter. C im len
Engineer, Riverside
.\ssi.stant Yardmaster, Mt. Clare
Secretary, Y. M. C. A.. Washington, D. C.

"DO" office has the champion eater of
Baltimore in the person of Jake Herbert, the
delay clerk. Much amusement was caused
among the dispatchers on duty Christmas day,
or rather Christmas night. Jake had some
turkey sandwiches and forgot that Friday began
And being a
at midnight, it being 11.50 j). m.
good churchman he endeavored to get outside
of the sandwiches in the ten minutes that were
It was a race against time in
left of Thursday.
which Jake won by a narrow margin, finishing
the race on the stroke of twelve. The bt)ys of
"DO" are willing to enter Jake in any eating
contest and back him against any otlier cham|)ion eater in Baltimore.
The many

friends and associate.-; of Charles

C. (iardner, chief clerk to the superintendent
of the Baltimore Division, were very much

shocked to hwin of his death on XoveuDer
While it was not entirely un19i;3.
expected, as he had been cjiiite ill for several
months, we all hoped that he would regain his
usuid good health and come back with us.
Mr. (iardner was well and favorably known to
all the heads of (lei)artments. as well as to all
of tho.-^e in charge of yards and stations on the
When they had business with the
division.
chief clerk, he was always ready and willing
to off(M- the ludping hand to those who nee led
it. although he would insist ui)on accurate and
:30th.

He entered the
promi)t handling of business.
service as clerk and messenger in January. 1S75,
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and was steadily advanced until he was made
chief clerk on July 14th. 1S96, remaining in that
Th(>
position until the time of his death.
funeral was held from his late residence 200
East Lanvale Street, on Tuesday, December
1913.
The pallbearers were: C. \V.
3rd,
Gallowa}'. general manager; F. E. Blaser,
general superintendent. Main Line System;
O. H. Hobbs, superintendent, Baltimore Division; J. P. Kavanaugh, assistant superintendent.
Baltimore Division; C. \V. Pledge, general
agent, Claremont, Md.; and K. E. Hurlock,
The
division operator, Baltimore Division.
interment was at Louden Park cemetery.
Fire broke out in the Baltimore & Ohio pump
house at Relay, Md.. on Mondav morning. January 12th, 1914. at 3.00 a. m. "^The St. Denis
and Relay Fire Companies answered the alarm
turned in by the St. Denis Company, and both
Companies were soon on the ground, but owing
to there being no water plugs could do nothing
until the Catonsville Company with their automobile engine arrived and pumped water from
the stream. The building was burned to the
ground.

A number

of clerks in the local freight office

Camden Station gave an informal New Year's
gathering at the home of Raymond F. Hardy,

at

1903 W. Saratoga St., on Tuesday evening. January 13, 1914.
Captain Christian Feick's stringed orchestra
was engaged for the evening and rendered the
latest popular pieces.
The reception and music
rooms were tastefully decorated with potted
plants, American beauty roses and red carnations.
Dancing was enjoyed until 12 midnight,
when a course supper was served.
The object was to bring together more closeh'
in a social manner the men employed on the Baltimore & Ohio System at the Baltimore Terminals.
A society was inaugurated which will be
known as the Baltimore & Ohio Society Clerks
for entertainments of a similar nature and to
discuss matters pertaining to the Company's interests. Those present were: Captain Christian
Feick, Stewart Cole. Gardiner Hewatt, H. T.
Winkler,
M. Reckhtenwald, Frederick
F.
Weber, George Dietz, W. A. Miles, Jos. Glazer,
Miss Iva Beck of Gettysburg, Miss Marguerite
Snyder, Miss Lillian Amey. Miss Florence
Hardy, Miss Loretta McDonald Miss May
Russell, Miss Armie Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Amey, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Stegman, Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Hardy, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hardy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Silva, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Foster.

Correspondent, H. A. Beaumont, General

Foreman
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
CoNUT

A. Cartkr
H. OvERBT

S.

Reinardt

H. C. Yealdhau.
i{. \V.

Chksnet.

L. I' USHER
L. Ward

\'.

J.

O. Perin
E. Hae.sloop
Gko. R. Leilk n

J.

FI.

Superintendent Shops, Chairman
Machinist. Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
'.

.

.

Fire Marshal, AxU' and Blacksmith
Shops and I'owcr Plant
Boilermaker. Boiler Shop
.Moulder, Brass Foundry
.Moulder, Iron Foundry

Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 .Machine Shop
Tinner, i'ipe. Tin and Tender Shopa
Manager. Printing Dept.

Car Department
H. A. Beaumo.nt
H. H. Burns
T. H. Tatum
L. A. Maroart
T. Shcltz
C. W. Geq.ner
Otto A. Frontuno

J.

Chairman
Freight Repair Track. Mt. Clare
Repairman, Freight Car Reoair
Truck. Mount Clare

Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet .*>hoD, Mount Clare
Paaaenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Car Builder, Camden
Carnden

ZiswARCK
P.O. Hack

J.

C. W. Kern
R. W. Upton
H. C. Albrecht

Stenographer, Baileys
Curtis Bay

•.

Inspector, Locust Point

D. ScHAFFER

Locust Point
Locust Point

MiELKA

J.

F.

I.

G. R. Lathroun

Bayview

The accompMnying photograph shows the
present administration of the Mt. Clare shops.
Starting from the front row and reading from
left to right arc:
First row: C. J. Weber, foreman of the iron
foundry; T. F. Eaton, machine tool foreman;
M. Heally, assistant foreman of boiler shop;
J. V. Lecompte, foreman No. 2 machine shop;
J. E. McCann, storehouse department.

Second row: F. S. Torback, general foreman
locomotive department; H. A. Beaumont, general foreman Baltimore Terminals: P. ConifT,
superintendent of shops; J. M. Paulis, assistant
superintendent of shops; J. M. McDonough.
assistant superintendent of shops; F. E.Johnson,
storekeeper, Mt. Clare.

Third row: Mr. Gillis, assistant foreman
pipe shop; A. Pilson, foreman tin shop; R. J.
Hipsley, foreman of tender shop; W. H. Gordon
shop clerk; W. J. Maynard. foreman brass department and foundry; Mr. Dill, gang leader,
erecting shop; H. C. Burke, gang leader, erecting shop; F. White, assistant foreman boiler
shop; Col. W. O. Peach, foreman of blue print
room (grandfather of the bunch); H. Kirby,
Tatum, foreman
foreman pipe shop; D.
tender paint shop.

H

Fourth row: T. Fitzgerald, boiler inspector;
P. J. Gallagher, foreman boiler shop; C. Fisher,
gang leader, erecting shop; E. L. Moran, foreman axle shop; L. E. Galloway, foreman erect-

ing shop; W. J. Kavanaugh, assistant foreman
No. 2 machine shop; Air. Litchfield, acting

foreman
foreman

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS

P.

J. 1'.

73

of pattern shop;
of the saw mill.

Samuel

Dowling,

Fifth row: D. B. Stone, machine foreman
No. 2 machine shop; D. Andrews, foreman
No. 1 shop; T. Isaacs assistant foreman blacksmith shop; L. C. Toomey, locomotive inspector; Mr. Blankford, gang leader, erecting
shop; W. G. Brown, general material man;
G. W. Barnstricker, assistant foreman No. 1
shop; J. J. Conen, gang leader, erecting shop;
W. Stier, yard foreman; Mr. Sisk, foreman of
blacksmith shop.
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W. N. Allman,
office, is

of the mechanical engineer's
confined to his bed with an attack of

grippe.

E. E. Morningstar, of the mechanical engineer's office, still has a bowling average. If
you want to get him hot under the collar just
ask him what his average is.

We

were

all

of C. C. Riley,

NO.

2

sorry to hear of the sudden death
former general superintendent of

MACHINE SHOP, MT.

Binan, of the mechanical engineer's
has decided that two can live more
cheaply than one, and he has therefore planned
to launch his ship upon the sea of matrimony
some time during January.

R.

J.

office,

WHICH HOLDS TliK RECORD OF BEING THE SAFEST
SHOP ON THE SYSTEM

Harry A. Richardson, employed in the tool
and experimental room at Mt. Clare, was visited
by that welcome bird the stork, which brought
a fine bnby boy. We are wondering if Richardson has shaved off his mustache, so the
pull

return to his normal health.

CLAPJ:,

transportation. The Company thereby loses
the services of a very valuable and efficient
officer
We desire to extend our heartfelt
sympathy to his family and relatives.

baby cannot

W. T. Jackson, chief clerk in the general
foreman's office, is slowly recovering from a
scald on the leg. We all wish him a speedy

it.

Mr. Hill, another employe of the tool and
experimental room at Mt. Clare was also visited
by the stork and now he smiles more than ever.
''It never rains but it pours," so don't get
excited when we tell you that Mr Kines,
a new man in the tool and experimental room,
has also been blessed by a new arrival in his

home.
Perhaps the readers of the magazine will
judge that the tool and experimental room is
some place, and that most of the men there
belong to the "Bull Moose" clan. If their
princioles are all as good as their belief in large
families, however, thej^ will never go far astray.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent; G. H. Winslow, Y.

M.

C.

A.

Secretary

In behalf of a large number of employes of the
Terminal Company, superintendent A. M. Keppel presented former auditor J. J. Ekin with a
handsome gold watch and chain on the occasion
of his severing his connection with the Terminal
Company. Mr. Keppel spoke of the untiring
zeal of Mr. Ekin as auditor of the Company, and
superintendent of the Relief Department, in
helping build up the organization and furthering
the interests of the Company and the men.
Mr. Ekin replied with expressions of appreciation, asserting that his associations with the
Terminal Company would always remain as
pleasant memories throughout his life.

The elimination bowling tournament conducted during the holiday season on the Terminal R. R. Y M. C. A. alleys was rolled off by
a large number of contestants. The finals were
won by C. L. Williams, first; Jos. P. Mulroe,
second; and F. C. Humphrey, third. The trophies were presented at the "800 Stag Social"

THE BALTIMORK AND OHIO
and consisted of
and a silver

pin,

a set of
pin.

bowling

halls, a gold

Robert F. Cogswell, who for a number of
years has been connected with the auditor's
office, resigned to accept a position in the office
Mr. Cogsof the clerk of the Supreme Court.
well has made many friends by his genial manner and their well wishes go with him. Who
knows but he will be a judge of the Supreme
Court some day. We can't aim too high.

The friends of general yardmaster Frank L.
Holland deeply sympathize with him in the
great loss sustained in the death of his wife.
Locomotive engineer Robert M. Smith, a well

known

man who

has been running into
Washington for thirty-two years, died very
suddenly at his home at 118 Carroll Street,
southeast.
His family have the sympathy of
railroad

their friends in this ailiiction.

A series of lectures has been arranged for
railroad men at the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C.
A. These are designed as part of the educational work, bringing before the men places of
historic interest, describing peoples and customs, and are illustrated with colored stereopticon slides. The lectures are held Wednesdays
at four o'clock in the afternoon for the men

IINHM^OVKS MAOAZIXl']
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working nights, and repeated at eight o'clock
day men. The subjects are: Panama,
Mexico, New England, Ahuska, (Ireat Thirigs of
the (Jlobe, and London. Other subjects will be
for the

given out later.

The basket

ball league

this season.

The

is

doing splendid work

regular team,

composed

of

Ciregory, Kehl, Boyd, Henderson, Mmich, Plutz
and MofTett, represent the Terminal R. R. Y.
M. C. A. in outside games and are winning a
large number of them.

The "800 Stag Social" for members of the
Terminal R. R. Y. ^L C. A. was a huge success.
A large number of men were in attendance to
celebrate reaching the 800

mark

in

member-

toward which they have been striving for
some time. A good program was rendered. C.
W. Guest, hostler at the roundhouse, was director of the orchestra and G. P. Leech, chief clerk
to the general car foreman, and his malecjuarship,

tette sang several fine selections.

The

"'Old

Reliable" W. C. Montignani, of Cumberland,
and his Scotch song made a hit as usual. Addresses were made by chairman of the Committee of Management, B. R. Tolson, chairman
of the Membership Committee, I. E. Smith, and
Railroad Secretary of the International Committee, H. O. Williams.

OFFICERS OF THE BlU N8\MCK VETER.\N\s- ASrSUCI.VTiON
Top, left to right: T. A. Singafoose, Treasurer; J. T. Martin, President;
Hottom, left to right:' Eugene Hakhison, tjecrctary; F. A. Alueh and G

J. J.

Haskett, Vice-President.

E. Miles, of the Executive Ik)ard
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The members are gratified at the result of
their efforts but do not seem to be satisfied.
At the last meeting of the Membership Committee it was unanimously voted to set the mark
at 1,000 and to reach it as soon as possible.

We are showing herewith a picture of David
H. Watson, who has been appointed assistant
master mechanic at Keyser, W. Va., in charge
of the Keyser shop and the West End of the
Division. He succeeds J. A.
Tschour, who was transferred as master mechanic at Washington, Ind., of the Indiana and
Mr. Watson is a hustler in
Illinois Divisions.
the railroad world. He came to Cumberland as

Cumberland

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Correspondents

W. C. MoNTiGNANi, Y. M. C. A.
Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. T. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg
E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

Blaser is a very forceful speaker. His remarks
were well taken by all present and ought to produce good results.

Secretary,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
East

M. H. Cahill.
W. H. Broome
D. A. NiLAND
E. D. Calhoun
J. M. RizER
J. Z. Terrell

End

Assistant Superintendent,

Fireman

Brakeman
Agent, Keyser
Operator
Signal Supervisor
Medical Examiner
Division Claim Agent

C. H. LovENSTEiN

G. Lester
Dr. E. F. Raphel
W. Harig
J. L. Githens
J.

C. E.

Chairman

Leading Inspector
Machinist

Yard Conductor

McCarty

Secretary-

West End
J.

W. Deneen

C. S. McBee
E. Merkle

W. Manford
D. C. Plotner
E. M. Cheverant
W. B. Tansill
J. Welsh
J.

I.

S.

Sponseller

Dr. J. A. DoERNER
W. C. MoNTiGNANi
T. F. Shaffer

Trainmaster, Chairman

Road Conductor
Road Engineer
Yard Conductor
Frogman
Coppersmith
Leading Inspector
Conductor
General Supervisor
Medical Examiner
Secretary Y. M. C. A.
Secretary to Superintendent

DAVID

H.

WATSON

On Monday, January

12th, we had at Cumberland, one of the largest official meetings ever
held on the division. The superintendent's entire staff, with but one or two exceptions, was
present, as were agents from all the principal
stations,
Mr. Blaser,
general
superinten-

dent and Mr. Lynn and Mr. Chandler, of the
Loss and Damage bureau.
The meeting was addressed by Mr. Blaser,
along the lines of efficient and economical operation, particular stress being placed upon securing a closer cooperation on the part of all employes in the interest of the railroad. Two
subjects were given especial attention; the
movement of foreign cars and the handling of
less than carload freight.
He pointed out that
it is absolutely necessary for foreign cars to be
handled strictly in accordance with instructions.
He also discussed the large amount of
money lost by the Company on account of loss
and damage to freight, and showed how a very
material saving could be effected by the proper
loading, carding and handling of freight by
agents and station forces, and our local package
crews. He further emphasized the importance
of carrying out instructions to the letter.

Mr.

assistant master mechanic at that point in July,
1913, from the Chicago Division, where he was
general foreman at Garrett, Ind. His many
friends at Cumberland are glad to know of his
promotion and at the same time are sorry that
he is to assume duties which will take him from
their midst.

Fred W. Boardman has been appointed as
assistant master mechanic at Cumberland, in
place of Mr. Watson, who was transferred to
Keyser. Mr. Boardman has for the past few
months been acting master mechanic at Philadelphia. He is a young man of sterling qualities and has worked over the line of the Baltimore & Ohio from one end to the other. We
are glad to have him with us.
L. E. Porter, clerk to road foreman L. J.
at Cumberland, is wearing the smile
that don't come off and when asked the reason
for his especially good humor, he replied,
"Haven't you heard the news?" Of course we
had not and he then confided that he was the
proud father of a nine pound girl. It is no

Wilmot

wonder that he was happy.

TIIK HAI/riMOlU-:
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The employes of the Baltimore & Ohio at
Cumberland have organized a Duck Pin League,
their games to be played at the Baltimore &
Ohio Y, M. C. A., which is situated just across
the street from the shops. They have organsix teams, which are all about evenly
matched and have a schedule extending over
twenty weeks, each team bowling three games
each week. While the league is yet young,
there is much enthusiasm manifested and much
comment as to who will win the prize money.
Final ending prizes are as follows:
First team, loving cup and merchandise; second team, loving cup; third team, merchandise;
high team score, $5.00 in gold; high individual
score. So. 00 in gold; high average on each team,
$5.00 in gold; highest average for season, small
loving cup and merchandise. One of the loving
cups was donated by the S. T. Little Jewelry
Co., and the other by the Baltimore & Ohio Y.
M. C. A. The officers of the league are F. L.
Leyh, president and treasurer; H. T. Beck,
secretarv. with a board of arbitration composed of H. Y. Snyder, J. E. Dixon, 0. H. Smith
and R. G. Allemong.
The standing of the teams to date is as follows:
Won. Lost. P. C.
Imperials (^L M. Office).
1
.667
S. T. Little Jewelry Co. ...
1
2
.667
B. &0. Y. M. C. A
2
1
.667
ized

.

Royal Blue's(M.M.

.2

Office).

Store House
Boiler Makers

1
1
1

2
2
2

.333
.333
.333

At Cumbo, W. Va., on the Cumberland Diviwhere joint operations are maintained by
the Baltimore & Ohio for the Baltimore &
Ohio and C. V., arrangements are being made
to install a modern cinder pit such as we have
at Cumberland. It consists of a concrete pit
twelve feet deep, with sufficient room and
tracks to accommodate several engines.
The
pit is filled with water at all times and when
the fires are removed from the engines the
ashes fall into it, and are later removed
with a clam shell bucket, operated by means
sion,

of

an electric hoist.

improved cinder

pits

This is one of the latest
and will facilitate greatly

the handling of engines at

Cumbo.

At Cumberland during the month of Decemwere broken for

ber, 1913, all previous records

handling engines over the ash track, there being a total of 4232 engines handled.
This, figured on twenty-four hours per day and every
day in the month makes a straight average of
an engine handled for a complete dispatchment
every ten and one-half minutes, at an average
cost of about $1.69 per engine.

The group meetings at our Baltimore & Ohio
Y. M. C. A. building during the past month
have been well attended. Eleven men during
the past month have taken a decided stand for
the Christian life, and are already expressing
pleasure in their new experience. The meetings
are held every Sunday afternoon at four o'clock,
and all the men of our division are cordially
welcome.

KS

MAOAZIXK
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The Christmas entertainment

at the Baltithis year, in point of
numbers, eclipsed anything in the past. Over
sixteen hundred children, nearly all of them

more & Ohio Y. M. C. A.

Company employes, transportation
men and shop men, swarmed through the
children of

building.
Six hundred

little
tots were entertained
between the hours of two and four in the afternoon; about five hundred of the larger children
between the hours of four and six and from seven
to nine the big girls and boys enjoyed the good
things prepared for them by the Association.Every child received a gift, none were disappointed, and the entertainment of motioR
pictures of Christmas and fairy stories, interspersed with songs and
music, made the
day one which will be long remembered
by the children who were fortunate enough to
attend. Many were the expressions of gratitude,
even from many small tots, to Santa Claus, who
handed out the gifts, some of the little ones
shrinking from him; others coming forward
with timidity; while others in their appreciation threw their little arms around his neck.
One little lad, about four, as he hugged Santa
Claus, thanked him for the good things he had
put in his stockings and left at his home that
morning, and also thanked him for the dandy
time he had given him.
A great many of the parents were also in
attendance, and expressed their appreciation.
Perhaps it is not saying too much to add
that a great many of those sixteen hundred
children w'ould have had no real Christmas had
it not been for this entertainment, and the

officials

of

the

Association take

this oppor-

through the magazine, to thank the
officials of the Company and all who so kindly
subscribed and made this treat possible.
tunity,

An up-to-date air brake room has been fitted
up at the Cumberland shops, where all air
brake work is repaired and tested before being
sent out. It is heated by steam, and has
plenty of light. It is large and roomy, and has
a testing rack for all the various parts of the
air brake business.
The foreman of the room
is C. P. Shaffer, and his able and congenial
assistant is J. G. Deffibaugh.
The many

friends in Cumberland and Keyser
John A. Tschour, until recently assistant
master mechanic of the Keyser shops, will be
of

delighted to learn of his well merited pro-

motion to the important position of master
mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at
Washington, Ind. Mr. Tschour has had a very
rapid rise in railroad circles. It is only three
years ago since he was night foreman in the
shops at Connellsville; from that position he
was promoted to general foreman of the
Connellsville shops; from there he was sent to
Keyser as assistant master mechanic. Mr,
Tschour assumed his new duties on the 28th of
December. Although quite a young man, Mr.
Tschour has exemplified the fact that he is a bora
railroad man. He formerly served on the Lake
Erie & Western Railroad, holding various
His many friends wish him conpositions.
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tinued prosperity, and are all looking eagerlyforward to see him rise in the calling which he
has chosen for his life work.

Superintendent Kelly has announced the
appointment of Vincent Paul Drugan as assistant division engineer a't Keyser, W. Va.,
to take the place of F. G. Spruhan, who has
left the service to enter another field.
Mr.
Drugan comes to us from the Philadelphia
Division, highly recommended, and has created
a very favorable impression here. He first
entered the service as rodman. May 25th, 1903,
and was promoted to chainman, October 1st,
1903; to levelman, during June, 1905; to transit
in charge,
June, 1910; to acting field engineer, Januarylst,
1911; to transit man, Baltimore Division, M. of
W. Department, June, 1911; to assistant supervisor, Philadelphia, December, 1911; to assistant division engineer, Philadelphia Division,
November, 1912, his last transfer being to the
Cumberland Division as assistant division
engineer, December 1st, 1913.

man, October, 1905; to transit man

A

yard audit has been installed at Cumberland, for the purpose of developing the average
time of cars passing through this terminal.

The work is under the direction of the general
superintendent of transportation, but is handled
in the superintendent's office, and the information obtained is of much value to our local
It is expected that a material imofficers.
provement in our yard operations will be
effected as a result of this examination of actual
conditions in the yard. The preparation of
data is being directed by P. S. Niland, formerly
chief yard clerk, at Cumberland, and he is
very ably assisted by M. J. Flemming, formerly
agent at Terra Alta; A. P. Connell and F. H.
Spearman, transferred from the M. of W.
Department, and C. J. Crogan, stenographer.
officials feel some little pride
the fact that the Cumberland Division, for
the year just ended, established a record of
having had first place in efficiency of freight
operation for seven months, the East End occupying this position six times, and the West
End once. The other divisions will have to "go

Our operating

in

some"

if

they want to beat this in 1914.

Some ten years ago, when the M. of W. shops
were moved from Harpers Ferry, W. Va., to
Cumberland, four employes whose duties required them to live in proximity to their work,
that they might be available for emergencies
on the line, moved their families to Cumberland.
referred to are Clair Kemp, carpenter
foreman, Ed. Colgate, painter foreman, John
Ketzner, and Jerry McGraw, carpenters. These
men entered the service shortly after the civil
war, and have seen the Baltimore & Ohio grow
from a primitive little railroad to one of the
largest and most modern trunk lines of our
country. They are still in active and enthusias-

The men

tic service, and their fellow employes hope to
see them reel off many more years. While they
are old in the service, their work is that of men
still in

the prime of

life.

M.

S. Felty, file clerk of

the superintendent's

was recently transferred to the claim department as assistant claim agent, at Youngstown, Ohio, and we understand that he is meetoffice,

ing with success. E. A. Cosgrove, formerly car
clerk in the master mechanic's office, has been
promoted to fill the vacancy, and while the
position is a responsible one, on account of his
previous experience he is fast becoming ac-

quainted with the work.
G. B. Clifton, supervisor office service, recently spent about ten days here looking over
some of the work.
E. A. Day, special representative of the transportation department, made us a visit on Jan-

uary 4th.

W.
was

E. Duffy of the general manager's office
also a business visitor recently.

Our maintenance of way timekeeper, J. E.
Barnhart, is making strenuous efforts to raise
a mustache.
of way stenographer F. E. Powalso trying to conserve what hair he has
and raise some more, having had his head
shaved in the hope of stimulating its (the hair's)
growth. We certainly are with him in wishing that the present sacrifice will be justified

Maintenance

ell is

by

results.

C. Lee Connell, our genial car distributor, has

been temporarily laid up with la grippe. He
has been confined to his bed for several days.

W.

A. Johnson, our night car distributor, has
of trouble for the past month,
having been afflicted with ptomaine poisoning
and then tonsilitis, but he is now fully recov-

had an epidemic

ered.

W. T. Hughes, assistant division engineer.
East End, Cumberland Division, apparently in
the very best of health was suddenly stricken
with appendicitis, Sunday, January 5th, while
on his way from the office to his home for

A hurried consultation was held by
three of our leading physicians, and it was^
deemed necessary to operate on him within'
two hours. He was rushed to the Allegany
Hospital, where he underwent a successful
operation. The friends of Mr. Hughes will be
glad to know that he is getting along very
lunch.

nicely.

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
Born to brakeman Benjamin
wife, a young son.

L.

Dutmo and

Miss Lola Hawermille of Grafton, and Carey
Gay, assistant line foreman, Baltimore &
Ohio telegraph system, Martinsburg, W. Va.,
were married on December 25th, in CumberI.

land,

Md.

Mrs. Laura L. Thompson, widow

of

conductor

Montgomery Thompson, died at her home in
Martinsburg on December 31st after an illness

TIIK HAI/riMOKi:

AM)

ollK)

Death was due to piiruiuonia,
of two weeks.
which (leveh)|)e(l from an attack of {iiip.

Her deceased husband, coiuhictor ThoiniJson,
was killed about eif!;ht years a^jo while on duty.
Mrs. Thompson was a^ed al)out lit) years. Tlie
funeral services weri> held in
Catholic Church, January 2nd.

On January

1st,

W.

L.

Cuddy

St.

I

:.M

MAdAZlNK

IM.oVKS
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running out of Los Angeles, and the other son
is
a "kniglit of the throttle" on
tlic Norfolk tt Western, and lives in Roanoke,
\a.

'I'heodore

Joseph's

KEYSER
of this city, a

A: Ohio engineer, was
retired after '2'A years of continuous service on
account of having; reached the age limit. Mr.

well-known Baltimore

Cuddy was an

engineer with 4") years experience
on the great steel way and during this entire
period has never been injured while on the road
and lost very little time by reason of sickness.

A. Tschour, Jissistant master mechanic
for the Baltimore <fe Ohio at Keyser. has been
promoted to master mechanic at Washington,
Ind., which is the second largest shop on the
System. He has been in the employ of the
Company but three years. He has not been in
Keyser very long, but during his stay "lierc
has improved the facilities ff)r doing the work
in such a manner as to show unquestionable
ability.
He leaves Keyser with the best wishes
of the employes with whom he has had dealings.
While we regret having him go, we are well
pleased to feel that Ik; has received a deserved
J.

promotion.
of

Fazcnbaker's "get 'em all" duck
Keyser, defeated "Derbie GrifT"

hustlers

of

B.

&

The

113
115

130
115
107

607

659

586

116

100
98
124
106
138
126

95
130
99
99
139
129

636

692

691

Fazenbaker was high man, with a
371 for the three games.

total of

Campbell
Gross

McGinn
Total
B.

friends regret that the protracted illness of his

who has been

a patient in the King's
Daughters' Hospital for many months, will not
permit him to fully enjoy the well earned rest.
His three children believe like their father in
the railroad life. His daughter Emma is the
wife of Harry Mitchell, who lately passed the
examination promoting him to the position of
engineer.
One son, Harry, is on the ''right
side" for the Atchison,. Topeka and Santa Fe,
wife,

&

88

O. Keyser.

Ravenscroft

95

Hammill

123
110
102

F.

His first railroading was on the Pennsylvania
System, in which he took service at the age of
21 years.
He was an engineer from Baltimore
to Marysville, Pa.
In 1880 he cast his lot with
the Norfolk & Western, and remained with
that road about 11 years, serving his employers
consistently and well. He came to the Baltimore & Ohio in 1891, and since that time has
been pulling an engine throttle for this System.
In the 45 years he figured in but one accident,
a head-on collision, in which he was not at fault,
and he has never served time or been punished
Engineer Cuddy
for any infraction of rules.
was born in Monktown. Md., 66 years ago, and
has stepped down from the cab after a long and
honorable career as a railroad man. His many

109
110

96
106
82
94
108
100

85
87
98

Thomas

CIDDV

17th, at

scores follow:

109

Grosscup

L.

team

O. Cumberland.

Cox

W.

December

Cumberland,

Keyser, by 172 pins.

i)in

.\lc(iinn's

Day
A. Hamill
E. Sheetz

90

Fazenbaker
Total

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Coircspondcnt

,

J.

L.

Mai'His

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. D. Brooke
R. H. Earle
W. H. Winkle

Superintendent,
^

Chairman
Ercinecr

Yard Conductor

We were pleased to have a visit from A. B.
Ludwig, pensioned pumper, a few days ago.
Mr. Ludwig is well and hearty at the age of 79
and is as active as a man very much his junior.
He delights in reading the magazine.
Master Don G. Harmer, aged twelve, son of
conductor Stanley E. Harmer, won a twentynine-pound turkey in a shooting match at
Strasburg Junction recently against twenty-six
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contestants,
shots.
This

some of whom were experienced
"some shooting."

is

Brakeman L. Carter, is on the sick list, due
to having his great toe amputated. His
friends will be glad to know that he is rapidlyimproving.

James Murnan, the veteran hostler at Winchester, Va., is on the sick list on account of
an injured back. D. L. Gruber, of Strasburg
Junction takes his place during his sickness.
Fireman F.

S.

ment

the service on the Monongah Division.
Scott, superintendent of the division, was
chairman. What action to take in regard to
loss or damage to shipments; how best to

J.

of

M.

handle freight, and the proper handling of
equipment were the principal subjects discussed. Superintendent Scott and his staff are
making every effort to bring the Monongah
Division to the head of the list. Those present
were as follows: F. E. Blaser, general superintendent; J. W. Coon, assistant to general manager; J. M. Scott, superintendent; F. Fowler,

Royce, had the misfortune to

mash

his finger several days ago while
sisting to load baggage at Winchester.

as-

O. L. Marks, operator at Lexington, has been
duty attending the funeral of his father-inlaw, which took place at Timber Ridge, Va.
He was relieved by J. W. Morrow of Strasburg
off

Junction.
J. Allan Maphis, of the commercial freight
agent's office at Washington, D. C., spent a
week's end recently with his father J. L.
Maphis at Winchester, Va.
•

MONONGAH

DIVISION

Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. A. SiNSEL
J. O. Martin
W. B. Wells
W, P. Clark
H^.

Brandenburg

Ci R. Knight
J.' A. Bridge
G. E. Ramsburg
A. J. BoTLES

Lynch
J. W. Leith
P. J. Madden
J. J.

Medical Examiner, Chairman

Claim Agent
Assistant Division Engineer

Machinist

Conductor
Fireman
Telegiaph Operator
Engineer
Conductor
Leading Inspector
Foreman Carpenter
Engineer

During the heavy snow storm that fell on
January 3rd and 4th, causing some little delay
to trains on the Monongah Division, on account
of wires being down, and thus making it impossible for train dispatchers to keep in close
touch with the handling of trains, some trains
were caught between terminals, but were handled by the crews in good shape. All operators
located at stations gave splendid service in the
relaying of train orders and the handling of
Train dispatchers were temporarily
trains.
unable to communicate with the operators at
Salem, Pennsboro, Parkersburg and Wolf Summit. The service received from all of these
Superintendent Scott
was spendid.
issued a general notice thanking all concerned
for the interest displayed in the moving of
sta.tions

trains.

important meeting of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad officials was held at the Willard
Hotel Tuesday, January 13th, for the improve-

Jm

SARAH ELIZABETH WELLS
Daughter

of

Agent

S.

H. Wells, Clarksburg, W. Va.

division freight agent; E. D. Griffin, trainmaster; W. M. Haver, trainmaster; J. A. Campbell,
captain police; P. B. Phinney, agent; E. J.
Hoover, O. L. Rohrbaugh, F. J. Patton, chief
clerk; J. D. Anthony, assistant chief clerk,
charge agents; Gail Fishback, car distributor;
B. Z. Hoverstott, assistant trainmaster; J. B.
White, trainmaster; W. Beverly, general yardmaster; B. Thompson, agent; S. H. Wells,
agent and yardmaster; J. L. Ernest, J. B.
Dotson, F. C. Shingleton, B. Nuzum, W. E.

Green, W. E. Simonton,
Boylen, G. W. Busick,

M. Hamilton, J. G.
W. V. Shipley, A. F.
S.

McWilliams.

On January 4th, W. F. Compton, our agent
and operator at Cowen, suffered a slight stroke
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WHEELING DIVISION

Mr. Compton at this writing is
able to be up and about and expects to resume
duty in a short time. We hope for his speedy
recovery.
of paralysis.

J.

Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Clover Gap

C. Riddle has been transferred from Corn-

wallis to first trick at "J" tower, B. H. Gabbert
takes second trick at Cornwallis; L. C. Scott,
O. W. Drainer has
third trick at Cornwallis.
been appointed agent and operator at Tygart's
Junction. Thomas O. Morrow has been appointed agent at Burnsville.

E. B. Horner of the Grafton shops has been
appointed general foreman at West Fork, vice
Mr.
J. E. Burnup, assigned to other duties.
Horner is a very able mechanic and his many
friends wish him success in his new and responsible position.

C. R. Martin of the car distributor's office
resigned his position, effective January 10th,
1914, to accept a position with the Jamison Coal
& Coke Co., at Fairmont, W. Va. Success to

Mr. Martin.

Camden D. Summers, of the Grafton shops,
has been promoted to the position of general
foreman at Fairmont. Mr. Summers succeeds
R. G. Burnup, assigned to other duties. Mr.
Summers was bom September

1st,

He

1873.

entered the service of the Company July 1st.
1896, at Grafton, working continuously until
January 1st, 1914, when he took chprge of Fair-

mont shops. His many friends wish him
new and responsible position.

suc-

George Henry Turner has been appointed

ex-

press agent and operator on the Monongah DiMr. Turvision, effective January 1st, 1914.
ner entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio

Company

E.

January, 1900, left in August, 1907, went west and entered service of the
U. P. R. R. in December, 1908. He resigned in
October, 1913, returned east and again entered
the service of the Company. Mr. Turner is
well recommended and we wish him success on
the Monongah Division.
in

Division engineer E. T. Brown, who has been
confined to his home for some time with pneumonia, is able to be out and at his desk.
We are all glad to have Mr. Brown with us

Superintendent.

McCoNNA0OHT
HoovEN
Glasgow
CoxoN

E. E.
V. B.
J.

Chairman

Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood Junction
Operator
Claim Agent
Engineer
Assiatant Division Engineer
Engineer
General Yardmaster

H. H. HiPSLET

Shoo Foreman
Conductor
Engineer

W. A. Morris
G. Adlesberoer
W. H. Haberfield

Fireman
Car Foreman
Machirist,

Benwood

William Hartley, car inspector in the yards
Benwood, was married on Christmas day to
Miss Nellie Spence at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Spence, at Washington,
at

Good

luck "Bill."

Car inspectors
were recently

and George Dean
duty on account of illness.

F. Slonaker

off

C. J. Carpenter, engineer, had a sick spell
recently at his home in McMechen.

C. H. Bonnesen, assistant trainmaster, has
returned to duty after a two weeks' vacation.

G. M. Sharp, car record clerk, Wheeling, has
returned to duty after a week's vacation.
J. W. Villers, of the division engineer's
has recovered from a serious illness.

office

B. B. Gorsuch, conductor on trains Xos. 16 and
55, is

cess in his

Railroad

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green
C. M. Criswell
Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurlet
A. G. YocsT
M. C. Smith
C. McCann
H. E. Fowler

Pa.

L. J. Miller of the car distributor's office has
been promoted to take the place of C. R. Martin.
Go to it, John, and see that Form No. 859
is made up correctly.

81

again off duty on account of

illness.

R. B. Gibson, of the car distributor's office,
has returned to duty after a short vacation.

an old saying that when salt is put on
any wild animal it will be completely
subdued. While William (Bill) Gilligan was
spending his vacation in Florida, he went out
one morning for a little walk in the swamps and
while enjoying the interesting sights he was
suddenly attacked by an alligator. Breaking
away from its clutches, he started to run, but
suddenly remembered the deadly wea{)on in his
pocket (a salt cellar). After a furious battle
he succeeded in sprinkling some salt on the
reptile's tail and hurriedly placing same in a
cigar box, he took it back to the hotel.
"Bill"
is quite proud of his achievement.
It

the

is

tail of

again.

time clerk, was taken to the
Powell Hospital suffering with tj^phoid fever.
We all wish Mr. Sloter a speedy recovery.
S.

S.

Sloter,

N. I. Rodgers. stenographer in the superintendent's office, is some boxer. He has been
training a great deal of late (on other people)
and it is rumored that he will soon challenge

Jack Johnson.
E. C. Peppers and George Uhlman, maintenance of way clerks, spent January 13th and 14th
in Pittsburgh.
On their return they report
having had a good time in the smoky city.
Mr. Peppers reports an especially pleasant trip
from Benwood Junction 4o Wheeling.

J. C. Fluck, assistant chief clerk to superintendent Green, spent the holidays in Cincinnati

visiting relatives.

H. H. Harsh, division engineer, spent the
in Cleveland visiting relatives.

holidays
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J. W. Root, trainmaster at Wheeling, has
returned to his duties after having acted as
superintendent during Mr. Green's absence.

W. G. Carl, assistant chief clerk to general
superintendent U. B. Williams, has a badlyinjured foot, due to running a rusty nail in it.
We hope he will have a speedy recovery.
William Gilligan has returned to duty after
a very pleasant vacation in St. Augustine and

rectly in front of an approaching engine which
was obscured from his vision by steam escaping
from an engine on a siding. He is survived by
a wife at Cameron, W. Va.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
Correspondent

Jacksonville, Florida.

Walter (Bud) Garvey, car record clerk, in
the W^heeling office, has been away on a two
weeks' vacation.

H. Oatey, Y. M.

C.

A.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

T. C. Stonecipher, supervisor, spent part of
his vacation in St. Louis, Mo., and Spring-

C. E. Bryan
S. T. Archer
A. Mace
P. J. MoRAN

field, 111.

R. L. CoMPTON

Kemm,

master carpenter, spent a two
weeks' vacation in Wilmington, Del.
L. B.

J.

Secretary, Parkersburg

Train dispatcher W. M. Queen, of the Wheelhas resigned his position, having
purchased a fruit farm in Florida.

C. L.
W. B.

Superintendent, Chairman
Engineer, Vice-Chairman

Trainman

Yardman
Shopman

Parr
Winkler

Fireman
Agent, Operator
Maintenance of Way
Claim Agent
Y. M. C..A.

W. M. HiGGiNS
W. E. Kennedy
J. H. Gate
Dr. a. J. BossYNS

Relief

Department

ing office,

Bull, assistant trainmaster on the Ohio
River and Short Line District, recently enjoyed
two weeks' vacation at home with his parents.
J.

W.

H. B. Green, superintendent, has returned to
duty after an operation on his left eye.
George Addelsberger, general foreman of car
yards at Benwood, had his leg very badly
injured last week. When crossing the tracks he
slipped, fell and struck his leg on the rail.
Victor Reynolds, west end yardmastcr at
is confined to his home in McMechen
on account of illness.

Benwood,

R. T. Ravenscroft, storekeeper at Benwood,
recently made a business trip to Baltimore.

Joseph Korn, car record clerk
duty on account of

office, is off

in

the Wheeling

illness.

Trainmaster J. W. Root was called to Cleveland recently on account of the death of one of
his relatives.

Jeremiah C. Donovan, who for a number of
years was an engineer, but of late has been
employed in the Benwood shop, died at his
home Wednesday, December 31st, at the age
of sixty-three years, on account of age infirmiHe is survived by a widow and five chilties.
dren. He also leaves to mourn his death a host
of friends by whom he was highly respected.
Funeral services were held Saturday morning,
January 3rd, at nine o'clock, at St. James
Catholic church, and were attended by the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, of
which he was a member.

John Morris, aged seventy-five years, father
conductor T. W. Morris, died at his home in
McMechen, W. Va., January 5th, and was buried
January 7th.
of

Fireman C. N. Van Syoc was killed at Glover
Gap in December. After letting his engine out
of the "Y" he walked across the siding and
platform, and stepped on the main track di-

CAN YOU FIGUEE

OUT?

IT

In the January issue of the Employes Magazine, one of the Ohio River boys submitted the
following problem in train operation:
"Two trains (on separate running tracks) are
one hundred miles apart, running toward each
other.
One train 'A' is running at the rate of
sixty miles an hour, and the other train 'B' is
running at the rate of fifty miles an hour. How
many miles will each train have run when they
pass each other."
Here is the simplest way this may be solved
by algebra by using only one unknown quantity:
Let
equal the distance A travels, then
100
will equal distance B travels.
But if the two trains were to travel equal distances, B would take 6/5 as long to make the
distance as A. Or it would take B six hours to
travel the distance A travels in five hours.
This gives us the equation:
5 (X)
6 (100— X)
Multiplying, we have 5 X=600— 6 X.
Transposing, to get the unknown quantity on
the same side of the equation, we have

X

—X

=

5X+6X=600,

or

11X=600
X=54.54 + or the distance A travels.
—X=45.45 + or the distance B travels.

100

This problem can also be solved by simultaneous equations, or by using two unknown quantities, viz.:

X=

Y=

the
the distance A travels, and
Let
distance B travels, then
100, the distance both travel.
But by the same reasoning as above,
6
5 X, and transposing
(A)
6
5 X=0.
And bringing forward our first equation,
100, and multiplying through by 6, we
-f
have,

X+Y=

Y=

Y—

X

Y=

6Y+6X=600.

(B)

Subtracting equation (B) from (A),

—11 X=— 600, or
11X=600
X=54.54+, etc.

we have,
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On account of the short time between the distribution of the January issue, and our going to
press on the February issue, we can only acknowledge receipt of correct solutions of the

N. L. (luilford. trav«'ling freight agent from
Huntington, was a business caller in Parkersburg a few days ago.

problem from O. W. Creighton, Jr., Pass Bureau,
Central Building; Catherine Smith, Loss and
Damage Bureau, Baltimore, Md.; S. C. Hankamer, train baggage master, Chicago Junction,
ex-gang foreman,
Ohio; John W. Miller,
Meyersdale, Pa.: Mrs. E. J. Shortley, wife of

A. C. Proffitt, maintenance of way timekeeper, who was recently so seriously ill, is getting along sphnididly and will soon be able to
return to work.

E. J. Shortley, Pittsburgh yard, Pa.; I. C.
Hopkins, clerk. Stores Dept., Riverside, Bal-

timore, Md.; John F. Hohman, Jr., Freight
Tariff Dept., P. K. Dolliver, Freight Tariff
Dept., Baltimore, Md.; M. R. Alair, stenographer, Detroit, Mich.; J. L. Shiland, pensioner,
Painesville. Ohio; F. A. Allen, oi)erator, Brooklyn Junction, W. Va. H. E. Beeney, 2nd trick
operator, Hartzel, W. Va.; L. E.White, ticket
agent, Cambridge, Ohio; Laird James, yard
clerk, Hamilton, Ohio; Boyd Link, Shenandoah
Junction, W. Va. and C. R. Tate, Cashier.
Springfield, 111.
;

J. W. Gordon, agent at Bens Run, W. Va.,
who has been in the hospital for several weeks,
expects to return to duty about March 1st, 1914.

Operator J. L. Tyson has returned to
after a short illness.

duty

Roush, secretary to superintendent, has
into his handsome residence on Covert Street. It was completed a few weeks ago.
S. S.

just

moved

W. S. Oliver, clerk to the trainmaster, has returned from Texas and Mexico, where he spent
his annual vacation.
We have heard more
about the Mexican situation since his return
than ever before.

S. S. Woomer, section foreman, has returned
to this division after being on the Newark Division for the past several weeks.

Isaac Boyd, section foreman at Waverly, has
been on the sick list for several days. He was
relieved by L. J. Kelly, foreman at Parkersburg.

On Wednesday
Mary Bryan, the

evening, January 7th, Miss
beautiful and accomplished
daughter of superintendent C. E. Bryan, was
united in marriage to Mr. Fayette Smoot, one of
the city's promising young business men. They
are spending their honeymoon in Cuba.
The
good wishes of a host of friends are theirs.

The message which was sent out by president
Willard to all Company men on the first of the
year, contained a very sincere and important
note which was much appreciated by the local
employes.
Mr. Willard's request for hearty and active
cooperation along "Safty First" lines, should
meet with a willing response on the part of the
employes.
Mr. Willard's evidence of appreciation for
what has been done in this direction is a nice
compliment which ought to urge us on to increased endeavor and improvement.

P. J. Moran, yard conductor and safety committeeman, has returned to duty after being off
for a few weeks on account of a crushed finger.

C. A. Plumley, assistant general superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern,
w^ho has been here for the past week, returned
to his headquarters in Cincimiati.

O. L. Kincaid, yard conductor at Huntington, has returned to duty after an absence due
to a slight injury to his hand.

after an illness.

D. W. Mohler has returned to duty after
spending his annual vacation in Keyser, W. Va.

W. M. Hover, trainmaster on the Monongah
Division, recent v visited us on a business mis-

W. R. Baker,

engineer, has returned to

work

I

W. E. Walker, R. & M. C. V. conductor, has
just

returned from an extensive trip through

Florida.

O. H. Woofter, conductor on Xos. 709 and 716,
has also been taking a trip through Florida.
P. J. Scott, conductor, who has
for some time, is slowly improving
to be on the job again soon.

been sick
and hopes

H. Hannaman, brakeman, who was hurt at
Williamstown, is now^ able to be about.
H. B. Coe, brakeman,
Sistersville yard,

is

who was

injured in the
getting along as nicely as

J. F. Waller, engineer, has been assigned temporarily to the Parkersburg way train, while
engineer Deanfarth is on Nos. 14 and 15.

W. L. O'Neal, night yardmaster, is ofT duty
on account of illness. Conductor Riffle is filling his place.

to

E. L^tterback, yard conductor, has returned
work after a few days' rest.

A special train was run to Athens and return
Sunday, January 11th, for the Knights of Columbus.

can be expected.
Dr. B.

Harry Baker,

of

the division freight office,
frequent visits to Clarks-

continues to make
burg. No further developments.

Boyer. of the Relief Department,
confined to his room at the V. M.
C. A. on account of illness, has sufficiently recovered to be out again.
S.

who has been
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CLEVELAND DIVISION

their vacation spent on the shores of Chesa-

Correspondents, W. T, Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland
A. N. Neiman, Secretary, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechlider
A. N. Neiman
J.

J.

E.
A.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Vice-Chair man

Fahy
Anderson

Trainmaster
Master Mechanic

•

F. J. Bachelder
P. C. Loxjx

Division Engineer
A. R. F. & A. T. M.

peake Bay.

Yardmaster R. F. Stauffer has resumed work
after spending his vacation at Emporia, Kan.,
with his parents.
Ed. Cooper, formerly chief clerk to road foreof engines G. H. Kaiser, has left the
service after a ten years' record, to accept a
position with the Lorain Banking Co.
W. E.
McCauley, takes Mr. Cooper's place. We wish
them both success in their new positions.

man

HELEN CATHRYN AND CHARLES HARRY COTTON, Jr.
Twins
T. McIlwain
Dr. G. R. Gaver
M. Bond

J.

F.

E. R.

Twining

R. W. Bair

Wm. Canfield
F. W. Hoffman
W. Shaar
W. S. Berkmyer
C. G. Moinet
H. H. Beard
J. H. Miller

of

Fireman Charles H. Cotton,
Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner

Hostler, Akron Jet..
Shop Clerk, Cleveland,
Engineer, Lorain,
Engineer, Cleveland,

Conductor, Cleveland,
Hostler, Canal Dover,
Brakeman, Canton,
Fireman, Lorain,
Assistant Yardmaster, Lorain,
Agent, Straaburg,

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio

Assistant Yardmaster, Cleveland,
Cline
Ass't Yardmaster, Akron Jet.,
O. P. Eichelberger
Foreman, Akron Freight Station
F. H. Garrett
Supervisor, Massillon, Ohio
G. O. Everhart
J.

E. M. Heaton

G.

J.

Maisch

C. E. Pierce
M. T. Hill

M. p. Nash
A. SuBJECK
A. J. Bell

J.

C.

Bender

B.

J.

Waterson

Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Terminal Agent, Lorain, Ohio
Relief Agent

General Foreman, Cleveland,
General Foreman, Lorain,
Terminal Agent, Cleveland,
Foreman Steel 'Car Dep't, Lorain,
Yardj.Foreman, Canton.

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio

Yardmasters H. H. Beard, G. W. Brucker
and engineer F. Eckert have returned from

New

Philadelphia, Ohio

Dispatching clerk S. W. Terrant spent his
vacation in Emporia, Va., with old friends, and
will also visit friends in Washinton, D. C, and
Baltimore.

Yard clerks Harris, Warren and Shadrick
have been transferred to Cleveland for the
winter months.
Interchange clerk C. W. Murphy is back on
the job after having had a week off for pleasure.

Night dispatching clerk P. K. Blackiston
recently spent a few days visiting friends in
Baltimore. ''Blackie" came back with a Baltimore lady for a wife and they are going to
establish a permanent home at this point. Congratulations.

Yard conductor W. H. Hill got a ten days'
leave of absence recently, and we learn that he
has also joined the benedicts. We wish him
luck and hope to see many "little hills" around
this level country in the future.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
Hump

clerks B. Radasci and

J.

P.

Kocak

"Sunny" Jim Shanks,

The

operator in
the general yardmastcr's office, has bid in a
trick at Uhrichsville. "Sunny" has been around
so long that he has become a fixture and will
be greatly missed when he leaves.
first trick

Yard brokemen F. A. Slavin, J. J. Anker, E.
Reynolds, W. B. Griffin and A. Grayman have
been transferred to the Philadelphia and Baltimore Division for service, on account of the
close of the lake season at this point.

Yardmaster G. W. Brucker, or "Shorty" as
he is generally known, whose photograph appears in this issue, is one of the men at Lorain to
whom credit is due for some of the records
which were broken this season. He has been in
train service here for about ten years and his
steady work, quick mind, loyality to the Company and to the men who work with him have
brought about his promotion to yardmaster.
His headquarters are at the scale house in the
coal yard, which is the busy corner for most of
the yard work.

The manner

in

which he has handled

since last July has been most pleasing.
sults speak for themselves.

A SAFETY FIRST REMINDER.

are

enjoying a two months leave of absence.

85

work
The re-

his

We wish him many more years of service with
the Company, and further promotions in recog-

following letter was received in
superintendent's office at Cleveland on

morning

of

the
the

January 17th:

Cleveland,

January loth,

O.,

1914.

W. T. Lechuder,
Superintendent.

Dear Sir:
Allow me to present you with this "Safety
First" pennant to hang up in your office.
I am an employe at the Seneca Street Freight
Respectfully,
House.
(Signed) Jas.

now hanging

The pennant

M. Mehen.

is
the superintendent's office right over the General Order
Board, and Mr. Mehen was written the following letter:

Cleveland,
Jas.

in

January 17th, 1914.

O.,

Mehen,

Track Loader, Seneca Street Freight House,
Cleveland, 0.

Dear Sir:

Beg to acknowledge receipt of the "Safety
First" pennant with your letter of January 15th.
I will

hang

my office right over

this pennant in

the General Order Board.
Will be pleased to have you

Yours

nition of his ability.

(Signed)

come up to

see

truly,

W. T. Lechlideh.

ENGINE ROOM AT CLEVELAND PASSENGER STATION
Reading from

left

to right:

M.

Giidi.\,

Coach Foreman; E. Lovejoy, Fireman-

Station master; F. C.

F.

J.

Wolt. Engineer; C. A. Wkbsteb.

Baumqarner, Baggagemaster, Train No.

2

it.
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The telephone operator force in the exchange
at Cleveland has been reduced, and Miss Mary
Hall is now in full charge of the board and is
kept very busy.

Dispatcher G. V. Keister, formerly of the
Southern Railway at Knoxville, Tenn., was
called to Baltimore on account of the serious
illness of his wife, who is confined at the Johns
Hopkins Hospital. We hope she will soon
recuperate and return to Cleveland.

The Canal Dover telegraph office and the
yardmaster's office as well, have been moved
from the old location opposite the coal chutes
to the passerger s ation at the C. & M. crossing.
At our

meeting on Monday, January

staff

LORAIN
The accompanying

picture of a lake boat is
a fair sample of the majority of coal carriers
loading at the machines. They take from
8,000 to 14.000 tons for a cargo and average
from 400 to 300 feet in length.

The lake coal season for 1913 ran until 5 p. m.,
December 31st, and broke all records. From
April until December 31st, 96,078 cars of coal,
or 4,390,329 tons, were loaded into boats, being
an increase of 1,355,114 tons over 1912.

The machines

will be idle until spring, and
undergo general repairs in order to take
care of the coal during 1914. Some yard
changes are also anticipated which will in-

will

crease the dumping capacity

still

further.

5th, superintendent of transportation Kearney
was present and gave a very interesting and
impressive talk on the handling of foreign cars.

Dispatchers C. M. Trisch and P. J. O'Leary
have been granted a few months' furlough

on account

of their

poor health.

"Duke" Evans, our
was figuring on a

genial car distributor,

Youngstown and had

trip to

transportation all arranged when for some
reason he decided to call it off. Up to this
time he has given no reason for his sudden

change

The

of

mind.

The

conductors' and agents' meeting of
the year was held at Cleveland Sunday, January
nth. Among those present were J. J. Tatum,
superintendent freight car department; C. J.
Fellows, supervisor of transportation and P. C.
Lynn, chief clerk Loss and Damage bureau.
first

Every phase

of loss

discussed and

it is

and damage was thoroughly

our feeling that this meeting

produce good results.

will

FOR SALE

CHOICE
LOTS

LAKE COAL CARRIER— 600

FT.

LONG, LORAIN

shown in the
one of the busiest on

section of the coal yard

accompanying picture

is

the System. From four to six engines work
oyer two cross-overs every hour of the day and
night.
In addition to this the shop work is
also done on the same leads which feed the
coal machines.
The shop work is always heavy and during
the summer months from 100 to 200 cars are
turned out O. K. per day. This is an excellent

SMALL

MORTGAGES

30 X 110 each, Crosby Avenue near Broadway, 19th
ward, 15 minutes from Baltimore & Ohio depot, Pittsburgh,
3

lots,

Terms to suit buyer.
The MORTGAGES are Al,

Pa.

well secured on small farms and
Fine for those having $250 to $1500 tcinvest at
good interest with perfect safety.
H. HARLEM BAKER, 3108 Walbrook Ave., Baltimore, Md.

net 6 to

8%.

BIG

MONEY

Writing Songs
We

valuable advice

DUGDALE

all free.

CO..

1094 Duddale

Bld|<.,

Washington

.

D. C.

VENTRILOaUISN
Learned by any Man or Boy at Home.
iparticalars

and

proof.

O. A.

MAIN TRACKS IN COAL YARD, LORAIN

nave paid thousands

of dollars to amateur songr
writers. Experience not necessary. Write for free particulars or send us your song: poems or melodies today for
free examination. Acceptance guaranteed if available. Big
Song: Writers' Mag-azine, beautifully illustrated book and

Small cost. Send today 2c stamp for
SUITU, Room tCi 7 1.823 Bigelow St., Peoria, Illr

Please mention

showing and compares favorably with other
shops on the System having more improved
facilities and more space in which to store
their cars.

Number Two coal machine will dump from
thirty-five to forty-five cars an hour, the coal
being hauled about two miles from the classification yard to the coal yard. The empties out
of the drop tracks are switched into twenty-one
classifications and pulled one mile to the outbound dispatching yard.
this

magazine

TTTF BATT^M'

Safety
Foremost and

\> r

\'n

'II

<

IS

>^

MAC

The Hamilton is first
railroad men because

First!
Time

All the

<

racy

and

\/i\i:

and forcino^ t amontj
its record of aau-

of

durability in scrvic

Hamilton 0atc(
"The Railroad Timekeeper of America"

,„„
l..n.

Over one-half (56"<.) of the railroad men on
American Railroads maintaining Official Time
Inspection carry the Hamilton Watch.

The Hamilton Wntcli is mndf in nil standard
and sold by jewelers ovcrvwhf-c For Timo
Inspection Service. Hamilton No. 940 (IS >iz<
sizt's

21 jewels)

and No.

WJ

{\U

size— 21

jew.-is) are

the most

popular watcln-s on .Anurican
Railroads and will pass any Otticial Time
Inspection. For jieneral use you can

buva Hamiltoo movement from ?12. 25
to *150.(0.

No

extra cliarsje for Safety

Numerical Dial on Railroad watches.

Write for

"The Timekeeper"

and describes the various Hamilton models and is a book
w-ll worth readmu'if you are thinking
illustrates

It

of buyint:

an accurate; watch.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Lancaster

Pennsylvania

Ma-ri-r Builders of Acc7irate Timet'ieccs

illllllllilllllllllllllllllllHIIHillllllllllllllllllll|l|||||||l||||||||||||||||||illll||^

IZUMOTAl
Mustard

Madam YouNeed^^TRYir

Ointment e

^
= Believes the pain of RheumaNeuralgia,
Headache,
^ tism,
and StifT Muscles. Sore
^ Sore
Croup, etc. Double
^ Throat,
the eflcct of the mustard
^
m plaster, but it never blisters;
in handy tubes that
^ put up evaporation.
Always
^ prevent
full-strength and ready
^ fresh,
application.
for
^
= If your druggist cannot
supply you with the genuine
p Znmota,
send us 10c. in stamps
^ for a Physician's
Sample Tube,
^
S ZUMOTA REMEDY CO.
Springfield, Mass.
p
^lllllll

^
=
^
p
p
=
^
^
p

p
^

Fiirnitiiro

and Floor

Poli.^h.

The

old fashioned

kind which polishes and preserves the wood.
Cleans and polishes old front doors, makes
shabby fiirnitiirt^ like new. Excellent for
polished floors, and once used yon will use no

Cheapest on the market, yet the best.
Send 10 cents for sample bottle.

other.

i|

s
h

|
|

C. B.
1732 N. Calvert

DIFFENDERFFER,
Baltimore,

St.,

Md.

Illllllllllllllillllill^^^^^

How

to

Add $100.00 Monthly

WE

Your

to

Profits

every city and town where the Fo.x Typewriter is
not now represented. If you do not care to do active soliciting you can be
our "Local Correspondent" and send us in the names of possible customers. If a sale results we pay you a commission. In either case, you will
need a Sample Typewriter to use jind to show. This we will let you have at
a price so low you can easily atTord to own it. Furthermore, you can pay for
it in small monthly installments and your commission can also go to help pay
for

want a Local Agent

in

it.

The Fox Typewriter

Is a beautifully finished, high grade, visible writer, with
touch and easy action and extreme durability. It has a back spacer,
two-color ribbon, card holder, interchangeable platens and carriages, is fully
automatic, and is sent out complete with fine metal cover and hardwood base.
There is no "red tape" tied to this offer, and it is open to any responsible

a

light

person in the I'nited States.
Write today for full tntormatiov.

Fox Typewriter Company
1002-1052 Front Avenue. Grand Rapids.
Please

Michii^an
tnenlion this

.\fftttjnn P.

A
Name
B.

O.

Address

magazine

t''-"

O. .yfiipn-inr

MAGAZlNIi INQUIRY COUPO.N

!
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If

you want clean handsuse

VANCO

Yardmasters

W.

Brucker and E. C.
yard and
machine train crews during the day and night
respectively, and it is greatly due to their
ability and efforts that the season has been so
successful.
Mr. Brucker has been in train
service for ten years and his ability to handle
men and his desire for work won him the pro-

Cramer are

G.

in charge of the coal

Write us for samples and agents terms, if
your grocer does not handle VANCO
and we will make you an attractive
offer to earn some extra money.

The Robertson Vanco Co.
103 Park Avenue,

New York

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST

Burglars

Send for New Patent Door
Knob Burglar Alarm,
fits any door that has

knobs; bedroom and stair doors, etc. Burglars
go away quick when they turn the knob and
hear the continuous ring. Door can't be opened
without ringing bell.
Quickly attached, no
tools needed. When not wanted to ring in day
time, loosen thumb screw. Greatest safeguard
in the world against burglars. Forewarns and
protects you and property while you sleep from
treacherous burglars.
Made of roll spring
steel, heavy nickel plated bell, loud and strong.
Sent vrith full directions postpaid $1.00. If further information is
needed send Ic stamp for circulars of thisand other useful specialties.
Write now to J.

W. SMITH.

1522 N. Spring

St..

Baltimore. Md.

One Days Pay
One Man's Work
«8.^ With
made by

Jos.

Hancock,

This
Lamoni,

Iowa.

Schearer, Montana, made $22.35 in 5 hours.
Miller. Iowa, Made $13.65 in one afternoon. We have
proof of this and hundreds of similar reports. No
matter who you are or where you live, here's your
chance to double your present salary or income,
working during spare time or permanently as a one
minute photographer. No experience needed. A
new, live business of big cash profits. You can work at
home or travel, enjoy the healthful, outdoor work and
become independent in your own business. Invest one
cent for a postal— ask ns for proof of what others are
doing—of what you can earn with a

nilandelPost Card Machine

G. W.

officials.

portable post card gallery. Takes, finishes and delivers
photo post cards and buttons in a minutp's time— rankps
five different styles of pictures in 3 Ri'zes. No ptates, films or darlc-

This PictureTaliing Outfit
gives you a complete, ready
made business that produces profitsfor vou atonce.YoucanmaUe
100to200salesaday, easy. Each
sale brings 8c to 16c clear profit.
Small capital. Sale of first supplies brings back practically your
entire investment. Wrte at once
for full particulars FREE.

The Chicago Ferrotype Co
262 Ferrotype BIdg,. Chicago; or
262 Public Bk. Bldg., NewYork

Dept/

'

motion to yardmaster. Mr. Cramer has also
spent about eight years with the Company as
clerk, brakeman, conductor, and finally yardmaster.
The good fellowship between the yardmasters
and trainmen and the loyalty of all of them to
the Company has produced splendid results,
and the future promises even better things.
Lorain yard is proud of its work, and of the
credit and appreciation shown it by its divisional

A

room. One minute pici^urea sell like wildfire. Every bouy bu
fairs, carnivals, busy comers, small towns
and large cities— Big Money Everywhere.

BRUCKER, YARDMASTER. LORAIN

AKRON JUNCTION
A peculiarity of the Akron Junction yards,
which probably does not exist anywhere else,
that a train's engine can pass under its own
caboose. When this situation occurs the train
is on a foreign road as well as on two divisions
Eighty car lengths or more makes
of its own.
is

this possible.

Can you beat

it

Four days prior to Christmas, one of our best
patrons^had the misfortune to have their dam
give way, on account of over water pressure,
thereby forcing a large quantity of mud and
silt into the Little Cuyahoga River and causing
Please mention this magazine

THE HAl/riMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZlXi:.
considerable trouble with our engine water
supply. As a direct result our standpipes were
The injectors experienced
filled with residue.
the same trouble as did the standpipes, causing:;
the "fire-boys" to say "God bless our home."
A saturated solution of mud and water made it
possible for the boys to lift fish from the stream
with their bare hands. Wash-boilers and
buckets were in demand, and all could be well
(This statement was sworn to before a
filled.
Notary Public.)

Oandyoukeep

^this

Typewriter
"Think

of

it!

full ten

—

GALESBURGWRITING MACHINE

HI,

0«l—buri. IlllnoU

i:i

[luli-li

amy nietai

i t h u u t
apply lit;
polishes or pow.ltTH. It !h a poliMher
ill Itsi'lf. It IS truaruiitied to polish tx-tttT than
any polish and to hist ti months. Hesidis there
are no dirty hands, no ni-rvoiis fwllnir. siu-li as
is c-xiKTitiKcd when llsin^; paste polishes. It will
not burn, will not stain or Injure the hands, coutains no injurious chemicals and 1h always
reacly for iiiHtant use. Larvfe ple«-eHent for
2oc. postpaid. Prices quoted atfents on quantities.
i

pii^t.-s.

DIVISION
J.

CO.. 3«pl.

Our Wonder Ra^

Jack Johnson.

NEWARK

Only

$2. 00 on thisereat offer.
days free trial. Our factory price
for second-hand machines.
ask
Is less than others
Every sale bears our ten-year Ironclad guarantee.
Settlement for the balance can be made on the
eoMimat monthly paymenta. The first buyer In each
locality gets a handsome leatherette carrying case
Now.
free. 'Write today

You have

Dispatching clerk "Lonnie" Kline failed to
clear and as a result displays one damaged
"marker." "Lonnie" claims he is innocent,
but we object to blaming everything on a little
While he dislikes to see the snow
"flyer."
leave, on the other hand we believe in
"Safety First," and think it advisable to put
ashes on the hill where he coasts. We will do
this unless "Lonnie" admits he can't whip

Correspondent, T.

superb

M. O.

Daly, Newark

993

MERCHANDISING CO.
Weehawken.

Park Ave.

N. J.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. W. GoRSUCH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMains

Superintendent,

Yardman
Yardman

H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson

Agent

D. P. LuBT
C. G. Miller
A. R. Clayton
R. W. Lytle
A. N. Glennon
E.
C.
E.
G.

C. Zinsmeisteb
C. Grimm
V. Smith
F.

J. S.

Eberly

Little

G. R. Kimball

Chairman

THAT PROTECT
PATENTS
AND PAY
SEARCH AND

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent

Yardman
Trainman
Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator

The Baltimore & Ohio Veterans'

Send »k«tch or modal

for search.

Highest

references. Bestresults. PromptnessAssured.

WATSON
«24

Association,

and pensioners who
have been
twenty years or more,
was organized at a meeting called in the convention room of the Court House, January 9th.
The following officers were elected: E. L.
Weisgerber, president; Converse Wylie, vicepresident; John S. Price, secretary; Henry Longshore,
treasurer.
Executive board: S. C.
Priest, John Doyle, John Gorby, John Smallwood, Thomas McDermott.
George Sturmer, special representative to
the general manager at Baltimore, was present, and gave a very interesting talk on the
consisting

p^ ^ ^
pffkb

BOOKS, ADVICE,
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED

of employes
in the service

purpose
of the
organization.
Impromptu
speeches were made by Messrs. Weisgerber,
Wylie, Price and Dr. Priest.
Although just organized, the organization
now consists of nearly one hundred members,
and it is estimated that within a few months
three hundred employes will have joined.
The purpose of the organization is to bring
the employes closer together, to talk over matters of interest, and to promote closer relationship between the Company and its employes.
Please ment ion

E.

COLEMAN,

^^^_^_^^^

Patent Lawyer

F SL, N. W.

W.«hinjton, D. C.

TEXACO
The Mark
All

of Quality for

Petroleum Products

Texaco Auto Gasoline
Texaco Illuminating Oils
Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Greases
Texaco Railroad Lubricant*
Texaco Asphalts
For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating.
sulating, Mastic, and for all other purposes

In-

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

HOUSTON
BRANCH OFFICES
St.Louii
NtFoIIc

New

PhiUd.lpKia

CKicago

AtUoia

E1P..O

Boiton

this

Tnuyazinc

Oric
D.ll.a

PuebU
Tol..

—
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The Editor regrets that, on account of lack of space,
notes for February sent in by the following divisions,
could not be included in this issue. They will appear in
the March number.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

Office of

Chief Clerk, Connellsv'e

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
S. C. WoLFERSBERGER.... Assistant Superintendent, Chairman
A. P. Williams
Assistant Division Engineer

M. BoxELL

J.

Conductor
Yard Conductor
Locomotive Engineer
Medical Examiner

H. Bowman
H. BiTTNER
Dr. M. H. Koehler

J.

J.

F.

DoNEGAN
Beyne

S.

M. BiTTNER

T. V.

Machinist
Division Claim Agent

Extra Gang Foreman

G. E. BowmanR. W. Hoover
D. N. DuMiRE

Fireman
Dispatcher
Conductor
Car Repairer
Conductor

John Irwin
R. Zearfoss

J.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
M. Jones, Chief Clerk, Pittsburgh
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Correspondent, T.
C. B. Gor^uch
T. W. Barrett
M. C. Thompson
C. C. Cook
L.

The Friend
Never

Fails

^ This is the friend you can go to any hour of
the day; the friend that fills your wants and
saves your money; the friend that ministers
to every member of the family
Montgomery
Ward & Company's Catalogue.

—

^ It offers you the lowest prices on clothing in
the height of fashion, on the latest ideas in
household goods, in tools, light machinery
on everything from pins to automobiles.
Though an article is in big demand you can
buy it from this Catalogue at a bargain price.
The thousand-page display of merchandise is

Chairman

.

Finegan
W. C. Day

.

Master Mechanic

Division Operator
Operator, Pittsburgh, Pa.
L. Hopkins
Machinist, Glenwood, Pa.
Yard Conductor, Demmler, Pa.
G. Waltower
S. C. Ryland
Road Engineer, Glenwood, Pa.
H. J. Spangler
Yard Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. C. AiNSWORTH
Yard Brakeman, Glenwood, Pa.
Passenger P'ireman, Glenwood, Pa.
R. H. Patterson
W. E. BuRTOFT
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. W. Clawson
.Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frank Bryne
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
N. B. Steward, M. D.. Ass't Med. Examinei, Glenwood, Pa.
W. H. Raley
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. Davis
Yard Conductor, 36th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Road Conductor, Foxburg, Pa.
G. G. Wise
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
T. F. Donahue
Agent, Junction Transfer, Pa.
R. J. Smith
Yard Conductor, V/illow Grove, Pa.
C. G. Harshaw
H. Knopp
Road Conductor, West Newton, Pa.
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
R. J MuRTLAND
T. D. M.\xwELL
Road Engineer, Connellsville, Pa.
Superintendent's Office, Secretary
J. S. Bartlett

G.
H.
E.
H.

that

Superintendent,

Trainmaster, Vice Chairman
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer

N. Landymore

.

NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

New Castle
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Cahill .Superintendent, Chairman, New Castle, Pa.
Division Engineer, New Castle, Pa.
J. B. Cameron
Master Mechanic, New Castle Junct., Pa.
J. J. McGuire
Agent, New Castle, Pa.
F. H. Knox
Train Master, New Castle, Pa.
C. P. Angell
Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,

.

a never-failing source of wonder

in

variety

and values.
^ The Montgomery Ward & Company Catalogue

fills

E. J. Langhurst. .Ass't Road Foreman, Chicago Junct., O.
Division Operator, New Castle, Pa.
E. C. Bo.K
Division Claim Agent, Youngstown, O.
R. J. Carrier
Medical Examiner, New Castle Junct., Pa.
J. G. Shelby
Track Supervisor, Ravenna, O.
F. C. Green
Track Supervisor, Lodi, O.
W. L. Madill
.

every want, meets every emergency according to a
forty one year single standard of honesty. All articles
are priced by an unvarying rule.
On any purchase
which does not satisfy, your money is refunded without question or a quibble.

Q Montgomery Ward & Company's
conveys to millions of customers
in full measure.

all

Catalogue
these advantages
latest

P.

Thornton

F. D. Abblett
Albert Voss

E. L. Hannon.

M. L. Raney

Montgomery Ward
York
Fort Worth, Texas

Dept. F. F. 4

Chicago

(We have establishments

in

each

of

...

Chas. Crawford
L. L.

New

Track Foreman, New Castle Junct., Pa.
Car Painter Foreman, New Castle' Jet., Pa.

&

Co.

Kansas City
Portland, Oregon

above

centers,

Send

to

Wagner

G. a. Purkey
C. B. Smith
D. B. McFate
W. H. O'Mara
G. W. Richares
C. K. Spielmann
Jas.

Aiken

G. W. Taylor

point nearest you)

E.

Please mention

this

J.

Raidy

rnagazine

Machinist, New Castle Junct., Pa.
Air Brake Reoairman, Painesville, O.
Engineer, Chicago Junct., O.
Yard Engineer, New Castle Junct., Pa.
Conductor, New Castle, Pa.
Conductor, Chicago Junct., O.
Conductor, Paine.sville, O.
Yard Conductor, New Castle Junct., Pa.
Yard Conductor Haselton, O.
Warehouse Foreman, Youngstown, O.
Relief Agent, New Castle. Pa.
Agent, Youngstown, O.
Agent, Painesville, O.
Secretary, New Castle, Pa.

—
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CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, L. B. Haut, Engineer.
Garrett.

r^

-J^^i

Itul.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

Keegan

F.

C. \V. \an Hohn
T. B. HuHGESS

John Tdkdellam
F. W. Hhuakk
(Ieo Xovinoek
F. X. Shultz

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett, Ind
Trainmaster, (Jarrett, Ind
Trainmaster, (Jarrett, In<l
Division Knuineer, CJarrelt. Ind.

Master Mechanic, (larrett, Ind.

Road Foreman

of Kngincs, Carrett, In<l.
Division ( )perator, (iarrett Ind
J. D. Jack
Chiiin Agent, (Jarrett, Ind.
T. E. Spurrier
Chiim ARent, Tiffin. ( )liio
H. F. Hutchinson
Ass't Med. Examiner, Garrett. Ind.
.A. h. HiNKLE
Supervisor. Walkerton. Ind.
K. R. Jenkins.
.Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicaeo Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, Garrett. Ind.
M. J. Dkiscoll
.

,

.

Shop Committeeman, Chicago Jet., (^hio
Committeeman. South Chicago. III.
Yard Committeeman. Chicago Jet.. Ohio
W. E. Sargent
Yard Committeeman. Garrett. Ind.
N. B. Bair
Yard Committeeman. South Chicago, II!.
H.
Martin
C.
Engineers' Committeeman, Garrett. Ind.
D. G. Tho.mpson. Firemen'sCommittreman. ChicagoJct.
O. F. Bell
Conductors' Committeeman. Garrett, Ind.
H. P. Weirich ..Brakemans' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
C. C. Gheer
.\gents' Committeeman, ChicagoJct..
John Draper
Agents' Committeeman. Chicago, III.
G. W. S.MiTH
.Operators' Committeeman. Defiance, Ohio
John Rathweli
Track Foreman. CJarrett. Ind.
L. J.
F. V.
S.

Davis

Kuglen
Archer

Sliop

(

).

«

>.

A\\N

Get This Job

.

.

.

.

H.A.Martin

.

Relief Agent, Garrett,

Intl.

Get on the inside— rip:ht up

clo.se to the bos.s—
every d.iy just how bis biisims-, i>
men think and act and deeiiie.
"Tlii' stenograplicr or private sern'tdifj to tlw /</;/
exccHtice haa the Itest cliance in the vorUl to lurinif

where you can

.>iec

done— learn how
Hid t

(

hifr

xecnit ice's surrfssor''~A:iy<

ii

leadinjr

lii^'h otli

The slenojrnpher knows wliat'.s poiuf? on- o//(/
What the lx).ss knows tjou know ifyou'rt" hisU'iioznipher-and a time will" come when tii.it know
ei.il.

CHICAGO TERMINAL

jr/(//.

Mv

ledfre will Ik" wortJi a lot to you.

Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

L. NicHous

Chairman

G. P. Pal.mer
F. E. Lamphere
Alex.
J.

Division Engineer
Assistant Engineer

Craw

Division Claim Agent

Ryan

F.

Captain

C. L. Hegley

Wm. Hogan
W. Dacy
J. \\
Fogg

Trainmaster
Master .Mechanic
Road Foreman of Engines
Carpenter Foreman
General Foreman, Maintenance of Wav
Engineer

J.

.

DeVeny

Chas. Espinq
C.

I.

Bender
Gaghin

Ja.mes

Arthur Jensen
Thomas Hasey

Fireman
Switchman
Car In.-<pector

John Haley

Wm. Davis
Ch.\s.

io;^ni;i;iD

of Police

Examiner anil Recorder
Supervisor, Chicago District
Supervisor, Calumet District

H. McDonald

F. S.

r
—the

L.'NGTON
T. F. Yates

J.\s.

Blacksmit

Harry Marshall

Car Inspector

^.

^,

,

Ye.s, this
ful otfer.
ii.iiiH'

minute. Find out

on

minute

OHIO DIVISION

I

Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
D. SrA( k

Superintendent.

E. X. Brown
P. H. Reeves
R. Mallen

H. M. Hayward
G. W. Plumlt
B.
P. S.

J.

Vance
Lansdale

.-

^
-.

Chairman

to

,:-lM-.l

:iii\

-•[».

\u,,

Lmtm

now about tliiswondt-r

full particobliiratioii
Just yoer
the e(Uii)on— but nriil it
this
1nfitri' i/mi turn tfie ptine.

—

NOW—

PRATT. President. Box 256 R
(( ).\I M ,1U
Chicago
I

1

..

FREE

Guarantee
eo.ich

.

.\<>ii

^

^^w

'

."Street .-ind

Reliel Agent

Medical Examiner
this

magazine

'

t

Name.

of Engine-*

Division Engineer
Division Opt^rator

Please mention

r«i»

I'n-id.-nt. Box 3.56 R
•'>• '''^ ^
are e!!n!ll'/"' y'
a satis- \^^ ^^ I'ral .s. litM.l of (oniMM ri«-. (hie.i;;!!
IMe.tsc mikI me your tree Uiok .-iiid
A^
faotorv
P'Tlieuiars of your free .s<lioi.ir-hii)
.s;ilar>

Trainmaster
Master Mechanic

Road Foreman

.

Mail eou|)on for IxMik and

No money— no

ul.irs.

E. D.

lie.

-it

mmll Cmm^on Quick Bmtmrm

PRATT SCHOOL OF

Correspondent. H. M. Cole. Chillicot

.,•

:

$50 StiHOLARSHIP FREE!

Engineer

Machinist
Machinist

,

positively free w ith no ohljg-at ion

Car Repairer
Fireman
Conductor
Conductor

\^-

.-^V' :JI\.r.

at home in j our .-pare time wiUiout ;,'i\ iu;c up > kim
present work. Geo. B. Cortel.Nou. W.irren J. l,\ ii.h.
Wm. Loeb. Jos. Tumulty, and score-^ of other bi^' sue
ce^-ful men arrived via the shorthand route.
77/.
Sliorihond Route is the shortest route to Power,
Preslig-e. Siu-cess.
Send for this book umr it i-

Boliermaker
Engineer

Stance

John McLean
Robert Sissons
Oliver Johnson
C. B. BiDDiNGER
E. Snyder
Wm. Geotzinger

J.

free b<H)k tell-

you how to jret into the president's oni<«-. M<iil
coupon lioir t>>- tfotir ropii.
Get in training: now for a big position.
Bcfriii at (.).. to lit V,, ,.,., -If for a place with a fulur.
M
in it.
book de-seribinj

No.

'•

•
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The ManWho

G. F. Oberlander
W. R. Moore
S" ^- Schwarzeel
T. E. Banks
W. I. GicKLER

Claim Agent
Agent
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster

Yard Conductor

^^scH
h
,;
H. M.
Cole

Wouldttt

Supervisor

Draughtsman
Warehouse Foreman
Train Conductor

BoTKiN

J- I-

W. A. Burns
O. C. Cavins.
F. Mathias

W

S.

Sta.^

.•

Road Engineer

.

Assistant Shop

Cain

W.W. Woodward

Train Dispatcher

C. C. Graves

Oow^it

Foreman

Road Brakeman
Road Fireman

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chief Engineef^

.yVo**'

J.

Hagerty

C.

H.

Superintendent,

Smith

S.

Hard work and
low pay are for the
man who thinks he
"hasn't a chance."
But the ambitious

man

trains himself

for a better job

Laborer

and gets

it.

Burke

Mark and mail the attached coupon. It
won't obligate you in the least and the
I.C.S. will show you how you too can rise to
a high-salaried position through their simple
and easy system of home instruction.

—

I

Mail the Coupon—

NOW

Electrician
Electrical Engineer

_Mpchanical Engineer

Henry Eckerle.
Dr.

J.

P.

Superintendent, Chairman
.Chief Clerk, Correspondent and Secretary
Medical Examiner, Cincinnati, Ohio
Agent, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio
Agent, C. H. & D.j Cincinnati, Ohio
Supervisor, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio
Supervisor, C. H. & D., Hamilton, Ohio

Lawler

C. E. Fish
E. C. Skinner
T. Mahoney
J, Sullivan

Claim Agent, B. & O. S. W.
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
Gen'l Car Foreman, B. & O. S. W.
and C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
Trainmaster, B. & O. S. W.
R. B. FiTZPATRicK
and C. H. «& D., Cincinnati,
S. O. Mygatt. Depot Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
R. E. McKenna, Y'd Foreman, C. H. & D., Cincinnati,
F. S.

J.

DeCamp

Ohio

M. Shay

.

Ohio

Ohio

Oh o

ILLINOIS DIVISION
Correspondent, L. W. Fowler, Shop Clerk,

E. W, ScHEER
J. J.

'

Assayer
Bookkeeper

Washington

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Carey

E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

W. D. Stevenson
C. R. Bradford

Stenographer
Civil Service

G. H. Singer
R. C. Mitchell
C. v. MowRY

.State.

Present Occupation

Employed by

Henry Eckerle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevoort

Mining Engineer

and No.

City

Special Agent

Correspondent,

Mechanical Draftsman
Engineer
Surveyor
Concrete Construction
Automobile Running
Plumbing & Steam Fitt'g

Name
St.

Engineer

Fireman
Switchman
Medical Examiner

CINCINNATI TERMINAL

Civil

U.S.

Conducts
Brakeman

Earl Mauck
John Mendell
Carl Alexander
Dr. J. P. Lawler
J. J. Given

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1088, Scranton, Pa.

Bridge Engineer

Relief Agent

Ohio
H. W. KiRBERT.Y'dEngineman.B.&O.S.W., Cincinnati, Ohio
John Gannon, Y'd Foreman, B. & O. S. W., Cincinnati, Ohio

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I
can qualify for the position, trade, or profession before which
1 have marked X.

Locomotive Engineer
Air-Brake Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R. Shop Foreman
R. R. Traveling Eng.
R. R. Travel'g Fireman
R. R. Construction Eng.
R. R. Accounting

Foreman Car Repairs
Roundhouse Foreman

P. HoRAN
T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson
C. Q. Rogers

Only a few years ago this man was working
12 hours a day for seven days a week. But
he marked just such a coupon as you see
below. He studied at home.
Promotion
came. And now he is a successful Chief
Engineer drawing a large salary.
This man had no advantages that you
don't have. But with the help of the I.C.S.
YOU can do the same.
he has "made good."
If you can read and write the I.C.S. can help
you to qualify for a better job.

Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Division Engineer
Division Operat<»

John Page
J.

Chairman

Trainmaster

B. PuRKHiSER
C. E. Herth
J.

R.R.

W. P. McDonald
Fred Schwab
W. GoRSAGE
R, G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer
L. A. GivENROD
H. E. Prichett

Please mention

this

magazine

Superintendent,

Chairman

Master Mechanic

Shop Inspector
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Agent, East St. Louia
Relief Agent
Conductor
Engineer
Engineer
Yard Foreman, Shops Yard
Yard Foreman, Vincennes Yard

Switchman, Flora, Ind.

Yard Foreman, Cone Yard
Yard Foreman, Spring6eld

;
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m
CHARGE OF SCOTS GREYS AT WATERLOO
held this regiment of cavalry in reserve at the battle of Waterloo, awaiting the supreme
WELLINGTON
when an overwhelming charge might turn the tide of battle. The instant the French lines wavered
moment

the order was given to charge and the Scots Greys Cavalry hurled themselves against the French likt- a
thunderbolt. This charge ended forever the career of Napoleon and his dream of universal empire vanished away
with the smoke of his artillery. The celebrated picture shown herewith from Ridpath's History, the original oi
which was purchased by Queen Victoria, illustrates but one event of all the thousands which makes up the history
of every nation, empire, principalitv or power in the world famed publication.

Ridpath's History^ World
'y^/'E will name our special low price and easy terms of payment
' ^ only in direct letters.
coupon for your convenience is
Tear off the coupon,
printed on the lower corner of this advertisement.
write your name and address plainly and mail. We do not publish our
special low price for the reason Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her support
from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price broadcast
would cause injury' to the sale of future editions.

A

Six Thousand Years of History
"P IDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history
''-^
long before the Pyramids of Egypt were
dowTi through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's
grandeur and Assyria's magnificence of Babylonia's
wealth and luxur>'; of Greek and Roman splendor
of Mohammedan culture and refinement of French
elegance and British power, to the dawn of yesterday. He
;

;

covers every race, every nation, every time and
holds you spellbound bv its wonderful eloquence.

46 Page Booklet

FREE

T^E

will mail our beautiful
' ^
forty-six page free booklet
without any obligation on your part to
buy
It will show Ridpath's wonder.

fully beautiful style.
He pictures the
great historical events as though they

were happening before your eyes; he
carries you with him to see the battles
of old; to meet kings and queens and
warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate;
to march against Saladin and his
dark-skinned followers; to sail the southern
seas with Drake; to circumnavisate the
Rlobe with Magellan. He combines absorbing
interest with supreme reliability, and makes
the heroes of history real living men and
women, and about them he weaves the rise
and fall of empires in such a fascinating style
that history becomes as absorbingly interesting as the greatest of fiction.

WESTERN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

CHICAGO ,__
Please mention this magazine

—
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TOLEDO DIVISION
Correspondent, T.

Not a Slip
THAT

grasp

sure

"bull-dog" hold

/

is

—

Office

They

a big

men everywhere.

give

the flexible fingers,
mean
motion, that
safety and comfort, as well as

the

free

protection.

Another reason

is

railroading, but every

branch of

Hansen

so

construction;

for

that
it

every

is

not

only

studied

man

in

in

the

Made
a Hansen Glove to suit.
Specially tanned
of best parts of best skins.
so they v/on*t shrink, shrivel, harden, crack or
peel. Protect you against heat and steam. Water
won't hurt them. Can be cleaned with gasoline.
service, there is

Ask

F. B. Mitchell.
F. J. Parrish

D.)

"Protector," the lighter

"Glad Hand," the Switchmen's Easy Slip-Off
Mitten, etc.
500 styles and all sizes— just

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Engineer

Carey
W. J. Kroger

Master Mechanic
Relief Agent
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner

J. J.

G. E. Reel

M.

P.

HoBAN

H. W. Brant
R. Cassad
William Ryan, M. D
F. S. Thompson, M. D
E. Ledger
G. M. Thomas
L. F. HocKETT.
J.

Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Agent, Dayton, Ohio
J. C. Stipp
Agent, Lima, Ohio
R. B. Mann
General Agent, Toledo, Ohio
W. H. Sites
Road Engineer, between Lima and Ivorydale
Frank Moore Road Engineer, between Lima and Rossford
T. F. Hennessy
Road Conductor, between
Lima and Ivorydale
H. M. Shea. .Road Conductor, between Lima and Rossford
R. H. BoHANNON
Yard Conductor, Rossford
E. L. Wagner
Yard Engineer, Lima
W. M. Thompson
Yard Conductor, Dayton
M. E. Gleason
Shopman, Rossford
.

J.

to see the strong

&

H.

Reagan,
of Superintendent, Dayton, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

that

reason why Hansen's
Gloves are so popular with
railroad

(C.
J.

N. Holmes

Shopman, Lima
Shopman, East Dayton

Frank Proctor
A. C.

BusHWAW

Secretary, Davton, Ohio

If your dealer is not supplied,
write us for information, booklet, etc. Address

yours, included.

O. C.

HANSEN MFG.

282 Milwaukee Street

CO.

WELLSTON DIVISION

Milwaukee, Wis.

(C.

H.

& D.)

Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk,

Dayton, Ohio

Hansenis

UG loves

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes

Superintendent,

A. A. Jams

S. J.

Division Engineer
Supervisor
Supervisor
Engineer

PiNKERTON

P. D. Fairman
P. J. Sweeney

Conductor
Conductor

H. E. Roseboom
Fisher

Section Foreman
Section Foreman
Relief Agent
Supervisor

S.

Clancy

P.
F.

Chairman

Trainmaster

H. G. Snyder
G. A. Rugman

Drake

M. Baker
Dr. F. S. Tho.mpson
C. Greisheimer
E. B. Childs
^L Rosen
S.

Company Surgeon
Master Carpenter
Stationary Engineer
Secretary

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C.

H.

Correspondent,

&

D.)

Roy Powell,

Superintendent's Office

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White

M. Conner

F.

R W. Brown
.

H. F. Passell
T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. C. Sappenfield
J.

Dr. Wm. Osenbach
E. I. Partlow
G. W. Anderson
W. B. Garrigus

Adam Storch

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Engineer

Road Foreman

Supervisor

Master Mechanic
Dispatcher

Company

Surgeon
Engineer

Conductor
Agent, Rushville

Blacksmith Foreman

" The best way to get what is coming to you
meet it more than half way." N. C. R.

is to

Weekly.
Please mention this magazine
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YOURSELF

all, the most important thini^ in tlie world to you is YOl'R8ELF. Your success in life is decided by the kind of person you are.

After

Your Personal
To

Efficiency

increase ^oiir own Personal Efficiency only ten per cent, may mean thousands
of dolhirs to you
or success worth more than dollars.
It may sa\ c your jt)h, or
your profession, cr your business, or your health and happiness.

—

You Can Learn from Emerson
To

meet a wide demand

of twenty-four

lessons

for a course of trainin<T in Personal Efficiency, a serii-s
has been prepared by Harrington Emerson, the noted

Efficiency Expert.
lessons are now offered to the public through the Institute of Efficiency.
splendid organization, enthusiastic support by other efficiency experts, make
possible scrupulous indi\ idual care at a very low cost.

These

A

Fascinating and Profitable Lessons
The

great principles of Efficiency have been applied to

Emerson.

In these fascinating lessons you are
mo;>t of your own abilities and circumstances.

YOURSl'^LE

shown how

to

by Mr.

make

the

Mr. Emerson has been in efficiency work for many years; he has also
been a teacher of men. He has put into these lessons his experience.
You are tolil how efficiency princijiles, if applieil, will add to your ahility
make money, to save money, to </o mark, to plan time, to maintain health,
to acquire knowledge, to master your job, no matter what it may Ik
Tliis applies to you— ask us and we will tell you how

to

.

rew

EFFIGIEiNGY
synopsis of this

storv of Emerson.

IRVING PLACE
NEW YORK

new home study

CITY
Occupa

Course.
Plta.sc

iimiliun

litis

//nnjazint'

iTie

aiouc your
course in
rfficiency, with

THE INSTITUTE
31

S'-nd

p.irticuiars

—
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The Legally Trained Man LEADS

YOU Also Can Be A Leader!
business, in politics —before the Court and in
IN private
—legal training gives POWER,
life

PRESTIGE, WEALTH.

ness

—every

phase of

politics

Every move in
and government

busi-

—and
—de-

A Startling

—

This startling offer is being made for a limited
time to readers of this magazine. An offer so liberal,
so imusual, that we can only give you the facts in

thousands of transactions of our everyday life
mand a knowledge of law. Naturally, the legally
trained man leads for his expert knowledge puts
him in a position to advise, to guide, to direct.
Today, to a greater extent than ever before due
to increasing governmental control the legally trained

—

—

man

is

in

DEMAND. The Interstate Commerce Com-

— Pure Food—Reasonable Rates —Employers'
Liability—The Sherman Law—
— these are a few

mission

^Tariff

of many cases where the
The law tells you
ness.

—how

to keep out of
lawsuits.

be found in every State of the Union, succeeding either
as practicing attorneys or in business pursuits.

law is taking a hand in busiwhat to do and how to do it
trouble and avoid expensive

Scholarship Offer!
direct letters!
On this offer the world's most brilliant
furnish
array of legal talent is at your command.
you a Magnificent Law Library, masterful lessons and
lectures.
Our Consulting Service is at your disposal.
entitling you
offer you a
to our Complete Three Year Course and Service at a

We

We

FREE SCHOLARSHIP

tremendously low

We NOW offer you a

tremendous opportunity, an
opportunity to secure a Scholarship in our big Law
School to become a leader of men to learn law ^t
home during your spare moments.

—

—

The Greatest Law School for
Home Study in the World
you this remarkable opportunity! Write at
There is no better, no more thorough way to
team law than to study right at home. Abraham
Lincoln, Thomas F. Ryan, John Wanamaker, Elbert
H. Gary, and hundreds of our greatest men studied
law many of them AT HOME. President Woodrow
Wilson and every member of his Cabinet, with but one
exception, practiced at the Bar. Nuie out of ten of
Offers

t)nce!

—

Limited
—Act Quickly!

This Offer
We cannot afford

The
to hold this offer open indefinitely.
before you
Clip the coupon right now
This
once.
puts
you
at
Mail it—get the facts
turn the page.
under no obligation it costs you nothing it simply gives you the
will
not
decide.
Surely
you
opportunity to go over the facts and
refuse to investigate an opportunity of such
life
an
vast importance to your success in
Guarantee
opportunity which will surely lead to a
to coach Free any
greater success than you can possibly win
graduate failing to
in any other way. Tear off the coupon
pass the Bar examand mail it right now.
ination. Our course
covers all branches
of American
and includes the
same studies as the
leading Law Schools
CHICAGO
Dept. 2798. Manhattan Bldg.,

—
prove your position in the
and
YOU can increase your earning power—

—

Hurry! Mail

imsocial world
if

We

Law

this

Coupon

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF LAW,
Dept. 1798, Manhattan Bldg., Chicago
Gentlemen: Without any oblieations o» me whatever, please Bend me
of your remarkable Scholarship OEfer. Also send me, free
and prepaia, your School Catalog which tells how I can become legally

you become

full particulars

legally trained.

trained at home.

tStatistics show that students studying law by correspondence are the most successful in passing Bar examinations. More than forty thousand students have
enrolled in our big Law School.
Our graduates are to

—

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW,

men ^YOU can

political

—
—

—

the public offices. National, State and Municipal, are
with legally trained men.
of

is

offer is strictly limited.

filled

YOU can become a leader

cost.

Name

I

gty^

Please mention this magazine

BALTIMORE AND Ohio
Employes Magazine

A wintry woodland scene, a gossamer delight,
Spun from the woof of snow-bespangled trees
Upon a warp of sunlit sky of white;
A wondrous dazzling maze the wanderer to beguile,

A

trackless fairyland— and winter's smile.

MARCH,

1914

—
The Legally Trained Man LEADS

„

C^^

YOU Also Can Be A Leader!
business, in politics

IN private

—

life

legal

—before

training

PRESTIGE, WEALTH.

ness

—every

phase of

politics

the Court and in
gives

POWER,

Every move in
and government

busi-

—and
—de-

thousands of transactions of our everyday life
mand a knowledge of law. Naturally, the legally
trained man leads
for his expert knowledge puts
him in a position to advise, to guide, to direct.
Today, to a greater extent than ever before due
the legally trained
to increasing governmental control

be found in every State of the Union, succeeding eithei
as practicing attorneys or in business pursuits.

A Startling
Scholarship Offer!

—

man

in
mission
Liability
is

DEMAND.

—

—

The Interstate Commerce Com-

— Pure Food—Reasonable
Rates —Employers'
—The Sherman Law— — these are a few
^Tariff

many cases where th*. >.w is -^king a hand in business.
The law tells you wha to do and how to do it
of

—how

to keep out of trouble

and avoid expensive

lawsuits.

NOW

We
offer you a tremendous opportunity, an
opportunity to secure a Scholarship in our big Law
School to become a leader of men to learn law .it
home during your spare moments.

—

—

The Greatest Law School for
Home Study in the World
Offers you this remarkable opportunity!
Write at
once! There is no better, no more thorough way to
law
.earn
than to study right at home.
Abraham
Lincoln, Thomas F. Ryan, John Wanamaker, Elbert
H. Gary, and hundreds of our greatest men studied
•law
many of them
President Woodrow
Wilson and every member of his Cabinet, with but one
exception, practiced at the Bar. Nhie out of ten of

—

AT HOME.

^he public offices. National, State
ailed with legally trained men.

and Municipal, are

—YOU can improve your position in the
and
world
YOU can increase your earning power— you become
YOU can become a leader

of

men

political

social
if

;egally trained.
^»Statistics show that students stud3dng law by correspondence are the most successful in passing Bar exammations. More than forty thousand students have
enrolled in our big Law School. Our graduates are to

Please mention

This startling offer is being made for a limited
time to readers of this magazine. An offer so liberal
so imusual, that we can only give you the facts in
direct letters!
On this offer the world's most brilliant
array of legal talent is at your command. We furnish
you a Magnificent Law Library, masterful lessons and
lectures.
Our Consulting Service is at your disposal
We offer you a FREE SCHOLARSHIP entitling you
to our Complete Three Year Course and Service at a
tremendously low cost.

This Offer

is

—Act

We cannot auord

Limited
Quickly!

The
to hold this offer open indefinitely.
before you
Clip the coupon right now
offer is strictly limited.
Mail it get the xacts at once. This puts you
turn the page.
under no obligation it costs you nothing it simply gives you the
opportunity to g over the facts and decide. Surely you will not
an oppor' unity of such
refuse to in vestiga
vast importance to your succes in afe an
Guarantee
opportunity which will surely lead to a
to coach Free any
/ou can possibly win
^eater success th

—

any other way. Tea
and mail it right now.
in

off

the coupon

We

graduate failing to
pass the Bar exam-

Our course
covers all branches
of American
and includes the
same studies as the
leading Law Schools
ination.

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW.
Dept. 2798. Manhattan BIdg.,

—

—
—

— —

CHICAGO

Huricy! Mail this

Law

Coupon

AMERICAN COERESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF LAW,
Dept. 1 798, Manhattan Bldg., Chicago
Gentlemen: Without any obligations on me whatever, please send
of your remarkable Scholarship Offer,
and prepaia, your School Catalog which tella how I
trained at home.
full particulars

Name

City

this

magazine

mo
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Washer Must

This

Pay

for Itself-

A^rAN

tried to sell ine a horse once.
Ho said
It
was a tim- liorse and had nothing the
matter witli it. 1 wanted a tine horse. But
I didn't Ixnow anytliins- about

horses

Wouldnt

And I didn't
man very well

nuKli.

know

tlu>

either.

So

The ManWho

I told liim T
liorse for

try

tlie

He
me

said,

"All

wanted

to

a month.

riglit,

first,
and I'll
back your money if

but pay
give you
the horse

Oowit

isn't all right."

VTeW. T didn't like that. I
wa.s afraid tlie horse wa.sn't
"all riglit" and that I miglit
liave
to
whistle
for
my

money
So

it.

if

I

altliough

Now

I

once parted with

Hard work and

buy the horse,
wanted it badly.

didn't
I

me

this set

low pay are for the
man who thinks he
"hasn't a chance."
But the ambitious
man trains himself
for a better job

thinking.

see I make Washing
IMachines— the "1900 Grav-

Tou

ity"

And

I said

my

Washer.

to myself, lots of people

may

think

Wasliing Machine a.-^ I thought about tlie
and about the man who owned it.
But I'd never know, because tbev wouldn't write
and tell me. You see I sell my Washing Machines
by mail. I have sold over half a million that wa>-.
So. thought I, it is only fair enough to let people
try my Washington Machines for a month before
they pay for them, just as I wanted to try the
about

Laborer

horse,

horse.

Now.

I

know what our

"1900 Gravity"

Washer

I know it will wash the clothes without
wearing or tearing them, in less than half the time
they can be washed by hand or by any other
machine.
I know it will wash a tub full of very dirty clothe?
In Six minutes.
I know no other machine ever invented can do that without wearing out the clothes.

will do.

Our "1900 Gravity" Washer does the work so easy
that a child can run it almost as well as a strong
it don't wear the clothes,
fray the
edges nor break buttons the way all other machines

woman, and
do.

Tt just drives soapy water clear through the fibres
of the clothes like a force pump might.
"1900 GravSo, said I to myself. T will do with
ity" Washer what I wanted the man to do with tlie
horse. Only I won't wait for people to ask me.
I'll
offer first, and I'll make good the offer every time.
"1900
L.et me send you a
Gravity" Washer on a
month's free trial. I'll pav the freight out of niv
own pocket, and if you don't want the machine after
Aon've u:=-ed it a month, I'll take it back and pay the
freight, too.
Surely that is fair enough, isn't it?
Doesn't it prove that the "1900 Gravity" Washer

that

all

I

say

it

Engineer drawing a large salary.
This man had no advantages that you
don't have.
But with the help of the I.C.S.
he has "made good."
YOU can do the same.
If you can read and write the I.C.S. can help
you to qualify for a better job.
Mark and mail the attached coupon. It
won't obligate you in the least and the
I.C.S. will show you how you too can rise to
a high-salaried position through their simple
and easy system of home instruction.

Mail the Coupon—

International Cor respondence Schools
Box 1088, Scranton, Pa.
,

1

have

week over that

a
washwoman's wages. If you keep the machine after
th(^ month's trial. I'll let you pay for it out of wliat
it saves you.
If it saves you fiO cents a week, send
me r)0 cents a week 'till paid for. I'll take that
clieeifully. and I'll wait for mv money until the

clothes

in

6

minutes.

—

Address me this way H. L. Barker, 1261 Court
Binghamton. N. Y. If vou live in Canada,
address I'.mjo Washer Co., 357 Yonge St., Toronto,
Street,

Out.

X

Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R. Shop Foreman
R. R. Traveling Kn«.
R. R. Travel's Fireman
K R. Conslruriion Ens
R R. Accounting

in

machine itself earns the balance.
Drop me a line to-day. and let me send you a
book about the '"lOOO Gravity" A\'asher that washes

ui.irkeil

Locomotive Engineer
Ait-Bralce Inspector

is?

cents to 75 cents a

NOW

Please explain, without (u rtber ut)ligatiun on my part, bow I
r prolessioa belore which
can qualify lor (he position, trade

And you can pay me out of what it saves for you
save its whole cost in a few months, in wenr
and tear on the clothes alone. And then it will
.^)0

—

I

Tt will

save

it.

Only a few years ago this man was working
12 hours a day for seven days a week.
But
he marked just such a coupon as you see
below.
He studied at home. Promotion
came. And now he is a successful Chief

my

must be

and gets

F.lectrician

Enginrrr
Mechanical Engineer
E.lectrical

Mrrhanical Draftsman
Civil Engineer
Surveyor
Concrete Conttruction
Automobile Running

Plumbing

flc

Sle*m

Fitt'g

.Mining Engineer
Bridge ELngineer

A»ayer
Booklceeper
Stenographer

U.S.Gv.lSer^.ce'-

Name
Si.

and No.

City

Stale.

Present Occupation

Employed by

Please mention this magazine

R.R.
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Long Line Bowser Systems

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

No. 800

Look

at this Clear Vision
Comfortable Fitting Goggle

The Bowser was the first long-distance, self -measuring
oil-storage equipment ever made. Twenty-eight years ago,
S. F. Bowser, President of S. F. Bowser
Company. Inc.,
invented and patented the first Bowser; built the first of
the long line of Bowser Systems that have meant so
much to every individual, firm and dealer having occasion
to store oil of any kind.
Ovei a million in use. Equipment made suitable for the
smallest private garage to the largest and most complete
factory or railroad oil-storage and distributing systems.
Is it not reasonable to suppose that this Company's Success must be founded upon Satisfactory Service, otherwise
it would have ailed soon after it started?
Write us for details. Price, size and style of outfits to
exactly suit your needs.

&

Ask Your
Watch Inspector
Beware of Imitators. Take no substiSee that our trade-mark "NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.
tute.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE
402 DORR STREET

S. F.

Bowser

& Company, Inc.

HoiTie Plant and General Offices
Box 2068, Ft. Wayne, Indiana, U. S. A.
Sales OHieos in

all

Centers and Representatives ETerj-where

Original patentees and manufacturers of standard selfmeasuring hand and power-driven pumps, large and small
tanks, gasolene and oil-storage and distributing systems,
self-registering pipe-line measures, oil-filtering and circulating systems, dry cleaners' systems, etc.

CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO

Established 1885

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT ^^^^t^^Z^-^^n^]^::^.
It is our purpose to offer only such things as will
legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers. All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion,
so that there may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be accepted

ADVERTISING RATES

n

$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch). Width of
column, 16 ems or 2% inches
An extra cheu-ge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS
THOS. H. MacRAE,

Advertising Manager
Railway Exchange Building
Chicago, 111.

H. C.

GRIFFITH, Eastern Representative
456 Fourth Avenue, New York
Telephone 4716 Madison

Just Out-We Want to Send You Our
Big

New Premium

ca
TALOG
SA YOU
MONEY^
VE

BIG

on Groceries, Clothing,

Shoes and
Household Supplies

Furniture,
Other

pages of money saving items. Write a
postal for it today and see how you can getourGuarnteed Groceries at less than store prices. For inContains

150

6tance: Laundry Soap at 2 l-2c a bar; Baking Powder at 7 l-2c a
can; Toilet Soap (3 bar box) 12 l-2c—everything at a big saving.

2000 Premiums Given
with orders for these Guaranteed Products. Thirty days' trial— no
in advance—money back if not satisfied. Write for our Catalog
and learn how to furnish your home throughout without a cent of
extra cost on our money saving Factory-to-Home Plan.
(192)

money

CROFTS & REED CO., OepUf^mOMcago
Please mention

this rnagazine

Oak Rocker
No. 90175
Given with a SIC Orrfer
Ask about oar Ciub

of

Ten

P!;

8
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Chief Engineer

'If

you have enthusiasm

make

for

your business, then we

will all

work together

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad greater than
and the property will respond*'

it is,

to

and Enthusiasm
Will Make the Property Respond

Individual Interest

Address of Chief Engineer Francis Lee Stuart
at

CHAIRMAN,

R.

Co-

they did not eliminate the grade cioss-

Brevet-

Presi-

ings, they could not maintain the supremacy of the city as a great railroad center;

I received

the congestion would be too great and

workers and
Assistants
dent:

to the

Today

a note telling
I

was

to

minutes in
talk to you.

Deer Park

me

that

have ten
which to
In that

want to take you over
our property, and when I use the words
"we" and "our" I mean to bring every

ten minutes

man on

I

this railroad into

with

the intimate

accomplishments
and purposes which they deserve.
We have in Chicago ninety miles of
railroad, mostly within the city limits.
We are quite a factor there, having an
relationship

inner
^^^th

our

and outer belt,
industries and a

fine

connections

large interchange

business with other railroads.
We are
spending a great deal of moneyin Chicago,
mostly for the elimination of grade crossings.

Whether

expense

is

the

division

of

that

a proper one for the railroads

to bear or not

is

a question, but for the

growth of Chicago, it is the right thing.
They need it. There are thirty or more
railroads running into Chicago, and if

the railroads would have to divert part
of

business

their

meeting

We

elsewhere.

this situation gradually,

are

spend-

money each year, and that is being
added to the fixed charges.
On the Chicago Division, in the last
few years, we have double-tracked all
ing

twenty-five of the 278 miles.
have a magnificent foundation, good
ballast, new rails, splendid alignment
with low grades, and in fact the road is
one of the best workable stretches on

except

We

our system.

It is crossed

by

thirty-six

steam roads, with
of which we have
connections.
At Chicago Junction we
put in a yard recently that holds about
all

7,000 cars.

make

to

That was necessary

in order

classification for delivery to

our

various connections and also to prepare
for

Chicago

deliveries.

comes the New Castle
which is also a low grade
division, and in good shape.
There is
still a section of bad grade around Akron

Next

in

Division,

line
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which
city

team

under consideration.

is

of

Akron there

is

tracks, freight house facihties

industrial

of

new yard, and a low grade line from
Rockwood to Garrett. We have also

and

opened up Sand Patch, which was a

In the

great need

connections, 'for

the

city

is

growing fast.
We have five ports on the lake Toledo,
Sandusky, Lorain, Cleveland and Fairport.
In Lorain we are in fine condition.
We have coal unloaders, ore unloaders,
and a splendid property there. At the
progressive city of Cleveland we are

—

a

problem, by building a new
double track tunnel so that we will be
able to handle about 1,500 cars over the
difficult

taxing our terminal and road

facilities.

mountain eastbound.
We next come to Cumberland. The
two important avenues of the Baltimore
& Ohio from Cumberland west are the
northern avenue through Pittsburgh and
Chicago, and
the
avenue
southern
through Parkersburg and St. Louis.
Then we have the two important cross

At Fairport we
we have added

Recently

avenues; one through Grafton to Lorain

additional facilities at

and the lakes by the C. L. & W., and the
other from Cincinnati to Toledo by the
C. H. & D.
On the southern avenue we
have a good railroad in the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern, strong in Cincinnati,
Louisville and St. Louis.
We have added

strongly entrenched, especially along the
river

docks, but our business
are supreme.

is

over-

Fairport and Lorain, which were badly

needed.

Our business on the

lakes

is

kind of ''rush hour'' business, which

a
is

heaviest when the lakes are open, but
we have to provide full facilities, although we use them fully during only

months of the year.
From Glenwood west, the Pittsburgh
Division is one of our most serious
problems. There we have heavy grades
and many other things to cope with.
Our track from Sewickley to Glenwood
is a crooked one, and the expenditure
which we will have to make between
these points is so great that we have
been deferring it. We will soon have to
eight

build a bridge across the Allegheny River,

which

will cost S2,500,000, in addition to

our large expenditures in Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh Division
tory and

we

is

a growing

really don't

The
terri-

know what

it

produce and have to carry in the
end. We have a double track open cut
instead of a single track tunnel at
Bakerstown, and we have plans laid for
will

three

and four tracks at various points

passing sidings along the line but there
passing sidings to be lengthened
double track to be built out of
Cincinnati and a pressing need for terminal facilities in that city.
In spite
are

still

—some

of all those needs,

we

are doing

more

business than ever.

On the Parkersburg Branch we have
added much needed passing sidings, and
have improved it by adding ballast and
rails and by schedule.
Between Cumberland and Grafton, we
have in recent years almost rebuilt a
railroad.
We have built yards at Grafton and Keyser, helper stations, third
tracks, reduced lengths of helper grades,

cuts of tunnels, and we now
have three tracks in tunnels at Kingwood

made open

in place of one.

On
sion,

the C. H.

we have a

&

D., in the Toledo Divi-

railroad with great possi-

with a grade from the Ohio
River to the lakes which, after a few
more improvements have been made,

on the division.

bilities,

From Connellsville to Cumberland,
we have a fine railroad over the Allegheny
Mountains. At Somerset we have built

will

not be surpassed by any of the coal
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However,
need of a divisional yard,
iiureased yard room at both ends of the
division, more double track, more sidings,
and additional coal docks at Lorain.
At times the machine alread}' in use
cannot handle the present business.
On the cross avenue from Grafton
through Hartzel, Benwood and Holloway
to the lakes, we have built a new yard at
Hartzel, to make up trains from the
Clarksburg and Fairmont fields, have
carrying roads to the lakes.

river bank, the river has the narrowest

wc are badly

waterway

enlarged

in

HoUowa}"

yard,

and

built

addi-

on the
route, and will have to continue adding
tracks until we have a double track railroad from Hartzel to Lorain.
On the Cumberland Division, the
north and south avenues come together
in Cumberland and disgorge all their
freight between Patterson Creek and
Cherry Run. That is one of the densest
tional second track

sidings

pieces of railroad in the country.

We

have at times 2,500 loaded cars eastbound a day. We hope we will have
4,000.

We

are gradually preparing to

handle them

if

we can get them.

prosperity of the Baltimore

&

The

Ohio Rail-

road and of West Virginia and other sections depends

on our being able to take

care of the business here as

it

have added third tracks and built
a yard at Cumbo, and we have now
undertaken the biggest expenditure on
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, that is,
to open the neck of the bottle at the
Magnolia Cut-off. On eleven miles there
we will spend $6,000,000 for two additional tracks, which takes out the Hanshelper grade,

makes

possible

the

reduction of the ruling grade of the division,
It

and saves

5.8 miles in distance.

has in constructive lines about

twenty-four feet

high,

protect

to

our

We

have tunnels on tangent
and tunnels on curves. We have bridges
at right angles and bridges on skew.<.
We are taking out the present Doe Gully
tunnel, under traffic, and making a fourtrack open cut. We have three sections
with rock bluffs alongside of our railroad
from eighty to one hundred feet high
and we have to take them down without
interfering with traffic in any way.
At
danger points we are using ever}^ safeguard of which we know to protect our
banks.

road.
I

will tell

interest

have

you something that might

you about our

men down on

blasting.

We

the tracks, including

We have operators near the
and we fire on dispatchers' orders.
have an inspector of the blastin'r.

flagmen.
holes

We
He

inspects every hole, sees

how much

put in and uses his best
judgment. These are old men in the
business but they sometimes fail.
Some
days as often as for ten days in succesdj'namite

sion

is

—
—we make successful shots and just

shake up the rock, and then comes a day

when

grows.

We

rote

for miles on either side, and we
have to build a masoiir>' retaining wall

all

the problems which you could imagine.

At the west end, where the four tracks
are at the same grade, and along the

the bottom will fly out and do^vTi
on our tracks and occasionally cause delay.
We have such problems to contend
with as ignorant and careless men walking on the tracks and being struck by
trains.

We

have issued instructions

in

every necessary language, ordering the
men to stay off the tracks, but finally we

had to call in police officers, and we now
have eight policemen in uniforms at
various danger points,

who

are there for

no other purpose than to keep people off
our tracks.
Further down on the Cumberland
Division, we still have a great many diffiWe are having
culties to overcome.

—
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movement

trouble with the westbound

and some day we will have to give relief
between Brunswick and Cumbo and
relieve the westbound there.
At Brunswick we have put in a westbound fast freight classification yard.
As on the lakes, one of our difficulties on
the Baltimore Division
loads

for

the hc^lding of

is

cargoes

full

for

boats.

We

formerly held the loads at Brunswick
it congested traffic, so we have added
900 cars capacity to our Curtis Bay
Yard at the head of the coal pier. We
are considering building another pier
there.
We need such a pier, not only to
handle the increase in our business but
as a fire insurance and safety precaution.
We have excellent facilities in Baltimore,
but we are having difficulty to keep pace
with the growth of business and get our
traffic for the east through the city.
Along the Philadelphia Branch, the
tracks and ballast are in good shape.
The road is in fine condition, generally.
In Philadelphia we are facing quite a serious proposition. The city claims that our
line across the city to the Delaware
River front is an actual barrier to the

and

progress of the city, and

we

are

making

arrangements with the cit}^ to elevate our
road and move down along the waterfront, and we will have the situation in
very good shape within a reasonable time.

But

—

In

it

costs

deliveries

however,

with
is

lighters.

all

the harbor

Our

slightly different

the other railroads, as

business,

from that

we do no

of

local

& R. R. R. and C. R.
which we use from Cranford

business on the P.

R. of N.
Junction

J.,

At Staten
Island we have added somewhat to our
to

developments
becomes congested.
Over in Manhattan we have leased an
additional freight pier near Brooklyn
Bridge and have bought a whole square,
which we previously leased, at Twentysixth Street and Eleventh Avenue, and
are putting up an eight-story concrete
warehouse on the site now, which will be
modern and up-to-date in every respect,
and we think it will bring us business.*
Kill

St.

future

for

George

While we have been adding necessary
and improvements, we have
bought heavier motive power Pacific
type passenger engines and Mikados and
Mallets for freight and have strengthened our bridges and tracks to increase
facilities

—

—

their usefulness.

Where

measured by standards

used, this alone,

of the old engines,

increased the capacity of our railroad

by cutting out six out of every thirty
freight trains, and in effect cut one per
grades to eight-tenths per cent.,

cent,

five-tenths

per

cent,

to

thirty-seven

hundredths per cent, and three-tenths
per cent, to two-tenths per cent. and the
;

came quickly and are still
coming, did more they raised the stand-

results that

—

ards of the whole railroad

—men as well as

of our physical standards.
It

would take

me

hours to

tell

you

of

our further needs and our reasons for
them, as they aggregate a large amount
but the result the concrete result of the

—

money.

New York we make

Arthur

when

Philadelphia.

We have a new
we had our bulkhead line
changed and pushed out, and we now own

capacity for business.

expenditures which

improvements,

we have made

additional

for

facilities,

heavier and better equipment

—the

re-

our thought, our hard work, our
continual drive, is that at times we have
sult of

handled business at the rate of
$112,000,000 gross per year, and can
keep it up. This would have been imlately

possible three years ago.

covered pier,

over 4,000 feet of water front on the

• This structure has
business as told in the

Magazine.

now been completed and opened
February

issue of

for

the Employes
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Ohio's greatest prob-

human

life;

to render adequate service;

and

to all; second, to conserve

We have business — we have lots of it at our doors. We

third,

need to handle better what is being secured for us now. This is one of the great
problems we must face in the future.
In my opinion after improving our

charged therefor.

lem

is

not to find business.

efficiency

—after
in

facilities

—

largely

general

—after

judiciously

spending $83,000,000 in the
years to better our condition
are so great that

ing

we

our

increasing

last

three

—our needs

are not only not keep-

up with the legitimate growth

of busi-

ness in our territory, but are falling behind.

In

fact,

the entire country today faces

a grave and

serious

condition

present relationship between the
business which the country

of

offering

and

the

additional

the

in

amount
is

now

facilities

fourth,

now

is

to keep our

keep our facilities balanced so that we
can handle the greatest amount of traffic

and get the greatest returns from our
entire plant.
That is our problem and
all of you can help with that problem.
You all have ideas and we would like to
have them.
There are certain phases of our relations to the public which we must bear
in

mind

order to
its

In

at

all

sell

A

times.

railroad,

transportation,

in

must get

"being'' or "charter" from the State.

the

performance

responsibilities

and

of

governmental

duties, various regu-

measures have been passed by the
States and by the United States Government. These measures have been passed
lative

for four reasons:^ First, to give equality

necessary.

all is

After

its

It

purposes

be

to

is

of

one
this

purpose for existence,

human

conservation of

important of
It

life.

is

all

the

life

is

conservation of

the

human

first

three general subjects.

is

duty to

as far as

embraced

The

first is

safety of passengers, the second

safety of the public

who

We

is

the

the

lines,

the safety of our em-

have a very efficient department
Baltimore & Ohio, whose motto is

"Safety First," and which
thought to all three subjects.
I

is

it

in

are not passen-

such as the people along our

and the third

The

itself.

life,

relates to the railroads,

gers,

the
rpiost

things in the nation's
nation's

strengthen and perpetuate

in the

and other improvements on
even terms with the traffic, and on the
traffic side to increase the business on
lines of light volume, and where our
facilities are not overtaxed; we must

rate

nation's existence.

of that business.
difficulty for us

the

fundamental

the

ployes.

The

determine

Equality to
of

which the railroads must have to handle
it, so as not to stop the normal growth

terminals

to

want to talk

of the public

not passengers on the road.

is

giving

who

are

In order

to insure their safety, means must be
taken to educate them not to trespass
on our tracks and to be careful at grade
crossings; we must either educate the
public or make many grade crossing

eliminations that are not properly necessary.

The

elimination of a grade cross-

ing does not bring in any revenue.

It

payment of a watchman
and the damages that are caused at the
crossing, and, in some cases, facilitates
the general movement of business, as
saves only the

in Chicago.

Ever}^

man who

&

is

connected with the

have the
question of grade crossings on his mind.
Educate your friends; educate the public to be more careful at grade crossings;
and for your part also, see that the planks
are well kept and that the approaches
Baltimore

Ohio

should

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
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are the best part of the roads,

and the

laws, thoroughly enforced.

Eventually,

we

or as soon as the economic questions are

have gates or watchmen, you must see

imderstood, I believe the fairness of the
general public will make the division of

view as good as can be obtained.
that

those

watchmen

duty, and see to

it

are

If

doing their

that they are educat-

may

the expense of such crossings as

ing the pubHc to be more careful at grade
I
crossings and to keep off our tracks.
required
think we should do more than is

have to be eliminated on an equitable

grade crossings so as to halt or
deter the sentiment which is sweeping

nation

over the country for the elimination of

material

of us at

grade crossings, without proper thought
the

of

great

economic

questions

in-

volved.

Even now, without taking into account
cities, we are being forced by
resolution, by ordinance, or by the
the largest

exercise of state laws,

submit

plans

for

to agree to, or

expenditures

aggre-

gating more than fifteen million dollars
for the
I

elimination of grade crossings.

have recently made up an estimate of

the cost of eliminating grade crossings

on our System.

It

would cost about

one-half our capitalization to eliminate

grade crossings on the Baltimore & Ohio
System; about $350,000,000, if we were
to start today and finish three years
from now. The Pennsylvania Railroad
has published a statement that to elimiwould
nate all its grade crossings
That means about
cost $600,000,000.
$1,000,000,000 for only two railway sys-

tems
eral

of the

many.

elimination

country

is

Think
is

of it

!

A

gen-

This

impossible.

too yoimg and in too unde-

veloped a stage to allow so

much

of its

resources to be so used.

Possibly there

may

be or will be, in

basis.

Second only to the
is

first

duty of the

the necessity to take care of

pubHc and general resources

for

its

the

benefit of the whole people.
This is a broad right often apparently
misused and misunderstood ^but under
such a head come most of the questions
involved in the service to be rendered,

—

—

and the rate to be charged

for

such

service.

Service belongs to the customers and

up

you men, so far as the BaltiOhio Railroad is concerned, to
give them proper and adequate service
to the fullest extent of your abihties.
Mr. Willard explained clearly the
bearing of rates on our problem, and how
a proper solution of the question is
it is

more

to

&

essential

to

the

solving

of

the

other

problems the railroads have to meet.
Our duty is clear. We have to meet
and keep faith with the progress of the
country. We have to go on. We cannot
stand still. This means new capital,
credit, borrowing capacity, and the price
is
ability to give attractive returns on
the investment. This question dwarfs
by comparison every other question
which affects productive industry in this
country.
In the final analysis, the
growth and progress of our country is
more important than the rate, whatever

—

may

time, a broad economic reason for the

that

elimination of thirty per cent,

There is just one thing more about
which I want to talk, and that is the

of

the

grade crossings, but it would be a great
waste of the resources of this country to
eliminate the other seventy per cent., if

seme other method could be found to
safeguard

human

life,

such as proper

be.

excesses over authority in our improve-

ment work; our Forms 940. The President and Directors appropriate mone>'
and authorize certain expenditures and

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO KMl'LOVKS
then our organization goes ahead and
spends more than is authorized and we

have to ask

for additional authority.

All of us are responsible for that state
of

The

affairs.

chief

engineer

not

is

only responsible; the vice-presidents and

managers are not only respon-

general

but

sible;

it

who makes

starts

has an3^thing to do with
great System.
in

the man
man who

down with

the 940, and every

I

This

it.

is

a

sign about five 940's

a day, and that

We

year.

is about 1,500 in a
try to supervise the 940 's as

MA(j AZLNK

l)()iind
to cost $500 more."
Suppose
you were building a house and \'ou had
$5,000 with which to do it, and it cost
$7,000, and your credit had been exhausted. You would have to sell the

Well

property.

—a railroad

requires

us

different

from what

is

estimates of cost of every one and try to

940,

whether or not they carry
enough to do the work.
Our tendency is to keep the 940's
down. We make it a personal matter
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to
try to get things done so that they will
help the property and the road.
So

authority.

is

ency,

when

laudable.
it

But there

provement

will

one's

''No, the

self,

directors

will

a tend-

is

thought that an imcost $50,000, to say to

is

not

president and the

spend

that

much

money," and then one is inclined to put
the amount at $40,000, and hope that it
will

do the work.

Well, that

may

be

human, but a day of reckoning is bound
to come, and it is the wrong method

also gov-

Now, I think we all realize that we
must keep within the authority granted
for any improvement, and primarily the
way to do it is to find out and to know
what is needed before we ask for
authority.
But if in doing the work,
necessity

much

is

erned by the same laws of business.

much as possible; there are two or three
men in my office w^ho look over the detail
determine

11

then

we

to

do anything

authorized in the

should

get

additional

Things may come up in every
undertaking which require changing after
the work is started and we are not unwilling to change if it is wise, but the
change must be made in a regular way,
so that the President and Board of
Directors can decide that it is desirable
and that they have the money to provide for

it.

have had the privilege of being the
chief engineer of two of the four trunk
lines between Chicago and New York,
and I know something of what the other
two have done, are doing and can do,
and I feel that the Baltimore 6c Ohio
Railroad is one of the great properties
It has wonderful
of the United States.
I

to pursue.

possibilities.

There is no authority except for new
work away from the tracks which is put
through without your knowledge, and
we have no secrets on the Baltimore <fe
Ohio Railroad, except when we want to
buy property. Ever}^ man who signs a
940 should do his duty to the utmost.
Supervise your 940's and, if you find
anything wrong, do not fail to sa}' so.
Write and say ''I know there is $500
left
out on this appropriation for a
switch or for this, building, and that it is

the

some

Lakes,

We
the

reach direct tidewater,

sixteen large cities,

kets are safe

if

River and
and our mar-

Mississippi

this countr}- grows.

We

have about sixteen different coal fields on
our railroad, and eleven out of those
sixteen are in operation today and five
will be put in operation as needed.
We
are safeguarded in that.
That is an
insurance to us. Trouble in one district might hurt us, and trouble in five
districts might hurt us badly, but it
cannot cripple us absolutely. Look at

—
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our geographical location in relation to
density of industrial activities and popu-

and their relations
and you can see why I

lation of the country

to these fields,

think

we have

the

possibility

of

be-

coming one of the greatest properties in
the United States.
The president talked of making it one
We are doing that and we
of the best.
are doing

it

quickly.

I

think in the last

Mr. Willard's talk of yesterday
he has told you of our problems in such
a concise way that each rnan must have
understood him that every man should
after

—

lend his

full

improve our reway, including the

efforts to

sults in every possible

cultivation of that necessary

and most

valuable asset ''Public Opinion."

We

are in one of the most honorable

professions in the world.

The

railroad

three years our maintenance and ''house-

business

keeping" has improved greatly. We are
a plant to
do business with and where we cannot

the happiness of the people, and

getting a good solid railroad

—

—

take out the curves we are taking them
out in our schedules, by reducing speed.
Where we cannot afford to reduce grades

we

are in effect reducing

them by using

There are earmarks all over the property and in our
methods which show that men are
thinking and doing making and using
the plant for a purpose. We all have
reason to be encouraged to greater effort
by the way this property is improving
and the way in which it is being handled.
We must hold the pace we have set and
make it better, and we can. I think
heavier motive power.

—

gress

and

£^
SaBSgl

LTHOUGH
department,

the greatest factor for pro-

civilization in the world,

and

has
taken a high order of conception, and of
financial, constructive

ability to bring

usefulness.

We

it

to

it

and administrative
its

present state of

should be proud of our

There is no higher profesand I tell you men that you ought
to have enthusiasm for it, and if you do
not feel enthusiasm, you ought to get
out of the business; and if you have not
got enthusiasm you cannot stand the
strain.
If you
have enthusiasm for
your business then we will all work
together to make the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad greater than it is, and the
profession.
sion,

property will respond.

Actions Speak Louder
/L

is

Than Words

not in the operating

a single instance of the jerking which

thoroughly enjoyed

It
accompanies poor braking.
approached more nearly the ideal which

I

the article on engine handling by

had

mind when

engineer C. E. Walsh of the Baltimore

president

January issue of the
Employes Magazine.
I recently rode from Philadelphia to
Washington on the "Royal Special,"
and though accustomed to the admirable
train handling which usually obtains on
all
our fast passenger trains, I was
compelled to remark to my companion
as we pulled into the Washington Terminal that the ride had been devoid of

he said that with our present superb

Division

in

the

Willard

in

motive power, our trains should be so
handled that we should be able to see
but not feel them start and stop.
As we walked down the platform
of the Washington Terminal and passed
the engine, therefore, it was a great
pleasure to see engineer
beside

Walsh standing

No. 5113, testing the bearings

of her big drivers.

(Contributed.)

By Edgar White

^
¥p OR

^
I

in

an hour or two the passengers
the three-coach train behind

ttWIB the dinky engine had been conway ahead was beset by
increasing difficulties.
There were sudden jerks, then a stoppage and the train
would crawl ahead as though movement
were a thorn in the flesh. The snow had
been falling steadily since noon, and
there were flurries of wind which moulded
scious that the

sorts of fantastic shapes on the
way. Now the early winter
twilight was coming on, and the porter
came through and lit the oil lamps. He
looked worried, as though fearful of
it

into

right

all

of

missing a ''date" at the junction, a distressing distance

down

the

line.

"People, we're stuck,"

"Dad"

said

go any further. So just
make yourselves as comfortable as you
can.
The Atlantic and Pacific Transcontinental Air Line won't let any of its
passengers suffer. I'll skirmish around
and see if I can't hunt up something
tersely; "can't

for

you to eat."

The passengers applauded
"Santa
Claus," and settled down to make the
best of the situation. The drummers
who had candy samples passed 'em
around. An old lady who had fetched
and doughnuts

chicken

against

a time of trouble divided

the village of Elmhurst, where he

Santa Claus.

they refused to go out

It

He

there

came a

terrific

was "Dad" Skimbo, the conductor.

carri(>fl

a lanto-rn

nndor

his

arm.

up

with her nearest neighbors.
"Dad" plowed through the snow to

bump,
and then matters settled down. The
snow kept falling like the roses at Nero's
feast.
The door swung open, letting in
a gust of cold air, and a short thick-set
man who would have made a dandy
Finally

along

a fried

made

go down
after his guests and take them over to
the tavern for supper.
That night the travelers enjoyed their

arrangements

sleigh

cold

for

sleighs

ride to town,

—and

for

"Dad"

to

but next morning

— said

it

was too

to have the grub

fetched to 'em.

u
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So the conductor contracted with the
tavern keeper to send the breakfast over

by sled. At supper time the passengers
growled at having rabbit three times a
day, and insisted that' ''Dad" hike
around to the farm houses for a change
of

a

menu.

\

On

the second day of the blockade

girl

returning from an Eastern college

sarcastically inquired

if

the poky railroad

Travelers enjoyed the music, eh,

$15.

"

'Dad?'

"You
college

they

bet
girl

there

did.

who

There was a
would
Had a dance in
said she

have died without it.
the baggage car every night."
"Twelve packs of playing cards, three
boxes of dominoes and six boxes of
checkers

— $3 for the

by way

lot; just

of

innocent diversion; of course, 'Dad,' you

had never a thought for the intellectual
development of the travelers' minds,
by which she meant she would like to
have something to read and perhaps

permitted no gambling?"

musical diversion.

"I think everybody but a Chinaman
from St. Louis could read print."
The superintendent went on down the
line carefully, admitting the wisdom and

There was no critic along so ''Dad"
bought out the newstand at the village,
without scrutinizing very closely the
character of literature he was placing
He also
into the hands of the innocent.
hired a couple of "coon" mandolin
players to come down and make existence possible for the college

"Nothing worse than 10 cent ante."
"Sixteen pounds dime novels at 10
cents $1.60.
Some literary folk along?"

—

forethought expressed in every item of
expenditure, and congratulated

bound

girl.

a barrel of money, but
^'Dad" had just drawn his salary and he
that

When

it

the

was the
train

right thing to do.

finally

got

out,

the

passengers met and drew up a memorial,
thanking "Dad" and his railroad for the
kindly manner in which they had been
treated while "off the earth."

"Dad"

and
He handed

carefully itemized the expense bill

pinned it to the memorial.
both to the superintendent when he got
into

the division.

The superintendent

read the memorial with a beatific expression and then opened the bill.

"Four dozen assorted

pies," he said,

meditatively, referring to the item for

a snack between meals.
"
'em pies, 'Dad?'

"Yes,

"Did you

sir," said the conductor,

placently.

—

give

com-

"That was nice of you ^very nice
Negro orchestra, 24 hours.

indeed.

travelers.

of

Then he

Dad upon

the

snow-

folded

up

the paper and his face glowed goodnaturedly, as he handed

All this cost

felt

on behalf

exertions

his

"That was very
in you, 'Dad,' "

me

mightily

to

it

back.

and generous

nice

he said, "and it pleases
have you show such

Now, some conthem poor devils
starve to death before they'd move a
hand. But you, 'Dad,' didn't do that-away. You dived right down into your
interest in our road.

ductors would have

let

pockets and stood the whole thing like

a gentleman. I tell you, 'Dad,' it was
noble downright noble in you!"
Then for the first time it began to
dawn on "Dad" that something had

—

slipped a cog.

ent

Maybe the superintendHe attempted to

misunderstood.

make

it

plain:

— —

"I thought that er maybe you'd
O. K. this for me, sir," he said, rather
uncertainly,

"and send

it

in

to

the

auditor."

"0. K. it?" asked the superintendent,
as

if

puzzled.

^

>^.
THE PASSENGERS DREW UP A MEMORIAL. THANKING " DAD" AND HIS R.\ILROAD
FOR THE KINDLY MANNER IN WHICH THEY HAD BEEN TREATED
15

"

"

"
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"Yes,

sir,

"Why,
"So

I

so

will

it

'Dad,'

you'd paid

"Then,

I

be paid."
thought you

but 3^ou see

it

demanded by the abused passengers was
"Dad" was sent for, and met
$100,000.

was with

a frowning countenance, in the superintendent's private

it's all right,

superintendent,

his

'Dad,' " said the

face

clearing; "en-

tirely all right, and the road's going to
do the fair thing by you, never fear.
"Yes?" said "Dad" with faintly re-

it will,

'Dad.'

It

never neg-

a faithful employe. Now, I am
let you keep this resolution or
memorial or whatever you call it, and
lects

going to

my

report to the president I will give

you a strong endorsement -for your manly
conduct a regular letter of recommendation.
No no; you needn't thank me,
^Dad.' It's due you and the obligation
is entirely on our part!"
"Dad" made two or three weak

—

—

attempts to get that bill allowed, but
he was so smoothly and pleasantly
turned down that he hadn't the heart to
But he did some thinkpersist further.
the
finally
gods of the distressed
ing and
smiled upon him.

About five years later his train was
snowed in within half a mile of where
he met the first bHzzard, and was "off
the earth" the better part of the week.
When they finally butted through and
got into the division again, the conductor
filed a brief report, in which he stated
that he had tried to keep the passengers

This
in a comfortable frame of mind.
time there was no bill attached.
One day the claim agent called on the
division superintendent and exhibited a
stack of claims for

"wanton and bar-

barous treatment during the late blizzard
in Iowa, suffering

from cold and inability

to procure the necessaries of life, and
heartless conduct on part of conductor
and employes.'' In the expansive way

office.

"What have you been

doing to these
'Dad'?" demanded the official.
"Treated 'em like regular gentlemen

people,

and

"Dad,"

asserted

ladies,"

confi-

dently.

"They say they

turning hope.

"Indeed

sum

of bills against railroads the total

said

it!"

did,

my own—

in

"

didn't have anything

to eat for six days."

"The butcher ought 've

carried a bigger

"I did
ought to do.

stock," declared the conductor.

everything for 'em a

man

They're the ungratefullest set of folks
I ever heard of; it's downright mean in

'em to kick after what

"What

I

did for 'em.

did you do?" asked the super-

intendent curiously.

"Why, I called 'em together every
morning and told 'em if they'd be good
I'd put in

my

report a strong endorseconduct a regular letter
of recommendation, sir, and I did it,
although they got mad when I said it
and wanted to throw me out in the snow.
It's my opinion, sir, that crowd would
They're
kick, even at the preacher.

ment

—

of their

born that way.

The superintendent looked out of the
window in silent study.
"Dad," he asked, suddenly turning
around. "How much did you say that
other snow storm set you back?"
"One hundred, thirty-three dollars
and

eighty-five cents," replied the con-

ductor,

whose

memory was

fearfully

keen on the subject.
"Well, here

—take

auditor, but after this
hire singers

and

order to the

this

you don't need

sleighs

—

^just

give

to

'em

country fare, and if they insist
on music, call in the engineman and
fireman and make 'em warble: we'll
allow 'em mileage for it."
plain

WHEN

A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND
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Upholding the President's Hands

D

URING the recent political campaign
we heard a

of talk about uphold-

ing the President's hands.
It is

more

TUoT

lot

impossible to conceive of a

helpless individual than the

President of a great nation like the
United States, who recommends reforms for the general welfare of the
people, if the majority of them
refuse to support

him by

tying his

hands, instead of upholding them.

The same

principle applies to the

president of a great railroad like the
Baltimore and Ohio. And as most of
us will admit that president Willard

an excellent president, and one of
the best the Company has ever had,
is

especially in regard to the general

welfare of the

men

under him, and

their relation to the "Safety First"

behooves us on all
occasions to uphold his hands by

doctrine, I say

it

carrying out his ideas.

And financially speaking, all of us
who read the papers and know anything about the subject, do hope

and

pray that the Interstate Commerce
Commission will grant the railroad
companies the 5 per cent increase in
rates which they ask for.
J. J.

DYAS

Number Two Machine

Shop,

Mount Clare

"Follow Instructions^^—the First Rule
of Efficient Railroad Operation
Address of General Manager Charles

Deer Park

at

THOMPSON

R.

you part

when he

of

told

my speech

referred to

know

m}^ wanting to
if

the meeting was to

There

a week.

last

has been no subject
assigned to me, and

might be called a

''free

that the president,
little

however,

left

our problems

very

convincingly.

he convinced me.

I

I

feel

I

for us to discuss, except details.

stated
fact,

lance."

first

thing to which

performance.

I

wish to

call

our passenger train
am not going into details

on that subject, because all of you in the
operating department are familiar with
the facts. We have some delays that
are unavoidable, but we have too many
delays that are avoidable.
We asked
that two trains might be selected that
would be run on time. They were
trains Nos. 5 and 6.
Everyone was
instructed to give particular attention to

when they

left

the

be

in

get the

such
best

from them. Nevertheless, engines
have been turned out for those trains
with the coupler knuckle lock worn out
on the tank, with the air hose in poor
condition and sometimes burst and with
any number of things broken or wrong,
which caused delays after the engine
went to the terminal for the train. That
results

did not occur because the

is

the engines, so that

would

we would

after those things did not

have talked to

I

they

condition that

In

on our income.

The

roundhouses

He

him often and I don't know that I ever
saw or heard him in a more convincing
manner than I did yesterday. I, therefore, will get down to at least two things
that are on my mind and are so important
to us and that really have some bearing

your attention

W. Galloway

do, but

whom

it

did occur

men who look
know what to
because the men to

that duty was assigned neglected

That ai:)plies to trains 5 and
Those were the only two trains that
we asked should run on time. The best
we ever made was on time for twentyeight days out of a month for No. 5.
One delay was unavoidable and the other
delay was avoidable. Now, that aj)plies
their duty.
6.

to the through passenger trains.

Our
doing

local
well.

passenger

trains

There are some

are

not

territories

where complaints are received from our
patrons, and where the schedule is so
slow that if you made it any slower you
would receive a petition or a protest.
This is not due to the fact that our men
don't

but

it

know how
is

to handle such trains,

because they have not fully

appreciated the absolute necessity of handling

them

in the i)est

manner

pos.sible.
19
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The next

want

up is
Those of
you who are in the operating department
know exactly what they are doing.
They seem to be getting worse. We
have succeeded in putting Chicago No.
97 in on time twenty-eight days out of
the month. In one instance when the
train had been late, it was so late that
it could not make its delivery.
We have
attempted to handle No. 94 on the same
basis, but we have not been successful.
The other sections of No. 97 have been
subject I

to take

that of our fast freight trains.

bad.
it looked as if we were
make a very good showing with

our fast freight trains.

There seemed to

be a general hustle and snap in the movement that encouraged us very much, but
the record in the past six weeks has
caused us to lose considerable
And, because of the loss of that

traffic,

those trains are frequently

with a

character of traffic that
to

that

impracticable,

practicable.

it is

If

the fast freight schedules

we should change them,
because the public then gets the idea
that our service is not reliable. This
impression gets abroad and does us harm
are impracticable,

not only from a freight standpoint but
also from a passenger traffic standpoint.

Another thought touched upon by the
president was the high cost of operation.
I

am

not going to say anything about

that because you gentlemen have the

For a while
going to

and the schedules are
up to the gentlemen
operating the divisions to say what is

trains are too fast

class

officers are

of

very

filled

is

service.

traffic.

not entitled

Our

traffic

much concerned about

this.
Those trains have been run on
time and we believe that they can be
run on time again. If they are not run
absolutely on time, they can be run so
close to it that the difference can be made
up and the same purpose can be accomplished as if they were on time.

Our competition

is

sharp,

especially

because some of our competitors have a
That is, they do not
better general line.
traverse the mountains that

we

do,

and

they have other things which are to their
advantage. Now, as a matter of fact,
we did run those trains for a long time
We
better than any of our competitors.
made No. 97 famous. It was run in the
beginning without a schedule and it made
better time then than it does today with a
schedule.
That is something which
should be corrected. If the passenger

but in going over an analysis of

figureS;

these expenses, the thing which impresses

me

(and

it

our results)

when

has a very distinct bearing on
is that trains are often ready
,

engines are not ready, and engines

when trains are not ready, and
both cases crews are called and are
standing around doing nothing. That is
clearly shown by an examination of our
overtime slips and it is also evident in
the release of crews on account of hours
of service law.
From a statement that
I have had prepared, I see that much of it
could have been avoided had the dispatch
of the train been prompt after the crew
was called. It is not uncommon for an
hour or an hour and a half to be lost that
way, and it frequently happens that as
much as two hours and two hours and a
half are lost.
Now, if a crew were called
and started within a reasonable time after
it was called, the excess service would
not have occurred, and it would not have
been necessary to relieve that crew and
pay two crews for what one crew should
are ready

in

do.

While we have been handling a heavy
we have frequent calls for
power. We are asked to send power to
business,

this territory or to that territory to help

out.

We

have

examination

of

ascertained

the

records

from

an

that

the

power has

laid
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we have

a car shortage.

around

for hours waiting

because there was a shortage of crews.
Where it is true that the divisions

cannot handle the power which is already
assigned to them, then certainly- there is

no reason for putting additional power
on such divisions. If they cannot handle
the power that is already assigned, it is
clear that no more power should be
assigned to further congest conditions.

think this condition occurs sometimes
from improper reports. I cannot believe
that a division would call for power if
they knew the power they had was not
being handled promptly for want of men.
I

Our engine mileage
not as good as

it

some places

in

In analyzing

has been.

we

is

we

have, and yet

In our effort to get cars distributed and
the

equalize

to

distribution,

questions

have arisen among division officers as to
whether it was a good thing to do, and
in some instances maneuvers have been
made that led us to feel that there was
a disposition to hold back sufficient cars
to protect a special place for tomorrow
or the next day.
I am sure you will all
agree that but one man should be responsible for the distribution of equip-

ment between
large

as

more
want

&

that

divisions

covered

on a territory as
by the Balti-

Ohio Railroad.
ask

to

you

Therefore,

I

when

gentlemen,

receiving instructions on that particular

find that the engines

subject, to compl}' with those instructions

are delayed either for engine crews or

and not to question them unless they are

this condition,

train

for

crews but whether for engine

crews or train crews the delay occurs,

want

question

My

to say just one

carrying

of

attention

is

get

inabilit}^

to

with

certain

in

word on the

out

instructions.

frequently

called

instructions
directions.

to

complied
I do not

due to any ^^^lfull
disposition on the part of anyone to
believe that this

ignore
officer.

the

Then
who gave

impracticable.

I

am

the in-

structions will listen to your advice and

nevertheless.
I

obviously

sure that the officer

is

instructions

We

of

a

superior

cannot get good results

if

we do not have absolutely good discipline
among the officers and the men. If an

be glad to consult with you and make
such disposition of the order or of the
^vill

equipment as the necessities of the case
permit or demand.

may

There is a disposition to make recommendations I am pretty certain about
this matter, but I am not making this

—

statement
there

is

in the

way

of criticism

a disposition to

— but

make recom-

it should
be revoked, but once an order is in
effect, it should either be complied with,
or the officer who issued it should have

mendations for certain things that have
not been carefully thought out or investigated before the recommendations are
made. I can recall certain cases where
recommendations have been made for
expenditures that have been held uj)
until further investigations were made,
when it was found that there was no

his attention called to the fact

necessity for the expenditure,

order cannot be complied with,

not be given.

If it is

it

should

a standing order

and cannot be complied with,

is

impracticable.

tions occurs

distribution

Questioning

that

it

instruc-

mainly with orders for the
of equipment.
There are

today on this road, and you will hear of
this from other directions
entirely too
many cars to conduct the Inisiness which

—

it

seemed

for

it

at the time,

and

in

been recommended. The idea
the recommendations of the
his particular territory

Therefore,

although

was necessity
the way it had

clear that there

it

-s

of the

is

to take

officer

in

and act on them.

utmost iinijortance
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that

before

recommendations

for

ex-

penditures are made, the matter should

be carefully gone into by the officer of the
And he should know, as far as
it is possible for a man to know, that the
matter has. been thoroughly investigated

division.

the

nobody can shoot

afterward

that

so

recommendation

full

proper investigations are

of

holes.

made

If

before

recommendations are made, our work
^vill be lessened to a large extent.
We
hold up expenditures because we cannot
permit them to go through in the shape
in which they are presented, and we are

he will not throw up
hands and say, ''My power is no
good," or "I am short of power and am
doing the best I can," and then have

place, let us say,
his

outsiders so notified.

Often the power is not good because
is not sufficient force put behind
the maintenance of it, although ample
there

provided and paid to do the
remember one instance where
an engine working at an outlying point

force

is

work.

was

in

I

bad shape because

properly lubr cat ed
i

.

it

was not

Instances have been

might say generally

found on divisions with outlying stations
where there was no lubricating material
on hand with which to take care of the
power. The lubricating material was on
the division, but it was not where it was
needed. That was a lack of power due
to neglect, and not due to the lack of
money. We are told in every instance,
''We haven't the money, and we can't
do this or that." We are told, "If this
is not done and that is not done, something is going to happen." That would
not be the state of affairs under closer
supervision.
That does not happen
under thorough management.

^that the conditions or the tools
with which the work had to be done
were such that it was not possible to do

The necessity has arisen whereby we
must curtail our maintenance expense.
Our maintenance expenditures have been

A

They have not been all that
liberal.
we wanted, but they have been liberal

make another investigamatter.
This we should not

often forced to
tion of the

have to do.

Some

has

question

condition of power.
particular

a

section,

power arose because

over the

arisen

I recall

that in one

question

about

of the fact that the

shippers in the locality had not been

given the service they w^anted and the
to

service

stead

which they were properly
sometimes occurs that infinding ways and means to
It

entitled.
of

render the service there
to let

it

known

be known

—

—

I

any

better.

What

man

Will say,

and he

generally,

I

is

a disposition

mean

that his attitude

this:

is

will let it

be known
is,

"Well,

under the conditions I am doing the best
I can."
In other words, you make a
situation by throwing up your hands.
That may come from the ranks of the
operating forces in a territory, but it is
there.
It happened in one place, and it
is
a very unfortimate thing that it
should have happened. I do not criticize anyone for that state of affairs, but
the officer in charge should have his
organization in such shape that if something goes wrong, if one car is not in

and they must be watched very carefully.
If you will take care of the little things
I have mentioned, if j^ou will see that
there is no neglect on the part of your
men, we will not have much trouble.

The

little

things are small in themselves

but they are very large
gate.

If

in

you suppress the

in the beginning,

the aggrelittle

things

they could never grow.

Those are the few thoughts I had in
mind, and I had them in mind because
they have a vital bearing on what we are
There is one
trying to accomplish.

—

thing that
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many

of our troubles

believe

1

yuu can do upon

your return to your offices that will help

much

very

we

desire,

supervision
is

bring about

to

and that
is

right

you have

not.

is

the results

to see that

and proper.

the

proper

no doubt but
b}-

tliat

little

things that are in

own hands to correct and which,
we took them up in the proper way and

our

your

if

If

helped one another and encouraged one
another and assisted and advised one

it

officers

whom you

can take it up. If you
have not sufficient advice on any subject,
you know where you can get it. There
with

i.s

are caused

The Road

would never grow into the
larger troubles and would never bother
another,

us.

of Life

Alfred E. Hostelley

would have a happy end.
As God intends it should.
Then every effort we must bend,
If life

Its

road-bed to make good.

By Him
With

we're given the right of way,

titles clear, thereto;

'Tis ours the well-made rails to lay,

And render

service due

'Tis ours to strive with

To
Not

might and

ni.iin.

build our road the best;

best for show nor worldly
But best by every test.

gain,

'Tis ours to give each bridge our care,

Yea, every spike that's driven;

To build a station here of prayer,
The other find in Heaven.

The Appalling Result of Carelessness
and Failure to Follow Instructions
INSPECTOR Henry Wagner was instantly killed in
outbound yard on the 2nd inst. by being run over and
dragged by a cut of cars. He was under a car fixing a brake

CAR

rigging when the yard engine backed into the track with five
or six other cars to push them into clear.
Wagner failed to
put out his blue flag, and although the cars only moved
about a car length after he shouted, it was far enough to kill
him instantly. This should impress all of us with the
necessity of using the safety appliances supplied and following the rules laid down by the Safety Committee.

—

N. B. Over 90 per cent, of all injuries sustained by employes on the
Baltimore and Ohio are due to carelessness.

b

CAPTAIN GEORGE WILSON BOOTH
Late Comptroller of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

34

Company

CAPTAIN GEORGE WILSON BOOTH
BORN JULY

DIED JANUARY

29, 1844

6,

1914

GEORGE WILSON BOOTH, late Comptroller of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad Company, was born in Baltimore, Maryland,
July 29th, 1844, and was educated in the Public Schools and
College of his native city. In May, 1861, at the beginning of the war
between the States and when he was but seventeen years of age, he
enlisted as Second Lieutenant in the First Maryland Regiment of the
Army of the Confederate States. In September of the same year he
was made Adjutant of his regiment. He was Acting Assistant Adjutant-General for the Second Brigade of Jackson's Division in the
three days' battle of Second Manassas in August, 1862, and was Lieutenant and Adjutant of the First Maryland Cavalry in January, 1863.
He was promoted to Captain on September 29th, 1863, and retained
this rank until the end of the war. He was slightly wounded at the
battle of Manassas and Pollard's Farm and desperately wounded at
Greenland Gap. Captain Booth's war record made him one of the
most distinguished of the flower of youth and chivalry that the State
of Maryland contributed to the Southern cause.
In 1866, at the close of the war, he married Mrs. Susanna Talbott
Eubank, of Laurel, Maryland, after which they resided for fifteen years
in Essex County, Virginia, where he was engaged in agricultural
pursuits.

Captain Booth removed to Baltimore and entered the service of

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company

in

May,

1879, in the office

of the station agent at that place. In 1881 he was transferred to the
Accounting Department and he served continuously in this branch
His conspicuous ability and
of railroad service until his demise.
fidelity to the interests which he served brought to him richly deserved
promotions. In 1890 he was made Auditor of Revenue; in 1894,
General Auditor; in 1902, Assistant Comptroller; and in 1909, Comptroller.

Captain Booth was a member of the Association of American
Railway Accounting Officers and served this body in various executive
positions.
In 1895 he was honored by being elected President of the
Association.

He was beloved and

respected for his gracious personality and
by his many friends and colleagues. He was ever solicitous of the comfort and welfare of his old comrades in arms and at
the time of his death was President of the Maryland Society of the
Army and Navy of the Confederate States in Maryland and President
fine ability,

of the Confederate Soldiers'

An honorable and

Home.

righteous career has ended; a life filled with
manly and courageous deeds has closed. His activities were many
and varied and his rewards were just and well merited.

:

"

:

Man Cannot

"Civilized

Live

I

Without Cooks"
How Tommy The Greenhorn Got Away With
a "Peck'' of Trouble
Mrs. C. H. Waldron
Wife of General Yardmaster, New Castle, Pa.

TEN

years ago a lean awkward
farmer boy with no more knowl^^^ edge of the workings of a railroad
system than he had of the inner secrets

_^

of the

Mohammedan

the

painting

Men

gang.

were

and work was pressing, so Sweeney
the foreman handed him a bucket of
paint and a brush and said to him
''Here, you; what is your name?"
scarce

"Tom

Alexander."

at

Tom,

there

is

a

You

the right place.

done and then stop
has a Baltimore &
it and come back.
do and we need you

the

get the job

first

thing that

Ohio engine pulling
There is plenty to
here."

About three hours later, the new
painter, his work well done, stood alone
beside the track, awaiting the first thing
with a Baltimore & Ohio engine pulling
it, to take him back to work.
It soon
came, swift, shiny, magnificent, but at

the signal Sweeney had taught him,

came

to a standstill,

pails,

farmer boy

—

dressed ''passenger"
26

"Why

and

it

overalls, paint

A

well

met him on the

plat-

all

piled on.

in the world did

you stop

this

train?"

"Because

Tom

I

sharply

wanted

him

to the seat

postulate.

to get on," said

pushed

by and

The man

followed

he

as

entered the coach.

and continued

to ex-

Finally Alexander got

mad

and said:
"Get away from me and mind your
business.
first

new signal post
over towards Youngstown that needs
painting.
The work train is going out
past there and they will put you down
''Well,

question

religion, applied in

Baltimore & Ohio shops at New
Castle Junction for a job, and was put

the

with

form with an angry face and the brusque

My

engine pulling

work

me

boss told

to stop the

thing that had a Baltimore
at

New

it

&

Ohio

and to come back

Castle Junction.

there are a few things

I

to

guess

you don't know

We're a busy bunch
and I am going to do as I am told.
By this time the train slowed down
at the station and Tom pushed past the
aggrieved stranger and stepped to the
Half way to the shop he
platform.
met Sweeney, white-faced with anger.
"For the love of Mike, man, you never
dared to stop the flyer!"
"Well," said the boy, "it had a
Baltimore & Ohio engine pulling it, and

about railroading.

I

only did what you told

me

to."

Glancing back he saw the well-dressed
passenger who had argued with him on
the train, striding down the track to-

wards them and added:

"
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coming made an awiul
stopping the train, but
I
made him know where to pull in when
I
told him you said that I should stoj)
the first thing that had a Baltimore & Ohio
engine pulling it and get back to work.",
"My Lord!" gasped Sweeney, ''That is

guy

''Thid

holler

about

the old

my

man!"

''Who?" asked Tom.
"Wh}^ that is the superintendent, Mr.
Ye gods and little fishes,
E. A. Peck.
what a mess!"
Mr. Peck came near.
"Sweeney," he roared, "did you tell
greenhorn the ridiculous thing he

this

says you did

—

'to

stop the

first

thing that

had a Baltimore & Ohio engine pulling
it' so as to get back here and spread a
little paint?"
Sweenej- couldn't deny it.
"I did. Mr. Peck," he said, "but of
course I meant slow freight.
Sweeney," replied the superin"it is just as well you gave
notice to quit a week ago,- finish your
time, of course, but this gawk ought not
work another hour, he hasn't enough
sense to work a tread mill."
''Well,

tendent,

—

"Tom, "

said Sweeney,

when the

super-

intendent was out of hearing, "I hate to
see

you

lose out, just because I

that fool order

way and the new
thing about

it.

am

I

boss won't

You

gave you

leaving here any-

know any-

just keep out of

the old man's sight, and he will forget
3'ou. "

So poor

Tom

but from that hour

continued to work,

became a burden.
At the mention of Mr. Peck's name he
felt he must hide behind the nearest box
car.

And

life

he never

felt safe

out in the

open, except after dark, and then he
jumped if anyone spoke suddenly to him.
Six months later, when he became
chief cook and bottle washer to a work

gang, Tom thought his troubles
were about over. He was happy for
seven weeks before fate caught up to
train

him.

Aljout three o'clock in the after-

wheeled kitchen on a
Ohio Junction, Tommy
was singing at the top of his lungs, "I
^vish I was in Dixey, " while he scoured
out the last iron kettle. Suddenly and
without warning a shadow fell across his
clear cleaned table, and a voice he had
hoped never to hear again said:
"Boy fix me up a lunch, will you? I
have been out \^dth the wreck crew since
five o'clock this morning, and I am
nearly famished."
The open window invited Tom to
jump for liberty and oblivion but his
kind heart prevailed. He could not
leave even his enemy to starve and besides
Tom's gathering wits reminded
him that he was a first class cook and
that maybe then he fell to work,
while out of the corner of his eye he saw
the superintendent frowning at him.

noon,

with

his

side track near

—

—

however, the finest lunch

Presently,

ever set out on a work train table greeted

Mr. Peck.

He

ate in silence while

Tom

When

shivered in the back groimd.

the

unwelcome guest had "licked the platter
clean" he rose and came towards poor
Tommy, whose teeth chattered in his head
while his shoes clattered on the

floor.

"I have seen j^ou before, haven't T?"
asked the superintendent.
"Ye-ye-yes sir," stammered the cook.
"Well," said Mr. Peck, as he turned to
W^hen a
go, "I hope to meet you again.
man is hungrj^ you're a good fellow to
fall in \vith."

And when
away

the

happy

Tommy

cleared

the dishes, he found a shiny half

under the plate.
Alexander is now chief car
inspector at Ohio Junction a faithful
and respected employe of the Company.
And, oh he is so very loyal to the good
old Baltimore & Ohio
but especially
dollar

"Tommy"

—

—

fond of general superintendent Pock.

Enormous Drain Caused By

Damage

Loss and

Damage

Last year Loss and

Ohio the enormous sum
this loss

is

cost

the Baltimore and

of $1,239,794.00.

So far

this year

even heavier.

Damage alone amounted to $495,179.00 last year.

It

must

be apparent to everybody that a large proportion of

this

amount could have been prevented by more careful handling.
Shortage of entire packages amounted to $294,246.00.
This was brought about largely by receiving and delivery
clerks'

not actually checking freight upon receipt and delivery.

Individual interest and care would have saved

many

of

these shortages.

This means

Defective equipment cost us $157,985.00.

that cars with leaky roofs, sides or floors were loaded and in

many

cases reloaded with the

without

being repaired;

same character

and

of

of

commodity

course contrary to in-

structions.

Whenever freight

is

lost or

damaged

it

costs us not only

the unpaid revenue but also large cash loss in the form of
claims.

This

Loss and

it will

yard and

results desired.
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means

loss in the

net revenue.

Damage is now receiving special and

attention, but
in station,

all

systematic

need the cooperation of every employe
local freight service to bring

about the

How To

The Leak

Stop

Careful checking of
received checks with the

all

freight to see that the freight

bill.

Careful stowing in cars.

Stop the rough handling of cars in the yards.

Care

in

removing freight from cars by the

and by the laborers

freight crews

Careful check to see that

local or

way

in freight houses.

draymen

receipt for

all

freight

loaded and taken away.
Sufficient interest in the

ployes to join in the
freight while

it is in

Company's welfare by

movement

all

em-

for the better handling of

the care of the

Company.

In the last analysis, the real solution of this great

problem

•

lies

with the individual employe.

more and Ohio men
for

realize

the absolute necessity

economies in every direction.

economy which

all

Balti-

Here

is

a practical

can help to bring about, and

I

personally hope that everyone will lend his fullest
cooperation.

4^:/^^-.^^.
Third Vice-President
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PITCHING

IN!

WILL !•

"1

1 Once he

on the thing he

gets his eye

up

rolls

and he pitches in
that is bound to win.

his sleeves,

With a splendid
"I

CAN'T"

"T

1

zeal

Will" never hesitates lest he

He

In his heart he's sure that he will prevail.

No mountain can halt

pitch in like a

He's none of the

him, however high;

There's no task so hard but he'll have a try.

man and do

spirit

his part;

that fights and wins;

admits he's beaten before he begins.
Can't" sees as mountains what bolder

"I

fail

lacks in nerve: he's too faint

of heart

To

wants

He

IN!

I CANT!"

WILL" has a spirit that nothing daunts:

"f

PITCHING

eyes

Recognize as mole

And

leaves

hills;

ambition

him complaining

dies.

in' helpless

wrath,
"I

when

Will" sets his teeth

things start off

When

wrong;

He just grins, and

"I

take a fresh start; and Adversity

Will be going

first

small obstacle blocks his

mutters: "This can't last

long.
I'll

the

path.

some

if

Can't" has a notion that out of spite,

He's being cheated of what's his

right.

The men who succeed by hard work and

he catches me."

pluck.
"I

Will" has a

He

punch hid

in either

hand;

He envies, and sneers at as "Fools for luck!"

has training, strength, and a heap of

sand;

He

"I

swings his hard

grim

in the world's

fists

face,

And he bangs away 'till

Can't"

who won't admit
mess he has made of

a loafer,

That his life's the
The treasure that's sparkling beneath

the world gives

it;

his

eye,

He

place.

is

thinks he can't reach

—and won't even

try.
"I

Will" understands in his

The one chance

he'll

own strength lies
men

get at the things

Discouragement, failure

The

stout heart of

—nothing can

him who

"I

Can't" has a feeling the world's in debt

To him

prize.
chill

declares, "I

for a living he's failed to get;

But, given a chance to collect,

About past

failures,

and whine,

he'll
"I

rant

Can't."

Will!"

—CHARLES

R.

BARRETT

Copyright, 1913

American School

of

Chicago,
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Correspondence
III.

—CHARLES

R.

BARRETT

Copyright, 1913
American School, of Correspondence
Chicago,

111.

The Jennie Smith Home Fund

THE

work

of

collecting

for

this

worth}' cause has been resumed

_^

^^^1

after a pause of several weeks.
In the short time in which the work

been prosecuted, several hundred
have been realized toward paying
the mortgage on the home of Jennie
Most Baltimore
StnJih in Washington.
& Ohio men know how much she has done
for the cause of Christ and humanity,
especially along the lines of the System,
where her efforts have been untiring for

man who knows her or hor work
want to add his offering.
Under the direction of the Munsey
Trust Co., of Washington, D. C, the
every

will

has

following

dollars

board of trustees to administer and safe-

men were

duly appointed as a

guard the estate of Jennie Smith,

James H. Baden, secretary

of the

Trust Co., Washington,

D.

T. U.,

The prospect of securing the full
amount of the debt and relieving the

mittee

woman

burden

this

of
is

in

her

very favorable, and

Mrs.

W.
Washington, D. C, and W.

a third of a century.

beloved

C;

Belle C. Culbertson of the District

Steere, Manassas, Va.

declining years

viz.:

Munsey

The personnel

of

I.

the soliciting com-

published in the December

as

Employes Magazine
work for the cause.

issue of the
efficient

C.

The Steeple-Moving Like

insures

Hand

the

of a Clock
It is

RY THIS

a Finger of Stone, Built by Man to Point
Everlastingly Toward Infinite Power

experiment:

Make up

your mind to devote your hours
of travel to thinking.
like

The

brain,

the muscles, needs definite and well

planned exercise. It must be methodical
and regular. There is no limit to its
possible results.

*

*

*

*

Each night

or

take up some one line of
and follow it to its end or
far as your mind can take you.
Learn
observe, to study, to reflect.
Don't

morning

—

thought
as
to

look at your fellow passengers as calves
look at each other on the

slaughter house.

way

to the

Look,

human

as

other scowl,
grin

a

beings.

human
*

*

being,

at

Some

*

other

chatter,

fume, complain, brag,

fret,

otherwise

or

*

express

strange

the

emotions that move us here.

They
3'ou,

of

are

all

ghosts,

as Carlyle tells

imprisoned for a time in coverings

flesh,

and a car packed

full

of real

ghosts passing over the earth on their

quick journey to

the

grave

ought

to

stir 3'ou.

The
misery

youth!

giggling
is

still

— should

shopgirls

whose

life

of

a joke to them

—blessed

you

deeply.

interest

31
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And

the negro, too, with a tired black

face, resting for the next day's slavery

slavery on a

the

wage

basis,

same.

Possibly

lips.

But those

thick

but slavery

you

despise

lips are

all

his

representing the

if

you

toward

journey

the

constellation

Hercules?

A

carved on

every sphinx in Egypt's sand, and

Power that swings our
lighting us on our

tiny sun in space,

black steeple

is

outlined against the

That

dark-blue sky of the evening.

is

could go back far

a finger of stone,

enough you would

built

find the ancestors

point everlasting-

that negro,

by man to

before the days of

toward Infinite
Power.
It now

the Pharaohs, lay-

points ''upward."

of

ing

the

ly

In twelve hours

founda-

tions of your religion

as the earth slow-

and locating

ly turns

—

it

will

be

"downward." But there
is no upward
or
downward in the

the stars in heaven.

pointing

At that time your
forbears were gib-

bering cave sav-

sharpening
bones and gnaw-

carpentry of

ing raw

twenty-four hours,

ages,

flesh.

When you see

as

the

it

the

In the

universe.

turns round

negro on the op-

with

posite

that steeple points

seat,

the

the

earth,

one who
down in
the human race
while
we have
gone up, think

and constantly

about him, study

and

him, speculate as

every corner.
This is tire-

ill-starred

toward

has gone

corners of space,

to his ultimate end

—and

your own.
Don't merely say
to
yourself,
''That's a plain
negro, " and go on
chewing gum.

The

it

points

toward

Eternal

Wisdom

Justice

some?
then

in

All right,
we'll

stop.

But whether we
tire

THE STEEPLE— POINTING CONSTANTLY TO
EVERLASTING POWER

by your car

to think.

train rumbles over the switches,

and in the dusk a swinging lantern tells
you that a man is at work, guiding you
safely when your work is done.
Can't
you take an interest in that human atom,

interest

or

you, remember:

As

pictures that flash

windows should help you

The

the

all

a

man

Think, study, use
the hours that separate your croupy

thinks, so he grows.
all

cradle from your

hours are few.

gloomy grave. Those
New York Evening

Journal.

"What
do

— think

!**

is the

hardest thing in the world to

Emerson.

—

INQUIRE
what
in

is

who spoke this or that, but
spoken. And understand also

not

attend to
that

it

is

thy power to transform these thoughts into

For if ye know these things, safe
are ye, only if ye do them.
Heed danger as thou wouldst an enemy. If thou
wilt seek danger, wonder not if thou art hurt.
A prudent man forseeth danger and protecteth
himself, but the simple pass on and are hurt.
Proud men are fearless of danger and confident of
concrete action.

They live among risks, their pride
making them insensible of their perils. But the sensible are always fearful for themselves.
They know
the dangers and avoid them.
Occasions do not make a man frail, but they show
what he is. Mark thyself in the hour of danger, for
then it is that thy knowledge will be of avail. We are
courageous enough so long as nothing adverse befalls
their strength.

us.

We

can give good counsel

suddenly comes upon us, we

We

also,

fail

but

when danger

in that counsel.

we will do things correctly, but
when the time cometh, we do them the same old way.
Today we confess our faults and tomorrow we commit
the very same we have confessed.
Now we are purposed to look well into our ways of
doing things, and within a while we will so do them
that there will be no accidents at all.
Good cause
have we to be careful, and never take unreasonable
resolve that

chances, since even the strongest are so

frail as to be
unable to withstand the weight of a locomotive wheel.
Pn) Bono Puhlico
-

Revised Pl-ocedure for Investigation of Accidents on the
Baltimore

&

Ohio Southwestern Railroad and

Cincinnati, Hamilton

&

Dayton Railway

(The following instructions were recently
issued by General Manager J. M. Davis)

A

(a)
Board of Inquiry, consisting of three division officers, shall convene
at once to determine the cause of every collision, road or yard; of every derail-

ment

of passenger trains; of each derailment of freight trains, including trans-

and yard engines, which involves a property damage of $250.00 or over; of
each collision with a vehicle which involves loss of life or serious injury, and of
each case of serious personal injury to employes in the train or yard service.
The Board of Inquiry shall consist of either the superintendent, assistant

fer

superintendent or trainmaster, the division engineer or assistant division engineer, the master mechanic or the road foreman of engines.
The superintendent will indicate the members of the Board whenever an accident occurs in
order to divide the work so that it will not all devolve upon any three particular

men.

This board shall make personal investigations on the ground if necessary and take testimony of employes, eye-witnesses or other parties, so as to
include all evidence afforded by physical condition of the place of accident.
(5)

(c)

Should a Division Board fail to reach a definite and satisfactory conif two members thereof do not concur in the findings, a second

clusion, or

Board

of Inquiry, consisting of the general superintendent, superintendent of

motive power and the

district engineer

maintenance of way

shall

be convened

forthwith.
(d)
Every accident has an originating cause. Board of Inquiry shall
determine cause, both immediate and remote, and fix responsibility regardless
of individuals affected (officers or employes).

In case of personal responsibility, it shall be definitely fixed by name
title in plain statement of the fact.
Defective equipment,
appliances, structures or track contributing to an accident should be specifically
described, with character and nature or cause of defect.
If defect in manufacture, the name of manufacturer and identifying data should be given.
(e)

and occupation or

(/) The findings of Boards of Inquiry should be reduced to writing,
signed by each member of the Board concurring, with findings also of members, if any, not concurring.
The superintendent will promptly mail the
general superintendent one copy and the general manager two copies of the
report (in case of serious personal injury or death, one copy to the general
claim agent), the regular telegraphic reports of accidents to be sent in as soon
after the accident as possible.

The ranking officer present will act as Chairman of the Board of
(g)
Inquiry and will be responsible for compliance with these instructions. It shall
be his duty to read this circular to the Board as the first business when the
Board convenes. In the event the officers holding the investigation are coordinate, the superintendent will designate the one to act as chairman.
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How Can

an Engineer Help Increase
Our Traffic?
By

M. Garvey,

J.

Sr.

Wheeling Division Engineer

NAS^NIUCH

I

9S^

and

as the passenger

departments of our road

freight

constantly on the alert at

opportunity to assist in

all

times for an

traffic building.

am

Once upon a time the traveling public

engaged in the passenger service, I will
endeavor to show first how an engineer
may assist in maintaining and increasing

were easily pleased as far as transportation facilities were concerned, but nowadays they demand the best of everything.
And it would be a very sad state of affairs
if any of our business should go to competing roads through an act of carelessness on the part of any of our engineers.
It makes httle difference how good the
equipment of a road may be if the engineers do not handle their trains skilfully
and carefully. For instance, if a passen-

are closely allied

and

since I

ger train
is

is

made up

of solid steel coaches,

and upholstered in
if it is drawn
the most powerful and up-to-

electrically lighted

the most approved fashion,

by one

of

date locomotives of the present day,
will

add very

little

to the reputation

prosperity of the road,

if

it

and

the engineer in

about the manner in
which he starts and stops at a station
along the line of road or about the method
in which he uses his air on the curves, if
he is indifferent concerning the amount of
charge

ENGINEER

J.

M.

GARVEY,

smoke

Sr.

is

careless

his engine generates in the tunnels,

or allows unnecessary whistling at places

the passenger traffic and then

be

a

factor

bringing

in

how

he will

an increased

where
if

it

could be avoided, and above

all

he does not do everything in his power

amount of freight business to the road.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com-

consistent with safe operation to reach

pany encounters keen

time.

along practically

For

this reason

traffic

competition

its entire right of

it is

way.

the

points

junction

and terminals on

In the rush and

ent day

life,

if

hurry

of pres-

a busy financier happens

absoluteh' necessary

to be disappointed in

making connections,

whole system, to be

thereby entailing the

loss of several

for engineers over the

hours
35
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of his time

and possibly

money, you

may

sums

large

of

rest assured that unless

vincing manner concerning the merits of

the road which employs him.

the road over which he has been traveling

has an exceptionally good excuse to
this

financier

route

on

woman

arrange

will

a different

And

next journey.

his

offer,

the

today takes precisely the same
If she cannot enter the
dining car and partake of her luncheon
or dinner with as much ease and comfort
as she does at home, she will arrange to
travel on a road that handles its trains
in a smoother and more scientific manner.
So far I have attempted to show how
of

view of

affairs.

the engineer

may

assist in traffic build-

ing merely in the capacity in which he

But

employed.

is

wish to state further
that he is in a position to render great
assistance towards the same end if he will

If all

concerned would carry out the

suggestions which I have outlined here,

think we would then be fulfilling the
duty we owe to our road, which is depend-

I

ent to a large extent

upon our

efforts to

increase the traffic in both the passenger

and freight departments. And it must be
remembered that our prosperity depends
upon the volume of our traffic, and that
with the severe competition and regulation under which

we operate

prosperity of the employe

is

today, the

more nearly

than ever before, in direct proportion to
the prosperity of his

Company.

I

IT

COULDNT

BE DONE

AN UNKNOWN

make

it his business at all times to be
gentlemanly and courteous toward every
one with whom he comes in contact. A
gruff, ill-mannered engineer can turn

traffic

other hand,

if

all

our engineers

business to be

every one

whom

On

the

made

it

courteous toward

they meet, the traveling

company employing such a high grade body of men
must in itself be a high class organiza-

public would realize that a

tion.

said that it couldn't be done,
but he, with a chuckle, replied that "maybe
it couldn't," but he would be one who
wouldn't say so till he'd tried.

over to a competitive road just as

quickly as any other employe.
their

^ Somebody

This gives the road a reputation,

a fine character

if

you

will,

and a

fine

character inspires confidence and wins
business.

Then,

too, the engineer should

never

miss an opportunity to extol the good
qualities of his road to every shipper with

whom

he comes in contact. Oftentimes
merchant
is undecided until the last
a
moment as to which route he will choose
for the transportation of his goods. Right
here is where the engineer or any other
employe for that matter can land the consignment for his company if he has previously prepared himself to speak in a con-

^ So

he buckled right in, with the trace of
If he worried, he hid
a grin on his face.
it.
He started to sing as he tackled the
thing that couldn't be done, and he did it.

do
no one ever has done it."
But he took off his coat and he took off
his hat, and the first thing we knew he'd
begun it.

^ Somebody

scoffed: "Oh, you'll never

that, at least

^ With

the

lift

of his chin,

and a

bit of a

without any doubting or quibbling;
he started to sing as he tackled the thing
that couldn't be done, and he did it.
grin,

There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done, there are thousands to
prophesy failure; there are thousands to
point out to you, one by one, the dangers
that wait to assail you.

^

^ But

just buckle in with a bit of a grin,
then take of your coat and go to it; just

start in to sing as you tackle the thing
that "cannot be done," and you'll do it.

— Gospel Herald

The foUoirinij

letter iras

Officials of the

reeeired

BaU'nnore Division

BALTnioHE, Fei)ruary

Kind

one of the

hi/

1J)14.

I'-itli,

Sir:

In reference to stopping railroad men from
It has been a Ciod-send to many a
mother, wife and family, as the bar rooms in
South Baltimore are supported by this body
of men, and we think that if these men are
kept out of these places that the saloons
would soon close up.
drinking.

heard a railroad man's wife say it was the
first time in ten years that her husband had
come home sober and brought his money home
to her, and she made this remark to him.
I wish they had done this years ago; I
might have had a comfortable home today.
Lots of men have said this would all blow
over, but my earnest prayer to God is that
you will force these rules and be more and
more positive with them, to let them see that
it can be and will be broken up, as there are
many poor women that can't pay their store
bills, but the husband, son has got to pay the
whiskey bill.
I

My

greatest desire

this to the end, as

it

is

this

— that

will benefit

you

many

fight

a rail-

road man's family.

One who is interested,
A Railkoai) Man's Wife and Childhkx.
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No Doubt

Encouragement

—

Reed What do you suppose will happen on the Judgment Day, when the
earth plunges into eternal darkness

and

And

suppose some optimist
and proclaim, ''Now is a good
I

time to buy stocks. "

''He seems to be always chasing rain-

Hicks

—What kind of a

Wicks

"Yes; that appears to be his method
Judge.
of providing for a rainj^ day. "

is

—'Oh,

Girl
girl is

she?

her dream of a good time

to sit in the dark, with a muff in her

between two young men, and let the
young men hold each other's hands
lap,

inside the muff.

Both Places

to-

all I

The Modern

bows !''

"Where will Mrs. Dobs go now that
both her daughters are married? To her
son-in-law's house in

Somerville Journal.

Flushes

He

or to

sat

i

and played amid the crush

(Excuse this tear-and-sob

that of her son-in-law

tale!)

Upon his cheek a hectic flush.
And in his hand a bobtail.
Walt Mason in

Leeds?"

"One wants

"Yes," at the party

see —
asked was a dance.
—Louis B. Capron in Judge.

But you

Providential

in

said,

night

^

Judge.

Birmingham,

my heart should be joyous

light.

should be deep in a trance;

I

For Molly

— Oh,

will rise

suppose that

and

desolation?

Grant

I

—

her in

Judge.

Birmingham and the
other ^\dshes she would

"You

go to Leeds."

"What dutiful

sons-

in-law!"
" I beg your pardon.

The one
Leeds;

in

Birmingham wants her

in

the one in Leeds wants her in

Birmingham. "

T id-Bits.

are the

manager

here, eh? Well,

years ago I dined here, and being unable
to

pay my bill you kicked me out."
"Very sorry, sare; but business, you

know

—er"

—

"Oh, that's all right, old chap but
might I trouble you again?" The Tatler.

—

—

——
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Inadequate

Independent
Place

— Station on

Passenger

local lino

on

train

in Texas.

First

board

— How

bulletin

marked "Indefinitely late."
Countryman Porter, what does it
mean this train being marked up inde-

—

pendently late?

—

Negro Porter Well sah, boss, that
This here is an
just wat it say.
independent road and dats an independent train; comes when it gets ready
and goes when it gets ready.

mean

curtain

X'isitor

>()U

find

Mrs. lloleomb?

Second Charity \'isiNearly frozen.
First Charity Visitor
Nearly frozen?
thought St. Andrew's
Helping Hand Society
sent her a lot of
tor

—

1

clothes?

waists

native, while traveling

adjust the

(hd

to

on one of
attempting

suit

himself.

—

and four

slit

And Yet They Admire
He — Yes, I'm

a soldier.

land win the Boer War.

gazed amazedly about, stuck his head
out of the A\indow, and muttered:

She
vou on;

reckon that's the

last they'll

that durned thing!"

Baltimore

''Well, I
o'

Trolley

News.

Life

skirts.

suddenly escaped him and flew up
with a snap. The bewildered native
It

see

—

Second Charity Visitor It did; and
them all on seven peekaboo

Arkansas' milk trains, w^as
to

j^oor

Charity

she had

Vanished

A

:vj

—

Is

that

so?

I

Soldiers
helped Eng-

Which

side

were

-Judge.

Transformation
''H3^men

is

a great magician!"

''Prove it!"

"See how often he turns a

Dear Old Dad

"My
lucky

if

into a snapping turtle. "

boy,

when

I

was your age

I

dove

was

got 25 cents a week spending
And here you want $5."

I

money.
''I know, dad, but then I've got a much
cleverer father than you had."

"And

turtle

Judge.

evidently

smoother son than
Detroit Free Press.

I've

my

got

a

much

father had."

In the Vernacular

—Well, how are your New Year's
puncDubbs — Fine! Had one
a regular blowout.
but nothing
—Judge.

Bubbs

resolutions wearing?

little

ture,

like

— —
JL-rAsr-LT^T^r-^T^-T-^'T-

-J-r-l-T-L-r-LX-i-T-l-T--i-T--^T--I^f^

THE CONQUEST
A RAILROAD SONNET

A

brave Idea struggled into birth

The

great conception of a master

And through
The

the realm of reason sought to find

full fruition of its

And though
Nobly

it

mind

beset

wondrous worth;

by years

grew, as though by

Until a giant, serving

all

of toil

God

and dearth,

designed,

mankind.

Girdled with bands of steel the grateful earth.

—

Oh power supreme inspired,
Moulding to human needs
The widening

gates of

Within the confines
This

steel colossus of

creative

Thought!

thy potent plan:

commerce thou hast brought
of

thy magic span;

thy wisdom wrought,

Annihilates the distances of man.

By Louis M. Grice
Chief Clerk

-T--^^P^T^

to

Auditor Passenger Receipts

-T^T-LT-i-T^-r-^T-LT-^T-L-r-J-T-^-

CONSTRUCTION

&

Cincinnati, Hamilton
tric

Dayton Railway

Installs Elec-

Block Signals, Adding Another Safeguard
In Operation Of Trains

The Cincinnati, Hamilton ik Da^'ton
Railway has just completed and placed
in operation on its line between Cincinnati and Indianapolis the most modern automatic signal system on the
market.
Under this system only one
train can enter a block section at one
The sections average one mile in
time.
Trains automatically indicate

length.

approach at each switch, and in
every station a gong rings as the train

each train as

it

])asses

through the auto-

matic blocks.

The

installation of this service in con-

nection
]\Ionon
cinnati,

\\ith a similar system on the
Route gives patrons of the CinHamilton A: Dayton - Monon,

Cincinnati-Chicago Line, complete automatic signal i^rotection.
It is the only

between

line

points

tlu^se

each

similarly

their

equipped.

leaves the preceding station.

provided with a portable teleplione outfit,
so that instant conimunicatiou can

Thus the

trainmen, station agents and operators
are

kept

informed

of

the

location

of

On

Fel)ruary

general auditor,

Company

to

succeed the late Captain George W. Booth.

The new comptroller

&

of the Baltimore

Ohio was born Sei^tember

17.

train

train dispatchers

is

in

case of delay between signal points.

to

Comptroller

Company

19th, James T. Leary,
was promoted to the posi-

tion of comptroller of the

addition,

had with the

be

James T. Leary Promoted
of

In

1858, at

Ithaca, X. V.

lie

nell L'niversity, of

ing taken
tific

U|)

a graduate of

a special

'80.

(

'or-

hav-

course of scien-

studies.

Mr. Leary
with

is

the class of

tlie

railway service

first cnt(>re(l

Pennsyl\-ania

(

'omjmny as a
41

JAMES

T.

LEARY

Comptroller of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
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Company
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clerk in the mechanical

department at

Fort Wayne, Inch, in June,

May,

1883, he

was promoted

In

1882.

to the cliief

clerkship in the office of the superinten-

dent of motive power of the same company, and in November, 1899, was made
chief clerk to the general superintendent

motive power of the Pennsylvania
Lines west of Pittsburgh, with head-

of

quarters in that city.

He came

to the Baltimore

&

Ohio

in

43

to general auditor in April, 19U2.

He

has

held that position for the last twelve years.

Mr. Leary
sonality, and

is

man

a

his

of delightful per-

promotion was particu-

larly pleasing to the large

in the

number of men
who have

accounting department

worked with and for him during the past
twelve years.
With their respect, confidence and cooperation, he has reaped rich,
honors in the service of the Company, and
in this

new

position of greater influence,

June, 1901, as assistant to the general

he will look forward to a period of ever-

manager, at Baltimore, and was advanced

increasing usefulness.

Now

M, Davis

J.

General Manager of the

Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern and
Cincinnati,

Hamilton and Dayton Lines

J. M. Davis has been appointed general
manager of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern-Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

lines

with headquarters at Cincinnati, suc-

ceeding

W.

C. Loree,

who

resigned.

The

announced by
Vice-President A. W. Thompson, head of
the operating department, became effective on March 1st. Mr. Davis has been assistant general manager since January 1st.
The new general manager of the
appointment,

which

is

Southwestern District of the Baltimore

E. E.

21st,

E.

E.

Hamilton,

chief clerk to the third vice-president of

the Baltimore

moted

<fe

of

his

railroad

activities,

his connection w^ith the

previous

Baltimore

was given in the February
Employes Magazine.

&

to

Ohio,

issue of the

Hamilton Becomes Supervisor of
Operating

On February

& Ohio began his railroad career in the
Southwest and was later employed by
the Great Northern, Erie, Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific lines. Prior to
entering Baltimore & Ohio service, the
first of the year, he was general superintendent of the Southern Pacific railroad at San Francisco. A full account

Ohio System, was pro-

to the position of supervisor of

operating statistics.

Statistics
Mr. Hamilton

will

have supervision

over the tonnage, hours of service, earnings

and expenses and the

statistical

bureaus, and his jurisdiction will extend

over the lines of the Baltimore

&

Ohio,
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& Ohio Southwestern, CincinHamilton & Dayton and the Staten Island roads. He will have charge

and was

Baltimore

to 3^ard clerk

nati,

Grafton in this capacity and became a
timekeeper at Fairmont and Wheeling.

later transferred to

of the compiling

and analysis

After

serving

as accountant at

of

the statistics of

Wheeling,

the operating
department and

was promoted

he
to

chief clerk in the

will report to the

division

vice-president in

at

charge of opera-

Grafton,

tion.

from September,
1907, to January
1, 1908, was an

promoting
Hamilton,
the Baltimore &
In

Mr.

its

the

of

transporta-

tion department,

em-

choosing

his

work being
Wheeling

ployes already in

in the

the service to

district.

positions
greater

of

freight service in

carried out

policy

and

inspector

Ohio management

offices

Wheeling and

fill

In December,
1910,Mr.Hamilton was trans-

of

respon-

sibility.

Edward

Elwood Hamilton

ferred

to Balti-

more as assistant

has grown up in

chief clerk to the

the

general mana-

the

service

of

Company.

ger,
E. E.

He was born in
Cumberland,
Md., October

1,

HAMILTON

&

vicee

n

t

Thompson was
1879.

After attending

high school, he entered the employ of the

Baltimore

when

presid

Ohio on June

telegraph messenger.

1,

1894, as a

He was advanced

j^s
^JjiiJilJllllliQ^f^tgfjf^

T

filling this office.

clerk

May,

He

later

became

chief

the general manager, and in

to

1912,

was made

chief

clerk

to

the third vice-president.

*

\

m

ufryr

Question Box
^My^-M'-

How Do You

^'-^ -iwi
'

Solve This Problem in

Train Operation?
J. S.

tical

Shiland of Painesville, Ohio, suV)mits the followintr interesting and

problem

Two

])r:i('-

in train operation:

trains of forty cars each, each pulled

towards each other on a single
for only forty cars

line of track,

and an engine.

The

by a

single engine

and running

meet at a siding which has

siding already has forty cars on

a capacity

it,

with the

draw-bars out of most of them, and there are not a sufficient number of chains
to connect the uncoupled cars.
at

How

one time.

Furthermore, one engine can handle only forty cars

are the trains to pass?

B
In the diagram of the situation printed herewith, the two trains running

towards each other, and which have to pass, are called "A" and "B," and the train

on the siding, ''C," for convenience.
In sending in solutions for the problem, the trains should be designate*!

l)y

these letters.

The

correct solution will be published in the next issue of the ^Magazine

together with the

names

Other proijlems
will

employes who send

in train operation,

in correct answers.

and relating

be given in this department from time to time.

and examine
are

of all

deemed

all

to

to other kinds of railroad work,

We will

questions of this nature submitted

be of sufficient

interest,

to

offer

b}'

them

be glad to acknowledge
employes, and

if

they

for the consideration

of

our readers.
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"Home Keeping

Hearts

are Happiest"
Dear Women Readers:
So many requests that we re-establish the Home Department of the
Employes Magazine have been received, that it has been decided to do so in
this issue, and as the new editor of that department I extend to you my
cordial greeting and earnestly solicit your interest and cooperation.
Let us hope that we may come together in this little corner of the Employes
Magazine, in a spirit of genuine good-fellowship, each adding her small
contribution to its success; and may success to us mean something more than
May it mean a word of
the compiling of a few entertaining columns.
encouragement spoken, a helping hand extended, an interchange of thought
and fancy, a sharing of useful knowledge these things brought together for the
benefit of all, given and taken with such kindly charity that their influence
shall become more and more a part of us, entering our homes with the same
bright cheerfulness as the unexpected sunbeam that falls athwart the room;

—

and may

it

be just as welcome,

"Great things from small beginnings grow", and

if

our beginning seems

small and inadequate now, our department will not remain

bining our efforts

we

are going to

make

it

so, for

by com-

grow, blossom and bear

fruit.

Let us remember that we are making our entrance into what has, so far, been
almost entirely a man's magazine. We must play our little part so well as
to reflect credit on ourselves and our Magazine, and make all concerned
proud of our Baltimore and Ohio women.

Yours

sincerely,

Editor
46

Home Department

How

BHE

to

Grow

pea

sweet

can

be

almost anywhere where

The

sunlight meet.

grown
and

and cover

impor-

loam.

soil

first

tant step towards success is in securing
good seed. This may be purchased from
any of the well established seed houses,
many of which conduct a large mail
order business, but the cheap department store variety of seeds is to be

avoided.

In preparing the
the

soil,

deep digging

main requirement, and next to

is

this

seed along either margin of trench

of

is

is

undertaken,

should be carefully tried

way by amateur

Spring sowing

gardeners

is

still

the best

way

for

but seeds should be planted
very early. In fact it is almost imposof us,

sow them too early and

it is

per-

fectly safe to plant at the earliest possi-

ble

moment

Candlemas Day, Feb-

after

ruary second.

To

it is

down

into the

necessary to dig a trench at

seeding time about a foot deep and six-

teen

inches

pulverized

The

posts should be firm

wide

soil.

in

Then

the

already

sprinkle one

and

strong,

lathes or slight stakes will not do,

support should be placed

midway

and a

to keep

the wire from sagging.

When

everything

is

nicely started fre-

quent hoeing will help to keep the soil
stirred and growth active.
Water should
be supplied regularly and in sufficient
quantities, especially after the opening of
the flow^er season.

get the seed well

ground,

down where

the sun cannot burn them.

to good posts, will answer the purpose.

is

before being attempted very extensively.

sible to

allows plants to become well es-

quite feasible in light, well
it

out in a small

most

way

tablished with roots deep

necessary, but while

planting

fall

digging

soil,

This

is

to the general level of the garden.

As soon as the trench is filled it is time
up a trelUs as the vines are very
ambitious and will not wait. Birch brush
six feet tall with an extra foot sharpened
to stick in the ground, makes the very
best support, but where birch cannot be
obtained good chicken wire, two inch
mesh, pulled taut and securely fastened

which the ready evaporation of moisture
keeps the roots cool and enables the plants
to produce long stemmed,
beautiful
floral butterflies, three on a stem.

sowing

and

times as plants grow, until the trench

to put

drained

fine

seeds are very vigorous

warm.
Water must not be allowed to collect
and stand in this trench. As soon as
seedlings grow four or five inches, more
soil is gently worked in around them and
this operation is repeated two or three

porous, well drained, well aerated soil in

fall

about two inches with

i)ush up through this covering as
soon as days begin to get the least bit

filled

When

in

Good

will

comes good drainage, even if it has to be
specially provided by underlaying deep
down with broken stone or tile. The
plants like to be cool about the roots.
Hence the seed should be planted in

autumn

Pea

the Popular Sweet

The

early varieties

by the middle of July,
the later ones lasting through August and
September, and the more they are picked
start to blossom

well

the faster they bloom.

row

should be picked the day they open.

In fact

all

flowers

47
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To be ahead
to have

some

of the neighbors

as EarUest of All, pink

well

and white; Bur-

pee's Earliest White; Mrs.

Then

ealmon pink.
tiful

it is

of the early varieties, such

WiUiam Sim,

there are the beau-

big flowers of the Spencer types

White Dorothy Eckford, W^hite Spencer,
Nora Unwin; Pink: Janet Scott, Countess Spencer; Pink and White: Apple
Blossom, Earhest of All; Rosy Carmine:
:

George Herbert, Prince of Wales; Crimson and Scarlet King Edward VII, Salo:

pian,

Queen Alexandra; Orange, Pink and

Salmon: Miss Willmot, Mrs. William Sim,
Helen Lewis; Lavender and Light Blue:
Lady Grisel Hamilton, Countess of Radnor; Blue and Purple: BrilUant Blue,
Countess Cadogan; Maroon: Othello,
Black Knight; mixed colors: Aurora,
Helen Pierce.

Straws Caught on the Stream of Fashion

DRESSY
many

,

^^

goTVTis

among

spring

for

interesting

new

have

features,

which, the loose batwing

most noticeable.
On elaborate reception and evening
dresses trains are seen in most unusual
places; some decidedly at the left side
and others cut as an extension to center
front of skirt and pulled back between

blades.

narrow

sleeves are probably the

On round

length skirts, eight or ten

These flounces are
usually graduated from a comparatively
deep one at the waist, to a very narrow
one at the lower edge, and in some cases
the deepest flounce is at knee depth, and
both the ones at the foot and waist are
narrower; usually those from waist to
knee are considerably fuller than those
below, giving a decidedly minaret effect.
are used.

Bustle effects are acquired by over-

draped to fall below the knee in
front, caught high in back and ending
in a deep frill, well stiffened to stand out
skirts

a la rooster's
effect,

flat wire.

Instead of lace

we

have
on the edges with

of these girdles also

finished

vests, quite

next the throat
white pique

frills

are to have smart

little

stiff.

much in vogue
and with the popular kimono sleeve may
be safely constructed by the home
Short coats are very

dressmaker who does not fully understand

the feet.
flounces

Some

loop ends

however,

tail.
is

A

prettier

bustle

secured by very wide

sash ends tied in a butterfly bow.
preferred, the loop ends

may

If so

be fastened

to the blouse, just under line of shoulder-

expert tailoring.
shall

Later,

it is

see fetching little

hinted,

we

coats of Dolly

Vardon, and Pekin striped

silks for

w^ar

over dressy embroidered lingerie frocks;
in all probability these will also be

made

of all-over eyelet embroidery, finished at

the neck with

full plaitings of tulle.

Crepe de chine

will

be a

much used

material this season and, besides the
silk variety,

in silk

many

all

novelties are offered

and wool, and cotton mixtures.

will be in frequent demand
combination with self-toned chiffon

This material
for

soft shadow lace.
The Spanish effect seen

and

in the season's

designs takes the form of lace draped to

suggest

the

woman, and

mantilla

of

the

Spanish

usually crosses diagonally

from hip to shoulder.

one of two very excellent chocolate cake recipes which have
been submitted for pubhcation. We
Tlie

Raisin Pie

f()ll()wini>; is

print the one
this issue

known

and hope

"Red Cake"

as

in

to print the other one

The

raisin

pie

is

recommended

as

acceptable during that

part of the year

when

other suitable pie

fillings

fresh fruits

and

are scarce.

Red Cake
2 eggs; Yi cup butter; 13^2 cups sugar;
cup buttermilk or sourmilk; 2 squares
chocolate and 1 teaspoon soda.
^lix sugar and butter, add eggs and
beat till smooth; melt and add chocolate
and stir in milk, add flour and soda, about
two cups of flour, mix and stir. Batter
1

should be of ordinary consistency but
not too

stiff.

Flavor with vanilla and

bake in two layer tins.
For filling, melt one square of chocolate,
add confectionery sugar, one cu]) cold
coffee or milk.

1

large tablespoon cornstarch.

Mix and

in a later edition.

l)eing particularly

Yi pound large rasins; 1 cu]) sugar; 1
quart water; lemon juice to suit taste and

A\'hen filling

is

pro])erly

mixed to right
consistency,
spread
between layers and on top of cake.

let

come

to a

good

boil all

but

the cornstarch, which should be mixed

and stirred in when
on the boil. A
little of the outside rind of lemon may
be grated into above if ]:)referred, and
should be added with the juice. When
cooked let cool off and bake with top
and bottom crusts. This is sufficient
filling for two pies.
cold water

with a

little

other

ingredients

are

To Remove Rust Stains
Iron-rust stains

may

be removed from

cloth without injury to the
fabric.

Make

most delicate

a paste of cream of tartar

and water, cover the spot with it and
hang the article in the sun. As soon as
the paste dries, wet it again and after
repeating

brush

off

this

process

the dry powder

several

— W.

times,

T. K.

—
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by

heart and not

So thought
an older

his head.

the leader of the

little

circle,

man who had a withering array of facts
at his command and used them mercilessly.

Several times he had caused the

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

professed belief

his

a present equality of opportunity and
other Utopian conditions many of us
in

like to

think

make him
Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Herbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Luckey, Staff Photographer

modify

to

idealist

However, he did not

exist.

recant, for as the circle broke

up to resume work the young fellow
fired this parting shot.

"Well! you men are welcome to your
but here's how I feel. My
advantages are as good as the average
and I believe I'm going to make good
because I want and am trying to make
good. But if I'm a failure, nobody will
ever hear me blame anybody or anything but myself."
opinions

Who's to Blame ?
T
I

was

just before the close of the

lunch hour and half a dozen of
the

senior

clerks

were grouped

about a big table where usually at noon
the fate of the Federal League was
decided. But baseball was tabooed that
day and the young solons were discussing
another game the game of life particularly that part men have to play,

—

—

business.

"Why

is John Brown an honorable
and his brother, who had exactly
same advantages, a respectable

success

the

That young fellow

make

will

good,

because he has learned so early in

life

the futility of making excuses for failure.
'Tor thoughts are things, and their airy wings
Are swifter than carrier doves.
They follow the law of the universe,
Each thing must create its kind;
And they speed o'er the track to bring you back
Whatever went out from your mind."

failure?"

''Who

will explain

how

Bill

superior to his handicaps,

a peer

Jones rose

THERE

among men?"

''How

is it

that the golden spoon did

not choke the ambition of Mr. Blaine,

who

has trebled his inheritance of

money

and reputation?"
Such were the questions and for each
there came a dozen answers and comments from the group.
The youngest fellow there was an
His logic was faulty, his inforideahst.
mation was composed largely of impressions; and it was easy to see that his
conviction that

life

The Scrap Heap

and stands

gives us just about

what we are worth, was inspired by

his

is

a railway comptroller

New York who

,.^_^ in

equipment

charges off

an
with a double-jointed name.
i^Mal old

long to write here in

say that the end of

it

account

to

It

reads

tainly

we

What

When we

too

"Or Other-

wise Rendered Non-existent.
That is just another name
scrap heap.

is

so I will but

full,

get into

for

the

it,

cer-

are non-existent.

puts us there?

Is it dirt

and

?
No we can take some
steam and pickle for the metals, and a
bunch of waste cleans off a multitude

grease

;

live

J

1

—

—
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Just some soap and a ruli
stains.
works wonders with any man!
When bad water cats into boiler tubes,
they get scrapped, and when man takes
bad hquids into him they eat out his
boiler, and it's the scrap heap for him.
Sometimes bad coal clogs up the fire
box and it works poorly. When a man
eats bad grub, his fire box goes back on
him, and he has to work on a reduced
of

efficiency basis.

The
heap

easiest

is

way

reach the scrap

to

to get rusty on the job.

You

know those "Winans Camel-backs" and
those

"Grasshoppers"

old

get

didn't

They

into the scrap for a long time.

evidenced

than

The

more

in a

shown

is

late J.

\Z

INK
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convincin*^ inaniicr

in the following incident.

Pierpont

on the upper deck of

Morgan was

sitting

his yacht, the ''Cor-

sair," while cruising in the lower

New Y'ork harbor, and saw that a

bay

of

collision

l^a}- steamer was inevitable.
Notwithstanding the precariousness of
the situation and the fascination which
an impending accident always contains,
he deliberately turned his eyes away
from the point of contact, so that he
would not be a material witness of the
collision.
His purpose was to avoid the

with a large

possibility

being

of

called

to

testify

before a court of Admiralty.

were built to wear and w^ork.
If we are built right (most railroad
are) and take care of ourselves, we
can keep the scrap heap forever in the
distance.
W^e msiy not be in active
service, the running board ma}' be for

men

us

a memory,

only

contribute

to

the

So long as we do

Presence of
The

rare presence of

has

often

however,

if

late

Sir

Robert Ball scored

To

give the

in

lay

still

hearer some faint idea of the distance of
the nearest fixed star, Sir Robert used

wdll

Mind
the

The

popular illustration.

the world.

we

mind

been

magazine comment.

of

never
H. Irving Martin.

this

reach the scrap heap.

men

we can

but

work

Train Fare to the Stars

of

prominent
subject

of

It is questionable,

this quality has ever

been

to bid

him book a

ticket for

it,

at a

penny

''You will," he said, "take the

a mile.

National Debt in your pocket.
When
you tender it at the window the clerk will
say, 'What is this? Your fare? My good
sir, you must go home and bring me
twenty or thirty times this amount before
"
Dundee AdI can give you a ticket.'
vertiser.

A LIFE
Charles Buxton Going
Through highways and through byways
A wandering way went down

From

To

Through wrong ways and

The

turning

roadway

strong

ways

ran.

the green heart of the forest
the black heart of town.

Courtesy National Sunday Magazine

,

Where do you place safety in relative importance among the ends
to be sought in the operation of a road'

rv

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

Q^m^UAM/

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR JANUARY
1

IMvi,l..n.

To»al

rains

«<hopii

and

niinois

$10,238

and

F.u^ine
HeiiK^s

Vardii

$16,051

$ 7,579

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER
JANUARY,

MaiDte-

j„ _ 1
Arn^mrl

naiior af

Way
$14,071

Divisions

INJURY,

1914

In and
Around

t-;^^!;""",!

Shops and

^^"^^^
Yards

Enginehouses

Maintcnance of

Total

Way

WelL-ton

9,417

Toledo

8,897

15,308

21,349

Philadelphia.

Connellsviile.

8,240

7,023

*32,91€

Baltimore...

3,284.18

1,083.45

3,713.58

2,375.55

Indianapolis...

f,704

Cumberland..

3,320.47

1,771.80

2,106.3.9

2,484.54

3,506.88

Shenandoih.

6,330

7,446

no,ii5

* 15

,719

Shenandoah.. *6,831.60
6,773

Newcastle...

6,647

19,130

Indiana

8,109
...

Pittsburgh.

8,398.98

4,509.62

Wheeling....

3,935.66

3,334.98

4,293.83

3,792.72

9,513.35

4,900.14

4,971.74

3,771.58

Cleveland....

4,970.83

2,890.55*16,348.90

Newark

3,425.52

SAFETY FIRST
show, each month, on the
test, the four divisions

3,362.32

Ohio River..

specified.

will

3,035.05

4,753.74

12,732

Indicates that these divisions did not have a
single case of personal injury in the class of service

"hammer"

327.00

..

"Monongah.

*16,348

*

We

$4,853.86 $ 3,054.31

*6,831

Chicago Term.

Cleveland

$4,804.23 $ 1,293.33

mak-

ing the best showing in injuries, based

on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "In and around shops and

266.85

4,514.58

11,863.82

3,570.80
8,240.80

Connellsviile.

6,540.17

7,093.49 *32,946.70

Pittsburgh...

4,418.45

2,989.58

12,732.85

4,175.69

Newcastle..

6,647.53

2,711.69

19,130.20

5,199.73

Chicago

5,263.73

1,877.16

4,570.88

3.162.50

Chicago Ter'l.

6,773.15

1,552.43

5,707.46

3,614.57

Ohio

5,887.88

3,103.59

5,839.02

4,056.82

Indiana

4,301.16

8,109.61

9,805.70

5,623.97

16,051.73

7,579.19

14,071.65

10,238.37

Toledo

5,722.40

15,308.35

21.349.60

8,897.16

Wellston....

7,446.35

6,330.55*10,115.30

9,417.53

Illinois

engine-houses," "Maintenance-of-Way"

Indianapolis..

6,468.21

3,533.36 *15,719.00

5,704.31

and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but,

Average

4,598.75

2,671.55

3,952.75

in
if

many ways this is unfair;
work

is

for instance

slack practically the

full

num-

ber of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn

is less;

therefore,

it

evidently fairer to show the wages
earned per injury; then, if business falls
ofT the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the

*

6,881.76

Indicates no accidents.

A TRIBUTE TO OUR PASSENGER
SERVICE
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
Omaha R'y Co.

&

is

amount

of

wage indicated

tive of one inj iry.

is

representa-

St.

Mr, R.

Paul, Minn., February

20,

19M.

C. Haase,

N. W. P. A., Baltimore & Ohio R. R.,
St. Paul. Minn.
Dear Sir:
You will probably be interested in the comments of some passengers I recently directed
over the Baltimore & Ohio.
Three ladies made the trip from St. Paul to
New York and were so much pleased with the
equipment, attention and dining car service,
that they decided to use the Baltimore & Ohio
returning.

secured three full tickets to New York
I think you made some friends
Heretofore these people
for future patronage.
have been traveling on excess fare trains and
they make the assertion that your service is as
good as they get on trains and roads that charge

You

and return, and

more money.

Yours

truly,

(Signed) E. L. Pardee.

^i=^E)Cl7^Lv NIER.it- I^OI^I^
STATEN ISLAND
Conductor John D.

May

service on

moted

who entered the

Ciibb,

20th. 1903, and

was later prowas
yardmaster on

to yard conductor at St. George,

acting as

the

night

of

December

While coming down
the yard after closing the
ISth.

switches after train 691, he
discovered sparks flj'ing
up in the air from some
car on Pier 3. the coal
dock.
He found that

wooden coal car C. P.JOHN D. GIBB
2606 was afire.
Close
examination revealed the fact that the fire was

down

one of the pockets of the car, and the
latter was pulled off the pier and the fire exin

Slight damage was done owing to
the prompt attention of Gibb, although great

tinguished.

havoc might have occurred owing to the heavy
wind and the location of the car in the yard.

Trainman Frank Dougherty, who entered the
service on

May

22nd, 1909,

for his alertness

About

7.1.5 p.

is

to be

commended

January 30th.
train 30 had backed in on the

on the night

of

side track

at

ITtii.
While a heavily laden'truck
was crossing our tracks at Arrietta Street,
Tompkinsville. the tow line broke, allowing the
truck to roll back on the tracks on account of the
heavy grade at that point.
At that instant train Xo.
29 was due at this station.
and was seen rounding the

on January

Tottenville

to unload express.

While

movement was being
made trainman Dougherty,
who was in the baggage
this

curve at Williams Lumbei-

Yard

by

Miss

Crosson.

She immediately ran
down the platform and
flagged

had

it,

and

sufficient

before

it

scarcely

room

to stop

On February 10th. while train 173 was approaching Sailors Snug Harbor station, conductor Roy E. Collins entered coach Xo. 1:9.
which was the second head car. He felt a
slight motion of car which was new to him. As
soon as train came to a stop at station he got
off and made a careful investigation, which
revealed the fact that the south rear wheel of
forward truck was loose and that the flange was
riding on top of rail.
He signalled engineer to
move ahead slowly until wheel could be worked
back on rail; then moved
the train carefully and
under sharp observation
until
Arlington was

usual jar.

where the car
was cut out.
Mr. Collins entered the

pulled

service on April

compartment,

felt

an un-

When train was
out again he
noticed another jar.
He
immediately
made
an
i)(>rt;Hi;HTV
investigation
and found
a broken rail. Switchmen and trackmen were
notified and repairs made before any damage
was done.

reached,

and

was

conductor

He

2.5th. 1936,

promoted to
January 14th.
one

h<»\

i:

(ol.l.INs

our
most popular young conductors, and also the
local safety conunit tee's official photographer.
1912.

(^n

Miss K. Crosson, ticket agent at Tonipkinsville, S. I., who entered the service on March
31st. 1890, is to be commended for her alertness

Ml:

the truck.

hitting

is

of

January 23rd, engineer Bowe was running

extra 1632 west with thirty-five emptic

from
to

St.

make

George repair yard.

The

s (Irille*!

object w.is

deliverv of these cars to C. H.

1{.

of
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N.

J.

He

left St.

at Crafiford Junction before midnight.

George ahead of No. 689, but engine
No. 1632 began to lag for steam just before
reaching Bantas, and was dragging so slowly
pulling onto double track at Bantas that Bowe
realized that he would be unable to pull far
enough up to permit No. 689 to make its delivery before midnight. So he quickly arranged with head brakeman to protect and
signal No. 689 up eastward track from Bantas
to Hermann's crossover. No. 689 thus rounded
extra No. 1632 and was in position to make
delivery at 11.58 p. m., extra No. 1632 following
right behind so as to make delivery before midnight also. This prompt action by engineer
Bowe saved $32.80 in per diem.

On January 24th engineer Bowe with engine
No. 1633 was backing seventeen cars of No. 697
down *7-Lead," St. George yard, for spotting
at air plant. About the time he was given stop
signal he thought he heard an unusual clicking
sound about the engine. As soon as he came to
a stop at the plant, his engine was cut off and
he given signal to pull up out of way of more
cars to be built into train, but before moving he
decided to investigate. He looked around
engine carefully but saw nothing wrong, it
being dark at the time. Walking ahead of the
engine about fifteen feet,however,he discovered,

covered brake rigging down on extra east engine
No. 4014, No. 94's connection, just as it fell at
the road crossing in front of his office. He
succeeded in stopping train by dropping target
and signaling conductor, who applied air from
rear.

While extra east No. 4268 was passing Carwith a Locust Point train, February 8th,
second track operator P. S. Asher noticed fire
flying from a car near the rear of train.
Mr. Asher succeeded in having train stopped at
Riverside, and found brake rigging down on
Baltimore & Ohio No. 21281.
rolls

On January

29th, engineer M. Eskings on
No. 4087 west, reported to operator
J. D. Wheeler at Woodstock, Md., rocks falling
on eastbound track at Putney's Curve. Mr.
Wheeler immediately notified train dispatcher,
and sent track foreman F. L. Crum and trackman John Barth to Putney's to remove rocks.
Mr. Crum reported one of the rocks removed as
weighing three tons.
-

engine

heel of frog leadingto

At 10 a. m. Sunday, January 11th, track
walker W. D. Dean found a rail with a piece
measuring thirteen inches broken out, on eastbound track. Old Main Line, Washington
Junction. Extra east No. 4290 with heavy
train was nearing broken rail when Mr. Dean
flagged it, in time to avoid an accident. Mr.
Dean was walking track in place of foreman,

pieces,

who was

by the aid of

his torch, that the eight-foot rail at

Dock 4 was broken in three
and had virtually fallen apart, as follows: Entire head had broken off and fallen
to ground, and web and flange were broken in
Had Bowe not taken the precaution he
two.
did a serious derailment might have resulted.

flagman L. Stummer of
Wheeler
at Woodstock, that rocks were falling at Davis
and Dorsey's tunnels. Mr. Wheelerimmediately

On January

24th,

train No. 90, reported to operator J. D.

reported

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

injured.

office

the

conditions to superintendent's

and got trackmen to look after rocks on

or near tracks at these points.

On night of January 20th, N. H. Davis,
pumpman at Elk Mills, Md., discovered an
unknown man hanging in the girders of the
bridge just east of the station at this point.
Mr. Davis was attracted by the man's cries for
help.
Securing a ladder and lowering it to
where the man was, between trains he managed
to get him out. The fellow was very much
bruised and shaken up. Mr. Davis deserves
great credit for his watchfulness and care for
others.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
On Wednesday, January 28th, second trick
W. F. Hill, Gaithersburg, Md., dis-

operator

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
While No. 89, engine No. 4213, was passing
West Cumbo tower at 5.20 a. m. January 25th,
operator J. W. Murphy observed fire flying from
the front of train. As almost all the cars had
passed, Mr. Murphy was unable to stop train
himself, but thinking that its safety might be
jeopardized, he arranged to have

it

stopped at

the next block office, which is North Mountain
tower. Upon examination by the crew at the
latter point, it was found that a brake rigging

had come down under a car. The rigging was
removed by the crew and the train proceeded.
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On

the morninp; of Febriuuy

trick operator at

(Jt li

regular third

Okonoko, F. A. Gates, while

tendent Ivelly wrote the following letter in this
connection:

CUMBEUL.WD,

extra No. 4204 west with a train of seventythree cars was passing his office, heard an

unusual noise

made by

the train. After it had
passed, operator Gates reported the occurrence to
Green Spring, the next

block

office in

advance, and

went out to investigate.

He

found ten inches of cap
broken out of south
rail just west of his office.
Knowing passenger train
No. 9 would follow extra
F. A. G.\TES
No. 4204 west, he waited
until examination of track and switches had
been made before reporting extra No. 4204
west to Paw Paw, the next station in rear, thus
preventing the operator at Paw Paw from admitting No. 9 to the block, and protecting that
train against anything that might be wrong,
and probably preventing an accident.

^^_-.

^^^L

,

of rail

'k^

^^^
^^^^
^^^" HBB

The

following letter

is

self-explanatory:

February

16,

1914.

Mr. Geo.
Steel

Dear

L.

—

Superintendent.

Quite recently in the Cumberland shops
Thornton Means, blacksmith helper, was struck
George Abroin the groin by a flying spawl.
blacksmith, by a quick application of
"first aid" principles, held the ruptured arteries
The
until the man was placed in the hospital.
attending physician stated that if it had not
been for Mr. Abrogast's intelligent and quick
action, Mr. Means would have bled to death
before medical aid could reach him. Superin-

10,

1911.

Abrogast, Blacksmith,

Car Plant, City.

Sir:

We had a report recently that Mr. Thornton
Means, blacksmith helper, was injured by a
flying spawl striking him in the groin, and that
your prompt action and presence of mind, in
stopping the flow of blood, by rendering /'first
aid," saved the man's life.
I wish to compliment you on the very able

manner

which you handled this case, and
we will have further reports
your good work along the lines of "Safety
in

trust and feel that
of

First."

Yours
J.

truly,

W. Kelly,

Jr.,

Superintendent.

The division wishes to express its

appreciation
the manner in which C. C. McKee, car
inspector, of Keyser, W. Va., handled the work
of inspecting cars in train No. 97, January 23rd.
1914, when he found a seam in wheel under
of

&

Ohio car No. 83716.

This was an

old defect, and in such a position that

very

Mr. W. PuFFiNGBERGER, Flagman.
Dear Sir:
I have a report that on December 19th, while
you were back protecting the rear of extra
engine 4231, lying at South Branch, extra
engine 4211 passed, and you noticed a car off
center in train that you tried to attract the
attention of the engineer but were unable to do
so, and then tried to inform the crew but they
could not understand, also that you stopped
light engine 4110, which was following, and had
the engineer advise the crew ahead of the
condition of the car, which was then set off at
the west end of the siding at Green Spring.
By your prompt action in this matter a
possible accident was prevented, and I take this
occasion to acknowledge this meritorious
service, and thank you on behalf of the Company
for your close attention to your work.
J. W. Kelly, Jr.,

Ml).,

February

Baltimore

Cumberland, Md.,

55

it

was

difficult to locate.

On November 25th.. extra west engines Nos.
1847 and 1834, in charge of engineers W. H.
Paugh and W. LafTey, were flagged by Walter
Kirk, a coal miner employed at Austen,, who had
discovered a broken rail on the low side of the
track.

The young man who discovered
rail

badly crippled

is

his left

leg.

The

the broken

in

train

crew inspected the rail
and found it to be a bad
break, and the opinion
is
that if undiscovered
it would
have probably
caused an accident
of
serious consequence. Mr.

Kirk has our sincere
thanks

and

appreciation.

MONONGAH

WALTER KIRK

DIVISION

gast,

On February 15th; while train No. 43, drawn
by engines Nos. 2257 and 2300, double-header,
was passing track foreman T. L. Carter's home
at Rosemont, he noticed a brake beam do\\Ti
on P. & R. hopper car. Mr. Carter ran out and
signalled to conductor G. D. Hartleben,

who
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turned on air from caboose and stopped train.
Mr. Carter and conductor made the necessary
repairs, thus preventing a possible accident.

On January

9th, O. L.

Gem, West

at
rail

Edwards, who resides

Virginia, discovered a broken

near mile post

55,

plus six poles,

on the

Gauley Line. Train No. 7 was almost due, and
Mr. Edwards proceeded to Rollyson station
and notified engineer on No. 7. Our section
men were called out and made the necessary
repairs.

On January

Monongah

Division,

At

Hanging Rock, just west of Ellenboro, the left
forward motion eccentric rod broke on engine
No. 206L Clarence F. Dodson, engineer, went
out on the running board, and seeing that the
broken rod would not cause any damage to the
locomotive, proceeded with the train to CornOn arrival there, he requested the
wallis.
train dispatcher to change his order to meet
train No. 48 at that point, instead of at Silver

Run, as the locomotive was disabled. He then
placed the locomotive on one side and hauled
the train of eight cars from Cornwallis to
Parkersburg, arriving at that point with a
delay of only twenty minutes on the entire run
from Grafton to Parkersburg.

The

judgment displayed in handling
locomotive and securing the
change in meeting order on train No. 48 averted
not only a serious delay to the train Mr. Dodson
was handling, but also to train No. 48, as the
trouble occurred on a single track line.
excellent

disabled

On January
No.

On January
T.
J.

20th, on the

train No. 47 left Grafton five minutes late

the

he noticed brake sticking on rear coach and
causing wheels to show red heat. Mr. Callahan
walked from his home to the telegraph booth
at the west end of South Siding Walker and reported condition to operator. The latter
stopped train and train crew released brakes.
Mr. Callahan is to be commended for his
watchfulness and prompt action.

4th, 1914, train

No.

62,

engine

1362, in charge of engineer R. E. Smith, at

struck a tree on the track at mile post 100,
W. Va. & P. district, turning
engine over on its side. The engineer did not
see the tree on account of pilot's throwing snow,
8.23,

plus six poles,

he was right on it. He made emergency
application about the time he hit tree. The
engine began to turn immediately and only ran
a distance of about fifty feet before it was on
its side.
Engineer R. E. Smith and fireman
G. B. Blake both went over with the engine,
but engineer Smith whistled back a flag im"Shiner"
mediately after engine stopped
Smith, as we all call him, stuck to his post of
duty until he gave proper signal to look out for
until

29th, while going to

M. Gillum, agent
F.

noon lunch,

at Shinnston, and his clerk,

Moomaw,

passed train 2nd 72, engine No.
of conductor Cassiday.
Mr.
called attention to brake rigging down

charge

1817, in

Moomaw

on car in train. They immediately had train
stopped and repairs made.

WHEELING DIVISION
On the morning of February 1st, as No. 2 was
passing Burton, W. Va., engineman John R.
Chaddock noticed

fire coming from some part
and not knowing the trouble, he
thought best to stop and investigate. A search
was made and a broken axle was found under
coach No. 4223. This was indeed a lucky
discovery as there was no heating of eithei
journal or box, both waste and journal being
cold when examined. The coach was set off at
Burton for repairs and passengers transferred

of

train,

to another car.

Baggagemaster C. J. Murphy of train No. 1,
on January 26th, while taking siding at Floyd
for No. 2, discovered that switch points did not
The train crew
fit up by about one-half inch.
made the switch safe by spiking it and reported
occurrence to superintendent. Mr. Murphy is
to be commended for his watchfulness, as this
is his second discovery of this nature.

Conductor W. P. Stewart, extra No. 4160,
found broken rail just east of Powell on February 9th. He notified operator R. Nichols at
Colfax tower, who detoured trains through
extension until sectionmen could make repairs.

On February 4th,

trains following.

No. 17 was standing
brakeman G. D.
Murphy noticed a wheel sliding on an eastbound
freight about one third back from the front end.
He notified conductor C. H. Wilson, who proceeded to cut out the air on the car.

On February 10th, as train No. 4 was passing
former section foreman John Callahan's home,

On January 5th, section foreman Howard Nabb
succeeded in overtaking a runaway train and

as train

at the station at Glen Easton,

riii:

ytoppiiifi

bcfoic

it

it

ivM/riMOKK and oiiio IvMI'lovks maca/ink

did any damage.

It

was

passenger train No. 34, after discharging its
passengers, started up to St. Clairsville Junction for the jMirposc of running engine around

Barton mine run

coaches.

engine Xo. 1922 was stand-

_

ing on the St. C'lairsviHc

^^^^

^H^V
'^

iiranch.

"^

"^fhe

mine engine

and collided with

the passenger train, wliich

was also moving toward
t

he junction.

The engineer

and fireman were knocked
from the engine when the
occurred, and for some unknown

HOWARD XABH

rCvason the passenger train started

after the collision.

but

Efforts were

made

to catch

it

On February 1st, operator W. F. Hawkins
found a broken rail near Powell, called operator
R. Nichols at Colfax tower and instructed him
to divert all trains to the other track until
repairs could be made.
On January

trackwalker J. H. Six
found seven inches broken off a rail about one
mile west of Underwood. Train No. 72 was
so near that he had to give her a short flag. His
prompt action prevented a possible serious
30th,

accident.

o!

I'cbru.ii y

flagman off to ascertain the cause. Flagman
B. F. Higgins discovered about three and onehalf feet of rail broken out of main track. Both
Mien are to be commended for their prompt
action.

Wheeling Division brakeman Carl Wilson,
while walking along the main track at the east

Flushing tunnel, discovered a rail broken
He at once reported same aM<l
the track men soon had it repaired.

end
in

of

main track.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION

backward

gained such speed that their efforts
were of no avail, and the train sped on down the
Fortunately double-header extra west,
track.
with two Q-1 engines was in the clear of eastward main at Blaine mine when this train
passed. As the train passed Blaine section,
foreman Xabb succeeded in boarding and
stopping it before any further damage occurred.
it.

train .\o. 43, on the moriiitig

while passing Clearing, conductor J. A.
Thomson noticed a severe lurch in caboose car
just east of Clarington station and dropped his
7lh.

started moving from the
brancdi

collision

On

at

1.15p.ni..Jamiarvoth, that St. CI airsvillo branch

On January

Southwarth
Gould Avenue, the
New Martinsville and Spencer accommodation
was passing, and he noticed a brake beam
2Gth, while conductor

was switching

his train at

dragging on the rail under the tank of the engine.
He succeeded in bringing the train to a stop by
signalling the engineer of the passenger train,
and thus prevented a possible derailment. This
is the second time within a short period that
conductor Southwarth has made a discovery of"
this nature.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
While extra No. 4105 west was pulling out of
Lester on February 6th, M. A. Stoup. the agent
at that point, noticed arch bolts broken and
lower strap hanging down on L. S. & M. S.
No. 73144 and immediately notified the conwho set car off and had repairs made.
Mr. Stoup is to be commended for his watchfulness and action in this instance.
ductor,

On February

4th. section foreman G. E.
and trackwalker W. O. Mayne, simultaneously noticed a brake rigging tlown under
car of train No. 21. The}- stopped train and
had rigging removed.

On

Phillips

On Friday, January 9th, as Samuel Carpenter,
bridge inspector, was patroling Ohio River
District near Aloundsville, he discovered that

an old stone sewer had fallen in just west of
Chestnut Hill, leaving a large opening under
the track and making it unsafe for trains at

He immediately notified
who protected traffic with

the morning of Feb-

ruary 28th, assistant
agent F. W. McCormack,
Brooklyn, Ohio, discovered guard rail out of
place and nearly torn out
of track near his station
and immediately went to
the telegraph office at Belt
Line Junction and had
at

the dispatcher's

regular speed.

train

notify all concerned.

dispatcher,

slow-

commended

order until repairs were made.

F.

W.

Mr. McCormack

for his watchfulness

this instance.

McCORMACK

office
is

to be

and action

in
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On the morning of February 25th, D. F.
Morrison, clerk at Aultman, Ohio, patched a
train wire at that point and enabled the dispatcher's office to move
Valley
of
trains
out
^

HH

Junction.
otherwise

S^^

E^^B

They would
have been

I
M.

(See page

WYM4N
60,

February

issue)

the car, so that

LORAIN

it

21st,

con-

ductor J. W. Fletcher,
with engine No. 4043 east,
while picking up train at
Goshen, Ohio, found a car
with truck brace ofT and

made arrangements to
would be safe to move it

fix

to

Holloway.

On February

28th,

bridge inspector S. C.

Logan discovered bioken rail on the main
He
track at the coal tipple, Akron Junction.
promptly reported condition and the necessary
action was taken to make track safe.

On January

instance.

seriously delayed.

On February

F.

On February 15th, operator F. R. Landis at
Columbia discovered broken rail near Columbia
and immediately notified the section foreman
and superintendent's office. He is to be commended for his. watchfulness and action in this

W.

Emil
was on train going north, he discovered hopper
bottom down on Baltimore & Ohio No. 120190
at Akron Junction. He immediately notified
all concerned and car was made safe before
being moved.
25th, while conductor

J.

Brakeman

J.

R. Tinsler prevented the de-

struction of the general yardmaster's office
fire in

caught

the latter part of January.
fire

The

from the ground floor and was not

noticed, as the flames were working up between

the partitions.

The

entire building

was

building.

Yard engineer W. G. Exton is to be commended for having found three broken rails in
running track from outbound yard to round
house in one week. Bill always has his eyes
open for the Company's interests.

NEWARK

the morning of January 26th; while train
extra east engine No. 4122 was pulling train off
extension track in Hill Yard, Akron Junction,
with pusher behind, track foreman J. Cardrelly
observed all wheels on front truck of Baltimore

Duffy,

&

close to

Watchfulness in this instance avoided a possible
derailment, and Mr. Cardrelly is to be com-

mended.

filled

with smoke in an instant, and Mr. Tinsler, with
rare presence of mind, seized a pick, tore loose
the wainscoting in chief clerk's office, succeeded
in getting water on the flames and had fire
out when fire department arrived. Had he
not acted as rapidly as he did, there would
probably have been no chance to save the

DIVISION

On

Ohio No. 122001 sliding. The car was examined and it was found to be off center.

by

office

On February

2nd, 1914, helper engineer

John

when on Barnesville hill, and while
passing through Belmont Cut, noticed a large
the hill and lodge
stopped No. 104 at
Bethesda, told engineer to go down through
the cut very slowly, looking out for this rock.
Engineer Dennison on train No. 104, found the
rock fouling main track, stopped, and with the

rock

fall

from the side

main

track.

of

He

assistance of his fireman,

On February

11th, operator J. A. Bratton, at

Beach City, discovered broken flange on Baltimore & Ohio No. 236044, and immediately
notified conductor, who set the car out. Mr.
Bratton has been commended for his watchfulness in this instance.

On February

12th, conductor W. R. Billbrakeman Dave Robinson of Lorain
discovered a brake beam down on a car in train

ingsley and

moving it
in
back so as to clear.
The prompt action of engineer Duffy in stopping
No. 104 and notifying engineer of that train was probably the means of preventing a bad accident, as
the engineer on train No.
104 would not have been

succeeded

JOHN DUFFY

to see the rock in time to come to
a stop on account of rounding a curve at that

of engine No. 4101, extra west, at Sterling and
immediately stopped the train and had the car

able

set off.

point.
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On October 24th, N. & W. northbound train
No. 33, due in Union Station, Columbus, was
saved from .a sidewipe by the prompt action
of Charles H. Haughn, switch-tender in the

He

Columbus yards.

no-

ticed an castbound Balti-

more &
starting

Ohio extra

just

to cross-over

in

yards and in the action of
taking the slack out of a
train.
This would have
caused the cars to slip back
and into the side of the N.
& W. passenger train, had
CHAS. H. HAUGHN
it not been for the alertness of Mr, Haughn, who leaped behind the
caboose and kicked the angle-cock open, thus
preventing the train from slipping back just
as the engine and baggage car of the X. & W.
train passed.

Engineer O. G. White, while helping No. 97
Benwood on the morning of Fcjbruary
16th,
noticed that a
~i
_
tree
was leaning over
the track.
He reported
the condition and
the
sectionmen were called
out and cut the tree down
just in time to prevent
its falling across the
out of

I

The accompanying

track.

picture of engineer White

was taken

on

the

told his discovery.

A

train

which happened

Overstreet.

o. G.

WHITE

Shortly after the passage of train No. 12
on January 2Gth, at Hunt, Ohio, a young man
named Frank C. Mossholder found piece of
rail, three inches long, broken out of the main
of

the

and immediately

station,

reported

it

to the operator

who stopped

at Hunt,

train

No. 94 in time to avoid
an accident.

The

management

has

rewarded Mr. Mossholder
and also given him a
letter
his

of

appreciation for

thoughtfulness in this

FIL\NK

C.

MOSS-

HOLDER

case.

along just then was flagged
and the men climbed

aboard under the direction
foreman Edward Moran,
kno\\-n as "Dad" Moran,

Ben-

wood bridge by fireman

track just east
"Safety First" was the motto of J. W. Plum,
brakeman on the Newark Division, as far back
as March, 1878, when as a boy he walked on the
track between Tunnelton, West Virginia and
80 Cut.
At a place called 81 Cut on the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, he discovered
on the westbound track a rock w^hich was
half the size of a box car.
He lost no time
but went down the track two and a half miles
until he came to the sectionmen. to whom he
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CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

of

and,

obedience to his
"Boys, get on," they went
in

Cut and found the
which had to be
drilled and blasted before
to

81

rock,

J.

VV.

PLU.M

the

Had
it

this rock not

train

could proceed.

been discovered

in

On January 19th, while extra east engine
No. 2535 was passing Fairhope, C. A. Boyer,
who resides in the vicinity, noticed that a wheel
on Baltimorcct Ohio car No. 236141 in this train
had a broken flange. He promptly notified the
crew in charge, who stopped the train and set
the car ofT. Mr. Boyer has been handed a
letter of appreciation

by the superintendent.

time,

would probably have caused a wreck and
life and property.

On January 2nd

J.

D. Moore

of Brownfield,

subsequent loss of

Pa., while waiting at the crossing at Leith, Pa.,
for a freight rain to pass, noticed a piece broken

On January 27th, train No. 2-28 stopped at
Quaker City to do some work. While going
back to flag, brakeman R. E. Clark found a
broken rail in the main track, six inches being

out of a

broken
tecting

off.

all

He took prompt
trains,

and

called out to renew Tail.

rail at the crossing and after the train
had passed, started up the track and flagged a
helper engine. This was a large engine, and
considerable damage might have been done had
it

action

in

been permitted to run over the broken

rail.

pro-

had the sectionmen

Engineer H. E. Sproul, while in charge of
engine No. 2687, February 16th, discovered a
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crossing

plank

protruding

crossing near Philson,

sectionmen,

who made

Pa.,

above rail at a
and notified the

repairs.

On^ Sunday evening, February 8th, the
bridge at Hogsett Cut, just west of Oliver
Station, was found to be afire by the following
young men who were in that
vicinity at the time H. J.
Weaver, Oliver No. 1, Pa.;
T. J. Ringer, Uniontown,
Pa.; E. Emme, Uniontown,
Pa. W. Emme, Uniontown,
:

;

Pa.; E. Butler, Oliver, Pa.;
J.

F.

Coombs, Uniontown,

Pa. James Smith, clerk at
;

C.

COSTELLO

(See page 62, February issue)

Dunbar station.
The fire is supposed
have been caused by

opposite side of the river by a heavy fall of
rocks on our westbound track. He ran to the
bridge at Suter, crossed the river and went to
where the rocks had fallen. He then began to
return to Suter in order to report the slide, but
before reaching there No. 15 came along and
was flagged by Mr. Eichler with two white
handkerchiefs. In doing this he prevented a
possible serious accident, as No. 4 was due about
the same time.

On December

26th, while train first No. 94,

was approaching Ellrod,
brakeman G. H. Washbaugh discovered telegraph pole down on westbound track, when
train No. 7 was overdue. He immediately
No.

engine

2608,

and went ahead to flag the
westbound track while the crew removed the

notified his engineer

to

a

from a passing engine lodging in a
crevis where the wood had decayed and was
fanned into a flame by the wind. These men
formed a bucket brigade and extinguished the
blaze before it gained any headway, and they
have been handed a letter of appreciation by

pole.

spark

the superintendent.

On February 6th, while
way to work at

Brakeman H.

C. Shippey on train

first

No.

94,

engine No. 2691, February 7th, discovered a
large rock lying on westbound main track just

on his

Smithfield,

While at Millvale a few days ago one of our
observed engineer E. H. Dice and fireman M. H. Williams removing eight clinker
hooks from the tender of their engines, which
had been picked up along right-of-way. Such
actions are very commendable.
officers

brakeman

Sylvester Wilson dis-

west

covered a broken rail in
the main track on the S.
& M. Branch, and promptly
reported the trouble to the
yardmaster at Smithfield,
who had the trackmen SYLVESTER WILSON

train stop, and with the assistance of the crew

make

repairs.

Operator G. T. Fisher
discovered a broken rail
in the westbound track
just west of Garrett, Pa.,
while walking home from
work, February 2nd, and
notified the chief train dis-

G. T.

FISHER

patcher upon
the tower.

arrival

at

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
On January 29th, at 5.40 p. m., Geo. Eichler,
who lives at Blysdale on the south side of Suter
near P. & L. E. R. R., was coming home from
work when his attention was attracted to the

Robbins.

of

He immediately had

his

Brakeman Shippey
be commended for his alertness and

removed the obstruction.
is

to

prompt

action.

NEW CASTLE
On January

DIVISION

14th, while extra

No. 4066 was

pulling out at Lodi, Ohio, fireman R.

W.

Gist,

on local east engine No. 2395, noticed a broken
flange on P. M. No. 12981, and notified conductor Hicks,

who

set the car off before

it

was

derailed.

Operator V. P. McLaughlin at ''BD" tower,
Akron Junction, on January 6th, noticed a car
in train No. 94 which had the arch bar down.
Operator at ''XN" tower was notified, train was
stopped, and repairs made.

On January 18th, Mr. McLoughlin noticed
broken end sill on car N. Y. C. & St. L. No.
10190 in train of engine No. 2394, pulling out
at ''BD" tower, and made arrangements to
have the train stopped and car set off.

TlIK HALTlMOKi:

AM) OHIO

It is particularly coinMU'iulahlr when a man
discovers two such coiuUtions within so brief a

llMI'Lo^

way and

MACiA/IN!

i;s

Defiance, stopped

Gl

it

on

,n,|

i.li-vcd

the dangerous condition.

l)criod.

Conductor E. C. Martin advises that as his
train, extra No. 4109 east from Chicago Junction on February 10th was j)ulling over the Lake
Krie crossing at Chicago Junction, car inspector
Cottlieb Orthwein noticed a broken truck
spring hanger on Baltimore ct Ohio Xo. 36455,
and notified him. The car was set off on Newman's Spur. An accident was probably averted
by Mr. Orthwein's watchfulness in this instance,
and we are very glad to commend him for his
attention in this matter.

Engineer George Davidson discovered a
broken rail at East Claridon on February 6th,
and made prompt report of same. We appreciate the interest of the employes in the Safety
First movement and thank and commend them
for their cooperation.

Brakeman CI. W. Myrice on train No. 98,
passing through Fostoria in a heavy snow storm,
noticed marks in the snow indicating something
dragging, stopped his train and discovered
brake beam and drift rigging down.

Conductor L.

Swartout noticed brake
No. 4255 passing Kimmell.
had the train stopped and the defect remedied,
thereby averting a possible derailment.
rigging

1st,

as extra

and protecting a
Babcock. They stopped their
train, found the broken rail six car lengths
behind, called trackmen to make repairs and
left flagman to protect until repairs were made.
for their action in discovering

broken

Through

W. H. Sullivan, car inspector,
brake beam dragging on the rails.
his prompt action the train was

brought to a stop and the defect removed.

On February
fiance,

11th, conductor Shisley, at

discovered

a

broken

switch

rail at

CHICAGO TERMINAL

No. 4314 was

passing Defiance,

noticed a

C.

in extra

Conductor J. A. Murray, engineer W. T.
Eagan and fireman K. B.Smith on train No. 6,
have been commended by the superintendent

CHICAGO DIVISION
About February

down

De-

point.

Trains were promptly notified, trackmen called

On February

2nd, Louis Loucks, yardmaster

at East Chicago, Indiana, found an overturned

on the west wye near the roundhouse.
point was covered with cinders
and snow so that a Whiting bound train could
not have seen it even in daylight. This action
on the part of yardmaster Loucks saved a
possible serious wreck.

guard

The

rail

rail at this

and repairs made.

Conductor G. T. Prout, on the Tiffin local,
noticed a loose wheel in train No. 4102, as it

was passing. He jumped on the moving train
and stopped it. The car left the rail four times
while it was being set off and there is little
doubt but that there would have been an
accident but for the action of Mr. Prout.

James C. Herser. brakeman on first No. 94,
Albion, observed fire fij'ing from trucks,
seven cars from engine. He stopped train and
discovered a truck broken down.
at

Conductor S. E. Huff, at Fostoria, noticed a
brake beam down in extra No. 4111, when it
was passing, stopped the train and found that
a beam had caught under the trucks.

Fireman W. H. Green discovered brake beam
down on tank of engine No. 4151 between Mid-

OHIO DIVISION
On January 17th, while train No. 1, engine
No. 1433, engineer J. H. Brandenburg and conductor D. B. Thurlow, was coming into Byers
Junction, the front portion of the front tie bar
came down on tank truck, and caught on a
crossing plank which tore it loose from the
truck and also knocked oil boxes out of place.
The noise was discovered by brakeman G. T.
Goheen, who immediatelj- pulled the air whistle.
At about the same time conductor Thurlow, who
was a little further back in the train, heard the
noise and applied the conductors'
valve,
stopping the train without any further damage.
Had it not been for the alertness of the brakeman and conductor of this train a serious
accident might have occurred, as the trouble
was not known by the entiiix' crew luitil :\\'U'r
the train

was stopped.
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men

On January 25th, E. E, Hewitt, engineer on
the Ohio Division, found and reported a broken
rail on the main track
just east. of the tunnel at
Mineral a short time
before No. 48 was due.
He assisted the sectionmen
to make the repairs. Mr.
Hewitt reported a similar
case some time ago, and he
is

E. E.

heartily

commended

his action.

ILLINOIS DIVISION
As locomotive inspector B. A. Day, of Flora,
was looking around the famous Queen City
Limited, while it was stopping at Flora. January
111.,

for

28th, he discovered a loose engine truck wheel

his constant watchfulness.

HEWITT

very possible that he saved
and he has been commended for

live, it is also

their lives,

which had worked
one-half

inch.

Day immediately

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION

in

on the axle a distance

of

Inspector
notified

Robinson, who
had another engine put on
engineer

On January 3rd, conductor J. W. Davis
noticed two intoxicated men along the track
near Derry Farm, 111. He stopped and called
the section foreman's attention to the men and

The

this train.
of

Mr.

Day

alertness

possibly pre-

being struck by passing trains. The sectionthe intoxicated parties lying on the
track and assisted them off^ the right-of-way to

vented an accident, as this
train has a high average
speed and is usually well
filled with passengers.
Inspector Day was born at

their homes.

Olney,

asked that they be looked after to prevent their

men found

While
of

conductor Davis in this case did not prevent
loss to the community in which these

any great

HERE

IS

A LESSON

111.,

September

15th, 1891,

day

and entered

He is
the service at Flora, July 12th, 1910.
reputed to be one of the best locomotive
inspectors employed by this railroad.

possible that the thoughtfulness

it is

b. A.

WE CAN

ALL PROFIT BY

Scene: Washington, D. C, Terminal Station, at entrance

of gate

leading to one of the Baltimore and Ohio passenger tracks.

A
steps

prosperous looking gentleman with fur overcoat and pigskin bag

up

to the

gateman and says*

" Is the train scheduled to leave here at ten-forty on time? "

Gateman

" Yes,

sir,

she's

standing over in the station now.

Baltimore and Ohio trains are always on time."

John

Late Junior Assistant
Superintendent of the Relief
P. Hess,

Department, Dead
Was Well Known and Beloved by Employes
All

'OHN

P.

HESS,

Over the System

junior assistant

superintendent of the

relief

de-

l^artment of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, died on the night of
February 20, of pneumonia, at his home,
1603 E. North Avenue, Baltimore.
He
had been confined to his home with bronchitis

for

the preceding

three

men

railway

more

acquiring their

most

personally

employ of the Baltiand assisted them in

in the

Ohio,

<k

own homes. He knew
of those who operate

weeks.

Pneumonia developed two days before
his death.

Mr. Hess was born at Uvilla, Jefferson
County, W. Va., July 7, 1849, and
entered railway service with the

Company

on September 7, 1882, as a clerk in the
relief department.
On September 17,
1888, he was advanced to acting chief
clerk of the relief feature, and to chief
clerk of the relief department April 1,
1889.
He was promoted to junior assistant superintendent

of

the same de-

partment May 1, 1909.
Mr. Hess is survived by his ^\ife, who
was Miss E. Florence Strider, of Charlestown, W. Va.; five sons, Irving C, John
S., Harry L. and Walter, who reside in
California, and Guy L., this city, one
daughter. Miss Florence W. Hess, and
three brothers and two sisters, two of
whom reside in Washington.
Being for so many years identified with
the savings feature of the railroad, Mr.
Hess's

name become

proverbial for the

lending of a helping hand to

many

of the

trainmen, engineers, brakemen and other

JOHN
the

the

P.

HESS

Company's trains on this section of
road,
and brought the savings

feature to

ment,

its

highest standard of develop-

increasing

popularity.

By

closely

associated

general

offices,

many on

its

membership

not onl}- those
'svith

therefore,

the divisions

and

who were

him

in

but also

who remcm})er

kindness, his loss will be severely

the

by
his

felt.
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GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J. G. Pangborn, Chairman
E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation Department
J. T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic

John Hair, Motive Power Department
W. McC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Dep't

Dr. E.

M. Parlett,

Relief Dep't, Sanitation

B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

Advisory Committee
A.

Hunter Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J. F.

J. W. Coon, Operating Department
Tearney, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES
BALTIMORE
Probably as perfect a special train as has
ever been run over any railroad was supplied
by the Baltimore & Ohio for the Chicago
delegation to
International
Canners'
the
Association Convention in Baltimore. It left
Chicago on Sunday, February 1st, at two p. m.,
and made the only two scheduled stops of the
trip and its destination, Baltimore, absolutely

Little old cupid has made another straight
shot needles and pins its marriage again.
G. Milton Hiss has forsaken "Bachelor Hall"
and sailed on the *'Sea of Matrimony" Saturday, February 21, 1914, at 1.00 p. m.
The fortunate one in being the captor of such a
pleasing little man was Miss Effie M. Waltei,*of
Amissville, Va., and we know the groom has
secured a jewel, too. The Rev. Thos. Lowe of
Washington Street Independent Methodist
Church tied the knot. We all extend our best
wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Hiss for a long and

on time.

happy

It was an all steel, solid vestibuled, electrically lighted train with Pullman, drawing-room,
buffet-library,
compartment and loungingobservation
cars.
Superintendent
General
Baugh with a corps of efficient assistants was in
personal charge of the dining car service.

Frye W. Bayley, rate clerk, was the recipient
of a very handsome watch from his fellow
clerks, which was presented to him on Friday,
February 6, 1914 at 5.15 p. m., the occasion
being his sixtieth birthday and also his fortieth
year of service with the Company. Our head
clerk, H. S. Maccubbin, in a very impressive
address, complimented Mr. Bayley on his fine
service record, of never having reported late

Special menus and souvenirs had been provided for the trip and among the other unusual
features was a Victrola concert given for the

guests of the road.

The
claim

executive officers of
that the Baltimore

&

between Chicago and Baltimore
perfect.

Association

the

Ohio
is

service
absolutely

—

—

sail.

at the office during his forty years' service.
The boys of the office are proud of Mr. Bayley
and his fine record. It is a worthy example
that the rest of us would do well to emulate.
Our Mr. Bayley has endeared himself to us by

TllK HAI/n.MOKK

AM) OHIO

his plcasinji; inamier and liis many kind acts of
Nothing is too much trouble for him
service.
He has tiie best and
to do for some one else.
sincerest wishes of us all for a long, bright and
happy future.

OFFICE OF AUDITOR PASSENGER
RECEIPTS

1:M1M.OV1;s

MACA/INK
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NEW YORK TERMINAL
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Station Service
W. B. Biggs
K. W. Evans
J.

IOller.man

.

Agent, Pier 22. X. V.
Agent. St. George S. L

\

„
Representing
Ag.-nts
,•

E. .Merold
E. Degnan

Ten minute talks by prominent ministers and
doctors of Baltimore City are being given every
Wednesday, from twelve o'clock noon to twelve
ten p. m., in the general office of the auditor
passenger receipts. These talks are under the
auspices of the Young Men's Christian Association, are well attended and will unquestionably prove to be very beneficial.
L. O. Hiss, of the auditor passenger receipts
office, became the proud father of a pretty baby
As Mr. Hiss is possessed
girl, on P^ebruary 7th.
of marked musical talent, being a church
organist, he is confident that his little daugther
will prove to be a second Teresa Carreno.

Mr. and Mrs. J D. Funk, of 1821 North Wolfe
Street, Baltimore, Md., announce the engagement of their daughter Estelle, to H. Albert
Green, of Baltimore, formerly of Harrisburg,
Pa. The wedding is to take place in the spring.
Miss Funk is a charming young lady and has
many friends. Mr. Green is the son of Mrs.
Charles Alvin Emerson, Jr.. of Harrisburg. Pa.,
and the nephew of Mr. J, Albert Cassidy of
Baltimore. They will leave for a trip north
on their honeymoon.

H. Menslage, wife of one of our head
clerks, has been seriously ill for several months,
but is now convalescing and her complete
recovery is expected. Mr. and Mrs. Monslage
have taken apartments at the home of Mr. E.
D. Zimmerman, Relay, Md.. as it is thought
the change and fresh air will be beneficial.
Mrs.

J.

NEW YORK

DIVISION

Correspondent, T. A. Kavanagh, Chief Clerk,
Pier 22, N. R., New York

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. CoKNELL
W. B. Biggs

Bayer
E. W. Evans
J. J.

T. Gorman
A. L. MicHELSEN
E. Salisbury

J.

Alfred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gus

Flam.m
C. T. TooMEY
E. Sheehy

Louis Polly

Tony Ross
Sam Gilesta
Mike Monday
Mike DeMayo
C. H. Kohler
A.

Bohlen
Hewitt

J AS.

Patrick Meade
R. Mullen
T. Halverson

H. M. Nielsen

Agent. St. George. S. I.
Agent. Pier 21, E. R.
Agent. Pier 7. N. R.
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7. N. R.

Foreman, Pier 22. N. R.
Foreman, West 2r)th Street
Foreman. St. George. S. I.
Foreman. Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman. Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer. Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer. Pier 22, N. R.
Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21. E. R.
Laborer, St George
Supervisor Floating
.

Equipment. Marine
Captain, Marine
Engineer, Marino
Oiler. Marine
Fireman. Marine
Deckhand, Marine
Lighter'Captain, Marine

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

Representing
St.

Marine Department
Capt. C. H.

Kohler

Supervisor Floating

Equipment,
Captain

Henry

for .Marine .Matters in

lioHLE.N

Engineer J. W. Letts
Captain John Trunk
Captain Harry Petersen
W. Cornell

\

]
\ t;.^,

General

^^^
c*=,o,«k^„ »,««,.
^°^ Steamboatrpen
x

:„u*„,„
^O"^ Lighters

„„j ti„,„„„
Barges
and

)

Terminal Agent, Chairman

The first real heavy snow storm of the season
reached New York on Friday the thirteenth of
February. The previous cold spell caused
much ice to gather in the North and East
Rivers, and this together with the storm delayed the movement of floats and barges,
besides interfering seriously with all shipping.

On April 22nd, the first annual fellowship dinner of the employes of the New York Division
will be held at the Hotel Reisenweber, Columbus Circle. New York, at nine o'clock j). m.
This get-together is being planned primarily
in order to afford a good time to as many as
wish to participate, to enable them to get to
know their fellow members of the division better in a social way and to stimulate renewed
activity and interest in the prosperity of the
Company.
A fine program is being arranged by chief
clerk Kavanagh and the other members of the
committee, and it is hoped to have representatives from the general offices in Baltimore as
Tickets will be sold at $2.50 per cover,
guests.
and may be had from Mr. Kavanagh upon application.

The warehouse at 2Gth Street is now in working condition.
There is no doubt but that this
addition to the Company's many facilities at
New York will prove a big business booster.
P. H. Cassidy, formerly superintendent at New
York,

Terminal Agent, Chairman
Agent. Pier 22, N. R.
Agent, West 26th Street

\

Labor
/
Foreman, 2Clh

-NL

G. Fked. Miller, Correspondent

.

I

Pier 7, N. Y.
Heceiving Clerk, Pier 21, X. Y.
.As.st. i-'oreiiian,

is in

charge.

Our sympathy

is extended to Thos. Lenahan,
assistant foreman at Pier 22, whose mother died
on February 9th after a lingering illness.

Ye scribe is gratified to read that the boys
on the Cleveland Division utilize their vacations in visiting different points on the system.
Some

A

education,

Eh?

western youth, fired with ambition to be a
railroad man, l)etook himself to the dean of a
neighboring college to learn if he might obtain
the necessary education there to fit him for that
calling.
The dean assured him that he could
take care of him.
"How long would it take and how much
would it cost?" was the next query.
"Well," said the dean, "it depends upon what
you want to learn. If you wish to know as
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much

manager, I should say about
twenty years, and about $15,000 or
But if you only want to know as much

as a general

fifteen or

$20,000.

member of a State Legislature, it will take
about half a day and cost about a dollar."
From the Wall Street Journal.
as a

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY

as are three of the grandchildren. Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel O'Connor were deeply devoted to
each other, and our heartfelt sympathy goes
out to those who were dear to her.

Congratulations are being extended to David
Libby, who is employed in counselor Kenny's
office, on the birth of a little baby.
Excellent material is being gathered for the
special "Staten Island" issue. Still more can
be used, and it is hoped that all will help.

Correspondent, R. Groehling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S.

Dorp,

Mr. Foster, assistant treasurer and paymas-

Trainmaster, Chairman

and on

Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

ter, left

Road Conductor
Road Trainman
Yard Conductor

on June 1st on leave

January

are sorry to
Foster leave the service as he was one

R. H. Taxter
M. ScHAFFER
R. Huff
Alex Conley

J.

Road Foreman

of

Engines

G. Hartman
E. Alley

Fireman
Track Supervisor

Johns
W. L. Dryden.
H. E. Smith

Master Carpenter

J.

see
of

Mr.

1st,

1914, resigned.

of absence,

We

our most popular men.

Signal Supervisor

.

Shop Foreman

O'Connor
F. E. HoRAN
D. A. McLaughlin

Passenger Conductor
Road Engineer

R. E. Collins

Passenger Conductor

J.

J. J.

New

is

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly

C.

Lawrence Hoagland, operator at

rejoicing over the arrival of a nine pound baby
girl.
Mother and daughter are doing nicely.

I.

O'Connor

Yardmaster
Master Mechanic

P. Kenny, who died on February 3rd, 1914,
was the oldest employe in the Maintenance of
Way Department, and the second oldest employe in the service of the Company. He was
bom on January 6th, 1839, and entered the

service of the

ber

1st, 1869.

Company

as a laborer on

Novem-

He was promoted to construction

in 1871, to section foreman on the
Staten Island Railway on August 1st, 1876, and
continued as such up to the time of his death.
Mr. Kenny is survived by two sons and one
daughter. Mr. Edmund Kenny, one of his sons,
was at one time employed as a machinist in
the Clifton shops. Mr. Geo. E. Kenny, another
son, was employed as telegraph operator up to
the time of his death. Mr. Wm. J. Kenny,
another son, was employed as flagman in 1883,
and has been successively switchman, telegraph
operator, ticket agent, operator in dispatcher's
office,
dispatcher, and general yardmaster.
Later he studied law and was admitted to the
bar in 1904. At the present time he is acting
as counselor for the Staten Island Lines.
Patrick Kenny was a man of high character
and was beloved by all the employes. For a
number of years his wife was employed by the
Company as ticket agent at Dongan Hills. 1 he
history of this family is closely and honorably
connected with the development of the railroad.

foreman

On

Friday, February 6th, 1914, Mrs. O'Con-

O'Connor, former freight
car foreman, and mother of J. O'Connor, master
mechanic, died. She was seventy-three years
of age,, had been married fifty-three years, and
was the mother of five sons and five daughters,
pf whom two sons and four daughters are still
living.
She was also the grandmother of
grandchildren and the great
thirty-seven
grandmother of one great grandchild. Both
sons are employed by the railroad company.

ENGINEER WM. BOWE AND SON

nor, wife of Daniel

(See

of

Page

54)

During the absence of Mr. Foster the duties
J. McNeill,
paymaster were carried out by

W

C. T. accountant of the office of the vice-president; and the duties of the assistant treasurer
were carried out by Mr. Kretzer, who was appointed assistant treasurer, pro tem. On
February 15th, Mr. McNeill will sever his
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with the paymaster's office and
devote his entire time to his former duties.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

connection

Manon Watkins, formerly

the office of
J. V. McNeal, treasurer, Baltimore, has been
appointed to the position of paymaster. Mr.
Watkins is the son of J. M. Watkins, auditor of
revenue at Baltimore, Md.

Correspondent,

C. Lynch, traveling auditor, who has been
with U3 for about three years, has been appointed assistant supervisor of station service,
under Mr. Graham at Baltimore.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
T. Ol.hausen
T. R. iI^uD..NOTT
T. B. FRANKLtN

left

to right:

manager.

The accompanying picture is of F. Peterson,
who has been appointed supervisor of station

n

service of the Staten Island
Lines.
"Frank" was first
employed in July, 190L as a
messenger in the lighterage

and in November.
1902.waspromotcd to clerk.
On October 20th. 1905, he
office

was

a}>pointcd

vStaten

Is-

land Rapid Transit Railfreight agent at Pier
22, New York, and on July

way

F.

PETERSON

Lst, 1906,

was made freight

agent at Arlington.
On
6th, 1912, he became traveling freight
agent. He is a young man of energy, perseverance, and a hapi>y disposition.

May

Terminal Anent
Claim Ageni
Medical Examiner

F. H. Lamb
Db. a. L. Portkb

R. C. Acton

Secretary

Wm. Sixnot
T. E.

G. A. Gosllv
G. W. Taylor
W. F. Gatchell
E. D. Jackson
C. Busford

S.

M. Hoy
Chapm.\.n

Geo. Gexnerl

W.

S.

S.

Mohr; Brakeman White and Fireman Nichols

A. A. Bradley
A. Ward
W. M. G ABLER

Wm.

Division Operator
Master Carpenter

Thomas

J.

J.

Master Mechanic

R. Sanford

J.

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

VV.

Engineer McVeigh; Ticket Agent McSauley; Fireman

H. L. Jepsen, stenographer to Mr. Brown,
general traffic agent and auditor, has resigned
to accept a position with the United Fruit
Company, as stenographer to the traffic

Superintendent.

J.

VANDERBILT avenue station, CLIFTON,
From

C. Rich.midson, Chief Clerk,
Philadelphia

J.

of

J.
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Chambers

L D. Sheppard
O. R. Mount
A. J. Shutt
H. H. Carver

Air Brake Inspector
Road Engineer

Road Fireman
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor
Relief Agent

Division Engineen
Assistant Road Foreman
Assistant Yard Master

Truck Packer
Machinist

Yard Engineer
Yard Fireman
Yard Conductor
Warehouse Foreman
Freight Agent

E. L. Huson. joint agent at Elsmrro, Del.,

has been sick for some weeks with typhoid
H. J. Kane, clerk and operator, at that
point is acting agent in Mr. Huson's place.
fever.

R. S. Gallaher, agent at Newark, Del., has
been sick for several weeks. \V. F. Gatchell,
relief agent, is looking after the station during
his ab.sence-

H. K. Hartman, our gonial trainmaster, is,
taking a trip to the Pacific Coa.-?t. accompanied
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by Mrs. Hartman. When heard from several
days ago he was at Pasadena, California.
At the last meeting of the Railroad Association of Philadelphia, composed of representa_

tives of the passenger and freight departments
of all the large railroads, on January 2Cth,
1913, Col. Bernard Ashby, district passenger
agent of the Company at Philadelphia, was
elected president for the ensuing year.

R. C. Acton,
superintendent's

assistant
office,

chief

clerk in the
off several

has been

weeks on account of sickness.
F. L. Orrell, yard conductor at Philadelphia,
announces the marriage of his daughter, Miss
Lillian, to Mr. R. Teese, January 31st, 1914.
N. H. Davis, pumper at Elk Mills, accompanied by Mrs. Davis, has just returned from
a visit to Mr. Davis' old home in Ohio. They
also stopped at points in West Virginia. Mr.
Davis is chaplain of the Veteran Employes'
Association.

B. T. Bair. one of our most popular conductors, is confined to his home on account
of illness.

Brakeman

J.

J.

Torrester has returned to
of six weeks on account

duty after an absence
of a broken finger.

Mrv«. J. G. Crane, wife of the baggagemaster
on the Landenberg Local, presented her husband
with a twelve pound son on January 30th.
Mother and boy are both doing well.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, W. H. Schide, Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. HoBBS
C. W. Mewshaw
R. B. Banks

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Division Claim Agent
W. I. Trench
Division Engineer
D. M. Fisher
Agent, Washington, D. C.
J. L. Malone
Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
J. A. Willis
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard
A. M. KiNSTENDORFF
Agent, Camden Station
Dr. E. H. Mathers.
Medical Examiner, Camden Station
D. C. Webster
Yard Conductor, Washington, D. C.
W. T. Moore
Agent, Locust Point
M. E. Nichols
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
W. E. Shannon
Transfer Agent, Brunswick, Md.
E. K. Smith
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.
T. E. Stacey
Secretary. Y. M. C. A., Riverside
S. C. Tanner
Master Carpenter, Camden
J. O. F. CovELL
Engineer, Riverside
G. H. WiNSLow. .Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C.
Dr. J. A. Robb
Medical Examiner, Washington, D. C.
.

J.

P.

Kavanaugh

E. C. Shipley
E. E. Hurlock
H. G. Wilson
A. W. Amspacker
C. H. Mikesell
J. S. Poteet
A. Miller

W. Roney
N. A. Reese

J.

A. G. Zepp
T. L Struggs
J.
J.

Kirkpatrick
W. Welsh

E. H. Petitt
R. K. Taylor

.

Assistant Superintendent, Camden
of Engines, Riverside
Division Operator, Camden Station

Road Foreman

Relief Agent, Hanover, Md.
Yard Conductor. Curtis Bay
Yard Conductor, Locust Point

Fireman. Riverside

Yard Conductor, Bay View
Yard Conductor, Mt. Clare
Conductor, Baltimore
Supervisor,

Camden

Station

Track Foreman, Camden
Master Mechanic
Car Inspector, Washington, D. C.
Tool Room Man, Riverside
Leading Car Inspector, Brunswick, Md.

The following conversation occurred between
a safety committeeman and a track foreman in
Washington yard:

Committeeman

—

"There are two tracks in
yard which are very close and a man
cannot stand between them to cut cars."
Foreman "Why, that's all right. They have
been that way for ten years ever since this
yard was built."
Committeeman -"Don't you know that Amerthis

—

—

was not discovered until 1492, years after
the Christian Era? We are finding out something new every day."
Moral The fact that certain unsafe conditions have existed for a long time is no excuse
for not having them corrected when discovered.
ica

—

Track foreman G. F. Brown, who was held
up and seyerly cut and stabbed by two Italians
in Catoctin tunnel several weeks ago, was able
to resume duty January 9th, 1914. No doubt
it was due to the heroic fight Mr. Brown put
up that he was not more severely hurt.
C. H. Berry, first trick operator at CarroUs,
will round out thirty-two years in the service
in March, 1914.
He has a perfectly clear
record. Charlie is very well thought of by

everyone.

A meeting of the Baltimore & Ohio Veteran
Employes' Association was held on Thursday
evening February 5th, in the reading room of
the Y. M. C. A., at Brunswick. After a brief
business session lunch was served and followed
by a smoker. There were about 75 members
in

attendance.

The Association now has

101

members.
Messrs. Suter, Rice and Harrison were
appointed to arrange for the organization of a
ladies' auxiliary to the Veterans' Association.
This was one of the most enjoyable meetings
this Association has held, due largely to the
presence of a number of visitors from Martinsburg, among them being our old friend Z. T.
Brantner.
Interesting addresses were made by Messrs.
Brantner, Peyton and Oliver of Martinsburg
and Secretary Smith and Dr. Hedges of Brunswick. Mr. Brantner is always in demand at
Brunswick. Messrs. Rice, Ault and Care were
in charge.

It is generally understood that C. G. Gartr^ll,
our third trick operator at Monrovia, will soon
launch his ship on the sea of matrimony.
Here's luck to you, Pat.

G. M. Carr, one of our hill enginemen, has
the reputation of using loss water than any man
on the hill. He never shuts the "squirt" off.
F. E. Buxton, first trick

man

at Reels Mill,

makes use of his spare time taking his "Pearl"
Frank is in the game to
for an "Auto" ride.
stay and there will soon be a Mrs. Buxton.

The Railroad Men's Bible Class at Brunswick is at present one of the largest on the
system and is still growing. The number
enrolled has climbed to the two hundred and
fifty mark, with an average attendance of
thirty-five men.
The class is instructed by Rev. G. T. D.
Collins and meets regularly every Tuesday
night in the Company Y. M. C. A. class room.
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Runkles, for twenty-three years a night

operator, has landed a day trick at Mt. Airy
Don't hear him say nnich about his
Junction.
Think he misses his third trick. What
job.

about

Runk?

it,

hill men all follow the motto "Safety
by getting rid of all bad equipment and
never run risks by getting on and off their

The

First"

engines while they are in motion.
C. E. Fowler of the superintendent's office
has resumed his duties after being ill at
his home for the
past two weeks.

keeps things in great shape at Reels Mill, the
helper terminal. He also keeps things moving

between "RS" and "MA."

Enginemen T. M. Murphy, W. A. Hawkins
and J. R. Sutch, recently went on a hunting trip
and had fine luck. They are contemplating
another such trip but expect to leave "Doc" out
of it this time as he can see so many "setting."

C

A

meeting was held in the Y. M.
A.,.
Riverside, Wednesday, January 29th, at
7.50 p. m., for the purpose of discussing the
operation of locoat

motives and trains,
economical use of
This
coal, etc
meeting was very

The accompanying photograph

.

is

engineer Dennis
Wright and the three
generafollowing
tions of his family.
of

Brother Wright

instructive and
beneficial, most of
the talks being
based on personal

is

observations.

in active ser-

still
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vice as an engineer

As trackmen and

Baltimore

signalmen were

Old
Division.
Father Time has

cleaning switches
at 4 a. m.. February 14th at Relay,
Md., during the

on

the

dealt very kindly
with him and he
looks good for
many more years

heavy snow and
they

storm,

sleet

hard work.
Brother Wright

had to use coal

of

oil

Company as a fireman in 1872 and

keep the switches
and connections
open, which threw
a reflection on the

was promoted

old

came

the
the

with

right

to

the

to

of the residents of St. Denis,
seeing the reflection, sounded the
fire alarm, calling
out the Catonsville

of
1876.

cab in
He is one of those
grand old men who
are ever ready to

extend a helping
hand and give good

counsel

to

Relay Hotel.

One

side

motor

vounger engineers.

was

iie is the sort you
like to tell your

taken

railroad

troubles

to, for he will sympathize with and
give you good ad-

vice.

fire

truck.

Although the alarm

iis

FOUR GENERATIONS OF FAMILY OF ENGINEER
DENNIS WRIGHT. BALTIMORE DIVISION

false,

his descendants increase to
is the wish of

more generations

was

naturedly, and the
company returned
to headquarters
with hats and coats

covered

with

ice.

The railroad is
company is cooperat-

His father

and three imcles ran engines on the Baltimore &
Ohio before him. That he may live to see

it

good-

glad to see that the fire
ing in our campaign of Safety First.

During the recent cold weather, the signal
department on this division has found a large
number of broken rails. They are always on

C. E. Walsh, Engineer.
It is a hard thing to understand why one of
the boys should get married and try to keep it
a secret. Example Howard M. Cavey of the
superintendent's office, son of W. E. Cavey,
supervisor of locomotive operation, was married to Miss Helen Hart of this city on December 17th, but did not let the boys know until
they "pinned" it to him. We all wish Howard
and his fortunate bride many years of happiness.

Watersville Junction.

E. C. Pope, our assistant road foreman of
engines, is a great man for Safety First, and

the machine shop, who underwent an operation on Jimuary 2Sth, 1914, at

—

the alert, their slogan being "Safety First."

Operator E. E. Spurrier, who has been ill
months, has resumed his duties at

for three

is recovering from a bad case
caused by his "Margaret" returning to her home in Baltimore.

L. E. Frazier

of the blues,

RIVERSIDE
W. H. Snyder

of
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Johns Hopkins Hospital for the removal of
his tonsils, has returned to work.
John Redd, fireman, who has been west for
some time, has now returned for service at
Riverside., where he was welcomed by all the
boys.

E. H. Lambert, boiler maker, whose right
eye was so badly injured last July as to cause
its removal, has returned to work.
John Robinson, boiler maker, whose left eye
was injured January 28th, 1914, is again on
the job.

W. C. Dyer, foreman of the blacksmith shop,
and John Houck, foreman of the tender shop,
are on the sick

list.

W. R. Earl, machinist of the drop pit gang,
has been appointed machine shop foreman at
Keyser, W. Va. Congratulations.
C. N. Zimmerman, machinist, had his left
hand injured January 31st, 1914, but has recovered suflBciently to resume work.
Fireman P. C. Clark of the Philadelphia
Division, who has recently been on the Cleveland Division, is back home again. Paul says
it is good to get away from the snow drifts.
Mrs. Sadie Slemister, 1817 Jackson Street,
known to a great many of the boys at Riverside
as "Miss Sadie," suffered a severe loss Sunday
night, February 15th, by having her home destroyed by fire.
The Y. M. C. A., close
at hand, took care of her boys until they could
find some other place to stay.
Edward E. Sheldon, who, for nearly twenty
years, was secretary of the Riverside Y. M. C.
A., died at Madison, Wis., February 7th. Many
of the older men remember Mr. Sheldon and his
faithful service at Riverside.
He was a man
of beautiful character, and his death probably
came as a relief, for he has been suffering and
confined to a wheel chair for the last fourteen

Fred. Welde. our popular terminal electrician,
invested a large sum of money in a very pretty
diamond ring. We understand it's to take place
in the near future.
Ask Fred and see him smile.

Big Jini Gregory, the happy machinist at
Bailey's, is wearing the smile that won't come
off.
It's to happen in March.

A

successful entertainment was held at the
M. C. A. building, under the
auspices of the Ladies' Benevolent Legion.
Among the most pleasing numbers rendered
were selections sung by J. H. Peters, repairman
electrical department at Bailey's, with Miss

Riverside Y.

Jennie Kuntz, the talented young daughter of
conductor Kuntz of the Cumberland Division,
at the piano.

M. Molloy, electrical storekeeper at
moved to his new home at Ten
Hills.
Pop now wears a cap. He has just
J.

Bailey's has

rounded out thirty-two years of service with
the road and is a charter member of the Veterans' Association of the Baltimore Division.
Geo. H. Delaney, stenographer to the electrical storekeeper, has^ been contemplating
matrimony for some time past. George is
very anxious to know whether or not two can
live as cheaply as one.
Ed. Bennett, clerk at Bailey's, is a pigeon
fancier and claims to have some of the best
'

homing pigeons

Frank

Md.

Klenk, although a small man, is
wearing a broad smile. Boys, it's a nine pound
boy.
A ten pound girl arrived at the home of J.
A. Everette,. assistant foreman of the line gang,
on February 2nd. Although Jimmy does very
little talking, he is now wearing the smile that
won't come off.
F.

gets this

of trophies

his

W. M. Molesworth, repairman

in the elecdepartment, and Mrs. Molesworth, spent
a recent week end with his parents at Mt. Airy.

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS
Correspondent, George L.

The year

tion, Baltimore,

number

trical

BAILEYS

The year of 1914 was heralded by the
marriage of our shop foreman, Chas. F. Hoey.
The boys all wished him luck and happiness.
The Company electrical department baseball
club has reorganized for the season of 1914, and
desires games with any strong club. Challenges should be sent to Robert O'Ferrall,
manager, electrical department, Bailey's sta-

He

Baltimore.

While stepping from his wagon on January
27th, Chas. Seymour, driver, sustained a very
bad fracture of the knee. It will be some time
before Charles can resume his duties.

years.

1913 was one of many interesting
events for the electric department at Bailey's,
several marriages and the organization of the
Baltimore & Ohio electrical department baseball club being among the most notable.
The
ball club had a very successful season.

in

distinction from the
birds have won.

Hennich,

Secretary.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P. CoNiFF

A. Carter
H. OvERBY
J- P. Reinardt
S.

H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
J.

L.

Ward

O. Perin
H. E. Haesloop
Geo. R. Leilich
C. R. Young
J.

Superintendent Shops, Chairm; ^
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshal, Axle and Blacksmith
Shops and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Manager, Printing Dept.
Clerk, Iron Foundry-

Car Department
H. A. Beaumont
H. H. Burns
L. A. Margart
J. T. Shultz
C. W. Gegner
Otto A. Frontling
C. W. Kern

R. W. Upton
T. H. Backendorf

M. D. Edwards
W. Day
S. E. SoMMERS
P. J. Reichenberg
W. W. Bird
J. Miller

General Foreman, Chairman
Car Repairman, Mt. Clare
Clerk, Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Stenographer, Baileys

Car

Clerk, Curtis Bay
Mount Clare

Inspector,

Day Car Inspector, Camden
Night Car Inspector, Camden
Assistant Foreman, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point

Blacksmith,

Bay View
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the group picture, reading from left to
First row, Wm. Burgess, J. J. Keogt,
Jno, Sander, D. Reitsch; second row, C. Resler,
Geo. Cromwell, E. Litchfield, foreman, P.
Michel, A. C. Crisp; third row, R. M. Davis,
G. H. Carroll, Jno. Schaub. Emory Randle,
Geo H. Bradford, R. E. Davis, C. T. McCurdy.
Harry Bears, J. Jean, J. Monbergerm H.
Brundred, C. F. Brauns.

The two accompanying photographs show the
Mt. Clare pattern shop, which wc think is the

It is reported that G. L. Hcnnick. stenographer in the general foreman's ofTice. is thinking very seriously of launching his ship on the
sea of matrimony. If "Geo" would do as much
in acting as in thinking on the subject, perhaps
wo could congratulate him on his progress.

The clerks of the storekeeper's office at Mt.
Clare have decided to put a baseball team on
the diamond this season. Below is given the
probable lineup:
Catchers; Benner and Ricker; pitchers, Felger and Grinewetsky; 1st base, Ricker or Felger; 2nd base, Beckwith; 3rd base, Crawford;
s. s., Grinewetsky; 1. f., Kelly; c. f., A. Miller;
Satorious. Substitutes, L. City, Hosfield,
Carroll Park will
L. E. Huber and R. Miller.
be the training ground for the team, and the
first of April will see all the boys out and
hustling.

In

right:

H

EMPLOYES OF MOUNT CLARE PATTERN SHOP
best arranged shop on the System, both from
the standpoint of safety and of handling the
work to advantage. All patterns for steel castings and all locomotive cylinder patterns used
on the System are made in this shop, as well
as all patterns for cast iron and brass castings

used on lines east.
This shop is well lighted, heated and ventilated and has the best sanitary arrangements
for the comfort of the employes.
The machinery is arranged in the center of the shop
with work benches on each side close to the
windows so that the men will have plenty of
light.
This arrangement allows for sufficient
room in the center of the shop for the construction of large work.
On the left of the second
picture, the pattern for cylinder of 0-1 locomotive is in course of construction.

John E. Carlton, employed in the Mt. Clare
paint shop, is seriously ill at his home, 115
South Strieker Street. We all wish him a
speedy recovery.

We wish to correct an error that was made in
the naming of the front row in the photograph of
the present administration force at Mt. Clare,
This should
as given in the February issue.
read from left to right: C. J. Weber, T. Pietch,
T. F. Eaton, M. Heally, J. V. Lecompte and
J. E. McCann, special material man connected
with Mr. ConifT's

office.

We

regret very much to announce the sudden
death ot Chesterfield Davis, former assistant
foreman of the freight track at Mt. Clare, who

was

killed on

well

known and

February

Mr. Davis was
by every one at Mt.

L'Oth.

well liked
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Clare. His death came as a shock to his many
friends around the shops, as it was at first
thought he had only broken his a^m.
Mr.

Davis was a thoroughly

efficient

and capable

railroad man, and his place will be hard to fill.
We wish to extend our heartfelt sympathy to

and

his family

friends.

There are a number of musicians among the
of the Terminal Railroad Y. M. C. A.
and they have organized an orchestra under
the direction of C. W. Guest. Mr. Guest will
be glad to meet other players at any of the
Friday evening rehearsals.

members

A new

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent, G. H. Winslow
Y. M. C. A. Secretary
J. T. Nolan, supervisor of telegraph and
telephones, after a severe illness, is back in his
old place again as cheerful and happy as ever,
much to the gratification of his friends.

catalogue of the Terminal Railroad
C. A. library has been printed and is an
a,dded convenience for readers. The books are
listed twice; under the author's name and under
the title of the book, the classification being as
follows: B., Biography, R., Reference; 100-199
Philosophy; 20L-299 Religion; 300-399 Sociology;
400-499 Philology; 500-599 Natural Science;
600-699 Useful Arts; 700-799 Fine Arts, 800-899
Literature; 900-999 History. No class number

Y.

M.

is

fiction.

The Dewey Decimal System

is

used in cataloging.

PATTERN SHOP-MOUNT CLARE

A

silver

Spalding

&

trophy has been given by A. G.
Bros, to the Terminal Railroad

Y. M. C. A., for the team finishing in first
place for the season of 1913-1914. It is a full
sized silver basket ball set on an ebonized
pedestal and makes a handsome trophy. The

men have played excellent basket ball this
season both in the league and with outside
teams.
The members

of the association are to hold
of fourteen events in

an indoor meet consisting

—

the gymnasium rope climbing, horizontal bar,
horse, buck, flying rings, standing broad jump,
running broad jump, hop, skip and jump, 25-yard
dash, 50-yard dash, throwing basket ball,
medicine ball, obstacle race. The contest will
be decided by points and suitable trophies
will be given for each event and for the highest
number of points.

M.

Harris, master mechanic, and Miss
recently married at the
Church of the Covenant, and went to New
Orleans and other Southern places of interest
on their wedding trip. Their many friends
wish for them a long, happy and prosperous life.

C.

May

B.

McCabe were

A very enjoyable evening was spent at the
annual mid-winter dinner of the Washington
Traffic Club, held at the Raleigh Hotel February 7th. A large number were in attendance.
W. W. Bowie was toastmaster and excellent
addresses were made by Fairfax Harrison,
president of the Southern Railway, Senator
H. F. Hollis, Congressman P. L. Campbell,
C. P. King, president Washington Railway and
Electric Company, O. D. Smith, secretarytreasurer Norfolk & Washington Steamboat
Company. A good program of musical numbers
was also rendered. Several souvenirs were

THK HALTIMOHK AND OHIO
by

presented

the

various

AW

railroads,

\V.

secretary-treasurer.

The

following

have

been

olTered

by

the

of

A. bronze medal; for eight members, R. R.
Y. M. C. A. gold pin; for six meml)ers, R. R.
Y. M. C. A. silver pin; for five members, R. R.
Y. M. C. A. bronze pin.

SpoNSEiiEH

Car Inspector
Conductor
Diviaion FreiRht Agent

E. Welsh
R. Bell
H. C. McAdams
C. M. Gearhart
E. C. Grove

C

the

increased

patronage

of

the

equipment.

Terminal Trainmaster
Aaaiatant Trainmaster
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Turner

J.

J.

WiLMOTH

E. W. WiGOiNS

W. BoARUMAN
W. Calder
KiRBY

.\ssistant

Road Foreman of lOnKines
Road Fcreman of Engines
Track Foreman
Track Foreman
Master Mechanic
Assistant Master Mechanic

General Car Foreman

F.
B. Meyer
A. O. Tedrick

S. C). L.

Division Engineer
Supervisor
Supervisor

J.

W. RiGGiNS
H. H. Teurk K
F. M( Bride

J.

Supervi.sor

W.

C. H. Spencer, who has been engineer of the
Washington Terminal Company for the past
five and one-half years, resigned February 1st,
to acc(^pt a position as assistant district engineer, division of railway valuation, eastern
division of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The best wishes of his many friends
go with him in his new position. He will also

be missed by the Terminal Railroad Y. M. C. A.
as he has been treasurer of the department
since its organization.
C. S. Heritage, formerly
track supervisor, was appointed engineer to fill
the vacancy with the Terminal Compan}caused by the resignation of Mr. Spencer.

Conductor D. L. Grimes is back again on his
old Frederick-Washington run, and his friends
along the line are pleased to see him again.

One

of the busiest places about the station
the bureau of information, under the direction
of ticket agent E. Birch.
Many strange and
humorous questions are asked the attendants
but they are always answered in a polite and
accommodating manner. The men are selected
for their tact and knowledge of the various
railroad lines and are w^ell adapted for the work
assigned them.
is

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Correspondents

W. C. MoNTiGXANi, }'. .1/. C. A. Secretary,
Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. F. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg
E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Kelly, Jr
L. J Lampert
J.

.

Chairman
Vice-Chairman

Drawbaugh
Lavelle

J.

Supervisor

Taylor

F. A.
E. L

W.

Trainnuister

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Chief Train Dispatcher

E. M. PiucB
C. E. Riley
E. G. Shirley

VV.

to

EnRineer

J.

F.

rooms for trainmen it has become
necessary to add several new beds to the

Mnchini.st

Conductor

J.

missed.

Owing

Planorman

H. Rupenthal
J. W. Manford
\V. B. Tansill

H. P. liHANDT
D. Moore
T. R. Stewart

sleeping

Secretary
Y M. C. A.
General Supervisor
Knuineer

Socretar>',

H. E. NoRRis
A. R. LiNSDA Y
A. Y. Wilson

L.

of

Trainmaster

T. F. Sn ArFKR
\V. C. MoNTiQNANi

yard brakeman J. P. Mills
caused regret among the yardmen. He was a
popular and efficient man and will be greatly

The death

End

DeNeen

W.

J.

I. iS.

management of the Terminal
11. 11. Y. M. C. A. to the members bringing in
new members during 1914:
For fifteen members, R. R. Y. M. C. A. gold
medal; for twelve members, R. R. Y. M. C. A.
silver medal; for ten members, R. R. Y. M. C.
committee

MAGAZINE
East

'i'ho

Howie, president;
D. M. Fisher, vice-president; A\'. B. Peckliam,
officers of the club are:

1:m1'LOVKS

.Supervi.sor

Division Operator
I).

W. E. Yarnall
G. R. Bramble
M. E Mullen

E.

Chief Clerk

Agent
Timekeeper

West End
Lampert

Assistant Superintencient
Medical Examiner
Dr. J. A. Doerner
O. S. W. Fazenbaker. .Secretary to Assistant Superintendent
Machinist
D. A. NiLAND
Fireman
R. G. Wagonoer
Brakeman
L. A. RiZER
Operator
Jeffries
A. N.

E.

J.

G. Lester
E. Lowery
E. A. Raphael
E. V. Drugan

J.

W. H. Broom
W. P. Welshonce

Dixon
Mullen

C. W.
J.

M. F. Naughton
F. P.

Graney

W. E. Maloney
H. W. Grenoble
M. A. Carney

Browning
Marks
R. E. Furey

F. R.
B.

J.

D. H. Matson
G. W. Hoffman
J.

Clay

J.

M. Davis

Signal Supervi.sor

Conductor
Medical Examiner
Assistant Division Engineer
Assistant Wreck Master
Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Chief Dispatcher
Assistant

Road Foreman
Road Foreman

Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman
Assistant Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Supervisor

The tenth quarterly convention of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers of the Haitimore <Sc Ohio Railroad was held on February
17th. in Odd Fellows Temple in Cumberhwuf.
A large number of delegates were present from
all over the System and a very interesting program of recitations, music and speeches was
Major J. G. Pangborn, chairman of the
given.
General Safety Committee, delivered an address on Safety First. Other addresses were
given by Warren S. Stone, grand chief engineer
of the iirotherhood, city attorney D. Lindley
Sloan, F. M. Cutcher, a delegate from Garrett,
Indiana, and George M. Sturmer, special representative of the General Manager of the Baltimore & Ohio. Mr. Sturmer's address on
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"Fraternalism" closed the program at the evening session.

The Safety Committee meeting of the East
and West divisions met at the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Y. M. C. A. on January 22nd.
The General Safety Committee of Baltimore
was present. The committees took lunch
together and a most profitable day was spent
through joint meeting. Major Pangborn, the
main speaker, made a decided impression on
our men, as one of the conductors was heard to
remark after the meeting: ''Believe me,
Major Pangborn is some speaker,, and surely
knows what he is talking about."
Engineer S. Dayton has been confined to his
home for a considerable time with rheumatism.
His many friends wish him a speedy recovery
and hope to see him back again on the road
soon.

When

was with heartfelt regret that we learned
the death of W. L. Biggs. Mr. Biggs was one
the most popular young railroad men on the
Second Division, and the sympathy of all his
brother employes goes out to his parents in
their bereavement. The Bible class of the
Brunswick, Md.. Y. M. C. A. passed resolutions
upon his sudden death. At the time of his
demise he was a member of the class. A copy
of the resolutions was sent to his family and
another copy filed with the records of the Y. M.
C. A.
It

of
of

General manager C. W. Galloway presented
Company Bowling League with a handsome
silver vase.
This vase will be presented to the
winning team at the end of the season. Other
presents are a cup from superintendent J. W.
Kelly, one from the S. T. Little Jewelry Company, one from the Y. M. C. A. Several local
firms have presented prizes for individual
scores and highest averages. The standing of
the league at the present time is as follows:
the

secretary Montignani came into the Y.
C. A. building on Sunday evening, the 15th,
having attended church services, he noticed
about forty or fifty men sitting back in the
reading room. He thought how fortunate he
was in having had the privilege of attending
church and felt sorry for the fellows who on
account of duty were debarred from the privilege.
With Bible in hand he went into the
reading room, and started to tell the boys what
he had heard that evening in church. Some of
the men asked questions, and before a few
minutes had passed all the men present were
eagerly listening to his talk. At 10.25, when he
closed his remarks by asking if there were not
some men present who felt that they ought to
cut away from the old way of living, and who
knew that they were not enjoying life as they
ought to and if they would not that night take
a stand for the Christian life, seven of the men
stood up and stated that with the help of God
they would like to try this experience, and be
Christian men. Engineer foreman of the Second Division, who has been letting his light
shine out for the past eighteen years, and who
was present at the meeting, stood up and gave
strong testimony. He stated that the thought
is erroneous that a man cannot be a railroad
man and a Christian at the same time. In his
own words he said: "Boys, I am right here to
deny that lie. I can truthfully say that I have
been serving Christ for many years, and the fact
that I am still running an engine on this division,
shows that I am still able to serve the Company
as an engineer."
Following Mr. Foreman,
engineer W. R. Kesecker gave testimony that
went home to the hearts of those present. He
said: "Boys, you know me.
I have been a
pretty wild sort of a fellow. Two weeks ago I
took a stand to live for Christ, and I want to say
to you tonight, as honestly as I can, that the
past two weeks of my life have been the happiest
two weeks I have spent for years. I have often
heard men and ministers speak about the Peace
of God which passes all understanding, and I am
right here to tell you that I have got it." The
meeting was one which will long be remembered

at Cumberland by J. W. Coon, assistant to the
general manager, on January 25th, at which were
present a large number of train and engine men,
and agents from all the important stations

by

on the division.

M.

all

present.

Won

Lost

Perc'taqe

12
12

6

667
667
533
444
389
333

Imperials
B. &0. Y. M. C. A
S. T. Little Jewelry Co..
Storekeepers
Royal Blues

6
7
10
11
14

8
8
7
7

Boilermakers

The many friends of W. T Hughes, assistant
division engineer of the Cumberland Division,
will be glad to learn that he is back at his desk,
after an operation for appendicitis.
Ambrose Martin, stenographer

to the chief
has been confined to his bed for about
two weeks, but is now expected out soon. He
is a conscientious worker and his absence from
the oflBce is greatly felt.
clerk,

E. A. Cosgrove, recently appointed

file

clerk

in the superintendent's office, along with his
other heavy duties, now has to devote part of

his time to a youngster that arrived recently.
He is now rated as a twenty-four man. When

he

is

not

among the

files,

R. L. Kellar, assistant

he

is

nursing the babj

file clerk,

,

also claims

the same distinction, which shows conclusively
that we have the right men on the files at least.
However, we cannot rely on the newcomers
for future file clerks, unless they take up the
suffrage cause, as they are both girls.
C. L. Connell, car distributer, was recently
awarded second prize, a six hundred dollar
player piano, by the Cumberland Press, in a
voting contest conducted by that paper. Mr.
Connell, through the loyal support of his

many

friends, received a vote of six

hundred and

fifty-

eight thousand, and

much

is

very

elated over

his success.

A

loss

and damage meeting was conducted
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Effective February 1st, Harry T, Beck was
appointed shop clerk to T. E. Miller, master
mechanic at Connellsville. Mr. Beck has
been assistant shop clerk in the office of master
mechanic T. R. Stewart for a number of years
and is well fitted for his new position, and
while, we are sorry to loose him at Cumberland,
we are glad to know that his efforts and ability
have been recognized. On the day previous
to his departure, the boys in the office presented
him with a handsome watch fob in remembrance
of the days spent here, and we are wishing him
the very best of success in his new position.

Car repair foreman A. W. Wild
the

advent of a baby
Avenue.

Laura Ella Fravel and George T.
both of this city, were married on
February 10th at St. John's Lutheran Church
parsonage. The groom is employed in the
repair department of the Company.
Miss

Dorothy
daughter
died

G. W. Thomas, car foreman at Cumbo, has
been granted a leave of absence for a period
of sixty days and will enter a hospital near his
old home at Garrett, Indiana. Mr. Thomas
has been in poor health for some time and he
He beis going to take a much needed rest.
lieves that he cannot regain his strength
while continuing work. Mr. Thomas has been
with the Company a number of years and has
worked at Garrett, Washington, Ind., East
St. Louis, III., and Cumbo,. and has many
friends at each point who will be sorry to
learn that he has been compelled to give up
his work for a time.
We are all hoping for
a speedy recovery.

home

W. W.

Calder, general car foreman of the
laid up at his
home with a spell of sickness for over a week,
but is again able to be out.

Cumberland Division, has been

J. A. Tschour. master mechanic at Washington, Ind., on the Indiana and Illinois Divisions, formerly assistant master mechanic at
Keyser, W. Va was a visitor at Keyser over
Sunday, on February 1st. and called up some
of his friends in Cumberland on the 'phone to
tell them how well he likes his new location.
.

A. Y. Wilson, the new member of the divisafety committee on the Cumberland
Division, is very much interested in his new
duties.
He is energetic and is looking out for
every point where our "Safety First" motto
can be put into use.
sional

Special mention might be made of the
weather we had on the Cumberland Division
from February 13th to 16th, inclusive. We
have certainly had our share of cold weather
and snow, and our readers all know of the

troubles of the Cumberland Division people
such conditions. To make matters
worse, on the night of our severest weather,
we had the misfortune to have our turn-table
and coal elevator get out of commission.

under

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
Born to Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Mock, North
Queen Street, a daughter. Mr. Mock is a well
known employe at Cumbo.

May

of

Ridings, aged eleven months
^I^s. Charles Ridings,

Mr. and

home

this city Saturday,
a short illness. MrRidings is an employe of the scale shop and the
condolences of his fellow workmen arc extended
to him and to Mrs. Ridings.

at

February

J.

receiving

Fravel,

Kelly, car report clerk in the master
mechanic's office at Cumberland, has tendered
his resignation, effective February 15th, and
will accept a position with the Edison Electric
and Illuminating Company of Cumberland.
J.

is

of his friends upon the
girl in his home on Winchester

congratulations

their
7th,

in

after

Mrs.

Susan Elizabeth Oliver died at the
her son, S. H. Oliver, Tuesday afternoon, February 10th, at five o'clock, after an
illness of one week of pneumonia.
Mrs. Oliver was the widow of John L. Oliver
and the mother of John E. Oliver, foreman of
the local scale shop, and Samuel H. Oliver,
machinist in the ]\Iartinsburg shop. Mrs.
Oliver, before her marriage to John Oliver,
was Miss McDonald and she spent the entire
79 years of her life in Martinsburg and Berkely
County. Stricken with pneumonia at such an
advanced age there was little hope for her
recovery and medical skill and careful nursing
could not stay the hand of death.
The funeral services were held at 2.30,
Friday, February 13th, from the Methodist
Episcopal Church, of which the deceased had
long been a member. Rev. B. W. Meek, the
pastor, assisted by Rev. Dr. W. F. Gruver,
pastor of the First United Brethren Church
conducted the services. Interment was in
Green Hill cemetery.
of

A preliminary organization
& Ohio Veteran Employes'

of the

Baltimore

Association was

formed in this city on Thursday, February I'ith.
The meeting was held in the medical examiner's
office, and about fifty men were in attendance.
The following temporary officers were chosen:
President, Z. T. Brantner; secretary, W. G.
Edwards, and Treasurer, John W. Barker.
Seventy veterans are enrolled and the members
of the association feel confident that they will
perfect an organization of over one hundred.
The permanent organization was effected
the night of March 3rd. All employes and
pensioners of the Company who have been in
the service twenty years or more are eligible
to membership.

Grover C. Scanlon, for several years chief
clerk at the shop, has severed his connection
with the Company and accepted a position
with Kefauver and McLavan, contractors, who
have one of the contracts at the Magnolia cutoff.
Mr. Scanlon is stationed at Hensrote
Amo.-^ Irvin of the local office force has assumed
the duties of chief clerk and is handling the
All the boys are pulling
job like a veteran.
for Amo.'s and are rooting for him to make
good.

:

I

!
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MONONGAH

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

L.

J.

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. D. Brooke
Dr. J. F. Ward
H. F. HowsER
S. J. LiCHUTER
E. D. Calvert

Superintendent,
'

Chairman

Medical Examiner
of Engines

Road Foreman

Supervisor
Supervisor

Bowler

Conductor

W. L. Seibert

Engineer

J.

L.

The

following letter was received from an
anonymous contributor:

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

M. Scott

E. T. Brown
M. H. Oakes
E. D. Griffin
T. K. Faherty

M. F. Greene
Dr. C. a. Sinsel
W. T. Hopke
D. Anthont
O. Martin
W. M. Malone
D. F. McCoRD
W. O. BoLiN
W. Beverlet

J.
J.

Editor of the Employes Magazine,
Dear Sir
Captain Frank Norris, of the Shenandoah
Division, rounded out forty-eight years of service on February 2nd. He entered the employ
of the Baltimore & Ohio in 1866 and has never
been off the pay roll.
I have traveled over the lines of your company a great many years, and have never met a
more competent, gentlemanly or obliging man.
He holds the regard of the traveling public and
has the reputation of being a man of sterling
qualities. He talks little, but what he says is to
the point, and he attends to his business in such
a way as to give others to understand that he
would like them to do the same. Thus he is
held in the highest esteem by the men with
whom he works. The home which he has prepared for the wife who has stood by him for so

many

years, and for his three grandchildren,

is

one of comfort and peace. What higher tribute
could be paid to a man
I hope to be riding with him when he wears
the gold medal he so richly deserves.
Yours very truly,

One Who Travels.
Mrs. J. E. Glenn and daughter, Miss Esta,
wife and daughter of ticket agent J. E. Glenn,
at Harrisonburg, are visiting relatives and
friends in Florida. Mr. Glenn expects to join

them

in the

near future for a short vacation.

noted with satisfaction that the employes on the Shenandoah Division are giving
their equipment unusual
attention. Extra
passenger brakeman Fred Jefferson's hobby
seems to be his marker lamps. He has been
running on trains 55 and 18 between Harpers
Ferry and Winchester. He is constantly
watching his lamps and they are kept in the
very best condition at all times.
It is also noted that the engine crews on
passenger engines on the Valley Railroad,
enginemen R. Welsh and L. H. Pa3Tie, and
firemen J. R. Boyers and T. B. Phalen, are
keeping their engines in fine condition at all
times and seem to take great pride in doing so.
It

is

Conductor R. L. Evans has recently returned from attending the funeral of his father
in Edinburg, Va.
Mr. Evans attended the
reunion at Gettysburg last summer and was
taken sick while there. On account of his
advanced age he never recovered from this
illness.

DIVISION

Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton

G. A. ScHAFFER
E. B. Horner
B. Thompson
S.

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Engineer

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner
Master Carpenter
General Agent
Claim Agent

Road Foreman

Supervisor
Section Foreman

General Car Foreman
General Yardmaster
General Foreman
General Foreman

Agent
Agent
Agent

H. Wells

Hoover
W. P. Clark

E.

J.

BuRNUP
Ltnch

Machinist
Machinist

R. G.
J. J.

C. M.

Shaw

Car Inspector Foreman
Yard Engineer

G. Ramsburg
C. R. Knight
C. A. Michael
W. R. Wellums
E, D. Rice
T. D. O'CoNNER
J. W. Leith

Engineer

Fireman

Yard Fireman
Conductor

Brakeman
Warehouse Foreman

Foreman Carpenter

Our new Safety Committee held

their first

meeting January 23rd, 1914. Dr. C. A. Sinsel,
our old chairman, took the chair and cleaned up
all

old business.

J. M. Scott, took the
chair and with well chosen words made it plain
to the committee what safety means to the employes of the railroad and the traveling public.
He outlined fully the four important subjects:
''Injuries
to Persons," "Damage to Property," "Train Accidents" and "Sanitation;"
the particular object being to prevent deaths,
injuries, sickness and other occurrences having
a bearing on the welfare and safety of passengers
and employes and also to afford protection to
the Company's property. With Mr. Scott's
determined effort, and with his able staff of
committemen and the hearty support of a'
employes of the Monongah Division, there
should be no reason why, when the General
Safety Committee pays our division a visit on
April 20th, 1914, they should not see that
every one has taken a personal interest in making the Monongah Division stand at the head
of the list.
It only takes a determined effort
on the part of every employe to accomplish
this end.

Our new chairman,

Master Frederick Graham, little son of F.
C. Graham, assistant chief clerk, who has been
confined to his bed for the past month with
typhoid fever, is improving. His many little
friends will be glad when Fritz will be able to
be among them.
Chief dispatcher J. H. McClung, who is
always on the alert in case of emergency, is now
resting easy although on February 9th dispatcher C. F. Thies was absent from duty.
But the cause was soon cleared up. Mr.
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WHEELING DIVISION

had visited Mr. and Mrs. Thies and left
young dispatcher. Congratulations to
the couple. As Jim's force is made up of good
.Stork
a fine

Correspondent, A. G. YorsT, Operator,
Clover dap

old bachelors, the prospect looked very slim
in the way of a reserve force, previous to the
arrival of this hopeful.

Mrs. F. J. Patton and little son Floyd, Jr.,
have returned from South Carolina where they
spent three weeks visiting Mrs. Patton's sister.
Grafton shops were threatened with a serious
on the night of February 6th, but with the
quick action of the shop fire company and the
aid of the city fire company, which responded
promptly, the fire was put out with small loss
fire

to the

Company.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Gheen
M. C. Smith
C. M. Criswell
J. H. Kellar
Dr. C. E. Pr.\tt
Dr. J. E. Hurley
A. G. YousT
O. A. Van Fossev
E. S. WiLUAMS

W. Gandy
W. H. Haberfield
S. Sloan
J.

C.

Traveling auditor P. H. Glassford has been
assigned to territory with headquarters at
Grafton, W. Va. Mr. Glassford was formerly
located at New Castle.

W. A. Harrison has been appointed agent at
Bumsville, vice T. E. Morrow, transferred
to telegraph department.
R. L. Wrick has been appointed agent at
J. E. Maxwell, transferred
to telegraph department.

77

Coxen

McCann

A. DrxoN'
V. B. Gl.\8gow
T. B. Brewster
P. McCann

Superintendent, Chairman. Wheeling
Claim Agent. Wheeling
ARent, Wheeling
.Relief .\KPnt, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood
Operator. Glover Gap

Car Inspector, Holloway
Machinist, Holloway
Car Repairnuui, Hen\>ood
Air Brake F^orenuin, Honwood
Shopman, Cameron
Engineer, Benwood (Main Line)
(O.
Benwood
Engineer,
R. & C. L. & W.)
Engineer, Benwood (Yard)
Conductor, Fairmont (Road)
Conductor, Benwood (Yard)

The accompanying

Fireman, Benwood

picture shows the resi-

dence of conductor George D. Murphy at 11th
and Caldwell Streets, McMechcn, W. Va.,
with his three little girls on the ground near
the steps. They are Nell, aged 7; Bess, aged
Bess, who is on the
5 and Mildred, aged 2.

Wolf Summit, vice
G.
vice

W. Drainer

is

Scott,

C.

L.

now agent
transferred

at Petroleum.
to telegraph

department.

Carpenter is now ticket agent at
J. C.
Tygart's Junction, vice G. W. Drainer transferred to Petroleum.

W.

S.

Rafferty, formerly clerk at JohnstovMi,

been appointed agent at Lumberport
and Haywood, vice G. W. Fleming., transferred to telegraph department.
Pa., has

Traveling auditor A. L. Carney has been
to territory with headquarters at
Clarksburg in place of W. E. Loose assigned
assigned
to

Newark

Division. Mr.
at Flora, 111.

Carney was

for-

merly located

W. F. Compton, agent at Co wen, who has
been sick for about six weeks, is on the road to
recovery and expects to resume duty in several
weeks. He is being relieved by relief agent
McCoy.
Mrs. N. C.

who has been

Little, wife of agent at Centralia.
at a hospital in Clarksburg, has

returned to Centralia and

is

improving rapidly.

Miss Sylvia Morgan, stenographer for the
past two years in the superintendent's office,
resigned February 9th and returned to her
home in Buckhannon, on account of ill health.
Assistant yardmaster F. A. Hertsook, who
has been off duty on account of illness, is able
to be with us again.

Conductor James Corbin has returned from
Texas, where he attended the funeral of his
brother.

HOME OF CONDI CTOH GKOlKiL ML HPHY
AND HIS THREE GIRLS
was struck by a street car on Christmas
morning and after being carried on the fender
for quite a distance rolled off and went under
The car was stopped just in time to save
car.
her life as the wheels were very close to her
left,
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body when they ceased turning. Mr. and
Mrs. Murphy are very proud of their children.
They are exceptionally bright and interesting,
and are quite as eager to get the Employes
Magazine

as the older people.

Conductor p. B. Gorsuch, who has been off
duty on account of illness, has again returned to
his ruri on trains 16 and 55.

W. M. Queen, dispatcher, who spent some
time in Florida, has returned and again taken
up his duties.
;

William Reynolds, who recently returned
from a pleasure trip from the west, reports that
he was held up in San Francisco and relieved
of $30.00.
'The hold up men," Bill says,
I'Vere later captured."

Storekeeper R. T. Ravensccft is able to
resume his duties after a serious attack of
la grippe.

L.

Garvey

days.

is

wearing a broad smile these

"It's a boy."

Potsie Morris, hostler, had the misfortune
to slip and fall from an engine, necessitating
his being off duty for a few days.
.

The many

friends of Geo. Gillingham, engi-

neer, are sympathizing with him in the loss of
his daughter, Genevieve, who died at the Glendale Hospital recently.

H. Westinghouse

of the

Benwood storeroom

visited his parents at Baltimore during the past

month.
C. Wigner has been promoted to day roundhouse foreman, vice W. B. Porterfield, who has
been transferred to Cincinnati. H. Hearst
takes Mr. Wigners place as night foreman.

G. E. Cotton of the Washington, Ind., storeroom, has been calling on friends and relatives
here.
It is reported that Harvey Piel recently took
unto himself a bride. Congratulations, Harvey.

Lawrence Cunningham has accepted a
tion as stenographer at the

Benwood

posistore-

Sectionman Brooks F. Powell of Section No.
is having a tussel with pneumonia, but
seems to be gaining some in the fight now and
has a good chance of winning.
10,

The renipins of conductor James E. Boyd,
who was killed in an accident at Cogley, Monday
night, February 9th, were laid to rest in the
Mt. Rose cemetery at Moundsville, Thursday,
February 12th at 1 p. m. The funeral party consisted of several hundred people, friends and
relatives of the deceased, and members of secret
orders to which he belonged, from Fairmont,
Benwood, Wheeling, and many other points
along the line. No. 3 had two special cars from
Fairmont which were so ct-owded that all
available standing room was taken before they
reached the cemetery.
The funeral was in
charge of the Masonic fraternity and there were

many members

of different railroad fraternities

present.

Engineer John
a serious illness.

Cummins

is

improving after

Thomas Daily, telegraph operator at "HN"
now has the upper hand after a hard

tower,

tussle with the grippe.

Engineer J. M. Garvey and Ed Murphy have
returned to duty after having been slightly
indisposed.

Engineer John Gillingham, who has been in
the shop for quite a while, expects to be able
to resume duty within a week or so.

George Miller, car repairman at Benwood
shops, met with a very painful accident. He
was tightening up a bolt under a car when the
wrench slipped, striking him on the nose,
cutting a large gash and fracturing the bone.
Miss Helen Landers, daughter of engineer
Landers, recently spent two weeks with friends
at New Concord. Ohio.

Brakeman G. M, Smith, who was injured in
an accident at Cogley, February 9th, died at
his home at Fairmont, Friday, February 13 th,
and was taken to Wheeling for burial Saturday,
February 14th.

house.

Deitz of the Benwood
lay-over local is wearing a broad smile and
stepping very high all because the stork has
changed the order of things in its visits at his
home, and on January 18th left him a bouncing
girl baby.
This is the first girl baby in the
family, and they are all very proud of her.

Conductor C.

A.

Agent Clyde Booth of Burton^ W. Va., and
Miss Bessie Higgins of Denver were married
at the bride's home on January 28th. After a
delightful Eastern honeymoon they have settled
down at Burton, with best wishes for a long and
happy life from their many friends.

Wm.

Garvey, a popular brakeman, who was
by being squeezed between
two cars, is improving rapidly.
recently injured

Charles Kincaid has

ment

at

left

Benwood and moved

the stores departto Cincinnati.

conductor, who was badly
injured some time ago, is going to Baltimore
for medical treatment.

W. G. Dean,

The

fuel

meeting held at Bard

last

month

was well attended.
Joseph Korn, car record clerk, has returned
from a visit to Oil City, Pa.

H. Goodwin welcomed the
stork at his domicile on January 20th. when it
left him an heir in the shape of a boy baby.

Creed Malone, assistant trainmaster,
cently enjoyed a two weeks' vacation.

Agent M. D. Evans started for California
about February 20th to look over his alfalfa farm.

ill

Brakeman

F.

C.

H. Bonnesen, assistant trainmaster,
home on the island.

at his

re-

is
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J. W. Root, trainmaster, is confined to his
home on account of a very badly sprained

Will some good soul kindly advise H. Vl. Sherlock, chief clerk to district engineer M. of W.,

ankle.

what the green boxes that so mysteriously
entered the difTerent offices of the Wheeling
station are for? This contest is open to all.

friends of machinist "Bob" Nolan
were sorry to learn of the death of his child,
which occurred January 23rd.

The many

An

athletic

McMechcn.

has
of the

club

Many

been
local

formed at
boys have

good games of basket ball
have been played and more are being arranged.

joined.

Several

railway Y. M. C. A. at Benwood certainly
would be of great benefit to all the employes

A

Frederick Donald Davis, yard clerk at the
offices, was killed January 18 trying to board No. 55 at Benwood. He was buried
at New Martinsville, his pallbearers being
lialtimore and Ohio clerks from the Wheeling

Benwood Yard

and Benwood

body to

offices.

Thoy accompanied

New Martinsville

his

on a special car given

there.

E. C. Forsburg, boiler foreman at Benwood,
has been ill and unable to attend to his duties.
Jess Whalen has been filling his place.

The station of New Martinsville was robbed
and the safe blown on January 27th. Considerable damage was done to the interior of
the structure. John Powell, a watcher of
engines for the C, & N. at New Martinsville
advised that two men had blown the safe up
in the ticket office at L30 a. m., and that he
(John Powell) had seen a man about six feet
tall, wearing a soft hat, black overcoat and
white collar, standing in front of the station
on watch while the smaller man inside did the
work. After they "pulled the stunt off" they
left the station and went up the track towards
Wheeling. There were no eastbound trains
out of there, 43 and 91 being the only trains
west, and these were searched.
The patrolman from Benwood was sent down
to New Martinsville on 91 and superintendent
C. E. Bryan of Parkersburg sent two of his
men up on 704. The matter was taken up with
the county authorities at New Martinsville
but the deputy could not leave the jail and
the sheriff was out of town. All this delay
aided the marauders in getting away. The
authorities at Bellaire, Ohio, Moundsville,
Benwood and Wheeling were notified, but no
trace of the men was found.
It was later learned that a gang of river
pirates had been operating on the Ohio River
and had robbed a large wholesale store at
Wellsburg. They were reported as having
a small yacht, old type, with a room built over
it.
It looks as though these were the same
men that demolished our station at New
Martinsville. Extensive repairs are needed
to put the structure in good shape.

James Bleasdale has been appointed division
master

mechanic,

vice

J.

B.

I.

office,

elaborate ever seen at Wheeling.
Mr. Davis was an exceptionally bright lad,
was making good in the position he held and
was w^ell liked by his co-workers and all who
knew him.
After his death a number of poems were
found in an old ledger of his, and the following,
"Winter's Call," was dated October 15th, 1910.

WINTER'S CALL
The

Rodgcrs, stenographer

tendent's

by the Company. His colleagues at Benwood
gave a most beautiful floral offering, the most

Daugherty,

transferred.

N.

FREDERICK DONALD D.WIS

is

in

in

the superin-

Columbus

visiting

relatives.

Albert Kress, who for some time has been
working' in the tonnage office, has accepted a
position in the Cleveland offices with Mr.
Lechlider.
It is reported that

James R. Flynn

of the

division engineer's office will soon marry.

gray morning
Broke sunless into day;
The stars that shown so cheerfully
Suddenly faded away.
dull, cold, chill,

The low-hung gray clouds
Seemed to wear dark shrouds;
The passersby walked with downcast
Wind-tossed tree boughs
Swinging lightly in the air.
Wilted flowers on ragged stems,
Dead leaves scattered everywhere.

heads.

——

—
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The days

are getting dark and dreary,
Winter its seeds has sown;
Things take the look of deep despair

Beautiful

summer has

S. G. Fletcher, conductor on 14 and
taking a vacation and captain Roach is

his place.

flown;

Flown with

all that is beautiful,
flowers, the leaves and the sky
Nature regretfully sizes things up,
And the wind through the trees heaves a sigh.

The

Deeper yet deeper,

Grow the gray skies of winter;
Thicker and faster great flakes of snow fall.
Summer has flown with all that is beautiful
Winter has given a resounding call.

A very beautiful little booklet, called
"Treasured Memories of Frederick Donald
Davis," containing several photographs of him
and a number of his poems, has been issued by
his friends.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M.

C. A.

Secretary, Parkersburg

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. E. Bryan

Superintendent, Chairman
Engineer, Vice-Chairman

Archer
A. Mace

S.

T.

P.

J.

Trainman

MoRAN

Yardman
Shopman

R. L. CoMPTON
C. L. Parr
W. B. Winkler

Fireman
Agent, Operator
Maintenance of Way
Claim Agent
Y. M. C. A.

W. M. HiGGiNS
W. E. Kennedy
J. H. Gate
Dr. a. J. BossYNS

Relief

Department

Additional correct solutions of the problem
submitted here in the January issue have been
received from H. E. Pursell, relief agent,
Parkersburg; W. Va. Loraine Lillian Sherron,
Chillicothe, 0.; C. E. Craig, agent and operator, Chippewa Lake, O.; P. H. Billeter, fireman, East Chicago, Ind.; H. H. McArtor,
operator, Lexington, O., and J. A. Renehan,
Mt. Clare, Md.
;

About February 12th, a special train passed
through here going east over the Monongah
Division of the System having as passengers
over one hundred soldiers from the Jefferson
Barracks, south of St. Louis. They were being
taken to New York. On February 5th they will
be given passage for Panama, where they will
enter the United States service. A train load
from the same place going to Panama also
passed through here a few days previously.

W. A. Morehead, a brakeman on this division,
who is known to many people here, is recovering
from a paralytic stroke he sustained at his home
Wheeling some days ago. His run is between
Wheeling and Parkersburg, and he has a large
number of friends in both towns who will be
in

glad to

know that he

is

doing nicely.

I.

P. Crofton,

brakeman on 47 and

It has been said that it doesn't take much
brains to criticise, and there seems to be a great
deal of truth in the statement. However, we
occasionally hear words of merited praise
spoken, as illustrated recently by the Board of
Commerce of Parkersburg, in connection with
the Baltimore & Ohio and its management.
About the first of February the secretary of
the Board of Commerce sent out a letter to the
large shippers in the city requesting them to
report any grievances that they might have of
the shipping facilities here. All of the responses so far state that shipping conditions at
the present time are as satisfactory as could be
desired.
Some of those who have replied ha\ e
in former years had some grievances which now
seem to have been adjusted. While all of the
shippers have not replied as yet, still it is
anticipated that the responses of the remaining
few will be much of the same character.
The local officials of the Company have been
endeavoring in every way to bring about
satisfactory conditions here, and it would seem
from this response that their efforts are getting
results.

We

believe in ''taffy" as well as "epitaphy,"
is just a little boquet that we wish to
present while people are alive and able to
appreciate it.

and this

way

tendent's

his home in Grafton.
stroke.

He

seriously ill at
suffered a paralytic
is

has

Parkersburg, very emphatically indicates to
any observer how hard it is to keep down the
list of trespassers injured and killed on the
railroad, especially among young boys.
Just a few days ago the local officers. Taylor
and Chapman of the Company's force, arrested
a number of boys in the east end of the Qity,
who have been in the habit of riding the trains,
throwing stones at train crews, and smashing
windows in the telephone booth in our yards.
There were eight of these reckless youths in the
crowd. After being placed in jail two other
boys in the rear of the jail got into communication with those on the inside. The boys on
the inside advised those on the outside to run
away and keep out of the way of the police.
The parents of two of the boys arrested, said to
the justice that they were unable to control
them and advised the justice to send them to
the reform school.
Safety of morals and safety of life are thus
shown to be very closely associated. If the boys
mentioned had been trained to seek and find
their amusements in healthful ways, they would
not run the risk of fatal blemishes either to
their bodies or their characters.

W. E. Bryan, who has been
few days, is again on the job

train.

48,

moved his family to Parkersburg from Grafton.
An article in the recent daily newspapers of

C. Carder and C. M. Farnsworth, brakemen, have been assigned to the Parkersburg

W.

Harry Osborne, brakeman,

15, is
filling

W.

off duty for a
in the superin-

office.

B. Erasure, index clerk in the superintendent's office, has been ill for a period of two
weeks on account of blood poisoning, but is

THE HALTIMOHi: AND OHIO
improving rapidly
work in a few chiys.

jiiul

hopes to he hack

at

Sunday,

a month's vacation.

Captain W. E. Walker, of the R.
is now spending his vacation

& M.

C. V.

in Florida.

Captain O. H. Woofter has just returned from
Florida, where he spent the past
month on his annual vacation.

Key West,

C. A. Roush, who for several years has been
cashier at Parkersburg freight house, has been
granted six months leave of absence. C. R.
Grimm is acting in this capacity during his
absence. This creates quite a few changes
in the force at Parkersburg freight house, the
seniority rule being applied in each ca.se where
promotions are possible.
"
P. T. Dowell. formerly dispatcher at "
office, who was transferred to S. V. & E. at
Jenkins, Ky., has again entered service on
our division, having been transferred to Letart.
W. Va., as agent and operator.

1

M\(i\ZINI-:

:s

Terminal

-Vgent, Ix)rain,

Ohio

General Foreman. Cleveland, Ohio
General Foreman, Ixjrain. Ohio
Terminal Agent, Cleveland, Ohio

A. SiBjKCK
A. J. Bell
C. Bender
J.

SI

Relief Agent

Heulihy

J.

B.

F. E. Reeder, train baggageman, expects to
leave shortly for Mobile, Ala., to spend about

I'lJ )\

C. E. PiER( E
M. T. Hii.i
J. J.

Charles Murray, messenger, spcMit
February 15th, in Spencer, W. \a.

R'y,

IvM

Foreman

Cur Dep't, Lorain, (Jhin
Yard Foreman, Canton. Ohio

.'^teel

Waterson

"Hump" Carr is engaged in his bi-yearly
stunt of taking train No. 90 to Holloway on
time and No. 93 into Cleveland before breakfast.
The many friends of J. A. Richardson, pass
clerk at divisional headcpiarters, will be sorry
to hear of his death, which occurred in January.
Mr. Richardson served his country during the
civil war at many of the more important battles.
Although i)ast seventy years of age there was
not a more accurate or painstaking clerk in the
office.

P. C. Loux, our genial assistant trainmaster
of engines, has returned from
a short vacation spent in the cities of the east.

and road foreman

RA

C. E. Satow, engineer, has been granted a
furlough and will visit his brother in San
Antonio, Texas.

Andy Proffitt, M. of W. timekeeper, is again
on the job, having been quite ill witli pneumonia
fever for the past several weeks.
B.

M. Wiggins, clerk in the division engineer's
now occupying his recently completed

office, is

new home.
H. L. Berlin, conductor, and W. H. Hayman.
engineer, are each very proud of the arrival
of a baby boy in their respective homes.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Correspondents, W. T. Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland
A. N. Neiman, Secretary, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
T. Lechlider
A. N. Neiman
J. E. Fahy
J. A. Anderson
VV.

H. H. Harsh
P. C.

LoLX

T. McIlwain
Dr. G. R. Gaver

J.

F. M.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Vice-Chairman
Trainmaster
Master Mechanic
Division Engineer
A. R. F. & A. T. M.
Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner

MR.

Bond

Hostler, Akron Jet.. Ohio
Shop Clerk. Cleveland. Ohio
Engineer. Lorain, Ohio
Wm. Canfield
Engineer, Cleveland. Ohio
F. W. Hoffman
Conductor, Cleveland, Ohio
W, Shaar
Hostler, Canal Dover, Ohio
W. S. Berkmyer
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
C. G. MoiNET
Fireman. Lorain, Ohio
H. H. Beard
Assistant Yardmaster. Ix)rain, Ohio
J. H. Miller
Agent. Strasburg. Ohio
J.Cline
Assistant Yardmaster, Cleveland. Ohio
O. P. Eichelberqer
Ass't Yardmaster, Akron Jet., Ohio
F. H. Garrett
Foreman. Akron Freight Station
0. O. EvERHART
Supervisor, Massillon. Ohio
E. M. Heaton
Division Operator
C. J. Maisch
:
Division Claim Agent

E. R. TwiNHNG
R. W. Bair

AND

MRS.

E. 0.

LOVE

(See January Issue. Page 60)

In the automobile class we
Burrier, dispatcher O'Leary

trainmaster

J.

add conductor
and

assistant

C. Hahn.

of steel per day is moving from
Castle Junction to Canal Dover by way
of the New Castle Division to Warwick and the
old reliable to Canal Dover.
A delivery
within fourteen and fifteen hours is being made
on these rush loadings.

Nearly a train

New
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LORAIN
Chief clerk Seymour has returned to work
after a vacation spent on his farm near Medina,
Ohio.

Night yardmaster Murphy is again on the
job after having enjoyed a late vacation.

Foreman J. A. Subject is ready for another
year of hard work. He is in fine trim after
spending a couple of weeks resting.

The accompanying pictures show the Company station at Cambridge, O., taken on August
5th, 1881, and at the present time.
The Company's revenue in those early days amounted to
about $60,000. In 1903, the revenue had grown
to $197,367 and in 1913 to $561,752.
Furniture, glass, pottery and glove factories,
lumber and planing mills, comprise the principal industries of Cambridge.
And it must

Terminal agent C. E. Pierce is again on the
job after being absent a few weeks undergoing
an operation at St. Joseph's Hospital.
Assistant trainmaster J. C. Hahn has been
succeeded by J. Fitzgerald. Mr. Hahn had
to give up his duties on account of ill health
and it is with regret that we see him step out
He has been succeeded,
of the official family.
however, by a man of ability and we are glad
that J. F. got the place. Our best wishes are
with both of them.

Yard conductor E. Ferguson has joined the
is now away on his honeymoon.
The last time we saw "Fergy" he was very
much excited, it being about two hours before
benedicts, and

the wedding ceremony. We hope he will have
regained his old time form when he shows up
for work.

The master mechanic received the following
resignation from one of his employes recently,
which seems to be a new form.
*'Dis is my notice I quit.
Good Bye Good
Bye Good Bye."
Prospects for heavier business out of Lorain,
look brighter since the National Tube Company
have increased their force to full capacity and
ore orders are coming in for shipment from our
own docks. A matter of a few more weeks,
when the lake coal will be running and the
hum of turning wheels will again be welcomed.

NEWARK

DIVISION

Correspondent, T.

J.

Daly, Newark

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. W. GoRSUCH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMains

H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson
D. B. LuBY
C. G. Miller
A. R. Clayton
R. W. Lytle
A. N. Glennon
E. C. Zinsmeister
C. C. Grimm
E. V. Smith
Little
G. R. Kimball
W. A. Funk

J. S.

James Vandivort
A. D. Pierson
C. R. Potter
E. Dow Bancroft
J. E. BusHAN
S.

Freas

R. E.

McKea

D. L. Host

Superintendent,

Chairman

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Agent, Columbus, Ohio

Shopman
Shopman
.;.

..Claim Agent

..

Yard Brakeman
Road Brakeman

^
'.

.

.

.v.

.

.

V.

.'.

Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Road Foreman of Enginer
Division Operator
Medical Examiner
Conductor
'.

,

Foreman
Agent
Y.M.C.A.

Assistant Car
Secretary,

Supervisor
Supervisor

Agent
Trainmaster

CAMBRIDGE

(O.),

STATION IN

1881

not be forgotten that Cambridge is also the
headquarters for most of the coal mines in
Eastern Ohio. The Cambridge Boosters Club,
or the Board of Trade, both composed of the
young men in the city, are always on the lookout for industries seeking new and better locations.

The Company is represented by Mr. Fordyce,
who for the past thirty-one years has been our
painstaking and affable agent here, and by L.
E. White, in charge of the passenger business.

The Veteran Employes' Association held
a special meeting on January 30th, at which
considerable business was transacted and
the following new members were admitted:
Dr. Chas. E. Pratt, Chas. W. Darflinger,
Jos. W. Workman, Isaac Denny, Jas. D. Campbell, Harry Starr, Jno. W. Glenn, Jas. Galloway,
Jno. P. Henry, Edwin Wood, Allen Evans,
Edward Coyne, Lafayette J. Murphy, John
Thomberg, John L. Lundy, John Cool, Albert
W. Heskett, Stephen C. Lewis, Jno. W. Hughes,.
Hugh Fitzpatrick, Konrad Klaus, John H.
Smallwood, Robt. E. McKee, John Decker,,
Chas. P. Long, M. J. Cosgrave, C. C. Grimm,
•

"
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T. Francis, S. Fuller Moore. Jiio. B.
Woolson, Win. C. Buttcrworth, Uobt. W.
Moore, Albert H. llitlenour, Alfrecl B. Wheeler,
Jesee W. Vandivoort, Wni. Auii;. Johns, E. T.
Warner, Geo. L. Cross,. Davit! F. Dowden.
Chas. M. Lindsay, Elmer K, 'Moore, James E.
Sullivan, Wm. J. Shields, Sr., Chas. N. Markham. G. W. Stringer, Chas. Bageley, Walter
G. Harrison, Chas. F. Glenn, Wm. F. Dayton,
W. A. Stewart, Custer H. Helsley, Jno. H.
Higgins.

Another meeting

will be held in a short time,

when a new

class of members wtU be admitted.
A great deal of interest is be!n^ taken by the
old veterans and the organization bids fair to
be a strong one.

J.

A. P'lkminq

W. E. West
T. G nirnv.
C. A. Albuiqht
J.

J.

.

RusatLL Anderson

The

;

83
FruiRht Agent
Locoipotive Enjcinecr
Agent
:
Freight ARcnt
Secretary

largest landslide in recent years occurred

Cut No. 1, just oast of Indian Creek, Pa.,
about L30 on the morning of February 10th,

at

depositing a mountain of dirt and rock upon the
railroad and blocking both tracks. The eastbound track was opened to traffic on the 17th,
but the westbound track will not be cleared for
several weeks.

During the day on which the slide came,
passenger trains were run over the Western
Maryland road from Confluence to West

UNION STATION, CAMBRIDGE, OHIO

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

Office of Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. L. Eato.v
S. C. WoLFERSBERGER

Superintendent. Chairman
Assistant Superintendent
Division Engineer

P. Petri

T. E. Miller
T. E. JamisonG. N. Cage
H. B. PiOMAN

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

Dr. M. H. Koehler
M. Connors

Car Foreman

J.

H. D. Whip

Relief Agent

John Irwin

Repair Track Clerk
Conductor. F. M. & P. Branch
Conductor, S. & C. Branch

D. N. DuMiRE
J. R. Zearfoss
G. E. Bowman
R. W.

Locomotive Fireman

Hoover

S.

M. Bittner

F.

Bryne

Train Dispatcher
of Way Dep't
Claim Agent
Machinist
Conductor

Foreman, .Maintenance

E. B. Small
S. W. HcDDLESTON
W. D. Seaton
M. E. Martz

Adams
M. P. Heanet

P.

J.

Conductor
Foreman. Motive Power Dep't
Way Dep't

Inspector, Maintenance of
:

Supervisor

Yough. At the latter point, westbound trains
were backed to Connellsville station and eastbound trains backed out to that point and then
dispatched east. Local service was continued
between Connellsville and Indian Creek and
also between Confluence and that point, in
order to accommodate passengers to intermediate points.

Two steam shovels were rushed from Martinsburg and 200 men from the local maintenance
forces were put to work immediately to clear
the tracks. However, in order that traffic
might be resumed with the least possible delay,
was found necessary to construct a gauntlet
about the slide, first installing a runaround
track off the eastbound track, which wa.s completed and ready for u.se at 4.4.5 p. m. of the
10th, thus permitting the movement of trains
Xos. 16 and 15 over our line. Later a connection was made with the westbound, or
former eastbound track, and this afforded
double track movement on either side of the
it

trouble.
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The great mass of earth came down on the
west side of the cut, and was caused by expansion due to the extremely cold weather we
have been having recently.
Here is a picture of switching engine No. 1523
and the night and day crews engaged in placing empties and removing loads from the various coke works in the Ilniontown district.
This territory is in charge
master L. M. Keck. Those

of assistant trainin the picture are,

front row, reading left to right:
Firemen S.
Landman, C. W. Dodson, C. I. Miller; brake-

man D. Show;

conductor

J.

H. LaClair;

assist-

who wish him success in his new undertaking.
Mr. and Mrs. Whipkey will make their home in
Connellsville,

Caller Chas. Martin of Somerset has again
resumed duty after an absence of several weeks
on account of an operation.

T. E. Carey, clerk to general foreman M. E.
his family from

Martz of Somerset, has moved
Meyersdale to that point.

We are pleased to announce the marriage of
engineer W. E. Alexander to Miss Zimmerman
of Somerset. This took place on December 31st.

DAY AND NIGHT CREWS OF SWITCHING ENGINE AT UNIONTOWN
ant trainmaster L. M. Keck; brakeman P. P.
Rinehard; engineers E. D. Bailey and C. E.
Randall. Top row, reading left to right: brakemen E. C. Strawser, W. H. Myers, J. H. Pope,
N. L. Post, L. M. Coffman; conductor W. H.
Wilson; engineer J. W. Gray; conductor J. E.
Hanley.

We are pleased to announce the marriage of
H. Kelly, night weighmaster of the scales at
Connellsville, to Miss Margaret Dill of Pittsburgh, Pa. The wedding took place in Pittsburg on the evening of December 23rd, after
which the couple returned to Connellsville
where they will make their future home.

Ralph W. Whipkey, a clerk in this office,
"slipped one over" on his frien Is on December
31st, when he went to Cumberland, Md., and
was married to Miss Jennie L. Morgan of
Adelaide, Pa. Needless^ to say his marriage
came as a complete surprise to his many friends,

Engineer H. Newcomer of Somerset has
purchased a red pig. "Bill" claims this pig
will weigh 750 pounds by butchering time next
fall, and expects to secure four hams from it
similar to those sold by operator Lentz of

Mukden

to dispatcher Walters.
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Foreman W. H. Pearson of Adams, has
resumed duty after an illness of three weeks.
During his absence, the position was filled by
former yard clerk J. L. Hausman.
Conductor J. R. Zearfoss of Somerset, in
company with several Pennsylvania Railroad
employes, recently returned from a two weeks
hunting trip in Cameron County. They report
plenty of game in that locality and as evidence,
each man exhibited a deer. Conductor Zearfoss
presented several employes at Somerset with

R. J. Smith
C. G. Harshaw

H. Knopf
R. J. MiRTLAND
T. D. Maxwell
J. S. Bartlett
W. F. Denecke
P. CoLLiOAN
T. J. Hh.\dy
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Agent. Junction Transfer. Pa.

Yard Conductor, Willow Grove, Pa.
Road Conductor, West Newton, Pa.
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
Road Engineer. Connellsville, Pa.
Superintendent's Office. Secret-iry
Agent, Pittsburgh
Agent. Allegheny

Trainmaster
Traveling Firenian

Hough Robkt

The reorganized General Safety Committee
met with us on February 6th, for the purpo.se
of reviewing the progress of the work and to
explain the purpose of the organization and
what is desired to be accomplished. A very
interesting and instructive address was made
by the chairman. Major J. G. Panghorn, and
the other members of the General Safety Committee, in which means of conserving the interests of the Company and its employes were
set forth in a highly entertaining and forceful
manner. It was the consensus of opinion
among the members of the division organization
present that the strict exerci.sc of the methods
suggested must necessarily be productive of

very beneficial results.

The deepest interest was manifested and it
was the apparent conviction of all present that
the enlarged scope of the

new General Safety

Committee, with the cooperation

some delicious venison. The accompanying
photograph is of "Parker Camp," where the
party made their headquarters, with two of
their prizes.

W. S. RafTerty has been appointed trace
clerk at Johnsto\NTi, vice Victor Wicks, resigned.
Copying operator T. S. Earner of Connellshas returned from a two weeks' visit with
his parents at Kane, Pa.
ville

Harry Ash, clerk to night chief dispatcher
at Connellsville, is the father of a baby boy
weighing nine and a half pounds. The little
stranger arrived on January 22nd. Mother
and child are doing well.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent, T. M. Jones, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. B. GoRSucH
T. W. Barrett
M. C. Thompson
C. C. Cook
L. FixEGAN
G. W. C. Day

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Master Mechanic
Division Operator
Operator, Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. N. Landymore
Machinist, Glenwood, Pa.
E. L. Hopkins
Yard Conductor, Demmler, Pa.
H. G. Waltower
Yard Engineer, Glenwood, Pa.
S. C. Ryl.\nd
Yard Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. J. Spangler
Yard Brakeman, Glenwood, Pa.
C. C. AiNSwoRTH
Pas.senger Fireman, Glenwood, Pa.
R. H. Patterson
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. E. Burtoft
Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. W. Clawson
Claim .\gent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fr.\nk Bryne
N. B. Stewart, M. D. Ass't Med. Examiner, Glenwood, Pa.
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. H. Ralet
Yard Conductor. 36th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. Dw-is
Road Conductor, Foxburg, Pa.
G. G. WiSB
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
F.
DoNAHUi:
T.
.

sion organizations,

of the divias explained in detail by

the chairman and the other individual memand the stimulus which will be given to
the movement by the preparation of comparative data showing the results obtained by
the various divisions, cannot but result in a
greater degree of safety, efficiency and economy.

bers,

It is with extreme regret that we record the
death of O. E. Farnan, assistant trainmaster,
Pittsburgh Terminals, on February 12th, 1914,
after a very brief illness.
He was born at Fort Wayne, Ind., December

He first entered the service as
6th, 1863.
assistant yardmaster at Philadelphia, September 10th, 1888, serving in that position until
September 10th, 1889, when he was appointed
general yardmaster. On July 1st, 1903, he was
promoted to assistant trainmaster at Pittsburgh, and served in that capacity until his
demise.
It has been said that the recipe for making
Mr. Farnan, by his
friends is being one.
engaging personality, faithful practice of the
Golden Rule and indefatigable attention to
duty, made for himself a warm spot in the hearts
His death
of his co-employes and associates.
has not only caused the loss of a dear and helpful friend but a faithful and efficient employe.
Mr. Farnan leaves a wife and daughter, to
whom we extend our heartfelt sympathy in
their hour of bereavement.

Much interest was manifested by the employes in the religious campaign which was
conducted in Pittsburgh by Rev. Win. A.
Sunday. Tuesday evening. February 10th,
was set aside as Baltimore & Ohio night at
the Sunday Tabernacle, the reservation of
one thousand seats for our employes being
taxed to capacity. A very clear and forceful

.

m
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NEW CASTLE

sermon was deliver^ by Rev. Sunday, the
gist of which was to dispel any doubt as to the
power^ of the Divinity.
"Bill" much prefers
the practical to the theoretical side. During
his discourse he stated that some people req^uired proof of the origin of all things, and
cited the following example:
Q. Where did the first chicken come from?
A. From the first egg.
Q. Where did the first egg come from?
A. From the first chicken.
There you kre first chicken from the first
egg; first egg from the first chicken. Could
anything be plainer?
Beautiful floral tributes were presented to
Rev. Sunday and choir leader Rhodeheaver in
behalf of our employes.
'

—

In connection with the "Billy" Sunday meetmeeting was held in the Presbyterian
Church of Hazelwood, Monday evening,
February 9th, and a noon-day meeting at the

ings, a

Glenwood shops, Tuesday, February 10th.
These were presided over by Miss Jennie Smith,
the well known railroad evangelist, and were
largely attended.
L. E. O'Donnell, wire chief "DS" office,
Pittsburgh, took a great interest in the
"Billy" Sunday meetings, and at the request
of Mr. Sunday officiated as an usher at the
tabernacle.

M. Geer,

operator, Pittsburgh relay office,
on February 1st for an extended trip
through the West.
P.

left

Miss C. Smart, second trick operator at
Liberty Avenue, is absent from duty on account
of illness.

.

DIVISION

Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,
New Castle
'.

^'

^

.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Cahill. .Superintendent, Chairman, New Castle, Pa.
J. B. Cameron
Division Engineer, New Castle, Pa.
J. J. McGuiRE
Master Mechanic, New Castle Junction, Pa.
F. H. K^ox
Agent, New Castle, Pa.
C. P. An(3ell
Train Master, New Castle, Pa.
'

.

E. J. La^hurst. Ass't Road Foreman, Chicago Junction, O.
E. C. BofCK. i
Division Operator, New Castle, Pa.
R. J. Carrier
Division Claim Agent, Youngstown, O.
J. G. Shelby
Medical Examiner, New Castle Junction, Pa.
F. C. Green, r.
.Track Supervisor, Ravenna, O.
.7. T.
W. L. Madill,
Track Supervisor, Lodi. O.
P. TiKJENjTQisr,
Traek Foreman, New Castle Junction, Pa.
F. D. AbbLeI*. .Car Painter Foremflji, New Castle Jane, Pa.
.

.

.

,

Machinist, New Castle Jiiilc., Pa.
Air Brake Repairman, Painesville, O.
.Engineer, Chicago June, O.
Yard Engineer, New Castle June, Pa.
L. L. Wagner
Conductor, New Castle, Pa.
G. A. PuRKEY
Conductor, Chicago June, O.
C. B. Smith.
Conductor, Painesville, O.
D. B, McFate
Yard Conductor, New Castle Junction, Pa.
W. H. O'Mara
Yard Conductor, Haselton, O.
G. W. Richards
Warehous Foreman, Youngstown, O.
C. K. Spielmann
Relief Agent, New Castle, Pa.
Jas. Aiken
Agent, Youngstown, O.
Agent, Painesville, O.
G. W. Taylor
E. J. Raidy
Secretary, New Castle, Pa.

Albert

Voss-.

E. L. Hannjon
Chas. Crawford
M. L. RANEY.A.

:

.

Assistant road foreman and Mrs. W. G.
Smith wish to express their appreciation for
the sympathy tendered them upon the death of
their little daughter, and for the floral offerings
from the officials, office force, and friends.

Jack Huston, chief dispatcher, is sporting a
pair of "specs."
Jack thinks they add
dignity as well as improve his sight. He sure
has lots of dignity.
In connection with the article mentioned in
of the Magazine, cashier E. E.
Post, of Niles, Ohio, took four prizes out of
five birds exhibited at Saegertown, Pa., during the last week of December.
Out of 172 white leghorns on exhibit at the
Cleveland, Ohio, chicken show, in January.
Mr. Post took first prize for his pullet ''Lady
Charming," which was pronounced by leading
judges and poultry men to be the most pr )gressive leghorn female to date. Mr. Post
also won third cockerel. There were over
2100 birds exhibited at this show, and Mr.
Post is to be congratulated on his success in

January number

L. O. Roberts, third trick operator at Gilkeson, is absent from duty on account of the death
of his aunt at Bradford, Pa.
P. Davidson, third trick operator at
J.
Reduction, has been transferred to third trick
at Schenley tower.
J. B. Morgan has been transferred from
third trick operator at Ellrod; to first trick at
Vista.

G. W. Smith, third trick operator at Gallery,
has been visiting his injured brother at Roanoke, Va.
I. C. Halderman has been appointed agentoperator at Bruin, Pa., vice W. H. Painter, who
is absent on furlough.

leghorns. Maybe
the Baltimore & Ohio, in
another part of the country, would like to put
up his chickens against Mr. Post's. How
about it? Bet the New Castle Division has
you beat.

Miss Leona B. Jack, operator, Pittsburgh
telephone exchange, has just returned from a

Arthur B. Harris, M. of W. timekeeper,
the proud father of a fine little girl.

visit

with friends

in

New York

City.

M.

L.

Sherbondy has been appointed agent
Creek,

Pa.,

vice

R.

S.

single

Pierson,

comb white
of

is

ice was good at Cascade Park
Castle, the office force enjoyed
themselves each night, gliding over the smooth
surface. Miss Raidy, stenographer in the
superintendent's office, showed great skill
on her skates, while assistant division engineer
C. S. FuUerton, time clerk I. A. Wetmore.
assistant shop clerk Geo. Lane and yard clerk

While the

Miss Rose F. Gribben, chief operator, Pittsburgh telephone exchange, is still absent from
duty on account of prolonged illness.
at Jacobs
resigned.

raising

some employe

lake.

New
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E. Battley showed that in a short time, and
with practice, they will be rather good skaters.
Yardmaster J. D. Daly, in charge of Gardner
Avenue Yard, New Castle, Pa., has returned
to duty after having been on the sick list for
a few days on account of injuries received when
the head of a hammer flew ofT and struck him
Here is "Eddie" Goehring in his "buzzwagon." Mr. Goehring is first trick dispatcher
at New Castle Junction, and has been in the

M.

service of the Company since April loth, 1887.
On April 25th, 1890. he was promoted to dispatcher, aiid he has made a right good one

John Tordellam
V. W. RuuARK
Geo. NoviNGER.
F. N. Shultz

.

.

.

Road

D. Jack

J.

T. E. Spurrier

Dr.

F.

Dorsey

A. B. IIiNKLE
R. R. Jenki.vs

M.

J.

L. J.
F. V.
S.
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Division Knuineer, Garrett, Ind.
Master Meclianic, Garrett, Ind.
P'oreinan of Engines, Garrett, Ind.
Division Operator, Garrett, Ind.
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
Claim Afcnt, TiHin. Oliio
Medical Examiner, Garrett, Ind.
Supervisor, Walkerton, Ind.

Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicago Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, Garret, Ind.

Driscoll

Davis

KuGLEN
Archer

W. E. Sargent
N. B. Bair
C. H. Martin
D. G. Thompson
O. F. Bell
H. P. Weirich.
C. C. Greer
.

John Draper
G. W. Smith
John Rathwell
H. A. Martin

Shop Committeeman. Chicago Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, South Chicago. III.
Yard Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, III.
Engineers' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Fireman's Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
Conductors' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
.Brukemans' Committeeman, Garrett, Irid.
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago. III.
Operators' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio
Section Foreman, Garrett, Ind.
Relief Agent, Garrett. Ind.

Wm.

E. Samuelson, second trick operator at
McCool, Ind., was married to Miss Esther A.
Johnson, February 1st. Mr. Samuelson is one
of the most valued employes in the telegra{)h
service, and his bride is a very popular young
lady from Chicago. Thoy have the best
wishes of a large circle of friends.

K.

ever since.

.-v.

Eddie does not look quite natural
because he

not smiling, but
he is mortally in fear of cameras and of course
was a little scared when he was snapped. We
might say in passing, that Ed. is a bachelor,
but we all ha\ne hopes.
in this picture

is

many years station agent
at Girard, died at his home
near McKinley Heights on February 18th,
aged seventy-seven years.
Mr. Watrous was for forty years in the
employ of the Baltimore & Ohio Road. Seventeen years of that time he had been local
station agent of Girard and resided in the West
Side of town. Several years ago he retired
and had since lived near McKinley Heights.
He was a member of the First Christian church
and was a highly respected citizen whose death
will cause wide-spread regret.
He was the
last of eight brothers and sisters.
He is survived by his widow and one son, H. L. Watrous.
"Dad" as he was commonly called by those
who knew him best, was a man of many friends,
a faithful employe, and a keen student of all
the details of an agent's duties. He could
relate many interesting incidents of the pioneer
days of the railroads.
S.

G. Watrous. for

for the

SOUTH CHICAGO

GOEHRIXG

Company

C. W. Burke, general foreman at South Chicago, has been absent from his desk on account
of a bad attack of rheumatism, but we are glad
to say that he is now able to be about again.

Hammond yard, which has been changed into a grain repair and cooperage yard, to take
care of the large grain business that is being
done in this locality, has, under the supervision
of assistant trainmaster W. F. Booth, been
giving excellent satisfaction and results.
It is with pleasure that we learn that John
Draper, former assistant agent at South Chicago, has been promoted to freight agent at
Chicago.

E. Hufton, our chief coal clerk, has been
his desk for some time on account
of illness.
We hope for his speedy recovery.
J.

away from

John Staczewski,' our manifest clerk at South
Chicago, was married on January 28th. We all
join in wishing him much happiness.
A kitchen
shower was tendered to the bridal couple just
before their wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Boyle are the proud
Mr. Boyle was formerly chief coal clerk but was promoted to chief
clerk to Mr. Huggins, assistant agent at South

parents of a baby

J.

girl.

Chicago,

CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, F. N. Shultz, Division Ojierator.
Garrett, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Keegan
C. W. Van Horn
T. B. Burgess
J.

F.

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett, Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.

R, R. Huggins, the energetic young man who
succeeded John Draper in the capacity of assistant agent at South Chicago last June, is having
much success in his position. His magnetic personality has made staunch friends of all his employes as well as of others who come in contact
with him; in fact, he is well-liked in all other
railroad offices in this locality. We wish him
continued success.
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We want to thank the management for the
recent numbers of the Employes Magazine.
It surely should be of great interest to all of
the employes along the line. We are grateful
to a Company that will publish a magazine of
this magnitude for us, free of charge.

JoHN McLean
Robert Sissons
OuvER Johnson
C. B. BiDDiNGER
E. Snyder
Wm. Geotzinger
Jas. Langton
T. F. Yates
Harry Marshall

Car Repairer
Engineer

Fireman
....;.

.Conductor
Conductor
Machinist
Machinist

Blacksmith
Car Inspector

was with sincere regret that we heard of the
deaths of George W. Booth, comptroller, C. E.
Ways, assistant general freight agent, and C.

J.

The accompanying photograph is of engineer
F. Latshaw (right of picture), with Baltimore

C. Riley, general superintendent of transporta-

&

Ohio Chicago Terminal engine No.

It

ENGINEER LATsHAW

WITH BALTIMORE & OHIO CHICAGO TERMINAL
ENGINE No. 1969

.UN KIGHT)

We feel that the Company has lost valuable employes in the death of men of their

tion.

caliber.

CHICAGO TERMINAL
Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
.Chairman

J.

Alex.
J.

F.

Craw

Ryan

C. L. Hegley

H. McDonald
Wm. Hogan
J. W. Dacy
J. W. Fogg
F. S.

DeVeny

Chas. Esping
C.

I.

Bender

James Gauhin
Arthur Jensen

Thomas Hasey
John Haley
Wm. Davis
Chas. Stange

Conductor Simon Bloye has been granted a
Mr. Bloye has left
for Denver, where he will join his wife and
family, Mrs. Bloye being in very poor health:
sixty-day leave of absence.

John Goulding, one

Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

L. Nichols
G. P. Palmer
F. E. Lamphere

1969.

Division Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Division Claim Agent
Captain of Police

Examiner and Recorder
Supervisor, Chicago District
Supervisor, Calumet District
Trainmaster
Master Mechanic
of Engines
Carpenter Foreman
General Foreman, Maintenance of Way
Engineer

Road Foreman

Frieman
Switchman
Car Inspector
Boilermaker
Engineer

our oldest engineers,
list for the past two
months, is improving and expects to report for
duty within a short time.

who has been on

of

the sick

Conductor Clyde Biddinger assumed the
of alderman in the second ward. East
Chicago, January 1st. The citizens of East
Chicago expect many reforms from the new adoffice

ministration.

Archie Ballard, engineer at Robey Street, has
recently purchased a beautiful bungalow in Chi-

cago Lawn.
E. J. Campbell, general foreman at East Chicago, resigned from the service on January 1st,
1914.
G. Hilfrienk has been appointed acting
general foreman.

Joe Lennertz, stenographer in the master mechanic's office, resigned from the service to ac-

—
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and foremost amon^
of

record of accu-

its

durability in service.

||amilton^3JatcIi
Th««« four

WttchM

lUUro^

for

mm

T«»r« irltb

'Tht Railroad Timekeeper of America

h»ve p«rried Hamilton
perfect »»titf»ctU.n.

Over one-half (56".p) of the railroad men on
American Railroads maintaining Official Time
Inspection carry the Hamilton NN'atch.
The Hamilton Watch

is

made

in

nil

standard

For Time
sizes and sold by jewelers everywhere.
IiisDCction Service. Hamilton No. 940 (18 size
21 jewels) and No. 992 (16 size— 21 jewels) are
the most popular watches on .American
will pqss any Official Time
For general use you can

Railroads and
Inspection.

buva Hamilton movement from ?12. 25
to ?1.50.(0. No extra charee for Sa^tty
Numerical Dial on Railroad watches.

"The Timekeeper"

Write for

and describes the various Hami.ion models and is a book
well worth reading: if you are thinking
of buying an accurate watch.
It

illustrates

'

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Pennsylvania

Lancaster

Masii-r Builders of Accurate Timepieces

Conductor H. D. Riddle

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST

Trial
Ten Days'weFree
We

Burglars

Ship on Approval
sell.
allowed on every bicycle
and trial to anyone in the U.S. tkU&prepay thefrriiiht.
If you are nut i^atistied with the bicycle after using it
ten days, ship \X._h^c'^jinii don't pay a cent.
Do not buy a bicye\e or a.

knobs; bedroom and stair doors, etc. Burglars
go away quick when they turn the knob and
hear the continuous ring. Door can't beopened
without ringing bell.
Quickly attached, no
tools needed. When not wanted to ring in day
time, loosen thumb screw. Greatest safeguard
in the world against burglars. Forewarns and
protects you and property while you sleep from
treacherous burglars.
Made of roll spring
steel, heavy nickel plated bell, loud and strong.

FACTORY PRICES

palrof tires from (iini<,iic
at any jivirf until you receive our latest Art Catalog.
of higii grade bicyclos and sundries and learn our i^?ihear<l-<if prices Bind vmYveUms new special offers.
IT
* cent to write a postal and
II
I
everything will be sent you
FREE bv return mail. You will get much valuable
Inf.irmation. Do Not Wait; write It NOW!

nyi
UHLIY PflCTC
WUO O

TIRES, Coaster-Brake, rear wheels, lamps,
psr+« rppnirs and sundries of

MEAD CYCLE

CO.

all

kind« n* half usual

})rici

<.

CHICAGO

Dept. H239

Send for New Patent Door
Knob Burg-lar Alarm,
fits any door that has

sent with full directions postpaid fl.OO. If further Information Is
needed send Ic stamp for circulars of thisand other useful specialtle*.
Writ* low

U J. W. SMITH.

1522 N. Spring

St..

Baltimore. Md.

TYPEWRITER
AGENTS WANTED
BE OIR LOCAL CORRESPONDENT
SAMPLES AT WHOT.FSAI.E
Big commissions

—

— monthly

payments

—

—

trial

shipments

New
stock visible models low wholesale prices.
advertising now ready.
Mention H. .V <). .MMiinxino.
Write today for Aijency Offer.
new

I'se the

INUL'IRY COL'PCIN

Coupon *»"

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
100;j-10o3 Front Ave.. Grand Rapido. Michiiian
Please

AddreiiN

ytierition fhisi

mngnzinr
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Company,

cept a position with the Chicago Telephone
at Hammond, Ind.

thur, O. His brother and wife, who is a sister
of the bride, acted as best man and bridesmaid.

H. Loveriage, secretary of the advisory committee, has been appointed leading machinist
at East Chicago, vice A. Hunt, resigned.

father of a

Thomas Yates sprained'his wrist while forging
hammer, January
Yates resumed work January 13th.
steel at the steel

8th.

Mr.

T. Sweeney, machinist, and tinsmith L. M.
work after a short period

is the proud and happy
baby girl, who arrived Saturday, the
December.

Engineer Albert Litter
27th of

J. L. Wagner, machinist in the roundhouse,
was promoted to night roundhouse foreman.
Mr. Wagner has acted as assistant roundhouse
foreman and we wish him all success in his new

Foss, have returned to

position.

of illness.

.blacksmith, also coon hunspent two nights at his favorite sport and
came back with four possums, two coons and a
skunk. He had a feast on the strength of his
success at the Warner House for quite a number

W. R. Chandley,

August Samlyo, formerly from New York
city, is now employed as clerk in the master
mechanic's oflSce at East Chicago.
P. E. Iverson, clerk in the accounting department, has returned to work after an attack
of diphtheria.

Otto Funk, clerk in the accounting department, has just returned to work after a short
absence on account of breaking his arm.

Employes of this Division will
learn that the Carnegie Hero Fund
at its

annual meeting in

be glad to
Commission
January awarded Mrs.

W. Brew, widow

ter,

of his friends.

Charles Michaels, boiler inspector, spent four
days hunting in Pike County and got forty
rabbits.

T. E. Banks, conductor, has been appointed
to the position of assistant trainmaster.
J. NefT, former trainmaster here at Chillicothe, has taken up an agency at Hamden, and
moved there on January 14th.

of Geo. W. Brew, who
was employed as a switchman in the joint arrangement at Empire Slip, a bronze medal and
a pension of $50.00 per month.
You will remember that Mr. Brew lost his life on June 19,
1913, while attempting to save Mrs. Herbert,
her husband and others who were in a launch
which upset at the Taylor Street bridge on the

J. C. Wilkens, tonnage clerk, and W. L.
Sperry, timekeeper's assistant, in the superintendent's office, are very much put out because
the weather man is sending such poor weather
They are very enthusifor motorcycle riding.

Chicago River.

Mr. and Mrs. Longdon are spending their
honeymoon in Florida. Mr. Longdon, formerly

Geo.

Correspondent, H. M. Cole, Chillicothe, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E.
R.
T.
R.

D. Stack
N. Brown
R. ScHWAKZELL

Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Superintendent

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Division Operator
Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner

Banks
Mallen

E.

H. M. Hayward
G. W. Plumly
P. H. Reeves
P. S. Lansdale

W. R. Moore
B. Vance
L. A. Pausch
John Clifford
F. Mathias
H. M. Cole

Relief
:

J.

Allee

Armstrong

W. W. Woodward
O. C. Cavins
G. E. Wharff.
R. R. KiBLER

Franklin of Loveland.

thoroughly explained.

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour, Ind.

,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

.

Draughtsman
Foreman Car Shop
Road Brakeman
Yard Conductor
Claim Agent
Road Fireman
Warehouse Foreman

S.

E.
C.

of engineer J.

fired for the bride's father at Loveland, but
since being promoted to engineer his duties
have kept him working out of Chillicothe.
He has never seemed to be perfectly satisfied
and of late has made quite frequent trips to
Loveland. Of course his dissatisfaction is now

Agent

Supervisor
Section Foreman
Assistant Shop Foreman

Dullmeter

W. Cain
W. I. GiCKLER
G. F. Oberlander
C. C. Graves
J. I. BoTKiN
W. A. Burns.

daughter

Agent, Chillicothe, Ohio

J.

C.

On February 4th, engineer C. O. Longdon
was quietly married to Miss Mamie Franklin,
'

OHIO DIVISION
J.

astic over this sport.

Road Conductor
Signal Supervisor

Master Carpenter
Train Dispatcher
Road Engineer
.Agent, Portsmouth, Ohio
Agent, Washington Court House, Ohio

On January 1st, engineer W. B. Cravens left
the ranks of bachelors on the Ohio Division by
quietly marrying Miss Lulu Howell, of McAr-

J. C. Hagerty
John Page

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Operator

P. HoRAN
T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson
Dr. J. P. Lawler
J. J.

G.

Relief Agent
Conductor
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Trainmaster

Given

S.

D

Roundhouse Foreman

Cameron

Fireman

Frazer
Charles Fox
H. W. Kerbert

J.

J.

Brakeman
Yard Engineer
Conductor

B. Elliott.

Track Foreman
Car Foreman

Chas. Richardson
'A.

Hughes

C. E. Fish...

John Gannon
W. E. Hf ATT
S. A. Rogers
H. A. Cassil
Dr. J. P. Sellman
W. H. Howe

.'.

Agent

Yard Foreman
Yardmaster
Road Foreman
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Master Carpenter
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On January 13th, S. U. Hooper became terminal trainmaster at Cincinnati terminal. He
reports to G. S. Cameron, trainmaster, Indiana
Division,

Everett Brown,. formerly a Baltimore &
conductor, but now with the M. P., out of
Pueblo, Col., as conductor, has returned home

B

91
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all

Watches

Safej^uard Millions
WEBr^ C BALL WATCH CO

Ohio

H.vwonlV*
S..n Kranci-.

after an extended visit here.
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t^l .-v-

P.iiildin4. Chicatfo
.•
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.. r

..1

-

\V

i

n

t

.

i

p*^<j;

Extra conductor James Griffith and wife have
returned from a visit with relatives in northern
Indiana.
G. S. Cameron has been appointed trainmaster on Indiana Division, succeeding H. S.
Smith, who was temporarily transferred to

ATENTS
P

No Attorney Fees Until Patent Allowed
Registered Attorneys Make Our i^ea^L•hc^
Send Sketch For FREE REPORT. FREE BOOKS.

H

FRANK FULLER, McLachlen Bk. Bldg.,Washington.D C

Electric Lantern
No matches — no oil— no
smoke— no dirt— safe and
convenient. Always ready.
Lift lantern by the bail
Sample
and light is on.

Circular
Prepaid S3.75.
Agents wanted.
free.
American Minute Photo Co.
Lantern Dcpt. 15
Chicago lU.

2214 Od^en Ave

GEORGE

S.

Our Wonder Rad Vl'r^':::!^^^^

CAMERON

pastes, polishes or powders.

Trainmaster, Indiana Divisiun

the

position

of

chief

train

dispatcher. Mr.
Pacific
of the

tains no injurious chemicals

Cameron has been with the Southern
but more recently was in the service

Company on

It Is

a poUcher

in it.sielf. It is^'uaraiiteotl topoll^h lK>tterth&n
any poUsh and to la^^t 6 inontlis. Besides tliere
are no dirty hands.no nervmis feelirv.', such a*
is exjierleiieed w lien usln>jr paste poilslies. It will
not burn, w ill not stain or injure the hands. con-

ready for instant use.
25c, postpaid. Prices

and

Is

alwaya

I.arjre pleoe

sent for

quoted agents on quantities.

M. O. MERCHANDISI.NG CO.
993 Park Ave.
Weehawken. .N.

an eastern division.

J.

Machinist H. Burkley has returned from a
visit to his old home at Cameron, W. Va.

George Widener, son of engineer John Widener
has gone to Knoxville, Tenn., to visit hii
his
grandparents, who reside there.
Airs. J. D. Frazer, wife of fireman Frazer.
died at her home in this city Thursday, December 11th. and her remains were taken to Aurora,
Friday, for burial.

E.x-engineer A. White has accepted a position
on a road in California and left for his new
home January 4th.

Please mention

PROTECT
PATENTS THAT
AND PAY
BOOKS, ADVICE, SEARCH AND
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED
Send tketch or model

for search.
HIghett
references. Bestresultt. PromptnessAssured.

WATSON
624 F

St.,

E.

N. W.

this maijazine

COLEMAN,

FREE

Patent Lawyer
Washington, D. C.
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Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Purkhiser, during
December, a girl. Both 'Turk" and the baby

over the Road, on the neatness of the grounds in
and around the roundhouse.

are doing splendidly.

The new "phones" used

in dispatching trains

on the Louisville Branch are fine, but some
second trick operator persists in forcing his
musical ability on us all by playing such pieces
as ''Casey Jones," "Yankee Doodle," etc.,
on a fife. We admit that he is "some" musician, however.
T.

The accompanying picture shows on the left,
W. Welch, of Mitchell, Ind., who was road-

master on the Washington District for twentyseven years.
He is now in the coal business

Engineer Oscar Stevens has taken a yard
both in Seymour
and Mitchell yards.

position, relieving engineers

We have but two records of the stork's visit
during the first half of January. Born to night
hostler and Mrs. J. Bowman, January 6th, a
boy, and to engineer and Mrs. C. H. Creager,
January 3rd, a girl. Members of the advisory
board of the Relief Department please note
that there are no marriages to record. This is
a very strange condition for the holidays.
Recently three of our oldest and most reliable
section foremen criticised both me and the
magazine for not arranging for more notes
about the M. of W. department. They stated
that all one sees in the magazine is about some
engineer, conductor, fireman or brakeman and
that the man who maintains the roadway for
high speed and fast runs is never mentioned.
That, to some extent, is true, but it is because
of the fact that news items from their department are never furnished. I made a proposition to these old timers to send me the news
along the line and promised to see that it
reached the magazine. Now, brother foremen, you must all remember that the Indiana
Division consists of 248 miles of roadwav and

at that place. On the right is Desco Thompyard clerk at Mitchell,. Ind. These two
boys are great chums and are seen together
during all their leisure moments.
son,

Chis Rau, night roundhouse foreman here,
and one of the oldest and most trusted employes on the Southwestern, is off duty on
account

of sickness.

is much pleased
lathe and other machinery
is being put in at Seymour.
This will be a
great help to his force in making necessary
repairs to engines.
Since Mr. Horan has been
here many changes have been made and several
new and up-to-date pieces of machinery have
been installed. This shows the interest Mr.
Horan takes in the Company's business.

Roundhouse foreman Horn

to note that a

new

Horan was complimented by
Thompson and other
who were making an inspection trip

Recently Mr.
third

vice-president

officials,

CHILDREN OF C. M. ERWIN, AGENT
AT RIVERVALE, IND.
that your correspondent

anything

of interest,

may

not hear

all

the

So when you have
give me names, dates and

news up and down the

line.

places and I will do the rest.
F. J. Kline of
visit at

points.

Fort

Osgood has returned from a

Wayne and

other northern Indiana
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CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent. H. K( keklk

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevoort

H

Supt. Cincinnati

Term. Div.. Chairman

EcKERLK

Chief Clerk, Secretary ami Correspondent
Division Enginoor
C. H. R. Howe
Trainma^tor
R. B. FiTZPATRicK
Master Mech:inif
J. J. Carey
F"reight Acent
E. C. Skinner
Travelinc Eneineer
W. C. Gar.\ghty
General Inspector
C. M. Hitch
Division Operator
H. W. Brandt
F. S.

DeCamp

Claim Agent

John Scxltv'an

SuperWsor*

R, E. McKiNNA
A. Gronbach
A, W. Kopp

Yard Foreman. Cincinnati
Yard Foreman, Hamilton
Yard Engineer

The accompanying photograph is of Chas. N.
Lishawa, one of the oldest employes of the
C. H. & D. Railroad. He entered the service

One Days Pay
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made by
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The Chicago Ferrotype Co?
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Public Pk. Bldj.^

TEXACO
rnART.F> X T.TSH\WA

The Mark of Quality for
All Petroleum Products

of the C. H. cV: D. forty-two years ago. and
served in various capacities as mail weigher
brakeman, baggagemaster. assistant conductor
and for the past ten or twelve years as assistant
baggage agent at the Cincinnati depot. Mr.
Lishawa is sixty-seven years old and recent ly
found it necessary to be relieved from service
on account of ill health. He is now taking a
trip to Scranton. Pa., to visit one of his sons

Texaco Illuminating Oils
Texaco Auto Gasoline
Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Greases
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Asphalts
Texaco Railroad Lubricant!

the hope of regaining his health. George
W. Lishawa. present paymaster of the C. H. (t
D., is a brother of Chas. N. Lishawa.
in

F.

E.

J.

H. Evans, chief clerk to general foreman
Case, returned to his post after a few days'

to
Indiana.
visit

his

parents'

home

at

Indianapolis,

For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,
sulating, Mastic, and for all other purposes

In-
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H. Eckerle, chief clerk to superintendent
C, L. Brevoort, and his warriors of bowling
fame will have to tighten up some to turn the
tables on Al. Wyman's team; the latter is the
best all round team in the vicinity of Cincinnati, all the members being shop men at
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Employes at Ivorydale shops are glad to
learn of the recovery of Wm. Maus, timekeeper,
from his injury in an automobile accident near
Riverside. Mr. Maus and Leonard Wirtz
were attempting to break all speed records
when the racing car turned turtle down an
embankment.'

Their escape was miraculous.

John Quinlin, foreman
west yards at Ivorydale,
switchman.

in
is

the north end of the
the father of another

August Van Weley. clerk and timekeeper
to J. H. Weis, general car foreman, has recently
surprised the shop employes at Ivorydale by

embarking on the voyage of matrimony. We
all wish to extend to Mr. Van Weley and his
wife,

who

wishes.

is

May

the belle of Hartwell, our best
his troubles be little ones

A. H. Zinsmeister, timekeeper in the master
mechanic's office, has just returned from a
short visit to relatives in Shelbyville, Indiana.

Night foreman Fred Liebetrau is smiling
from ear to ear and all the boys are waiting
for cigars on account of the arrival of a twelve
pound boy. Mother and son are doing nicely.

promoted to the position of superintendent
motive power, at Wheeling, W. Va.
Since Mr. Carey has been here he has made
many friends both among the railroad men
and the citizens of the town. His administration of the mechanical department at
Washington, which embraces both the Indiana
and Illinois Divisions territory, has been
successful and he and his friends can point with
pride to results that were obtained during his
term of office.
The employes in the territory from supervising forces all throughout the ranks had
learned to admire Mr. Carey for his manliness
and square dealing, and through chief clerk
Fowler they caused to be presented to hi m a solid
gold nineteen jeweled Howard watch, with
five adjustments, and a solid gold chain, with
the inscription on the inside cover "From
Indiana & Illinois Division employes to J. J.
Carey, January 1st, 1914." When the gift was
presented to him, Mr. Carey thanked all those
who had helped to make his administration a
success and told them that he knew they
would give the new master mechanic the same
loyal support and cooperation which made
his

ILLINOIS DIVISION

work

TOLEDO DIVISION

Correspondent, C. F. White, Dispatcher,
Flora,

Correspondent, T.

111.

E. W. ScHEER
A. TscHOUR
E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

W. D. Stevenson
C. R. Bradford
G. H. Singer
R. C. Mitchell
C. V. MowRY

W. P. McDonald
Fred Schwab
W. GoRSAGE
R. G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer
H. E. Prichett
C. G. Stevens
H. E. Orr
C. S. Whttmore

T. T. Long
M. A. Rush
C. D. Russell
J. B. Harward
W. Platz

Claim Agent

Springfield,

111.

Agent, East St. Louis, 111.
Relief Agent, Flora, 111.
Conductor, Flora, III.
Engineer, Flora, 111.
Engineer, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Vincennes, Ind.

Switchman, Flora, Ind.
Springfield,

111.

Trainmaster, Flora.
Master Carpenter, Flora,

111.
111.

Signal Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Vincennes, Ind
Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Springfield, 111.
Supervisor, Cone, 111.
Agent, Vincennes, Ind.
Agent, Washington, Ind.
Agent, Springfield, 111.

:

&

D.)

Agent, Beardstown,
Division Operator, F'ora,
General Foreman, Flora,

111.

Brakeman, Flora,

III.

111.
111.

Superintendent, Chairma*
Division Engineer

F. B. Mitchell
F. J. Parrish

Carey
W. J. Kroger

J.J.

G. E. Reel

M. P. HoBAN
H. W. Brant
R. Cassad
Dr. Wh^liamRyan
Dr. F, S. Thompson
E. Ledger
G. W. Thomas
L. F. Hockett
J.

'

Master Mechanic
Relief Agent
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner

Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Agent, Dayton, Ohio
Agent, Lima, Ohio
J. C. Stipp
General Agent, Toledo, Ohio
R. B. Mann
Road Engineer, between Lima and Ivorydale
W. H. Sites
Frank Moorb Road Engineer, between Lima and Rossford
Road Conductor, between
T. F. Hennessy
Lima and Ivoryda' i
W. J. Simmons. Road Conductor, between Lima and Rossford
Rossford
Conductor,
Yard
R. H. BoHANNON
Yard Engineer, Lima
E. L. Wagner
Dayton
Conductor,
Yard
W. M. Thompson
Shopman, Rossford
M. E. Gleason
.

J.

.

N. Holmes

Frank Proctor
A. C.BusHWAW
M. S. Kopp
W. A. Ireland

W. W. McNally
Fireman. Cone, 111.
W. E. Ross
Machine Shop Foreman, Washington, Ind.
H. C. Airman
Car Foreman, Washington, Ind.
R. H. Marquart
Car Foreman, Cone, 111.
H. C. Thrasher
Machinist, Cone, 111.
F. Hodapp
Road Foreman of Engines, Flora, 111.
C. W. Potter
Trainmaster, Flora, 111.

Fred. Kroger

A. Tschour arrived at Washington, Ind.,
from Keyser, W. Va., where he has been assistant master mechanic, to relieve J. J. Carey.
Mr. Carey has been master mechanic here for
the past two years and now goes to the C. H,
& D., at Ivorydale, Ohio, succeeding C. A.
Gill, formerly of Washington, who has been

Edward W. Maley

C.

Lehmkuhle

Shopman, Lima
Shopman, East Dayton

Secretary, Dayton, Ohio

Trainmaster

Depot Master
Foreman
Extra Gang Foreman
Section

DAYTON FREIGHT HOUSE
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. A. Ireland

J.

H.

Reagan

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Superintendent, Chairman. Flora, 111.
Master Mechanic, Shops, Ind.
Shop Inspector, Shops, Ind.
Division Engineer, Flora, 111.
Medical Examiner, East St. Louis, 111.

Yard Foreman,

W. G. Burns
F. Wyatt
W. Cook
B. O'Brien
W. C. Kelley
C. B. Keller

(C.
J.

Office of Superintendent,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

successful.

L. F.

Hockett

T.

Pitton

J.

Harry Donovan
Frank Bradley
William Haynes
Wh^liam Love
Charles Smith

Charles Milby

Depot Master, Chairman
Assistant Depot Master, Secretary
Agent
Delivery Clerk
Receiving Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk

—
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Never
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logue.

you the lowest prices on clothing
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in household goods, in tools, light machinery
on everything from pins to automobiles.
Though an article is in big demand
you can buy it from this Catalogue at a
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in the height of fashion,

—

bargain

The thousand-page

price.

merchandise is a never-failing source
in variety and values.

display
of

of

wonder

every want, meets every emergency according
to a forty-cne year single standard of honesty.
All articles are priced by an unvarying rule.
On
any purchase which does not satisfy, your money
is refunded without question or a quibble.
^ Montgomery Ward & Company's latest Catalogue conveys to millions of customers all these
advantages in full measure.
fills

New
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Fort Worth, Texas

Dept. F. F. 4

Chicago

(We have establishments

in

each

of

&

yet

the direct

Hansen's
Gloves
This protected tip resists, with double force,
the wear which comes directly on the weakest
The adoption of
point of an out-seam glove.
this Patent Tip for our out-seam gloves is
It
a fine example of the Hansen Progress.
proves how constantly we keep pace with the
growing demands of utmost glove efficiency.

Hansen
method

leathers are not

only perfect, but the

of manufacture leaves

Heat

steamproof. Will not stiffen aher
Easily cleaned in
wetting.

flaw.

All

gasoline.

to

built

fit

centers.

Send

for driving,

moetc.

For railroad men

we

have
the "Glad Hand," "Protector" and the special slipSwitchmen's Mitten.
off
Men in every branch of the

Hansen Glove
which exactly suits their
needs. Write for bookservice find a
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your dealer
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where
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to buy.

0. C. Hansen Mfg. Co.

282 Milwaukee St.
Milwaukee. Wis.
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and

farming, sport,

Gloves
toring,

let.

Co.

Kansas City
Portland, Oregon
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This patent tip is anextreme detailed

the hand.

^ The Montgomery Ward & Company Catalogue

Montgomery Ward

all

seam,

care in the making of

Fails

Montgomery Ward & Company's Cata-

^

your

other proof of the

the friend you can go to any hour
of the day; the friend that fills your wants
and saves your money; the friend that ministers to every member of the family
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for

A glove with
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comforts

news
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Protector'
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WELLSTON DIVISION

(C.

& D.)

H.

Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk,

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes
A. A. Iams
H. G. Snyder
G. A. BuGMAN

'.
.

.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
Division Engineer

PiNKERTON

Supervisor
Supervisor

P. D. Fairman
P. J. Sweeney
H. E. RosEBOOM

Engineer
Conductor
Conductor

S. J.

S.

Fisher

P.
F.

Clancy

Section Foreman
Section Foreman
Relief Agent
Supervisor

Drake
M. Baker

S.

Dr.

F. S.

Thompson

Comoany Surgeon
Master Carpernter
Stationary Engineer

C. Greisheimer
E. B. Childs

M. Rosen

Secretary

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C.

&

H.

Correspondent,

D.)

Roy Powell,

Superintendent' s Office

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White
F. M. Conner
R. W. Brown
H. F. Passell
T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. C. Sappenfield

Superintendent,

Dr. Wm. Osenbach
W. B. Garrigus

Adam Storch
E. I. Partlow
E. J. Fitzgerald
Geo. Matthews
E. McGuire

D.
J.

J.

F.

CuRRAN

Master Mechanic
Dispatcher
Company Surgeon
Conductor
Agent, Rushville

Blacksmith Foreman

Road Foreman

Foreman

Claim Agent
Agent, Indianapolis

GooLDY

H. Graham
Geo. Hanrahan

Engines
Engineer

of

Assistant General Car

Fireman
Switchman

Philip
J.

ment

at this point.

The handling

of

Kansas

City

meat

for

eastern points has been resumed between
Springfield and Metcalfe, in connection with
the C. & A. and the T. St. L. & W. It is anticipated that this movement will be heavier than
last year, when it was discontinued.
The
resumption is welcome to the men on the
Springfield Division, as this makes one of the
nicest runs in the freight service in this territorj.

Work on the new station at College Corner
has been started and is to be completed by
March 1st, 1914. This will be one of the most
complete passenger and freight stations of its
size in the State.
The entire division was shocked to hear of
the death of engineer J. J. Foley, who was
taken suddenly ill while on his engine on
December 31st, was removed to a hospital
His
at Liberty, Ind., and died the same day.
death was caused by hemorrhage of the brain.
Mr. Foley entered the service of the C. H. & D.
as fireman on June 16th, 1890, and was promoted
to engineer on May 25th, 1S97.

Supervisor

J.

G. W, Anderson

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Engineer

Road Foreman

The new station at Milligan, Ind., is now
conapleted and in use. It is the Baltimore &
Ohio standard and is a much needed improve-

Passenger

Brakeman
Machinist

SANDY VALLEY & ELKHORN
RAILROAD
Correspondent, George Dixon, Chief Clerk,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. R. Laughun

George Dixon
H. L. BuRPO
C. C. Woodson
A. W. White
W. B. QuiNN

Fred Rutherford

CLERICAL FORCE AT LOUISVILLE FREIGHT HOUSE

Superintendent,

Chairman
Secretary
Engineer

Fireman
Maintenance Clerk
General Foreman
Yard Conductor

5altimoreandohio
Employes Magazine

APRIL, 1914
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comes our

"Here

On with the DANCE!
All the music of

all

want it, as long as you want it.
no one thing that gives as much

many

ure, to so

when you

the world

people at so

There

is

real pleas-

little

cost, as

a Columbia Grafonola.
Just go, write or 'phone to your

Columbia dealer and ask
him to send you any model Grafonola that you may select (the
nearest

price range

is

$ 7.50
I

$500)

to

together with your personally selected

gladly
suit

list

of records.

make

He

will

terms of payment to

your convenience.

New Dance

Records just

is-

— as

usual recorded under
the supervision of G. Hepburn Wilson,
Vernon
M. B., master of the modern dance.
Castle himself dances to Columbia Records in
He says they're the best he
Castle House.
has heard.

sued

Send

us

25c

in

stamps or coin and

we

will send

you

one special sample Columbia record which will play on
your machine no matter what make it is until you have

—

heard Columbia Records you have not yet realized the full
possibilities

of the

best music.

Important Notice
All Columbia Records can be used on your
disc talking machines (if any standard make)

GRAFONOLA

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
BOX

D418

WOOLWORTH

BUILDING,

.-.

$75

Easy terms. Others from
$17.50 to $500

Write for catalogs

NEW YORK

Toronto 365-367 Sorauren Avenue
Write today for
are not actively represented.

CITY

:

Dealers wanted where

we

I
Phase meniion
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full

particulars

—

—
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LAUGHLIN

A

Grip Like Iron

A

Automatic, Non-Leakable

"Feel" Like
Silk

SELFn^uir^PEN
Ten Days' Free Trial
You don't have to fuss and
shake a Laugrhlin to start the
ink

a Self-Starter.

It's

You

don't have to

Laughlin

a
You don't have

fill

the

Self-Filler.

It's

to clean the
Laughlin-It*s aSelf -Cleaner.

You don't have to monkey
with dangerous, awkward or
unsightly locks, extensions
or so-called safety devices

Soft, strong, built

There are None.
You can't forget

your

to seal a Laug^hagainst leaking it seals itself
air-tight Automatically.
lin

You

—

can't lose your cap from a
Laughlin it secures itself Automatically.

—

You can't break your cap or
holder on a Laughlin— They are
Non-Breakable.
Holder and cap of

scientific, re-

hand and

last: these are the

advantages

you

to
built

fit

to

unequalled

get

in

Han-

sen's Gloves.

Their careful building includes
a glove for every line of railroad service— a glove with every
detail of pattern fitted exactly
to every detail

of your work.

inforced construction throughout.
(See illustration.)

You

don't have to wait until a
is ready.
It is ready to
write when you are; the air-tight,
leak-proof construction keeps pen
and feed "primed," insuring a
free, uniform flow of ink instantly,
even though not previously used
for a year. It performs these functions with no more hindrance or
interruption to your thoughts or
writing inspiration than your
breathing.

Laughlin

—

These results
or your money
back. These features are peculiar
only to this patented construction.
d*

O

A

By insured mail prepaid

to
addres*.
Just enclose
5-' 50 with this coupon containing- your nanie and address, we will
send pen by return mail. Deltz'fry ^uai
atitctd. Fill out coupon and mail today.
r*

any
2n^.t)ll
*^ ^
T

Laughlin Mfg. Co.
67 Wayne Street. Detroit. Mich.
Gentlemen: Here is ?2. 50. Send me pen

described in this advertisement. If pen
is not satisfactory, you refund the money.

Name
City

Hansen's
The Gloves

of Efficiency

Soft and piiable, yet strong enough to
give complete protection against water
and steam, heat, weather and hurt.
Perfect leather
specially
tanned to
wear long and look fine to the last.
Easily cleaned in gasoline. Write for
booklet.

—

Ask

to
see the hardy Protector or
lighter "Glad Hand," the Switchman's
Slip-Off Mitten, or any of our 500
If
styles for driving, fanning or sport.

your dealer has not the Hansen ^^
Line we will send booklet and ^^^^^^"^
^#»'*^^^
tell you where to buy.
^r.

O. C. Hansen
Mfg. Co.
282 Milwaukee St
Milwaukee, Wit.

State

Please mention this magazine

^
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ePBST

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

INDELI^^^^aOPYING
'LdlKJnoUlL-

No. 800

Look at this Clear Vision
Comfortable Fitting Goggle

One Mephisto

smooth writing and clear copying

Beware of Imitators. Take no substiSee that our trade-mark *' NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.

at

€LInsist on

half.

your stationers.

means pencil satisfaction, and
economy as well. Two grades
It

of lead

— medium

L

TOLEDO, OHIO

and hard.

HARDTMUTH

& 0.
34 East 23rd

CO.

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT
__^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^__^^^___^__^^,^__

the other

is

Mephisto —

tute.

402 DORR STREET

Unusually

only half the story.

Ask Your
Watch Inspector

OPHTHALMUSCOPE

outlasts three or-

dinary copying pencils, and that s

We cordially

NEW YORK

St.

invite all employes to inspect carefully

now appearing in our Magazine.
our purpose to offer only such things as will
legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers. All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion
io that there may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be accepted
the advertising
It is

ADVERTISING RATES

n

$44.80 per pag^e* each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch). Width of
column, 16 ems or 2^ inches
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS
H. C. GRIFFITH, Eastern Representative
456 Fourth Avenue, New York
Telephone 4716 Madison

THOS. H. MacRAE,

Advertising Manager
Railway Elxchange Building
Chicago, 111.

A FLAG IN EVERY HOME

The "SANITARY^' ERASER

Flag, Pole, Rope, Ball and Holder. Cotton Bunting Flag,
neatly packed in strong
3x5 feet, mounted on jointed pole
metal-edged box; convenient to store away.
$1.00.

Handy

-

Practical

-

Economical

-

Alu)a\)s

Covered

;

Department

B.

KENNEY COMPANY
& O. 1314 Arch Street,

PATENTS

THAT PROTECT
AND PAY

BOOKS, ADVICE, SEARCH AND
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED
Send sketch or model

Philadelphia

for search.

Highest

h « ^ p.

FRtE

624 F

St.,

N.

E.
W.

COLEMAN,

at its open end. a strip of
inch thick, of a width and length that of the holder.
loop end, clean rubber is fed down until
used; its narrow edge allows a letter or line to be erased without injuring another.
rubbers of best quality are made; one for type-

By

^

s

slight pressure at the

Two

writer

and

Patent Lawyer

ink,

one

for pencil.

to Operate and"They Always Work"
ERAbER. Price
have this
Your Stationer.
Typewriter and ink, or Pencil, 5^ each.
~V When ordering by mail, slate whether Typewriter

Handsomely finished; Easy

EVERYBODY should
Refills,

referenees. Best results. PromptnessAssured.

WATSON

THE SANITARY ERASER receives,

rubber

0-^
.IV.

Washington, D. C.

Please mention this magazine

NEW

m.

land ink, or Pencil, enclose 2(^ extra for postage.
Booklet of our 3 "O.K." Office Necessities Free.
The 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., U.S.A.
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Forty-one Years With the
Baltimore and Ohio
Reminiscences From the Career of
C. W. Wool ford, Secretary

ger boy employed in

Air. Woolford was born in Baltimore,
October 19th, 1859. In the April following the summer in which the above

the telegraph depart-

related

AY BACK
mer of

to a

boy friend

the

grammar

in the

sum-

1872, a messen-

ment of the Baltimore
and Ohio in Baltimore
wanted to take a
vacation. So he went
who had just passed from

school to the City College

and was having his summer vacation, and
asked him if he did not wish to substitute
for him during his ten days' absence. The
chance to make some money and learn
something about practical business aj)pealed to the young student and he took
the job. At the end of the ten day jieriod,

Mr. C. W. Clarvoe, the manager
telegraph

the

called

office,

of the

substitute

messenger to him and said

"My

boy,

I

am

going to leave us.

sorry that you

work and when we need a boy
send for you."
This was the first experience

of

suggests the

which he holds

position.

shall

experience occurred,
first

another

call

and while

year at the City College,

from the world

of business

came to him. Nor is it strange that it
was from the telegraph department of
the Baltimore & Ohio.
They needed a
good messenger, they knew the sort of
work the substitute student messenger
had done, and they sent for Woolford.
Fortunately for him, conditions in his

home were such

as to

make

it

advisable

that he give up his school and assume
the greater responsibilities of a w^orkman,

and he was soon busy running errands
and delivering messages for our telegraph department. But while he was
running he was reading and learning,
and within a short time he had mastered
the art of the key and code, and had
become a full fledged operator at the
old Bailey's roundhouse.

Ohio, and

reason because

financial stringency all over the country,

Secretary of the Baltimore
clearly

I

his

While he was there, the appalling railroad riots of July, 1877, occurred. At that
time there was an unusually distressing

long business career of C.

it

ar(^

You have done good

in

in

the

W. Woolford,

&

his present responsible

which made
to

make

it

necessary for the railroads

a horizontal cut of ten per cent.
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in the wages of every employe.
On the
Baltimore & Ohio, the rioting started in
Pittsburgh and spread like wildfire down

The

mechanic.
tion

of

among

being

his

latter

a

men and

had the reputa-

strict

disciplinarian

the animus against

The 6th Mary-

the Railroad took the form of dire threats

land regiment had been called out to go

against his person, and blood curdling

the line to Cumberland.
there
life,

protect property and

to

human

but had not yet arrived on the

calls of ''Bring
etc.

him out," ''Hang him,"

Bricks were being hurled at the

scene.

building and everything was being at-

Mr. Woolford remembers well having
received the message which called old
engine No. 210 from Bailey's to Camden
with either George or James Buckey at

tempted upon the property and persons
of the Railroad to satisfy the vengeance

the throttle, to take the train with the

Cumberland. The fire bells
were ringing all over the city to call out
the militia, and great gangs of hoodlums
and rioters had assembled along the
streets through which the troops had
troops to

to pass.

They also swarmed at Camden to

wreak whatever vengeance they could
upon the militia and the loyal railroaders
who stuck to their posts of duty during
the disturbance. These gangs, be it
said, were not composed of railroad men.
They were led by thugs and ne'er-dowells, and were rioting because of the
spirit of unrest which seems to have
seized upon many people at that time,
and possibly for the sake of getting some
loot

out

of

their

lawless

activities.

of

the

marauders.

Across

the

track

from Bailey's at the edge of Spring
Gardens, was a place kept by a Mr.
Hartmann, who rented boats. A covered
wagon was here waiting to pick up a
party which had been down the river
Matters became so bad that,
fishing.
with the assistance of a fireman, the
master mechanic scaled the back fence,
secluded himself in the wagon, was
driven off and escaped into the upper
part of the city. Mr. Woolford was
with the fireman to watch the
left

roundhouse property.
Those were the days when wood was
used to start the fires in the engines.
It was conveyed from Mt. Clare in box
cars to the

roundhouse.

After the de-

master mechanic, Mr.
Woolford went under cover of darkness
parture

of

the

telegraphed

Shortly after six o'clock of this strenuous

to

day, the crowd stoned the engine, broke

the appalhng

the windows

roundhouse to Camden Station and
urged that a police force be sent immeWhile he was sending this
diately.

in

the dispatcher's office

on the passenger platform at Lee Street
and then set it on fire.
C. J. Hussell, who was master mechanic
at Bailey's, saw a negro throw a brick
at No. 210 and, in the face of the mob,
he placed him in the hands of a policeman
and had him lodged at the station house.
On his return he met Mr. Woolford and
asked him to go to the roundhouse at
Bailey's so that he would be within reach
in case of emergency.
As it grew dark
the place was surrounded by a howling
crowd who cried out for the master

the

office

adjoining,

conditions

about

th

^

message, so sharp was the hail of stones

and so dangerous the glass flying from
windows, that he was compelled to hide
beneath a flower box on the window-sill
in the office, while he manipulated the
key.
On his return to the roundhouse
he found that a box car loaded with wood

had been set on fire and was being
pushed towards the building by the mob.
He hurried back to the office and learned
there from Camden that the police were

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES xMAGAZLNE
on

already

way

their

protect

to

the

After they had arrived and

property.

been dispersed, Mr.
home. It was then

crowd
Woolford went

liad

the

eleven o'clock and he well remembers
that every watchman's box from Bailej^'s
to Camden had been fired and rendered
useless by the mob.
The next day all roundhouse employes
came to work, but when threatened by

mol)

the

mained to

left

Bailey's

at

—the

mob

house-keeper,

oil

the stationary engineer

They succeeded

ford.

the

in

earl}'

and but three reprotect the Company's prop-

they

morning,
erty

gathered

that

and Mr. Woolin

keeping the

out and finally closed up

windows

all

and doors and remained on guard that
day and during the following days,
until
some semblance of order was
obtained and the road was opened up
for traffic.

At the advent of the telephone, telegbetween many of the local stations in Baltimore was dispensed with
and Mr. Woolford became an operator
ra]:)hy

in

the

express

Howard and Barre
had been there
to him.

of express,

amine

all

the corner of

Streets.

When

of

made

fifteen
bill

it

clerk

his practice to ex-

correction sheets which

necessary to issue in the service.

he

he

days the addiwere given
Mr. Trego, then superintendent

duties

tional

at

office

was
Hence

knew the mistakes made by all bill
With his double duties, the new

had his hands full during the
Christmas rush he experienced.
However, after the strenuous season
was over, the general agent in Baltimore
one day instructed him to go to the office
of Mr. Trego.
He went, and was told
clerk

first

that l^ecause he

was the only

bill

clerk

warehouse who had not made an
error during the rush of Christmas business, he had been promoted to telegraph

at the

main

exj^ress office of the

Company

Mr. Trego further

in

told

him

that he was desirous of securing a

new

Baltimore.

more intimate
work in his office and that if Mr. Woolford would study stenograi)hy and presecretary to handle the

pare himself for the job, he could have

Ten months afterward he was

it.

filling this

position of secretary to the superinten-

dent of express and he continued as such
until 1881 w^hen he was offered a larger
salary to go into the assistant general

passenger agent's
here

until

1889,

office.
He remained
and was then made

ticket supply clerk.

At that time Mr. Anderson was secre& Ohio and Mr.
Mayer was president. In conversation
wdth Mr. Lord, then third vice-president
and former general passenger agent,
Mr. Mayer remarked that, on account
of advancing years, Mr. Anderson would
in all probability soon wish to retire and
he asked ^Ir. Lord who would be a good
tary of the Baltimore

man

to prepare for the responsibilities

secretaryship.
]\Ir.
Lord had
been in intimate touch with the work
of Mr. Woolford in the passenger department and his recommendation re-

the

of

sulted in the appointment of the latter
as chief clerk to the secretary in 1893.

In 1896, on account of the

it

clerks.
bill

operator and "Old Horse clerk" in the

illness of

was made acting
secretary, and on January 1st, 1897,
during the receivership, he was made
secretary, and has held this position
Mr.

Anderson,

he

ever since.

When
his

the writer had about concluded

interview with

latter

picked up a

reminiscentl}',

Mr. Woolford, the
j^encil, and smiling

placed the numl^er 1914

on a sheet of paper and under it 1873.
"Yes," he remarked, ''I have been
in

the

Company's

service

continuously

—

—

"
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say that

The
him,

I love

I

can truly

from

&

Ohio.

that of other

speaker's

there

for

affection

on

looks

was

did

an

not

belie

expression

his face as his

of

mind traveled

back

over the long stretch of years
during which his interests have been the

Company's and the Company's

had

my

best service. If I could give any
recommendation for making head-

way in the

I

business world, gained not only

men who have made

should say that

work

it is

in doing

your own

and continually endeavoring
to fit yourself to handle the work of
the position just above yours.
''Influence counts, but

we

use that word.
of

you, but

it

is

is

not the

not the influence

It is

some powerful

it

mean when we

generally

who

official,

favors

the influence which you,

by the character of
you can make your personality count, if you can create an
individual influence in the Company's
service, it is bound to be recognized and
individually, create

your work.

If

just as surely to be rewarded."

/_

Today
By Douglas Malloch
From Monthly

a

well

influence

^^'If an outhne of my career with the
Baltimore & Ohio can be of any help to
any employe, I shall be glad to have
From
you print it in the Magazine.
the very outset my duty to the Company has been clear and it has always

experience, but also from

place for themselves in the organization,

interests

.have been his.

specific

my own

and

the Baltimore

for over forty-one years,

'h^

Bulletin American Iron

and

Steel Institute

t_ M?"^
'Sure, this world is full of trouble
I ain't said it ain't.
Lord, I've had enough, an' double,

Reason fer complaint.
Rain an' storm have come to fret me,
Skies were often gray;
Thorns an' brambles have beset me
On the road but, say,
Ain't it fine today!

—

"What's the use of always weepin'
Makin' trouble last?
What's the use of always kecpin'
Thinking of the past?
Each must have his tribulations,
Water with his wine.
Life, it ain't no celebration.
Trouble? I've had mine
But today is fine.

"It's

today that

Not a month

I

am

livin',

ago;

Havin', losin', takin', givin',
As time wills it so.
Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Fell across the way;
It may rain again tomorrow.
It

may

Ain't

rain

it fine

—but, say,

today!"

"Safety First

—A Review of the Past

and the Promise

for the Future

Address of Assistant General Attorney A. Hunter
Boyd,

Gaitlemen

This

:

will

Jr.,

at

not be one of

our usual safety talks.

Instead

will

I

why we have not made
we should have made. It

try to explain

the progress

first, that you understand
what the personal injury record
shows, remembering that the safety committee system was inaugurated in the

it

necessary,

just

middle of the fiscal year of 1912. In the
fiscal year 1911 there were 178 deaths;
in 1912, 173, and in 1913, 179.
In that

am including the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad and the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, and am referring only to
employe accidents. In 1911 there were
record, I

10,577 injuries; in 1912, 10,996, and in
1913,

serious

really

showing we have made
the

injuries,

was reduced.
such

The only

11,007.

factory

injuries

This
as

number
list

is

in

which

of

includes

amputations,

satis-

only

disloca-

tions, fractures, lost eyes, etc.; in the
year 1911 there were 703; in 1912, 704
and in 1913, 621. That is a twelve per

and that alone more than
money we have
safety committee work.

cent, decrease,
justified

spent in

There

the time and

are,

must take

however, other things we

into consideration in passing

Deer Park

judgment

on

we

before

our

record.

The

year

started this work, injuries and

had increased thirty per cent,
We have at
least held them about even.
Furthermore, conditions have been worse during
the last year from the safety standpoint.
There has been a large increase in traffic,
for one thing, and an increased number
deaths

over the preceding year.

On a percentage basis, not
many employes are killed or injured
now as heretofore. In 1913, only 179 out
of employes.

so

of 72,073

employes were

killed,

while in

1912, 173 out of 64,255 were killed.

The most serious handicap we have
had has been the increase in the number
of new men.
In 1912 the Relief Department examined and accepted for service
45,538 men; in 1913, the number was

You cannot educate that many
one year. Of course, most of
those men came and went during the
year, but they were with us for a while,
and undoubtedly many of them were
injured and killed.
The Relief Depart62,980.

men

in

ment records show that
of the

men

forty per cent,

killed last year

worked on an

average of only six months with the
road.

This

is

a striking instance of the

I
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high

mortaUty among new and inex-

perienced men.

'However,

looking

at

from every

it

not what

is

it

have been; not what we had
hoped it would be. Compared with the
Chicago & Northwestern, which has the
same system, it is a very poor record.
They have made material decreases in
the number of deaths and injuries.
We
have not.
Now, I want to tell you why I think
we have not done better. I do not
think the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
should

Company has
made with

carried out the contract

men. In the final
comes down to
the division people, for on the divisions
alone can the real work be done.
I
think that our relatively poor showing is
largely due to lack of cooperation on
it

analysis this

the

criticism

the part of division

I

officials.

am

not

month and

after

cannot get those suggestions
carried out unless the officials are on the
ground to hear the suggestions and cslytj
them out or to turn them down if the}^
are impracticable.
The majority of suggestions offered are both practicable

and inexpensive.

The

third vice-president

—

work.

The

vice-president

third

the

structed

some

accident in which one or

In the

have done

first place,

not.

there has been a lack

of personal interest in the

many divisional
Galloway made reference

part of

not being carried out.

we have been

that could

all

The majority have

work on the
Mr.
officials.

to instructions

The

easiest thing

able to get in this safety

work has been an

instruction,

and the

carried

out.

The

third

instructed

vice-

and

lost,

a notice.

of

committees, and, together with

the other division

officers, to

attend the

monthly meetings. The minutes show
that in August only six superintendents,
two master mechanics, one division engineer and five assistant division engineers attended the twenty-one or two
committee meetings.
Now, under such conditions what is
the use of men coming to the meetings

were

superin-

am not

We

seldom get

we could do
but we get very

sure that

attending,

quest.

We

have tried without much success

to get the division officers to analyze their

will give

men

lives

the

to

train

few chances to attend and are prevented
from carrying out Mr. Thompson's re-

accident

instance,

I

much good by

the

for

a

of

more

instructed

of these investigations.

division superintendents to act as chair-

president,

investigation

he

in-

tendents to notify the general committee

hardest thing has been to get instructions

every

also

committee

general

attend

divisions

issued

also

minutes of the
division committees should be sent to
the general committee every month.
Except for the first month or two, there
has not been a single month for which
we have had all the minutes. The absent minutes run up to six or eight
It is very
think, eight, last month.
difficult under these conditions to keep
in touch with the division committees'
the

that

instructions

speaking of every division now, because
be expected.

offering sugges-

We

tions?

our record

standpoint,

month

reports

monthly.

No

doctor

you a prescription without first
ascertaining what is wrong, yet on most
divisions there is no diagnosis made of
the

trouble.

They attempt

remedies without
is

the disease.

matic work, and

first

The

to

finding out
result

is

apply

what

unsyste-

many good opportunities

are overlooked.

The magazine is undoubtedly the best
medium we have for keeping up interest
in our

work and keeping Safety

First

THE

BAI/riMolU-:

AM)

Olllo i:MrL( )Vi:s

1 think conditions have
before the men.
improved lately, but on some divisions
we have found great numbers of magazines piled up in the offices— magazines

which never reached the men.
So much for the personal end of it.
take ])ersonal
If the officials do not

dition

that

MACIAZIXE

ought not to

Most

exist.

any machine can be guarded at the
of a

cost

very few dollars.

While our local mechanical people
have heliH'd us (juite a good deal in the
sho]is, th(\v have done less efTective work
carrying out safety suggestions with

in

respect

interest in the
work, thej^ natdo not
urally

en-

to

and

gines

cars.

For example, we
found some of
our men were be-

carry out the

made

suggestions

11

by the men. and

ing killed

we

by

fall-

are not living

ing through the

up to the promise
made by the

opening of the
caboose railings.

Company to the
men when we
started this

At

our request

the

Company or-

dered the openings

movement. ]\Ir.
Willard and Mr.

Thompson
started this

work

that, while

the

Company
not do

the big

things,

it

would

do

the

all

year

last

only

cabooses

fifty

been

h a V e

could

all

changed, and
that is making
very

little

We

gress.

necessary

not expect

.

at

This

that

promise has not

been

kept

A.

by

HUNTER BOYD, Jr., ASSISTANT
GENERAL ATTORNEY

the Company.
For example, take the mechanical end.
The best work we have done has been in
the way of safeguarding machines in the
shops.
We have received good cooperation from the division people in that
respect, and as a result our employes lost
only fortj'-one fingers in the past year
as against sixty-six in 1912.
less,

after almost

two

j'ears,

Neverthewe have a

dangerous machines in some of
our shops unguarded, and that is a conlot

of

work

did

all

of

to be

done in a month,
or even a year,
but

is

pro-

little

things that were

once

and

railings

raised.
I understand that in the

told

when we

us

closed

the

not very encouraging.

fifty in a

Two

year

or three

months ago we lost a man whose death
was due to his falling through one of
those op(Miings.

As another illustration, take the enThe men still complain of

gine bells.

of the automatic bellAnother suggestion was made
and we secured an order from the Company to extend the bell cord so that the

the

condition

ringers.

engineer could ring the bell in case of

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
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emergency.

make

does not cost very

It

much

change on locomotives,
and yet in few cases has the order been
to

that

carried out.
A more serious situation
was where w^e found cords entirely missing from the bells so that it was impossible

the

even the fireman to ring
In one case, one of our com-

for

bell.

mitteemen stepped on the engine when
it was working around the yard and asked
the fireman why he was not ringing his
bell, and the fireman said, ''How can I,
when there is no bell cord here." Had
that been a single instance I would not
mention it, but at several of our important terminals we found this same
When you realize how dantrouble.
gerous grade crossings are, as Mr.
Stuart told us this morning, you will see
the importance of these things I am

of

still

—

many

small structures dangerously

near the cars.

That only covers the physical side of
Mr. Coon went over our record of deaths and found that less than

the work.

ten per cent, of the deaths could be avoid-

ed by the Company's spending money.
Over ninety per cent, were due to causes
over which the Company had no control,

1912.

In addition to

that, fifty per cent, of all our

by

—

Last year we killed forty-

twenty-eight in

who

The yards

people at grade crossings, as against

mentioning.
five

about in the same condition.
in some instances are kept
much cleaner than they were before this
movement was started, but we have entirely too many dirty and dangerous yards
where men are injured, particularly at
night.
We have done a great deal in the
way of having walk-ways placed on
bridges also, but still we have many small
bridges not the Ohio River bridges, but
small ones that should be guarded, and
that matter should be taken up at once.
In the way of clearances, there have been
some efforts made, and we have cleared a
great many obstacles away, but there are
locally is

are killed are killed

trains.

employes

by being struck

That shows the importance

having the

bells in perfect condition.

Of course, engineers and firemen

will

when

the

often

fail

to

ring

the

bell

appHances are in the best condition, but
we ought not to neglect our part of the
work under any circumstances.
Another thing we found was that the
push poles were dangerous. Many of
them were breaking and men were being
injured.
We secured an order to have
stronger poles used and a number of new
ones have been furnished, but there are
still many weak ones in use.
That is a
comparatively small matter, and we
ought not to wait until the old ones
break and wear out before replacing
them. Within the last two months we
have had two men seriously injured by
the breaking of those push poles.
The Maintenance of Way Department

many

being accounted for by the care-

lessness of employes.

That, however,

is

no reason why we should be inactive. In
the first place, we ought to do everything
we can to eliminate the ten per cent,
which the Company alone can eliminate.
But more important than this, the men
will not take an active interest in this
work unless the Company does its share
and does what it promised to do. The
Company started this work and any letting up on its part means a serious loss of
This is
interest on the part of the men.
some
on
very strikingly illustrated today
divisions of this road

ment

—to the great

detri-

of the cause.

Furthermore, while the majority of the
deaths and injuries are the direct result
of carelessness

cannot put
this

the

all

on the part of the men, we
of the blame on the men for

condition
first

place

of

may

affairs.

The men

in

be the primary cause,
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but

I

there

if

men

not proper diseipline, the

is

think that, in matters affecting the

The

speaking, good.
the

more important

erally observed,

is,

must be put int(j the track and engines
and cars into ordinary inaint(;nance
work. That may be entirely true. I am

—

are not the only ones at fault.

safety of trains, the discipline

13

p;enerally

and

flagging rule

rules are pretty gen-

though we have found

not here to dispute

it.

The

fact remains,

however, that money nuist be spent

if

we

work and carry out our
the men.
We have talked

are to do effective

promises to

a customary violation of certain impor-

a safety allotment. I don't know
whether that feature can be worked out
or not, but something must be done to

tant rules affecting the safety of our trains.

carry out the suggestions that

Nevertheless, these are the exceptions,

the

bad as they are.
However, we are not enforcing rules
the violations of which are causing the

that

several very striking instances in the past

year of

men on

several divisions admitting

the

''little" accidents,

"one-man"

acci-

and they are the accidents that kill
and injure most of our men. We are
dents,

many men

losing

every year because of

their failure to clear all running tracks

when

trains are approaching.

and arms are

still

Many

legs

being lost because of

violations of the rules prohibiting kicking

or adjusting couplers as the cars are

com-

ing together, or of going in between the
cars

when

duty

of the division officers to enforce these

trains are moving.

rules just as

Book

It is the

much as any other rules in the
and

of Rules,

discipline in this re-

spect undoubtedly would

mean many lives

and limbs saved each year. We can't
stop by telling the men they are being inthrough their own carelessness.
We have got to do more we must, so far
as we can, prevent them from injuring

jured

—

themselves.

More

effective safety

work

can be done right here than in any other
way and at present we are doing little in

of

men we would

we

told

carry out.

Another explanation given to us

is

Now,

I

there

is

lack

of

time.

worked men
in the world than the division men on
this, railroad.
They may not have suffi-

believe there are no harder

cient

time

to

give

this

matter

their

and if they have not, then
we will have to change our system for a
I
am not criticising any
better one.
man or set of men, because I know^ our
division officers are doing mighty good
railroad work, but if our safety work is
attention,

it should, then we will
have to make a change and have it
carried on by men who have the time
and the money. It has been suggested
that there should be a department
established to conduct this work, a department which could do things and do

not progressing as

them promptly.
be the

i^lan

Whether that should

followed or whether some

is more feasible I am not now
but we must decide on some
more effective way to carry on this most
important work.

other plan
urging,

—

that direction.

Now, what

Note — Since

this

the above talk was made
Deer Park in September this Company
has more than met the expectations of
those of us interested in the safety move-

They say that

ment. In the reorganization of the
General Safety Comriiittee, effective
Januarv 1, 1914, the Baltimore & Ohio

are the explanations that

the division people give for their inaction?

not new to them, as we have talked
matter over with many of them.
The first explanation they give is that
they are hampered by lack of money.

This

is

all

the

money they

get

at
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Company

Railroad

has

become

the

machines or keep engine

bells in

good

pioneer in estabhshing the most effective

condition or enforce safety rules.

The

and powerful safety committee organi-

division officials alone can do these things.

zation among the railroads of this country.
With seven experienced, capable men,
experts in their various lines, giving
of their time

and energy

all

to safety work,

Company is now in a
make a record second to
this

position to

none.

The

employes should remember that such a
record will mean to them not merely a
paper record to be pointed to with pride
by all loyal Baltimore & Ohio men, but
fewer funerals in our homes, fewer
invalids

in

our

hospitals

and

better

of

what was

is still

said at

pre-

cabooses in the face of passing trains.

Brakemen

and conductors alone can
bad practices. Cooperation on the part of every one on this
railroad, or, as Mr. Willard put it,
''Everyman considering himself a safety committee of one," is the key to
the success of the safety committee syseliminate these

tem.

Deer Park,
new and

from the employer's standpoint, will not
the men do more than the employes of
any other company in keeping up their
end of the work?

applicable to our

better safety organization.

committeemen cannot

With the Baltimore & Ohio now doing
more than any railroad in this country

all

us.

Much

general

of

working and home conditions for

however,

The

vent brakemen from kicking couplers or
conductors from stepping off their

The

general

committeemen themselves cannot guard

Order Your Copy Now!
for additional copies of the issues of
THEtheDEMAND
Employes Magazine containing the addresses

made at the Deer Park Convention has been so
great that a pamphlet containing all the convention
proceedings and addresses is now being prepared by the
Magazine. Copies may be secured upon application to
the Editor.
All employes who wish copies are asked to send in
their requests promptly so that an adequate supply
can be printed.

--*

>»
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When

Spring Conies

Down

the Street
-CourUsu

.V.

}'.

Tribur.t

Advertising Campaign for Passenger Traffic
In history,

by marshalling

when

great generals have struck decisive blows,

it

has usually been

same time and along the same line of
attack.
The Baltimore & Ohio has been engaged in a big campaign to increase
passenger traffic from St. Louis and Chicago east. The battle ground is the great
middle west and west and the ammunition is good advertising copy in the newspapers of the principal cities in these sections.
Here is a sample advertisement:
all

their strength at the

"Our passengers are our guests"
man
EVERY
thought

on every train of ours keeps that
mind. We want you to enjoy the
Baltimore & Ohio. We do all we can to give
you comfort; Nature has provided scenic attractions
which give you miles and miles of interest.
in

Whether your

Select the Baltimore

trip is one of business or pleasure, see that your
ticket reads via Baltimore &

&

Ohio from Chicago

Ohio to Washington
and New York
Choose one

east.

Liberal

stop-overs permit you to make
it
a vacation in itself, if you
prefer.
Write us for interesting
booklets covering the historical
spots of the route.

of these splendid trains

No. 8—The Inter-State Special— Leaves Chicago 11 a. m. Drawing
room and compartment sleeping cars and observation sleeping car.
No. 6— New York Limited— Leaves Chicago 5.45 p. m. Drawing
room sleeping cars and observation parlor car.
These perfectly appointed trains are electrically equipped, complete in
appointments, of strictly modern construction, with exceptionally good
dining car service.

Other high-class through trains leave Chicago at 8 a. m. and 9.30 p. m.
All trains leave from Baltimore & Ohio Station. Fifth Avenue and
Harrison Street.
D. L.

MELVILLE.

Traveling Passenger Agent.

208 Hinckley Building, Seattle, Wash.
H. C. PICULELL, Pacific Coast Agent, San Francisco, Cal.

Baltimore
a

&

Our passengers are our

Ohio
guests

^^

all of us can help substantiate it.
Trainmen in
substantiate it.
I can help by telling about the good points
of our service and by asking my acquaintances to give us a trial. So can you.
How each employe can literally be an advertisement for the Company is
told on the next page by Wilbur D. Nesbit, the Author-Humorist, and vice-president of the Mahin Advertising Company of Chicago.
Let us get together and work to win all along the line.

This

is

our slogan, and

particular can

—

How
If

I

to

BE an Advertisement

were working for the Baltimore and Ohio

I

should

point to read every Baltimore and Ohio advertisement that

And

I

make
is

it

a

printed.

should read every Baltimore and Ohio booklet and folder
It referred to the department in which I worked.

whether or not

I should do this, for the reason that it would help
stand what the Baltimore and Ohio hoped to do with

me

MY

to underwork.

I should do this so that I should know how what I was doing, was
being brought to the attention of the people who paid my wages

the public.
I should try to see all the Baltimore and Ohio advertising, because
knowledge of the advertising in all its forms would help me to make
a better and a more efficient Baltimore and Ohio man of myself.

would give me an understanding and a sympathy which would
feel myself more and more a definite part of a great insti-

It

make me
tution.

Whether
tion,

I

call it

I were office boy or the biggest manager in the organizashould keep in close touch with the advertising, and I should

"OUR

advertising."

should say to myself: "This Is the REAL way In which our
institution speaks to the thousands upon thousands of people whose
good favor makes its existence possible.
This advertising couldn't
make good if I didn't make good in my own work."
I

And it might very well be that once in a while I would think of
some mighty good point about the work I was doing or the work that
was being done In my department something that would help make

—

the advertising interesting.

Then I would pass that suggestion right along to the advertising
department so they could use It or allow it to help them In some way.
I

I

now and then of
And then would

should think every

gers are our guests."

help to

make patrons

I

of

our road

the statement: "Our passensay: "That

feel at

must mean that

home."

And every time I saw a Baltimore and Ohio advertisement I
would say: "Shake, partner! I'm in the same line of work with you."

The Only Way
Mrs. Pankhurst, as the Majestic sailed
from New York, talked to a reporter
about the comparative deceitfulness of
men and women.

"Women,"

said the reporter, "are the

more deceitful."
"No," said Mrs, Pankhurst. "men are
the worse. Look at the way they deceive
their wives."

"Do you
"that men

claim," the reporter asked,

should never deceive their

-udves?"

Mrs. Pankhurst smiled and tossed her
head.

"Oh, no," she
average

man

deceive her?"

"How

said.

ever get a wife

—

^A^.

The

together.

if

could the

he didn't

minister

was

glad

to

have company and they started.
The broker soon found that he was
pitted against an excellent player, and,
not knowing that his companion was a
minister, he often lapsed into profanity
to ease the chagrin of a

bad

stroke.

The

minister had his poor shots also, but the

broker noticed that he never swore and

asked him why.

"Oh,"

replied the minister, "it always

seemed to me to be sort of a foolish habit
and I have never allowed myself to get
into it."

The question of veracity in keeping
came up a few minutes later

one's score

and the broker confessed to a weakness
now and then in
an endeavor to better a previous record.
And he was rather surprised to find in
his companion a man who said in a
pleasant way that he found no satisfor forgetting a stroke

Y. Tribune.

^
A Queer Cuss

faction in claiming a better record than

A

friend of

mine who

is

a Presbyterian

and a great golf enthusiast, told
me one day that he had decided to accept
minister

my
1

long standing invitation to try out
I am a membeing unable to accompany

he links of the club of which

l)er,

and,

him myself,

He

I

started

gave him a guest card.
to

play alone and was

about to make

his first shot, when a
known member of the club, a New
York broker and a good fellow, approached him and asked if he had any

well

objections
18

to

their

doing

the

course

he had actually made.

The match

over,

and the minister

having proved himself an easy winner,
the broker remarked that the drinks
were on him and they adjourned to the
club house veranda, where the minister

was asked what he would have. He
thanked his companion but declined with
the remark that he had never cared for
drinking and that he thought he would
have nothing that afternoon.

Whether the unusual character
winner

mystified

the

loser

of the

somewhat,

—

'
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whether

or

the

latter

wished

to

get

"Why, madam,"

revenge for the defeat of the afternoon

prised conductor, "if

do(s not appear; at any rate he asked

that

him,

unaware

still

of his calling, to be his

on the following Sunday. The
mmister thanked him heartily for the
invitation but said he could not con-

guest

veniently

play

the

at

And when asked by

time suggested.
why he

the broker

trainman
aboard."

19

returned
it

the

.sur-

hadn't been for

you couldn't

have

j^ot

"I

''

had no intention of getting aboard
heatedly
answered
the
woman. "I
thought it was the down train, and was
hurryinir out on the platform to meet

mv

sister.

"

Christian Endeavor World.

could not, he rephed that he had to Work,

"Well," replied the broker, "j'ou are
You don't swear, you
of a man.
don't lie, you don't drink and yet you
work on Sunday. Will you tell me what
kind of a fellow you are?" The minister
then acknowledged his calling and the
day for the broker's revenge w^as set for
a h

—

1

the following

Monday

afternoon.

Unwelcome Helpfulness
Just as the train

was steaming away

from a station one afternoon, a woman
came running through the w^aiting-room
and out on the platform toward the

moving coaches.
A trainman was standing near; and,
sizing up the situation with rare presence
of mind, he seized the hurrying dame,
assisted her on the car, and then jumped

Words and Money
The

following story

May

told of the late-

Lafayette College be success-

ful,"

then sat
for

down and wrote out

his

check

one hundred thousand dollars.

Railroad

men

of his time, as of today,

were preeminently

back to the platform.

The next stop was thirty miles up the
and many of them had been traversed before the conductor came through

is

John I. Blair, pioneer railroad builder
and promoter. He was invited to be
present and speak at a dinner of the
board of trustees and the officers of
Lafayette College, which is situated cii
the banks of the Delaware at Easton,
Pa.
Mr. Blair attended and when the
time came for him to speak, rose quickly
and said:
"As long as the green grass grows,
As long as the Delaware flows.

men

of action.

road,

A Baltimore and Ohio Fable

to mutilate the tickets.

"You hadn't a second to spare,
madam," said he on recognizing the
belated passenger, who still seemed
greatly

"I

agitated.

moment you would
"Just wait

till I

thought

for

a

certainly miss it."

get a chance to speak

bone-headed trainman!"
exclaimed the woman with some violence.
"What right had he to grab me
and throw me on the train like that?"
to that idiotic,

The sectionmcn were devouring

their

noonday repast, when the Notorious Liar
approached from the East.
When he drew nigh, the foreman exclaimed, with sarcastic inflection:

"Say,

Bill,

hold on a minute and

tell

us a big lie."

And

an opportunity tosmite an ancient enemy, quickly ejaculated:

Bill,

seeing

—

"

:
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"I can't stop a minute, boys; there's
a big wreck about a mile east of here and
I am on my way for help.
Whereupon the sectionmen in great
excitement placed their handcar upon
the track, loaded it with heavy tools
and proceeded towards the scene of the
tragedy at full speed.
When they arrived, hot, tired and
anxious, they found, much to their surprise, no signs of a wreck.
The frogs croaked hilariously in the
circumambient swamps, but otherwise
all

was

And

still.

was

Bill

—J. H.

gloriously avenged.

Bell, Operator,

New Concord, 0.

tion business, but the following version
is

the most interesting one:

Many

years ago the principal avenue
a town passed close to the entrance
of a road leading to the cemetery.
As
this cemetery had been laid out some time
of

previous to the construction of the road,
it

was arranged that

One day, as a wellknown physician who was driving along

latter free of toll.

this

road stopped to pay his

Superb John
engineer

D
was

flowers.'

" 'Yes,' said John D.

the

I

milked

it

'It

got into

my

to the value of
"

damage done and then drove

—N.

it

out.'

"we can't afford that; you
many deadheads through as it

The

story

country, and the

who

eventually applied to those
free

courtesies.

the

Santa

Fe

obtained

Employes'

Magazine,

Insatiability
President Wilson told a

little

group

of

Princeton visitors a Thanksgiving story.
"Those who complain this year," he
said, ''are as insatiable as the little

boy

at the Thanksgiving party.
''

To

this little boy, at the party's end,

" 'Well, did
**

Deadhead'*

was

that?'

" 'They told

me

to eat as

wanted, and

used in connection with the transporta-

Tribune.

is

you have a good time?'

" 'No'm.'
" 'Why, how

no authentic origin of the
word " deadhead, " which is so frequently
There

around

traveled

word "deadhead" was

a lady said:

Y. Tribune,

Origin of

he ob-

benevolent character of our profession,
I think you ought to let us pass free of
charge." "No, no, doctor," said the

is."

talking

about presence of mind.
'Tor presence of mind," he said,
^'nobody can equal John D.
''When John D. lived in Cleveland his
next door neighbor said to him one
morning
" 'Smith's cow got in my garden
yesterday and ate a lot of grass and

garden, too.

toll,

served to the keeper: "Considering the

send too
efficiency

funeral proces-

gatekeeper,

^.

An

all

sions should be allowed to pass along the

I— I

much

as

I

couldn't.'"— iV. Y.

—

:

Lengthening the Life of
Railroad Ties
The Baltimore and Ohio Timber Treating Plant
Green Spring, W. Va.
By

at

C. C. Schnatterbeck

Chief Clerk to Superintendent Timber Preservation

FIT^R many years

wisdom of those who favored the
of a timber treating plant

and

after a careful anal}'-

opinions of

the

of

industry, on June 27,

engineers and

was dethe most modern

1912,

cided to build a plant of

it

type with a capacity of about 1,000,000
the

a year at Green Spring,. W.
Cumberland Di^dsion.

This enterprise
vanced technical

acumen and

is

a

Va.. on

monument

knowledge,

practical

to ad-

business

experience

in

a

is

accomplished by injecting

chemicals into the timber to lengthen
life

in use,

more

&

its

and, incidentally, the Balti-

Ohio Railroad

will

eventually

save in the cost of ties far in excess of
the expense incurred in the erection and

continuous operation of the plant.
This plant is one of the more important progressive innovations undertaken

by the Compan^^ during the past three
and great credit is due to Mr. F. J.

years,

Angier,
ervation,

superintendent of timber pres-

who has worked

of

erection

on our System.

commendation should also be
and other employes

said for the officials

departments

in the various

road

who have cooperated

to build

up

of the

rail-

in the effort

this meritorious enterprise.

Before the timber treating plant could
be erected with any hope of success, the
problems that had to be solved were
Relation of the Baltimore

Railroad to

Transportation

heroicallv to

treated

&

Ohio

tie areas.

facilities for

incoming green

all

the conservation of our timber supply.
Briefly this

A word

the

vital

productive of great benefit to

field

that will prove

success

influence the erection of a timber

others recognized as authorities in this

ties

attain the

consideration of the problems that

treating plant,
sis

of thoughtful

ties

handling

and outgoing

ties.

Labor supply peculiar

to

an infant

ind|istry.

Annual tie renewals necessary.
Economical method of preservative
treatment.

Water supply.
Location and cost

of plant.

problems
would have shaken the confidence of men
of less ability, energy and foresight than
superintendent Angier and those who have
been most interested in the erection of the
timber treat in<r plant at Oreen Spring.
Ordinarily

these

complex

21
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The keynote of encouragement to
who are the pioneers in the timber

treat-

&

Ohio

ing industry on the Baltimore

System

is

the successful

other railroads.

One

those

experience

of

above

all

factor

others perhaps that has given birth to

F.

the

J.

new Baltimore & Ohio enterprise is
economy that will result from

the great

By

treatment

em-

have been considered inferior for ties.
For testimony of the growing favor of
treated ties watch the tracks on the

ANGIER
Chicago, Cumberland, Pittsburgh, Connellsville, New Castle, Cleveland, Wheel-

and other divisions of the System.
these divisions will be found treated

the preserva-

ing

On

life of the ties will be from fifteen to
twenty years, depending on the kind of
wood and mechanical wear.

ties of

ties, for

preservative

fore

atives they contain guarantee that the

the use of treated

the

ployed at the plant at Green Spring it is
practicable to utilize woods that hereto-

birch,

red oak, pine, beech, gum, maple,
elm, ash, chestnut and various

other kinds of soft and hard woods.

For

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZIM
many

years white oak was supreme as a

cross tie timber, but the supply

is

dimin-

and the price is rising to
the point where economy forces us to use
less costly and more plentiful woods.
ishing rapidly

23

Consequently resort must be had

ation.

to the artificial

means

of conserving our

timber supply by chemical preservation.

Three months after the construction
of

the timber trontinf:

]i];int

nt

(^irrn'ri

«»#^K

m
VIEW OF TIE YARD AT GREEN SPRING
Concrete

office building on left.
Building for narrow gauge locomotives in center. Hose liouse
Tie piles on right. The loading platform is directly behind the engine house

The question

of reforestation

ing trees for railroad use

is still

by plant-

debatable,

made by some

on cxtreine

left.

Spring was authorized, a contract was let
main building, with concrete slabs

for the

roads with certain kinds of trees have

and composition roof, coal bin and trestle
approaches, and foundations for water

not been entirely successful.

tank,

as the experiments

Legislation

PULLING A CHAKL.E
regulating the lumber

may

rail-

cutting

Ul'

Tlli:.ATED TIES

industry

accomplish some good, but Nature

and human indifference to the welfare
our fello^^Tnen

new growth

may

of tie

a

of

prove a barrier to a
timber in this gencr-

concroto

sottlinfi;

tank,

(^:i,'rine

FKOM KLTOUT

and depressed loading
Subsequently contracts were
let for the retorts, working tanks, storage
By May
tanks, boilers, machinery, etc.

house, hose house

platform.

1

.

1913. the entire plant, including a series

—
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of yard tracks for handling the ties, was
ready for operation, and by January 1,1914,

supply of cars that usually return from
the East empty and are destined to those

by reason

points around Chicago and St. Louis
where treated ties are needed.
The Baltimore & Ohio System requires

management

of the skillful

superintendent Angier,
attain nearly the

it

was

maximum

of

possible to

capacity.

•^^l

}

-cp\

CI^

3
3

I

^a-d-

""1

-k

iCSD

.

iti-T"

C^N^

-«

m
QllQ

.£.»

XOOI^

©

NORTH

e:i_e.vation

TIMBER TREATING PLAxXT FLOOR PLAN, ELEVATION S AND LEGEND.
1-2

Retorts

3-4

Centrifugal

5 .,
7-«

l^ressure Tanks.

9
10

Working Tanks
High Compressor, Clapton.
High Compressor. Westinghouse.

The
is

11

Pumps.

site of

the plant

12-13
14
15
16
17

Low

Compressor, Clavton.

Feed Water Pump.

—Green Spring

Md., the center of the heaviest train
Green Spring
is at the foot of one of the largest virgin
timber areas hi the Alleghany Mountains, and is the junction point between
the Main Line and the Romney Branch,
which is sixteen miles long. The Romney Branch connects with the Hampshire Southern Railroad, a hne thirtyeight miles long which operates betw^een
Romney, W. Va., and Petersburg, W.

movement on the System.

Va., in the very heart of a vast virgin

This

is

one reason

why

the tim-

ber treating plant was erected at Green
Spring.

Another factor

is

20
21
22
23

Elevated Coal Trestle.

only fourteen miles from Cumberland,

forest.

18
19

Boilers.

Engine- Generator.
Feed Water Heater.

the plentiful

Vacuum Pump.
Zinc Chloride Tank.
Underground Unloading Tank.
Creosote Storage Tank.

Water Tank.
Settling Tank.

annually from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 ties.
In the past year there were shipped from
the plant at Green Spring a total

302,558 treated ties in 1490 cars.

vtf

These

shipments are equivalent to nearly 10
all the treated ties used by all
the railroads in the United States in 1913.
The receipts of ties for treatment from
per cent of

July, 1912, to

gated

December

885,787,

carried

31, 1913, aggre-

in

3,354

cars.

Deducting from this total the ties that
have already been treated and shipped
leaves a balance sufficient to keep the
plant in operation for six or eight months,
but large quantities of green ties are still
being received and this replenishes the supply nearly as fast as the

ties are treated.
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that are being treated at the

economically, they must

have been cut mostly in
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Ohio.
Kentucky and North Carolina. Red oak

the open

The

ties

present time

dried, either in

ing

and

air

drying

25

Ix*

seasoned or

air or

by steam-

in the retorts.

Season-

ing in the open air usually takes from

the bulk of these receipts,

three to six months, sometimes longer,

although substantial quantities of pine,
beech, gum, maple, ash, birch, chevStnut,
elm and other woods are also shipped t-o
transported chiefly in box cars, some gonand stock cars. Box and stock

and when the moisture has been largely
evaporated, the ties more readily absorb
zinc chloride and creothe preservatives
sote, a combination known as the Card
These preservatives are proprocess.
duced in the United States, although the

cars are best adapted to the loading of

present shortage in the supply of creosote

constitutes

These

the plant for treatment.

ties are

dolas

ties.

To

load treated ties in a refriger-

ator car would be an unpardonable sin,

would be most
and temporarily unfit the

as the odor of creosote
ol)jectionable

car for re-use.

Yet workers at the plant

—

has

encouraged

larger

by one. that

TIES BEING SEASONED FOR

is,

placing one

and seven the other way.

plainingly as

of piling assures the

Before the green

ties

can be treated

from

tie

one way

TREATMENT

inhale the

fumes of creosote as uncomwould men at a banquetsmoker inhale the fumes of the precious
weed which is not always correctly
identified by its label.

imports

Europe.
To obtain the proper seasoning in the
open air the ties are piled in cribs, seven

This method
seasoning

maximum

without too rapid "checking" of the timber.

The

twenty tiers
and as the ties

piles are usually

high, or 105 ties to a crib,

are cril)bed back from the track a dis-
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on two drums.
used for pulling the tram
cars around the yard.
There are fifteen
of these tram cars to a charge, and each
tram carries an average of about forty-

tance of forty feet there are approxi-

five-eighth inch wire cable

mately 400 ties in each pile. The piles
are spaced two and one-half feet apart on
both sides of the track; thus in a distance
of one hundred feet of track there can be

This cable

is

THE TWO BIG RETORTS
On

left

retort

is

open and ready for a charge.

on each side of the
used on the Baltimore

piled 7200 ties, or 3600
track.

&

The

ties

Ohio are seven inches

by

eight inches

through and eight and one-half feet long.
The green ties are unloaded from the
cars in which they are received by piecew^orkers assembled in what is known as
the Back Track Gang. They work under
an inspector who classifies the ties as hard
and soft No.l, No. 2, and culls or split and
checked ties. These culls are not treated.
To facilitate the immediate picking up
and loading on trams of ties for treatment a narrow gauge engine operates on
a third rail in the standard gauge track.
This locomotive on drivers weighs 148,000
pounds, and has a tractive force of 10,080
pounds. To the narrow gauge locomotive

is

attached a bumper car,

Mt. Clare shops, which

carries

made

at

300 feet of

On

right retort

three

ment

is

closed treating charge of ties

ties.

for

A

charge will afford treat-

about 650

ties.

There are

in all

tram
During treatment each tie will absorb
about one and one-quarter gallons of
creosote and from 1.75 to 1.90 pounds oi
zinc chloride.
These preservatives are
130 of these

cars.

introduced as a solution into the retorts

from two working tanks which have a
capacity of 68,000 gallons each.

The

from these
working tanks by gravity through a ten
inch pipe, and it takes about thirteen
minutes completely to fill the retort, and
usually from eight to twelve hours to
preservative

solution

flows

treat a charge of ties, the length of time

depending upon the period
When steaming is necessary it is accomplished in from
A 14 x 24 x 24
three to four hours.
of treatment

of seasoning of the timber.
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direct

acting

vacuum
in the

also

furnishes

the

and aids

complete recovery of the surplus

preservative

The

pump

to hasten evaporation

air

solution

after

capacity of this

treatment.

pump

is

Centrifugal

pumps

back the solution into the working tank,
and by creating a vacuum in the retort for
about one hour the timber is surface
dried and the surplus solution recovered.

The

'ioOO

gallons per minute.
are used to agitate

mixture of creosote and zinc chloThis is done to
ride in the retorts.
of both
absorption
proper
the
insure

compressors used for forcing

comprise a noteworthy feature of the
plant.

Each

The

ature of about 190 degrees Fahrenheit,
to effect a complete impregnation air

forced through a pipe which connects

from the bottom of the ^'P-M-D" (pressure, measuring and drain) tank with the
The gauge on this tank indiretort.

THE ANGIER TIE LOADER

IN

when the desired a})Sorption has
been obtained, and then the air pump is
stopped and the preservative solution reGates

turned to the working tank. It takes
about twenty minutes for the air to force

also

is

a

any

other timber treating plant in the country.

is

preservative solution has a temper-

The "P-M-D" tank

feature which cannot be found at

chemicals by the timber under treatment.

is

air

the preservative solution into the timber

the

and

27

retort has a

"P-M-D"

tank, which

used not only for measuring the solution

reentering the
after

wood and that recovered

treatment,

drainings

from

but also catches the
retorts and pipes
and furnishes the pres-

the

after treatment,

sure necessary to force the solution into
the retort.

The "P-M-D" tank

is

loca-

OPERATION AT GREEN SPRING
ted above the retort, which permits the
solution to flow

by gravity into the

retort

a comparatively short time. The
"
adoption of the principle of the " P-M-D
tank eliminates entirely the use of a presin
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sure

pump, which

although

The

it is

is

the

common practice,

facilities for

and

This tank receives the drainings of the

handling the preser-

preservatives from the retorts, and the

vatives before and after the timber
treated are good.

sions of this tank are 20 x 50 x 10 feet.

costly.

dirty in service

The

zinc chloride

is

creosote

is

partment

com-

recovered in the last

is

passing

after

through

the

VIEW IN ENGINE ROOM SHOWING A SECTION OF RETORT ANt> THE VALVES

AND GAUGE BOARD
stored as a fifty per cent, solution in a

other three.

tank with a capacity of 25,000 gallons
erected on a concrete foundation at
groimd level. The cylindrical unloading tank for creosote is sixty by six feet,
inside measurement, and is equipped
with heating coils.
This tank is used
to unload the creosote from the tank
cars in which it is received.
The creosote is run by gravity into the underground unloading tank and forced by
air pressure into the storage tank or
the working tanks as desired. The
capacity of the storage tank is 280,000

in the well at

Another feature of the plant

is

the set-

constructed of cement, and

having four compartments.

The dimen-

creosote that settles

the botton

of the

last

compartment is picked up and conveyed
to the underground tank by a pump.
From this underground tank the creosote is forced by compressed air up into
The waste solution
the working tanks.
is

used over because

it

carries

a very

small percentage of creosote and

zinc

and also for the reason that
warm and results in a saving over

cold

chloride,

it is

water.

The two
ties are

retorts in service in

which the

impregnated, have inside diam-

eters of seven feet,

gallons.

tling tank,

The

and the length to the
is 132 feet one and

outside door frames

The dome of the
by three feet, and each

one-quarter inches.
retort

is

three feet
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retort has a track

cars

upon which the tram

containing the

ties

to

be treated

An

of

175 p<junds to the

asbestos gasket, inter-

woven with fine wire, is placed between the

rest.

Each retx)rt is erected on nine concrete
piers and is securely fastened to the center
On the remaining
pier by nine bolts.
eight piers the retort rests on expansion
saddles, each of which contains two nests
of steel rollers, and each nest is made of
Each retort has a steel
three rollers.
either
end which alone weighs
door at
6,441 pounds.

door frame

The

total weight of the

attached to the shell, together

with the cast steel ring and dished head
door, all bolts, nuts, keepers, and hinge
pins

working pressure
square inch.

is

12,840 pounds.

rim of the door and flange of the retort.
Heating pipes are located from end to

end

of the retort, the

steam enters and

is

discharged near the center of the retorts

and the condensation passes through a
trap to the settling tank.

ment

This arrange-

and
any creosote

aids in easily detecting a leak,

it is

also possible to recover

lost

during treatment.

The charge

of treated timber

is

with-

drawn from the retort by simply hitching
the narrow gauge locomotive to the tram
cars bv means of the cvlinder line.
The

INTAKE AT POTOMAC KIVEH FOR SUPPLYING WATER TO THE TIMBER TREATING PLANT
AND MAIN LINE ENGINES PASSING GREEN SPRING

Each retort weighs 168,520 pounds,
and has a capacity equivalent to. 5, 207

preserved timber is somewhat heavier than

cubic feet or 38,954 gallons in solution.

of solution

The doors

swing on steel
rollers and are made tight to withstand a
cold water pressure of 250 pounds and a
of the retorts

the green timber owing to the quantity

The

absorbed during treatment.

treated ties are loaded from th©

trams on to the cars by either hand or an
ingenious mechanical de\'ice invented by
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Buperintendent Angier.

shaped

This mechanical

an "L,"

made

The Platform Gang,

also pieceworkers,

Experience has proved that it can
ciple.
do the work of three men. The standard
gauge cars are loaded at the depressed
platform which is 550 feet long and
twenty-five feet wide, and has a capacity
In order to
of about twenty-four cars.

per tram for
machine loading and fifty cents per tram
for hand loading, and are earning an
average of $1.85 to $3.25 per ten hour day.
The plant has a good commissary;
board is cheap and satisfactory. Box
car cottages have been built on the original lines and are rented to employes.

facilitate the loading of the heavier treated

Commodious

was necessary to construct the platform on a dead
level with the retorts and the standard
gauge tracks.
The labor problem is perhaps the most
vaxatious that had to be adjusted in order
to put the timber treating plant on a commercial footing. Green Spring, although
only fourteen miles from Cumberland, is
in a valley but little populated, and is not
an incorporated town. There are few

dent and clerks have also been provided.

accommodations, little opportunity for
mental relaxation, and its natural, romantic beauty is virtually the only attraction.
There is good hunting in the Alleghany
Mountains, plenty of fish in the Potomac,

for

and

by the

tie

loader

is

like

and operates on the

of steel

ties into the

outgoing cars

is

trolley prin-

it

beautiful wild flowers in the sur-

rounding

summer

fields

and woods during the

time, but of recreation such as

men are accustomed to in the larger towns
there
is

is

none.

The timber

treating plant

practically the only center of

remun-

erative occupation outside of the railroad
itself.

trians,

At the plant are employed AusHungarians, Poles, Russians, Ital-

receive

cents

forty-five

quarters for the superinten-

Fire protection

is

excellent

and super-

intendent Angier has organized a

department on modern

pump

water per minute and can throw a stream
sixty feet vertically.
There is a plentiful
supply of water obtained from the Potomac. Two pumps, located in a concrete excavation about ten feet

below the

surface of the ground, supply the water

both the Timber Treating Plant and
Main Line engines, an arranj:;ement
which has been put into effect recently for
economic reasons. Thetenfoot excavation

the

pumps was made necessary
from the Potomac River.

containing the

The

lift

buildings are of fireproof construc-

being used where possible.

tion, concrete

They
by

are heated with steam and Hghted

electricity.

A

bath house has been

erected with spray sprinklers and hot an i
cold water for the

accommodation

An

experimental plant has also been

equipped with modern

men
The common

chemical and physical apparatus.

icans,

nativity.

labor is mostly foreign; the
American.
skilled labor,
The pieceworkers on the Back Track
Gang are paid one and one-half cents per
tie, and they have averaged from $1.75 to
$4.00 per ten hour day. Those on the

Truck Gang receive from forty-five
fifty cents per tram, and are earning

of the

employes.

added, and this

and

fire

has a capacity of 500 gallons of

ians, Swedes, French, Germans, Amer-

of varied color

fire

The

lines.

is

The

experimental plant will prove of great
value in determining the merits of various
processes of treatment

and the adapt-

ability of certain kinds of

On

the whole,

wood

for ties.

the Timber Treating

Plant at Green Spring

has

been

con-

to

structed on progressive lines, so that

at

capacity

the rate of $1.75 to $2.65 per ten hour day.

may

its

be added to without unnec-

essary interruption to present operation.

Conservation of our Car Supply
Address of Superintendent of Transportation
J. R. Kearney at Deer Park

DlELAYED
,

CT^

(.-ars,

affect

rectly,

department.

and

the car supply

if

directly or

every

Delayed cars

affect

the car supply

Way

short, the INIaintenance of

ment cannot ship

its

iiidi-

practically

is

Depart-

material; the freight

secured by the Traffic Department to pay
the charges on the money borrowed to
pay for the improvements made during
the past few years cannot l)c moved, etc.
Every year just prior to and during
periods of car shortage there

is

a great

deal of discussion as to the necessity for

quickening

movement

of cars in order to

At the

take care of traffic offering.
sent time there are a

number

pre-

of articles

they

will

be only too glad to release cars

promptly if the road will deliver them
promptly and they call attention to the
cars that are delayed in transit, suggesting

that the road do

its

part by giving prompt

movement.
It is

a tendency of

human

trouble arises to blame

''otlu^r

th;'

In the case of car shortage the

fellow."

"other fellow

" is the public.

I

am

case does not entirely

this

public, but that the

remedy

lie

with the

lies in

another

direction.

While there
piled to

is

no data regularly com-

show delay

to cars

by consignees

except at tidewater and lake piers

tions, calling attention to prospective car

lieve shippers generalh^ are

shortage and the necessity for securing

promptl3\

and conDelay
signees to reduce the shortage.
and misuse of cars by the public is referred to and various suggestions made
to overcome such delays; such as increasing demurrage rate during periods of car

the public are prett}' well covered

cooperation

of

shippers

shortage, track storage charge in addition
to

demurrage

rate,

etc.

Shippers and

consignees are written to and solicited to
aid in increasing car supply

many

murrage regulations that

generally

ar.

enforced.

A number

of larger shippers are writ-

ing to their consignees urging

order

full

promptly

carloads,
in

order

to
to

them

to

release

cars

conserve

car

supply.

Cars placed for loading

coal, coke, ore,

limestone, etc., which comprise over half

are writing to con-

the loading on the Baltimore

calling attention to

are

by them in unloading.
them reply stating that

for

of

by
by de-

cars that are delayed

We

cars of coal delaj-ed
\'ery

The

be-

I

handling cars

month

cars promptly.

signees each

by handling

firmly

convinced, however, that the trouble in

appearing in railway and other publica-

the

when

nature

on

it

all

practically loaded out

movement
many of them

the

same day

&

Ohio,

and ready
as placed;

within a few hours after
31
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being placed.

L. C. L. cars,

which are

also a goodly number, are of necessity

placed

do not think much more can be
accomplished with the shippers, but that
an effort must be made to reduce the
I

Such

detention.

delays

are

We

under our control.

absolutely

not need to go to the Interstate

do

Com-

merce Commission to secure authority
to

covering such delays.

file tariffs

am

I

firmly convinced that the delays are in

our terminals.

may

Perhaps you

say

are being moved promptly.
do you know? Who knows what
is the average yard delay?
Is there a
superintendent here who can say what
is the average delay to cars in yards on

that

his division?

An

made

audit has been

At

yards.

several

of the delays

one

the

point

average delay to loads in transit, that
loads passing through the yards,
twentj^-four
forty-five

is

is,

about

diem tax of
day on every car

a per

hours,

cents per

through that yard. In another yard the
average delay is thirty-one hours or a
per diem tax of about fifty-five cents per
car.

It

is

a

in

railroad

significant

fact

that

in

detention

been

has

past

than

the

con-

In this case the con-

signees' detention.

detention

signees'

months

several

for

higher

is

computed

from

the time the cars arrive until their vessel
is comfrom
the
time
the
vessel
reports
puted
for

reports f the railroad detention

cargo until the

dumped

are

cars

into

the vessel.

The

consignees' average detention on

is
not forty-eight hours.
were there would be a very large
amount of demurrage collected.
Last December, when coal was in
great demand and consignees were of
necessity
compelled to release cars
promptly on account of the coal being
badly needed, the average delay to cars
in one of the large transit yards was
twenty-four hours; this record being dur-

the

railroad

If it

ing a period

when the movement

wais

normal, no unusual conditions affecting

The average delay
two other yards through which the
cars passed was also twenty-four hours

the road or division.
in

another yard where this audit has been

or three days in terminal yards from coal

made and where

regions to tide.

steadily

reduced,

the

delay

has

been

The average

during the past two

daily

mileage

car

an accurate gauge

last

move-

weeks, while the average miles per day

year, which

on the System generally decreased, the
average on the division where that yard
is located increased.
In another yard
a special check was made of the railroad
detention; that is, the time between the
arrival of the car in the yard and placing

ment, was 26.2 miles per day. Allowing
an average of ten miles per hour for

it

for

the

consignee

to

average was forty hours.
to this, there

is

unload.

The

In addition

a delay of which no record

train

is

movement,

this

of

means that

cars

were moving about two hours and thirtysix minutes out of every twenty-four.
W^e should be able to do better than this.
I do not think any of us fully appreciate

the

effect

of

movement

slow

delay to cars individually.

We

or

are apt

a low estimate will average eight hours,

think that a delay of twenty-four
hours in a yard to a car or cars does not
mean much. When this delay occurs

so that the railroad

to the

is

kept covering time between the re-

lease of the car

;

unloading

at least forty-eight hours.

over 14,000 cars of coal last month, the

cars

How

in

is

At Lorain, the port where we unloaded

loaded promptly.

railroad

and

loading

for

that yard

and forwarding, which

at

detention to cars

to

same

cars in

two

or

more

yards.
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cars

shipment, consignees would release them,

shipment upon the
may
movement
of
which may depend
prompt
traffic;
may be needed
they
considerable
cargo
complete
for
a
vessel waiting
a
to

there would be no crowding in yards and

it

means

considerable.

contain a

trial

at a lake or tidewater port, the delay in

which
several days in
releasing a hunarrival of

dred

may mean

the delay of

the car supply would be improved.
I
have known of a number of cases where
shippers in making large shipments have
spaced them one or more days apart,
with a view of having them arrive

they

so

cargo cannot be

rival,

completed until

have

they arrive.

have

of

some

to

them
their

sidings filled

want and

ular

only
all

l)unched,

What the shipwill

them

promptly- on ar-

cars, as the

pers

could

release

and
held

cars

reg-

out on account

movement.

of lack of room.

They

is

are

had

Consignees

not

particularly anx-

ample

ious

fast

forunloading the

but

cars promptly

for

movement,

want

do

they

ment

order requested;

may

the

proper

make

arrangement

they arrived

somew^hat in the

order

in

they

that

liad

move-

regular

facihties

cars

being

bunched,

how-

ever, they could

s

for releasing their

not do this and

cars and conduct-

we

ing

busi-

of the cars.

promptly.

account

their

ness

They repeatedly
state that if we
will give

J. R. KEA RNEY
SUPERINTENDENT OF TRANSPORTATION

regular

movement

the use

On

of
bunching them,
we cannot charge

any demurrage.

to

I

may know

lost

have

also

arrive within a certain period of time, they

known cases where buildings have been
held up on account of large shipments

can then make arrangements to place vessels and release cars promptly.

being made, because the car which was
shipped first and was most needed was

coal in order that they

We
for

it

will

frequently bunch cars in transit

consignees,

and when they

bunched at destination,

arrive

crowding our
we complain
bitterly because the consignees do not
release them promptly.
If these cars
were moved reasonablv in their order of

yards and delivery tracks,

the last to arrive,

thus preventing the

release of the earlier cars.

Slow movement means an increased
of cars on fine to handle traffic.

number

When

the

movement is particularly slow
number is such that yards

the increased

and terminals are (Towded and

difficultv

;
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and expense in switching are increased.
Expense of maintaining equipment is
also increased in that a greater

of foreign cars are used,

many

number
which

of

are of light construction and not suitable

on

for service

this

line.

Foreign cars

require additional switching in order that

they

may

freight

delayed, shippers trace

is

is

spent in the handling of tracers

and explaining delays by division

forces

that should be spent in moving freight;
extra switching

is

required in

many

cases

thirty-five miles per

number

was

the^ lowest,

mileage and freight earnings the highest
during the year. The earnings went over

when we had
on line than in October.
The October performance is an illustration of what can be done through
prompt movement; also that it is pos$300,000 in excess of May,

more

18,000

cars

smaller

number

have on

line.

I

and

of

traffic

cars

with a much
than we now

The average earnings per loaded
mile were 14.8 cents in October,

and July, 1913.
cars,

In October, with 77,496

$7,471,501; in

July,

with 92,769

earnings were $6,838,746; that

$633,000 less. The figures just quoted
show the savings that can be made in
per diem by quickening the car move-

would

result

otherwise would be.

with

less

Last year there was paid for per diem
on foreign cars $5,293,537; for mileage
This is
S609,352, a total of $5,902,889.

traffic

could be handled at

therefore

it

exclusive of reclaims.

The

total

debit

equipment account

The average
the past

fiscal

charge

last

for

hire

of

year was $627,138.

miles per car per day for

year were 26.2.

If

the

average were increased to twenty-nine
miles per day, or a

little

less

than the

with

little

attention of the division officers as

is

cars,

is,

over 15,000 more cars on line in
July than in October the earnings were

a

ment.
This

expenses,

car

1912,

the freight tonnage revenue was

possibly not brought so forcibly to the

operating

October

cars on line

the average miles per

Delayed cars mean
expenses and dissatisfied shippers, while
those moved promptly reduce expenses
and aid in the solicitation of freight.
The president, in his usual clear and
convincing manner, showed us yesterday
do not think that any of us fully realize
the amount paid for hire of equipment,
nor the cost of slow movement. Among
the most expensive things on the railroad
The hire
are delayed and diverted cars.
of equipment is not charged against

of

car per day, and the percentage of loaded

handle the

the necessity for reducing expenses.

day $3,567,510.

It is a noticeable fact that in

sible to

traced.

If

the

saving would be $1,789,175; to thirtythree miles per day, $2,924,471; to

to dig out the delayed cars that are being

increased

miles per day),
$1,358,676.

increased to thirty miles per day,

last (1912) the

and complain; wires are burdened with
tracers; division and yard offices are
crowded with tracers and requests to
locate and hurry forward cars; much
time

1912, when we made 29.5
we would have saved

be properly distributed, which

of course is expensive.

When

best month's average last year (October,

is

not the only economy that

from better car movement

congestion

in

the

yards,

less

expense.

Looking at the question from another

we
movement

find

increases.

The average earnings per

angle,

the

that in quickening car

value

of

the

car

day
car

per day last year were $2.52 or 9.6 cents
per mile.

If

the mileage were increased

to thirty-five miles per

day the value

of

the car day would be increased 84 cents,
or $3.36 per day; if increased to a little
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over thirty miles per day, the vakie of ii
If thirty
car would be $3.00 per day.
miles per day had been

made

last

largely.

Among

the things that are responsible

expense

increasing

average mileage

bad order

is

and

reducing

the delay in repairing

Last year the average

cars.

bad order cars was 5,319. If
the average had been kept to 4,000, it
would have given us the use of 1,319 cars
and saved S2 16,645 in per diem. At the
present time there are about 8,300 bad

number

of

order cars.

The

excess of 4,300

is

cost-

month

ing us at the rate of $58,050 per

Bad

order

cars

should

A

be

repaired

The American

cars.

handling

for

known

foreign

Baltimore

&

home

we should

this,

solicit

the aid of shippers

foreign cars properly.

It is

is

of

its

to

foreign

its traffic.

If

cars properly

we do not handle
we are not in a

demand proper handling

route card. Form 229 M. T.,
provided
in order to secure the
has been
proper routing of cars, and in order to

avoid delay in securing proper routes.

A number

of cars

be secured.

the repair of bad order cars.

Repairs

must be made sooner or later. In some
cases traffic is lost on account of cars
being delayed in transit while awaiting

In

repairs.

when bad

addition,

order

cars accumulate so that the repair tracks
will

not hold them,

repair
in

them

many

fering

it

is

necessary to

other parts of the yard,

cases congesting yards,

with

switching

in

switching
expenses,'

and
also

inter-

increasing

preventing

of

Awards,

however, are not

This

cars.

increasing per diem expense, on account

with the system

nothing gained by delaying

of

other

A home

ment which could have been handled
is

by

cars

lines.

is

There

& Ohio

Baltimore

usually used to take care of the ship-

car.

an originat-

and is dependent upon return
cars from foreign lines in order

ing line

forwarding these cards with

delayed, a foreign car

home

by having them specify destination in
ordering cars. Aside from the question
of rules, it is good policy on the part of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to handle

system car

is

or to

In order to do

route junction points.

The
means delay in delivery of
shipment and possible complaints from
shippers; in the case of loaded and empties, a per diem charge of forty-five cents,
as when a foreign car is delayed, per diem
is paid on it to the owner and when a
foreign.

are

Ohio Railroad, we should be

able to load foreign cars

the

order load

which

cars,

Car Service Rules 1 to 4,
inclusive.
These rules are very broad,
and with the diversified loading on the
as

position to

tem and

Railway

Association has formulated a set of rules

promptly, both loaded and empty, sysdelay to a bad

their

in

few words on the subject of handling

foreign

handle

or nearly $700,000 per year.

handled

being

cars

turn.

year

would have given us the use of 10,893
more cars daily, which if needed to
handle traffic and not sent home to save
per diem, would have enabled the road
to have increased its earnings very
it

for

movable

35

having to be held until routes can

A number

of foreign

cars

have been handled over the road during
the past year on bogus or incorrect
cards.
It is difficult to determine what
it has cost the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, due to this practice.
Many foreign cars are received from
connections in switching service on which

we

receive a reclaim.

The reclaim

ance

is

some

large terminals five days

in

each

is

allowed.

is

fixed

by the

terminal.

We

should

This reclaim allowance
roads

allow-

generally four days, although at
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make

as possible, as every car returned in less

way, would be to have plenty of power,
both switching and road, so that engines
would be available to move trains when

than the reclaim period means that much

ready.

special efforts to handle the cars

delivered to us for switching as quickly

per diem saved.

Last year the amount paid for switching

was $981,585;

reclaims

special

for

mostly on cars not received
from connections promptly, $23,585; a
reclaims,

Amounts

total of $1,005,170.

received,

switching reclaims $370,434; special reclaims

The balance
large

of

number

received

we have not
promptly.

connections

made

to accept

from connections promptly in
order- to keep down these reclaims, and
cars for consignees on our tracks should
be placed under demurrage regulations
as promptly as possible.
In order to increase our movement,
each division should receive complete
reports of cars in each yard daily in

may know

the cars they

have to move and those available to
apply on orders. These reports should
be checked regularly to avoid delays
No merchant will attempt to
to cars.
do business without knowing exactly
what stock he has on hand, or what goods
he has for

Extra per diem

a day's delay in loading or unloading

total

cars

order that they

an engine.

is

it

paid and loss of revenue on account of a
train of cars delayed awaiting power

increased rate, and the

Special efforts should be
all

than

this year will be heavier

of cars that

from

delay a train of freight or a train of cars

would more than pay for the service of
an engine. Frequently a delay of two
or three hours to a train of cars means

$393,402;

total

$22,968;

debit balance $611,768.

on account

Mr. Riley made a remark this mornwhich let me repeat and emphasize,
namely, that it is more expensive to
ing,

them;

furthermore,

cars

are

my

have set the
have romanced
with figures. We must hav# enthusiasm
if we are to succeed in any undertaking
and we must set our mark high. The
standard of the Baltimore & Ohio is a
high one. Who would have thought
three years ago that today the average
train load would be seven hundred torn?
that in

mark

I

am

enthusiasm

too high and that

I

I

firmly of the opinion that

same attention

sale.

when

handled through the yards promptly, the
capacity of the yards is increased.
Doubtless a number of the yards that are
now badly crowded would be able to
handle traffic if cars could be switched
into trains and forwarded promptly.
Doubtless many of you will think

is

if

the

given to increasing the

and

average car miles as has been given to

other forces should be available to switch

increasing the train load, equally as good

Sufficient

cars

yard

promptly.

power,

The

clerical

ideal

way,

should say, the economical and

The mastery

of the

or

I

efficient

results will be obtained

from a

financial

standpoint.

ways to do things

that counts for future

is

the accomplishment

work"

m
Sa

The Spook
The Apparition That The Engineer Pursued
By Alfred Clement Paul
was

r

on

a

night

like

this,'"

drawled old Captain Woodworth,

named "Cap."

a£936l drawing up his chair a bit closer
to the glistening side of the sheet

iron

War, and he was promptly nick-

Civil

It did

not take the Captain's sjxxjky

stories or the

man

hissing of the engines to

brim with glo^^ing coke.
'*'Cut the spooks. Cap. old man. we've
got to go out on train 87 tonight, and that
line of yours always makes me feel
creepy," spoke Jimmie Cracraft, fireman

cause a

of the 87, passenger run,

whom the Cappromptly confounded as being one of
those upstarts in the railroad game, who
knows more than a man who has been on

weak men

tain

87,

the line for thirty y(\irs.

The door of the roundhouse rolled
up heavily, and after considerable puffing,
grinding and slij^ping, Gillingham came

stove, fired to its

By

his

appearance, indeed, the Captain

might have been on the road for thirty
and no one at that junction could
talk service record with him.
He was a

years,

product

that

of

successful

far-gone

was almost an

superstition

locomotive

day,

when

essential

operation.

to

He

Rain,

man

in

In fact,

Cilmar, engineer of the

over to take his run.

with engine 1911, seven hours

late.

the C. N. division," he growled.

hours late!

Might

seventy hours.

in

it.

sick.

"Hell and damnation's broke loose on

but everj'body
one day, one of

them "Upstarts" remarked that the old
man nmst have run engines during the

sleet

broke down under the tremendous
strain, and headquarters were to send a

at

admitted

that night.

and freeze had
the weather during the

snow,

been the run of
In the railroad world it
preceding week.
kept strong men up and going, it made

seemed to have always been on the road.
No one could ever fathom •the tangled
mass of statistics that the Captain gave
to establish his seniority,

hail,

to feel creepy

all.

just as well

"Seven
have been

Why, I'm lucky

to get in

Every stream's an Amazon. Had

to run three bridges through a foot of

and just got across Whiskey Creek
time to hear the bridge let go."
"Just reminds me of the night," broke
in the Captain, "when Bill Powell went
out with engine 771 on train 87. Old Bill
water,
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had been numing 771 on that train for
yes, it was the same engine which
hit old Judge Stevens at Springdale.
It
was just one year from the night when
Bill ran down the old man, when the
weather was pretty much like it is tonight.
The judge was a man past four-score
years, and, although his age had made
him feeble-minded, he was much respected in his community. No one
could ever explain what the old gentleman was doing near the track at that
hour of the night. Bill was ''hittin' her
up" about forty-five miles an hour, and
ran him down before he had time to slow
up.
They never found his body, and
some people say that the engine carried
it to Turtle Creek.
I guess you know
years

—

the road

down

there,

past Springdale,

through Cresap's woods, Jonathan's Narrows, and over Turtle Creek.
The unfortunate accident

He

couldn't get

made

it off

Bill heart-sick.

Almost

mind.

his

every night before he went out, he would
retell the story.
One year from the night
of the accident, the

an anniversary.

weather was having

Bill

complained of

ing bad, but he took 771

with his train.
Springdale,

and

He had

feel-

and went out

passed through

into the woods, running

about forty-five miles an hour, when suddenly he saw the phantom of old Judge
Stevens jump on the track, and run
wildly in front of his train.

He

pulled

''How's the clay-bank at Jonathan's

Narrows holding?" inquired Cap after a
pause, and directing his remark at Harris,
the roundhouse foreman, who had just
arrived.

"Last accounts, pretty good," he reCap, just got a wire from

plied, "but, say.

headquarters, and they killed your run

They say they
make the run on
You know the road down
on train

for tonight

61.

can't get Lucas over to
train

87.

there; will

you go out with Cracraft on

train 87?"

"What

engine?"

superstitiously

in-

quired Woodworth.

"The 771

is

run, Cap, but,

regularly assigned to that
if

you're afraid of spooks,

guess ther'll be no objection to your taking 61 's engine. No. 904, as she'll not run
tonight."

make

"I'll

the

run,"

curtly

replied

Cap, and going over to 904, he examined
it with the eye of an expert.
The wet, soggy snow which had been

had ceased, and the chill in the air
caused the thermometer to crawl down

falling

a few degrees closer to zero.

The

rails

leading from the roundhouse were cov-

ered with a shiny layer of

ice,

and

in back-

ing 904 from the house, she began to slide.

Cap jammed

the brakes

down

hard, and

slipped a driving tire on the engine.

"We

up in time for
have to take 771, as

can't get her fixed

87's run,

and

you'll

mumbled

the trottle wide open, and went tearing

she's the only available engine,"

through the night at sixty-five miles an
hour, but still that shadow kept ahead,
until when crossing the bridge over Turtle Creek, it suddenly leaped into the air,

Harris, uttering imprecations at the cruel

and was gone.
''Bill

last.

week.

vigorously against

was

his

Cracraft, hi^ superstitious fears subsided,

experience turned his black hair

and he got on, determined to make the run.
Everything at the station was in the

He trembled as with the

went to a

Cap remonstrated

taking train 87 out with No. 771, but after
considerable persuasion from Harris and

finished that run, but

The

white.

irony of fate.

ague, and

where he lived but a
said it was nervous
believe it was fright.

hospital,

The doctors

prostration, but I

it

excited state which portends approaching
disaster.

The

was the general topic
and a large crowd of pas-

flood

of conversation,
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was waiting to go out on 87.
Every one seemed bent on evading the
peril of high waters, and willing to take a
chance to get
away from the
sengers

locahty.

Finally Cap
picked up the

I

.M

1'1.< )^

1

S

MACAZINI-:
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such times his eyes would stare straight
ahead, glued to the

some

iiTCLiularity.

rails,

as

Or was

if

it

to discern

that he was

trying

the

^Tk

solve

to

mj^stery

of

theforest through

which they were

now

conductor's

passing, en-

•'high-ball" to

shrouded in the
gloom of this

get under way,

miserable

and with his
hand on the

ter's

thrill

Suddenly

humming

and the

throttle

win-

night?

and

altogether

of the en-

the

ceased

gine under him,

Jimmie

he breathed a
deep sigh of relief,
and began
humming the
melody of a pop-

train

ular tune.

and he thought
this might be

An

the

beginning

to gather speed.

They were on
the

down-grade

into Springdale,

occasional

gust of

felt

the

air, find-

but,

cause,

n g its w a }'
through the cab
window, told the

turning, he

engineer that the

massivel}' erect,

i

the rigid

the

weather was

looking

The constant
drizzle

of

straight

and

with eyes fairly

snow

bulging

and sleet had
changed to a

downpour

Captain,

forward,

warming.

again

saw
form of

from

their sockets.
His right hand

of

'^k^

was clutching

i

the throttle,

warm rain.
Apparently,
however, bad

pulling
ily,

/

weather did not

it

stead-

slowly,

but

surely open.

tain's

Capbuoyancy.

"What's the
matter. Cap?"

The

only

queried Jimmie,

lessen

note

the

false

noticeable

JIMMY r.AXDKD KNKi: DKEP IX THE SOFT OOZY

was an occasional ai)rui)t
the tune ho was Iniinniint:;.
At

exuberance
hiatus in

MUD

anxious to break

the horrible

in his superficial

tenseness
'(Iroat

of

the

situation.

Hod! Look!" groan(Ml the Cap-

!
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tain, in

*

*

The

"More

a hoarse, staccato whisper. ''Keep

her hot Jimmie, we'll run
*

him down."

*

*

*

frantic clicking of the instrument

awakened the telegraph op-

at his side

erator at Springdale,
sufficient

who

could not arouse

energy to answer the

call.

He

cursed the inventor and everything con-

nected with telegraphy, and again at-

But the

speed, keep her hot,"

was the

only response.

The station at Springdale was passed
with bullet-like rapidity, and without the
least slackening of the

demoniacal speed.

The only witness of the mad plunge past
the station was the telegraph operator,
who hurriedly wired for the wreck train.
The dizzy gait was maintained into

was

Cresap's woods, until finally, despairing of

too persistent to be denied, with the in-

catching up with the apparition, the Cap-

tempted to doze
strument

off.

call

screaming "SP", the

still

call

tain uttered an audible groan,

and sank

to

for Springdale.

the floor of the engine cab in a stupor.

do you want," cHcked
is SP."
"Stop 87, bridge out over Turtle
Creek," came over the wire.
With a sudden start, the operator
jumped to his feet, leaped to the cupboard, procured his red lantern, and ap-

Quick to discern the fall of the Captain
and heeding the warning of the red fusee,
"Jimmie" jumped to the engineer's side
of the cab, closed the throttle, and slowly

''What the

hell

the drowsy operator, "this

off

a match to the wick. A sickl}The
spiral of smoke was his reward.
Again invading the
lantern held no oil.
plied

cupboard, he found a red fusee, which
he lighted, and placed securely
middle of the track.
*

*

*

*

*

in the
*

Working with the strength of a maniac,
"Jimmie" ceaselessly piled the coal into the
yawning mouth of the firebox. As nearly
as he could estimate, they were going

an hour, and he uttered
prayer
that
the train would hold
silent
a
glow
from the open fireThe
rails.
the
Captain in the
revealed
the
door
box
hand
still clutchposition,
his
same rigid
desperately.
throttle
ing the wideopen
After the greedy firebox had been
momentarily satisfied, Jimmie was able
to rest from his rhythmic shoveling long
enough to get a glance at the track ahead.
sixty-five miles

He

glimpsed the phantom in

its sixty-five

mile an hour race ahead of the train, and

checked their

As

if

mad

flight.

unwilling to go further, the train

suddenly stopped, although the throttle
was still open to the ten-mile notch.
Peering into the darkness, Jimmie was
able to see that they were in Jonathan's
Narrows, but he failed to notice the claybank which edged the track. Closing the
throttle, he jumped down from the engine, and landed knee-deep in the soft,
oozy mud, which quickly brought home
to

him the

bank had let go,
Looking ahead he

fact that the

enveloping the track.
still

beheld the apparition.

They were

close

to

the bridge ov

;r

Turtle Creek, and as nearly as he could
judge,

the

phantom must be on

the

bridge, awaiting the starting of the train.

He determined

to find out what it might
through
the mud until he
be, and waded
where
the bridge had
came to the edge of

gone down.

He was

in the light reflected

by the headlight on the
phantom was suspended

engine,

and the

in the air over

the swollen waters of the creek.

With a sickening

realization of

what

saw

would have happened had not the track

the red glow of the fusee at the Spring-

been blocked, Jimmie turned and looked.

dale station.

And

in peering further into the darkness,

"Do you

see

it,

Cap!" he

yelled.

there, pasted flat against the glass of

the headlight, was a wet, soggy, maple leaf

—

Rules-Take

^^Observe Safety First

Word

Your Company

of

Given

is

as

the

it

You'^

to

Address of D. L. Cease, Editor of **The Railroad Trainman,**

and Divisional Committeemen at

to General

Cleveland,

'Snr I'EKL somewhat,

A1*

place

not

but

exactly,

out

that

Sfiftfel ^^oint^

to

take time that

sure can better be devoted to the

purpose

useful

among

of

practical

how

yourselves of

work

certainty of yard congestion and train

coupled,

service

for

nearly

twenty-five

and after ten years' service in
yard work to note the difference in the
relations between the employers and the
men between the time I worked for a
railroad company and today.
It is an
evidence of

cooperative

progress

that

you do not appreciate. I
have been much impressed by the
admonitions of 3'our officers, which have
all been to the effect that 3'ou must not
the most of

take chances with life or limb in performing your w^ork; that you must not
shove over couplers with your feet, nor
hold open coupling knuckles: must not

jump on

moving
engines coming tow^ard you; must not
go between moving cars for any purpose
in short, that vou must not sacrifice
the

front

ends

of

men

and,

have
were no safet}'
appliances; men had to go between cars
and stay between them until they were

railway
years,

day there were

no such instructions given the
been

of

my

In

unnecessarily.

for the

something

be

will

delay than to get hurt by taking chances

an agreeable experience for me to come into a meeting
of this kind, after having been out of
is

it

more

1

out your plans for Safety First.
It

efficiency; that

for

better to take necessary time ^^^th the

discussion

best to

safety

3rd

am
am

I

,

|

of

C, March

most

given

part, they could not

for

and

there

as

for

not

getting

engines according to the safety rule,
w^e

knew about the

on
all

getting on was that

—

we had

to get on
just where, did not
matter so much as it did that we were
there, on the right end of the engine
to couple up without lost time.
It
wasn't how you did it; it was your
business to do it.
Then, when a man
missed a coupling he was asked why he
didn't make it with his foot!
Time^
have surely changed: now our men do
tr>'

make them with

to

payments

of

their feet, as our

claims for lost feet bear

witness; they exceed the pa\Tnents for

hands and arms.
ber
that

But the

insistence of

every memyour general safety committee,
the Baltimore t<r Ohio Railroad

even' one of your
of

officers, of
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does not want you to risk your

limb and that

and

will

end

in dismissal,'

know

all

be

will

dis-

the practice continues

if

at its face value

JVe

or

life

persist in taking

chances you

unnecessary
ciplined

you

if

take a chance

it

must be accepted

and be

serioush^ taken.

that the disposition to

bred in us;

is

is

it

the

continued habit of other days when

was not thought necessary
at the price of efficiency;

we know

it

men

to save

better

than any one can tell us that there are
occasions when time taken to insure
safety will bring censure

and the men

it.
I believe this is one
time when we can talk plainly to each

are afraid of

other,

for

that,

am

I

advised,

for until

the

is

men

purpose of this meeting. The
slow to take the safety rules

are

literally,

very recently they had good

reason to beUeve that such rules were

more for the shaping of public opinion
and the defense of the railways in damage
suits

than for

the

protection

The men read the

employe.

of

the

but
they knew of other rules that prevented
their obedience to safety rules without
danger of dismissal and they haven't
yet come to accept the newer spirit

know

there

sibility

cause.

is

for

are

ditions

different

and

relations

be-

tween the companies and their men are
different.

And

as evidence of that, here

your safety committees and your
declarations, that carry with them every

are

assurance that you

mean what you

say;

that regardless of delays, chances must

not be taken and that

life

and limb must

saved even though time be lost.
This has the right ring to it and my
advice to you employes is, take your
be

word as you get it from them
and do not sacrifice your safety. Accept
officers'

statements,

their

that you can

not with the notion
time without good

lose

cause; do not unnecessarily delay train

We

to

a tendency to shift respon-

do

it

its

delays,

The

feel their jobs are at stake if they
do not "hit the ball." Every train and
yard man works with the idea uppermost in his mind that he must get done
in a hurry and he knows that if he
delays, everyone else is likely to be
delayed and that is not ideal railroading.
He believes that he can not take the
time to assure his safety if it means a
delayed train or yard operation.
Men are no different today than they
were when I was in service. But con-

movement, but take your time
be safe; do your work properly but

and at

seriously

rules

they

value.

face

regardless

switchman

or

of

the

brakeman

or yard

safely.

And, in addition to your

own

personal safety habits, see to

your

workman

observes

not for his

own

fellow

it

that

every

protection,

does not take a chance, delay follows

safety rule,

and he

then for yours.
who will not quit taking chances, then it
is your right and your duty to your
family and yourself to see to it that he

is

censured by his foreman, or

conductor, and then ''up the line" goes
the inquiry, ''why?" through the yard-

master,

trainmaster,

dispatcher,

super-

if

If

you work with a man

No man

has the right to continue to jeopardize your safety by not

intendent and as far as the case seems

does.

to need to go to fasten the cause on
someone for the delay. This practice
must be discontinued and due allowance

taking care of his own.

made
though
is

this

for
it

obeying

safety

rules

results in loss of time.

habit

of

censure

when

even

But

it

delays

happen that makes men take chances;

Every experienced railroad man knows
what it means to work with the student.
And, this happens when the regular man
Every one of you
is killed or injured.
knows that a new man must be taken
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must be shuwii how to work,
and you nuisl
share of his work in adchtion

care of,

how

It

lie

man

the

at

nt^eded

Take no chances
and you will not have to work with so
many green men. The thought I mean
to convey to you is that safety ol)served will be far better for you as em-

to

individual inefficiency.

better

through

for

enced

men

damage
for

take

will

of the service.

take

I

it

as au

3'ou,

the natural

them, than to have

down and them
It

is

far

better

left

for

without

you

to

your life as a wage earner
go through life crippled and
helpless, a burden upon society through
what might have been unnt^cessary
chance taking.
From your president, Mr. Willard,
to the last officer or head of department
here today, you are advised to take no
chances.
I
beheve the Baltimore ik
Ohio has gone into this safety movement
more thoroughly than the greater number of the railroads; it is spending money
to insure safety, and I have it from our
members on other roads that when
Safety First means expense there is a
loss of interest in Safet}- First.
As I liavc
just said, from Mr. WiHard down the
than to

line there is

be given time to \vork safely and
men should take the Company- at
will

ment that threatens the welfare

men

or

how any

are

rules

-

that

can be detri-

meant

their

for

protection,

did not expect to say an3^thing,
said

but

much
I

more:

I

haven't

that will be of benefit to you,

venture

will

To

the

men

the
in all

ob.serve Safety First rules,

thought once
departments,
take the word
given to you

your Company as it is
and if the ])lan does not work out as
of

should, then will

its

C.

men

do not willingly observe them.
I am very glad that I have had the
opportunity to be at your meeting; I

\\\v

.V.

of the^

cannot

th(\v

time a lazy

lost every

I

proposition

for the safety of the

its sincerity'

is

not

mental to them nor can I understand
how, when men are assured that safet>'

word.

second

organizations.

their

understand
is

men

assurance that

continuing to insist that

onl}-

prolong

**A

men

the situation to the dis-

of

your employes but your heads of
departments work for Safety First; I
believe that faith once established in
the movement, there will be no appreciable loss of efficiency in your train,
yard or engine service.
I have been asked frequently if there
is anything
back of the safety move-

vvinner, to care for

official

single statement

the

pose by

your families to have

support.

that

effect

efficiency,

equipment), and far better

head of the household and the l)read-

you

and not hear a

the

of

sacrifice

be the judge of the tim(»

give better service with less

to

cut

;i

on the part of this Company, to do
what you say you intend to do with
your Safety First work, and you officers
can further show your sincerity of pur-

experi-

(for

in

sit

evidence of good faith, of honest intent

your organizations
you carry insurance,

company

men

advantage
advantage

for

which
your

better

possible

to let the

efii-

ciency of the crew in proportion to his

ployes,

to

meeting of this kind, to have the cnil)loyer advise his men to observe safely

to care for his safety,

do a fair
Briefly, the new
to your owii.
increases hazard and decreases the

new experience

a

is

4;i

/.'.

WreUi,.

\n)

of purposfv

man

it

the time to {juestio!!

looks at a clock/*

<)I-F[ri.:p,S

.WD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE—MARTINSBURG VETERANS' ASSOCIATION

Top Row: J. A. Zepp, C. E. Auld, John W. Myers, J. H. Copenhaver, Executive Committee
Second Row: W. H. Edwards, Secretary, Z. T. Brantner, President, J. W. Barker, Treasurer
Third Row: Dr. S. N. Myers, Executive Committee, P. J, Shriver, Vice-President, *J. C. Hutsler, Executive Committee
Bottom Row: R. S. Bouic, J. H, Aldridqb, H. W. Fauver, Executive Committee
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Martinsburg Veterans Have Banner
Organization Meeting
One Hundred and

Men

Fifty-three

Enroll as

Charter Members

THE

Martinsburg, West Virginia,

^^^^ papers for March 4th, printed
E^i double column articles on the
meeting of the Veterans of the Baltimore
& Ohio at Martinsburg, held on the
preceding night to perfect the organization of their Veterans' Association.
well they

might have given

And

this notable

proved to be
one of the most significant meetings of
its kind ever held on our System.
A reception committee was at the
Martinsburg station to meet the large
contingent from Brunswick who came up
on No. 1 and to greet Mr. George
such publicity, for

affair

Sturmer,

special

general manager,

it

representative

and the

of

the

editor of the

K. Oats, who has recently been appointed
Company surgeon, and the care of
sixteen nurses under the direction of
Miss Maud S. Brantner, it is doing a
great work for Martinsburg and the sick
and injured who are brought in from
surrounding points. The Baltimore &
a

men were

Ohio

particularly

ward devoted

in the

Company employes.
The inspection tour

over, the visitors

were ushered into the hospitable reception
hnll of the local Y. M. C. A. building and
even so early in the proceedings, one
could
for

feel

that the spirit of good-fellow-

was abroad and that we were

ship

Many

a good time.

Magazine. The latter two
were bundled into a motor car by Mr.
Bouic, the energetic Martinsburg agent,

men were surrounded by

and

greet them.

Employes

in

whirled

the dusk of the evening were

about the

flourishing

Martinsburg, and shown the

ments

city

of

new develop-

and residential
sections.
According to Mr. Bouic, however, the pride of the town is the Martinsburg Hospital, and it is quite certain that
all the visitors from out of towTi quite
agreed with him after they had made a
in

the

business

thorough inspection of this up-to-date
edifice.
This hospital seems to have
ever>i:hing which a similar institution in
a very large city would possess, and under
the efficient

management

of

Doctor T.

interested

to the care of the

of

the

Association

file

all in

the older

their juniors

and held informal

many who wished

receptions for the

began to

of

to

At about 8.30 the crowd
into the spacious

gymnasium

of the Association building, walking two
by two, and there found not only long
tables covered ^Wth white damask and
sparkling with silverware and glass, but
also a smiling crowd of pretty women and

composing the Women's Auxiliary
Association, who had kindly
consented to prepare the feast and serve it
And such a feast At the risk of mak ng
the mouths of those who partook of the

girls,

of

the

i

!

dainties water, the writer dares recall the
delicious

Smithfiold

ham,

home-made
45
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and other delicacies
(Ye who read

pickles, potato salad
fit

to place before a king.

this

and tasted that wonderful

article

potato salad will be glad to
the recipe for

May

will

it

know

that

be published in the

Not

issue of the magazine.)

the

niaiiitcnancc

Kell>',

superintendent of the

Division, in which he said that

would

he

tion,

member

whom

resulted viz.:

long on the

trail of

the potato salad that

spectators might have got the idea that

he had not had a bite to eat for a week.
Z.

T. Brantner,

who had been made

temj^orary president at a previous meeting,

took charge of the business pro-

ceedings and

W.

G.

Edwards

likewise

J.

if

Cum-

berland did not soon form an organiza-

made

one could onl}^ urge the criticism
that they persuaded him to continue so

A
W.
Cumberland
others.

a message from

(leiiv(U'(>(l

was the
fact that it was served by those most
hospitable Martinsburg ladies, against
least enjoyable part of the feast

and

wa>',

of

fri(^n(l

on

insist

i)econiing

a

at ]\Iartinsburg.

Nominations

for the various offices

and the

in regular order

President

Brantner,

T.

Z.

been in the active service of

were

election

who has
the Com-

imn}' since 1867.

Vice-president,
tired engineer,

more

&

Ohio

Secretary,

Peter

J.

who has

Shriver,

re-

served the Balti-

for forty-six years.

W.

G. Edwards, storekeeper

at the shops since 1871.

W.

who

served as secretar}^, the ladies graciously

Treasurer, Judge

consenting to wait until after the meeting

has a record of over

was over before the tables were cleared.
As a matter of fact those of the fair sex
present grouped themselves in appropriate places throughout the room and
seemed thoroughly to enjo}^ the pro-

and who, "in that time," as he
"never was suspended, never missed
a pay car nor never lost a penny through

ceedings.

Mr. Brantner introduced Mr. George

J.

fifty

Barker,

years in railroad

service,

said,

the railroad company."

The executive board consists of nine
members, H. W. Fauver, John W. Myers,
J. H. Aldridge, Dr. S. N. Myers, R. S.

Sturmer, special representative of general

Bouic,

manager Galloway, who directed the
work of the meeting. Mr. Edwards
read the list of men eligible to membership who had already paid in dues.
Following prayer by Dr. F. M. Woods,
a short talk was given by Mr. Sturmer
after which a quartette of hoary-headed
veterans, Z. T. Brantner, Jacob Harman,
Charles Lowry and Rol^ert Gregory
sang a stirring railroad song entitled,

H. Copenhaver. They will
hold office until January first, next.
Mr. Sturmer here took occasion to
make further remarks on the organization
in general.
He said the whole System
would soon be organized and would be
the
means of drawing the veterans
closer together in a bond of good fellowship and brotherly love.
William C. Montignani, secretary of

"Keep your Hand upon the Throttle
and your Eye upon the Rail." In re-

who

sponse to profuse applause they rendered

another

appropriate

Messages

of

regret

musical selection.

because of their

inability to participate in the evening's

fun were read
general

from C.

manacrcr,

K.

W.

Stimson.

Gallowa}^
enfrineor

J.

A. Zepp,

E. Arnold,

the

J.

C. Hutsler, Charles

J.

Cumberland Railroad Y. M. C.

A.,

a very clever after dinner speaker,
entertained the audience with many
bright flashes of wit and sang with
beautiful Scotch accent "Roaming in the
Gloaming." He suggested living the text,
"I have Fought a Good Fight and have
is

Kept the Faith."
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Rev.

poem

Hutsler

of his

the

at

own

read

"He was

pleasing

later,

had

Man

as

its

true to his trust."

The committee on
pointed to act

very

which

Throttle,"

closing line,

a

composition, ''The

by-laws,

ap-

as

consisted of R.

"S.

Bouic, chairman, captain Burkhart and
F.

W.

A

Trout.

committee to prepare plans looking

to the organization of a ladies' auxiliary

was

also

Oliver,

named and
Gates,

consists of Messrs.

Westrater,

Baker

and

Hutsler.

Rev. W. F. Gruver talked for a few
minutes and mentioned how he had been
associated with railroad employes and
that he knew something of their needs.
The address which Mr. Brantner made
immediately after he had been elected
president of the organization will never
be forgotten by those who heard it.
It was a masterpiece of real eloquence,
meaty, logical, inspired and delivered
in the manner of a pohshed orator.

Under the enthusiastic direction of Mr.
Brantner and his able corps of assistants.

Martinsburg Association bids fair
most flourishing on the
entire System.
H. W. Fauver thrilled those in attendance by the impassioned plea he
made for a larger interest in the spiritual
life.
Mr. Fauver is a splendid example
of what religion can work in a man's
character and career, for as he himself
said, until he was converted he was in a
rut from which he had no desire to
extricate himself, and is now happy and
prosperous in his new life, a credit to

the

to be one of the

community and employers,
comfort and help to his family

himself, his

and
and

,a

friends.

The

charter
membership of the
Martinsburg Association was 153, and
we understand that since the organization meetings, other men have signified
their desire to avail themselves of the
privileges

of this new
The night of the organizago down in the memory of all

and pleasures

fraternalism.
tion will

those present as a most pleasant, profitable and inspiring occasion.

Loyalty
There

is

no success without

loyalty.

The man

who is disloyal to his superior, to his profession,
or to his country, is disloyal to himself and to all
that

is

good in him.
Colonel George W. Goethals
Chief Engrineer,

Panama Canal

"

How

Freight Train Handling and

it

Affects Equipment
By

F. B.

Farmer

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

This is the first of a short series of articles on Freight Train Handling
which will appear in the Employes Magazine. The author, F. B. Farmer,
is one of the leading air brake specialists of the country, and every operating

man

can increase his efficiency by a careful study of these articles.

They

contain the most authoritative and recent information on this important
subject.

T^ HAFT

rigging in fair to good con-

~^t

dition

^^1

out.

is

not pushed in nor pulled

It is either

driven in or jerked

severity cannot be judged
felt

The
by any shock

both impl3'ing a severe blow.

out,

by those riding

trains, particularly the

handling;

or,

the rear,
''old

or,

that failed was once a

shock to be felt,
suddenly and considerably.

fects"

of the instant reduction in speed

of

modern

nec-

freight locomotive that

essary to
little
it is

cause a

break-in-two

is
is

a

to draft rigg'ng.

Engineers

who do

not understand this are prone to atlriutr result

Lilurcs

to the condition

The
lies in

to

secret of

prevent

harshly.

gear

vented,

Many

of such defects should be called

ancient

as

not

original

in

old

ance

will

be

infrequently
couplers.

made

the fact that

its

for

they

are

While allow-

an old

defect,

yet

evident age did not re-

in failure before, asks whether it
would have occurred then with proper
sult

smooth

train handling

how

from running in or out
Where so controlled no draft
it

in fair

handling.

composed of empties behind
loads is not an excuse for breaking-intwo; neither, as a rule, is an ''old defect.

and the

ability to control the slack, in

damaged.

train

defect,

of the "old de-

sufficient explanation.

of the draft rigging instead of to their

A

new

many

breaks

is one who is contributing to the
new ones. Therefore, this bald statement cannot alone be accepted as a

too

to be felt a^ the severe shock that

Every

necessary set out?

if

defect" not original with the part

man who

The amount

the draft rigging was

why it had not been
noted in season and the car switched to

engineer of a heavy locomotive.

For a
the speed must change

if

plainly defective,

to

good condition

will

he

Slack action cannot be pre-

but by engineers acquiring
knowledge of the various causes of it
and exercising forethought in the use of
steam, train brakes, independent engine
brakes and sand, it can generalh^ be controlled, even to the extent of avoitling
further injury to

damaged

The

locomotive

heavier

the

longer the train, the greater
quired.

is

draft

and

gear.

the

the care re-

In train handling harsh running

out of slack

is

the usual trouble, proven
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by about forty per cent, of the break-intwos occurring within ten cars of the engine.
Slack is run out by the use of
steam as well as of brakes.
Comparative records of engineers and
conductors in the same class of service,

where

must at times have trains remore than usual care to avoid

all

quiring

draft gear damage, prove that

much of the

damage with some experience can be
avoided. To effect and maintain an improvement, the cooperation of
cerned, including switchmen

requested.

is

con-

all

and car men,

Intelligent observance of

the following will aid greatly:

TIME.
"make haste
imperative when steam, grade

quickly;

slowly"

is

therefore,

or brake action

is

changing the slack,

either stopping or starting trains.

That

where any one of these is changing the
slack, allow ample time for the change to
be completed before doing anything that
would hasten it. Also, do not endeavor
to start until the gauge indicates sufficient brake pipe pressure to give reasonis,

able assurance that

all

brakes are re-

leased.

when

releasing the

train brakes while running,

do not com-

As one
mence

illustration,

to

slack has

use steam until

had ample time

even then, start
other

is

where,

its

certain the

to run out,

use gradually.

when running

and
An-

forward,

and brakes are applied;
allow ample time for the slack to run in
steam

is

shut

off

before applying the brakes.
Even then,
make a slight reduction if the speed is
The following is an example of inlow.
sufficient time and results: Where a long
train has just been started,

off

and while the

working heavily, if steam is shut
suddenly and a heavy service appli-

engine
cation

is

is

made

knifing" any

weak

"jack-

car near or ahead of

the middle of the train.

BLACK CONTROL.
There are two kinds of slack, loose slack
and spring slack. They work together.
Loose slack is that which can be run in or
out without compressing the draft gear
springs.
It merely permits of shocks.
Spring

slack

the

is

amount
when these

additional

that can be had, in or out,
springs are compressed,

and which helps

to drive the slack in the opposite direction

and thereby increase the shocks.

The

first

of the

following illustrations

gives an example of this draft gear spring

Slack cannot be changed both gently

and

driving in couplers or even of

at once there

is liability

of

action.
These springs are compressed
with slack either in or out heavily, and at
such times their action must be consid-

ered as well as that of steam, the brakes
or the track.

With no

slack

and good draft

rigging,

broken in two.
same can be said with slack either
trains could not be

or all

out and held

so.

The
all in

The damage

sudden change. When
slack runs in or out rapidly, one part of

arises

from

its

the train gradually attains a lower speed

than the other, and the shock is the result
of the draft rigging having to suddenly
make the speed uniform on the instai-t
the slack is all in or out. How heavy
the shock will be depends mainly on the
difference in speed that must instantly be
made uniform and on the weight that
must suddenly be altered in speed.
Weight is important, as with a heavy
locomotive or loaded cars, but change in
speed is more so as changing it suddenly
three miles per hour will cause nine times
the shock than will a similar quick change
of one mile per hour.

To

illustrate,

cending grade,

suppose that on an assteep

start the cars back,

enough to alone
a long train were
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stopped with the engine brakes only, fully
became low and held

applied as the speed

on after stopping. The comj^ressed draft
gear springs would help the grade to start
the rear end back, and when all slack had
run out the rear half of the train could
easily be moving at three or four miles
per hour.
If the engine brakes could be
released on the instant all slack had run
out, the jerk necessary to instantly bring

the standing engine to three or four miles
per hour would be

more than draft rigit would be worse

ging could stand, yet
if

the engine brakes were applied.

Had

the

engine braking power been

gradually reduced as speed became low

and

entirely- released shortly before

the

stop was completed, the compressed draft

gear springs would have gradually run

51

ging could not stand this and a break-in-

two would follow.
Had no reduction been made at six
miles per hour, the slack would not have
changed except to draw out a little more.
It could

not run out as the only addi-

tional possible

would require more comThese

pression of the draft gear springs.

are compressed with slack pulled out as

when

pushed in. Hence
jerk, merely a hard
But even
pull and, possibly, a light jerk.
this w^ould be avoided if, when within
forty feet of stopped, an additional reduction of six to seven pounds were made.
The forward brakes would feel it first and
start the slack in, but the train would be
stopped before the rear brakes could respond to this reduction and run the slack
well

as

it

there could be no

is

bad

Then the grade would
have started the entire train back with
little or no slack action, and a light appli-

out again.

cation

engine working heavily, draft gear springs

out the slack.

of

either

the

train

brakes would have stopped

or
it

engine

without

damage.
Again,

Yet another

same

assume a long

train,

having

empties behind loads, being stopped with
the train brakes, on a level grade and

backed at

thereby compressed; then,

were shut

off

tion of eight

Assume the

illustration:

train being

slow^ speed,

that

steam

and, say, a service reduc-

pounds were made.

brakes on and near the engine would

The
feel

from twenty-five miles per hour; that the
first reduction and leakage had reduced

and start the slack out, the coupler
spring would help to run it out faster, and
b}' the time it was all out there would be

the speed to six miles per hour; that at

a similar difference of three or four miles

this time,

when

the brakes on the empties

it first

per hour in speed between the ends of the

had the slack pulled out heavily, a further reduction of, say, seven pounds were
made. The head brakes would feel it
first and start the slack in.
Just as this
would stop the loads from pulling on the

train.

empties the latter w^ould

tion because of the lesser weight to be

tion.

feel

the reduc-

At low speed, brake shoe
Hence,

friction

would
''anchor," and by the time they had run

is

high.

the

empties

out the slack the majority of the train

would be three or four miles per hour
lower in speed than the engine, meaning
that the

latter

duced in speed

must instantly be
much. Draft

that'

rerig-

While the shock would be severe,
enough to cause damage, it
would be less than with the loads at the
rear end, and even then much below that

possibly

in the fore part of the previous illustra-

suddenly reduced
If,

in speed.

w^hen backing, steam had been used

somewhat

lighter at

first,

then heavier

from the time the brake application was
begun, the reduction had been but six
pounds, and if the engine had been prevented from applying, no serious shock
would have occurred at the rear end
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because the lighter reduction would have

same

had less effect, and the heavier use of
steam then and preventing the engine
brakes from applying would have largely

it

Bear in
mind, though, that if the slack is either
in or out heavily any brake action that
tends to run it in the same direction cannot cause any severe shock; therefore,
that when running ahead, slack in is

offset the effect of the earlier response of

the head than of the rear brakes.

With

sufficient time,

another method

would produce equally good results.
That is, shutting off steam, waiting for the
compressed coupler springs to drift out
tlio

generally

farther,

it

more favorable

for

applying,

While it
would make the instructions too long to
slack out

•as

applying the engine brakes

slack,

lighlly to stretch

direction as the brakes tend to run

the slack will be increased.

for releasing.

is

cover every condition of train, of brakes,

then making

of track, speed, etc.,

by

and
and the

illustrations

the reduction of six pounds and at the

specific directions, the foregoing

same time

following instructions will almost invar-

releasing the engine brakes.

would take more time than
is generally had, is more comphcated,
and therefore the other method is better.
However,

The foregoing illustrations of the
wrong and right methods are to demonstrate that the main cause for damaging
shocks in train handling

and that

is

any engineer, who has the
knowledge he is supposed to have and who
exercises judgment and forethought, to
avoid damaging shocks from slack action.
Don't assume that the slack action
cannot be controlled, for it can, with a
few exceptions. It is merely a question
iably enable

this

slack action,

can be controlled. While
showing that the use of steam can help to
prevent harsh slack action, by opposing
the tendency of the brake action to
change it, it is plain that if used in the
it

The "Why"

of suiting the available

ditions to be met.

If

means to the conyou find any such

problems that you cannot solve alone,
take them up with the traveling engineer.
(To be Continued.)

of Safety First

Locomotive Engineer

E. E. Stilgenbauer

Cleveland Division

^!q1R0BABLY

too

'^

few Baltimore & Ohio
employes have ever stopped to

passengers have suffered injuries through

^^i

consider the Safety First

movement as seriously as they should, and
if it has had a more rapid growth than
any other known campaign in recent years
it is due to nothing more than the fact
that it was badly needed in this country.
Far
It is useless to wink at the facts.
too many people have lost their lives in
accidents which could and should have
been avoided.

Human

life

has been held

cheap.

carelessness,

Too many employes and
but

it is

unprofitable to try

to fix the responsibility for

what has

oc-

The important thing is to see
curred.
that there is a decrease in the future in
fatalities

and

and the Safety
the most effective

injuries

First movement
weapon to secure

is

this result.

There are skeptical employes and newspapers that say that the movement is
nothing more than a plan to cut down, the

—
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damage claims of railroad companies.
But what do damage claims represent?
Every
Deaths and injuries, do they not
decrease in the number of claims means
a smaller number of persons killed and
!

Will not the employes be very

injured.

down

well satisfied to cut

the

damage

claims of their respective companies

if

and injuries avoided?
Ask some employe who has been injuried or some mother or widow who has
been bereaved and you will readily get
are

lives

saved

And

were true that this
Company in supporting the Safety First
movement were selfish and mercenary,
the answer.

if it

Who Wrote

53

there still remains no logical argument
from the public viewpoint for the employes to work against the campaign.
Any sane man would rather be alive and
enjo3'ing good health than to be the victim of an accident which would net a

sum

certain stipulated

money
Nor have

of

estate after his death.

to his
I

ever

met the individual who courted injury
simply that he might have a damage action against our Company.
Just a last word.

not a

and
last

movement

If

Safety First were
to ourselves

beneficial

to the general public,

would not

it

a week.

This Article on Fuel

Accounting?
When

this article

was received

it

was

referred to

W.

L. Robinson, Super-

visor of Fuel Consamption. He read it and said:
" If we could get all fuel clerks to do as this man suggests,
"
the Company a lot of money

We

TO THE
m^

wish the

man who wrote

this article

would send

in his

we would save
name.

Editor.

accounting of one of the most

with the amount of coal which engines of
different types will consume hauling their

expensive and important items

assigned ratings.

fuel clerk

is

intrusted the

,

in the

operation of a railroad.

Fuel accounts

One

may be kept

fuel clerk will

in

a locomotive

two ways.

content himself with

accurately copying forms 2347 and 228-0
in his fuel

book and making

his

accounts

His records may be a marvel
of mathematical correctness and neatness
and good to look upon. But the successful
balance.

fuel clerk

does not

let his

work end here
com-

or let his interest cease with the
piling

on 2347-0.

A successful
type and

powTr on

fuel clerk

knows the

condition of the
his division.

'

He

is

class,

average,

road

he

is

When

he notices that

consuming more than

calls

its

the attention of the

foreman or master mechanic to

the increase in order that a saving

He

may

with

the

various freight and, ])assenger runs

and

be

effected.

knows the amount
consume.

He

engine crews.

familiar

is

of fuel each

should

When

know

run should

the various

he observes "Bill"

Smith using on an average of from three
to five tons more coal this week than
ordinarily, he calls

the road

foreman's

locomotive

attention to the increase to find out the

acquainted

reason for

it.
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engine has worn packing, bad blows or
other fuel consuming defects which need
attention.

He

keeps in touch with the

train sheets (forms. 2520
see

and 1598s) to

and know whether or not engines are

running over the division short of regular rating, how many engines are in nonrevenue service, whether or not they are
hauling regular rating, whether or not
''gross

ton miles''

creasing

with

fuel

increasing or de-

is

consumption.

He

keeps in touch with these conditions so
that he

may

be in position to give intel-

ligent information as to

why

sumption shows an increase
classes of service.

He

fuel con-

in different

does not satisfy

himself with simply charging out the fuel,
but watches forms 2520 and 1598 to see
that fuel account receives proper credit
for tonnage hauled.

He is on the lookout for credit for
waste fuel picked up at different coaling
He carefully checks the weights

stations.

on card manifest for fuel placed on tipples, to note and see that the weights are
correctly reported from the scale.
Coal
checks for coal delivered at mines are
carefully checked against form 2347, to
prevent overcharges.
These items are
followed up daily.

When

increases are

noted, the attention of the proper
cials is called to

them then and

order that checks
is

may

offi-

there in

be applied.

It

of little value to tell the officials at the

end of the month that our fuel consumpan increase of a thousand tons

tion shows

over last

month

past year.
late.

We

or the same month of the
This information comes too
cannot save the coal that has

been burned.

A GENTLE REMINDER
Drawing by John

J.

Mahonet

Port Ivory, N. Y.

:

A Letter to all Employes from our Agricultural
Agent,

J.

H. Stewart

J. H. Stewart was born June 20th, 1859, at Spring Grove, Putnam
County, West Virginia. He was reared on a farm at this place where
agriculture was carried on very extensively. He graduated at West
Virginia University in 1882, and from this institution he earned the
degrees of A. B., M. A., and L. L. B. Since that time he has been
engaged continuous!)^ and extensively in general agriculture and
orcharding in West Virginia. He has served a number of times as
Regent of his State's University and as a member of the State Senate.
In 1897 he was elected Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station,
which position he filled with great success until he resigned in 1912 to
accept his present position of Agricultural Agent of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad Company.

MoRGANTOWN, W.

Va., April 1st, 1914.

Dear Mr. Editor
a pleasure to me to learn that you have decided to establish an apjricultural
in our splendid magazine.
If it is well conducted, I believe it will prove
of much interest and of great value to many employes of the Company.
The fact that the Baltimore & Ohio, the oldest and most conservative railroad,
thought it proper to establish a bureau of agriculture, thus recognizing the significance of that great industry, was a decided step forward in the consideration of many.
It shows the appreciation of the Company for those all along its lines who are engaged
in this business and is regarded as a friendly recognition of them and their interests
and as an indication of willingness on the part of our organization to cooperate with
them in every way possible for the betterment and increase of their products. In the
end, this will make business and friends worth while for the Company.
Now that you
have decided to give consideration to the broad subject of agriculture in our Magazine,
which is devoted to the interests of our employes, I believe that a great impetus will
be given to the whole industry through the influence of many of those of us who
reside along the line of the System.
And I hope and believe that they may be stimulated to much greater interest by the operation of this department, which, to be
It is

department
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successful; must be conducted very largely in a cooperative waj^ between them and
their Magazine. And the writer assures you that he will do his best in the editing of
this department.
It

might appear, that the giving of space to the discussion of any phase of agriwhether it be the care of a lawn, the management of a garden, field, or orchard
in a publication such as ours would be use-

culture,

less

because of the fact that the National

and State Governments are publishing

so
in regard to the subject.
Some investigation, however, indicates that such a
view is erroneous, for notwithstanding the
great amount of data on these subjects now
available, we find that there are more books

much

being published on agriculture than ever
before and that there are more and better
current publications being issued on all
phases of the subject; to mention just a few:

Farm and Fireside, The Country Gentleman
Rural New Yorker, Breeders' Gazette,
National Farmer and Stockman, Practical
Farmer, The Ohio Farmer, American Fruit,
Better Fruit, Mehen's Monthly, Country
And almost every magazine,
Life, etc., etc.
though apparently intended for wholly

THESE TOMATOES GROWN BY AN EMPLOYE
RAN 1800 BUSHELS TO THE ACRE
different and distinctive subjects, frequently
finds ample space for splendid articles,
beautifully illustrated and bearing upon
some agricultural topic. So that it would
seem that this is a subject about which too

much cannot be
number

said and of
of people in all the

which a great
walks of life

never tire. The writer knows of some railroad men who have learned and done some
important things in agriculture. Doubtless
there are many more of this «ort.
Your
FRONT YARD OF EMPLOYE'S HOME WITH
FAMOUS KUDZU VINE WHICH GREW
Agricultural Department should serve to
FORTY FEET IN A YEAR
bring all this out and to enable those who
have made great successes in some thing or
other to tell all of us how they did it. Furthermore, much can be gained through an
exchange of ideas by questions being asked and answered through this department.
Some of the questions and answers may not be sufficiently wide in their application
to be worthy of publication and can be dealth with by correspondence, but the
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writer will agree, as far as he is able, to answer any pertinent questions through
As the months go
the columns of this department by correspondence or otherwise.
by. doubtless it will appear to you and the readers that space can profitably be given
to timely articles appropriate to the season, such, for example, as well prepared and
illustrated articles upon the management of a lawn, the proper laying out, preparation,
fertilization and management of a kitchen garden, the successful growing of berries,
the selection and management of an orchard, how to find out about and successfully
manage soils, etc., etc
The story of what some employe has done in agriculture will often be a great
stimulus to effort among others, and from this source much good will follow.

Ail.UuAD

MAX

M

1111)

jl"

i\ A

"roOR YEAR'S CROP'

FROM SIX ACRES OF THESE TREES

The

picture of the tomatoes herewith, for example,

was taken

in the

garden of a

Company employe in the engineering department who devoted a considerable part
of his home garden, about a sixth of an acre, to tomatoes, and produced a yield at the
rate of over 1800 bushels of perfect fruit to the acre.
After supplying his family he sold enough from this patch
to pay his house rent nine months of the year. Some day
we will get him to tell us how he did it.

The orchard in the accompanying picture is the
property of an old railroad man, who reports for last year
(which was a very bad fruit year) that from six acres of
twelve year old summer apples he received net $1500 for
his crop on the trees.
It has been demonstrated that alfalfa is a successful
and profitable crop in every state traversed by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. The accompanying picture is an
illustration of what an old railroader, who saved enough
to buy a little farm, is now doing.
Last year he cut four

\i)
FIN
'F
i:. POST'S
PRIZE WINNING WHITE
I

<

(

LEGHORN COCKEREL
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crops giving an average yield of over six tons per acre. What he is doing many
others can do.
The other picture is of a Uttle cottage home of a Baltimore & Ohio employe where
can be seen a well arranged pretty lawn, well selected shrubbery and beautiful vines.
Note the luxuriant I^udzu vine, which is hardy, and one of the handsomest adorn-

ments in its class. The gentleman who
owns the home says that this vine grew

PRIZE WINNING COCKEREL BELONGING TO
C. E. POST, CASHIER AT NILES, OHIO

THIS ALFALFA ON THE BALTIMORE

over forty feet in length in a single year.
These examples are submitted, not
because they are extraordinarily fine
or unusual, but because they are at
hand and serve to illustrate the idea of
the writer that many excellent pictures
of such subjects could be obtained from
All employes are cordially
employes.
invited to send such pictures to the
writer,who will greatly appreciate them.
The writer wants to be of some
use and service to the employes of the
Company, and also confesses that he
hopes the employes will be of service to
him in his work.
I bespeak the consideration, the
interest and the cordial cooperation of
every employe of the railroad in an
effort to make this department of the
Magazine a decided success. I want
them to ask me questions and to give

AND OHIO LOOKS LIKE MONEY

FOUR CROPS A YEAR— SIX TONS AN ACRE— TWENTY DOLLARS A TON

me

information and to supply materials and thought for us to use. If they will do
they can make the department exceedingly interesting and profitable to us all
and of great good to the Company.

this

Very

respectfully,.

(Signed)

J.

H. Stewart.

Thanking Mr. Stewart

Baltimore, April

;j

I'JM

H. Stewart,
Agricultural Agent,

Mr.

J.

IMorgantowii, \V. Va.

My

Dear Mr. Stewart:
After the ver}- thorough presentation of the subject of an agricultural depart-

for our IMagazine contained in your letter of April 1st, we feel that little more
can be said to make this department of interest to our employes. For your information, however, let me say that every one to whom I have spoken of this new feature
of our Magazine, has approved of it heartily and we believe that you will have sj^lendid

ment

cooperation from our readers.

You

get so

many

chances to see the phenomenal results gained by, and often,

the splendid profit accruing to railroad employes

who devote

a part of their leisure

time to gardening or farming on a small scale, that perhaps nothing which

we could

say would make you any more enthusiastic than you are now over the possibilities
But it may interest you to know that
of such activities on the part of our men.
one of our men here at Camden Station has in the last few years cleared over $2,000.00
on just such garden trifles as lettuce, parsley, etc., which he raises on his small place
a few miles outside of Baltimore and disposes of in this city. We will probably be
able to have him give us a good article on how he did this a little later on in the year.
In conclusion let me thank you heartily on behalf of the readers of the Magazine
for your proffered assistance.
We will try to make good use of it. Your suggestion
that all questions on agricultural subjects be referred to you is entirely agreeable to
us, and we hope that it will not be long before 3'ou are made to feel that there are
many men on the System who are anxious to take advantage of the benefits they can
get from a practical interest in this department.

Yours

ver\' truly,

Editor Magazine.

Every Safety Committeeman can be a
Railroad Health Officer
By

Dr. E.

M.

Parlett

Dr. Parlett delivered the foUowinK address at the March meeting of the

Ohio River Division and General Safety Committees at Parkersburg. It is
full of sensible suggestions which, if adopted, will promote the health and
happiness of every Baltimore and Ohio employe. All of us can help put these
suggestions into successful operation.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:

my

I

duty to

call

for better sanitation

is

for the welfare of

our employes and unless we have the

full

and hearty cooperation of every member
of the Local Safety Committee we will
not be able to accomplish what we want.
This is a campaign in which the ofLcials
are dead in earnest, and your interests
alone is the incentive which stimulates
this splendid movement.
Each man is requested to carry his
note book, to

make

notes of every un-

sanitary condition observed during the

month, and to report all such conditions
at our regular monthly meeting. You
are requested to have these matters
attended to promptly, and, if possible,
With proper interest and the
corrected.
cooperation with your
cials

you can do much.

divisional

The menace from unsanitary

feel

your attention again
to the necessity for maintaining the
property of the Ohio River Division in
a sanitary condition. This movement
it

offi-

There are a

half a million

among our employes,

some
money, but no matter what they happen
to be, we want them reported.

instance the

60

expenditure

of

fever.

were preventable. There were 100,000
cases of consumption that could have
been prevented had the populace been
alive to the fact that every time a consumptive expectorates he becomes a
source of infection for some feeble man,
woman or child. During the year 1913
there were 18,000 cases of sickness
injured.

the

cases of typhoid

Certainly sixty per cent, of these deaths

good many unsanitary conditions that
can be corrected without the expenditure
There are others that will
of money.
necessitate

condi-

and longevity of the
men is just as great as is the menace
from acts and conditions that bring
about accidents. There are more men
who become sick as the result of conditions under which they work, and
live, than are injured.
Our death rate
in the United States last year from
preventable degenerative diseases, was
A great many of them were
350,000.
brought about by unsanitary living and
working conditions. There were nearly
tions to the health

It is
is

in a

Does

run down condition.

broken, or
to

the

as against 13,000

not impress you?
easy to contract disease when one
this

man whose

Take

rest has

for

been

who has been unduly exposed

elements,

or

whose

digestive

TUK HALTIMOHK AND OHIO KMPLOYKS MAdA/IM
apparatus
dition, or
is

dissipates, or

whose work

an exceptionally exhaustive nature,

of

or

not in good working con-

is

who

who

it

maybe has

onl}'

a shght cold.

Such a man, when exposed to germladen dust or other media of contagion
or infection, is more liable to be brought

down with

a

severe

such

illness

as

pneumonia, diphtheria, typhoid fever,
influenza, rheumatism or some other
disease than one whose resistance is not
impaired by such unusual physical drains.
This local committee should constitute
itself a vigilance committee, a protecting
body against ill practices, disgusting
habits among offending employes and
unsanitary conditions,

existing

as a matter of self-preservation.

or

propert}',

fellow

he

emploj'es.

He

customarily guilty of will

is

work

in

most instances

directly

upon the

a shadow, but

in

the glare from the light

itself,

impinging

retina of the eye,

Whenever

injures the eyesight.

possible,

lathes should be so placed as to avoid the

necessity

window
throws

of
light

the

operator

when

facing

at work.

shadow.

his w^ork partly in

Sunlight

of the i)est disinfectants

the ideal illuminant.

itself is one
known, and is

Depressions in the

where quantities of water collect,
which the men may stand or walk,

flooring

and

in

should be eliminated.

Dry

floors

fruitful

jeopard-

and his own.
To help you gentlemen in detecting
and reporting unsanitary conditions to
be corrected, I will ask you to study
conditions as j'ou find them.
Take the
lives

mini-

mize the sources and the chances of

tion, negligence or carelessness

your

One

of the

contracting pneumonia and allied

much a menace

izes

the

This also

Such a man is just
to your health and
life as a careless employe who disregards
the rules, or who from mental abstracnot be tolerated.

as

more

or less obscures his work, and in time

possible to enter.

should be told that such offensive practices as

than from in front of the operator's eye.
This latter condition only throws his

only

interest in himself, the

his

rear

from above, rather

good

who has

intelligent

come from the

to the side, or

A

and controlling the boomer,
little

and

if

educating

is

Electric illumination should br so placed

that the light will

most important things in connection with a work shop is to have the
windows clean, to allow all the light

in

best efforts

field for 3'our

61

dis-

eases.

Roller towels and public drinking cups

should not be tolerated, as they are a

They

source

are

of

prohibited

spreading

by law

di.sease.

in

West

Virginia.

chines, particularly as regards the posi-

The rest houses and camp cars should
always be kept in a condition of the
cleanliness.
Vermin-infested
greatest
bunks and beds are not only a source of
great annoyance and loss of rest, which
in itself may become a potential source
of accident, for no man can be painstaking, careful and alert in his work, if
he has not had proper rest, but in addition, these vermin are transmitters of
disease germs.
The bed-bug transmits
small-pox; the flea, bubonic plague; the
body louse, typhus fever, the mosquito,
malaria and yellow fever; the fly, typhoid

tion of the operator while doing his work.

fever,

shops, for instance.
tion

there.

See

if

Watch

the ventila-

the forge

fires

are

properly protected w4th hoods to carry
off

the fumes and gases.

Examine the

conditions of entrances and exits which,

when

left

open, permit cold drafts of air

to blow^ in

upon the men who may be

overheated while at work. Study the
dust producing machines, and plan for
the proper illumination of

all

the

ma-

infantile

paralysis

and

sleeping

—
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sickness,

known

and even the ant has been
carry the germs of typhoid

from men injuring them-

our System

from polluted soil to the food in the
pantry, and thence to, the table. Whenever it comes to your notice that the cars

by stepping on nails protruding
from upturned planks and boards. Such
an injury usually is looked upon in the
light of a minor accident.
To prove

or rest houses are infested with vermin,

that this

report the condition promptly to your

that nearly

to

who

superior,

will

examiner,

medical

in

turn advise the

who

see

will

that

and seriousness

earnestness

all

I

would ask you gentlemen to inaugurate
an anti-spitting campaign. I cannot
emphasize too forcibly the dire results
In the spread of disease, especially am_ong
the feebler of us, the infants, the aged

and those vitally depressed. Besides,
no more disgusting condition can possibly
exist than a room befouled with expectorations and tobacco juice.
Toilets
to

say,

all

over tLe system,

have

been

sadly

regret

I

neglected.

Rarely are they screened and a great

many

of

them

are foul and overflowing.

Such a condition as the latter should
not be tolerated under any circumstances,
and I would ask you to report all such
so that the condition

Now,

just a

may

be remedied

word about

nails.

Mr.

speak to you about
the number of accidents occurring on

Hair

come from
germs

will doubtless

much of

great influence

from

all

the

true, let

cases

me

of

explain

lock-jaw

just this sort of injury.

The

of lock-jaw thrive only after the

when they throw out
which get into the blood

closed,

their toxins,

stream and thence to the nerve centers

and cause this most horrible, convulsive
and usually fatal disease. A punctured

wound

of this sort should be thoroughly

opened up and washed out with peroxide
of hydrogen or cauterized. If you gentlemen will take enough interest in this
matter to talk about it and set the example
to others,

and

remove

will

turn every nail

down

whenever you happen to
notice su^h a menace to the life of any
who may be so unfortunate as to be put
in danger of treading upon it, you will
or

it

be doing a great deal for the Safety

movement.
it

Let us clean up our Railroad and keep
in a sanitary condition.
As our third

vice-president,
let

us

make

it

Mr. Thompson, suggests,
on a par with the Panama

Canal.

**The doing of things nearly
instead of

far

is

wound has

they are properly fumigated.

In

selves

all

the time wrong,

upon our results"

the time right,
will

have a very

Daniel Willard

:

Do You Know!
Mr. Superintendent, Stenographer, Clerk:
That every time you lose a lead pencil costing the
cent, you lose the entire revenue gained
by hauling one ton of freight 2.7 miles?

Company one

Mr. Mail ClerkThat every time you affix to a letter or package a
two-cent stamp more than is required, you force us to
haul a ton of freight almost 5.5 miles to make up for
the waste?

Mr. Trackman:
That every time a shovel disappears the revenue for
carrying a ton of freight over 112 miles goes with it?

Mr. Engine-wiper, Box-packer or Oil House
Attendant
That the saving of a pound of wool waste is equivalent in revenue to hauling a ton of freight almost 25
miles?

Mr. Brakeman or Conductor:
lost lantern means a consequent
revenue ton miles?

That every
of 157

loss

Mr. Station Agent or Operator:
That the saving of a broom is the saving of the
equivalent of the revenue on 61 ton miles?

Mr. Every

Man

on the Baltimore

&

Ohio:

can save somehow, somewhere, by just using a little extra care and being a little
more watchful over the Company *s property?

That each one

Will

of

us

You Help?
6J

Question Box

Did You Solve the Problem

in

Train

Operation Correctly?
The large, number of solutions received to the problem in train operation printed
March issue, was a very gratifying sign of the interest which practical questions
this sort will stimulate among the readers of the Magazine.
Men from all over

in the

of

the System answered this question, and although a very few said that they found
the solution easy,

we believe that the majority of those sending
amount of time on their solutions.

in correct

answers

spent a considerable

Only about one-fifth of the answers received were incorrect. But several men
wrote in and said that though they spent considerable time endeavoring to solve
the problem correctly, they were unable to do so, and we have no doubt but that
It will be noted that not only Baltimore & Ohio employes,
there were many such.
but other persons not connected with the System sent in correct solutions. The
knows of other outsiders who were unable to solve the problem, in particular a man who is in charge of the largest automatic telephone experimental station
When such mechanical geniuses fail, it should be a matter of
in the United States.

writer also

some pride

The

to the

men who

succeeded.

simplest solution of the problem (and there were several

could be worked out, but none as short as this)

diagrammatic form.

We

who

ways

and are sure that

this will

has given the problem any thought.

Correct Answers were Received from the Following:
Shiland
A. B. Hinckle
W. V. Feather
E. L. Harrington
E. W. Witcraft
J. Peter Boyle
J. S.

Dan Wible
Morrell Smith
J.

F. Walter

E. S. Spiken

in

which

it

printed on the following page in

are indebted to A. B. Hinckle, supervisor on the Chicago

Division, for this fine diagrammatic solution,

every reader

is

Proposer of problem
Supervisor

Conductor— S. &

Painesville, Ohio.

Chicago Division.

M

Traveling Freight Agent

Smithfield, Pa.
Dallas, Texas.

Assistant Painter Foreman
Air Brake Inspector. .•
Stenog'er, Car Foreman's Office

Glenwood, Pa.
Glenwood, Pa.
Glenwood, Pa.

Cleveland, Ohio.
.

.

.

.

Hoytville, Ohio.
Agent
Brakeman, Shenandoah Division. .Hagerstown, Md.

be clear to
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DUGRAMMATIC SOLUTION OF PROBLEM
BY

A. B.

TRAIN OPERATION
HINCKLE. SUPERVISOR CHICAGO DIVISION
IN

ft5
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Max

Train Caller
Engineer ^M. R. Division

Dietrich
E. Shuttleworth
Z. C. Brownlee
R. J. Wood
W. E. Stanton

Charles Laub

G. Bohn

—

,

Horning
G. W. Smith
A. L, Mehrling
S. S.

—
—

E. Crill
C. S. Gray
F. L. White:

Franklin Connors
E. Arthur Hurd

—

Garrett, Ind.
Clerk, No. 2

W. Petry
Book
W. S. Baber

Bridgeport, Ohio.
Chicago Junction, Ohio.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Brakeman West End
Cumberland Division.
Newark, Ohio.
Retired Train Despatcher
Chicago Division
Garrett, Ind.
Office Auditor Coal and Coke
Baltimore, Md.
Fireman, Toledo Div. C. H. & D.. Dayton, Ohio.
Switchman
Baltimore, 1700 Light Street.
Loss and Damage Bureau
Baltimore, Md.
Car Service Department
Baltimore, Md.
Central Building
Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md.
Curtis Bay Yard
Baltimore, Md.
Mt. Clare
Clerk Car Service Department.. .Baltimore, Md,
Hartzel, W. Va.
General Yardmaster
Baltimore, Md.
Ofl&ce Supt. Car Service Dept

—

E. Sullivan

D. Newham
M. D. Reese
Wm. D. White
Lee Fleming
N. A. Hammond
R. J. Doyle
Paul L. Faustman
W. R. Mackin

J.

—

W. Lafferty
I. Lowe

—

George C. Schildwachter

W. Jennings
G. M. Drager
C. H. Harvey
Frank Wahl

J.

,

—

Operator KN Tower
Walkerton, Ind.
Washington, D. C.
Yard Clerk
Yard Brakeman New Castle Jet. .New Castle, Pa.
Operator Wheeling Division
Captina. W. Va.
M. of W. Timekeeper
Garrett, Ind.

G. H. Wiman
C. W. Secrest
P. G. Ervin

H. McGillivray

A. Hughes, Jr
R. B. Daugherty
A. T. Rinker
J. A. Phelps
D. W. Cronin
R. R. Barnes
J.

Chicago Terminal
Auditor Disbursements Office
Secretary, Valuation Engineer.
Operator Wheeling Division

Cumberland Yard
Telegraph Operator
Inspector

Lampman

Cloud
H. S. Barnes
John M. Turrel
C. G. Malott

Section

'

J.

Swartz

E. Jones

E. L. Kelley

W

Foreman

Yardmaster

J. S.

F.

of

Operator
3rd Trick Operator
Agent
Yard Conductor
Stenographer
Agent
Ticket Clerk

W. P. Newkirk
Frank H. Rolfes
J. J. Marlow

J.

M.

Agent

L.

Henry E. Kloss
R. E. Seymour

.

—

E. C. Forney

W. B. Brooks
Frank H. Evans

—

—

W. O. Trigg

D. L. Ross
Wetherall
'Single Tracker'
A. R. Zink

Mt. Clare, Md.

Passenger Brakeman

F. E.

J.

Machine Shop

Brakeman

J.

T.
C.

—

—

J.

J.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Telegraph Operator
Hamden, Ohio.
Ex-Yard Conductor
.Connellsville, Pa.
Operator Monongah Division
Smithton, W. Va.
.Tonnage Clerk Indiana Division. Seymour, Ind.
Foreman B Yard Repair Track,
Locust Point
Baltimore, Md.
Chief Rate Clerk
Parkersburg, W. Va.
City Passenger Agent
St. Louis, Mo.
Telegraph Operator Chicago Di v. Defiance, Ohio.
Station Service Bureau
Mt. Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Conductor New Castle Junction.. New Castle, Pa.
Draftsman Glenwood Shops
Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Yardmaster
Washington, D. C.

H. G. Hammond
Roscoe W. Speer
John Walter Penn
J.

Chicago Junction, Ohio.
Fairmont, W. Va.
Glenwood, Pa.

—
Fireman
Conductor—Yard

J.

'

— DE Office

Chicago, III.
Baltimore, Md.
.Baltimore, Md.
Littleton, W. Va.

.

Cumberland, Md.
.

.

.

Akron, Ohio.

Cumberland, Md.

Homer, Ohio.
Homer, Ohio.

Gumbo

Yard, W. Va.
Glover Gap, W. Va.
Vincennes, Ind.
Bedford, Ind.
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Aultman, Ohio.
Mannington, W. Va.
Bridgeport, Ohio.
Baltimore, Md.
D. Dock.Toledo, Ohio.

Chief Engineer, C. H. &
Cumberland, Md.
2nd Division Brakeman
Shops Clerk to General Foreman,
Ivorydale, Ohio.
C. H. & D
Cumberland, Md.
Relief Yardmaster
Hereford, Ohio.
Track Foreman
Relay Tower, Md.
Operator
Chicago Junction, Ohio.
Yard Conductor
Toledo, Ohio.
Yard Conductor, C. H. & D

—

•

.
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S.

Mitchell

.

Assistant Supervisor, Philadelphia
Havre de Grace.
Division

.

Prosper V. Robards
G. C. White
J.

E. Stutzman.

W. E. Johnson
Henry W. Aro
J.

M.

W. Pledge.
J. Sanbower

Md.

Crossing Watchman, Whittle Ave.Olney, HI.
Garrett, Ind.
Engineer
Chicago Junction, Ohio.
Clerk
Chicago Junction, Ohio.
Yard Clerk
Philadelphia
Road Brakemau,
Riverside.
Division
Conductor, Baltimore Division. .Riverside.
Boyds, Md.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
.Dispatcher
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Buckhannon, W. Va.
Operator
.

H. F. Howard
Brighton Station, C. H.
R. A.
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& D

Morgan

Several new, interesting problems were submitted, but on account of lack of

time and some question as to whether they are suflBciently difficult for publication,
we will postpone printing them until the May issue. In the meantime, here is a
simple

little

problem, submitted by H. E. Pursell, Relief Agent, Parkersburg,

which we hope

will interest

'The trucks of a flat car weigh 900 pounds.
The wheels weigh as much as the trucks and half the body
The body of the car weighs as much as the wheels and the

What

is

W.

Va.,

our readers:
of the car.

trucks.

the weight of the car?"

have a large response to this question, and we shall be
Magazine to all men sending in correct
Whenever possible please wTite in ink, clearly and on one side of sheet only.
solutions.
When the Question Box department was started, we hoped that the readers of
the Magazine would make it peculiarly their own, for the discussion of all pertinent
questions, the asking of information on subjects of common interest to us all, etc.
It can really be made the most interesting and probably the most profitable department in the whole Magazine, if we would manifest as much interest in it as we have
in the train operation problem, printed in the ^larch issue.
We will try to answer
all sensible questions submitted, and will endeavor to have discussed by competent
Now it is up to the
authorities all subjects on which our readers ^ish information.
readers of the Magazine to bring out the possibilities of the "Question Box.''
It is

hoped that we

will

glad to give credit in the next issue of the

Have

I

Failed?

S. E. Kiser, in Leslie's

I

have worked and

I

have won

Certain pleasing victories;
If the things that I have done
Be not heard of overseas.
Or their merits be denied
Or unnoticed by the crowd.
Still, to me they have supplied
Moments when my heart was proud.

have loved and I have heard
Her who seemed angelic say
Tenderly the golden word
That swept all my doubts away;
I

Though the world may never look
For such worth as I have had
Or perceive my little nook
I have filled it and been glad.
I
If

have seen her child and mine
Sleeping in her proud embrace;

my

gifts

be not divine

Xor my place a lofty place.
I have worked and hoped and won
All the love a man may claim.
Have I failed if I have done
Naught to bring me wealth or fame?

—
^^

^x

" Cy ''

THE DEATH

of

Warman^s

Poem

Last

"Cy" Warman, on April 7th» kindled genuine regret and

sorrow in the hearts of railroad

men and

appeared in railroad publications.

Few

old can forget the great popularity of

who

of us
"

who knew his homely
many poems of his which

others

character and kindly disposition through the

are over twenty-five years

Sweet Marie," the simple, sentimental

ballad which everybody was singing between fifteen and twenty years ago.

was probably the

known

railroad poet's best

IVCillions ot Americans have heard and sung
and whistled and played "Sweet Marie" who
would not know Beethoven's "Adelaide" if
they heard it, and who are ever so much more
familiar with "Tales of an Engineer" than with
To such the death
the " Comedie Humaine."
of Cyrus Warman will be a loss and a grief.

a

^ Cy, as he was known, was born in Greenup,
was educated in the
111., June 22, 1855, and
He was brought up on a farm,
public schools.

^ The

^

and pursued that
at the urging of

life

until 1880.

Then, largely

Ida Blanche Hays,

whom

he

had married the year before, he went to Denver
and began work as a railroad man, at first in
the shops and then as fireman and engineer.
His wife and the railroad developed the gift of
poesy which had first cropped out in the little
schoolhouse, where he had astonished the
natives on commencement day by reading an
original poem on "The Last Day of School."

^

After working for eight years on the Denver

&

Rio Grande he settled at Denver as editor of
"The Western Railway." and four years later,
in 1892, went to Creede, Col., and took charge
A year later he visited
of "The Chronicle."
New York and was greeted as the "Poet of the
Rockies."

Later he spent years

in

travel, in

Europe and the Orient.

He

of years in Washington,

and then established

lived for a couple

story

first

wife died

who was

in 1887,

and

in

1892 he

the original of the "Sweet Marie" of
Until his coming to

New York

he

wrote only poems, but here he was moved to
hand at short stories. He rode from

try his

New York

to Chicago

next day wrote

on a locomotive, and the

"A Thousand

Miles in a Night,"

which was published in
story,
first
"McClure's Magazine." Thereafter his rise as

his

—

He

published

a

Mail,"
Rails,"

"Snow on
"The Last

"Short
and "Weiga of

Headlight,"

the

Spike,"

Temagami."
last poem of the " Poet of the Rockies"
was written in Philadelphia about a month ago
and in it the poet seemed to prophesy his death.
Mr. Warman wrote the verse at the BellevueStratford Hotel and it was read by him before
the Bureau of Commercial Economics of the
Philadelphia West Branch Y. M. C. A.
It is
entitled "Will the Lights be White?" and is as

follows:-

Oft,

when

As
I

feel

I

my

engine swirl,

o'er strange rails

we

fare,

my

eye around the curve
For what awaits us there.

strain

When

swift and free she carries me
Through yards unknown at night,

I

look along the line to see
If all the lamps are white.

The blue light marks the crippled
The green light signals "Slow,"
The red light is a danger light,
The white light, "Let her go."
Again the open

fields

car,

we roam,

And when

married Miss Myrtle Marie Jones, of Denver,
his song.

was rapid.

writer

number of volumes "Tales of an Engineer,"
"The Express Messenger," "Frontier Stories,"
"The Story of the Railroad," "The White

himself at London, Ontario.

f His

This

composition.

I

the night is fair
look up in the starry dome
And wonder what's up there.

For who can speak for those who dwell
Behind the curving sky?
No man has ever lived to tell
Just what

it

means

to die.

Swift toward life's terminal I trend.
The run seems short tonight;
God only knows what's at the end
I hope the lights are white.

X
68

Convictions or Conventions

ARE we awake

to the spirit of the

Are we
^^^^^ age in which we hve?
BSkS participants in the great move-

ments which are spreading over our land
and which should mean closer relations
and better feeling between all men?

mean

Surely they

a fuller recognition of

the brotherhood of man.

While our railroads are insisting on
"Safety First" and our new women are

demanding ''Votes," many a plain

little

woman

pauses in the midst of the innumerable cares of her busy household with
its])oys

and

girls whose a])petites

and noise

proclaim their healthy, glorious youth.

And

as she mentally surveys the

"What

"mess"

everybody nowa"
days, and what is t his old world coming to?

she wonders

This same

ails

woman

ticed, quite as

has doubtless prac-

a matter of course,

of self-sacrifice for her

home.

all

sorts

family and her

She has accepted willingly, cheerwork which she and she only
can do. To this mother and homemaker
come disturbing doubts and rumors.
Among the young people she hears an

fully,

the

— Which?

amazing lot about professions, careers,
good form, dress and society. Doubtless her own wardrobe has suffered much
through

sacrifice to her

household gods,

her personal beauty and youthful vigor
are
of

both depleted

in

homely but

those

the performance
exacting

duties

which used to be considered a woman's
privilege and she quails before the onslaught

of

neighbors.

social

uplift

More and more

among

her

troubled she

becomes as the old-time neighborl}- kindness is gradually succeeded by a conservatism which looks dangerously like
siiobbishness, and it is small wonder that
she gives up in despair, concluding that
she is old-fashioned and behind the times.
But is she? Are courtesy and good
manners old-fashioned? Is simple kindness out of style?
In our remarkable
industrial and commercial growth as a
nation have we lost our hold on the real
things of life, the sure, unchanging
principles which form the foundation on
which every nation must rest if it is to
perpetuate

itself?

Have we

heedlessly

;
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changed the channel of that splendid
which is our national
inheritance, and turned its sweeping tide
back upon ourselves iii a strenuous effort
to ''get into society/' outdo our fellows
spirit of enterprise

and

somebody"?
casual glance would seem

see that, after

human

all,

''society"

is

composed

beings like ourselves, whose

happiness or unhappiness

is

just as real

as our own; that the really worth while

people are not twaddling their time

within the dazzling

circle of

any

away
exclu-

sive "set" or clique, but are live wires in

the world of folks, just "folks."

remember that all "forms "
and conventions owe their origin to a
spirit of kindness and consideration for
others whose feelings they are supposed
It is well to

Any form

to protect.
fails to

do

excuse for

this has

or convention that

ceased to have an

its existence.

It is not

my

spirit of

the laws

Surely

right-minded,

self-respecting

people need not feel that to work honorably,

though ever so humbly, keeps them

or their children from "being somebody."

''be

to bear
A
out these dismal facts, but if we can once
get a better viewpoint we shall doubtless

of

completely ignoring the
of politeness.

purpose to make light of

There is only one way to be "somebody"
and that is to be it. What a joke for
democratic America to be bowing and
kowtowing before the inflated bogy of
foolish formalities.
Did you ever notice

who can be informal successwithout becoming rude, familiar or

the people
fully

Are they not the brightest, most
and delightfully human people
you know? Of course they are, and the
secret of it all is that they are sensible
enough to be themselves instead of trying
vulgar?

intelligent

to be

somebody

intellectual to

They are too keenly

else.

be tricked or hoodwinked

Reason

into dethroning the goddess of

(whose

everyday

name

is

"Common

Sense") to give place to some Billiken of
Their simplicity of

form or convention.
faith and sincerity

of purpose

make

for

or to withold from the polite usages of

a well-rounded personality which stands

general society the importance which

out from a background of imitation
and towers head and shoulders above

rightly theirs
is

—quite the contrary; but

is
it

a depressing thing to observe intelligent

American people descending into mediocrity, desperately imitating somebody else,
subverting their own personality while
adhering fanatically to the letter, but

that of their poor stupid fellow creatures,
who, for a time, have forgotten that true
greatness is true worth and that the real
key to politeness and "good form," if

you

will, is

B

natural.

The Mother in her office holds the key of the Soul
and she it is who stamps the coin of character, and
makes the being who would be a savage, but for her
gentle cares, a Christian man —then crown her Queen
of the World.— Old Play.

Oatmeal Bread

When

agani.

rise

bak

light,

;1()W

oven.

Over one pint

of

raw oatmeal pour four

cups of boiling water and

let

stand until

Dissolve one yeast cake in one-half

cool.

cup lukewarm water and add these to
oatmeal and water, then stir in one cup
molasses and a generous pinch of salt.

Work

in

enough wheat

dough as
bread,

stiff

using a

over night.

rise

well,

make

as

for

little

to

make

ordinary

white

flour

lard,

and

to

set

In the morning knead

into loaves

and put

in

pan

to

Orange Salad — Italian Style
Wash

tender

carefully

good-sized head

is

(one

lettuce

enough

usually

for

four persons).

Cut

round

in

slices four sweet,

juicy

oranges; pour on small quantity of olive
oil

(about two teaspoonsful to each per-

son),

sprinkle

shake a

juice of

over

little salt

one lemon and
all.

Spring Hats
This

is

to be a blessed season of con-

vertibility in

son

gowns, we are told.

when everything

left

A

sea-

over and passed

by as out of style from last year, the year
before and as far back as grandmother's
"dolman" wrap and bustle polonaise
may be incorporated in the present day
models and lend themselves most graciously to the

mode

that the season's hats

would seem

it

may

include

many

revivals of the styles of other days,

and

indeed this seems to be the case, for when,
if

ever,

hats as are shown in the spring

Hats of every mateand rolled endways,
sideways and all ways tipped and tiptilted at most unheard of angles
very
chic and full of dash.
Small, well-fitting, thoroughly comfortable hats are much in favor, and if
models
rial,

this year?

bent,

folded

—

grace of shape be lacking

of the hour.

In view of the above

little

have we seen such saucy, daring

supplied

—

can be easily

it

by proper management

trimming.
wired loops,

tall

height

cies of various kinds.

veiling silk

is

of the

added' by
plaitings and high fan-

Thus,

is

Velvet or chiffon

much used

for

crowns

in
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combination with

hemp

or

other

soft

straw brims and the sharp angles of
colonial or continental shapes are soft-

ened by

coque feathers.
on top
and tipped at a becoming angle by a bandeau arrangement underneath.
Such a
hat is very piquant and lends itself well
to graceful and attractive trimmimg.

Some

little

curling

of the hats are round, flat

AN

intelligent

plish a lot

mother can accomby giving her family

the Tood their physical peculiari-

There

Constipation has long been recognized

another heavier crowned model

pompom set front and
back or on either side, but the front and
back trimming seems to predominate.
As the season advances we shall probably see hats of broader brims with soft
loopings of lace, velvet and ribbon, as well
as all the flower and feather favorites in
old and new style arrangement.

thirty minutes to an hour before eating,
its

effect

can be relied upon.

a

should

teaspoonful

is

a

be

given

and twelve months

children between six

amount

It

Not more

stimulant to digestion, too.

than

ties require.

is

with a soft feather

as a disturbance which can be corrected

old,

by special feeding. Infants, either fed
from the breast or bottle, when so affected
indicate to you that there is a low per
cent of cream or richness in the milk.
Correct this by increasing the proportion
of cream in each bottle, or mixing a
teaspoonful of cream w^ith a teaspoonful
of water and feeding before each nursing.
Should this not have the desired effect,
oatmeal gruel should be used.
Prune

creased in proportion to the child's age.

juice, given in small quantities,

mended
It

as

for

children over

is

recom-

a year old.

should be given carefully, however,
it

has been known to upset the stomach.

Strained orange juice has excellent laxa-

and if given the first thing
the morning on an empty stomach,

tive qualities
in

the

of

course

being

in-

For children over a year and a half old,
stewed or baked, can be usdd.
Peaches, in moderation, are good for a
child over three years old, but care
should be taken to see that they are
thoroughly ripe. Dates and figs are
apples,

effective.

In obstinate cases, the juice

of fresh pineapple

small pieces,

is

invaluable.

sprinkle

with

Cut

in

sugar and

allow to stand twelve hours or more.

Feed

this juice to the child,

on an empty

stomach, three or four times a day. It
will not interfere with the child's diges-

Fresh vegetables have a laxative
Bananas are the only fruit having
a tendency to constipate.
tion.

effect.

Safety First in

The Home

The accompanying picture might be
called "Safety First as applied at

The owner
father

of

the

W. H.

child,

brakeman

passenger

Division,

is

a

on

genius

make

Home."

cosy house,

the

of

Newark

the

who

and

Chilcoat,

is

always

being behind

the railing on the porch.

In justice to

Mr. Chilcoat

it

should

be stated that he did not know, when

can be.
The gate on the
arranged on wheels similar to

requested by the photographer to stand

his

abode

tractive as
-is

posts and the lower part

just as at-

working to
porch

When not in use
top on a framework.
the entire device cannot be seen from the
street, the long side pieces being behind

a large door, and

is

suspended from the

for a snapshot, that

"Exhibit

A"

it

was

to be used as

in a Safety First article.
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them

And

into being years of study

and

labor.

we in our work adopt the facilities offered by these labor-saving machines, we are as obsolete from the standunless

point of present day efficiency as is the
wolf hound when compared with the
locomotive as an engine of speed.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

Spring Fever

Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Hkrbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Luckey, Staff Photographer

About
fever

Keeping up to Date

/^ NE OF our fastest passenger trains
immft

was recently bowling along

mS^

sixty-mile-per-hour

clip

at a

through

the farming section of southern Pennsylvania.
track,

Just above Aikin, close by the
was a farmhouse, and as the engine

and reduces him to temporary junk.
Spring fever is more terrible than other
fevers because it cannot be cured by
swallowing a clinical thermometer and
running out a few yards of tongue in the
When a man has
spring fever he has to suffer along with
the knowledge that nothing is the matter
presence of a doctor.

with him and that there

shrieked along, a magnificent Russian wolf

enough

hound darted away from the front door
and ran madly across the field, paralleling

one

the line of the track in his
three-bar

wooden fence

fifty

A

flight.

yards from

the house offered no stay to his speed and
his

every

movement

indicated

what a

splendid ground covering machine he was.

But the train pulled away from him with
the same inevitable certainty that it did
from the farmhouse itself.
A hundred years ago the sires of that
dog were probably the fastest land travellers in existence. Today their records have
been eclipsed by many engines of speed.
Success
the

lies

not altogether in keeping

human machine

efficiency,

in a perfect state of

but also in seeing that

it

ad-

time of the year spring
the unoffending citizen

this

attacks

isn't

sympathy

wide world to spare him

in the

little tear.

Spring fever

is

so

called

because

it

removes the spring from man and leaves
him a mass of helpless woe. It begins
by attacking the victim's feet. These
rapidly increase in weight until they
weigh half a ton apiece. It then dissolves the backbone into a thin jelly,
removes the muscles from the arms, and
hangs lead sinkers on the eyelids.
When the fever has completed this job
it sits back and watches its victim trying
to work with fiendish glee.
The efforts of said victim to do a day's

work look

like the efforts of

man

to throw

wire

by the

When

a slim young

an elephant over a

trolley

tail.

other inventions which are

he begins to work in this condihe has an ache for every bone.
A little later he has- only one ache, but
he has not improved in health. His one
ache is merely all of his former aches run

cepted use, cost the

together.

justs itself to the conditions of the

which

it lives.

The

day

in

typewriter, the dic-

taphone, the slide rule, the adding machine, the fountain

pen

—these and many

now in acmen who brought

tion
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We

laugh at spring fever because

We

affliction.

an

though

temporary,

a

only

laugh

also

it

is

acute,

certain

at

But

on yesterday's work tomorrow.
spring

climates

these

fever

in

often

is

and the starch in the human
remains permanently melted,

chronic

system

causing a pathetic flabbiness of muscle

and

There are

will.

who

people

are

''born

With

tired."

always spring and their
desire to work cannot be detected by the
most delicate reaction.
The Government is kind to these

them

is

it

afflicted

them

folk,

giving vast

positions

life

Washington.
makeshift, and

But
is

in
this

the
is

numbers
at

best

a

besides too hard on the

attention on chronic spring fever

its

of

bureaus at

Medical science should focus

bureaus.

Handicapped
Indistinct

and

J. E.

figure

a

Head sunken on chest, big hands
hanging inert as lifeless pendula, knees
bent with seeming paralysis, a cripple,
hill.

—

j)erhaps.

No — not

a cripple.

emerges from

It

shadow and lurches

the friendly

into the

A

heavy
hand moves upwards and passes slowh'

searching glare of the arc light.

over the

ej'es.

straightens

For an instant the figure
and
then
crumples

up,

stumbles blindly into the night

—a victim

of self-imposed slavery.

Don't worry about the handicaps you
cannot help. Shake off those that are
self-imposed, and the others will take
care of themselves.

Can a Trainman be a
By

darkness,

the

in

ugh' and misshapen, struggling up the

many

in addition

its

in Collier^ s.

the inhabitants to start

of

relieving

of

victims and their victims.—Oeor^f Fitch,

moist and fervent portions of this and
other countries because of the general
disposition

means

some

devise
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Christian ?

Goodwin

Conductor, Wheeling Division

Can

I work and be a Christiari, on a Railroad
with its cares,
While a thousand frets and worries daily face
me with their snares,
Can I work and be a Christian, can I keep my

spirit glad.

Will

Yes
I

mv

remain uncalloused, with no
Sabbath to be had?
heart

— although

there be temptations, turn
whatever way I may,
can live and be a Christian, working on the

seventh
If

mv

is

follow Jesus

to

who was

can work and still be faithful, though
be sorely tried.

I

mav
"

you why He did

tell

it.

He'll ne'er

let

me

suffer loss
If I

follow in His footsteps and lead comrades
to the cross.

Mayhap in an
^

^

awful

moment some

^
^^^'^^^^ -^'^"^^^^ ^>'"^S'
of cheer.
,

,

•

^' ^
It

may

t
^

stout-hearted
j

•

'^^"

^''^'^

'^

^'"'^

be a brave conductor; or a hero at the

brake,
will need my hurried whisper, "Father,
save for Jesus' sake."

That
„

So

,

crucified,
I

can

da}',

purpose
.fs

I

in

.,.„

I

11

,

''^.^

^

^^

,

.,

,

,

•

work upon the Railroad, taknig

n

all

Ihey come,

*^^"?f,
Christ, and hoping
Scrvmg

daily, I

may

bo a

help to some.
Yes,

it's

hard to have no Sabbath, God's ap-

pointed day of rest,

But

Heput me on
what

is

best.

the Railroad, and
'

Till the

day when He

shall call

me, to that

glorious land of rest.

He knoweth

Then

if

I

have done but

I've done

my

best.

little

God,

will

know

—

'
,

.

.

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR FEBRUARY
T«tal

Wellston

and
Tardi

H eases

$12,258

$6,980 *$11,736

Indiana

5,565

15,205

Connellsville..

5,460

Newcastle...

4,583

Illinois

4,095

Cleveland

.

.

Pittsburgh

7,028

In and
Arnnnrl

.

.

Tminsand

Enginehouses

Yards
Philadelphia.

$3,400.00 $ 1,233.00

18,665

^
Mamtc.

,

nance of

Total

Way
$2,629.00 $ 2,394.00

Baltimore...

4,232.00

1,047.00

3,263 00

2,568.00

Cumberland..

3,065.00

2,626.00

1,764.00

2,660.00

Shenandoah..

3,130.00

640.00

2,910.00

2,905.00

5,016

Monongah...

3,683.00

2,215.00

5,981.00

3,248.00

4,553

Wheeling....

3,778.00

4.553.00

4,512.00

4,077.00

3,682

Ohio River..

4,161.00

2,279.00

9,538.00

3,556.00

16,993

.

INJURY.

1914

5°*°^,
Around
Shop? and

6,729

Toledo
Wheelirg
Indianapolis

^.

Divisions

12,238

4,849

.

Way

22,364

5,659

.

FEBRUARY,

Sb«p« and MslatoEngine nsneeef

Trains

OWUUbi

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER

Ohio

12,104

Cleveland....

5,659.00

1,560.00

18,665.00

3.379.00

Newark

3.457.00

1,855.00

3.631.00

2,674.00

Connellsville.

7,028.00

2,441.00

12,238.00

5,460.00

Pittsburgh...

4,849.00

3,246.00

16,993.00

4,033.00

Newcastle..

4,646.00

2,881.00

22.364.00

4,583.00

Chicago ....
Chicago Ter'k

4,017.00

1,485.00

4,734.00

2,515.00

3,383.00

1,707.00

4,266.00

2,958.00

ing the best showing in injuries, based

Ohio

2,962.00

1,351.00

12,104.00

2,614.00

on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains

Indiana

4,151.00

15,205.00

6,677.00

5,565.00

Illinois

6,729.00

3,430.00

2,904.00

4,095.00

Toledo

2,955.00

5,016.00

10,138.00

4,072.00

Wellston....

6,980.00*11,736.00

11,076.00

12,258.00

Indianapolis..

3,837.00

3,682.00

3,167.00

3,618.00

Average

3,917.00

2,274.00

4,671.00

3,281.00

*

Indicates that these divisions did not have a
single case of personal injury in the class of service
specified.

SAFETY FIRST
We

show, each month, on the

will

"hammer"

test, the four divisions

mak-

and around shops and
*Maintenance-of-Way'
and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but,
and yards,"

'In

engine-houses.'

*

'

in

many ways this is untair;

if

work

is

•

Indicates no accidents.

for instance

slack practically the

full

num-

ber of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it

evidently fairer to show the wages
earned per injury; then, if business falls
off the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the

THE SAFETY POOL

is

amount

of

wage indicated

tive of one injur}'.

is

representa-

Of

all

the Safety First devices being adopted

by railroads and manufacturers to reduce the
number of accidents on their property, the
queerest was operated in Thayer, Missouri,
last summer.
It consists of a swimming pool
with a springboard raft and dressing room.

The

railroad at that point had been a great

many accidents reyoungsters "hopping" freight
The railroad superintendent fitted up
trains.
the swimming conveniences on a pool owned by
the company and notified the boys that any of
them reported to have been seen on a train or
on the tracks would be barred from the swimming pool. There have been no boys injured
on the railroad since that notice was given
out.
Saturday Evening Post.
attraction for boys, and

sulted

from

vS^BCI^T^L^ IMEieiTT^ K.OL/L>
NEW YORK

DIVISION

Hollofields passing siding at 1.10

a.

m.

He

held train No. S3, engine No. 4092 and No. 29.

Friday the thirteenth of February proved a
very unlucky day for brakeman William Hagen,
who is stationed in yards at St. George, Statcn
Island, New York.
Toward nightfall of that
at the fioat bridges. Hagen
overboard. Marine clerk Will-

day while working
accident ly

fell

iam McRoberts was tending bridge lights for
westbound floats dispatched from New York,
and hearing Hagen's cry for assistance, unhesitatingly responded
A heavy snow was falling
and the slips were jammed with ice at the time,
but this did not phase McRoberts, for, aided by
floatman L. Quillen, he succeeded in rescuing his
man.

STATEN ISLAND
On Monday morning, March

2nd.

1914,

at

m., the train of engine No, 21, engineer
Philip Carroll and fireman Carl White, was
12 30 a

discharging passengers at Stapleton station.
Engineer Carroll noticed something on east-

bound track, got down from engine and found
it was a large barrel of garbage, which had
blown on track during the severe snow storm
then in progress. He and the fireman removed
the obstruction, which was fortunate, since an
eastbound train was due at that time.
,

On

arrival at South

engine

No

13..

March

Beach with

train No. 762,

8th. 1914, at 9.25 p. m.,

engineer Charles Wynans,

Jr., felt an unusual
examination of track and found
the rail was broken about two and one-half feet
from joint and was very loose.
He procured
spikes and fastened rail so as to avoid any
derailment, then notified all crews using track,
and immediately on hi.s arrival at St. George
advised dispatcher.
There were no wires at
South Beach at that time.
jar.

He made

As

this is a facing point switch, it is probable

that a serious accident would have occurred,

had not

this

prompt action been taken.

On March 2nd, we had one of the severest
wind storms ever felt in this vicinity. One of
the trackmen, T. H. Hill, who lives at Knoxville
but works at Brunswick, on Section No. 02,
was not working that day but felt it his duty
to go to the railroad and see if he could be of
any service. On reaching the track at Knoxville, he discovered that the roof of a box car,
which was standing on the siding, had been
blown off and landed on the eastbound passenger
track. His first thought was, "Is No. 8 gone?"
and on asking the crossing watchman this
he was given a negative answer. Mr. Hih
then started through the storm to flag No. 8.
He reached Weverton before No. 8, and notified
the telegraph office. Then he notified the
foreman to get his men and with their help
removed the roof from the track. His thoughtfulness and prompt action saved what might
have been a terrible accident. This shows that
our men are on the alert and always working
for "Safety First

"

At 6.40 one morning recently operator SpurWatersville Junction, found brake rigging
wedged in switches on old line so that No. 24
rier,

could not get over safely

Fireman Elmer Wyant. while working on
engine in the yard at Mt Clare, discovered
broken rail on ladder leading to "A" yard.

On March
and

P.

2nd. train No, 159, W. H. Livesey
iron bar lying across

W^ Norris reported

BALTIMORE DIVISION

the eastbound passenger track west of Lansdowne. No. 154 was notified to look out for
it and trackmen were advised and found pieces
of car wood and removed same.

On February 20th, 1914, C. L. Todd, assistant
trainmaster, found broken switch point at

On Friday, January 9th, about 4 p. m., John
Keller of Buckeystown, Md., connected with
77
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the 0. J. Keller Lime Co., whose kilns are near
our tracks at Kellers crossover, found a broken

on eastbound track near Buckeystown.
Mr. Keller notified trackwalker Victor Cook,
who was near. At this time there were no
trackmen available because they were all working at wrecks at Gaither and Washington
Junction. Mr. Keller offered his services and
with trackwalker Cook removed the broken
rail and laid new rail in its place.
It is pleasant to have good and kind neighbors.
rail

As extra west engine No. 4014, C. G. Bastain
and G. D. Coleman, passed Barnesville at
8.41 one morning recently, operator Warfel
at this point reported the bottom of hopper of
Baltimore & Ohio car 131457 dragging. The
train was stopped at Dickerson and car secured
before any damage was done.

On February

Wesley Day, track foreman
Md., on the old
main line, noticed a brake beam down under
C. & 0. car 2955. train No. 94, engine No 4278.
He signaled to train crew, had train stopped,
and a steel brake rigging beam removed,
on Section

6th,

47,

at Henryton,

probably saving a derailment.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION

credit for being on the

which,

if

lookout for defects,
not discovered, might result in the

loss of life

and property.

On February

11th,

section foreman G.
to coal tipple

W.

Dunbar was on his way
M. & K. Junction, and

at

noticed a defective wheel
in
train of extra east

No. 2422, on Baltimore
and Ohio No. 127538.
He had the car switched
out, and is to be com-

mended for his watchfulness and interest in the
Company's

welfare.

That conductor Crummett of caboose No. 916

G. W.

DUNBAR

has his mind on his work and is on the lookout was demonstrated a few nights ago.
While running an extra engine out of Keyser,
when Pinto tunnel was reached, it was found
that a train ahead had stalled in the tunnel.

Conductor Crummitt sent his engine to the
when examining the stalled train,
found a car with a broken wheel which had been
sliding.
The car was cut off and placed on a
siding, and a possible wreck thus averted.
rescue and

On February 2nd, section foreman M. A.
who first entered the service of the
Company as a laborer at Amblersburg, April
Faherty,

On February

11th, J.

M. Wyndham,

regular

second trick operator at Fawvers, W. Va.,
while No. 94, engine No. 4232, with twenty-four
cars was passing, observed something dragging
under the eleventh car from engine. Arrange-

ments were made to examine it at Martinsburg,
where it developed that
truss rod had broken on
the front end of W. S.
L. E. No. 42102, due to

J.

M.

WYNDHAM

with a wire and

Wyndham

entered

and has worked

at

this division since

one-quarter old defect
allowing rod to come
down on the track, catch
in a tie and bend back.
The rod was replaced
by the crew, secured
train proceeded. Operator
the service June 6th, 1881,
various important offices on
that time.

While switching repair tracks at Cumberland,
conductor W. J. Cale discovered bent axle on
Baltimore & Ohio car 27657. He deserves

10th, 1877, and is now employed as section
foreman at Amblersburg, noticed that extra
east No. 4312, which was passing, had a brake
rigging down on a steel hopper, and that it was
dragging on the rail. He notified the conductor
and had the train stopped, preventing what
might have been a serious accident.
The
division engineer has commended Mr. Faherty

for his close observation.

MARTINSBURG
It is

not generally known that a possible

wreck was averted Sunday, March 15th. when
president Willard's train went west through
Martinsburg, by the watchfulness of freight
conductor J. W. Hipsley and his flagman, Jos.
H. Baker. They had been instructed to watch
for any obstructions along the line as they went
west from town. On the hill at North Mountain, Mr. Hipsley felt the caboose jolt in a manner that indicated something was wrong and
when his train reached the tower, he sent flagman Baker back to investigate. A badly broken
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was discovered and other westbound trains

were warned. Until the broken rail was replaced
succeeding trains were crossed over, one of
these being the president's special.

due section foreman S. W.
Kearneysville for constant vigilance.

Special mention

Thomas of
On the night

of

is

March

mediately flagged train No.
engineer Malone.

main, as is customary at this point. A number
of passengers were crowded along the eastbound
freight track waiting for

eastbound local No.

On
ing

18.

this particular even-

No.

setting

was

using

track,

thus

IS

the freight

the stage for a

possible loss of

life

"JO

and notified

latter in turn notified

the crows of extra west No. 1205 and No. 1203.

Arrangements were made to have repairs made
immediately, thus preventing a

po.^.sible

seri-

ous accident.

oth, at Kearneysville,

the loaded express trucks were pulled between
the eastbound freight track and the eastbound

The
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WHEELING DIVISION
Op February

21st, as train

No. 98 was passing

section foreman G. E. Phillips, west of Glover

Gap, he noticed a wheel wabbling on T. N. O.
No. 10847. He notified the rear brakeman who
advised his conductor, G. E. Gatewood. The
latter examined the train at Glover Gap and
found a bent axle, one and one-half inches out.
Mr. Phillips is to be commended for his alertness.

and

On February

was using the freight track. By some hustling
he cleared the tracks and the danger was

23rd, track foreman G. E.
and the track w^alker on the opposite
side of the track simultaneously noticed brake
rigging dragging in train No. 21 as it was passing
them. They flagged train and notified crew,
who adjusted the derangement. Good work,
boys, the little breaks remedied save the big

averted.

ones.

destruction of property.

Thomas came to the
station when he heard No.
]\Ir.

S.

W.

THOMAJ

18

coming and quickly

noticed

that

the

train

On March 7th at the LeetowTi Pike crossing,
Mr. Thomas saw train No. 2 bearing down on a
horseman about to cross the track. The
was ringing, but the advancing
horseman seemed to pay little heed to its
warning. Mr. Thomas was working close by
and at once sensing the gentleman's danger,
crossing bell

quickly called to him, thus preventing what

might have been a fatal accident.

MONONGAH
On February

28th,

J.

DIVISION

V. Sandy, a glass worker

residing at Webster, discovered a broken rail

on the main track just east of Webster, five
inches being entirely gone. He hurried to
Webster, secured a key to the telephone booth
and got into communication wuth the operator
at "DK" Tower.
Train No. 47 was out of
Grafton at the time and reached "DK" Tower
about five minutes after the trouble was re-

ported.

Phillips

At 9.20 p. m. on February 19th, James
Fletcher of Underwood, W. Va., notified the
operator there that a large rock was on the
track at westbound distant signal at UnderThis rock, 10x6x6, weighing twentyfive tons, had come from the hillside across a

wood.

country road and mine track of Jamison No. 9,
and blocked both the north siding and main
track.
The engines of No.* 97 and No. 98 got
the rock clear enough to pass trains on main
track at midnight.
Supervisor Murtaugh, wuth light engine and
dynamite, went to the scene at 12.30 a. m., put
a charge of dynamite on at 4.30 a. m., but only

broke ofT about one-third of the rock. He later
on another charge of dynamite, which
cleared the north siding. Had not this obstruction been discovered before No. 97 came
to it the result would have bec.i disastrous
as it was on a curve and the engineer could not
have seen it in time to avoid a collision. Mr.
Fletcher has our hearty thanks for his discovery. His interest is greatly appreciated.
put

On March

5th. C. W. Friend discovered a
west of 81 A bridge near Defoe
Siding.
He made the necessary arrangements
in conjunction with another party to protect
the broken rail in both directions and im-

broken

rail

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
On February 16th, 1914, John Snyder, sectionman, was examining track and found about
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broken at Ripley Landing,
one mile east of Millwood, W. Va. He immediately notified his foreman. When they
arrived at the broken rail they could not find
the piece rail and had to flag train No. 709
to run over the break very slowly. Had not
he found the break and flagged train No. 709 the
rock might have caused bad accident or wreck.
five inches of rail

CLEVELAND DIVISION
On March

16th, all wires

HUGHES

agent at that point, secured a twisted pair of
wires from the Telephone
Company at Piedmont, ran
them under the track and
connected up the train wire,
giving communication with
Holloway and avoiding a
great amount of delay to
trains.

Mr. Hughes

to

is

be commended for his action, and has been
written an appropriate letter.

On

March

the morning of

7th,

V.

brakeman H. Kerr and fireman
on engine on their way
the

to

coal

Lorain,

tipple

J.

Lisisky were

at

they

observed
smoke coming from the
roof of the hump yard
office.
They immedi-

conductor

and by using water
from the tank were able
to put out the fire and
office

save the building. They
are to be commended for
their

written

On
sell

and

or about January 3rd, flagman C. E. Rus-

spur at Beach City, went out to flag, and just
around the curve at Beach City, discovered a

bad

and broken rail, which caused both
jump. He remained at that point to
flag Nos. 11 and 12 and also notified the sectionmen, who had the track fixed.
joint

rails to

On March

on the C. L. & W. and immediately notified
concerned by wire.

all

has

letter.

at Massillon, while on local east at the sand

and flagman

Q. B. Gatchell found
some broken angle bars in three different places

Lechlider

superintendent

them an appropriate

switch at Canal Dover, found a switch point
Fhich opened up about an inch, when wheels
ran on joint about three feet ahead of point.
He immediately notified all concerned.

On March 6th conductor

D. F. MORRISON
March issue, page 58)

(See

action in this in-

stance,,

B. Willoughby, while switching over No. 3

J.

4th while conductor R. F. Stauffer,
Bailey, brakeman Geo. Faul,

ately ran engine to the

and one telegraph
pole were knocked down at Piedmont by the
ditcher. R. K. Hughes,

R. K.

On March
engineer

20th, while conductor L. Pekarek
J.

W. Hileman were on

passing over bridge No.
port,

O.,

Mr.

their train

west of FreePekarek discovered that the
9,

the

first

bridge was on

In
fire in three different places.
order not to delay the train, he directed Mr.
Hileman to get off and put the fire out, and this
was done without any damage to the bridge.

They

are to be

commended

for their action in

this instance.

On Sunday, March

15th.

C.

W. Francis

of

Strongsville, Ohio, discovered bridge No. 90

atStrongsville on

fire

immediately put the
out without anj'
to the bridge.
is

to be

his

interest

fire

damage

Mr. Francis

commended

NEWARK

and

for

and action

in this instance.

On March

11th, engi-

E.

Herimerd-

DIVISION

Flagman J. Steen, on train 1st 89, March 18th,
while at Glencoe on siding, discovered a broken
flange on engine No. 2574. Proper action was
taken and possibility of accident prevented.
Mr. Steen is to be commended for his alertness,
and the manner in which he handled the situation.

2224 and No. 2374, discovered bridge 92 east of Strongsville on fire.
They stopped the train and put the fire out.
They are to be commended for their watch-

About 3.15 p. m., on December 31st, while
operator Foust, of New Haven, was going home,
train No. 27 passed him, near Plymouth, where
he lives. He discovered a broken wheel in the
train and ran down to the telegraph office at
Plymouth to get New Haven to stop it, but it
had passed New Haven before he could get

fulness and action in this instance.

word

neers
S.

(See

C.

March

LOGAN
issae,

page 58)

inger

F.

and

J.

Miles,

while running extra No.

to the operator.

.
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On February

24t.h,

eastbound siding

at

No. 3t with en-

as train

gines Nos. 2880 and 2GS5

was pulling out

of the

Butler, the pilot on the

lead engine dropped

down

on the track. F.M.Willrepairman,
signal
son,
saw the i)ilot fall and

signaled

immediately
the

F.

M.

WILLSON

engineers

to

stop.

This was done and the
Mr.
pilot removed.
Willson's keen observation possibly averted an
accident and we appreci-

81

No. 31367. The train was stopped
and the brake rigging removed. })os.sibly avertL. E. car

ing a serious accident

On March

16th, agent B. S. Uu.-h of Garrett,

Pa., noticed a brake rigging

down on a

car in

which was
He immediately tele-

train of extra east engine No. 4026

pulling by the station.
phoned the operator, who stopped the
had repairs made.

train and

On February 24th. brakeman Geo. \\
man of switching engine No 2219 found

.

Asha far

replacer on the main track at the west end

Oliver Siding.

He

stopped his train and

of

flag-

ged train No. 83 which was following, until the
replacer could be removed from the track.

ate his watchfulness.

Foreman H. E. Bitcher w^as working on the
between New Haven and Chicago Junction,
and as train went by him he too saw the broken

hill

wheel and as he could not get the attention of
the crew as they went past him. he ran behind
tlie caboose, turned the angle cock and stopped

On March 16th, brakeman C. F. Herring of
switching engines Nos. 2898 and 2S08, discovered six inches broken out of rail at the east
end

Mukden No. 1 Siding, and notified the
who made the necessary repairs.

of

track foreman,

the train.

Both the operator and foreman were commended for their actions.
2nd, C. A. Blaney, trackman,
N. Division, found a broken rail in
Weber joint near Summit, 0. The broken rail
was very hard to see. as

On February
on the C.

&:

the

Weber

pletely

comthe

joint

covered

This shows that
Mr. Blaney was paying
break.
strict

attention

to

work and made a

his

close

examination for any deC. A.

BLANEY

fccts in track.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
On January 10th, brakeman William Craig,
working with extra east, engine No. 2638,
discovered
car

wheel

inches long

a

piece

about

cf

five

lying along

the track east of Wild-

This was just
No. 158 had
passed. He immediately
called operator on telephone and had him stop
No. 158 and have it examined.

wood.

after train

WILLIAM CRAIG

NEW CASTLE

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

DIVISION

On March 9th, while train 2nd 94, east, engine
No. 2538, was pulling into Connellsville yard,
brakeman J. J. Harper of switching engine No.
1109 noticed brake rigging down on L. & N.
car No. 101791 in 94's train, and flagged the
train.
He succeeded in having it stopped before any serious damage was done.

On March 8th, yard brakeman M. Kenney at
Haselton noticed that the brake beam was down
on the tank of engine No. 4054, train 2nd 97.
passing Haselton, and that the beam had dropped under the wheel and raised the tank wheel

On March 6th, engineer H. F. McLalen, in
charge of train 2nd 94, engine No. 4119, while
looking back over his train just east of Cooks

sible accident.

Mills, noticed fire flying

from under one

of the

brakeman back
to ascertain the trouble.
It was discovered
that a brake rigging had come down under P.
cars in the train and sent front

<fc

off

the

rail.

He

notified the engineer

connected the beam and

t'uis

who

dis-

prevented a pos-

Train 2nd 94 on March 24th stopped at east
end of Niles Junction to pack a hot box on the
engine and back in for No. 10 after this work
was done. When conductor Heinbaugh reported clear to operator W. W. Nichols, the
latter stated that he noticed fire flying from
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the train when they passed the office. Investigation developed that they had S. R. L. No.
We
7971 in the train with a broken arch bar.

commend these men of the
Division for their watchfulness.
wish to

New

Castle

It was removed by operator Adams.
Conductor Moore is right in line with the other
employes of the New Castle Division in noting
conditions liable to cause trouble, and promptly
reporting same. We thank the employes for

station.

their interest in these matters.

On

the morning of February 25th, the tem-

New Castle Division was about
eighteen degrees below zero, and the only telegraph wire that could be kept up was the train

perature on the

Agent-operator A.

wire.

A

Plain, on

division operator, with engine No. 1373,

started west from

Wmtr^^m\
m^m J9
jK^/

'

IB

'''

-rt

Z3M

"

J.

Saunier at

Pleasant
drag-

March 25th. reported something

Castle Junction to repair wires, picking up the

ging on train No. 199, a double-header. The
dispatcher stopped the train at Cozaddale and
the conductor examined it and found a brake

lineman enroute, and
they worked their way

beam dragging on one of the

New

WKJI^Kj^^^^

w

OHIO DIVISION

to

Newton

Falls, finding

breaks and crossed wires
at a

On

number

cars.

had not been discovered by Saunier it
might have resulted in a serious derailment and
If this

he has been

commended

for his watchfulness.

of places-.

arrival at

Newton

On

Falls, the division oper-

tor

ator was surprised to find

extra

March 9th, while conducMcDonald was in the caboose of an

the morning of

J.

P.

five

west No. 2684-2515 and was passing
Highland station, he felt the caboose jump, immediately got off to investigate the case and
found about six inches broken out of a rail in
main track. He flagged train No. 98 and made
report by telephone from Highland to the operator at Leesburg. A five mile per hour order
was immediately put out and sectionmen were

lines straightened out, to avoid delays to

called to put in a new rail. The alertness of
conductor McDonald perhaps prevented a serious accident, and he has been formally commended by the proper authorities.

a lineman already on the
O. C.

BEDELL

job,

for

sitting

astride

the top cross arm of a
high pole was second trick operator O. C.
Bedell, with a regular lineman's equipment.

Mr. Bedell was not due for duty for about
hours, but with the interest of the
Company at heart, he was willing to forego
the comforts of his home and climb poles
in zero weather to repair wires and get the
business.

This is the spirit that wins, and we are
highly gratified to find it exhibited by the
employes of the New Castle Division. We
wish to thank Mr. Bedell through the
columns of the Magazine for his interest

and willingness to
position calls for.

On March
2nd No.

work beyond what

6th, conductor J. L. Dull,

his

on train

reported a broken rail in the eastbound main track west of Wayland. Arrangements were made to protect this track, and the
trackmen found six inches broken out. Conductor Dull is deserving of credit for his obser-

At 3.10 p. m., on March 14th, Chas. Boylan,
baggagemaster at Washington C. H., while
checking the yard, found broken rail in main
track. He immediately notified the operatoj-,

who

in turn notified the dispatcher, so that

break could be protected by an order. He also
went after the sectionmen in the east end of the
yard with speeder car and the rail was replaced
in a short time.

10,

vance of conditions along the line, as his discovery of this broken rail and prompt report
of same averted a possible accident.

ILLINOIS DIVISION
Yard foreman W. E. Catt,
Ind., distinguished himself

ruary 6th, when the cross-arms of a telegraph
pole near the Relay telegraph office caught on

presumed from the sparks of a passing
There was a brisk wind blowing
at the time, and it was fanning the flames
This would have resulted in confiercely.
siderable damage to poles, cross-arms and
fire, it is

locomotive.

On March 8th, conductor J. A. Moore notified
the dispatcher that there was a plank lying
across the westboimd track just east of Sterling

at Washington,
on the night of Feb-

:
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wires', to say nothiiifz; of cuttinji ofT t(>I(»gr;ij)hic
comnumiciitioM with Indiana Division wires.
With the temperature ten degrees above zero,
Mr. Catt, carrying a pail of water, climbed the

pole and put

damage

out the

fire

before any serious

resulted.

befoic

accident

playcil

by him

Wabash R.

R

at Decatur,

,

111..

u\u\vv date of

February 26th:

"On February

22nd,

clerk at your station, at

ered a broken

rail in

Cdcn Ballard, freight
discov-

Taylorville,

our southbound track at

that station, and promptly reported

same

to

our agent, enabling us to have track repaired

rcs>iltc<|.

Tlic

interest

<lis-

highly :ip|)rcci:itcd."

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
On March
Dana,

Superintendent Scheer received the following
letter from superintendent J. E. Stumpj) of the

is

83

lOth, Sanford Taylor, a resident of

Ind., discovered a

broken

rail in

the main

track at road crossing, just west of Dana, and
notified the agent, who in turn got the .section-

men

to the point and had repairs
an accident occurre(l.

made

before

On March 12t.h, superintendent White wrotc^
Mr. Taylor, thanking him for his prompt and
efficient action, and stating that his act was
highly appreciated by both the division and
gencM'al officials.

Consolidation Coal Company's
Special Train
Probably the
our lines

left

finest train

ever run ()V(t

Camd(Mi Station

at

nine-

on the night of Friday, March 27th.
was the special train chartered by Mr.
Jere H. Wheelwright to take over one
hundred prominent bankers and railroad
thirty
It

officials

on a tour of inspection of the

wonderful natural resources of the

]\Io-

nongahela ^'alley in northern West Mrginia,

and the

]:)ro]:)erties

of the Consoli-

Company, Fairmont Gas Co.
and the Monongahela Valley Traction
Com]xtny. The train was madc^ u]) as
dation Coal

follows

One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One

combination car;
twelve-.section D. H.

slec^jK^r:

]\Ir.

Graeme Turnbull,

secretary

to

Mr. Wheelwright, was in charge of the
arrangements, and to his efhcic^nt management a great deal of the success of the
The party, consisting of
trip was due.
110 persons, arrived at Weston. \\. Va.,
at eight o'clock Saturday morning, and
the special train was then dead-headed to
Fairmont, where it was in readiness to
receive the guests of Air. Wheelwright
on their arrival Saturday evening. It
departed from Fairmont at one o'clock
p.m. Sunday and reached CamdenStation
a little after ten the same evening.
Accommodations were so arrangiMl tliat
the entire party could take their meals at

Two Pullman

dining car;

the same time.

twelve-section D. K. sl(>eper;

were provided

dining car;

dining car service was the very

for each slee]:)(T.

porters

and the
l)est

Mr.

that

twelve-section D. H.

:leej)er;

could possibly be provided.

twelve-section D. K.

;l(H»per;

Walton, our district jxis.-^enger agent,
was in charge of the train, and everybody
on the trip, particularly Mr. Wlu^el-

dining car;
twelve-section D. H.

;lee]MT;

wright, and ex-senator

dining car;
twelve-section D. H.
C.

S:

P. prr\-at (> car

sl(>ei)er:

Watson

of

K. A.

West

were delighted with the accommodations ]M-OVi(l(Ml.
Virginia,

Cleveland Division Campaigning for Efficiency

How

an Engineer Found $15.95 on One Day^s Run

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY
CLEVELAND DIVISION
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT

Cleveland, Ohio, March

21, 1914.

To All Employes:

Each employe on this Division is appointed a
of the Cleveland Division Efficiency Committee.

member

The objects cf this Committee are good service, economical operation and performance in all branches.
The rewards we will derive are those which come from
pleasing the public and shippers, increasing our revenue and
decreasing our cost, subjects in which we are all vitally
interested.
Results will be made a part of each man's
record.

How this plan can be made a success will be seen from
the following experience of locomotive engineer Harrison
Lynch. He overheard a conversation between officials in
regard to economy and remarked that he had never thought
how^ economy could be promoted by the picking up of air
hose fittings. He further said that he knew where there
w^ere quite a number of such fittings w^hich had the hose
cut off and that he would bring them in. When he returned
from his next trip he had with him five good angle cocks
with hose nipples still in them and nine hose clutches. This
action on the part of Mr. Lynch saved the Company $15.95.
Any

suggestions madfe by employes for the betterment
be credited on their
Address all communications to the Chairman.

of conditions w^hich are adopted, will

records.

The slogan of the campaign
essence of prosperity.
Yours

**

Enthusiasm,"

the

truly,

W.

81

is

T. Lechlider, Chairman.

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

G. Pangborn, Chairman

J.

Department
John Hair, Motive Power Department
W. McC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Dep't
E. R. Scoviu-E, Transportation

T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M. Parlett, Relief Dop't, Sanitation
B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

J.

Advisory Committee

A HiNTER Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J. F.

J. W. Coon, Operating Department
Tearney, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES, BALTIMORE
to be wondered at that the bowling team
of the Trea.sury Department was a little surprised at the way the crack team of duckpin
It is

tumblers of the paymaster's office put one over
on them at the Plaza allej's on Wednesday
night. April Ist.

should be wondered at because, knowing
it was the first of April, they should have
expected to be fooled.
They were fooled, both in the first game and
the last: but of course it wouldn't have been at
all nice for the paymaster's team to take all the
honors, so they kindly donated the second game
to the oppo.-iino: team.
It is believed that the Treasury team did not
feel at all sore about the spanking they received, for they realized after the first few
boxes had been played, that they were bucking
It

that

against well tr^ained men.
The scores follow:

Paym.\ster's.
45r>-443 472

'

Treasurer's.

444—488-427

Z. T. Mcushaw, of the auditor passenger receipts office, is a student of Esperanto and has

become so expert that he corresponds with
foreign students of the universal language and
finds the correspondence highly interesting.

R. M. Billmeyer, of the same office, is quite
an artist, having produced a number of very
meritorious paintings, some of which are original creations.
Mr. Billmeyer has been assisted in his work by criticisms of
professional artist friends.

some

of his

At the annual meeting of the Traffic Club of
Baltimore, held on March 10th, the retiring
president of the club, Nathan J. Elliott, local
agent of the Star-Union Line, was presented
with a gold pen-knife and watch chain as a
token of the esteem in which he is held by the
members of the organization.
The presentation addess was made by major K. A. Walton,
district passenger agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, who is prominently identified
with the local club.
85
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NEW YORK

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRAN-

DIVISION

RAILWAY COMPANY

SIT

Correspondent, T. A. Kavanagh, Chief Clerk,
Pier 22, N. R., New York

Correspondent, R. Groehling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell
W. B. Biggs
Bayer
E. W. Evans

Terminal Agent, Chairman
A^ent, Pier 22, N. R.
Agent West 26th Street
Agent. St. George, S. I.
Apent, Pier 21, E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Asst. Terminal Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.
Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7. N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 22. N. R.

J. J.

T. Gorman
A. L, Michelsen
E. Salisbury

J.

Alfred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gus Flamm
C. T. Toomey
E. Sheeh Y

Loins Polly
Chas. Ross, No. 15
Chas. Monchino

Rich
John Loose, No.
C. H. Kohler

Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21, E. R.
Laborer, St. George
Supervisor Floating

Jas.

177

Equipment, Marine
Captain, Marine
Engineer, Marine
Oiler, Marine
Fireman, Marine
Deckhand, Marine
Lighter Captain, Marine

Henry Bohlen
J.

W. Letts

F.

Morrow

W. Mead
John Murphy
John Trunk

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

NEW YORK TERMINAL

I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly
R. H. Taxter

M. Schaffer
J.

R. Huff

Alex Conley

Trainmaster, Chairman
Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Road Conductor
Road Trainman
Yard Conductor

Road Foreman

of

Engines

G. Hartman
E. Alley

Fireman
Track Supervisor

Johns
W. L. Dr yden
H. E. Smith

Master Carpenter

J.

Signal Supervisor

Shop Foreman

O'Connor
F. E. Horan
D. A. McLaughlin

Passenger Conductor
Road Engineer

R. E. Collins
J.J. O'Connor

Passenger Conductor

C.

J.

Yardmaster
Master Mechanic

The following changes have taken place at
Clifton shops: Francis A. Hamm, general foreman machinist, has been appointed acting master mechanic in place of J. J. O'Connor, resigned; Max HefTtner, foreman machinist, has
been appointed general foreman machinist;
Stephen Beinert, machinist, has been appointed
foreman machinist. All these men have been
in the service of the Company for a number of
years.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Station Service

W. B. Biggs
E. W. Evans.
J. Ellerman.

Agent, Pier 22, N. Y. 1 t,
.
,.
,
Agent, St. George, S. L [ Representing Agents
.Asst. Foreman, Pier 7, N. Y. \ Representing
E. Merold Receiving Clerk, Pier 21 N. Y. /
Labor
M. E. Degnan
Foreman, 26th St.
.

.

.

.

.

,

Marine Department
Capt. C. H.

Kohler

Supervisor Floating

Equipment,
Captain

Henry Bohlen

Engineer J. W. Letts
Captain John Trunk
Captain Harry Petersen
W. Cornell

for

Marine Matters
\

/
\

/

in

General

„

<-.x
u
.
^^^ Steamboatmen

t-l.
j t>
^°^ Lighters and Barges
J,

Terminal Agent, Chairman

George Kabatchnick, who

for a

number

of

years was stenographer to the terminal agent,
has been promoted to the marine department,
where his duties will be those of stenographer
and general clerk.

Robert Briody, of the marine department, advances to day tug dispatcher, vice E. W.
Cooley, resigned.
William McRoberts, formerly stationed at
the Float Bridge, St. George, S. I., is now information clerk at Pier 22, North River.

ACTING MASTER MECHANIC
F. A. HAMM, CLIFTON, S. I.

John Murphy, storage clerk, Pier 22, North
River, has been confined to his home with
chronic fibrinous bronchitis.
S. P.

Arrangements are under way to organize a
uniformed baseball team at New York, to be
know as the Royal Blue nine. The organization is now being brought about by Messrs.
Hagan and Seigel of Pier 22 and Nolan at St.
George.

Kretzer, secretary of the Staten Island

Rapid Transit R'y Co., has been elected assistant treasurer of the Company, succeeding W.
Mr. Kretzer will conB. Foster, resigned.
tinue his duties as secretary of the Company.
This change was made at the last meeting of
the board of directors.

THE RALTIMOKK AM) OHIO
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On March 7th. 1914. conductor !•:. i:. McKinloy was appointed nifjht > ardinastcr and
conductor John D. (iihh was appointed assist-

of rest

ant night yardinastor.

from

Xatlian Levy, confidential (lerk to agent
Evans, lias been ai)pointed assistant agent at

Oeorge Ligliteragc department, with
E. Davis as his assistant.

St.

John

i:s

MACAZIM-:
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and their places were taken by freight

handlers from the

New

^'ork piers.

The

force

was further augmented by a gang recruited
a labor agency and under the direction of
carpenters and
engineering (lej)art incnt
lighterage foremen, the St. George ^'ard presented the j)icture of a gigantic snow battle.
Tuesday morning the 3'ard was open for service and passenger trains were running on
schedule. Although trains were not on exact
schedule Monday, they succeeded iti making
boat connections and at no time was service at
tlie

.

a standstill.
It was a pleasant surprise to Staten Island
conniniters to find trains on lime Tuesday, as
tiollev service was susi)ende<l. i)art of the lines
being out of service as late as March 12th.
While freight service was a little delayed, it
was soon back to normal, despite the fact that
foreign roads were unable to take our cars ;it
transfer points.
With signal service interrupted by wires being down, with tracks covered by snow, with

XIGHT YARD MASTER
E. E.

M.

McKIXLEV, CLIFTON,

S.

I.

Murphy, of the W. B. department, has
been appointed foreman of the transfer station
at St. George, succeeding John F. Doody, who
J.

resigned.

The boys at St. George will do all possible to
make the "Inaugural Fellowship Dinner" to be
held at the Hotel Gerard in New York a grand
success.

Robert Seigel. the new west bound clerk, seems
to be pleased with his new^ work for he smiles

day long now.
Little Jack will be a stenographer soon.The sincere sympathy of all the Lighterage
Dej)artment employes goes to night timekeeper Joseph C. Voung, on account of the
all

the thousand and one difficulties attending
storm conditions, the officers and employes
well merited the encomiums of a critical press
and public. There follows a letter written to
the editor of the New York Times by a .seasoned
comnmter, which voices the general public sen-

timent concerning our service.
"As one who is obliged each week to travel
through New Jersey. Westchester, Long Island,
and Staten Island, I want to congratulate the
officials of the Staten Island Railroad for the
excellent service they rendered during the last
two heavy snowfalls. Not one of the roads entering New York compared with it in j)romptness, and every efifort was made to hold to the
schedule.

"The Staten Island Railroad has its faults,
and I am not loath to criticise it, but I wish to
be equally fair and just, for in this instance it
merits the highest commendation.
Francis J. Reili.y.'"

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

death of his mother.

seldom that both press and public give
railroads the credit due for efhcient work in
times of storm, when havoc is wrought with
schedules and freight movement is practically
at a standstill.
They are rather prone to
It is

criticise

methods

and"

suggest

impracticable

schemes for coping with such emergencies. To
conquer the record storm of twenty years and
maintain a service which was highly commended by our patrons, therefore, shows that
this division has developed "efficiency" to a
high degree.

The storm began Sunday morning. March 1st.
with a heavy snowfall, the wind increasing to
a velocity of sixtv miles per hoiu-.
This contmued through the night and all day Mondav.
As the St. George Yard and the North Shore
Division are exposed to the northerly winds, it
was not long before the tracks were covered.
The regular maintenance gangs were set to
work and succeedecj in keeping trains moving.
but by Monday night thev were badlv in hcmmI

Correspondent,

J.

C. Richardson, Chief Clerk,

Philadelphia

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

C Allen

P.

Superintendent,

W. T. R. HuUDi.voTT
T. B. Franklin
F. H. Lamb
Dr. a. L. Porter

R. C. Acton

Master Mechanic

R. Sanford
T. E. Thomas
A. A. Bradley
J. A. Ward
W. M. G ABLER
G. A. GosLi.v

Division Operator
Master Carpenter
Air Brake In.s()ector
I?oad Engineer

Road Fireman
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor

G. W. Taylor
W. F. Gatchell
E. D. Jackson

Relief

S. M. Hoy
Wm. Chapman

Truck Packer

Geo. Ge.n.nerl
S.

D. Sheppard.
O. R. Mount
A.

J.

Machinist

Chambers

I

SHtm

H. H. Carver

Agent

Division Engineen
Assistant Road Foreman
Asaistapt Yard Master

C. BusFORD

W.

Terminal Agent
Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Secretary

Wm. Sinnot
J.

J.

Chairman

Trainmaster. Vice-Chairman

.

Yard Engineer
Yard Fireman
Yard Conductor
Warehou.se Foreman
Freight Agent
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E. T. Horn, supervisor of terminals, Balti-

more & Ohio System, has been in Philadelphia
for the past several weeks inaugurating a new
yard system similar to that recently put into
force at South Chicago and Chicago Junction.

N. A. Reese
A. G. Zepp
T. L. SxRXiGas
J.

KiRKPATRicK

J.

W. Welsh

Conductor, Baltimore
Supervisor,

E. H. Petitt
R. K. Taylv)r

B. H. Thomasson, chief crew dispatcher at
Chicago Junction, O., has been spending a few
days in Philadelphia, posting yardmaster's
office on new yard system recently put into

Camden

Station

Track Foreman, Camden
Master Mechanic
Car Inspector, Washington, D. C.
Tool Room Man, Riverside
Leading Car Inspector, Brunswick, Md.

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS
Correspondent, George L. Hennich,

effect.

Secretary.

H. K. Hartman has been appointed division
operator and chief train dispatcher on the

P. CoNiFF

Philadelphia Division.

S.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
A. Carter

H. Overby

W. T. R. Hoddinott, has been appointed acting trainmaster on the Philadelphia Division.

J.

P.

Reinardt

Baltimore

H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
J. H. Ward
J. O. Perin
H. E. Haesloop
Geo. R. Leilich
C. R. Young

Kelly, treasurer.

H. A. Beaumont
H. H. Burns

At the annual meeting and banquet of the
& Ohio Railroad Clerks' Association,
held in Philadelphia in February, R. C. Acton
was elected president; J. R. Morrison, vicepresident; Harry Cress, recording secretary; J.
E. Callahan, financial secretary, and W. M.

The many friends of O. E. Farnan, for a number of years general yardmaster at Philadelphia, but for the past eight years terminal trainmaster at Pittsburgh, will be sorry to hear of
his death in Pittsburgh, February 15th.
The Veteran Employes' Association has been
sadly stricken in the last month, the following
members having died: I. N. Jefferis, Philadelphia, died February ISth, 1914; Alexander
Bonner, Wilmington, died February 22nd, 1914;
Charles Skinner, Wilmington, March 1st, 1914;
G. W. Jackson, Havre-de-Grace, died March
10th, 1914, and J. E. Walters, Wilmington,
March 14th, 1914. Mr. Walters was vicepresident ofthe Veteran Employes' Association,
having been elected in January.

Superintendent Shops, Chairman
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshal, Axle and Blacksmith
Shops and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
Machinist. Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Manager, Printing Dept.
Clerk, Iron Foundry

Car Department
L. A.

Margart

T. Shultz
C. W. Gegner
Otto A. Frontling
C. W. Kern
R. W. Upton
T. H. Backendorf

J.

M. D. Edwards
W. Day
S. E. SoMMERS
P. J. Reichenberg
W. W. Bird
J. Miller

General Foreman, Chairman
Car Repairman, Mt. Clare
Clerk, Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Stenographer, Baileys
Clerk, Curtis Bay
Inspector, Mount Clare
Day Car Inspector, Camden
Night Car Inspector, Camden

Car

Assistant Foreman, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point

Blacksmith, Bay View

While repairing an electric locomotive at
motor siding, A. W. Willie had his leg injured
by the falling of a drawhcad. He is now in the
University Hospital. Mr. Willie was visited
by the stork last month, the present being a
baby boy.

—

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, W. H. Schide, Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. HoBBS
C. W. Mewshaw

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
R. B. Banks
Division Claim Agent
W. I. Trench
Division Engineer
D. M. Fisher
Agent, Washington, D. C.
J. L. Malone
Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
J A. Willis
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard
A. M. Kinstendorft
Agent, Camden Station
Dr. E. H. Mathers
Medical Examiner. Camden Station
D. C. Webster
Yard Conductor, Washington, D. C.
W. T. Moore
Agent, Locust Point
M. E. NicHOia
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
Transfer Agent, Brunswick, Md.
W. E. Shannon
E. K. Smith
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Riverside
T. E. Stacet
Tanner
8. C.
Master Carpenter, Camden
J. O. F. CovELL
Engineer, Riverside
G. H. WiNSLOW. .Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C.
Dr. J. A. Robb
Medical Examiner, Washington, D. C.
P. Kavanaugh
E. C. Shipley
E. E. HuRLOCK
U. S. Wilson
A. W. Amspacker
C, H. Mikesell
J.

J S. Poteet
A. Miller
.

J.

W. RoNEY

Assistant Superintendent, Camden
of Engines, Riverside
Division Operator, Camden Station
Relief Agent, Hanover, Md.
Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay

Road Foreman

Yard Conductor, Locust Point
Fireman, Riverside

Yard Conductor, Bay View
Yard Conductor, Mt. Clare

The chief topic of discussion is Who broke
Delaney's hat, and will George's trouser's fit
Herb?

The new safety gates have been placed on the
elevators in the shop.
,
J. B. Gregory was married last month to Miss
Katharine Bayon. The boys all wish him luck.

Chas. Seymour, who has been at home suffering from a strained hip, has recoverd sufficiently to return to work again.

W. A. Furst, who for several months has been
devoting his time to work in the electrical engineer's office in the Central Building and on
the road, is back again.

Maybe C. F. Hoey, Bob O'Farrall, Buy Bopst
and Lou Smith are still wondering who that
wonderful professor

is.

and lineman, has
resigned to accept a position as assistant foreman of the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis
Electric Railroad.

Lou

Mills, combination wire

The many

friends of D.

W. Landes

are very

sorry to hear of the death of his mother, and
wish to extend their sympathy.

Tin:

liAI/riMORE AxND OHIO

J. B. Gay. wiivman, who has been suflfering
from a fall received al)()Ut four months apo, is
again on the joh.

Motoring to RoekviUe on a motorcycle built
Ziegenhein was married to Miss
Eiserman. No wonder he has been showing his
dimples more than ever.
for two, L. S.

We

expect

C\

W. Barry, better known

W. H. M.

KMPLOVKS MAdAZIXK

complictition set in shortly after he went to the
hospital.
Mr. Brendel was the son of the late
Henry (iraves and Mary .Vnn Brendel. He was
born in Middletown. M<1. lOntering the employ
of the Railroad Company as a messenger in the
telegraph office at Frederick. Md.. he advanced
rapid!}-, and when a younp man was ap|)ointed

to be the next benedict.
as

"Dad." who

has been liome with a heavy cold,
resume his duties again.

is

able to

M. T. Douty. who was turned over to the .\nnapolis Short Line temporarily, is back with us
again.

The baseball team has been working out every
day the weather permits and e.xpects to be
rounded into the best of shape by April 25th,
when thev

will plav their
Clarion Athletic Club.

first

game with the

Graves S. Brendel. sixty-six years old. a retired telegraph operator, who was employed by
the Baltimore *t Ohio Railroad Company for
forty-eight vears, died March 11th. 1914. at the

BARXr:i=:VILT.E. AfD
Left to right: H. G. White. G.

Maryland General Hospital, Baltimore, Md.,

W

.

.

Towr.R
(."rump, C. O. Warfel

Operators

telegraph operator.
F'or a number of years
he worked as telegraph operator at the Deer
Park Hotel in the Blue Ridge Mountains and
at Cumberland.
About twenty-six years ago
he came to Baltimore and worked for the Railroad Company at Lee Street tower, Camden
Station.

Our assistant tli vision engineer, E. H. Barnhart, spent two days at the meeting of the
American Railway F^ngineering Association at
Chicago, and judging from all the news he
brought back from the Windy City, he must
have had a good time. To let you know how
enthused he was over the convention, simply
note that he spent all of Saturday, ALarch 14th,
1914, in a barber shop getting fixed up for the
occasion.

K. Freeh, freight car foreman at Camden, returned to duty on March 17th, after an illness
lasting nearly three months, but was later taken
ill again and died April 12th.
The sympathy of
his many friends at Camden is hereby extended
to his relatives.

On

F'ebruary 24th. the stork visited the

of J. P. Lee, car oiler at

Camden, and

left

home
a boy.

Congratulations.

MASTER STANLEY
Son

of

C.

CR-WVFORD

Milton H. Crawford of Bailej'.-*, who celebrated his
second birthday on April 2nd, 1914.

from a complication of
*20th last. Mr. Brendel
undergo treatment for
been a sufferer for four

On February
diseases.
went to the hospital to

heart trouble. He had
years, and it was on account of this illness that he was retired by the
Railrriad Company on November 1st. 1910.
A

\V. L. Smith, employed in the storehouse at
Baileys, went down town on March 17th. to buy
It is thought he waited (juite
a baby carriage.
a while before making this purchase with the
exi)ectation that the baby would soon walk.

The boys are doing some tall thinking because of the fact that C. P. Lehrer. gang foreman at Bailevs, worked the entire day, March
17th.

Whv

was

this.

Buck?
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John O. Perin was born November 9th, 1856,
and entered the machine shop as

in this city,

apprentice-July 26th, 1875, finishing his apprenHe has been in conticeship in July, 1879.
tinuous service since the day he entered the
employ of the Company, making in all thirty-one

years and three months.

He was appointed

on

ciation's activities.
B. R. Tolson, chairman of
the committee of management, presided in his
usual happy manner. The music was furnished by the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A.
orchestra.

The second

series

Wednesday afternoon

of

and evening educational lectures, illustrated
with the stereopticon, have been arranged. The
subjects are: "The American Revolution,"
"Country Scenes in Cuba," "The South Sea
Islands," "Venice," "The Hawaiian Islands."
The stereopticon will also be used in the Sunday afternoon meetings. In addition to the illustrated lecture, an illustrated song will be
presented. The following subjects will be used:
"The Sermon on the Mount," "Christ the
of Today," "Rock of Ages," "Christ
Good Shepherd," "Light from the Holy

Teacher
the

Hills,"

"Nature and Power

The baseball bug

of

Prayer."

getting busy again and
the men are anxious for the season to open.
There will be four teams in the Terminal R. R.
Y. M. C. A. league again. The tennis courts
will be put in first class condition and a tournament will be held later.

the Safety Committee at the time of the organization of the Safety work by the Company
and has served ever since. We could not have
selected a better man, as No. 2 machine shop is
considered the safest shop on the System.
He has had guards placed around about 180
Mr. Perin is the subject of the
machines.
cartoon in this issue on "The man with the
stretcher gangway, please."

The gymnasium season will finish with an indoor meet. Fourteen events will be contested.
1. Climbing rope.
2. Horizontal bar.
3. Parallel
bars. 4. Horse.
5.
Buck. 6. Flying
rings.
7. Standing broad
jump. 8. Running
broad jump. 9. Hop, skip and jump. 10.
Twenty-five yard dash. 11. Fifty yard dash.
13. Medicine ball.
12. Throwing basket ball.
14. Obstacle race.
The work in the gymnasium
under the training of W. F. Underwood, physical director, has been better the past season
than at any time since its opening.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION

—

Correspondents

W.

0. MoNTiQNANi, Y.

H

Correspondent, G.
Winslow
Y. M. C. A. Secretary

A

very profitable general committee meeting
of the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. was held
recently.
Reports were given by a member of
each committee. The representatives of the
advisory committee, A. M. Keppel, chairman,
and T. E. Kinsey, made addresses commending
the work accomplished and expressed a deep interest in the various departments of the asso-

C, A. Secretary,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Kellt, Jr
£. J. Lampert

Chairman

J.

Vice-Chairman

East
W. DeNeen
T. F. Shaffer
W. C. MoNTiGNANi
J.

Another new hotel will be in the vicinity of
Union Station when the new building is erected
at the corner of North Capitol and E Streets.

M.

Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. F. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg
E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
It has been decided by the District Commissioners to have a grass lawn on the Plaza
instead of the concrete as was at first proposed.
The lawn will be much cooler in the summer as
well as make a more attractive appearance in
the approach to the station.

is

I S. Sponseller
H. E. NoRRis
A. R. LiNSDAT
A. Y. Wilson

H. RuPENTHAL
W. Manford
W. B. Tansill
J. E Welsh
J.

R. Bell
H. C. McAdams
C. M. Gearhart
E. C. Grove
C. J. Turner
J.

End
Trainmaster
Secretary
Secretary, Y. M. C. A
General Supervisor

Engineer

Planerman
Machinist
Engineer

Conductor

Car Inspector
Conductor
Division Freight Agent
Terminal Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaste^

TITK BAL'lIMOKi:

AssisLani Trainmaster
Aaaiatant Trainmaster
Chief Train Dispatcher
Road Foreman of Enginea
Assistant Road Foreman of Engines

E. M. Price
C. E. RiLiT
E. G Shirley
L. J. WiLMOTH
E. W. VV1QOIN8

Track Foreman

H. P. Brandt

D
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Track Foremajj
Master Mechanic
Assistant Master Mechanic
General Car Foreman

Moore

T. R. Stewart
F. W. BoARDMAN
W. W. Calder
F. KiRBT

S.O.L.

Meter

W. J. Lavklle
W. E. Yarnall

Division Engineer
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Division Operator
D. E.
Chief Clerk

G. R. Br.\mbl«
M. E. Mtru-EN

Agent
Timekeeper

J.

B.

Tedrjck
W. RiQQiNS
H. H. Tedrick
W. F. McBride

A. O.
J.

Taylor

F. A.

E.

Dr.\ WBAUOH

L

West End
E.

J.

Lampert

Assistant Superintendent

DoERNEB

Medical Examiner
O. S. W. Fazexbakeb. .Secretary to Assistant Superintendent
Machinist
D. A. NiLAND
Fireman
R, G. Wagonoer
Brakeman
L. A. RizER
Operator
A. N. Jeffries
Signal Supervisor
J. G. Lester
Conductor
E. Lowert
Medical Examiner
E. A. Raphael
Assistant Division Engineer
E. V. Drugan
Assistant Wreck Master
W. H. Broom
Trainmaster
W. P. Welshonce
Assistant Trainmaster
C. W. Ddcon
Assistant Trainmaster
J. Mullen
Assistant Trainmaster
M. F. Naughton
Assistant Trainmaster
F. P. Granet
-Assistant
Trainmaster
Maloney
W. E.
Chief Dispatcher
H. W. G renoblb

Dr.

J.

A.

M. a. Carney

Browning
Marks
R. E. FuREY

Assistant

F. R.
J. B.

J.

.\1. ('. \. bowling team
any five men composed of
Company employes, and hereby challeiig<*s any
to-Mu in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Brunswick or anywhere on the System to a
game of duck pins, the best two out of three
games or highest total pins in two games.
Write to secretary Montignani.

wouhl

\.

like to tackle

Mrs. Sisler, wife of C. E. Sisler. foreman of
the machine shops, delighted a large audience
of music lovers in the Frederick Nlusic Coml)any's Piano Recital Room a short time ago.
is an accomplished artist at the
and her fine technicjue and charming personality have made her a great favorite and won

.Mrs.

Sisler

l)iano

her a host of friends.
We congratulate friend
Sisler on his selection of a life partner.

Until recently the home of brakeman and
Mrs. Carroll White, of Cumberland, was l)lessed
by the presence of three strong, heathy childrcMi, Lenore Elaine, three years old; .Mary
Novella, two years and Violet Ethel, four
months.

Road Foreman
Road Foreman

Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman

D. H. Matson
G. W. HoFTMAN
J.
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Assistant Master Mechanic
Supervisor

Clay
M. DAvm

Supwvisor

The sympathy of all their fellow employes in
the shops goes out to the Furstenburg brothers
on account of the death of their esteemed
Mr.

father.

Wm.

Furstenburg was one

of

Cum-

berland's most highly respected citizens.
He
was a loving and affectionate husband, and a
kind and devoted father. Ross and George
Furstenburg have been employes of the shops
for several years, and are both a credit to their
worthy parent.

The Baltimore
extends

its

& Ohio

heartiest

Employes' Magazine

congratulations

to

the

mayor. Dr. Thomas K. Koon, and to commissioners Hummclshine, Shriver. Eyerman, and
Eickelberger, upon their election.
Wo wish Cumberland two years of unprecedented prosperity under their administration,
and pledge them our cooperation for a greater
Cumberland.
It is

being reported that

LEXORE ELAINE WHITE
MARY .XOVKLLA WHITE
The

Raymond Allemong,

the popular assistant secretary of the Y. M. C.
A., has been showing a few of his friends a pretty
ring with three si)arkling gems in it (diamonds).
It fits his little finger only as far up as the first
joint.
It's all right Raymond.
Others have
taken the same chance, and as Solomon sajs:
"He who findeth a good wife, findeth a good
thing."

children of trainman Carl White

Recently a tragic accident robbed the couple
of

Marv

Novella.

With the other two children

Mrs. White had been out to have the picture
in
of her taken (the very picture in fact
which Mary Novella aj^i^ears with her elder
sister on this page), and while her mother was
temporarily out of the room, her clothing took
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moment

she was enveloped in a
White heard her scream and
quickly wrapped her in a bed spread, but it was
of no avail and the child died the next morning.
Mr. and Mrs. White have the sincere sympathy of all the employes of the division.
fire

and

in a

Mrs.

blaze.

The Cumberland Baltimore & Ohio Y. M.

C.

A. passed its eighth milestone February 1st.
secretary is now working on the Annual
Report. The committee of management desire to make the year 1914 the banner year and
call upon all their fellow employes to identify
themselves with their worthy organization,
which stands for the physical, intellectual and
The annual
spiritual welfare of its members.
dues are five dollars and the privileges are

The

legion.

Much interest and genuine pleasure is being
derived from the bowling league of the Y. M.
C. A. Six teams representing different departments of the railroad service are striving hard
for victory, and to win first prize, a handsome
silver vase presented by our congenial general
manager, C. W. Galloway. There are also sevThe S. T. Little
eral cups and other prizes.
Jewelry Company presented a beautiful silver
loving cup, as did our superintendent, J.
W. Kelly. The Y. M. C. A. will give a cup or
a silver mounted shield. The last game of the
league will not be bowled until the middle of
May, so it is as yet too early to prophesy which
team will be victorious. At the time of going
to press, the Imperials, composed of clerks from

The little body was carried to its last
resting place in Green Hill cemetery on Friday,
February 27th. Mr. and Mrs. Andrews have
the sympathy of the shop men in their bereave-

fever.

ment.

John Castleman Hutsler, a widely-known
Baltimore & Ohio engineer, died at his home
in Martinsburg at 6.30 a. m., Saturday, March
He had been in ill health
28, of heart trouble.
for some time and had retired from active service, but his condition was not believed to be
serious and he was never confined to his home.
Mr. Hutsler was one of the "old school"
railroad men. He came with the Company in
1868 and served continuously until September,
1913, when he was compelled to retire on account of ill health. He entered the service as
fireman and remained as such until promoted
to engineer. For a number of years he held the
positioji

of

trainmaster.

sional Terminal

When

the

Divi-

was moved from

this city to
Brunswick he gave up the position of trainmaster and took his turn as engineer. For

many

years he ran the accommodation between

Martinsburg and Baltimore.

the master mechanic's office, are in the lead with
the Y. M. C. A. a close second. The names of
the teams are as follows: The Imperials, the
Baltimore & Ohio Y. M. C. A., Royal Blues,
the Storekeepers, the Boilermakers, and the S.
T. Little Jewelry Company, the last named
being our official watch inspectors.

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
L. Brown and Miss
Julia B. Martin were married in Hagertown,

Yard brakeman Bernard

Md.,

on February 18th.

"Buster"

and his

bride eluded the watchfulness of their friends
by slipping over to the Maryland "Gretna
Green" to have the knot tied. Mrs. Brown is
a native of Frederick County, Virginia, and is
an attractive young lady. The boys are joshing "Buster" with volumes of advice suitable
for a benedict.

On February 20th, Nelson Tabler, a car repairman, slipped and fell from the top of a box
car and struck his back against the rails and
ties.
The injury, while very painful, did not
prove serious and Mr. Tabler is about again.
John E. Oliver, foreman of the local scale
shop, severely wrenched his back while moving
a scale lever. The injury proved to be a serious
one, confining him to his home for some weeks.

Master William J. Andrews, the five year old
son of frogman and Mrs. George M. Andrews,
died at one o'clock on the morning of February 25th, after a short illness of brain

J.

C.

HUTSLER

He was

a member of the executive committee
the local branch of the Baltimore & Ohio
Veterans' Association and is the first member
He
of that Association to be called by death.
was a prominent Mason, a Past Master of
Equality Lodge, a member of the Royal Arcanum and of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers.
Mr. Hutsler was a public-spirited citizen and
had served his home county and city in various
public offices. He was an old Union soldier,
of

having enlisted

in

Company H, Seventh Mary-

Till';
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hiiid Hc^iiiuMit t)f Infantry, second l)ri<;;ul(> of
the Fifth Army Corps, and scrvod throughout
the entire war.
Funeral services were held at his late home
Tuesday, March 31st, at three o'clock, the
Rev. Charles C. Durkee, rector of Trinity
Episcopal Church, of which iho deceased was a
member, ofliciatinj^. The obseciuies were attended by many railroad men, members of the
Veterans' Association and brother Masons.
The pall-bearers were chosen from the Veterans' Association and Equality Lodge; Messrs.
J. M. Brantner. M. vS. Deevers and Z. T. Brantner, from the ^'eterans, and Messrs. F. P. Spillman. William Spillman, Joseph Hol)bs. P. W.
Lester and Joseph PoterfieUl from l^cjuality
Lodge. Literment was in Green Hill Cemetery.

Andrew

a

well

Church on Thursday, March 12th, Rev.
Father McKeefry officiating. Interment was

lic

Joseph's cemetery.

in St.

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Conespi.ndent.

J.

L.

Dr.

J.

H. r.

Superintendent,

Ward
HowsER

S.J. LiCHLiTER
E. D. C'alvf.rt
J.

W.

SupervJHoi

L. Bowler
L. Seibert

Conductor
Engineer

Fngineman K. H.
age entitling him to
on the pension

Chairman

Medical Examiner
Road Foreman of Engines
Supervisor

F.

roll.

We

brakeman W.

are sorry to learn that

Yates continues on the sick list.
friends hope for his rapid recovery.

S.

His many

Ticket agent and operator \V. A. Spengler, of
Charlestown. \V. ^'a., is suffering from rlicumatism.

Geo. S. McCrone, of Baltimore, Md., has accepted a position as stenograjiher and clerk Id
the oflice of the superintendent.

MONONGAH

DIVISION

Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. Scott

J.

Superintendent. Cljairrna.D
Division Engineer

Brown

E. T.

M. H. Oakes

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
of Engine*

E. D. Griffin
T. K. Fahertt

M.

Road Foreman

Greene

F.

Division Operator

Dr. C. a. Sinsel
W. T. HoFKJE
J.

J.

W

Medical Eiaminer
Master C'ar(K'Dter
General Ageni

D. Anthont
O. Martin

Claim

M. Malone
D. F. McCoRD
W. O. BoLiN

W. Beverlet
G. A. ScHAFFER

Horner
B Thompson

E. B.
S.

H. Wells

E.

J.

W.

P.

Hoover
Clark

R. G.
J. J.

C.

BuRNUF

Lynch

M Shaw

Aj^ent

Supervisor
Section Foremai

r

General Car Fon'man
General Yardmaster
General Foremat
General Foreman
Ageni
Agen\
Agent
Machinist
Machinist

Car Tnspector Foremai
Yard PZngineer

G Ramsburq
C. R. Knight
C. A Michael
R. Willums
E. D. RiCB
T. f ) O'Conner
J. W. Lkith
.

W

Captain Kephart D. Walker,

Engineer

FiremaB

Yard Firemsc
Conductor

Brakemau
Warehouse Foremaj

Foreman Carpenter
of this division,

probaby the oldest living pensioned employe
on the Baltimor & Ohio, both in point of seris

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
JonDAN

S. A.

Fngin(Mnan M. W. Phalcn. has been transferred from trains Nos. 05 and S to trains Nos.
oo and 18, taking the place of engineman I^arle,
Fngineman K. A. Langley takes
pensioned.
the place of engineman P. Phalen on trains
Nos. 05 and S. Both of these enginemen are
old in the service.

known

resident of
Martinsburg. and a former employe of the Baltimore tV: Ohio, died at his home on Boyd Street,
March 10th, after an illness of more than a year.
Mr. Grady entered the employ of this Company just after the Civil War, serving as a water
boy to a track gang. After working for some
time in that capacity he was given a job as
trackman, and held it until he entered the transportation department as a brakeman in the
He served as a brakeman until
early 70's.
188L when he lost his right leg just below the
knee and was compelled to give up road service.
After he recovered from his injury, he went to
work in the motive power shop, then located in
Finding the shop work too arduous
this city.
for him in his crippled condition, he was transferred to a watchman's job.
He served several
years in this position, but his injured limb
caused him so much trouble that he finally left
the service entirely.
Mr. Grady was born in Ireland sixty-six
years ago and came to this city with his parents
when a boy, residing here continuously since
that time.
The funeral was held from St. Joseph's Catho(Jrady.

03

Karl(\ having reached the
a pension, has been placed

Kngineman Karle entered

the service in 1SG8, and was in service continuously until his retirement.
He was road
foreman of engines on the Shenandoah Division
for several years and until the office was abolished.

"Uncle Bobby." as he is affectionately called,
has a host of friends in and out of the service,
whose best wishes go with him in his retirement.

vice and of age.
He started his service as a telegraj)!! operator
on August loth, 1855, and served in that position during the entire Civil War, later becomHe
ing a brakeman and then a conductor.
taught our late general manager, T. F. Fitzgerald, the science of railroad operation, and \va^
toastmaster at a large bancjuet at Fairmont.
W.Va., May 27th, 1905, given in honor of the latter
when promoted to general manager from general
superintendent of the System.
Captain Walker has known all of the presidents of the road since 1852. and he is one of the
most widely known Scottish Rite Masons in
the country. He is beloved by all railroad men
with whom he has been associated, has the respect and good wishes of his neighbors, and an
excellent reputation as an entertainer. One of
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his friends claims that he is the originator of a

famous story which has been printed in almost
every humorous publication in the country.
Here is how the story happened to be told:
He was serving as conductor on a passenger
train on the G. & B. R.' R. from Grafton to
Belington, W. Va., and had been very much
annoyed by the ceaseless rain of questions
showered upon him by a woman passenger. He
stood the rapid fire as long as he could and
then, in order to get his work done, foimd it
necessary to inform the lady that she would have
to excuse him, as his first duty was the safe operation of the train, and that he must give his
undivided attention to this matter. The
woman became very abusive and her anger had
not cooled when she was helped off the train by
the gallant Captain Walker, for after she had
firmly planted her feet on the platform she
turned, faced him and said:
"If you were my husband I would give you a
dose of poison," to which the captain replied
urbanely:
"Madam, if I were your husband, I would take
it."

Frederick C. Graham, assistant chief clerk of
the superintendent's office, for some years has
had his eagle eye on the mayor's chair of GrafIn February, 1914, he announced
ton, W. Va.
his candidacy, and on March 3rd was nominated in the primary election. Then the real
fight began with odds against him.
But Fred
is very popular among the railroad boys, and
has had a clear record. A strong organization
was formed and with the hearty efforts of our
emploj^es, who stood by him like a stone wall
under the rapid fire guns of the enemy, when
the smoke had cleared away on the eve of St.
Patrick's day, March 17th, 1914, it was found
that there were 904 ballots for captain Fred
against 716 for the opposing candidate. This
shows what the boys can do when they get
together and try. We extend our hearty congratulations and best wishes for success to
mayor-elect Frederick C. Graham, in his new
position for the next three years.
Mr. Graham requests the correspondent to
thank the employes of the Monongah Division
through these columns for the deep interest
they showed in electing him Mayor of Grafton.

The Monongah Division Safety Committee
held a third meeting for the year 1914 on March
20th. Very important matters were thoroughly
gone over with the General Committee. Each
committeeman is taking a deep interest in the
Safety movement, and we believe that we
will accomplish a great deal for the cause before
Julv 1st.

WHEELING DIVISION

Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurley
A. G. Yousr
O. A. Van Fossen
E. S. WiLUAMS

Medical Examiner, Wheelbg
Medical Examiner, Benwood
Operator, Glover Gap

Car Inspector, Holloway
Machinist, Holloway
Car Repairman, Benwood
Air Brake Foreman, Benwood
Shopman, Cameron

W. Gandy
W. H. Habkrfi::ld
S.

Sloan

J.

CoxcN

Engineer,

C. McCann
A. Dixon
V. B. Glasgow
T. H. Brewster
P. McCann
E. Wilkinson

Engineer,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green

M. C. Smith
C. M. Criswell
J. H. Kellar

Superintendent, Chairman,
Clsiim Agent,
Agent,
Relief Agent.

Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling

(O. R.

.

G. Adlesberger

T.

L. D.

Line)

&

W.)

Master Carpenter

Coyne
McCoLLOUGH

Section Foreman
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

Track
Track
Track
Track

H. Haggerty
P. Murtaxtgh
T. C. Stonecipher
D. Pierce

of

C. L.

Car Foreman
Car Foreman

L. M. Collins
L. B. Kemm.
J.

«fe

Benwood (Yard)

Conductor, Fairmont (Road)
Conductor, Benwood (Yard)
Fireman, Benwood
Agent
Agent

On February 16th the stork visited the home
machinist W. H. Haberfield at Benwood and

left

a baby

girl.

Conductor B. B. Gorsuch, trains 16 and 55,
and conductor W. Smallwood, trains 2 and 17,
have exchanged runs temporarily in order to
give Mr. Gorsuch a rest. Trains 16 and 55 are
very heavy on account of local traffic.

The General Safety Committee met with the
Division Safety Committee on February 17th,
and gave us a general outline as to our duties
and what will be expected of us in the future,
making it very plain that no drones are expected
Each
to occupy positions on the committee.
member of the General Committe spoke of his
special work, displaying an earnestness that
could not be questioned. It is up to the Division Committee now to make good and we hope
to do this with the cooperation of all employes.
If each employe would consider himself a
Safety First man and report every defect that
comes under his observation, the possibility of
accidents would be reduced to a minimum.
If you do not see a committeeman or official
to whom to report, drop a note to Mr. Green,
and he will do the rest, and at the same time
appreciate your action. Let everybody ^et
busy.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
J. H. Oatey, F.
Secretary, Parkersburg

Correspondent,

M.

C. A.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Bryan
J. MoRAN
L. Parr

Chairman
Yardman, Parkersburg
Fireman

Superintendent,

C. E.
P.

C.

W. M. HiGGiNS
W. E. Kennedy
A. J.BossYNS, M.
J. H. Oatey

Maintenance
'

D

P. Duval
O. F. Wheeler
J.

Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Clover Gap

Benwood (Main

Engineer,

E M PoMEROY
.

Benwood

J

.

W. Matheny

G. R. Van Valey
R. T. Everett
H. M. McPherson
J. J.

Flaherty

C. F. Casper
S. F. Bailey
S. S.

Johnson

of

Way

Claim Department
Relief Department
Y. M. C A.
Trainman
Shopman, Locomotive Department
Engineman

Agent, St. Mary's
Yardman, Huntington
Platform Foreman, Parkersburg
Platform Foreman, Huntington
Chief Dispatcher and Division Operator

Yard Track Foreman
Supervisor

—
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Safety
Foremost and

•
9
All the

Time

The Hamilton
men

railroad
racy

and

first

is

05

and foremost among

because of

record of accu-

its

durability in service.

P^amilton^^atcli
"The Railroad Timekeeper of America"

Th<M four Railroad men have carricJ Han i;ti
WatehM for jean with p*rf»<t tatitfacti.

Over one-half (56"J) of the railroad men on
American Railroads maintaining Official Time
Inspection carry the Hamilton Watch.
The Hamilton Watch is made in all standard
For Time
sizes and sold by jewelers everywhe''e.
Inspection Service. Hamilton No. 940 (IS size
and No. 992 U6 size— 21 jewels) are
the most popular watches on American
Railroads and will pass any Official Time
Inspection. For general use you can
buy a Hamilton movement from ?12. 25
tn ?150.00. No extra charee for Safety
Numerical Dial on Railroad watches.

21 jewels)

"The Timekeeper"

Write for

and describes the various Hamilton models and is a book
well worth reading: if you are thinking
of buying an accurate watch.
It

illustrates

'

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY
Pennsylvania

Lancaster

Master Builders of Accurate Timepteces

Ccnductor H. D. Riddl*

y^. EcHous

Chief Clerk to Agent. Parkersburg

^^:^i^ff^.:....:::.::::::::^.,^:c.::^^A^S.
F. C. MoR\NL. M. SoRRELL
L. E. Haislip
J.

of Engines
Division Engineer

B EutoTT

I-.A
F.

Trainmaster

Road Foreman

Division Master Meehanic
General lard master
Ma.ster Carpenter

Carpenter

P coE

At the coneiusion of the joint session of the
and general Safetv Committees held at
Parkersburg. on March 'iSth, G. W. Stunner.
special representative of the general manager.
made some informal remarks on the subject of
the organization of a Veterans' Association for
the division.
Claim agent Kennedv was made
chairman of the temporary organization and
twelve of the older emploves were made a comf'^"" °" '\^ ^""^^
^^°''^
local

fn'Vin^o ^?J^^
organization.
The
nrn "f ,!n
t
'^'''T'u''^
formal
meeting
will be held in the near future
and as there are nearly 200 men eligible in
Parkersburg alone, the Association should
prove a strong one.
''''''

fy^^
„,
General

yardmaster rCarpenter has u
been conhome by sickness for a few days.
,

1

.

4.

I

fined to his

Q
«t

r-

u-

hifhn.

Maxean

1^

%K

cc

1

1

'^ clerk
^"''''''''

u
uI
has
a big gir baby
•

1

1

""""'"^

O. C. O'Dell has been succeeded by C. H.
Farra as section foreman at Sherman. VV. Va.
P/rn.sT mention

\V.

J.

Burk. ''Brinev."

'J'-v '^°""<'i'-

how

make

tO

''Brineythings gO.

IS

a candidate for the
enough to know

ow

is

Fridav, the thirteenth, mav have it.-; drau^^cks and niav cause the superstitious to shud:
\
4.\,
\^
e
^er and shrink
in fear, but to the employes of
the Mononjrah and Ohio Kiver Divisions of the
Company it possessed no terrors. The afores^aid railroaders received their semi-monthly
pay checks without a mermur and with no misgivings as to there being any bad luck attached
to the day.
By the same token the merchants
of the East End received their portion from the
checks without a thought that the long green
should be turned down because it arrived on a
hoodoo day.
,

\

\

•

*.

Vard conductor
^^^^ ^^ ^-^ ,^^^^^^
^„*.,,„
•'^turn +^
to

P. J. Scott,

^j,^^^
^.,*,. ^u^..*!,.
dut> shortl>.

The untimelv death

L. F.

who has been
1^13

^

of

brakeman

^^.

J.

con-

^^^

^,^

by

\. (ior-

«

his

.

^

McCabe. stenographer

^^^^^^^'s
^'i^^i«"

i

head striking a bridge at
deeplv regretted bv al' of his fellow

lock, caused

Sherman, is
pmnlovps
empio>
es.

*.

in the superinhas been transferred to the di««'^^'^' ^'^^^ H^"'*>' Measure, w'no

office,

^'^'^"^^

has accepted a government position. He is
succeeded by Frank Grove, a Mt. State Business
College student.
//j/"x

}naQaz{nc
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Ferrell. conductor in the yards, and
Ferrell, switchtender at the West End,
recently buried their mother. The sympathy
of their fellow employes is with them in this
J.

sad experience.
G. M. Bryan, the well-known supervisor, located at Ravenswood, has been off duty for the
past several weeks with rheumatism. He expects to be back again very soon.
C. L. Parr, fireman, became a benedict on
is receiving the congratula-

February 12th, and
tions of his

many

Brakeman T. C. Chunat on train No. 15, on
March 4th, found a cat on the step after they
left Tippecanoe.
He put it off at Stillwater,
but when the train arrived at Newport it was
found riding the trucks. They tried to chase
the pussy off, but it crawled back further under
the trucks, and when they got into Uhrichsville
was still there. Horace Page, conductor on
trains Nos. 12 and 17, took the cat home.
Like
many of our men, it seems to have a natural
bent for railroading.

friends.

H. Ruble, former agent at Rineheart, W. Va.,
has accepted a position as agent at Belleville,

W. Va.

Herlihy has been appointed general foreCleveland, vice M. P. Nash, transferred.
Mr. Herlihy was formerly foreman at Newark,
J. J.

man at
Ohio.

W.

Jones, ticket agent, has received sixty
days leave of absence, which he expects to
utilize to benefit his wife's health by spending
it on his farm in Illinois.
He will be relieved
by E. F.' Kearnes, night ticket and tonnage
clerk, who will in turn be relieved by J. C. Mcintosh, of Ravenswood, W. Va.
J.

A GOOD CAT STORY.

F.

James

A. B. Buchhannon, former section foreman at
Paden City, W. Va., has accepted a position as
fireman on the Wheeling Division. He is succeeded by O. O. McKnight, of Raven Rock.

R. A. Heiser has been transferred to the divi111., in the
capacity of stenographer.

P. J. O'Leary, dispatcher, who was off for a
while on account of ill-health, has now
resumed his duties.
little

The following changes have been made in the
superintendent's ofiice:
H. R. Kaplan, promoted to material clerk; J. Brothers, promoted
to time clerk; M. Abramovitz, promoted to
clerk; M. J. Spellacy, employed as stenographer;
A. E. Lewis, promoted to car distributor; H. D.
Evans, formerly car distributor, has been promoted to special car clerk in the yard office at
Clark avenue.

sion engineer's office from Flora,

NEWARK

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Correspondents, W. T. Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland
A. N. Neiman, Secretary, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechlider
A. N. Neiman
J. E. Fahy
J. A. Anderson
H. H. Harsh
P. C.

Loux

T. McIlwain
Dr. R. D. Sykes

J.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Vice-Chairman
Trainmaster
Master Mechanic
Division Engineer
A. R. F. &A. T. M.
Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner, Cleveland, Ohio

M. Bond

Hostler, Akron Jet., Ohio
Shop Clerk. Cleveland. Ohio
Twining
Engineer, Lorain, Ohio
W. Bair
Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio
Wm. Canfield
Conductor, Cleveland, Ohio
F. W. Hoffman
Hostler, Ca»al Dover, Ohio
W. Shaar
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
W. S. Berkmyer
Fireman, Lorain, Ohio
C. G. MoiNET
Assistant Yardmaster, Lorain, Ohio
H. H. Beard
Agent, Strasburg, Ohio
J. H. Miller
Assistant Yardmaster, Cleveland, Ohio
J. Cline
Ass't Yardmaster, Akron Jet., Ohio
O. P. EiCHELBERGER
Foreman, Akron Freight Station
F. H. Garrett
Supervisor, Massillon, Ohio
EvERHART
O.
G.
Division Operator
E. M. Heaton
Division Claim Aeent
C. J. Maisch
Terminal Agent, Lorain. Ohio
C. E. Pierce
Relief Agent
M. T. Hill
General Foreman, Cleveland, Ohio
J. J. Herlihy
General Foreman, Lorain, Ohio
J. A. SuBjECK
.Terminal Agent, Cleveland, Ohio
A. J. Bell
Foreman Steel Car Dep't. Lorain, Ohio
C. Bender
Yard Foreman, Canton, Ohio
B. J. Waterson
F.

E. R.
R,.

.*

Master mechanic

.

.

Anderson

and assistant

trainmaster Lowrey, have returned from their
vacations and look in fit condition to help
handle the heavy business expected this season.

Correspondent, T.

DIVISION
J.

Daly, Newark

DIVISIONAL SAFETY CTOMMITTEE
C. W. GoRSUCH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMains

H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson
D. B. LuBY
C. G. Miller
A. R. Clayton
R. W. Lytle
A. N. Glennon
E. C. Zinsmeister
C. C. Grimm
E. V. Smith
J. S. Little
G. R. Kimball
W. A. Funk

James Vandivort
A. D. PiERSON
C. R. Potter
E.
J
S.

Dow Bancroft

E.

BusHEW

Freas

R. E. McKee
D. L. Host

Superintendent,

Chairman

Ma,ster Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Agent, Columbus, Ohio

Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent

Yard Brakeman
Road Brakeman
Master Carpenter
Trainmas er
Division Engini^er
of Enginer
Division Operator

Road Foreman

Medical Examiner
Conductor
Assistant Car

Foreman
Agent

Secretary, Y.M.C.A.
Section Foreman
Supervisor

Agent
Trainmaster

Superintendent Gorsuch of the Newark Division has installed a system of inspection of stations on the different divisions and has arranged
for himself or the trainmaster, accompanied by
the principal agents, to ride the local freight
trains over the division once each month with a
view to inspecting the lading of way cars and
their handling by local freight crews, the
method by which agents at the different stations receive freight and take care of it, the
general condition of the stations with reference
to cleanliness, and the methods of keeping
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Each individual is required to make
records.
note of his observations during the trip and
to write the same up for the superintendent,
criticizing or commenting on eacli car or station
as

hi'

sees

it

individually.

M

O.. in this connection:
When the local left Schicks il was right on time

of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

Car Foreman

CoN.NORrt

D WHir

H.

:

Erwin E. .Shaffer conducted the train
While the man at the throttle was big John Cain,
tried, as you all should know,
In doing their work to make a good show.

P.

of Zanesvilie to Mann d'd sa\
We may get damages here some day;
This bread is hard without any question,
I'm suffering now from acute indigestion."

dine?

'

Way Dipt

Claim

Adams

Supervisjor

Freight -Agent

Locomotive Engineer
Afrent

9.5's

March "JOth.
M. Baker, champion fisher-

regular run on Sunday,

conductor Trost,

J.

TEXACO

Their photos were taken right near Quaker City.
Where the landscape was poor, and it was such a pity:
But we know very well that in each and every case.
To get a good picture, you must have a good face.

The Mark of Quality for
All Petroleum Products

The

stations and surroundings they inspected that day.
Were up to the standard as \ou could hear them say.
Some might have been better, some might have been worse,
But all carried out the idea, "Safety First."

The train crew that pulled them is a hard one to beat.
And a worker like .Shaffer you don't often meet.
They cleane<i up their work, and the T. M. said "Fine.
And they came to their terminal right on time.

Freight Agent
Secretary

RusBELL Anderson

On

.

.^gent

Macliini-st

Conductor
Conductor
Foreman, Motive Power Dep't
Inspector, Maintenance of Way Dep't

T. Gritkln
C. A. Albright
J.

But nothing came from their hasty lunch
For the men there made up a jolly good bunch.
There were Richards and Lane, Fordyce and Worsiall.
In.spertor William Mann. C. C. Grimm and that's all.

Texaco Illuminating Oils
Texaco Auto Gasoline
Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Greases
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Asphalts
Texaco Railroad Lubricants

'

With the kindest regards to all persons connected,
I hope by your Magazine this won't be rejected.
better bunch of fellows you won't hnd under heavens,
And this rh\ine was written by ts. D. ."Stephens.

A

For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,
sulating, Mastic, and for all other purposes

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jones.

of

J.

we

They wanted

liranch

Train Dispatcher

Foreman, Maintenance

J

They

And Richards

J.

MAP.

SAC. Branch
Locomotive Fireman

M P Hea.net
A. Fleming
W E. Wert

And everyone

Relief Agent
Repair Track Clerk

Conductor, F.
Conductor.

M. BiTTNER
Bky.ne
E. B. Small
S W Hcddlesto.v
W. D. Sea TON
M. E. Martz

carried officials of the Company's line
Who were going along an inspect 'on to make
Of '.he manner of handling the way cars of late.

got into Barnesville about dinner time,
"When do
Wiien Fordyce of Cambridge .said,
to dine with "Ike" Lane no doubt.
But were taken aback at his hasty hand-out.

D. N. Du-MiRE
R. Zearfoss
G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover

J.

S.
F.

And

In-

THE TEXAS COVIPANY
NEW YORK

Office of Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

HOUSTO.N

BRANCH OFFICES

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P. Petri
T. E .Miller

Road Foreman

John Irwin

The poem which follows was written by loc«jmotive engineer S. D. iStephens of Cambridge,

0. L. Eato.v
S. C. Wolfe R3BERQKR

Trainmaster

T. E. Jauiso.v
G. N Cage...
H. B. PiOMAN
Dr. M. H. Kochleb
J.

!•?

St. Louii

New

Ph.lad.lpkU

Norfolk

Dallas

C^cag0

AtUoia

ElPaao

Boston

Superintendent, Chairman
.\ssistant Superintendent
Division Engineer

Orleac

Pueblo

TuiM

Master Mechanic

You Can Buy Some Typewriters For Less Money
But You Don^t Want That Kind
/.'/ ;/.</ uhrt the J tQnir<)ti,nts of tlie i(
Th'' ordinary t}pt u r ttir
'.'Z^ ^^p'n cpitat'tThe Fox Visible Typewriter is the ideal "Operator's Mill". It is Visible in the
broadest sense of the worii— not the kind «>f ••vlsihle" where the writlnjf disappears l«iieath
a h)t of niovlnyr tyiw bars, but fully visible all the time and ha.^ a sperial Tele^'niph >|Kntt>>rs
Keyboard. The V<>k is a powerful manifoliler. eaiiable of taking an almost unllinitfd numl»er
of "clear out train orders. It is as rapid as a Limited Express and like a real fox is ligbt-runnintf
."i

<

and

nijiseless,

We

«-hi.iu the FoT Vlsltile Typewriter to be the n)o.«t rapid typewriter on the market.
In
it could rlghtluUy be termed the "Fox Visible Limite«l' of the ty|>ewrittr world,
compared with any other ty|>ewriter; it is as a 'i-lmiteil' train compkred wniia l.-ul
freleht. The or. too, isa'.niust n<>l^ele^s, built to be used— not heard. ^"Hlo ty i>ewrit«rs iiu\e
a ••tinny" sound that alino>t drowns the click «'f the r»<fiver. otht-r«» s..iin,| liUf > ..i:ii^ t:a>..lene en^'incs. VVrite for Cafalojf and special offer to Telegraph Operators and be sure to
mention the B. & O. Employes MaKazine.
B. & O. MAGAZINE COUPON FOR APRIL

this respert
for, as

i-

1004-1054

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1004-1054 Front Ave..

Name.

Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Please mention this magazine
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the division, R. A. Rockwood and J. M.
employes of the Connellsville Division, located some fishing tackle in the caboose
of their train, and while held up at Confluence
on account of some trouble at Ohio Pyle, tried
their luck as fishermen in the swift waters of the
Allegheny and were rewarded with a catch of
twenty-five pounds of yellow suckers.
The^ fish were given to general yardmaster

man

of

Dean,

all

Wetzel and
Harper.

eastbound

"Red"

yardmaster

Ye who see this short story of Sunday sport,
please be sure not to inform the constable.

A bowling team composed of Connellsville
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad employes went to
Cumberland on March 18th and defeated the
railroad ''rollers" of that place before a crowd
of about 200 rooters.
The local boys are enthusiastic over the
splendid treatment they received at the hands
After the game,
of the Cumberland players.
which was played on the Diamond Alleys,
lunch was served at the Baltimore & Ohio Y. M.
C. A. headquarters.
In the initial game the Connellsville boys
were considerably handicapped, owing to the
alleys being new and not containing the required amount of ''juice" to enable them to get
going properly; however, they redeemed themselves in the remaining games, and not only
overcame the lead of their opponents, but won
out by a margin of nineteen pins. The score:

CONNELLSVILLE.
Totals
Total pins 1820.

560

652

608

619

595

CUMBERLAND.
Totals
Total pins 1801.
J.

C, Burkholder,

587

who had charge

of

a section

gang at Rockwood, has resumed his position as
leading laborer under section foreman C. W.

Weimer
J. J.

at Garrett.

Baker, pumper, and C. H. Nosker, track-

man, at Garrett, have resumed duty
eral weeks illness.

Track laborer B. E. Grabt

of the Berlin Branch engine, after being off
for several months because of injuries.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent, T. M. Jones, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. C. Thompson
C. C. Cook
L. FiNEGAN
G. W. C. Dat

DIVISION

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Cahill. .Superintendent, Chairman, New
.

J.

B.

Castle, Pa.
Pa.

Division Engineer, New Castle.
New Castle Junction.
Agent, New Castle,
Train Master, New Castle.

Cameron
McGuire

Master Mechanic,

Pa.
F. H. Knox
Pa.
Pa.
C. P. Anqell
E. J. Langhurst. .Ass't Road Foreman, Chicago Junction, O.
E. C. Bock
Division Operator, New Castle, Pa.
Division Claim Agent, Youngstown, O.
R. J. Carrier
Medical Examiner, New Castle Junction, Pa.
J. G. Shelby
F. C. Green
Track Supervisor, Ravenn-x, O.
W. L. Madill
Track Supervisor, Lodi. O.
Trark Foreman, New Castle Junction, Pa.
P. Thornton
F. D. Abblett. .Car Painter Foreman, New Castle June, Pa.
Albert Voss
Machinist, New Castle June. Pa.
Air Brake Repairman, Painesville, O.
E. L. Hannon
Engineer, Chicago June, O.
Chas. Crawford
M. L. Raney
Yard Engineer. New Castle June. Pa.
L. L. Wagner
Conductor, New Castle. Pa.
Conductor, Chicago June, O.
G. A. PuRKEY
Conductor, Painesville, O.
C. B. Smith
D. B. McFate
Yard Conductor, New Castle Junction, Pa.
Yard Conductor, Haselton. O.
W. H. O'Mara
Warehous Foreman, Youngstown, O.
G. W. Richards
Relief Agent, New Castle Pa.
C. K. Spiblmann
Agent. Youngstown O.
Jas. Aiken
Agent, Painesville. O.
Taylor
G.
Secretary, New Castle, Pa.
E. J. Raidy
J. J.

W

CHICAGO DIVISION

Superintendent,

Correspondent, F. N. Shultz, Division Operator
Garrett, Ind.

duty

Trackman M. C. Burkholder of Garrett, is
wearing a broad smile these days. When asked
why, Milt says "it's a girl."

.

NEW CASTLE

Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,
New Castle

of Garrett, is con-

home with an attack of la grippe.
Engineer Zimmerman is again at the throttle

T W. Barrett

General Car Foreman
Operator, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Machinist, Glenwood. Pa.
Yard Conductor, Demmler, Pa.
S. C. Rtland
Road Engineer, Glenwood, Pa.
H. J. Spanglbr
Yard Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. C. Ainsworth
Yard Brakeman, Glenwood, Pa.
R. H. Pattbbson
Passenger Fireman, Glenwood, Pa.
W. E. Burtoft
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. W. Clawson
Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frank Brtne
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
N. B. Stewart, M. D, .Ass't Med. Examiner, Glenwood, Pa.
W. H. Ralet
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. Davis
Yard Conductor, 36th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
G. G. Wise
Road Conductor, Foxburg, Pa.
T. F. Donahtts
General Supervisor. Pittsburgh, Pa.
R. J. Smith
Agent, Junction Transfer. Pa.
W. F. Deneke
Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
P. CoLLiGAN
Agent, Allegheny, Pa.
C. G. Harshaw
Yard Conductor, Willow Grove, Pa.
H. Knopp
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
R, J. MuRTLAND
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
T. D. Maxwell
Road Engineer, Connellsville. Pa.
J. S. Bartlett
Superintendent's Office, Secretary

after^ sev-

fined to his

C. B. GoRSUCH

W. Battenhouse
H. N. Landtmobb
E, L. Hopkins
H. G. Waltowek

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Master Mechanic
Division Operator

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Keegan

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett. Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.
Division Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
John Tordella
Master Mechanic, Garrett, Ind.
F. W. Rhuark
Geo. Novinger .... Road Foreman of Engines, Garrett, Ind.
Division
Operator, Garrett, Ind.
F. N. Shultz
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
Jack
J.
Claim
Agent, Tiffin, .Ohio
T. E. Spurrier
Medical Examiner, Garrett, Ind.
Dr. F. Dorsey
Supervisor,
Walkerton, Ind.
A. B. Hinkle
Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicago Jet., Ohio
R. R. Jenkins
M. J. Driscoll
Shop Committeeman, Garret. Ind.
Shop Committeeman, Chicago Jet.. Ohio
L. J. Davis
M.
Committeeman,
South Chicago, 111.
M. A. Polcaster.
P.
J.

F.

C. W. Van Horn
T. B. Burgess

D

.

S.

Archer

W. E. Sargent
N. B. Bair
C. H. Martin

Yard Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
Engineers' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
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j-^T Midget Typewriter Table
O.
Fireman's Commit teenian. Chicago
THK

D.
O.
H.
C.

G.Thompson.
F. Bell
P. Weirich.

.
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Jet.,

Conductors' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
.

Greer
John Draper
C.

Only $2.50

.Brakemans' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago Jet.. O.
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago, 111.

G. W. Smith

Operators'

Designed Especially
IjiU-.-t

Mlvle

'I

.\K.K

for

DOWN

li. A-

ANlIvl

SCRKW ORIVKR RKOL IRKD.

M<II

O. Employes

<onhtru<li'>ii
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NO
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fasten to

lop w ith

Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio

tlmiiil* l»»lt^. (ail Im- rarrk*<l In nult ca^a.
Tupl.Sxl.'^.lii. jH'ijflifi^ ln.,rittf<l witlHill(lei-a«toni.

Section Foreman, Garrett, Ind.
John Hath well
Relief Agent, Garrett. Ind.
H. A. Martin
Chicago Junction
Committeomun,
Car Dep't
J. C. Link
Agents' Committeeman, Defiance
H. S. Gardner
Defiance
Sig-nal
Supervisor,
P. H. Carroll
Ma.stcr Carpenter. Garrett
D. B. Taylor
Committeeman
Car Department Safety
H. \V. Ross
Acents' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio
H. S. Gahdnkk

.si:nd

roR

ii.i.tstrati-.d circi-i.ar

Elyria Cabinet Co. Elyria, 0.

RANGER BICYCLES
itnf.ruU

fr

:

,/t.iiri^,

irfs :ini /•' II. s. .\rw
//m*i. Junilure J'roof

ifir H

^r-/,>.j>frri .ind

hurhfst ^rade equipment ami many atlvanced
features possessed I'V no other wheels. Guaranteed Sy*-

1

CHICAGO TERMINAL

FACTORY PRICES

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

IX)
IJL'Y a Hcycle or a pair of tires from
anyone at any price until you jrct our ''k' ne-v cataloj
and special prices and a marveious ne^v off'* A postal

F. Rtan
C. L. Hbqlbt

J.

H. McDonald
Wm. Hooan
W. FoQQ

in U.S.,

brinps everything. If'rite

Trainmaster, Chicago
Division Engineer, Chicago
.Assistant Engineer. ( 'hicago
Division Claim Agent, Chicago

Craw

it

ncrw. TIBK.S, Toaiter-Brak*

Rear Wh»-«>U. lamps, parts. %\iti\t\cs, ha.'/ usual prurt.
everywhere are coinimr fionry sellWrite tCKlay.
our liicycles, tires and sundries.
CO., Dspt.H 239,

Klder AcflltH

in£r

CHICAOO

MEAD CYCLE

Captain of Police, Chicago
Examiner and Recorder. Chicago
Supervisor, Chicaso Chicago District)
Supervisor, Chicago (Calumet District)
Master Mechanic, East Chicago
Ass't Pload Foreman of Engines, Chicago
Master Carpenter. Chicago
Medical Examiner, Chicago
Assistant Agent, Forest Kill
i

J.

D«V«NT

Chab. Esping

Dr. E. J. HcGHES
Morris Altherr
James Gaghin
Arthur Jkn8«n

Engineer,

Robey

Street

Fireman, Robey Street
Conductor, Robey Street

Beam
John Halkt
Harry Johnson
OuvER Johnson
Ch-\s.

Car Inspector, Robey Street
Engineer, Blue Island

East Chicago
East Chicago
East Chicago
East Chicago
East Chicago
East Chicago
Car In.spector, East Chicago
Engineer, East ChicaL,o
Conductor Blue Island
Car Inspector, Blue Island

Fireman,
Conductor,
Machinist on Floor,
Machinist in Shop,
Boilermaker,
Blacksmith,

C. B. BiDDiNGEB

Wm. Jenkins

McLene
Wm. Davis

A. A.

T, P. Yates
John McLean
P. Barry
Snyder
Harry Marshall

J.

E.

Special

NOT

Chairman, Chicago

L. Nichols

W. Dact
G. P. Palmib
F. E. Lamphibi

F. S.

to 18.

TRIAL r™:.?;-.;r,
10 DAYS' FREE without
a cent m advance.
prepaid, anywhere

J.

Alex.

:S°a^uTo'r^''erp
from tl2 6p. A few

Other reliaMe models
pood scc<ind hand machines 8.3

wheels.

Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

J.

tra:

movement

,

clerk

H. X. Nelson was

gratified Saturday' morning, February 14th, by
Congratuthe arrival of a ten pound baby girl.
lations.

In the March issue of the Iowa Pythian News,
the following paragraph appeared in reference
to the recent journey of the Pythians of Chicago
to Washington, D. C.:
"The Pythian train was under the management of Roj'al Allan, city passenger agent.
Chicago, and his able corps of assistants, who
made us all feel that we were their guests instead of passengers. He did everything to
make the passengers feel at home and helped to
pass away many weary hours that would have
otherwise fatigued us. Thanks are due these
officers for their many kindnesses to their pa-

M

*?

*.

Masniffcent
^

Steel Launch %€k£t
^#\#

Complete With Cnsine. Ready te Run

I8-20-28 and 37 ft. boatfl nt proportionate prices. All lannchos tostod and fitted with
^-iiiiplost ciiK<ne inaUe— start*
Drtri.it two-(:v(li> reversililc ,ii^m<s with ^|>«-(•d controllins loicr
without crankin:,— hai only iir.mii- parts— anyone can run it
The Safe Launch absolutely uon-sinkable needs no boathousa
All boats fitt«d with air-tight compartments—cannot sink, leak or rust. We are sole owners of the patents for the manufacture of rolled steel,
lock-seamed steel boats. Orders filled the dav thi-T .iro rerpivtvi. Boats shirp<»d to every
("vH
partnf tho worM
Free Catalojj. Steel ll<»\\ l><>at>, $"i().
Jollerson Avenue, Oetrol' Mich., U. S.it
MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO
\.vr,

—

—
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When we

trons.

reached Washington,

Mr.

Allen had arranged to have autos in waiting to
escort all of the visitors to their respective
hotels, free of charge."

Roy

the district engineer,
was given a surprise party at his home by the
The boys
office force March 7th, his birthday.
presented him with a watch chain as a little
token of their regard and esteem. Roy says
that now that his pocket and watch are neatly
connected, all that he needs is a chain to connect his purse with his pocket.
Irish, chief clerk

t.o

OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, H. M. Cole, Chillicothe, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G. D. Brooke, Chairman
L. N. Brown

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

.

Road Foreman

Mallen
G W. Plomly
P. S. Lansdale
.

R. MooRE

VV.

Agent, Chillicothe, Ohio

B. Vance
C. H. R. Howe.

Relief Agent
Master Carpenter
Master Mechanic

J.

P. H. Reeves
R. W. Gabriel
John Clifford
F. Mathias
II. M. Cole

C.

Supervisor
Section Foreman
Assistant Shop Foreman

Draughtsman
Foreman Car Shop
Road Brakeman

Dullmeyer

W. Cain
Thos. Tull
C. C. Graves
J. I. BoTKiN
8.

Piece-work Inspector

Road Fireman
Warehouse Foreman
Trainmaster
Road Conductor

T. E. Banks
W. A. Burns
E.J. Allee
O. C. Ca viNS

H. M.

Signal Supervisor

Road Engineer

Hayward

Division Engineer

Yard Conductor

W. I. GiCKLER
W. W. Woodward
L. H. SiMONDS

Train Dispatcher

Claim Agent

G. E. Wharff
R. R. KiBLER

Agent. Portsmouth, Ohio
Agent, Washington Court House, Ohio

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour, Ind.
C. Hagerty

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Operator

John Page
P.

Horan

Roundhouse Foreman
Relief Agent
Conductor
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent

T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson

Lawler
J. J. Given
G. S. Cameron
Dr.

J.

P.

Trainmaster
Fireman

D Frazer
Charles Fox
H W. Kerbert

J.

J.

Brakeman
Yard Engineer

B. Elliott

Chas. Richardson
A. Hughes
C. E. Fish

John Gannon
W. E. Hyatt
S. A. Rogers
H. A. Cassil

Dr. J. P. Sellman
W. H. Howe
T.

Rowland

W. E. Lewis
E. Sands
W. J. Russell

J.

E.

Massman

'

Sir:

I take pleasure in writing a few lines for our
Magazine, which I think ought to interest all
the Company men.
During the great revival held at Aurora,
in the M. E. Church, it was a pleasure to look
over the house and see so many employes.
I saw our yardmaster and telegraph operator,
section men and section foreman, and we were
all glad to see our agent converted and become
a new man, and to hear all of these Christians
testify for their Lord, who died that through
Him we all might be saved.
I hope if these lines find their way into the
Magazine they will help some more of the boys
cut out the ways of the world and live better

lives.

Wm. M. Downey,

Section Foreman,

Cochran, Ind.

Engineer A. W. Spillman of the LouisvilleCincirmati runs, has been assigned again to the

main

line runs.

Conductor Marsh A. Ross has purchased the
beautiful home of Dr. Lucky, corner 5th and
Poplar Street, Seymour.

Fireman R. V. Downing has taken a ninety
day leave of absence and gone on a farm near
Medora.

Born to fireman Goss and

wife,

March

6th,

a

boy.

John H. Wadsworth, civil engineer for the
and Miss Lenorah A. Harvey,
daughter of T. B. M. Harvey, of the CincinnatiSt. Louis runs, were married Friday, February
6th, by Rev. McMillen in the Walnut Hills
Presbyterian church, Cincinnati. The marriage
of these young people was a surprise to their
many friends as well as to the parents of Miss
Harvey. Mr. Wadsworth will leave in a short
time to accept a position with a road in Texas,
He was a very popular
as a civil engineer.

Company,

member

of

the Y.

M.

C. A. while located in

Cincinnati.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

E. Henderson, Correspondent,

Seymour, Ind.
Dear

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent

R R ScHWARZELL
R.

Mr. O.

Conductor
Track Foreman
Car Foreman
Agent
Yard Foreman
Yardmaster
Road Foreman
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Master Carpenter
Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

Agent
Boilermaker
Agent

Brakeman Ed. Burrell and Miss Vada McVey were quietly married at Brownstown,
January 10th, by Rev. Clark Wilson. Both are
popular young people.
After having been in operation on this divifor several weeks, the new telephone
system used for dispatching trains on the
Southwestern has proved a success. The svstem is in use between Cincinnati, Louisville
and Washington, Ind., which includes the entire
Indiana Division. The greatest precaution is
exercised in sending an order. When an order is
sent, not only the dispatcher reads the order
word by word, but he spells each word. After
it has been transmitted, the operator repeats it
to the dispatcher, also spelling each word. In
this way it is almost impossible for a mistake
to occur in the sending of orders. The local
dispatcher's office has the appearance of a telephone exchange; instead of the familiar clicking
sion

:

THE BALTIMOUK AND OHIO

KNH'LC )VKS

we hear the familiar "hello." It has
been proved that an order can be transmitted
more cuiickly by "phone" than by lelep;raph.
We think that after our dispatchers ^ct better
used to the phone system, they will be jilad tliat
the change has been made.

MAOAZINK
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of the key,
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The General Safety Committee from Baltimore held very interesting meetings in Seymour on Fel)ruary I'ith and March 12th, meeting the Local Safety Committee on both these
days. About forty members of the Local and
(leneral Committees were in attendance and
the greatest interest was manifested. The
local members were highly pleased with talks
made by INLajor Pangborn. general chairman,
and other members of the Oeneral Committee.
Every member of the local committee, as well

I
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who were invited to hear
went away with a determined spirit to push this great humane movement more vigorously, if this is possible, than
ever before. Mr. Willard, our president, has.
through the committees appointed, made it possible for every employe on the System to be
heard. Brakeman, trackman, pumper, agent,
men

talk,

fireman, engineer, conductor, or it matters not
what branch of the service you represent, if
you see a dangerous condition or practice, all
that is necessarj% is for you to place it before
the member of the local committee who repwill then surel}' get a fair hearresents you.
ing at the general meeting. And remember that
in making this report, you are not placed on a
list of kickers, as some believed, when the
"Safety First" movement was started. It's the
best thing we have ever had, boys, and let's

H

push

it

with might and main.

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. Eckerle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Brevoort
Henry Eckerle

C. L.

.

.

.

Chief Clerli,

C

Division Operator, Cincinnati, O.
Road Foreman of Engines, Cincinnati, O.
General Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
Claim Agent Cincinnati. O.
Freight Agent, Cincinnati, O.
.Supervisor, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor of Signals, Cincinnati, O.
Engineer, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman. Ivorydale, O.

M. Hitch

F. S.

DeCamp

Kydd

G. W.

W. Kopp

R. E.
A.

McKenna

Granbach

H. Stansbuht.

.

Section Foreman, Cincinnati,

Zurich

He

I

s
g

=
=
^

the h)e;iti<)nof /.oc/iA'o/ri/ieor t)iepronuneialion of jujutsu.
What is uhite coal?
This New Creation answers all kinds of
questions in Lantrung-e, History, BioLrraphy,
Kiction, Foreiirn Words. '1 rules. Aits and
Sciences, icith final authority,

=
g
=
S

400.000 Words.

6000

Illustrations.

Cost $400,000.
2700 Pages.
The only dictionnrywith
the new divided page, — charpcteri/ed as **A Stroke of

Genius."
India Paper Edition:

On

thin,

opaque,

stroner,

India i)aper. What a salisfaction to own the il/erria/n
Webster in a form so litrlit
and so convenient to use!
0:ie half tiie thickness and
weifrht of Regular Edition, i
Regular Edition
On strong book paper. Wt.
14 '4 lbs. Size 12% X 99-4 X
5 inches.

Write for specimen pages,
lllUBtratioDB, etc
Mention this
publication

and receive

FREE
of

a seb

pocket

mapi.

G.

&

C.

MERRIAM
CO.,
Springfield,

Mass.^

,liiiiiiiiiiiiin;iii;ii!iiiiiiiiiiii:!i;::

MONEY MONEY MONEY
Make

lots of it selling- our
l^lectric Lanterns." No
M, Itches
No Oil Safe and

—

O

(

New York,

will return

—

Household necesEveryone Buys. No com-

nvenient.

•

sity.

petition.
bail,

Lift

and

Prepaid

Lantern by the

litrht is

53.75.

on.

Sample

Circular Free.

Agents W.a.ntkd
AMERICAN MINUTE PHOTO

A. Z. Ricksecker, night ticket agent at
Cincinnati station, C. H. & D., left a few days
ago on an extended trip through the Northeast,
to visit

I

homo, on tlK- slrirt car. in llie ollice. shop
and school you likely question tlie nu anA friend asks:
in^' of some new word.
"What makes mortar harden?" Vou seek

Carpenter Foreman, Hamilton, O.
.\gent, Hamilton, O.
Depot Master. Cincinnati, O.
Machinist, Ivorydale, O.
Boiler In?pector, Gest Street

Reister

S. O. Myg ATT
U M. RoEscHE

F.

Webster's
New International

Yard Foreman, Hamilton, O.
Car Foreman, Cincinnati, O.

.•

Foot
H. C. Atkinson

J.

J.

y

,

E. C. Skinner
H. -Archer
A.

I
1

Trainmaster, Cincinnati, O
Master Mechanic, Ivorydale, O.

H. B. FiTZPATRicK

Carey
H. W. Brant
M. P. Hob AN

Term. Div., Chairman
Secretary and Correspondent

Supt. Cincinnati

J. J.

the AnswerTin

The Merriam Webster
|
= Every day in your talk rind rc'idinpr. at p

as other emploj-es

these

**Here is

1., int.

J

1

1

()•.;.

Til |i.|.iirtiii.-iit

CO.

16

len Ave.. Chica.tro.

111.

Boston and Canadian points.

by way

of Detroit.

We

are sorry to say that the C. H. & D.
bowlers were beaten by the bowling team of
the Champion Coated Paper Company of
Hamilton. The scores are as follows:
Ch.\mpiox, 2521.'
C. H. <fc D., 2200

Please merit ion

VENTRIL06UISN
iieamed by any Man or Boy at nomo. Small
»utiCDlars Kud proof. O. A. SMITH, Uooa -

thi<

magazine

Send today 2c stamp fot
H23 Bigelow St., Peoria, 111

coei.
-.
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The Champions have some of the best bowlers
They are winning
in this part of the coimtry.
all the prizes in the individual, double and
team contests. However, we'll get 'em yet.
H. Eckerle is manager of our team.

The C. H. & D. boys were pleased to see F.
H. Alfred, general manager of the P. M., who
was in Cincinnati on March 8th. He arrived
Saturday night to meet his family en route
from the South, and left on No. 4 Sunday,

March

8th.

of the C. H. & D. were grieved to
hear that foreman John W. Monfort died in
January. Only a few days later his son D. C.
Monfort, a passenger brakeman on the Toledo
Division, died. We extend our sympathy to
the family and many friends.

Employes

On February

He was faithful to the
just to his fellow employes.

cord wood.

and

The boys

Correspondent, C. F. White, Dispatcher,

The many friends of coach crew foreman,
John W. Minor, w^ere sorry to learn of his death,
which occurred at 4.35 a. m., February 26th,
while he was working in the yard as foreman.
Mr. Minor had a host of friends in railroad as
well as fraternal circles.

He

leaves a

widow

child.

R. B. Fitzpatrick, trainmaster on the Cincinnati Terminal Division, is spending his
vacation in Florida and Cuba. He left on
March 8th, and after taking in the important
points in the South will take a trip to
Havana, Cuba. His wife is with him.

Mayer,

of the superintendent's
quite a poultry fancier.
He is located on a farm near Glendale, and has
quite a stock of birds. At this early date he
J.

office at Cincinnati, is

already has his brooder house filled up with
young chicks. He says life among the chickens
is

great,

and from

all

indications

we

are inclined

to agree with him.

Car inspector Al Brown,

after an enforced
vacation on account of an injury to his knee,
has resumed his duties. Everybody is glad
to see ''Brownie" back on the job again.

John Eagen, the veteran clerk
is still

in yard two,
in the limelight in spite of his 54 years'

The other day when a question came
up in regard to some of the early practices of
the C. H. & D., some forty years ago, the

Flora,

E. W. ScHEER
J

.

A TscHOUR
.

E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

W. D. Stevenson
R. Bradford
H. Singer

C.
G.
R.
C.

Superintendent, Chairman. Flora, 111.
Master Mechanic, Shops, Ind.
Shop Inspector, Shops, Ind.
Division Engineer, Flora, 111.
Medical Examiner, East St. Louis, 111.

Claim Agent

C. Mitchell
V. MowRY

W. P. McDonald

T. T. Long
M. A. Rush
C. D. Russell

some interesting

tales

The death

of

Matthew A. Hunt, on March
by many of the C. H. & D.

3rd, will be regretted

the motive power department at
where Mr. Hunt was known as
"Timekeeper Matt." He served thirty-five

employes

of

Cincinnati,

years in that capacity, having entered the
service when the C. H. & D. ran from Cincinnati
to Dayton only, and the engines were fired with

Springfield,

111.

Trainmaster, Flora.

111.

Master Carpenter, Flora,

111.

W. Platz
Brakeman, Flora, I.r.
W. W. McNally
Fireman, Cone, 111.
W. E. Ross
Machine Shop Foreman, Washington, Ind.
H. C. AiKMAN
Car Foreman, Washington, Ind.
Car Foreman, Cone, 111.
R. H. Marquart
H. C. Thrasher
F.

Machinist, Cone,
of Engines, Flora,
Trainmaster, Flora,

Road Foreman

HoDAPP

make "running time

tell

III.

Agent, Beardstown, III.
Division Operator, Flora, 111.
General Foreman, Flora, I'L

Harward

records of which w^ere destroyed in the flood,
Mr. Eagen was called upon, and he furnished
He has a keen
the information in detail.

olden days.

111.

Signal Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Vincennes, Ind
Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Springfield, 111.
Supervisor, Cone, III.
Agent, Vincennes, Ind.
Agent, Washington, Ind.
Agent, Springfield, 111.

W. G. Burns
F. Wyatt
W. Cook
B. O'Brien
W. C. Kelley
C. B. Keller

B.

111.

111.

Yard Foreman,

H. E. Prichett
C. G. Stevens
H. E. Orr
C. S. Whitmore

J.

Springfield,

Agent, East St. Louis,
Relief Agent, Flora,
Conductor, Flora,

Engineer, Flora, 111.
Engineer, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Vincennes, Ind.
Switchman, Flora, 111.

Fred Schwab
W. GoRSAGE
R. G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer

C. W. Potter

memory and can

111.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

service.

of the

in the general

ILLINOIS DIVISION

almost instantly.

Herbert

team

switchman John Brewer,

21st,

26,

and one

the relay

Baltimore & Ohio S. W.-C. H. & D.
are the proud possessors of watch fobs with
bronze charms, presented to them by the
judges in the recent Y. M. C. A. indoor meet.
The Baltimore & Ohio S. W.-C. H. & D. team,
under the captaincy of Howard Greene of the
passenger department, won second place in the
relay race. Those who ran were Howard
Greene and Charles Campbell of the passenger
department, James McDevitt, Theodore Hasenohr and Walter Roehm of the auditor's
office and S. T. Quigley of the treasurer's office.
The meet was held at O. N. G. armory. Freeman Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, Saturday,
February 27th.
offices of

received fatal injuries while switching
He died
at Winton Junction, C. H. & D.

age

of

Company

111.
III.

111.

Conductor Chas. Summers, while trying to
or better" on Q. D. No.
97, was caught unawares when the air went
into emergency, and after taking a Kansas
whizzer through the caboose, he collided with
a spike nail and punctured his think box, which
at the time was heavily charged with "crewel,"
hard words. As Charlie is known to be a true
advocate of "Safety First," we suggest nonskid tires and a Wright Stabilizer for him.

Harward has been appointed general
vice W. H. Keller,
111.,
transterred to the same position on the
J.

B.

foreman at Flora,
C. H.

&

D. at Lima, Ohio.
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(Jeorge Mischlor. hrakcniaii on No.'s 'M and
wears a perpetual smile it's a boy.

—

35,

The Divisional Safety Committee holds
monthly Safety

meetings

General Safety Committee

its

with the
the City Hall

jointly
in

building at Flora, also making inspection of
yards, freight house, shops, etc.

flan
|9|i|Moiiey,ai
But

difTcrent with the untrained
often finds the pocketbook
inj)ty with the landlord, grocer, butcher,
and baker clamoring for their money.
it's

He

nan.

It's

a serious problem

—

this hig

earning.
But if
right you can easily learn

and

spending

you go about

little

how

it

to earn far

more than you spend.
The only

YOU

difference between
and
a big salary is

man who earns

the

SPECIAL TRAINIiXG-

traininfr
and this you

can easily acquire through
the practical home-study courses of the
International Correspondence Schools

You

don't have to leave home or give up your
The I.C.S. have trained thousands of men

pi )sition.

How THE DRIFTS LOOKED AT

ing hours.

VIRGINIA, ILL.

Just mark and mail the attached coupon. And
the I.C.S. will show you how they can make you an
expert in the line of work you want to follow.

Lorain Mitchell, trainmaster's clerk, has
resigned to accept a position as stcnographeiin the office of the superintendent of motive
power of the Cotton Belt Railroad at Pin(^
Bluff, Ark.
.John Greenlaw,
recently clerk
to the chief dispatcher, is filling the vacancy.

On Sunday, February

22nd, at 5.30

awn homes after workThey can do the same for YOU.

lOr better jobs right in their

m., a
heavy .sleet and rain storm set in over the entire Illinois Division, later changing to a very
light snow and. with a very strong north-west
wind, it continiKHl snowing until about 4 a.m.
Tuesday, the 24th. On the Springfield sub-division our operation ceased entirely on account of
numerou.s cuts beinti completely filled with
snow. No. 124. leaving S|)ringfield on Sundav
evening, succeeded in getting as far as one mile
east of Sharjis, where it was stalled in a cut and
remained until 2.00 p. m. the Tuesday followmg. An engine was sent from Springfield to
assist the crew, but this also was stalled in a
drift one hundred feet to the rear of No. 124's
train and was unable to render anv assistance.
Two more engines were doubled-headed and
started from Springfield, but were unable to
p.

Please mcnlion

Mark and Mail

the

Coupon— TOD A Y

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1088. Scranton, Pa.
Explain, without any obligation on
qualify for the position before which

Locomotive Engineer
Air- Brake Inspector

Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R. Shop Foreman
R. R. Traveling Eng.
R. R. Travel'g Fireman
R. R. Construction Eng.
Agency Accounting
Gen. Office Accounting
EJectrician
Electrical Engineer

my
1

part,

h'lw

I

can

mark X.

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Engineer
Surveyor
Concrete Construction
Automobile Running
Civil

Plumbing & Steam
Mining Engineer

Fitt'g

Bridge Engineer

Assayer
Bookkeeper
Stenographer

Name
5/.

and No.

City

State.

Ptesent Occupation

Employed by
s-

nxufazinc

R.R.

i
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proceed beyond a point a short distance east of
Rochester. On the following morning the snow

gine at Pana, but was stalled in a drift about
one mile west of Pana, and notwithstanding the

SNOW BLOCKADE IN CAMPBELL CUT, WEST OF VIRGINL\, ILL., SPRINGFIELD DIVISION
BALTIMORE & OHIO SOUTHWESTERN, FEBRUARY 23-25, 1914
storm had slightly abated and train No. 123
was started from Flora with about fifty men to

fact that there

were

fifty

STEPPING FROM CAB ROOF TO TOP OF DRIFT, VIRGINIA,
open the line and release No. 124. This train,
already double-headed, picked up another en-

men

to force a

way

through, they were unable to release the en-

ILL.

Shortly afterward, they
gines until 3.10 p. m.
were stalled again for about five hours in an-

THK
other

diit't

liAl/IIMOKl';

wost from 'raylorvillc.

AND OHIO

1

M AdAZIM-:
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Tlicy then

rctiiriKMl to Taylorvillo. but loft there the next
morning and succeeded in reachint: No. 124's

Train No. 122 ieavinji
at 2.00 p. m.
lieardstown on the morninfi of the 28rd was held
at \'irginiii so that the passenijers could hv cared
Knjiines were dispatched from
for properly.
west to oi)en the line l)etwe(>n
S|)rinj!;field
Heardstown and Sprimzfield, hut wcmo unable to
pi(>ceed beyond a point IxMween Hradfortlton
and Farmingdale, where they were stuck in a
drift, and they experienced nuich difficulty in
extricating their engines, after which they returned to Springfield for coal and water antl
again returned to Farmingdale with tliree enEven with this strong ec)uipment they
gines.
were unable to accompHsh anything, and after
resting thej' started out again Tuesday moiiiHowever, the}' were unable to reach Ashing.
land until o.oG a. m. Wednesday, the 2oth.
when No. 122's train was released and started
east at 9.28 a. m.
The location, length and
depth of the drifts were as follows: West of
Heecher City, drift 750 feet long, tw^o to six feet
deep.
Between Tower Hill and Pana, drift 6o0
feet long, three feet deep,
lietween Pana and
Millersville, one drift 875 feet long, four to five
fe(>t deei);one drift 365 feet long, four feet deep;
ouv drift 200 feet long, three feet dee]); one drift
250 feet long, three feet deep; one drift 250 feet
lomr, two feet deep.
East of Velma, one drift
train

.

$

^

this

Superb

Typewriter
Think of

it!

Only $2.00 on

this great

offcrand we ship this marvelous, visible
typewriter direct from the factory to ycu
without any jobber's, dealer's or middlemen's profits of any kind. W^e allow full
10 days free trial Use it all you wart
to. Try it for speed, durability, all around
excellency.
Notice its exclusive patented features, its new line space regulator, bronze carrying bearings, patent

600 feet long, two feet deep.
At Taylorville,
one drift 250 feet long, two feet deep. Between
Taylorville and Sharps, one drift 650 feet long,
two feet deep; one drift 750 feet long, four feet
deep; one drift 600 feet long, three feet deep;
one drift 1300 feet long, five feet deep; one drift
600 feet long, four feet deej).
Between Kdinburg and Sharps, one drift 600 feet long, five feet
deejK one drift 600 feet long, four feet deep; one
drift 350 feet long, three feet deep; one drift 300
feet long, three feet deep.
Between \'irginia
and Beardstown, one drift one mile long, from
ten to fourteen feet deep over north rail, and
four to six feet deep over south rail.
Between
Breckenridge and Virginia, one continuous succession of drifts, varying from 600 feet to one
mile long, and from three to eight feet deej).

eraser plate, patented envelope addressing plate,
self interchangeable type reels, printing 9U letand characters— then, if you don't want it.
send it back at our expense. If you find it the
greatest bargain you ha\e ever seen or hiard
of anywhere and decide that you want to keep
i\ yon can make settlement on the easiest

ters

monthly payments.

FREE Use

for

10 Days

That you may

test the excellent qualiiies
of this typewriter, we will place one in
your home or office for ten days free use. Dm't
pay the enormous profits asked by the local
dealers. Buy direct from us, tlio manufacturers, aid
save from .?V) to^i..") on llio ptircliaso of your typ<'\vriter.
Every sale is backed by our lo-ycai-, ironclad taJ:iraiit« e.

From information obtained from tlic oldest
residents along the Springfield district, this was
the worst snow storm experienced since the line
was constructed.

Easy Payment

The untiring efforts of the many employes
and the loyal services performed by them, won
special praise from the public and various newspap(>rs as well as the Company, and illustrated
the keen interest for the Company's welfare
which is shown on the Springfield district.

Never mind the money. Our low, wholesale price and easy payment terms are so
you never think of the money. We
want you to see for yourself thnt "TheChicag.)"
equal to any other typewriter that costs more

liberal that
is

than twice i»s price. It 's the cily typewriter ft'^r^
enoujrli to put otif on a 10-ye:n'. ''ronclad puarantee mjiI
easy payment plan, such a.s we offer ycu here.

Thomas Cox, who for several years has been
on ployed as an operator at East St. Louis.
C( no. Cincinnati and Flora, has been promotecl
to extra dispatcher.
Tom has a host of friends
who are glad to hear of his promotion.

Limited Offer
who

To

write promptly, we will inall
clude free, one of our handsonie leatherette carrying cases with fine brass lock and
trimmings. Just send your name and addre>^s
for full particulars of this special, Iimite<l. wholr?ale
and it will he sent to you postpaid free. \% rite

It is hard to believe but there is a certain
young railroad man employed at Washington
shops, who, on account of being smitten with a
young lassie of Montgomery, makes regular
week-end trips to that little city without being

Please mention

O and You Keep

offer

t«nlaj— now!

Address

GALESBURG V^RITING MACHINE CO.
Department 187
GALESBURG. ILL.
th IS

magazine
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allowed to enter the household.

young man thinks perseverance

Probably the
will win out

WHY SCHEDULES SOMETIMES GO TO

He came to the United States in 1868 and took a
position as section hand at Holton, section 1878.

PIECES.

ON STALLED ENGINE AT VIRGINIA,
the long run and your correspondent admits
admiring his stick-to-itiveness at least.
in

ILL.,

DIVISION OPERATOR

C. D.

RUSSELL

DURING FEBRUARY BLIZZARD

During the past five years he has been crossing
at Osgood. Mr. Canary has the love

watchman

ENGINE STUCK IN DRIFT 1^ MILES EAST OF ROCHESTER, ILL FOR ALMOST TWO DAYS
DURING FEBRUARY BLIZZARD
,

Patrick Canary,
crossing watchman
at
Osgood, was born in County Clair, Ireland.

and respect

of the school children in

Every child has learned

Osgood.

to heed his warnings,

THK

and OHIO

BAi/riMom-:

i:.mi'Lovks

macazixk

1U7

tlH> oitiziMis of Osgood f(M'l perfectly safe in
trusting their little ones to his care.

and

The Indiana Division correspondent received
the followinj^ letter, dated January 4, 1914.

Seconds Count

Dear Sir:
all the section
if tii(\v could,
I know that
foreuKMi would e\pr(>ss. throujih the iMuployes

Tlic

men

into

^\hoi^('

kr<'j)in^

niillions of passengers entrust their
lives pass a part of that responsibility along to the walcliniaker.

Railroad

men

are proud to possess a

Ball
"Watch

Twentieth Centurij Alodel

because they know it represents the
hifihest achievements in wa

C

Hall, tl..Mr. W.I.J.
v..lo|Hmnt.
world's greatest authority on railroiiil
tinie inspi'ction dcMgiu-d and pro-

diued
crowns

this
it

watch and proudly

with his

name

a Master nmonp many
a standard afarcuracv
tested and puurunlcvd
It is

—

story of "Time Inspection on
American Railroads' is told in
our ijooklet \>liich will he sent
with a passholder free upon

The

ENGINEER
Magazine, thcnr

J.

DOWNEY

H.

gratitude

the

to

ronii)any

them and

to their
We all look forward to getting our new
wives.
ones and are thankful to the Company for

for the passes furnished to

them.
WiLLi.v.M

Downey.

Section Foreman.

TOLEDO DIVISION
Correspondent, T.

(C.
J.

Office of Superintendent,

H.

&

D.)

Reagan

Dayton, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. B.
F. J.

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Engineer

Mitchell
Parrish

Carey
W. J. Kroger

Master Mechanic
Relief Agent
Trainmaster
Foreman
of Engines
Road
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner

J. J.

G. E. Reel
M. P. HoBAN
H. W. Brant
J. R. Cassad
Dr. William Ryan

•

Dr. F. S. Thompson
E. Ledger
G. W. Thomas
L. F. HocKETT

Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Agent. Dayton, Ohio
J. C. Stipp
Agent. Lima, Ohio
R. B. Mann
General Agent, Toledo, Ohio
W. H. Sites. .Road Engineer, between Lima and IvorydaJe
Fr.\nk Moorb .Road Engineer, between Lima and Rossford
T. F. Hennessy
Road Conductor, between
Lima and Ivorydale
W. J. Simmons. Road Conductor, between Lima and Ro.ssford
R. H. Bohannon
Yard Conductor, Rossford
E. L. Wag.ner
Yard Engineer. Lima
W. M. Thompson
Yard Conductor, Dayton
M. E. Gle.\80N
Shopman, Ros-sford
.

.

N. Holmes
Frank Proctor

J.

A.

M. S. Kopp
W. A. Ireland

Kroger
Lehmkdhle

Fred.
C.

.'.

C.Bushwaw

Shopman, Lima
Shopman, East Dayton
Secretary, Dayton, Ohio
Trainma.ster

*.

Depot Master
Section

Foreman

Extra Gang Foreman

Please

ni(

nfion

/A/.v

inru/dzinc

9
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TOLEDO FREIGHT HOUSE
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Agent, Chairman
Claim Clerk, Secretary

C. MtJLLEN
Geo. Lohner
H. J. ScANLON

J.

J.

Chief Clerk
Depot Master

•

Maloney

McGrath
Frank Langers
Earl Baumgardxer
Edw. G. Eggees
Wm. Dowling

Kevision Clerk
Assistant Accountant

Geo.

Assistant .Accountant
Stenogx-apher

Tallyman

Thos. Golighty

Receiving Clerk
Receiving Clerk

Edw. Sheehy
Art O'Grady

Tallyman
Tallyman

John Macklett
James O'Hern

Laborer
Laborer

Thomas Finn

.

T. H. Barker, storekeeper at Dayton, Ohio,
has been transferred to Benwood, W. Va., as
storekeeper and we all heartily wish hini
success. V. N. Dawson has been appointed
storekeeper in place of Mr. Barker, while G.
W. Snyder has been employed in the position
at storekeeper's office made vacant by Mr.
Dawson's promotion.

Fireman Delbert Rinehart, who was injured
some time ago, is now on the road to recovery.
We hope to see him out soon.
R. O'Neil, car foreman at Dayton, Ohio,
able to be out again after a serious illness.

is

Miss Mildred McCafTerty, daughter of the
foreman at Dayton, recently left
Washington, Ind., for a two weeks' stay with

LIMA OHIO

division

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

friends.

W. D. Goble
E. W. Armstrong
J.

C.
J.

Chief Clerk, Chairman
Assistant Cashier, Secretary

Agent

C. Stipp
S.

Hawkins

Cashier
Operator and Clerk
Bill Clerk
Claim Clerk
Night Clerk

H. Herbs r

A. C. AuBRY
B. C. GoEBLE

Carl Ruff

House Foreman
Delivery Clerk

F. H. Miller

W. D. Heffner
H. P. Daley

Checkman
Checkman

Irwin Ogle vie
R. E. Ivory
F. M.
B. L.

Keith Cox, chief clerk to the division foreman
at Dayton, has been calling at a certain young
lady's home on West Third Street every night.
It begins to look rather serious, but Keith has
our best wishes.

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION

Ticket Agent

Hullinger
Irwin

(C.

Baggagemaster
Interchange Clerk

Correspondent,

W. A. Ireland

Edward W. Maley
L. F.

HocKETT

T.

PiTTON

J.

Agent
Delivery Clerk
Receiving Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk

Harrt Donovan
Frank Bradley
WiluamHaynes
Willum Love
Charles Smith
Charles Milby

M

F.

(C. H.

& D.)

Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk,

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes
A. A. Iams

H. G. Snyder
H. N. Schoenberger
C. Greisheimer
G. A.

Ruqman

S. J. PiNKERTON
S. M. Baker

R. O'Neil
E. F. McCafferiy

Dr. F. S. Thompson
F, M. Drake
F. E.

Tharp

E. B. Childs
T. G. Hoban
Geo. Swires

Brown.
Borland
Chas. Partlow
J.

S.

J. J.

Fitzmartin

Chairman

Superintendent.

Trainmaster
Division Engineer

Agent
Master Carpernter
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

Car Foreman
Foreman

Division

Comoany Surgeon
Relief Agent

Conductor
Stationary Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Section Foreman
Passenger Brakeman
Freight Brakeman
Division Operator

Fred Coy, clerk to roundhouse foreman at
East Dayton, is now sick, but we hope for his
quick recovery.

Superintendent,

Conner

.

Road Foreman

H. F. Passell
J.

T.

Clemmons

Master Alechanic
Dispatcher
Company Surgeon
Conductor

Dr. Wm. Osenbach
G. W. Anderson

W. B. Garrigus
Adam Storch

Agent, Rushville

Blacksmith Foreman

Road Foreman

Partlow

E.J. Fitzgerald
Geo. Matthews
E. McGuiRE

D.
J.

J.

F.

Supervisor

'.

E. Boas
E. C. Sappenfield

I.

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Engineer

Brown

R. W.

E.

WELLSTON DIVISION

Roy Powell,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White

Depot Master, Chairman
Assistant Depot Master, Secretary

D.)

Superintendent' s Office

DAYTON FREIGHT HOUSE
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

&

H.

Engines
Engineer

of

Foreman
Claim Agent

Assistant General Car

CuRRAN

Agent, Indianapolis

Firem m
Switchman

GooLDY

Philip

H. Graham
Geo. Hanrahan

Passenger Brakeman
Machinist

J.

C. W. Havens, formerly assistant trainmaster
on the Indianapolis Division, has been appointed
to the position of assistant trainmaster of the
Toledo Division with headquarters at Dayton,
Ohio, and F. C. Donaldson, from the Ohio
Division, has filled the vacancy. With the
installation of Mr. Donaldson, the word assistant was dropped from the title. Mr. Donaldson's jurisdiction will extend over the west
end of the division. To trainmaster F. M.
Conner's territory will be added the Indianapolis Yards.
E. A. Wysong, passenger engineer, Indianwas recently granted a leave
of absence in order to make an extended trip
throughout the West. Mr. Wysong, accomapolis Division,

panied by his
left

February

sister.

17th.

Miss Mabel Wysong,
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Engineer Jos. M. Walsh, wliile attempting
to use yard line 'phone at Southwestern Avenue,
Indianapolis, received an electric shock from
a charged wire, resulting in instant death.
Mr. Walsh was engineer of train No. 90 and was
endeavoring to get into communication with
the dispatcher to enable him to move his
engine in the face of train No. 35.

On February

10th, the General Safety

Com-

Pangborn.

mittee, headed by Major J. G.
paid the Indianapolis Division a flying visit.
the General Connnittee conAt 0.30 a.
vened with superintendent R. B. ^^'hite and
At 10.30 a. m., the entire divisional
his staff.
safety committee entered into the meeting,
which adjourned at 12.15 p. m. for lunch in
Union Station. They reconvened at 1.-15
p. m.. Major Pangborn addressing the meeting
on the general outline of the work of the Gen-

m

Then followed addresses by
eral Committee.
Mr. Scoville, Dr. Parlett. Mr. Hair. Mr.
Campbell, Mr. Bond and Mr. Craig.
After a final talk by Major Pangborn, the
General Committee left for Flora, 111., and
the Divisional Committee convened with
chairman White in the chair. The meeting
adjourned at 5.50 to meet with the General
Committee on the second Tuesday in March.
Agent C. H. Peters, of Dana, Indiana, has
been off duty on account of injury to his right
hand,
resulting
in
blood poisoning. Sir.
Peters had the misfortune to fall on the station
platform and ran the point of an indelible pencil into the palm of his hand.
V. R. Thomas,
relief agent, is filling his position in his absence.
H. D. Manaugh, agent, Atwood, is off duty
on account of the serious illness of his wife, who
is in

a hospital at Danville,

III.

Superintendent R. B. White, accompanied b}^
his wife and little daughter, left on Saturday,
March 7th, for a trip through Florida. This is
the first vacation Mr. White has taken for several years.

E. Wright, night operator at Oxford,

is

con-

home on account of illne.ss. and
R.Thomas, relief agent, is .filling the posi-

fined to his

V.

tion in his absence.

Must Pay For

On March 10th. the General Safety Committee again visited this division, meeting with
the Divisional Safety Committee.
They convened at 9.30 and proceeded in a body to the
Moorefield shops, where an inspection was made
of shops, yards and station buildings.
The
committee arrived at the I'nion Station at
12.15 p. m.. and adjourjied for lunch in the
station dining room.
The committees assembled again at 1.30 p. m., adjourning at 4.30 p.
m.. the General Committee departing for Vincennes.
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either.
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right,
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I

wanted
for a
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but pay me first,
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You see
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iVfachines
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Gravity" Washer.
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of people

my
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myself,

may
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Wasiiing Machine as I thought about
the horse, and about the man who owned it.
But I'd never know, because tliev wouldn't writf
and tell me. You see, I sell my Washing Machines
by mail. I have sold over half a million tliat way.
So. thought I, it is only fair enough to let people
try my Washing IMachines for a month, before they
about

pay for
Now.
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I

will do.

I

wanted

to

try the horse.

know what our "1900 Gravity" Washer
know it will wasii the clothes, without

wearing or tearing them, in less than half the tim.thev can be washed by hand or by any otlier
machine.
I know it will wash a tub full of very dirty clothes
in Siix minutes.
I
know no other machine •veiinvented can do that, without wearing out the
clothes.

Our "1900 Gravity"
easy that a child can
strong woman, and it
the edges nor break

Washer does
run

it

don't

the

buttons

work

so

almost as well as a

wear the
the

clothes, fra\-

way

all

other

do.

just drives soapy water clear through the
fibres of the clothes like a force pump miglit.
So. said T to myself, I will do with my "1900
Gravity" Washer wliat I wanted tlie man to do
with tlie horse. Only I won't wait for people to
ask me. I'll offer first, and I'll make good the
offer every time.
Let me send you a "1900 Gravity" Washer on a
month's free trial. I'll pay the freight out of my
own pocket, and if you don't want the machine
after you've used it a month, I'll take it back and
pav the freight, too. Surely that is fair enough,
It

it?

prove that the "1900 Gravity" Washer
that I say it is?
of what it saves foiyou. It will save its whole cost in a few months,
And then
in wear and tear on the clothes alone.
it will save .^0 cents to ~'^ cents a week over that
washwoman's
wages. If you keep the machine
in
after tlie montli's trial, I'll let you pav for it out
of what it saves you.
If it saves you 60 cents a
week, send me .^lO cents a week 'till pai«l for. Ill
take that cheerfully, and I'll wait for mv money
until the machine itself eains the balance.
Drop me a line to-dav, and let rh-- «cnd you a
(.onk about the "1900 Gravity" Washer that washes
luthes in 6 minutes.
Address me this wav— TT. L. Barker. 12«2 Court
If you live in Canada,
Street, Bing^amton. N^. Y.
address 1900 Washer Co., 3.')7 Yonge St., Toronto,
Doesn't

must
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all

And yon can pay me out
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Agent C. H. Peters, of Dana, Ind.. who has
been off duty on account of an injury to his
right hand, has again resumed duty.

WASHER

This

machines

Floyd Emerson, tonnage clerk in the superintendent's office, has resigned to take a position
with the Electric R'y Association in Indianapolis, and the vacancy will be filled by Roy
Newlin, stenographer to Mr. Powell, chief clerk.
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Operator J. F. Tohill, formerly located at
Oxford, has accepted the position of third trick
operator at Rushville and has moved his family
from Oxford to Rushville.

Wm.

Kerr, third triok dispatcher, on the
Indianapolis Division, is on the sick list and
will not be fit for duty for some time.

W. E. Gossert has been transferred from the
car desk in the superintendent's office to the
position of regular third trick dispatcher on the
Springfield Division, made vacant by E. C. Sappenfield's promotion to trainmaster.

An

air lift has been installed at the Mooreshops for forcing water from the deep well
to a tank on the surface, from w^hich it is pumped
to the large water tank opposite the roundhouse. Formerly the water was pumped from
the well w^ith a pump which was located in a
hole about fifteen feet deep. On account of the
pump's getting out of order so often and being
hard to fix, the new method is proving much
field

more

Harry Darnell, machinist, who has been
duty for a few days on account
is back at work.

column and knocked

off tank,

and had his leg

broken.

Jeff Thought

He Was Running

the

an injured

off
leg,

O. E. Sorgius, accountant in the master mechanic's Ojl&ce, is suffering from a very lame
foot, the exact cause of w^hich he has been
unable to determine. His journeys to and from
the office are made with the use of a heavy cane.

Handling engines at Moorefield roundhouse
during the heavy snow storms of February 21st,
22nd and 23rd, w^as hard work. Traffic over the
road was tied up for several days, and on the
Indianapolis Division it was necessary to detour passenger trains on account of deep snow
drifts.

SANDY VALLEY & ELKHORN
RAILROAD
Correspondent, George Dixon, Chief Clerk,

satisfactory.

Night hostler, R. F. Trissal, at Moorefield
roundhouse, met wath a very painful accident a
few days ago. While giving engine No. 674
water, Mr. Trissal was struck by the water

of

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. R. Lauqhlin

Superintendent,

George Ddcon
H. L. BuRPO
C. C. Woodson
A. W. White
W. B. QuiNN
Fred Rutherford

Road

Chairman
Secretary
Engineer

Fireman
Maintenance Clerk
General Foreman
Yard Conductor
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Are You Going

DEAF?
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Unless long neglect has brought about complete paralysis of the congested parts, there is
every chance that the power to hear clearly and
distinctly^ can be saved or restored with the new

Your Hand'

—

8 - Tone
n/Kears Ear Phone

—the
ful

final triumph of the inventor of the first successmulti-tone ear phone. Eight Tones! Eioht different ad-

justments to suit every condition of the ear.
Sufferers from deafness
everywhere welcomed the ]\Iears Four-Tone as the first perfected hearing device.

It

was a

in the amazing-

But

scientific marvel.

all its vi^onderful

new Eight-Tone Mears —^just

makes every kind and "shade" of sound

powers have been doubled

out! The new Eight-Tone ear phone
as distinct to the deaf as shades of color are

distinct to the perfect eyes.
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FREE TRIAL!

Special Offer

us send you an 8 -Tone
Mears Ear Phone.
Test this amazing
instrument on your own ears under any
conditions of service of 15 days. Nothing to pay
for the trial. The Mears Ear Phone is a scientific
and perfect hearing device for the deaf. Already
14,000 Single-Tone Mears Ear Phones have been sold.

the deaf, we are now selling our new
eight-tone phone direct from our laboratory to users, saving you one

the usual
Write today— send the coupon.
retail price.
A few dollars, payable on easy terms, if desired, secures you the help of this scientific
instrument.
lialf

Notice: We Jiave discontinued all our American bra^ich offices and aaenries. TJie Xeiv8-Tone
Mears is sold direct f7'om our NewYork Office only

Booklet on Request

Coupon

The Mears Ear Phone Book
explains
tells

how

all

the causes of deafness;
to treat

it.

Send the cou-

^= Mears Ear Phone Co.
Dept. 2724
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York, N. Y.
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If you live in New York call
at our office, presenting this
coupon, for free demonstration

Dept. 2724 45 W. 34th St., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please mail me, free and postpaid, your Mears Ear
Phone Booklet and particulars of Special Introductory Offer on new
8-Tone Mears Ear Phone and Free Trial.
*

pon at once for Free Book and our great Special Introductory Offer. Do it today— NOW
!
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Mears Ear Phone Co.
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Introductory Offer on this new wonder.
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SONG TO LIBERTY

Fair

Goddess of the loftiest theme
That ever graced the human tongue.
Long may thy glorious deeds be sung,
•hy torch of truth forever gleamBold messenger of Liberty!

HAY

Protectress of the sacred right —
God-given to men in ages past
To hold and cherish to the last.
Send forth thy beams of holy light

To

strike the

realms of tyranny.

Bright guardian of the lives of men.
Dispel the blackness of the night
Let tyrants quail before thy might
And yield to thee the crown; O then
Reign thou supreme, sweet Liberty.

STATEN ISLAND NUMBER

;
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Hansen's
"Protector"
Genuine
Pearl

Man
Dodges the Axe
The

Trained

This old axe has lopped off heads since
the year one.
The inefficient man always
gets it.
The efficient man dodges it.

means

being a "Cracker
Jack" at some particular work. It means
being able to more than hold your own in filling a good job that pays a growing salary.
The International Correspondence
Schools will impart efficiency to you in your
own home during your spare time no matter where you live or what you do.
It costs you
nothing to learn how the
I.C.S. can help you.
Simply mark the
attached coupon opposite the occupation
you like best.
Mail the coupon today.
Efficiency

—

Buckskin

THERE are

Value in the
Hansen build which makes it fit
perfectly, yet "give" to every motion of fingers

Box 1088,

SCRANTON. PA.

Please explain, without any obligation to me, how I can qualify
for the position before which I mark X.

Agency Accounting
Gen. Office Accounting
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
English Branches

Banking
Automobile Running
Locomotive Engineer
Air-Brake Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R.

Shop Foreman

R. R. Traveling Eng.
R. R. Traveling Fireman
R. R. Construction Eng.
Civil Engineer
Surveyor
Concrete Construction
Electrical Engineer
Tel. and Tel. Engineer
Mechanical Engineer

Civil Service

Salesmanship
Advertising

Name
St.

and No.

Clly
Present Occupation

Man

shrivel,

and

will not shrink

or

harden, crack or peel.

Hansen's
Gloves
for value in wear.
When soiled or
greasy they can be easily restored with gasoline,
and their lasting qualities make them much

Are famous

cheaper than the ordinary kind. This Genuine
Buckskin resists heat, protects against cold, and
wetting will not hurt it.
Prices $1.50, $1.75
and $2.00.

Our

Free Book of Gloves shows many of the 500
man at every work. For railroad
in all departments, mechanics, farmers, motorlumbermen, etc. for men in every sport,

styles for every

men
ists,

—

and trade there's the right fit, style and
Pick out ^ours.
long service in a Hansen.
profession

If

Siaie.

fist.

in the lea' her which is a wondercombination of softness and strength.

Specially tanned,

NOW.

International Correspondence Schools

and

Value
ful

Doing so places you under no obligation.
You've got to get efficiency or eventually "get the axe."
Choose today. Mark
the coupon

kinds of value

all

in this gauntlet.

no dealer

is

handy, write us for mformation.

O. C. Hansen Mfg. Co.
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Throw Away

Your Old 'Leaky"-"Snicary" Fountain Pen
To relieve you of its discomforts, we will
nllow you 50 cents for it, in exclian^e.
Send it to us by ordinary mail at our
and under separate cover, bank
ri.-ik,
draft or money order for $2.00 and we
\vill send you the $2.50 pen described
below, a pen that will be a source of
never ending usefulness and pleasure to
you, that will do your biddinpr if you but
guide it aright over the writing sheet.

LAUGHLIN
AUTOMATIC— \ON-LEAKABLE

fltlV^^ PEN
TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL

SELF
You

don't have to fuss and shako a
Laughlin to start the ink It's a Self-

Starter.

You
it's

don't

a

You

have to

fill

Laughlin,

the

Self-Filler.

don't

have to clean the Laugh-

it's a Self -Cleaner.
don't have to monkey with dangerous, awkward, or unsightly locks,
extensions, or so-called safety devices
There are none.
You can't forget to seal a Laughlin
against leaking, it seals itself air-tight
lin,

You

A utoinatically.
You can't lose your cap from

—

You Can Master All These

Modern Dances

a Laugh-

The Tango, Argentine, Castle Walk, Boston, Hesitation
Waltz, Dream Waltz and others of the new and fashion-

secures itself Automatically.
You can't break your cap or holder on
a Laughlin They are non-breakable.
Holder and cap of scientific, reinforced
construction throughout.
{See illustration.)
You don't have to wait until
It is ready to
a Laughlin is ready.
write when you are
the air-tight, !3ak])roof construction keeps pen and feed
•primed," insuring a free uniform flow
of ink instantly even though not previously used for a year.
It performs
these functions with no more hindrance
or interruption to your thoughts or writing inspiration than your breathing.
These results or your money back.
These features are peculiar only to this
patented construction.
lin

it

able dances made wonderfully easy and quick to learn.
New, simplififd course c f self-instruction arranged and compiled in book form
of the Modem Society Dancer.

by a Renowned Exponent

T,^ "Ifk ]V/finilt-^«
in
iVJ-inUte^

OU

—

$25 Course
Only $1.00

^^•U\J

By Insured mail,
Prepaid to any address

If you have no old back number dropper fiUor pi'n
send us in exchange, just euclose 82.50 with tlm
cciupon containing y^'iir name and addroi"s, wo wiU
Bend the pon by return mail. Delivery fluarartiead.

188 Wayne
Oestifmen

— Here

is

S2..")0.

described in this advertisement.
factory, you refund the money.

1

bound in heavy board covers with
appropriate three color cover design.
Fully illustrated, containing
20 full-page halftones showinjr positions and steps and rasy-lounderstand diagrams illustrating figures. Send only $ .00 today and
1

— the only successful method of home instruction.
BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE.

gel this

DETROIT, MICH.
Send me the pen
If

in reality a $25.00 course of
dance*. To place the correct per-

'"^Modern Dances"

Co.,
St..

new

of Instructions $
is

A beautiful book — handsomely

OUT AND MAIL TODAY.

Laughlin Mfg.

what

formance of these beautiful dances within the reach of all those
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In

Time

of

War

Y^OUBT not

that women have their part
love of danger and all high endeavor
That wins the world's applause,
And that forever,
Even as a man's will beat a woman's heart
At gallant deeds and rumors wild of wars.

'-^

In

Ah, when the streets of a fair and a prosperous city,
That knew those young feet in the commonplace task of each day,
Resound to the rhythmical tread, without pause, without pity,
The tread of the regiments marching in battle array;
Ah, when the flags of a chivalrous nation are flowing,
Fluttering from housetops and windows translucent and gay,
When the drums roll aloud and the militant bugles are blowing.
Doubt not the hearts of the women who hear them are glowing
To the splendors of war and the beautiful pomp of the fray.
Yet for only a little ^pace
Will the heart of a woman be captured.
Inspired, enraptured
By the pageant of battle, designed

To cover the face
Of Death, lurking

behind.

For over and over again

Do women

endure
To look on danger and pain
In some chamber remote, obscure;
Not with promise of glory or drums.
Or banners or trumpets blown;

Not

so

much wounds

Silent her hour comes.
And death she faces alone.
Not so much death she fears
For her sons and her sisters' sons,
Nor her own remembered tears
For the unreturning ones;

—
—

affright

Visions she cannot forget,
The cry of a boy in the night
These she herself has met;
But the horror to her is giving
Lives but to injure and slay.
And .she who gives life for the living
Pales at the fray.

—Alice Duer Miller,

in Collier'.^

The Story

By

HE
,

!^"^

S. P.

thousand tleseenclants
of early Dutch and French settiers on Staten Island, happ\'
fifteen

and prosperous, tilling the fertile valleys
and fishing the productive waters, were undisturbed in their inherited occupations

by the march of progress until about 1851,
and even then the external rather than
internal

necessities

brought

into

exist-

on the Island.
However well horses and oxen may have

ence the

first

satisfied

local

railroad

transportation

require-

ments there was a missing link in the rail
and ferry chain of service between New
York and Philadelphia and as Staten
Island offered the most direct route, the
line from Clifton to Tottenville, a distance of twelve and one-half miles, was
projected and backed b}- all the promi-

were

the Secretary of the State of

finished

18,

and put

1863.

position until

By

this

time the

accumulated debts had been discharged
and the traffic sufficiently developed to
warrent reorganization of the Company,

and the acquisition from the City of New
York of franchises to operate ferries
between Staten Island and New York,
and Bay Ridge and New York. The
Compam^ was prosperous and paid dividends until one of its ferry boats exploded in 1871, when it again went into
Ijankruptcy.
The property was reorganized in 1873 and taken over by the
Staten Island Railway Company, which
'

has operated
In

the

it

early

successfully ever since.
eighties,

Mr.

Erastus

Wimanof Toronto, Canada, took resitlence

York,

peting roatls in the rapidly developing

filed ^\ith

New

1851, but the line

Kretzer

was not

thus opening up their lands.
Articles of Association

October

^

on Staten Island and became very enthusiastic over its natural beauties and business possibilities.
About this same time
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company
was looking for an entrance into New
York to maintain its prestige among com-

nent inhabitants, who foresaw large profits
in

V

Railroad Development ,,2:2^^
"^^Cp^^
on Staten Island

^v^L-

T~~~^

^

of

into operation until 1859.

Although right of way was acquired at
small cost and the buihhng was economically done, the revenues appear to have
been disappointing and inadequate as
compared with the costs of operation,
1861 ^Villiam H. Vanderbilt, who
then lived on Staten Ishuid and took an

for in

active part in the building of the railroad,

was appointed Receiver and held that

territory along its lines.

long for Mr.

Wiman and

It did

not take

Robert

(larrett.
it

Ohio

make

plans

then President of the Baltimore
Railroad, to get together and

and terminals on
would not onl\'
develop the local territory, but would
al.so provide the Baltimore k Ohio witli
its much coveted entrance to New York
Harbor. The Staten Island Rapid Tranfor additional railroads

Staten

Island

which

MAP OF

THE STATEN ISLAND
RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY
Issued

AprU

i7th. 1913
anOB BT AireWOAH BAKK HOTS

CO..NKW TORE

THIS MAP SHOWS THE LINES OF THE BALTIMORE AND NEW YORK RAILWAY CO., THE STATEN
ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY CO. AND THE STATEN ISLAND RAILWAY CO.
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sit

Line was projected

coniiect

to

i)y

bridge over the Arthur Kill near Elizabeth, N.J. to
,

we would

which point

either

arrangements

witli

tlie

Instead of building a

it

was planned

make

traffic

existing

lines.

or

])uild

new

line

north of

ment

under the old quarantine

to tunnel

station at Tompkinsville, then used

l)y

the Lighthouse Department, and build a
bridge over the Arthur Kill (Achter Kill)
This, like most
or Staten Island Sound.
great enterprises,
of

some misguided

met strong opposition
public-spirited or self-

but finally triumphed over
Completed, the road
all its difficulties.
formed the lines radiating from St. George,
ish interests,

which i)()int the ferry service from
York, j^reviously making several
landings at docks along the shores, was
concentrated. St. George being the near-

at

New

est point to

a

stations.
S. I.

New York

minimum and

reduced the

sail to

shortened the time to

The Arthur

bridge,

Kill

many, years the largest drawbridge

RAILWAY FORNEY TYPE
PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE

all

for
in

R. T.

the world, was completed in 1889 and

opened for traffic
Philadelphia,

therefore,

agreement was

into with the Philadelphia &
Reading Railway' and Central Railroad

entered

of New Jersey, so that all that was required to complete the line w^as a short
connection of about five and one-quarter

miles from Cranford, N.

J.,

to the

freight

St.

through
George,

The

intention

in 1890, the first

arriving

train

at

^larch 12th of that year.

Terminal for
through passenger service was abandoned and all Baltimore & Ohio passenof using the Staten Island

Arthur

Kill.

The Staten Island Rapid Transit
road was organized in 1884.
nine year lease

Rail-

By a ninety-

took over the

line from
and commenced
construction of the lines which now^ extend from South Beach to Arthur Kill.
The section from Clifton to St. George
was opened in 1886 and a portion of the

Clifton

to

it

Tottenville

north shore line as far as Port

Richmond

was completed and opened in the same
year; the line from Clifton to a point near
South Beach was opened in the following
year.
Business men and local capital
were greatly interested in the project and
the progress of building would have been
much more rapid had not unforseen difficulties arisen in

FERRYBOAT TOTTKXVIIXE PLYIN(J BETWEEN
PERTH AMBOY AND TOTTENVILLE

connection with obtaining
permission from the United States Govern-

ger business

is

handled at the Terminal

of the Central Railroad of

New

Jersey at

Jersey City.
''Staten Island Lines," the usual des-

ignation

of

that

])()rtion

of

the Balti-

(S: Ohio System east of Philadel])hia,
comprise three distinct corporate entities, The Baltimore and New York
Railway Company, owning the line

more

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
between Cranford Junction, N. J., and
Staten Island Sound, the Staten Island
Rapid Transit Railway Company, owning the lines from Staten Island Sound
to St. George and St. George to South
Beach, usually referred to as the North
and East shore lines, and the Staten Island
Railway Company, owning the line from
Clifton to Tottenville and operating a
ferry between Tottenville and Perth Amboy, N. J.
The track mileage of this
division

is

as follows:

First track

28.86
22 15
46.93

Second track
Other tracks

.

Total

97.94

One section of the North Shore line has
main tracks, that number being

four

necessary to handle properly the large

number

train

of

portion of the Baltimore

Railway

is

A
& New

movements.

single track,

which

is

large

York
ample at

TUG FREDERICK
the present time as no passenger service
is

all

operated over this line. Practically
of the two Staten Island roads is dou-

ble tracked.

In anticipation of the establishment of
The Baltimore & Ohio

a through service,

opened

its

first

York in October,

New

freight station in

and from that time
the business has expanded and grown
until today the tonnage in and out of
1886,

New York approximates 1,500,000 tons.
This tonnage moves over Staten Island
and by

carfloat or barge

from or to

St.

In addition to this, the Staten
Island Lines handle a considerable tonGeorge.

other connections, the Penn-

nage with

its

sylvania

Railroad

and

Railroad

and by

carfloat

Lehigh

Valley

interchange

with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Erie, New York Central Lines

and

At

others.

St.

George Coal Piers,
and coke

close to 2,000,000 tons of coal

are trans-shipped each year.

The

total

tonnage handled by the Staten Island
Lines during the past year amounted to
4,400,000 tons, and the

D.

number

of passen-

UNDERWOOD

gers carried

was 6,600,000.

These are

large figures for such short mileage

mean a very dense
trains under short

traffic

requiring

headway.

The

and

many
pas-

Till';

.sengor traffic in

H.\i;n.M()i:i';

and out

and

oiiio

of St. (hh )!•<;•{' re-

quires 300 trains daily.

Tho

fift(>on

of its railroad

inhal)itants

])rior to

l)uildin<!; in

the

hS')!),

to ninety-five

thousand

annual growth

is

in

had jirown

increased railroad facilities

—more

cars,

new

1913 and the

This means
almost every

locomotives, heav-

more storage yards
and other improvements. The Company
is also well started on a scheme of grade
ier rails,

better ballast,

If

aca/jm.

crossinii- cliniinat ion.

o

'I'lic

Ainl)oy Ivoad

Ihmucnot Park \va^ conipldcMl last
July and another at (ircat Kills will he
finished this summer, and the Public
Sei'vic;'

(

'onnnission

now

lia->

under con-

GEORGK YARD

pro})ably higher

to-day than ever before.
year

of

l)('<;innin,u-

ST.

ratio of

.\i

at

thousand

Statcn Island just

i:.mi'I.<>^ i;s

sideration five cr()ssino;s ])etween Princess

Bay and

Pleasant Plains,

posed of in one

all

to be

This

be expected, but this

and

gress

the

is

is

an age of promust keep

railroads

pace.

you want to get something done, ask a
busy

man

to

do

di.s-

one of tin;
ways railroads are called upon to spend
large sums for which no direct return can
jol).

it.

the time to get

He
it

will find

done

Fighting Forest Fires Along the

Right of

Way

Railroad Cooperating With Forestry

Commissions

ROBABLY

no

great policy

single

of

phase of the

conservation of

natural resources has been given

such wide publicity and

is

so generally

of States

vast tracts of timber in different parts
of

the country, to be sold, rented or

worked by the Government as future
The example set
policy might dictate.

HOW THE FIRES DESTROY GOOD STANDING TIMBER
understood
preservation

matter of
ing

the

United
10

as
of

that

our

common
Roosevelt

States

dealing

with

the

a
knowledge that durforests.

It

administration

Government

set

is

the
aside

by the nation has been followed by a
number of the states and many ramifications

of

the

forestry

conservation

campaign are now firmly established.
Among these may be mentioned a com-

THi: BALTIMORi:

AM) OHIO

As

prehensive campaign of education carried

MAOAZIXK

ll.MPLOVKS

11

early as October, 1911, at the re-

on by the Federal Government and also
by the several states, the founding of

quest of the Maryland Forestry

forestry schools for the training of spec-

our stations on the main

ialists in this line of

of

conservation

general activity

were i)laced

Com-

in

line

of

all

division

calling the attention of all the emplo\'es

and a more

to the importance of the fire prevention

among all classes of
who appreciate

the

Wv.rk

the

might

tremendous imj)ortance of the movement.

"Next

posters

work, the formation

societies

])eople

intelligent

mission,

and stating
help

results.

In

how they

specifically

bring

about

addition

to

the

desired
instruc-

this,

air

tions were issued

and water," says

in these localities

a recent bulletin

that

of the Pennsyl-

men

to

Depart-

vania

section

all

exercise

caution in start-

ment of Forestry,

ing fires

and

"wood

gence

in

ex-

tinguishing

any

is

the

most important

dili-

element

on

they might start

earth."

If

we

during the day

about

us

in territories
where the wood-

look

and see the

land

manifold uses to

wood

which

put, we can

that

be

appreci-

readily

exten-

is

they
on the lookout for any fires

sive;

is

ate the truth of

which

this statement.

devastate wood-

miglit

ma}' be

land on or near

frankly admitted

the railroad
tracks; that

It

the outset

at

that the purpose
of
is

this

trainmen thrownotices to
section foremen

article

off

to give suffi-

cient

knowledge

advising

any

of the relation of

the Baltimore (t
Ohio toward the
forest

tion

STAND OF OAKS AND OTHER HARD WOODS IX WELL
CLEARED GROUND WITH FIXE HUMUS

conserva-

movement to enable every employe to

them

fires

of

along

the right-of-way,
or spread this in-

formation in the

most

effective

way

possible in order to

constitute himself a committee of one to

prevent destructive

help in this work.

be established in
woodland sections to prevent fires that

Perhaps no argument
we could present would be so effective as
merely to state the relations which have
existed and now exist between our Road
and the Forestry Departments of Maryland and Pennsvlvania.

sons

night

fires;

that in dry sea-

patrols

might be caused by passing locomotives.
At the request of the Commissioner
of

Forestry

of

Pennsylvania,

similar

instructions were issued along our lines
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WEEDS—WEEDS—WEEDS—AND KEPT
and it was agreed by genmanager Galloway and engineer of

in that State
eral

maintenance of way Stimson that every
effort should be put forth to cooperate

IN;

THIS CONDITION BY FOREST FIRES

with the State authorities in preventing
destruction of the timber growth.
In his letter of September 18th, 1913,
to general

manager Galloway, Mr.

PRIMEVAL FOREST OF WHITE PINES UNDER FIRE PROTECTION

F.

W.

TiiK HAi/riMoKi';
State

Bcsh^y,

purchase

For(\ster,

land

of

along

AM) OHIO

outlined

tlic

Patapsco

the

River bet\xeeu Relay and Hollofield by
the State for a State Forest Res(Tvation

and asked

the

for

cooperation of the

Railroad in keeping this intact from fires.
result of this letter was that the

The

cleared a strip of land which

railroad

marked out

been

had

by

the

State

forestry experts for a distance of three

thousand

feet

the

rail-

along

is

known

into the valleys

uym

sections of our count

hill

depends

and finally, when the
economic waste in the

very ai)parent

of timber land is iniderimportance of this great
mov(*m(Mit can be a])preciated.

(h^struction

stood,

the

In certain sec-

ac ks andj

l)arts

W" est, d

t

i

c

w

ing to the control of

of

land.

r

what

cooperation

the

rail-

motive

oad

power used in
the wooded sec-

a fine exof

be-

In

tions.

the

Stat(^

Adirondacks, for

Railroad

instance, during

tween the

and

s

legislatures look-

this

is

a

n

State

watches

ample

r

i

the

have been
passed by State

n o

This

of

laws

patrol
strip

he

t

Adiron-

the

in
( 1

and spreading of
fires,
was collected and de-

A

of

country, notably

starting

troy ed.

ions

t

a prolific cause
the

a large ex-

t(j

of the hill timber;

the debris, which

of

r\'

the healthfulness of the growth

road track, and

is

when

that the purity of water which

flows from the

tent

13

iouable \alu(' as grazing land,

([Ucsl
it

maoa/im-

i;.M l'I.o^ i:s

can

authorities

certain

seasons

accomplish.

the railroads are

The Railroad at
its own expense^

oil

cleared the land

motives to pre-

and

the

\'ent

and

Railroad

comp(^ll(Hl to use

State

together are en-

deavoring
keep

possible.

best i)roof of the value of con-

stTvation

is

by the pictures
article, which were

afforded

accompanying this
loaninl us by Robert

S.

Conklin,

Com-

missioner

of

When

considered that land denuded

it

is

Forestry,

Pennsylvania.

marketable timlx'r growth and unclearcnl is of no economic value, ('X('e])t a

of

cuttinx;

ing
is

There

really

is

regulations

country,

the possi-

bility of fires
caused by escap-

to

as free from fires as

it

The

i.Mi>i{()\i;.\n;.\T

burning loco-

in

the

if

no necessity
\hh

])roj)(^r

section

sparks,
for

such

of

the

cooperation can be

maintained among the State pow(Ts, the
railroads and the citizens who live along
the right-of-way.
With the danger of
forest

not

(eliminated to a large extent,

fires

only

can the natural timber

gr()^^ing b(>

brought to

a

now

marketable and

"
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economically

valuable

literally

millions of

senting

possibilities

lions of dollars

to

condition,

young

wide activity along these lines which will
produce enormous wealth.
For our own sakes and for the prosper-

but

trees repre-

worth many milcan be planted and brought

successful

fruition.

Without

ity of our children, for the protection of
the interests of our employers and our
country, for the preservation and prop-

this

cooperation neither will it be possible to
save the old timber nor to bring forth the
growth of the new.

agation of beautiful State and National

Between the years 1901 and 1912 Pennsylvania planted

The

and for the producenormous national wealth from

forest reservations

tion of

over 4,000,000 trees.

these forests,

it

behooves each one of us

and similar work in
other States will be watched carefully all
over the country, and if they justify the

to take a personal interest in this im-

predictions of the forestry experts, will

fires in

unquestionably bring forth a country-

lectively can.

results of this

portant work and to

&

make

Ohio right-of-way
so far as

we

the Baltimore

free

from forest
and col-

individually

^
Swallowed Safety

First

Button Saves

Swallower's Life
Symbol
HAASE,

C.

of

Movement

our N.

St. Paul, just sent
^

§§3

remarkable

ing

W.

Lives

P. A. in

us the followstory

of

the

strange experience of a ''Safety" button.

''Harry Spieckerman, of the Chicago,

Milwaukee
auditor's

&

St.

office,

Paul Railway, general

Chicago, on Thursday,

Safety First button, an
an organization on our road
to promote safe and careful operation of
An operation was necessary to
trains.
remove it, which was performed yesterday
at the Chicago Union Hospital by Dr.
H. A. Moje, 4132 North Ashland Avenue.
Mr. A. W. Smallen, chairman of the
Safety First Committee on our road,
was at the hospital when the operation
was performed to claim the button that

swallowed

emblem

of

a

up

had

to First Principles

failed to live

up

to the tenets of the

organization in the case of Spieckerman.

The strange

coincidence brought out by

the operation, according to Dr.

M

MJe's

statement, was, that unless Spieckerman

had swallowed the Safety First button,
which necessitated the operation, he
would have in all probability been dead
within the month, because when the
incision was made it was found that his
appendix had developed to about three
times its natural size and had hooked
partly around the colon; so the appendix
and button were removed with the one
operation.

Mr. Haase comments thus:
"This is a true story! Those safety
buttons are surely on the job at all times.'*

—

-

Who Owns
Just stop for one
question

icho

Your Home?
moment and

ask yourself the

owns your home?

There are many men who work every day of their
Hves and have Httle time for recreation, and even tlien
you will find some instances where they have no claim
to their homes wdiatever, except as they pay their
monthly rental to Mr. Landlord.

Do

not expect to be able to work on and never
In time it

feel

the effects of the continuous strain.

will

cause the strongest of us to give out.

There comes a time when each of us must stop
long enough to ask ''who owns the house I live in

V

It

is

decidedly uncomfortable to have to answ^er—

"somebody else owns it," and not the least pleasant
thing to remember then is the fact that such a person
realizes that for

many

years he has been paying rent

which might gradually have been paid against the
cost of a home through our Relief Department.

As an employe of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
Company you have little if any excuse to offer for not
being a home owner, for with the plan offered by the
Company, ^-^ou can secure a home which you can call
your own

in fact.

As information regarding loans is given out freel3%
take advice from one of your fellow workmen, and do
not permit another month to go by without making
some determined effort in this direction.
Neicark, Ohio, April 31, 1914,.

m
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Regulation Increases Motive

Legislativie

Power Cost
Address of General Superintendent of Motive Power
Frank H. Clark at Deer Park

THE
,._^

subject of shop methods and

such an age that they are coming in

was assigned me

pretty fast for renewals of hopper and

practices which

^Sl

involves so

much

detail that

it is

one to cover in the time available, except in a very general way, and it

a

floor sheets.

We now

difficult

may

be best to consider

first

the general

have about 20,000 cars with

the American continuous draft rigging

and

it is

the present intention to apply

question of motive power expense and

steel center sills to

then to point out a few instances in which
changes in shop methods and practices
may be expected to reduce our motive

leaving 8,000 which will probably have

power expenses. These expenses are so
largely dependent upon shop methods
and practices that the subject is one of
the greatest importance.

Our records show that the cost of freight
car repairs only in 1913 was less than in
any of the previous five years. The total
cost, including repairs, renewals and depreciation, was the same as in 1908, and
The charges
less than in 1910 or 1912.
and
depreciation,
however,
for renewals
than
in
any
in
1913
of the
Avere greater
previous five years.

Our

costs of freight car repairs will con-

tinue for two or three years to be very
greatly affected by the

number

of cars

with American continuous draft rigging,
the necessity of compliance with the requirements of the Government in respect
to safety appliances, and the fact that our
N-8, N-9 and P. & W. hoppers and our
0-12 and 0-14 gondolas have reached

about 12,000 of these,

to be retired during the next three years
in

order to meet the requirements in the

application of safety appliances.

We have estimated that the cost of
improving safety appliances on other
cars will be between $1,250,000 and
$1,500,000, all of which we shall be expected to spend before July 1st, 1916, and,
as you know, we are trying to arrange to
build up our forces and put special gadgs
on safety appliance work at an estimated
cost of $40,000 per month.
We have made considerable progress in
the matter of replacing hopper and floor
sheets in the steel cars already mentioned,
but it is safe to assume that by the time we
get these cars properly repaired

we

shall

have others needing similar treatment,
so that

we cannot expect very much

of a

reduction in expense in this direction.

While our freight car repair costs

will

be considerably affected for several years

by the Federal requirements in the matter
of safety appliances and by the necessity

'I'HI':

t'liininatin.ii

ot"

draft

the Ainci-icaii ("intiiiiious
tin'

ri<!;^iii^\

ANDoIIIO

HAI/riMOin-:

«iiH'at('r

portit)!!

of the

will l)e due. as in the jKist, to the

expense

necessity for

niakin<2[; re))airs

and

ural \v(\ir

daniaiie.

A

deal of

l)airs.

on the part of those enj^aged

in

and

])er

in

ciation

was

in

In

road.

1913, .8759, 700, while the dei)rein

1909 to

81,852,800

in 19 13.

Wv

to

make an

handling

r()ii«ih

be neces-

collisions.

the cost of actual

on

road,

the

sid(Mvipes, etc..

and

repairs,

important

careful

if

investigations
made it is

some

were

be made, as

probable that

upon

some

surprising

cost

results

would ho

that

senger car rei)airs

1913 was

in

for

the

it

is

total

repairs

of

made

neigh})()ring

roads.

locomotive

In

less

repairs

is

that

comparisons

with

cost of ])as-

it

reductions

are usually

obtained.

The

if

or

yards or

i)ut

will

it

any reductions are
made, to reduce

either in

due to

or

and

sary, therefore,

cars

of

renewals

de])reciation,

to

actual

check of the damage due to

in the

re(lucti()ns

amounts charged

try

to

cannot" ex-

an>- material

l)ect

It

sei^ned

not

has

advisable

rc-

cai-

slOS.i-lOO.

advanced from 8812,700

either in yards or
th(^

mile for

freight

were

1909

handlin»>; the cars

on

pci-

.91 of a cent, to

with a total cost of 1.09

car mile.

renewals

17

total cost

rejjairs

.S124,90() in 1913,

cents

«2;i-eat

MA(iA/IM

which time our

passenger car

duv to nat-

the daniat;"e apjx'ars to he due to carelessness

at

II.MI'I.o^ 1:s

onl>-

re])airs

thaninl9()8. 1910

\)vr

the

cost

mile rim was

F. H. CLARK, GENERAL SI^PERIXTEXDEXT OF
though
about the same
MOTIVE POWER
above
in 1908 and 1909,
the cost for 1909 and 1911. and the total
slightly less in 1911 than 1910, and incost, including renewals and depreciation,
creased from 9.10 cents per mile nm in
was less than in 1908 and 1912, .slightly
1911 to 9.79 cents in 1912 and 10.50
above the co.st of 1910 and 1911, and
c(Mits in 1913.
The total cost, including
reiK'wals and de])reciati()n, shows an inabout sixteen i)er cent. abov(» the cost in

or

1912.

somewhat

1909.

crea.se

increase in renewals

Th(*
ciation

ure to

and

is

and

])artly responsible for

make a

freight

de])re-

our

fail-

better showing in jxasscMiger

car rei)airs, the

amount

of

in passenger car repairs
having advanced from 852.300 in 1909,

depreciation

from 7.87 cents

])er

mile in 1909,

to 12.36 cents per mile in 1913.

crease of fift3'-sev(Mi

])er cent.,

ing the same* period there

an

in-

while dur-

was an

increa.se

of forty-thr(H' per cent, in the cost of re-

pairs only

i)er

mile rim.

creased from 812,300

in

Renewals

in-

1909 to 8313,700
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in 1913,

and depreciation from $287,100

The

cost

of

power

is less

satisfactory because of the

delay in making repairs.

in 1909 to $885,700 in 1913.

may

locomotive repairs

naturally be expected to increase as the

average weight increases, but unfortunately our expenses for repairs increased

I

realize,

of

busy times our terminal
forces are pressed for power, but I am sure
course, that in

that our transportation officers will allow

1913, while the increase in tractive force

time to make necessary repairs.
tendency that seems to be universal
in locomotive shops making classified re-

was only

pairs, is that of getting too

between 1908 and

forty-three per cent,

14.6

per

cent.

This

is

ac-

counted for in a measure by the increased
tonnage handled, the application of
frames and other heav}^ repairs to E-24
locomotives, the appUcation of speed recorders, superheaters, stokers, coal pushers

and safety appliances, and b}^ the rethe Government and
of

sufficient

A

time.

It is a

is

consume

It should

be possible, how-

and

I believe

can be done by closer supervision and
the use of better methods in our shops.
I believe that at many of our important
terminals we are postponing repairs,
which might be done at very moderate
expenditure of time and money, until
it

conditions get so
tures are very
of the delay,

bad that the expendiincreased on account

much

and the performance

m

^

of the

Y^^

thing in some of
fifty to sixty

days for class two or class three repairs, and
thirty to forty days on class three repairs

various states in the matter of boiler
ever, to reduce this figure

common

our shops to average from

quirements
inspection.

many engines

shop at a time and holding them
out of service an unreasonable length of
in the

pretty

general.

Class

four

repairs

from ten days up, with an
average of probably twenty-five days.
It would be much better from a transportation

standpoint

to

concentrate

the

work on a smaller number of engines and
get them out quicker, and it would be
also less expensive.

I

think this fact

is

becoming appreciated, as I find that in
most shops the average time in shop for
class two, three or four repairs is becoming
less but further progress can and should
be

made

in this direction.

—T^^

M

^^-"^

A

Land and Water Transportation

—

Brief History
from Address

Extracts

of

Frederick C. Syze,

Trainmaster

Staten Island Lines, at Inaugural Fellowship
Dinner in New York

TIRANSPORTATION

really had
commerce.
The
le^BI first foreign merchants of whom
wt' read, carrying goods and bags of gold
and silver from one region to another,
were the Arabs. The first maritime carriers of goods were the Phoenicians, who
dwelt on a narrow strip of land on the
Eastern Shore of the Mediterranean.
Water transportation had its first
development a long time before that of
any fairly well organized methods of land
J

birth

its

in

transportation, but the early history of

W^e are

all

voyage

familiar with his ej){)cli-niakin^

of 1492;

ask ourselves

and we might very

how

the development of this continent

very spot we

well

long the discovery and

now occupy

—would

—

this

have

been deferred had it not been for his
indomitable will, his perseverance, his
courage, and above all, his confidence in
himself.

Before proceeding further on the subject of

water transportation, we must not

overlook the part canals have played

nor the antiquity of them.

in

it,

Boat canals

The

date from a period long preceding the

Egyptians had vessels large enough to be
called ships about 3000 years B. C.

Christian era and were employed as a

navigation

is

The Chinese
early date.

wrapped

in obscurity.

also built ships at a very
]\Ieans of navigating their

were necessarily very crude, and
considering the difficulties under which
vessels

the Phoenicians and others labored, their

voyages should be regarded as
their

ver}- dar-

The Phoenicians spread

ing adventures.

merchant

throughout the
navigated
Solomon's

fleets

Mediterranean,

squadrons to the Persian Gulf and Indian
Ocean and planted colonies everywhere.
It

was not

until

that the compass

about 700 years ago

came

into general use,

and its advent rendered the seaman independent of the sun and stars so far as

means of navigation and communication
by the AssjTians, Egyptians, Hindus and
Chinese. The Royal Canal of Babylon
was built about 600 years B. C. An
interesting instance of canal construction

was the Grand Canal of China, 650 miles
long and constructed in the thirteenth
century.

It is

about

five to six feet

today, were constructed in place of
inclined planes.

From

present date canal construction has been

more or

wide

greatest example being our

however,

from

got

its

Worldimpetus
Columbus.

real

the daring

tin

that time to the

simple steering was concerned.

navigation

deep

and was at first equipped with incline
planes up which the boats were hauled
by capstans and made to slide down on
paved tracks. About 20(^ years later,
locks, pretty much as we know them

less

steadily

carried

on,

the

own Panama

Canal.
19
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Vessels were very small up to the advent of steam navigation, few being more
than 200 feet in length. Many of us

very distinctly remember how small and
the counterpart of the '^ Santa
frail

Maria," in which Columbus made his
histori'c voyage, looked as it was towed

There were caravan routes, many
which were through and across almost
trackless regions and on which camels
were used. The slowness and costliness
of land transportation, even in the eighsons.
of

New York Bay

during the Hudson-

made

teenth century,

it

impossible to

convey ordinary goods any long distance.

McMYLER COAL DUMPING MACHINE,

up

IVL\GAZINE

ST.

At about

GEORGE,

this

S.

I.

time canal construction re-

Fulton Celebration.
The Spaniards assert that as early as
1543 Blasco De Garay made an attempt

vived and met a pressing need until the
railroad came.

to propel a vessel b}^ steam.

timber were laid at the

collieries

near

said that Denis Papin, in 1707, propelled

New-Cast le-on-Tyne,

England,

o\fer

steam on the river Fulda. However, various experiments with steam craft
were carried on with more or less success
mostly less until our own Robert
Fulton built the ''Clermont" in 1807.
The ''Clermont's" advent marks the beginning of steam navigation as a com-

which, by means of bulky carts provided

mercial success.

proper,

a boat

It is also

bj"

—

—

Early in the sixteenth centiiry

with

rollers

rails of

one horse could draw four or
The first notable im-

five tons of coal.

provement on

made by

this

crude railway was

securing these

pegs to cross

ties

wooden

rails

by

placed two or three feet

paratively insignificant.

and fastening on top of the rails
which were about six inches
square, strips of hard wood which could be
removed when worn and replaced with

chiefly to sacred places, such as Delphi,

new

economic importance was small.
The Roman roads were established for
militarv rather than for economic rea-

substituted to

for this

strip of

cast iron bars

Ancient land transportation was comGreek roads led

and

their

apart,

strips.

In 1735,

flat

some extent
wood, and in 1767

iron bars were

upper

were generally substituted for the entire

THK
wooden

rail.

In

BAI/n.MOKi:

17S!).

William

AM)

.Icssu))

introduced a new form of cast iron

and

in

(HIK)

rail.

1820 malleable iron or wrouijjht

which were very tough, were
being rolled up to the lengths of fifteen
The gauge of the track was four
feet.
feet eight and one-half inches, and this
ultimately became the standard gauge
of railway track in England and America.
iron

It

rail.^,

will

be observed that

characteristics of the

way

the essential

modern steam

rail-

track had been established by 1825.

and that it only remained for future
knowledge and experience to develoj-)
and perfect these features.
The very early railways were used only
for the transportation of

mineral products,

and up to about 1825 the motive power,
with very few exceptions, was haulage
by horses. As early as 1804, Richard
Trevithick
had built a locomotive

CDAL

riLIl Xl.MIiLU

its first trial upon the
Merthyr and Tydirl Railway in Wales,
had hauled wagons containing ten tons

engine which, at

KM I'L( )Vi:s MACA/JNK

used by J^lackett

at

None

Wylam.

these locomotives were .satisfactory.
1814, Clcorgc Stephenson built his

engine and put

it

of

In
first

into operation on the

Killingworth Railway, where

it

hauled a

load of thirty-five tons at the rate of four

miles per hour on a grade of

1

in 450.

The Stockton and Darlington Railway,
twenty-five miles long, which was constructed under the direction of George

Stephenson as
opened for traffic
l)revious

Cliief
in 1825.

Engineer,

was

In view of his

work with steam locomotives on

the Killingworth Railway, he attempted
to use locomotives of his design on the
Stockton and Darlington Railway, with

considerable success.
this

On

the opening of

road the Stephenson engine hauled

a train

composed

of twent\'-two

wagons

with pas.sengers, and twelve wagons

filled

loaded with coal, making an aggregate

^T.

GEORCL.

s.

I.

weight of about ninety tons, at an average

spvvd of five miles per hour and a max-

of coal at the rate of five miles per hour.

inunn speed of twelve mrles per hour.
Notwithstanding the flattering showing

In 1812, locomotives were used by Blen-

made by

the locomotive engine on this

kin.sop to haul coal

trial trip,

steam was employed only to a

ton collieries

small

between the Middleand Leeds, and were also

extent

in

the

period

of

railway

"
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operation

immediately
compete in

following.

It

economy with
haulage by horses and for some time all
passengers and mixed freight were so
not

could

hauled, the locomotive being used only to

handle the operation of the coal

traffic.

About that time other railways in England were projected and considerable
difference of opinion existed as to the

best

method

of

operating

them when

Stationary engines had

completed.

many

advocates; others were in favor of horse

power added to stationary engines on
the steep inclines, but few had any faith
in locomotives, and Stephenson stood
practically alone

His

openly advocating

in

and on this date four locomoappeared to compete. One of
these was the '^ Rocket, " built by Stephenson, and another was the ''Novelty,
built by the Swedish Engineer, John
Ericsson, afterwards famous as the designer of the ironclad ''Monitor."
The
1829,

tives

of these locomotives lasted until
October 14th, when the prize was awarded
to Stephenson's locomotive, the " Rocket,"
which undoubtedly ranks as the first
high-speed locomotive of the modern
trial

type.

After dealing with the several phases of
transportation, covering a period of several

thousand years,

it is

most remarkable

earnestness

indeed to note that the greatest develop-

caused the Board of Directors of the

ment has occurred within a period spanned by the lives of many persons con-

their

use.

persistent

Liverpool and Manchester

way

—to

—a

new

rail-

a prize of £500 for the

offer

on a certain
day should be placed on the railway
and perform certain specified duties
The
in the most satisfactory manner.
date of the test was October 1st,
best

locomotive

which

nected with the Baltimore

&

Ohio.

For

instance, in 1830 there were only twenty-

three miles of railroad laid in the United
States; in 1850, there were 9021; in 1870,

there were

still

only 52,922, while today

there are something over 250,000 miles.

Appreciation of Frederick C. Syze
By

TlHE
^^J

life

Elias Bernstein

of Frederick C. Syze, the

present trainmaster of the Staten

BBBii Island Lines, furnishes a source
of

young man who
pluck and not luck

inspiration to the

realizes

which

that
brings

it

is

success

in

the

business

Foster Mines, some fifteen miles from
his

home.

When Mr. Frank S. Gannon resigned
from the New York & Northern to take
charge of the newly acquired lines on

Staten Island in July, 1886, Mr. Syze's
application for employment was favor-

world.
in Jefferson Valley,

ably considered and he was assigned to

York, in 1870. After completing
a preliminary education in the public
schools and doing vacation work in the
local telegraph office he became a telegraph operator and at the age of fifteen

the Huguenot station on Staten Island,

Close application to duty and good service stood him in good stead and in
March, 1887, he was promoted to the

was appointed to regular

position of dispatcher's operator in the

Mr. Syze was born

New

service at Tilly

as telegraph operator

and

ticket agent.

and onio

TiiK B.\i;riM()Hi';
George,

office at St.

1892, he

S.

In

1.

was made night

XovemlxT.
and

charged with the (hities of iiiglit
yardmaster. In 1891) he was madc^ vWwi

and

dispatcher,

in

February,

19()(),

in 1912,

when he was

as supervisor of

Baltimore
the

Ohio Southwestern showed

when they
handsome gold

high

regard

him

witli

a

The trainmen started a small
among themselves, but when the

watch.

fund

t(unporarily serving

on the

transportation

&

employes'

])resented

wa^

With
given the position of trainmaster.
the exception of a period of four months

•j:i

turn from the temporary service on the

(hspatehc^r

also

maca/im

i;mi'L()^ i:s

jKirpose

vied

of

with

became gen-

the collection

known, men from

(Tally

each

other

all

departments

in

swelling

the

c^'

contributions.

Ohio Soutliwest-

Thesincere grati-

Cincin-

tude and heart-

Baltimore
ern

at

Mr. Syze

to-heart talk of

has seen contin-

Mr. Syze at the

uous service with

])r

nati,

the S.
for

I.

And

present,

it

demonstration
made him feel

added here that
this

all

timehe has never
been really disor
ned
c J)
time"
"served
i

1

lasting

imj)ression

may be modestly
during

tat ion

a

on all
and he
said that the

twenty-seven

years.

esen

made

Lines

i

that he

was

fully

repaid

for

efforts

he

any
had

made

to

make

work

pleas-

an infraction
of
the rules.

ant for those as-

This

sociated with

the

for

a

indeed,

is,

him.

record to be

proud

It

of.

The

personal

Mr. Syze

he has the

characteristics of

that

Mr.

interests

are
the kind which
win men's affections and give
Syze

confidence
those with

good
is

t

an

FREDERICK

report

him?

Do

anything

to

he comes
officer's

in contact.

truthfully be
tive.

him.

common

A

personal worth

Do

men

they respect

Have they

with him?

With

Mr. Syze, these questions can
answered in the affirmaThe tribute paid him on his re-

respect to

tlie

liarly

SYZE

heart.

at

Sunrise

not

is

too earl}^ nor

they trust him?
in

C.

Trainmaster Staten Island Lines

to ascertain his relations with the

who

of

Company- pecu-

o

whom

test of

often

is

said of

midnight too
freight

yards.

late

to

find

him

in

the

In cases of emergency

works eighteen to twenty hours
a day, and goes many hours without
he

food.

He

will

stii'k

to

his

post

become

tena-

normal
again.
At his home he has a swinging
telephone arm from his bed-post and
quickly responds to the call of duty at a

ciously

until

matters
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moment's

regardless

notice,

the

of

He
hour or condition of the weather.
is a Company's man, first, foremost and
He

always.

enemy

and

abstainer

a total

is

formidable

a

Rule

of

^^G."

The Staten

Island

Lines

Mr.

claim

Syze as an invaluable asset.
Morally
and physically he is all that a man
could hope to be. Railroads need men
of his type.

Recollections of Early Railroading on

Staten Island
By W. Cornell

J

lEFORE

*^M
^mS

the advent of the Staten

Island and Baltimore and Ohio
Railroads, the steam railroad on

Staten Island consisted of a sort of onehorse

Connects

affair,

at

running from what was then

Tonenville

Perth Amboy.

Steam Ferry Boat

0N^^ AFTER DEC.
LEAVI!
With

7^ &

At

7,

HSW YORK

1875,

11 A. M.
1, 4, 5 &e. P.
LZSAVZS PBRTH AlKEBOY
7M, SM & 11.55 A. M.
2^. 345 & 545 P.
^

,

8^

&

M.

M.

9.05. A. M.

12.05, 3.05, 3.55

&

5.55 P.

Itt.

"

New York at^ &
Tottenville at

9^&

U, A.
11 A.

M.

M.

J^

&

P.

M.

T &3 P. M.

as Third or Vanderbilt's

to Tottenville.

track,

The road was

the passenger

cars

Landing
of single

were of an

antediluvian type, and were drawn by

antiquated locomotives.

The largest travel of the year was on
Sunday. During the proper season the
road was swamped with fishermen,
largely of German extraction, always a
jolly crowd, who with baskets, poles,
and other fisherman's requisites crowded
the trains from truck to roof. When on
jolly

crowd got aboard, and the wheezy

The conductor

passed through the train with hand out

all

went
Grasmere was reached, when frequently
she would stall; then all hands got out,
and with a strong push and a '^ Hurrah"
they would reach the Summit. At
Huguenot and Princess Bay the bulk of the

well until the grade approaching

passengers

Most

left

the

abounded

Stations

4

OLD TIME CARD OF STATEN ISLAND RAILWAY

known

known.

fishing

SUNDAYS,
Leave

travel,

of

engine started the train in motion,

XaBAVE TOTTENVILLE
At 7^,

regardless

a Sunday during the fishing season this

1st,

R. R. Boats from Pier at Whitehall,

At

which was a handy quarter,
the distance one might
as tickets on that line were un-

for the fare,

of

train,

as

the

best

in that vicinity.

were

of

them were

an ancient

order.

shanties built pri-

marily for the protection of passengers

from the elements. Others did not have
this protection, but were merely platStation agents were not reforms.
quired as the road did business on a

What is now known
Oakwood Heights was then called

strictly cash basis.

as

Court House, a small house in the woods
occupied by a colored family.

AM)

TIIK liAI/riMOKI-:

The

ferry

on

road

{'()iin(H'tin«2;

Island

Stateii

New York

Battery,

with
ran

side,

tlic

olllo

"They

rail-

from the
and made

three landinojs. at Tompkinsville, Staple-

Two

M \(i\ZIM

i;.Ml'L()\ i:s

think," said he. "that a steam-

boat should go like an

exi)r<'ss train,

and

they can go to thunder as far as I'm
concerned,

int(Mul to cjuit tonight."

I

of

Subsequently, this vessel was loaded

the boats used on the ferry at tliat time

At that time we carried
and aft(T she wa^
loaded and moored at the dock sinHowsprang a leak and started to sink.
ever, by (luick action on the part of all
From
concerned, the cargo was saved.
this time on barges and lighters were
chartered, some of them still l)eing in the
Comjxany's s(Tvice, and our fleet has
grown until at the ])resent time we own
and operate sixty-nine lighters and

ton and Tliird, or Vanderl)ilt's.

are

still

doing serviee as hosjiitals for

tubercular

The

residents

of

the North Shore reached the Island

i)y

patients.

st(^am})oats of th(» (excursion ty])(\

Organizing a Lighterage

Department
By W. Cornell

ylN OCTOBER, 1886, when the
& Ohio began business

i^ Baltimore

^^36

at

their

York City, the

own

stations

in

New-

entire floating equi])ment

with

barges, three st(^am ligliters, eight powerful

Tug

power was hired as required. All railroads
then had a lighterage service established,
and L. Boyer Sons were engaged to take
care of our needs in this direction.
This
continued for about a year, when the

tugs and twenty-one^ car-floats. These

are

with

reinforced

thirteen

hired

lighters.

consisted of six car-floats, which at that

time would carry ten cars each.

('()i)per ore.

large quantities of ore,

The
1902,

marine disaster occurred

first

when

a

off

ten

carrying

car-float

loaded cars sank

Liberty Light.

in

Cap-

terminal agent Marshall and the then

was in command
and succeeded in bringing the
sunken float to Pier 1, North River, and
mooring it safely on the south side. This
occurred on a Saturday night, and early
Sunday morning derricks were placed
alongside the float and the cars were

agent (now terminal agent) Cornell, and

removed.

question of establishing our

own

lighter-

age service was considered by the late

we

hired a steam barge,

known

as the

*' Eagle,"
a rather antiquated vessel
which had been plying on the North
River carrying stone, and which was

commanded by a
in

a

hurry.

skipper

This

boat,

who was never
shortly

after

being hired by us, w^as sent to Brooklyn
for cargo.

called

The

captain's attention

was

to the unloading of a vessel

tain George Francisco
of the tug

cisco

This feat

(who

is

now

was considered one
complished

in

of

Captain Fran-

night tug dispatcher)
of the greatest

New York

ac-

harbor, and

with marine matters
the difficulties he en-

those acquainted

can

appreciate

order to get this submerged
float with ten loaded cars over a distance

countered
of

in

two and a

half miles.

in

Erie Basin, the cargo consij^ting of log-

wood.

Someone remarked to him that
the unloading was very slow, and to this
the ancient mariner replied that such was
not the kind of worjc the railroads required.

i::J^.:ii^

History of

The Baltimore and New York
Railway Company

"aIBOUT 1880 all trunk lines, east,
£j^ had secured entrance into New
^^1 York with the exception of the
Baltimore

&

Ohio. Attention was brought

The Baltimore & New York Railway
in New Jersey, October
with a capital stock of $500,000.
was completed in 1889 and is 5.4 miles

was incorporated
27, 1888,
It

The

to the officials of the possibility of obtain-

in length.

a New York terminal by way of
Staten Island, and negotiations led to the

the Baltimore

&

New York via

St.

ing

projection

and construction

of the Staten

Island Rapid Tranist Line west to Arthur
Kill

and the Baltimore

way between Arthur

& New York

Kill

Rail-

and Cranford,

N.J.

The '^Blue Line Agreement" was made
by the Baltimore & Ohio with the Phila-

regular freight service of

Ohio over this line into
George was commenced
in March, 1890, and the operation extends
from Cranford Junction to St. George
and forms the New York Accounting
Division of the Baltimore & Ohio System.
The projection of this line contemplated the building of large passenger

boats or car transfers and the handling

ARTHUR KILL BRIDGE— CONNECTING STATEN ISLAND AND NEW JERSEY
delphia

road of

& Reading and the Central RailNew Jersey for the joint handling

of traffic over their lines

to Cranford.
26

from Philadelphia

of passengers as well as freight,

attempt was ever

made

but no

to divert this

business from the Jersey City route.

1900 an attempt was made

In

to increase

riiK

HAi/riMom; and oiiio

i:.mi'L()^ i;s

.\k\(;azink

27

the passen^(M- husiiirss of the l^ahiinorc

engines weighinv 173,500 pounds

Ohio ami the Royal Blue Line by
running two round-trip passenger trains
daily Ix^tween St. George and Plainfield,

operated.

<fe

Staten

Island

Junction

is

may

our

be

con-

nection with the Lehigh Valley H. R.,

about .09 miles from Cranford Junction.
This interchange is used entirely for
l)usiness handled between the S. I. R. T.

and the L. V. R. R. and its connections.
Linden Junction is our connection
with the Pennsylvania R. R., 4.2 miles
from Cranford Junction. The track is
owned ])v the Baltimore tfe New York
Railway, and has a ca])acity of fifty cars.
With the exception of about forty to sixty
cars per year of meat, poultry, eggs, etc.,
running east over the Baltimore Sc Ohio
Railroad and delivered at JersevCitv from

H. W.

MILLKR

General Freight Car Foreman

N.

J.

1003,

The
when

S. I. Lines

was maintained until
was discontinued on ac-

service
it

The

line

Arthur Kill

pound

from Cranford Junction to

1

Brakeman Schaefer, Fireman Wernek,
Brakeman Banks, Conductor Huntehbise

Left to right,
is

single track, has eighty-five

(A. S. C. E.) rail, laid in 1907,

rock ballast.

It

has a

maximum

and

three de-

gree curve, eighty-four per cent, descending grade

Xo. UVV.] IX FI{i:iGll
>I.K\ i( K HFTWKKX
ST. GEORGF. S. F. AXD CKAXFORD
JUXCTIOX, N. J.

EXGIXE

count of being unprofitai)l(\

and

forty-six per cent, ascending

grade against eastbound movement.
All foreign lines are crossed
steel bridges.

by overhc^id

Class E-13-B consolidation

the tracks of the Erie R. R. (intermediate

may

performed b}' the
is used exclusively
for interchange of freight handled between the S. I. H. T. R'y and the Pennsvlvania Haih'ond and its coiuiections.
switching

l)e

P. R. R.), this junction

Progress of Signaling on Staten Island Lines
By W.

L.

Dryden

Signal Supervisor

W.

Dryden, the writer of this article and Signal Supervisor of the
Division of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, has had charge of
the installation and maintenance of signals on the Staten Island Lines since
the first line controlled by disc signals was built in 1864, up to the present time.
L.

New York

—Editor.

N
I

1892 there was one block signal

New

Brighton and WestIn the following year the

tracks between

installed,

ern Avenue.

signals,

on the westbound track between
George and New Brighton was built
and in 1906 signals were installed on the
eastward track from New Brighton to St.

in
1893, two block
and in 1894, six single
disc signals, between St. George and
Clifton Junction, on the eastward track.

signal

St.

George.

In February, 1908, the new electropneumatic signals at St. George Passenger
Terminal were installed. The single disc
signals between St. George and Clifton
Junction were taken down and put between Clifton Junction and South Beach,
and replaced with double disc signals.
When signals on the North Shore between
New Brighton and Western Avenue were
installed in 1904, they were wooden poles
and the battery cases were set on wooden
foundations.
During the year 1910 and
the

first

half of 1911 all

wooden

poles

were replaced with iron poles, and all
battery cases wxre placed on concrete
foundations.

In 1911 double disc signals were inbetween Pleasant Plains and Tot-

stalled

SIGNAL TOWER AT PLEASANT PLAINS,

S.

I.

tenville

on the eastward and westward

tracks and in 1912 the

In 1902 there were seven single disc

between Clifton Junction
George on the westward track,

signals installed

and
and

St.

in 1904, seventeen double disc signals

were put in on the eastward and westward
28

new automatic

governing the four main tracks
between Mariners Harbor and Arlington
signal

were put into commission. Double disc
signals were also installed between Clifton
and New Dorp on the eastward and

HAi;ri.M()in;

'nil';

westward trucks.

During"

t

lie

and

oiiio

hitter part

of the year 1012 tlie (l()ul)le disc signals

were installed between

New Dorp

i;.mim.()^ i;s

m ac

29

\/i.\i':

automat ieall\ operated with KiT Hall
and 7-style''K" Hall signals,

disc signals

and

The Ticket

Seller

Robert Harold Fithian
Agent, Tottenville

WrrH
.,^__

the increasingly

close

feS^I the

grows the imi^ort-

railroad

ance of the station ticket
show\s to the largest

the

rela-

tionship between the public and

He

seller.

number

of persons

Company's attitude toward the public.

It

ai)i)(^ars

to

me

that the most im-

portant requisites for a successful ticket
seller are

the

a knowledge of his business and

ability

pleasantly.

human

to

impart

He must

nature so that

knowledge

this

})e
lie

a fair judge of

can treat cus-

TWELVE LEVER IXTERLOCKIXG PLANT AT
PRINCESS BAY.

S.

L

which completed the auto-

Annadale,

matic signaling on double tracks at this
tim(\

June,

In

1913,

when double

tracks

w(Te extended from Annadale to Princess

Bay, double disc signals \vere installed

and

in

September, 1913, a twelve-lever
was put in service at

interlocking plant

the west end of single track at Princess

Bay.

On October
at

1913,

15,

interlocking plant

a twelve-lever

was put

into service

the east end of the single track at

with

Plains,

home and

distant upper quadrant,

motor
semaphore signals
at both Princess Bay and Pleasant Plains.
This establish(>s a com])l(^te lever and
block system over the .8 miles of single

driven, electric lights,

track.

With

Island

Lines are a

WALL.\CE BEDELL. VETERAN MACUINLST A

semi-automatic,

Pl(\asant

this installation the Staten

hundred

])er

c(>nt.

CLIFTON SHOPS.

S.

tomers of varying characteristics as
should be

trc^ated.

Here

is

T

L

the\'

an instance

which proves m}' i)oint.
One evening a gentleman came into the
station after the last train had left for St.
George. He had had some trouble which
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he explained to
ugly mood.
train

told

He

me

later,

asked

and was

me when

in

an

the next

would leave for New York and I
him there would be no more trains
morning.

until

Some

disagreeable

re-

marks about the railroad followed until I
asked him where he wanted to go. Finding that he wanted to get to New York
as soon as possible, I explained

how he

took him to the trolley and
ing

much

brighter.

remembered

for

I

my

was

little

left

him

feel-

substantially

courtesy.

Sometimes, very often I might say,
the ticket seller has to answer foolish
I remember a passenger comquestions.
ing up to the office asking me to sell him
a ticket ''Home." Unfortunately I did
not

know where

home was and he

his

could get a trolley to St. George and from

could not

there the ferry to New York, and as he
was a stranger on the Island and the last
train had gone, I closed up my office,

business thoroughly and take a personal

tell

me.

In conclusion

let

me

say,

know your

your work.

interest in

Representative Industries on Staten Island

STATEN

Island has

made good

progress during the past few years

erectors, operate a

large

iron

and

plant at Mariners

fabricating

steel

Harbor.

,

^^1 in the industrial development, for
which

it is

so well adapted.

larger manufacturies
of the

is

Among

its

the eastern plant

Procter & Gamble Distributing Co.,

PLANT OF

I.

T.

Most
and

lightered

fabrication.

plied

comes from Pittsburgh,
from Arlington after
Milliken Brothers have sup-

of the steel
is

frames for

many

of

the

largest

WILLIAMS & SONS LUMBER CO. A PROSPEROUS STATEN ISLAND INDUSTRY

The

New York and

maintain

buildings

in

Staten Island was selected for their purposes after the whole surrounding terri-

numerous

offices

tory was carefully considered speaks well

South Africa and other countries. The
Standard Varnish Works located at Elm
Park is one of the largest varnish plants

located at Port Ivory.

for its industrial advantages.

fact that

Milliken

Brothers, Incorporated, contractors and

abroad, shipping largely

to the Pacific Coast, Mexico,

West

Indies,

THE HALTIMOHK AND OHIO
in

the country and shij)s

Tower

Hill

Linseed Oil

mond

Company, and

The Staten Island

pany.

Com-

Co. operates a large shipbuilding plant

at Port

Richmond and another
and

at

I.\

Mari-

one of several large
shipbuilding concerns on Staten Island.
At New Brighton are located the mills of
.J. B. King 6z Co., manufacturers of Wall
ners Harbor,

is

and Plasterboards. This Comowns its quarries in Xova Scotia and

Plaster
])any

own ocean-going equipgypsum rock, from which wall

transports in

ment the

its

made. Their products amount
hundred. thousand tons annually, and while New York and vicinity is
a large market, they are by no means restricted to this territory, but ship widely
to all parts of the Atlantic Coa.stand Cenplaster

is

to several

tral States.

C.

New Brighton,

W. Hunt &

Co., at

1.

T. Williams

large water-front

Shiphuildinji^

STONE STORAGE

and

mill,

at Port Rich-

a plant of the National Ix^ad
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A: Sons own a
yard for the receipt,
milling and reshipment of lumber and
hard woods. At Tottenville there is the
l)lant of the Atlantic Terra Cotta Co.,
widely known as manufacturers of terra

widclw
At
American

a plant of the

is

KMI'LOVllS MA(;\ZI\i:

West

are manufacturers of coal

and ore handling machinery, having
equipped some of the largest j^lants in the
country.
At Tompkinsville the Louis
DeJonge Comi)any operates a wall paper

AIILIXGTOX YARD
cotta for building purposes of
their

all

kind>;

market covers the entire country.

There

is

also located there the refining

plant of the Tottenville Copper Co., large

shippers of copper and brass ingots for

all

At Princess Bay the S. S. White
Dental Mfg. Co. have a plant for the
manufacture of dental chairs, instruments
and supplies of all kinds. At Grasmere
])urposes.

there
paints

is

the

and

Perry

Austin

Mfg.

varnish,

and

Charles

Co.,
1).

Durkee 6z Co., marine hardware. At
Rosebank the color works of theCi.Siegle
Company are located and at Annadale
the

Richmond Brick Company.

Among

other industries on Staten Island are t hose

devoted to the manufacture of fireworks,
jewelry, boxes, linoleum, chemicals, dyes,

wall paints, paper specialties
supplies.

and

l)akers'

"Golden Rule" Reynolds of the
O.

&

L.

K. Branch

(Contributed)

Sunday, March 8th, O. & L. K.
Branch passenger conductor E.T.

over night.

(^^Ed") Reynolds, after boarding

and he took him back to
Parkersburg, kept him there at his home
over night and brought him west on his
own run, train No. 203, Monday morning.
He then placed him on train No.

O^^N
jfffffJl

Bgiaall

train No.
his wife,

121 enroute to Marietta with

was informed

ticketed Huntington,

of a

W.

young boy

Va., to Chicago

who had

got on the train
knowing that no
Sunday trains are operated on the
branch between Marietta and Zanesville.
Junction, Ohio,

at Parkersburg without

The youth's

plight instantly

appealed to the big heart of

conductor

Reynolds,

Ill

at

known

Zanesville,

made

his

position

and also to the
northbound train No. 3

to the conductor

conductor of

from Newark to Chicago Junction. In
this manner the happy youngster arrived
at his destination without harm.
This act of conductor Reynolds is one
which will live in the memory of many
of us.
It shows a wholesome interest
in the welfare of others which is good
While in the strenuousness
to observe.
of present day life our tendency is to
''look out for No. 1," we alMike to feel
somehow, should the occasion
that,
arise, we would be willing to go a little
out of our way to do the right thing for
another at the right time.
The benefit derived by the

Company

from such a commendable action
secondary

consideration.

CONDUCTOR

E. T.

REYNOLDS

Reahzing that the youngster would be
obliged to remain in Marietta and spend

the day and night in the station, he
looked him up on his arrival at Marietta,
found that he had very little means and

was expecting
32

to remain at the station

a

which may l^e
Ohio on account
of this kindness shown a passenger by
an employe. Here is a point well worth
When a man is true
noting, however.
when
he lives as closely
his
ideals,
to
with
the spirit of the
in accordance
can, the faithful
he
as
Golden Rule
his
to his emduty
performance of
course.
of
matter
as
ployer follows
a

compute the good

given the Paltimore

•

is

Nobody can

will

&

i.y

.r

By Arthur W. Grahame

¥ y

PERKINS,

II

hoy

^J^

^m

of the

"

[.rofessional

Coon Hollow

bad

District

School, cautiously raised his eyes

geography and glanced at the
teacher, who, half aslee]:) at his desk,
nodded over a novel. Finding that there
was no present danger to be apprehended
from that quarter, the boy turned in his
seat and gazed longingly out of the

from

his

window

A

beside him.

d(^fiant rol)in,

warm

enemy, the small boy.

was, for the time being, a prisoner, and

he could be insolent with perfect

that

From

safety.
plea.sant

the near-by l^rook

sound

of

three

a nhole hour

It's

—guess

thin' besides

study

Spider Jones (Hi's

me

till

ha'f-pass

a fellah's got to do someall

the time.

Wish

seatmate) had told

he was goin'to play hooky this after,

mebl)v

I 'd

Guess I'll try to
a gone too.
" and he proceeded to

wake 'Four-eyes/

poke the bespectacled little girl ahead of
him in the back of the neck with a sharp
pencil.

basking in the

June sunshine on a twig just outside the
window, cocked his head to one side and
chirped provokingly, apparently aware
that his natural

cares?

came the

water gently running

over moss-covered stones, bringing with

"I'll

tell

teacher,"

threatened

the

victim of the pencil, and failing to arouse
further interest

by

his attack.

Hi

desisted.

He

once more turned his attention to the
o]^en window, feeling very melancholy
the while.

Five minutes dragged slowly by, and
Hi. half asleep, leaned back in his seat,

stretched

out

his

legs

and thrust

his

tantalizing visions of the deep, cool

hands deep into his trousers pockets.
His right hand came in contact with some-

ming

thing sharp.

it

swimwas half-past two, and
-chool didn't ''let out" for a whole hour!
Hi closed the geography with a yawn.
"

hole.

It

Xo examination in that

he nuised,

''lots of

time,

till

tomorrer.

"

and anvwav. who

"(iee! What's that?" and he hastily
turned the contents of his pocket out
onto the vacant seat beside him. A knife,
a rusty key, a ])iece of fishing line

and

five
33

—

"
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long,

new

carpet

rewarded

tacks

his

search
''Tacks! Five of 'em/' and Hi grinned
Uke the imp he was.
''Guess there'll be somethin doin' now
all right, " and he placed the five tacks in
a row 'points up with care' on the seat beside him.
When, a few minutes later, the
teacher roused himself and looked around
the room, Hi was apparently fathoms
deep in the study of geography.
Silence reigned in the school-room until

Then the teacher,

the clock struck three.

after carefully placing his novel at the

bottom

books (school

of a pile of school

Chalk

in one hand, an eraser in the other,
he shifted his weight from foot to foot,
mentally vowing an awful vengeance on

the teacher

when he

''got big."

Conscious of the teacher's suspicious
eye on him. Hi made and erased a few
aimless marks in the hope that he would
be forgotten once the lesson got well under

way.

But no

"Go

to your seat,"

commanded

the

Hi a hearty shove, "and
stay after school this afternoon until you
learn a little of what the other pupils
teacher, giving

month

finished last

.

Hi went, with hanging head, shuffling
and rage in his heart. He had en-

commissioners appear at very inoppor-

feet

tune moments), ordered the children to

tirely forgotten the tacks, and, reaching

put away their geographys and prepare

his

for the arithmetic lesson, the last of the

seatmate's side of the bench.

day.

with a yelp of pain, and
howling and plucking
furiously at the seat of his trousers. Five
times he plucked, and five times drew forth
a deeply imbedded tack before he found

In the

down upon

his

He rebounded

little

country school

it

was the

custom to allow the children to help each
other in solving the problems in arithmetic, and before the words were well out
of the teacher's mouth, Hi's eager hand
was waving in the air.
"Yes, Hiram, " said the teacher, majes-

stood in the

relief,

aisle,

and the howling was replaced by

the sound of subdued sobbing.
Willie

Willie

arithmetic?"

Brown

asked

with

sit

Hi

in

his

me

for

silkiest

Willie was Hi's dearest enemy
and it was for his discomfiture that he
had arranged the tacks.
The teacher, however, knew Hi of old,
and many a sad experience had taught
him that when polite he was most dantones.

gerous.

"No," he snapped,

" he cannot, but

you may go to the blackboard and show
us how to solve Example 232. 'If Farmer
Smith bought two cows for forty dollars
',
each and
go ahead and work it
out."

"Huh,"

grunted

Hi,

as

he slowly

meandered toward the blackboard, his
mind quite blank as to the lesson.

to see what
had been when he

Brown was quick

Hi's kind intentions

tically.

"May

desk, flung himself

asked the teacher to allow Willie to sit
with him for the arithmetic lesson. The
exquisite humor of Hi's being caught in
his

own

trap demolished Willie 's sense

c f

decorum and he exploded with laughter.
This was too much for the already exasperated teacher. He jumped at the
conclusion that Willie had placed the
tacks on Hi's seat, and grasping him
firmly by the ear, led him to the front of
the room for punishment. Reaching his
desk he picked up a heavy ruler, and without asking any questions, ordered Willie
to "hold out his hand."
"I didn't do nothin'," wailed the
wrongfully accused one, his laughter suddenly turned to sorrow, "Hi put 'em on
the seat for

me."

-
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make your

disgraceful action

demands

to "play

worse by lying about

it," sternly replied

engaged

in

''Don't

the
it

monarch

of the classroom,

never to be

a point

in

who made

the wrong.

''Hold out your hand."
out

''held

Willie

his

hand, "the ruler whizzed

it

34.

The

over."

teacher.^

examining papers, did not
look up.
Four o'clock finally came, and
passed.
Hi watched the clock. Tlu
hands did not seem to
move, but after an age
were at a quarter after

through the air and came
down on the outstretched

the hour.

palm with a resounding

game and

the

scratch

smack.

of the teacher^s

pen the

pain

Willie's yell of

was

music

room

that

wounded

soothed

Hi's

feelings.

By the time the

The

had exhausted
himself by his exertions,
and Willie w^as a sobbing
wreck, Hi had almost
the pain

casioned

by

was

perfect

in

silence.

clock struck the

and

hour,

half

teacher

forgotten

Except for

the sounds of the ball

the
met

teacher, looking up,

Hi's

appealing

The crack
and the

oc-

gaze.

the

of

bat

yells of the con-

five

testants again floated in

punctures in his skin in

from the ball field. Perhaps even in his stony
heart there was some

the

pleasure

the

of

seeing

Willie so thoroughly
''licked." He sat through
the remainder of the

spark

His escapade
punishment
so taken up the time

tentment.

Willie's

that

the dismissal

rang

before

for

he

boy that

he

pity,

might go.
Hi went

afternoon in perfect con-

and
had

of

the

told

as

far

down

quietly,

the

the steps with a

he landed

the lesson

in

the outraged

started out with the rest

me

he

"I'll learn

He had

There he sat in deep
dejection while from out-

l)y

Willie.

yer ter

git

licked," shouted his

unexpected antagonist >
as he landed a carefully
planned swing on Hi's

almost reached the door

when the teacher ordered
him back to his seat.

the yard

was confronted

was well under way.
Hi had a poor memory
for
some things, and
of the pupils.

As

leap and a whoop.

bell

as

then

door,

AND PLUCKING
FURIOUSLY AT THE SEAT
OF HIS TROUSERS

HI —HOWLING

came the crack of a willow bat
ball, and wild yells of encouragement, followed by the usual argument as to whether or not the runner
had reached his base, and loud-voiced

nose.

The latter, confounded
by the suddenness of

side

the attack, fought back to the best of his

meeting the

ability, but,

and

seeing

taken completely by surprise
blindly

through the tears

occasioned by the blow on his nose, was

no match

for the

enraged Willie.

After
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a few

more blows Hi found himself

on

flat

seated

back,

his

astride

engaged

his

the victorious Willie
industriously

chest,

pounding

in

his face

with both

''Say yer got enough," sternly com-

manded

WiUie, after a few minutes of

that pleasant exercise,

''or I'll knock yer
head off."
" 'Nough," grunted the conquered one,

yer

jest

wait

ketch

I

'till

yer

yer to hang 'round this here

"I'll learn

me

tomorrer?"

yer to

early

calves at every other step.

Hi gained
yer do ter

I told

and do them chores,"
cried his irate parent.
"Git inter that
buggy and be quick about it."
Willie was quick, but not quick enough
to escape his father's long buggy whip,
which snapped viciously around his

tomorrer."

"What'll

when

school yard fightin',

come home

fists.

^'but

roughly around by the shoulder, and found
himself face to face with his father.

to the

his feet

pump

and stumbled over

that stood in the corner of

inquired Willie, one hand grasping a lock

the school yard.

and the
clenched, raised above his
chastise for any insolence.

a wet handkerchief and a piece of mirror

Hi's

of

hair

"Nothin',"

said

Hi,

tightly

other,

face, read}- to

abject

in

sur-

pump, he took account
damages and made such repairs as

fastened to the
of

were possible.

One eye was

render.
Willie sat on his chest a
'gloating over his victim,

and

spot for a farewell blow.

when he came

Hi's face,

little

longer,

selecting a

He wanted
to school the

next morning, to be an advertisement of
He noticed that
liis ability as a pugilist.
Hi's right eye was

still in fairly good conand was just about to remedy that
fault when he was jerked to his feet by
:a strong hand on his coat collar, spun

dition,

There, with the aid of

rapidly closing, two front

teeth were missing, both ears badly swollen

and

his nose bleeding copiously.
"Well," thought Hi, as he bathed his
battered face, "I guess we're about even.
I put the tacks on the seat for Willie and
then sat on them myself. Willie laughed
and the teacher licked him.
And

when

Willie

whipped him.

licked

But

me,

just

his

you wait

father
until I

catch the son-of-a-gun tomorrer."

X

^
Last

Chance

For

Deer

Park Pamphlet

Applications for pamphlet containing all the proceedings of the Deer Park operating convention of
September, 1913, will close June 1st. Copies will be
furnished gratis to all employes sending in their
::
::
::
requests to the editor before that date.

X

X

Staten Island's

Future
A

Forecast of

its

Logical Development

By G.

J.

Brown

General Traffic Agent

THI]RE can be but one view of the
..^,_^

future importance of Staten Island

SS^

from a railroad standpoint.

As

one of the five boroughs of the city of

New

York, with

the thousands

attracted to

its

many inducements

year assume greater im]:)ortance in the
affairs of the harbor and city of New

York.

Convenient and quick access to the

for

heart of the city, with

all

whose attention will be
rural beauties and advant-

pleasures of suburban

life, is

ages as a place

to

live,

with the

defi-

planned subway connection with
Manhattan a reality, with a shipping

nitely

equalled anywlicre in the
harbor and with a })ri(lge connection to

what Staten

Island offers to those looking for release

from the increasing
features of

life

cost

in the

Construction of

tlio

and undesirable

congested centers.
tunnel coniKH'tion,

APPROACH TO MIXICIPM. FERHV SHoWIXCi OIR TERMIXAL TRACKS AT
location not

the benefits and

ST.

GEORGE,

S.

I.

which has been i")assed and api)roved b}'
th(^ Mayor and Public Service Commis-

the mainland

sion as part of the chial s\'stem of sub-

distinct

ways, and electrification of existing

supplementing its other
advantages for manufacturing,
Staten Island must ]:)rogress and each

ways would stimulate

rail-

residential devel37
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opment enormously, but the date

way completion
present
large

of sub-

is

not determined and

conditions

do not justify the

capital

electrification

expenditure necessary for

and

the

contingent

in-

due entirely to natural causes and advantages which this port offers over the other
seaports on both the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts.

It

is

quite impossible to con-

ceive that this prestige will ever be lost

SUSPENDING SIX STORIES ABOVE THE TWELVE-STORY BUILDING OF THE CONSOLIDATED GAS
COMPANY, NEW YORK. STRUCTURAL STEEL FROM PLANT OF MILLIKEN BROS.,
INC., STATEN ISLAND

These
improvements are sure to come in due
course, but in the meantime the population is increasing and the Island develcrease in the cost of operation.

oping at a very healthy rate, probably

than any similar

Accessibility, natural beauty, view of bays
and surrounding country, sea breezes,
faster

territory.

most healthful conand large sections restricted by natural conditions from
undesirable use, are qualities which are
becoming recognized and are attracting

perfect drainage, the

ditions of all the boroughs

many

and there
growth of

no reason to suppose that the
through this channel will
not increase by at least the ratio of increase
in the

of the entire count/y.

steamship

capacity and

it is

in

facilities

are employed to their

New

maximum

obvious that additional

must be built in the very near future.
While much study of the subject has been
made by cit}^ and government officials, no definite plans for early construcpiers

tion have been agreed upon.
unlikely, however, that
pier

investors.

traffic

commerce

Present

York

is

It is not

the next large

and terminal development

will

be

the imports and

located on the shores of Staten Island

exports of the United States and eighty

between Tompkinsville and Rosebank,
where there is a depth of water on the
pier headline of forty feet and other

Sixty per cent, of

per

cent

of

all

all

foreign

through the port of

New

travelers

York.

pass

This

is

i^\i/n.M()Ki';

'I'lii:

oiiio

This sliorc is tlic
undeveloped water front
the harbor and has the distinet advan-

natural

most
in

and

a(lvantai2;(^s.

availal)lo

tage over

other loeations in

all

New York

and Brooklyn of a physical connection
with th(^ mainland which (eliminates the
difficulties and uncertainties of transjiortation by carfloat and barge, as freight
can be loaded at the piers direct into cars

There is
fift(MMi
about
room
long,
one
feet
piers
one
thousand
modern
wide
and
with
fifty
feet
hundred and
ample slips for quick and economical
handling of freight. Some might hold
that it would be difficult to attract to

for

continuous

movement.

rail

along this shore for

Staten Island the passenger and freight
traffic

which have always been docked at
New York and Hoboken, V)ut

the piers in

SHOP FORCES AT CLIFTON,
in view of the standing attained by the
American Docks at Tomi)kinsville and the

prospect of
is

doubtful

subway
if

transit connection,

there would be

stantial objection

by any

not more than offset
facilities.

section

A

pier

l)y

it

any sub-

class of traffic,

the supcTiority of

development

in

this

should include warehous(>s and
'

i;.\in-()\ i:s

macazixk

39

manufact ui'inji; lofts, thereby affftrdinti; a
combination of facilities for the recei|)t
of materials, d()m(\stic or imj)ort, storage,

manufacturing and shipping convenien<*es
at

all

the

demand

lowest

possible

TIm-

cost.

for additional terminals of this

character alrc^ady exists and will bo in-

by the opening of the Panama
Canal and the completion of the enlarged Erie Canal l)etween New York and
Shipping at this port will inBuffalo.
creased

crease largely during the next five years,

and

city

and

state officials

and commer-

and business organizations are becoming very active on the question of
cial

providing suitable

Whether such

handle

facilities to

facilities will

the city in accordance with

its

city ownership of water-front

and

;.

it.

be financed by
policy of
piers or

DIKING NOON HOlli

I..

by private capital is not yet clear, but
is an increasing tendency toward mu-

there

nicipal ownershi]) of such
city

is

faciliti(\s.

Th<'

already imdertaking to connect

and organize the several disconnc^cterl
ojM'rations on th(» Brooklyn shore and it
is

not unlikely that a Staten Island de-

velopment

will

receive

early

considera-
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tion, as it

is

known

to be favored

by

sev-

eral high officials.

The

industrial side of Staten Island

water transportation service, make Staten
Island preeminent as a future industrial

is

center. Desirable sites along the present

more 'attention and study
now
than ever before, and its advantages for
manufacture are well established and
generally known.
Its railroad facilities

and the growth of the
heavy manufacture,
must be along the west shore, where there

receiving

rail lines

are scarce

future, particularly of

are several miles of frontage on Staten

Sound

are practically those of a terminal line hav-

Island

ing three direct rail connections through

which must be made available soon. This
shore, if developed as a whole and on a
broad scale, may become of great value to
the community and to the railroad. The
waterway, soon to have a depth of thirty
feet, and the unusual width of the available land, make possible an intensive use

which it reaches all parts of the country.
Bridge connections with the mainland
make the service dependable and not
subject to the difficulties and delays of

water transportation under unfavorable
weather conditions. Freight rates on
raw materials and finished products are
favorable, generally speaking, on the

''New York rate basis" and frequently
lower on raw materials. The best evidence of this

is

the

number

of industries

entirely undeveloped, but

at relatively small cost.

New York
seaport.

is

If it

now

the world's greatest

could have a continuing

governing board empowered to manage
the whole of the harbor without regard
boundaries, the most

located here manufacturing a great vari-

to city and state

ety of products and shipping to

parts

courageous imagination could not ade-

of artesian

quately picture the great development
which would accrue to the district around
our national harbor, which now handles

The supply

of the country.

water
the

is

large but

New

is

being augmented by
the contract

Catskill supply,

for laying the pipe line across the

ing been awarded

.

all

The market

bay hav-

for labor

not confined to local supply, which

is
is

ample, but has Manhattan, Brooklyn,
Elizabeth,

Newark and Perth Amboy

draw from.
market for

products of

vicinity as a

almost

ever}^

These advanwith the combination of rail and

description
tages,

New York and

to

is

unequalled.

forty-seven

per

foreign commerce.

cent,

of

the

And unless

nation's

the United

States of America cease to grow in popula-

and commerce, and the great city and
New York lose prestige and retrograde, Staten Island must progress and
become a factor of increasing impoi bance
in the residential, commercial and industion

port of

trial life of

the countr}^

.

New York

Inaugural Fellowship Dinner of

Terminal Employes
r*

T'

HE

Inaugural

^

£'^

the

ployes of

St at en Island Divisions

York
of

DiuOhio emYork and

Fellowship

ner of the Baltimore

New

&

was held in New
on the evening

at the Hotel Cierard

Saturday, April 18th, at 7.30 o'clock.

He

em})loyes.

then introduced the

the evening. Doctor E.

Parlett

the

mittee.

of

General

first

M.
Com-

speaker of

Safety

Doctor Parlett spoke in his
and effective way and it

usual* forceful

what
by
not only the men, })ut also the women.
The latter undoubtedh' realized what a
was

interesting

note

to

with

Almost two hundred employes, employes'
wives, sweethearts and friends were there
on time and although there was some

attention his remarks were received

delay in getting seated for dinner, the

tremendous salutary effect the good recampaign will work in
the home.
Doctor Parlett's statement
that the accidents and fatalities for the
first three months of last year had been
reduced twenty per cent, this year brought
forth enthusiastic approbation from those

extra hour's wait permitted the

men

to

shake liands with fellow-employes with

whom

many

had been
and yet with
whom they had never had the pleasure
of a personal acquaintance.
The married and the near-married men held an
in

corresponding

cases

for

the\^

years

sults of the Safety

present

informal reception with the ladies in the
parlor of the

Gerard and made

the bachelors present

good fortune.
ner hall

of

envious of their

The entrance

was made

many

to the din-

to the tune of

some

popular melodies rendered by an orches-

After the guests had
been seated, Mr. Kavanagh, who was the

tra of four pieces.

chairman of the dinner committee, called
on some of his best cabaret artists, who
entertained in the familiar and pleasing

music hall style.
After an excellent dinner, well served
by the hotel management, toastmaster
Cornell outlined the purpose of the gathering and said that he hoped it would lead
•' more cordial relationships among the

C.

W. Tomlinson, our General Eastern

Freight Agent, followe
the injustice of

I

being

in a brief talk

limited

to

on

five

minutes for an address which he had
taken hours to prepare and which could
not possil)ly be delivered in less than a
]\Ir. Tomlinson's
quarter of an hour.
subject was ''Cooperation Between Traf-

and Operating Departments" and we
hope to print some ])arts of his paper in an
early issue of the Magazine.
In a short but comprehensive presentation of our newspaper ])ul)licity work,
J. Hampton Baumgartner, j)ublicity representative from our general offices in
Baltimore, explained how cooperation on
the i)art of all employes would helj) him
fic

41
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keep the Baltimore

&

Ohio before the
way. Some of his
stories appropriate .to the subject were
particularly well received and he also outlined in an interesting way the change in
the feeling of the railroads toward the

pubhc

in a favorable

J.
B. Scott, our General Eastern
Passenger Agent, had been expected to
speak on the subject of "The Develop-

ment

of the Passenger Train," but the
near departure of a special and very
modern passenger train on the Baltimore

general subject of publicity before the

&

people of the country.

that he leave the

G.

Brown,

J.

auditor

and

general

agent of the Staten Island Lines,
hung up the record cf the evening for
traffic

Ohio for Kansas City made

company

it

necessary

at a compara-

tively early hour.

Some of the illustrations which J. W.
Coon gave of the quantity and quality of
loss and damage sustained by the Baltimore & Ohio were fairly appalhng. He
spoke, for instance, of the danger of not
seeing that proper records are sent and

kept with each shipment and told of a
recent consignment of spring water which

had been confused with a consignment
of embalming fluid and which resulted in
the sudden death of a priest who drank
the embalming fluid sent to him in the
belief that it was the spring water.
Mr.

Coon made a strong

plea for support

along the line in the effort being

all

made

and damage, and concluded with some felicitous remarks on
the initiative shown by the local men on
to reduce our loss

the
W.

New York

CORNELL

its

success.

Terminal Agent and Toastmaster

H.

He had

Division in organizing the

banquet and congratulated them on
A.

Cochran,

our

Coal

F!;eight

prepared a compre-

Agent, was obliged to eliminate the ad-

hensive article on the subject of ''Traffic"
and extracts from this will appear soon

had prepared almost in its enbut he dwelt in a happy vein upon
the benefits he believes will be derived
from the getting together of the boys
from Staten Island and New York. His

brevity.

in the

Magazine.

The

subject

the

editor

He

zine.

of

''Good

of

had been assigned

Fellowship"

M. Van Sant,
Employes Maga-

to R.

the

stated that

good fellowship

workaday world manifests

dress he

tirety,

paper on " Tidewater Coal "
future issue of the

will

be in a

Employes Magazine.

as cooperation between fellow-workers,

Mr. Syze, trainmaster on Staten Island,
had been called upon at the last moment

and that the man who cooperates most

to

in the

fully

with his fellow-employe

who not only gives everything

is

in return.

man

that good-

fellowship implies, but also gets
it

the

itself

most

of

take

the

intendent
a

splendid

place

Averell,

paper

of

general

super-

and he presented
on "Ancient and

Modern Water and Land Transportation."

He

closed his remarks with an

THE
inspirational talk

bound

are

to

loyal

l^xtracts

to

AND OHIO

BALTLMOKI-:

on the rewards wliich

come to the man wlio is
and to his employer,

his job

from

this

paper

will

l)e

pre-

sented to the readers of the Magazine at

an

earl}^ date.

over, the floor was
and the one-step, maxixe, lame
duck and tango followed each other in

The sgeechmakino;

rleared

rapid order until the ''wee sma' hours."
I] very bod}' present had a splendid time
and if the other divisions on the System
want to cultivate a stronger feeling of cooperation and unselfish interest among
their employes, want to see that the men
get to know each other better and inci-

dentally to pass a very pleasant evening,

they cannot do better than to emulate the
example set them l)y our metropolitan
division on the night of April 18th.

To Mr.

Cornell, terminal agent,

who

due
which the
affair was handled.
From the remarks
heard on all sides after the speechmaking
was over, it is believed that we can confidently look forward to a much larger
get-together in Xew York about a year

acted as toastmaster, great credit
for

the splendid

manner

is

in

hence.

A

1:M1»L()V1:s

Among

;

AZI

XI-

those present were:

Mr.

:im<1

.Mr>.

(

i.

B. Bertolctt, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Saiifoni, Mr
and Mrs. H. S. Smyth, Mr. and Mrs. F. I..
Baiisniitli, Mr. and ^I^s. J. W. Olsen, .Mr. and
Mrs. II. Bohlon, Mr. and Mrs C. II. Kearney,
Mr. and Mrs. T. l\ (.Ic^rman, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Garver, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Fabre^;as, Mr. an<l
Mrs. 11. M. Frey, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Miller.

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith, Miss Sue Smith, Miss
Madeline Smith, Miss M. Bunp;ey, Miss A. Herkey, Miss M. E. Bellcnt, Miss PI. Marcusen,
Miss Helen Belden, Miss Ruth Kosenberp;, Miss
I. C. Lynn, Miss C. E. Carolen, Mrs. K. Spihning, Airs. Isabel Spinning, Miss Jeanne Spinning, Miss Lena Hoehn, Messrs. J. T. McGovern, S. D. Riddle, M. Watkins, C. M. Toomev,
J. W. Clarke, J. A. McCoy, P. (\
Lynn of Baltimore, A. R. Little, A. Antola, G.
Flamm, M. Hefftnar, W. K. Seaman, Jos. Young.

T. H. Clarke,

J. Kavanagh. T. Lallv,
Holihan, G. f. Byrne, B. Woods, Edw.
Kehoe, J. O'Reilly, J. F. Wunner, W. J. Kellv.

M. Paine. R. Kelsey, R.
II.

Fulham, M. E. Whelan, T. J. Lenahan, 1). J.
Leonard, J. T. Honan, T. P. Pilkington, A. G.
Hanauer, A. Levy, A. DeXyse, \V. B. Redgrave,
E. \V. Evans, J. J. Baver. C. Collins, II. Burk.
J. E. Davis, T. F. Watson, W. B. Biggs, A. L.
Mickelsen, F. W. Geagen, C. A. Schultz, J.
Kadien, R. Loomis, S. Kennedy, A. Earp, W.
G. McKenna, W. A. Bond, A. Vetter, J. D.
Blaekburn, C. A. Hitchcock, C. Bull, W. A.
Lynch, H. Marcusen, B. A. Chevee, F. W. Nelson, J. McCallum, X. Lew. H. M. Blakeman.
R. F. Briodv, J. Ljnich, J. Bradley. J. J. Curlev,
W. Dwver, J. P. Ryan, J. J. Mogolefsky, P. Bennett, L. W. Studwell, F. Molino. T. Brodie, P.
J. Carey, E. Dimond, F. C. Troestel, J. J. Donohue, M. E. Degnon, J. E. Price, Jr., H. H. Morris, R. A. Burke, J. Newman, W. Rapp, W. J.
Hagan, J. F. Normoyle, Edw. Phillips, H. F.
Casey, B. A. Campbell, R. Riddell, H. Ruben,
M. ^Ioriarity, J. A. Hickey, T. McXamara, W.
J. Honan. R. B. Xash, T. J. Flanagan. F. C.
Wheeler. C. Schadt, J. T. Gorman, G. KabatchJ.

nick,

and efficient dinner
committee was composed of T. A.
Kavanagh, chairman, on whom the bulk
of the organization work fell, and H. M.
Blakeman, R. M. Frev and F. W. Nelson.
ver}' successful

M A(

W.

J.

Ivers, J.

Cunningham, A. Sadow-

Curran, H. W. Miller, P. G. Helt, W.
Donohuc, H. M. Wood, H. Koenig, J. Blonquist,
L. Magnor, H. Roden, P. Ward, F. Ferrarra,
W. H. Murphy, W. Schuler, R. E. Collins, L. E
Collins. W. T. Warren, C. M. Davis, W. Goodfellow, T. A. Roehrig, B. Kelly, F. J. Dolan,
L. C. Copeland, E. A. English, W. McRoberts.

sky,

J.

CONSTRUCTION

Physical Valuation of Company's Property

Appointments — Promotions —Transfers
The Baltimore & Ohio System has
completed its organization for cooperating with the government in placing a
valuation on its property and facilities, as
prescribed by the law delegating this work
to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The board consists of an advisory committee having general supervision over
valuation matters and a valuation committee that will prepare and assemble reports, statistics of costs and other data
for the Commission.

The advisory com.mittee

consists

of

George M. Shriver, second vice-president,
Hugh L. Bond, Jr., general counsel, and
Francis Lee Stuart, chief engineer. In
valuing the property of the Cincinnati,

—

Hamilton and Dayton Railway a Baltimore & Ohio line Morrison R.Waite, of
Cincinnati, general solicitor of that company, will serve on the advisory committee with Messrs. Shriver and Stuart.
The valuation committee is H. R. Talcott, engineer of surveys, chairman; J. D.
McCubbin, Jr., real estate agent; Jenks

—
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B. Jenkins, valuation engineer; R. Mars-

den Smith, counsel, and
accountant,

eral

mittee will

J. J.

secretary.

Ekin, gen-

This com-

have jurisdiction over the

work on all lines of the System.
As valuation engineer, Mr. Jenkins
starts upon a task which will probably

He

take several years to complete.

will

prepare the engineering reports for the

government on the
ing the Baltimore

diary

lines,

original cost of build-

&

Ohio and

its si.bsi-

the estimated cost of repro-

ducing these properties new and for the
less depre-

reproduction of the properties,
ciation.

A

corps of engineers will

work

under Mr. Jenkins's direction.
In furnishing the government the Baltimore & Ohio valuation figures, it will be
necessary to make a careful search to authenticate early records of facilities, showing the

money which was

spent in original

construction and in improving the lines^
building extra tracks, enlarging terminals,

and

facilities, as

of-wa}^

well as the cost of right-

and other property used

for rail-
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ruad purpu.<(*.<. Property owned by the
Baltimore ct Ohio lines, but not used for
transportation service, will be listed
separately.

Mr. Jenkins regards the Baltimore
Ohio lines as unique with respect to arcV:

their valuation, as

riving at

will

be

to obtain some of the informa-

difficult

many

because

,tion

it

of the records

destroyed by the Baltimnnfurther, because

fi'-,.

•

wen.,,,,j

45-

safety appliances, including the planing

and sledge hammers in the repair
by trainmen, picks,
shovels and wedges used b\' trackmen,
coal buckets, stoves and umbrella racks
lathes

shops, lanterns used

in

passenger stations: sign posts, whistle

signs

many

and

ever}' contrivance used
branches of the service.

the

in

Equipment now in use by the Baltimore
Ohio lines will have a fixed value
put upon it and
cV:

there have been

the details of

many changes

its

cost

and charges

in facilities since

for

depreciation

the original road

will

be

so

the

that

owned

entire

has

property

been renewed in
the eighty-six

the

but

used

compihng

-e]~arate heading.

figures

The financial

for

the Commission,

history

the valuation en-

C'ompany

gineer will be re-

quired to

list

tonnage of

on

used

other

for

its exist-

ence.

In

by

Company

than transportation will be reported under a

years of

the

set forth.

Property'

was constructed

i

t

the

of

and

subsidiaries

s

the

will

be embraced

rail

in

the

each

report,

covering the

is-

mile of the Sys-

suance of stocks,

tem

bonds and other
securities under

laid

as originally

and

heavier

of the

since;

the

and

The

early

structures,

structures

sary to

Each

the

subsequently.

G. D. BRCXjKi:. S LPLIilNTLNDENT

of cross-

laid

newed.

the articles of in-

corporation and

also

number
ties

put

tracks

rail

the

in

It is

OHIO RIVE R DIVISION

reports will likewise describe

station
as

and other

buildings

well

as

the

and explain why

make

estimated

that the final re-

re-

it

replacing

was neces-

renewals.

article o^^'ned

by the

port of the Baltimore

Commission
documents,

<^

Ohio

will consist of

including

lines to the

7,000 or 8.000

maps,

profiles,

drawings, plans, estimates and tabulations.

railroad will

have its value reported to the Commission,
all
equipment, machinery, tools and

The valuation board has begun
aminations and the work
to the

members

of

is

its

ex-

being allotted

the committees to
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pursue with the

officers

throughout the

territory.

engineer maintenance
and was succeeded by Phillip
district

the Connellsville Division.

Promotions
On

kins,

April 9th, G. D. Brooke, superin-

tendent of the Shenandoah Division of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, at
Winchester,

Va.,

was

promoted

and

transferred' to the Ohio Division of the

Baltimore

&

Ohio Southwestern as super-

intendent, with headquarters at Chillicothe, Ohio.

Mr. Brooke succeeded

J.

of

way

Petri, of

Hos-

F. G.

assistant division engineer of the

Pittsburgh Division, with headquarters
at Foxburg, Pa., went to Connellsville

and was succeeded by H.

L.

Gordon,

assistant engineer at Baltimore.

Mr. Myers has been a resident of,
Cumberland for the past eleven years
and is well known in both business and

He

social circles.

is

a native of Frews-

burg, N. Y., where he graduated from

D. Stack, who resigned to enter the

the

service of another railroad.

degree from Allegany College, at

high

ville,

school.

Later

he

got

his

Mead-

Pa., in civil engineering.

Entering the service of the Company
at Pittsburgh in 1901 as rodman, Mr.

Myers was promoted
in

1902,

and

to

assistant

Pittsburgh in
1903, he
as

May,

1907,

at

In December,

1903.

division

1902,

engineer

division

was transferred

assistant

May,

to levelman early

to transitman in June,

to

Cumberland,
and in

engineer,

was made

division engineer

at Winchester, but only remained a very

short period on that division when he
was brought back to the Cumberland

He is a
wide experience and his work
has been of a very heavy and exacting
Division as division engineer.

man

of

nature,

particularly during

the

period

enormous construction work on
the Cumberland Division.
of the

P. C. Allen,
J.

B.

MYERS

the Baltimore

On the same day

S.

A. Jordan, formerly

maintenance of way
between Philadelphia and
Parkersburg, was appointed superintendent at Winchester. J. B. Myers,
division engineer at Cumberland, became
district

on the

engineer

lines

who has been on

the staff

of the superintendent of transportation of

&

Ohio Railroad at Balti-

more, has been appointed superintendent
of the Philadelphia Division.
Mr. Allen
succeeds

J.

T. Olhausen,

who has been

as-

signed to other duties.

The new superintendent was born at
Rock Island, 111., December 20, 1869.

THE
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1901,

tered railwa}' service in 1889 as a clerk in

Great

the operating department of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad, and after

filled

various positions with this

AZI

Xl':

Northern

the

eini)l()>-

Mr.

Railroad.

and

superintendent

later

Great Northern, continuing

In 1902
he became trainmaster in 1901.
he entered the service of the Chicago
Great Western, where he remained until

'>^

^^i''

Allen

the position of assistant superinten-

dent

company

i

when he entered

After atteiuliiig the i)ublic .schools he en-

filling

M A(

March 1,

tion until

1914,

of

the

in this posi-

when he resigned

to enter the service of the Baltimore

iSc

Ohio.

^
Progress of the Jennie Smith

m

N

order

to

prevent

the

possi-

biUty of the holding over of the

Fund

to be of the very best quality, the servict^

and was much impressed by

excellent,

Home Fund cam-

the air of satisfaction and cheerfulness

summer months, it has
make a determined
been decided
effort to collect the necessary sum before
the first of August. The anniversary of

which pervaded the lunch room during
the noon hour.
She also visited the rest room which
was opened for young ladies last year,
and said that she was proud indeed of
the Baltimore & Ohio for providing such

Jennie Smith

paign beyond the

to

Miss Jemiie's birthday is in August, and
it would be a gracious tribute to be able
to hand her the deed for the home on
Mr. W. I. Steere, the chairthat day.
man of the committee in charge of the
collection, is at present working along
the Baltimore & Ohio Hnes and we hope
that he will have the active and hearty
support of all our employes who know
what a splendid work Miss Jennie has
done.

more on Thursda}', April 23rd, and spent
three hours in the employes' lunch room
in tlie Central building.
During this
time she shook hands with over six
hundred employes and had a s])lendid
oj^portunity

a convenient

noon meal.

to

has

observe

the

plan

adopted

for

supj^lying

way

for

them

the

to get their

Miss Jennie found the food

duriir;-

working hours.
Miss Jennie states that the winter just
passed has been one of the most successtheir

she has ever experienced in her work.

ful

Hundreds
(fe

Ohio

she
in

Aliss Jennie paid us a visit in Balti-

Company

a comfortable retreat for the girls

is

of persons along the Baltimore

lines

have been converted and

firmly of the belief that the change

their attitude

fellow

men

will

toward

life

and

their

be productive of lasting

good to them, to their emploj^ers and to
the communities in which they live.
Surely this is a noble work that Miss
Jennie is doing and we do not believe
that any person who knows the excellent
results it has brought about will hesitate

in

giving

active

support

to

the

campaign for a fund to secure a home in
which she can spt'ud her declining years.

»

5«

The
Up

to the year

1668

it

Billopp

was

a dis-

puted question whether Staten Island
belonged to

When

New York

or

New

Jersey.

House

appointed time.
this feat, the

1

163 acres,

and Captain

of

York

consideration of

a tract of land, containing

the

Duke

In

duke presented him with

Billopp then

re-

built

this

ceived from

house, which

King Char-

he

named

the

"Manor

les

1 1

a grant

of the prov-

of

Bentley"

New

in

honor

ince of

York, he
the

settled

matter by
decreeing

that

for the walls

and founda-

all

islands

t

was

ion

obtained on

in

harbor

the

of

the ship.
The stone

the ground;

which could

but the

be navigated

ment came
from

twenty-

in

hours
should remain within

Eng-

land and the

four

bricks from

Belgium.

The house

his jurisdiction.

ce-

Cap-

is

therefore

tainChristo-

about

240

pher Billopp

years

old,

undertook
sail
to

recently

around Sta-

in a

until

and

was

remark-

ten Island in his vessel, the Bentley,

ably good state of preservation.

and accomplished the task within the

replete with historical tradition.

It is

(For a full account of the house see Proceedings of the Natural Science Association
of Staten Island, Vol.

X

2,

VV- 65-70.)

«

Question Box

Many New Problems Submitted
Additional correct answers to the problem submitted by
in the
S.

H

March

issue

Smith

T. R. Christy
G. S. Hardy

R. Tinsler
Bert Radasi

J.

F.

Champion

J. \V.

Langfitt

R. E.

Wasmus

F.

W. Robbins

W. E.
C. F.

Hamer
LaForce

A. E. Huntington
H. B. McNemar
D. O. Leary

M. Hogan
0. G. Geil
B. L. Varner
II.

G. Riedel

—

Conductor
Sej'mcur, Ind.
2nd Trick Operator and Towerman, Chicago. Terminal
Chicago, 111.
Dabney, Ind.
.\gent
Brakeman— West End
Cumberland. Md.
Timekeeper
Chicago, 111.
48th Avenue. Chicago,
Exp. Dispatcher C. & N. Division. Columbus, Ohio.
Yard Clerk
Newark Division.
Timekeeper General Foreman's

Yard Conductor

R. B. Watkins
H. C. Shrader

Conductor
Operator
Operator

F.

M. Tcdrow

Unsigned
C. L. Culbertson

Germantown. Md.
Gaithersburg. Md.
West Cumbo, W. Va.

Ex-Gang Foreman
Stores Department
Brakeman
Agent C. H.

Correct answers to the probh^ni

Connellsville, Pa.

Fairmont. W. Va.
Stat en Island, N. Y.
Octa. Ohio.

& D
in car

111.

Cleveland. Ohio.
Zanesville. Ohio.
Foxburg, Pa.
Gaither. Md.

Battlemay

Frank Canistra
Gerald Schoonover

printcMl

Trick Operator— "DA" Tower.Cieveland, Ohio.
Point Marion. Pa.
Martinsburp;. \V. Va.
Brakeman 2nd Division
Lorain Yard, Ohio.
Conductor
Yard Clerk
Lorain, Ohio.
Local Conductor
Toledo Division, C. H. & D.
Clerk. C. T. Timekeeper's Office. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Chief Clerk to Prn. Asst. Engineer. North Side Pittsburgh, Pa.
Section Foreman, Section 64
North Vernon, Ind.

L.

Bcnj. F.

S Sliihind and

1st

Conductor

Office

H. Kennedy
Geo. G. Wise

.J.

have been received from the following:

weight sul)niitted by H. K. Pursell and

printed in the Ai)ril issue have Ixmmi received from
G. P. Hilton. lo.ss and damage bureau, Camden Station; J. D. Spitler, operator, Sumner, HI.;
M. T. Shipp, brakeman, >Lartinsburg, W. Va.; E. B. Ritchie, clerk, (i. P. Office. Cincinnati, Ohio;
Hubert W. Miller, office boy, general manager's office. Cincinnati, Ohio; Roscoe W. Speer, tonnage
clerk, Indiana Division, Seymour, Ind.; T. Henry Lynn, operator ''JU" Tower, .Mexandria Tower,
Baltimore Division. Hyattsville, Md.; F. J. Ilallcr, Agent Central Railroad Company of New
Jersev, New York City; Leonard E. Hehl, office auditor coal and coke receipts. Room 1105, Central
Building; E. C. Grimm, stenographer, baggage department, Cincinnati, Ohio; Ci. W. Smith, tele-

graph operator. Defiance, Ohio;

Howard Wright,

apprentice, car lighting department,

Camden
49
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Station; L. A. Jeanne, janitor, office superintendent shops, Mt. Clare; H. L. Scribner, clerk, superintendent timber preservation, Baltimore, Md.; J. A. Phelps, telegraph operator "DE" office,
Akron, Ohio; P. H. Bell, chief clerk, division freight office, Fostoria, Ohio; H. G. Riedel, timekeeper shops, Cleveland, Ohio; J. A. Renehan, Mt. Clare; Eugene M. Chaney, office superintendent of transportation,' Baltimore, Md.; R. P. Hennessy, cax' service department, Baltimore, Md.;
John Francis Hohman, Jr., freight tariff department, Baltimore, Md.; H. P. Bangs, loss and
damage bureau, Baltimore, Md.; William R. Mackin, car service department, Baltimore, Md.;
Catherine Smith, loss and damage bureau, Baltimore, Md.; Rex, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Paul L. Faustman, car service department, Baltimore, Md.; RuthM. Jefferson, clerk in car service, Baltimore,
Md.; R. Edward Mitchell, office auditor merchandise receipts, Baltimore, Md.; Lester E. Fletcher,
assistant secretary Y. M. C. A., Richmond, Va.; Fred Nodocker, assistant timekeeper, Staten
Island lines, St. George, N. Y.; Wm. C. Pueschel, clerk, freight claim department, Baltimore,
Md.; J. L. Shiland, pensioner, Painesville, Ohio; R. G. Everett, operator. Proctor, W. Va.; Jacob
Mathos, master mechanic's office, Glenwood, Pa.; Harry F. Bonnett, caller, Garrett, Ind.; Henry
Bruner, caller. Flora, 111.; G. E. Ebersole, fireman, Chicago Division, Garrett, Ind.; Wm. Fulton,
Jr., car clerk, Wilmington, Del.; Roy Hinchman, ticket clerk, Athens, Ohio; W. J. Harris, operator, Byers Junction, Ohio; W. S. Black, general car foreman's office. East Side, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Ralph W. McCormick, clerk, stores department, Connellsville, Pa.; J. E. Miles, agent. Whiting,
Ind.; F. C. Miller, tonnage clerk, Dayton, Ohio; E. M. Perdue, clerk, cashier's office, freight
house. Canton, Ohio; W. C. Waddell, operator, Hamler, Ohio; Carl Shoemaker, yard clerk. East
Norwood, Ohio; D. O. Leary, timekeeper, Chicago Terminal, Chicago, 111.; Wm. D. White,
office auditor coal and coke receipts, Baltimore, Md. John McDonnell, fireman, MuUvale, Pa.;
Lee A. Matthews, clerk, assistant trainmaster's booth. South Chicago, 111.; George Wright,
operator, Philadelphia, Pa.; J. E. Albright, agent. Sand Patch, Pa.; G. F. Barclay, agent, Everson. Pa.; J. C. Carpenter, extra agent and operator, Jane Lew, W. Va.; A. S. Waller, chief yard
clerk, Shops, Md.; Robt. S. Compton, bill clerk, Louisville, Ky. Louie Traut, inspector. Sandusky, O.; W. F. G. Rochfort, Junction Transfer, Pa.; Joseph Snyder, switchman, Dayton, 6.; W.
L. Corrie, freight agent, Chester, Pa.; John Wehrly, yard conductor. South Chicago; John M.
Turrell, 3rd trick operator, Vincennes, Ind. J. A. E. Buhrow, operator, Whitfield, O. W. Arthur
Schnel, clerk, Dayton, O.; O. H. Holder, clerk, Washington, Ind.
;

;

;

;

Algebra gives us the shortest method for solving the Pursell problem, and
although there were many different algebraical and arithmetical solutions offered,
a majority read, viz.:

=

the weight of body of car.

(1)

Let X

(2)

Then 900

(3)

And

+

^=

weight

of wheels.

A

900 -f 900

= weight of

+

body

of car.

Things equal to the same thing are equal to each other; hence from

(1)

and

(3)

we have

= 1800 + -|-, or
2 X = 3600
X, and transposing
X = 3600 or weight of body of car.
900-1
or 900
1800 = 2700 weight of wheels.
X

-|-

-f-

Hence the weight

of car is

3600 weight of body
"
of wheels
2700
"
of trucks
900
'200

weight

of car.

About a dozen new problems have been sent in during the past month from
which we have selected two for immediate publication. The others are now being
examined and those which appear to have sufficient interest will appear later. In
submitting answers to the following problems, please refer to them by number:

—
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Question No.

3

& Train

A Train
4-5

Cars and

51

2 Enaines and 45 Cars

2 Enaincs

£A5T

v/£5r

Capaci+y-1 Enqine and 5 Cars>.(Mow Empfy.)

Two

by two engines, are running toward
each other on a single line of track and meet at a stub side track which has a
capacit}' of only one engine and three cars, and which has no cars on it at the
trains of forty-five cars, each pulled

How

time trains meet.
passed, the engines

and

position in the trains as

are the trains to pass each other so that
all

when they have

the cars of each train will be in the same relative

when they met?

Question No. 4
Two one-way tickets and

D. 0. Leary, Timekeeper,
Chicago Terminal.

three return

tickets cost $6.25

and two return tickets cost So. 50.
What will one one-way ticket cost? What

and three one-wa>'

tickets

will

one return ticket cost?

H. W. Smith, Agent,
Paint Creek, Pa.

"United States Safety Appliances" or "United States
Safety Appliance Standards"
H. Leroy Irving, car builder and inand axles at Blount
C'lare, has asked us to explain the difference between the two expressions
"U. S. Safety A])pliances Standard"
and ''U. S. Safety Appliance Standards."
spector of wheels

B. C. Craig, general safety appliance

and member of the general
Committee, explains these two

inspector

Safety

expressions as follows:

"It

was agreed by the Master Car
that on all cars

Builders' Association

that were in service before the govern-

ment standards were promulgated,
the

safety

appliances

be placed,

all

when

meet the requirements with the exception
of the end ladder clearances, and the
order of the Interstate

Commerce Com-

them the

right to use those

mission gives
cars

end

which had not
ladder

after July

this

— 'United

This would

1011,

All

cars

built

must be equipped

stenciled 'United States Safety
ance Standards.' The former
ment should not have the word
dards,' but just 'United States

such cars should

stenciled

1st,

than 103^ inches

all safety appliances in accordance
with the standards, which include end
ladder clearances, so the M. C. B. Association decided that all such cars be

Appliances.

i)e

clearance.

with

they receive general repairs, in accordance with the Federal standards, and
States Safety Appliances.'

less

ruling

Appliequip'Stan-

Safety

The government made no
on the matter of ste'nciling cars;
was the agreement among the
'

different roads."

Captain Thomas L* Morris, the Oldest
Active Pilot in
By

THOMAS L. MORRIS, now
,

^^1
in

employ
York,

New York

dore/' as he

of the
is

Company

T. A.
in the

at

New

the oldest active pilot

Harbor.
is

New York Harbor

The

''

Kavanagh
period were not like those of modern

and

times

endured.

numerous

After his

first

hardships

were

venture, which

Commo-

increased his desire to follow the water,

was
day

he secured emploj'ment in Boston harbor,
and at the early age of twenty-one was

familiarly know^n,

born in Boston, Mass.. on the fifth
1841.
His early days
of September,
were spent in and around Boston harbor.
At seventeen he showed strong leanings
toward the life of a mariner and accordingly embarked on a saihng vessel

awarded a

He

pilot's license.

entered the service of the Compan}-

master of the tug A.

as

November

Rose on
which time

C.

12th, 1888, since

he has been master of the tugs Balti-.

more (12 years), Hugh L. Bond (4 years)
and the George L. Potter, of which he is
still
master.
At the opening of the
Harlem Canal at New York, captain
Morris had the honor of being in com-

mand

of the first boat passing through.

During
vice,

his

twenty-five years of ser-

captain

Morris has distinguished
At the

himself on numerous occasions.

time of the
confined

home under

his

When

sician's care.

of the

he was

pilots' strike in 1910,

to

the ph^--

interviewed by one

agitators in the strike,

ana

're-

quested to sign certain documents proclaiming his willingness to join forces

with

those of his fellow pilots

seeking to

stir

up

refused to unite with them.

home

he assumed

bound

the port of

the
This
cruise was a great experience to the then
for

Singapore,

St.

his

by

command

of

his son Harve}^,

George, S.

I.,

to Pier 22,

a tug, and
brought from

North River,

such perishable as well as other freight
as otherwise might have been serioush'

capital of the Straits Settlements.

delayed.

3'oung navigator, as the crafts at that

on land
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Leaving

against the wishes of his physician,

assisted

CAPTAIN MORRIS

who were

trouble, captain Morris

The captain has never worked
in his

life,

—never used

a daj^
intoxi-

"

THE

BAI/riMOKi:

AM) oHK)

cants, aiul in his sevonty-second year
still

hah^

and

TUG GEORGE

h(^art\-,

I..

and. as

he

is

<ay>.

i;.\l

IM.o^

which
connnand.
of

1

:s

MACAZIM

("ai)tain
is

a
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M(»rris

is

now

in

I^ahiinorc

V('rital)l('

rOTTE?.. t-A?TATX M'^EPJ-. ^^ITIT A^iKXT EVAX-, SPF'^TVL Ar.FXT EXGT.T?!!

AND SUPERVISOR FLOATING E(KIPMENT KOEIILER ABOARD, SALUTING
OLYMPIC SAILING DOWN NEW YORK HARBOR WITH GENERAL

S.

S.

SUPERINTENDENT W.IH.'AVERELL ABOARD

TUG GEORGE

L.

POTTER CUTTING TliP.OLGH WAKE OF STATEX
MUNICIPAL FERRY BOAT

''Is Still able to stand over the wheel
with the best of them.

The cabin

of

the George L.

Potter,

tV:

L<LAX1)

Ohio Hall of Fame.

pictures

he

has

Willard. jiresident

:

those

George

Anion";
of
F.

other

Daniel

Randolph,

!
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first

vice-president;

bell, assistant

Camp-

George H.

sailed the ''Seven Seas."

and Messrs.

to president,

George L. Potter and Walter W. Anker,
the

for

latter

of

our

a

single

many

floating
official

supervisor

'years

equipment.
of

the

Scarcely

Baltimore

&

Ohio has not had the pleasure of visiting Captain Morris in his pilot house,
enjoying his fine New England accent,
which has stuck to him notwithstanding
his long residence in the metropolitan

his

earlier

days,

many

years his junior. He never
wears glasses and can see farther and
more accurately than the ordinary young

Captain Morris says that when he
began to navigate New York Harbor all of the ocean liners were side-

now

and the captain had

a subject which, as j^ou wdll

first

which was then the
largest boat afloat, and what a sensation
she made as she came up into New York
harbor. What a pum^ sight she would

all

agree,

offers

manifold possibihties for discus-

sion.

And

the

although

highest

regard

captain

the
for

women

as

has

an

institution, he could not fail to take a

alongside of one of the giant

liners like the Vaterland, the

writer

quite a spirited talk about 'Vomen,"

trip of the Europia,

be

The

man.

first

well the

an eye and as rudd}^ a look as

many men

and laughing over

He remembers

years of service in the harbor, has

as clear

quaint humor.

wheelers.

first trip

Captain Morris is a truly delightful
gentleman and, notwithstanding
his

section, listening to the interesting stories

of his

His

was almost around the world on a sailing
vessel which carried eighteen thousand
casks of alcohol in the going trip and
in returning picked up a cargo of figs at
Smyrna. Incidentally, the Captain's
pay on this trip w^as onh^ five dollars
per month and his keep.

parting indirect shot at

Mauretania

He was

separating.

them

as

we were

speaking

of

the

and the Imperator

necessity of constantly watching his tug

The early seafaring days of Captain
Morris were the most exciting that he
has experienced, since it was then that

in order to

li3

was a

real sailor before the

Early

it

in fine condition,

''Yes, it is just hke a woman,
wants something."

mast and

History

keep

and

said:
it

alwaj^g

Steam Roads

of

on Staten Island
By W.

FEW

D. Journeay

people realize the great pro-

gress which has been made on

fore the first

steam railroad was

the ground as the stage

built over

line.

,

^^.

Staten Island in land transporta-

There
running be-

tion during the past sixty years.

was once a public stage line
tween the old Vanderbilt Avenue boat
landing at Clifton and Eltingville. It
was called the South Side stage line, was
in use from 1850 until about one year be-

The plan
seat,

ing.

w^as to connect the

Richmond,

The

county

the onty boat landoriginal survey for the road
-with,

took from Concord to the Stapleton flats.
It was a very hard undertaking and Com-

modore Vanderbilt gave much valuable
advice and helped financially on condi-

THK HALTIMOHK AND
tion that they
to

CHfton.

would run the road

This was done.

direct

They

KMPLOVKS MACAZIXE

OJIlO

at-

tempted to build up the swamp along the
but with very poor success at first.
All the earth which was taken out of tli(^
cut at Grasmere was emptied into the
marsh from Bachmann's ferry to Bay
Street, an embankment was made and
the rails were laid.
The work was finished one afternoon and l)v the next
line,

Manhattan. Some of the men who
formed the stage company were also into

terested in the

new

railroad,

and

to Al-

bert Journeay, Jr., of Elting\'ille,

is

due

the chief credit for the conception and

building of the road.

In the course of his employment with
the Staten Island Lines, the writer has
three box cars and three

Iniilt

in

fiat

cars,

addition to the five coaches numbere([

from nine to thirteen,

inclusive.

One

these old

now used

a,s

coaches

is

freight house at Pleasant Plains,

and he

The

also built the station at Grasmere.

locomotive

first

])ilot

was ever

that

of

the

built'

and the patterns for the
Journeay and Edward
Banker, above mentioned, were also his
in Tottenville,

engines

Albert

handiwork.

Staten Island in
\jLr

HEKE

^^

mm
ment

will

War Times

you mobilize? Rewas dispatched by

port at once,"

the Chief of Staff of the Depart-

of the

East at Governor's Island to
of every State

Adjutant-Generals

the

east of the Mississippi

and Ohio Rivers

in

connection with the activities of the Army

Navy

and

While many
encamp-

^Mexico.

in

places were suggested for the

ment
of

National Guard of the State
York, Staten Island was selected

of the

New

most accessible, convenient, healthful and otherwise advantageous location.
Col. Walton. Adjutant-General in charge
as the

w.
Carpenter

.]i<\

i;.

in service of S. I.

Lines since IsGo

morning the whole

of

into the marsh.

stated

right of way had sunk
The promoters tliought

they would have to cliange the line, but
the difficulties were finally overcome.
For some time the railroad did not
cross

Bay

Street.

The

})assengers

had to
and

the

National
that

all

Guard headquarters,

experts agree that

transportation facilities by

rail antl

the

water,

water supply and commissary conveniences of the camp sites on Staten Island
are without rival

get off the cars near the turn-table

New

walk to the new Clifton landing to tak(^
the boat, which was then run by George
Law, from the foot of ^'ander])ilt Avenue

thousands of the
will

York.

It

is

in the entire state of

expected that

New York

many

State Militia

assemble here and prepare for service

should they be required.

—

Suffragettes and Antis

To BE

or not to be," that

is

the

question which confronts the wo-

,

Wl^^^
ic is

man of America today.

better to cling to the fetters

Whether
by which

Thus our

demanding

suffragettes are

"votes" and "equal rights," while the
many associations opposed to woman

must not be

suffrage insist that suffrage

who do

not want

To

other days have bound her, or burst those

forced on those

bonds and step forth to take her place in
the political arena on the same footing as
man. In other words, shall she join the

this the suffragettes reply that to vote

ranks of the suffragettes or shall she not?

She may
have the privilege of voting and whether
she votes or not may enjoy every other
right of citizenship and A^et not be b\irdened with any responsibilities which she

It

is

indeed a perplexing question to the

thoughtful

woman and
or

satisfaction

she finds

encouragement

little

in

of

the

militant attitude of her English cousins.

To

begin with, the very terms com-

monly used
none too

in discussing the question are

clear to

some

of^us.

For

in-

woman's
but

she

ethical

and constitutional

need not

unless she

it.

that

exercise

chooses to do

is

right,

right

so.

does not care to shoulder.

The

asks what does
beyond the doubtful

anti-suffragist

woman's vote

avail

stance, do you know the difference
between the two words, "Suffragette''
and "Suffragist"? Well, here it is,

accomplishment of doubling the present
vote b}^ adding her's to that of her hus-

straight out of the dictionary:

woman's

—A woman who advocates
women.
votes
has the
Suffragist — One who
vote.
"Woman" or "Equal" — Suffragist
Suffragette

female suffrage,

i.

e.,

for

alreach'

One (man or woman) who advocates
women.

frage for
oG

suf-

And

band, father or brother?
political

weapon

is

but her influence for good.
that the statement of
ical

attitude toward

man's

woman

further,

not the vote,

We

are told

selfish politis

refuted by

every labor law on the statute books,
nearly all of which are blanket laws and
protect the

man.

woman who

I "^bor

laws

toils

which

beside the

discriminate

"

AND oHK)

THi: HAI/riMoRi:

woman

against

ot" man air hard
many instances of

in favor

to find, l)Ut thore are
si)ecial

protection

women

laborers.

hv

law

granted

and divorce as provided by the

riage

states

ferent

tection

is

to

In the laws of mardif-

the preponderance of pro-

with the woman, and in view of

by

which

the

world judg(\^ her, ])erhaps she needs

})ro-

the

standards

harsher

And

tection.

made

these laws were

all

history of city, state

nation and

(jr

much

that

not but

man

that

many of
woman could

has

vested

his

do

those

in

the

United

States

who

may raise no voice for or against any
measure of the government are listed as
children, aliens, idiots, lunatics,

follows:

women,

and

criminals
states that

desire to be

"we. the

and

further

last-named

removed from

item,

this catalogue,
"

where we should never have been placed.
Surely all will admit that, on the face of
it.
woman's place on this list is unfortunate, to say the lea.st. the very least.

Though man has placed her
children, idiots

after

last,

and criminals, though he

a

just

little

better.

In the

"Woman's

Protest" a prnmi-

nent anti-suffragist says,
" Let us, rather, like the wise

A member of the National American
Woman Suffrage Association points out

rights.

no worse and

«lo

might

she

possibly

we canmade sad

of that hi.story reveals,

feel

misuse of
Surely

c!»ii-

and corruption

sidering the dishonesty

by man.

that

MACAZIXE

K.MI'LoVKS

men, follow

the light of a star and lay whatever gifts
of genius

child

we

possess at the feet of a

woman

Surely a wise

.

lit tic-

can do no

nobler thing.

Be

this as

may,

it

or

any sane and

or

women

votes for

our suffragettes

if

reasonal)le

body

of

men

can prove beyond a doubt that

women

will

mean

surely

the

embodied
the dual moral standard and other

righting of such injustices as are
in

kindred evils of today, they cannot

fail

the serious attention of every

to enlist

woman worthy the name. In the time
and space available it is not possible to
do much more than skim the surface of

withhold from her the right to cast a sin-

this

gle vote,

subject, but the al)ove are a few
thoughts worth considering that we may

politics

woman's power in the world of
is by no means unfelt.
After all.

like

what
it?

the wise virgins, be prepared.

a vote without character behind

is

And

in character building

who plays

more important part than woman? To
whom shall we trust the molding of the
a

The Well Dressed

Woman

characters of future generations yet unborn, but
If

race,

marks the progress

of the

then in the course of evolution

come

should

whether she
time

TxloXT

woman?

the ballot

is

now

be that

is

woman.

it

However,

'^__,

FOIUiET

certain

rules

to

that

there

»^.i^j selecting your spring and

We

are

be regarded in

summer

wise in deciding that the

sometimes so
carried away with what the merchants

may

advertise as a "fetching'' style of hat or

to

ripe,

who

shall say?

It

our militants are unwittingly

from the tree.
It may be that equal rights do not necessarily mean similar rights.
Always, it
seems, there ftiust be wrongs to be righted
and glancing back 'over the political
striving to pluck green fruit

wardrol)(\

coat

or

gown

are

tliat

all

v/e

fail

to

consider

whether it is likely to become us or not.
For instance, look out for your sleeves.
The short, fat woman should beware of
the extremely i)uffy or high-shouldered
sleeve.

The

tall,

slight

w.)man <hould

—

!
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avoid the very tight one.

Moderate and

adapt every fashion to suit your own
style. Some women have the perfect figure,
but some of us do not, and the ''hnes" of
our costume must be carefully considered.
As Grace Margaret Gould cleverly says
in her very clever book, "The Magic of
Dress,"

success

more a matter

in

tasteful

dressing

is

than of good luck,
take
Don't
get a big hat if
so
care.
you are tiny. Don't get too small a hat
of care

—
if

you are

tall

and

large.

Unless you are

pretty sure that you are very good-look-

do not wear conspicuous things. In
fact, one of the most unpleasant features
ing,

of the strikingly attired

woman

is

that

if you are short and fat. Break
up the lines and wear figured materials
if you are tall and thin.
But the main consideration, after all, is
the spirit which dwells in you. This

long lines

should include utter unconsciousness of

your array, whatever it may be. Having
garbed yourself with the utmost care and
with the best taste that you can command, then forget yourself entirely; but
do not forget to carry yourself like the
traditional queen,
with self-respect, and
dignity, without hurry or bustle or

—

dawdling.
either

Even

if

from a wrong

you are

ill-dressed,

choice of clothing,

or from habitual carelessness,

or from

she seems to the observer to have rather

the hard necessities of poverty,

too good an opinion of herself, or else she

yourself well, and your defects will be at

would never have dared to put on such a
costume. Wear stripes and cultivate

at

Snow

least

In the silence and gloom of the night.

Kate

Upson

Hills
S.

Aikman

Wife of Operator, Hume,

row,

overcome.

Clark, in Leslie^ s.

By Mrs. Gordon

Higher and whiter grew the hills of snow,
Built of pure crystals, each such a mite
As the wind played and crept along the hedge-

half

carry

111.

Each thought and each

act

may

help crown a

hill

Of sin, or of goodness, along Life's hedge-row,
BlowTi by our conscience, or held by our will,
Let us keep each one pure like the snow.

The Natural Resources

Mexico

of

For tho pliotosraphs of Mexican war scenes shown in tliis issuo we are indebted to Mr. 1). Bankhardt, General Agent of the Haltiinore and Ohio for the Republic of Mexic(j
When he 'ent them in
he also gave us a most interesting article on tlie situation existing in the City of Mexico, but in view of
the rapid changes which hav^e taken place during the last six weeks it was thought that some information in repartl tj the wonderful natural resources of the country would be more appropriate. All of the
pictures, except that of Villa and his stafT, were taken in the capitjil city immediately after the revolution of February, 1913, which resulted in the downfall of the Madero government.
They ofTer a
rather suggestive commentary upon the character and degree of civilization of the native inhabitants
of Mexico.

THE

__^
£^^

economic resources and the

industrial possibilities of the

In latitude, Mexico

public of Mexico are alike be^-ond

m(>asure or estimate.

Its

the

states, three territories,
trict,

and one federal

now sustain a population

1.1.

dis-

of approxi-

A

1

)i; i;

large part of

tropics.

however,

miles, politically divided into twenty-seven

REBl.l.

A

north.

767,000 square

PANCHO VILLA— THE

.\ .\

I

)

perature.

ni.^

area

maintain

100,000,000

;i..\ i;i:

It

try

easily

(

its

surface

AI.

between the
and 32° 42'

area

is

within

configuration,

modifies

its

tem-

>rAi

presents

three

fairly

de-

fined zones, thus: the hot country (tierra
caliente), in

people.

Its

distinctl}'

mately 15,000,000. Under conditions of
no more than fair development, the councould

lies

parallels 14° 30' 42'' north

Re-

line

which are included the coast

and a comparatively limited
of

low

altitude; the

interior

teini)erate

countr}^ (tierra templada), including the
59
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central plateau ranging between
3000 and 6500 feet elevation above sea
level; and the cold country (tierra fria),

The

great

INCENSE TO THE GOD OF REBELLION— BURNING
in

up

which
to

lie

the higher slopes and levels,

12,500 feet.

Above that

HOW THE

Y. M, L

are

a

range
those

250

soil

products of the various zones

from the distinctly tropical to
of
the temperate zone, from

BODIES ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF MEXICO CITY

bananas to corn and beans, from pineapples and cocoanuts to wheat. The

iJXG IN

MEXICO CITY SUFFERED

growth ranges from mahogany
and other tropical trees to the oak and

few peaks of which three are perpetual^
snow-clad, Orizaba, Popocatepetl, and

forest

Ixtaccihuatl.

the pine.

In the minerals buried in the

THE HALTIMORK AM) OHIO
liills

and

ami mountains, and
th(>

possible

in xhv pruducts

products of

its

soil,

K.NH'LOYES

MAGAZINE

t-ausc of the relatively

ment

of

its

pastoral,

61

limited develoj)agricultural,

and

9>^^k

'l^^^p

9|
^^^^jl^rj
^^^^F-

^KSH^^^^E^B^HV

1.

B rii^^^s

^^^^B^»

H
4m
^

ifl

1

BUKXIXG A

CORi-SE IX STREET OF MEXICO CITY

WHAT OXE SHELL DID TO LIBRARY OF AMERICAN CLUB NOTE PICTURES OF
THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND PORFIRIO DIAZ
Mexico stands among the notable phe-

pomological resources.— From "Mexico's

nomena of the earth's surface. It is best
known as a minimr country, only be-

\\\\\\(-

Economic Resources," by A. G. Robinson,
American Relieve ojRevieicsioxyi^y.
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now

the strong leader of the opposition

to exemption.

by

all

sion

who

It

generally admitted

is

are taking part in the discus-

and by the newspapers, that high

ideals

patriotism are the considera-

of

which are influencing the legislators as they never have before on a similar
tions

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

The question is almost wholly
one of interpretation, influenced of
course by the individual qualities which
subject.

Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Herbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Luckey, Staff Photcerapher

make men
Here
see

A Good

different

and make them

of such intelligence

and

Lesson

same question, when we hear the
same party on opposite

of the

SIX

cause the majority party tried to enact

ing the

legislation on an

member

,

important campaign issue

when we find men who

sides in the debate,

up

to this time never have agreed on a

political question,

same

arm

in

fight, surely

arm and fightwe should re-

at all times that there can be

The controversy was over

honest differences of opinion.

the administration's attempt to repeal leg-

lesson will be properly applied

which exempts American coastwise shipping from the payment of tolls
for going through the Panama Canal.
Strange indeed was the lineup of forces
for and against the repeal.
Radical and
conservative men from both the old line
parties and some out-and-out Progressives were against it; and the array of
forces in favor of it contained the same

of benefit to us only

tariff.

islation

all

We have our opinion on this question
and you have yours, but let us leave
aside for a minute its merits pro and con.
ample
right

it

as a very remarkable ex-

how the judgments of able, upmen may differ. The subject is
of

almost absolutely non-political; that

no party

is

so wholly

committed to or

against the exemption as to
real

party measure.

of the

is,

make

it

a

In fact the leader

majority party, which in

its

cam-

paign platform favored the exemption,

is

we

questions

if

And
and

this

will

be

in the discussion of

are willing to say of our

opponent that he believes honestly in his
contention, and continue so to consider
his opinion until

we

suaded that

due to prejudice.

it is

We Want

heterogeneous elements.

Let us look at

integrity

conscientiously supporting different sides
leaders of the

the

When we

a good lesson for us.

is

men

weeks ago official circles in
Washington were sorely upset.
^^S It was not on account of the impending clash with Mexico; it was not be-

like

see

the same subject in a different light.

One

of

are indubitably per-

the Truth

the recent innovations intro-

duced by Major Pangborn in the Divisional Safety meetings is the question
put by him to those in attendance as to
whether or not they themselves, members of the Divisional Safety Committees,
are observing the Safety rules.
of the meetings at

has been asked,

it

which

At most

this question

has met with a nega-

from one or more men.
Before putting the question, Major
Pangborn explained that an honest contive response

HALTIMOKK AND OHIO EMPLOYi:s M AC A/IXK

Till-:

on tho part of any of the men
would not be held against them and that
one of the very best ways of accomfession

plishing actual results in Safety
to find out

why men

work

is

associated in the

was

soniclinics

cally-

and

aiul

necessary

make a

con-

Mr. Kavanagh explained

logi-

to kick couplers in order

nection.

statement

his

in
is

it

carefully' th;it

were

if

t(^

the j)arts of the

coupk^r

ing to observe the very rules the}' are

cars bunipcnl, there should be no trouble

men

in

making them
was

so

At a meeting between the General
and the Baltimore Division Safety
Committees held during February at the
general offices, ]\Iajor Pangborn asked

of conviction, that

this

question of the Safety Committee

One man who

in attendance.

has been a yard conductor for over
twenty years rose and said that under
certain conditions it w^as a mechanical
impossibility

couple

to

w^ithout

cars

kicking the coupler as they were coming

On

together.

account of his large ex-

perience this statement created quite an
impression,

Major Pangborn

although

stated that even

if

this

were the

case,

it

was no excuse for the infraction of the

down by

the Safety Committee
must not kick couplers.
Major Pang])orn added that all of the
men knew what president Willard has
rule laid

pression

single time.

I

The question was not allowed to rest
liere, however, for Mr. Kavanagh, assist-

,

ant

)

Division, arose

superintendent

of

the

Baltimore

and said that the yard
conductor who had made this statement
was not only wrong for yielding to the
temptation to kick couplers because it
was an infraction of the rule, Init that he

"The

first

it

sincere

and

.so

in

full'

created a deep im-

present.

all

These discussions are really what will
end make the work of our Safet}'

in the

Committee a success. The Safety Committeeman w^ho does not believe in the
practicability of the Safety rules and wdio
does

not

respect,

is

state

his

conviction, in

this

a worse offender against the

who actual h'
infringes
rules.
The former
Safety
weakens the Safety movement by lending his name to it and then breaking its
cause than the employe

rules

and regulations, and making them

ridiculous.

The

latter

the rules because he

is

frankly
foolish

breaks

enough to

run the risk thereby entailed.

that employes

said in this connection, namely, that he
would rather have cars come together
a hundred times without connecting
up than liave an employe run the risk of
an accident by kicking a coupler a

upon

His opinion

('()uj)l('.

this resi)ect

the

before

set

j)r()j)erly

to observe.

members

i

that

Safety propaganda are unable or unwill-

supposed to try to get the other

.

wrong

also

opinion
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If

the

members

of the Divisional Safety

Committees do not believe in the practicability of any of the Safety regulations,
or in the methods adopted by the Divisional or the General Safety Committees,
they are not doing their duty if they do

make their feelings know^n. No
movement can make progress unless it
not

is viewed and discussed from all angles,
and the man who stimulates discussion
by questioning the wisdom of some provision is doing more toward bringing out
the truth, which is the one thing we
want to get at in this work, than a dozen

of his fellows

who

give tacit approval (in

and outside of the meetings) of n^gulations
with which they are not in synij)at}i\'

step toward the elimination of sin,

man who makes money

out of

it.*'

is

—

to get after the

Collier^s.

"

.

.

Where do you place safety in relative importance among the ends
to be sought in the operation of a road?

rv

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

Q^^i^(^}^

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR MARCH. 1914
Indianapolis

$13,131

..

Shenandoah..

10,240

Wellston

Trains

Shops and

Mainlenance of

nd

Enf-ino

Viirds

Houses

$11,463

$15,304

$13,789

751

2,684
11,249

Tod.I

Divigioiis

10,190

16,643

4,289

Toledo

9,039

11,043

7,058

Connellsville..

8,632

11,743

7.397

Illinois
.

Tn

May

.

9,502

$5,581.00 $ 1,485.00 $16,410.00 $ 3,774.00
4,712.00

1,099.00

10,787.03

Cumberland..

3,338.00

2 286.00

2,830.00

2,861.00

Shenandoah..

6,805.00

*751.00

*2,684.00

10,240.00

21,167

Monongah.

20,394

Wheeling

Chicago Ter'l..

18,574

••*•

4,608.00

2,603.00

8,198.00

4,010.00

4,430.00

2,683.00

20,394.00

4,219.00

Ohio River..

4,133.00

1,484.00

*9,502.00

2,947.00

Cleveland.

4,236.00

2.053.00 *21, 167.00

3,628.00
4,106.00

.

16,410

SAFETY FIRST
show, each month, on the

will

"hammer"

test,

3,008.00

...

.

.

Newark

We

Total

^^"

Baltimore...

Cleveland ...

.

INJURY,

Maintenance of

tr;

Yard,

Wheeling
Philadelphia

I'l ^"d
^^°""d
Shops and

rsA

Aro^ind
Trains and

Divisions

Phila-^'elphia.

10,174

OMoRiver

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER
MARCH, 1914

the four divisions mak-

3,114.00

2,435.00

6,407.00

Connellsville.

11,7^3.00

7,397.00

5,515.00

8,632.00

Pittsburgh...

5.319.00

3,245.00

12,562.00

4,744.00

Newcastle..

5,247.00

2,851.00

7,636.00

4,562.00

Chicago

2,459.00

1,942.00

6.261.00

2,475.00
5,019.00

Chicago Ter'l.

4,664.00

3,255.00

18,574.00

ing the best showing in injuries, based

Ohio

5,248.00

1,460.00

7,58100

3,108.00

on wages paid, divided a? between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "In and around shops and

Indiana

5,088.00

2,173.00

6,726.00

3,875.00

Illinois

10.174.00

4,052.00

4,927.00

5,497.00

Toledo

11,043.00

7,058.00

10,941.00

9,039.00

4,289.00*11,249.00

10,190.00

15,304.00

13,789.00

13,131.00

2,511.00

8,002.00

3,961.00

'M aintenance-of- Way
and "Total."
Heretofore, we have
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but,
engine-houses,"

in
if

many ways
work

is

'

Wellston... 16,643.00
Indianapolis.. 11,463.00

Average
*

4,757.00

Indicates no accidents.

this is unfair; for instance,

slack practically the

full

num-

ber of names appears on the rolls but

the amount drawn

is

less; therefore, it

evidently fairer to show the wages
earned per injury; then, if business falls

CREDIT WHERE CREDIT

is

the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly

IS

off

decreased.

amount

of

It is

understood that the

wage indicated

tive of one injury.

is

representa-

On page twelve

DUE

of the

March

issue of the

Employes Magazine there appeared an article,
''^Actions Speak Louder than Words," in which
credit was given to engineer C. E. Walsh of
the Baltimore Division for having run train 525,
engine No. 5113, from Philadelphia to Washington Terminal in such a way as to indicate
that he was an exceptionally expert and careful

engineer, particularly in the handling of his

Since the publication of this it has developed that engineer J. I. Way was at the
throttle from Philadelphia to Baltimore, and
it is a pleasure to mal e this correction and to
give to him, as well as to engineer Walsh, the
air.

credit due for such splendid engine handling.

—

vSi=^E)CIALv

MEl^IO^ R,OL/I^

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
W. D. Phillips, Childs, Md., discovered loose
wheel on P. & R. car 2458 in train extra east
4198 on April 17th, and notified train crew,
which resulted in the immediate stopping of
train and possibly the prevention of a very
serious derailment.

with but slight damage to car. Owing to the
high wind, had this fire been discovered fifteen
minutes later no doubt the car and probably
one or more next to it would have been badly
damaged or entirely destroyed and would have
delayed No. 5, due forty-five minutes later.
Conductor Jones made a report ol the matter to
the superintendent from Childs' station.

While walking through the Wharton Street
tunnel on the morning of February 2nd, after

a train, inspector Harry Whalen
found about five inches broken out of the eastbound track. He reported the condition at
once, and sectionmen put a new rail in without
causing delay to any trains.

BALTIMORE DIVISION

inspecting

On April 13th. conductor I. C. Argo, of West
Yard, Del., stopped at Barksdale, Md., w^hen
he discovered the platform at that point on
fire and extinguished the blaze.
A credit entry
has been made on his record.
On March

14th, engine

blew out cylinder head on

No. 4192 westward,
first curve west of

Immediately after train stopped,
brakeman W. A. Pearce flagged train No. 94,
thinking that cylinder head might have fallen
on the eastward track. Train No. 94 stopped
and was moved slowly by the extra west. The
cylinder head was found clear of the track.
Leslie.

19th, L. C. & S. local, engine No.
going west passed a train lying on Singcrly passing siding without crew. Conductor

On March

217, in

A. Jones, flagman L. C. Slicer and brakeman
M. Burk discovered M. & N. E. box car 1142 on
fire.
They applied the air brake from caboose

J.

calling engine crew's attention to the trouble.

The

was brought to a stop, a flagman .was
was backed to a point
where the engine was opposite the burning car.
With the assistance of engineman A. J. Lawton,
fireman W. Myers, track foreman Thos. Smith
and two of his men and \^ith buckets and the
use of engine hose, the fire was extinguished
train

sent out and the train

On March 21st, as brakeman W. J. Woodcock
was dead-heading to Brunswick, Md., he di.scovered brake rigging down on Company car
No. 69392 in train of extra west No. 4274. He
immediately had train stopped and the defect
removed.

Extra 4025 (east) in charge of conductor
R. L. Wilson and engineman J. C. LeFevre,
consisting of twenty-nine loads from Mt. Clare
Junction, had brake rigging on tender fall after
passing Carroll's Switch on April 10th. The
defect was reported by conductor J. J. Stier,
who had train stopped at Camden Station and
examined. Mr. Stier has been in the service of
the Baltimore & Ohio Company for the past
twenty-five years. This sets an example, which
should be practiced by the younger employes
"W^atchfulness," resulting in "Safety P'irst."

On April 19th. 3rd 95. engine No. 4198, conductor H. Thompson and engineman H. E.
Waltz, reported at 7.21, on their arrival at
Gaithers, what they thought to be a broken
A flagman was
rail east of Sykesville, Md.
immediately sent back, and he foimd a broken
rail, and reported marks of a car being ofT the
track and mounting again. Train was examined
Conductor
at once and found to be (). K.
J. H. Hartnian and engineer J. T. Miller of
2nd 95. engine No. 4310, were notified, and
found C. H. & D. car No. 40^9, Q. D. for Cincinnati, in train with a twisted truck, and had
it set off at Mt. Airy Junction.
b5
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On April 17th, at 9.15 p. m., while the Alexandria Branch pick-up. in charge of conductor
C. G. Bastain and engineman D. C. Zink, was
being helped out of the yard by engine No. 1680,
yard conductor D. Waters noticed a piece of
wheel rim lying alongside
track where this
train had been made up.
Mr. Waters had the train
of the

stopped, and a special inspection developed that

the piece of wheel rim
off wheel under P. &
R. car No. 82968 which
was loaded with coal for

came

the Washington Ordnance
at Uniontown. Had it not been for
the ever watchful eye of Mr. Waters, this car
would have gone forward, perhaps causing a
serious accident. Mr. Waters entered the
service of the Baltimore & Ohio Company in

Company

1879, and has always been known to employer
and employe as being on the alert and watching

for just such cases of this kind.

On March

H. Nuce, trackman, discovered a broken wheel on a car of train No. 94,
engine No. 4292, but was too far from the engine
to give any signal to stop, so he threw a stone
21st, J.

against the caboose, attracting the attention

Mr. Nuce is commended for his
and quick action, as this defect would
no doubt have resulted in an accident, had it
not been for his timely discovery.
of train crew.

interest

stopped the train at advance signal and notified
crew over telephone to examine it. It was
found that a brake rigging had come down,

and

it

was removed by the crew. Mr. Virts'
may have prevented trouble

watchfulness
to the train
mile grade.

further

down

The accompanying photo

the

is of

B. Miller, who, while off duty

seventeen

watchman T.
March 27th,

found a broken rail on
eastbound main track,
one-fourth mile east of
Tray Run Bridge, on the
high side of the curve.

Mr. Miller immediately
went back and stopped
helper which was approaching,

at

the same

time protecting trains
T. B. MILLER
while repairs were being
made to the track. This is the fourth broken
rail that he has found in the past six months.
A credit entry has been made on his record.

On December 26th,

1913, patrolman L. Smith,
Keyser city police force, while standing
at Keyser Station, noticed a brake beam down
on J. C. Co. car No. 1239, in train of extra east,
while passing station. Mr. Smith notified the
conductor who immediately stopped train and
had car set out. Mr. Smith is not an employe
of the Company, but was thanked by assistant
superintendent Lampert for his interest and
of the

action.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
MARTINSBURG SHOPS

On February

26th, flagman J. C. Baldwin,
while performing his duty as flagman on eastbound way-train, discovered broken rail on
eastbound freight track just west of Austin,

W. Va.
of

About two feet
had broken
Mr. Baldwin im-

cap of

off.

rail

mediately notified track
people, at the same time
giving protection to ap-

proaching

J.

C.

trains.

Mr.

Baldwin was commended
by both trainmaster
and assistant super-

BALDWIN

intendent.

No. 1846, was
passing Strickers Tower, 2.50 a. m. on March
29th, third trick operator Guy L. Virts observed
something dragging near the rear of train. He

While

second

88,

engine

On Monday, April 13th, John B. Welty, car
repairman, prevented serious trouble to train
No. 6 by detecting a coupler pin nearly severed.
The position of this pin makes a thorough inspection difficult in so
short a time as that taken
by these through
at

the

this

trains

station.

aefect escaped

Had
the

eye of the inspector and
the

coupler dropped

under the train while it
was in motion, a serious
accident might have been
the

result.

The

JOHN

B.

WELTY

train

was delayed here until a new coupler was placed
on the car. Mr. Welty 's close inspection is to
be commended.

THE BALTIMORK AND OHIO

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
On

brakonuui J. D. Young, on
brake rigging down on
bagpniio car 14*2 on passenger train No. 55
coming into Charles
Town. He promptly notified the crew and assisted
in removing
the brake
rigging, possibly preventing an accident.
This
same brakeman on train
No. 12, April 11th, found
a brake beam down on
Baltimore & Ohio boxJ. D. YOUNG
car 73568 at Millville. and
on April 13th, on train No. 71, found brake
hanger brok. n and down on rails on M. C. &
In each case he
St. L. 13831 at Summit Point.
notified the conductor and had repairs made.
Brakeman Young is to be commended for his
train No. 71, noticed the

watchfulness.

On

April 9th, extra conductor and br:«keman

on the siding at Millville Quarry.
hammer and repaired
the rail with angle bars so that the train could
do its work. He then notified the track foreman. Properly commended.
rail

He secured
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This man knew that No. 8
train, advising the crew
of the break and the necessary arrangements
were made for repairs.

was due and flagged the

On

A|)ril

lotli.

CI.

cngincinan

B.

A:

A.

J.

Brannoii, while enroute from telegraph oflice to

found 5 inches V)roken out of frog on
westbound yard. Brannon remained to protect break until men could be
secured to make necessary rci)airs.
his engine,

No.

5 track in

Mr. Samuel Fox, who resides at Orlando,
discovered a broken rail 900 feet east of mile
post 45 on the Gauley Line. He walked about
two miles to report the condition, which proves
that he is deeply interested in the welfare of
the railroad and the traveling public. It also
shows that the Safety First movement

is

making

a decided impression along our right of way.

Mr. M. A. Strader, constable of Lewis county,
Weston, W. Va., while walking on the track about two miles west of Roanville, on March 18th, found a stone weighing
about 1000 pounds lying on the track. He
notified Mr. D. L. Snyder, who lives across the
creek. The latter notified the agent at Roanville and he located sectionmen.
Mr. Snyder
protected track unt
ctionmen arrived and
removed the stone. He has been commended
postoffice address

T. E. Padgett on "Millville Digger" found a

broken

MAOA/IM

27 plus six poles.

10th,

Ai)ril

.Ml'lJ)^ i:S

1

a claw bar and

Passenger brakeman E. J. Sullivan on train
No. 18, while taking siding at Fort Defiance,
Va., February 24th, to let freight train No. 95
(which was too long for

i

in

behalf of the Rail, 3ad

ing train.

He

attention

of

the

ductor

it,

thus

to

moving the

called the

conre-

possibility of

His watchfulness and prompt action

Company

for

his

thoughtfulness.

WHEELING DIVISION

the siding) pass, discov-

ered a broken brake beam
on one of the cars on pass-

.s

On Friday
A.

E.

night, April 10th, while fireman

Kent was flagging through Welling

Tunnel he found a broken rail. He notified the
crews on trains No. 4 and No. 55, thus preventing a possible accident, and is to be commended
for his alertness.

an accident.
E.

J.

SULLIVAN

is

commended.

MONONGAH

DIVISION

On the evening of April 16th, Roy Sheets,
who was formerly employed as yard clerk at
Grafton, discovered a broken rail just east of
Park. He made prompt report and necessary
repairs were

made.

On March 3rd citizen Frank Davis of Glen
Easton found a broken spring bolt in the frog
of main track at Glen Easton and reported it
promptly to track men. Mr. Davis has the
thanks of the Company for his prompt action
and the service rendered.
On March 14th engineman John Coxen of the
Safety Committee, wiiile pulling through Fairmont yard, felt a jar under his engine, stopped
and found a badly broken
until he got over

On April 13th, Clark Outright, residing near
Weston, discovered a broken rail at mile post

to general
it

until it

it.

He

rail

which he secured

reported the condition

yardmaster Nuzum, who protected

was repaired.
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On March
J.

25th at 9.20

L. Pethtel found a

a.

broken

m., trackwalker
rail at

the west

end of Glover Gap Tunnel. He flagged train
No. 72 and spiked rail so, that No. 72 could pass
over very carefully, but he would let no other

was put in after a
delay of about forty minutes to No. 3.
trains pass until a repair rail

On Aprillst trackwalker L. M. Haught found
a broken rail at bridge No. 123. He flagged
No. 72, which he let pass, but he made repairs
before permitting any other trains to go by,
causing delay of about forty minutes to No. 3.
This is the third defect which Mr. Haught has
discovered just in time to prevent possible
serious trouble, and he is to be commended.

On March 30th oil worker M. Leadly discovered a landslide on the track at the west
end of Glover Gap Tunnel. He flagged No. 12,
notified trackmen by telephone, and thus prevented a possible accident to No. 12.

On March 30th, supervisor P. Murtaugh
noticed car 14863 in train of No. 21—M. C.—
leaning towards the peach orchard. He notiwhose examination developed a
broken truck. The car was set off for a new
truck and the contents were transferred.

fied the crew,

On April 3rd engineman ''smoke box" Wilson
discovered a broken rail in the north siding at
Underwood. He gave the usual notice and had
it protected until repaired.
Simms, who was running
on Board
Tree grade Tuesday, April 14th, is to be com-

Engineman M.

P.

helping engine behind derailment

mended

anything

else,

thus giving the train dispatcher

a train wire, which was of very great importance

time

found a piece of flange
broken off and reported
the condition to the conductor. On March 15th,
at 4.30 p. m., this signal

GEO. McGLUMPHY
found a broken rail
just west of Barton station and notified track
foreman with the result that the rail was
changed the same evening.

man

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
On March 17th, while train No. 96 was passing
Roxabel, conductor D. Thomas was standing
on platform of caboose when operator W. C.
Pratt signalled him that there was something
dragging under his train. The dispatcher was
also notified. The train was stopped at Musselman by the dispatcher and informed that a
brake beam was down. In the meantine, however, conductor Thomas had stopped train
about half mile east of Roxabel and found the
brake beam was gone. This information was
given to operator Pratt from Musselman, who
walked down the track and found that the brake
beam had come down and flown out from under
the car just east of the elevator at Roxabel.

for his thoughtfulness in straightening

out the telegraph wires while he could not do

in

At 6.20 p. m., March 18th, as signal repairman
George McGlumphy was watching extra No.
2658 enter No. 1 siding at Fairpoint, Ohio, he
heard a quser noise and saw a car jump the track
at the west end of No. 13
crossover and retrack itself on guard rail and frog
of No. 11 switch.
Upon
examining the car he

of

such trouble.

On

April 11th, conductor G. E. Gatewood,
No. 25, felt his caboose give a lurch while
descending Board Tree grade east of Denver;
he notified track foreman who made investigation and found four inches broken off end
train

of rail.

On March 24th, yard conductor A. W. Voight
discovered a broken rail on the main lead in
the west end of Benwood yard. On April 4th,
he again discovered a broken rail on the lead
track. His alertness prevented possible serious
accidents in both these instances and he is to
be commended.

On Sunday

afternoon, April 5th, while yard

engine No. 319, in charge of conductor H. C.
Bledsoe and engineer William Nuckles, was

switching in Huntington yard, conductor
Bledsoe noticed a small boy about four years
old wandering on the tracks. He was crying
and was very badly frightened. The conductor
stopped the engine and after questioning the
youngster as to his residence, which he could
only give as a ''yellow house," with some diflBculty restored him to his almost frantic mother,

and possibly saved

his

life.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
On March

30th, while switching at

"XN"

Tower, yard brakeman N. Wilbois, of Akron
Junction, discovered a car with twenty-six
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He made
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a prompt report of this and arrangements were
made to have car put in safe condition.

with him and with the aid of hi.s companions
got the switch to fit up properly, and he also
notified the track foreman.

On April 2nd wreckmaster T. Ilillery discovered brake rigging down on a car in train
No. 94 passing the yard office at Akron Junc-

was passing the telegra[)h office at Elyria, Ohio,
conductor W. T. Ryan, who was standing at

inches of flange broken off a wheel.

He waved train down, called to the contion.
ductor on the caboose as train passed and also
reported condition to the yard office. Ar"
rangements were made to stop train at " BD
Tower, where brake beam was removed and
car

made

On

safe to haul.

the morning of April oth while conductor

G. F. Paxton was on engine No. 1150 going to
lower yard at Cleveland with a drag, he discovered a broken rail on the eastbound main
track under the W. & L. E, bridge, flagged
No. 12 about forty car lengths from the broken
rail and notified them to rim carefully over
this rail.
He also advised the yardmaster in
charge, who had sectionmen repair this rail.
Mr. Paxton is to be commended for his watchfulness and action in this instance.

On

April 12th O. T. Hastings, clerk at Free-

On March

28th while engine No. 2258 west

the telegraph

office, notified

the conductor of

No. 2258 that arch bar was broken on Baltimore & Ohio 39181. The train was stopped and
it was found that car was in such bad shape that
it had to be set out for repairs.

On March 21st Mr. Frederick Crites of Canal
Dover, Ohio, found a broken rail on the eastbound track at Reeves' Crossover and immediately flagged a freight train which was due
about that time. It is indeed gratifying to
know that

public

the

are

helping

On

brakeman E. F. Manson, while
discovered broken flange on BaltiOhio 126035 at Freeport and had car

April 22nd,

on train

&

more

75,

set off at that point for repairs.

Bridge No. 9 at Tippecanoe, Ohio, and immenotified the superintendent's office.
This track was repaired without any delay to
trains.
Mr. Hastings is to be commended for
his watchfulness and action in this instance.

NEWARK

diately

On

April 10th, about 9.00 p. m., while ^Miss

Robinette, 228 McConnell Street,
Uhrichsville, Ohio, was crossing our tracks,
between First Street and Trenton Avenue, she
discovered a fire box rigging weighing about

Gladys

pounds on the main track fast in a
switch. She took the obstruction from the
track and reported it to the proper parties at
Uhrichsville. Miss Robinette is to be commended for her watchfulness and action in this
instance, and superintendent Lechlider has
forty-five

sent her an appropriate letter.

On
R. A.

the morning of April 20th while

was on

train No.

brakeman

he discovered Baltimore & Ohio 28324 in that train
off center and arranged to have same set off at
Berea for repairs.
Peltier

1-52,

On

April

working

DIVISION

conductor Shilling, while
Marietta j'ard, had a car of

13th,

in the

horses on which the shipper desired rush move-

The

on this car was found to be
and he and his crew borrowed
tools and started immediately to repair the
ment.

air

inoperative,

brakes, but on account of lack of necessary

implements they were very much handicapped
He was
in getting the work done promptly.
assisted by conductor J. L. Toller, who was off
duty and happened along. He saw conductor
Shilling working on the car, and turned in and
assisted him. They found that they needed
a small piece of pipe to make the repairs, and
with their own money they purchased a piece
and succeeded in getting the air working
properly, avoiding the .necessity of having to
transfer the load of horses into another car.
Hence they satisfied the shipper and got the
car on its journey with very little delay. On
the

same afternoon a connecting company
empty car on account of its

On Sunday afternoon, April 5th, while brakeman R. E. Collins was out walking with a few

refused to accept an

friends, he

Shilling pulled

discovered a switch point about one
mile east of Piedmont which did not fit up by
five-eights of an inch.
He had his switch kev

the

priate letter.

Ohio, found both angle bars at three
joints broken about ten rail lengths w^est of
port,

in

"Safety First" movement and Mr. Crites
Superinis to be commended for his action.
tendent Lechlider has written him an appro-

being half

full

of refuse
it

cabbage.

Conductor

out on the bridge, and with

the assistance of his train crew cleaned it out
by (lumping the cabbage into the river, and
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afterwards made prompt delivery, thereby
saving per diem charges which would have
accrued had the car been set out for the section-

men

Both gonductors

to clean.

and
above

Shilling

Toller, for the interest displayed in the

two

cases, have been given a meritorious entry
on their service records.

On April 2nd, as train No. 22, in charge of
conductor T. F. Mulquin, was passing Mt.
Vernon depot, brakeman Thos. A. Scott discovered brake rigging down on C. I. S. 183182.
It was in very bad shape and liable to fall at
any moment. This might have caused a derailment, and as the car was in the center of an
eighty car train, a bad accident might have
resulted. Mr. Scott ran to the rear of the train,
notified the conductor and succeeded in getting
the train stopped and the car set of!". For his
alertness in this matter, Mr. Scott has been
given a meritorious entry on his service record.
On March

16th,

carpenter foreman J. A.
West Marietta,

Parlin, with headquarters at

& L. K.
Branch and found a
broken rail at pole 26-3.
He immediately put out
a flag each way and suc-

Ohio, was going to bridge 442 on O.

ceeded
freight

in

getting local

train

No.

31

stopped, thus preventing

J.

A.

PARLIN

what might have been a
Mr. Parlin
derailment.
put in a new rail and

allowed No. 31 to* proceed after only twenty minutes delay. On account of the interest he displayed we have given
him a meritorious entry on his service record.

On March

27th, while his train

was standing

on the siding at Foley, engineer W. M. Kelly,
who was in charge of the engine hauling this
train, discovered a broken wheel on S. V. E.
car 140437 and immediately notified the conductor, who switched the car out before the
train left Foley.

While working at the slide at No.
east of Indian Creek,

March

1

Cut, just

30th, conductor

E. G. Coughenour observed a broken arch on
U. C. Co. car 2614 in train of extra west, engine

No. 2822, which was passing that point.
Conductor Coughenour stopped the train and the
car was switched out.

On March
tana,

W.

31st,

Mr. H.

L.

Summers

of

Mon-

Va., discovered that the switch leading

to Elizabeth

was a piece

Mine was unlocked and that there
mine rail wedged between the frog

of

He immediately

sent his son ahead to
was due and with the assistance
the agent removed the obstruction and re-

points.

flag No. 86 which
of

ported the matter to the train dispatcher, who
had the track put in proper condition. Mr.
Summers has been given a letter of appreciation by the superintendent.

On April 3rd, conductor H. C. Benford, in
charge of passenger train No. 22 east, running
on the S. & C. Branch, discovered two broken
angle bars in the main track at Shamrock. He
sent in a prompt report of the trouble and repairs were made.
Engineer

J.

O. Albright, in charge of extra
2882, at Glencoe, April 6th,

engme No.

east,

discovered an angle bar wedged in the points of
the rails and removed the obstruction just
before train No. 95, west, passed that i oint.

This averted a possible accident to train No.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
On March 23rd, while passenger train No. 11
west was standing at Brook to meet and pass
train No. 8 east, conductor Wilson Christner,
who was in charge of train No. 11, discovered a
brake beam wedged in crossover switches at
that point and with the assistance of one of his
brakemen removed the obstruction just before
the arrival of train

Nc

8.

While working at Rowena on March 23rd,
flagman John Pyle noticed guard rail torn out

main track, making the track unsafe for
the movement of trains. He notified the train
dispatcher, who arranged to use the passing siding to get trains around the trouble.

in the

On

95.

April 7th, conductor Jos. Baine, in charge
Rockwood switching engine, and fireman

of the

H. Kregar, discovered a car in train of extra
No. 2813, with a broken wheel.
The train was being backed over on siding at
Rockwood and the watchfulness of these men
and their prompt action in stopping the train
possibly averted an accident.
east, engine

While working at Garrett, April 7th, section
foreman J. W. Walters discovered a broken
flange on Baltimore & Ohio 124302 which was
standing in a train on the siding at that point.
He reported the defect to the agent who had the
car switched out of the train before any trouble
resulted.
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NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

the latter very kindly went after the trackmen

them of the broken rail and have
them make immediate repairs. Superintendent
Cahill has communicated with these gentlemen,
thanking them for their very kind interest and
prompt action. Messrs. Palmer and Flavin are
to inform

Operator F. L. Milburn reports that conductor W, A. Cavany, on April 17th, discovered track buckling two miles west of Lodi.
Trackmen were notified and everything put in
good shape promptly.

repairman at Lodi, discovered brake beam down on a car in train of
extra 4137 east, April 17th. He stopped the
train and notified the conductor, who made
F. R. Gault, signal

repairs.

On

April 10th, a flock of sheep got out on the

Millersburg Branch track near Kauke, O., and

when
down

came

crowded
Three of the sheep
were shoved into the water, and were unable to
Baggagemaster C. H, Willey and
get out.
brakeman R. D. Beck went back and got the
sheep out of the water. This humane action
probably prevented the sheep from drowning
and also the possibility of claims.

On
in

train No. 109

along, they

close to the creek.

April 7th, No. 95

closing

car

was delayed

door.

Operator

at

Ravenna

Pennell

at

Ravenna noticed a car in this train with the
door open, and some barrels in the car which
might have rolled out.

He

stopped No. 95 at

the advance signal, and the crew closed the
door.

Commendable

action.

farmers living along our line, and their interest
in this matter is very highly appreciated.

On February 27th, engineer L. J. Ludt, on
engine No. 580. in going over the river bridge
at Haselton, heard an unusual noise. He
stopped and went back, and found about four
inches of the ball of the rail missing, and at
once reported condition to the yard office. A
new rail was placed by the trackmen. We
appreciate Mr. Ludt's prompt action and observance of conditions along the line, and
superintendent Cahill has communicated with

him

to that effect.

CHICAGO DIVISION
On April 10th, George Burkowski, section
foreman at Whiting, Ind., found a car roof lying
on the main track. By exerting a very great
effort he was able to move the obstacle unaided,
thereby in all probability preventing the
wrecking of an extra which passed soon afterward.

J. M. Garner, coming on duty at
March 18th, saw that the indicator
was fouled, and called lampman Mace to locate
the trouble. The latter found a broken rail

On March 3rd, car inspector E. P. Wagner,
while walking along our right-of-way between
Curtis Yard and Kirk Yard, Ind., discovered a
broken rail on eastbound main track and im-

about sixteen

mediately notified section gang to make repairs.

Operator

11.00 p. m.,

home

signal

sectionmen.

rail lengths west of the eastbound
and notified the operator and the

The operator

the dispatcher, and with everybody helping, the track
was repaired and in shape by the time No. 6
arrived.

Commendable

notified

action.

On March 13th, conductor Kistler on extra
4142 west found a broken flange on car in his
train, and had the car set off.

On March

13th, car inspector

at Defiance discovered a brake

On

April 13th, J. L. Shiland, of Painesville,

who

a pensioned conductor of the New
Castle Division, called up the Painesville yard
people on the telephone and advised then that
there was a fire burning in an empty box car
near the Nickle Plate transfer. Sectionmen
Ohio,

is

were sent to extinguish the blaze. A little
later, Mr. J. M. Palmer called the yardmaster
on the telephone and stated that Mr. M. J.
Flavin had discovered a broken rail in our Lake
Branch track near Flavin's crossing, and had
stationed one of his men to flag our trains until
the rail could be replaced. The yardmaster
got in touch with

Mr. Shiland by telephone and

W. H. Sullivan
beam down on

a car in extra 2419 west. The train was stopped
and the dangerous condition eliminated.

On March 3rd, while switching cars over the
hump at Chicago Junction, yard conductor
Shelby Archer discovered and promptly reported bent axle on Company No. 72G72. This
car was being switched into No. 97's train, and
would possibly have caused serious accident
had it gone forward.

On December

10th,

1913,

conductor G. T.

Prout, on Fostoria Turn, was waiting for No.

An

6.

extra east was backing into the siding, and
Mr. Prout, hearing unusual sounds, investigated
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and found that caboose and empty box car in
had buckled and fouled eastbound track. He immediately telephoned the
operator at "WN" Towet- to hold No. 6, flagged
an eastbound train and had the engine extinguish the fire that had started in caboose.
train of the extra

On January 14th, 1914, brakeman W. E.
Smith, while switching at Walkerton, noticed
a pair of wheels on baggage car sliding, ran to
telegraph office half a mile distant and had
operator telegraph ahead, thus succeeding in
getting the train stopped at Union Center and
having the wheels examined.
On February 27th, 1914, conductor H. W.
March, extra 4072 east, while in siding at
Galatea for stock special, engine No. 4107,
observed blazing hot box on stock train, flagged
it from rear, and succeeded in getting train
stopped and hot box treated, thus eliminating
cause for possible accident.

On February 12th, 1914, conductor D. W.
Strowon of extra 4107 east discovered a broken
rail

He

200 feet east of the switch at Scipio.

left his

flagman to protect

trains.

Car inspector J. G. Baker, employed at Chicago Heights, while in the north yard on the
morning of April 8th found a broken rail just
south of the C. & E. I. viaduct, the broken parts
having been pulled apart about five or six inches.
He immediately located the sectionmen and
the necessary repairs were made.

OHIO DIVISION
On Monday morning, February 23rd, conductor Robert Willey of the Newark Division,
running between Newark and the Stock Yards,
was

in

charge of extra west 2571 arriving at

"GN"

consid-

Tower at 8.45 a. m. There was
erable snow at that time and he got

off

the

train at Big

Four Junction and swept and cleaned
the snow from the switches and derails from
that point to "GN" Tower so that they could
be operated from the tower and let his train
through. This was a very commendable act
on the part of conductor Willey,

who

did the

work without any assistance, and at a time
when the weather was extremely cold and
stormy.

On March

W.

brakeman on
extra 4155 west, was on caboose passing North
Baltimore and noticed what appeared to be a
3rd,

F. Alford,

piece of flange on street car crossing.

He

stop-

ped his train, found Company No. 236737 with
broken flange, and had car set off at Hoytville.

On March 20th, conductor G. H. Shisley, at
Syracuse, discovered a broken rail on the eastbound track, reported
could be

made

On March

it

at once, so that repairs

before an accident could happen.

13th, 1914,

yard conductor

J.

On Sunday morning, March 8th, sectionman
Ed. Lentz foimd a broken rail one-half mile
east of Clarke on the Louisville Branch. He
made the necessarj^ repairs without delay to
traffic.
Mr. Lentz was not on duty at the time
and deserves special credit, as he undoubtedly
saved a serious accident.
On March

W.

Fox, at Fostoria, noticed something wrong on

was passing, and succeeded
It was found
that an old brake beam from some freight car
was lodged in forward truck of express car in
such a manner that one end was dragging on
train No. 13 as it
in

INDIANA DIVISION

getting the train stopped.

of

2nd, conductor Newton A. J «ies,
the Seymour, Washington, local, found a

on the main track near Vallonia and
He also stopped passenger train No. 4, which was due then.

broken

rail

notified the trackmen.

CINCINNATI TERMINAL

top of the north rail behind rear wheel of forward truck. It is supposed that the brake
beam was picked up at the H. V. crossing.

On

April 4th, yard clerk

James Bryan, while

acting as assistant yardmaster in South

CHICAGO TERMINAL
On March

10th,

James Gaghin, locomotive

engineer, noticed about eight inches broken out
of a rail on the outside wye at Robey Street
roundhouse. The matter was immediately reported to the section foreman and the necessary

repairs were

made.

Ham-

something dragging on
train No. 56 passing South Hamilton; he immediately telephoned the general yardmaster's
chief clerk at Hamilton passenger station and
notified engineer Ward. An inspection showed
that the brake rod on engine had broken loose.
ilton yard, discovered

It

was removed

ilton.

after the station stop at

Ham-
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yard clerk H. Hogan,
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was given a letter by tiic superintendent, in
which his action in reporting promptly and
of Flora,

while checking cars, noticed a small line
of smoke issuing from crack of a car door.
Upon investigating he found quite a litter of

calling the sectioninen to

make

the necessary

111.,

repairs

straw on fire, and extinguished it. The car
was in a long cut and adjacent tracks were also
full of cars and considerable damage might
have been caused had not the fire been put out.

Tontogany, Ohio, noticed a broken arch bar in
No. 94's train. He immediately notified the
dispatcher, who instructed that car be set ofT
when the train reached the next telegraph

On March

office,

On

April 8th,

extra 1543 east,

brakeman R. R. Parish
rails in

dis-

eastbound passing

and promptly reported them before an

accident occurred.

On March 10th, engineer B. O. Chattin, fireman W. U. Overbay, and conductor H. Mowry,
on train No. 89, discovered a trestle on fire just
east of Clay City, and by passing buckets of
water up from the small creek extinguished the
They also notified the chief dispatcher
fire.
and men were sent on Xo. 48 to repair the trestle.

found eighteen inches broken out of a rail on a
very sharp curve just west of Furman. He displayed stop signal at his
station and notified the

operator at Caseyville to

^

^
JjNdT

^^01^^^^^
^^^H||^^^H
^^^^^^^^™

do likewise until he

re-

turned to his office. He
also held No. 97 and
extra 5033 west at Fur-

man.
The broken
was on a very sharp curve
and a steep grade and
PHIL. HENRY.
]\Ir. Henry's action probably prevented a serious accident. Mr. Henry
has been in the service of this

Company

since

and writes the correspondent that his
motto is always "Safety First."
188G,

On

April 13th, conductor J. S.

covered a broken

thus avoiding an accident.

On March 27th, conductor E. Fisher, while
walking along siding at Cridcrsville, discovered
a broken rail in the main track. He wired the
superintendent that he had called the sectionmen and also flagged No. 4.

On April 6th, conductor Geo. Deitler discovered a broken rail in the main track at the
road crossing north of Milton. He called the
sectionmen and notified the superintendent.
On February 27th. operator .J. R. Morton, at
Dcshler, Ohio, discovered a brake beam down

rail

Champion

near Cairo, Ohio.

dis-

He

&

O. No. 36588 in train No. 92 pulling out
He immediately stopped the train
and the car was cut out at that point.

on C.

Upon being notified by a trespasser, agent
Phil. Henry of Furman, III., investigated and

^^^
^^^

4th, operator G. P. Christey, at

while switching at Odin on

covered two broken
track,

was commended.

of Deshler.

On March 2nd, operator G. F. Airing, at
South Dayton, observed a brake beam dragging
in train No. 93, stopped the train and notified
who made repairs. We appreciate
the interest of the employes in the Safety First
the crew,

movement, and are glad

to

commend them

for

on train No.

10,

their cooperation.

Engineer

Sam

Hartsing,

March 31st, found an open switch at North
Dayton passing track, stopped his train immediately and closed

it.

He was

commendation

for

watchful

Company's

On

of

the

April 20th,

being

brakeman

given a letter of

on

the

alert

and

interests.
J. S.

Mounts, when

looking over his train at Weston, Ohio, found
a broken arch bar on Big Four car 42671 loaded
with cement. The car was switched out at the
station and repaired.

—

—

—

"

—

Wrong Diagnosis

Paid in Full

"My

dear man," said young Saphead

to the battered specimen of

who had

just pulled

humanity

him from the path

an onrushing auto, ''you saved my
What can I do to cancel the ob-

of

life!

''Just slip

the

called

upon a physician

battered

me

a dime, boss," replied

one,

"and

we'll

call

it

case

and prescribed accordingly.
The fee was five dollars and the
prescription two dollars.
The man had
as one of nerves

He

said to the physi-

cian,

"Doc,

me two

Judge.

for ad-

The physician diagnosed the

only five dollars.

ligation?"

square."

A man
vice.

five dollars is all I have.

dollars

and

I'll

Lend

have the pre-

scription filled."

The physician gazed at the man for a
moment, then said, " I have made a mistake in my diagnosis. Your nerve is all

Only Papa
Robbie ran into the sewing room and
cried:

"Oh mamma.

There's a

man

in

You

right.
gall.

There

are afflicted with
is

no remedy

an enlarged

for that."

the nursery kissing Fraulein.

Mamma dropped her

sewing and

made

—Judge.

a rush for the stairway.
"April fool," cried Robbie, gleefully,
"it's

only

papa."

Baltimore

Not Really

Trolley

"Now

News.

be careful,

my man,"

lawyer, in an insinuating voice.

The Bravest Man
They say that the man that
Harry K. Thaw from the Asylum

my

in

an

automobile, was the most reckless auto

He went eightyan hour with a loose nut.

driver in the world.
five miles
74

"Was

on the track?"
was," said the engine driver.
turned the bend of the curve I

client

"He
drove

said the

"As I
saw"
"Yes you saw"
"I saw a
rails."

man

walking between the

—

—

"

—

;
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"Sir," thundered the great man, ''my

cHent swears he tramped all the way
through the wood by the side of the

"what

railway."

yard?"

"But

How

swear he was on the track.
did he get injured?" said the

I

else

engine driver, heatedly.

not go on the

client did

Farmer

inquired

are you digging for in

"I'll

ologist.

.Jimp,

my

back

pay you well!" shouted the arche"Great discovery! I've found

the bones of a prehis-

''Don't question me," roared the lawyer.

"My

"Professor,"

rails, sir."

"Well, then," yelled the driver, "do

you think I ran my engine into the wood
A^ Y. Evening Journal.
after him?"

—

toric

mammal

erto

unknown!"

'
'

Sorry,

hith-

professor

but that's an old wire
bustle

that

buried

I

over twenty years ago,

Rubbing

"My
just

It

along with some other
junk." Judge.

In

who had
book on 'The

dear," remarked Jones,

finished

Wonders

reading

of Nature,

'

a

"this

is

markable work. Nature is marvelous!
When I read a work like
Stupendous!
this, it makes me think how puerile, how
insignificant

"Huh!" sniffed his better half. "A
woman doesn't have to wade through
four

hundred pages to

thing."

An

find out the

same

now worth
is

cents,

is

$10,000.

that an uncle died and

left

—Baltimore Trolley News.

A

J.

and the fact
him S9,999.

Burns, the noted detective,

was congratulated

However brave the policemen are, they
are careful about not breaking the laws

"My

success," said Mr. Burns,

due to the fact that

man

give

has jumped

off

"With

his

clothes

on 9" asked the officer.

source for

know

my

your facts

"was

to the right

You must always

facts.

will

be valuable.

—then

It!s

like

the sister story.

"Nobody

like a sister, you know, to
you a line on a young man. Thus
a girl had just got engaged to a fine,
handsome chap, and she said to this

chap's sister one day:
" 'Next

day, and

min' as long as he's properly dressed."

his tastes as

New York

some present

!

went

I

the right source to go to

Hurry
"What do you want me to do?" There
ain't no ordinance against a man swimdressed.

Pittsburgh on a

in

successful coup.

patrolman was idling
on the lake front the
other morning when
an excited boy ran up
and cried:
to him
"Say, hurry up! A
the pier!"

Globe.

thirty

al)out

fifty-five

Showing George Up

Within the Law

Yes— fully

started

only

His accumulation of
due to his frugality, good habits

William

"

Editor

strict attention to business,

Judge.

and ordinances.

who

editor

years ago with

wealth

man."

is

One on the

really a re-

W^ill

I

Thursday
don't

you, as his

is

George's birth-

know what
sister,

you do

to give him.

understanding

all

—won't you suggest

for him?'

—

"
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" 'Oh, I hardly

said the

know what

to suggest/

from

sister carelessly; 'but,

knowledge

my

of George, I should say that

he'd

prefer

pawn

easily.'

something
"

he

that

could

N. Y. Tribune.

The View Point

A

farmer,

says an Irish paper, was

asked to buy a bicycle.

''What

is

that?

machine to ride about
"And, sure, what might
the price of it be?"
"Fifteen pounds."
'^
"I'd rather see fifteen pounds in a cow.
"But what a fool you would look riding
round the town on the back of a cow!"
''Sure,
now," replied the Irishman,
he asked.

"It's a

the town on."

''not half

such a fool as I'd look trying to

milk a bicycle!"

There** an epidemic raging^l around this whirling spherer
It is prevalent in Paris, it is very common here;

"^

English bobbies and their lasses are afFlicted, and they say
It has struck the tawny natives down in tropic jVfandalay;
Singapore's inoculated; and the charming geisha girls
Are cavorting *neath the bamboo in their pantaloons and pearli.
Dr. Terpsichore avers it's tangocitis strange to me,
E very race has the affliction i n a m ost pronoun ced degree.

—

There are tango teas and dinners, ther^ are tango hats and hose;
There are tango garden parties with their tango belles and beaux;
In a cafe, your own waiter executes a tango strut.
As he brings the tango vintage and the juicy tango cut;

Then the cabaret

enchaoitress lures

y our glances with a

smile.

And she tempts the other fellows as 4 he tangoes down the aisle;
When you leave, the genial boniface endearingly declares,
"G lad you came," -and waves a tango au revoir toward the stairs.
Father sold oiur flat on Pico and has b ought a new machine
That is run with some peculiar fluid known as tangoline;
Mother keeps the tinware shining with tangolio, and Sis
Makes emphatic declaration that she likes the tango kiss;
In the club and in the parlor, in the pulpit and the pew.
is tango talk until one thinks there's little else
to do;

There

Bridge has lost

|Arr^

'

.•»^®* *

^^^

its

charm and suffrage, somehow, ceases to
and you're socially secure.

of tangocitis,

allure;

_^ J

THE AUTHOR OF "TANGOCITIS," MR. C. W. DORFLINGER, IS OUR TRAVELING FREIGHT AND
PASSENGER AGENT IN LOS ANGELES. IT ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE "LOS
ANGELES HERALD " AND IS REPRINTED WITH THEIR PERMISSION

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

G. Pangborx, Chairman

J.

E. R. Sco\iLLE,. Transportation Department

John Hair. Motive Power Department
W. McC. BoxD, Maintenance of Wa}' Dep't

T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M. Parlett, Relief Dep't, Sanitation
B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

J.

Advisory Committee
A.

Hunter Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J.

F.

J. W. Coox, Operating Department
Tearxey, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES, BALTIMORE
MARRIED MEN
A

vs.

SINGLE MEN.

game was played between the
married and single men of the office of auditor
coal and coke receipts on Good Friday morning
at Yokels Park. W. B. Stockett acted as manager of the married men and G. E. Pritchard
baseball

for the single

The game

men.

resulted in a victory for the
bachelors, who outclassed the benedicts at all
stages of the game. They took especial delight in the poor throwing of C. P. Spedden.
who was not able to throw the ball the required distance to catch the rimners. All
present admitted it was a treat worth enjoying,
and one to be long remembered, particularly
H. G. Shakspeare who was so tired and worn
out from the effects of the game, that to date
he is not willing to pledge himself to participate
in another in the near future.
C. W. Maccubbin. the star second baseman
for the married men. displayed wonderful
activitv for the oldest man on the team. \Vm.

Henry, the famous silver-toned cornet ist of
Steinwald's band, played a star game at first
base.

Side wheeler J. Landerkin, and his battery
mate, L. C Hehl, of the single men, played a
creditable game, having many strike-outs.
Outside of the battery work of the single men,
there was little left for the other players to do.
It is expected that another game will be
played in the near future and the married men
promise that they will come bark and give
their oppcnents a much harder rub than in the
first

contest.

In Bulletin No. o, published by the Norfolk
and Western Railway Company's Safety Commission, due notice was given of the reorganization of our General Safety Committee with a

short description of its personnel.
The Bulletin
commented as follows*
"The.se gentlemen will devote their entire
time to Safety Work. Each will specialize in
the work with which his past experience has

made him most

familiar.

This

is

undoubtedly

the most forceful organization which has yet
77
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been perfected for the systematic and businesslike promotion and administration of Railway
Safety Work."
Mrs. J. H. Menslage, wife of J. H. Menslage,
one of the head clerks in the office of the auditor
passenger receipts, died at her residence, No.
637 N. Fulton Avenue, Thursday morning at
about ten o'clock. The sudden death of ^Irs.
Menslage was a shock to us all, and we sincerely
sympathize with the husband in his bereavement.

The employes of the auditor passenger receipts office tendered to Mrs. H. Albert Green,
formerly Miss Estelle Funk of the same office,
a handsome present, in the shape of a set of
silver knives and forks.
We wish Mr. and Mrs.
Green happiness and good luck

in

a superlative

degree.

NEW YORK

DIVISION

Correspondent, T. A. Kavanagh, Chief Clerk,
Pier 22, N. R., New York

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell
W. B. BiQQS
J. J.

Terminal Agent, Chairman
Agent, Pier 22, N. R.
Apent, West 26th Street

Eater

E. W. Evans
T. Gorman
A. L. MiCHKLSEN
E. Salisbury
J.

Alfred Oswald
M. E. Degnan

Gus Flamm
C. T. TooMET
E. Sheeh Y

Louis Polly
Chas. Ross, No. 15
Chas. Monchino
Jas. Rich
John Loose, No. 177
C. H. KoHLER

Henry Bohusn
J.

W. Letts

Morrow

F.

W. Mead
John Murphy
John Trunk

Agent, St. George, S. I.
Agent. Pier 21. E. R.
Agent, Pier 7, N. R.
Asst. Terminal Apent. Pier 7, N. R.
Foreman, Pier 22, N. R.
Foreman, West 26th Street
Foreman, St. George, S. I.
Foreman, Pier 21, E. R.
Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 7, N. R.
Laborer, Pier 22, N. R.
Laborer, 26th Street
Laborer, Pier 21 E. R.
Laborer, St. George
Supervisor Floating
,

Equipment, Marine
Captain, Marine
Engineer, Marine
Oiler, Marine
Fireman, Marine
Deckhand, Marine
Lighter Captain, Marine

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

NEW YORK TERMINAL
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Cornell

The annual meeting

W.B. Biggs
Agent, Pier 22. N. R.\^
,.
E.W.Evans.. Agent St. George. S. i. J Representing Agents
.

Ellerman. A.«»3t. Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.l r,
E. Merold. .Receiving Clerk, Pier 21. E. R. Repr^enting
M E. Degnan
Foreman, 26th Street] ^°°^

J.

.

.

.

Marine Department
Captain C. H. Kohler
Supervisor Floating
Equipment, for Marine Matters in General
Captain Henry BoHLEN
^
1^ Ste.>im
c.
boat men
Engineer J. W. Letts
P^'"
Captain John Trunk
\i?«. Lighters
t
u*
a Rfifgwi
v
and
Captain Harry Peterson
V°''
.

•

Repair Department
John Johns
Nicholas Johnson

Master Carpenter. M. of W. Dept.
Floatrag Equipment. Clifton Shops
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of the frcn^ht traffic staff

Tomlinson, general eastern freight
agent, was held at the latter's office at 379
Broadway, New York City, on Saturday,
March 28th, 1914, the following being {)resent:
Messrs. S. D. Riddle, C. F. A., Produce Exchange, N. Y.; C. A. Hitchcock, A. C. F. A.,
Brooklyn; W. F. Richardson, C. F. A., Boston,
Mass.; C. A. Schultz, chief clerk, 379 Broadway;
C. J. Beckert, chief clerk, Produce Exchange;
F. J. Couse, assistant foreign freight agent;
soliciting agents F. W. Geagen, H. H. Morris,
J. P. Ryan, J. E. Price, L. W. Studwell, E. L.
Young, A. B. Fulton, J. D. Blackburn, W." R.
Cox; H. C. Couse, traveling freight agent; R.
M. Frey, secretary to G. E. F. A., and the following clerks and .stenographers: Mes.srs. F.
Molino, F. C. AfTerton, T. McXamara, \V. J.
Honan, H. Klein, D. Fleming, C. Bull, P. P.
Bennett, W. A. Judge, J. J. Donohue, J. A.
Hickey, H. Garten, J. Mugolefsky, F. Bartsch,
R. A. Burke, F. C. Trostel, J. P. O'Reilly.
Mr. Tomlinson opened the meeting with an
\V.

inspirational talk for the men in the field and
also outlined the general situation in the traffic
end of the business in the east. At intervals
during his remarks the following subjects were

presented:
How to Increase Your Owti Personal Efficiency By F. W. Geagen.
How to Develop Efficient Understudies By

—

—

W.

F. Richardson.
How to Impart Definite Knowledge to an
Employe— By J. E. Price.
How to Organize and Conduct an Educational

—

Department By C. A. Hitchcock.
Mr. Tomlinson also distributed tonnage
charts showing the fluctuations of the various
roads out of New York and the relation of the
Baltimore & Ohio to its competitors.
The meeting was closed at 5.50 p. m. when all
adjourned to the Dunn Building Restaurant,
Broadway and Read Street, for an appetizing
dinner.

In addition to those at the meeting Mr. Tomhad as his guests C. C. F. Bent, general
superintendent; W. H. Averell, assistant general superintendent; R. E. L. Bunch, traffic
manager of the American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, and E. E. Tomlinson (his brother),
president of the General Traffic Service Comlinson

of

Chicago.

Commercial Freight Agent
Staten Island Lines, also joined the
party at the restaurant.
After the dinner Mr. Tomlinson, as toastmaster, introduced Mr. Bent, who spoke on
transportation matters in general. Mr. W. H.
Averell followed with an address on "The
Troubles of the Transportation Department,"
and M. R. E. L. Bunch, the next speaker, spoke
from the standpoint of the shipper and gave the
gentlemen the benefit of his experience in dealing with freight solicitors and encouraged them
S.

of

Station Service

C

under

pany

Terminal Agent. Chairman

.\L\(;AZL\E

P. Randolph,

the

in their efforts in this line.

E. E. Tomlinson was then introduced and
spoke as the representative of a combination
of shippers, outlining how it is
in a great many instances, for

now

possible,

a solicitor to
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on but one person to solicit freight from
possibly several hundred shippers who handle
their business through one traffic bureau.
Our "toastmaster" then thanked the gentlemen for their kind attention and with additional words of cheer 'and encouragement
brought the meeting to a close.

call

Conley

A.

Johns

J.

E. Alley

W.

L.

Dryden

H. E. Smith
H. Lawrence

Db. F. DeRevfre
F. Peterson ....'.
M. Hefftner
H. W. Miller
D. A. McLaughlin

Road Foreman of Engines
Master Carpenter, M. of W. Dept.
Superintendent of Track, M. of W. Dept.
Sit^nal Supervisor, M. of W. Dept.
Foreman Carpenter, Mechanical Dept.
Draughtsman, Marine Dept.
Physician to E. M. B. A.
Supervisor of Station Service
General Foreman, Mechanical Dept.
General Freight Car Foreman
Yardmaster

R. E. Collins
P-

Passenger Conductor

Helt

Assistant Freight

A. RoMiNG
L. Magee
F. E. HoRAN

Car Foreman

Yard Committeeman
Yard Committeeman
Locomotive Engineer

On Monday

evening, March 30th, 1914, W. H.
Averell, general superintendent, had as his
guests at dinner in Hugot's Hotel, St. George,
a number of the officials and their assistants.
Short addresses were made by Geo. J. Brown,
general traffic agent and W. H. Averell. Among
those present were" W. H. Averell, general superintendent; Geo. J Brown, general traffic agent;
S. P. Randolph, commercial freight agent; F.
C. Syze, trainmaster; B. F. Kelly, assistant
trainmaster; S. G. Eilenberger, chief train dis-

GENERAL

SUP'T W. H. AVERELL

Those present went away with renewed vigor,
and with a determination to increase their
efforts in behalf of The Baltimore & Ohio.
They adopted the new slogan "Watch Your

"Step Lively " and there never was
a happier, more satisfied and more confident
crowd of railroad men or a company prouder
of representing the Baltimore & Ohio.

Step!"

!

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY
Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,
Clifton, S.

GROELING

I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly
W. B. Redgrave
F. A. Hamm

R.

Secretary to Master Mechanic, Clifton, and Magazine Correspondent, to whom great credit is due for thej
assembling of the material for this issue

Trainmaster,

Chairman

Vice-Chairman
Engineer Maintenance of Way
Acting Master Mechanic

Assistant Trainmaster,

patcher; M. O'Hearn, general yardmaster; A.
G. Garver, yardmaster, St. George; T. C. Gambrail, yardmaster, Arlington; D. A. McLaughlin, yardmaster, Cranford Junction; W. B. Red-

TUK

iiAi;ii.M()i:i-:

uravo, engineer maintenance of way;

and

J. II.

oiiio

Bow-

maintenance of way;
maintenance of way
department; John Johns, master carpenter;
Iv Alley, supervisor; W. L. Dryden, signal
supervisor; F. A Hamm, acting master mechanic; R. Groeling. chief clerk, mechanical
Harry Lawrence, miM'lianical
department;
draftsman: Harry Smith, carpenter foreman;
Max IlefTtner. machinist foreman; A. Reckhow,
[)ainter foreman; C. H. Kohler, superintendent
ditch, assistant enjjineer
W. J. Vidler, chief clerk,

m acazixt:

i;mi'i.()^ i:s

SI

He had

the honor of making the final trip from
East River, X. Y., to the Xorth Shore
on Staten Island. Mr. Turner became a landlubber in March. 1886. He was then appointed
a brakeman on the Staten Island Lines, and in
Pier

1,

A. English, special agent; W. J. Ivers,
car accountant; A. Conley, road foreman of engines; J. B. Sharp, coal agent; J. H. McXult}-,
chief clerk, coal piers; H. W. Miller, general car
foreman; Philip Helt. car foreman; J. W. Turner, stationmaster; Frank Peterson, supervisor
station service; E. W. Evans, freight agent,
St. George; Patrick Burke, local freight clerk;
Augustus Flamm, general foreman Itg. M. J.
Murphy, foreman, St. George Transfer; Daniel
Bedell, storekeeper; J. H. Lamberson. captain
police: and J. S. Fabregas, chief clerk to G. S.
ferries; E.

;

JAMES

W.

TUKXER

was made conductor. In April,
was a vacancy, and Mr. Turner was

July, 1889, he
1808, there

promoted to the position of stationmaster.
During the absence of Mr. Syze in 1912, Mr.
Turner was temporarily appointed acting assistant trainmaster, in which capacity he
showed himself a capable and efficient officer.
Mr. Turner enjoys the friendship and good
of the thousands of passengers who pass
through the St. George terminals, and is very
popular among the men on this division.

will

Bernard Franklin Kelly was born January 8,
Orange County, New York.
He attended grammar and high school at
Chester, and while in the latter learned the art
1872, in Chester,

of telegraphy.

loth, 1891.

HENRY BEDELL.
In continuous service since

Painteh

March

18.

1684

Among the pioneer members of the old S. I.
K. T. operating force is James W. Turner, the
stationmaster at St. George, S. I. Mr. Turner
started with the S. 1. R. T. R. R. in 1884 as mate
on the steamer Adelphi which that company
operated for the transportation of passengers
between Staten Island and New York City.

From May,

1888, until

March

Mr. Kelly acted as operator, ticket

agent and towerman on the following roads:
Xew York & Rockaway Beach, Long Island,
Erie and New York Central Lines; so that his
wide and varied experience fits him for his
present position of assistant trainmaster on the
Staten Island Lines.
Mr. Kelly came to the Staten Island Lines
March loth, 1891, as a telegraph operator, and
has since then successively held the positions
of brakeman, station agent, dispatcher, chief
dispatcher, division operator, and on September, 1912, was promoted to assistant rain-
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master. In the fall of 1912 during trainmaster
Syze's temporary service on the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern Division, Mr. Kelly acted as trainmaster with success. During the fall of 1913 he
acted as supervisor of
-transportation on the
main line in order to become more familiar with
operating conditions.
At present Mr. Kelly
is active in bringing the
stations on this division
up to a high standard
for the accommodation
of passengers.
He is
advocating the following set of rules by which
the agents are to be guided, and is trying to
bring about a greater interest in their work.
He often saj'^s:
"Digest Rule 811 of the Book of Rules and
follow it literally. Give particular attention
to the use of stationery, consumption of electric
light, oil, water and coal.
Keep in close touch
with the public, and at every favorable opportunity call their attention to the fact that our
passenger and freight service is second to that

Keep your office and waiting
room tidy and comfortable and warm during the
in appearance.

cold months. Also be particular about the
ventilation of the station at all times. Your
best friend and guide while on duty should be
the little blue book entitled 'Book of Rules
"
of the Baltimore & Ohio System.'

the new master mechanic at
a graduate of the University of
Washington at Seattle in the classical course,
and of mechanical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He began his railroad career in 1896 as
freight brakeman on the Northern Pacific
J.

S.

Clifton.

Sheafe

He

is

is

J.

S.

SHEAFE

Master Mechanic at Clifton,

S.

I.

Railroad, and has been successively clerk in the
freight and transportation department, locomotive fireman, locomotive engineer and special
apprentice on that road; locomotive engineer
and locomotive foreman and draftsman on the
Great Northern; machinist, general foreman,
mechanical inspector and engineer of tests on
the Illinois Central.

Charles H. Kohler is one of the old employes
the Staten Island Lines. He was superintendent of the old Staten Island ferry, and can
give many interesting tales of the troubles he
has had when the bay was full of ice. At present he has charge of the operation of the floating equipment in New York harbor and also is
superintendent of the Perth Amboy ferry.

of

EDWARD WHALEN, FOREMAN FITTER
of no railroad in the United States.
Our line is
small, but our efTort and enthusiasm are great.
Be particular at all times while on duty; wear

the prescribed badge and uniform and be neat

AND OHIO EMPUn'ES MAGAZINE
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PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent.

J.

G. H. WiNSLOw.

Dr.

C. KicHARnsoN, Chief Clerk,

Philadelphia

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P.C.Allen

Superintendent.

W. T. R. HoDDiNOTT
T. B. Franklin

TerniinHl Aj?ent

Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Secretary
Ma.«*ter Mechanic
Division Operator
Master Carpenter
Air Brake In.'^nector
Road Engineer

R. C. Acton
\Vm. Sinnot

,

J. R. Sanford
T. E. Thomas
A. A. Br.\dley
J. A. Ward

Road Fireman
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor

W. M. Gabler
G. A. GosLiN
G. W. Taylor
W. F. Gatchell
E. D. Jackson

Relief

M. Hov

S.

Wm. Chapman
Geo. Genneri
W. S. Chambers

Truck Packer
Machinist

Yard Engineer
Yard Fireman
Yard Conductor
.Warehouse Foreman

D. Shepparp

I.

Agent

Division Engineer
Assistant Road Foreman
Assistant Yardmaster

BcsFORD

C.

J.

O. R. Mount
A.J. SHfTT

H. H. Carver

Freight Agent

B. K. Swarr and L. F. Kirk, train dispatchers,

who have been Hi, have returned to duty.
On April 6th, the new position of terminal
trainmaster was established and R. A. Grammes
the first incumbent. Mr. Grammes has been

is

general

yardmaster

at

Cumberland, Md.,

for

some time past.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Clerks' Association took in thirty-six new members at their
last meeting, April 16th.
They now have a

membership

.

E. C. Shipley
E. E. HcRLocK
S. Wilson
W. Amspacker
C. H. MiKESXLL
S. PoTEET
J
\. Miller
J. W. RoNEY
X. X. Reesi
.\. G. Zepp
.\.

T. L.
J.
J.

M. C. A., Washington. D. C.
Medical Examiner, Wa.shington, D. C.

Secretary, Y.

A. RoBB

Kavanauoh

H.

Chairman

Trainmaster, \'ic(^Chairman

H. L.\.\iB
Dr. a. L. Portir

F.

J.

P.

J.
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Assistant Superintendent, Camden
of Engines, Itiverside
Division Operator, Camden Station
Relief Agent. Hanover, Md.
Yard Conductor, Curtis liay
Yard Conductor, Ixvcust Point
Fireman, Riverside
Yard Conductor, Bav View
Yard Conductor, Mt". Clare
Conductor, Baltimore
Supervisor, Camden Station

Road Foreman

Struqos

Track Foreman, Camden
Master Mechanic

KiRKPATRicK
W. Welsh

E. H. Petitt
R. K. Taylor

Car Inspector, Washington, D.C.

Tool Room Man, Riverside
Leading Car Inspector, Brunswick. Md.

The Baltimore Division regrets very nuich
having lost C. L. Todd, the assistant trammaster, who was transferred to Weston, \V. \a.,
on April 1st, as trainmaster. He has the best
wishes of all those he left on the Baltimore
Division.

The boys all wish to express their regret in
seeing Charles L. Todd, Jr., leave the division
engineer's office.
Charles decided, that out
of all his friends, his mother was the best.
Charles is the only son of C. L. Todd, trainmaster,who was recently transferred to \\ eston,
W. Va. "Toddy," we feel sure will soon have
an equal number of friends in Weston.

On April 14th, 1914, a meeting was held in the
superintendent's office to organize a baseball
club.
The meeting was a decided success and
things look favorable for many good times this
summer.

of 116.

H. Tideman. for several years general
yardmaster at Philadelphia, Pa., has returned
to the train service and is running a Royal Blue
train between Philadelphia and Baltimore.
R.

On March

20th,

R. H. Campbell was ap-

pointed agent at Singerly,
Smith, transferred.

Md.j vice T. P.

The night car men

at East Side defeated the
a baseball game played on
April 5th, the scores being as follows:

day shop men

in

R H O A E
Night car men
Day shop men

13
1

9
4

21
18

7
3

1

9

IMPRESSIONS FROM MT. CLARE

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, W. H. Schide. Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chairman

O. H. HoBBS
C. W. Mewshaw
R. B. Banks

W.

I.

Trainma-oter, Vice-Chairman
Division Claim Agent
Division Engineer

Trench

Agent, Washington. D. C.

D. M. Fisher
J. I..

J.

Malone

Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard

A. Willis

A. M. KiN^TENDORFT
Agent, Camden Station
Dr. E. H. Mathers
Medical Examiner, Camden Station
D. C. Webster
Yard Conductor, Washington. D. C.
W. T. Moore
Agent, Ixx:ust Point
M. E. Nichols
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
W. E. Shannon
Transfer .\gent, Brunpwich, Md.
E. K. Smith
Secretary, Y. M C. A.. Brunswick. Md.
T. E. Stagey
Secretary. Y. M. C. A.. Riverside
S. C. Tanner
Master Carpenter, Camden
J. O. F. Covkll
Engineer, Riverside
.

.

The following

officers were elected:
W. C.
Kinney, manager; H. H. Cox, captain; W. H.
Schide, secretary and treasurer.
The boys are getting in trim, and judging
from their enthusiasm, it will not be surprising
if they make application for membership with
the "Feds" next season.

well known gateman at
Wright, of
Station, and Mrs.
Baltimore, were married early Monday mc^rning, April 2nd, and took No. 526 to New York
for their honeymoon, returning Friday. May 1.
Adams's smile when he left was insignificant
in comparison to the one he brought back
J.

B.

Adams, the

Camden

with him.

Kmma
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George Bobb and Tom Kines, both of the
superintendent's office, spent Easter Sunday at
Atlantic City. George was asked how he
spent all his time, and said: "You can find all
you want to do in watching the sights. I have
them all to see yet." 'These two young men
seem to favor the ''school teachers," Tom
giving them special attention.
Ed.

Creighton, formerly of the office of the
captain of police is again in our midst. Ed.
has accepted a position with our maintenance
boys.
J.

P. T. Coleman, maintenance of way clerk,
says that he does not care how much trouble
we have in Mexico, as long as we do not take
his little dog away from him.

Since the gentle spring breezes have been
W. H. Schide, assistant chief clerk,,
has purchased a home at Hamilton, a beautiful
Now, boys, for the "house
little suburb.

stirring,

warming."
Fred Rogers, car distributor, has agreed to
play short stop on the baseball club.
Go to
it, "Doolan the Second."

H. N. Constantine, file clerk.
Harry is an active member of the Iroquois
Canoe Club. His father, H. Constantine, also
water-front,

a lover of out-door sports, and who is a conductor on our fine trains, enjoys all these
pleasures with his son. They remind us of
"two boys out of school."

D. M. Ambrose, machine shop foreman at
and Webb Snyder, spent Easter

Riverside,

Sunday

at Atlantic City.

We

are glad to state that B. T. Kelley,
machine gang foreman at Riverside, who was
badly injured on April 1st, has resumed his
duties.

We

are pleased to announce the marriage

John Lang to Miss May Snyder, April 14th.
The groom is employed in the boiler repair
gang. We all wish John much happiness.
J. H. Bing, yard conductor at Locust Point,
of

has taken out an extra share in the relief department, after having had some exciting
experiences in his new green touring car.
Bill Victor

and return.

wants one

trip pass to

Cleveland

Why?

COMPANY STOCK YARDS AT BARNESVILLE.MD.
Bernard Moriarty,
office,

expects

summer

We

in his

to

new

the superintendent's
Perry's record this
motor boat.
of

beat

are proud to boast of having a good
"sailor" in the office of the superintendent, a
boy who loves the water, and who lives on the

J. J. Linke, W. E. Snack, R. A. McHale, and
C. A. Anderson, spent Good Friday visiting
friends in Washington.
The movies there
attract the boys from Baltimore.

Walter E. Sinn, Melvin U. Ramsburg and
L.

T.

Feeser,

of the

superintendent's

office

THE

HAi/riMoiiK

spent Ivister Suiuhiy
Frederick, Md., Lewistown,
town, Pa., respectively.

their

homes,

Md. and

Litth's-

at

each

AM) OHIO

The checker season closed at Locust Point
with Anderson and "I Am" Lownian, tied for
first

honors.

Linke. ordinarily water-front dispatcher,
debut on the stage Monday, April
14th, and after two nights starring in "The
Troubles of Murj)hy," decided that givmg
side signals [o immigrant trains is a better
pastime.
J. J.

made

his

i;Mri.o\

lis

MAC Azixr:
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Norris and (jeorge Knight, both musitaking lessons. Bill on the
It won't be
cornet and George on the flute.
long before Bailey's will have a complete band.
Bill

cally inclined, are

This time last year it was "Hoey's "S'anigans"
but this year its "Hoey's Automobile."
H. Williams, Jr., was one of the spectators
opening game of the Federal Baseball
League in Baltimore on April 13th. Harry
Even
thinks the Terrapins are some class.
M. H. Crawford deserted the scoreboard and
went to the game.
}{.

at the

BAILEY'S

A

meeting of the baseball club was held in
the shop and the following officers were elected:
President, \V. D. Burnham; vice-president, J.
H. Taylor; treasurer, D. \V. Landes; secretary,
H. O'C. Cross; manager, Robert O'Farrall;
captain, \V. E. Laird.

Lightning

Lem

Lerch spent Easter

in

Freder-

ick but returned to Baltimore in time to see
the opening game at Federal League Park.
Lightning is some fan.

Jim McLaughlin, driver, is shaving himself
each morning. There certainly must be some
reason.

G. J. Gruber, repairman, "Bailey's Comedian" has been in Pittsburgh for the last two
weeks. We certainly have missed "Jake."

Bob Montgomery, electric machinist, has
placed his new motor boat in commission.
Bob expects to spend his holidays on the water
fishing.
Judging from some of the stories
Bob has told of his catches, he is some fisherman.
The stork

visited the

home

Frank Andrews,
a bouncing baby boy.
of three boys.

G. W. Newcomb, wireman, has been very
busy this spring plowing. George lives in the
suburbs and has a large garden. He never
tires of telling of the wonderful vegetables he
raises, and has promised to show us some of

of

Harry

Phillips of Bailey's

summer.

On

understand that Charles Ruhl, electric
machinist, refuses to use the Washington road
for trying out his automobile.
Charlie exceeded the spetd limit on this road several
Sundays ago and is a little dubious about going

On March
of
is

31st, the stork visited the

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS

spends four nights

and looses as little
work. Karl only

Correspondent, Geougk

for his.

W. S. Peregoy, armature winder and Bailey's
champion heavyweight, in an effort to reduce
weight has joined the Hikers' Club. Some one
suggests that Bill purchase one of the new
style English walking suits.
Imagine it!

IIknnk

k.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

doing.

M. Barrick, armature winder, spent a
week in Green Spring, W. Va., on the Company's
business.
Al. said it's the life in a big town

L.

Secretary

reason for so

A.

home

H. Macauley, car cleaner at Bailey's. Harry
now wearing a broad smile. It's a girl.

out in this direction again.

h's

April 5th, A. Williams, employed as car

repairman at Bailey's, and Mrs. Bertha Mentzer,
formerly employed at Bailey's, were united in
marriage. Much happiness is wished the
"Newly weds." Anyone experiencing trouble
in finding his affinity should apply for a position at Bailey's. Our matrimonial agency has
been very busj^ for the past few years.

We

Karl Seiland, machinist,
a week in South Baltimore,
time as possible from his
smiles when you ask him

MONTHS OLD— TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS

Master Charles, son

of

armature winder, and left
Shorty is now the proud father

his crops this

FIVE

Siipcrintendont .Shops, Chairman
Maohini.st, Krectin^Shop

P. Co.N.NiFF
S. A. Carter

H. OvERBY
J. P. Rkinardt.

.

H.

C

Yealdhall

R.

\V.

Chesnky

J.H.Ward
O. Perin
H E. HaE8io^p
Geo. R. LtiLiCH
C. K. YorNQ

J

.

Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshal. Axle and Blacksmith
Sbop.s and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brn.ss Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shop.>«
ManaRer, Printing Department
Clerk, Iron Foundry
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Car Department
H. A. Bkaumont
H. H. Burns
L. A.

every one would try to do

General Foreman, Chairman
Car Repairman, Mt. Clare
Clerk, Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Stenographer, Baileys

Margart

T. Shultz
C. W. Gegner
Otto A. Frontuno
C. W. Kern
J.

R. W. Upton

Clerk, Curtis

Car Inspector, Mount Clare

M. D. Edwards
W. Day
S. E. SoMMERS
P. J. Reichenberg
W. W. Bird

Day Car Inspector, Camden
Night Car Inspector, Camden

WASHINGTON TERMINAL

Assistant Foreman, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Clerk, Bay View

Seymour

The accompanying photograph

is

of

the circula-

Bay

T. H. Backendorf

S. T.

this, for

tion of the Magazine would be increased without
any additional output, and inasmuch as the
Company is trying to reduce expenses we should
give them all the help we can.

Luther

B. Hildenbrand, assistant piecework inspector
on Mt. Clare repair track, who is one of our
brightest young supervisors and is well liked
by all the men on the repair tracks. We
expect great things of him some day.

Correspondent, G. H. VVinslow
F.

M.

C. A. Secretary

The "Washington Terminal R. R. Y. M. C.
March" is a new musical number composed
by J. C. Kester, a member of the R. R. Y. M.
C. A. orchestra. The march will be played for
A.

the first time in public at the anniversary
supper May 20th. The composition is a fine
one, will prove popular among the members
and reflects great credit upon the composer.

John F. Moore of New York gave two lectures
Union Station that were intensely interesting
and instructive. "The Railroads of Japan,"
described the railroads, equipment and operation of the six thousand miles of railroads
there. He was followed by a brief address
from S. Kasamatsu of Tokyo, Japan, who was
sent to this country by the government of
Japan to study conditions and operation of
the American railroads, and he spoke in the
highest terms of the railroad service here and
at

the courtesy of the employes.
Mr. Moore's second address on "Present
Day Railroad Problems" ought to have wide
publicity.
In speaking of the new and serious
problems facing the railroad world, among
other things he mentioned:
Business Depression That a railroad must
always be prepared to meet maximum demands
and that during a time of depression there are
still costly fixed charges and idle equipment.
Government Regulations, and the necessary
dealings with the state and Interstate Comlaws
regarding
merce
Commission. The
schedules, rates, equipment, hours of hbor,
number in crews and other regulations that
must be given attention were spoken of.
High Cost of Operation Not only the advance of prices of all necessary supplies, and
the higher taxes, but also the greater demand
for costly stations and all modern conveniences

—

—

LUTHER

B.

HILDENBRAND

J. D. Blinke, piecework inspector on Mt.
Clare repair track, is now spending most of
his time looking for a country home, as the
"back to the soil movement" has infected his
system. If he receives much more literature
on this subject, he will have to hire a secretary
to handle it.

Charles E. Moxley, hurry material man on
Mt. Clare repair track, is inquiring about
prices on diamond rings.

The boys in the paint shop have got hold of
the idea of mailing their Magazines to friends
along the line of road, when they are through
reading them. It would be a good thing if

in train

Men

equipment and service.
connected with railroads and others

ought to give these questions serious consideration and realize the great problems that
are confronting railroads at this time and be
fairminded and just in rendering their opinions.
Easter brought a large number of tourists
to Washington, and with the extra work of
caring for the various graduating classes that
make this journey as an educational feature
of their courses, the Terminal employes as
usual were equal to the occasion.

The seventh annual anniversary of the
terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. will be held in the
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jrymnasium, Wednesday, evening May 20th.
Speeches will be made by men prominent in
public life, and the amusement features will
De of the best. Reports of the year's work will
be given and an enjoyable time is anticipated.

Correspondents

W. C. MoNTiGNANi, Y. M. C. A. Secretary,
Cumberland
H. H. Si MMEK8, South Cumberland
T. F. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg

H. Y. Dawkins, Relief Department clerk in
ottice. has recently purchased a
home in Takoma Park. Mr. Dawkins is a
horticulturist and has commenced to make
the auditor's

his property one of the beautiful spots of our
delightful suburban city.

The Washington-Baltimore hike
Sherman and E. S. Wise of the ticket

of

A.

office

a strenuous vacation, but thoroughly enjoyed.
Possibly they were training for the next international SLX day walking match.

Under the supervision of master carpenter
W. M. Cardwell the wooden platforms are
being replaced by concrete. This improvement
greatly facilitate
sengers and baggage.
will

the handling of pas-

The terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. baseball
League

an early start.
The officers elected were J. F. Waters, president;
Edward Birch, vice-president; G. H. Winslow,
for the season of 1914, got

Rider, treasurer. Four teams
league Union Station, Jos.
Humey, manager; car department, L. H.
Taylor, manager; shops. R. E.WoUett.mannetT;
Southern Railw:iv
B.
Humrickhuuse;
R.
manager. J. A. Handiboe will be official
umpire. Games will be played on the Terminal
R. R. Y. M. C. A. grounds with the schedule
from May 2nd to July 10th.
secretary; O.
will play

J.

—

in the

E. H. Raven"S< RAFT, Kcy.ser

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Kbliy. Jr
E. J. L^MPERT

Superintendent,

J.

East

East End. Trainmaster
Secretary
M C. A.
General Supervisor
Engineer

Secretary. Y.

Sponseller
H. E. NoRRis
A. R. LiNSDAT
A. Y. Wtlson
H. RcPENTHAL
S.

Machinist
Ennineer

W. Manford

J.

excursion will be held at Chesapeake Beach,
All railroad men are asked to
August 11th
keep that date open for the usual good time
at the beach.
A program of athletic events
will be arranged for men, women and children.

Conductor

B. Tansill
E. Welsh
J. R. Bell
W. E. Yarnall
H. C. McAdams
C. M. Gearhabt
E. C. Groa-e
C. J. Turner
E. M. Price
C. E. Riley
E. G. Shtrlet

Car Inspector

VV.

T. E. Stacy of

Baltimore was a welcome

visitor recently.

,

Chief Train Disp.itcher
General Yardmaster

W. H. Linn
L. J. WiLMOTH
E. DwiGGLNS
L. CR.\MBLnT
H. P. Br.\ni>t
D. MooHK
T. R. Stewart
F. W. BoARDMAN
^^
W. Caldeb
F KiRBT

Road Foreman of Engines
.^^sistant Road Foreman of Engines
Assistant Road Foreman of Engines
Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman

Master Mechanic
Assistant Ma.<?ter Mechanic

General Car Foreman
S. O. L.
Division Engineer
Assistant Division Eni^ineer
Storekeeper
Supervisor

.

W. T. Hughes

B. H. Miller, one of the crack bowlers of
attended the tournament at
Atlantic City.

Trophies were presented to the successful
competitors in basketball and the indoor
athletic meet, at an entertaiment on April
24th.
The Reds, consisting of Henderson,
Gregory, Munch, Riddle, J. D. Thompson and
Nottingham finished in first place in the basketball league and each received a silver medal.
The Greens finished insecondplace,andMoffett,
Wolfe, Starr, Boyd, Maier and Khuen each
received a bronze medal. The winners of
points in the athletic meet were first, Daily,
gold medal; second. Riddle, silver medal;
third, Kehl, bronz medal.
Others receiving
silver pins were, A. L. Thompson, Clements,
Wacksmuth. The interest in the physical
department has been maintained during the
winter and indications ace that the work will
increase next season.

Lkth

A. O. Tedrick

W. RiGGTNS
H. H. Tedrick
W. F. McBride
F. A. Taylor

Superv-isor

J.

Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

E. C. Drawbaugh
A. Erdman
C. ToNRT

Agent
Coal Billing Agent
Agent
Agent
Claim Agent
Agent

J.

W. D. Strouse
W. S. Harig
J.

E. Price
N. Martin

J.

W. Martin

J.

Washington,

Conductor
Division Freight Agent
Chief Clerk
Terminal Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster

J.

F. L.

.

Planerman

P. Petrie

The seventh annual R. R, Y. M. C. A. family

End

W. De Neen
T. F. Shaffer
W. C. MoNTio.NANi

J.

I.

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

J.

was
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.\gent

Relief

G. R. Br.\mble

Agent
Agent

West End
E.

L.\5IPERT

J.

Dr. J. A. DoERN-EB
O. S. W. Fazenbakeb
D. A. NiL.\ND
W. G. Wagoneb
L. A. RiZER

A.N.
J.

Jeffries

G. Lester

E. LowERT
E. A. RAPHAEL
E. V. Druqan
VV. H. Broom
E. P. Welsho.vcb
C. W. DccoN
J.

C.
F.

W.
W.
H.
M.

McLLEN
E. McCartt
P. Granet
E. Malon-et
H. Virts
W. Grenoble
\. Carntct

F. C.
F.

.

.

.

Assistant Superintendent
Medical Examiner
Secretary to Assistant Superintendent
Machinist

Fireman

Brakeman
Operator
Signal Supervisor

Conductor
Medical Examiner
Assistant Division Engineer
Assistant Wreck .Master

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
General Yardmaster
Chief Dispatcher

Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Road Foreman

Winters

R Browning

Storekeeper
Assistant

Road Foreman
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B. Marks
R. E. FuREY

Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman

J.

D. H. Watson
G. W. Hoffman
J.

Assistant Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Supervisor

Clay

M. Davis
H. P. Stuck
C. A. Fleegle
W. V. Fairall
H. R. CooLE
Z. D. Hensell
J.

,

C. F. HuTH
H. A. Rasche

Agent
Agent
Agent
A^ent
Agent
Agent
Coal Billing Agent
Agent

Our readers will be glad to hear of the promotion of A. W. Bratt to the position of general
foreman at East Side, Philadelphia. It took
effect on March 6th.
Mr. Bratt has for some
time been general foreman at Cumberland,
where he made many friends who regretted to
see him leave, but were glad to know that his
service had merited this promotion. He has
been with the Company a number of years,
having served in the capacity of foreman and
general foreman at several other points.

In September of the same year he was sent
to the Valley Division to strengthen bridges
for the heavier type of engines used by the
Company. He placed three spans of Howe
Truss Bridge, one 125 foot and two 75 foot spans
at Edenburg; two 100 foot spans at Tumbling
Run; three 100 foot spans at Pugh's Run. On
this job he was severely injured by being
knocked off the bridge to the bed of the creek,
67 feet below, and was disabled for sixty-four
days. His next work was at Tom's Brook,
where he placed four 100 foot spans, then four
100 foot spans at Mt. Jackson.
He was then
brought back to Harper's Ferry where he
put up two 75 foot spans. At this bridge he
was also injured by the breaking of a scaffold
and was disabled for about forty days. When
he recovered he replaced three spans of Bowlman with two spans of steel Piatt Truss at

Frederick Junction and then placed one span
Piatt Truss, 175 foot, at Opequon, where
there was double track. At Back Creek he
put in two 100 foot spans of steel truss.
of

In October, 1880, he was sent to the Somerset
Branch under Major Randolph, chief engineer.
While there he placed nine spans of steel truss,
100 foot each, one span 75 foot and two spans
45 foot, completing this work by March 3rd,
1881; from this time until September, 1902, he
had charge of the M. of W. carpenter shop at
Harper's Ferry, when the shop was moved to
Cumberland, and he has served in the same

capacity ever since.
In his fifty years of service he has only lost
four days on his own account, and has only
had one pass for personal use, that one on
Christmas day, 1869, whe he went to Baltimore.
On this trip he lost one and one-half days, also
one-half day to go to Washington to attend
President Garfield's funeral; one day to attend
the cornerstone laying of the post office building at Martinsburg; and one-half day to go to
Washington, when Admiral Dewey returned
from the Philippines.
In the full length of his service he has never
served any time, and never had an attachment
served against his wages. He has never delayed a train on account of his work nor had
an accident of a serious nature.
Mr. Kemp is one of the most popular men on
the Cumberland Division, is a man of excepHis
tional ability and has countless friends.
subordinates have always considered him the
hardest worker in his gang.
It is also worthy of special note that on three
of the four occasions on which he has been off
duty on his own account it was to attend some
patriotic celebration.
L. M.

KEMP

L. M. Kemp, carpenter foreman, entered the
service of the Baltimore & Ohio as carpenter

on May 13th, 1864, at Baltimore, under Thos.
W.iHeskett, supervisor of bridges and buildings, and remained in the same capacity until
March; 1873, when he was promoted to carpenter foreman and located at Harper's Ferry.

Mr. Kemp has made application for a pension
and will be retired this month. It is a peculiar
pleasure to the employes of this division to
testify to their respect and affection for this
grand old man, who is a credit to the Company
which he has so loyally served and a fine example of the splendid citizenship of the country
which he so dearly loves. May many years
of restful happiness now be his as a reward
for a life well lived.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
C. A. Gage, who has for some years been
night enguie house foreman at Cumherhmd, has
been appointed as general foreman in phice of
A. W. Bratt, transferred.

W. Dixon, assistant traimnaster located
Ilardman. W. Va., has been temporarily

C.
at

placed at Keyser to fill C. E. McCarty's position on account of Mr. McCarty's going to
Kansas City to undergo an operation in the
hospital at that point.

EMl'EoVl'S MA(iA/lNE

S9

entered the emi)l()y of the Balliniore 6: ()\iH)
at the freight station and still works there.

The

oldest "Vet" on the roster of the VeterAssociation of Martin.sburg is .\ndrew
Jackson Ringer of 713 North (^ueen street, tiiis
"Uncle Jack," as he is familiarly known
city.
by the railroad men, entered the Baltimore (fc
Ohio service on .\ugust 12th, 1851 nearly sixtyans'

—

J. E. Howell, assistant trainmaster of the
west end of Cumberland Division, located at
Keyser, has returned to his old turn as conductor in the freight service.

Mrs. \Vm. C. Montignani, wife of secretary
Monti«rnani. of the Baltimore it Ohio Y. M. C.
A., while on a visit to her home in Montreal,
Canada, was stricken with an attack of heart
Mr. Montignani was wired to come
failure.
to Montreal at once, and we are glad to report
that after two weeks of careful nursing, Mr.
Montignani was able to get his wife home to
Cumberland, where she is recuperating.

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
In the account of the organization meeting of
the Martinsburg Company Veterans, it was
stated that Z. T. Brantncr, president, entered
the service of the road in 1867. This was an
error, since Mr. Brantner came with the Com-

pany on January 1st, 1863, and has been
continuous service ever since.

Raymond

Russler, a machinist in the local
has located temporarily in Somerset,
Kentuckv, and has accepted a position as machinist in the C. N. O. & T. P. Railway shop.
We hope to welcome Ray home again when the
local shop resumes.
shop,

M. E. Mullen, foreman of the motive power
shop, has gone to Cumberland to accept a similar position in the shop there.
Mr. Mullen
takes the position left vacant by the promotion
of \V. A. Bratt. who goes to Philadelphia, Pa., as
master mechanic.

On March 17th, flagman Joseph H. Baker and
Miss Ethel F. Allen were married at the home
of the bride, 211 Winchester Avenue.
After
the wedding ceremony the happy couple departed on train No. 16 for a bridal trip to the
eastern cities. Thev are now comfortably domiciled at 411

West King

Street.

Wlllard H. Grimes, an assistant
at the local freight station, and

in

A.

J.

RINGER

in

the office

Miss Ella Rose

Marshall were married on March 19th at the
home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Marshall, near Shcpherdstown, W. Va. The
bride is a charming girl who graduated from
Shepherd College, Shepherdstown, and later
taught school at Falling Waters, this county.
Mr. Grimes is one of the best known men of this
city.
For several years he was secretary of
the local Y. M. C. A. and later spent some
time in business at Sapulpa, Oklahoma. After
returning to his home citv from the west he

The

oldest veteran

in

the association at Martinsburg

—

three years ago as a wood handler. At that
time the Company used much wood as fuel, and
"Uncle Jack" handled many a cord which was
afterwards fed into the fire boxes of the old
"wood-burners." After serving some time in
this capacity he went to firing and later to
braking, and was finally promoted to conductor, which position he held until he was injured by being caught between the cars. After
he recovered he was given a job as watchman,
and for many years faithfully guarded (^ueen
Street crossing in Martinsburg. On September
30, 1901, he was placed on the pension roll after
a continuous service of fifty-one years. Mr.
Ringer carries his seventy-nine years well and,
except for a slight limp, is in fairly good health.
In serving in the difTerent positions he held, he
worked over several divisions and was familiar
with railroad work in many difTerent phases.
He has watched the Baltimore & Ohio grow and
develop for over sixty years and followed her
fortunes from the "wood-burners" to the MalNo doubt "Uncle Jack" could spin many
lets.
an interesting yarn of the "old days," when
railroading was "what it used to be."
His
long and efficient service gained him many
friends in the cities and terminals to which he
ran, and these will be glad to hear of his good
health and that he is enjoying a well-€arne(l
rest.

William T. Eversole, a Baltimore & Ohio
flagman, aged fifty-two years, died at his home
in North Mountain on .\pril 3rd.
The deceased
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had been in failing health for some time and had
recently submitted to an operation in Johns
Hopkins Hospital in what proved to be a vain
effort to restore his health.
A widow and six
children survive him. The funeral took place
on Simday, April 5th, at his late home, where
many sorrowing friends and acquaintances gathered to pay a last sad tribute to the deceased.

The citizens of Martinsburg were appalled at
the terrible toll exacted by escaping illuminating gas on the night of April 3rd, when George
W. Rutherford, a retired Baltimore & Ohio
freight conductor, and his wife, Martha J.
Rutherford, were asphyxiated while they slept

home No.

112 North Maple Avenue.
gas main in the street caused the flow
of gas which followed a service pipe into the
cellar of the adjoining house, and coming up
through the floor into the upper rooms, caused
the death of the aged couple. The people occupying the house adjoining were overcome but
suffered no serious results. Mr. and Mrs. Rutherford's son, John W. Rutherford, occupied a
room next to that of his parents and was so
seriously affected that for several days his life
was despaired of, but he has since fully recovered.
So sudden a death of man and wife while they
were peacefully sleeping in the supposed security of their home came as a shock to the community and especially to railroad men, among
whom the dead conductor was widely known,
and impressed railroad men and citizens alike
with the truth of the admonition of the Master,
''In the midst of life we are in death."
George W. Rutherford was seventy-two years
of age on March 16th, and until retiring a few
years ago was a Baltimore & Ohio freight conductor.
He served in the Union army during
the civil war and was a member of the local
post G. A. R. Just a month before his death he
joined the Baltimore & Ohio Veterans' Association at its organization in this city.
Martha J., wife of George W. Rutherford,
would have been sixty-eight years old had she
lived until April 15th. One of the saddest
things connected with the sudden death of the
aged couple was that both were enjoying continued good health and looking forward to many
years of life.
The funeral services were held at the First M.
E. Church, Burke Street and Maple Avenue,
just opposite the late home of the deceased, on
Monday afternoon April 6th, and were conducted by Rev. G. C. Smith of the Baptist
Church and Rev. Z. T. Brantner of the M. E.
Church. The members of the G. A. R., the
Baltimore & Ohio Veterans' Association and
many railroad men and friends of the dead
couple attended the obsequies.
at their

A broken

Thomas E. Auld, aged seventy-four, a retired Baltimore & Ohio freight agent, died at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Thomas L.
Cline, Thursday, April 9th. Mr. Auld's death
was due to paralysis, from which he had suffered since last August. His serious illness at
that time was noted in the Magazine.
Mr. Auld was born in Baltimore, February 4,
1840, and spent the first thirteen years of his

that city. He moved to Martinsburg in
1853 and has lived here since that time. When
the civil war was declared he cast his lot with
the South and served in the second Virginia
regiment of cavalry under General J. E. B.
Stuart. Several years after the war he entered the employ of the Baltimore & Ohio at
the freight station as a clerk, from which position he was promoted to that of agent. He
served the Baltimore & Ohio for thirty-five
years, retiring six years ago to live quietly at
life in

home in this city. He was a member of the
Berkely Camp of Confederate Veterans and the
Baltimore & Ohio Veterans' Association, his
being the third death in the local association
since its organization on March 3rd. The
funeral services were held at St. John's Lutheran Church on Monday, April 10th, at ten
o'clock, the Rev. Dr. Charles S. Trump officiating. The pall-bearers were selected from the
members of the Lutheran Church Council, of
which the deceased was formerly a member, the
Baltimore & Ohio Veterans' Association and
the Berkeley Camp of Confederate Veterans.
Interment was in Green Hill cemetery.
his

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J. L.

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
A. Jordan
Dr. J. F. Ward
H. F. HowsER

Superintendent,

S.

Chairmaa

Medical Examiner
of Enginei

Road Foreman

S. J. LiCHLiTER
E. D. Calvert

Supervisor
Supervisor

L. Bowler
W. L. Seibert

Conductor

J.

Engineer

Engineman M. W. Phalen and fireman T. A.
Riley on trains Nos. 55 and 18 are to be congratulated for the handsome appearance of their
engine, No.

1406.

They have

it

handsomely

decorated and it presents a very neat and
cleanly appearance. This crew seems to take
special pride in keeping their engine in the
best condition.

Engineer E. A. Langley on trains Nos. 95 and 8
has had the flues on engine No. 1370 overhauled
and now train No. 95 is never late. Mr. Langley
says if a man knows what he wants done when
he goes to the shop at Brunswick he always
gets

it

done.

The employes

of the Shenandoah Division
congratulate G. D. Brooke on his promotion to
the position of superintendent of the Ohio
Division and wish him the very greatest success in his new field. They will extend to his
successor, S. A. Jordan, the same hearty cooperation that was given Mr. Brooke.
J.

E. Glenn, ticket agent at Harrisonburg,

and family have returned from a vacation in
the south, and Mr. Glenn is again on duty.
His health has been very much benefited by
the rest.
T. C. Lindamood has been appointed acting
agent and operator at Cave Station, Va.
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A. S. Allen, freight agent at Charles Town,
W. Va., has been given leave of absence and
F. R. Cockrell appointed acting freight agent.

Track foreman C. E. Pope of Middletown is
wearing a very broad smile because of the visit
of the stork which brought him a fine daughter
several days ago.
A. W. Shull, ticket clerk at Winchester, took
unto himself a wife a few days ago. Mr. Shull
and his bride are spending their honeymoon
in the far south.

Supervisor E. D. Calvert has recently moved
family. Mr. Calvert promises to keep
the employes at Winchester in vegetables during the coming summer from the splendid
garden which he has recently planted.
his

MONONGAH

DIVISION

Correspondent, C. L. Fohd, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Oakes

Superintendent, Chairman
Division En^rineer
Master Meclianic

E. D. Griffin
T. K. Fahertt

Road Foreman

J.

M. Scott

Brown

E. T.

M. F. Greene
Dr. C. a. SiNSEL
W. T. HoPKE
J. D. Anthony
J. O. Martin
W. M. Malonk
D. F. McCord
W. O. BoLiN

W. Beverley
G. A. ScHAFFER
E. B. Horner
B. Thompson
8.

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator

Medical Examiner

Master Carpenter
General Agent
Claim Agent
Supervisor
Section Foreman
General Car Foreman
General Yardmaster
General Foreman
General Foreman

Agent
Agent
Agent

H. Wells

Hoover
W. P. Clark
E.

J.

Machinist
Machinist

BuRNUP

R. G.
J. J.

Lynch

C. M.

Shaw

Car Inspector Foreman
Yard Engineer

G. Ramsburq
C. R. Knight
C. A. Michael
W. R. WiLLUMS
E. D. Rice
T. D. O'CoNNBB
J.

W. Leith

Engineer

Fireman

Yard Fireman
Conductor

Brakeman
Warehouse Foreman

Foreman Carpenter

WHEELING DIVISION
Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Glover Gap.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green
M. C. Smith
CM. Crihwell
J. H. Kellar
Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dh. J. E. Hurley
A. G. Yocst
O. A. Van Fossen
E. S. WILUA.M3

W. Gandy
W. H. Haberheld
8.

Sloan

J.

CoxEN

C. McCann
A. Dixon
V. B. Glasgow
T. H. Brewstbr
P.

McCann

Superintendent, Chairman,
Claim Agent,
Agent,
Relief Agent,

Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling
Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood
Operator, Glover Gap

Car Inspector, Hollowny
Machinist, Holloway
Car Repairman, Benwood
Air Brake Foreman. Benwood
Shopman, Cameron
Engineer, Benwood (Main Line)
Engineer. Benwood (O. R. & C. L. & \\.)
Engineer, Benwood CYard)
Conductor, Fairmont (Road)
Conductor, Benwood (Yard)
Fireman, Benwood
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Agent
Agent

E.Wilkinson
E. M. Po.MEiioY
G. Adlesbekgkr
L. M. CoLLi.NS
L. B. Kem.m
J.

T.

L.

I).

Car Foreman
Car Foreman

•

Master Carpenter
Section Foreman
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

CovNE
McCoLLOUGH

Track
Truck
Track
Track

H. Haogerty

Murtauoh

P.

T. C. Stonecipher
D. PiERc e

G. F. Ebcrly, assistant division engineer at

Newark, has been appointed division engineer
of the Wheeling Division, vice H. H. Harsh,
promoted.
William Gilligan, for the past four years

employed

in

the

superintendent's

office

at

has accepted a position with the
Government at Washington, D. C.

W'heeling,

U.

S.

Bernard L. Heifer has been promoted to
"report clerk" in the Wheeling office, vice
William Gilligan, resigned.
Nicholas Schiflfler, captain of police, has just
returned from a visit in sunny Florida. Nick
is as brow^n as a berry and healthy as can be.

Walter L. Cockrell, chief dispatcher, has
been examining men on the book of rjles.

The car record office, for the past ten years
located at Wheeling, has been moved to Benwood yard.
Larry O'Connel, an employe
yard,

is ill

at his

home

in

of

Benwood

McMechen.

Samuel H. Cooper, retired conductor, died
home in McMechen, of pneumonia fever,
on Saturday, March 14th, aged seventy-two
years. Mr. Cooper entered the Company's
service in the early seventies as brakeman.
He then became a conductor and later had

at his

charge of the construction forces in building
the F. M. & P. road between Fairmont and
Morgantown. After its completion he took
his place as a conductor again and held this
position with credit until retired a few years
ago. He leaves a wife and three daughters
and a host of friends and relatives to mourn
his demise.

Operator C. E. Miller, third trick, Glover
Gap, has resigned his position and entered
the law business at Fairmont, starting as clerk
to the clerk of the circuit court, with bright
prospects for advancement. He is a graduate
of the university at

The telegraphers

Morgantown.
of the

Wheeling Division

are proud of the increase in salary recently
granted them by the Compan}-, and wish to
acknowledge their appreciation through the

columns

of the

Magazine.

The stork paid the home of conductor G. E.
Riley a visit, March 23rd, and left a fine big
boy. There is no box car too high for Mr.
Riley to see over it.

Conductor V. B. Glasgow of the safety
committee had quite an exciting experience at
Cameron, recently. While on a siding waiting
for trains to pass a large bull

made

its

escape
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from a car
help

for

in his train.

try

to

He

railed on the crew
"his bullship."

and recar

Engineman Clyde Stephens made the first
charge, but the bull met him more than half
way and Mr. Stephen^' bravery wilted. He
made a rush for his engine and reached it just
in 'time 'to avoid a rear end collision.
Mr. Glasgow was next to the bat. The bull
charged him with his head lowered for action
and bellowing like thunder, but Glasgow was
equal to the emergency and as the beast was
about to toss him into the air he side stepped
and brought a shillalah down across his nose
with all the power at his command. Down
went Mr. Bull to his knees, relieved of most of
his ferocity.
By this time quite a crowd had
gathered and they finally drove the animal
into the stock pens and reloaded him, after
making sure that he was well secured. Mr.
Glasgow thinks one more lesson of this kind
will qualify him for the Juarez bull ring.

assumed a rather alarming stage, is back on the
job arranging for the summer business from
this district.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M.
Parkersburg

C. A.

Secretary,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Bryan
MoRAN
L. Parr

Chairman
Yardman, Parkersburg

C. E.
P.

C.

W. M. HiGGiNS
W. E. Kennkdy
A. J. BossYNS, M.
J. H. Oatey
J.

Superintendent,

J.

P.

O. F.

Fireman
Maintenance

D

Duval
Wheeler

W. Matheny
G. R. Van Valey
R. T. Everett
H. M. McPherson
J. J. Flaherty
C. F. Casper
J.

S. F. Bailey
S. S. Johnson
J. S. Echols

H. E. PuRSELL
W. A. Butcher
F. C. MoRAN
L. M. SoRRELL
L. E. Haislip
J.

B. Elliott

F. A.
F. P.

Carpenter
CoE

of

Way

Claim Department
*
Relief Department
Y. M. C. A.
Trainman
Department
Locomotive
Shopman,
Engineman
Agent, St. Mary's

Yardman, Huntington
Platform Foreman, Parkersburg
Platform Foreman, Huntington
Chief Dispatcher and Division Operator

Yard Track Foreman
Supervisor

Chief Clerk to Agent. Parkersburg
Relief Agent
Shopman, Car Department

Trainmaster

Road Foreman

of Engines
Division Engineer
Division Master Mechanic
General Yardmaster
Master Carpenter

In the February and March issues, we failed
acknowledge correct solution of problem
which appeared in the January issue from R.
P. Hennessy of the car service department,
general offices, Baltimore, and are glad to do
so now.
to

BRIDGE FOREMAN C. W. PARSONS AND GANG
ON BRIDGE AT PT. PLEASANT, W. VA.
The telegraphers and telephoners are well
pleased over the new schedule which they have
secured. In addition to the increase of six per
cent, to be distributed on a pro rata basis on each
division, they have secured other privileges.
All not relieved from Sunday duty, and who
have been in the service one year and less than
two years will receive a seven days' var9,tion
annually with pay. All not relieved from Sunday duty and who have been in the service two
years or more, will receive fifteen days' vacation with pay. Overtime for line offices is to be
thirty-five cents per hour and hours of service
will

A

remain as at present.

employes in the local freight
from third vice-president A. W. Thompson has been given very general publicity here.
The matter of loss and damage also received
attention at the last meeting of the Divisional
Safety Committee, and it is generally conceded
letter to all

office

The work of razing the frame buildings on
Green, Fourth and Avery Streets in preparing
the ground for the erection of our freight depot
is moving along wdth success.
The grading will
be begun as soon as possible, and it is expected
that work on the freight house proper will be
started soon after the ground is cleared. The
improvement will be the largest and most
costly the Company has made here for a number
of years.

McMartin, traveling passenger agent,
confined to his home for a few days
with a severe case of acuie indigestion, which

that as far as the local condition is concerned
there will be a very necessary and resultful
emphasis placed on this important matter.

Frank Reynolds, machinery department clerk,
has been transferred from the O. R. to the Balti-

more & Ohio shops.

Col. J.

who has been

On Wednesday, April 1st, Miss Pansy Violet
Jewell and Mr. Carleton Taylor, two popular

THK BALTIMOPvK AM)

Olllo

were unitod in nuiran attractive younji ladja splendid young gentleman
and one of our local employes. The many friends
of the young people in this city extend to them
best wishes for happiness.

young people

of this city,

The bride
and the groom is
riage.

is

i;.M l'L( )^ liS

Correspondents, W. T. Leculidkk. Superintendent, Cleveland
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There was cjuite an outpouring of our boys
dance given by the City Railroad League
on Wednesday, April loth. The Baltimore i^
Ohio will again be represented in the League
this season, and while they are not claiming
the bunting as yet, they feel as if they have it
at the

all

CLEVELAND DIVISION

MACAZIXK

but nailed to the staff.

G. Jasper, NL of W. clerk, and his mother
went to Cincinnati to spend Easter Sunday.
J.

G. A. Arganbright was appointed supervi.sor
sub-division No. 4 with headquarters :^t
Massillon, Ohio, vice G. O. Everhart, tran.sof

A. X.

Neiman,

Secretary, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Le< HLiDER

Superintendent,

A. N. Neiman
J. E. Fahy
J A. Anderson

H. H.
P. C.
J.

T.

Dh

Chairman

ice-Chairman
Trainmaster
Master Mechanic
Division Engineer
A. R. F. & A. T. M
Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner. Cleveland, Ohio
\'

Harsh
Locx

McIlwain
R. D. Stkba

M. Bond

Ho.-tier. Akron Jet.. Ohio
Shop Clerk. Cleveland. Ohio
Engineer. Lorain, Ohio
Wm. Canfield
Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio
Conductor, Cleveland, Ohio
F. W. Hoffman
W. Shaar
Hostler. Canal Dover, Ohio
W. S. Berkmter
Brakeman. Canton, Ohio
Fireman, Lorain, Ohio
C. G. MoiNET
.Assistant Yardmaster, Lorain. Ohio
H. H. Beard
J. H. Miller
Agent. Strasburg, Ohio
J. Clink
Assistant Yardmaster, Cleveland, Ohio
Ass't Yardmaster, Akron Jet., Ohio
O. P. EicHELBERQER
F. H. Garrett
Foreman. Akron Freight Station
Supervisor. Massillon, Ohio
G. A. .\rganbrigbt
E. M. Heaton
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
C. J. Maisch
C. E. Pierce
Terminal Agent, Lorain, Ohio
M. T. Hill
Relief Agent
J. J. Herliht
General Foreman. Cleveland, Ohio
J. .\. ."^CBJECK
General Foreman, Lorain, Ohio
\. J. Bell
Terminal Agent, Cleveland, Ohio
C. Bender
Foreman Steel Car Dep't, Lorain, Ohio
B.J. Waterson
Yard Foreman, Canton, Ohio

F.

E. R. Twining
R. \V. B^iR

.

.

.

ferred, effective April 18th.

E. F. Kefifer, chief clerk to trainmaster, was
called to New Philadelphia a few Sundays ago
on account of the sickness of his father. We

wish for the latter's speedy recovery.
Lewis, piecework inspector at Lorain slujp,
his right leg severely injured, is getting
along nicely and we hope to see him around as
usual in a short time.
J.

who had

The slogan now on the Cleveland Division
''Safety First

is

and Efficiency."

The accompanying photograph is of Harrison
Lynch, passenger locomotive engineer on the
Cleveland Division. Mr. Lvnch was born in
Cleveland. Ohio, on June 26th, 1851. At the

Now that the coal and ore season has started
on the Cleveland Division, the boys are lining
up for handling a greater business this year
than last.
We are glad that our New York friends were
pleased at the Cleveland Division boys taking
advantage of their vacations by riding around
the System.
The saying up this way is "See
the Baltimore & Ohio First."
E. D. Thomas, who was furloughed several
months ago to accept service with the U. S.
Government, has again returned to his old
position of material clerk.

We

are

glad to

have him back.
H. Barnard, stenographer to the chief clerk,
having resigned, Julius Sternicke, stenographer
in the trainmaster's office, has been promoted

I

to this position.

A. G, Lindrose, M. of W. timekeeper, slipped
away one afternoon and took unto himself a
JDetter half.
We wish him the best of luck
in his life

I

I

ENGINEER HARRISON LYNCH

journey.

M. Abramow^itch and J. W. Brothers, stenographers in the M. of W. department, resigned
to accept service with outside concerns.
H.
Rogers was employed for one of these positions
and he is now in the ring to make good.

age of twelve he went to work for his board,
clothes and schooling and continued ot) these
rations tor three years.
In ISGIi he took a
position as night watchman at the Stock
Yards for the C. C. & C. H. H. in Cleveland.
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In 1867 he went to braking for the same company and remained in that service two years.
In 1869 he began to fire on the C. C. C. & I.

R. R., but on July 5th, 1872, he resigned to take
charge of a locomotive for the Lake Shore &
Tuscarawas Valley R. R., now the Cleveland
Division of the Baltimore & Ohio, on the
construction train, which laid the rails from
Grafton to Lorain and pulled the first freight
train which ran from Lorain to Warwick daily,
except Sunday. On account of slack business
on the L. S. & T. V. R. R. he was sent to Cleveland with his engine to work for the Big Four,
running from Cleveland to Columbus, and
remained there until 1881. He then came back
to the C. L. & W. R. R. pulling freight. In
1882 he was assigned to passenger service and
he has served in that capacity ever since.

The General Safety Committee of the Cleveland Division met at Lorain on Tuesday, April
2nd, with the local committeemen. After an
inspection of the shops and yards, luncheon was
served in the assembly room of the Board of
Trade. A general meeting followed the luncheon and Mayor J. J. Pollock of Lorain welcomed
the guests to the city and stated that he was
glad that they had come to spread the Safety
doctrine in Lorain.
It is felt that the day was not only profitable
from the standpoint of Safety but of business
relations as well. This is the first meeting of
its kind ever held in Lorain, and the business
men thought that the meeting in the afternoon
and the gathering at night were very profitable.

NEWARK
Correspondent, T.

Mr. Cosgrove was born in Cumberland, Md.,
and at the age of fourteen years entered
the service of the Company at Mt. Clare. Md..
Later he entered the mechanias a messenger.
cal department of the Road and after completing his apprenticeship was sent to McConnellsin 1838

ville, Pa., as

an expert mechanic.

In 1881 he

was transferred to Newark as an erecting-house
foreman and later was made foreman of the
machine shops, which position he retained until

his retirement seven years ago.
calling of Mr. Cosgrove takes one of the

The

few surviving pioneers of the Compai.y m Newark.
His entire life was spent in its services
and he was regarded as one of the most expert
mechanics of the entire System. He was of a
kindly nature, fond of his home and family,
well liked by his associates and will be sadly
missed by a large circle of acquaintances.

DIVISION
J.

Daly, Newark

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. W. GoRSUCH
O. J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald
R. B. McMains

H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson
D. B. LuBY
C. G. Miller
A. R. Clayton
R. W. Lytle
A. N. Glennon
E. C. Zinsmeister
C. C. Grimm
E. V. Smith
J. S.

Little

G. R. Kimball

W. A. Funk
James Vandivort
A. D. PiERSON
C. R. Potter
E. Dow Bancroft
J. E. Bushew
S.

Freas

R. E.

McKee

D. L. Host

Superintendent,

Chairman

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Agent, Columbus, Ohio

Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent

Yard Brakeman
Road Brakeman
Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner
Conductor
Assistant

Car Foreman
Agent

Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
Section Foreman
Supervisor

Agent
Trainmaster

John Cosgrove, thirty-three years a resident of Newark, and a valued employe of the
Baltimore & Ohio Railway System, died at his
home in North Second Street, on Tuesday night,
January 13th, at 9 o'clock, after having been
confined to his home for the past eleven weeks
suffering with an aggravated attack of hiccoughs.

•JACK'

-THE RAT KILLER OF ZANESVILLE

FREIGHT SHEDS
The freight shed at Zanesville has been infested with rats for some time, and the agent
and all his staff have been sorely tried by various endeavors to get rid of the pests. / bout a
month ago a tramp dog, who now honors the
name of "Jack," arrived on the scene, and because of several friendly salutations from the
men on the platform, decided to remain; he almost immediately got busy with the rat proposition, catching and killing seven out of a nest
He has
of eleven that were camped in a bureau.
since kept up the good work, and now a rat is a
rarity about the freight shed. The men, to
show their appreciation, have formally adopted
"Jack," and he is soon to be presented with a
handsome brass-studded collar with his name
and official capacity engraved thereon. His
picture accompanies this article.

There is still in active engine service on
the Lake Erie Division one of the oldest engineers, in point of service, west of the Ohio
River. For nearly half a century he has performed continuous service for the Company
and during this time has not injured a passenger
or an employe.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES
This is the creditable record of William F.
Dayton, who commenced service as a fireman
July 8th, 1867, on engine No. 225,with engineer J.
P. Souder, on what was then the old second division of the early system, ruiniing out of MartinsHe continued to serve as fireman
burg, W. Va.
until October 6th, 1870, at which time he was
promoted to engineer and given engine No. 85,
with fireman John Orndorf. He remained on the
second division until March 26th, 1875, when
he was transferred to the Trans-Ohio DiviIn November, 1878, he was given a regular
sion.
engine in passenger service and has been in
continuous passenger service since.
Mr. Dayton is now in his sixty-sixth year,
with every faculty well preserved and an eye
The many years of danas bright as a boy.
gerous and strenuous life in the cab of an engine
have not warped his nerve, and he can still ride
them as fast as they can turn a wheel. His life
in the railroad service refutes the oftmade
statement that the roads "do 'em up quick."
His good fortune and success are the results
of a life cleanly lived, and of an early cultivation of the Safety First habit.
At the time he started, railroading was in its
pioneer stage. He has seen its development, is
proud of the fact that he is in the service of

.NLVCIAZIXE
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and hear the hooks drop in when with the
pjigine
starting bar the motion was changed,
No. 225, the first one that he fired, had just
been returned to its owner after having been
confiscated by the Confederates in the civil
It was pulled
war, to haul men and supplies.
by horses on the pike from Martinsburg to
Winchester. The memories of the active part
it took in that momentous war still lingered
when he was assigned to it. Mr. Dayton has
kept pace with the improvements which brought
out larger and more powerful equipment and
now rides an engine capable of developing a
speed of seventy miles per hour, over the same
division on which he rode the kettle four decades ago at a speed of thirty to forty miles
per hour.
He is now beginning to feel the strain and
realizes that he is nearing the time when he
must lay the burden he has carried so long
on younger shoulders, and he sincerely hopes
that good fortune may follow those who succeed him. On the younger men in the service,
Mr Dayton would urge the furtherance of the
prosperity of those who make them prosperous, honest and faithful efforts to do their
duly by their employer and the public, clean
lives and Safety First always.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. JoNES.Oj/ice of Chief
Clerk, Connellsville

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Superintendent

O. L. Eaton
S. C. WoLFERSBERGER

Divi.-ion Engineer

P. Petri

Master Mechani'*
Trainmaster
of Enpines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

T. E. Miu.ER
T E. Jamison

G N Cage
.

Road Foreman

.

H. B. PiGMA.v
Dr. M H. Koehler
M. CoNNOB.s
H. D. Whip
.

Car Foreman
Relief Agent

J.

Repair Track Clerk
Conductor, F. M. & P. Branch
Conductor, S. & C. Branch

John Irwin
D. X. Dumire
R. Zearfoss
G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover

J.

S.

M. Bittner

F.

Bryne

Locomotive Fireman
Train Dispatcher
of Way Dep't
Claim Agent
Machinist

Foreman, Maintenance

E. B. Small
S. W. HcDDLESTON
W. D. Seaton
M. E.Martz
P.

M.

J.

Conductor
Conductor
Foreman, Motive Power Dep't
Inspector, Maintenance of Way Dep't

Adams
Heankt

Supervisor

P.

Freipht Agent
Locomotive Eneineer
Agent

A. Fleming
W. E. West
J. T. Griffin
C. A. .\i.BRioHT
J.

J.

\VILLI.\M

F.

DAYTON

one of the greatest roads in the country, and is
very earnest in his praise of the officials under
whom he now serves.
He can look back into the sixties and see the
Ross Winans camel in all its paint and splendor,

Russell Anderson

Freight .\gent
Secretary

For many years inventors have been endeavoring to perfect a device that would throw the
rays of a locomotive headlight on the track
ahead, whether on a straight run or going
around a curve. A Connellsville employe haa
invented such an equipment. His invention
was given a severe test on the Boswell Branch
April 1.5, and it is declared to have proved a
success.

The inventor

is

train dispatcher at

C. H. Walters, formerly a

Rockwood, who was

trans-
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ferred to Connellsville several months ago.
It
is said that the tests were conducted under the
most rigid requirements and that the instrument designed by Walters did the work in a
most satisfactory maimer.
The Boswell Branch is a very crooked piece
of track, but when the pony wheels of the loco-

motive rounded the curves the headlight was
manner that it shone on the

shifted in such a

T. J. Brennan, who is shown standing
directly in front of the carriage. The prompt

its chief,

and efficient manner in which they respond to
alarms attracted favorable comment from
the

superintendent of insurance,
inspection of the terminal fire
fighting facilities recently, at which time
badges were furnished each member, as shown
in the photograph.
assistant

who made an

FIRE COMPANY AT CONNELLSVILLE SHOPS
track directly in front of the engine and when a
straight piece of track was reached the headlight was restored to its normal position of
"straight ahead."
Several local employes who witnessed the
tests declare them to have been entirely satisfactory and if this proves to be the case it will
reduce to a very great extent the dangers to
which the employes and passengers as well are
frequently subjected at night.
Walters is the entire owner of the invention
and is in a position to reap all the benefits that
may accrue therefrom.

The accompanying photograph is of the day
fire
company at the Connellsville shops.
Reading from left to right the names of the
members are as follows:
M. A. Rottler, nozzle man; L. B. Otto, nozzle
man; Carl Snyder, hose man; Sam. Stillwagon,
hose man; Carl Schibbley. hose man; P. A.
King, plug man; J. J. Friel, assistant chief;
R. O'Donnell, hose man; T. J. Brennan, chief;
F. A. Sliger, valve man; J. C. Hunter, nozzle
man; J. E. Murph}^, captain.
This company has attained a high standard
of

efficiency

through the untiring efforts

of

The company is now a member of the Western
Pennsylvania Firemen's Association and as
such may call on the city firemen for assistance,
case of necessity. This, in itself, speaks
highly for the interest displayed by the members in their work, as they were instrumental
in obtaining membership in this association.
in

A

nine pound boy was born on the evening of
to Mrs. William Carroll of Connellsville, wife of a train dispatcher in the local

March 28th
offices.

We regret that Robert Welsh, sixty-two
years of age, died at his home in Connellsville,
April 3rd, following a lingering illness of arterio
He had been in poor health for the
sclerosis.
past year and had been unable to work since
June. For several weeks previous to his death
he was confined to his bed. Funeral services
were held from the family residence with Rev.
J. L. Proudfit, pastor of the First Presbyterian
Fayette Lodge No.

239,
The body
in charge.
was shipped to Brownsville, Pa., for interment.
Mr. Welsh was born in Scotland, October 13,
1851, coming to this country with his grandparents at the age of sixteen. He settled in

Church,
Knights

officiating.
of Pythias,

was
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Bollevernon, and after residing there for a short
time came to Connellsville, where he spent the
remainder of his life.
Forty-four years ago Mr. Welsh entered the
service of this Company as storekeeper at Connellsville, and was later made a clerk in the
master mechanic's office, which position he held

He made a wide circle of
among the employes of this division, who

until his late illness.

friends

extend their sympathies to the bereaved family.
J. R. Porter, sixty-five years old. one
the oldest passenger conductors in point of service on the Baltimore & Ohio, died at 5.20 p. m.,
March 29th, at his home in East Green Street,
Connellsville. of pneumonia.
Captain Porter's
death is attributed to exposure when the Du{]uesne Limited, on which he was conductor,
w;u5 derailed at Ursina Junction four weeks preThe train was held up for several hours
vious.
and Captain Porter contracted a severe cold
which developed into pneumonia. Funeral
services were held on the afternoon of April 1st
from the familv residence. Rev. W. R. Warren

Captain

of

FNT.TXr NV.

2400

ploy of this Company as a l(Komotive fireman.
He soon after left the service of this Company for
a more lucrative position with the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, remaining there for three
years.
He was also on the Allegheny X'alley
Railroad for a short time. He later returned
to our service and had been in the service for
about fortj'-five years at the time of his death.
He passed through successive grades of promotion in the transportation department, attaining the position of pa.ssenger condu(;t()r. and
thirty years ago he resigned as night train dispatcher. He took the first train through the
old Sand Patch tunnel, and wiis conductor on
trains Nos. 50 and 51 for about twenty years.
For the past four years he was conductor on the
Duquesne Limited. He also served in a sim-

capacity on the West Newton and Mount
Pleasant accommodations and the Versailles acilar

commodation.
He had many

thrilling exTperiences in his long
career on the railroad, not having gained his
title as veteran without experiencing every
sensation that falls to the lot of the modern

AND CRFW

of Indianapolis, Ind., a former pastor, officiated.
TheAIasons were in charge of the funeral and

the interment was

in Hill Grove cemetery.
The deceased was a son of Peter and Isabel
McCreary Porter and was born at Jacobs Creek.

Westmoreland County. August 9th, 1849. He
was educated in the public schools at Jacobs
Creek and remained on the paternal farm until
he was a young man. when he entered the em-

MACiAZIXi:

f^ioo

N'otoV

railroad man.
He was the best known railroad
on the Pittsburgh and Connellsville Divisions and by his courteous and congenial manner won the respect and esteem of the traveling
public and of others with whom he came into
contact.
He was a faithful employe, and in his
death we have lost one of our most trusted and
popular fellow workers.
Captain Porter came to Connellsville at the

man

.
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age of eighteen years, and on April 15, 1875, married Miss Caroline McBeth, daughter of John
]McBeth, deceased, and ]Mrs. Anna McBeth of
To the union the following
Connellsville.
children were born: Anna Mae Evans, deceased;
J. Donald, Ralph Ewing, Elmer Reed and Miss
Kathrj-n Porter, all of Connellsville and Imogene A., wife of E. R. Doud of Pittsburgh. Mr.
Porter was a member of King Solomon Lodge.
F. & A. :\I., 346, Connellsville; Knight Templar of the Pittsburgh Commandery, the Pennsjdvania Consistory and of the Asyria Temple,
Mystic Shriners, of Pittsburgh. He was also a
member of the Order of Railroad Conductors,
No. 281, Pittsburgh.

The accompanying photograph is of engine No.
2400 and enginehouse foreman Thomas Nee and
force, taken while the engine was at Connellsville shops undergoing repairs.
This engine is
used to help the heavy tonnage trains up the
Sand Patch grade.

NEW CASTLE

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Cahill
J.

B.

Superintendent, Chairman, X"ew Castle, Pa,
Division Engineer, Xew Castle, Pa.
Master Mechanic, New Castle Junction, Pa.
Agent, Xew Castle, Pa.
Trainmaster, Xew Castle, Pa.

Camerox

McGtriRE
F. H. Kxox

J.J.

C. P. Angell
E. J. Langhurst. .Ass't Road Foreman, Chicago Junction, O.
E. C. Bock
Division Operator, Xew Castle, Pa.
R. J. Carrier
Division Claim Agent, Youngstown, O.
J. G. Shelby
Medical Examiner, Xew Castle Junction, Pa.
F. C. Green
Track Supervisor, Ravenna, O.
W. L. Madill
Track Supervisor, Lodi, O.
P. Thornton
Track Foreman, Xew Castle Junction, Pa.
F. D. Abblett. .Car Painter Foreman, Xew Castle June, Pa.
Albert Voss
Machinist, Xew Castle June, Pa.
E. L. Hannon
Air Brake Repairman, Painesville, O.
Ch.\s. Cr.\wford
Engineer, Chicago June, O.
M. L. Raney
Yard Engineer, Xew Castle June, Pa.
L. L. Wagn-er
Conductor. Xew Castle. Pa.
G. A. PuRKEY
Conductor, Chicago June, O.
C. B. Smith
Conductor, Painesville, O.
^
D. B. McFate. .Yard Conductor. Xew Castle Junction, Pa.
W. H. O'Maba
Yard Conductor, Haselton, O.
G. W. Richards.
Warehouse Foreman, Youngstown, O.
C. K. Speelmann
Relief Agent, Xew Castle, Pa.
Jas. Aiken
Agent, Youngstown, O.
G. W. Taylor
Agent, Painesville, O.
E. J. Raidy
Secretary, Xew Castle, Pa.
M. F. Riley
Track Supervisor, Youngstown, O.
.

An important change

in the clerical force of
the mechanical department at Connellsville was
made in the promotion, effective April 15th, of

A. Davis, as chief clerk to the master
mechanic at New Castle Junction. Mr. Davis
came to us from New Castle Junction where he
was assistant chief clerk to the master mechanic,
from which point he was promoted to fill a
similar position at Connellsville. While at this

J.

point he

made many friends by his congenial
who extend their heartiest con-

disposition,

gratulations upon his well deserved promotion.
of the esteem in which he is held by
his co-workers, a pearl and diamond stick pin
and fountain pen were presented to him by the
stores and mechanical department forces in a
few well chosen words delivered bv chief clerk,
H. T. Beck.

As a token

E. C.
H. L.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. B. GoRSucH
T. W. Barrett
M. C. Thompson
C. C. Cook
L. FixEGAX
G. W. C. Day

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Master Mechanic
Division Operator
W. Battenhocse
General Car Foreman
H. X. Landymore
Operator, Pittsburgh, Pa.
E. L. Hopkins
Machinist, Glenwood, Pa.
H. G. Waltower
Yard Conductor, Demmler, Pa.
S. C. Rylaxd
Road Engineer, Glenwood, Pa.
H. J. Spaxgler
Yard Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Aixsworth
Yard Brakeman, Glenwood, Pa.
C. C.
R. H. Pattersox
Passenger Fireman, Glenwood, Pa.
VY. E. BuRTOFT
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. W. Clawsox
Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Frank Bryxe
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
X. B. Stewart, M. D. .Ass't Med. Examiner, Glenwood, Pa.
W. H. R.\LEr
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. DAAas
Yard Conductor, 36th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
G. G. Wise
Road Conductor, Foxburg, Pa.
T. F. DoxAHtTE
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh, Pa.
R. J. Smith
Agent, Junction Transfer. Pa.
W. F. Dexeke
Agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Agent. Allesheny, Pa.
P. CoLLiGAX
Yard Conductor, Willow Grove. Pa.
C. G. Harshaw
H. Kxopp
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
R. J. MuRTLAXD
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
T. D. Maxwell
Road Engineer. Connellsville, Pa
J. S. Bartlett
Superintendent's Office, Secretary

.

Fowler
Forney

Track Supervisor, DeForesi: Junction, O.
Master Carpenter, Xew Castle, Pa.

W. D. Carroll

Brakeman
at

Signal Supervisor,

C.

New Castle,

Pa.

W. Robinson, who is employed
is endowed with a poet-

DeForest Junction,

After reading the instructions with
reference to sending foreign cars home, he
places himself in the position of a Baltimore &
Ohio car, and gives vent to the following:
ical strain.

We

Company- cars go near and

And sometimes
If

one

is lost

a lot

far,

ne'er return.
it

costs.

So this I beg j'ou learn.
As over foreign roads I roam,
When I am empty, send me home.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent, T. ]\I. Jones, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISION

Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk,
New Castle

Chief dispatcher "Jack" Huston has been
on the sick list, but is again able to be around.
Jack was thinking of getting his voice trained,
but will wait until in good shape again. While
he was away, night chief Charlie Steinmetz
handled the job in the day time and dispatcher

C.

M.

Trussell held

it

down

at nights.

John A. Davis, assistant shop clerk at Conhas been promoted to shop clerk at

nellsville,

New Castle Junction, vice C. E. Bagnall,
transferred to the C. T. department. John is
an old New Castle Division boy and is right
at home again.

A young man walked into the chief dispatcher's office a few days ago and commenced
chatting in a friendly fashion. The boys could
not place him until he turned around, when by
his build and the color of his hair, they recognized him as engineer "Matt" Garrett, who
handles first No. 94 and first No. 97. Matt
had shaved off his mustache, and by so doing,
took ofT twenty years in his looks, and he now
seems too young to hold down these fast freight
runs.

THE BALTIMOHK AND OHIO
J. H. Haun, nuiiuiger of the telegnipli ot!ice,
has been promoted to extra train dispatcher,
and O. C. Bedell of Newton Falls has been
broiifiht to New Castle Junction to take C. C.
Piobinson's place, the latter being promoted

to manager.

CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, F.N. Shdltz. Division Operator,
Garrett, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Keegan
C. W. Van Horn
T. B. Burgess

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett, Iml.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett. Ind.
Division Engineer. Garrett, Ind.
John Tordella
Master .Mechanic, Garrett, Ind.
F. W. Rhuark
Road Foreman of Engines, Garrett, Ind.
Geo. Novinger
Division Operator, Garrett, Ind.
F. N. Shultz
Claim .\gent, Garrett, Ind.
J. D. J.\CK
Claim Agent, Tiffin, Ohio
T. E. Spurrier
Medical F^xaminer, Garrett, Ind.
Dr. F. Dorsey
Supervisor, Walkerton, Ind.
.\. B. HiNKi.F.
R. R. Jenkins. .Secretary Y. M. C. .A.., Chicago Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
M. J. Driscoll
F.

J.

.

L.
-M.

S.

Shop Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
M. P. Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
Yard Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.

Davis
.\. PoLCASTER

J.

Archer

W. E. Sargent

X.B.Bair

C. H. Martin
Engineers' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
D. G. Tho.mpson. Fireman's Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
(). F. Bell
Conductors' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
H. P. WEiRKH.Brakeman's Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
C. C. Greer
.Agents' Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
John Draper
Agents' Cornmitteeman, Chicago, 111.
G. W. Smith.
.Operators' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio.
.

H.
D.
H.
H.
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Rumbaugh has been on sick furlougli for the
past y(?ar, and his many friends are glad to see
the genial "Sam" back in the harness.
Engine No. 4000, the pride of Chicago Juncyard, is again back on the westboimd
hump after a few days' retirement in the shop.
This engine is in charge of engineer A. Archer
on the day shift and of "Doc" Barr at night.
You will find her deck as clean as a kitchen,
and her brass parts polished to the highest
degree of perfection. Mr. Archer is one of
the best and the oldest engineers in Chicag<j
Junction yard, and the young (Migineers would
do well to follow his example. He is the
tion

father of a railroad family, his oldest son,
Shelby, was for a number of years assistant
yardmaster, and is at present a yard safety
committeeman. William, formerly conductor
on the New Castle Division, is at present conductor on the Toledo Belt. Almon is a passenger brakeman on Chicago Division. John
Wallace, a son-in-law, is an engineer on the
New Castle Division.

Operator G. A. Elder at Holgate had the
misfortune to lose his infant son. an only
His many friends
child, a few days ago.
extend their sympathy.

Section Foreman, Garrett, Ind.
Relief .Agent, Garrett, Ind.

.Car Dep't Committeeman, Chicago Junction
S. Gardner
Agents' Committeeman, Defiance
H. Carroll
Signal Supervisor, Defiance
B. Taylor
Ma.ster Carpenter, Garrett
W. Ross
Car Department Safety Committeeman
S. Gardner
Agents' Committeeman. Defiance, Ohio

C. Link.

P.

M ACAZINK

.

John Rathwell
H. .A. Martin
J.

1:.MPL()M:s

.

.

.

.

General yardmaster F. H. Garner, assistant
yardmastcrs P. V. ]Myers and C. J. Richards
of Chicago Junction made a trip to Cumberland
and Connellsville in early April to familiarize themselves with the movement of Nos.
94 and 97 east of the Junction.

Homer Slagle, an old time Chicago Division
conductor, who had the misfortune to lose an
arm at Fostoria about five years ago, and has
since been operating the push button on westbound hump. Chicago Junction, has been promoted to assistant yardmaster, and has been
handling the westbound hinnp during the illness of 3-ardmaster R. A. Mason. This is
another instance in which the Company has
shown a disposition to take care of its men,
advancing them when ability is demonstrated.
Mr. Slagle has many friends, who will be
in

pleased to note his promotion.

Operator P. M. Geer, who has been working
the Pittsburgh relay office for the past year,
has returned to Chicago Division, and faken
f^econd trick in ''RX" office, Chicago Junction.

in

Rumbaugh, who

many years was
yardmaster at Chiago Junction, has resumed duty as assistant
to general yardmaster F. H. "Garner.
Mr.
S.

<

(

C.

hief clerk to the general

for

J.

FRED. SOMMERS.

Jh

It is gratifying to be able to advise so many
friends that J. Fred. Sommers, Jr., was recently
promoted from the mechanical department as
traveling car foreman, to the transportation
department as night yardmaster at Wolf Lake.

:
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Mr. Sommers has been connected with the
mechanical department of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad for nearly fifteen years and has
had varied experiences in almost every car
shop on the System.
Just prior to making the change to become
yardmaster at Wolf Lake, the men in the
various departments in the South Chicago
car shops and round house presented Mr.
Sommers with a beautiful ring as a token of
their kindly feeling for him. Those at the
presentation were
C. W. Burke, general foreman; W. F. Booth,
assistant trainmaster; W. T. Wilhelm, yardmaster; H. A. Blair, district M. C. B.; Oscar
Wacker, car distributor; R. R. Huggins,
assistant agent; Wm. F. Ross, car foreman;
D. L. Gibson, assistant car foreman; H. B.
Atherton, gang foreman; F. Merton, gang
foreman; Thomas H. Berry, stationary engineer;
L. Staszewski, piecework inspector; O. E.
Anderson, shop clerk; F. Kuglen, car clerk;
Joe Szelung, gang foreman; L. Napierkowski,
claim clerk and Miss G. Lindstrom, stenographer.
The presentation speech of assistant
agent Huggins was in part as follows:
"Mr. Sommers, I was called upon today to
extend the appreciation of your associates for
the consideration that you have given all of
those in the mechanical department during
your administration at South Chicago. They
all desire to thank you, and as a token of their
esteem they have requested me to present to
you this ring. You have been an employe of
the Baltimore & Ohio for many years and have
worked for the benefit not only of the railroad
itself, but of the employes as well.
We all
wish you great success in your new position."

CHICAGO TERMINAL
Correspondent,

II.

E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

Chairman, Chicago

Nichols

L.

W. Dacy
G. P. Pai MER
F. E. Lamphere

Trainmaster, Chicago
Division Engineer, Chicago
Assistant Engineer, Chicago
Division Claim Agent, Chicago
Captain of Police, Chicago
Examiner and Redorder, Chicago
Suoervisor, Chicago (Chicago District)

J.

Alex.
J.

F.

Craw

Rtan

C. L.

Hegley

H. McDonald
Wm. Hog\n
J. F. Fogg
F. S. DeVeny.

Supervisor, Chicago (Calumet District)
.

.

.

Asp't

Master Mechanic, East Chicago
of Engines. Chicago
Master Carpenter. Chicago
Medical Examiner, Chicago

Road Foreman

Chas. Esping

Dr. E. J. Hughes
Morris Altherr
James Gaghin
Arthur Jensen
Chas. Beam
JoH.v

.'

Haley

Harry Johnson
Oliver Johnson
C. B. Biddinger
Wm. Jenkins

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Car Inspector, East Chicago
Engineer. East Chicago
Conductor. Blue Island
Car In.spector, Blue Island

Fireman. East
Conductor, East
Machinist on Floor, East
Machinist in Shop. East
Boilermaker, East
Blacksmith, East

McLene
Wm. Davis
A. A.

T. P. Yates
John McLean
J.

P.

Assistant Agent, Forest Hill
Engineer, Robey Street
Fireman, Robey Street
Conductor, Robey Street
Car Inspector, Robev Street
Engineer, Blue Island

Barry

E. Snyder

Harry Marshali

Mr. Sommers' reply was as follows:
"Gentlemen, I hardly know how to express
my feelings'. I have tried to be fair to the
men with whom I came into contact in the
service of the Company as well as to do my
utmost to protect the Company's interests.
I want to say that I thank you for what you have
been able to do for me in the past and hope that
we will work harmoniously in the future.
Loyalty to one another means loyalty to the
Company and I can assure you that I will do
any thing that I can to promote our joint
interests.
Again I thank you."
Other remarks were made by C. W. Burke,
Oscar Wacker and H. A. Blair.
Oscar Wacker, car distributor at South
Chicago, recently returned from St. Luke's
Hospital, where he underwent a serious operation.
It seems to have been very successful
as he is back at his desk again, to the delight of
his fellow employes.

Our per diem clerk, Ralph Ashton, is burning
up the roads on a new motorcycle. Look out
for Ralph!
John Staszewski, our manifest
have now settled down
home.
bride

clerk, and his
in their new

M. D.

CONNORS

H. E. Hansen, Correspondent,
Dear Sir:
I wish to present a short biography of Mattbew
Connors, one of our old and honored engineers
who at the present time is unable to work, but
who wants to get back into the harness. Every

!
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Always, wherever railroad nun (•<)nj,n*e;;ate,
you have only to inention watches to hoar stron;^ praise for the
Hainiltoii Watch.
Over one-half (56.''u) of the railroad men on American
Railroads maintaining Ofl&cial Time Inspection carry the

%

atiw
*'The Railroad Timekeeper of America

Hamilton No. 910 (18 size— ei jewels) and No. 992 (16 size
lar watches on American Railroads and will pass any
general u-;e you can buy a Hamilton Watch from $1:3 ;')
Safety Numerical Dial on Railroad watches.

—

31

jewels) are the most popu-

OfTicial

to

Time InsiK^ction. K«ir
No extra cliarge for

.$1."0.00.

Write for Hamilton Booky ''The Timekeeper''
and describes the various Hamilton models and
you are thinking of buying an accurate watch.

It illustrates

readin?

if

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY

is

a book well wortlj

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Master Builders of Accurate TimrOifces

^
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Magnificent Steei Launcli

'^

Complete With Ensine, Ready te Run
lS-80>2Sand3 7ft. boats at proportionate prices. All laonche<i

$Qfi
9^9
tested an

i

tUt-

;

wth

Detroit two-cycle reversible ensines with speed ccjntrdllins le^or— Minpli-.-.t eiiciip^ i:, i .••- -li.n
without cranking has only 3 niovini: parts anyonecan run it
TIlP Stlft; Llllllicll — al>"lutely non-sinkable needs no boathouse
All boats fitted with air-tigbt com partnients- cannot sink, leak or rust.
We are sole owners of the patents for the manufacture of rolle<l -iteel.
lock-seamed steel l)oats. Orders filled the dav thov are received. Bcxits 5hip|>e<i to every
(S3/
boats. $'.;(».
Stet-l
part of thc world
I' ree Catalog.

—

—
—

Kow

MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO

]3l.T

Jefferson Avenue, Delrol* Mich., U. S. A.

New

Big Values in Slightly Used

Typewriters

WK have

In stock about 200 Fox Visible TyiK-wrlters that have been very sUirhtly iise<l for exhibition purpose.-*. These typewriters "are no more t<> l)e classed a< second-liaml st<»tk than
cotiUl ;<oo<la on display In the shop wmdi>\\s be called second-hand. Thev are late imxlels with
upeclai features, such an a tabulator, back spacer, t*vo-color ribbon, card holder, stencil cutter,
etc., that have made Fox T.vpewriters famous In all the civilized countries of the worUl, and
are comp'ete with tine metal cover and hardwood bawe.
Let U8 send you one of these tyi)ewriters on trial— you can Imy It or sen«l It b««'k a,x you
choose. If imnha.'^ed |)ay us a little down— just whatever y>>ii can" sjiare— ami |>ay the balance
monthl.v, or ui all cash as you prefer.

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED— SAMPLES AT WHOLESALE
uliMiliiU' new, lat«'st
If we do imt already lia\(' a local representative wt> will let ymi ha vc
model, visible tyiu'writer at our n'^rular wholouie price. This will ^rl\e yoii a typfwrlter l>>r
your own use and to usa as an occasional sample to show. You can |>ay us lor it in »umll
•.•.!i

monthly installments.
Write t'xlay for catatop and ask for Local Afirency

otTer.

Be sure and mentloD the B.

I",iiipl<>y«''s .>Ia«:a7.iii«-.

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY

FROM THE
Name.

1005-1055 Front Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Address.

.
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visit I make at his home I am asked if any new
time card has been issued and whether there
are any changes in track or any improvements in
the brakes, lubricators or injectors on our engines.
He still takes a deep interest in the fortunes of
the Road, although he has not worked for more
than eleven months. In the winter of 1910, his
fireman could not get the spout down at the
water tank at 48th Avenue, on account of its
being frozen, and while assisting him Mr. Con-

Helper R.

J.

Osborne while working with
March 20th, and standing

engine No. 907, on
on the west wye at

Harvey

Junction, noticed
a car handled by a C. T.
H. & S. E. train while going around the east
wye to make a delivery at Barr yard. Mr.
Osborne succeeded in attracting the attention
of the conductor, had the train brought to a
stop and the car set out. He is to be com-

a flange break

mended

off of

for his alertness

and prompt action.

JOINT SAFETY COMMITTEES AT CHICAGO TERMINAL
nors slipped and fell from the top of the tender
and broke his hip in two places. On account of

OHIO DIVISION

his advanced years, this injury mended slowly.
He never was of robust health and it was eight
months before he resumed his railroad duties.
He worked but a short time and was taken
down with a growth on his intestines, which has
kept him in a hospital or his home ever since,
and it is questionable if he will be able. to resume the strenuous work of running a yard en-

Correspondent, H. M. Cole, Chillicothe, Ohio

gine again.

Mr. Connors has three beautiful daughters,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G.
E.
R.
R.
G.

D. Brooke, Chairman
N. Brown
R. ScHWARZELL

Mallen
W. Plumly
P. S. Lansdale
W. R. Moore
J. B. Vance
C. H. R.
P. H.

Howe

Reeves

idolize him.
He is well known by many
old engineers, who in reading his biography, will
remember ^'Old Matt Connors" and his con-

R. W. Gabriel
John Clifford

work on the Baltimore & Ohio C. T.

C. Dullmeyer

who

scientious

F.

Mathus

H. M. Cole

W. Cain
Thos. Tull
C. C. Graves
J. I. Botkin
S.

Railroad.

Matthew Connors was born

in
for

New York

in

many years.
and worked on the farm
started railroading on January 3rd, 1870,
and came with the Wisconsin Central, now the
Baltimore & Ohio C. T., in 1889.
1850,

He

Geo. E. Neimuth,
1813

W.

13th

St.,

Chicago,

111.

T. E. Banks
W. A. Burns
E. J. Allee
O. C. Cavins

H. M. Hayward
W. I. Gickler
W. W. Woodward
L. H. Stmonds
G. E. Wharff
R. R. Kibler

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent

Trainmaster

Road Foreman

of Engines
Division Operator

Medical Examiner
Agent, Chillicothe, Ohio
Relief Agent
Master Carpenter

Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Section Foreman
Assistant Shop Foreman

Draughtsman
Foreamn Car Shop
Road Brakeman
Piece-work Inspector
Road Fireman

Warehouse Foreman
Trainmaster

Road Conductor
Signal Supervisor

Road Engineer
Division Engineer
Yard Conductor
Train Dispatcher
Claim Agent
Agent, Portsmouth, Ohio
Agent, Washington Court House, Ohio

—
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INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, 0. E. Henderson, Conducti-r,

Seymour, Ind.
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

Hagerty

C.

HoRAN
T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson
Dr. J. P. Lawler
G.

Relief Agent
Conductor
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Trainmaster

Given
Cameron

S.

Fireman
Brakeman
Yard Engineer

D. Frazier

J.

Charles Fox
H. W. Kerbert
J.

A. Hughes
C. E. Fish

Yard Foreman
Yardmaster
Road Foreman

John Gan.no.n
\V. E. Hyatt
S. A. Rogers
H. A. Cassil

Dr.
T.

J.

H.

Division Engineer
Medina! Examiner
Master Carpenter

;

P. t>ELLMAN

Howe

Rowland

Supervi.sor
Signal Supervisor

W. E. Lewis
E. Sands
W. J. Russell

THE MARK OF QUALITY FOR
ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

E. Massma.n

Texaco Auto Gasoline

Texaco Illuminating Oils

Texaco Motor Oils and Greases

Texaco Lubricating Oils
Texaco Machine
Texaco Greases
Texaco Asphalts

for all

Texaco Railroad Lubricants

Insulating, Mastic,

and

for all other purposes

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

not necessar}' to introduce to the readers
of the Magazine on the Indiana Division the
subject of the accompanying picture. EveryIt is

body knows him

as

"Whole Cheese" Samuel

Purposes

Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Fuel Oil

Oils

For Roofing; Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating.

Agent
Boilermaker
Agent

J.

I'.rVICKS OMC-H.M.I'. Circulars l>re
1316 N. Shore Ave.. Chicago

CO..

TEXACO

Conductor
Track Foreman
Car Foreman
Agent

B. Elliott

Chas. Richardson

\V.

KOENIG PIANO

Koundhouae Foreman

P.

J. J.

PIANO $99 CASH
NEW CASH

\VK S.WIC

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Operator

John Page
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HOUSTON

BRANCH OFFICES
Boston
Philadelphia

Chicago

New Orleans

St. Louis
Norfolk
Atlanta

D?llas
El

Pueblo
Tulsa

Paso

i"--^'y INDELIBLE COPYING

NYTHING

worth
copying

^0

is

worth writing
with a Mephisto Copying

Pencil.

Smooth

writing,

clear copying, long wearing

—

outlasts three ordinary

copying pencils.

—
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CHKKSi:" HODAPP AXI)
OF HIS GRANDSONS

Two grades of lead medium
and hard.
Take }our choice
at any stationer's.

TWO

L.

Hodapp, who has been an employe of the old
O. & M. and the S. W. for the past thirty-four

;M

years.

Mr. Hodapp, a man
has held

many

&C. Hardtmiilh

KttHi 2:{rd St.,

fugged constitution,
responsible and trying positions.
of

Please mention

this

magazine

New York

^i

—
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For the past eighteen years he has been wrecking foreman, a position which requires exceptionally good judgment and plenty of physical
vigor.
He is now inspector at Seymour, and
in that capacity has proven himself a most

valuable employe. During one month he
detected and had sent to the repair track
thirty pairs of cracked wheels. That was many
years ago when we were using the old Steadman
wheels cast at Aurora, Ind. Only recently ho
had removed a pair of wheels that were cracked
from rim to rim. After they had been remov(>d
several employes examined them and it took

ENGINE

No. 2518 IN

to locate the defect. During
his long service as wrecking foreman he formed
the acquaintance of nearly everyone along the
road within a radius of ten miles.
few years ago he was elected city councilman in the first ward. It had been Democratic
by one hundred votes but he, a Republican, was
elected by a majority of thirteen. During the
Cleveland-Blaine campaign he made an election
bet with one of his Democratic friends on the
result of the election. The loser was to shave
off his beard and ride a mule at the head of
the ratification parade. Hodapp lost, and true
to his promise was on hand, smooth shaven,
But he had the
at the head of the parade.
joke on his Democratic friend, for not a person

A

the parade

knew

—

son will complete

ROUND HOUSE AT SEYMOUR

them some time

who witnessed

Hole" order and he is president, secretary,
treasurer, and no one has any say as to the
management but him. Four years ago he gave
an outing to members and friends on the
banks of White River. It was largely attended. Mr. Hodapp is sixty-two years old
and does not use glasses. He is the father of
six boys and one girl, and the picture shows him
with his two grandsons Earl and Everett
the sons of Fred Hodapp, road foreman of
engines on the Illinois Division, Another son,
Albert, is a conductor here and his youngest

was Mr.
was to become the
it

Hodapp, the man who later
leader of a fraternal organization 3,324 strong,
and bear the honored title of the "Whole
Cheese." His order is known as the "Button

a four year high school

(See Note)

course in June. At his present age Mr. Hodapp
a most valuable employe, a man whom
everyone respects. Employes are always ready
to listen to his advice, which is invariably
for the best interest of the employe and the
Company he has so faithfully served for thirtyfour years.
is

Born to the wife

of

brakeman Harry Purkhiser

on Lincoln's birthday, an eleven pound girl.
'Turk" says there is nothing like this girl in
Seymour.

The accompanying picture is of engine No.
2518 taken in the round house at Seymour, with
general foreman P. Horan and some of his
men. Reading from left to right they are Curt
Gray, boiler washer; J. R. Lemen, machinist's
helper; Joe Helcht, boilermaker; W. J. Donohue,
clerk to Mr. Horan; P. Horan, general foreman; C. V. Manning, boilermaker's helper; J.
M. Weddle, stationary fireman.
:
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Conductor F. S. (lilbert of the licHlford
branch has taken a leave of absence, moved to
Mitchell and started a restaurant there. Conductor L. J. Routt has taken the Bedford run
temporarily in place of conductor Gilbert.

Ir
Select your li iitih with th<baine care you use in ilioo—

Ball
BW.

1,1,

C.

Engineer H. W. Kirbert of the Cincinnati
yard force and a member of the Indiana Safety
Committee, was married February 21st to
Miss Mathilde Tischbine in St. Louis, Mo., by
a German minister. They now reside at 3446
Price Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Kirbert is
very popular with his fellow employes.

Engineer Oscar Stevens has been promoted
to the position of road foreman of engines in
the Cincinnati Terminals, reporting to road

engines S. A. Rogers of Seymour.

Harry Dixon of the timekeeper's office has
resigned and gone on a farm near Montgomery,
Ind.
It has been predicted here that the
morning glories will grow so high that they
will choke him to death before the summer is
over. He has invited many of his friends to visit
him and enjoy a good old-fashioned chicken
diimer later, but we are wondering what Harry
expects to feed his prospective chicks on, as it
is said the farm he is on is so poor that one
could not even raise a fuss on it. He boasted
about exchanging the dust of a wicked city for
hay seed. Give us the dust! Harry is a wellknowTi soap box orator around North Vernon,
and his friends at that point will be surprised to learn of his change from pen to hoe.

Day caller Chester Spillman, who has been
so kind as to furnish photos for the Magazine of late, has had bad luck with the picture
recently taken of the new eight wheel standard
cabooses just built at shops, but we hope to be
able to furnish the picture soon. Chester will
get it if he has to call on his brother Barney to
do the sighting for him.
\Vm. Donohue of the clerical force, Washington shops, relieved clerk Bothwell here and
during his absence it is said that his best girl
was so lonesome for him that she refused to
take any solid nourishment and subsisted on
tooth-picks and water. It's a good thing that
it was not a regular position.

During the past three months the General
Safety Committeemen have been meeting with
us about the r2th.
Superintendent Hagerty posts bulletins inviting all employes who can to attend these
meetings and it is a pleasure to note that every
man that can possibly attend is there and is
much impressed by the talk of the Committeemen. You hear men out along the line talking
Safety now who a year ago thought it was a
trick "to put something over on them."
It
will be remembered by the older employes how
we all advocated air brakes, patent couplers,
Please ment ion

an

iiivostiiiciil

ui.iu

\N.ii.l

It. ill

Machinist H. Burkley has just returneil from
Benwood, W. Va., where he was calletl by tlu;
serious illness of his uncle, W. H. Burkley, machine shop foreman at that place.

of

inir

Watches

Firemen Ed Steward, Hoy Furguson and Robinson have taken a ninety day leave of absence.

forenum
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Typewriter
— Think of

Only S2.00 on thisereat offer.
iti
full ten days free trial. Our factory price
than others ask for second-hand machines.
Every sale bears our ten-year ironclad guarantee.
Settlement for the balance can be made on the
eaaimat monthly paymenta. The first buyer in each
You have
is less

handsome leatherette carrying case
Now.
free. 'Write today
GALESBURGWRITINO MACHINE CO.. 3«pt. J'-'O, Galasburc. Illlnola
locality gets a

—

Midget Typewriter Table
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OAK
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Designed Especially for B.&O. Employes

TAKE DOWN
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DRIVER REQUIRED. Le,;8 fasten to
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This
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Schearer, Montana, made $22.35 in 5 hours.
Miller. Iowa, Made $13.65 in one afternoon. We have
proof oi this and hundreds of similar reports. No
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grab irons and other devices for our safety and
anxious we were to see the time when they
would be in use on all the roads in the country.
We now have all that we asked for and the
Company has gone us one better and adopted
other devices to make our work safer. Every
man on the System should get down to business
and help in every way possible to eliminate
dangerous practises and make railroad work
In doing this we
as safe as other occupations.
will drive from the minds of our neighbors and
friends the horror they have always had of
our chosen occupation. Boys put your shoul-

ILLINOIS DIVISION

how

ders to the wheel.

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. Eckerle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevoort

Henry Eckerle.
R. B. FiTZPATRicK

Carey
H. W. Brant
M. P. Hob AN

J. J.

C. M. Hitch
F. S.

DeCamp

E. C. Skinner
R. Archer
G. W. Kydd
A. W. Kopp
R. E. McKenna
A.

Granbach

H. Stansbury
FoGT
H. C. Atkinson
J. Reister
J.

Mygatt
Wm. Roesche
S. O.

F.

Supt. Cincinnati Term. Div., Chairman
Chief Clerk, Secretary and Correspondent
Trainmaster, Cincinnati, O.
Master Mechanic, Ivorydale, O.
Division Operator, Cincinnati, O.
Road Foreman of Engines, Cincinnati, O.
General Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
Claim Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Freight Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor of Signals, Cincinnati, O.
Engineer, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Hamilton, O.
Car Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Section Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Carpenter Foreman, Hamilton, O.
Agent, Hamilton, O.
Depot Master, Cincinnati, O.
Machinist, Ivorydale, O.

Zurich
J.

Boiler Inspector, Gest Street

D. June, ticket agent at Woodlawn, has ac-

quired some of the finest chickens in that part
of the country and he is very proud of them.

Baggagemaster W. Olney on Toledo runs is
still confined to his home. We expect him to be
fit for duty within a very short time.
Herbert J. Mayer, formerly stenographer in
the superintendent's office, has recently been
promoted to a similar position in general superintendent Begien's

Correspondent, C. F. White, Dispatcher,
Flora,

111.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. ScHEER
J. A. TscHOUR
E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

Superintendent, Chairman, Flora,
Master Mechanic, Shops, Ind
Shop Inspector, Shops, Ind.
Division Engineer, Flora, 111.
Medical Examiner, East St. Louis, 111.

W. D. Stevenson
C. R. Bradford
G. H. Singer

Claim Agent

W. P. McDonald
Fred Schwab
W. Corsage
R. G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer
H. E. Prichett
C. G. Stevens
H. E. Orr
C. S. Whitmore
W. G. Burns
F.

Switchman, Flora,

Yard Foreman,

111.

111.

Springfield,

111.

Trainmaster, Flora,
Master Carpenter, Flora,

111.

111.

Signal Supervisor, Flora. 111.
Supervisor, Vincennes, Ind.
Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Springfield, 111.
Supervisor, Cone, 111.
Agent, Vincennes, Ind.
Agent, Washington, Ind.
Agent, Springfield, 111.

Wyatt

W. Cook
B. O'Brien
W. C. Kelley
C. B. Keller
T. T. Long
M. A. Rush
C. D. Russell
J. B. Harward

W.
W.
W.
H.

Springfield,

Agent, East St. Louis, 111.
Relief Agent, Flora, 111.
.Conductor, Flora, 111.
Engineer, Flora, 111.
Engineer, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Vincennes, Ind.

R. C. Mitchell
C. V. MowRY

Agent, Beardstown,
Division Operator, Flora,
General Foreman, Flora,

Brakeman, Flora,

Platz

III.
111.
III.
111.

W. McNally
Fireman, Cone, 111.
E. Ross
Machine Shop Foreman, Washington, Ind.
C. AiKMAN
Car Foreman, Washington, Ind.
R. H. Marquart
Car Foreman, Cone, 111.
H. C. Thrasher
Machinist, Cone, 111.
F. Hodapp
Road Foreman of Engines, Flora, III.
C. W. Potter
Trainmaster, Flora, 111.

Effective April

1st,

G. A. Hamer, yardmaster

at Vincennes, Ind., was transferred to the
position at Cone, III.

same

While using a telephone at Claremont, III.,
conductor H. Hembree received an electric
shock from lightning which seriously injured
his ear.

office.

Baggagemaster H. Silvers has been confined
to his home owing to a dislocation of his left
shoulder. Silvers entered train service on the
C. H. & D. September 1st, 1874.
Leroy Smith, timekeeper in superintendent
Brevoort's office, took the boys to his home in
Carthage, March 28th, where they celebrated
his 22nd anniversary. Here is hoping that he will
continue to have birthdays.

Trainmaster R. B. Fitzpatrick, accompanied
his wife, returned a few days ago after a trip
to Key West and Cuba; they both enjoyed the
trip immensely until they boarded the boat,
where Fitzpatrick's only regret was that he
could not do justice to the meals placed before
him. Most of his time at sea was spent in feed-

by

ing the sharks.

Friends of Jas. Phelan, employed in the Cincinnati Terminal Division superintendent's
office, were grieved to hear of the death of his
son Robert, aged eleven months and a few days.

HOME OF ENGINEER MURPHY, RETIRED,
WASHINGTON, IND.
Conductor S. P. Hill, who has been off duty
some time with a stroke of paralysis, is reported to be improving. Mr. Hill was stricken
on train No. 128 and removed from train at
for

Taylorville.
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the brifiht

younp c'hihl of boiler shop foreman C'. J. I''>lk,
The little fellow was named
of Washington.
after the present Secretary of State. William
Jennings Bryan, and is an interesting little
chap, as your correspotuhMit will attest.

FreeTrial

Mi".

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER, ??•>'/•}
bicyclos— tlie

"Ranger."

\\

«;

willship

it

to>ou on

-''.'T^^^>.

ai>proval,/reii;Ai<

Th:s ofTcT is genuine.
|i|#0#T'jr J %MBMf%
for our hig catalog Bhowinj? our full line
*
9 of bicycles for men and women, boys and
pirls at prices tu vcrb<f"rc equdhd for liko quality. It id a cyclopedia
of l)icvclos, piin'lrifS ai'd u:it'iil hicvclc information. It's free.
roar wheel.-;, inner tut., s. lamp?,
TIRES,
cyclometers, eq'iipmcnt and parts for ail bicych at half usual prices.
> limited numl)er of second hand bicycles taken in trade by our retail
c!o=od
out
once,
scores will be
at
at $3 to $8 each.
wanted in each town ai.d di?tr!ct to ride and
cx''i:iit a Pimple 1914 morUl Ranger furnished by us.
It Costs You Nothing to l.arn what wr- ofT r you and how we
can doit.' You will be astonish, d and convinced. Do not buy a
r;ce3
bicvcle, tires or sundries until you jret our calala^ ""d luw iow

prrpiii(U without a ccTit deposit in advance.

WWnM

C Tf%nA V

COASTER-BRAKE

.;

RIOER AGENTS

i

an! marvelous

offers.

Write todav.

MEAD CYCLE

CO..,

Dept.K-2 3 9

CHICAGO,

ILL.

P ATENTS
No Attorney Fees

Until Patent Allowed
Regristered Attorneys Make Our Searches
Send Sketch For FREE REPORT. FREE BOOKS.

FRANK FULLER, McLachlen

Bk. BIdg., Washington,

DC.

WILLIAM JENNINGS ELK
Son

of Boiler

Shop Foreman C.

J.

Elk, Washington, Ind.

and Mrs. Elk have a spacious home located on
Grand Avenue. Washington. They formerly
resided at Chillicothe. Ohio, where Mr. Elk
w'as employed at his trade prior to his promotion to his present position.

Agent W. Hansbrough,
the job again
absence.

after

of Enfield, 111., is

on

months' leave

of

three

Oh! Georde!
"See

B. F. Combs, our veteran bridge foreman, is
on the sick list, being relieved by F. White.
Mr. Combs has been in the service for fortyfour years, and is well known all over the Southwestern.

Dispatchers

R.

G.

enough

Smith recently let the Masonic
goats.
Fred lost ten pounds. Happy had none
to lose, but reports that his bones were rattled
pretty badly.

At no point on the road is Safety First
practised any better than at the W^ashington,
Ind., shops.

a Beauty!

Blue White Genuine

DIAMONDS
—

Hawthorne and

F. J.
goat get their

It's

sparkle! I'm just tickled to death with it'"
is tickled too. Ix^cause he has saved
in buying her one of our

it

And George

At Low

Prices

Easy Terms

future heme.
\Vc are
Diamonds direct, saviiuj you jobber's ami
every
with
Certified Guarantee
retailer's profits.
Diamond guaranteeing weicht and quality. \Vc wdl send any
Diamond or Watch

to

buy a rut

importers and

or chair or table for

th.it

sell

our Mairniticeiit
Anniversary Art
Catalog for your examination without
in

25tli

MG Kf.
$69

No. 4S, 3.x.

\o. 49,

5S»-16Kt

$100

obligation or ad-

We also send free macnifyine ela^s.
Diamoriil irr.cstments pay IS'^ profits yearly in increased value.
Note the remarkable \alues in two of our leaders shown herewHh
Send for
All transactions strictly confidential.
at 560 anil 51i 0.
Cataliig and Special World Deating Offer of One Carat
Diamond for only $125. Write today now.

General painter foreman J. J. McXamara,
is favorably known at the large Mount
Clare Shops, with the assistance of Jno. Kelly,
a fellow employe, has designed and attached a
Safety air whistle to a yard switch mainly

vance payment.

for the better protection of the

The Walker Edmund Co., K^;^?. K^.;v;:!;::::ni:

who

employes

in

the

—

car repair yards.
Please mention

this

mayuzim
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This

SAFETY FIRST
and

ple device
left

open

if

will

it

whistle

is

a very sim-

by any chance the switch is
blow until it is closed. This

invention will make it impossible for any
switching engine to back up on the repair track
while men are at work and will, no doubt, result
in saving personal injuries and possibly lives
and will also be a big boost for the Safety
First movement.

D. L. Donaldson, assistant storekeeper at
Washington, Ind., was recently promoted to
the position of storekeeper at Parkersburg, W.
Va. Since his promotion, we hear that Mr.
Donaldson has become the proud father of a
ten pound boy. He has our congratulations.
H. P. McQuillin, for nine months storekeeper
at Washington, Ind., has been promoted to the
position of district storekeeper with supervision over the Southwestern and C. H. & D.,
with headquarters at Cincinnati. Mr. McQuillin was very successful during his stay here and
He also made
his promotion is w^ell deserved.

many warm

friends who regret to see him leave.
Through the initiative of chief clerk Fitzgerald,
the clerical force of the Stores Department pre-

The
sented him with a fine Hamilton watch.
presentation speech was made by A. R. Chapman. Mr. McQuillin answered feelingly and
commended the force for the helpful service
him. Although ]Mr. McQuillin's
rendered
headquarters are no longer in Washington, we
hope he will visit us often.

E. L.

A. C.

TOLEDO DIVISION
Correspondent, T.

J.

intendent,

(C.

H.

Reagan, Office
Da\ton, Ohio

&

.

W.
G.

M.
H.

Carey
J. Kroger
E. Reel
P. Hoban
W. Brant

J.

R. Cassad
Dr. Willlam

;

J.

Dr. F.

S.

Ryan

Thompson

E. Ledger
G. W. Thomas

of Super-

Master Mechanic
Relief Agent
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner

Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Agent, Dayton, Ohio
Agent, Lima, Ohio
J. C. Stiff
General Ageut, Toledo, Ohio
R. B. Mann
W. H. Sites. .Road Engineer, between Lima and Ivorydale
Frank Moore. .Road Engineer, between Lima and Rossford
Road Conductor, between
T. F._Hennessy
Lima and Ivorydale
W. J. Simmons. Road Conductor, between Lima and Rossford
Yard Conductor, Rossford
R. H. Bohannon
L. F.

Hockett

Trainmaster

Depot Master

Fred. Kroger

Section

Lehmkuhle

C.

Foreman

Extra Gang Foreman

TOLEDO FREIGHT HOUSE
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Mullen
Geo. Lohner

J.

H.
J.

Agent Chairman
Claim Clerk, Secretary

C.

J,

ScANLON

Chief Clerk

Maloney

Depot Master

McGrath
Fra^k Langers
EarlBaumgardner
Edw. G. Eggers
Wm. Dowling
Geq.

Revision Clerk
Assistant Accountant
Assistant Accountant
Stenographer

Tallyman

Thos. Golighty

Receiving Clerk
Receiving Clerk

Edw. Sheehy
Art O'Grady

Tallyman
Tallyman

John Macklett
James O'Hern

Laborer
Laborer

Thomas Finn

LIMA, OHIO
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. D. Goble

Chief Clerk, Chairman
Assistant Cashier, Secretary

E. W. Armstrong
C. Stipp
C. S. Hawkins

Agent
Cashier
Operator and Clerk
Bill Clark
Claim Clerk
Night Clerk

.

J.

H. Herbst

A. C. AuBRY
B. C. Gobble

Carl Ruff
F. H. Miller
W. D. Heffner
H. p. Daley
Irwin Oglevie
R. E. Ivory
F. M. Hullinger
B. L. Irwin

House Foreman
Delivery Clerk

Checkman
Checkman
Ticket Agent

Baggagemaster
Interchange Clerk

DAYTON FREIGHT HOUSE

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Engineer

F. B. Mitchell
F. J. Parrish

Shopman, Rossford
Shopman, Lima
Shopman, East Dayton
Secretary, Dayton, Ohio

Bushwaw

D.)

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

J

Yard Engineer, Lima
Yard Conductor, Dayton

M. S. Kopp
W. A. Ireland

J

F. A. Fitzgerald, chief clerk to Mr. McQuillin
has been promoted to storekeeper at Washington.
Mr. Fitzgerald is a hustler and we have
no doubt of his keeping up the good work of his
predecessor. George Cotton of Wheeling, W.
Va., who succeeds Mr. Fitzgerald as chief clerk,
has had considerable experience in stores department work. A. R. Chapman, former clerk to
assistant storekeeper, was appointed assistant
storekeeper, O. H. Holder taking his place.

Wagner

W. M. Thompson
M. E. Gleason
J. N. Holmes
Frank Proctor

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. A. Ireland
Edward W. Maley
L. F. Hockett
T.

J.

'

Dapot Master, Chairman
Assistant Depot Master, Secretary
Agent
Delivery Clerk
Receiving Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk

Pitton

Harry Donovan
Frank Bradley
William Haynes
William Love
Charles Smith
Charles Milby

Glad to welcome the return

of

Miss Mildred

McCarthy

to the superintendent's office aft^r
an absence of several weeks due to eye trouble.

Assistant

trainmaster

C.

W. Havens has

moved

his ''household plunder" from Indianapolis, Ind., to Dayton and says he's not afraid
of another flood.

To verify his statements that there will be
no more floods in Dayton, division operator
Brant has moved into a cozy cottage on North

.
,

TllK liALTlMOHi:
Webster
some of

Danny Donovan

C.

IW

Street, and is now locate(l_el()se to
his "foreign friends."

Al. llilhrecht at

sick list

AM) OHIO KMl'LOM-S MACAZIM

at Cincinnati Juncti(tii

and

North Side were both on the

when the baseball season opened.

W. Murphy, agent

at Sidney, Ohio, along
visit to the

with Mrs. Murphy arc enjoying a
coast.

Patrick Leehey is one of the^oldest employes in point of service on' the C. 11. & D.,
having been employed continuously by this
Company in various capacities since April. 1S()4.

Get This Job
Get on the inside— right up

close to the

boss-

where you can

see every day just how big busincs<;
big men think and act and dorid<=
"77ie stenographer or private secretary to the h^j
executive has the best chance in the world to bccoinc
that executive's successor" siiys a leatling hifjh o;Ti
cial.
The stenographer knows wliat's going on— an'/
ichp.
Wliat the boss knows ijou know— if you're Instenographer-and a time will come when that know
ledge will be worth a lot to you. My free book tells
you how to get into the president's office. Mail
i

done— Ie*arn how

—

coupon noui for your copy.
Get in training now for a big position.

once to tit yourself for a place with a future
Mail coupon for free book describing

I^egin at
in

it.

DiiMii/ii)'
^_^v

—the v-.i,w. ,1m,
,f-i„-a
at homc^m your spare tune
lUio-jl ^'ivui^,' up your
present work. Geo. B. Cortelyou, Warren J. Lyix-h.
Wm. Loeb. Jos. Tumulty, and .scores of other big su.:
\s

men arrived via the shorthand route. T/i,is the shortest route to P'ower.
Prestige. Success.
Send for this b(K)k nou:~\{ is
positively free with no obligation of any sort.
AK,
(•esi,fur

Shorthand Route

$50 SCHOLARSHIP FREE!
Mall Coupon Quick Bmfmro To* l«l«

PATRICK LEEHEY

Yes. this minute. Find out
ful ofler.

He began work

as a laborer and after a period

two years was advanced to the position of
car repairer. A few years later he was made a

of

at his work,

and although he

the seventieth milestone
the best of health.

of

The belated "honeymoon"

his

is
life,

I

to

of

coach you

^
^
^
^
^

arcearmna'^y

nearing
enjoys

satisfactory

a

^^

^ ^

Johnny

^''^- ^^^ •^I" f. rrcsidort. Box 356 R
Pratt .School of Commerce. Chicago
Please .send me- your fret' book and
particulars of your free scholarship

oiler.

Name

^

Bonner, operator at "DY," was completed
recently after a visit to several points on the
It will be retailed that he was married
coast.
Plcnfic lut

wonder

FREE

Guarantee

salary
•"

trip

this

full partic-

m\niite— before you turn the page.
E. D. PRATT. President. Box 256 R
PRATT SCHOOL OK COMMKIUK. Chicago

car inspector, and for twenty-five j'ears he
held down the job of chief car inspector at
the Lima passenger station. He then came
back to the shop as a car repairer and during
the past six years he has been employed as
a car oiler at the shops. He rarely misses a

day

now about

Mail coupon for lx)ok and

No money— no obligation— just your
name on the coupon— but mail it NOW— this

ulars.

tmn

Street

this luayazirw

and No.

no
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on March 25th, 1913, at an early hour in
morning and expected to take an extended trip, but after the ceremony he and
his wife were only able to reach the Phillips
Hotel at Dayton on account of the rising waters.
Then the "fiood came" and they were marocJned
in the hotel for several days, after which they
were unable to leave the city because the railroads were -not in operation. We do not think
Mr. and Mrs. Bonner will ever forget the day
and the circumstances connected with their
wedding.
the

a good showing. We might state that
not a single line has been received from an
employe on the Toledo Division for over ten

make

months.

Has anyone seen Kroger?
Henry V. Hoffman, chief dispatcher

of the
1860, at
Indianapolis, Ind. On April 14th, 1864, when
less than five years of age, he had the misfortune to lose his left leg above the knee in

Toledo Division, was born on June 25th,

an accident.

DAYTON YARD CREW ASSIGNED TO HOME AVENUE RAILWAY
The accompanying picture is of the Dayton
yard crew assigned to the Home Avenue Railway, a part of the C. H. & D, Railway,
who do the work at the industries on the Home
Avenue and at the National Military Home.
Reading from left to right appear engineer
C. B. Moore, switchman Homer McDonald,
switchman Wm. Wilson, fireman E. Bowers
and foreman Fred Sellers.

Few

items have appeared under the ''Toledo
Division" in the Magazine and their absence
brought about inquiry. It was at first suggested that a new correspondent be selected,
but upon further investigation it was found
that the correspondent was a very busy fellow,
and that all the news he received was from
conversations with a few of the boys. He admits
that a large division like ours should have at
least one full page in each issue, but the way
to get news into the Magazine is to send the
correspondent the most interesting events you
hear along our right of way. Every employe
can send what he thinks will be of interest to
the others and in this way we will be able to

(See Note)

In July, 1873, he entered the office of master
of the Indianapolis Division, studying telegraphy and acting as office
boy to T. B. Lynn, who was at that time
operator, clerk and storekeeper to the maiiter
mechanic, continuing there for a little more

mechanic Ed. Moore

than two years.

From November
was operator

1, 1875, until June, 1876, he
at Arlington, Ind., which was

then called Burlington. On account of slack
business that office was closed and he then
worked extra at various points. From October,
1876, until June, 1880, he was operator and agent
at Morristown and New Palestine, Ind.
From June, 1880, until October, 1881, he was
operator, storekeeper and clerk to the master
mechanic at Indianapolis, where he had learned
telegraphy.
When the C. H. & D. and the ''Bee" Line
were consolidated under the name of "The
Ohio Railway" Company, the shop was transferred to Brightwood. Mr. Hoffman was
transferred to the local freight office at Indianapolis as operator until February, 1882, when he
was transferred to the office of the superinten-

—
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dent of the "Bee*' Line and I. & St. L. Railway
He was
as the C. H. & D. representative.
employed there until June 1, 1S82, when the
courts^ dissolved the consolidation, when he
was again transferred to the local freight office
at Indianapolis as operator and bill clerk and
remained in that position until September.
In the meantime he was also acting as
1886.
extra train dispatcher.
On September 1st, 1886 he was made regular
train dispatcher and on December 1st, 1888,
he was made chief train dispatcher of the
Indianapolis Division. On October 1st, 1896.
he was transferred to Cincinnati as chief train
dispatcher of the Cincinnati Division from
Cincinnati to Dayton and also of the Infrom Hamilton to Indianapolis Division
dianapolis and on May 1st, 1902. was transferred to Dayton as chief train dispatcher of
the Toledo Division from Cincinnati to Lima.

On June

1st, 1910, his territory was extended to
Toledo, covering the whole Toledo Division
from Cincinnati to Toledo. This position he
still

holds.

The
A

Purchase

First

simple

little

jacket for the baby

Montgomery Ward purchase.
That "Baby" is now twenty years old
this

first

— and just engaged.
will be

So another home
planned and furnished through

the big catalogue of Montgomery
& Company. For the saving the policy of honesty and square dealing she has known since childhood
has made its impression.

Ward

Through

this

home can be
can be made

book everything for the
and every precious dollar
bring the most in value.
big

selected
to

With all the time necessary to consider, compare and carefully choose, this book features
for your benefit every necessity and luxury.

And

everything described on every one of the
thousand pages is up to the Montgomery Ward
Standard— guaranteed to be exact to description.
Millions of customers in this and other
countries bear evidence to the truthfulness of
to the absolute fairness of every
this book

—

transaction.

H. V.

HOFFMAN. CHIEF DISPATCHER

During his years of service on the C. H. & D.
R'y, Mr. Hoffman has worked under twelve

On December 21st.
different superintendents.
1903. he had a slight stroke of paralysis which
affected his right side. The doctor states
that with perfect rest Mr. Hoffman will be
In his long
able to resume duty early in May.
D. R'y he only
''failed for steam" when there was a good
After being "shopped"' for general
excuse.
repairs he will be good for full tonnage for a
lang time to come.
career with

the

C.

H.

<t

If you have yet to make your first Montgomery Ward purchase if you are unfamiliar
with this Big Business Policy— if you want to

—

see every dollar return a full dollar's worth,
send today for the handsome 1914 Catalogue.

No

charge

— No obligation.

Address Dcpt.

HH56.

Montgomery Ward & Co.
New York
Chicago

Please mention this magazine

Kansas City
Fort Worth
Portland

:
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WELLSTON DIVISION (C.H.&D.)

D.
J.

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

J.

M. V. Hynes

Superintendent,

A. A. Iams
H. G. Snyder

H. N. ScHOENBERGER
C. Greisheimer
G. A. RuGMAN
R. O'Neil

Dr. F. S. Thompson
F. M. Drake
F. E. Tharp

Company Surgeon

Brown

S.

Borland

Chas. Partlow
J. J. Fitzmartin

.

.

his father,
place.

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
H. & D.)
Roy Powell,

tendenVs

Swperin-

Office.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White

Superintendent,

M. Conner
R. W. Brown

F.

H. F. Passell
T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E C. Sappenfield

Chairman

Briner,

Montezuma,

of

Supervisor

Correspondent, George Dixon, Chief Clerk

Master Mechanic
Dispatcher
Company Surgeon
Conductor

Assistant General

Superintendent,

George Dixon
H. L. BuRPO
C. C. Woodson
A. W. White
W. B. QuiNN
Fred Rutherford

Blacksmith Foreman

Road Foreman

Engines
Engineer

of

Car Foreman

of the

Company who

Fireman
Maintenance Clerk
General Foreman
Yard Conductor

are baseball fans will be glad to see the

schedule of the Baltimore International League

May

Team (The

home

Orioles) which follows

AT HOME

WITH TORONTO

June

(2t-2), 4, 5.

22, 23, 24, 25.

August

11,

12,

U.

WITH MONTREAL
April 29, 30.

May

June

1.

18, 19 (20t-20).

August

7 (8t-8), 10.

August

20, 21, 22t.

WITH BUFFALO
April 21, 22, 23, 24.

June 26 (27t-27),

29.

WITH ROCHESTER
April (25t-25), 27, 28.

June

15,

16,

17.

August

15t,

17,

18,

19.

WITH PROVIDENCE
June

5 (6t-6).

4,

July (4t-4*),

6,

7.

September 25 (26t-26)

WITH NEWARK
June

11,

12,

13t.

July

8,

9,

10,

lit.

September

10,

11

(121-12).

WITH JERSEY CITY
June 8
t

Saturday.

Dates

in

(9-9),
*

10.

Holiday games A.

July 20, 21, 22.
M. and P. M.

parentheses without asterisk denote double-header.

Chairman
Secretary
Engineer

Baltimore International League Baseball
Employes

is

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. R. Laughlin

Agent, Rushville

E. J. FrrzGERALD
Geo. Matthews

called

illness of
is taking his

and operator Moore
L.

was

very serious

SANDY VALLEY & ELKHORN
RAILROAD

J.

Dr. Wm. Osenbach
G. W. Anderson
W. B. Garrigus
Adam Storch
E. I. Partlow

of the

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Engineer

Road Foreman

;

S. Tohill, of Rushville,

Operator P.

Agent
Conductor

(C.

Machinist

taking a leave-of-absence and operator C. O.
Vickory is filling his position in his absence.
Conductor John Waugh is taking an extended
trip throughout the middle west.
Traveling timekeeper Vermillion spent a
few days in the superintendent's office recently.
W. S. Shotwell, formerly extra dispatcher
and car man on the Big Four Railroad, entered
the service as car distributor March 20th.
F. E. Ellison, stenotype operator, has accepted a position as stenographer to Roy
Powell, chief clerk in superintendent's office.
R. B. White, superintendent, spent Easter
Sunday with his parents at Dana, Ind.

Relief

Correspondent,

Hanrahan

Operator E.

Stationary Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Section Foreman
Passenger Brakeman
Freight Brakeman
Division Operator

:

Pa.ssenger

home on account

Car Foreman
Foreman

Division

J.

Fireman
Switchman
Brakeman

H. Graham

Geo.

E. F. McCafferty

E. B. Childs
T. G. HoBAN
Geo. Swires

Claim Agent
Agent, Indianapolis

GooLDY

Chairman

Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

S. J. Pinkerton
S. M. Baker

F.

Philip

Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Agent
Master Carpenter

'

McGuire
J. Curran

E.

Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk,

September

(7*-7;, 8, 9.
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dances to the music of
Columbia Dance Records
played on her Columbia
Grafonola

The Columbia Grafonola "Favorite"
with 20 Modern Dance Selections
There

will

$SO
^60

be a hundred times this sum-

mer when you will be glad you own this
always-ready and always- delightful musical
Pavlowa

dancinsr the "Pavlowa Gavotte'
(Columbia Record A5.j66 SI. 00)

instrument.

Pavlowa writes:

—

**I use your Grafonola and dance records in
with complete satisfaction and find your dance
Their
records truly represent the very SPIRIT of the dance.
and
musical
rhythm,
clarity
qualities
simply charm me/'
tempo,

my

rehearsals

Graphophone Company
Box F-418 Woolworth Building, New York
Dealers wanted where

we

Toronto: 365-387 Sorauren Avenue

are not actively represented.

Please mention

this

Write

for particulars

magazine

—

—

—
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Don't

Throw Away

Your Old "Leaky"-"Snieary" Fountain Pen
To relieve you of its discomforts, we will
allow you 50 cents for it, in exchange.
Send it to us by ordinary mail at our
risk; and under separate cover, bank
draft or money order for $2.00 and we
will send you the §2.50 pen described
below, a pen that will be a source of
never ending usefulness and pleasure to
you, that will do your bidding if you but
guide it aright over the writing sheet,

LAUGHLIN
AUTOMATIC— IVON-LEAKABLE

prm
I Lll

STARTING
cri
dCLrr FILLING

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL
You

don't have to fuss and shake a
Laughlin to start the ink It's a SelfStar ter.
You don't have to fill the Laughlin,
it's
fi^

a

Self-Filler.

You dont have

to

clean

the

Laugh-

© lin, it's a Self-Cleoner.
^ You don't have to monkey with danM gerous, awkward, or unsightly locl.s,
T*

r^

You Can Master All These

extensions, or so-called safety devices
There are none.
You can't forget to seal a Laughlin
against leaking, it seals itself air-tight

Modern Dances

Automatically.

You
lin

—

You

can't lose your cap from a Laughsecures itself Automatically.
can't break your cap or holder on

The Tango, Argentine, Castle Walk, Boston, Hesitation
Waltz, Dream Waltz and others of the new and fashion-

it

a Laughlin They are non-breakable.
Holder and cap of scientific, reinforced

able dances made wondeifully easy and quick to learn.
New, limplified course r f self-instructicn arranged and compiled in book form
of the Modem Society Dances.

construction throughout.
(See iUustraYou don't have to wait until
tion.)
a Laughlin is ready. It is ready to
write when you are
the air-tight, hakproof construction keeps pen and feed
"primed," insuring a free uniform flow
of ink instantly even though not previously used for a year.
It performs
these functions with no more hindrance
or interruption to your thoughts or writing inspiration than your breathing.
T'licse results
or your money back.
These features are peculiar only to this
construction.
J ;aented

by a Renowned Exponent

T*^ "If) IVfinilf^Q
Xll
OV/ ITJ-IllULC^

—

$25 Course
Only $1.00
instructions in

—

#

$2.50
'r
?

•

By Insured mail.
Prepaid to any address

V'U have no old back numher dropper filli-r pen
exrhance, jiis-t enclose S2.50 with this
containing j-'ur nniiie and nddres"!, we will
pen by return Uiail. Delivery gnaranteeil.

188 Wayne

—

A beautiful book— handsomely

bound in heavy board covers with
appropriate three color cover design.
Fully illustrated, containing
20 full-page halftones showing positions and steps and easy-lounderstand diagrams illustrating figures. Send only $ .00 today and
get this book
the only successful method of home instruction.

OUT AND MAIL TODAY.

Laughlin Mfg.

Co.,
St..

Ge»tu:i!ex
Here is $2..">fl.
dMcribed in this advertisement.
you refund the money.

1

—

DETROIT, MICH.
Send me the pen
If

1

"Wg Modern Dances"

s<"nd us in
;|>on

W'

of Instructions $

what is in reality a $25.00 course of
these new dance*.
To place the correct per-

for

formance of these beautiful dances within the reach of all those
who cannot afford the cost or time that a course of personal instruction
would entail, we have arranged with the author to sell this course
in book form at the \oyv price of $1.00.
If you have not as yet
learned the new dances, or if you wish lo increase your repertoire or
improve your dancing, send for a copy of

bL-ud the

FILL

This course enables you

to mailer any of the.e fascinating dances in 30 minute*.
Learn in the privacy of your own
room or in the joyful company of your friends.

;

pen

is

not

SAtis-
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Railway Exchange, Chicago
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NON-STRAIN GOGGLES
INGED
LATOR

No. 800

Look

All an indelible copying

at this Clear Vision
Comfortable Fitting Goggle

pencil should be

One Mephisto outlasts three

Ask Your
Watch Inspector

ordinary copying

Two
Beware of Imitators. Take no substitute. See that our trade-mark "NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE
402 DORR STREET

—and more.

grades of lead

dium and
choice

L.
S4

CO.

pencils.

—

&

hard.

at

G.

any

— me-

Take your
stationer's.

Hardtmuth

East 23rd Street.

NEW YORK

TOLEDO, OHIO

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT ^Z^^^Zf:;^^^'^^:^:^^!.
It is our purpose to offer only such things as will
legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers.
All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion
may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be accepted

so that there

ADVERTISING RATES

^

$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch). Width of
column, 16 ems or 2-' 3 inches
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS
ROBERT M. VAN SANT, Advertising Manager
Camden

Station,

-

Baltimore, Md.

THOS. H. MacRAE, Western

Representative
Railway Exchange Building
Chicago, 111.

Going

Away on Vacation?

H. C. GRIFFITH, Eastern Representative
456 Fourth Avenue, New York

50c
Postpaid

Take a StandPen with
you for your souveard

nir cards.

Self -filling

—

will not leak
always ready
to write.
It will please you,
50 cents, postpaid. Money order or stamps.

ALPHA FOUNTAIN PEN

CO., Dept.A,

I

Telephone 4716 Madison

183! Penrose Ave., Baltimore,

Please mention this magazine

Md.

Guaranteed

Self'filling

The School

of

Railway Signaling

Can train you better in the science of railway signaling than any other school in the
world. Here are a few reasons why:
1

It teaches nothing but railway signaHng and
teaches this subject in all its many branches.

2

Its teaching staff numbers only men of the
highest theoretical and practical training in
their respective departments.

3

Its

advisory board numbers

many prominent
who per-

signal engineers of large railroads

sonally supervise the courses

and methods

of

instruction.

4 The largest correspondence school in the
world has unqualifiedly endorsed and recom-

mended

this school.

Railway signaling is one of the most fascinating and reIt offers splendid
munerative branches of railroad work.
Expert signalmen can always get
chances for advancement.
good positions because there is a great dearth of them on the
market. With the enormous amount of work required to
standardize the signal systems of the country, this demand
will constantly increase and the next twenty or thirty years
will produce even greater opportunities in this line of work
than now exist.
If you want to get into a clean, interesting,
instructive and highly remunerative class of
railroad work, tear off the corner coupon, send
it to us today and we will for^^^
„.„....,
^
ward immediately full in- / r,,, ^
*
The Schooli ofe
^.
r
1^
in regard to our >*
formation
..
,.
^.
.1,
/ Railway Signaling
I his will
not y
courses. T.,
..Tir-A
m
v
N.
Y.
UTICA,
^»
Pl<-ases,n<l full information conplace
you under any »**
'^
your coursoa.
i

.

.

.

cerning

Clip
"^

obligation.
=*

the coupon before

you forget

this

/Addrew
/*

it.
*

Please mention

/^Name

»*

Occupation

magazine
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The Army
By

No

of

God-Knows- Where

Alfred

Damon Runyon

bands are playing gaily when they're

No
They

;

going into action,
crowds are cheering madly at their
deeds of deering-do;
are owing small allegiance to any

They

are slipping down the chasms,
charging up the mighty boulders,
The compass stops from overwork,
the pathway never ends.

They

flag or faction

Their colors on the sky-line and their
war cry "Put it through."

Ahead

of bath and Bible and, of late, repeating rifle,
The flags can only follow to the start-

the gullet of the earth; disgorge its hoarded riches
(But life's too short for them to stop
and snatch a rightful share);
They've a booking on the Congo putting
slit

in

A

ing of their trail;
leagues behind

some water

ditches;

dating to take tea with death; they
make it by a hair.

They heard the

them,
every mile the merest trifle;
They mark the paths of safety for the
slower sail and rail.

Their standards kiss the breezes from
the Artie's cooling ices
the South pole's poking out
its new discovered head;
You can see their chains a -snaking through
the lands of rum and spices—
And east to west you'll always find
their unrepining dead.

To where

No

time for love and laughter, with their
rods upon their shoulders.
No time to think with vain regret of

home

or passing friends.

Dedicated to our Civil Engineers

You

will find their pickets

watching

in

the unexpected places;
You will hear them talking freely of

The-Things-That-Can't-Be-Done
Oh, the Faith they speak so strongly and
the Hope that's in their facesIt lights the gloom of What's-the-Use
as brightly as the sun.

No bands are playing gaily and no crowds
are madly cheering;
telegraph behind them tells their
deeds of deering-do.
But forward goes the legion, never doubting, never fearing
Their colors on the sky-line and their
war cry, "Put it through."

No

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way, Issue of September, 1913
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Fine Leather Wallet to

Man on

Every
A. L. TRTJHER
Conductor
O.M. dsSt.F.R.R.
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We

want

man

in the operating

p:

the System

mighty handy present to every
department of this road.
Here's
a run over to your watch inspector,

to give a

Make

the idea!

:

him to show you the latest model Elgin Railroad
Watch, and tell you how it puts the red against trouble.
He'll give you a dispatch sheet with a few questions
on it asking what you think is necessary in a good
get

watch, and

how

well the Elgin Railroad
Fill out the
sheet with your honest opinion, give it the clear to us,
and we'll send you a wallet as fast as Uncle Sam can
get it to you.
railroad

Watch comes up

AMENT

F. C.

PRATT

We'll go that

Fireman

Engineer
Illinois Central R. R.

Illinois Central

R. E.

Some 1913 Winners
who

got

Elgin

opinions.

You

can do

it,

too!

offer one better: We'll give an Elgin
Railroad Watch itself to the engineman, conductor,
fireman and brakeman who send us the best write-ups.

The

Railroad
Watches last year. They saw our
offer and got busy.
They, with
hundreds more, went to their watch
inspectors, learned all about this
timer that never gets stalled and
never gets laid up in the roundhouse, and then they wrote us their
prize

to the requirements.

white shows from

this special

pulls

now

until

1st, when
Get aboard!

October

into the terminal.

ELGIN
Railroad Watch
Men! Here's a watch with a clean record! It has
been in the service for 50 years, and has always been
on the *'on time" sheet. There are more of them
in service today than any other railroad watch thrt
has ever been manufactured.
This big feature gives
Elgin Railroad Watches the right of way and
makes others take the

switch.

Go

look the Elgin Railroad Watch over in your
watch inspector's roundhouse! He'll tell you all
about its running gear, its power generator and
its strong build.
He has it there right now, fresh
from the shops, bright and shining, up-to-date in
every part.

Go

now, and get

Your

in the Prize
inspector looks for you I

ELGIN NATIONAL

Watch

Contest

WATCH

CO.

ELGIN, ILLINOIS
Manuiactiirers of more than 18,000,000 watches in

Please mention this magazine

50

years.

£

.
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Important Engineering Department Construc-

Work between Cumberland and

tion

Chicago Junction
By Paul Didier
Principal Assistant Engineer

THE
B3B8

new

extent and cost of

work

struction

,

railroad

is

carried

con-

erty on the lines traversing the State of

on by a

Ohio, and in this territory alone flood

very often an index to

the commercial activity in the territory

which

through

the

extends.

railroad

dollars.

It

should be borne in mind that

interesting to persons living in the

or betterments which were not under the

To most

railroad

employes,

improvements on the line of
To attempt to
their road are of interest.
describe in detail any one of the numerous
pieces of work which have been accomplished by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in the territory above mentioned
would require a more or less lengthy
however,

all

'

article for each.

It is therefore

not at-

tempted here more than to briefly indicate some of the work done by the Engineering Department alone in this territory, comprising the Connellsville, Pitts-

burgh,

New

Castle, Cleveland,

Newark

and a small part of the Ohio Divisions.
During the years 1911, 1912 and 1913,
improvements, including flood damage,
bridge reconstruction (part of which
in course of completion),

is

have been

made, aggregating expenditures of approximateh' seven and a half million dollars,

an ex-

the following items include no additions

vicinity.

still

to bridges necessitated

penditure of about six hundred thousand

much

Local improvements are of course

more

damages

covering

disastrous

all

classes of work.

floods of

The

March, 1913, wore

particularly destructive to railroad prop-

direct supervision of Engineering

Depart-

ment officials, and therefore the sums
above stated do not by any means represent the total outlay by the Railroad
Company for improvements in this territory.

The rapidly increasing coal traffic from
Quemahoning fields necessitated providing better facilities on the Quemahon-

the

and our coal branch line, was
from
extended
Acosta to Somerset, Pa., a
distance of 9.4 miles.
This extension has
shortened the haul for traflfic from the
various coal fields from two to sixteen
miles and affords a much more economical outlet than by the previously oj^erated line, due also to reduced curvature
and gradients.
ing Branch,

After the completion of the extension

Somerset Branch, as the major porfrom the coal mines in
the Quemahoning district was handled

of the

tion of the traffic

via

that

line

and on account

limited capacity of the yard at

of

the

Adams,
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Pa., a

new yard

erset, for

Avas constructed at

empty
mines and

the assembling of

Som-

cars to

and

this

scheme was carried

out.

Two

depressed concrete cinder pits were con-

for the
be delivered to the coal
classification of loaded cars from that

structed on the ashing track

and two

Robertson

installed,

The yard consisted of westbound receiving, eastbound receiving and
east bound classification tracks, with engine house, machine shop, sand house and

operated by "compressed

district.

air.

Between the east end
Rockwood and Garrett,
line

of

of the
Pa.,

yard at

the main

the Connellsville Division

CASSELMAX RIVER BRIDGE, ROCKWOOD,
View showing derrick crane

conveyors

cinder

setting girders over

is

a

PA.

main track

other facilities for handling locomotives.

double track

The establishment of the yard at Somerset made it possible to turn the Cum-

hand side of the Casselman River, and
owing to the increased amount of traffic
originating in the Quemahoning district,
largely by virtue of the above improve-

berland crews at that point and thus secure a

full

day.

In the course of the im-

developed that by the acquisition of some additional property and

provement
water

it

rights, it

would be

feasible to ob-

tain from Kimberlej^ run, a tributary to
Coxes Creek, by means of proper intake
and pipe lines, a gravity flow of sufficient
clear and uncontaminated water to supply
all locomotives operating on the branch,

line

on the north, or right

ments, this portion of the Connellsville
Division

was

seriously

trouble being aggravated

congested,

the

by the ruling

gradients which exceed 0.5%, requiring
the 50-car trains from the S.

&

C. Branch

to be helped over the line from Rock-

wood

to the foot of the heavy grade at
Blue Lick Creek, east of Rockwood, from

rHK HALTIMOIU:: AND OHIO KMPLOVKS M ACAZINi:
which i)()int a second lu'li)in<i cnjiinc was
employed. The ConnellsviUe cV: State
Line Railway (Western Maryland) had
constructed a single track line on the
south side of the C'asselman River. To
relieve the conditions, a Baltimore Sz Ohio

was constructed, comprising
miles of line from a connection

third track

about 8.4
with the S. c^' C. Branch, about one-half
mile north of Rockwood, passing over the
Baltimore tV: Ohio main tracks at Rockwood and the C^isselman River to the
south

side,

adjoining and

track of the C.

ct

S.

j^arallel to

the

L. R'y, for a))out

seven miles, thence diverging and again
crossing the C'asselman River to tluMiorth

and connecting with the Baltimore &
Ohio main track via the existing eastl)0und passing siding at a point about

side

three-quarters of a mile east of Garrett,
Pa.

The construction

of this

improve-

ment permitted the discontinuance of
operating helper engines on the heavy
between Rockwood
heavy grade near Blue
Lick creek, and was not only justified by
the increased facilities and the saving
which could be effected, but also by the
greater despatch with which traffic could
be handled over the eastern end of the
slow freight

and the

trains

foot of the

ConnellsviUe Division.

The largest structure on the entire line
was the bridge over the Casselman River
at the

Rockwood

end, ])eing 587 feet long,

on a 7° curve, consisting of three solid
floor through girder spans throughly
water-proofed to prevent cinders, coal or

water falling through to the tracks and
platforms on the main line, and five deck
girder river spans.
five river

The

erection of the

spans and two of the through

girder spans

was handled from the south
by means of a self-pro-

side of the river

pelling derrick crane,

equipped with an

''A" frame forty feet high from the base
of rail

and having a fifty-two

foot

beam.

The girders w<'re l()ade(l on a sniaii truck
and pushed out aheait of the derrick car,
as it was deemed impracticable to handle
the girders around the 7° curve with the
derrick car.
The last and largest span
was erected from the north side of the
river from the yard tracks beneath the
bridge, being placed by the derrick car
which stood on the new sj)ans above. The
accompanying ph()t()graj)h is an excellent
view of the bridge, showing the derrick
car in the act of setting girders of the

easternmost through span over the main
track.

One of the largest and most interesting
improvements completed by the Baltimore (\: Ohio Railroad in recent years was
the construction of the

new double-track

tunnel and revision of alignment at Sand

Patch, Pa., on the main line of

The main

tlie

Con-

from
Cumberland, Md., to ConnellsviUe, Pa.,
crosses the Allegheny mountains at Sand
Patch* about thirty-three miles west
of Cumberland,
and about fifty-nine
miles east of ConnellsviUe, through a
single track tunnel.
The summit of the
old grade is 2273 feet above sea level.
From an operating standpoint, the situation w\as a difficult one, not only on account of the long and heavy approach
grades, which were L5^ from the east
and LO'^^ from the west, but principally
owing to the location of the old tunnel on
the steep east approach, which in addition to being on the L0^( grade w^as only
built for a single track.
Train movements through the old tunnel were numerous, comprising an average of sixtynellsviUe Division.

three trains per

day— fifteen

line

passenger,

and thirty-six tonnage
freight, as well as numerous switching
movements.
This traffic resulted in
considerable congestion, with the accompanying delays to trains and accumutwelve

fa.st

lation

of

freight,

train

crew

overtime.

The
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congestion became so serious that at times
the tunnel was used daily to

its

ultimate

In view of these conditions

capacity.

and owing to the constantly increasing
traffic, it became necessary to provide a
second track crossing the mountains.

A

thorough study of the situation developed
the fact that it would be more economical

a cut of about 75,000 cubic yards and
on the west approach a cut of 425,000
cubic yards. The improvement also included a revision in alignment of the old
is

line east of

2600

artificial island

of the tunnel the con-

yard, with '*Y" for handling eastbound

74,

GLENWOOD,

and shoe in place ready

new double-track line than
attempt to enlarge the existing tunnel
under traffic. Aside from the congestion

the tunnel for a distance of

and west

struction of a 200-car capacity set-out

RECONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE
View looking up stream showing

feet,

for

forma

PA.

for Pier

(FIG.

D. C.

2.)

Taken August

to construct a

trains; also construction of

to

terlocking plant, including

of traffic

and the resulting costly opera-

danger of operating through the
old tunnel was considerable, due to the
tion, the

insecure roof, small

and bad

amount

of clearance

ventilation.

The new double

about
11,000 feet long, constructed to the north
of the old

line.

track line

It

is

involved the con-

struction of a 4175 foot tunnel, from fifty
feet to

400 feet northeast of and at an

acute angle with the old
east approach to the

new

line.

On

the

tunnel, there

28, 1913

complete in-

new

brick sig-

and Sand Patch.
Where the center line crosses, the mountain summit is 2498 feet above sea level;
the track summit is 2257.5 feet above sea
level, or 233.5 feet below the mountain
nal towers at Manila

summit. The approach to the track
summit on the east slope has a 0.5%
gradient and on the west slope a 1.0%
gradient.
The west portal is 2475 feet
west of the mountain summit and the
east portal is 1700 feet east of the mounThe track summit is 2525
tain summit.
feet west of the west portal.

TUK
In the tunnel

linin<;\

a special t>i)e of

forms was used, eonsist-

('()llapsil)lo yteel
ini>;

AM) OHIO

BAi/i'iMoKi;

of four forty feet units,

daily progress in tunnel

enabling a
of forty

linin<i;

eaeh day, and the speed and efHcient
manner in which the Hninp; of the tunnel
feet

which

projrressed established a record

be hard to surpass.

will

Two

it

serious

occurred during the progess of the

slides

moved
yards of ma-

work, one in March, 1912, which
l)odily

about 80,000 cubic
approach

i;.M l'I.o^ i:s

macazixf

engines weighing IT.S.lOO j)()unds, a speed

hour ha\ing
been obser\(Ml over the structure. These
restriction of ten miles per

engines strained the bridge to
of its safe

tin?

limits

working capacity, and the new

modern design

structure will be of

anil

capable of supporting increased weight of
traffic for

work

is

years to come.

now

in progress

and

The masonry
it is

expected

to begin the erection of the steel super-

structure soon,

and to complete the work

The

and
another taking place in July of the same
year, involving the removal of about
These
120,000 cubic yards of material.

entirely during 'the Fall of

slides considerably delayed the completion of the work and were occasioned by

creased the volume of the west approach

An interesting feature of the masonry
work now in })rogress is the caisson
method being used in sinking these reinforced concrete piers to rock, which lies
from forty to fifty feet below low water.

cut to about 650,000 cubic yards.

The

The grading and tunnel work was begun May 1, 1911, and completed De-

work was to dredge the site of the piers
to a depth of fifteen to tweniy feet below
low water, in order to remove any boulders or submerged logs and driftwood.
Sand and gravel were then hauled in
scows from a convenient bar in the river
and islands built up to an elevation of
two or three feet above the ordinary
water stage. At one of the riv(>r channel
piers the island was protected from wash
by a cofferdam of twenty feet steel sheet

terial

into the west

cut,

the inclination of the strata dipping into
the

new west approach

cember

ment

cut.

They

in-

and the entire improvetwo million dollars. Ac-

24, 1912,

cost over

cording to the best record available, the
old single-track tunnel

was completed

in

1871, after an interrupted period of con-

struction of seventeen years, during eight

years of which work was actually under

way, and the rapidity of completion of
such a large and concentrated undertaking as the new Sand Patch tunnel is a
tribute to modern equipment and the
organization and engineering per-

river spans of the

new

1914.

structure will

Ix?

carried on nMuforced concrete piers, rest-

ing on rock.

step in preparing for the caisson

first

piling,

driven to a depth of about five feet

into the river bed.

Steel shoes as showTi

car-

accompanying photograph (Fig. 2),
were set up and riveted in place on the^se
islands on the location of what will b(^ the
finished foundations, after which forms
were built on top of the shoes for the
foundations.
Photograph (Fig. 3) shows

ried; this bridge spans the Monongahela

a section of forms partially built with the

River and was constructed when the line
was built about thirty years ago. The
bridge was originally designed to carry
engines weighing about 103,000 pounds.

reinforcing rods in place,

side slopes,

For some years we have

length of the foundation.

efficient

sonnel engaged in this stupendous work.

At the present time we have under way
the reconstruction of our bridge No. 74,

Pittsburgh Division, over which
between Pittsburgh and Wheeling

traffic
is

})een operating

in

riveted

to

chambers

the

six feet high,

were

left

all of

shoes.

steel

which were

Working

with one to one

through the entire
An insid(« view
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of one of these caisson
in (Fig. 4).

chambers

The top and

is

shown

slopes of these

chambers were supported by fiUing the
space with sand and gravel after the forms
were built to the top of the chamber,

material excavated was sand and gravel,
in

varying proportions, until blue shale

was reached. In all cases but one, where
the site was of soft material and was not
replaced with sand and gravel, the first

I

P;|
HK^lHr'fT'^"^

^

iiiiHI

'jm-:
'^^iflibiP'^^^

L'
•^-

-% n^^
,

BRIDGE

74,

- -4r

FIG.

3.

"y^"

^'

i

~'WgM

^g^n

f^'Z^^iigj^;^^^-

SHOWING SECTION OF FORMS AND REINFORCING RODS IN PLACE

Four openings, each seven feet four inches
in diameter, were left in each caisson for
handling the excavated material. These

section of concrete

openings are showTi in photographs (Figs.

after lowering the caissons nearly to water

3 and 4).
After the concrete was placed in the

in barges

forms and allowed to

placed in the forms either by chutes from

the steel shoes

set,

forced

the weight on

them

into the

was

high before lowering.
crete

level.

was added

built fifteen feet

After

this,

con-

in eight-foot sections

Concrete material was delivered
and was mixed on boats and

a tower on boats, or hoisted in buckets by

ground, and the excavation of the earth

a derrick boat.

was made through the openings in the
caisson by means of orange-peel buckets,
bandied by derrick boats. One of the
caissons was lowered the first ten feet in a
working day of ten hours, but two or
three feet was an average day's work

was it found necessary to pump
the caisson and do any work by hand be-

after the caissons

as the digging

were partially lowered,

became harder.

All the

In only one of the river

caissons

fore reaching the shale, that being caused

by

striking a

submerged

log.

The weight

of the concrete forced the sand

and gravel

under the four openings, where it could
be reached by the orange-peel buckets,
and the water was allowed to stand at

rni':

rivrr

level

H.\i;riM()Ki':

the shoes

until

Chamhers and

wn

oiiio

reached the

were then
8lial<\
l)y
done
hand un(>xeavation
pvnnped out,
and
reached,
was
)earin«j;
til a solid, even
stratum
thin
A
the openinjiis concreted.
()|)enin«:;s

I

the

i^unipinti; for

three of the caissons

done with one Emerson

})um]).

Provision was

inch discharge.

using com]iress(Ml

was

with four

made

for

foimd necessary,
up through the con-

air, if

by carrying })ipes
cn^te between the openings, but it has not
been found necessary to use it. The
above described method has proven advantageous on this work, as there have

KECOXSTHUCTION OK BKIDGh:
View taken

in air

chamber

of Pier B. A.

Bottom

of

M^I.()^

m \(i\/jM:

i;s

recedes Ix'low the
is

toj) of

the caisson.

It

estimated that this entire improvemenl

will cost

close to three-(|Uart ers of a mil-

lion dollars.

In addition to the for<'going. the Balti-

more

^V:

(

)hi()

Railroad has e\|)en(led a con-

siderable

amount on the imj)r()vement

])assenger

and

of

freight terminals at various

l)oints in this district, of

which we have

chosen Youngstown for a brief descrij)tion.

At Youngstown,

Oliio, the old freight

facilities in existence

were totally inade-

quate to take care of the largely
creased volume of business

accumulating at that

74.

GLENWOOD.

P.\.

excavation at elevation 692.00.

been three rises of the river since it was
started, which would have caused serious
trouble with open cofferdams.
The only
in
using
this
disadvantage
method is the

11

delay caused by waiting until the water

of clay encountered just al)ove the shale

shut out the wat(M- to such an extent that

i

tKIG.

])oint

tliat

in-

has been

for the past

4)

Taken November

5, 1913, 4 p.

twenty or tw(^nty-five years, as tlie
growth of the city of Youngstown has
been phenomenal. During the past few
years, the Baltimore A: Ohio Railroad
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Company

has expended close to half a

on improved freight facilipoint, which necessitated the

The

special difficulties in prosecuting

million dollars

the flood work during the

ties at this

the

summer were
heavy traffic on single
which it was necessary to

extremely

acquisition of considerable land, the grad-

track

ing of a large tract for construction of

maintain with as

yard tracks and a retaining wall
to hold the ground for the new yard along
our main tracks. This grading also included excavation of ground for the con-

possible.

freight

new

struction of

brick and concrete in-

bound and outbound

freight

stations,

with concrete unloading platforms between. A forty ton gantry crane was con-

lines,

little

delay to trains as

At the stream crossings, up to
the time of the flood, it had been assumed
that hard gravel foundations were amply
able to carry any load without piling, but
the fallacy of this idea was evidenced by
the general failure of masonry built on
such foundations, and the new masonry
rests

on

piles

driven to refusal in the

structed in the freight yard along the

gravel bottom.

team

The expenditure for improvements
above described represents only a comparatively small amount of the enormous
sum which a railroad company finds it
necessary to expend to keep pace with

for handling commercial
bulky or heavy to bf moved
by hand. Brick driveways were constructed around the new freight houses
and several streets leading thereto were
paved and curbed and put in first class

track,

freight too

Considerable amounts have been ex-

pended

industrial development, requirements of

the public laws, and to take care of emer-

condition for travel.

gencies of the character of the March,

improving various sections of

1913, flood.

and reconstructing
which, as is generally known,

desire of every railroad

general public deal in

employe that the
a fair and impartial

are the usual points restricting the load-

manner with matters

of public utility re-

can be carried. The work
which has been looked after directly by the

undoubtedly true that
the railroads of the country are the veins
and arteries having the most direct bearing on the question of general commercial
activity, not only on account of the enormous sums which they annually expend
for material, equipment and supplies, but

line

for

by the

of bridges,

repairing

ing which

engineering department in the past two
or three years in this district comprised

expenditures for repairs amounting to
more than one hundred thousand dollars

on

six

bridges

involving

alone,

recon-

struction of old masonry, replacing wooden
trestles

with concrete arches, replacing

light steel bridges

with superstructures of

heavier design, repairing masonry and reinforcing existing steel structures to

them strong enough
creased weight of

to

traffic.

carry

make

the

in-

It should therefore

quirements, as

be the

it is

also because of the fact that the railroad companies should be given every
providing
in
possible encouragement
adequate facilities for handling the

tremendous demands made on them by
the public for both passenger and freight
traffic.

Two

Per Cent. Increase in Maintenance of

Way

Efficiency will Save a Quarter

of a Million Dollars a

Year

Extracts from Deer Park Address of Earl Stimson,

Engineer Maintenance of

THE
^^§
way

my

in

subject, namely,

that ''two per cent,

of

made

startling statomont

introducing

,

more

in

the

mean 8240,000,"

efficiency will

Way

nu^n engaged in

M. of W. work. Three
men are engaged on

thousand of these

work chargeable

to other departments,

leaving a total of 9,000 to do the actual

methods in the
maintenance of roadwa}' and structures.
We have been after this two per cent, all
summer and I will give you the methods
used and the results we have so far

maintenance work on these 8,808 miles.
Now that we have men, what have we
with which to pay them and what have
we with which to furnish the material
for them to use?
There is a tradition
that the road should be maintained on

attained.

twelve per cent, of the gross earnings.

suggests

quite

practice

of

broad

a

field

for

the

efficiency

The liest way
we have to do.

to begin
First,

what
me tell you

to state

is

let

something of the mileage of the Baltimore tt Ohio System, and of the number
of men and the amount of material
required to maintain this mileage.
On the Baltimore & Ohio, the main
mileage

track

is:

First

second

track,

1,197;

fourth

track,

37;

making

On

side

3,470;

track,

165;

tracks,

2,398;

Ohio

South-

a total of 7,267.

the

Baltimore

western, the mileage

second

track,

'

third

track,

68;

is:

&

First track, 985;

third

track,

2}/^;

fourth track, 23/21 side tracks, 483; total,
1,541.

This makes a grand total mileage

This gives us about 812,000.000 a year,
divided in this way: $10,500,000 for the
Baltimore

&:

Ohio, and $1,500,000 for the

& Ohio Southwestern.
Here is the work we are doing this
year on the Baltimore & Ohio. Our
renewal program is heavy. It calls for
62,557 tons of new rail, which is equivalent to about 400 miles of track.
Our
original program for stone ballast calls
for 780,000 tons, of which we will j^robBaltimore

ably get about 500,000 this year.

plan for 1,733,000
track,

new

and 356,000

making a

in

ties in

^^(•

the main

the side tracks,

total of 2,089,000 ties.

the exception of about 100,000

With
we will

the Balti-

probably get all of these in.
This work is l)eing concentrated mainly

(fc
Ohio and the. Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern have approximately 12,000

on the line between Philadelphia and
Chicago via Pitts1)urgh, as it is the de-

of 8,808 miles.

On
more

our September pay

rolls,

13
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the

of

sire

management

raise

that

part of the road to a high standard.

We

accomplish

will

a

to

great

deal

toward

this end, this year.

.

than

On
first

and bolts tighter, the tie plates
and anti-creepers applied and the tie
spacing up closer to the laying this year

joints

account of our pay rolls on the
of July being reduced approximately

$100,000 this year under last, and
$200,000 in both August and September,
making a $500,000 reduction for the

last.

Here is a very serious problem with
which our department is confronted:
It

is

the increased costs of labor and

by the president
Take the heaviest items of

materials referred to

yesterday.

three months, we

material.

were

years

handicap-

However,
even under these
ped.

Three

we

ago

discarded Besse-

mer

circumstances,
by concentrating
the force we had
on this renewal

rail

steel rail for

renewals and

adopted open
hearth steel

rail

at a cost of $2.00

work

in

these

a ton more. This

three

months,

increases the cost

we have accomplished as much

of rails this year

in

ballast

as

tie

rail,

we

put

about

in

renewals

2,000,000

did

per year. In the

last

This was

year.

We

$124,000.

and

ties

three years

last

brought about

the average price

not only by get-

of

ting two per cent,

creased approxi-

more

mateh'

efficiency,

per cent.

in

averaged eighty-

two

feet

per

man

per

day

laying

rails.

the year 1913

of

we have brought

we have done

man

the aver-

per day.

I

Way

a good deal better

job this year too, although
rail

we have

with

less

laid

men.

supervision has been such and

all

Maintenance of Way Department
have been after efficiency so hard, that

in the

find the

rail

better laid,

the

This makes $774,000 a year

a year.

of

have
the

wages of our men
about $350,000

In

a larger amount of

We

increased
F.ARL STIMSOX

age up to 113 feet per

will

fifteen

the item

ties.

Engineer Maintenance

you

in-

crease of $300,000

Last year we

The

has

cents.
This
means an in-

but a great deal
more than two

think

ties

in-

creased cost, with no increase in the amount
of labor

and material.

make a good saving

To

offset this

we

due
to more favorable contracts, amounting to
about $40,000 per year, and at Martinsburg we have a frog and switch shop where
last

we effected a saving of $60,000
item of frogs and switches alone.

year

in the

in stone ballast,

THE BALTIMOHK AM) OHIO KM I•^o^
jro back to the two per cent,
by incrcasctl ('(Hcicncw What
has been done along; this Hue lias been
a('com])Hshe(i by additional and more
offec'tivc supervision, and by stu(lyin<»;
and improving; the methods of work,
l^y applying the improved methods we
have aceomplished a great deal towards
I talk about this
increased efficiency.
more tlian anything else to the district
They
engineers and division (engineers.
in turn talk about it to the sui)ervisors,
and the supervisors to the foremen.
We cannot but get good results.
On the Philadelphia Division and on
the Washington Branch of the Baltimore
Division, this studying of methods and
the applying of the improved methods
We mainis on a very systematic basis.
tain on those divisions an efficiency

Let

us

savinj:;

system,

applying

principles

of

to

track

scheduling,

work,

the

planning and

WC

will

FS

form

over the

should

know how nmcli work

first

he does not get

what

is

then

visor should

the bonus, during the

first

month on the

Philadelj^hia Division the efficiency

was

from 74 per cent, to 7") per cent.,
and we exj)ect greater gains when the
meaning of the l)onus is fully understood
bv the men.
rais(Hl

gang or

either the

correct

The

it.

sujier-

measure each gang's

i)er-

formance with the standard of work. If
they do not measure up to it, he should
properly instruct the foreman,
latter

is

One

or, if

the

incompetent, get a new foreman.

difficulty

with which the depart-

to contend,

is

the coming and

men who make up

our

we built up
our force late in the season, when labor
was scarce, and we had to take what we
forces.

year

Last

could get, which was a poor and shifting
class.

This condition compelled us to

carry a large and inex]:)(M-ienced force to
get the

work don(\ with a correspond-

ingly L)w average of efficiency.

This

year

enabled us to

and

to put the

work.
interest

This,

and

we reduced
cull

cream
with
th(^

force.

This

out the less desirable
of the force

the

more

more

on the
intense

comjirelKMisive

sujKM'vision. has j^roduced the results.

ZJ^^ ^M
^^^1
Ik!|
^v,,-^

imS
wmm

If

he should find out

it,

wrong with

himself;

track

not

he

should get out of his gang per day.

going of the

applying

of the

ing by the working out of the complete
system on thv, two divisions nauKMl.
The efficiency system is ])ractically
this:
The su])ervisor or the foreman

performance with the schedule to
These jirinciples have been successfully a])])lied to
shop work.
Last month we started paying a l)()nus,
thus completing our efficiency system,
as without the bonus or reward as an

may

We

System.

eiitii-e

very valuable information we an' gain-

determine the efficiency.

result of

somewhat elaborate
used on these two

and making use

divisions

to all

of the

As the

1.")

not extend thi> cfn-

i>

it

\1-

however, preaching these methods

despatching the work and the comparing

be attained.

A/I

;

the

in

whicli

in

divisions,
ai-e.

\(

|)i-()l)ably

ciency system

ment has

incentive the highest efficiency

M

S

s

{From

the National

Geographic Magazine, Washington, D. C.

Copyright 1914

—by special permission)

MALE HOUSE FLY RESTING ON GLASS AND SEEN FROM BELOW
two claws, each of the six feet is supplied with two light colored sticky pads. Germs and spores stick to
these pads, and are thus carried from place to place with great rapidity, for the fly travels fast and far on its
own wings, and on cars, boats, and other moving things. The fly cleans its feet carefully whenever
they become contaminated, thus removing many of the germs that wguld otherwise
be spread, but not all.

In addition to

The Common House Fly
to
Dr.

E.

as

A

Menace

Health
M.

Parlett

One of the first things General Funston did after assuming control of the
city of Vera Cruz, Mexico, was to promulgate an order that all garbage
receptacles be water-tight and screened in order to prevent the possibility of
ffies feeding and breeding in or about them.

One

of the most noticeable features of the magnificent sanitation system
in the Panama Canal zone was the absence of the fly and the mosLeading physicians and scientists tell us that the fly is one of the
most dangerous carriers of disease germs. Should we not accept the word of
such men as it is given and try to do everything in our power to stamp out

evolved
quito.

the fly pest?

'XAT

HAT

a boon to mankind

it

would

\JL. be

if the "infernal but eternal" fly
were eliminated from the face of
the earth. What might we not expect in
the wa}^ of increasing life were we forever

^B

free of this
of

menace

man from

and life
Think of
alone, and of

to the health

infancy onward.

the effect of the loss of rest

following the winter hibernating stage,
for the perpetuation of its species.
privies,

and choice nests
and development of this
refined and cultured companion of our
living and working abodes.
About twenty-four hours after the eggs
piles are the delectable

for the breeding

the annoyance and harrassment occasioned

are

by the

about

five

little,

white, disgusting, squirming

fly

during the long days of the hot

summer months,

of the disease and deathgerms carried about and disseminated by this winged creature of

dealing

to

filth

year!

suffering

about the
it

humanitj^ year after

With the knowledge and
fly

facts

that science has given us,

does appear astounding that the in-

habitants of the earth almost to a

man

do not arise in their might and indignation

and stamp out

tliis evil

forthwith and

for all time.

With the beginning

every
town, hamlet, village and rural community should organize a crusade with a
view of destroying the breeding places of
of spring

city,

the fly, because it is at this time of the
year that the fly revives and lays its eggs.

Open

garbage collections and manure

develop.
In
days these change into what
is known as the pupae, which, in turn,
develop in another five days into the flies
which we know. The larvae are the
deposited, the larvae

gots that

we

magon putrid matter
pupae are little

so often see

and elsewhere. The
brown bean-shaped bodies that develop
from the maggot. With this in mind the
discovery of the breeding places of the

should be

made

fly

easier for the purpose of

removal and destruction. However, it
were far better and easier of accom])Iishment thoroughly to clean up the premises
and to keep them clean, to provider receptacles for garbage and rubbish and to
keep them covered, to furnish proper
depositaries with covers for collections
17
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manure, and to screen and make sanileft open to the
invasion, development and propagation of
of

tary the offensive privy

the

our food rather than the blood of
our bodies to thrive upon, in contradisselect

tinction to certain other varieties.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com-

fly.

proper and appropriate
should be '^ swatted/' but it

It is perfectly

that the fly
is

!

decidedly more important that the de-

struction

and elimination

of the breeding

place be the chief purpose of the crusade,
for the loason that the task of killing all

the

flies

that breed in a season

is

im-

possible, since the female of the species

breed in the neighborhood of 100,000

will

month, depositing between 100 and 150 eggs at one time.
Within twelve days there are born
from 100 to 150 brand new specimens,
the females in turn from this number
laying from 100 to 150 eggs within several
days following full development. All
offspring in one

this,

—providing

Where

The
not

present.

filth

is

abounds the contrary is
and humanity is the gainer in

the case,

every

there

cleanliness

way
fly,

onl}'

numerous

species, is

a most annoying insect, but

it

has proved to be a dangerous and prolific
medium of disease, transmitting the germs
of infection
It is

from

now

positively

as

infantile

eases

fever, sleeping

human beings.
known that such dis-

filth

to

typhoid

paralysis,

sickness,

cholera,

tuber-

and other intestinal diseases are caused by the various species of
the fly contaminating foods and fluids
digested by the human family during the
culosis, dj'sentery

summer months.
The Musca Domestica
house
the

''

fl}^,

or as

it

is

Typhoid Fly,"

variety

or

most,— not

species

disposal;

it

is

It is not,

dition.

however, going after

the fellow upon whose adjacent property

manure are permitted to
accumulate without receptacle or screen
with as much vigor as it undoubtedly
collections of

We

should.

should appeal to the Public

Commissions or Health Departments for prompt relief, should other
methods fail.
Prevention by the destruction of the
Utilities

sometimes
is

that

numbers by swatting, and by pro-

in

tective measures such as proper screening
of dwellings

and

edibles, will materially

and life
community; but until we have the
cooperation and interest of the public

aid in the preservation of health
of the
full

as well as that of the railway employe,

we

will

continue to suffer annoyance,

disease and death from

the

called,

particular

concerns

alone on account of

its

us

num-

this

winged

ptSt.

^
'*A Little

common

or

but because upon its body and legs
the thousands of disease germs
carried
are
or accumulations of
collections
from
These flies
and
drink.
food
our
to
filth
bers,

remedying the obits rural and
other privies as rapidly as possible, and
likewise is making an encouraging and
splendid effort to clean up its property
and keep it in a thorough sanitary con-

final

jectionable conditions of

breeding places as well as the reduction

imaginable.
in all its

pany can and is making everj^ effort to
collect and properly screen its garbage
receptacles and cars until removed for

A

little

To keep

Work"

work, a little play
us going and so, good day!

A little warmth,

—
a

little light
so, good

Of love's bestowing— and

night

A

little fun to match the sorrow
Of each day's growing— and so, good morrow

A little trust that when we die
We reap our sowing! And so — good

bye

— Du Maurier.

The Chimbatti

Railroad

Loop

— Near

Darjeelingy India
{Sec frontispiece)

ff

^ARJEELING

is considered one of the most favored
spots on earth^ the favorite resort and sanitarium
It is little more than two
^"^^ *^^ whole of India.
r^ 1^?
LJ
JAr^ hundred and forty-six miles from Calcutta, yet the
4i
journey takes from three o'clock in the afternoon
until nearly the same time the following day. Leaving
Calcutta with the thinnest clothing you can buy,
overcoat and heavy gloves feel quite comfortable and necessary by
the time Darjeeling is reached, for the mountain city hes at an
altitude of 7,400 feet above sea level.

^^7§

—

^

Your journey from Calcutta

starts upon a railway of ordinary
In about three hours the Ganges River is reached, and you
cross in a steamboat. Thence, after an hour's sail, you change into
a three-foot gauge train until dawn, when you are routed out and
placed in the curious little train w^hich crawls up into the Himalayas.
at hardly more than walking speed. The track is only narrow gauge,
with forty-pound rails, that have been laid on the ancient highway
over which caravans between China and India passed for centuries.
This road winds in and out of gorges and defiles, doubling on itself
repeatedly and making all sorts of S and Z turns in a most bewildering fashion.

gauge.

As the train moves very slowly there is plenty of time to look
around, and as the railroad curves so remarkably, every part of this
magnificent scenery can be seen from each point of view. If you
get impatient, or feel the need of exercise, you can always jump out
and clamber up a short cut and wait for the train to catch up.
There

no doubt but that the mountain scenery around Darmost majestic assemblage of mountains in the
world. For a distance of two hundred miles, both east and west,
there is seen a succession of peaks never less than 22,000 feet and
several 25.000 feet in height.
Within sight are many of the
highest mountains in the world. Mount Everest, little more than
eighty miles away, rears its kingly head over 29,000 feet into the
clouds. Kinchinjunga, hardly half as far away and even more imposing, is 28,000 feet high, while around stand a circle of snow-clad
giants the lowest of which reaches 22,500 feet.
The snow line in
summer is about 17.000 feet and in winter about 12,000, so you can
imagine the vast succession of snow fields that the upper reaches of
these mountains present to view. This is the region that is rightly
termed "The Roof of the World."
is

jeeling includes the

—

—

—

"

—

^-iJ==K^^^
The lightning bug is a beautiful
But hasn't any mind.

He

"I'm

bird,

dashes through this world of ours,

paying alimony on the strength
attachment I had for my last type-

still

of the

writer.'

'

Cincinnati Enquirer.

His headhght on behind.

— Cornell Widow.

Bound
"Listen

to

in

this:

Morocco includes

A Question

Morocco

The Emperor

in

of

thirty

suite

his

Keepers of the Imperial Umbrella.' "

"Umph!
tact with

I'll

some

our office."

the minister

made an

earnest plea to his

flock for a generous contribution to the

be taken that evening from
which coal to heat the church would be
collection to

bet he's come into conof the fellows

of Fuel

At a meeting of the colored Baptist
Church in an Ohio town this winter,

down

at

Judge.

It was noticed that Sam
Mossback, one of the prosperous mem-

purchased.

bers of the congregation, did not contri-

bute any portion toiwards the purchase

Proof

of the fuel.

Madge
really

— Have

you

found that ab-

sence makes the heart
grow fonder?

Marjorie

have

!

went away,
to

— Indeed

Since

I've learned

love Jack

much

I

Charlie

more.

ever

so

On

at the

worthy brother
asked: "Sam, how come you didn't
give something towards da collection
what is to buy da coal?"
"Coal?" ejaculated Sam, "Go 'long
wif dat bull. Don't you 'spose I knows
dey heats dat church wif steam?"
T. N. Miranda.

—

The

Effect of

"I won't wash

Been There Before
''Can I interest 3^ou in an attachment

your t5rpewriter?" asked the agent, as
he entered the office.
"No chance," replied Mr. Grouch.
20

way home

Lippin-

coWs.

for

the

close of the meeting, a

my

Washing
face!" said Dolly,

defiantly.

"Naughty, naughty," reproved grand"When I was a little girl I
always washed my face.
"Yes, and now look at it!" Baltimore
Trolley News.
mother.

—

—

—
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Perplexity the

What

of Invention

you doing there?"
Arthur was caught. He was up

*'Hey!
Little

Mother
are

in the pear tree, his pockets full of his-

Relative Values

Dunbar

Did the

-

woman who
Pollard

su(m1

turning

for

cious fruit, while below stood a bull ter-

hcv

down and marry-

trying wildh^ and frantically to reach

ing

Miss Doubleday,

rier

him.

And

the owner of the tree and the

dog had just come upon the scene.
''What d'ye want up my pear tree,
young fellow?" asked the farmer again
''P-p-please,
in gruff and angry tones.
sir, t-t-trying to teach your d-d-dog to
stand on his h-h-hind legs!" Baltimore
Trolley News.

21

get anything?

—

No; but
more than

Sprague
she

got

Miss Doul)leday

did.

—Judge.

A Skin Game
Hiram— Haw! Haw! Haw!

There's

A

Time Limit

''While you were standing in the door-

way,

goodnight,

sweet

the

telling

did

it

ever

young

dawn

thing

upon

you"
"Oh, no

!

I

never stayed that

late. "

Judge.

"The sparrows seem

How

Silas— Ye did?

Hiram—Why, when

did you do
I

made

it?

out the

check to pay him, I just signed my name
without specifying the amount. I'll bet
there will be somebody pretty mad when
he goes to cash

True to

skinned

1

that put the

one of them city
lightning rods on my house.
fellers

Lippincott's.

it.

Life

Direct Orders

to be getting at

Couldn't you put up
some kind of scarecrow?"
these peas, John.

a new cavalry recruit and
the worst horses in the
of
one
given
was

Murphy was

troop.

."Remember," said the sergeant, "no
one is allowed to dismount without orders
to do so."

^Murphy was no sooner in the saddle
than his horse kicked and :\Iurphy went
over his head.

"Murphy,"

yelliHl

the sergeant

when

lying breathless on the

he discovered him
ground, "yoti dismounted."
"1 did.''

"Did you have orders?"
"Scarecrow wouldn't be no use, Miss.
Why, if you was to stand there yerself all
day, I doubt if ye'd keep 'em off. "—
London Opinion.

"I di(l."

"From

headciuarters?"

"No, sor, from
X. Miranda.

Wu\i\(\\vdv\vv>.'^

—Thomas

CONSTRUCTION

Our

Architectural Department
By M.

A.

Long

Assistant to Chief Engineer and Architect

HEN

we

who

in

had no
use

as

travel,

that

realize

there are

men

living

youth

their

railroads to

a means of
we can accept

without question the
statement that the
roads are yet in their infancy.

rail-

All rail-

road knowledge and information came
from experience usually by many hard
knocks; and the records made, not
alone in building up the roads but in
operating them economically and effi-

—

ciently, stand out as a great tribute to

hundreds

of

men

in our country today.

was only comparatively

It

recently,

It would be interesting to find out how
few (rather than how many) know the
variety and amount of work done by this
department. The Division people see the
work done on their Division, the Grand
Division people see the work done on
their Grand Division, and to their view
the volume does not seem large. No
doubt a majority of employes will be surprised to know that this department has

erected structures during the past nine

years that cost on an average per
cent, of the gross receipts of the

Company.

While much of this has been invested in
large improvements, such as the Wheeling
Passenger Terminal, the eight-story reinNew York,

however, that with the idea of economy

forced concrete warehouse in

and

the export Pier No. 8 at Baltimore,

began specialand creating new departments, one
these being a special department to
efficiency, the railroads

izing

of

look

after

Baltimore
tect to

&

M.

their

building

Ohio gave the

work.
title of

The
Archi-

A. Long in 1904, and since

the greater

amount was invested

ings costing $20,000.00 or

During the
just previous to
little

it,

the

with which to erect the necessary

been one
System.

this

22

the

busiest

on the

time,

period and

Company had very

buildings, but since then

of

etc.,

in build-

less.

receivership

that date the architectural department

has

year

an amount equal to approximately two per

year

and

and previous to

we have made up
it

is

interesting

for

to

lost

know

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES
that fur the past nine yinirs this (le])art-

The

.NLVCIAZLXE
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made

architectural department

is

men

railroad

nient has turned out an avera<!;e of one

uj)

strueture every four days.

work, and, on account of this training, they

and towns look ujion he raih'oa(
station as the modern gate-way, and as
(

'ities

t

mean much

impressions

first

to

their

they naturally want their stations

visitors,

to he as prepossessing
possible.

desire

I

and attractive as

The Company

is

meeting that

by building new stations as

earnings will

fast as

as will be seen l)y the

i~)erniit.

of

si)ccially trained

in

arc able not only to turn the
(quickly

work out

but also to know and specify the

character of material that will give the
best results

froili

a railroad standpoint

money.
The Wheeling passenger station is a
combination station and office building
for the least

for

division

iK^adquarters

and.

archi-

WHEELIXG PASSENGER STATION— rREXATSSAXCE)

accompanying
structures

pictures

we have

of

the

modern

erected at Gary, Ind.,

tecturally, is one
on the System.

of the finest buildings
It

compares favorably

Wheeling, W.Va., and Salem, W.Va., and

with similar structures on any railroad in

Camden

the country, not only architecturally but

of the interior of the

Station at Baltimore.

remodelled

Stations, however,

form a relatively small part

ment 's work.

Shops,

of the depart-

engine

houses,

power houses, freight houses, warehouses,
Y.

M.

C. A. buildings, grain elevators,

also

as to cost,

the

building complete

costing but twenty-two cents per cubic
foot.

The waiting room is on the street level.
The track level is elevated with the con-

freight piers, coaling stations, signal towers

course under the elevated tracks.

and numerous other structures go to
make up the large aggregate.

ways lead to the platforms above, which
are covered by umbrella sheds to pro-

Stair-
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tect passengers

building

The floors in the general wait-

wearproof.
ing

room

from the weather. The
and is nearly

entirely fireproof

is

are constructed of marble

tile,

the concourse of concrete and the stair-

ways of steel and concrete. A separate
power plant was built to 'supply heat and
light,

not only for the building but for

the

concourse,

train sheds

and

On

the

yards.

Lake Shore

it

used

opposite side of

from

the track
the

station

of

made

the same character

as

of
is

stone

The United
States Steel
Corporation

is

built

cut

for the exterior.

located a signal

tower

&

Michigan Southern Railwas designed and built by
this Company.
It is constructed of monohthic concrete, and in it we took more liberties
with concrete than any one had up to
the date it was built. It is classic in
design and the details are carried out in
the same manner
that they would
have been had we
road, but

this struc-

material

ture possible and

main

necessary by

the

The

station.

entire layout

creating the city

and

of Gary,

is

in

and
commodious,and

features

sufficiently large

nothing but the

complete

handle

the

anticipated

in-

to

its

plants nearby.

many

years.

The warehouse
at 26th

the

type of
fireproof
warehouse; the foun-

and

M. A.

LONG, ARCHITECT

monolithic

wear and proof against
fire.
The underwriters have given it the
lowest rate quoted on houses of this
character. We consider it a model for
economical operation and convenience to
is

built for

the public.

is

loca-

city

for

Broadway,

the

principal
floors are of

In fact every feature of the

concrete.

house

upon

the

latest

dations, walls

site
it is

dune a few years
This was
ago.
cut through by

City,

represents

The
which

ted was a sand

Street,

New York

we used

cement and steel
produced at their

crease in business
for a great

structural

The passenger station at Gary, Ind.,
owned and operated jointly with the

of the city,

From it, foot
and reach

street

which runs beneath the tracks.
passengers enter the building

either platform

by subways and

stairs leading to the track level above.

On

one side a driveway was located by
means of which baggage and express
trucks reach the express building and
baggage room, both of which are on the
track level; the baggage room is located
in the end of the station building, and

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
express offices (United States and
American) in a separate concrete ))uild-

the

25

account of the severe wind and
extremely cold weather during winter,

On

THE HANDSOME STATION AT GARY, IND.-BUILT BY OUR ARCHITECTURAL
DEPARTMENT AND OPERATED WITH THE L, S. & M. S. R. R.

on

ing erected especialh' for their purpose,

we

approximately one hundred feet east of

platform to protect passengers waiting
These are in keeping with
for trains.

the station proper.

built concrete waiting sheds

ANOTHER TYPE— THE SMALL CITY STATION AT SALKM.

W. VA.

its
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the design of the main building.

To

waiting room and the extension of the

carry *out the concrete idea fully,

the

covered concourse.

baggage bridge spanning the driveway

The

general waiting

by

room

is

seventy

is

constructed of reinforced concrete, as

feet long

is

also the large retaining wall alongside

main entrance fifty feet in width. The
floor and wainscoting are marble and
the plastered walls are decorated and
make an attractive and inviting ap-

This improvement

the driveway.

notable

tribute

to

the

a

is

of

possibilities

concrete in building construction.

Old Camden Station needs no introduction to the majority of the Baltimore

and Ohio men,

for

most

of us

remember

it

fifty-six feet wide,

pearance.

The main waiting room
in form, all the other

A FAMILIAR PICTURE— SHOWING NOTABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN
STATION WAITING ROOM

as

it

was previous

restricted

to

1912,

with

concourse and badly

its

cut-up

waiting rooms.

Camden was remodeled and
interior view shows how it looks

In 1912
the

today. The facilities were practically
doubled through the enlargement of the

with one

from

it.

is

rectangular

rooms leading

off

CAMDEN

These include the dining room,

telephone booths, men's smoking room

and

toilet

on one

side; the

women's room,

information bureau, and telegraph

on the

other..

The

dining

room

is

ually attractive, being finished in

oak nine

feet high.

It provides

office

unus-

fumed

many

.

rilE

BALTIMORE AND OHIO

work

new features for the comfort of patrons,
The concourse as remodeled can accommodate a crowd of several thousand

of the

people.

pictures

The views and

descriptions contained

herein give a general idea of the quality

Officers of

MACAZIM

1;MI'I.()VI:s

of the
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(l('i)artin<'iit

pas-

in

senger stations,

Lack

prevents our showing
and giving descriptions of other
notable improvements made under the
of space

supervision of the architect's

office.

Company Honored— Ex-Employe

Takes Charge of Canadian Northern R. R.
President Willard
Daniel Willard, president of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad Company,

re-

ceived the degree of Doctor of Letters

from the Universit}' of Maryland on
[Monday afternoon, June 1st. The presentation

of

the

degree was

made by

At the same ceremony the German Ambassador, Count
Henry D. Harlan.
J.

of

board of managers of the Washington
Terminal Company, and presided over the
meeting which was held in the Union Station, Washington, on Monday, May 1 1
Among the other members of the board
are general manager C. W. Galloway and
general superintendent F. E. Blaser, of

the Baltimore

Bureau of Education at Washington, that of Doctor of Letters.
The exercises were held at the Lyric
Theatre in Baltimore and at 7.30 in the
evening an elaborate banquet was tendered by the University at the Hotel
Belvedere to the

men who

received the

honorary degrees.

Ohio.

Louis Charlton Fritch

H. \'on Bernstorff, received the degree
Doctor of Laws and Henry R. Evans,

of the

&

A

recent newspaper report states that

the Canadian Northern Railroad has em})lo3^ed

Louis Charlton Fritch to take

complete charge of

its

system.

to be the

Shaughnessy,

Mr. Fritch

viz.
is

:

§75,000.00 a year.

forty-six years old

native of Springfield,

Third Vice-President

Thompson
Our

third vice-president, A.

son, has

W. Thomp-

been appointed chairman of the

His salary

same as that of the president of
the Canadian Pacific Railroad, Sir Thomas

is

Illinois.

and a

He was

connected with the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern from November 1, 1893, to
September 1, 1899, as division engineer
and from the latter date to November,
1902, as superintendent of the Mississippi

Division of the Southwestern.

"

Mark Off

Your Calendar

July 30th on

for the

i

Annual "Jennie

Smith Picnic"

BHE

Baltimore and Ohio Y.

M.

C.

sion

annual excursion to Island Park,

many who

Harper's Ferry, W.Va., on Thursday, July
30th.

This excursion

known

as the

is

'^

is

perhaps better

Jennie Smith Picnic, " and

by the

so advertised

Association, in

order that this good woman may have
some of the honor for the annual trip.
It was thirty-three years ago that she
started the picnic, and it has been kept
up ever since.
Special trains will be run from Balti-

more

at 7.45 via old

main

line,

from

Baltimore at 7.30 via Washington, from
Piedmont at 6.10, from Martinsburg at

from Mt. Airy at 7.00. The Company will also advertise trains Nos. 42*
and 40 out of Hagerstown, train No. 2
out of Oakland, and train No. 20 out of
8.00,

Winchester.

There
wiches,

numbers

large

A. of Riverside will give their 33d

will

be an abundance of sand-

coffee,

pies,

ice

cream, water-

take this time to see old

and to renew old acquaintances.
As Harpers Ferry will be dry by July 1st,

much

of the disorder of the past will be

avoided, and the abundant supply of soft

by the Committee

drinks taken

Smith, S. E. Snyder, H. T. Edenfield, C.
P. Martin,

W. W.

W.

beer, cigars, etc., for all comers,

and they
be sold at city prices. Zimmerman 's
Concert Band will be with the excursion
again, and the Gospel service will be addressed by Rev. C. I. McGowan, of Baltimore, who is an old Mt. Airy boy. Sister
Jennie Smith will also speak, for without
a word from her, the picnic would
hardly be complete.
Harper's Ferry lies in a country famous

Thomas, T. B.

will

T. Jefferson,

28

and

is

of great

This ought to attract

will allay

way.
The following committee will serve:
chairman, J.W. Gardiner; assistants, C G.
Spurrier, J. S. Poteet, H. E. Johnson, A,
B. McGeachie, W. W. Harward, Howard
F. Lane, M. W. Phebus, H. R. Wigley,
E. T. Butts, C. A. Hildebrand, B. E. Barger, E. E. Walters, E. W. Brady, J. A.
Horan, J. W. Conaway, C. E. Crummitt,
C. W. Hedges, E. R. Gosnel, F. O. Larrimer, J. B. McGovern, J. T. A. Deck, J.
C. Colvert, H. F. Spencer, J. L. Hawse,
Richard Cummins, G. A. Buxton, M. R.

thirst in the right

liary, J.

historic interest.

excur-

friends,

melons, soft drinks, candy, bananas, root

for its beautiful scenery,

The

of outsiders.

also a sort of family reunion for

is

A.

J. Steele,

Cockey, C.

W. J.
Nelson, W.

W. mi-

Riley, Walter

Pledge,

E. Rimbey,

J.

T. Sprigg, A. L. Mauzy,

J.

R.

J.

Early, G. G. James, H.

E. Burgee, H. T. Leonard,

J. H. Sewell,
H. G. Shipper, Lloyd Hiss,

L. S. Collier,
J.

E.

T. Hazard, B. L. Bull,

W. Brown,

J.

E. E. Fisher,

W.
W.

E. Glaze,

of

men from

Springer,

C. H. Jackson.

The above

list is

made up

branches of the service, and

about all
are working to make this the
nic yet.

.

all

''best pic-

Cherry

Run

to Orleans
By

J.

T.

Road Improvement

Wilson

District Engineer

N

with the poHcy of the Comto provide its patrons with
the best facilities for handling
their lousiness with the greatest dispatch,
and at the same time having in mind

I

line

pany

and

large

sums

of

money have been

spent dur-

replacing steel bridges too

nent masonry structures,

perma-

building

new

water and coaling stations and installing
new^

THREE TRACK STONE ARCH BRIDGE
the most economic operating conditions,

<2;rades,

light to carry present traffic with,

and up-to-date interlocking plants

55

OVER SLEEPY CREKh

on the east end of

the

Cum})erland

Division.

ing the past four years in constructing

Prior to this time that portion of the

improving alignment

Cumberland Division between Cherry

additional tracks,
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Run and Orleans Road was operated as a
double track railroad with passing sidings
about five miles long placed alternately
and westbound slow freights, except between Sir John's -Run and Great

for east

BRIDGE
Bird's

Cacapon, where
over two tracks.
train

Eye View Showing

57,

GREAT CACAPON

traffic was handled
As the average daily

this portion of the

division were twenty-two passenger

and

102 freight or a total of 124 trains in

twenty-four

hours, the

were

facilities

found inadequate to handle the
without serious delays.

To

bound trains.
The principal work under this improvement was tne construction of a third

Splendid Improvement

all

movements over

using the centre track under
proper regulations for both east and west-

facilities for

traffic

in

Alignment and Construction

Run and Great
Cacapon, covering a distance of about
five miles, which not only resulted in additional track facilities, but in the improvement of both alignment and grades
track between Sir John's

and the construction

of a three track

stone arch bridge of four sixty foot spans

over Great Cacapon Creek, replacing a

was

double track through truss bridge of three

decided to convert the passing sidings in-

spans, ninety-four feet centre to centre of

eliminate these difficulties

to standard

it

main tracks and build an adbetween Sir John's Run and

piers,

which had become too weak to

ditional track

carry present

Great Gacapon, thus providing a three
track line between the above points with

Coupled with this improvement later
was the construction of a three track

traffic.

Tin-:

stone arch britlge of

BALTIMOHi: AM) OHIO EMPLOYES MACJAZINi:
llinn' fort^-five foot

Creek for the purpose of
n^placing a double track thr()u«i;h truss
bridge of two spans of a})out 120 feet
each, which was also too light to carry
present traffic; the rearrangement of
track and station facilities at Hancock;
the construction of a new water and coaling station at Sir John's Run, and the
converting of passing sidings between
Cherry Run and Sir John's Run and
Great Cacapon and Orleans Road into
standard main tracks.
s]^ans over Sleepy

To

facilitate the construction of stone

bridges at Sleepy Creek

and Great Caca-

or

down stream

structures a short distance to the north

side of the old.

The

in-

creased facilities provided by carrying out
this plan

and the economies resulting in
traffic have nmnlx- insti-

the handhng of

fied the expenditure.

Two

other revisions were

work between

Sir John's

made on

the

Run and Great

Cacapon, one about one-half mile west of
Sir John's Run, the other west of Brady's
Bluff and along the Great Cacapon sand
works, which improved the alignment but
did not materiall}^ affect the grades. Over
the remainder of the distance the new
track was laid parallel to the old westbound track by widening the present

HIIADYS BLUFF-WHERE SEVERAL

pon as well as improve alignment and
grades and avoid delay to traffic, rovisions were made which placed the new

31

I^U) SLIDES

roadbed

for

OCCURRED

the additional

track.

Xo

were encountered in
this improvement, except at Brady's
Bluff, where several bad slides occurred

special

difficulties
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during the progress of the work, increasing the quantities 30,000 to 40,000 cubic

beyond what would under normal

j^ards

,

A new

coaling station consisting of a

reinforced concrete bin of 600 tons capacity

was

built at this point

by the Roberts
over the two

conditions have been rempved.

& Schaefer Co.

A new water station was constructed
about three-quarters of a mile east of Sir
This improvement comJohn's Run.
prised a new dam located a sufficient distance up the stream to provide proper
head, the laying of about 7,000 feet of ten
inch cast iron supply pipe and the construction of a reinforced concrete tank of
100,000 gallons capacity by the Steel Concrete Construction Company, connected
with two ten inch Poage penstocks, so located as to permit engines to take water

middle tracks and is provided with chutes
and gates arranged for supplying coal to
engines on any of the four tracks in this
vicinity.
The hoist for conveying the coal
from the track hopper to the top of the
storage bin is located about twenty feet
to the south of the latter and consists of
two (2) two-ton dump buckets operated by
a gasoline engine installed in duplicate.
A double track depressed ash pit was
constructed under the two middle tracks,
about 600 feet east of the coaling station,

SIR JOHN'S

from any
point

.

of the four tracks

It is located

RUN COALING AND WATER STATION

used at that

An auxiliary pumping plant to take

permitting the cleaning of

and westbound
coal and water.

trains

fires

of east

when stopping

for

water from the Potomac River in the event
of injury to the gravity system or the
failure of supply from Sir John's Run
during extraordinarily dry seasons, has
been installed in the basement of the

main track a pocket track was provided

tank.

track

To avoid

obstructing traffic

on the

for holding Berkeley Springs trains while

waiting connections at Hancock.
is

This

located opposite the station and

THE BALTIMORE AM) OUlo
connection with the main track lies
within the zone of the interlocking plant
its

at this point,

and

to further facilitate the

handlinjz; of traffic at this point, a

yard

i:.\IPL()Vi:S

aljout three-quarters of a

of tlie

IS

LAID AS FAR AS

RUN

was con-

the traffic during the rush periods of the

interlocking plants were installed

fourth track, which then extended a short

adequate

car

capacity

structed on the westbound side.
at Millers, Sleepy Creek,

Hancock,

day.

Sir

John's Run, Great Cacapon and Orleans

Road, designed for four track operation,
but equipped onl}- to take oare of three
track movements at present, except at

Hancock and

Sir

John's Run, between

which points a fourth track has since
l)een laid.

new water and
and ashpit into service,
the four track layout which had been
provided extending from Sir John's Run,
Soon

mi h' west

one-quarter miles east, or two miles in all,
was found inadequate to properly care for

SIR JOHN'S

New

Xi

coaling station to a point aljout one and

nAXCOCK-SIIOWIXG NEW FOURTH TRACK WHICH

w^ith

MACA/IM-

after putting the

coaling station

To

better facilitate

movements the

distance west of Round Top, was extended east to Hancock, completing the
four track system between that point and
Sir John's Run.

The

special feature in connection with

improvement was the removal of the
rock bluff, one-half mile west of Hancock,
which consisted largely of solid limestone,
requiring heavy blasting, all of which was
removed across the main tracks and deposited along the river bank for i)rovidthis

ing the roadbed f6r the additional track.

Little

Cacapon to Patterson Creek
Improvement
By

J.

T. Wilson

District Engineer

HE

work under this
heading comprises four

separate jobs

known

as

the Little Cacapon Im-

provement, which included the reconstruction of

bridge 59, the

Okonoko passtrack between Okonoko

extension of the eastbound
ing siding, a third

and Green Spring, including the reconbridge 61-A, and a third
track between Green Spring and Pat-

erally

due to back water from the Poto-

mac River a
steel

short distance north, the

bridge was replaced by a four track

of two forty-five
Soon after the completion of
this improvement the eastbound Okonoko
passing siding was extended eastward,
which resulted in some improvement in
alignment for the siding, the main tracks
being permitted to remain on the old

stone arch structure

foot spans.

struction of

roadbed.

terson Creek.

Okonoko and Green Spring, comparatively
little improvement in alignment was ef-

Bridge 59, a through truss span of about
125 feet over Little Cacapon Creek, had

become too weak to carry present traffic
safely.
With a view of permanent construction, it was decided to replace the
steel bridge by a masonry structure, and
as the headroom was insufficient and the
alignment not in keeping with modern
engineering practice, it was found a revision could be laid which would permit its
renewal without interference to

and

traffic,

In constructing the third track between

except at the crossing of South
Branch, where the line was revised to
permit the construction of masonry and the
fected,

erection of steel without interference with

At other points the changes genin smoothing out compound curves and necessary shifting of
traffic.

erally

resulted

tangents.

Some
ever,

rather pronounced changes, howwere effected in the grades, consist-

same time permit the substitu-

ing generally in the elimination of sags,

tion of a fifty minute simple curve 4,320

which resulted in a general raising of the
roadbed throughout the greater portion
of the length of the improvement and in
reducing all eastbound grades to one-tenth
of one per cent, and the westbound grades

at the

feet long for a

compound curve ranging

from twenty-seven minutes to six degrees.
As the stream is small and the high
water so frequently experienced is gen34
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to three-tenths of one per cent.

Aclviin-

tage was taken of these changes in

])n)-

li.MI'LOVES

condition
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was
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about

by

the

action of water from springs along the

caution and to provide for the removal of

hillside about fifty feet above th(^ track
on a heavy mass of clay and disintegrated rock. Great care was necessary
in widening the cut about 3,000 feet west
of Soutli Branch as the face of the rock
in the old cut was nearly vertical and in
places about forty feet high.
In replacing the South Branch bridge
the general sch(;me of permanent construction could not be followed, but instead the old two tracks through truss
steel bridge of two 175 feet spans was re]:)laced by a four span deck girder bridge
designed for four tracks, supported by
concrete piers and abutments; the steel
work for three tracks of which is now in

the extreme top of the bluff a heavy timl)er

service.

viding for the undergrade crossings at

Town

French and Old

Road, near

(Irccii

Spring.

While the grading on

this inii)r()V('in(nt

over the greater portion of its lengtli did
not present any unusual difficulties,
special note should be made of the work
about 1,000 feet west of South l^ranch,
where a vertical rock bluff seventy-five
feet high and about 200 feet long was removed for a width sufficient for two
without
side
on the south
tracks
delay to traffic or damages of any kind
be3'ond the bending and breaking of a few
rails in

the adjacent tracks.

As a pre-

main tracks and
length was erected and

protection spanning the

about sixty feet in
anchored to the face of the bluff.
Upon the top of the protection and
about twenty-five feet above the tracks a
derrick

was placed

for use in taking

down

the rock from the highest portion as

was loosened by

light blasts.

it

Derricks

were also located on the ground at the
track grade at each end of the cut for re-

moving the rock to a height of about
fifty feet.
As this rock was removed it
was swung across the tracks in skips and
loaded in

dump

cars to be used in prowest of the South Branch
The material handled by the

viding the
Bridge.

fill

derrick on the protection
direct to

dump

the tracks.

cars

was delivered

on the north side

of

In prosecuting this work

extreme care was exercised in blasting;
otherwise serious trouble would have
ensued, and

much damage would have

resulted.

In providing for a third track between
Green Spring and Patterson Creek, the
old alignment generally was adhered to
except at three points where three degree
curves were reduced to two degrees thirty
minutes and at a point about one mile
east of Patterson Creek, where a short revision was made to eliminate a reverse
The only change in grades occurve.
curred on the long tangent east of Round
Bottom, where a sag was removed, raising
the roadbed at the worst point approximately four feet.
The new track was placed on the south
side of the old from the west end of the
eastbound passing siding west of Green
Spring to Round Bottom, and on the
north side from this point to Patterson
Creek. There were no bridge renewals
on this improvement; the largest structure })eing an eight foot arch over Dan's
Run, which had to be extended on the
north (Mid to i)rovide roadbed for flatten-

Several bad slides occurred at the rock

ing the three degree curve at this point to

about one-half mile west of Okonoko, resulting in a large increase in quantities over the normal sections.
This

two degrees thirty minutes.
The only points where any difficulty
was experienced in the preparation of the

bluff

—

"
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new roadbed was at Malone's Bluff, and
the bluff midway between Round Bottom
and Dan's Run. At the former, the main
tracks were shifted to the north about

twelve feet to provide rooni for falls
for operating

moving

and

steam shovel without reto any unnecessary

material

At the

not be changed and the work was handled with such care as to avoid interference to

traffic.

Work on
territory

when completed
Okonoko.

have been traveling on the Baltimore and Ohio for thirty-four years, off
and on, but several months ago, while
going up to Gumberland on an early
morning train, we had the best train
It was a pleasporter I have ever seen.
ure to watch him handle the passengers
and attend to his duties. I called him
and asked how long he had been with
''Thirty-two years, Madam,"
the Road.
and off he went to call the next station
in a clear, pleasant voice, adding to the
usual ''This way out," "Ladies and
gentlemen, don't forget your umbrellas,

socialism

latter the tracks

Good Manners

"Man

''I

is

an acquisitive animal, and

he gets too old to run on the

Road he should open a school

of

acquisitiveness.

"The seven ages

of

till

will

he loses his
be never.

man have been

well

tabulated by somebody or other on an
acquisitive basis.
Thus:
" 'First age Sees the earth.

—
—

" 'Second age Wants it.
" 'Third age—Hustles to get it.
" 'Fourth age -Decides to be satisfied

—

with only about half of

it.

—Becomes more mod" 'Sixth age — Now content to possess
of
a six-by-two
"
" 'Seventh age — Gets the
" 'Fifth age

still

erate.

strip

it.

N. Y. Tribune.

manners

for railroad porters.

At the Mitchell, Ind., Station

Elizabeth

P. Irving.

An

old colored

fully along the

Poor

come
That

can't

strip.'

canes, packages, etc."

"When

there will be plants at

Patterson Greek, Green Spring and near

could

width.

the interlocking plants in this

has not been completed, but

western platform.

Man

President Elliott of the

woman

Baltimore

Railroad, condemning sociahsm, said"

Slowly she

made

room and spoke

Ohio South-

Tears were in her eyes

and she was evidently

New Haven

limped pain-

&

her

in

way

to the

much

distress.

to the baggage

man

in charge:

—
Tin: HAi;riM()HK

mah dawg

"That's

and omo kmplovks macazixe

ova' thuh, Mistuh,"

pointing to an elderly but fairly decent-

looking canine tied to a truck,

kaint get 'im cause

I

lost

mah

"

''an

He awoke and
do you want?"
down

"Letter

I

pocket-

«i;r<)\vl('(l:

swered the

stairs

for

"Well, what

you,"

an-

clerk.

book on the train an' haint got a quatuh
The handk(Tchiet'
'im."
to pay foh
and she conindustriously,
was used
wukin
been
in TcTre
tinued, '*Yeh see, I
Hut an' I done got sick an' some white
folks tuk up mone}' to sen' me an' the
dawg home to New Albany. I done got
my ticket but I los' mah pocketbook
an' I aint got the money to get my dawg,
an' I done had 'im nineteen years an'

"Get out of here and let it stay there
I come down, sleep is more important to me just now than anv h tter. Beat

he haint got a tooth in his haid an' I
Tears fell
sho' do hate to lose 'im."

you."

until

it!"

After about a half hour, the

made

he

a mistake, dat letter ain't

fo'

Thomas N. Miranda.

freely.

Short on Topography

The baggageman, touched by the old
woman's genuine grief, told her to w^ait
a minute and he would see what he could
do

drummer

was again sleeping soundly, when there
came a knock at the door.
"Now what do you want?" he shouted.
"Boss, de clerk done say to tell you, dat

A

for her.

plea to the office force

soon raised the necessary amount and
many and profuse were the thanks he

With a happy

received.

face

the old

w^oman, followed by the toothless dog,
limped over to the Union Station to await
the train that would take

them home.

One of the engineer corps of the Surveys Division of the engineering department, while working in the vicinity of
111., had occasion to take topography on a certain farm. He was accosted by the owner, who wanted to know
what he and the boys were going to do on
his place.
When they informed him
that they wanted to take some topo-

Salem,

graphy, he replied:

John A. Chapman,
Western Union Messenger Boy.

"Wal

boys, I don't think there's

of thet growin'

have

all

ye

on

my

place, but

any

ye kin

find.

Insult to Injury

A

traveling salesman, tired

Wife's Translation

and wear}'

from

Mrs. Morgan had

his long journey through the South,
stopped at a small town in Mississippi,

vince her husband that she should go to

took a hack to the hotel two miles from

the mountains

the railroad station, and at eleven o'clock

seashore

because

in the night aroused the sleeping clerk

was not

feeling

with a request for a room.

up the

On

his

way

He

told her he

l)een trying to con-

or the

she
well.

would

he turned to the clerk and
said:
''Whatever 3'ou do, do not call me
in the morning.
I am t ired out and want

abide by the doctor's

to sleep."

"You are a little run
down, Mrs. Morgan,"

stairs,

About

six o'clock

next morning he was

slumbering deeply, when there came a
thunderous knocking on the door.

advice, so she called in

the physician.

said the doctor.

"You

need

baths

frequent

——

!
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and plenty of fresh
you to dress in the

and I advise
most com-

air,

coolest,

fortable clothes; nothing

When Mr. Morgan

or formal.

stiff

returned

home he

inquired what the physician said.
''Well,

James,"

''he said I

explained

must go

the

summer gowns. "

wife,

to the seashore, do

plenty of motoring and get some

new

LippincoW s Magazine.

A

lawyer for a railway company once
had to defend his employers from the
charge of negligence in the case of a

produce cart was demolished at a grade crossing, not without
bodily injury to the farmer himself, who
farmer

was

accident happened at night and

man who was on

guard,

armed with a

lantern to signal the approach of trains.

Josh," said the lawyer, "did

you swing your lantern when you saw the
cart coming?"
"Yassir, I sut'nly did, suh, I done
swung dat lantern right crost de road."

On

the strength of this testimony the

lawyer

won

He

his case.

took occasion

to thank the witness.

"Much

obleeged to yo', Marse Torm,"
"I'se pow'ful glad

replied that worthy.

could he'p you.

scairt

denly the train stopped with a terrific jerk,
which threw the girl to the floor and half
the passengers from their seats. The
trainmen came rushing in to find out

what was the matter, while a pallid conductor swung himself off, expecting to
find at the least a rock on the track.
The feather was quite torn from the
girl's hat,
and nobody on the train cared
if it was.
Kate Upson Clark, in Leslie^s.

A Draftsman's
By

Details

A. T. N.

Oh what a life
The draftsman leads,
In this old world today;

the principal witness was an old colored

"Now,

but the feather

had become well intertwisted with the
bell-rope and would not come out.
Sud-

whose

driving.

The

in order to free herself,

—

Overlooked

I

—

"

But

I

was plumb

dat other lawyer gwine ex me ef
lit."
New York Evening

dat lantern was
Post.

How She

^
Stopped the Train

A high, stiff feather on a girl's hat
caught in a bell-rope, as she was passing through a car.
She shook her head

He draws his plans,
He draws his breath.
He also draws his pay.
His weary hours
Are long drawn out,
While waiting for a "raise";
His wrinkled brow
Is

No

drawn down more,

increase meets his gaze.

He

fills

his pen,

Then draws a line.
And mutters ''Things
I

think

rU

ain't square,

chuck

This bloomin' job

For one with more fresh

air.

glue my nose
Down to my board
The bloomin' live-long day;
I

The bloomin' boss
Is

To

standing near.

see I earn

my

pay

The

boss, he thinks
I ought to know
All things from A to

Z

And still be glad
To work for him
At what he now pays me.
This drafting

life

Is 'on the Fritz,'
It surely makes me 'sore!' "
He "beats it" home
But in the morn
He comes right back for more.

Jim Delvan's Sacrifice
By Bernice Bicknell

/^ XCI'] in a while God makes a
^^ mail like Jim Delvan!"
^^9 Terry McGraw, engineer on
,

No.

22,

was

sitting

railing of the

with his feet on the

Ames

hotel puffing at his

old black pipe.

said:
'How are you really? And aren't
you glad you're living?' kind.
"I was a fireman them days. I met
Jim first at the Widow Munn's boarding
house down in Indiana. Jim was telegraph agent at Little Forks. It was

The men seated with him, John Morris,
brakeman on the Short Line, INIartin

named

Flynn, fireman on the Great Northern,

accurate as a machine and the pleasant-

and Harvey Ray, salesman

est fellow along the line.

for a

Chicago

dry-goods house, instinctively waited for

a story.
Terry was known up and down the line
for his musical voice and read}- speech.
He was big, rough and genial, with a
heart large enough for two men and an
uncanny knowledge of human nature.
In the long stretches of his runs with
the lives of thousands in his keeping, he

had learned the secrets of his own heart,
and had acquired a knowledge of human
nature which helped him to understand
the hearts of others.

"You men

never heard of Jim.

His

was one of the unwritten histories and
some folks will never know it 'til they
open the great Book.
''His story don't sound possible, but
it's

homely men Jim was the
He was tall and lank, redhaired, freckle-faced and awkward.
The
only pleasant thing about him was his
smile.
For all he had a big mouth, he
had the nicest smile I ever saw^ on a
man's face. It wasn't one of them chinaall

homeliest.

doll,

predigested smiles, but

from the

one

that

Jim

"A

w^as a

dandy

— quick and
I

liked

him

first.

little

while after

I

came to Little
came from

Forks, a young school-teacher

Merrimac

and she boarded at
She was pretty and had
fuzzy ways with her. Jim wasn't the
kind that went round falling in love with
every girl he saw. Nellie ^Marvin was
the first and only girl he ever loved. He
was so bashful around women that it was
sometime before he got up courage to
to teach

the widow's.

ask her to go to the town hall. They
were going to have an entertainment.

"Jim was afraid that a young man by
the name of Harry Fleming that boarded
at the widow's and worked in the bank
had asked her to go with him. But he
hadn't and she went with Jim.

I

never

You'd have thought
the heavenly chorus had struck up for

saw him

true.

"Of

after the river that ran north of

the town.

so happy.

his benefit.

"This young Fleming was a dashing
fellow.

He was

dark-haired,

tall,

well

dressed and soft spoken, just the kind of

a fellow

girls like to fall in love with.

never liked him, somehow.

He had

I

a

tricky look in his eyes.
39

JUST BEFORE JIM FELL UNCONSCIOUS AT THE

DOOR HE SAW THE
HARRY FLEMING!

40

THIEF.

IT

WAS

HAi/riMoKi':

'rill".

''The

but

I

was

girl

could s(H\

])l('aNaiit

if I

knew

to

and

men.

Ixitli

anythinij;

oiiio

about

women, that Nellie was in love with
Fleming and only used !)( Ivaii as a toil.
Maybe I misjudged hn\ but I always
blamed her for treating Jim the way she
did and making him fall deejxr in love
with her.
Maylx^ she didn't draw him
on.

"They wvrv going
match.
course

Jim

stuck up

to

have a spellingit
Of
uj).
He had words

was working

Nellie

ent(T(Hl.

around his olHce and studied
lik(^
mad.
Jim was naturally smart
and if he'd had full chance, he'd beat
them. When the night came, Nellie
went with Fleming. The match was
about halfway through wlu^n a hardlooking man came and called Jim out.
I've often wondered why Jim didn't tell
us then what the man wanted, but mayl^e

man

all

him 'til he got him
away a piece. Jim always was so
thoughtful of others, he didn't want any
of the rest of us to miss our good time.
''The next morning the town was full
of the robbery of the bank.
Jim was
arrested.
It ^vas known that he had
the

didn't

tell

been seen w^ith a hard-looking
looked like a burglar. And his
found in the bank.

man
knif(^

that

was

for

Jim was dying of (juick (•onsumi)tion.
This is what he told me. He made me
])romi.se not to tell anyone as long as
X(»llie and Fleming were living, but they
were killed in a wreck last summer, so
here goes.

"Jim said he didn't know who the

man was that came and called for him.
He told him that the bridge was ba(ll\Jim was so excited tHat he
any of us fellows. The
stranger ke])t Inu'rying him up all the
time.
Jim ran for his hand-car, got
some boards, nails and a hammer and
a lantern. The stranger went with him.
It was a bitter cold night and while Jim
was working b}' the light to fix the bridge,
tlie stranger up and told him that this
was a scheme to get him to be away from
the depot that night.
(The bank was
damaged.
forgot

to

tell

close to the depot.)
Then he said they
were going to rob the bank and put the
blame on him.
"There was no time to lose. Jim
thought he would have time to take
the hand-car and go back to town to
warn some of us of th(^ robbery that was
But the man had
to be later that night.
a revolver and told Jim he'd shoot if he

tried to run.

"Jim

"Jim wouldn't say a word to defend
himself.
I begged him to niak(> a fight

maca/ixi

i:\ii'L(>\ i:s

couldn't

see

how they were

going to put the blame on him, but the
f(41ow said they

would by a

"What would you have

it.

"It wasn't long until he was tried and

seemed as

clue.

done, boys?

"Jim said he was desperate.

He made

was
all gone after he heard that Nellie and
Fleming was married. He was sentenced

and they
fought like tigers. Jim knocked the
scoundrel flat and dumb. He was free

to the penitentiary for twent}- years, but

to go.

convicted.

I

It

if

his spirit

could see that Jim w^ould never live to

see that time.

"rU

never forget the da}^ they took

him away.

He had

the saddest face

I

ever saw.
"It was two months after that I got
word to come up to the penitentiary.

a lunge at

the

robber's

pal

was only twentyminutes until the night express would be
along.
Between two duties Jim had to
decide.
On one side was his reputation,
and on the other the lives of a hundred!
"The express whizzed by safely that
night without knowing its danger.

"By

this

time

it

—

—

—
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hands were almost frozen. In
made his way back to the
bank. It was too late. Just before
he fell unconscious at the door, he saw
the thief. It was Harry P^leming!
''The scoundrel had laid his plans
w^ell; he knew the conscience of Jim

"Fleming was pretty badly frightened
first, fearing that Jim might expose
his villainy, but when he knew there was
no danger froi^ that quarter he came as

knew

bridge.

really

tried

Of course he hadn't counted on Jim's
coming back in time to see him and

Nellie

and lead a more upright

''Jim's

torture he

never

he'd

the bank.

keeling over outside

was

the

desert

Jim

unexpected.

never

at

would

own

This

express.

knew

heroes.

vain.

in

He was one of
You know, boys,

He

husband to

to be a good

life.

the night

the

greatest

not so
hard to be brave when there's excitement
and firing all round; when your general
is looking on and the war correspondents

bed.

it's

are risking their precious pelts in their

your grateful country
how you bravely fought and fell—fighting,

but he was no quitter and after a bad
hour fighting it out with himself he

The

be

not

should

"Nobody knew Jim saved

"Jim's despair was almost complete,

faced the trouble squarely.

as his nature

him, and he decided that Jim's

let

sacrifice

whether Fleming carried him to the
depot, but anyway next morning he was
in his

man

near to being a real

eagerness to

tell

dying for the

recent

flag

we

adore!

all

But

though
there's another kind
newsthe
in
you seldom see his name

exposure brought back an old lung
weakness and he had his doctor's word
for it that a recurrence of this trouble
would be fatal. This knowledge may
have helped him to make his decision,
but we who knew him realize that he

of

paper.

mean

I

himself

forget

the
that

hero,

man who dares
others may live

man who,

sacrificed himself for the sake of Nellie

need be, can
bravely die for the unrequited love of
a woman and that's the sort of hero

Fleming.

Jim

happily; the

if

—

w^as."

:-

When The

"Passenger" Pulls In

By Charles H. Meiers
•ft

Mead

is

Folks appear to drift along,

just a little town;

Life there's dull,

you might suppose.

Living only in today.

now and then

a song,

Premises appear run down,

Singing

Houses stand

Which is
But there's one time each day when

in

crooked rows.

There, folks lead the simple

Free from stress and

strife

There, temptation

not

Twould

is

life.

and din;

rife

cost energy to sin.

neither sad nor gay.

Everybody wears

a grin;

That's about the hour of ten

When

the "passenger" pulls in!

—

The Evolution

of Signaling

&

the Baltimore
By

on

Ohio

F. P. Patenall
Signal Engineer

A careful reading of this article, with necessary references to the diagram on page 45,
will give a comprehensive knowledge, not onlv of the history of Railroad Signaling but
also of its present operation. In travelling about the System many of us are often conHead this interesting article and avoid such
fused by the operation of the Signals.
Editor.
confusion.

SIXl'E

1886 many changes have
taken place both in the design and

important feature was uppermost in
mind, viz.: the distribution of metal so as

weight of semaphore spectacles,
and at this time we find innumerable de-

to insure the spectacle's being so counter-

^
^^1

signs

in

service.

This

necessarily

re-

quires the signal companies to carr}' a

of the connections.

Additional weights

This condition ob-

applied to the balance lever or crank at

no doubt, with numerous parts

the base of the mast augmented this pur-

large stock of these.
tains,

weighted as to result in its gravitating
toward the stop position in case of failure

Consideration has been given the mat-

and also provided means for overcoming friction in the connections or

economical operation in motor op-

other obstructions in case of failure of the

besides semaphore spectacles.

ter of

pose,

erated signals, and especially in the direction of obtaining the highest efficiency

with the

minimum output of power.

This,

connections.

Figure Xo.

1

shows one

of the

most

primitive designs of train order signals

therefore,

has resulted in reducing the

used extensivel}' prior to 1886, and con-

spectacle

casting to the lowest weight

tinued in operation long after that date,

compatible with safety.

but finally discarded in favor of the sema-

The Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

in its

an age
during which various designs of semaphore spectacles have been used, as no
doubt has been the case with every other
signal history has passed through

railroad.
It

is,

therefore,

make

the purpose in this

by explanation
and diagram, the transition which has
article

to

clear,

taken place here during mj' service with
the

Company.

In connection with three plants

in-

by the Pennsylvania Steel Company in 1886, lower left hand quadrant
stalled

signals

This disk form of signal

and

in fact

and from that
will be noted by

1887,

time to the present,

it

reference to the diagrams that, notwith-

standing the various desig:ns used, a most

is

well

known,

has by no means become ob-

solete, inasmuch as mam' thousands of
automatic signals of similar design (see
Fig. No. 2) are in operation and are giving satisfactor}' service.
These latter, of

course, are of improved design, and are
power operated.
Figure Xo. 3 shows a Revolving Bann
Signal, also power operated, and many of
which are in successful operation, although this type of signal a])]K'ars to be
:•

passing.

To

were used.

Since the year

phore signal.

describe briefly the construction of

the disk signal. Fig. Xo.

very

little

1

will

take up

space.

The movable

parts of the signal con-

sisted principally of red

and green cloth
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mounted on

disks,

means

when

slides,

operated by

of ropes, the slides being raised
it

was desired to display a proceed

indication.

mal position
principle

in

They returned to their norby gravitation. The correct
this respect, therefore, was

down.
Later on metal disks and frames were
substituted, the use of which added a
feature of safety, inasmuch as with such
added weight there was less liability of
laid

slides or shutters sticking in the

proceed

These metal slides were also
equipped with lenses of the desired colors.
These resulted, principally, in intensifying the colored lights displayed as compared with the primary light being
position.

Switch & Signal Company, in connection
with which the semaphore spectacle (Fig.

No. 4) was used.
These were mounted on triangular lattice iron posts, the semaphore shaft and
half cranks being in one piece, or as are
now frequently used for inside connected
signals.
These blades moved to a position for proceed (clear) 60° below the
horizontal (see Fig. No. 5).
In 1887 the spectacle shown in Fig. No.
6 was adopted, its design resulting in more
satisfactory service, inasmuch as it provided increased weight for restoring signal
to the horizontal (stop) position, there

both directions, there being two slides
for each direction, viz. one red and one

having been a tendency in the use of
spectacle No. 4 for false indications occurring with the least variation in the
connections, excepting where considerable outside additional counterweight was
Fig. No. 7 shows the proceed
applied.

green.

(clear) position.

by red
was arranged

screened either

or green cloth.

The

to govern traffic

signal

in

:

The proceed caution signal was displayed by the raising of the red slide, and the
lowering of the green slide into view, the

kept normally up,
so as not to impair the strength of the
light when a stop indication was being
latter at night being

The lamps used were fitted
with the well-known Zenith burner and
globe masts were hollow, and lamps were
displayed.

;

hoisted or lowered, as desired,
lass at

by a wind-

the base of the mast.

The weight of the slide being relied
upon entirely to restore the signals to the
normal position, it was found difficult
from a distance far
inasmuch as the
weight of the rope had a tendency to overcome the weight of the slide, and the result was that trouble often occurred from
to operate

these

away from

the

office,

that source.

In 1885 and 1886 some small installa-

made on the
Ohio Railroad by the Penn-

tions of interlocking were

Baltimore

&

sylvania Steel

Company and

the Union

A

similar defect, although not so seri-

on in the use of the
spectacle, Fig. No. 6, on account of sig-

ous, developed later

nals being operated at greater distances

mechanically connected.

In 1889 spectacle, Fig. No. 8, was
adopted, having two receptacles for roundels, at which time the proceed (clear),
position of the blades was, as
Fig.

No.

10,

shown

in

inasmuch as variations in

connections would not be sufficient to
change radically the position of the blade

(when indicating stop) towards the proceed (clear) position and thus prevent its
being accepted as a proceed indication.
It will be seen that in order to display a

both roundels were required
For this operafight.
tion a considerable sweep of blade was
necessary, and signals which did not move
to the proper angle for proceed (clear)

white

fight,

to pass

beyond the

were considered as imperfectly displayed
signals, and trainmen were governed acIn the use of this type of
cordingly.

,

y»'

.

—

A

XD

u

dr==^

riTs:

Cm...
\ Ci>«»Cl-T. SmxAi.

C»i-t,i.»«. I..V..

THE EVOLUTION OF SIGNALING IN DIAGRAM
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spectacle additional information

shown

vided, as

caution

or

in Fig.

No.

was prothe 45°

:

when used

indication,

manual block

8, viz.

for

signals the lower roundel

being green, as show^n in Fig. No.

The

9.

and

No.

Fig.

proceed

(clear)

After this

way

of a

ever, because^ the position of

and

signal

when vertical, was
is,

That

poorly outlined.

being displayed in front of the mast

its

made it indistinct,

there being no criticism

of positions of blades as displayed in Figs.

Nos. 8 and 9.
In 1889 recommendations were made to
provide distant signal protection at facing

which resulted in the adoption
arrangement as shown in Fig. No.
11, whereby the distant switch signal was
operated by a separate lever, locking the
switch lever in the normal position only,
switches,
of the

the plunger lock being fixed in the center
of the track,

One

using standard material.

special feature

w^as

the

which

worthy

method

of attention

signal

of

control,

not directly from the lock

w^as

but required that the plunger lock
should have its full throw in order to
lever,

bring the signal to the clear position,

which was entirely dependent on the
plunger being properly guided;

hence,

should the plunger casting be torn out

it

was not possible to clear the signal, although it was possible to reverse the lock
lever.
The reason for this was that link
L would pivot on pin P, which, when
pressure was applied, in taking up wire
tension (there being no guide for the
plunger) resulted in link
,

right or
signal.

left,

L swinging to the

thus having no effect on the

Later on this method was aban-

doned, because various troubles were en-

countered
other

from

parts

of

dragging

chains

equipment which

and
fre-

proceed position), the

it

having been 75°.

was deemed advisable to

provide more adequate protection in the

use of Fig. No. 10 was discontinued, howthe blade,

13,

angle of the blade below horizontal for

(see Fig.

The

semaphore signal at the switch,
A was added to the lay-out
No. 11) and adopted.

use of a vertical lever stand has

proven much more satisfactory than the
levers arranged horizontally on the ties,
especially in winter weather.

The home switch signal was operated by
the switch lever, and the distant switch
signal was operated by a separate lever, the
distant lever locking the switch normal

through a bolt lock. By this means all
connections are arranged outside the rail,
thus avoiding possible damage from the
dragging of equipment parts.
Home and distant switch signals were
later equipped with square end blades, the
distant switch signal indicating in the 45°
position for caution, the

home

indicating

with the switch
open. This arrangement will be superseded by a special type of switch target,
in the horizontal position

because of the difficulty in classifying
semaphore signals for such use and to

avoid possible confliction with other

sig-

nals.

was considered necessary on
some of our heavy freight lines to install
spacing signals, which were operated manually and indicated only in two (proceed)
positions, viz.: caution (see Fig. No. 14)
and clear (see Fig. No. 15). At that time
In 1891

we were

it

agitating the universal adoption

of the square end arm for all signals, and
specially the use of same in the 45° posi-

tion for caution signals.

This spacing signal was restored to the
of

quently tore out these connections be-

normal (caution) position in the rear

tween

blade on signal used for this purpose was

the train, indicating to a following train
that the preceding train has passed an

pointed (see Fig. No.

arbitrary

rails.

It will

be noted that the
12,

stop position,

(according

to

division

rule),

'

THE HALTIMOKK AM)

oillo

number of minutes previously, and after
an additional lapse of time the signal
was changx^d to the vertical (clear)
position.

be noticed, therefore, that

It will

tiic

caution indication was displayed by the
arm in the 45° position, alth()u<ih at that

time distant

I

:\l l'L()\' i;s

MA(iA/l.\l

two only

recei)tacles iOv colored glasses,
at

that time being used, the remaining

Ix'ing in view of the possible
change from the white light to the green
Hght for clear and the use of the yellow

ojx'ning

light for caution.

This type of signal

operation

in

is still

sig-

manual block

in

having

territory, as well

blades with fork-

as in automatic

na

1

s

were

ends

ed

used,

caution

common

roads,

able
orders.

prac-

It is

although

considered

here

semaphore

spectacles

logi-

form of
semaphore casting was
used,
there being an

of

l)hore

cranks,

half

to

semashafts and

that

straight

abundance

necessary

from the subject
of

In this case

cal.

issue

digress

to

cannot be

it

where

be desirto

still

some

on

tice

may

it

posi-

which

territory

at stations

the

in

horizontal
tion,
is

block

indicating

mentioned

as
in

connection with

of

Xo.

Fig.

4.

counterweight to

In 1901 a stan-

carry the signal

dard was adopted

the

to

normal

(caution)

which
the

posi-

of the operating

tion.

During the
period
ing

lialf

extend-

from

F. P.

PATEXALL, SIGNAL ENGINEER

to the present time three-position block

both manual and automatic, have
been in continuous operation on the Baltimore & Ohio System.
The type of manual block signal in
operation from 1888 to 1900 is shown in
Fig. No. 16, stop, Fig. Xo. 17, caution,
Fig.

Xo.

spectacle

and

being

Fig.

connecting

Xo.

designed

21, clear, the

with

three

with

for

all

mechanically

lieu of

the eye njd

the

casting,

stud

riveted

to

the object being

to gain control of the blade through the
shaft, so that in case of

breakage of the

spectacle the blade would

through the shaft.

trolled

for this

18, clear.

In 1900 the standard was changed to
that shown in Fig. X'o. 19, stop, Fig. Xo.
20, caution,

operated signals in
the spectacU^

crank direct

to the shaft

1888

signals,

and

required

application

still

be con-

The reason

change was on account of a de-

railment produced by the spectacle end
of the
it

was

semaphore breaking

off at

the time

jilaced in the stop position,

which

resulted in the blade's falling to the clear

,
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This was one of the first principles
adopted in early signaling, and should be

ever, will be used when the green light is
adopted for the clear night indication.
In the home signal spectacles. Figs.
Nos. 23, 24 and 25, two red roundels were

followed.

used,

there being no counterweight

position,

after breakage.

The
shown
Fig.

application of the half crank
in Fig.

No.

No.

22, as

is

is

also seen in

and two green roundels in the distant
making it necessary for the

spectacles,

blade to travel the required distance in
order to display the proper proceed night

4.

Having commenced in 1888 with threeposition signaling in mind as the most intelligent method of conveying information
to the runner, a startling set-back was
experienced in 1902

when 97

miles of

indication.

Having

in

view the absolute necessity

of uniformity in signaling for all divisions,
it

was decided

in 1903 to dispense

with

the double (home and distant) indication

double indication (home and distant) au-

previously mentioned, using instead one

tomatic block signals were installed. The

blade (three-position signaling), as shown

lower quadrant vertical position blade,

however, outside the line of the post for
the proceed (clear) indication was adhered

in Fig.

No.

26, stop; Fig.

No.

27, proceed

—prepare to stop at next
Fig. No.
proceed—next signal at proceed, and
signal;

28,

pare to stop at next signal, block clear. Fig.

method is still in operation, and all
work was done in accordance
therewith, the same indications being
used in manual block territory.
In February, 1908, the most interesting

No.

evolution took place in the design of

to,

although the forked end distant blade

indicated caution in the

the

No.

home

same position as

blade indicated stop (see Fig.

23, stop, Fig.

No.

24, proceed, pre-

25, proceed, next signal at proceed).

The

design of the semaphore spectacle

being as shown in Figs. Nos. 23,

24

had two receptacles for the
colored glasses, from which it will be seen
that unless the blade assumed the proper
positions the light was obscured, which
was objectionable. This, however, resulted in a vast improvement in the adand

25,

justment of mechanically operated signals, it being necessary to keep the connections in a most efficient operating condition.

Otherwise imperfectly displayed

would have occurred.
The trouble above mentioned, however,

signals

of the light being

obscured during the

passage of the casting from the vertical
position to the horizontal position, or vice
versa,

was overcome in the adoption of
shown in Fig. No. 26, which

spectacle

provided three receptacles for colored
glasses, the lower one being left open for
the display of the white light, which, how-

this

further

spectacles,

upper quadrant

in that the

three-position

method

of signaling

authorized to be used in

was

future instal-

all

lations, and where heavy renewals were
made. The upper quadrant spectacle
adopted is shown in Fig. No. 29, stop,
Fig. No. 30, caution, and Fig. No. 31, clear.

The

first

installation of signals of this

type was at Cumberland Md in February
1908, the high speed signals being power
operated and the low speed signals mechanically operated in conj unction with the
,

,

.

installation of

a mechanical interlocking

plant at the east end of Evitts Creek Yard.
Several sections of three-position upper
quadrant automatic signaling have since
been put into operation.
The adoption of the upper quadrant
type of signal as a standard is based on
the fact that the same results can be ob-

tained at no greater expense in cost of
construction, with lesser cost of operation

THK BAI/llMOHK AM) OHIO
and

inaiiitriiaiice,

and

The lower

inaxinium

witli the

frum the use of a sciiiapliorc sj)('i*than one-half tlic w('ip;ht of
It sliould also
the lower quadrant tyj)e.
be borne in mind that undue weight added to the blade, such as iee. sleet or
siifety,

illuminated

tacle of k^s

light

snow,
l(>ast

will result

in the

disj)lay

is

operation since

its

Camden

road at

as in daylight.

ever,

uni\"ersall>

signaling at a plant installed in April,
1911,

wherein

is

it

three-blade signal

adoption.

practice,

although

the

noticeal)le that

is still

in

considered good
the

passing

of

twenty-four years' experience the use of
the third or lower signal was dispensed

Station, Baltimore, Md.,

connection with which three

the

reflecting

Colored lights, howwere used in connection with the
up])er and second signals.
As a comparison, Fig. No. 33 shows the

same

of the

As to the methods of nip^ialing, in 1887
an interlocking plant was installed on this

m

by

night

at

onto the signal blade, no colored
b(4ng used, consequently at night

light

conceded to be better and safer than those
previously used, and has been in successful

signals were arrange<l to be

the ])osition of the blade govem<*d the

favorable indication.

This method of signaling;

MAGAZINK

I:M1'L()YP:S

with for a period,

sigjials

on a mast were used, as shown in Fig.
No. 32. The upper signals governed
movements from the shed tracks to the
outbound track; the second signals governing movements from the shed tracks
to the inbound track, and the lower signals governing movements from the shed

two

it

being assumed that

signals could very capably

the requirements.

proved an

error,

fulfill all

This latterly has been
as the third or lower

signal relieves the signals

above

it

from

transmitting special information, which

can be done more logically and with
greater safety in the use of the third or

lower signal.

tracks to the sidine.

X

X
Have you ever Taken Part in, or
Heard the Following Conversation?
^=
—1»
A —Well,

it's

up

to you.

I

wrote you twice and have you on

record.

B —Well, put it up to C, so am in the clear.
A — Its over two months since first wrote you,
I

I

I

you'd better

get busy, the inspector will be around soon.

B— Well, C

says he put

A — Not my

funeral old

it

up

man

to

D

and he

is

in the clear.

-look out for the explosion.

—Anonymous.

X

X

The Baltimore and Ohio Wants Every
Employe to Own His Home

THE

pictures on the opposite page

show what one employe accomplished

They

with the help of the Relief Department.

Baggage Agent Smith and
St.

Md.

Denis.

Mr. Smith has been

Department four

times.

He

built his

in

How

the

is

are of

Camden

Loan feature

Station

property at

beautiful

of

money borrowed from

the Relief
it

and

the Relief

he helped do this by truck gardening will be told soon in

the Agricultural Department of the Magazine.

out now

his

home, made two additions to

has enlarged his property repeatedly with

Fund.

on

wife

his

The

point

wt want

to bring

this:

What Mr. Smith did, you can do. You can buy a home
almost as easily as pay rent if you have ambition and will
If you have an eye to
let the Relief Department help you.
your own and the future comfort and happiness of your
family you will determine immediately to own a home. In
the words of Sir Arthur Helps you will
"Resolve, and tell your wife your good resolution.
She will
aid it all she can.
Her step will be lighter and her hand will
be busier all day, expecting the comfortable evening at home

when you
attended

place, will,

Household

return.

affairs

will

have been well

A

place for everything and everything in its
like some good genius, have made even an humble

to.

home

the scene of neatness, arrangement and taste.
The table
be ready at the fireside.
The loaf \ktill be one of that order
which says, by its appearance, 'you may come and cut again.'
The cups and saucers will be waiting for supplies. The kettle
will

will

be singing and the children, happy with fresh

air

and

exercise, will be smiling in the glad anticipation of that

meal

when

father

is

evening
at home, and of the pleasant reading

afterwards."

The Baltimore and Ohio wants every employe to own his home. If you want to own
your home write immediately to Department S
of the Relief Department at Baltimore for full
information as to

X

how

they can help you.

X

Track Elevations

in

Chicago
By

G. Curtis

L.

District Engineer

SINCE
^^^
^^S

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and the

1893 the railroads in Chi-

& Ohio Chicago Terminal Rail-

cago have been ehminating their

Baltimore

grade crossings with city

road have done their

streets.

This has been accomplished principally

by track

elevation;

the

tracks

being

fair

share in this

work, having spent to date about $4,500,000.
Of this, the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

BALTIMORE AND OHIO CHICAGO TERMINAL RAILROAD BRIDGE OVER INDEPENDENCE
BOULEVARD— STEEL BRIDGE WITH BOTH SIDES ENCLOSED IN CONCRETE
raised usually fifteen feet.

The work

is

being done under ordinances passed by
the City Council and Park Commissioners.

The

ordinances, however,

must be

road has spent about $720,000, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal $1,700,000, and the Chicago Terminal Transfer
Railroad, the predecessor of the Baltimore

accepted by the railroads interested be-

&

fore being in effect.

The estimated

52

Ohio Chicago Terminal, $2,080,000.
cost to complete the work

THE
the

l)y

n'(iuinMl

R\i;ri.M(>Hi':

j)r<'S('nt

and OHIO

ordiiKincc

is

At the
sion.

time tho

i)r('S(.'nt

first

street

on the main Hue divimiles iVom the Ixiltimore

(Tussinji,
is

roail

^nidc

(•r()ssin<r>

luixc

53

Ix-cn

().S

iV:

The

accorniKinyiii}:;

sketcli

iiiaj)

the jieneral terminal eonnections.

markctl

"A"

is

Ohio station and

are on original snrface of grade

east

streets carried

approacli

to

the elevated tracks).

Within these limits a total of 222 tracks
have ))een elevated over fifty-three

and

at

the-

same thne

five rail-

Haltimon^

cV:

is

of

Point

distant one mile from the

Ohio station and 7.0 miles on the Central
Division (excepting!; two crossings on the

streets,

('liiiii-

ii:i1(m1.

S2,2()0,()()().

grade

mvoa/ink

l•;^ll•Lo^ i;s

all

tracks

and

all

overhead on viadncts he-

tween these points.
At i)oint marked ''A" (Canal Street),
the approacli to elevated tracks l)egins.
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about 1200 feet long and
at grade by
two streets (West 15th Place and Jefferson Street). Between the top of this approach and point marked ''B/' which
This approach
tracks on

is

Chicago, a

is

same are crossed

called the

main

new

bridge has been built over

the Calumet River.

This

is

to

comply

with an order from the United States War
Department to increase the clear open-

The bridge

ing for the pa'ssage of boats.

line division, 6.8 miles

is

from the Baltimore & Ohio station, there
are no street crossings at grade.
About two miles west of point marked
"A" is the north end of the Chicago Central Division, which is known as Western
Avenue Junction. The Chicago Central
Division tracks are elevated between this
point and point marked "C/' seven miles
from the Baltimore & Ohio station, with
no street crossings at grade.
In all there are only two grade crossings
within 6.8 miles westward and seven
miles southward from the Baltimore &
Ohio station.
At South Chicago (which is nineteen
miles from the Baltimore & Ohio station)
a total of seventeen tracks have been elevated over six streets and grade crossings
with two railroads eliminated.
In connection with the work at South

a 235 foot single span, double track,

Strauss bascule bridge and

is

the largest

kind in the world, being ten feet
longer than the Baltimore & Ohio general
office building in Baltimore is high.
Its
of its

foundation consists of six concrete caissons, twelve feet in diameter,
solid rock.

feet to
steel is

sunk eighty

The weight

of the

1417 tons, and the cost complete

be about $225,000. Photographs of
huge bascule bridge were reproduced
in the August, 1913, issue of the Magazine.

will

this

The entire cost of this track elevation
work in Chicago is paid by the Railroad
Companies.

This cost includes the ad-

justments of city sewers and water pipes.
The various Public Utility Corporations
adjust their property as

assume the cost
other expense

is

of their

is

necessary and

own work.

All

paid by the Railroad

Companies.

Chicago Division Improvements
By

SINCE the spring

L.

G. Curtis

of 1910, the Bal-

&

Ohio has expended for
^..^
improvements
on the Chicago DiS^B
vision approximately $4,660,000 in additimore

tion to the $720,000 spent for track elevation in Chicago.

At Chicago Junction, Ohio, we have

new yards

at a cost of approximately
These yards are of the
gravity or ^^lump" type, contain sixtyone miles of tracks and have a capacity of

built

$1,250,000.

6,000 cars. There are
and westbound receiving and classification yards, repair yard and an eastbound fast freight or ''Q. D." yard.
In connection with the yards, subways
were built under the railroad at Front and

approximately
east

Streets; a new reservoir, having a
capacity of 110,000,000 gallons, was con-

Main

the passenger station was reand
a new restaurant and lunch
modeled
room built.
structed

;

THE

AM)

BAi/riMoiH':

oiiio l:\ln,l)^

Tlie spring of 1911) nuii-kcd (he hc^in-

an oxtcnsive projiniin of sc'coiid
track work on this division, wliich has rc-

niii«i

of

snltod in the com])lcti()n of
niilos of n(nv scM'ond

(•i<2;hty-tw()

main track hclwccn

the followin*!; stations:

Hanilcr and East DcHancc. ().... Hi miles
:\lark

Center and The

Milford

l^(Mid.()..

hai)az Jet.,

.

.

.

a/iM':

excepting between W'ell-lioro and
Mel 'ool, where there arc still some westbound grades slightly in excess of this. All
east bound grades have Ixh'U re(luce(l to
r:ite,

hundredths

12 miles

hilt \-se\-en

hese changes being in the following locali-

of

().; east of WaMankakce Marsh,

through The P>end.

ties:

was(H\ Ind.; across the

miles

(

'enter, Ind.

:

t

hrough.Tracy,

and Mc( 'ooL
Since 1010 there has been expende for
second track and api)urt(>nant work on
the Chicago Division over SI^OI)!). ()()().
Automatic block signals have been installed between Hamler and Standley, ().,
a distance of !().() miles, and between Milford Junction and McCool, In 1., a disInd.

.4()

one jxt cfnt.,

t

t

east of L^nion
.

\(i

8 miles

.

and ( 'romwell, Ind.
and AIe( 'ool. Ind

Jet.,

m

i;s

;

between

\\'ellsl)()ro

1

As a part

of the seeond track work, all

old bridges, which were formerly
trestles,

were

concrete and

rei:)lace(l

steel.

wooden

with structures of

Ajijiroximately thirty

miles of passing tracks were

V)uilt.

New

water stations at Walkerton and Wellsboro, Ind.,

and a reinforced concrete me-

chanical coaling plant at

LaPaz Junction,

were constructed.
There is also ten miles of second track
roadway graded between Defiance and
The Bend, Ohio, on which a second track
Ind.,

will l)e laid in

the

summer

of 1914.

This year, therefore, the Chicago Division,

278 miles in length,

will

track with the exception of

be double
2'.8

miles

through Defiance, Ohio, and twenty-three
miles from ^lilford Junction to LaPaz
Junction, Ind.

westbound grades over two-tenths
one p(T cent, have been reduced to that

All
of

tance of sixty-nine

mil(v>, al

a

cost

of

sir)(),00().

New

have been
Chicago Junction
Yard, Hamler, Holgat(\ St and ley. Midway and Sherwood in Ohio, and at Aul)urn Junction, Wawasee, Milford Juncinterlocking

built at the we.st

end

])lants

of

Xapanee, Bremen, La Paz Junction,
Walkerton, Union Center, Wellsboro,
Alida, Babcock and ]\IcCool. Ind.
New engine facilities have l)een intion,

stalled at Garrett, Ind., including a

eighteen

stall

roundhou.se,

house and pow(>r
of S21().()(M).

ash

]Mt.

new
oil

])lant ext(^nsion at a cost

West Virginia
By

TO UNDERTAKE

to

as a Poultry State

J.

discuss

H. Stewart

Certainh' no State in the Union

so

important a subject as the poultry

^

^^1 industry with reference

to

all

the

which are traversed by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad System would be
almost like discussing it as to the whole
states

nation.

Discussed in this manner the

subject, in
sarily

many

would neces-

respects,

be so general in

its

character as

have chosen,
therefore, to discuss the matter for West
Virginia alone, first because of that

not to be interesting.

I

State's great adaptability to this busi-

and because

ness
of

of the extensive mileage

because

our railroad there;

of

the

great part which the poultry industry has

is

so

well adapted to the production
of

and sale
high grade poultry products as West

Virginia.

Before presenting evidence in

proof of this statement, however,
consider briefly the part played

humble hen

in the

let

us

by the

economic welfare of

our count r}^, as few people have any conception Avhatever of the enormous value

by the eggs and market

represented

poultry consumed annually.

Year Book

According

Department of
Agriculture for 1911 the farm value of
the more important crops and poultry
products in the United States in 1910 was
to the

of the

as follows:

taken in the development of the State

Corn

and because anything of much
significance in West Virginia is necessarily

Cotton

775,000,000

Poultry Products

750,000,000

thus

far,

of great interest

and
is

both to our

Company

to thousands of its employes.

another reason

why

There

this subject

may

be appropriately discussed in this connection with reference to
only,

and that

is

West

Virginia

that there are so

many

thousands of acres of low-priced land
contiguous to the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad which are just suited to the
successful

industry.
56

operation

of

this

particular

.

.$1,700,000,000

Hay

700,000,000

Wheat

600,000,000

Oats

350,000,000

Potatoes

213,000,000

On

thought one might consider
these statistics of the value of poultry
products to be entirely false and misfirst

leading, but

when one

reflects that

it

would

cost one-fifth of a millon dollars to supph^

the five million people in New York City
with only two eggs apiece, or enough for

THE
one

meal,

tlicn

BALTIMOKI-:

tlic

ii*>;ures

The ponltry

then,

is

olllo 1:M1'L()V1;s

no

«>;iv('ii

longer seem wild and fantastic
tirely reasonable.

AM)

industry,

due to differences in altitude, the
temperature is ])racti('ally ideal for poul-

not only of vast economic im-

production increasing from year to

and rapidly.

In

is

advancing uniformly

New York

City

the

tions,

sheltered

In

try.

W\^st

Virginia

mountains and
that fowls
tically

of high

for

the production

grade poultry products?

At the

of

West

is

a

region

valleys,

of

hills,

with C(juntless

coves so sheltered from storm and wind

December, 1896, was twenty-five cents
per dozen, ami with scarcely an exception
the price has advanced year by j^ear until
in December, 1911, the highest wholesale
price was sixty cents per dozen.
What advantages over other States does
offer

locations

Mrginia fowls lead an outdoor life with
its consequent health and prolificacy.

highest wholesale price for fresh eggs in

West Virginia

degrees F., and although

this varies considerably in different sec-

time, but it is
one of the most rapidly developing*;
branches of agriculture. Not only is the
total

is .52.3

57

en-

l)Ut

l)ortance at the ])resent

year, but the price

\'irginia

macazim

may

remain

every day

sheltered

in

locatiorus

in th(^

open prac-

the year.

In such

the grass begins

to

grow early in the spring and remains
tender and green until late in the fall.
This adds to the health of the fowls and
reduces the cost of feed

Next
the

in

soil,

bills.

importance to the climate

for the success or failure of

is

any

MAKING POULTRY PAY AS A SIDE LTXE
head

of

the^e

advantages

placed ihv climate, as

should

West Virginia

be
is

neither so far north that the winters are

too long and cold, nor so far south that

summers are too hot and enervating.
The average annual temperature of West

the

})oultry

extent

depend^

to

a

upon the character

of

the

enterprise

larg(*

soil

upon which the poultry plant is located.
If th(^ soil is too heavy and tenacious
there is a tendency for disease germs to
accumulate to

sucli

an extent that after
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a time the fowls become unthrifty and
Practically all of the upunprofitable.
land

Virginia are so well

however, that where ordinary

methods
little

West

of

soils

drained,

are

cleanliness

of

trouble

is

employed

experienced from

soil

con-

The work of producing
and poultry can be so arranged that
the slack period in the care and management of the flock will come when one is
Thus practically
busiest with the fruit.
a double income mav be obtained from

their droppings.
fruit

WELL SHADED HILLOCK PROVIDING GOOD NATURAL DRAINAGE \ND
FINE SOIL FOR CHICKEN RAISING

Not only

tamination.

West

well

keeping in this

be purchased

ver}^

towns

and
is

cities.

as yet

cheaply,

some

of

it

growing manufacturing

close to rapidly

whole,

are the soils of

adapted to poultr}'
respect, but land can still

Virginia

The

State,

as

a

somewhat sparsely popu-

is

acknowledged that West Virginia

a great

fruit

State.

Practically

all

adapted
to poultry for the reason that both require well drained soils.
The production
of fruit and poultry may be made to go
hand in hand, the trees furnishing shade
so necessary for the comfort of the fowls
during summer, and the poultry in return
picking up many a noxious insect which
might destroy valuable fruit, and gradusoils

respect to markets.

adapted to

fruit culture are

ally enriching the soil of the orchard

by

New

York, in

size

the second largest city in the world, and
the

first

city in the world in respect to

the consumption of high-grade poultry
products,

lated.
It is

the same area of land, each branch of the
work helping the other.
West Virginia is splendidly located in

the

is

extreme

only 282 miles by
eastern

portion

rail

from

of

West

Virginia, and Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, are considerably nearer.
Pittsburgh is less than 100 miles from the
northern border, and Cincinnati, with its
river transportation, is not very much

further from the southwestern portion of

the State.

All of these cities are near

enough for poultry products to
by express and arrive in time
and delivered to the consumer
Nearness to
following day.

be shipped
to 'be sold

during the
the

great

tin;

markets

very

a

is

H.\i;riM()i{i';

and

oiiio

matter,

inii)()rtanl

especially in the ease of poultry- products,
wiier(> freshness is

controlling the

one of the

ehiel"

factors

(jf

implovks macazixe
cleanliness

emploxcd

are
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I'owls

are

long-lived and prohlic, and consequently,
])rofital)le.

Although

])ri('(}.

there

iia>

n<'\cr

hccii

;iiiy

For the small producer the home market, however, is the important one, and

systematic effort to build up the jxtultry

West X'irginia is
unexcelled, as the numerous mining and
manufacturing towns that are springing
up all over the State are increasing in

on account of her natural advantages
there are twenty-one other States in the
Union that do not hav(^ as manV fowls

from

this

population

standj)oint

much

faster

than the pro-

duction of })oultry products.

As a con-

sequence of this condition a large part of
the

such

eggs

and market poultry used

cities as

in

Clarksburg, Grafton, Fair-

business in

West

in their borders.

amounted
and the value of the market
poultry amounted to $2,238,090. Yet
to $3,()72,193,

West

Virginia stands only at the thresh-

old of the development that
surel}'

the possibilities for enterprising poultry-

The production

men

to build

up a

HEALTHY

Ol-

j)rofitable private trade

as soon as they produce

West

II.OCK

what

is

required.

remarkably free from
serious poultry diseases.
This freedom
is due to the splendid chmate and the well
drained soils. Wlrere ordinarv method^
Virginia

is

In 1909 the value of

the eggs produced in this State

mont, Morgantown,
Charh^ston and
Parkersburg is shipped in from otlier
This condition of affairs indicates
States.

A

Virginia, nevertheless,

The

and rapidh^

coming

foregoing discussion has reference

and

eggs.

of turke^^s, geese,

ducks

almost entirely to

\Vi;i.[.

is

in this industry.

Ii; VIII!

:

chickens

UKO TURDS

and squabs is no less important, is no
more difficult and, in m\" judgment, is
even more profitable in some respects
than the i)roduction of chickens. There
is great demand for gees(» and ducks.
and all know of the demand at high

:
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prices for well
in

the

large

grown squabs,
city

form the

ginias

may

especially

The Virhome of the

markets.
native

be found in its wild
state in the forests of both the Virginias,

turkey.

It

still

and the natural conditions here are preeminently suitable for this bird.

The growing

of all these fowls, in large

and small numbers, has attracted the
attention of many, among w^hom may be
found the most intelligent of our citizens,
not onl}^ upon the farms, but also about
the cities and towns. As a business and

as well as profit.
Some of the
breeds of chickens are very handsome,

pride

and when one has become interested in
their culture to any great extent, it becomes a subject of profound study. Here
and there in almost everj^ community
there crops out someone who has started
poultry raising in a small way, as above
suggested, and who has finally developed
into a breeder of finished birds

exhibition in the most styhsh

In the

class poultry shows.

fit

for

and high

May

issue of

the Magazine illustrations were given of

as a recreation poultry raising has been
found worthy of much consideration.
This business has grown great in the
aggregate because it can be conducted
on either a large or a very small scale.
Those who have but a small area of land
about their homes have found it an
interesting and profitable undertaking to

the bird of an employe which was the
winner of very attractive prizes. Doubt-

maintain a small flock of the special
breeds in which many who have given
the matter attention, have found great

and

From Montana
A. A. Dietz,
received

ticket agent at

has given us a letter

from a resident

of

Montana

which brings forth the highly gratifying

there

are

many

such

the emploj^es of the

only they would

This subject

let their
is

in order to bring

poultr^^men

Company

mentioned in this way
about a discussion of

as

a

subject

of

interest

and

of

possible profit to employes of the Balti-

more & Ohio Svstem.

&

Ohio for Railroad Scenery

fact that the scenery- along our right-of-

way compares very
on some

of

favorably with that

the Western railroads.

copj^ of her letter follows

May loth, 1914.
A. A. Dietz,
Ticket Agent, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Sir:
In using your line from Washington to Cleveland I was most delightfully surprised to find it the most beautiful trip I had ever taken. The scenery is gorgeous,
and the road smooth and easy. I don't think there is a more beautiful stretch of
road to be found than that between Washington and Cumberland.
(Signed) Mrs. Warren N. Goodman,
Bozeman, Mont.
Mr.

if

names be known.

the poultr}^ industry in various phases,

to the Baltimore

Company

Cleveland, Ohio,

less

among

A

Question Box

Correct Answers

—Solutions— New

The following acklitional employet^ have submitted
Problem which was published in the April issue:
Paul E. Stanton, Hamden, O.; George W.
Hines, Jr.. operator, Connellsville Division,
Connellsville, Pa.; Louis; G. Kohler, clerk, stores
department. East Side, Phihidelphia, Pa.;
Francis W. Thomas, yard clerk, Allejihenv, Pa.;
Robert Reid, caller,' C. H. & D., Lima, p.; F.
W. Parker, clerk, Hicksville, O.; Casper Kinzel,
Millwood, W. Va.; John F. Anderson, truckman.
Defiance, O., ^L J. Mathews, operator, Kevser,
W. Va.; Herbert Zinsmeister, Newark Division,
carpenter, Znnesville, O.; E. U. Scheetz, telegraph operator. Millersburg, O.; Arthur F.
Streng, watchman of Xo. 10 Cut, Mej-ersdale,
Pa,; R. E. Border, ojicrator, Cambridge, ().; J.
E. Loyd. assistant division engineer, Garrett,
Tnd.: \V. \'. Feather, conductor. Sjiringfield,

Problem

correcc solutions to the Pursell

Pa.; Daughter of E. J. Barling, engineman, Baltimore, Md.; James W, Pledge, conductor. Baltimore Division, Baltimore, Md.; Leonard E.
Conden, stenographer to storekeeper. East Dayton, O.; E. S. Spiker, brakeman, Hagerstown,
Md.; Max Dietrich, train caller, Chicago Jet.,
O.; Fred Moran, ex-operator, C. H. cV D., Bays,
O.; Chas. E. Maynard, operator, Chardon, O.;
Jas. H. Six, trackwalker. Section 8, Whcelinu
Division; W. C. Dodds, 2nd trick leverman, E.
Grand Avenue tower, Springfield, 111.; M. ^L
Greene, stationery and office suj^plies, Baltimore A: Ohio Southwestern, Cincinnati, O.; \V.
D. Dve, stationary fireman, Chillicothe shops,
Chillicothe, O.; R. F. AUunt. agent, Buck
Lodge, Ahl.

Question No. 4
Correct answers to cjuestion Xo.
from the following:

4, ])ul)lishe(l

R. P. Hennessy, car service department; J. E.
Holloway. 1st trick operator ''DK" tower, Bellaire, O.; J. A. Hunt, passenger brakeman, Camden station. Baltimore, Md.; J. H. Gochnauer.
Camden station, Baltimore, Md.; F. J. Dolan.
master mechanic's office, Clifton, S. L; Howard
Wright, ajiprentice, car lighting department.
Baltimore, Md.; D. E. Ballinger, secretary to
general

agent, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Leonard* E.
Hehl. coal and coke receipts department, Jialtimore. Md.; R. E. .Mitchell, office auditor merchandise receipts, Baltimore, Md.; James \V.
Pledge, conductor. Baltimore Division, Riverside, Md.; W. A. ClifTord, agent, Garrett, Ind.;
D. (^'Leary, timekeeper, Chicago, 111
F. E.
;

in the

May

issue,

were received

Henson, agent, lialtimore A: Ohio Southwestern,
Lyndon, O.; George Welbert. Jr., Mt. Clare,
Md.; E. C. I^vron, general ch^rk, station, Warwick, O.; Wm. D. White, office of coal and coke
receipts, Baltimore, Md.; J. M. Hill. e.\-clerk.
Canal Dover, O.; W. A. Hayes, agent. Grove

W. L. Corrie, freight agent, Chester,
Pa.; Bert Radasi, yard clerk, Lorain, O.; Thos.
McXicholas, agent, Mannington, W. Va.; Audrey S. Wall, assistant ticket agent, Newark,
().; J. H. Steele, chief clerk to agent, Flushing.
O.; E. W. Spille, clerk, general nuuiager's office,
Cincinnati. O.; A. E. Sterrett, chief clerk to T.
M. and I{. F. E,. Toledo Divi.^ion. Dayton, O.;
C'ity, ().;

M.

T. Shipp. brakeman.

Cumberland 2nd Divi61

:
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Martinsburg, W. Va.; R. S. Waller, chief
clerk, Washington, Ind.; J. W. Higgins,
agent, Junction, 111.; W. G. Saylor, cashier,

Agent. Sand Patch, Pa.; H. L.
Breveringtcn, relief operator, North Bend,
Ind.; T. J. O'Toole, clerk, Glenwood, Pa.;
John M. Turrell, Vincennes, Ind., E. B.
Ritehie, Cincinnati, O. L. Martin Simpson, Jr.,
President'sOrfice; John Dennis Habel, operator,
Manila, Pa.;
James H. Sip, trackwalker,
Allright,

sion,

yard

IVIeyersdale, Pa.; John McDonnell, fireman,
Millvale, Pa.; G. P. Barclay, Everson, Pa.; Alva
F. Yothers, clerk, Everson', Pa.; W. E. West,
engineer, Connellsville, Pa.; John Drennan, Jr.,
Elyria, O.; Paul S. MacDonald, aged fourteen
years, son of E. G. MacDonald, agent, Duffields,
W. Va.; Harry A. Addiscn, Baltimore; T. H.
Hyattsville, Md.
E. A.
Lynn, operator,
Ifichardscn. switchtender, Lorain, O.; E. E.

;

Wheeling Division.
One emploj^e answered both questions 3 and
4, but unfortunately we have lost his name.
he will send us his name once more we shall
be glad to acknowledge in later issue.
If

:

The quickest way to solve question No.
unknown quantities. The solution

4, is

using two

Let X

And

y

Then
And
JNIultiply

both equations to

=
=

2i/

+

^y

=
=

$5.50

(1).

$6.25

(2).

3.r

(1).

= $5.50.
=5.50— $3.10.
3x = $2.40.
$3.10

X

problem,

this

$.80.

using only one

b}^

unknown

follows
Let X equal cost

Then

And

$6.25

—

2x

''

2a:

"

of

one-way

1

ticket-

''2

"
"

''

3 return

O

And

by secondjcondition
$5.50
$5.50

—
-

3x equals cost of 2 return tickets.
3.T

,,

,^

Also

,,

,,

1

2

Things equal to the same thing are equal to each other.
Therefore

—

$6.25

2x

_

—

4x
5a:

And

—

$5.50

—
2

3

$12.50

$6.25

as

9?/

+

3x

of

is

4?/

Substituting value of y in equation

solution

cjuantity.

= $11.00.
= $18.75.
6j
=
—$7.75.
—by
$1.55.
y =
+
+

6.r

The

e.,

the cost of a return ticket.

eliminate one unknown

Subtract

i.

the cost of a one-w^ay ticket.

3x -f
2,r

by simultaneous equations,

follows:

x
$1.60

=
=
=
=

$16.50

3x

—

9a:

4.00
.80 cost of

1

$1.55 cost of

one-way.
.

,

1

,

,

return ticket.

quantity,

.

Till':

HAi/riMom';

and

63

and appeared in
had received
ThcTe an? a nunilxi- ot wa\s of passinp; the two trains,
onl}' eiglit(H^n correct answers.
})ut th(» consensus of opinion s(M'nis to l)e in fa\'or of the following, wliicii happens to
he the method suhniitted hy Air. Leary.
Ai)j)ar('iitly Pi"()l)l('in

the

May

entire

A
B

issue,

KnjiiiK's

Cut

A
of

A

wliicli

>ul)niit

t('(|

l»y

to be exceptionally hard.

and (rainconu> to

full

1).

(

toi- uj)

).

I.cai'v

to .lunccS, W(;

stop West of .switch far enough to leave room for the

train.
off

train to let

B

;^,

was found

was

macazim

oiiio i:Mri.()Vi:s

A

A

head engine, run

it

into

sidinjj;

to

remain there

until

P>

train |)ulls W'rsl up lo

A

head engine out of si(iing.

head engine runs East the length of hoth trains and remains there.
train backs East to clear switch and remains until A second engine with

first

three car.s

train pulls into siding;

B
A

train pulls

H

train

West up to A

train.

J-i train anil goes back in siding.
back East to clear switch leaving three cars of
tram next to A head engine.
A second engine gets three more cars and goes into siding.
B train again pulls West up to A train so that A second engine can shove three more cars
behind B train and go back again into siding.
B train leaves the second three cars ne.xt to first three cars and repeats this performance
with three cars at a time from A train, until the entire A train is behind B train and next to A
head engine apd A second engine on siding.
The three engines move both trains West to clear switch. A ^earf engine runs East to clear
switch so that A second engine can back onto A train.
Then A head engine backs onto train.
Both trains. are now ready to dejart with all engines and cars in the sanu; relative
positions as when they met.

seeond engine shoves the three cars behind

.\.

The names of the emi)loyes who passed the trains successfully are:
Wm. D.White, Room 1105, Central Building,
Stanton, Hamden. O.; G. S. Hardy,
Baltimore; E. B. Ritchie, clerk, Cincinnati,

().;

Hagerstown Aid.; J. W. Kennedy,
Hundred, W. Va.; J. C. Carpenter. Arden, \V.
Va.; John McDonnell, Millvale. Pa.; W. E.
West, Connellsville. Pa.; F. AI. Drake. Dayton,
E. E. Spiker.

O.;

R.

Waller.

8.

Problem No.
The

Wa.shington,

Iml.;

W.

E.

Martins-

burg. W.Va.; J. E. Sullivan, Keyser, W. Va.;
E. R. Hart, Fostoria, O.; John M. Turrell,
A'incennes, Ind.; W. A. Howard and F. L.
Abernathy, Lebanon, 111.; W. E. Dodds, Springfield. 111.; R. P. Hennessv, Car Service Dept.,
M. B. Wild. Statistitian.'lialtimore. Md.

5
shows the conditions embodied in a problem submitted
by J. S. Wetherall, ^-ardmaster, Bridgeport, Ohio; K. L.
\'a.
Pa.; and R. A. Alor^jan, operator, Buchannon.

followinji diaii;ram

at different times recently

Hap:ue, hostler, Smithfield,

W

-^ e:a3t

e

Track

.

WE^r-^
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A car stands on each of the three sides of a ''Y." The point of the ^'Y" holds
but one car and an engine, or two cars. How can an engine turn on the '^Y" in the
smallest number of moves, without making any flying switches, and leaving the cars
in exactly the

same positions as before the operation started

F>E!STS

OR THE PULLmAIN
(Cop.vngt.l:

IfllS:

By John T

?

O/VRS.

McOLtcheon.]

^M^&fcHe!>ff'

Do you know them?

The men who use the wash room

early

and then

sit

around

in the

way

of those

Conr'e.f'y

who come

after.

of Chicago Tribune.

Don't be a space filler. The tramp, the corner loafer and the bench
are past masters of that art.
As Nature abhors a vacuum, so Business abhors a mere vacuum filler.
To make good you've got to displace work!

warmer

—

HOME DEPARTMENT
Edited

b

Edith Henderson

y

Five Thousand Suffragettes in Line

make a

Notable Parade
CAI'CIHT

_^

many

by a

3^^l sunshine
suffraji;ettes

fresh spring- hrceztN

a i)anner fluttered in the
of a beautiful

formed

House on the afternoon
their big

Led

])y

day as the
White

in front of the

of

May

9th, for

parade to the National Capitol.

a troop of cavalry and accompa-

nied by a dozen bands, they.proceeded

up

Pennsylvania Avenue, past the
Senate Office building, straight on to the
l)eautiful

It is diflftcult to

sation experienced

and rank
light,

each other

again

and disappeared.

to follow the last flicker of a

view

— flowing

typical oi

cloaks of white

and

])urple falling gracefully from the
shoulders of the riders, habits quite severely tailored, and so on down to the

rough and ready khaki costume of more
recent days.
girls

wreathed

in garlands

and

women

followed

moment

wheeled

the

tri-colored shoulder
white and green that immediately followed it.
Five thousand strong, from all ovvr the
to

periods

by the spectator as the

golden streamer even while turning eagerly

many

carrying baskets of flowers and young

rank wheeled into view,
in the warm sun

after

One seemed

mounted and wore costumes

describe the exact sen-

divisions

glistened for a

Wash-

ington in a public demonstration for the
cause of suffrage. Some of them were

Small

Capitol steps.

different

gether and i)araded the streets of

carrying daisy-chains were f«)llowed by a delegation in white with yellow streamers that made a brave show as
they floated far out on the breeze. Then
there was a

girls'

drum and bugle

corps

dozen pretty girls
with bugles, drums and cymbals. There
were ))rofessi()nal women, nurses in blue
consisting of

half

a

country, from Afaine to California, from

and white uniforms, college women in cap
and gown, and more than one mortarboard covered a head whose golden locks
had long since turned to silver. Kxce)')t-

Oregon to Florida, these women came to-

inu-

strai)s of ]nu'j)le,

the special college and professional dies
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marchers were attired in white
from jaunty caps to dainty shoes that
cUcked on the pavement and twinkled by
One
in this most attractive picture.
delegation carried a twenty-foot banner
visions, the

bearing the
the

inscription,

Passage

Bristow-Mondel

the

of

"We Demand

Resolution."

Arrived at the Capitol, each division
or near the

was assigned a position on

steps directly in front of the building.

Here a white clad chorus of one thousand
sang 'The March of the Women," the
words and music of which were written

by women supporters

of the cause, while

each in turn the

many bands

tial airs, finally

joining forces in the na-

played mar-

anthem, and thus concluding the
outdoor exercises.
The parade, be it known, was more
tional

than a mere pageant, for many of the
marchers were armed with letters to their

whom they were
under instructions to "button-hole," and
for the performance of this sacred duty a
flood of women surged through the buildparticular congressmen

most of the dear
congressmenhad ''ducked"^most, but not
all of them, for one of the gentlemen from
Connecticut was caught in the flood and
surrounded by delegates from Hartford.
ing to find, alas! that

When

observed he looked very grave
if he feared the worst and
would welcome anything that promised
last

indeed,

as

rescue.

An

important feature of the pro-

gram was the presenting to Congress of a
petition embodying the suffrage demands,
and this was safely accomplished earlier
in the day by a special committee appointed for that purpose.

The demonstration was well received
by the hundreds who turned out to view
it and on the Avl^ole it was a great day for
the exponents of

woman suffrage.

Simple Rules for the Care of Milk
Take
and place

in milk and cream as soon as possible after being left at your door
in the refrigerator.

Keep milk and cream cold imtil ready for use. If convenient keep it
next to the ice in your box.
If ice cannot be obtained, wrap the bott'e in a wet cloth and stand it in
Evaporation of water
a dish of water by an open window out of the sun.
will cool milk.
Keep milk and cream covered
it

is

flies

into

until

wanted and

In open bowls and pitchers

delivered.

it

in the bottle in which
will absorb odors and collect

and dirt.
Pour from a bottle only what milk and cream is needed for immediate use.
Milk or cream that has become warm should never be poured back
a bottle of cold milk or cream.
Wash and return all milk and cream bottles daily.
Have a separate quart of milk for the baby. What the child does not

use, others

may

have.

In mixing the baby's food do not add a warm fluid to the milk until
you are ready to give it to the baby.
Do not leave milk, cream or butter standing around on the kitchen table.

Put nothing in milk or
will not kill all odors.

Be sure
lutely clean.

to

cream

bottles after bottles are empty.

keep refrigerator or cold closet where milk

is

Sterilizing

placed abso-

Somebody Put

&

the "B.

By John

O."

in

BOY

V. Mitchell

ipEH^^
807 Tcntli St root.
Mi{. Le(hlidb:i{.

Lohain,

Omn.

Ohio.

Siiporiiit(Mi(l(>nt at C'lcvclniid,

Dear Sir:

am

have drawod all myself. I would like to have
the grandson of the olde.st engineer in active
service on the Chicago Division and when I grow up I want to work on the Baltimore and Ohio.
My grandpa has worked on the Baltimore "and Ohio for over forty years and my papa has been
with the Company for twenty years, so you see I am quite a Baltimore and Ohio boy. I am
I

it

sondiiiii-

a drawinp; of an

eiijiiiu'

thai

put in the Baltimore? and Ohio Magazine.

thirteen years old.

Thanking you

Drawing
for

is one
your time,

of

my

I

I

am

greatest delights.

Yours respectfully
(Son of

When

Wm.

John \'. Mirc hell.
Round House Foreman

F. Mitchell.

was Called

the Train
By Mrs.

at Cleveland.)

B. E.

Sapp

Wife of Brakeman, Wheeling Division

The train rolls up to the station door,
The ship sails out to sea.
And the wind that sweeps from the sunny south
Is as sweet, as sweet can be.
There's a world of toil and a world of pain,
A world of trouble and care,
But. oh. in that world where our Father reigns
Is gladness e\'er}\vher(\

The train rolls up to the station door
As the brakeman goes forth to work.
And the morning breeze comes fresh from the
moor
While the dews on

And

hi.^:

foot jirints lurk;

on the hills by feet untrodden
There are blossoms that scent the air.
For in the world of our Father - ( lod
There is beauty everywhere.

The babe's

at rest on the mother's breast
the tide of joy flows in;
lie giveth. He taketh. He knoweth best.
The Lord through whom luviven we win.
And for troubled souls with trials tossed
There is help in a lifted j:)rayer,
For never a soul that He loved was lost.
And the Father is everywher(\

And

The train again rolls up to the door,
And the ship, from sea returning,
in the glow of the setting sun
the evening star's pale burnintr.
the brakeman liomeward wends

seen

Is

And
As

hi:

way

far

Sweet peace

his

bosom

fills,

And the
For

train rolls on to another day,
all's well that the Father wills.
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The Duty Dance Versus
Pleasure Dance

ONE
we have

simplest arguments
heard against the new
fe^ dances is that they are pleasant.
"The men really enjoy them; tliat show^
how awful they must be," exclaims a
of

the

was practised

the

until

by human

lateh'

beings

I

And bygone

horrified critic.

husbands,

countless

visions of

sweethearts

and

brothers dragged by the scruff of their
neck out upon the ballroom floor, there
to two-step chastely for their country's

good, come to

whereon

is

mind

to explain the past

spectacle of man}^

provocative

pain.

of

stand in the happj^

men
.

.

dancing
The}'

.

circle, their

features

are composed to an iron gravity, their
hands are as rigid as those of a graven
image, and then, the fatal moment
having arrived, they agitate their legs
with a cold fury which is distinctly unpleasant."

This cold fury* has distinctly departed,
the dancing of the hour comes

based this disapproval of the

and

present.

There

"The
is

is,

point of view.

however, a quite different
In it dancing is a pleasure,

fairly close to the pleasure

Mr. Stephens

dancing which

Yet who shall
any the worse for

celebrates.

not a duty, and quite as blithe a per-

say that stern duty

formance as whistling or tennis or reading Mr. James Stephens, for example.
And, as it happens, if you are reading
Mr. Stephens's latest volume, "Here Are
Ladies," you will find in it a truly marvellous exposition of this very modern
(and very ancient) theory of the dance.

being banished from the ballroom?

''To frolic

when a man

walk with a dog

—that

is

whom,

in addi-

"the

thing in the nature of freedom. "

inelastic

On

the

other hand, "frogs, dogs and very young

mountains do dance.
Against such real dancing Mr. Stephens

6S

Home?
On page

Em-

51 of this issue of the

of dancing as

is

it

called to

as a material aid in securing a

This

is

women

home.

a subject of great interest to our
readers,

and the writer urges

that you read the article carefully, for in
it

the

Company

offers

to

help

every

his

home.

employe to secure and own

quality of their environment forbids any-

glum picture

Your

the loan feature of the Relief Department

a singular and subtle correspondence,

sets this

Own

the beginning

tion to their high general culture, there

do not dance, because

Pay Rent — or

ployes Magazine, attention

Mr. Stephens. Children will dance upon the slightest provocation, he notes.
Worms and members

is

New

York Tribune.

goes out for a

of dancing, " asserts

of Parliament, ''between

is

To

the special attention of our

readers

is

quotation

recommended the
of

Sir

Arthur

women

beautiful

Helps,

on

"Home." Wives who have dreams of a
home of their own, and girls who expect
to preside over homes,

^vill

do well to

investigate this offer thoroughly.

Knowledge Broadens Our Capacity

for

Greater Responsibilities
By Edward
Agent,

EACH
comes

issue of our Map;azine

l)e-

more valuable to us as
^^,
each number broadens its sco])e
of usefulness and fits us for <2:reater
and more efficient service. Through our
]Magazine we can gather knowledge which,

^^

if

properly applied, will be highly benefi-

cial

and

to us,

will

widen our

ca]:)acity

ficient

doing

than others, but few of us are
all

that

i^est efforts

do not
drift

more capable and pro-

of us are

we

are capable

Our

of.

We

are not always put forth.

set

our mark high enough,
It

would be to our advan-

tage to set a high standard, one that

would require years
service to reach.

of

hard and faithful

In so doing

we would

always be striving and our efforts of today would be greater and more productive^ than our efforts of yesterda}'.
And
while we are bending our best efforts
toward a greater accom])lishment, we are
prei)aring ourselves

sponsibility

who

which

for

will

are deserving.

I

We

must cultivate strong and pleasing
knowledge
and power to do things. Be pleasant and
ch(MM"ful, put your heart and mind in your
personalities along with our

work.

the greater re-

come capable

sure

it

be gratifying to our ])resident to

would

know

competent men for
every important position on our System,
for if that were the case it would nevcnb(^ necessary to cast about for a man equal
to a certain nvsponsibility
it would only
l)e a matter of choice*
that he has a score of

—

of greater work.

man who

often that a

is

the
be-

It is

not

liable to fail steps

when we imawe have reached our mark and cuts
down our powcT. W(^ fail because we
drift along, falling short of what we are
Failure comes

gine

really capable of.
I

us
if

believe the thing that hinders

is

most of

lack of ambition and energy (steam

you choose

to call

it

by that name).

Let us get out of the old rut, out of the
old

way

of thinking

us

all

unite

gether in

and doing things. Let
powers and pull toone direction and keep the BalOhio at the head of all trunk
our

timore

&

lines.

In doing this

value on ourselves,

more

we will put a higher
we will be worth

to ourselves, our

C'ompany and our

country.

Our Magazine

given to those

l)e

am

man who does this,
much in store. He will

For a
has

future

l)ut

along short of our highest possible

attainment.

Ohio

higher up.

for greater res]X)nsibilities.

Some

L. Litter

Hills,

will

the great Baltimore

prove
fully

to

help any and

ct

in this direction

and try

give

us.

if

we read

to get out of
Its

all

of

Ohio family to im-

purpose

it

is

all

to

it

care-

it

tries

help us

greater

by cjualifying us for a
held than we now occupy.
I

consider

it

help ourselves

a s])lendid institution of useful

knowledge.
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pulled the boats along the Chesapeake

and Ohio Canal, an injunction compelled
them to haul our trains with animal
power

instead

locomotives

of

on the

section of track which parallels the canal
or

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

who

those

if

follow^ed

men who

the

overcame this obstacle had been deterred
by the almost unbelievably reactionary'
attitude of the state of Pennsylvania

when

refused to permit the Baltimore and
Ohio to lay any tracks in that common-

it

Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Herbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Lucket. Staff Photoffrapher

wealth, and they were forced to build the
right-of-way around a corner of the state
to get to Wheeling.

The Future

for the

vision

and courage

stacles,

Engineer

men

of

It

took

men

of great

to override these ob-

hardihood and determina-

tion to pioneer in such undertakings as

yw ISTORY

tells

us that Alexander

ifJL, the Great wept because he had
^iMhi no more worlds to conquer.
His

was the viewpoint

of the civilization of

which measured
achievement principally by the harvests
of the sword and spear, and to which the
ultimate accomplisliment was conquest
his time, a civilization

and

confiscation.

ing today, even

Alexander were livhe had attained pre-

If
if

eminent success in some

field of

endeavor,

and if he said, '^alas, I can do no more,"
he would be entirely out of sympathy
with the dominant

spirit of the time,

a

which has an undeniable challenge
to constant greater attainment and makes
every passing decade seem more wonderful than its predecessor.
spirit

Look back,

for example, to the early

history of railroading.

What now would

be the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, the
first real steam railroad in the world, if
the bold pioneers

who

laid the steel rails

from Baltimore to Relay had been content
to stop there; or

eration

if

had given up

those of a later gentheir plans for push-

the right-of-way west, when, on
account of the fact that the locomotives
frightened the horses and mules which
ing

spanning the Alleghenies wath steel rail.
The engineer played the most important
part in

But

these accomplishments.

all

great as have been his achievements in

the

last

hundred

years,

greater achievements

much

\vhat

the next

century

seems to have in store for him. Already
is ^vorking to prevent the enormous
waste and damage 3'early caused by the
he

overflowing of our rivers, to save the
rich alluvial soil constantly being carried

into the ocean

and

lost for all

good pur-

poses, to permit of the greater utilization
of

running water for the manufacture

power.

He

is

trying to harness the

of
i:i-

calculable energy which can be generated

by the heat
ments of the

sun and the moveand the rushing of the

of the

tides

May

not the whirling of the
through space some day
come mthin his ken and calculation.
Dreams? Perhaps! Yet not dreams

^vinds.

earth

itself

impossible

fulfillment

of

we

if

are

to

men

of

judge the future by the past.

Fortunately our engineers are
vision

who

will

gladly accept

look into the future and

its

challenge.

They

are of

the same stuff as was Benjamin H. Latrobe, chief engineer of the Baltimore

and

.

;

Tin:
Uailrnad

(_)hi()

who

century,

Road
in^;

ihc inicklk' of

in

and onio

iv\i;ri.M(»Ki-:

llic

at tho tinii^ ot its

openinp: to Whcol-

automobile brake

Many

"The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad—
i!i

— completed

1827

infancy was
versity: its

its

its

he powerful and

will

— may

he the perpetu-

it

who

nKuiufacturcs

linings.

banks are trading on the vijguc
by using it

of the "Safety First" slogan
in

connection with advertising calling at-

tention to their large

A

struggling with ad-

l)ut

manhood

glorious; its age

ation of

and proloni^ed;

feel)le

youth vigorous

Its

1852.

in

71

ihc tradr cry of a

is

advertiser

national

said:

beiiun

First"

''Safety

last

in proposing; a toast to t\vj

maca/im

l:.Ml'I.()^ i;s

a.s.sets.

glance at the pages of any railway

stij^ply

trade journal will

show any num-

of

who

appreciate the

ber-

advertisers

strength of "Safety First" as the key-

manhood."

note for their copy.
**

The

Safety First'* Slogan
Sweeping the Land

JAFETY FIRST"
the slogan of

th(^

roads started

it

seems

The

day.

be

to

rail-

,

W^l

and

it

has been

man}' a

ad()i)ted as the cam]:)aign cry of

trade and business ])ropaganda.

companies

Insurance
First

— insure

in the

say

'^

Safety

Rockinsure

assets

perfect safety."

One

of the

automobile

largest manufacturers

tires

in

the world

is

of

now

using and for some time has been using
'^

Safety First'' as the keynote of

A

capture

locks, bolts, etc.,

public

attention

and

patronage by advertising his products as
" Safety First "

the safest manufactun^d.
is

his caption.

''Safety First"

what future

is

the slogan of a leading

manufacturer of automobile

possibilities of its use there

Already it is a watchword that has
been heard around the world. Associations have been formed to .spread the doctrine, jniblications have been started to
give it pul)licity and the railroads can
rightly

be

tire chains.

called

the

pioneers

in

When

this

is

becoming

campaign is creating such
and its importance

interest

ai)i)arent to so

many

in so man}' lines of business,

it

us as employes of the Baltimore
the

first

people

behooves

&

I

So that through life I always will be cast
Into a channel that may have a sway
Upon the travel of the country's way.
To swifter speed I aim. so men aghast.
Will look with wonder as 1 speed straight past
With throttle wide fast speeding night and da>-.

Ohio,

eastern trunk line officially to

adopt "Safety First" as its slogan, to
keep our Company in the vanguard of the
campaign

The Engine's Song
Unto the men who give me breath. pray
That they may have my usage to the last

the

spreading of the propaganda.

widespread

prominent maker of
to

"Safety First" in bold face type is the
manufacturer of a widely sold tooth
powder.
Who will next adopt "Safety First"
And
as his clarion call is hard to say.

all his

advertising.

tries

run

are, baffles imagination.

old reliable

bottom Company, whose

last big national advertiser to

Bold engineer, who guides me to my end.
Brave fireman true, who feeds me full and fin
Stanch men who build me roads to tread upon
Have pride in me and watch me as send
Both passengers and freight along the line.
And bold and brave and stanch work safely on.
I

By

J.

Paymaster's

M. Shellman

Office. Baltimore,

Md

..

Where do you place safety in relative importance among the ends

J"

^

?\

MR. WILLARD'S
V

to be sought

:)

in the operation of a road?

ANSWER

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR APRIL, 1914
Trains
Divisions

Total

Indianapolis...

Wellston

Mninte-

Engrine

nanoe of

Tanls

Houses

$18,494

$30,006

$10,039
12,289
7,352

8,649

12,539

Illinois

6,892

10,779

Toledo

6,144

Chicago Ter'l..

6,055

Shenandoah..

New

Shops and

=.nd

.

8.376

Ohio River...
Pittsburgh....

32,046

Newark

24,256

SAFETY FIRST
show, each month, on the
''hammer" test, the four divisions making the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "'In and around shops and
engine-houses," 'Maintenance-of-\Vay"
Heretofore, we have
and "Total."
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but;
will

'

many ways this is unfair;
work

Wheeling

for instance,
full

7,740.00

2,390.00

4,166.00

2,453.00

...
.

.

717.00

2,790.00

5,158.00

8,258.00

2.928.00

2,698.00

4,480.00

4,978.00

2,542.00

5.912.00

4,097.00

10,618.00

2,220.00

*9,322.00

5,357.00

Cleveland....

6,824.0a

1,968.00

6,696.00

4,059.00

Newark

4,966.00

2,435.00

24,256.00

3,942.00

Connellsville.

4,180.00

8,376.00

12,074.00

5,799.00

Pittsburgh...

5,199.00

2,674.00

32,046.00

4,325.00

Newcastle.. 13,176.00

3,812.00

22,028.00

8,815.00

Chicago

4,115.00

1,379.00

4,045.00

2,379.00

Chicago Ter'l.

9,891.00

2,723.00

6,155.00

6.055.00

Ohio

6,695.00

2,101.00

7,505.00

4,003.00

6,242.00

2,270.00 *17,734.00

5,201.00
6,892.00

Indiana
Illinois

10,779.00

7,352.00

3,046.00

Toledo

8,539.00

5,964.00

3,282.00

6,144.00

Wellston.... 12,539.00

12,289.00

4,874.00

8,64900

Indianapolis.. 30,006.00

10,039.00 *13,850.00

18,494.00

Average
*

slack practically the

986.00

Monongah.
Ohio River

617.00 $ 7,843.00 $ 2,482.00

1,799.00

Shenandoah.. *6,808.00
.

Total

""^

2,824.00

12,074
9,322

if

Maintenance of

3,337.00

22,028

17,734

in

In and
Around
Shops and

1

$4,004.00 $

.

.

Cumberland..

13,176

„

T-i:|""„„j

Philadelphia.

Baltimore

Indiana

is

T„

A?onnH

Divisions

VLT' tSet

5,964

Connellsville..

We

APRIL, 1914

Way
$13,850

6,808

Castle..

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER INJURY,

2,385.00

5,197.00

6,701.00

3.922.00

Indicates no accidents.

num-

ber of names appears on the rolls but

the amount drawn
is

is less;

therefore, it

IMPORTANT CORRECTIONS

evidently fairer to show the wages

earned per injury; then, if business falls
the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
It is understood that the
decreased.
oflf

amount

of

wage indicated

tive of one injury.

is

representa-

On page 45 of the May issue, in the title of
the picture of G. D. Brooke, it was stated in
error that he is the superintendent of the Ohio
River Division. Mr. Brooke is the superintendent of the Ohio Division, and it should
have been so stated

in the

May

issue.

In connection with an announcement in regard to the privilege of greater insurance protection and disability benefits under the rules
of the Relief Department as given on page
three of the August, 1913, issue of the Magazine, the attention of all employes is called to
the fact that this statement should not have
included employes of the Cincinnati. Hamilton
& Dayton System.

^

.<

ftffl^^M^5V.„

^^E^CIt^^JLv IVTEI^IT R,OI^I^
PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

By

Conductor W. T. Buoll reports that on May
16th, as train No. 136 was nearing Relay, engineer \A'. W. Jeffers saw two women walking
on theeasthound track ahead of his train. Their
attention was riveted on train Xo. o25, whicli
was passing in the opposite direction, and the
noise made by Xo. o2o
prevented
them from
hearing the loud blasts
of the whistle given by
JefTers.
Even with the
severe application of the
brakes made the engine
was brought to a stop
only three feet away from
the women, still unconW. W. JEFFER:

commended.
It is to

men

will

be

hojx'il

that

make every

more

of

our Blue Line

effort to etiual or better

this performance.

BALTIMORE DIVISION
The following

letter

the superintendent to
of Baltimore, Md.:

"Dear

was recently

W. Smith,

sent

l)\

conductor,

Sir:

"I understand
were on train
on X'o.

J.

3,

X'o.

fireman

that on May 27th, when you
6 deadheading for yrurrun

Thomas Woods was overcome

scious of their peril.

This
tion

handling the train in this manner f(,r this
of miles with such a small amount of
fuel, both the engineer and fireman performed
exceptionally good service and both are heartily

number

is

another illustra-

the gross carelessness of the general
public in their trespassing on railroad property.
A large i:)roportion of the people killed each
of

year by the railroads
posed of trespassers.

On
fers

of this

country

is

com-

the same day, at Bradshaw, engineer Jefsaw some ties on fire on the westbound

track, stopped his engine, carried water from

the tender and put out the flames. These occurrences show that engineer JefTers is an unusually careful man, watchful alike for the
safety of the general public and the property of
the railroad. It is a pleasure to commend him
heartily for his loyalty and good service.

Train Xo. 6 leaving "Washington on May 7th.
was handled by Blue Line engine Xo. 5102, in
charge of engineer X. Toomey and fireman L.
H. Wiebking, of the Philadelphia Division.
After ha\ ing a supply of coke placed in the firebox prior to leaving Washington, they moved
th(^ train between Washington and lialtimore
with twelve scoops of coal, averaging fifteen
pounds per scoop, not placing it in fire-bo.x until
train had passed Relay. The distance between
Baltimore and Washington is thirty-eight miles
and the train consisted of seven cars, steel
equipment.

MI

Til

by the heat at Barnes ville and you volunteered
anil did fire the engine successfully into Washington.
" I wish to thank you for the interest you
displayed in this particular case, whereby a

THE BALTBIORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
serious delaj' to one of our limited trains was
prevented. I know that you were not prepared
for an emergency of this kind, and for this
reason particularly the management appreciates
your act. I have made commendatory entry
on your record."

Mr. Smith also received letters of appreciafrom third vice-president Thompson and
general manager Galloway.

Operator G. W. Kaylor. who is located at
Green Spring, W. Va., is- to be commended for a
meritorious act performed by him on May 15th.
Mr, Kaylor entered the service as an operator
August 12th, 1Q09, and is a steady worker. A
proper entry has been made on his record.

tion

May 26th, when engine No.
down on train No. 11, the good
work done by F. Wille, conductor, of Baltimore, Md., was noticed by the general superintendent. The management appreciates very
highl}^ such service.
A commendatory entry
has been made on his record, and he was
written a letter of appreciation by the superOn

the night of

2168 broke

Brakeman E. H. Nokes,
entered the employe of

commendation by the division superintendent and a proper entry has been made on his
of

record.

MONONGAH
On

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Superintendent Kelly recently sent the following letter to L. Zimmers, of North Centre

Cumberland, Md.:
advised that about 2.30 a. m., May
14th, while you were walking through a cut
about seventy-five yards east of Green Street,
ycu found a car door lying across our eastboimd
track and removed it and immediately reported
Street,

thanks for your action, as an obstruction of this
kind is very dangerous and might have caused
some trouble. It is my understanding that you
are a locomotive engineer working for the Western IMaryland Railwa}' at Cumberland, and 1
am sending a copy of this letter to your superintendent, C. A. Steiner, that he may know of
your watchfulness and kind act."
Passenger conductor Henry Long has been
commended for a meritorious act performed by
him on the morning of March 8th. Mr. Long
has been in the service for a number of years

and has been promoted steadily to his present
A proper entry has been made on his

position.

record.

Brakeman

J.

W. Shobe, has been commended

for a meritorious act on April 11th.

Mr. Shobe

entered the service as a freight brakeman on the
West End of the Cumberland Division, July
15th, 1910.

employe.

He

has been an energetic and alert
been made on his

A proper entry has

service record.

April 13th,

]\Ir.

DIVISION

Reese Davis, who resides

at Lost Creek discovered a small fire on bridge

No. 14-A, between Lost Creek and Weston. INIr.
Davis extinguished the fire, reported the matter promptly and the bridge was only slightly
damaged.

am

the affair to our chief train dispatcher.
"This letter is written as an expression of our

to be

man on the East End of the Cumberland Division, March 4th, 1910, and is a firm believer in
"Safety First." He has been written a letter

intendent.

'T

commended
Mr. Nokes
the Company as brakeis

for a meritorious act on April 12th,

of

The Flemington coal engine crew, consisting
W. B. Foley, conductor, H. H. L. Thorp, J.

Pickens and L. Ware, brakemen, have been displaying unusual interest and activity in the

matter
brought

railroad

of

number

economy.

They

have

hose connections from
the various mines along their run and the
Flemington yard tracks and have delivered
them to the car foreman at Grafton. Up to
May 25th, the value of the parts thus received
amounted to $19.20, Superintendent Scott has
written them an appreciative letter of commenin a

of

dation.

On May
covered

22d,

bridge

W. E. Hacker, a farmer, dis20-D on fire. Mr. Hacker

carried water from the barrels and practically
fire before arrival of engine

extinguished the

No.

1248,

which he flagged and advised

of

the trouble.

WHEELING DIVISION
Murtaugh was
saw a car door lying
on westbound track east of Gaston Junction.
He stopped No. 72 and removed the door.

On April

22nd, as supervisor P.

riding rear end No. 72, he

On April 24th, supervisor P. Murtaugh found
seventeen inches of flange near Colfax. He
wired the superintendent, a search of equipment

THK
was

instituted,

BAT/riMOHi:

and car from whicli

it

AM) OHIO

came was

located in Grafton yard.

On May
No.

84,

9th, conductor F. L. Parker, train

found questionable condition in Jones
flagged Xo. 2 and made the usual re-

He

Cut.

1

:.\l

l'LO^

.M\(i\/IM-:

i:s

on his way
mile east of

home discovered a

"CY"

maiti track.

He

ger train No.

1,

landslide one

tower, blocking westbound

ran ahead and flagged j)aH8enwhich was coming. Train No.
1 was stopped and run back to Winona and used
eastbound main track to pass landslide.

port.

April 30th, conductor Ed. Gatewood found
a car in his train at Burton with seven inches

On

flange broken otT and he set car off at

Hundred.

On April 14th, trains Xos. 72 and 111 were
standing en No. 4 track at Wheeling depot,
coupled. In taking slack to uncouple them, No.
Operator L.
72's equipment was started back.
E. Wilson in the tower, taking in the situation
at a glance, threw the switches just in time to
prevent

About

man

it

from rimning through.

11.20

a.

m..

May

0th, as j-ard brake-

Hinds was at the west end of the westbound yard at HoUoway, he found Company
No. 21587 with a load of coal on head end of No.
12 track with a seamy tread. He reported condition to the car inspector, who shopped car for
L. A.

a

On April 2lst, brakeman W. E. Grover found
bad flange on Com|)any No. 300,")8 in train of

e.xtra east

engine No. 2825.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
While the heavy wind storm was prevailing
over the city on May 12th. car inspectors F. O.
Taylor and H. P. Ballway found the roof of car
M. & O. No. 18257 lying across the main track
in O. R. yards, about twelve minutes before No.
716, the Pittsburgh & Ohio Valley Express, was
due. By quick action on the part of these two
men the obstruction was removed and No. 716
passed through without delay.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Conductor

repairs.

J.

is to be commended
performed on Mav 4th.

C. Sindclar

for a meritorious act

As

train

No.

3,

May

engine Nc. 1314, was passing

Tom

Williams on Benwood relief train discovered and reported an
unsafe condition. Train was stopped and repairs made by relief train crew with very little
delay. Mr. Williams deserves credit for his
Littleton on

8th,

close observation.

Operator C. G. Pratt,

St. Clairsville Junction,

recently notified extra No. 4123 that there was

a very dangerous rod dragging four feet out
from car. Train was stopped and rod repaired.
Signal supervisor D. Pierce, while returning
from Flushing on engine No. 4037, April 23rd,
at 7.20 p. m., and about 100 yards east of water
plug at Fairpoint, noticed an angle bar lying
across rail on westbound track. Same had
been placed there and braced up with a stone.
The engine was stopped and the angle bar removed from the rail. It is thought that a
crowd of bad boys did the work. Mr. Pierce

deserves credit for his close observation.

On April 20th, Mr.
Blaine, O.

C. A. Allick, postmaster at
discovered an unsafe condition on

our westbound track at Blaine. A letter of
thanks was sent Mr. Allick as a token of appreciation.

At 12.05 a. m.. May 6th, operator Harry
second trick operator at Winona, while

Little,

Mr. Sindelar entered the serive of this Company in 1905, as brakeman and has been regularly advanced in the service.
Conductor P. Engel is to be commended for
meritorious service performed on May 8th. Mr.
Engel entered the employ of the Compjiny a.s
brakeman in 1900. and ha.-< Ixhmi regularly advanced

the service.

in

Section foreman C. C. Bierie is to be comfor meritorious service performed on
April 25th. Mr. Bierie entered the service in

mended

as trackman, and
been regularly advanced in the service.

1900

has

Conductor A. B.
to be

Coii-

commended

lan

is

for

meritorious services

performed on April 6th
Mr. Conlan
and 18th.
entered

the

brakeman

service
1913,

in

a.>^

and

been regularly advanced in the service.
has

MI.SS (;i.AD\\s

ROBINKTTE
(See page 69,

May

issue)

Conductor A. B. Conlan and brakemen A.

Ruth and H.

L.

Flanigan, discovered a fire on
loop bridge at Akron Junction on April 28th.
They extinguished same and prevented .'seriou^;

damage

J.

to bridge.
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PITTSBURGH DIVISION

is to be commended
performed on May 5th.

F. A. Clouse

for meritorious service

J. R. Davis is to be commended for
meritorious act on February 13th. Mr,

Operator

commended for meritorious service performed on
April 29th. Mr. Overdear dntered the service
in ]898 as a trackman, and has been regularly
advanced in the service.
Section foreman H. G. Overdear

is

to be

Superintendent Lechlider has written each of
these gentlemen appropriate letters and proper
entries have been made on their records.

Brakeman C. F. Tomasheska is to be commended for meritorious service performed on

May

13th.

Lamplighter Ernest Columbaro

May

Davis has been written a
tion

letter of

by the superintendent and

has been

made on

his record.

On February 26th, brakeman J. E. N. Harris
noticed unsafe condition of car in stock train
passing Demmler yard. He reported the condition to the crew, who made repairs. Brakeman
Harris is to be commended for his alertness and
,

prompt

action.

for meritorious service

is to be comperformed on

15th.

Brakeman H. A. Trombley is to be commended for a meritorious act while in service
on extra east, engine No. 2703, March 16th.
Commendatory entry has been made on his
record.

On

April 26th, operator B. C. Meek was on
duty at Everett, O. After he was relieved and

while on his

way home

Tom Carpenter,
washed out

company with Mr.

in

of Ira, O.,

they found the track

at bridge, just east of Everett.

Train No. 15 was due and Mr. Meek knowing it
had not gone and also having a lantern, told
Mr. Carpenter to flag No. 15 and run them
through the siding, while he went back to Everett and reported the condition to the dispatcher's office. Mr. Carpenter flagged No. 15,
which came through the siding safe. Mr. Meek
also found the track badly washed out east of
Ira and went to Botzum and reported this tc
the dispatcher's office. Both of these gentlemen are to be commended for their watchfulness and action, and superintendent Lechlider
has written them appropriate letters.

Conductor

H. Frantz is to be commended
for meritorious service performed on May 8th.
Mr. Frantz entered the service in 1910, and in
1913

J.

was promoted to conductor.

Brakeman R. A.

Peltier

is

to be

commended

for meritorious service performed on

May

16th.

He

has been written an appropriate letter by
superintendent Lechlider.

Engineer W. Canfield is to be commended for
meritorious service performed on May 21st.
Mr. Canfield entered service as fireman in
1901 and has been regularly advanced in the

service since that time.

Brakeman N. Reynolds

Brakeman

J.

Garlock

is

to be

commended

for

a meritorious act while in service on train 2nd
No.. 86,

W. &

P. district,

March

26th.

mendatory entry has been made on
Conductors C. D.

brakemen D.

S.

Newman

and

Com-

his record.
J.

H. Bash,

Parsons, G. H. Kiser, E. F.
C. Boyd, rendered especially

Passaner and J.
good service in assisting in clearing track at derailment of train 2nd No. 97, engines Nos. 554
and 1218, west of Carlsons, northern district,
and after track was clear, in repairing same, all
available trackmen being engaged at another
They have been written a letter by the
point.
superintendent expressing appreciation of the
interest indicated by this service, willingly and
voluntarily performed, and a proper entry has

been made on their records.

Conductors R. H. Downing, G. C. Wise, J. F,
Kaness, J. F. Heckthorn, brakemen C. A.
Crate and O. B. Toy, rendered especially
good service in assisting to clear track
March 31st, and again
at Johnson's Hill,
east of Russell City, April 5th, and after
track was clear in repairing it in order to
get trains moving as quickly as possible, the
sectionmen at these points at this particular

time being too few to make repairs without
They have been commended for the interest shown on these occasions and proper entry has been made on their
serious delay to traffic.

records.
is

to be

commended

for meritorious service performed on

He

commenda-

a proper entry

Proper entry has been made on his

record.

mended

a

May

23rd.

has been written an appropriate letter by
superintendent Lechlider.

Passenger brakeman C. E. Smith No. 1, is to
be commended for a meritorious act on May 1st
while awaiting arrival of train No. 14 at Pitts-

TlIK HALTIMOHI-:

Coiiniu'iulatory entry has

hm-ftli station.

made on
R.

oIlK)

F)i'('ti

his record.

Millor, clerk at Callery station,

J.

AM)

commended

is

May

for a meritorious act on

to he

:.\1

I

1'LO^ KS

car No. 30S06.
He ha<l car place<l on repair
tracks and possibly prevented an accident by
this action.

OHIO DIVISION

3rd.

He

has been written a letter of coiniucMnhition
by the superintend(Mit.

NEW CASTLE
Con(hictor

mented

W.

J.

DIVISION

II(>iiil)aii»ih is

for a meritorious act on

west of State Road, and

his

to be compli-

May 21st.

1914.

prompt report

of

conditions as he found them. He has been
commended by the superintendent for his
action.

On May 12th. conductor .James Mason, in
charge of extra east ><'o. 4056. discovered an
unsafe condition which was promptly remedied,
and the superintendent has complimented him
on his clos€ observance of conditions along the

MACAZINE

On .May 21st, while switchman A. I{. Cunningham was taking engine No. 2509 to the
roundhouse and was passing along the passenger station platform at Chillicothe about 8.30
a. m., a feeble gentleman about eighty years of
age was standing so close to the track,, that he
would have been struck by the rear of the engine had not the switchman, who was on the
tank step, pushed him away from the track.
This act threw the old gentleman to the platform, but probably saved his life. Aside from
being nervous when he was picked up, he was
apparently uninjured. On account of being
hard of hearing and looking in the opposite
direction, he did not notice the engine coming.

line.

Mr. Forest Arnold, a young man residing in
made an important discovery
on April 15th, which he reported to the division
officials.
His kindness is greatly appreciated
and he has been so notified by the proper au-

TOLEDO DIVISION

Middlefield. O..

thorities.

Operator V. P. McLaughlin is to be commended for a meritorious act on May 9th. Mr.
McLaughlin entered the employ of the Com-

pany

and has a good record. Proper
has been made on his record for his ac-

Conductor S. Claypool was written a letter
commendation by the superintendent for
his meritorious act on April 25th, and proper
entry has been made on his record. He entered
the service as a brakeman on September 23rd,
1908, and was advanced to conductor on July
of

9th, 1912.

Brakeman James Mounts was written a
of commendation for his meritorious

in 1903,

entr}^

tions of

May

letter

act on April 18th.

9th.

as

CHICAGO DIVISION
Agent B. Ci. Zinunerman. at Basconi. O.. has
been commended for a meritorious act on May
9th. Mr. Zimmerman entered the service as an
operator November 15th. 1909. and has a good
record and excellent reputation.

Switchman C. B. Frye. at Chicago .Junction,
on Ma}' 12th, performed a meritorious act for
which he is to be commended. He has been in
the service for several years, and is ever watchful of the Company's interests.

On

April

21st,

while

No.

88,

engine 4154.

was passing N. 8. cabin, operator W.
Wheat on noticed an unsafe condition in the
.*^.

center of the train.

who remedied

He

notified

the defect before any

the crew,

harm had

been done.

On
son

switchman HolxMt Henderan unsafe condition on Company

April 30th,

fomid

brakeman

since

He

has been

May

14th,

in

the service

1909.

Foreman James Ward has been written a
commendation by the superintendent

letter of

and proper entry has been made on his record
on May 9th. Mr. Ward

for his meritorious act

entered the service on

May

14th, 1910.

Engineer F. E. Moore was conunended by
the superintendent for his meritorious acts
on April 25th and May 7th and proper entry
has been made on his record. Mr. Moore
entered the service as fireman. August 22nd.
1889.
He was advanced in service to engineer
on June 1st, 1896. He was commended on
September 16th, 1910. for the manner in which
he handled train No. 3.

of

Brakeman W. ('. Jones was handed a letter
commendation by the superintendent for

his meritorious act on May 3rd, and proper
entry has been made on his record. Mr. Jones
entered the .service as brakeman on .\pril
3rfl.

1910.
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WELLSTON DIVISION

Mr. John Robbins, colored,

Mr. Houlihan, section foreman at Washington C. H., deserves especial mention for his
wr.tchfulness. Train No. 287 was switching out
a car when Mr. Houlihan noticed that the car
did not act right and ordered it set back so inspector could gauge the wheels. When this was
done it was found that it had a badly bent axle.
This action on the part of Mr. Houlihan probably
prevented a serious and expensive derailment.

On

New

living in the vicin-

commended for a
meritorious act on May 17th. Mr. Robbins is
in the employ of one Wm. F. Meier of New Pality of

Palestine,

is

to be

estine, and has been written a letter
mendation by the superintendent.

Wm.

of

com-

switchman, Montezuma, Ind.,
be commended for a meritorious act

Gill,

3^ard, is to

April 18th, bridge No. 10, about one mile
some un-

east of Haviland, O., caught fire from

known cause and two boys named Lester Fast
and Clifford Fink, who were driving along the
road, noticed it burning. They immediately secured water from the water barrels on the
bridge and from the stream beneath put the
fire out before it had done serious damage.
Train No. 001 was due a short time afterwards
and the prompt action on the part cf these boys
possibly averted an accident.

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
Conductor F. VanScoyoc and extra conductor
and brakeman H. L. Christie, are to be commended for a meritorious act on May 13th. Mr.
VanScoyoc entered the employ of the Company
July 1st, 1896, as freight brakeman and was
made conductor in 1902. Mr. Christie entered
the service November 1st, 1908. These gentlemen have been written a letter of commendation by the trainmaster and a proper entry has
been made on their records.

WM. GILL
on April 22nd.
1911.

A

Mr.

Gill entered the service in

letter of appreciation has been

ad-

dressed him by the trainmaster.

X

K
The Need
Wanted— Men Who Can Stand

the Gaifl

It is a world-wide cry.
Eugenics never will answer it.
Neither will education.
Nor all of the philosophies of a Socrates, nor all of the maxims of a Confucius.
A man-hungry world is crying out for men who can do things and then stand up
under the weight of the things they have done, still reserving mental and physical
strength to do other things day by day.
The columns of the newspapers are gory with the stories of men who failed, and
having failed, have chosen death to the ordeals that have confronted them.
The saloons, the hospitals, the prisons, the madhouses — all are filled with men
who couldn't stand the gaff.
Widows weep and little children are ragged and hungry because some man could
not endure to stand up to the rack and bare his back to the lash.
Commerce is crying out for brains and stamina and integrity and wholesome
manhood that CAN do and DARES to do.
j
From the housetops, trade is shouting for energy and stability and a determination that won't be conquered and is not afraid.
There are vacant places at the top of the ladder.
The height of human achievement has not been reached.
Don't become discouraged.
Grit your teeth, stand stanch, don't despair.
For the call is to you, if you be found worthy — if YOU can stand the gaff!

— Cleveland

X

(Ohio) Press

X

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

J.

Ci.

Pax(;bohx. Chairman

E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation Department
John Haih. Motive Power Department
W. M((\ I^oxi). Maintenance of Way Dep't

T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dh. E. M. Parlett, Relief Dep't, Sanitation
H. C. Ckaig, Safet}' Appliances

J.

Advisory Committee

"

A.

HiNTEH

BoYi).

Law Department
Dr.

J.

F.

J. W. Coox, Opera(in<j; Dejiartinent
Teahxev. Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES, BALTIMORE
The

the Mag;azine has just received
from Mr. Angier, the superintendent of our tie
])huit at (Ireen Spring, a c()i)y of tlie tenth annual
])roceedings of the American Wood Preservers"
Association. Mr. Angier is secretary-treasurer of this association and C. C. Schnatterbeck, who wrote the interesting article on our
tie plant for the April issue, is a corporate
office of

member.
In tlu; volume containing these proceedings
an exhaustive description with i)hotographs of
the Angier Tie Unloader is given.

the morning of May Kith, c()nsideral)le
excitement was created in the office of the auditor of coal and coke receipts, and it was only
the cool heads of those in charge that i)revented a riot. A strange and fearful noise was
heard, at first very faint, but which increased
in volume from <S.L5 until S.2S a. m.. when in
walked one of the clerks with a silk shirt, alternating stripes of pink and white, one and a half
inches in width.

On

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
We

regret to announce the death, on May 22d.
of CJeorge Wellslager, inspector, of the architectural dejjartment.
He had been in the service of the Company eight years and was universally loved and respected, both for his
abilitv and character.

OFFICE OF AUDITOR PASSENGER
RECEIPTS
The employes

of the auditor passenger retake this opportunity to symi)athize with Mr. PenhofT, a fellow clerk, who recently lost his mother.
(•(npts' office

The members

of this

department were well

represented at the first Saturday afternoon
game of the Federal League in lialtimore, at
Terrai)in Park, and proved to be first class
rooters.
Here's hoping the Federal League
may j)r()ve a huge success, and that our ''TerI'apirs" ma>' win tlie p(Muiant.
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with pleasure that we learn that Harry
Phelps, of this office, who has served as clerk
to the mayor and city council of Laurel, Md.,
for the past two years under the adminstration
of mayor George W. Waters, has been reappointed to the same position for another two
year term. Mr. Phelps has been in the railroad service for the past fifteen 3^ears, and is the
son of ex-mayor Edward Phelps, who served
seven consecutive terms as executive of the Midway city. We sincerely trust that Mr. Phelps
may follow in his father's footsteps.
It is

S.

he can spend his spare moments in the role of a
farmer.

Mrs. Hermes is a talented young lady, and
well known in social circles, while Mr. Hermes,
besides being a successful railroad man is also
quite a thespian, and is connected with one of
the best dramatic societies in this city.

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY

J. H. Menslage, one of our head clerks, who
recenth^ suffered the loss of his wife, will make

home with

daughter at West Forest
Park. Mr. IMenslage has been living on North
Fulton Avenue for twenty-eight years, going;
there when Fulton Avenue was the western
his

boundar}^ of the city.

Terminal Agent, Chairman

Station Service
Agent, Pier 22, N. R.^ t>
^.
Representing Agents
.Agent, St. George, S. l./
J. Ellerman.
Asst. Foreman, Pier 7, X. R.1t>^„^„ „„+;„„
E. Merold. Receiving Clerk, Pier 21, E. r. ^^^epresenting
M. E. Degnan
.Foreman, 2Cth Street] ^^'^^^
.

.

Marine Department
Captain C. H. Kohler
Supervisor Floating
Equipment, for Marine Matters in General
Captain Henry Bohlen
]t:,
o.l
u
^
por
Steamboatmen
Engineer J. W. Letts
Captain John Trunk
1-^
t
ux
t>
Lighters and Barges
Captain Harry Peterson
•

i

F^^

Nicholas Johnson.

Master Carpenter, M. of W. Dept.
Floating Equipment, Clifton Shops

We take pleasure in leporting the improved
condition of T. A. Kavanagh. chief clerk on
New York Division and Magazine corjespondent, who was recently operated on for appenMr. Kavanagh is rapidly rounding
dicitis.
into shape and we hope soon to welcome him
en his return to duty.
Edwarel Hermes, of the soliciting staff at New
York, was married to Miss Elizabeth M. Sheridan, of Roselle Park, N. J., on Wednesday evening, April 22nd, at five o'clock.
The ceremony
was performed in St. Joseph's Church, Roselle
Park, the Rev. Chas. J. Doyle, officiating.

honeymoon,

Mr.

and

Mrs.

their residence in a beautiful

sect on of Roselle Park, where Mr. Hermes has
prepared a very comfortable home, and where

Locomotive Engineer
Road Conductor

W. H. Averqll, our highly esteemed general
superintendent, has returned from Europe after
a well deserved vacation. During his absence
F. C. Syze acted as general superintendent and
B. F. Kelly looked after Mr. Syze's duties.
Captain

Ray D.

Ellis sent in a picture of the

Perth" which ran between TottenThis picture was
tenville and Perth Anaboy.
taken in June, 1890, and a number of interesting
stories can be told abo^it it. Reproduction will

"Maid

old

be

in

of

the next issue.

;,;-

The accompanying picture is of trainman
Frank A. Giannotti, who entered the service
Train1910.
Giannotti has invented a small receptacle
to be attached to flag
stick to carry torpedoes.

July

5th,

man

The

heartfelt

of all S. I.

out to
Darnell

master
brief

Foreman
Yard Committeeman
Yard Committeeman

RoMiNG
Magee
F. E. HoRAN
R. H. Taxter

theatres.

a

Yardmaster
Passenger Conductor
Assistant Freight Car

A.
L.

his son.

After

Engineer Maintenance of Way
Acting Master Mechanic
Road Foreman of Ensines
Master Carpenter, M. of W. Dept.
Superintendent of Track, M. of W. Dept.
Signal Supervisor, M. of W. Dept.
Foreman Carpenter, Mechanical Dept.
Draughtsman, Marine Dept.
Physician to E. M. B. A.
Supervisor of Station Service
General Foreman, Mechanical Dept.
General Freight Car Foreman
*.

Johns

Immediately after the wedding the bridal
party proceeded to Terrace Garden, New York
City, where an elaborate repast was served,
and at night they were the guests of the
groom at a box party at one of the Broadway

Hermes took up

Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Chief Clerk, Secretary, St. George

W. L. Dryden
H. E. Smith
H. Lawrence
Dr. F. DeRevere
F. Peterson
M. Hefftner
H. W. Miller
D. A. McLaughlin
R. E. Collins
P. Helt

Repair Department
John Johns

I.

Trainmaster, Chairman

F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly
C. M. Davis
W. B. Redgrave
F. A. Hamm
A. CoNLEY

E. Alley

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

W. B. Biggs
E. W. Evans.

Clifton, S.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

J.

NEW YORK TERMINAL
W. Cornell

Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,

his

sympathy

employes goes
engineer

Wm.

and his family
owing to the death of

FRANK A. GL\NA. G. Garver, day yardNOTTI
at St. George,
spent his vacation touring
the middle west accompanied by his wife.
They had a pleasant time and good news to
tell

on their return.

*
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The accompanying
picture of "Ted" DeGroff night ticket agent
at Annadalc, shows him
as a member of the Volunteer Fire Department.
,

The Company trainmen have organized a
baseball team at St.
George yard. The opening game was played at
TED" DeGROFF
field,
Grand
Eitner's
City, on June 7th. The
players are as follows: J. DeWaters, captain;
F. Dougherty, R. Merrell, Jos. Henn, C. II.
White, D. McDonald, W. Lorenze, J. Geweski,
J. Mahoney, and a few subs.
On Sunday, May 17th, the St. George team
played the American Dock Terminal at the fair
Result of this
grounds, Dongan Hills, S. I.
game will be given in the next issue.

talent available
will

it

is

81

expected that a crack team

be ileveloi)ed.

Stanley G. Eilenberger, chief train dispatcher
and division operator of the Staten Island Lines,
is one of the old stock of self-made railroad men,
of which the Staten Island Division is i)roud.
His clean-cut, systematic and con.servative
habits mark the man's character, and close observation soon convinces one that he is a mai»

STANLEY

G.

EILENBERGER

It is said that ''still water
runs deep." If this be so, Mr. Eilenberger, with
his quiet manner and few words, is a man of very
substantial parts.
Mr. Eilenberger started his career as a railroad man at the age of fifteen as a ticket agent,
and telegraph operator on the Pennsylvania
Railroad. He acted as an extra hand on the
West Jersey and Seashore Division for a short
period, and soon merited a regular position.
In Jime, 1897, Mr. Eilenberger entered the
service of the Staten Island Lines and acted as
ticket agent and operator at various stations.
In 1902 he was assigned to the position of dispatcher's operator, and was promoted to the
In 1912, Mr. Eilendispatcher's desk in 1905.
berger was promoted to the office of chief dispatcher and a few months later given the title
of division operator.
This is another instance where a man is slowly
but surely climbing the ladder- of success, not by
influence, not by outside forces, but by sincere
and persistent efforts. Thus it is that "eternal
vigilance earns its just reward."

of sterling calibre.

RICHARD TRESTRAIL
Foreman

Boiler

Shop

We

wish to thank Mr. English, special agent,
for umpiring the ball games.
He is certainly

an expert

A

in that line.

basketball team

being contemplated in
the railroad service, and as there is plenty of
is

E. Bernstein.
II. Flood, patrolman, and his wife have been
presented with a baby daughter and are "tickled
to death." All the boys wish them good luck.

—
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G. B. Miller, formerly patrolman on the New
Division, has recently been appointed
lieutenant of the police department. All wish

Joseph C. Young, night timekeeper at St.
George is now a member of the Harmony Quartette, which we expect to have sing at the next

him much

fellowship dinner.

York

We

success.

are developing a

George who
Moore. He

New York

"White Hope"

at St.
will fight under the name of Kid
will have the backing of the entire

Division.

Charles Rathburn, formerly dock foreman
at St. George, has been promoted to tug despatcher at St. George, succeeding Wm. McRoberts. "Charlie" is a real despatcher, after
his experience in the United States Navy, and
the boys congratulate him on this promotion.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad forces at St.
George expect to have a picnic at Midland Park
in June, at which N. Levy, assistant agent at
St. George, will lead the grand march.
The employes of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company Lighterage Department at St.
George, have organized an Athletic Association, the officers of which are E. W. Evans,
honorary president; J. McCallum, president; F.
Nolan, chairman; J. E. Davis, secretary, and J.
Duffy, treasurer.
The object of this association is to bring the
employes of the railroad together for social, as
well as athletic enjoyment. A baseball team

PROPERTY OF BOILERMAKER

J.

MAN, CLIFTON SHOPS,
Li

eft,

W.

WESTER-

S. J.

has been formed and is ready to meet any Company team or any' other team in the railroad
service.
Address J. McCallum, care of the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, St.
George, S. I. The first game was played May
10th, at the fair grounds, between the St.
George lighterage team and the Pier 22, North
River station, the result being 11 to 8 in favor
of St. George.
Features of the game were sensational playing by F. Nolan and the effective
coaching of M. J. Murphy.

Dixie Setter, First Prize, Richmond County Fair, 1912.
Right, Sam Simp, Pointer, Best Dog, Rich-

mond County

Everyone is glad to see R. Seigel of the westbound department able to use his left eye.

We

cannot

understand

how

the

Federal

League ever missed Frank Nolan.
Eddie GoodlifTe,

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

Fair, 1912

chief

night

clerk

at

St.

George, is dabbling in the real estate business
n his spare moments.

Correspondent,

J.

C. Richardson, Chief Clerk,

Philadelphia

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Allen
W. T. R. HoDDiNOTT
T. B. Franklin
F. H. Lamb
Dr. C. W. Pence
R. C. Acton
P. C.

Wm. Sinnot
H. K. Haktman
T. E. Thomas
A. A. Bradley
J.

A.

Ward

Superintendent,

Terminal Agent
Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Secretary

Master Mechanic
Chief Train Dispatcher
Master Carpenter
Air Brake Inspector
Road Engineer

Road Fireman
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor

W. M. Gabler
G. A. GosLiN
G. W. Taylor

W. F. Gatchell
E. D. Jackson
C. Basford

J.

S.

M. Hoy

D. Sheppard
O. R. Mount
A. J. Shutt
H. H. Carver
I.

SHOPS, STATEN

ISLAND LINES
Back row,

left

to right

— F. A.

Hamm, General Foreman

FredRickhow, Foreman Painter; Thos.
Sullivan, Foreman Blacksmith; M. Hefftner,
Foreman Machinist; B. Thompson, Foreman Car-

Machinist;

penter,

Marine Department.

left to right
Harry Smith, Foreman CarFred. Gabriel, Foreman Laborer; N. Johnson,
Foreman Machinist, Marine Department;
L. Gundlach, Foreman Tinsmith.

Front row,

penter;

Relief

Agent

Division Engineer
Assistant

Road Foreman Engines
Yardmaster
Truck Packer

Assistant

Wm. Chapman
Geo. Genner
W. S. Chambers

FOREMEN AT CLIFTON

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Machinist

.Yard Engineer
Yard Fireman
Yard Conductor
Warehouse Foreman
Freight Agent

T. P. Smith, Jr., has been appointed agent at
Joppa, Md., vice M. J. Wann, transferred to
position of assistant relief agent.

R. F. Trumpe, formerly chief crew dispatcher
at East Side, Philadelphia, has been appointed
assistant freight agent and assistant yardmaster at Pier 62, Philadelphia, vice W. J. Williamson, transferred.

H.

J.

Kane, operator at Elsmere Junction,
acting in Mr. Huson's place, has

who has been

returned to his position as operator.

THK HALTIMOHK AND oUlo
H. 1'. Hair, passenjior conductor, has been on
the sick list for the past several months; all arc
glad to learn that he is improving.

Christian Hinte. for a number of years crossing watchman at Newark, Del., prior to that
Mr.
at Aberdeen. Md., died May 2nd. 1914.
Hinte was a member of the Veteran Employes'
Association.
\V. T. R. Hoddinott, trainmaster, was on the
sick list several weeks, during which time J. V.
Miller, passenger conductor, filled the position.

A. H. Woerner. assistant division engineer,
has been transferred to the Baltimore Division.
F. A. Irvine, assistant supervisor, has been appointed assistant division engineer in his place.

ERIE R

R.

ENGINE

BALTIMORE DIVISION
VV.

H. Schide. Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. HoBBS
C. A. Mewshaw
R. B. Banks

W.

I.

Chairman

Trench
Malone

L.

J.

A. Willis

A. M. Kinstendorff
Dr. E. H. Mathers
D. C. Webster
\V. T. MooRE
M. E. Nichols
W. E. Shannon

Dr.

J.

J. J*.

C

A.

S.

Trainmaster. Vice-Chairman
Division Claim Agent
Division Engineer
Agent, Washington. D. C.
Yard Brakeman. Brunswick, Md.
Yard Conductor. Camden Yard
Agent. Camden Station
Medical Examiner, Camden Station
Yard Conductor, Washington. D. C.
.\gent. Locust Point
Machinist, Brunswick. Md.
Tran.sfer .\gent, Brunswick, .Md.

,

.

HoBB

Medical Examiner. Washington, D.

('.

.\iwi8tant Superintendent. Camden
Road Foreman of Engim's, Riversido

Division Operator.

Wilson

Camden

Relief .\gent

.

Station

Hanover, .Md.

Yard Conductor. Curtis Bay
Yard Conductor, Ixx-ust Point

A. \V. .\.M8PACKER
C. H. MiKESELL

Fireman. Riverside

I'oTEET
.MiLLKR

J. S.
.\.

S3

C

Shipley
E.
E. E. HuRLOtK

H.

MACA/INK

Secretary. Y. M. C. A.. Brunswick. Md.
A., Kiverside
Secretary. V. M.
Nlaatcr Carpenter. Camden
EnKineer. Riverside
Secretary. Y. .M. C. A.. Wawhington. U. C.

Kavanagh

Yard Conductor. Bay View
Yard Conductor. Mt. Clare

W. RoNET
N. A. Reese

J.

Conductor. Baltimore
Supervisor,

A. G. Zepp
T. L. Struggs
J.

KiRKPATRiCK

J.

W. Welsh

E. H. Petitt
R. K. Taylor

Camden

Station

Track Foreman, Camden
Master Mechanic

Car Inspector, Washington, D.C.
Tool Room Man, Riverside
I^eadineCar Inspector, Brunswick. Md.

"MATT .^HAY"

A few nights ago the stork passed through
Washington and decided to leave twins at the
home of John Henry Huhn. car record clerk in
the agent's office, and the smallest man known to
be running at large. He weighs seventy-six
pounds, is about four and one-half feet high and
Mean for the stork
still eats from a high chair.
to leave such a load for this little man, wasn't
it!
A few days ago. "pop" decided to take
the babies out for air. but he did not go very
far before he became angry and returned home
because almost every person he met stopped him
and asked "Little boy, whose twins are those?"
He was almost afraid he would be arrested for
kidnapping and now he says he is going to let
"mamma" take them out.

.

D. M. Fisher
J.

E. K. Smith
T. E. Stacey
S. C. Tanner
J. O. F. C'ovELL
G. H. WiNSLow.

No. 5014— THE

What is said to be the largest engine in the
world, Erie Xo. 5014. named "Matt Shay," has
just been turned out of Baldwin's Eddystons
plant and is being tried on the Philadelphia Division.
This engine and tender together weigh
835.000 pounds.
It has si.x sets of cylinders and
driving wheels, twenty-four wheels in all, eight
of them being under the tender.

Correspondent,

:.\I1'^()^ i:s

1

''Save

money

for the

Company."

It

is

re-

ported that (leorge A. Mason, brakeman on the
(leorgetown run. discovered some cross ties on
fire in the vicinity of Silver Springs, and that he
carrieil water for a half mile in a paste-board

box to put them out. "Oh. for some more good
•Masons' on the SvstemI"
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The accompanying

picture of

''OUR

NEW

PET" was

taken on the seventeen mile grade on
the first trip it made between Keyser and Grafton on May 4th. No. 6000 hauled 1400 tons up
this grade with one E-19a engine for a helper.
As three E-19a engines are rated at 1250 tons,
this means that No. 6000 hauted 150 more tons
up the grade with one helper than an E-19a
engine does with two helpers.

more "Ty Cobbs" and ''Hans Wagners" in our
large leagues during 1915. The "Feds," we unhave made strong efforts to sign
"Unpire Beck" for 1915.

derstand,

Barney Metzger, yardmaster in the Hopper
yard at Locust Point, returned to work, after a
long illness.

Yard clerk L. R. Whitelock returned to
Locust Point from Bay View, at which point he
had been acting as yardmaster on night turn.

We

understand that "Oiler Schmouse" and

"Cupid" are the best

of friends.

We

are glad to note that Washington is handling a little more business than they did a year
ago with less expense. The boys are all putting
their shoulders to the big wheel.

M. C. DeGaughn, conductor on the Georgetown train, has been laying off occasionally to
have dental work performed, and whenever he
returns to duty, he tells of how his good dentist
fixed his teeth without causing any pain.
But
he would never tell anyone who it was. A few
days ago it was learned that he was going to a
lady dentist.

W.

F. Nichols, operator at Washington,

duty

was

about two weeks some time ago,
and being old enough to marry without the consent of his parents, it was reported that he had
done so. But Dick says "No, not yet." It is
claimed that he is waiting for a bargain day or
off

for

reduction sale of licenses.

OUR NEW PET"— ENGINE No
Those

from left to right,
L. Puth, engineer; M. A. Carney, road
foreman of engines; brakeman Peazley; J. G.
Enlow, fireman, and E. L. Nusz, inspector for
the mechanical engineer.
are:

in the picture, reading

J.

Sunday, May 17th, Ernest
age twelve years, son of R. L. Phillips, a laborer in the transfer department at
Brunswick, met with a fatal accident op-

About

2 p. m.,

Phillips,

Sandy Hook station. Young Phillips attempted to jump a westbound freight train, was
thrown to the ground and the wheels of a car
passed over his right limb about the knee.
Word was sent to the yardmaster's office at
Brunswick and yard engine with caboose and
Company's surgeon H. H. Hedges was hurried to the injured boy.
He was taken to the

posite

Emergency Hospital

at Brunswick, but as the
were serious, he was immediately rushed to the Frederick Hospital in a
special train, but he died at two o'clock a. m.,
injuries sustained

May

18th.

Index clerk F. L. K. Sharretts has been warming up each evening recently to fill the position
of short stop on the clerks' baseball team.
Information has been received at division
headquarters to the effect that the yard force
at Locust Point have some very interesting
ball games between the hours of twelve and
one, and it is expected that there will be several

Brakeman Daniel Rudy,

of

Washington, D.

C, came

to Baltimore one day recently, and on
account of not being able to purchase roundtrip tickets on the street cars, he walked from
Pimlico race grounds to Camden station. Had

not been for the always ready annual the Baltimore & Ohio gives its employes, he would
likely have walked to Washington.
Daniel
says he has seen horses running in his sleep
every night since.
it

Engineer B. F. Linthicum, who has been off
duty for over a year on account of an operation,
is able to get out and walk without the use of a
'Benny, the boys are all glad to see you
cane.
'

'

'

doing so well again.

Fireman E. T. Butts, who was struck by an
overhead bridge at Laurel, Md., returned to
work again May 12th. His escape was miraculous and it was only on account of the right kind
of living that he was able to pull through.

Brakeman J.

Garrison was killed at Laurel,
Mr. Garrison left a wife and
When a boy he played with a
friend named Carroll Coale, and went to the
same Sunday school. Later on, both lads
joined the church together. Carroll Coale
went into the ministry and Scott Garrison into
the railroad service. When Rev. Coale was
communicated with by the secretary of the Y.
M. C. A. at Riverside, he was glad to take
charge of the funeral services of his old-time
Mr. Garrison's family have the sinfriend.
cerest regrets of all who knew him.

Md.,

S.

May

5th.
three children.

"

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
The

coloi-c(i

niiiistrcl

show given by the

ladies' auxiliary of the lliverside Y. M. C. A.
in
was a decided success. The hall was

May

its utmost capacity and the audience encored the various numbers repeatedly.
Many have asked that the show be repeated,
and it is thought that it will become an annual

crowded to

affair.

E. L. Mallery, stenographer in the superintendent's ofHce, stole a march on the boys by
taking Miss Gladys G. Levey to Ellicott City,

May IGth, and having her
to "xMrs. E. L. ^Lallery."

Md., on Saturday,

name changed

We
make

are wondering why Earl did not wait and
his better-half a June bride, for at this

1•:^^'L0YES

bouncing baby
father of two

MACAZIXE
girl,

Harry

85
is

now

tin;

i)roud

girls.

John H. Taylor, foreman electric locomotives,
has announced his intention of purchasing a

home in
W. F.

the sul)urbs.

Russell, inspector, who visits Bailey's
quite often, pai(l us one of his visits last month.
As the big fellow always has a new a.ssortment
of jokes and never tires of telling them we are
always glad to see him whenever he can get
around.

Jack

Griffin, electrical

fined to his

home

a growth in his

foreman, has been con-

some time suffering with
throat, which has affected his
for

SHOP FORCES AT BAILEY'S
time cupid's wings are longest and his arrows
sharpest, but like most of us, he could not
wait.
Judging from his stature he will be a "long
married man." He has the best wishes of all
his friends.

BAILEY'S
who was

injured at Motor Siding, has recoverd sufficiently to be removed from
the hospital to his home.

"Bub"

Willie,

D. W. Landcs, foreman of the line gang, is
doing considerable bragging about the size of
his cabbage plants.
There is much rivalry
among the suburbanites at Bailey's over the
products of their gardens.

The stork visited the home of Harry G.
Pletsch, battery house foreman, and left a

vocal organs. He is undergoing a special treatment, which we all hope will be beneficial.

Walter A. "Fuzzy" Furst, inspector, spends
Sundays in Washington. There certainly
must be a reason and the boys are betting it
his

isn't the scenery.

Frank Klenk, inspector, took a j)h()t()graph of
the Electrical Department .\. ('. baseball team
recently and now "Fairy" is complaining that it
is necessary for liim to get a new lens before he
will be able to use the camera again.
Just before the above mentioned picture was
taken, the shop forces were fortunate enough to
have the camera face them. These are the men
who take care of the repairing of all electrical
equipment over the System, with C. F. Hoey,
the benedict foreman, on the right of the front
row.
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known whether it is his wedding
cumstances seem very queer.

"Bob" Montgomery, Harry Barry, and "Jim"
McLaughlin have placed their launches in the
water. They expect to spend their Sundays on

or not, but cir-

N. C. Thalheimer, of the drawing room, is to
be married on June 10th. We wish him all the
luck in the world and can congratulate the
bride, for Mr. Thalheimer is one of the finest
3"oung men in Baltimore, and has a very bright
future before him.

the nearby creeks and rivers.

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS
Correspondent, George L. Hennick,
Secretary

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent Shops, Chairman
Machinist.Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
.Fire Marshal, Axle and Blacksmith
Shops and Power Plant
H. C. Yealdhall
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
R. W. Chesnet
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
J. H. Ward
Machinist, Number 2 Machine Shop
J. O. Perin
H. E. Haesloop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Geo. R. Leilich
Manager, Printing Department
Clerk, Iron Foundry
C. R. Young

P. CoNNiFF
S. A. Carter

H. OvERBY
J. P. Reinardt.

.

.

Car Department
H. A. Beaumont
H; H. Burns

General Foreman, Chairman
Car Repairman, Mt. Clare
Clerk, Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Stenographer, Baileys
Clerk. Curtis Bay
.Car Inspector, Mount Clare

L. A. Margart
J. T. Shultz

C. W. Gegner
Otto A. Frontung
C. W. Kern
R. W. Upton
T. H. Backendorf
M. D. Edwards

.

Day Car

W. Day
S. E. SoMMERS
P. J. Reichenberg
W. W. Bird
S. T. Seymour

Inspector,

Camden

Night Car Inspector, Camden
Assistant Foreman, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point

Car Inspector, Locust Point
Clerk, Bay View

The accompanying

photograph

is

of

model

of

engine which was exhibited at the New York
Safety Show. This engine was built by Mr.
Crozer, who is now a pensioner of the Baltimore
& Ohio. It took him about two years to build
it

at

odd times.
I

an the guy that haA tha Colonel plaee<^ In peabh

1

4

a

i

'

1

1

1

1

MODEL ENGINE MADE AT

MT.

CLARE

This is a complete working model and will
carry steam, haying been tested at high pressure.
It has thirteen flues of one-eighth inch
diameter, is thirty inches long over all and
weighs thirty pounds. It is equipped with the
latest style safety appliances and a speed recorder. This model is seventeen years old.

W. T.

Jackson, chief clerk in the general foreis talking about going to White
Hall, Md., to attend a wedding. We don't

man's

office,

H. Kirby, one

of the "Old
of

away on the afternoon

"I'l in
'TilfflriTlB'ni
^B^^^^H^^^^^^^^^B
'ii'ii'ii

Guard," passed
26th. He was
born in Alexandria, Va., September 11th, 1835,
and entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio
at Washington, D. C, January 7th, 1857, as
fireman in the terminal. In 1851 he hauled
brick for the roundhouse at Washington. Mr.
Kirby was often heard to say that one of the
most interesting events of his life was when the
United States Government seized the Company
property at Washington, in April, 1861. The
seizure was made by Col. Stone of the Union
Army. Mr. Kirby was appointed an engineer
under William Harrison, master mechanic at
Mt. Clare, on September 17th, 1863. He ran
the old "Isaac McKim" and also the "Mazzeppa." He was engineer of the power engine
at Mt. Clare from April 25th, 1868, to July Uth,
Mr. Kirby was
1903, when he was pensioned.
one of the grand old men of Mt. Clare and was
well liked by every one. We extend our sympathy to his friends and relatives.
J.

1

May
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The accompanying photograph is
who passed away on May

Carlton,

of

John H.

22nd, 1914,

He served
after an illness of several months.
Company faithfully for thirty-three years.

the

87

The
full justice to the ample spread.
banquet proper was interrupted only to give
rest to the overworked digestive organs while
popular songs were played by the Association
orchestra and sung by everybody present.
did

As the presiding officer, B. R. Tolson,
chief clerk to the superintendent of the Wash-

JOHN

H.

CARLTON

and was the representative

of the paint shop on
Safety Committee organized at Mt.
Clare. Mr. Carlton hadn't one blot on his
record, and the Company has lost a faithful and
trustworthy servant. We extend our sympathy,
through the columns of this Magazine, to his

the

first

many

friends

and

relatives.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Correspondent, G. H,
Y.
It

M.

Winslow

C. A. Secretary

was with a great deal of pride that the
of the Washington Terminal Railroad
A., who have witnessed the last five

members
Y. M. C.

annual dinners of the Association, took their
places in the gymnasium room at the Union
Station on Wednesday night. May the 20th.
Pride because their organization has made such
marked progress in every purposeful direction
during its existence; pride because the number
in attendance at the sixth anniversary far
exceeded the number present at any previous
banquet; pride because of the magnificent

work being done by the Association for the
railroad men who have either their temporary
or permanent headquarters at Washington.
The splendid orchestra recruited from the
members of the Association started the banquet by playing in an inspiring way the National

Anthem, and it was sung with enthusiasm and
affection by the five himdred diners as the}'
stood within the flag-bedecked hall.
After grace had been said by the Rev. A. E.
Barrows, the guests fell to with a gu.«^to and

Company,

introduced Mr.
himself in some splendid
imitations of black-faced comedians.
The reports of the various committees which
followed showed the healthy financial and
spiritual condition of the Association and were
received with great gratification. The first
real ovation of the evening, however, was
given to the report of the secretary, George
Winslow, who concluded his address with the
following strong plea:
"I desire to take this occasion to commend
my associates for their loyalty and faithfulness
in the performance of the duties assigned them.
Without their assistance in putting into execution the plans formulated, little would have
been accomplished from the executive point
In behalf of the Committee of Manof view.
agement and the entire membership, I also
want to thank those who have in any way (and
the occasions are far too numerous to mention)
contributed to the pleasure and profit of the
men frequenting the rooms. Let us as an
Association look forward with renewed hope
and trust, believing that the future has for us
even greater blessings and a larger usefulness,
because of our mingling in fellowship one with
another, resulting in a closer relationship with
God. Let us as an Association say with Paul
(Phil. 3; 13-14) 'Forgetting those things which
are behind and reaching forth unto those
things which are before I press toward the
mark for the prize of the high calling of God
"
in Christ Jesus.'
The personal tribute of applause given to
Mr. Winslow at the conclusion of his report
betokened the affectionate feeling held for him
by the Association, and the large and important part he plays in its work.
The toastmaster, Mr. Tolson. then presented
Senator Charles E. Townsend of Michigan.
By his sincerity and his enthusiasm. Senator
To\^^lsend left no doubt but that he is in hearty
accord with the work of the Terminal organization.
He spoke of it as being one of the most
important organizations, bar none, in the city
ington

Terminal

Pierce,

who outdid

Washington, because its religious significance
and its spiritual propaganda make it possible
for it to exert so beneficial an influence over the
activities and the citizenship of the city.
Admitting at the outset that there might
be some possibility of the purpose of the Washington Terminal Company's being somewhat
selfish, because in providing such facilities for
its men and such surroundings for them when
they are waiting for their call to duty, it better
prepares them for the arduous work and responsibility of railroad life, he sketched with
master strokes the feeling which he, as a constant traveler on the railroads, has, when he
retires at night on a sleeper, knowing that he
is hurtling through space at an enormous rate
of

"
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of speed, hut that largely on account of the
splendid influences which surround the operating men of the railroads at such places as the
Terminal Station, he feels that his safety and
the safety of his fellow-passengers is committed
to the keejiing of sober, responsible and care-

trainmen.
In touching upon a subject which is engaging
the attention of a great many thoughtful
people in this country today, namely, the
excess of legislation which is being put on our
national and state statute books, Senator
Townsend made a plea for individual initiative
in the conservation of life and property and a
greater individual responsibilit}' in handling
the onerous duties which fall to the lot of the
representative American citizen.
Senator Townsentl was followed by Congressman J. Hampton Moore of Pennsylvania, who
developed the theme that railroad men on
account of coming into touch with so many and
so diverse elements of our citizenship have
unequaled opportunities for doing good. The
feast of reason was closed with a splendid
appeal for real liberty, equality and fraternity
by the Hon. W. E. Andrews, former auditor
The evening
of the United States Treasury.
will linger long in the memory of those who
were fortunate enough to share the good fellowship and splendid mental and moral stimulus
ful

afforded.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Correspondents

W.

C. MoxTiGNAXi, Y.

M.

C. A. Secretary,

Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. F. Sh.\ffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg
E. II. Ravenscraft. Keyser

F. W. Ho.\Ru.\iAN
W. W. Caluek
F. KiRBY
P. Petrie
W. T. Hughes
( ). Tedrick
W. KiGGi.NS
H. H. Tedrick
\V. F. .M( Bride

A.

.Suporvisor

SupLTvisor

.\.

W. DeNeen

Chairman

End
East End, Trainmaster

T. F. Shaffer
W. C. MoN'TiGNAM
I. S. Sponseller
H. E. NoRRis
A. R. LiNSDAY
A. Y. WiLSO.v
H. RuPENTHAL

Secretary
Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
General Supervisor

Engineer

Planerman
Machinist
Engineer

Maxford

Conductor

W. B. Tansill
J. E. Welsh

Car Inspector

J. \V.

J.

.

R. Bell

.

.Conductor

Division Freight Agent

W. E. Yarnall
H. C. Mc.\dam8
C. M. Gearhart

Terminal
A.ssistant

Chief Clerk
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster

E. C. Grove
C. J. Turner
E. M. Pric-e
C. E. Riley

Assistant
Assistant

E.G.Shirley
W. H. I.iNN

Chief Train Di.spatcher
General Yardraaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Assistant Road Foreman of Engines
.\ssistant Road Foreman of Engines
Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman
Master Mechanic

L. J

.

WiLMOTH

E.

D WIGGINS

L.

Cr AMBLiTT

H. P. Brandt
D. Moore
T. R. Stewart

Assi?<tant
A.-vsistant

Division Op<.'rator

Erd.man

Coal Billing .Vgcnt

ToNRY

C".

.Vgent

W. D. Strousk
W. S. Hario
J." E. Price
J. N. Martin
J

.

Agent

Claim

.\gent
.Vgent
.Vgent
Relief .Vgent

f

'

,,

Ma RTiN

\V.

G. R. Bramble

.

.

.Vt;ent

West End
E.

La.mpert. .'.
A. DoERXER

Assistant Superintendent
Medical Examiner
O. S. W. F.vzE.NBAKER... Secretary to Assistant Superintendent
D. A.NiLAND
Machinist
R. G. Wagoner
P'ireman
L. A. RiZER
Brakeman
A. N. Jeffries
Operator
J. G. Lester
Signal Supervi-sor
E. LowERY
Conductor
E. A. Raphael
Medical Examiner
E. V. Drugax
Assistant Division Engineer
W. H. Broo-vi
Assistant Wreck Mx-tter
E. P. Welshoncb
Trainrnxster
W.
DixoN
C.
.\3sistant Trainrnjuiter
J.

Dr.

.

J.

.

J.

Mullen
McCarty
Graney

Assistant TrainiiKtster
Assistant Trainma-ster
Assistant Trainm ister
Assistant Trainmiister

C. E.
F. P.

W. E. MALO?»fcY
W. H. ViRTS
H. W. Grenoble
M. A. Carney
F. C. Winters

General Yardtnaster
Chief Dispitcher

Road Foreman
Storekeeper

Browning
J. B. Marks
R. E. FuREY
F. R.

Assistant

D. H. W.ATSON
G. W. Hoffman

Clay
M. Davis
H. P. Stuck
C. A. Fleeole
W. V. Fairall
H. R. CooLE
Z. D. Hensell

J.

The

Road Foreman

Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman
Assistant Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Supervisor
.\gent
.\geat
.Vgent

Agent
.\gent
.\gent

C. F. Huth
H. A. R.asche

Vice-Chairman

East
J.

Superviaor
Sup«Tviflor

Drawbauoh

E. C.
J.

Supi-rvisor

T.WLOR

F. A.

J.

Superintendent,

Mechanic

General Car Foreman
S. O. L.
Division Engineer
.\s8>8tant Division Engineer
Storekeeper

J.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Kelly, J r
E. J. LvMPERT

J.

Assi.stJint .Master

Levh

F. L.
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Coal Billing Agent
Agent

baseball season has opened and as usual

Cumberland is coming to the front with a team
from the South Cumberland shops which we
hope will surpass all previous records.
At
least that is what Mr. Kalbaugh, who has been
Applications
chief promoter, thinks about it.
for positions on the team are being received

and from the number coming in we feel that we
be able to pick out a very strong team.

will

The members

of the

bowling team which went

to Connellsville a short time ago to bowl against
the Company team of that city, wish to make
special mention of the royal good time they had
at that town while being entertained by the
shop bov's there. They were great entertainers
and left nothing undone to show their visitors
a most enjoyable evening. To them we ext'end

our hearty thanks.

To

our friends from the western

jiart of

the

System who do not have the opportunity to see
what construction work on a large scale on a
railroad is, we suggest that when making

-.

a

trip east,

they arrange to make a daylight

—
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run from Cumberland to Brunswick, where the
construction work is now in progress. New
tunnels are being built, curves straightened,
roadbed widened by making concrete abutments
against the river and concrete walls are being
erected on the side of the mountains. To one
who has not witnessed construction work of this
character, it is well worth your time to make
this trip in daylight.

We are showing herewith a photograph of two
loving cups which were presented to the Cumberland Baltimore & Ohio Bowling League,
which has just finished a very interesting
season. The larger of these two cups was presented by general manager Galloway, and the
smaller one by the S. T. Little Jewelry Company, who have a team in the league. This
firm does the watch inspection work for the

To get the full benefit of the humor in the
following program, gotten up by E. Tasker,
chief clerk to general car foreman Calder at
Cumberland, you should be well acquainted
around the shops at that point. However, we
believe our readers will get some amusement
out of it and are therefore reprinting it.

—

Benefit Performance Baseball Club
Master Mechanic's Office
Cumberland, Md.

—Saturday, July 4th,

Easter Monday

Down— Office

First Floor

—

—

1914.

Building.

Tommy Hodel Musical Director.
Deacon Zimmerly Stage Director.
Costumes by Storekeeper's Stenographer.
Overture

—

— Prof.

—

Zip Krauss Grand Italiana
Engine Cleaner Band.
Black Art— Dust that I have Missed— Bill the
Janitor.

—Original Ivory—Speed Merchant in
Car Department Office.
Movies — Here Comes the Chief.
Musical Comedy— Shop Yard Clerk explain-

Sketch

how he prepares a
minute statement.
ing

Melo Drama— Confessio
I

Song

RAFFLES—How

in

break open locked desks

By Chief Clerk.
the Roses bloom in May
Assistant Timekeeper.

—When

five

Moving Pictures — God's

Country

— By

—Washing-

by the General Car

ton, Ind.,

Foreman.

— Forty-eight days on the Water Wagon
—By Car Clerk.
Dialogue — How got the Dog— By Assistant
Sketch

I

Shop Clerk.

TWO OF THE BOWLING LEAGUE PRIZES

Song— The Only Burg
Sketch

Company

Cumberland and naturally its employes are considered by our employes as being
a part of the Big Family.
In addition to
these two cups, superintendent Kelly presented
a very beautiful cup, but we were unfortunate in
at

not being able to place
this picture

We

want

it

—What

our readers over the System to

Burlesque

J.

Politics
I

—By

am LEFT,

LEFT— By

the M.
C. B. Clerk.
Why I willed my Head to the Button Factory— By the File
Clerk.
How I met the Other Fellow on
Arch Street By the Fuel
Clerk.

—

—

Tragedy— TEN Days of Married Life— By Fred
Young.

Grand Opera—How

I

became Chief Clerk to
Master Mechanic

Assistant

,

Brookman, shop yard clerk in the master
mechanic's office at Cumberland, has been promoted to a piece work checker and has been
succeeded by F. P. Young, who has been checking M. C. B. work. Both these young men are
hustlers and are well deserving of the promotions they have received.
F.

—

Monologue

know

lucky young lady was formerly a Frostburg
girl and the ceremony was performed in that
city on Sunday May 10th.

Know About
Timekeeper.
be right but

LEFT,

with these at the time

of the happiness that A. A. Spitznas, distribution clerk in the master mechanic's office
at Cumberland, is experiencing just now. He
has taken unto himself a better half.
The

I

Song—You may

was taken.
all

FROST-BURG—By

is

Spitz.

Comedy

—Note

—By

Creel.

and Advise
tire

fully quickly

—En-

Company.

Sketch—Y-E-S H-E D-I-D— By

Skeet.

—How to ride 10,000 miles per year on an
annual pass— By Private Secretary.
Grand Finale—Moving Pictures—5.30 p. m.
Farce

THK
The
of

May

following
14th:

is

liAi/riMORr:

and ohio

from the Cuinbcilaiid Pre^s

Forty-one prominent Baltimore & Ohio Railroad officials sat down to a banquet at the
Washington lunch room last night to do honor
to one of their number, J. B. Myers, who was recently promoted to be district engineer maintenance of way with headcjuarters in Baltimore.
Previous to his promotion Mr. Myers was division engineer here.
His successor, P. Petrie,
sat next to him at the bancjuct board.
P. H. Grosscup, chief clerk to the division
engineer, on behalf of his fellow workers presented to Mr. Meyers a handsome gold watch
and fob.
Superintendent J. \V. Kelly sat at the head of
the table and at his right was terminal trainmaster Harry C. Mc Adams, who acted as toastmaster. Speeches were made bv Messrs. E. J.
Lambert, J. W. Kelly, W. T. Hughes, Z. T.
Brantner, T. R. Stewart, John W. Deneen, E. A.
Taylor, E. P. Welshonce, W. E. Yarnall, P.
Petrie, P. H. Grosscup, and J. B. Myers.
The
committee in charge of the banquet and presentation were Messrs. I. S. Sponsellor, F. A.
Taylor, J. G. Lester, W. T. Hughes.. W. P. Drugan and P. H. Grosscup.

EMi»r.()M:s

mac azixe
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spent a week's honeymoon traveling through
Pennsylvania and are now located in their new

home

in this city.

Samuel H. Rankins died at his home on North
High Street. Sunday, May 17th, aged sixty-six
years.
Mr. Rankin was well known to many of
the railroad

men

all

along

tiie

In

line.

his

younger days he was an engitieer and ran a locomotive for many years. About ten years ago
his health failed and he was compelled to give
uj) railroading and seek other occupation.
The funeral took place at the late home on
Tuesday, May 19th, at 2.30 p. m.

Mrs. Wm. C. Montignani, wife of secretary
Montignani, who became seriously ill with valvular heart trouble while at her parents' home
in Montreal, Canada, is now back at her home
in Cumberland.
She is recovering very slowly.
Friends of R.

M. Shuck,

assistant enginehouse

foreman at Cumberland, will be glad to know
that he is fast improving and will soon be able
to return to his work. Mr. Shuck had the misfortune some time ago to have his arm broken
while assisting some of the workmen in removing a set of main rods from one of our Mikado
type locomotives.
C. C. Chandler, pipe shop foreman at Cumberland, who has been in the hospital for several months, is fast improving and is now able
to be out. Mr. Chandler is planning a trip to
the west in hope of permanently improving his
health and his many friends believe this trip
will be very beneficial to him.

Passenger engineer J. S. Coniff, familiarly
called ''Growler," who has been in the hospital
at Cumberland for some time, is greatly improved and able to be about. He expects to

resume duty

in a

few days.

M. S. Felty, formerly file clerk in the superintendent's office, now connected with the
claim department at Youngstown, Ohio, is in
Cumberland almost every Sunday, and there is

THE LATE THOMAS
MARTINSHCIIG

of

this section for the

the Baltimore
on Thursday,

& Ohio, were married
May J4th. Mr. and

in this city

Mrs. Hebs

Baltimore

&

Ohio.

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J. L.

M.\phis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Jordan
Dr. J. F. Ward
H. F. HowsKR
S. J. LicHUTER
E. D. Calvert
S. A.

Miss Clara Chapman, daughter of Mrs. Lucy
Chapman, and James O. Hebs, an employe of

is^ue)

Mr. and Mrs. Baker and three children who
have been making their home in this city for
the past two j^ears, have moved to Baltimore,
where they will make their home in the future.
Mr. Baker has been doing engineering work in

conductor

Shipley, on April 30th, a son.

AULD, OF

May

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Fauver, a son.
Mr. Fauver is a machine hand in the frog shop.

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
Born to Mrs. Burr Shipley, wife

E.

(see

J.

W.

L. Bowler
L. Skibert

Superirtendent.

Chairman

Medical Examiner
of Engines
Supervisor
Supervisor

Road Foreman

Conductor
Engineer
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MONONGAH

DIVISION

Correspondent. C. L. Ford, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton

W. Gandy
S. Sloan

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

Superintendent. Chairman
Division Engineer
^

M. Scott

E. T. Brown
M. H. Oakes
E. D. Griffin
T. K. Fahertt

.

D. Anthony
J. O. Martin
W. M. Malont;
D. F. McCoRD
W. O. BoLiN
W. Beverley
G. A. Schaffer
J.

Supervisor
Section Foreman
General Car Foreman
General Yardmaster
General Foreman
General Foreman

E. B. Horner
B. Thompson
S.

.

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner
Master Carpenter
General Agent
Claim Agent

M. F. Greene
Dr. C. a. Sinsel
W. T. Hopke

Agent
Agent
Agent

H. Wells

Hoover
W. P. Clark
E.

J.

Machinist
Machinist

BuRNUP
Lynch

R. G.
J. J.

Car Inspector Foreman

C. M. Shaw
G. Ramsburg
C. R. Knight
C. A. Michael
W. R. Williams
E. D. Rice
T. D. O'Conner
J. W. Leith

Yard Engineer
Engineer

Fireman

Yard Fireman
Conductor

Brakeman
Warehouse Foreman

Foreman Carpenter

The accompanying photograph shows a part
of our yard organization at Fairmont, W. Va.
Reading from

left

Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurley
A. G. Youst
O. A. Van Fossen
E. S. Williams

to right, standing: F. Kerns,

J.

Coxen

C. McCann
A. Dixon
V. B. Glasgow
T. H. Brewster
P.

Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood
Operator, Glover Gap

Car Inspector, Holloway
Machinist, Holloway
Car Repairman, Benwood
Shopman, Cameron
Engineer, Benwood (Main Line)
E.igineer, Benwood (O. R. & C. L. «&: W.)
Engineer, Benwood (Yard)
Conductor, Fairmont (Road)
Conductor, Benwood (Yard)
Fireman, Benwood

McCann

E. Wilkinson.
E. M. PoMEROY
G. Adlesberger
L. M. Collins
L. B. Kemm
J. T. Coyne
.

.

Agent
Agent

;

Car Foreman
Car Foreman

,
*

Master Carpenter
».

McCollough
H. Haggerty
P. Murtaugh

L. D.

T. C. STONEaPHER
D. Pierce

On May

Section Foreman
Track Supervisor
Track Supej-visor
Track Supervisor
Track Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

25th J. W. Root was
superintendent
of
the

appointed

Wheeling
with headquarters at Benwood,
W. Va. C. H. Bonnesen took his place as
trainmaster and W. L. Cookrell was appointed
assistant trainmaster, vice Mr.
Bonnesen.
Mr. Cockrell's old position as chief train dispatcher was taken by W. C. Deegan.

assistant
Division,

On Sunday morning, April 26th, Mrs. Thomas
B. Nixon, wife of the track foreman at Benton
Ferry, died after a lingering illness of several
years. Mr. Nixon's many friends join in extending their heartfelt sympathy in his sad
hour

of

bereavement.

We

are .glad to note that trackman B. F.
Powell, of section No. 10, is able to be up and
about after a severe attack of double pneu-

monia

fever.

inspector. R. J. Pell, of Fairmont yard,
slipped away to Parkersburg and took unto
himself a wife, thinking that he was "slipping
one over" on the folks at home. His father,
R. F. Pell, who is a Wheeling Division conductor, was next to the game, however, and
was waiting his return home with a true welcome and forgiving blessing.

Car

YARD OFFICE FORCE AT FAIRMONT
yard dark; W. T. Ambros, chalker; F. N.
Barnes, checker; J, G. Boylen, chief clerk; W.
E. Foley, assistant trainmaster; B. Nuzum,
general yardmaster.

WHEELING DIVISION
Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Glover Gap.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green
C. H. Bonnesen
G. F. Eberly
J. Bleasdale
M. B. Rickey
W. F. Ross
M. C. Smith
C. M. Criswell
J. H. Kellar

Superintendent, Chairman, Wheeling

Trainmaster
Division Engineer

Master Mechanic
Division Operator

Road Foreman

of P]ngines

Claim Agent, Wheeling
Agent, Wheeling
Relief Agent, Wheeling

We are sorry to have to note the death of
machinist Wm. Burkley, of Benwood. This
occurred Monday evening at seven o'clock. May
11th.
He was an efficient workman, a dutiful
father and husband, well liked by all who knew
him in his long years of service with the Company.
Funeral services were conducted by the
Knights of Pythias, of which he was a member,
Wednesday, May 13th. A wife, one daughter
and two sons survive, all of whom have the
sympathies of a multitude of friends.

The loss and damage bureau meeting held in
Wheeling last month was well attended. Some
very important matters were threshed out and
good results are anticipated.
G. F. Eberly has been appointed division
engineer of the Wheeling Division, vice H. H.
Harsh, promoted to division engineer at Cleveland.
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W. G. Carl

of the general superintendent's
has accepted a position in the tiniekee{)er's office at Baltimore.
office,

One of the most interesting pieces of mechaniwork by any draftsman that we have seen
is the work of W. L. Cockreil, chief dispatcher.
cal

Mr. Cockreil arranged a board showing the
of trains by "J" tower for a period

movement

He designated the diffof twenty-four hours.
It was
erent trains by difTerent colored cords.
a neat arrangement and Mr. Cockreil is to be
complimenteil for his work.

H. A. Conners, chief clerk to general yardmaster at Benwood, has been promoted to night
yardmaster at Bridgeport, vice J. S. Wetheral,
assigned to other duties.

Good

luck, '"Harry."

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M.

C.

A.

Secretary, Parkersburg

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Bryan
J. MoRAN
L. Parr

Chairman
Yardman, Parkersburg
Fireman

Superintendent,

C. E.
P.
C.

W. M. HiGGiNS
W. E. Kennedy
A.
J.

J. BossYNS, M.
H. Oatey

Maintenance of

D

P. Duval
O. F. Wheeler

J.

W. Mathen Y
G. R. Van Valey:
R. T. E\'ERErT
H. M. McPherson

J.

Fl.\herty
C. F. Casper
S. F. Bailey
J. J.

Way

Claim Department
Relief Department
Y. M. C. A.
Trainman
Shopman, Locomotive Department
Engineman
Agent, St. Mary'3
Y''ardman, Huntington
Platform Foreman, Pr^-kersburg
Platform Foreman, Huntington
Chief Dispatcher and Division Operator

Johnson
Echols
H. E. Plrsell
W. A. Butcher

S. S.
J. S.

F. C. MoRAN
L. M. Sorrell
L. E. Haislip
J. B. Elliott
F. A. Carpenter
F. P. Coe

Yard Track Foreman
Supervisor
Chief Clerk to Agent, Parkersburg
Relief Agent

Shopman, Car Department
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Division Master Mechanic
General Yardmaster
Master Carpenter

The April meeting of the General Safety Committee, in conjunction with the local division
committee, was held on the 21st. Several departmental conferences were held during the
morning at suitable points, and at twelve
o'clock the committeemen had luncheon at the
Y. M. C. A.
P'ollowing the noon hour the two organizations went into session and matters of timely
interest were made the subject of discussion,
both among the members of the general committee and the local one. Among those in attendance from out of town were agents R. E.
Barnhart, of Huntington; W. C. Jordon, of Pt.
Pleasant; G. R. VanBaley, of St. Mary's; Mr.
Ravenswood and Mr. Umpleby of
The general committee went from
Chillicothe. The local men find these

Cromley

of
Sistersville.

here to

joint committee
helpful.

When

meetings very interesting and

J. D. Howell, an employe of the Comthe Belpre yards returned to his home
about eleven o'clock Tuesday night, May 12th,

pany

in

03

he found the intericjr of the lu)U.se full of smoke
and the walls in one of the rooms burning. Mr.
Howell succeede<i in gcitting his wife and small
baby and two other children out of the house in
safety and with the aid of a large number of his
neighbors, who formed a bucket brigade, succeeded in extinguishing the flames. The hou.se,
a two story frame structure, was not burne<l
down, but mucii of tiie furniture was ruined and
a great deal of damage was done before the fire
was put out.
The blaze was caused by one of the gas light's
burning too close to the wall. This set the
wall paper on fire and the tiames spread rapidly.
It was very fortunate that Mr. Howell returned
home at the time he did. Otherwise members
of his family might have been cut off from any
escape from the fiames, and the house would no
doubt have been burned down. The fire caused
considerable excitement in Belpre.

R. A. Wilmarth, one of the prominent local
Baltimore & Ohio conductors, has recently
moved into a nice new home on 19th Street.
A. P. Lucas, engineer, has returned to work
71 and 72 after several months' illness.

on runs

F. L. Simpson, car distributor, and F. O. HigM. of W. clerk, have returned from a trip
with the Knight Templars to Atlanta, Ga.
Both say they had a great time.
gins,

A. Christian, who has been confined sevin a Huntington hospital, is reported
to be slowly recovering. Mr. Christian's many
friends will be glad to hear that he will soon
be back on the job as baggageman on Nos. 704
J.

eral

weeks

and

719.

Conductor C. Ratcliffe expects to leave
shortly on an extensive trip through the west,
visiting Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.
Stewart Sandy Roush, secretary to the superHagenback and Wallace
performance which showed here May 6th, and
aided the lady clowns very materially with
their performance.
The adage, "Once a farmer
always a farmer" works to perfection in his case.
intendent, attended the

J. McC. Martin, traveling passenger agent,
has just recently moved his office from Ohio
River Depot to Monongah passenger station.
The boys at Ohio River station are very sorry
to lose Mr. Martin's jiresence at the Ohio River
station, but we are glad he is better situated.

Andy
keeper,

Proffitt,
is

maintenance

again seriously

hope Mr. Proffitt will pull
soon be back on the job.

of
at his

way

time-

home. We
through O. K. and

ill

H. E. Pursell, relief agent, and Leo McCabe,
stenographer, D. F. A. office, took the fourth
degree in the Knights of Columbua lodge here
a few days ago.
Captain J. C. Frederick, who lives in this city,
has been retired on a pension by the Company.
He is now seventy-one years old and has been
During that
in the service forty-five years.
period he covered a distance of over two million
miles, the correct figures being 2,268,250.
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The Veteran Employes' Association was organized here Saturday, May 2nd, at the O. R.
Forty-seven members were enrolled
station.
and the membership enrollment remains open
until July 2nd, the date of the first regular meeting.
A constitution and by-laws like those
used by the other branches were 'adopted. The
minimum time of service for eligibility is twenty
years. Those enrolled here range from that to
forty-one years in the service,
The officers chosen Saturday are as follows:
C. E. Bryan, president; W. E. Kennedy, vice•

In a recent bulletin issued by superintendent
Lechlider in regard to the progress being made
in his campaign for economy, the names of the
following men are favorably mentioned: C. A.
Konrad, engineer; M. R. Chalfant, fireman; W.
G. Hall, engineer; C. E. Steese, fireman; J. A.
Moore, engineer; W, E. Adams, section foreman;
H. G. Overdear, section foreman; employes of
freight house, Cleveland; J. W. Kinney, engineer; C. A. Bell, fireman; J. Quinn, engineer
D. Wheeler, fireman; E. Doran, timekeeper.

president; J. K. Cromley, of Ravenswood, secretary; W. R. Vincent, treasurer; executive
committe, J. M. Guinn, E. P. Coe, E. F, AugusW. E.
tine, A. H. Deem and N. L. Guilford.
Kennedy, the claim agent, presided at the meeting, and it was largely through his efforts that
the Association was organized here.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Correspondents^ W. T. Lechlider, Superintendent, Cleveland
E. Lederer, Secretary, Cleveland
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechlider
Lederer

Superintendent,

J.

E. Fahy
A. Anderson

H. H. Harsh
P. C.

Chairman

Vice-Chairman
Trainmaster
Master Mechanic

E.
J.

Division Engineer
A. R. F. & A. T. M.
Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner, Cleveland, Ohio

Loux

T. McIlwain
Dr. R. D. Sykes

J.

M. Bond

Locomotive Foreman, AkrOn Jet., Ohio
Shop Clerk, Cleveland, Ohio
Engineer, Lorain, Ohio
Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio
F. W. Hoffman
Conductor, Cleveland, Ohio
W. Shaar
Hostler, Canal Dover, Ohio
W. S. Berkmyer
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
Fireman, Lorain, Ohio
C. G. MoiNET
H. H. Beard
Assistant Yardmaster, Lorain, Ohio
J. H. Miller
Agent, Strasburg, Ohio
J. Cline
Assistant Yardmaster, Cleveland, Ohio
O. P. EicHELBERGER.
.Ass't Yardmaster, Akron Jet., Ohio
F. H. Garrett
Foreman, Akron Freight Station
G. A. Arganbright
Supervisor, ]\jtassillon, Ohio
E. M. Heaton
Division Operator
C. J. Maisch
Division Claim Agent
C. E. Pierce
Terminal Agent, Lorain, Ohio
Relief Agent
M. T. Hn-L
J. J. Herlihy
General Foreman, Cleveland, Ohio
J. A. Subjeck
General Foreman, Lorain, Ohio
A. J. Bell
Terminal Agent, Cleveland, Ohio
C. Bender
Foreman Steel Car Dep't, Loram, Ohio
B. J. Waterson
Yard Foreman, Canton, Ohio
F.

E. R. Twining
R. W. Bair
Wm. Canfield

.

.

On May 25th, M. H. Broughton was appointed
assistant superintendent of the Cleveland Division, with headquarters at Canal Dover, Ohio.
In the Efficiency campaign being waged by
the Cleveland Division employes, letters are
being sent out over the division by the superintendent showing extraordinary savings effected. In one of these recent letters attention
was called to the fact that the Publicity
department in Baltimore is approaching the
newspapers on this campaign. We want the
public to know that we are striving in every
way to reduce unnecessary expenditures and to
make every saving that is possible.

The names

of

many men who seem

to be

taking particular interest in their work are
mentioned in these letters.

J.

Son

LAMAR LECHLIDER
of Superintendent Lechlider

Effective, Monday, May 11th, C. H. Lee,
night chief dispatcher, was promoted to assistant trainmaster and general yardmaster in
charge of Cleveland Terminals. The jurisdiction of W. J. Head, assistant trainmaster and
assistant road foreman, is extended over the
C. L. & W. district, in addition to the C. T. &
V. district.

Effective May 15th, A. N. Neiman, secretary
to the superintendent, was made secretary to the
general superintendent at Wheeling, W. Va. E.
Lederer, stenographer to the trainmaster, was
made secretary to superintendent and J. H.
Sternicke took the place made vacant by him.

In connection with an article appearing in the
issue in regard to the resignation of H. G.
Barnard, stenographer to chief clerk, it should
be stated that Mr. Barnard withdrew his resignation and has decided to remain.

May

iiii;

KAi/riMoHK AM) OHIO i:mplovks m

A. K. Schmoll, our popular rouiulhouso foreat Lorain, has decided to take a t rip on the
good ship "Matrimony." He will be married
June 3rd to Miss Francis Gillen of Toledo, and
they will spend their honeymoon in the east.
We extend our hearty congratulations.

num

The Cleveland Division is cooperating finely
with the Relief Department in an endeavor to
make known to all its employes the privileges
offered them by membership in one or all of
the several features available. It has recently sent a general letter to the principal division
points calling attention to certain properties
Such activity
is specially to be commended.

which are for sale on easy terms.

The Company baseball team of Massillon
organized recently with Clarence Rodenberger
as manager and challenges any railroad team on
the System to a series of games to be played this
season. The team has many young and old
stars on its^list and will be a stiff proposition
for

anv

rival.

TOM

D.

!».-)

is master for twelve hours each day, into a
beauty spot.
"Several years ago the right of way to the
east of the shanty was nothing more nor less than
a ditch four or five feet dee[). At McCJee's request the groun<l gathered along the tracks by
section hands was dumpccl into the ditch until

was filled. Mcdee, whose; right leg is off
at the thigh, and who must use a crutch, carefully raked the uneven dirt until he had it
it

graded for a lawn.
"Beginning several feet from the track he
built a little wall by laying boulders side by side
to protect his future garden from being washed
away. Then he planted trees and shrubbery,
made flower beds, and sowed grass seecl.
"Gradually he improved the surroundings until he had in bloom various kinds of flowers. By
the use of whitewash, the boulders, which formed the enclosure for his garden and encircled
his four or five flower beds, the telephone poles
to a height of several feet, and the little sheds
nearby, were given a clean, tidy appearance.

McGEE-VETERAN TARGETMAX .\T CANTON— IX THE PRETTY
GARDExN HE HAS MADE ALONG THE RIGHT OF WAY

Tom

D. McGee loves flowers. Incidentally
a veteran targetman of the Baltimore &
Ohio at our Allen Street crossing in Canton, O.
How Tom has combined his love of flowers and
his moments off duty for the benefit and pleasure of himself, his employers and the community
is well told in the following clipping, taken from
the Canton Repository:
he

\(i\/i\i-:

is

"The beautifying, by flowers and foliage, of
railroad ground adjoining the tracks has become
McGee's hobby, and he has transformed the immediate vicinity of the little shanty of which he

my

" 'Flowers are
(height.' said McGee.
I
like to see prett}^ things and in this out of the

way

'

place I had to provide them myself. The
undertaking was not a small one, ^iwing to the
But my
difficulty in getting around on one leg.
heart was in it and I have been well rewarded.
My job is a lonesome one and to plan and perfect
my garden during the intervals between trains
has not only occupietl my mind but has in fact
given me much enjoyment.
" 'People living in the neighborhood frecjuently come to look at my handiwork and to
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compliment me. Traimnen tell me that passengers who get a momentary glimpse of it from
the coach windows inquire where the Company
conceived the idea of making a park along
its right of way.
" 'The Company employes are continuing to
dump dirt into the ditch so that next summer,
if nothing prevents, I will extend my garden and
make it bigger and brighter than ever. It is
now 125 feet long and 10 feet wide.'
"McGee is a bachelor. For eighteen years
he has been a target tender, having lost his leg
while a brakeman in the employ of the Baltimore & Ohio. During the past fifteen years he
has had his present charge. Not an accident
has happened at the crossing of the two railroads since he has operated the target.

W. A. Funk
James Vandivort
A. D. PiERSON
C. R. Potter
E. Dow Bancroft
J.

S.

Medical

Agent

Freas

R. E.

McKiE

Agent
Trainmaster

D. L. Host

The accompanying photograph

J. Daly, Newark
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Correspondent, T.
T. Jackson
J. Kelly
Dr. a. a. Church
H. B. McDonald

J.

O.

R. B. McMains
H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson
D. B. Luby
C. G. Miller
A. R. Clayton
R. W. Lytle
A. N. Glennon
E. C. Zinsmeister
C. C. Grimm
E. V. Smith
J. S.

Little

G. R. Kimball

Superintendent,

Chairman

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Agent, Columbus, Ohio

Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent

Yard Brakeman
Road Brakeman
Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator

of

George

Columbus and Newark Division.

Mr. Burd

is

standing on the hand car wearing derby hat.
Seated on the shovel in front of the car is
Samuel Somers, familiarly known as "Sammy,"
who ran a train on the Newark Division for
thirty years and is now employed as crossing

watchman

at

Union Street, Newark.

HIS

GANG

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

"The shanty occupied by McGee during his
working hours is as tidy as most homes. Lace
curtains adorn the windows, a desk, stove, and
locker, and several easy chairs are the furnishings with a carpet on the floor."

DIVISION

is

Burd, section foreman, and his gang on the

"SAMMY" SOMERS HOBiNOBBING WITH GEORGE BURD AND

NEWARK

Car Foreman

Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
Section Foreman
Supervisor

BusHEW

E.

Exammer
Conductor

Assistant

Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

Office of Chief

Clerk, Connellsville

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. L. Eaton
S. C. Wolfersberger
P. Petri
T. E. Miller
T. E. Jamison

Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Superintendent
Division Engineer

G. N. Cage
H. B. Pigman
Dr. M. H. Koehler

Road Foreman

M. Connors
H. D. Whip
John Irwin
D. N. Dumire

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

Car Foreman
Relief Agent

J.

R. Zearfoss
G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover
S. M. Bittner

J.

F.

Repair Track Clerk
Conductor, F. M. & P. Branch
Conductor, S. & C. Branch

Locomotive Fireman
Train Dispatcher
of Way Dep't

Foreman, Maintenance

Bryne

Claim Agent

E. B. Small
S.

W. Huddleston

W. D. Seaton
M. E. Martz
P.

J.

Adams

M. P. Heaney
A. Fleming

J.

Machinist

Conductor
Conductor
Foreman, Motive Power Dep't
Lispector, Maintenance of Way Dep't
-.

Supervisor
Freight Agent
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W. E. West

.

.

Ix>comotive EnRineer

J.T. Grdtin
C. A. Albbight

ARcnt
Freight Agent

Russell Anderson

J.

5?ecretary

the occasion of his fortieth birthday,
^Lirch 3rd, the wife of fireman Walter Topper
of HjTidman, gave a surprise party in his honor.
Invitations were sent out to about forty employes residing at HjTichnan. The men assembled at the station and marched in a body to
the home of Mr. Topper, each man wearing a
badge consisting of a package of Pepper's tobacco, Walter's favorite, which were presented
During the
to him with numerous other gifts.
evening engineer D. A. Miller sang several of
the new popular songs anil foreman Otto Henschke played a number of very delightful German selections on the piano. Fireman Scott
Shaffer gave an exhibition of his strength and
agility by handling the plates filled with eatables without a mishap. Engineer "Skinny"
Goodwin took the prize for being the best prevaricator present. Fireman Simon Luman,
while amusing himself playing with the canary
bird, let it out of the cage, whereupon it
was promptly captured by the cat. At 9.30 a
delicious supper was served by Mrs. Topper,
assisted by Mrs. Miller, Mrs. H.'E. Sproul, Mrs.
H. H. Tipton and Miss Bessie Topper.
()n

The accompanying photograph

is

of

Here

a picture of ouginctT \. R. Cameron,
and coruluctor J. R. Zearfoss on the
right.
Engineer Cameron was confined for a
time in a Baltimore hospital a.s a result of an
injury received near Cumberland.
Conductor
Zearfoss is a member of our Divisional Safety

on the

is

left,

Committee.

Ray Han-

Dimiire, age four years, son of conductor D.
N. Dumire, who is in charge of local freight between Connellsville and Fairmont. Mr. Dumire
is also a member of our local Safetv Committee.

EXGIXEER A.
CONDUCTOR

lin

J.

R.

CAMERON

(left)

R.

ZEARFO.SS

inghtj

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent, T. M. Jones, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. B. GoRSUCH
T. W. Barrett

Supcrintcn(lrnt

.

Chairman

Traintnaater, Vice-Chairman
W. J. Kennedy
Car Accountant's Office, Secretary
M. C. Thompson.. Road Foreman of Engines, Glenwood, Pa.

Cook
Deems
Brady

Division Engineer, Pittsburgh

C. C.
\V. A.
T.

J.

L.

FiNEGAN

G. W. C.

Day

H. N. Landymore
E. L. Hopkins

H. G. Waltower
H. J. Spanoler

Division Operator, Pittsburgh,
General Car Foreman, Pittsburgh,
Operator. Pittsburgh,
Machinist, Glenwood.
Yard Conductor, Demmler,
Yard Brakemax Pittsburgh,
,

C. C. AixswoRTH
W. E. BuRTOFT

Yard Brakeman. Glenwood,
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh,

W. Clawson

Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh.

Fr\nk Bryne
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh,
Dr. J. P. Lawlor
Medical Examiner, Glenwood,
W. H. Raley
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh,
W. Davis... .Yard Conductor, 3fith St. Yard, Pittsburgh,
G. G. Wise
Road Conductor. Foxburg,
T. F. DoNAHtE
R. J. Smith

W.

F.

Agent. Ellwood City
Yard Conductor. Willow Grove. Pa.
Road Conductor, West Newton
Road Conductor, Connellsville, Pa.
Road Encineer, Connellsville, Pa.

M. Snider
W. M. Clark

VV.

Car Foreman, .Allegheny,
Master Carpenter. Pittsburgh,
Trainmaster, Connellsville,
..Assistant Division Engineer, Foxburg,

C. E. .McDouGALL
.

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pi.
Pa.
Pa.

.\cent. Butler, Pa.
-Agent. Washington

A. McKiE
C. G. Harshaw
H. Knopp
R. J. MuRTLAND
T. D. Maxwell

J.

H. L. Gordon.

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

General Supervisor. Pittsburgh.
Agent, Junction Transfer,
Agent, Pittsburgh,
Agent, .-MIegheny. I'a.
Agent, McKeesport. Pa.
Agent. Braddock, Pa.

Deneke

P. COLLIGAN
W. B. Peters
H. M. Grantham
W. I. McKee
H. B. Jeffries

RAY HANLTN dumire

Pa.

Trainma.-iter, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Superintendent of Shops, Glenwood, Pa.

W. Battenholse

J.

,

Master Mechanic, Glenwood, Pa.

.

.AsJsiftant

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

.
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It is gratifying to note that a breach has at
last occurred in the ranks of the bachelor railroad men at Junction Transfer, Pa., Roger S.

Nestor, car accountant, having become a benedict on April 29th by taking in marriage Miss
Florence N. Dell, of Sharpsburg, Pa.
The agent and employes of the station to show
their esteem and good will, united to purchase
a handsome clock as a wedding present to the

young couple.
The happy pair spent their honeymoon at
Palm Beach, Fla,, and visited the principal
points of interest in Washington, D. C., Jacksonville and the ancient city of St. Augustine,
Fla., enroute.

Judging by the postal view cards received by
the "boys" at their desks, they had a great
time.

Captain John R. Porter, one of the oldest passenger conductors in point of service on the Baltimore & Ohio System, died at his home on the
evening of Sunday, March 29th, of pneumonia,
after a brief illness.
Conductor Porter entered the service of this
Company as a freight conductor, September 1st,
1869, was promoted to passenger conductor August 3rd, 1874, and enjoyed the enviable distinction of having a clear record.
He had many thrilling experiences in his long
railroad career, not having gained his title as

The following Baltimore & Ohio conductors
served as pallbearers: C. B. Lane, J. B. Reed,
T. B. Murray, E. P. Chenowith, Joseph Dixon
and William Bowlin.
Passenger engineer

J.

A. Cottrell and family
for the summer

have taken up their residence
on his farm at Valencia, Pa.

W. L. Clipp, chief clerk, general superintendent, who recently underwent a severe operation at Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, is improving.

T. E. Drake, chief clerk to road foreman of
has been appointed night assistant
stationmaster at Pittsburgh. C, D. Grow succeeds Mr. Drake as chief clerk to road foreman
engines,

of engines.

H. L. Gordon has been appointed assistant
division engineer, northern district, Pittsburgh
Division, vice F. G. Hoskins, promoted to position of division engineer, Connellsville Division.

Announcement is made of the marriage of
Miss Mary Cochran, employed at Pittsburgh
freight station for the past five or six years, to

E. Vetter (a former Baltimore

& Ohio employe)

Arenth, of the office of district engineer M.
of W., is the proud father of a bouncing baby
boy.
J.

Engineer Jerry Smith has launched his bark
on the matrimonial sea with Miss Mary Fox as
a partner. They are spending their honeymoon on the Pacific Coast.

Baltimore

& Ohio employes at Glenwood, pre-

sented Miss Jennie Smith, the well-known evangilist, with a purse containing $55.00 at the
Ames M. E. Church, Hazelwood, on Friday
evening, March 13th, 1914, to assist in paying
for her new home in Washington, D. C.

The Company local freight baseball team has
re-organized for the season, electing the following officers: President, F. H. Kroeger; manager, Wm. Lower; captain. Ford Hutchinson.
Enthusiasm is running high and a successful

season

is

looked forward

to.

R. M. Sheets, our well known retired trainmaster, has returned from a sojourn in the south,
where he visited Tampa and St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and many other places of interest. Information
reaches us that Mr. Sheets was greatly attracted by an aeroplane which was being flown
at Tampa, but having a horror of being floated
down into Mexico he decided to remain on

mother earth.

JOHN

R.

PORTER

veteran without experiencing almost every sensation that falls to the lot of the modern railroad man. He was widely known on the Pittsburgh and Connellsville Divisions and by his
courteous and congenial manner won the respect
and esteem of the traveling public and his coemployes. He was one of our most faithful employes and in his death the Company has lost
one of its most trusted and popular men.

The
''Rev.

following contribution was sent in

by

W. M. Bracken, and an Employe."

THE SALOON CLOSES THE DOOR
OF OPPORTUNITY.
Our very first concern in the discussion of
what harm drink does the individual today, is
that it closes the door of opportunity for him to
advance.

TlIK HAI/riMoin:

Who

wants an intemperate

AM)

ollK) IIMPLOVKS MACAZINi:

NEW CASTLE

clerk, bookkeeper,

teacher, hiwvor, physician, conductor, brakeman, fiii^nuin. cn«;in(HM-. fireman, or even a ilivision man who does not ride in the cab or cathe ahnost universal conviction
It
boost
that drink unfits men for labor and makes them

untrustworthy

anil unreliable.

And everybody

such are on the slide which nuist
end onh' in dishonor and ruin.
The United States Department of Labor, basing its information on more than a thousand reports, found that practically all kinds of business men discriminated af2;ainst employes who
Thus: seventy-two i)er cent, of agriculdrink.
turists, seventy-nine per cent, of manufacturies,
eighty per cent, of trades and ninety per cent,
of the railroads deny drinking men a chance to
work for wages and earn a living for themselves
and their families. What a fool a young man
must be thus deliberately to handicap himself
in the race of life.

knows that

all

Corre.>^pondent,

F.

E.

New
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DIVISION

Cohby, Chief

Clerk,

Castle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. H. Cahill
J.

H.

Superintendent. Cluiirrnan.
Division KnKineer,

Camekon

New

New Caatle,
New Castle.

Pa.
Pa.

Ciustlc Junction, Pa.

MtGi'iRE.
Mn.ster Mechanic.
r. H. Knox
Agent. New Castle. Pa.
Trainmaater. New Castle, Pa.
C. P. Angell
K. J. LANGHURsr. .Ass't Road Foreman. Chicago Junction. <J.
12. C. Hock
Division Operator. New Castle, Pa.
Division Claim Agent. Youngstown, ().
R. J. Carhier
J. G. .Shklby
Medical Examiner. New Csustle Junction. Pa.
F. C. Chee.v
Track Supervisor. Ilavenna, O.
W. L. Madill
Track Supervisor, Ixxii, O.
P. Thornton
Track.Foreman. New Cn-stle Junction. Pa.
F. D. Abblett. .Car Painter Foreman, New Castle June. Pa.
Albert Voss
Machinist, New Castle June, Pa.
E. L. Hannon
Air Brake Reoairman. Painesville. O.
Engineer, Chicago June. O.
Chas. Crawford
M. L. Raney
Yard Engineer. New Castle June. Pa.
L. L. Wagner
Conductor. New Castle, Pa.
Conductor. Chicago June, ().
G. A. PuRKEY
Conductor, Painesville, ( ).
C. B. Smith
J. J.

.

.

-^

?S02,

HELPER ENGINE AT AKRON JU-NCTION AND HER CREW

What is left in the world for the young man
who has thus incapacitated himself for honorable and lucrative employment? He might get
a job at cleaning the streets, driving a garbage
wagon, or cleaning out stables, but the comforts and luxuries of life and all that goes to
make a happy home he can never hope to have.
Is it any wonder that he betakes himself to
the road and becomes a beggar or a common
tramp? Or does it surprise you if he turns out
to be a criminal? When manhood is gone,
honor has perished and hope is dead. What
can cheer his life or paint his future with anything but black despair?
Railroad man you who indulge in the wine,
you are riding in a coach of glass. The motion
is easy and musical and the coach is filled with
gay passengers, but if you watch you will find a
corpse lying here and there along the railway.
Then as you onward rush you will find another
and another. Take warning before it is too
late and you yourself go over the precipice.

—

D. B. McFate

.

.

W. H. O'Mara
G. W. Richards
C. K. Spielman.v

Aiken
G. W. Taylor
E. J. Raidy
M. F. Riley

J AS.

E. C.
H. L.
\V.

Fowler
Forney

D. Carroll

Yard Conductor, New Castle Junction. Pa.
Yard Conductor. Haselton, O.
Warehouse Foreman, Youngstown, O.

New Castle, Pa.
Agent. Youngstown. O.
Agent, Painesville, O.
Secretary. New Castle. Pa.
Track Supervisor, Youngstown, O.
Track Supervisor. DeForest Junction, O.
Mtister Carpenter, New Castle, Pa.
Signal Supervisor, New Caatle, Pa.
Relief Agent,

The accompanying photograph is of engine
No. 2802, helper engine at Akron Junction.
This engine is kept in "apple-pie" condition by
the crew, who take pride in its clean and tidy ajv
pearance. Those appearing in the photograph,
reading from left to right, are: Engineer F. H.
Willard, operator

W. T. Hennon

of

"BD"

tower,

flagman W. W. Raymond and fireman E.
Green, who is on the running board.

CI.

The telegraph department of the New Castle
Division seems to be good training ground for
financiers.
M. W. Hanunon. who at one time
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was operator on

this division,

is

now

treasurer

Farmers' Bank at West Farmington, and
operator B. B. Jones, of Ravenna, has accepted
a position as cashier in the National Bank at
Ravenna, O.
of the

G. O. Eberhart has been appointed supervisor
No. 1, vice M. F.' Riley, who has
been granted leave of absence on account of his
health. Mr. Riley is preparing to make a visit
to the Ould Sod.
of sub-division

The establishment of an agricultural department in the Magazine is a step in the right direction, and we are glad to note that it will be
conducted by Mr. Stewart.

F. M. Chalfont.. .Brakeman's Committeemen, Garrett, Ind.
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
C. C. Geer
John Draper
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago, 111.
Operators' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio
G. W. Smith
John Rath well
Section Foreman, Garrett, Ind.
H. A. Martin
Relief Agent, Garrett, Ind.
J. C. Link.... Car Dep't Committeeman, Chicago Junction
H. S. Gardner
Agents' Committeeman, Defiance
Signal Supervisor, Defiance
P. H. Carroll
D. B. Taylor
Master Carpenter, Garrett
H. W. Ross
Car Department Safety Committeeman
H. S. Gardner
Agents' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio

Midway, O., on May
marriage to a young lady of
Defiance. His brother, A. G. Fleck, who is also
an operator at Midway, was married two weeks

W. H.

5th,

Fleck, operatot at

was united

in

previously.

GRAIN ELEVATOR SHAFT IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRE IN

CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, F. N. Shultz, Division Operator,
Garrett, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Keegan

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett, Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.
Trainmaster, Garrett, Ind.
Division Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
John Tordella
F. W. Rhuark
Master Mechanic, Garrett, Ind.
Geo. Novinger
Road Foreman of Engines, Garrett, Ind.
Division Operator, Garrett, Ind.
F. N. Shultz
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
J. D. Jack
T. E. Spurrier
Claim Agent, Tiffin, Ohio
Dr. F. Dorset
Medical Examiner, Garrett, Ind,
Supervisor, Walkerton, Ind.
A. B. HiNKLE
R. R. Jenkins. .Secretary Y. M. C. A., Chicago Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
M. J. Driscoll
L. J. Davis
Shop Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
M. A. PoLCASTER. .M. P. Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.

J.

F.

C. W. Van Horn
T. B. Burgess

.

Archer
W. E. Sargent
N. B.Bair
C. H. Martin

Yard Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
Engineers' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
D. G. Thompson. Fireman's Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
Conductors' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
O. F. Bell
S.

.

1904

Roy Butterfield, clerk in car shops, has resigned his position to accept position as chief
clerk to general car foreman of the L. E. & W.
R. R. at Lima, Ohio. Mr. Butterfield's friends
at Chicago Junction wish him well in his new
work.
J. R. Cole, agent at Gary, Ind., with Mrs.
Cole, during the latter part of April, attended
the convention of the American Association of
Freight Agents, at Houston, Texas. Mr. Cole
was selected as delegate from the Gary Local
Freight Agents' Association. During the absence of Mr. Cole, J. W. Hoblitzel, chief clerk,
was acting agent at Gary.

We are pleased to note that J. H. Lower,
agent at Hicksville, O., has resumed duty,
after an absence of more than four months owing to ill health. His close associates and many
friends are very glad to see him back at work
and congratulate him upon his youthful appear-

THE HALTIMORK AM) OHIO KMIM.OVKS MAC.AZINK
ance. Mr. Lower has been in the service for
nearly forty years, and has been agent at Hicksville for twenty-five years.

A

fine nine pound boy was born to Mrs.
E. Lloyd, wife of assistant division engineer,
at their home in Garrett, Ind., Ahiy 10th.

J.

E.

J.
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and iron products, automobiles, agricultural
implements, and the general merchandise trade
origirjating both east and west for interchange
with the seven eastern and twenty-i'ight western
In short, South
railroads centering in Chicago.
Chicago is the gateway of the Haltimore & Ohio
Railroad IxMweon the great cast and west.

Leedy, material checker, and W. Rath-

work inspector at Chicago Junction,
visited with friends at Mansfield, O., May 1st.

well, piece

Passenger conductor C. E. Talbert, who has
been off duty for several months on account of
illness, has resumed his run on Xos. 1,3 aiid 14.
All of his friends, and that moans everybody
who knows him, are glad to see him back on his
run.

The

fishing season is "on" at Wawasee Lake,
trains from the lake bring in fishermen with a nice string of bass and pickerel. The
prize catch of the season was landed by master
carpenter D. B. Taylor, with the help of third
trick operator G. R. Rodibaugh, last Saturday,
a pickerel weighing twenty-four and one-half
pounds. Wawasee passenger and ticket station
was opened June 1st for the season.

and

all

FALLING"

We

take pleasure in presenting through our

Employes Magazine our

"THREE BEST FIRSTS"
"SAFETY"
"SERVICE"

"LOYALTY"
this month, with an example of what they mean
to us.
On July loth, 1904, just after midnight, our

great grain elevator, then situated in the heart
our switching yards, car shops antl round
house, was totally destroyed by fire with its
contents of 250,000 bushels of grain. The only
parts left standing were the elevator shaft and
These two parts became, in
smoke stack.
time, a great landmark to the many railroad
and mill employes who make their homes in the
thrifty town of South Chicago, 111., situated
thirteen and one-half miles from Chicago City
proper.
of

UNDERMINING THE SHAFT

SOUTH CHICAGO
The South Chicago,

Illinois, district

comprises

the assistant trainmaster's department, inbound
and outbound freight office, car distributor's
office, car shops, and round house, all of which
help to handle the coal, livestock, grain, steel

As the ten years rolled around, nature weakened these landmarks and the recent "Safety
First" spirit compelled us to have an exami-
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nation of

It was found that the
good condition to use in

them made.

chimney was

still in

connection with the car shops but that the old
was in such a condition as to be a menace to
life and safety and, therefore, it had to be razed.
This was accomplished Saturday afternoon,
May 13, without a mishap and in the short time
Originally the shaft was 128 feet
of three hours.
high, but a part had to be removed immediately
after the fire in order to get out the machinery
shaft

which was installed in its top.
The accompanying photograph is of the shaft
and chimney, taken by D. L. Gibson, at that
time gang foreman in the repair yards, in 1904
just after the fire was under control.
Another shows the shaft with wreckers undermining it, and was taken by Ira Greenbaum,

The
of trainmaster Booth's office.
other photograph is of the shaft falling.
From this it can be seen how easily it crumbled.
This last photograph was taken by P. C. Pauly,
M, C. B. clerk in the car department.
From this series of pictures, we can readily
"caller"

see the precautions taken to insure "Safety
First," how the surroundings were cleared to
protect life and property, and how all possibility of the unexpected falling of the shaft in
the future was removed.

CHICAGO TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
L. Nichols

J.

W. Dacy

Chairman, Chicago
Trainmaster, Chicago
Division Engineer, Chicago
Assistant Engineer, Chicago
Division Claim Agent, Chicago
Captain of Police, Chicago
Examiner and Recorder, Chicago
Supervisor, Chicago (Chicago District)

G. P. Palmer
F. E. Lamphere
Alex. Craw
J.

F.

C. L.

Ryan
Hegley

H. McDonald
Wm. Hogan
F. Fogg

DeVeny

Ass't

Chas. Espinq
Dr. E. J. Hughes

Morris Altherr

John Haley
Harry Johnson
Oliver Johnson
C. B. Bid dinger

T. P. Yates
P.

-.

Barry

E. Snyder

Harry Marshall

Like

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Car Inspector, East Chicago
Engineer, East Chicago
Conductor, Blue Island
Car Inspector, Blue Island

Fireman, East
Conductor, East
Machinist on Floor, East
Machinist in Shop, East
Boilermaker, East
Blacksmith, East

Wm. Jenkins
A. A. McLene
Wm. Davis
J.

Master Mechanic, East Chicago
of Engines, Chicago
Master Carpenter, Chicago
Medical Examiner, Chicago

Road Foreman

Assistant Agent, Forest Hill
Engineer, Robey Street
Fireman, Robey Street
Conductor, Robey Street
Car Inspector, Robey Street
Engineer, Blue Island

James Gaghin
Arthur Jensen
Chas. Beam

John McLean

1st the good stork visited the home
John O. Callahan, chief clerk to the master
mechanic at East Chicago, and presented him
with an eight pound baby daughter. Congrat-

ulations.

The many friends of our senior train dispatcher, Charles F. Williams, were grieved to
learn of the death of his wife on April 19th.
Mrs. Williams was known to the many railroad
friends of the family as a most affectionate
wife and the loving mother of Ralph C. Williams,
also one of our train dispatchers, and his sister
Edith, who, with their father, have the sincere sympathy of the railroad officers and employes who have known them for many years.

We

have been requested by Mr. Williams
thank the many friends of his family,
through the medium of the Magazine, for their
kind expressions of sympathy on the occasion
of their recent bereavement and to assure

them

president

Wilson,

he

likes

number

thirteen.

George Neimuth of this Division finds that
number thirteen is not a hoodoo for him. He
regrets the fact that engine No. 13 was recently
sold for scrap, since, in his opinion, she was the
best engine in her class and had never been
involved in any serious accident. The year
1913 was a banner one for Mr. Neimuth since he
had no accidents, and is glad to give credit in
this connection to the splendid progress of the

of his appreciation.

OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, H. M. Cole, Chillicothe, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Supervisor, Chicago (Calumet District)

J.

F. S.

On May

of

to

Chicago

J.

Safety First work on the Road. The year 1913
was the thirteenth anniversary of his return
from the West Indies, where he had a severe
illness, and he was in better health in 1913 than
he had been for the preceding thirteen years. He
has worked for the Baltimore & Ohio thirteen
years; has lived in Chicago that length of time
and his home is at 1813 West 13th Street. His
laundry number is thirteen; his name has thirteen letters and he always carries a silver coin
with thirteen stars on it. To finish the year
1913 with proper contempt for "the hoodoo
thirteen" he worked on December 31st (thirteen
written backward) for thirteen hours and is
still looking for more "thirteens" to conquer.

G.
E.
R.
R.
G.

D. Brooke, Chairman
N. Brown
R. ScHWARZELL

Mallen
W. Plumly

P. S. Lansdale
W. R. Moore
B. Vance
C. H. R. Howe
P. H. Reeves
R. W. Gabriel
John Clifford
F. Mathias
H. M. Cole
J.

Dullmeyer
W. Cain
Thos. Tull
C. C. Graves
J. I. BoTKiN
C.
S.

T. E. Banks
W. A. Burns
E. J. Allee
O. C. Cavins

H. M. Hayward
W. I. GicKLER
W. W. Woodward
L. H. SiMONDS
G. E. Wharff
R. R. KiBLER

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent

Trainmaster

Road Foreman

of Engines
Division Operator

Medical Examiner
Agent, Chillicothe, Ohio
Relief Agent
Master Carpenter
Master Mechanic

Supervisor
Section Foreman
Assistant Shop Foreman

Draughtsman
Foreman Car Shop
Road Brakeman
Piece-work Inspector

Road Fireman
Warehouse Foreman
Trainmaster
Road Conductor
Signal Supervisor
Road Engineer
Division Engineer

Yard Conductor
Train Dispatcher

Claim Agent
Agent, Portsmouth, Ohio
Agent, Washington Court House, Ohio

Robert Ralston Brown, of Hamden, Ohio,
the oldest agent in point of service in the
employ of the Baltimore & Ohio System, died
on the afternoon of May 8th.

Tin: BALTIMOK!-:
Mr. Brown was horn

in Wasliinjiton

AM) OHIO
County

Ohio, in 1S3S, was educated in the public schools
of the county and for a time tauj^ht school.
About 1860 he took instructions in telegraphy
(old Paper system) under Henry Vincent at
Vincent, Ohio, and the following!; year was
called to take charjre of the office at Haniden.
C. H. U., now
lie was joint agent for the M.
c'i:

i:.Ml'L()V

was

M AC A/IXE

associated.
respect were sent
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Many
by

beautiful tokens of
friends and associates to

show how he had been regarded by those who
knew him. The ministry of the living is one;
that is highly blessed, for our acts are after all
the best evidence of our faith. Those who
knew him best will hold the memory of his
having lived in their midst.

Robert R. Myers, stenographer in the division engineer's office at Chillicothe. is very
much interested in Parkersburg, \V. Va. And
William Alva "Baldy" Rhea is taking a good
many automobile rides since the spring oi)ened
up.

John lule and brother Car have purcliased
a "l{eo," and as a result brother Carl receives
several telephone calls per day, more than
usual.
J. T. Caldwell, who was recently promoted
to position as time clerk in timekeeper's office
at Chillicothe, was succeeded as yard clerk
by W. P. Ferrell.

C. H. Marker, chief timekeeper at Chillicothe. while making his garden recently, undertook to pull some poisonous three-leafed ivy
from the fence, and as a result was laid up for
several days with a severe case of ivy poisoning.

The accompanying picture is of engineer E.
handsome new residence on 20th Street,

Bailev's

ROBERT RALSTON BROWN
the main line of the Baltimore & Ohio S. W.,
and of the Scioto Hocking Valley R. R., now
the Ports District of the Baltimore & Ohio S.
W. R. R., and from that time until the first of
the year 1914, when he was retired and placed
upon pension list, he was in the continuous
service of the Baltimore & Ohio.
Mr. Brown was married May 25, 1862, to
Miss Rosetta Josephine EUenwood, and eleven
children were born of the union, seven of whom,
with the mother, survive. The deceased was
baptized when a child, at Barlow, Washington
County, Ohio, and lived a consistent life,
making a true confession of his abiding faith
in God and his dependence on His Son, Jesus
Christ, Our Lord, to his pastor, the week of
his death.
He was a faithful attendant upon
the services of the church, and was a constant
supporter, materially and spiritually, of her
activities in the neighborhood.
He spent more than half a century in the
employ of the Baltimore & Ohio, and was held
in high esteem by every one with whom he

HOME OF K\0 INKER
PAHKERSBURG.

E.

BAILEY.

W. VA.

Parkersburg. into which he has recently moved.
pride of the Bailey family is seen on the
front porch.

The

J. C. Wilkins, Jr., tonnage clerk in superintendent's office at Chillicothe, together with
his baseball club, the Chillicothe Maroons.
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journeyed to Wellston, Sunday, May 3rd, and
drubbed the Wellston club to the tune of 5 to 3.
John says he has a great team and can make
any team of his class in the country go some.
Willard L. Sperry, assistant timekeeper at
Chillicothe, has accepted a position with the

Scarborough Company

of Indianapolis

in the

Motor Guide department. Mr. Sperry has
been assigned to New York state, where he will
work out road routes with his motorcycle
between important points in that state and will
probably be sent into Canada on the same work.
While we are sorry to see "Bill" go, we wish
him the best of good luck. However, we look

him to come back before long.
Some
attractions have a long arm, you know.
Joseph Caldwell, now a yard clerk, will take Mr.
Sperry's place in the timekeeper's office.
for

We are

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. Eckerle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevoort

Henry Eckerle.
R. B. Fitzpatrick

Carey

J. J.

H. W. Brant.

M. P. HoBAN
C. M. Hitch
F. S. DeCamp
E. C. Skinner
R. Archer
G. W. Kydd
A. W. Kopp
R. E. McKenna
A. Granbach

Siipt. Cincinnati Term. Div., Chairman
.Chief Clerk, Secretary .and Correspondent
^
.Trainmaster, Cincinnati, O.
Master Mechanic, Ivorydale, O.
Division Operator, Cincinnati, O.
Road Foreman of Engines, Cincinnati, O.
General Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
Claim Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Freight Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor of Signals, Cincinnati, O.
Engineer. Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Ivorydale, O.

FoGT
H. C. Atkinson

J.

S.

Reister
O.

Mygatt

F.

J. F. Houser, agent at Zaleski, has been given
a leave of absence. He has left for New Mexico,
accompanied by his family, to spend several

Zurich

Car Foreman, Cincinnati, O,
Section Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Carpenter Foreman, Hamilton, O.
Agent, Hamilton, O.
Depot Master, Cincinnati, O.
Machinist, Ivorydale, O.
Boiler Inspector, Gest Street

ILLINOIS DIVISION
Correspondent, C. F. White, Dispatcher,

months.

Flora,

The

fact that "General" G. A. Bowers, foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio yards at the stockyards, has put one over on his many friends and
acquaintances has just come to light. Likewise his wife, who was Miss Bessie Belle Cox of
3620 Morris Place, has managed to keep her
friends from knowing of her marriage, which
took place June Uth, 1913.

The couple admitted recently that they were
married.

Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour, Ind.
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. Hagerty
John Page

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Operator

J.

HoRAN
T. J. EwiNG
O. E. Henderson
Dr. J. P. Lawler
P.

J. J.

G.
J.

Given

S.

Cameron

D. Frazier

Charles Fox
H. W. Kerbert
J.

B. Elliott

Chas. Richardson
A. Hughes
C. E. Fish

John Gannon
W. E. Hyatt
S. A. Rogers
H. A. Cassil

Dr. J. P. Sellman
W. H. Howe
T.

Rowland

W. E. Lewis
J. E. Sands
W. J. Russell
E. Massman

'

Roundhouse Foreman
Relief Agent
Conductor
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Trainmaster
Fireman

Brakeman
Yard Engineer
Conductor
Track Foreman
Car Foreman
Agent
Yard Foreman
Yardmaster
Road Foreman
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Master Carpenter
Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

Agent
Boilermaker
Agent

111.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. Scheer
J. A. TscHOUR
E. A. Hunt
H. R. Gibson

W.
C.
G.
R.
C.
VV.

Superintendent, Chairman, Flora, 111.
Master Mechanic, Shops, Ind.
Shop Inspector, Shops, Ind.
Division Engineer, Flora, 111.
D. Stevenson .... Medical Examiner, East St. Louis, 111.

R. Bradford
H. Singer

Claim Agent

H. E. Prichett
C. G. Stevens
H. E. Orr
C. S. Whitmore

W. G. Burns
F. Wyatt
W. Cook
B. O'Brien
W. C. Kelley
C. B, Keller
T. T. Long
M. A. Rush
C. D. Russell
J. B. Harward

W.
W.
W.
H.

Platz

Springfield,

III.

Agent, East St. Louis, 111,
Relief Agent, Flora, 111.
Conductor, Flora, 111,
Engineer, Flora, 111,
Engineer, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Vincennes, Ind.

C. Mitchell. .'.
V. MowRY
P, McDonald

Fred Schwab
W. Gorsage
R, G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer

INDIANA DIVISION

.

Yard Foreman, Hamilton, O.

H. Stansbury
J.

Wm. Roesche

pleased to know that our old friend
"Jack" Sanford is back with us in the train
dispatching service.
all

.

Switchman, Flora,

Yard Foreman,

111.

Springfield,

Trainmaster, Flora,
".

111.
III.

Master Carpenter, Flora,

111.

Signal Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Vincennea, Ind.
Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Springfield, 111.
Supervisor, Cone, 111.
Agent, Vincennes, Ind,
Agent, Washington, Ind,
Agent, Springfield, 111.

Agent, Beardstown,
Division Operator, Flora,
General Foreman, Flora,

Brakeman, Flora,

111.
111.
111.

111.

Fireman, Cone, 111.
W. McNally
Machine Shop Foreman, Washington, Ind.
E. Ross
Car Foreman, Washington, Ind,
C, AiKMAN
Car Foreman, Cone, 111,
R. H. Marquart
Machinist, Flora, 111.
H. C. Thr.\sher
Road Foreman of Engines, Flora, 111.
F. HoDAPP
Trainmaster, Flora, 111.
C. W. Potter

The editor has received a letter from C. F.
White, dispatcher at Flora, 111., and correspondent for the Illinois Division, stating that
he is in the hospital at Olney, 111., having undergone an operation at that institution recently.
Mr. White advises that the operation was successful and he hopes to report for duty soon.
G. C. Hadley, operator, Cone,
proud father of a ten-pound boy.

111.,

is

the
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^amilton Uatch

with perfect satisfaction. Top. Con-

D Kllv;
center. EnsinetT
ductor

Ford; bottom.
Kngineer George
Cooper.
KIlis

" Tin' linilroiul

Tinnkcc per of Atmri-a

PROCEED!
man must have the same confidence in the accuracy of his watch that he
The number of railroad
has in his signals.

A

railroad

men who

carry the Hamilton is proof of
accuracy, durability and fidelity.
Over one-half

(56'

^

)

of the Railroad

its

Men

on American Railroads maintaining Official
Time Inspection carry the Hamilton Watch

Hamilton No. 940 (18

size

21 jewels)

— 21

and No. 992

jewels) are the most popular watches on
American railroads and will pass any Official Time
Inspection.
For general use you can buy a Hamilton
Watch from $13.50 to $150.00.
No extra charge

(16 size

for

Safety Numerical Dial on

new

railroad watches.

Writcfor HamilionWatch Book, "The Timekeeper"
It illustrates and describes the various Hamilton models
and is a book well worth readinj^ if you are thinking cf
buying an accurate watch.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Master Buildfrs of Accurate Time pieces

ENGINE

No.

1454,

ILLINOIS DIVISION.

SHOWING STEP PLACED ON GUIDES

Please mention this magazine
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Richard Long, agent at Virginia, 111., surprised his Enfield friends by taking his bride
there for a ten-day visit.
F. C. Anderson was born October 3rd, 1883,
and was accidently killed on train No. 98, at

Carlyle, 111., May 2nd, 1914. He first entered
the service as fireman in 1904, and was promoted to engineer in 1910. He leaves a mother,
wife, two small children and several brothers
and sisters. He had many friends on the Illinois Division who were grieved to hear of his
death.

sign (Saleme). He asked us to have it removed
so that he could get in on the return trip, but
before we could get it down a new brakeman
came along on No. 28 and, misinterpreting the
station name^ called out ''Salome." The baldheaded passengers created a panic, and 'tis said
a certain Salem belle now has her slit skirt

smothered

in

moth

balls.

Yardmaster W. T. Banks, of Flora, left May
14th for Grafton, W. Va., where he takes the
position of eastbound yardmaster. J. C. Laws
from Cone, 111., fills the vacancy at Flora.
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BOX OF EMERGENCY PARTS ON ILLINOIS DIVISION ENGINE

No. 1456

No. 3 recently suffered a very serious delay
at Salem, unloading a camel.
Conductor Dee
wired us from Mitchell that he had the critter
in his possession, without feed and water in the
car; further, that the Indiana Division had advised him to have the camel eat his hump,
since being on the road only two days the beast
was good for five more without water. Upon
arriving at Salem the desert king learned that
it was the birthplace of William Jennings Bryan

Welsey Hoopengarner, operator, who has
been in the west for several months, has returned and is working first trick at Washington.

and refused to disembark, explaining that he
thought some of the South American diplomats
were trying to spring him as a llama, and that
as he was a friend of dictator Huerta he
couldn't go grape juice, even once a, week. After
doing some fancy kicking it appeared as though
he was going to hold his stand, but conductor
Dee changed the program by having engineer
Gil ley ride him out of the car. Mr. Gilley was
supposed to ride the animal during No. 3's performance, for he has ridden camel backs often
in his younger days, and could make good time
on one today if he had the silk cap he used to
wear. Conductor Dee wired us from Carlyle
that during the fray the camel had kicked an
E off his name and it had lodged on the station

Illinois Division engine No. 1456, Class A-2,
used in fast passenger train service, showing
position of the "Emergency Box" carried on

M. L. Wilson, who worked for the Company
several years as operator, dispatcher, and chief
dispatcher, showed us he could ''come back"
by holding down first trick at Washington a few
days.
The accompanying

cut shows a portion of

passenger engines.
In this box several
different mechanical parts are kept for quick
use on line of road in case of a breakdown. The
use of these "emergency boxes" was adopted
about three years ago and they have resulted in
materially reducing delays. Checks are made
on every trip to see that all emergency parts
are in the box. The box is located between
the back main driving and trailer wheel on the
all

and is securely fastened and sealed
to preclude the possibility of tampering by
anyone except railroad employes. The general
public does not know anything about these
left side,

,
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NEW PIANO $99 CASH

boxes, showing that the Company does many
things which seem insignificant and which
work primarily to the benefitof our passengers.
The other cut of the same locomotive shows
the manner in which steps arc placed on the
guides for the convenience of onginemcn in
looking after and oiling the machinery of the
locomotive. This step has reduced the number
of personal injuries to railroad men and is
therefore in line with the "Safety First"
little
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THE MARK OF QUALITY FOR
ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Texaco Illuminating Oils

(C.

Circul.irs

Shore Ave., Chicago

N.

TEXACO

movement.

TOLEDO DIVISION
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Texaco Auto Gasoline

Texaco Motor Oils and Greases

D.)

Texaco Lubricating Oils

Correspondent, H. W. Br.\nt, Division Operator,

Texaco Machine
Texaco Greases
Texaco Asphalts

Da>ton, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

for all

Purposes

Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Fuel Oil

Oils

Texaco Railroad Lubricants

For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,
Superintendent. Chairman
Division Engineer

F. B. Mitchell
F. J. Parrish
J,

W.

Carey
Kroger

J.
J.

G. E. Reel

M.
H.

P.
VV.

HoBAN
Brant

R. Cassad
Dk. William

J.

Dr.

F. S.

Ryan

Thompson

Insulating, Mastic,

Master Mechanic
Relief Agent
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner

E. Ledger
G. W. Thomas

and

for all other

purposes

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

HOUSTON

BRANCH OFFICES
Boston
Philadelphia

Supervisor

Chicago

Master Carpenter

L. F. HocKETT
C. Stipp
R. B. Mann

Agent, Da.vton, Ohio
Agent, Lima, Ohio
General Agent, Toledo, Ohio
W. H. Sites.. Road Engineer, between Lima and Ivorydale
Frank Moore. .Road Engineer, between Lima and Rossford
T. F. Hennessy
Road Conductor, between
Lima and Ivorydale
\V. J. SiMMONS.Road Conductor, between Lima and Rossford
R. H. BoHANNOX
Yard Conductor, Rossford
E. L. Wagner
Yard Engineer, Lima
W. M. Thompson
Yard Conductor, Dayton
M. E. Gleason
Shopman, Rossford

St. Louis
Norfolk
Atlanta

New Orleans
Dallas

Pueblo
Tulsa

Paso

El

J.

N. Holmes

Frank Proctor

Shopman, Lima
Shopman, East Dayton

BuSHWAW

Secretary, Dayton, Ohio

J.

A. C.

M. S. Kopp
W, A. Ireland
Fred. Kroger
C. Lehmkuhle

THAT PROTECT
PATENTS
AND PAY
SEARCH AND

BOOKS, ADVICE,
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED

WATSON
624 F

St.,

E.

COLEMAN,

Patent Lawyer

N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Trainmaster
Depot Master
Section

FREE

Highast
for search.
references. Best results. Promptness Assured

Send sketch or model

The

Foreman

"WASHBURNE"
Paper Fastener

Extra Gang Foreman
of

"O.K." fame.

_

Brass,

3 sizos.

boxes of 50 & 100 each.
Y'our Stationer. 10 & 20c*. Send ItV
for sample box of 50.
Yearly Sale Over 100 Million
Booklet of our 3 "O.K." office nccestitiei
Liberal Discounts to the 7 rade.
ree.

in brass

STOP
^ ^"
At home.

ST-STU-T-T-TERING

and STAMMERING. I did. So can yon.
Very easv. Let me tell you HOW.

WALTER McDonnell. Drawer F686,

Station F, Washington, D.C

THE

0. K. MFG. CO.. Syracuse. NY.. US;*.

Agents and Dealers Wanted for Fox Typewriters
We want an exclusive Agent or

Dealer

in

every town and city in the United State*

If we are not already represented in yrur vicinity write today for particiilar.s.
An "ACiKN'r" .sells eoods for us usually on a coin mission basis. He is allowed
to place typewriters on trial and sell them on the payment plan. He can devote all
or a small part of his time to the work. He can handle his own town only or

Sample typewr'ter fumiehed

several counties.
tisingr

matter

at wholesale price,

and

all

adver-

free.

A "DHALEK"

one who buys typewriters from us outright, for cash, and sells
them on his own account. He should have a permanent place of business.
Dealers are gfiven from a single city up to an entire state, depending upon their
facilities for covering the territory.
is

Sunie p()<i<i territory still ojh-m. In wjilcli jtlan are
In replying- mention l he 15. .V Ci. .Magazine.

Exclusive selling <'ontracts given.
t«rt>tt(l. ,\K^»ii<y

or

I)ettll•^^hlp!

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1006-1056
Front Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Please mention

KOM

Xame

.

A(l(lres^

this

magazine
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DAYTON FREIGHT HOUSE

W. J. Kroger, relief
agent under the jurisdiction

of

F.

Maley,

of

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

B. Mitchell,

was wedded to Miss Fern
Piqua, the
daughter
of

beautiful
Maley, freight
E. F.
agent at Piqua for the
All their
C. H. & D.
railroad friends wish

W. A. Ireland
Edward W. Maley
L. F. Hockett
T.

J.

Depot Master, Chairman
Depot Ma.ster, Secretary
Agent

.'.Assistant

PiTTON

Delivery Clerk
Receiving Clerk
Check Clerk
Chcck Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk
Check Clerk

:

Harry Donovan
Frank Bradley
WiLLL\M Ha YNES
WiLLL\M Love
Charles Smith
.

;

Charles Milby

them good health and
W.

J.

KROGER AND

happiness for

many

years

to come.

WIFE

WELLSTON DIVISION (C.H.&D.)
Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerky

Dayton, Ohio

TOLEDO FREIGHT HOUSE

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
MuLLEX
Gko.Lohner

J.

H.
J.

Agent Chairman
Claim Clerk, Secretary

C.

J.

ScANLON

.

Maloney

.

.

.

Chief Clerk

Depot Master

McGrath
Frank Langers
Earl Baumgardner
Edw. G. Eggers
Wm. Dowling
Geo.

Revision Clerk
Assistant Accountant
Assistant Accountant
Stenographer

Tallyman

Thos. Golighty

Receiving Clerk
Receiving Clerk

Edw. Sheehy
Art O'Grady

Tallyman
Tallyman

John Macklett
James O'Herx

Laborer
Laborer

Thomas Finn

SWITCHING ENGINE

No.

LIMA, OHIO

J.

C. Stipp

C. S.
J.

Hawkins

H. Herbst

A. C. Aubry
B. C. Gobble

Carl Ruff
F. H. Miller

W. D. Heffner
H. P. Daley
Irwin Oglevee
R. E. Ivory
F. M. Hullinger
B. L. Irwin

Superintendent,

H. N. Schoenberger

Chief Clerk, Chairman
Assistant Cashier, Secretary

Agent
Cashier
Operator and Clerk
Bill Clerk
Claim Clerk
Night Clerk

House Foreman
Delivery Clerk

Checkman
Checkman
Ticket Agent.

Baggagemaster
Interchange Clerk

Agent
Master Carpenter

C. Greisheimer
G. A. RuGMAN

Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

S. J. PiNKERTON
S. M. Baker

Car Foreman

R. O'Neil
E. F. McCafferty

Division Foreman

Company Surgeon

Dr. F. S. Thompson
F. M. Drake
F. E. Tharp

Relief Agent

Conductor

E. B. Childs
T. G. Hoban

Stationary Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

Geo. Swires

383,

WELLSTON

J.

Brown

S.

Borland

Chairman

Trainmaster
Division Engineer

(see

Note)

Section
'.

Chas. Partlow
J. J. Fitzmartin

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. D. Goble
E. W. Armstrong

M. V. Hynes
A. A. Jams
H. G. Snyder

.

.

.

Foreman

Passenger Brakeman
Freight Brakeman
Division Operator

The accompanying photograph is of engine
No. 383, in the switching service at Wellston,
with her crew. Reading from left to right, bottom row, are as follows: Boy, name not known,
Wm. Gallivan, engineer, Wellston yard; Ed.
Shields, night machinist helper; Wm. Perkins,
formerly employed as fireman; Willis Graham,
hostler's helper;

Conley,

Frank Williams, fireman; J. V.
Wm. McDermott, hostler;

foreman;

Frank Skyles,

hostler's helper; Morris Stratton,
Left to

night hostler; John Gallivan, engineer.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MACAZINE
Ma8ter John Conlev, sou of
right ill top row:
foreman Conlev; Master Francis Conlev, son of
foreman Conley;0. L. Wade, boilcrmaker; Geo.
Houghland, machinist.
The men shown in this photograph comprise
a part of the force at Wellston that keeps the
business moving at that end of the line. All
are good loyal fellows with their eyes ever open
Nearly all
for a better way to do their work.
of them wear the "Safety First" button and
that the principle is not only a theor}' but a
practice with them is evidenced by the fact
that during the past year there has been but
one personal injury and the damage to Company property during that period has not exceeded SoO.OO. These men deserve credit for
Durtheir promptness in handling their work.
ing the severe cold weather and heavy snows
last winter the engines were kept in condition
for service when needed.
It is to be regretted that it was not possible
to have all the employes at Wellston in the picEngineer
ture, but other duties prevented.
Wm. Hicks could not get out in time and operator John Walker was filling an engagement singing at the street carnival.
In fairness to the men it should be stated that
the debris seen in the back ground is not on
Company property, but belongs to a city im-

provement.
Delbert Rinehart, who has been in the hosDayton, O., with a broken ankle, is out
and able to walk with a cane.

pital at

OhI George!

It's

a Beauty!

I'm just tickled to death with it!"
And (ieorgc is tickled too. because he Iras saved
eiiouj^h in huyinvr lier one of our

"See

it

si)arklc!

Blue White Genuine

DIAMONDS
—
At Low

to

buy a rug

Easy Terms

Prices

or chair (T table

fi.r

tliat

future liMtne.

We

art-

Diamonds direcr, saving you jobtK-r's ai:J
proiits.
Certified Guarantee vrith every
retailer's
Diamond cuaranteciig weight and quality. Wc will send any
Diamond or Watch

importers and

sell

cur Matnilicent
25th Anniversary Art
Catalog for your examination without
in

So. 49, S-S, l-lG Kt.

$60

No.49,

5-H, 1-10 Kt.

$100

obligation or ad-

vsmce payment.

W'c also send free mainiifyine Ela=s.
Diamond iiucstments pay 15-;t profits yearly in increased value.
Note the re:narkable values in two of our leadrrs slii^wn herewith
All transactions strialy confidrntir.l.
Send for
at 560 and 51 ,0.
Catalog and Special World Beatine Offer of One Carat
Diamond for only $125. Write today now.
nd Slat.- A MadUon S»»..

—

The Walker Edmund Co., &;:.

|>UTA,

«

hiroKo.lll.

G. W. Snyder, who has been employed as
stenographer in the office of the storekeeper at
Dayton, O., has resigned and the vacancy has
been filled by L. E. Cowden.
V. N. Dawson has recently been appointed
storekeeper at Dayton, O.. vice T. H. Barker,
promoted. Mr. Dawson is a bright and estimable young man and we all sincerely wish him
success.

Tom Jordan, car repairer, who was injured
several weeks ago, is now back with his happy
smile.
J. P. Leahey, machinist at the East Dayton
shops, has entered into the bonds of matrimony.
We most heartily extend our congratulations to

Mr. and Mrs. Leahey, and wish them happiness
in their future life.

Dell Jenkins, painter, at the East Dayton
shops, is the proud father of a nine-pound
girl.
Dell is wearing the smile that won't come
oflf.
Mrs. Jenkins is gettinsi aloim very nicely.
'Congratulations, Dell."

made by

Hancock,

Tos.

May

1st, 1914.

P. H. Berryman, the popular agent at Spencerville, recently was compelled to undergo an
operation for appendicitis.
are glad to report that he Jias sufficiently recovered to be
able to resume his duties.

We

Please mention

Iowa.

n/landelPost Catd Machine
A
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Scott has been appointed car foreman fit
Wellston, O., vice P. T. Harkins, assigned to
other duties. Mr. Scott is well versed in car
work and there is no doubt but that he will
make good. This appointment was effective
iSoll

Lamoni,

Schearer, Montana, ma6e $22.35 in 5 hour*.
Miller. Iowa, Made $13.65 in one afternoon. We have
proo/'of this and hundreds of similar reports. No
matter who yon are or where you live, here's your
chance to double your present salary or income,
working: during spare limii or permanently .is a one
minute photographer, ^o experience needed. A
new, live business of l)iR cash rf'^'it'^. Vou can work at
homeor r.T-el, enjoy the hoalthful outdoor work and
beoomp iudepondcnt in joar own biisim-ss. InTf8t one
cent for a post il— a>k us for proof of what others are
doing— of what you can cam with a

This Picture
Taliing Outfit
pivoq yon

(i

com pic

tna.)<' husini'ss
fits for V..U at

to. road
thit prtxiu.-o-i
i

i
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Clarence Soehner, formerly employed in the
superintendent's office as maintenance of way
timekeeper, has resigned to accept a position as
traveling salesman for A. Ach & Son of Dayton.
Charles DeBra has taken the position
made vacant by Mr. Soehner.,

Frank Shobe, engineer, is now enjoying an extended tour of the west and southwest.
''Frank" was one of the hardest and most willing workers a year ago when the Company was
so hard hit by the floods. During the weeks
immediately following the flood Frank was on
the job day and night, not only giving his own
time freely, but furnishing the use of his automobile for any purpose needed and making no
charge for it.

ruary 6th, while going to fill the lamp farthest
from the depot, he discovered, wedged tightly
in the triangle formed by switch rail and main
track, a brake shbe which had been dragging
and had probably been lost by a freight train
leaving the siding sometime during the preceding night. The shoe was wedged in so
tightly that throwing the switch open did not
loosen it and it was necessary to use a heavy
bar to remove it, this with but ten or twelve
minutes remaining until the morning passenger
train was due.
The shoe would undoubtedly
have caused serious trouble if not discovered.

J. L. Cele, dispatcher, with his wife and two
daughters. Misses Coral and Charlene, left ]May
I8th for a trip to Florida.

It is with sadness that we chronicle the passing
one of our old and faithful employes, Charles
Egan. Mr. Egan has been in the service for
nearly thirty years, filling the positions of agent
of

at various stations. For several years he was
the agent at Chillicothe, O., always loyal to the
Company's best interests and faithful in the discharge of his duties. Last August he was

stricken with paralysis, which made it necessary for him to give up his duties. About April
1st he was removed to the St. Elizabeth's Hospital at Dayton for treatment and he died there

Wednesday,

May 6th. The remains were taken

to Chillicothe for interment. The family desire to express through the columns of the
Magazine their thanks and appreciation for the
many tokens of kindness during the illness and
for the sympathy expressed in the floral offerings.
D. C.

DEARDUFF

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C.
Correspondent,

H. & D.)
Roy Powell,

Superin-

tendent's Office.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White
F. M.

Conner

R. W. Brown
H. F. Passell
J. T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. C. Sappenfield

Dr. Wm. Osenbach
G. W. Anderson
W. B. Garrigus
Adam Storch
E. I. Partlow

Superintendent,

D.
J.

J.

F.

CuRRAN
GooLDY

Philip
J.

H. Graham

Geo.

Hanrahan

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Engineer

Road Foreman

Supervisor

Master Mechanic
Dispatcher
Company Surgeon
Conductor
Agent, Rushville

Blacksmith Foreman

Road Foreman

E.J. Fitzgerald

Geo. Matthews
E. McGuire

Agent Deardufif has been employed by the
continuously since 1895 and this is not
the first wreck he has probably averted. He
adopted "Safety First" as his motto long before
the term became a general railroad slogan. In
summer, when grass fires are numerous, he
makes it his business to keep a sharp eye on the
territory visible from his office and he has prevented more than one serious fire and probable
He
suits for damages against the management.

Company

Assistant General

Engines
Engineer

of

Car Foreman
Claim Agent

Agent, Indianapolis

Fireman
Switchman
Brakeman

Passenger

Machinist

Agent D. C. Dearduff, at Ficklin, Illinois, is
one of the many Company employes who do not
confine their interests in the Road to actual
office hours.
He has charge of the switch lights
at the Ficklin siding. On the morning of Feb-

one of the ever increasing number of Balti& Ohio employes who work for the best
interests of the Road, off duty as well as on.
is

more

Several changes in agents have been made on
the Springfield Division. C. A. Miller was
transferred from Hunt to Bolivia in place of
C. G. Vincent and Gordon Kay, formerly helper
at Hammond, was made agent at Hunt.

W. C. Dougherty is filling the position of
agent at Hillsdale while R. W. Sutton, regular
agent, is taking a leave of absence.
Conductor John Waugh, has resumed duty
through the west.
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The ideal place is Bloomingdale Glens (Turkey Run), fifty miles west of Indianapolis on the
C. H. & D. R'y.

mK:Mm

shall, Ind.), where conveyances for the Glens
meet the trains. The drive of some two and

a half miles is through a most beautiful and picturesque farming country.
On arrival, one is at once impressed with the
primitive but conveniently arranged campus,
surrounded by tents and cottages nestling in the
shade of the stately forest trees.
The Glens comprise some 1500 acres of the
most wonderful and romantic natural formation
of glens and gulches, runs and ravines, hills and
gorges, caves and caverns the imagination can

The Royal Gorge and Black Canon of
Colorado are there in miniature. The camera
can give only an inadequate idea of the
beauty of this scenic spot. Sturdy spruce and
pine give grateful shade to the cliffs draped with
long silky ferns, tinted with bright colored
flowers and bordered by the crystal waters of
Sugar Creek, where a beautiful sandy beach is
reached by a wonderfully romantic descent
from the camp.
There one can have a delightful and beneficial
vacation, "near to nature's heart," in the fullest
sense of the word.
Bloomingdale Glens is an ideal family place.
No questionable guests are tolerated and everything is as homelike and "ccmfy" as possible.
Families have been coming here for years.
Since the advent of the automobile, neighbors
and acquaintances come on Sundays from distances of from twenty-five to fifty miles, to enjoy a social visit and renew friendships.
An eating house is located on the grounds, at
which campers may secure their meals substantial ones, too. Or they may, if they prefer,
furnish their own. Parties or families expecting to stay several days or weeks should first
get into communication with the manager of the
camp, or the agent of the C. H. & D. R'y at
Marshall, Ind., and arrange for tent or cottage
and other necessities.
picture.

—

TURKEY HOLLOW
Turkey Run or Bloomingdale Glens,

as now
called, is located in the central, northern part
of Parke County, Indiana, about fifty miles west
of Indianapolis, on the C. H. & D. R'y (Mar-

Official Federal

League Schedule, 1914

Employes of the Company who are baseball fans will be glad to see the home
schedule of the Baltimore Federal League Team (The Terrapins) which follows:

AT HOME
WITH KANSAS CITY

WITH

May 18, 19, 20.
LOUIS
May 25, 26, 27.

July 31.

August

if, 3.

September

14, 15, 16, 17, 18.

ST.

July 22, 23, 24, 25t.

September

25, 26t, 28, 29.

WITH CHICAGO
May

21, 22, 23t.

August

4, 5, 6.

September

19t, 21, 22, 23, 24.

WITH INDIANAPOLIS
May

14, 15, 16t.

July 27, 28, 29, 30.

September

9, 10, 11, 12t.

WITH PITTSBURGH
May

August

28, 29, (30t-30*).

October

26, 27, 28, 29t.

5, 6, 7.

WITH BROOKLYN
April 20, 21, 22.

June

25, 26, 27t, 29.

October

8, 9, lOf, 12.

WITH BUFFALO
t

April 13, 15, 16, ISf.
April 23, 24, 25t.
* Holiday games A. M. and P. M.
Saturdays,

Saturday.

July 10, Uf, 13,
13.

Decoration Day.

14.

Baltimore AND Ohio
Employes Magazine

Bird of Columbia! well art thou
An emblem of our native land
With unblenched front and noble brow;
Among the nations doomed to stand.
Proud, like her mighty mountain woods;
Like her own rivers, wandering free;
And sending forth, from hills and floods.
The joyous shout of liberty
;

!

Like thee, majestic bird! like thee
She stands in unbought majesty.
With spreading wings, untired and strong.
That dares a soaring far and long.
That mounts aloft, nor looks below,
And will not quail though tempests blow.

— (\

JULY

11

.

'ritdin pson.

19 14

1

^1

1

1

n

1

1

1

Ml

A. L. TRUHER
Conductor

CM.

J. B.

1

nn

1

1

1

Wash.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

BEN ROSE

1

B. E.

1

1

AMENT

Illinois Central

Sioux City, Iowa

Elgin

You Got Aboard

Mn

0.

Memphis, Tenn.

Watches

1

J. P.

Engineer

&

St. P.

1

1

Engineer

CM.

Men Won

These

I Have

1

STILLWELL

Conductor
lUinois Central
Chicago, 111.

(ScSt. P.

Seattle,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

\mw

1

McDERMOTT
Fireman
M. &St.

;

F

\

C.

PRATT

Fireman
Illinois Central

P.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Champaign,

111.

as Prizes in 1913

the

Watch

Special? f

humming through the breeze at a mighty fast cHp. We're on the head-end,
and the local watch inspectors make a mighty capable and a mighty busy crew.
We've slowed down to let you on. Step lively
She's

—

—

!

A month ago we posted

this notice on the call-board
"Every trainman on this system
goes to his watch inspector and gets the schedule of our B. W.
watch with winding indicator, and writes us his opinion of this wonderful ticker, will
be sent a handsome leather wallet.
His opinion is valuable because it will enable
us to better present the merits of Elgin R. R. Watches.
And if his letter is one of
!

RAYMOND

who

—

the four best, he will also get
as a prize
Signed, Elgin National Watch Co., G. M.

This ought

—

a B.

W.

make you open the throttle wide and
make you roll. He's at the tower with

to

RAYMOND

watch

itself."

pull out for your inspector's at a

further orders from the old man,
and will give you the clear to a mighty fine present with our compliments.
For the
sake of your record, you ought to carry an

clip that will

I

Elgin Railroad
B.

Watch

|

W. RAYMOND Model
With Winding

Indicator

This winding indicator

is the only efficient signal
system ever invented for a railroad watch. It
automatically flags its wearer if he fails to wind up
regularly. And it shows at a glance how long the
40-hour main-spring has been working since it was
wound. The B. W.
is a wonderful
watch, every way you looic it over.
Its driving

B.

W.

RAYMOND
Model

RAYMOND

gear is so strong and so accurate that it will stand
a 40-hour trick without batting an eyelid, and
report in on the tick of the second.
You never
have to cut down its head nor "hit-er-up." It's
the finest piece of mechanism that ever pulled into
the yard.

On
it

now on your watch inspector's
Take time between runs to go over and see

exhibition right

track.

work.

Prize

And

Watch

let

your inspector enter you

Contest.

No

in the

expense to you.

ELGIN NATIONAL

WATCH

CO.

Elgin, Illinois
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The

First Result

of Training
More money

not the only result

is

of training but

First

difference whether
you are training to advance in
your present position or to enter
some new field, the very first
place you feel 3'our new training

Purchase

is

A

simple

little

ja:ket for the baby

Montgomery Ward pur.hase.
That "Baby" is now tv/cnty yDn.r3 old
— and just engaged. So another home
will be planned and furnished through
this first

Through

will

grow

And

your determination and
it grow.

the best of

it

is

you can now

that

this training right in your own
home after working hours— through the
clear and practical Courses of the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools.

big

selected

You're ambitious
better-paying job

to get a
— youyouwant
wouldn't be

— or

Be square with yourInvestigate this system of
Home Instruction and in the quiet of your
own home find out how it can help you.
reading this ad.

self at least.

Mark and Mail

—

customers in th's and other
countries bear evidence to the truthfulness of
this book
to the absolute fairness of every

the

Coupon

NO W

of

International Correspondence Schools

—

transaction.

you have yet to make your first Montgomery Ward purchase iF you are unfamiHar
with this Big Business Policy
if you want to
If

—

Box 1088.

— No

charge

Agency

—

obligation.

HH56.

New York
Chicago

Kansas City
Fort
Portland

Worth

I

can qualify

R. R. Traveline Fn«
R. R. TraveiinK Fi-iman
R. R. Construction Eng
Civil EnKineer
Survevor

.\ccountinjr

oncrcte Construction

Bankinsr

(

Automobile Runnint;
Locomotive Enjrinter

Electrical Engineer
Tel. and Tel Engineer

Air-Brake Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman

Mechanical Engineer

(general Foreman
R. R Shop Foreman

Salesmanship

C;ivil

Servce

Advertising

Name
Sf

I

mark X.

Bookkeeper

nnd Nn.

Ciiu

PKsent Occupat'on

Employed bx

rUast mention

me, how

SienoKrapher
I nglish Branches

Cien. Office .\ccounting

Address Dept.

Montgomery Ward & Co.

SCRANTON. PA.

Ple.ise explain, without any obligation to
for the position before which

see every dollar return a full dol'ar's worth,
send today for the handsome 1914 Catalogue.

No

is

to rna^e

get

With a'l the time necessary to consider, compare and care-ully choose, th's book features
for your benefit every necess ty and luxury.
And everything described en every one of the
thousand pares is up to the N'ontgomery Ward
Standard guaranteed to be exact todescripticn.
A^illions

your pay envelope.
how big your pay

the only limit to

For just as surely as the mercury in a
thermometer rises in proportion to the
heat, so will your salary go up in exact
proportion to your training.

book everything for the
and every precious doKar
to bring the most in value.

this

in

And

courage

the big catalogue of Montgomery
Ward & Company. For the saving—
the policy of honesty and square dealing she has known since childhood
has made its impression.
home can be
can be made

//rsi.

makes no

It

The

the

it is

this Jfiagazinc

Sinte

Man
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The

Department Opens the Door
::
Opportunity to Every Employe
Relief

of
::

::

years ago
TWENTY
pay
going

an'

employe obtained a loan from the Savings Feature, saying he was
Department and finally buy his own home. He now

"rent" to the Relief

to

owns twenty houses.

^

Seeing his wonderful success a brother (also an employe) entered the Savings Feature
and he now owns twelve houses.
^ The Savings Feature offers numerous advantages over any other building or loan association, but the chief one of these is the method of calculating interest.
^ Unlike most loan associations, there are no shares, interest being charged on the actual
amount the borrower owes after each payment is credited on his account.
^ Remember also that in the event of the death of a borrower (under fifty years of age) in
the Relief Department his loan is cancelled and the property borrowed upon is turned over
to his beneficiary free of our lien.
^ Attractive properties in the following cities, owned by the Savings Feature, may be purchased on reasonable terms:
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Baltimore, Md.
Fairmont, W. Va.
Garrett, Ind.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Butler, Pa.
Lorain, Ohio
Versailles, Pa.
Clarksburg, W. Va.
McMechen, W. Va.
Weston, W. Va.
Chicago Junction, Ohio

^ Apply today

for full information to

SUPERINTENDENT RELIEF DEPARTMENT
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Department S

We cordially invite ail employes to inspect carefully
the advertising now appearing in our Magazine.
It is our purpose to offer only such things as will
All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion
liquor or other objecticnable advertising will be accepted

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT
legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers.
so that there may be no question about its standard. No

ADVERTISING RATES

^

$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch). Width of
column, 16 ems or 2% inches
An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS
ROBERT M. VAN SANT, Advertising Manager
Camden

Station,

Baltimore, Md.

THOS. H. MacRAE, Western

Representative
Railway Exchange Building
Chicago, III.
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The Opportunity of the Physician
in Our Organization
Address of Welcome to Medical Staff at Annual
Convention

in

Washington, June 18th, 1914

By James

Murray

S.

Assistant to President

You

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

THE PLEASURE

of extending to

you a welcome on the part of the
president and management of
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company
has been assigned to me. I regard this as
a distinction and an opportunity, because
there are few sensations more delightful
than that of being the host,
case, representing the host,

to

my

tion

or, as in

and

my

of offering

co-workers in this great transporta-

machine a

real, cordial, friendly

and

Southern greeting, in the
belief that your time in this beautiful
City of Presidents will be happily and

old-fashioned

profitably spent.

me

to

know

presence of so

It

is

also pleasant for

that, although I

many

am

doctors, there

in the
is little

likelihood of its being necessar}^ for
of

them

to diagnose

my case and prescribe

a noxious dose, making
as

it

any

me

the subject,

were, of the trite old quip of a famous

physician in the middle of the eighteenth
century, which runs:

When
I

people's

ill,

tliey

come

to

I,

physics, bleeds and sweats 'em;

Sometimes they live, somtimes they
What's that to I, I let's 'em.

die,

})lan

are to be congratulated ui)on the

you have adopted

meeting toThere is

of

gether in annual convention.

probably no more helpful contribution to
the welfare of the Railroad

Company

than the practice of men of similar interests convening from time to time for the
purpose of exchanging ideas, plans and
hopes for the general improvement of
themselves, and the Company of which
the}'

are

the

representatives

—to

nothing of the pleasurable side of
inspired

by the happy intercourse

say

it all,

of per-

sonal contact.

Your

profession

is

an enviable and

It directs our

teresting one.

in-

thoughts to

some

of the im])ortant epochs in th"
growth of Medical Science, dealing as it

does with the conquests of ravaging diseases from age to age

wonder

of

our

and challenges the

imagination.

spect through the years of

A

the dim

retropast,

shows the dawn of this remarkable
science l^reaking with the early knowledge of surgery on the Isle of Crete about
3500 years B. C, even before it was
known in Egypt. !Moses, the lawgiver,

and

also

the

first

great

physician

of
5
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Egypt,

is

credited with the introduction

of the first laws of sanitation,

and was

by Hippocrates, born 460 B. C.
on the Island of Cos, off the coast of Asia
Minor, known as the Father of Medicine,
followed

who

discovered that the course of certain

diseases could be ascertained

by

to sounds in the chest zone.

Two

and

j^ears later this resulted in

listening

thous-

the inven-

by Laennec

tion of the stethoscope

of

Brittany.

How

learn

its

employ

functions and was the

to

fir.st

major operations.
Louis Pasteur the famous micrologist
in

it

—
—discovering among other things a cure
and

for h3^drophobia

also a

method

preventing dogs from going mad,

of

en-

is

a high place in the profession.

titled to

Contemporaneous with Pasteur was

Lis-

England, who observed the danger
of foreign life coming into contact with
Avounds after operations. He had been
ter, of

and the first to judge
health by the pulse.
One of his favorite

wash to prevent such inbut the discoveries of Pasteur
convinced him of the necessity of having
everything sterilized that came into conThis was the birth
tact with the wound.

prescriptions consisted of a concoction of

of antiseptic surgery.

interesting

to learn of Galen,

it is

born in Asia Minor 130 A. D., learned in

many

physiology, discovering

of the func-

tions of the nerves

powdered

galls, snails

are not told

what

this

and pepper. We
would cure per-

—

using a carbolic
fection,

uted Koch,

Germany contribwho was born in 1843, dis-

coverer of the cholera and consumption

haps a desire to live after taking a dose.
Hippocrates and Galen, while laying
much of a foundational nature in their
time, were unfitted to deal with pesti-

germs, opening up a nfw line of thought
and defence against these devastating

and also the ravages
brought about by war; indeed nothing
seems to have been accomplished in this

the other benefactors

lence,

calamities

respect during the

Dark

Ages, but the six-

teenth century produced Ambroise Pare,
the French physician, who, instead of
cauterizing

wounds with a red hot

iron,

learned to tie the arteries to stop bleeding,

and replaced magic and superstition

with sane methods.
Then we have William Harvey, born in
Folkestone,

England,

credited with the
circulation

of

first

the

in

1578,

who

is

knowledge of the

blood,

and seventy

years later appeared John Hunter, the
earnest student of anatomy.

followed by his pupil

Edward

Hunter was
Jenner,

who

discovered vaccination for small pox.

A

young Scotch phj^sician. Sir James Young
Simpson, becoming alarmed at the suffering people underwent in surgical operations,

experimented on the properties of

chloroform.

He

used

it

upon himself

to

scourges.

Time

much

is

for

too limited to refer to more of

who have done

the conservation of

so

and

life

alleviation of suffering, both in scientific

and

discoveries

establishing

financial

plans to take care of those whose income

has been impaired during sickness,
well exemplified in the Baltimore
Relief Department, of which

men
I

you

&

so

Ohio

gentle-

are the representatives.

have alw^ays thought that the inau-

guration of the Relief Department scheme
of the

Baltimore

pany, with

its

&

Ohio Railroad Com-

various features, was a

splendid work, skillfully conceived and

ably perpetuated by those

who

in the footsteps of its founder.
all

followed

And

of

the features of this beneficent plan,

no one is more important, broadly speaking, than the duties assigned to the Medical Staff, which deals with the employes
themselves in a high sense with their

—

mental and moral
physical condition.

—

uplift as well as their

Their influence for

THE HALTIMOKK AM) OHIO
good

l)uth for (.'inploycs aiul their laiiii-

manifold.

lies is

It

is

also true that the

Doctor employed by the Company is
concerned in conserving the railroad's interest as well as that of the employe, and
dual relationship,

in this

ing to observe

how

it is

most pleas-

fairly this obligation

to both has been met.

The
is

field of

work

much

Medical Staff

of the

broad, the horizon

far off

is

has been done, more

The domain

done.

hygiene

of

is

and while
and

affording vast areas for ex-

is

—

ploration and suggestive remedies the
cleanliness of the Company's property
especially in

and

in cars

and about yards and stations

—the

personal

emi:)loyes in dining cars

and on sleeping cars

—

cleanliness of

and restaurants
the procurement

—

water disseminating
knowledge of bathing, eating and
sleeping showing the destructive force
of intoxicating liquor, apart from its
moral aspect, and illustrating its imi^airment upon one's efficiency as a working
of proper drinking

correct

—

—

body politic the proj^er
clothing to wear the indulgence in
healthy sports and pastimes and reading
unit

the

in

—

the best literature.
are to

All these thoughts

my mind

eration

and

I

worthy of your considhave no doubt they have

already received

And

l'LoVi:s

sents an ()j)p()rtuiiity that

again, 3'our suggestions

operation in the Safety First

and

co-

movement

No

I

am

sun-

The

Relief

Department

is

is

an import-

ant and influential arm of the service.

It

intimately connected with the opera-

is

and no one should misunderstand this significant fact. I wish to
convey the assurance of the president of
tions of the railroad

his interest in all of its personnel,

and

its

operations.

Apart from

scope in the matter of

its

dealing with the sick and injured, the
entire organization, especially the

Med-

Department, has an opportunity to
encourage and ripen the pleasant relations that must exist between the management and employes if the Companj^ is
ical

to accomplish

all that is expected of it,
both from a humanitarian as well as from

To

a financial standpoint.

this

end your

directed to the Savings Feat-

attention

is

ure, with

which you are all familiar. It
all employes and certain mem-

extends to

bers of their families the privilege of lay-

by

ing

their savings at a fair rate of inter-

and, more important than

est;

gives

all

members

of the Relief

this,

it

Depart-

to acquire a homestead or
improve the ones in which they live. It
may be that we do not fully grasp what

ment a chance

opportunity

this

man.

it.

MACAZIXK

attractive to a railroad surgeon.

yet to be

sanitation

i;.M

It

select his

signifies to

a provident

means that an emj^loye may

own

building

be along the

line

of

site,

the

provided

railroad,

it

and

one has the
power of persuasion equal to a doctor in
the matter of protection of the human

borrow the money from the Savings Fund

powers are limited anywhere, he is at least supreme in this one
respect.
B}- instruction, as he goes about

in

can prove invaluable.

bod}'.

among

If

his

his patients, his fellows

co-employes, he has

it

and

his

in his province to

dispense information as to the, hazards of
railroad

life,

how

to

minimize certain

and how to live a good, clean
and wholesome life.
This situation predangers of

it

to construct his

own home thereon accord-

and means, paying for it
monthly installments extending over

ing to his taste

quite a long period of time, at just a

little

quantum than if he were to pay
rent, and when paid for, own it outright
have his own home the citadel of
higher

—

—

American

citizenship.

Therefore,

you

gentlemen,

in

your

daily association with employes of the

Company, have an opportunity

to <ug-

—

—

—
!

!
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gest these advantages that are within
their reach,

and to show them how

the}^

may avail of the benefits to be derived
from this feature. I am sure if this were
done the more than $3,500,000 balance
now held in the Relief Department for
this purpose would go rapidh^ towards

the acquisition of homes

b}"

the employes,

and a correspondingly greater mutuality
of interest would be established between
the Company and the men.
It has been a real pleasure to meet you in
person, and I trust and know your convention will produce

many

beneficial results.

Sunrise
By

E. Nesbit

After so many long dark days
The sun shines dowii the rain-wet ways
And every tear on every thorn
Is like a gem to deck the morn;

Because at last Love comes

And
So

turns

November

many

Have

foolish loves and vain
flashed across my window-pane

Lanterns and lamps whose borrowed

fire

Mocked

the true sun's divine desire:
And, through the window I have known

The

fraud, and kept

my

house

my

own.

into

my

way,

May.

'

3

But now the sun is risen, fling wide
Doors, windows, to the light, my pride
No corner of my house but, swept
By sighs, and washed by tears long wept,
Is clean to meet the morning's rays
Dear Love, dear sun of all my days

X

5<

A Lesson in Individual Responsibility
for Every
The derailment

Employe

of the rear car in a

through passenger

which fortunately did not

result fatally for either
passengers or crew, developed the fact that the foreman
in charge of track men failed to follow instructions as to
train,

condition to be maintained while doing
ing interference with traffic, since

work and avoid-

were not properly spiked.
—The
—The tamping was not thoroughly done.
3 —There was too much skeleton track, and
4 — Rail was too
1

rails

2

tight.

The above occurrence

is an illustration of disregarding
Disobedience can gain nothing, but loss
instructions.
therebv is inevitable.

X

a

Now

Wells Fargo

Baltimore

&

Ohio Lines

Company

Progressive Express

On

Operating

Joins Progressive Rail

road for Bigger and Better Business

HE

current issue of the

Fargo Messenthe monthly mag-

Wells
ger,

azine published in the
interests

of

the Wells

brought

about

formation

the

of

the

Express Company, compares their operations here with the operations of organizations which

conduct a similiar busi-

ness in other countries, touches

upon the

Com-

present competition between the express

pany and its employes,
devoted almost entirely to the recent
extension of the Express Company's

inaugurated by the government, and con-

Fargo

Express

is

operations

b}'

the

acquisition

new

of

most important of
which are the Baltimore ct Ohio, Baltimore ct Ohio Southwestern, and the Cincinnati, Hamilton ct Dayton.
One article
describes the history of the Wells Fargo
Express Company and its magnificent expansion from an intrastate express company sixty-two years ago to one which now
transportation

lines,

operates over a very extensive
illustrated with

It is

field.

photographs of the Inter-

state Limited of the Baltimore

&

Ohio,

with a picture of Harper's Ferry and the
graceful curve in our right of

up the Potomac past
still

the

jxart of

the

emplo3'es of the express companies, they
are a feature of important transportation

which

is

here to stay on account of the

peculiar excellence
render.

of

This article

is

the service the\'

by a
Sand Patch
by the traffic

illustrated

picture of the entrance to our
tunnel.

The

third article,

Comway the

vice-president of the Wells Fargo

pany, outlines in a comprehensive

immense new

fields opened up to the
employes of the Company for the securing of new business, not alone through

the taking over of the express business

and

which has heretofore been transported
along these lines, but also by the acquisition of new business through the progressive methods of the Wells Fargo

another of our bridge across the Sus-

discusses

cludes with a prophecy to the effect that

with proper interest on the

way sweeping

this historic spot,

quehanna River. An article by the vicepresident and general manager of the
Wells Fargo Company, called ''The Fargo

Wav,"

companies and the parcels post system

conditions which

Company. The old bridge of the Baltimore & Ohio at Relav illustrates this

—
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article.

And

in order to

have the ac-

counting department of their organization represented, their vice-president

and

comptroller makes an important contri-

which touches briefly upon the
which will arise in his department on account of the taking over of the
bution,

necessities

''The growth of Wells Fargo has been
steadily eastward.
In that respect it is

from most American men and inThis company was born upon
the Pacific rim of the United States; bred
west of the Rocky Mountains. It is only
different

stitutions.

within the last quarter of a century or so
that it ventured east of the Missouri

THE ROMANCE AND THRILLS OF EXPRESS SERVICE IN THE SIXTIES
THE OLD OVERLAND COACH
old express

company with

its

different

accounting system.

Baltimore

from

&

Ohio employes can see

this brief analysis

issue of the Wells

the

of the current

Fargo Messenger that

company which

is

taking over the

express franchise on our lines
extremelj^ progressive ideas

is

one of

and

action,

and that the Baltimore & Ohio-Wells
Fargo alliance is a splendid forward step
for both organizations.
In order, however,

that the expansion of the Wells

Fargo Company during the last sixty
years can be better appreciated and the
possibilities of further expansion through
the newly acquired Baltimore & Ohio
connections better understood, we quote
the following from the July Wells Fargo
Messenger:

IS

RECALLED BY

River. In 1887, the Santa Fe Railroad
builded a line into Chicago, and this
company entered that city upon its
rails.

A

year later Wells Fargo

& Com-

pany succeeded the Erie Express Company upon the lines of the Erie Railroad
and entered New York on March 12,

—

Upon
1888, to make the date exact.
that day Wells Fargo had finally spanned
the continent.
''The development of our company has
been both steady and consistent. In
1852, when it was born, it felt that the
then little known state of Cahfornia
would

form

generous field for its
was not long before it
was reaching into a larger territory
its coaches were not merely content to
run from Sacramento and from San
Francisco to the foothills of the Sierras.
They began to thread the impasses of the
snow peaks, the great deserts of Nevada
and Utah, the crevices of the Rockies,
activities.

a

But

it
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Eventuthe i)lains to the east of them.
there were Wells l^'ar^o coaehes all
the way through to the Pacihe from those
old-time Missouri Hiver <^ateways--8t.
Joe and Indepeudeiice.
"When the railroad eame and suj)planted the stage eoach, Wells Far^o
very quickly adapted itself to the new
form of transportation. With its treasure-boxes it rode the first trains to eross
the continent; it still is riding- ui)()n transWhen the railroad
eontinental limiteds.
bei;an j:)oking its feelers here and there
into the fastnesses of the g:reat west, Wells
Fargo, already familiar with that terri-

and largest expansion. Five years ago
it
assumed the express contracts upcjn
the Chicago, Milwaukee ik St. l*aul
system including the splendid new ex-

******

roads had been added Wells Fargo found
that it had more than 90,000 miles of
railroad and steamship lines, including
many miks of high-grade interurban
It then became, and
electric railroads.
to-day remains, the largest express company in the world.
"Recently the Wells Fargo Messenger has told of our advance into London
and into Paris; of our superb new office
the handsomest exin the former city
and of tli< locapress office in the world
tion of our Paris office in the verv heart

ally

tory, rode with

it.

'With the continent well spanned, the
ex[)ansion of Wells Fargo did not cease.
It steadily added to its railroads in the
middle })ortions of the land and it began
stretching itself over the waters of the
Pacific; due west to Hawaii and north
Toto \'ancouver, Victoria and Alaska.
day our company is the only express
operating in the Hawaiian Islands and
are
in Alaska and the Yukon.
practically the only express in Mexico,

We

—

tension of that projxTty through to the
Puget Sound country and addecl more
than 9, ()()() miles to its mileage. Three
years ago it made another great stej)
forward, succeeding the former Pacific
Fxi)ress Company upon the lines of the
the Missouri
so-called Could railroads
Pacific, the Iron Mountain, the Wabash,
the International- tV: CJreat Xorthehn, the
Texas tt Pacific and a large part of the
Denver (fc Uio Crande. When these rail-

—

—

—

—

WELLS FARGU sTEEL REFRIGERATOR CAR-THE UP-TO-DATIO TYPE

and

in ordinary times of peace in that
beset country we do a tremendous busiWithin
ness south of the Rio Grande.
the past year. Wells Fargo has assumed
the express business in the prosperous
The star of
republic of San Salvador.
our destiny seems to be set south as well
as east and west.
"But it is within the United States that
Wells Fargo has shown its steadiest

portion of that city.
the heels of our European
invasion, comes the acquisition of some
12,000 miles of high-grade railroad in the
central and eastern sections of the
United States, giving us our first tlirect
entrance into Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington, to say nothing of new
trunk lines from these cities and New
York to Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinof

the

tourist's

Now, upon
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—

Chicago and St. Louis more trunk
extending south from Chicago and
from St. Louis both south and west.
nati,

lines

The Baltimore

&

Ohio Railroad

''Taking the new Hues from east to west,
the Baltimore & Ohio is the first for conIt also is the system which
sideration.

tant link in the shortest and strongest
express line to the west and southwest.
'Tn assuming the contracts over the
four thousand busy miles of Baltimore
& Ohio, Wells Fargo joins its interesting
history to the squally interesting history
of the oldest of our American railroads.
Baltimore & Ohio is not only the earUest
of our overland carriers, but it is also re-

THE MOTOR TRUCK PLAYS AN IMPORTANT PART IN WELLS FARGO SERVICE
Fargo into the largest
territory; not only greatly
strengthening our compamy in the east,
but extending it into three important
brings

Wells

amount

of

cities

new

which

reached

it

directly

heretofore has
Philadelphia,
Balti-

never

—

more and Washington. The Baltimore
& Ohio also opens up to Wells Fargo
opportunities for an excellent service into
Wheeling,
Zanesville, Columbus, Dayton and CinIn connection with its allied
cinnati.
roads, the Cincinnati^ Hamilton & Dayton and the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, it not only affords us rail facilities to Louisville and to Indianapolis, but
new facilities for reaching eastward from
Chicago and St. Louis. In this way
Baltimore & Ohio will form an impor-

such

cities

as

Pittsburgh,

markable from the fact that it has not
changed its corporate name or its corporate existence from the day that it was
founded away back in 1829. Its his-

—

tory is virtually the history of railroading in America. When its first link
was spaded a short stretch of nine miles
of crudely constructed railroad from
Baltimore west to Relay the future of
the steam locomotive was still in doubt.
The directors of the early Baltimore &
Ohio took no chances. They used gray
horses for hauling their trains, and the
supreme test that was given to Peter
Cooper's famous Tom Thumb locomotive
was that it should make better time than
the road's best gray horse. This test the
locomotive met, although it conquered the
horse with a great deal of difficulty.

—

—

THK BALTIMOHK AM)

OIIKJ

" From that day to this the liistory of
the Baltimore & Ohio has been a record
Its Hue has been steadily
of i^ro^ress.
millions of dollars and years
rel)uilded
of hard labor havin"; j2;()ne to eliminate
g:rad(\s and curves, to Iniild terminals and
yards, to replace tunnels and brid.i!:es,
until the main line of the historic road is
as straight and as fine as any in America.
Perhaps the most unusual of all the

—

(Mi<2;ineering

triumphs

Ohio, however,

i

IfK

is

of

Baltimore

c^t

the Ma^iiiolia cut-ofT

il.M

I'LO^

i:s

MACAZINK
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Ohio. At C'uml)trland the road's two
greatest brandies, the one leading north

and west
the

to Pittsburgh

other

leading

and to (Jincinnati, unit(
Martinsburg the main hne

^\'heeling
at

and Chicago, and
and west to

south

;

while
the

of

Cumberland N'alley Railroad, e\('haii}.ing
a great amount of freight with Jialtimore
6c Ohio, diverges.
Over each of the fiftyseven miles of line b(*tween Cumberland
and Arartins})urg, l^altimore 6c
)hio
hau!^ some twenty million ton< of fr('i«iht
(

SKHVICE INSIDE WELLS FARGO OFFICES IS JUST AS GOOD AS THEIR OUTSIDE
APPEARAN'CE. THIS IS THE FOURTEENTH STREET STATION
IN

—an

NEW YORK

hour or two to the west of Harwhere six miles of the old
main line are being eliminated, at a cost
of considerably more than a million
dollars a mile.

per's Ferry

—

"Between Cumberland and IMartinsburg, about fifty-seven miles, is the
stretch^of heaviest traffic of Baltimore c\:
.

each year
establish

— tonnage

new

figures that almost
records for such traffic.

The Cincinnati, Hamilton
Dayton Railway

&

"It is only within a few years that this
road became a part of the Baltimore &
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Ohio family. It is a good many years
that Wells Fargo has been operating the
most important sixty miles of the main
line of the C. H. & D., upon Erie trains
which long have held trackage rights
from Dayton down into Cincinnati. The
new contracts not only give us the local
business between Daj^ton and Cincinnati,
but also over the entire system north

from Dayton through Troy, Piqua and
Lima where it intersects the main line
of the Erie
to Toledo; southeast from
Dayton to Ironton and west from Hamilton to Springfield, 111. This last hne not
only links with a network of existing
Wells Fargo lines in and around Springfield, but gives our company a direct access to Indianapolis, the capital and most
important city of Indiana.

—

—

the Missouri Pacific, the Iron Mountain
and the Wabash.
''But the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern is more than a link to our system.
It gives this company rail access to that
fine
Kentucky metropolis Louisville.
Heretofore our service in and out of
Louisville has been limited to the Ohio
River packets plying between that point
and Cincinnati."

—

To

the Baltimore

&

Ohio South-

western Railroad
''The Baltimore

&

Ohio Southwestern

was not only the original link connecting
Cincinnati and St. Louis, but it still remains the most direct route between
these two famous old-time river to^Tis.
It is the link which gives the parent Baltimore & Ohio direct access to St. Louis
and the many railroads reaching south
and west from that great traffic hub. For
Wells Fargo it is an especially valuable
link, intersecting at Vincennes our recently
acquired Chicago & Eastern Illinois system and reaching finally our man}^ routes
leading out of St. Louis over the Frisco,

—

the

direct routings

Ohio, the

affilia-

Fargo

under the control of a

much

larger

the expansion of our express

for

field

Wells

organization and a

single

carrying service, than
before.

The Baltimore

&

Compan}^
means more express connections, more
with

tion

we have

e#er had

Following the practice of

many

Fargo Company is not striving so much to get competitive traffic as it is to open up new
fields of operation for its service, and it
has been the pioneer in developing many
of the railroads, the Wells

new

lines

in

the express business.

It

should be a great stimulus to Baltimore

&

Ohio employes to be associated with

the largest and probably the most progressive express

company

in the w^orld,

and w^hole-hearted and energetic cooperation between the employes of the two
organizations will undoubtedly mean a
gratifying extension of express operation

and a

large increase in business for both.

"

"

"

"

The Auto Johnson Bought
By John Amid

OHNSON

bought

an

automobile.

ancient

Simpson laughed

telegraph poles, but the organs of the

animal are
the

wares.

at him.

''Johnson,"

Simpson,

said

"The

the

old but

''until

still

affected

They have
prize that
still

known make,

Johnnie, m}^ boy, you're stung.

popular song.

I

admired

today.

You'll live to

mourn

thought gives

me

once

—

and the

this day,

joy.

I

had an uncle

risibilities

are too easily \vrought upon.

The machinations
are antiquated.

of

Why?

upon a time the

your

cerebellum

Once
maker of

Because.

prehistoric

buggies completed the original gas wagon,

and sold

it

at a high price.

It

was a

primitive contrivance, and soon would

not respond to the patient cranking of the

cave-dwelling 'chofer.'

was

sold, for

tried to
all I

of

And
car

I

it

you pay

have secured

I

the Sunset.

style,

got

but

it'll

much

For

this reason

gold, to one

run the thing, and

failed.

know he may have been an

your uncle.

changed.

But, Simp!

When you

who
For

ancestor

Times have

annex a second-

hand chug-bugg\' in these modern
you buy a real machine. A f(nv flecks
of exterior decorations may have been
knocked off in contact with midnight
days,

man had
"The

is

an

It

is

may

not

do the work.

Why?

now

to do a

in a new
The Chester-

Because

for the style.

shekels for this

me about

overhauled

car

may have

th(Mr

for the first stanza of a

who accepted my

field

crying

to.

thing of value told

"Simpson," said Johnson, "you cause
me what the French call ennui. Your

it

have the

Dealers overhaul

before

valuable edition of that well-

have always
your intellectual capacity; that opinion changes
present

sound.

parts

it

it.

as good as new.

little

His

thoroughly.

tinkering

I

now and

machine is going to take
want to go, and back again.

then, but the

me where

I

The days

of lying on the macadam
beneath a second-hand automobile, my
lad, are dead and gone."

"Johnnie," said Simpson,

.sadly, "you
wind blowing through
Junk is junk, and not

talk like the west

the

laundry.

cream simply because the man who
sold it to you wore a cigar and a smile.
My uncle's automobile wa^ guaranteed
to stick on a three per cent.
ice

—

"Simmy," interrupted Johnson, "kindly
can your uncle. The hosts of our present
civilization

—

"Johnson," said Simpson,
uncle

—

"listen.

My

^f^^^^F"

^^^^1

M
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"

"

THE

AM)

BAI/n.MoKi:

"Simjisoii," said Juliii>uii,

"

olllo

"you wait!"

The next day he invited Simpson toridc
"Why, Johnnie!'' remarked Sim])s()n
as he eHm])ed to a front seat, 'T

ai)olo<!;ize.

know you had a real liargain hke
1
You're a hicky dog, that's what
do beheve you've grabbed the original
nii^le
auto that Father Noah eoaxed
aboard the ark with a ean of crude oil."
"Mercifully turn the current of your
1 di(hi't

this.

.

humor on the way
the

1

Simp,"

road,

Johnson.
heav(^

joyfully

may

''You

hitting

is

air.

I

on the muffler cut-out a regular

Xot

succession of reports can be heard.

Our

remind

I

cylinders

are

you,

we

shooting

in

their

are slightly second-hand."

ance applies to all things. Even the
kindergarten may be over done; and when
hears

experience,

an adult of your years,
and presumed intelligence,

descending to the level of a three year old
child

— expressing

fond satisfaction with

the fleeting and temporary condition of a

—

dangerous though enticing toy
"I'm going to name her Medusa,"
interrupted Johnson, dreamily patting
one side of the steering wheel and causing
the impulsive creature to lunge dangerously toward the curb; "I shall feed her

only the most refined

money

gasoline that
of

you

care

that

treat a

reason

—

oil,

wTCcks

machine

and the choicest

can buy.

It's lack

automobiles.

right,

it

my

like

ini-

uncle.

wreck with an
than (me stop to the

less

yards,

you"!!

an

you're

optimist.

out what

find

she'll

do.

And >()U get no sympathy from me.
You know altogetlier too much. If 1
were l)uying a second-hand car
trust
I

'd

my own

fool

I

judgment

A

go to someone who knew.

wouldn't
so
little

far.

—

coughs, followed by loud and intermittent

If

stands to

from

exi)!()si()ns

seat.

somewhere

under

the

Anxiously Johnson came to a stop

at the side of the road

and got down to

Joyfully Simpson folded his

investigate.

arms and

whetted

vocabulary

his

in

anticipatory pessimism.

But

th(^

trouble failed to materialize.

AVith inexi)erienced eyes Johnson looked
into the hot jungle of pipes

beneath

"Johnnie," returned Simpson, "in my
youth as a gay college lad I once wrote
a treatise on The Kindergarten, America's
Greatest Asset.' But the rule of temper-

one

hundred
She'll

Simi)S(jn

in

talk

to run this

\()U cxijcct

If

average of

regular.

Init

appointed order and with proper force,
if

bi-okc

"you

Here Medusa came strongly into the

— and here he swelled with the pride
of
new-born vocabulary that every
— ''when
true-l)orn motormaniac knows
irregular,

"Johnnie.""
j)ati('ntly.

17

conversation with a series of astonishing

out''

step

MACA/INH

)^ i:s

when

step ujion the muffler cut-

I

I'M

interrupted

notice that

on the throttle we burn the

when

Also

this vessel

;.\I

I

hood,

the

once

and wires

straightening

himself to threaten with a black

monkey-

wrench Simpson's ceaseless flow of caustic
comment. Then he tried cranking the
engine.
It responded instantly.
"I'll
he
muttered
be
jiggered,"
amazedly,

he

as

climbed

behind

the

wheel, too puzzled even to take advantage
of

Simpson's

They

evident

disappointment.

finished the trip without further

incident.

The

Sunday Medu-sa chugged
the boulevard and
stopped in front of the Simpson home.
The Simpson adults emerged, and for
seventeen miles Medusa saw her duty
and (lid it. They returned without
following

majestically

along

mishaj).

"Kind

of

hot,

isn't

she,

Johnnie?"

asked Simpson, visibly impressed.
"Oh, yes, she's heated a bit," assented
Johnson indifferently, squinting through
the blue vapor that rose through

the
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floor of the

from

the

machine and curled upward
front

the

of

hood.

"But,

He was black from the top
Sunday hat to the toes of his
Sunday shoes.
But fifteen minutes with
a bottle of gasoline and half an hour in
the bath tub removed nearly all signs
of the battle.
At four-thirty, in his
office suit, he threw out the clutch and
jerked Medusa to a noisy and impressive
stop in front of the Simpson drive.
"You're late, Johnnie," said Simpson
hopefully.
"Have any trouble?"
"Sure thing," answered Johnson, waving his hand with a gesture that belied
grease.
of

his

queried Mrs. Johnson, from the rear seat.

his

words.

''Warm," grunted Johnson. "She's
hotter than the devil in his palmiest
days.
It's a four to one shot we never
get her home."
And therein he foreshadowed his glory
For three
as an automobile prophet.

fellow to get her started.

kindly remember that we've gone quite
a distance at quite a

clip.

adjusted

quite

right

The}"

,

isn't

they

After

yet.

me

tell

stomacher

at the garage that the

have performed a simple operation on
the blamed thing she'll run cool as a
wet herring on ice." With that he threw
in the clutch and Medusa swung around
the corner and was lost in a diminishing
volume of smoke and sound.
''She is a little

warm,

blocks further on.

dear, isn't she?"

Medusa came

to

a

groaning stop, the laboring engine dying
Johnson telephoned the
at the curb.
garage.

"Get home

all

right the

other day,

Johnnie?" asked Simpson when the}^
met at lunch a half week later.
"Sure thing," said Johnson. He neglected to add that they had arrived by
trolle}^

'^Say,

did

certainly
of

you know that old engine
get

hot that

One

day.

the thing-a-bobs in the inwards of

grease on
right

"Had

me

too.

to crank like a good

But

Got a

she's

lot of

running

all

now."

"Huh!" ejaculated Simpson disappointsmudge where Johnson's
knuckle had hit a bit of grease since the
bath. "If you call that getting greasy I
wish you could see a real mechanic."
edly, looking at a

"Oh," explained Johnson lightly, "there
was more than that, but I washed it off."
And then they did twenty miles hard
running. Medusa's old iron heart never
skipped a beat.

The machine ran home successfully.
Johnson swomg her into the drive,
missing

the

three inches
usual.

telegraph

pole

by nearly

—an even wider margin than

Six feet from the porte-cochere,

I

had

unexpectedly, the engine gave one spas-

She runs

like

cream on a Coney
I'm counting on you again for next
Sunday."
Johnson went to the wood shed,

modic jerk and stopped with a rattle and
tinny clatter of metal under the hood.
Johnson put in all of his Sunday evening
with a lantern and got up at daylight to
renew the struggle. But when at nine

latterly rechristened the garage, at one-

he

the brute was

'em

fix it

all

at the garage.

blink.

Island picnic now.

ice

thirty

on the

on Sunday.

the machine.

He

At three

tried

to

crank

forty-five p.

m.

left for

the office without breakfast,

he asked his wife to telephone the garage
people to "come up and haul the damn

the engine started, apparently surprised.

thing away."

In the interval Johnson removed and
replaced, it seemed to him, half the

"Funny thing," he told Simpson on
Tuesday, as he picked him up at his

vital

parts;

placing,

it

and removed, without reseemed to his wife, all the

and carried him superbly home;
"blamed old engine stuck in the front

office

TllK HALTlMOKi:

AM)

OillO

yard the other day. Sonic jin^;l<' or
other had busted at the front end, and
took 'em heaven knows how lon^ to
it
I'm gettin<>;
fix it down at the shop.
were vl^^hi
you
that
ready to beheve
about second-liand autos."
"Well," said Simpson rather dubiously,
''she certainly hums along mighty well

now.

Fve known

lots of

people to have

more trouble with a new machine than
you've had with this old boat so far.
But then" and he brightened up "you
haven't had it a month yet."
Two full weeks after that Simpson
had his first chance to see Johnson doing
yeoman's work in approved automobile
He
style of the old and passing order.
was lying on his back between the wheels,
poking anxiously upward with a wicked
weapon which he had extricated from
He was talking intimately
the tool chest
and earnestly to the bottom of the engine.
He hunched himself out from under the
car, when Simpson hailed him, by a

—

—

.

on his
neck and

simi^le i:)rocess of raising himself

heels

and the back

of

his

jerking himself along in the dust, two

Then he

inches at a time.

got uj) and

patted himself to remove the road.

"Been

here

cheerfully.

long?''

"How

do

asked

you

"Wow!"'

said

got here.

Johnson.

But

it

'Tt's

in anger,

hot!

shore looks as

i'l

gave an indifTcrent twist to

The engine

crank.

th,'

started with a (juiet

every cylinder hitting as if just
from the garage.
He shook his head sadly. "Word-

j)urr,

aren't adequate," said he.

you had the sense of a pcaiiul."
Simpson severely, "you'd certainly
learn to run that ship before you take
it out unto the high seas like this.
That
engine knows a lot more than you do."
"My tlear," remarked Johnson over
"If

said

his shoulder to his wife as they drove
toward home, "are you praying?"
"For what, dear?" asked Mrs. Johnson,

slightly bewildered.

"That well get home," said
sized

me

Jolinsuii

you," he emphaever\' word, "that there's some-

"Let

fervently.

tell

thing radically wrong with the middle of

—

—

this machine
right
now. But you've
always stood well with the church, and

we may

get hom(\"
But they didn't.
"I tell you what," said Johnson to his
wife two months later.
"I'm getting

bill's

a whopper.

I

last

garage

don't believe there's

time when that car has run

a day without some
busted.

The

game.

sick of the auto

Ijeen a single

Simpson
Mrs.
do,

Johnson."
Just

EMrLDVES MACIAZINK

It's

worn

new

fool thing

that's

out,

going

what.

Looks as though Simpson was right,
with his blamed old uncle."
"But Mrs. Simpson was congratulating

if

we would be here for some time to
You'd better 'phone the garage
people, when you get in, to come out

me

come.

Johnson,

and tow us home."'
"What seems to be the matter?"
Lungs won't work right.
''Everything.
Teeth need filling. Shouldn't wonder a
particle but what the alimentary canals
and esoi)hagus have to be entirely
removed. ^listaken tubes all in wrong."
He walked dejectedly to the front of
the machine, and more hi sorn^w than

did pay very

only the other day," replied Mrs.

"on

having

''There's

You

struck

such

a

we

reall>'

a funny thing there,

too,"

bargain in our car.

kno^\'

litth^ for it."

Johnson thoughtfully. ''The fool
apparatus has behaved pretty well when
said

Simpson's around.

Why,

I

believe

it's

not actually broken dowTi once when he

was riding in it.
does seem," he
It
added bitterly, "as though it just waited
for him to get out to raise about four

—
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different

little

brands

of

at

stop with a final grinding tear, and locked

quite

dead. Hind wheels, clutch, engine seemed gripped in the rigid embrace of death.

deviltry

once."

Then he scratched

his

head

hard.

bill

protested about the size

of

the

to the owner of the garage, but only

an

went to the garage once more

It

He

unpleasant

conversation

and transferred

charges

his business

Parkside Garage, owned

by a

this

time

like

a funeral cortege

—on

skids.

"I didn't want to

resulted.

Finally Johnson paid the full
disgustedly,

and

explained the

fix it,"

when he came

garage foreman to Johnson
in,

he

You

"until I talked with you.

—

see"

ance of Simpson's.
The change seemed

though it
might be quite an
expensive job."
"Oh I'm strong,"

only to bring more

said

trouble.

"Had my

the

to

business

acquaint-

Finally the crash

came.

Medusa

hesitated

"it

looks

as

ohnson.

J

only

tested

heart
two

spin,

weeks ago. I'm fit
as a two year old.
You don't have to
break it gently.

but balked before

What's the

the Simpson man-

damage?"

acted quite well on
the customary Sun-

day afternoon

sion,

stopping with

"Well, to

tell

the

'

a double jerk that

truth sir, explained

made Johnson, now

the foreman apolo-

with

getically, "the
machine is pretty
badly knocked out.
In fact" he was

fairly intimate

the inner workings
of her patched

and

plotting heart,
shudder inwardly.
To Simpson, less
versed, it passed
almost unnoticed.

The

car

moved off
enough,

'

—

uncomfortable; even a garage
foreman has human
visibly

parts,

and there are

limits to the misery

that he can enjoy
"AT 3.45 p. M., THE ENGINE STARTED
"in fact I'm not
but on the arrival
sure it'll pay to rebuild it at all. It would
at the wood-shed garage came to a stop
with an even more violent spasm.
cost at the least say a hundred or a hundred
''Cuss the thing!" muttered Johnson
and fifty dollars, and you see it would be
almost impossible to do a really good job
as he climbed down.
''It sounds as if
she was certainly on the rocks this time."
at that.
The gears are entirely gone.
She was.
She stripped in the transmission first,
When he cranked the engine it started and that locked. Then the pinion was
nicely.
But the car backed out of the driven out of place by the bevels. Then,
shed jerkily, stubbornly, protestingly.
of course, the differentials had to go,
Half-way to the house it came to a full
clusters and all.
There's not a single
steadily
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left in the whole outfit that ouj!;ht tu
be used again."
''Well," said Johnson hopefully, "would
new gears cost such a weepin' lot?''
not that only. It would Ix'
''Its
almost impossible to do a job that would

gear

You

stand up.
thing's

and

new
car.

see, in

worn down;

all.

an old car

ever}'-

axle, roller-bearings,

Everything.

You

can't

gears in tight as you could in a

They won't stand up

put

new

to the work."

"What's the answer?" asked Johnson.
"W^ell,'' replied the foreman slowly,
"if I were you I'd see what I could get
They
for it from a wrecking company.
might i)lug uj) the gears and with a few
new ones do a cheap job that would stand
up for a while anyway long enough to

—

sell

"What would they

give

me

for it?"

fair.

The motor's

It

and he went away undecided.
"How's Medusa coming along these
days, Johnnie?" asked Simpson joyfully

Will

same time,
you got back?"
Johnson shook hi

fall

notes concerning

which had chanced to

at the

'Been out in her

since

"Nope.

head.

Why?"
"Oh, nothing much
interested than ever

Only I'm more

now

I've got a car

Yup," he went on confiden-

myself.

— "j^our

boat has been doing such
good work that I concluded my ideas on
Mad
old autos were a little out-of-date.
a chance to grab up a swell-looking yellow
Yellow's my favorite color, you
car.
know. Never did like that dingy re(l
you've got. Kline's the same make,
though Sunset. I certainly ran on a
tially

—

snap."

queerlw

little

"What'd you give?"
"Three-ninety.

ought to be worth
say sixty-five. Tires aren't so very bad,
say tw^enty-five. You might possibly
get a hundred for it."
"H'm," mused Johnson. "I'll see,"
pretty

when the two swai)ped
their vacations,
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Johnson looked at him a

the car."

asked Johnson.
"Oh, its hard to say.
still

EMPLOYES ^L\GAZI^E

could see

Wish my

I'm

Where'd

afraid.

it?"

"Parkside garage."

Johnson nodded

sadl}'.

"Funny

thing,"

said

thinking of your uncle

"I

he,

when

I

was

told 'em

that car'd look better painted yellow.

They only gave me

sixt}'."

You Help Wipe Out This Condition?

PRACTICE
THEproperty
has

uncle

it."

"Pretty steep,

you get

Cinch.

marking and defacing the Company's
become very noticeable and aside from the bad
appearances, the marks are frequently of an obscene nature.
To break up the practice rests largely with the officers and employes
of the Company. With the cooperation of the employes and public
who are interested in maintaining appearances and preventing vulgar
w^ritings and sketches from appearing on our property, we [should be
of trespassers'

able to overcome this practice to a large extent.

Will

younot

help?

How

Freight Train Handling and

it

Affects Equipment
By

F. B.

Farmer

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

This is the second of a short series of articles on Freight Train Handling
which is being published in the Employes Magazine. The author. F. B.
Fanner, is one of the leading air brake specialists of the country, and every

man can increase his efficiency by a careful study of these articles.
Thej- contain the most authoritative and recent information on this important
operating

subject.

UNDESIRED QUICK ACTION.

slacking should be done carefully

brakes
Undesired quick action or
dynamiting" can be caused, especially
with long trains, by a very light (three or
four pounds) or very slow reduction (lapping the brake valve and allowing brakes
to leak on), where it would be avoided

by the

helper engineer, the head engineer keep-

''

by braking as directed. Therefore, avoid
If it cannot be
these two bad practices.
avoided, the shock will be less where the

speed

ing the throttle open moderately, but
prepared to temporarily ease off enough
to prevent a lunge when he is started.

With two engines ahead the second
the train,
before

almost

or, if possible, to

aiding

him.

will cause a severe

higher, but the faulty triple valve

is

engi-

neer should allow the head one to start

shock

if

stall

together

Starting

any slack

is in.

ENGINE SLIPPING.

should be located, cut out and carded.
Excessive

STARTING.
In
at

starting a freight train keep the engine

a slow and uniform speed for two car-

and don't vary

lengths,
less

this rule

because

distance inay have started the entire

Form

train.

slipping

of

drivers

ler

and

the

slack

to

change

this is usually followed

by a

severe shock with the renewed use of

steam.
ble,

a habit in this.

cause

springs

quickly,

causes

The coup-

severe shocks to draft rigging.

Hence, when slipping is probaAlso, when working an

use sand.

engine heavily at slow speed use no more

SLACKING.

throttle than necessary.

In slacking to start a train, endeavor
to take either a foot or two or the slack
of the entire train.

Take but

little,

if

slacking- the entire train will allow^ the

rear end to run back, as

take

all

damage.
22

an attempt to

powxr

is

reduce the steam pressure in the cylinders and, with the quick
of the throttle

will

almost certainly cause

^'steady"

helper at the rear any

change of slack or

the

and

slight closing

then possible, will at once

With a

then

Full

then obtained with a moderate opening.
The beginning of slipping will instantly

without

much

loss of speed.

With

engine

THE
two or more engines
slii)ping; of

one

AND oUlo

BALTIMOIU-:
in

a train, excessive

will often

cause the other

1

;M I'LOVKS MA(. A/INK

slack

much

as

mencing

as

the l)rakes.

drifting throttle use no

or others to sHp.

comWith a

before

will

ii

to apply

23

more steam than

necessary and uowo below sev(Mi or eight

STOPPIXG.

How

miles per hour.

rapidly any certain brake action,

either application or release,

may

chan<2;e

the slack (lei)ends on the speed, because

brake shoe
power,

is

friction,

the actual holding

higher, with the

same applica-

why

wIkmi

set

If

normal

at

speed and not changed, the engine

will

be

working hard when speed is low.
At ordinary speeds make each stop
with one application but with

^lake the

tions,

/u;o.

reduc-

reduction

fir>t

suffi-

cient

and

slower-releasing rear brakes are liable to

will,

with no additional reduction, pre-

cause a break-in-two on attempting to

vent the engine from passing the

tion, as

speed

is

lower.

This

is

release at low speed, ])articularly

reduction

is

heavy, yet

will

made
it

at

the

not produce

any appreciable shock when
at the higher speeds.

if

the

release

is

Therefore,

follows that the lighter the reduction

any certain speed

slack action.

The

the less will

be the

following instructions

at a point to insure that

Take

tive point.

al(jne

it

oljjec-

chances of error

all

in

judgment on the side of stopping too
soon.
Then, when not over forty feet
from stopped, make the second reduction

The only

of six or seven pounds.
v)f

this

second and

final

object

reduction

is

start the slack in at a time too late for

to
it

for stopping, or slowing, long trains are

to run out again before the stop

based on these two all-important facts;

pleted, thereby reducing possii)le strains

namely, that the higher the speed or the
the slack action from either applying or

on the draft rigging and l)unching the
slack more or less for starting.
It must
not be made earlier than directed as to do

releasing.

so

lighter the application, the less

Attempt no "spot''

stops.

^^^ll

be

This means

do not endeavor to run up close to a
switch to head in, and to alwaj^s stop short
and cut off for coal and water. The main
object is to stop properly \\ithin any rea-

is

is

com-

break-in-two rather

liable to cause a

than prevent one. When made proi>erly
the brake valve will be discharging when
the engine stops.
release

train

is

If

the grade permits,

may

be commenced as soon as the
stopped and without waiting for

sonable distance short of the switch, the

the brake valve discharge to cease.

water tank or coal chute. Proper stops
cannot be made regularly and, at the same

or ten car-lengths will increase the hold-

some desired spot.

ing power of the head brakes and will

time, stop the engine at

Trying to stop close to the switch or to
spot for coal or water without cutting off
causes the trainmen more work, by draft
gear

damage

that occasionally results,

and

injures your reputation as an engineman.

Therefore, do not be influenced to vary

from these instructions by any false impression that you are showing more skill or
that you are saving trainmen work.
Shut off steam gradually and allow
ample time for the engine to drift in the

The heavy use

reduce

of sand for the last eight

liability of driving

wheels sliding.

Releasing the locomotive brakes or re-

ducing their holding power at this time
increases

lial)ility

of

damage

ging and should be avoided
If

if

to draft rigpossible.

the slack stayed in after the

first

no harm would result from
making more reductions between it and
reduction

the final one, but

know how

the engineer cannot

the slack will

l)e

with any train

other than one with empties l)ehind loads.
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With the

the

latter,

slack

is

sure

to

When

stopping a long train while back-

stretch after each reduction but the one

ing at moderate or low speed use a light

made within

reduction, keep the engine brakes from

forty feet of stopped,

and

be true of any other make-up.

this ?7iay

With slack out each reduction
and is followed by it running

starts it in

The

and .continue

applying

The

object

is

slower the speed the greater the reduction

running out harshly.
Speaking generally,

the heavier will be the run-in and the

made with

hence, the worse the

following run-out;

Therefore, the only safe

jerk.

for

out.

trains

freight

all

is

the

method
one

in-

structed.

The amount
suit the

of initial reduction should

speed of the train and the grade

than six pounds nor
For speeds of
fifteen miles per hour and less use a six
Above fifteen miles per
to eight pounds.
hour use as much less than twelve pounds

and must not be
over

less

pounds.

twelve

as conditions will warrant.

sought are to have

all

The

slack action take

that

it

will

to permit

all

from

stops should be

the train brakes, experience

having demonstrated that rough work too
accompanies stopping with
the independent engine brakes because
the power of these brakes on a modern
freight locomotive and the time necessary
to run the slack in or out gently are either
not appreciated or the knowledge is not
used.
This is also true when switching
on the trip where more than about fifteen
frequently

cars are being handled.

RELEASING.

objects

place at the higher speeds, so as to insure

to use steam.

to prevent the slack

Do not assume that the presence of K"
triple valve will

permit of releasing long

be gradual, at the same time

trains at low speeds unless the forward

however it
it any by

twenty-five cars have these valves and

it

to adjust itself

and then not

railway crossing in fact, any place where

do not assume that the
be retained on
the engine will alone permit of this. It
is a help, but has its limitations and
which are far below that of twenty-five
^'K" triple valves.
At how low speeds brakes can be released without liability of damage depends
on how heavily they are then apphed,

additional hazard would follow lack of

the

will,

to disturb

further

reductions until the final one;

also, to

avoid the total reduction of over

twenty pounds

An

practicable.

if

exception to the rule of one appli-

cation for stopping a freight train

speed

is

is

where

very high, particularly where the

stopping place

is

a meeting point or a

;

entire

control.

Under such

conditions

about twelve pounds
far enough from the
objective point to permit of slowing the
speed to between twenty and twentyfive miles per hour, not lower than twentya reduction

should be

and

of

of

made

releasing

thoroughly

before

and recharging quite
reaching

the

place

where the regular application for stopping
should be begun. (This does not authorize any higher speeds than local regulations permit.)

cut

in.

Also,

holding power that can

amount

of

main

reservoir pressure,

the length of the train, whether slack

then in or out, lightly or heavily,

is

and on

whether track conditions (sags, humps
and curves) do or do not favor releasing.
Plainly, no simple rule can care for these
Engineers must
varying conditions.
exercise judgment in this, but taking all
chances on the side of stopping.

Where reasonably
valves are in use,

it is

efficient

retaining

practicable to re-

at somewhat lower speeds than
when they are cut out handles down.

lease

—

a
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While

the

before

release

to

retaininji;

brakes

liead

always start
ones the

rear

tlu^

much

valves eause a

fall

than when

brake cylinder i^ressure

of

lower

they are not in use and this causes the
slack to run out more gradually.
Do not release brakes on long freight
trains after emergency action, no matter
hoAV high the speed

may

In case the

be.

MAOAZIXi;

1:M I'LOVi:s

Where

a

a])])lieati()n

liiilil

should be increased

With

release.
it

had.

is

it

l)efore attemj)ting to

trains of ov(?r sixty cars

should be increased to at least fifteen

pounds below tlie standard carried, and
()(
to ten pounds with shorter trains.

may

course,

it

rel(\asc

after

necessary at times to

l)e

a slow-down

without the
but such conditions

reductions stated,

brakes are apphed from the train, lap the
brake valve, shut off and ascertain the
cause; a hose may have burst, the train

should be avoidqcl as far as practicable
and no release attempted with a very long

may have ]xarted, or the
valve may have been opened.

pressure.

The most favorable

conductor's

train after a very light reduction from full

The pro])er way

conditions for re-

leasing brakes are train standing, maxi-

plication

mum

about

main

and brakes
The most difficult

reservoir pressure

almost iuWy applied.
release
is

when the brake pipe

is

pressure

very low, as where the engine has been

cut

off for

some time,

after a burst hose,

a break-in-two or an emergency application,

because of the large amount of

air

required to raise the pressure in the brake
pipe, also in the auxiliary reservoirs or
all

early releasing brakes, above the pres-

sure in the auxiliary reservoirs of the best

holding l)rakes, particularly those at the
rear.

Next

in

difficulty of releasing

pressure.

on each
to

move

The

higli

trijile slide

to release,

ence between the

main

valve makes

and the

it

harder

lesser differ-

brake pipe and the

reservoir pressures causes a

more

sure has equalized but

make

back to running
''ET" equipment is had
make the first return from release to holding i^osition, make the ''kick-off" movement and then graduate off the locomotive brakes l)y movements from holding
to running position and l)ack.
position.

To

If

when brake

release

ol^tain

Then,

maximum main

will re-a])]ily

and

the

etc..

of

reservoir jiressure.

position

release

fiftcnni

must

used

be

seconds; in fact, until

running position the brake

"kick-oft\ " but

some

is

some-

brake valve should have been on laj) long
enough before attempting to release to

more, in trying to get this to the rear
after a light application the head l^rakes

stick.

pressure

off for

time, foUoAving a burst hose,

pressure

as to insure that

])ipe

verv low. as after being cut

on use

be so heavily overcharged,
above the adjustment of the feed valve,

re-

a ''kick-off" movement, to release

and considerable
rise of l)rake pipe above auxiliary reservoir pressure must be had.
Further-

are sure to

full}'

}:)efore

for a second or two, then

consequently, a slower rise in

its j^ressure.

\\)V

charged (about seven to ten seconds),

longer than

insure release a quick

aj)-

running

fifteen seconds, return to

gradual flow into the brake pipe and,

To

use release position

to

is

position and, after the break pipe pres-

is

from standard
amount remaining

after a light application

to release the brakes on

a long freight train after an ordinary

])i])e

within ten pounds of the standard carried. If the rise to this pressure
is

quick

is

it is

then sufficient to

make

peated, as liead

overcharged more than usual.
first rise

to the pressure stated

mere "jiump-up"
la])

the

]irak(>

the

may have to be rebrakes may have been

which

—when

valve until

it

full

is

is

If

slow

the

—

obtained,

main

reser-
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voir pressure

again had and then

is

make

Making the

'^

fully charged

is

movement with
when the brakes are

kick-off "

the brake valve

undesirable

-as it is liable

head brakes and cause
them to apply and stick. With proper
releasing it is rare that any brake fails to
to over-charge the

release or finally re-applies.

When

or wholly release the driver
promptly if the circumstances
demand.
If with the " ET" equipment the driver
brake re-applies (''creeps-on") after repartially

brakes

the regular release.

running, and particularly at low

leasing the train brakes

made

properly; but the

them

speeds, do not release the train brakes

der

Instead

duction

is

ending, as the reduction will
slack.

This does not

Do

not hold a train with the train
brakes for over ten minutes on a grade

where brakes are required to prevent
movement. The engine brakes alone will
hold a very heavy train on a steep grade
the position of the slack

such as to

is

prevent cars from starting when the train
brakes are released; for example,

slack

all

on a descending grade.
AlwaA^s keep the independent brake fully
applied when oiling, taking water or coal.
at the top

quick ''kick-off"

of the engine

brake

is

so

great in preventing slack action as to war-

rant no unnecessary reducing of

its

hold-

must not

However,
While it is known that slipper}^
rails induce sliding, but which condition
can be improved by use of sand, it is not
so generally known that an equal reason
ing power.

be

drivers

slid.

for sliding

is

''creep-on"

again.

movement

of the auto-

Uniform and correct regulation of the
brake pipe and main reservoir pressures
have an important bearing on good brakHence, enginemen are directed to

ing.

see that the air gauges indicate correctly

and that the feed valves and the governor
regulate the pressures

slack action that causes a

at

the required

amounts and without material variations, reporting them for needed cleaning
and repairs in season to insure this. The
uniform regulation of brake pipe pressure

is

particularly important.

If

the

pounds
or more brakes Avill be much more liable
The
to "stick" and to "dynamite."
amount of the main reservoir pressure has
an important bearing on the promptness
of releasing and of recharging the brakes.
Too low pressure delays these, and too
high pressure causes unnecessary wear
and heating of the air compressor. The
feed valve allows

ENGINE BRAKES.
The value

to

liable

they should be released by a

AIR PRESSURE.

HOLDING TRAINS.

in

was not

driver brakes

matic brake valve.

apply when standing.

if

generally indi-

should not then be released with the
independent brake valve as this will ren-

just before or about the time a service re-

have bunched the

it

cates that the train brake release

it

to vary three

duplex governor, properh^ regulated, perwhen needed, yet

mits of high pressure

push or pull on the engine, and not
necessarily any severe jolt or jerk, an ad-

reduces compressor labor at other times.

ditional reason for avoiding harsh slack

the standard freight train pressures are:

action.
all liable

But

at

any time that

sliding

is

at

the engineman should, with the

^'ET" equipment, have a hand on the
independent brake valve, prepared to

Except where
brake

pipe

differently

authorized

pounds and main
pounds low pressure and

seventy

reservoir ninety

130 pounds high pressure.
If

the air gauges are correct the hands
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indicating brake pipe and

pressure will register alike

main reservoir
if, on a light

ll.MPLOVKS MA(;AZ1\1:

men

should

make

this simple' test
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each

engine, the automatic brake valve (West-

and report gauges for testing and
adjusting whenever the variation exceeds

inghouse)

three pounds.

is

in release position.

Engine-

trip

VACATION ECONOMIES
(Webster, in the Chicago Nexvs.)

—

A Usual Occurrence
A Philadelphia gentleman was invited
by a New York friend, a prominent clubman, to be sure and call on him whenever
he happened to be in that city.
''Do not think of going to a hotel," he

my

house any
time, day or night, and you will always
said, ''but

come

find a hearty

direct to

welcome."

Just for the fun of

Philadelphian

was

—

"

it,

in

the next time the

New

York,

he

waited until about two o'clock in the

morning and then went out to

the information that a B. & O. train was
soon to depart in the direction mentioned.

An

"That

"Now I

door.

"Yes," she answered, "carry him right
up to his room." Thomas N. Miranda.

me," he

said.

can stay here and finish up.

It's

certainly relieves

tough having two engagements in different towns at the same time."
"You'll have to hurry if you want to
get that train," said Gordon, disregard"The cabby
ing the salesman's remark.
is

"Does Mr. Rounder live here?" he
asked the sleepy maid who came to the

starting."

"What!" exclaimed

A

well-dressed traveling

man

train south, "

out of the elevator and rushed up to

Gordon Gray

at the cigar stand at the
Southern Hotel at Mansfield, Ohio, the
other morning.
"Let me have a couple of cigars, quick,
please.

I

want to catch that train south,

"He

no
and he made a wild dash out

of the door, hailing the driver.
0.,

Mansfield,

News.

Here

stepped

the traveler.

just got through saying there'll be

How
How Was He To Know

waved over the

a chair, casuall}^ lighting a cigar.

his friend's

house.

expression of relief

salesman's countenance and he sank into

is

'*0.

K/* Originated

the origin of the expression

"0. K.," according to Ado Hunnius, of
Leavenworth, Kansas, a veteran of the

"Among the supplies the
Civil War.
War Department used to buy," Mr.
Hunnius

says,

"were crackers made by

the old Orrins-Kendall Cracker

Company

The boxes in which
came were marked '0. K.'

in Chicago.

these

We

he said, tossing a quarter onto the show-

crackers

case.

were always eager to get hold of these
'0. K.' crackers, because they were always
sure to be good, while many other brands
were likely to be spoiled or wormy. And
gradually '0. K.' came to be a synonym

Just then a cab driver turned from the

telephone in the hotel lobby and shouted:

"Bean-0

train

south,

Bean-0

train

south," evidently intending to convey

—

—
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among

something

the soldiers for

was above par."

Bicycles

Kansas City

thiit

Star,
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and

fold in fun

will

get
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and h«'alth. His 1/icycle
him out in the fresh, i)ure air
and help him to grow into a robust,
healthv, red-])lo()de(I man.

More Popular Than Ever

People are often heard to remark that
the bicycle

is

But those who

favor again.

iwc closely

associated with the bicycle business are

authority

for

the

statement

bicycle has never gone out

are

more

bicj'cles in

that

are

that

—that

the

there

use today than ever.

There are thousands
todaj'

of

never

them

in

noticed.

use

They

have become so general in use that they
are no longer a novelty.
In the cities
and larger towns today hundreds of
bicycles can be seen on the streets during
the morning and evening hours when
people are going to and from their work.

The bicjxle has become a necessary
means of transportation for workmen,
boys and children.
In the old days when a good bicycle
cost a hundred dollars or more only
those with larger incomes could afford
them, and they were considered a highpriced luxury for children.
The average
famil}' no longer has to make a sacrifice
to provide the boy or girl with a bicycle
for doing errands, riding to and from
school,

and

Said Jerry to Ned

coming back into popular

for little pleasure trips into

the country and through the parks.
]\Iodern manufacturing

methods have

brought about better bicycles today for
S2o than ever have been made before at

.Jerr\'

Bush took a

cigarette, inhaled

and

away,

final

expressed

at

i)ull

his

tlirew the butt

.(le('])ly,

himself

without

reservation, without fear of deadly con-

sequences

:

''Xo use l)uckin' a pull," he announced,
'T alwaj's said
right

an'

it

always

I

will.

What

had Dick Hoyt to be shoved along

ahead

of

Knew how

—

me? No right just a pull.
to work the 'ambitious-young-

man-studyin'-at-night-to-be-useful'

and got away

Ned Clark
''Cut

it,

gag,

Avith it."

laughed.

Jerry, cut it," he advised. ''Or

if you must knock Dick, whisper it to
your partner the next time 3'ou're doing
the 'bunny' over at the Casino. Dick
hadn't a pull a bit more than the rest of
us.
But he had gumption an' gimp and
he didn't need a special protectin' angel
to keep him from yieldin' to temptation.

He

liked to dance, but he didn't calk'late

to earn a livin' at
seein'

He was

it.

fond of

the hero clasp the heroine after

three acts of agony, but he didn't expect

own

he could win his

He

could shoot

i^ool

—but

girl just

— k'n

do

that way.
it

yit,

for

can easily save enough from his earnings
to purchase a bicycle that will last him a

he was wise enough to
take the hint when he heard the .boss
quotin' Crolly's 'The drawin' pen is
"
mightier than the billiard cue.'
Jerry fished out another cigarette.
"AnyhoAV, Dick was lucky," he de-

number

clared as he lighted up.

any

price.

The boy who works

of years

in

the

summer

and repay him a thous-

that matter

A?nhition.

President Willard Meets Employes at

South Chicago
By Oscar Wacker
Car Distributor

THE
_^

following letter was sent to

em-

pioyes at South Chicago while he

was en route to Chicago
official

by the

Willard

president

^^1

after his recent

inspection of the C. H.

South Chicago, June

&

D.

17th, 1914.

Mr. Daniel Willard,
President, Baltimore

& Ohio

of

and knowing that you have already planned
official trip, respectfully

a visit to South Chicago
Yards and its tributaries.
We, of South Chicago, handling the interchange of the Baltimore and Ohio System between the great east and west, working with

ask you to include

in it

the thirt5'-seven western lines, including lake

connection with the eight
trimk lines east of here to the seaports, would
feel it an honor and a high compliment to have
transjiortation

in

you include our station
if

in

your program.

consistent and convenient, can

you not make a two-minute talk to
it

appropriate?

If so, j)lease

us, if j'ou

advise our

assistant agent, R. R. Huggins, 90th St., South

Chicago, just when you can and will be here.
Surely we will not neglect the duties of this

we want to see and shake
hands with our " Boss."
Very respectfully,

station, but for once

The Committee.
It

is

T\Tth pleasure that

of this station,

we, employes

can personally assure our

co-workers of our firm belief in the sincerity of our president

and

his loyal staff

in their efforts to establish

this

It is likewise gratify-

we have a medium whereby

this

can be accomplished in part, viz.: our
Employes Magazine, through the columns of which we desire to let you

know

that Daniel Willard, our president,

vice-president, F. C. Batchelder, assistant

the various departments

an itinerary for your

think

ing that

to the president,

located at South Chicago, after due considera-

Further,

great corporation.

departments of

Railroad,

Dear Sir:

The employes

all

accompanied by A. W. Thompson, third

Baltimore, Maryland.

tion

between

reflations

harmonious

Frank H. Clark, general

superintentent of motive power,

J.

R.

Onderdonk, engineer of tests, and J. F.
Keegan, superintendent of the Chicago
Division, visited us on Thursday, June
18th, at the

Company's

station at 90th

South Chicago.
Surely it was a great event

St.,

for us all,

especially since never in the history of this

station have

we been

so highly honored.

President Willard arrived about
a.

m.

the

10.50

After an extended inspection of

roundhouse, car .shops

and yards

located here, he asked for the assistant
agent, R. R. Huggins, who was introduced to him by superintendent Keegan.
Mr. HuggiiLs, in an appropriate address,
introduced the president and his staff to
the reception committee, composed of

the following:

Oscar Wacker, car distributor, W. F.
Booth, assistant trainmaster, E. E. Hunsicker, chief clerk to assistant trainmaster,

C.

W. Burke,

Pollard, cashier,

general

to assistant agent,

statement clerk.

foreman,

A.

E.

E. J. Boyle, chief clerk

and Mrs. B. A. Phelps,

:

!

!
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The

president then asked to meet the

rest of his co-workers present, all of

ductor

he greeted in a most cordial manner.

the

Grand Central Depot

When Mr.

reunion.

Mrs. B. A. Phelps then presented to

My

more

you and your
meet with
and talk to the Baltimore and Ohio employes
at South Chicago.
I am always glad of an
opportunity to meet and shake hands with
Baltimore & Ohio emplo3^es, and wish that I
might have more frequent opportunity for
doing so. I was not only pleased to meet the
employes at South Chicago, but felt much
honored as well, by their very courteous and
friendly greeting. They were no more anxious
I

*Tt is as much of a pleasure for me to meet
you as it is for you to meet the "Boss," as I
have been referred to. I regret that it is impossible for us to meet more frequently, but
the Employes Magazine, with a circulation of

over 40,000, serves the purpose of keeping us in
close touch at all times. Everything you read

desire once

to thank

Company than he
and meet his fellow

in this

to see the president of the

it is

was, and always

magazine is absolutely correct, at least,
intended to be, and if at any time you discover anything that is not, you are at liberty

am

a correction will
happy to appear before you

thirty
visit

shown on

picture

was taken and thanks

were

extended to

DON'T BE

all

for

I

would be glad

if

you would show

With best wishes,

this letter

I

remain,

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) D. Willard.

page
Mr. R. R. Huggins,

the

Assistant Agent,
90th Street, South Chicago,

Make

A

to see

to your associates.

the guests.

a grouch!

Lend a hand!

is,

workers.

me and

and to meet you individually, and hope that
we may continue these pleasant relations."

The group

24, 1914.

Dear Mr. Huggins:

associates for the kind invitation to

which he responded in part as

I

viz.:

June

follows

be made.

at Chicago.

Willard got back to Balti-

more he WTote Mr. Huggins,

Mr. Willard a lovel}^ bouquet of American
Beauty Roses from the employes of South
Chicago in remembrance of his visit, on

to communicate with

charge of the

and it was palled out by engine
No. 5123, engineer Fullmer, piloted by our
yardmaster, W/ T. Wilhelm, bound for

officials

receipt of

Lewis, in

Clint

special,

who accompanied the president assisted him and it made us feel almost as if we were having a grand family
The

by con-

''AH aboard" was then signaled

whom

friends of your fellow employes!

smile draws good interest in the

bank

of

friendship.

A

word

who needs

of advice to a
it,

new man, a

little

act of kindness to

someone

a pleasant word or two to a subordinate, cheerful obedi-

ence to the orders of your superior

officer

—

they'll tell in the long run.

and

it's something to be on
good terms with yourself
Try it
If that
This company is proud of the men who wear its uniform.
uniform signifies comradeship, they'll be proud of each other.
—From New York State Railways, Utica-Syraeuse Lines
Think it over

Best of

all you'll like j'-ourself
!

better

111.

Sidelights

on Employes' Incomes
By

J.

Stewart

H.

Agricultural

OUBTLESSmanyof

Agent

heavy

the employes
System have often wondered
how the}' might increase their
income so as to have a competency for
times of misfortune and old age and

largely

something

our Baltimore

D

^

of the

for

This

children.

education

the
is

their

a subject worthy of

serious consideration
it

of

and

discussion,

and

affects all of us alike.

In working out this important problem

we can

learn

something helpful from
In

investors

in

forei;;n

because

they practice industry

and economy.
ouji;ht

It

to be possi'ole for

&

mav have by
really

work on the hour system, as they
do very largely in this countr3^ After
the day's work has been done, it is a
common thing to see the laborer working
on his ovm. bit of ground until dark and

such

often later with a lantern.

follow this introduction.

supplies

the

wants of

In this wa}his

family,

'making it possible to lay by a large part
of his wages for a rainy day.
It is said
that more diamonds and other valuabh^

of

duce their own food supplies in v(M'\large measure, during the hours of their
daily vacation.
This can be done in
gardens and small acreage farms, on«'
of which almost any em])loye of the road

the Netherlands, for instance, the labor-

he

many

Ohio employes to pro-

people in other parts of the world.
ers

securities,

particularly those of the United States,

wants
profital^le

the road

rent
i"^.

or

The

purchase

if

possibilities

he
for

occupations for those of

who have comparatively

small

incomes are well illustrated by what has
been accomplished by three old employes
as shown in the excellent articles which
It

would be a splendid idea

for those

higher up in the service to notice and

jewels are

perhaps practice some of the suggestions
so excellently
preached and demonIndeed
strated by their subordinates.

of the Netherlands

some

worn by the common peoj^h^
than in any other
country, and it is a well-known fact
that the people of the Netherlands

ar(^

of

them have

side lines,

be very

probaV)ly engaged in

descriptions of which

])eneficial

to the

would

men who

are
33
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interested

in

department

this

of

work

the

an
experience meeting, so to speak, in which
we are all on the level. Everyone
interested should have something to say
and no one should fear that in writing up
Magazine.

This

sort

of

is

he will be
misunderstood or thought conceited. The
ob j ect of this work is our common good and
his experiences for publication,

,

the writer and the editor of the Magazine

be glad to have any one volunteer an
inquiry or a letter of experience.

will

Thirteen Acres of Happiness, Prosperity

and Plenty
D. Bowman
Watchman, Hoult, W. Va.

By James

Dear Mr, Stewart:
I

began

my

—

service for the

twenty-three years ago.
then.

I

Company

was a boy

In the years that intervened and

while in the service,

I

married, raised a

and renters many of these trees have
since died, but some are now large, fine
Seven years later I sold this and
trees.
bought the thirteen acres where I now
live, built a home and began to lay out

family of eight children, the youngest not

my

the oldest married to

I

3^et

two

3^ears old,

My

farm.

bought not only to get more room,

my

another Baltimore & Ohio man.
oldest son is working in the Company

but also because, seeing

shops at Fairmont, so "Baltimore and
Ohio" has a homelike sound to me.
I have been married over twenty-one

would need the help of my children to
make a living. And, as I had seen the
conditions under which children only

but paid rent only for eighteen
months. After that, we, my wife and I,
bought a third of an acre, built a small
house and at once began to plant fruit
on it. By neglect of subsequent owners

twelve or thirteen years old worked as
''trappers" in mines and other ways which

years,

crease so fast, I

knew

family in-

that very soon

stunted and depraved them,

I

I

was plan-

ning ahead for a way by which the chi'dren
could help without such a sacrifice.

Tin: H\LTiM()iM':
A\'('

borrowed nioiicv

loan feature of the

partment, which

is

of the sa\'iiiL;s

Company

the

and OHIO

phin

\)vs{

and

Relief DeIn'

which

home I know of. l^yitan employe
can get money to huild a house or l)uy or
to get a

pay a mortgage and pay it hack in small
monthly ])ayments. About a year ago
the Department of Agriculture at Washington wrote man}^ persons a))out loan
conditions and their opinions as to plans

and I described the Baltimore
Ohio plan of loans to employes, which
was eas}'- on the borrower and yet re-

i:mpl()Vi:s
lairniont.

lialtiniore

of loans

Prof.
\'ivian's

(who were

also

the best plan

I

Company
knew

MK.
Of the other two, one

Lack
land.

of
It

is

AND
a girl

employes), as

of.

MRS.

was

very

although on a sloping

to a

\'oorhees'

"First

"Fertilizer,"

l)0()k

Principles

of

Soil

Fer-

and innumerable bulletins on the
subject.
I have also read and studied
scores of bulletins and some books on
such subjects as fruit growing and
tility"

SIX OF THEIR KIGHT CHILDRiCN
Comnany employe, the other, a boy, also employed by

buy ehea))
and worn,
running back to
to

poor
hill

c^

BOWMAN AND

now married

money caused me

35

the round hou-*' and l)iii;
Ohio railroad bridge across
the river below Fairmont.
For this
reason I gave it the name of ''Pleasant
\'iew Farm," and I have persistently
u<ed this name in correspondence and on
labels of canned goods.
This poor soil was a l)ig probh^m and
it caused me to take up the study of soils,
manures and fertilizers. I have j?tudied
of

&

turned five to six per cent, to the lenders

macazixe

the ridge, which gives a fine view of parts

the

s])raying, life habits of insects,

Company

gardening

and trucking, etc., etc.
now have on my hands a
1
prol)lem.

viz.:

keeping

a

big

trii)le

family.
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paying for the property and building up
worn out land. I have been hammering
at it twelve years, and feel that I have

two successive
We bought

made some headway

plants for the

shown by the
accompanying photographs. The probas

but we have had

of peaches in a season,

3^ears ago.

failures.

mixed

fifty

garden,

They did

strawberry
seven or eight

well and

we have

ALONG THE EDGE OF MR. BOWMAN'S FINE PEACH ORCHARD
A

lem

is

not

suggestion of the beautiful view from "Pleasant

made any

easier

by the

fact

me

has

that most of the land around

grown up

into

bi-iars

generally very

and bushes and

much

neglected.
In
have been good enough to
remark that my spot looks like an oasis
is

fact people

in a desert.

An

old neighbor says that

the thirteen acres I OAvn has

more on

it

than the old farm of hundreds of acres
I
(of which it was a part), ever had.
have about 300 fruit trees, about half
of which are eight to twelve years old
and beginning to bear. I have peach
trees twelve years old and have only lost
about fifteen per cent, of the original
trees planted twelve years ago, although
people here say a peach tree will live
only five or six years.
trees

have produced

Some

five to

of

these

seven bushels

View Farm" can be caught

increased this

in

the distance

number

till

we now grow

about half an acre yearly. I always
hire neighboring women and children to
help pick the berries, as we also have a
half acre of raspberries

and cultivated

blackberries.

In the Spring of 1913, as my son was
working for the Company, I decided to
get a furlough to attend to my fruit,
garden and canning for the summer, but
the heavy frosts killed all the fruit and
on June 1st, I went back to work again.
The soil always has an irresistible call

me in the Spring of the year, and I
have always looked forward to the time
when I can quit my duties and spend my
old age on the land.
Isn't this a laudable
ambition for every railroader who loves
to plant and care for and produce things?
for

THE BALTIMOIJK AND OHIO KMPLOVKS MACAZIXE
The

story of canning which foHows this

sul^mittod

is

now hocause

it

is

timely.

at other times to go more into
about other timely subjects. It
is astonishing what a lot of railroaders
are farnuTs, ranging from those who have
only a back yard to those possessing
many acres. When the trains take coal
near where I work, the men chat with
I

want

detail

Canning For The

and ask

nic
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kinds of (juestions and

all

advice about gardening and fruit growing,

and many show much knowhnlge
subjects.

ever

I

interest

of the

Hence, I believe that whatwrite which is published may

and help some

On

employes.

they

will

their

own

of

my

the other hand

reciprocate with
agricultural

fellow

hope

I

accounts of

experi(»nc(?s.

Home Gardener

By James D. Bowman

WITHOUT

conceit, I

can say that

have had considerable experiin
canning.
During the
summer of 1912, we canned nearly eight
thousand cans of fruits and vegetables,
mostly the latter. We can for family
use primarily, but also at so much per
dozen for neighbors, and the surplus of
our own we label and sell to local grocers.
..^.^

I

gfidal (^nce

I

would not expect the average

roader

who

has a garden (as

to be interested in canning
scale as I

have developed

many

rail-

have),

on as large a

it,

and

I shall

confine myself to a discussion of canning

from the standpoint of those who wish
up a few hundred cans for family

to put
use.

When
little

I

was a small boy, canning was

known and about

the only waj^ to

preserve fruits and vegetables was to dry

How many

remember the
dried apples, pumpkins and beans of
our boyhood days
Too often they were
as unsanitary as those described by the
them.

of us

!

writer

of

the

following

about the dried apple

familiar

verse

pies:

"Then on a dirty string they're striing,
And in a garret window hung;
And there they hang a roost for flies
I'ntil they're made up into pies."

He

closes

" Tread on

by saying:

my

corns or

tell

me

lies,

But don't pass me the dried apple pies."

Later

I

remember they began canning
by putting them in stone

fruits ''air-tight"

around the edges of
which melted wax was run. Don't you
remember what busy times canning days
were for mother? Once when the melted
wax in a pan caught fire I tried to put
it out by blowing violently into the pan,
but only once.
Then came the glass jars with a rubber
ring to exclude the air, but in all those
processes the contents were first cooked
before placing in the jars or cans and
some of the flavor was lost. And in
spite of much care and muss there was a
jars with a loose lid,

big percentage of losses.

Usually, also

only fruits were canned, the prescTving
of the really

more valuable vegetables
home to any

not being attempted in the
extent.

About
of the

ments

ago I made inciuiry
Government DepartAgriculture and other sources,

six years

State and
of

concerning canning on a small scale but
with the same general process used in
the big factories.

I

did not get

much

encouragement and disc(n'(Ted that at

—
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that time there was really

little

available

information on the subject, although two
or three
or less

makers

of small outfits of

more

value advertised to some extent.

entitled ''Canning Peaches on the
Farm," and another with information
for the girls' canning clubs, No. 521;
also No. 203 on old methods of canning

426,

BERRY PATCH THIS YEAR WILL YIELD A BIG SURPLUS FOR
WINTER SWEETMEATS AND SALE TO NEIGHBORING MARKETS

MR. BOWMAN'S

At

a small outfit, one using
steam for sterilizing purposes, and with no knowledge but the
brief instructions accompanying the outLater I got
fit, did fairly good work.
last I got

compressed

preserves, jellies, etc., and No.
359 on canning vegetables in the home.
The first two give information about the
fruits,

a week's leave of absence and visited

These can probably be got
by writing the editor and chief,
Division of Publications, Department of

the commercial canning plants

Agriculture,

in the

eastern part of the State, and the director

canners.
free

the West Virginia Agricultural Ex-

why

periment Station, Mr. J. H. Stewart,
and picked up pointers of much value.
Since then the business of home canning
has advanced rapidly. There are now

If

of

many makers

and supplies and
the Agricultural Department at Washington, D. C, has issued several good
bulletins on the subject which are free.
There is much information on canning
to be got from Farmers' Bulletin No.
of outfits

Washington,

D.

C.

You

help pay for these with your taxes

not use them?
out of print you can get them for

five cents

each by writing to the super-

intendent of Public Documents, Washing-

D. C. Don't send stamps. Your
Uncle
Sam has no need of them.
Another large work of 100 pages, more
ton,

suited to the factory canner,

is

Bureau

Chemistry Bulletin No. 151, entitled
'^Canning of Foods." It costs fifteen

of

cents.

TlIK BAI/I
In this brief artichtell

the

all

eontains

outfit

containing
there

details

a

is

full

hook

a

shall not

how,

for

AM) OHIO
tn' to

every

instructions

of

information and, although

sli<ihtly

almost every

I

of

I.MOin-:

method

different

fruit or

for

vegetable, this fact

need deter no one who thinks of trying
it,
for an intelligent tw(4ve or fifteen
year old boy or girl ought to do fairly
good work by following instructions.
Glass jars can be used but tin cans are
much better and the jars often break
while cooling after removal from the

The

canner.

No.

2,

regular sizes of cans are

the size in which sweet corn

is

put up, and No. 3 in which tomatoes
are put up.

The openings

in the top

are 2r6 inches, 13/9 and 2iV across, but
the first size is most common.
The size
of capping steel

must

fit

the size lids

ordered.

i:.M

he

I'LOVIIS

MACAZIXE

with tomatoes,

(exce})t

the juice of the tomatoes

The

::;9

in

which case

is

sufficient).

and "tipped,"
which means soldering on the cap and
then

lid is

dropping solder

"('aj)j)('d"

in

the vent hole with a

connnon soldering copjxT.
then

j)ut in

canner and submerged
for

The cans

are

the cage or crate, placed in the
in boiling

water

Tomatoes

varying lengths of time.

take thirty minutes, and snap beans, at
least
boil.

an hour after the water begins to
If steam pressure is used, after

pressure

time

is

is

up, a third to a fourth the

sufficient.

plump tomatoes

A
will

bushel
fill

of

nice

or

eighteen

twenty cans. A bushel of beans before
stringing and snapping will, after prepared, fill twenty No. 2 cans or about
fifteen No. 3.
All these details are given
more fully in the book of instructions
accompanying each canner.

THE HOME CAXXIXG OUTFIT AND SOME OF THE PACKED FRIIT
After

filling

the cans with the i)re])ared

they are then
up with water or syrup as the case

fruits or vegetables,

filled

may

I

of

have no desire to exploit any make

home

carmer, so will just add that

there are two gencM'al ty])es.

(^ne

is

a
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steam-tight retort with a pressure gauge

and safety valve,
steam under ten or

which by heated
fifteen pounds pressure
in

In buying a canner, one should be sure
it is tested to much more than the
required pressure, and, if a water canner,
that

THE TREE ON RIGHT IS A HEAVY BEARING "BLACK BEN." MR. BOWMAN CONSIDERS
THIS AND THE TREE IN CENTER PERFECT TYPES OF LOW-HEADED TREES

anything can be thoroughly sterilized.
I have put up 400 cans of sweet corn in
a season with a loss of only one can.
This tj^pe is made in various sizes and
costs from $10.00 to several hundred
dollars.

The

others,

and there are many

types, all use boiling water to sterilize

They are

sold

at from a very few dollars to almost

any

at 212 degrees Fahrenheit.

you wish to pay.

have both
Of course, a
larger range of work can be done on the
retort owing to greater heat, but most
any kind of fruit or vegetable can be
canned with the water canners.
price

kinds and both are good.

I

I

would want to make sure that

loose but close fitting

that

insist

it

canning

is

had a

difference, but
water indoors with the

on and again

difference.

it

Some makers

makes no

trials of boiling
lid

lid.

off

the kettle show the

When you

also consider that

usually done out of doors or

in an open shed where the wind can blow
and cool off the water, and that you keep
putting in cold cans occasionally, you

why it should have a lid.
Empty cans this year cost for No.

can see

or regular
f.

o.

b.

solder

tomato

size,

3

$20.00 a thousand

Baltimore, including crates and

hemmed

caps (w^hich are

lids

with

THE

HAi;riM()HK

on thcni

AM)

OllK) I;MPL()\

do the work);

i;s

M ACA/IM

You

Can

ciin be got of the National
Southern
Can Co., Tyler Can
Co.,

need a quart of solder flux or
acid costing twenty cents and two
pounds of wire solder to tip vent holes in
cans, at twenty-five cents per pound.
For convenience, you should have a

Co.,

E.

.sufficient solclor

you can ascertain

to

freij>;ht

rates.

will also

gasoline
witli

costing

canner's torch,

which to heat

steel, costing $1.50,

lids on; also

steels,

and a capj^ng

with which to solder

common

a

S6.00,

solder copper to

tip vent holes.

Steam pressure canners at $10.00 and
up can be purchased from the Northwestern Steel and Iron Works, Eau
Claire, Wisconsin; boiling water canners,
S3. 50 and up from the Home Canner
Manufacturing Co., of Hickory, N. C.
These are the ones I use. Other canner
manufacturers are F. S. Stahl, Quincy, III.,
Monarch Canner Co., Chattanooga,Tenn.,
Farm Canner Company, Meriden, Miss.

lit

Cans,

solder

flux,

labels,

tools

and

other supplies

more.

Kirwan

F.

&

Co.,

all

of Balti-

The catalogues contain much

in-

formation for the beginner.

With

this

sort

of

outfit

any

one

with a good big garden can have a

full

supply of fresh tomatoes, snap beans,
lima beans, peas, corn,

etc., all through
Everything grown in the
garden can be canned that cannot l)e
kept better otherwise. I have successfully
canned boiled cabbage. It is
easier, of course, to bury cabbage, but I
had early cabbage spoiling with no sale
and late cabbage a failure. So I cut up
the cabbage, cooked it a short time to

the winter.

shrink

it,

stuffed

cans

full,

closed

and

heated to 250 degrees Fahrenheit for an
hour.

Every can kept.

It is astonish-

ing how^ this will reduce the grocery

and help solve the "high

bill

cost of living"

problem.

Averaging Almost Twenty-five Hundred
Bushels of Tomatoes to the Acre
By John

C. Heilig

Draftsman, Assistant Engineer's Office

Morgantown, W. Va.

Yr

MIGHT

I my

more
ence with

be of some interest to

fellow employes of the Balti-

my

&

Ohio to hear

my

kitchen garden, and

experi-

how

helped neutralize the increased cost
living during the past

two

years.

I

it

of

only

have a back lot in one of West Virginia's
thriving towns of something over 10,000

and my ground space and
have for working it are limited,
but besides keeping my household supplied with fresh vegetables, I have added
very materially to my income by the sale
In
of my surplus of garden vegetables.
this article I will only speak of my success

inhabitants,

the time

I

with tomatoes.
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The space

devoted to this vegetable
feet.
The plants were
set three feet apart each way, thus makmg six rows of sixteen, or one hundred and
eight vines in all, from which in 1912 I
I

was a plot 20 x 48

picked over

fifty-five

bushels of

first class

and over fifty bushels in 1913. This
was an average of one-half bushel per
fruit

vine or nearly 2500 bushels per acre, for

which

I

bushel.

received from $1.00 to $4.00 per
I

had several

but got

varieties,

the best results from the ''Stone."

Most

of

my

soil

parently poor, but

I

is

red clay and ap-

incorporated around

the roots of each vine at planting a small
shovelful of chicken droppings

was the only manure they

and

this

received.

I

only water the plants w^hen quite young,

and then only when the weather
dry, as I find too

much

moisture

very
worse

is
is

tomatoes than not enough, but the
ground should be worked constantly, and
during the hot dry spell in July and
August quite deeply.
for

HIGHER THAN MR. HEILIG'S HEAD GREW
THESE PROLIFIC PLANTS

Stakes from
I

made by

together)

high (which

4^/2 to 6 feet

nailing pieces of store boxes

should

be

driven

into

the

ground, one at each vine, and the plants
should be carefully tied to them with

The

rag strings.

vines should be freely

and constantly trimmed, not more than
two branches being allowed for each vine.
All other branches or ''suckers" should

be pulled

off

before attaining appreciable

size.

To summarize my experience: Don't
put plants too close together don't allow
too much plant growth, but trim freely
and keep vines tied securely to stakes;
don't water too much; don't allow
ground to get hard and baked, but cultivate around roots freely.
;

The accompanying two
STAKES ON WHICH THE VINES ARE TRAINED
ADD TO THEIR PRODUCTIVITY

my

small photo-

tomato patch were taken
on July 4th and September 10th, regraphs of

spectively, last year.

Parsley Production Pays Employe

Handsome

Profit

By Louis Smith
Baggage Agent, Camden Station

m

X READING

making a

over your April
numlxT, I find that you have
^9S devoted some space to agriculture and floral culture, subjects in
which I am greatly mt crested. Perhaps

some
would

of

the

like to

IWlil

(.)!

readers

know

Mil.

of

the

I

from gardening on a

know them.

entered the Company's service on

at a salary of S35.00 per month.

I

ST.

The

was advanced to S45.00.
was married at this time and felt that

following year

the possibilities for

FARM AT

I

the 1st of April, thirty-three years ago,

Magazine

SMITH'S LITTLE

profit

small place, as

I

DENIS WITH AUTHOR IN FUKECiKuUND
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I

wanted

to

at St. Denis

own my home,
and

being sure that

after

my

so I located

two seasons

trial,

family could enjoy

good health there without the constant
attention of a doctor, I purchased a lot
123 X 135 feet and started my home and
a garden.
After looking over the products used
in

the dining car department which

I

might be able to grow, and which that
department could and would use all the
year round, I found parsley, the smallest
thing in the garden, one of the most useful.
I was given the assurance of Mr.
Bopp, who had charge of the commissary,
that he would buy regularly from me if
I could produce parsley of good quality.
To grow parsley in the winter so that it
could be picked at any time, I needed a
green-house, because, having a very industrious and helpful wife, I did not wish
to endanger her health by exposure from
picking parsley out of hot beds in the
winter, so I built a green-house 12 x 12
feet.

The next year

I

increased this to

12 X 25 feet, and the third year to 12 x 45
feet,

with

all

sections thoroughly heated

by a hot water system which I installed
myself. This was quite an expense to
overcome, and I started to grow geraniums
I would grow from 1,000 to
to offset it.
1,200 and sell them to my fellow employes at such a price as to pay for my
coal, besides having enough left to insure
a very pretty flower garden. By taking
care of my expense with the geraniums,
the money received from the sale of the
parsley

was

practically all profit, for that

grown both inside as well as in the open.
For eleven years I furnished parsley at
ten cents per dozen for the dining cars

and private

on the Baltimore and
with some pleasure
that I say that I have grown parsley
which was used to garnish the tables of
cars

Ohio System, and

many

it is

of the officers of our road, the presi-

dents of our country, and that

it k^.s

been

used from Baltimore to the Pacific Coast.
I

financed

all

my

estate and
by borrowing

real

agricultural undertakings

$800.00 from the Relief Department, for

which

promised to pay $12.00 per month.
from the sale of parsley
averaged $17.00, which you can readily
see paid the interest on the investment
and the principal. As soon as this loan
was discharged I asked for another, and
now my home and surroundings are
worth four times the first $800.00 I
borrowed.
In addition to the parsley I always
have a good truck garden, and it is a
common thing for our Baltimore Division
trainmen to ride past my home at night
and see a hand lamp at either end of ;a
line and me pushing a wheel cultivator.
My aim is always to grow the very best,
for there is room at the top in every linfe.
Just one word more on the inducements
our Relief Department offers to the employes of the Company. I do not think
there is one State through which the
Baltimore & Ohio runs that has an association that gives a working man as fair
a chance to acquire a home as does our
Relief Department.

My

I

receipts

:

Questions and Answers on Practical
Agricultural Subjects
The Value
J. L.

of

Geldbaugh, an engineer, located

at Hardman's Helping Station, on the

Cumberland Division,
"In cleaning up a
discovered a

mound

writes:

Wood Ashes
would be worth that for the lime alone,
and doubtless a portion of the i)()tash
and phosphoric acid yet remain.

piece of ground I

covered with heavy

2nd. Arsenate of lead
th(^

is

regarded as

best arsenical poison for the control

and underneath were five or six
wagon loads of wood ashes which had
been made by a saw-mill about thirty-

of insects

five years ago.

pounds to a barrel of water.
should be mixed in a separate

sod,

Do you think there are any fertilizer

(1)

virtues in this
it

and

if

so,

what crop would

be best for?
Is

(2)

which

You can

tables.

which eat cucumpumpkins,
or would it
squash and

it

and

vi^ge-

without injury to

the plant at the rate of three or four

sufficient

water to get

suspension,

Arsenate of Lead a good spray

infest fruits

use

it is

all

lead

of the lead in

making a milky

mixed with the water

The

vessel with

fluid,

before

for application

for those striped beetles

on the plant.

bers,

part of the lead will sink to the bottom

be injurious to the vegetables or vines.
If not, give me the percentage of mixing.

Would you

advise Paris Green mixed

with flour for dusting on plants?
(3) How can I get rid of those borers
which attack the roots of pumpkins and

squash?
In reply to this letter, Mr. Stewart wrote
1st. Wood ashes of good quality make
a valuable fertilizer, but after the ashes
have })een exposed as long as those about
which you write I doubt if they would
be of very much value. The important
constituents of ashes are lime, potash and
phosphoric acid. The potash and phosphoric acid are quite soluble in ashes, but

where
of

this

it

will

it

has been exposed to water,

have leeched out.

amount

of ashes

is

very convenient

should not hesitate to put enough

on

it

much

However,

if

I

lal)()r

to scatter.it over the ground.

It

Otherwise,

the

greater

one njass and

will not be distributed.
put into the water which is to
be used as a spray the mixture should be
kept well agitated, else the lead will be

in

When

it is

and

from the mixture.
do harm to the plant
than Paris Green, which is inclined to be
caustic in its effect on most plants.
These cucumber beetles may be controlled
to some extent by a tobacco solution
which is made by boiling about one
pound of tobacco dust or tobacco leaves
in a gallon of water for about an hour.
When this is done it should be strained
and sufficient water added to make two
gallons.
This can be put on freely and
precipitated
It

is

lost

less liable to

frequently.
3rd.

The squash

borer which

infests

the roots of pumpkins and squash can

be eradicated in about the same
the borers of peach trees,

way

as

namely, by
45
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cutting the insect out
great

many

have been

and

killing

it.

A

suggested means of control

offered,

both for these insects
above named

as well as the borers of the

but the method here suggested

fruit trees,
is

the one

commonly

among

practised

isuccessful fruit growers everywhere, so far

You can

to you.

in the tool house,

venient at any time for consultation.

of further use,

do not hesitate to

let

me

know.

know.
have asked the Deming Company to
ihave a spray calendar and catalogue sent

Yours very truly,
J. H. Stewart,

I

will

It

be a good reminder as to when these
materials should be used.
If I can be
will

.as I

What

tack up the calendar
where it will be con-

Agricultural Agent.

Rid the Soil of the Sow Bug

C. N. Beyerly, time clerk, Chillicothe,

cautions

must be taken that nothing

else

gets hold of this poisoned bran.

Ohio, Ohio Division, writes:

''What will rid the soil of the sow bug?
have looked up several articles on
nature study, insecticides, etc., and they
all claim that the sow bug is harmless to
plant life, but I have ascertained beyond
a doubt that they do feed on j^oung
sprouts, lima beans, etc., and I would
like to know how to get rid of them.
Thought perhaps this might be interesting to other readers of the Magazine who

H.

J.

S.

I

grow vegetables,
servation

etc."

You

Answer.

that

are correct in your obthis

insect

does

some-

times feed upon the roots and leaves of
This, however, is not its
living plants.
usual habit,

its

principal food being the

decayed vegetable matter in the soil.
It is usually found about hot houses but
found also in the open, and entomologists claim that it is not noticeably
harmful to living plants. However, it
can be destroyed by mixing Paris Green

Them Was Happy Days
Old Adam was a lucky hound,
His days were filled with rest;

A

quarts of wet wheat bran.

two

insect.

believe;

looking,

We'll state that Adam n'er told
About his mother's cooking.

Eve

—Indianapolis Star.

of later day
That never got his goat;
He didn't have to tend the babes
While Eve went out to vote.

Another thing

—Fayette Advertiser,
In

Adam's life,
He never chanced to meet
all

the days of

Another man out with his wife;
And never paved a street.

or three

This should

be made into little lumps which can be
placed near the growing plant, and will
be eaten by the

— Cincinnati Enquirer.

Which same is true, we do
And now, while no one's

is

at the rate of a spoonful to

Eve never found
blonde hair on his vest.

It is a cinch

However, pre-

And Eden's climate was so warm
With flowers all about;
He never wakened in the morn
To find the furnace out.

—Wilmington Journal-Republican.

The

Service of Civilization

HAVE

no one to wait on me," impatiently cried

Jack, as he unsuccessfully endeavored to
for the third time.

I

tie his

little

shoestring

^"No one to wait on you? Impossible!" exclaimed his
mother. "My dear boy, you live in a house that affords you
comforts which even the kings of old could not command.
Large ships sail the seas to get the beautiful and useful from
the world for you, to carry you over
every nook and cranny
the deep to see strange sights and to bring you back home
again.
The tea-leaf Is being gathered in China for your refreshment
here in America the men plant cotton for your
warm weather clothes; in Saxony they are shearing sheep to
make your winter coats. Railroad locomotives run night and
day to carry your mail and transport you and your friends to
many climes. The great Panama Canal was built for you and

m

;

the great bridges and tunnels of the world. And the Army
and Navy with thousands of impatient heroes are always ready
all

to

guard your dear native land.

^ "Reporters and publishers

you

tell

all

you want

to

know of

the

world's happenings, and authors bring Into vivid existence for

you

all

and good men

great

of antiquity.

.

in your books,

orators declaim, historians narrate, poets sing, speech-makers

harangue.

The

painter places on canvas

for

your pleasure

the results of a lifetime of labor and the Inspiration of a
of divinity.

The musician

moment

transports you so close to heaven's

gate that you can hear the angels' chorus from the other side.

The phonograph,
and

my

the telephone and the telegraph are yours

which a kind
Providence has permitted the heroes and geniuses of the ages
to bring into being for your comfort and happiness."
these,

^ And
and
C[["I

the

dear, are but a few of the things

little

boy looked up

wistfully into his mother's face

said:

won't ever again say that

—JOHN

I

A.

have no one to wait on me."

RUPP

Office of General Auditor

New

Terminal at Jersey City of

Central Railroad of
Facilities for

W

ITH

the

Jersey

Handling Our Trains Greatly Improved

Probably next in importance to the
new train shed, with a

opening of the upper

main

concourse and

the

waiting rooms of the

New

Jersey

capacity of treble that of the old shed,

at

Jersey

is

deck

passenger terminal

Central

New

erection of the

the provision for direct access from

BROAD SWEEP OF MAIN CONCOURSE—JERSEY CITV TERMINAL OF THE
City on April 5th, the final stage of the
reconstruction was completed and the
entire

structure placed in actual com-

mission.
48

C. R. R.

OF

N.

J.

the train platforms to the upper decks

This is accomphshed
by the installation of ramps or inclined
runways from the main concourse on

of the ferry boats.

AND OHIO

l•:.MPLO^ IIS

on the

Tlic

of the second floor of the

as the

THK
the train

l(*vel

river front

BAl/ll.MOUi:

to tlu- concourse

from which two electrically
operated hanging gangways communicate
station

new

MACA/INi:

49

kudwu

train >\m\, teclmically

improved Bush type, consists of
a series of nine connected arches and a
cantilever

at

each

side,

the

arches

ONE OF THE RAMPS LOOKING DOWN TOWARDS TRACKS— JERSEY CITY TERMINAL
OF THE C. R. R. OF N. J.
through each ferry

to

slip

the

upper

decks and cabin of the boats.

There
the

is

ramp

erected on the center lines of the con-

a ramp at the south side of

restaurant

and

cafe,

and another

at the north side of the

rooms, both of which

rise

new waiting

gradually from

the main concourse floor to the level of

upper ferry concourse. There is
a wide staircase from the main
lobby, which now occupies the central
section of the building, to the middle
of the second deck.
The New York terminals at both
Liberty and Twenty-third Streets now
have the second deck entrances and exits.

the

also

supported by 18 foot fluted iron columns
crete

platforms.

Of

these

platforms,

four are sixteen feet wide, four, eighteen

wide and two, twenty feet \\ide. The
of these spans are of reinforced
concrete with two lines of skyliglits five
feet wide over each platform and one
line of skylights over each pair of tracks.
Continuous longitudinal ducts, two to
each arch, provide for the escape of
smoke and gases from the locomotives,
preventing them from coining into contact with the steel work and from being
diffused throughout the train shed.

feet

roofs
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Within

the

shed are twenty
which are 800 feet long

train

tracks, sixteen of

justment of the passenger train yard (to
be extended almost to Communipaw sta-

with a capacity of sixteen twelve-car
trains; on the remaining four tracks (at

tion a mile west of the terminal)

the south side of the shed), each 680

locking switches and signals in the yard

may

with a new plant of more than threefold

be placed. The old high arch train shed
covered only twelve tracks, 470 feet
long, with a total capacity, figuring

greater flexibility and efficiency than the

seven cars to a track, of eighty-four cars,

will

feet in length,

four ten-car trains

as against 232 cars which the

new

train

shed is capable of housing.
Outside the terminal proper, there
still remain several links to be welded

and the

replacing of the present system of inter-

existing layout.

For the present system of switching
be substituted an electro-pneumatic

interlocking

plant,

while

in

addition,

there will be installed a novel and effective

ing

method
all

of intercommunication linkdepartments of the terminal. By

AND CHEERFUL WAITING ROOM—JERSEY CITY
TERMINAL OF THE C. R. R. OF N. J.

A CORNER OF THE BRIGHT

in

the

general

chain of improvements

inaugurated by the
three years

ago.

New

Jersey Central

The most important

are the doubling in size

and

entire read

providing a number of additional main
line

and yard tracks

for

incoming and

outgoing trains and for light engines and
''dead-head" train movements, the new

THE liALTIMOKK AND OHIO
iutcrlockiiij:;

plant

will

so

l,S

M ACAZIXK

:,1

Tlu' coiistriict ion of this terminal will

the

facilitate

i;.MlM.o\

thice

distinct

dispatehinp; of trains as ai)i)r()xiniatel>' to

<'ni))hasize

treble the efficiency of the terminal

in

new system

of

which the Baltimore and Ohio luis over
oiler ronds cnterinir New York.
First,

this

respect,

whih^

the

a(l\antap;('s

UPPER DECK CONCOURSE SHOWING ENTRANCES TO FERRY BOATS— JERSEY CITY TERMINAL
OF THE C. R. R. OF N. J.
intercommunication, the basis of which
will

be electric signals, supplemented by

that of affording the most direct access
to

the great

the telautograph and telephone, will also

metroj)olis,

contri})ute to increased facility in the dis-

financial

patching of both trains and ferry boats.

sj)her(\

The new j^assenger train 3'ard, at least
new part of it, will occupy the present

the

sites of

the two round houses between

the terminal and Communipa\v,
will

which

be abandoned in the near future,

walk

financial

section

section of

the western

slee})ing

car

center of the city, where

passengers

on either out-

going or in-coming trains can

shops, coal bunkers, etc., this will

lower Jersey City to Twenty-third

i)e

largest engine terminal in the east

the second largest in the country.

the

and

the

heini-

Second, that of affording a cool, airy spot

away from the

gers

is,

is

Wall Street is only five minutes
from the Liberty Street Ferry.

when the new plant to the j^outh
of the main stem tracks is ready for
service.
With the machine and repair
that

the

of

which at the same time

rest

in

comfort.

Third, that of giving passen-

who

expect to go up town the longest

ferry

ride

on the Hudson River, from

in the course of

and idea

which a

of all lower

can be obtaincul.

Strc^ct,

fine perspective

Manhattan Island

—

—

The
Carl Werner, in

New

trouble you, pal, for the makln's?
obliged to you; I've got the match.
I'm a likin' to choke for the want of a smoke,
For I j es' got away by a scratch.
I'm up on the Cruiser Montana,
She's layin' out there in the Bay.
I ain't in her crew, but I came along, too,
For I well, pard, it happened this way:

Kin

I

York Evening Sun

He was

Much

I i

-4|

^

—

—

thinkin' o' me I was older, you seeBut Billy was only a lad.
Who's Billy? Aw, he's my kid brother,
An' his cheek was as smooth as a girl's.
He was twenty, at that, and a brave little
brat.

But he never growed out

of his curls.

—

Well, I promised the Mother I'd watch him
I'd have a sharp eye on the Kid,
An' keep him as good and as snug as I could

her I would, and I did.
two year ago it was, neighbor.
There wasn't no sign of a storm.
It was only the joy of a lark for the bo.w
An' the pride of a new uniform.

But the Mexicans started to mix it
An' we steamed into old Vera Cruz,
.\n' for ages we lay in the lazy old Bay
Without feelin' the sand in our shoe.'*.
Then at last we got hep thro' the wireless
Of orders for landin' next day,
An' the boys was afire with a burnin' desire
To founder the first boat away.
as wild as the others,
cra?y to join in the ?piel;
But I made up my mind I would leave him
behind.
For I knew how the Mother would feel.
So I put some cut-plug in his cofft
He never got wise to the trick
'Twas the evenin' before we was goin' ashore
An' I figgered on makin' him sick.

out of his stummick,

An' he went over side with th' rest.
An' he cheered at the race of the boats to the
place

Where the dockage lay low

He stood

in

the West.

bow

as they warpe I her,
Wet thro' from the wash of an oar.
An' he sprang when she bumped, with a laugh
as he jumped
The first of the army ashore.
in

the

Then a shout

To look

—

an' a shot an' I kind o' forgot
after Billy. I'm 'fraiJ.

I knew he was standin'
'Afore me an' taki;v my hand.
"Well, I guess they got me; don't toll
Mother!" says he.
An' he dropped in his tracks on the sand.

For the next thing

So I'm up on the Cruiser Montana,
We're bringin' the poor beggars home.
o' you guys that are willin' an'
wise
Will write 'em a bit of a pome.
It was only a brush with the snipers,
A shot from a roof, an' a run:
of a sight,
Not a regular fight, by a h
But we did what there was to be done,

Mebbe some

I

I'm

keepin'

For a

my weather eye open

old lady in black.
She's a stranger in town. If you see her
aroun'
Jes' tell her we're bringin' him back.
You'll know at a glance she's the Mother,
The family resemblace is strong.
Only she is a quaint little thing an' I ain't.
Much obliged for the makin's. So long!
little

—
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me

somethin' to take"
I've g H to go on with the boys!"

Then we charged up the long avenida.
At first it was like a parade.

I told

Jes'

saw him salutin' the surgeon,
With the manner a soldier employs,
An' he said: "For Gods sake, give

I

;

Jes'

The Kid was

He

sick as a pup. But he wouldn't give
up;
was spunky clear in to his spleen,

They pumped the stu 'T

When Billy an' me joined the Navy
The Mother took on pretty bad;
Not

Makin's

:

Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Convention of the

Department of The Baltimore and Ohio

Relief

Railroad Company, Held at the Grand Hotel,

1914

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 25-26,
By

J. A.

Burns

Secretary

TIHE

NINTH

of the Relief

J

@^|

Baltimore

&

Annual Convention
Department of the
Ohio Railroad was

by Z. T. Brantner, delegate
from the Cumberland Division and temporary chairman, on the morning of June
25th.
T. M. Deegan, delegate from the
Monongah Division, was temporary secretary.
Of the 108 delegates sent to the
convention (six having been elected by
the Relief Department from each of
called to order

Newark;
Three

James,

G.

Philadelphia,

Cusick, Chicago, C. P. Kalbaugh,

J.

Cum-

after

presented

their

which

105

.credentials

delegates

and

were

The following
G.
J.

phia;

T.

James,

were then elected
chairman, Philadelphia;

Corgee,

vice-chairman, Philadel-

G.
T.

J.

nongah;

officers

A. Burns, secretary, Baltimore;

M. Deegan,
J.

S.

assistant secretary,
Price,

master

at

Mo-

arms,

Newark.
The chairman appointed the following
committe on rules: C. P. Kalbaugh,
Cumberland; C. A. Richardson, Pittsburgh; T. J. Andrews, Newark.

He
serve

tellers

appointed the following to

also

as

a

committee on resolutions:

Price,

S.

were then appointed by

vention,

viz.:

W.

land;

J.

A.

Krausz,

E. Ross, Illinois;

Cumber-

C.

P.

Kal-

baugh, Cumberland.

The address

welcome was delivered
delegate from the
Indiana Division, in behalf of the em-

by

R.

J.

of

Sanders,

ployes of his division.

M.

seated

F.

Kennedy, general foreman at Midland
City, Ohio, who had been elected a delegate by the emploj'es of the Ohio Division,

but who at the opening of the conInforma-

vention was out of the service.
tion of this action

seated.

J.

A. Akins, Monongah.

The convention then
S.

berland, were appointed a committee on
credentials,

I.

the chairman to act throughout the con-

eighteen divisions) 106 were present.

G.

T. Corgee, Philadelphia;

J.

was telegraphed

to Dr.

Barr of the Relief Department in Baltimore.
After resolutions had been offennl by
Z. T.

Green, Philadelphia,

Chicago, and

J.

J. S.

(\isick,

R. Sanders, Indiiuia, and

referred to the committee on r(\^ulutiuns,

the convention was adjourncnl at
a.

m. to meet

at 1.30 p.

m.

of the

11.55

same

day.

One hundred and six delegates were
when chairman James called the

present

convention to order for the afternoon
session.
53
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The report of the committee on rules
was read and accepted, after which the
chairman declared the meeting open for
nominations of candidates for membership on the operating committee for a

term

of three years.

On

the sixth ballot

Andrews, conductor on the Newark
was elected, vice J. N. Elder.
Nominations were then made for membership on the advisory committee from
T.

J.

Division,

conducting transportation department for a term of three years. The
the

nominations were duly closed and the balloting resulted in the election of J. R.

tallyman

Sanders,

from

the

Indiana

Division, on the fourth ballot.

were then opened for
committee to represent the motive power department for a
term of three years. This was followed

Nominations

member

of advisory

by nominations for three members to
serve on the advisory committee as representatives of the maintenance of way department two for full terms of three years
and one for a term of one year to fill the
unexpired term of G. A. Able. The chair;

man

then declared that the election of

members from the
motive power and maintenance of way
departments would take place on the
morning of the following da}^, June 26th,
and the session adjourned at 4.50 p. m.
One hundred and six delegates
answered the roll call at 10.00 o'clock on
the morning of Friday, June 26th.
The secretary read a telegram from Dr.
Barr, superintendent Relief Department,
which was in reply to the wire forwarded
on the 25th, in connection with action
taken in regard to M. F. Kennedy, in
which Dr. Barr stated that if convention
was satisfied to permit Mr. Kennedy to
advisory committee

participate,

it

was

satisfactory

to

the

Relief Department.

The convention then proceeded
election

of

representatives

to the

on the ad-

visory committee to represent the motive
power and maintenance of way depart-

This resulted in the election of

ments.

W.

E. Ross, machinist, Illinois Division,

to represent the motive

power departMason, plumber, Philadelphia
Division, for a term of three j^ears; W. H.

ment;

J.

Metzgar,

foreman,

sion, for a

term

Connellsville

of three years,

Divi-

and B. A.

Betz, carpenter, Ohio River Division, for

a term of one year to represent the main-

tenance of

way department.

meeting was adjourned,
from the Cumberland Division and temporary chairman
at the opening of the convention, addressed the delegates on their duties and
urged upon the men who had been
elected members of the advisory committee a firm and loyal devotion to- the
best interests of the Relief Department.
Mr. Brantner's remarks were heartily
applauded and very much appreciated.
The committee on resolutions reported
on their findings in regard to the resolutions offered by Messrs. Cusick and
Greene and recommended that they be
referred to the advisory committee for
Before

the

Z. T. Brantner, delegate

action.

Motion
carried

was

that

made,

the

seconded

secretary

have

and
the

minutes of the convention placed in the
first issue of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company Employes Magazine.
After formal resolutions had been
passed thanking the management of the
hotel for the privilege of using the convention room and thanking the officers
for the admirable conduct of the conven-

chairman James made some appreciative remarks on the expeditious and
efficient manner in which the business
before the convention had been handled
tion,

and the convention was declared adjourned.

Thrilling Railroad Career of Baltimore

&

Ohio Veteran
Captain W. J. Kenny Ran Ammunition
Train During Civil War

EFORE

T>

even seeing Captain
Kenny, the writer had heard
fe^ much about him. He had been
told how the captain had done a man's
work early in life, how he had been a freight

'^

J

train

conductor years before the Civil

War, how he had served through that
conductor of a train

terrible conflict as

in the heart of contested territory,

and

Captain is now over
eighty years of age.
Great was his surprise, therefore, on being ushered into the
office of
C. W. Egan, general claim
agent, in which the captain was sitting,
to have a well-preserved gentleman rise
quickly from his chair and with conalso,

that

siderable

the

warmth

newcomer.

his

offer

seat to the

His eyes are as clear as those

of a youth, his carriage

is

erect, his grip

strong, his dress immaculate; in fact the

only suggestion of age
stick he carries,

make one

is

the black-thorn

and he does

feel that

cultivated early in

it

life

is

this so as to

rather a habit

than an indication

of infirmity or old age.

Captain W. J. Kenny was born in
Baltimore County in 1834, and when
seventeen j-ears of age, took charge of

a line of lime cars running from Texas to
Baltimore. Three

years

later

he

went

with the Northern Central Railroad as a
trainman. Just })efore the war broke

out, in 18G0, he took

up railroad work at

having charge of a
which
train
ran into that city. In the
latter part of 1861 he came with the Baltimore & Ohio, and has been continuously in its service up to the time of
his retirement a few years ago.
Captain Kenny probably saw as much
important work done on the Northern
side during the Civil War as any other
person engaged in that struggle. He got
a leave of absence from the Company at
the outbreak of the war and became a
conductor of the United States Military
Railway running from Alexandria to
Culpeper, Virginia, and as far beyond
that point as the lines of the Confederates
would permit. He tells of how with
every retreat of the enemy the line was
pushed forward into hostile tc^rritory a
little bit farther and how, on the other
hand, we were obliged to retire in our
train operations upon the advance of the
men from the South.
The picture of the old eiigiiK^ on the
United States Military Railroad which
accompanies this article shows a part of
the most exciting experience Captain
Atlanta,

Georgia,

Kenny has had during his eventful life.
As conductor of a train of five cars
heavily loaded with ammunition, he was
standing back of his engineer when Con55
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TiiK BAi;n.M()Ki:
federate guerrillas

with

bullets.

rake them

to

l)e<iaii

The

and OHIO

sou^iit

fin^inau

the

i;.\ii'Lo^ i:s

ma(;azi.\k

remembers General (Irant well, an«l
him to Appomattox the V( ry day

carried

and Caj)h(^ would
not have done the same thing had not a

that (leneral Lee surrendered.

bullet i^ierced tin* glass of the engine cal)

hero,

protection of the water
tain

and

Kenny

do(\s

t(>n(ler

not claim that

The

killed the enginiH^.

train

was

running about tw(^nty-five miles an hour.
A glance ahead show(^d him that the
bridge over the Little

of the right-

of-way that a leap into the midst of tiie
big rocks along the edge of the track

would mean sure death.

one of the occasions on which he saw the
great

my

eyes, pulled the throttle

open and reached the other

side*

wide
and

up

his features.

to the servic<'

Ohio after the war
closed and was made agent at Piedmont.
West Mrginia. In those days it was
customary to break any train of twenty
of the

Baltimore

Kenny saw

closed

general did a susjiicion

Kenny returned

Cai)tain

thought the safest course w^as to risk the
burning bridge, I jumped into the cab,

I

War

('ivil

of a smile lighten

cars

"because

war

not exaggerated, and that on only

is

I was
was afraid of
the many dangers surrounding me, and

''Not," as he said,

courageous, but because

says

tory, that of the stern, tacit urn. dogfred

Canawaba River

was burning, and a glimpse

He

that the familiar ])ortrait of (jrant in his-

or

sections

more

&:

and

over

run

to

visor,

easier

with

When

engine on each section.

two
an

in

it

mountain

the

Captain

this practice he told the super-

a Air. Wall, that

and more

it

efficient

would be an
operation

to

have one engine pull the twent}^ cars and

friends in safety."

another

The full page picture shows the engine
which made this trip, and the bullet hole
through the cab window, the hole made
b}' the very bullet, in fact, which killed
the engineer. His dead body w^as propped
up in his seat when the picture was taken
by a war correspondent. Captain Kenny
stands in the gangway.
This was but one of the many exciting
times he had during the war. Why he
was not killed in the second ])attle of
Bull Run is almost inexplicable.
A
i)ullet
entered one side of his neck,
plowed straight through and came out

train

of

push

them,

them

making a

instead

single

two.

of

Th<'

supervisor replied that he did not agree,

and would not accept the

responsibility of

running a train of that
mountains.

size

over the

Agent Kenny responded

that

would accept the responsibility, and
it was under his direction that the first
Baltimore & Ohio train was run with a
he

pusher engine over the mountains.

Thi>

practice has been considered good rail-

roading

ever

since

and

is

still

being

followed.

In fact where the bullet

During the railroad strike riots of
Captain Kenny was joint trainmaster at South Chicago for sev(ui trunk
His life had been threat(^ned on a
lines.

emerged there is a wound which has
opened 3'early during ever}' year of the
fifty since it was first sustained.
There
was scarcely an officer of any note on the
Federal side who did not have occasion
to use the train run by the Captain, the
pioneer train of many a campaign into
hostile Virginia territory. Captain Kenny

number of occasions in anonymous letterand personal attacks by the strikers, l)ut
he stuck to his job fearlessly and carried
out his orders as well as conditions would
permit. On one occasion as he wa>
manipulating a semaphore to allow for
the passing of an incoming express, some
strikers surrounded him and said that if

the other side.
visible today.

The marks

are plainly

1894,
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he passed the train they would

him.

kill

move

to prevent

while this train

me

is

from doing

passing."

my

by the Chicago superintendents of
& Ohio, the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, the Pittsburg, Fort
Wayne & Chicago, the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, the Chicago, Lake Shore

signed

With one hand on the semaphore control and with the signal set for the passing
of the train, the captain leveled an automatic revolver at the crowd, and said:
''I'll shoot the first man who makes a

the Baltimore

&

Eastern, the Chicago Short Line Rail-

way and

duty

the general superintendent of

the Belt Railway of Chicago, presented

His courage

tion

to Captain
Kenny upon his

however.

active

and

determina-

made a shot
unnecessary,
be

It will

retirement from

service,

are the following

re-

membered by

notable

some

sions

our
readers that
of

and

Nelson

General

whom

the accu-

threats

continued in the
position of train-

master
South

and

sations
of

Kenny

''Mr.

commander of
the Federal
against

regard

apprecia-

tion:

A. Miles, the

troops

expres-

of

the

of

Chicago

District, includ-

ing

the

these ex-

strikers were
hurled, went to

tremely compli-

Chicago, the hot-

until

he was

bed of the

tired

and placed

strenuous

times.

captain

roll of

felt

feels for

1,

the

had
CAPTAIN

courage

W.

J.

KENNY

roads

His train was backing into Chicago,
and although the strikers along the rightof-way outnumbered the militia ten to
one, he stood

on the back platform* as his
was being backed into the city and
ordered

confirail-

that em-

ployed him and

he displayed that

literally

the

dence of the

day.

train

March

1907.

"He always

still

General

Miles on account
of

the Balti-

Railroad

recalls

and

re-

more & Ohio

the

admiration

the

he

And

crossings,

on the pension

during

trouble

those

cated

his

way through

the

hostile territory.

In a beautifully engrossed memorial

performed the duties of his responsible
position in a satisfactory manner and was
regarded as an efficient and capable man.

"The
for

undersigned, officers of the roads

which Captain Kenny was employed

as trainmaster,

desire

to

express their

appreciation of his valuable service, and

extend to him in his retirement their

—

—
THE

best wishes for

BAi;riM()HK

many

AND OHIO

years of lieallh and

happiness."

Such

ri>< )^"I•:s

expressed vohintarily by

were in intimate touch witli

and active supervision ovc^r liis extremely
comphcated and difficult work for many
years, could only come from men of sin-

George Ade,

been

has
(hit\'.

Kenny
admirers

in his quality of cynical

said at the Chicago Athletic

has
all

was with a

little girl

of eight the

She looked up from

Hans Andersen and

many

so

to

Cai)taiii

friends

over the Baltimore

iV'

and
Ohio

System.

An Ohioan and

a Philadelphian were

one day discussing the relative merits of

Ade?'"
'"Yes,

my

child,'

said

l.''—Wash-

The

she used one-half as a cradle

baby

in."

Philadelphian

said:

strong;

lieat."

Thomofi

water's the best

never can stay under water that
Judge.

full-

A'.

Miranda.

Story

The sexton of an "auld kirk"
bonny Scotland had been in charge
the edifice for so

And it says, 'Under
way to peel them.'

"Why,

grown policemen were found asleep on

A True
and

smiled.

dear chap, in Philadelphia three

Tearful Affair

"I'm really afraid that those onions are

I

The

one

bride read the recipe over

long."

it,

to rock the

my

ington Star.

A

"Out where I live," said the Ohioan,
"we grew a pumpkin so big that when my
wife cut

said:

'''Does m-i-r-a-g-e spell marriage, Mr.

But

devotion

wonder that

little

their respective climates.

other afternoon.
her

unfaiHng

an
is

It

an

a hfe whose highest ideal

Going Some

Club:
''I

:,9

cerity of character as a ineinorial to

Too Often
bachelor,

M AC AZIXK

ex(»nij)hir>' life,

tho\ip;hts,

men who

IvM

considered

himself

many

in
(^f

years that he

particularh'

respon-

So when he saw
a strange elderly gentleman wearing a
n(>w-fangl(Ml and elaborate ear trumpet
sible for its sanctity.

—

—

—

"
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and take a seat
in a front pew, he watched him closely
to fathom what the man intended to do

march up the center

Naturally

aisle

Finally,
with the curved instrument.
longer,
himself
no
when he could contain

he walked steadfastly up to the stranger,

tapped him on the shoulder and said
in a threatening tone:
''Aye toot an' y're oot,

mon."

''Yes," said the

was very

Roman

Candle.

There was

distressing.

'^'It

my

friend, the Fountain of Fire, making a
very beautiful display, when all of a
sudden the rain came down in perfect
torrents.''

"Mercy, how sad!" said the little Pin"And was she very angry?"

wheel.

"Not angry, exactly," said the Roman
"But I could see from the way
she sputtered that she was very much
Candle.

put out."

Judge.

Well Defined
''Rastus,

what

am

am

alibi?"

a'

yuh was at
de prah'r-meetin' whar yuh won't, when
yuh won't at de chicken-coop whar yuh
''A' alibi

proovin' dat

was."

How

Pat Would Evade

It

Two Irishmen, on their way home
from a funeral, were conversing about
the uncertainty of life. Says Pat:
"Sure and Fd give a thousand dollars,
Moike, if I knew th' place where I was
goin'

t'

die."

"Faith, Pat, and phwat good would
thot do yez?"
at

"Begorra, I'd niver go near the place
Baltimore
all,
at all," says Pat.

Trolley News.

— "Please, doctor,
you come
andsee father at once.
Doctor— "What's the matter with
him?"
Boy— "He can't stop laughing,
Doctor— "What
he
on
earth
laughing at?"
Boy— "Mother's caught her tongue
Boy

will

sir."

is

in the wringer."

Taller.

•

Outlawed
English

Tourist

(in

Gulch

Bloody

—By the way, old
grizzly bear common around here?
but
Landlord— Used to
top,

Hotel)

be,

is

the

it's

ex-

now. Why, even Three-Fingered
Ike won't allow it in his dance hall!
Exchange,
tinct,

—

—

—

THE HALTIMOKK AND

A Heated

she

made

''All right,

—
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Solved

Conversation

'Maud," I cried, resolved to chance
"There are words I burn to say!"

Then

—

—

Ihm

Hollow Ilankins (the tramp) Can't
you help me a little, boss? I hain't had
nothin' to eat for three days.

this cryptic answer,

—

Charlie; blaze away.'

Judqe

Mr. Knox Why don't you iivi an engagement with some showman to fast in
a dime museum? Exchange.

Safety First

New Merchant —How

big

"ad"

an

would you advise?
Advertising Agent

how many

—That

depends on

tons of customers your store

will sustain.
You wouldn't want
'em to break through into the cellar, of
course
Exch a n ge

floor

!

.

Brudder Brown Gets Careless

A

colored parson, calling

his flock,
in

found the object of

the back yard working

coops.

He

noticed

with

of

CONSTABLE SILAS BECOMES A TRAFFIC COP
AFTER HIS VISIT TO THE CITY

his visit out

—Courtesy "Life"

upon one

among

his hen-

surprise

"Why
"whar'r

Brudder
all

Brown,"

to

"Dearest," he said,
he

asked,

yo' chickens?''

open an' dey all went home."
more Trolley Mews.

Her

"1

couldn't live

without you!"

know you couldn't," she replied.
is why I felt so sorry for you, the
other day. when father threatened to cut
off my allowance, just because we had
"I

"Huh," grunted Brudder Brown without looking up, "some fool niggah lef de
do'

No News

that

there were no chickens.

Balti-

"That

been married for a year."

Judge.

R. Kearney

Made General

Superintendent
of Transportation

J.

J.

On

H. Jackson and

July

1st,

J.

R.

Kearney

promoted from the position

J. P.
was

of superin-

O'Malley Promoted

countant of the
road.

tendent of trans-

Illinois

Midland Rail-

Returning to the car record
the

of

portation to that

Central,

of general super-

mained

office

Illinois

he

re-

until

intendent of

May

transportation

and from

that

of the Baltimore

date until

May

&

Ohio System,
the

1st,

10th, 1882,

1889, he

was

succeeding

successively clerk

late C. C. Riley.

and

Mr. Kearney
was born March
29th, 1859, and

of the car record

clerk

chief

of the St.

office

Paul,

Minne-

apolis

& Mani-

the pubhc schools

toba

and

at Altoona, Pa.,

car record office

Great Northern
Railways, at St.
Paul. Mr. Kearney resigned from
the western road

the Pennsyl-

toenterBaltimore

after

attending

entered

railway

service in

1876,

as a clerk in the

of

vania

at

Railroad,

&

Altoona.

as

From March

May 1st,

1881,

he

service,

was
R.

KEARNEY
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to

and from

November, 1881, was car

ac-

until

filled

he was ad-

vanced to superHis address

car record office

May

which

position he

emplo3^ed in the
of the Illinois Central Railroad,

service

superintendent of car

1st,

1880, to

Ohio

the

intendent of transportation.
at the

Deer Park convention

of the oper-

(l(>partnuMit

atiuij;

in

the

ill

Employes

Majijaziuc.

On May

S(>})t('inl)('r,

April

iippeaiM^l

J.

issue

I'roin

li)!."),

the

of

i:.\llM.(»^ i;s

that

J.

m aca/ink

position

tiiis

of

of

to

Newark

the

On

who

Jaekson,

II.

O'MALLEY

J. P.

July 1st,, I. P. O'Malley, assistant
nHM'chandise

auditor

the office of

was ap-

receipts,

pointed

su-

perintendent

(),3

was advanced

lie

superintendent

JACKSON

H.
14th,

general

oiiio

Division.

has been connected with
the

and

BAi/riMoin-:

'iiiK

the

to

position of audi-

of

merchandise
suc-

transportation
at Baltimore, was

re{'ei])ts,

appointed super-

ceeding William

intendent of the

McGowan, who

Newark Division,

has been assigned

tor

to otluT

headquar-

with

tor

C. W. Gorsuch,
who w^as assigned to other

1873,and entered
railway

duties.

to

t

h

in

t^

and Wheeling
Railway in Au-

Terre

Haute,

Ind.,

1873,

28th,

and

engaged

in

Cleveland, O.

was

After

farm-

filling

sev-

vvt\\ ]){)sitions

ing until he vras

that

twenty-one years
old,

at

1895,

gust,

February

the

of

Cleveland, Lorain

He was
at

depart-

m(*nt

April of this

born

general

the

freight

Baltimore &Ohio

year.

service

as a mailing clerk

Mr. Jackson

came

audi-

was born in
Youngstown, ().,
March 19th,

Ohio, succeeding

in

duties.

The new

Newark,

ters at

i.

ii

i

v

HKid,

he

with

the

went

!v-i.\

wh( n he en-

I'^rie

on

Railroad as

tered railroad service as a station helper

clerk in the general freight de])artment at

He

Cleveland, and returned to the Cleveland,

at Osceola, Mo., with the Blair Line.

was rapidly advanced in the traffic department of that road and later of the Frisco
Lines, w^hich absorbed the Blair Line in

1898.

In 1910 he was promoted to su-

perintendent at

which

position

Birmingham,
remained

he

Ala.,

in

until

he

entered the service of the Baltimore

Ohio as

supervisor

of

<fe

transportation.

Lorain and Wheeling Railroad
as

clerk

rate

When

this

Baltimore

the

in

in

auditor's

1900,
office.

absorbed by the
Mr. O'Malley was

road was

&

Ohio,

transfcTred to the office of the auditor of

revenue,

in

Baltimore, during F(Oiruary,

1902.

In June,

1902,

Mr. O'Mallev IxTame

'
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January

1914, which position

assistant chief clerk to the auditor of coal

receipts

and coke receipts and was made

he has occupied up to the present time.
Notice of this latter promotion together

chief clerk

in June, 1904, being transferred in similar

capacity to the merchandise receipts de-

He was

partment in January, 1913.
vanced to assistant auditor merchandise

Economy
(

CONOMY,

is

many

the divisional or general

many

readily say

One pin

of

Do

of the clerks in

the

offices.

I

look

them, and can more

looks like a small thing, but

what the

every employe on the

waste one pin per day.
ciple for getting

enormous cost
applied to

Do you

all

Learn to save your employer's money.
not work the Company, but work fo7-

all

little

given too

what is going on in the offices.

just figure out

ployes Magazine.

Contributed Anonymously )

at this from the clerks' side, because I
see very

with a picture of Mr. O'Malley, was
printed in the January issue of the Em-

as Seen by the Clerk

the watchword of

railroads today,

thought by

ad-

would be if
System should
The same prin-

cost

an adequate idea of the

of the little things

can be

of our office supplies.

ever stop to think

1st,

how

far the

it

Company
will

if only for the reason that
be for your own benefit. Just

because you have the material at hand

do not waste it but learn to conserve it
and make it last as long as possible, and
you will find that such deep retrenchments as have recently been made may
be prevented to some extent.
It

is

not necessary to go into the indi-

vidual items that can be conserved, but

How

take for instance the water supply.

many

of us realize that every gallon of

water that flows from a spigot

is

paid

for-

you are wasting
would carry a ton of freight? You have
a supply at hand and think that it will

by the Company. One gallon does not
cost much, but when our consumption

but the present retrenchment policy which has been inaugurated
by the railroads the country over ought to
persuade you that the waste cannot last

amounts to an enormous sum.

forever.

to do.

cost of the stationery

last

forever,

runs into milhons of gallons yearly,
see

the

the

office,

it

water
turn

running
it

off.

for the fellow that

If

uselessly

Do

i\

you
in

not leave

comes behind you

Question Box

The Tractive Power
J.

of a Locomotive

Emor}' Bauer, of the Car Service Department, asks:

''Kindly explain through the 'Question Box' the meaning of tractive power of

a locomotive and how

derived."

it is

The General Superintendent

of

Motive Power advises:

''The term tractive power as generally used

capacity of a locomotive

rated,

is

and

is

derived

the basis upon which the hauling
by the following formula for simple

is

locomotives:
Let

T = tractive power.
D = diameter of drivers in inches.
d = diameter of cylinders: in inches,
s = stroke of cj'linder in inches.
P = boiler pressure in pounds.
T = d^ XsX.85 P
D

''The constant .85 as used above, represents that reduction in pressure, due to
friction, condensation, etc.,
is,

which

between the boiler and the cylinders; that
is somewhat less than the boiler pressure.
a locomotive does not, however, remain constant for all
exists

the pressure obtained in the cylinders

"The

tractive

power

of

speeds, as this varies with the speed of the locomotive.

"The maximum tractive power exists at the piston speed of 250 feet per minute
and maintains its maximum to about 10 miles per hour, when beyond this speed the
tractive power diminishes and at very high speeds is considerably below the maxi-

mum

at starting.

"Of course, as noted above, the fundamental parts which enter

into the calcula-

tion of the tractive power, such as the cylinders, diameter of .drivers

pressure

may

and boiler

must be maintained, thar is, the
must not exceed the adhesion between the drivers and the rail, otherof the wheels will come about, and then the engine would be over
othei- words, too much cylinder power for the weight of the locomo-

vary, but a certain factor of adhesion

cylinder power
wise, slipping

cylindered. in

65
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This factor as mentioned above, generally termed ^'factor of adhesion," runs

tive.

in the neighborhood of 4 for high speed locomotives, 43^ for freight engines

and

slightly higher for switching engines.

Standard Stations and Warehouses
H. E.
burg,

W.

Pursell, relief agent at Parkers-

''For what reason did the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad adopt as their standard,
stations with ground floor warerooms?
What advantage, if any, has a ground
floor wareroom over an elevated
with a platform in front?"
M. A. Long, architect, replies,

''The reason
tion

is

ground

it is less

do not

viz.:

floor sta-

expensive to construct.

count

our

single

freight houses as warehouses,

are

floor

that although more expensive to

operate,

We

for the

not

operated as

we have warehouses, they

always
advantageous to build a freight house two
stories where the topography will permit
of it, but we have none of this character
constructed as yet. On a flat piece of
ground it is always less expensive in
operation to have a one story house, providing it is not over 500 or 600 feet in
length.
If it is longer than this, it is
considered more economical to build a
house two stories and put in elevating
machinery.
Elevating the freight increases the cost per ton for handling very

more than a

Va., asks:

such.

On account

story

and they
Wherever

single story,

and

are

it is

materially."

with this issue of the Magazine earlier
of Problem No. 5 and continue discussions of operating questions in the August issue.

than usual, we

of going to press
will

The Race

show solution

of Pins

—What's

the

Answer?

O

BRAKEMAN

WOLFE, OF THE INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION, CALLS THIS DRAWING "THE RACE
OF PINS." GUESS THE ANSWER— BUT DON'T BOTHER TO SEND IT IN

W. H.

Militant Courtesy
/^ XE

of the

arguments frequently

urged against

JjjjL

Woman Suffrage

fie^y the fact that in placing

on the same plane with men
destroy

will

which

the

civilized

respect

man

is

women
we

in politics,

and courtesy

has always paid to

fice,

to

be sure, but not so

speech; and

we can

Can you

picture a dapper

arrived

sizable dimensions?

''I

a

am

member

of

woman

her,

and
the Men's League, and

a believer in

suffrage

courtesy and consideration for

women

is

the special feature of our creed."

What

persuading the anti-suffragette that the
forces in

favor of

woman

suffrage

are

truly working for her highest welfare?

The surrender

of his seat

is

Polish

immigrant

Recently we attended a
ing

in

hundred
of stairs

a

large

a small sacri-

cir-

young man

woman

political

industrial

city.

of

meetV'lvv

had climbed four flights
to a hot room right under the

i)eo])le

roof, to listen to

a candidate declare his

Germans, Irish, Jews, Neand if
groes and Americans were there,
anything was needed to complete the
principles.

—

cosmopolitan character of the crowd,

was furnished by a handful
Italians in street clothes,

better wsiy could be found of

little

earnestly addressing himself to a newh-

on the point of vanishing.
It was probably with this idea in mind
that the Men's League for Woman
Suffrage in New York City recently decided that, whenever a member had a

do so and at the same time say to

tlie

imagine

cumstances in which even these bold
spirits would be glad to esca])e repeating it.

women, and which nowadays often seems

chance to give his seat to a woman who
had none in a public conveyance, he would

easily

it

of perspiring

who had formed

a volunteer band for the occasion, and
made a grand entrance into the hall to
the tune of an inspiring Italian march.
We have often been to political meetings in that same hall, when it seemed as

—

—

—
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man

from the chairman
was using tobacco in

the census of 1910,wehave 12,984,762 chil-

and when the ceiUng lights
were actually dimmed by the thick strata
But this was a different kind
of smoke.
of poUtical meeting, for women had been
invited and about fifty came.
When the hour approached ten and the
speaker had concluded, reahzing that not
a match had been struck nor a puff taken
in that cosmopolitan crowd for nearly
two hours, we looked around to see the
"NO SMOKING" signs. Not one was
in sight, and it is certain that though

Last year,
300,000 of the latter died, half of whom,

if

eveiy

present,

to the doorkeeper,

som(} form,

there were

many

man

at least, might have been saved

if

smoking

in deference to the

experience indicate

homes

sanitary.

This

is

a terrible indict-

shows how silly have been
those people who have insisted that girls
who marry need only a smattering of education and that '^mother-love" is a suffi-

ment, and

it

management

cient guide to the right

Kate Upson Clark, in

infants.

rather

woman would

be

weakened

by

than

In

Transmission
regret to record another outbreak

of militancy,

with the destruction of prop-

erty belonging to innocent outsiders.
'

Last night, shouting 'Taxation with-

tyrannjM" a band
threw
into Boston Harbor 342 chests of tea,
valued at £18,000.
Public sympathy has been completely
alienated by this act of vandalism and
their cause put back fifty years.
Alice
Duer Miller,' New York Tribune.
out representation

association with her in politics?

is

of fanatics, disguised as Indians,

Save The Children
The new Children's Bureau in Washingis

beginning well in

the lives of our

them

little

its

ALL

w^ork of saving

ones and training

for useful citizenship.

WE

According to

believe that one of the choicest fruits of Christianity will be

the growth of a bond of brotherhood and sisterhood so close
all

nations, races

and peoples, that we

shall

each to the other, and that great word Humanity,

among

become truly kindred

like a rolling

wave

of the

ocean of God's love, shall wash out from the sands of time the words caste,

and even that good word patriotism, because we shall feel that the
is our country and all men are our kin.
Every utterance of
appreciation, affection and friendship, every token of mutual cooperation;

creed, sex,

whole world

every stroke of honest hard work undertaken side by side; every sincere
prayer, helps toward this beautiful day that

dom

of

of

Leslie^ s.

Somewhat Delayed
We

that man's idealizing of

ton

their

parents had been intelHgent and their

re-

women present.
Would not such an
intensified

Of these 2,217,
old.

lovers of tobacco there,

they had voluntarily and to a
frained from

dren under the age of six.
342 were less than a year

God.

Frances E. Willard.

we

call

the coming of the King-

Salmon Hash

with

salt or

One can salmon
cup
milk.

rolled

Have

flaked

cracker

a

crumbs;

skillet

tablespoons of butter;

hot,

one

one
cup

place

two

coarse;

when melted put

in cracker

crumbs,

mon,

these together, season well with

stir

stir,

then the flaked

sal-

pepper, salt and a dash of cayenne, and
then mix one-quarter teaspoon of dry
mustard with the oil that was on the sal-

mon and

stir in

the mixture, then one

cup milk. When the whole is thoroughly
heated through and thick it is ready to
serve.
This makes an excellent dish to
prepare on short notice and is sureh' a
hungry man's delight.

Baked Canned Salmon
Drop one can of salmon in hot water
and while this is boiling ten or fifteen
minutes put a tablespoon (heaping) of
butter
or
any good fat in spider;
when hot through stir in a half onion
(sliced fine and minced) and fry until
brown. Stir into the })rown fat a tablespoon of flour. When well mixed pour
in a pint of milk or juice enough to make
a nice gravy when boiled, then season

Take can from hot

pepper.

water; open, drain

off the liquor into

the

on a platter and
pour gravy over and around hot fish.
Garnish with sliced lemon and parsley.
Use water in place of milk, which makes

grav}',

arrange the

fish

the brown gravy.

Baked Canned Salmon
Take off the skin from a fine canned
salmon steak. Lay in a small granite
baking pan and sprinkle with a little pepper and salt and minced parsley. Over
the salmon place an inch-thick layer of
well seasoned and beaten mashed potato,
shaping to conform to a slice of fish. On
top put buttered and seasoned fine bread
crumbs. Bake half an hour in a hot
oven, basting once in a while with a
little butter and cream that the salmon
may not dry out. Place carefully on
platter and pour around the delicious
steak a cream gravy made by putting
into the pan it was baked in, half a pint
of milk, a small cup of cream and half the
juice of the salmon.

When

boiling hot,

season with salt and pepper and thicken

with flour and water.
point with each helping.

Serve a lemon
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laughing and gaily bedecked
squaws were the best patrons of the
picture postal booth the newsman had

squatty,

many

seen for

a day.

Revealing side

on the quick march of our civilization, these!
Probably no other amalgamation of races, probably no other land
would ever have been able to have
lights

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

brought such strange things to pass.
It was good to see the Indians in their
costly costumes and ornaments, laughing happily in the midst of their white

Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Herbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Luckey, Staff Photographer

brethern

them

The March

years

of Progress

"D JUT

yesterday,

[~J ancestors
Iw^^l

it

Chief

of

seems,

the

Eagle

Calf

the

the Yellowstone Reservation

of

knew no transportation but that afforded
by the wild horses of the western plains,
the canoe and their own swift moving
on

legs

the

domains.

mountain

Today

we

of

trails

meet

him

their

and

others of his tribe in a splendid terminal
on the banks of the Hudson, waiting to

be ferried across to a train which will
them through in three days to

thrust

the reservation

home beyond the

''Father

Waters."
These Indians had been with the Shriners at their annual convention in Atlanta;
they had paid their homage to the Great
Father in Washington; they had seen
of

sights

which

before

them would never have believed

could

those

of

the

generation

exist.

of their number had flown as
the great golden eagle of their own

Rocky mountains,

is

cruely

inevitable

and bravely

invasion of the

palefaces.

encouraging also for us to look

we waged an
and humanitarian war, to see
greater prosperity and happiness of
And to hear from
dwellers there.
across to Cuba, where

selfish

unthe
the
our

we can grant to the
measure of the independence we promised them when we
took their Islands.
To us Americans who believe that
leaders that soon
Filipinos a large

if

not in age, surely in physical being
stature, we are the ''older

and moral
brother"

among

the

these

nations,

accomplishments should appeal. They
should make us look forward with a
more hopeful optimism to the time when
the unhappy nation on our southern
border
lating

may

also

touch

of

have

felt

genuine

the stimuliberty,

the

and the

beneficial

selfish interest in

effects

of

our

un-

them.

three thousand feet

above the course of the Hudson. His
only disappointment was the refusal of

Common

Sense Lessons on
Drink Question

the aviator to take him up again. With
metropolitan nonchalance the men pur-

chased and smoked Turkish cigarettes
we watched them. And the fat,

as

of

enlightening influence of real education

One
flies

swarming
It

Some

metropolis.

fought

ago,

against
I

the

of

are the very Indians who, seventy

We
vice

are usually willing to accept ad-

from a person experienced

in the

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
subject on which
are even

we

are

more wiUing

j;ettiiip; it.

to accept

it

We
when

were received
Baltimore.

the experience of the advisors has not

was

narrowed their opinions on the subject.
The following, th(U'(»fore, ought to impress
us very strongly, since at least two of
the men mentioned have had personal (ex-

Some

perience

the

in

drinking of alcoholic

number

liquors for a

one of them from

of years,

and each

just a purely

common-

sense, selfish standpoint

decided that

it

was best to cut out the booze. The
paragraph which follows is from the New
York Times.
'"The railroad companies which are
down on alcoholic indulgence
among their employes are getting aid
and comfort from the authors, three of
w^hom. Jack London in ''John Barleycorn," Will Levington Comfort in " Midstream," and Sam Blythe in " The Old
Game," have this Spring given autobiographical object lessons in favor of the
temperance crusade."
shutting

Returned Magazines
Between May loth and May
several different packages of

30th

Magazines

it

in

71

the edit(;rial office at

On none

of these packages

indicated where they

came from.

Magazines dated back as
Some of the
far as September, 1913.
packages had no protection and were in
bad condition when received.
knows any
If anyone reading this
station on the System which is .receiving
more copies of the Magazine than it
of the

needs, they will do us a great favor

by

There are a num-

advising immediately.

ber of places where additional copies of
the

Magazine

tageously.

used

be

could

When

advan-

necessary to send

it is

Magazines back to Baltimore on account
of over supply, please see that

wrapped
the

sender

is

package or given in a

The

they are

and that the name of
either indicated on the

carefully

Magazine

letter of advice.

will

not

reach

its

everybody
and
improving distribution. If you know
any way in which distribution as you see
it
can be improved, please write the
editor.
Your letter will have ])rompt
attention your help be appreciated.
greatest
is

effectiveness

willing

to

help

in

unless

facilitating

—

X

X
If

Lincoln

Were

Alive Today

score and ten years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent a new
industry, conceived by private invention and dedicated to the quasi-public purpose
Now we are engaged in a
of moving persons and property from place to place.
great economic war, testing whether that industry or any industry so conceived and so
dedicated can long endure.
We have reached a crisis in that war. We have come to
the point where we must decide whether our great steel highways, built and operated
as private companies, and supervised by the Government, can continue in their present
form, and be allowed to earn a reasonable return on the fair value of the property
devoted to the public service, or whether that business, encompassed by regulations
impossible of fulfillment, shall be made unprofitable and then be taken over by ths
But in
Government.
It is altogether fitting and proper that we should discuss this.
a large sense, we should discuss it only with full realization of its economic effect,
The
without bias, and with careful deliberation upon complete survey of the facts.
brave men living and dead who struggled to perfect the science of railroading have
dedicated to society a transportation machine that commands the admiration and respect of all mankind.
The world will little note nor long remember what we say, but
it can never forget what they did.
It is for us, who remain, to dedicate ourselves to
the great task remaining before us, that we here highly resolve that their efforts shall
not have been in vain, that this industry, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that private enterprise under public direction shall not perish from our land.

FOUR

— This

Parallel of the famous Gettysburg address of President Lincoln,
Elliott, of the Salt Lake Route.

is

from the pen of

Howard

X

X

Where do you place safety in relative Importance among the ends
to be sought in the operation of a road^

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

(^^m^^^o^^

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR MAY, 1914
Trains

nnd
Yards

Total

Itivigions

Delphos
Illinois

Indiana
Connellsville.

.

Chicago Ter'l..

$12,539

$12,289

6,661

17,540

4,142

6,452

13,923

5,727

6,369

4,124

1,255.00

5,160.00

1,783.00

1,602.00

2,668.00

11,467

Shenandoah..

6,466.00

725.00

*2,723.00

4,957.00

Monongah...
Wheeling...
Ohio River..

4,160.00

3,255.00

5,080.00

3,963.00

*2,723

4,148.00

1,794.00

2,956.00

2,999.00

6,377.00

2,411.00*10,921.00

4,777.00

Cleveland...

4,402.00

3,685.00

5,512.00

4,294.00

Newark

3,520.00

1,675.00

4,906.00

2,543.00

Connellsville.

4,828.00

5,727.00

*34,653.00

6,369.00

Pittsburgh...

5,209.00

2,819.00

12,584.00

4,^94.00

Newcastle..

6,844.00

4,124.00

11,467.00

6,354.00

Chicago.

3,780.00

1,514.00

6,904.00

2,667.00

•^10,921

13,850

Pittsburgh

12,584

Bureau.

SAFETY FIRST
We

show, each month, on the

will

"hammer"

test,

the four divisions mak-

ing the best showing in injuries, based

on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "In and around shops and
engine-houses," "Maintenance- of-W ay"
Heretofore, we have
and "Total."
been figuring the standing of each division on the number of employes, but
in
if

many ways this is unfair;
work

is

Philadelphia. $3,983.00 $ 1,960.00 $ 6,545.00$ 3,481.00

5,423.00

3,685

of Service

full

Chicago Ter'l.

6,681.00

2,353.00

21,704.00

5,593.00

39,459.00

1,034.00

4,030.00

3,312.00

Indiana

13,923.00

2,535.00

3,897.00

6,452.00

Illinois

17,540.00

4,142.00

4,746.00

6,661.00

Toledo

Delphos

is less;

therefore,

.

.

6,210.00

3,453.00

6,563.00

4,655.00

.*12,539.00

12,289.00

9,747.00

17,298.00

3,334.00

2,510.00

13,850.00

3,362.00

Average....

5,492.00

2,242.00

5,510.00

3,864.00

*

Hours

of Service

Bureau.

NOT THE WAY TO GET THE
MAGAZINE

numit

evidently lairer to show the wages
earned per injury; then, if business falls

.

Indianapolis.

ber of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn

..

An employe

sent us a

is

off

the wages will do the same, and the
of injury is correspondingly

liability

decreased.

amount

ol

It is

understood that the

wage indicated

tive of one injury.

is

representa-

3,562.00

Ohio

for instance,

slack practically the

Total

Way

4,690.00

Indianapolis

Hours

Maintenance of

Enginehouses

Cumberland.

Shenandoah
Ohic River

"

and
Around
Shops and

Baltimore...

39,459

Cleveland

Trains and

Yards
*$34,653

1914

In

1

AroTnri

Divisions

21,704

6,844

T

Way

5,593

Castle

MAY,

Maintenance of

Eng:lne
Hoiisrs

$17,293

Ohio

New

Shops and

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER INJURY,]

cerning a Baltimore

&

clipping

con-

Ohio conductor,

that it be printed in the
Magazine, and we take it from this that
suggesting

he

is

unusually interested in the welfare

of our publication.

On

the bottom of

the clipping, he wrote:
''I do not receive the Magazine."
This is just the sort of man to whom
we want to give a copy of every issue,
but how can we arrange for this when he

does not give his name?

We

have requested before and we reall communications be

quest again that

Employes will confer a favor
signed.
and get quick action by doing this.
71

^f^E^Ct^s^Lv

MEI^inn K,OIvI^

STATEN ISLAND DIVISION

these points.

The

fire

was prepared before

leaving the terminal roundhouse at Washington

William Xciderhouser, foreman of car cleaners,
entered the service February 7th, 190G,
while around the East Shore Passenger Terminal on Sunday, June 7th, 11 a. m., saw a woman
under the influence of liquor, about to walk
through St. George tunnel. She had evidently
walked dowTi the crowded station platform
unnoticed and out upon the busy rails.

who

Neiderhouser escorted her back to the platform and gave her the necessary information

the usual way and the usual allowance of
coke of 1,000 pounds applied, which made the
coke up about level with fire-box door and up
Engine No. 5106
level under arch to flue head.
is a free steamer and nicely drafted, but at the
same time it required good handling of locomotive to pull eleven cars over the Washington
Branch without injuring the fire to such an exin

tent as to

have to add any

coal.

The crew have

been highly complimented for their work.

to enable her to reach her destination.

At 2.00 p. m., June 14th, while doubling over
westbound train of empties in East Side yard,
engineman E. J. Dennis on engine No. 1216,
who was switching in eastbound yard, noticed
a

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
On June

11th the superintendent sent the

following letter to Samuel Fisher, signal maintainer at East Side:

Dear Sir:

am

very glad to hear of your watchfulness
which resulted in your discovering a defect on car in a P. & R. Chester
freight.
Such actions on the part of employes
are appreciated and will not be forgotten.
I

of passing trains,

J. T. Mortland, ticket agent at Chester,
Pennsylvania, recently received the following
letter from his superintendent:

Dear

Sir:

am

very glad indeed to hear that by reason
watchfulness we possibly avoided a
derailment on express East No. -^025 on the 7th
inst., and I thank you for your prompt action
in notifying the operator at Silverside of the
unsafe condition. A credit mark has been
placed on your record.
I

of your

E.

On June

2nd, engineer

J.

DENNIS

Caiman and fireman

J. Ogle left Washington with seven cars six
minutes late and arrived at Baltimore on time.
On June -Ith they had eleven cars and left Washington on time and arrived at Baltimore on
time, no coal being used on either trip between

A.

an unsafe condition in C. c\: P. train No. .")»)2o.
train had been inspected and was ready
for movement, and Mr. Dennis's discovery is
therefore particularly appreciated.

The

73
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On

May

the night of

No. 94 at
Singerly, a defect was discovered under a double
12th, on train

W. E.

load of structural steel.
It developed that each
man of the crew was
paying strict attention
to his business and acted
promptly or the condition

LATE

would not have been

A

dis-

mark has been placed on the
conductor W. E. Late and brakeman

covered.

records of

credit

H. M. Wagner.

On June

pumper

8th, the

at Stanton, J. J.

Foote, telephoned to the
agent at Wilmington that

one of the telephone poles
was burned off so that
wires sagged and would

not clear a train, and that
the fire on pole was so
high that he could not put
it

H. M.

out.

A

mark

credit

has been placed on the
record of Mr. Foote.

WAGNER

BALTIMORE DIVISION
On June

2nd, while engine No. 4015 was runaround a train at Alexandria Junction,
which was being moved from Potomac Yard
to Washington, brakeman L. V. Moxley noticed
smoke coming out of W. L. S. E. car 42090, an
empty stock car. On investigation he found
that some rubbish was on fire, but he quickly
This is another case
extinguished the blaze.
where being watchful and always on the alert

ning

money

often saves

for the

Company.

When

matter was brought to the attention of
the yardmaster at Washington, he was heard
to say: "I am glad to know the men employed
here and running out of this terminal are
becoming more efficient every day." Mr.
Moxley has been in the employ of the Company
for a number of years, and is commended for
this

his

prompt

action.

As Extra No. 4084, east, conductor Kenny
and engineer Tood, with train of coal from Mt.
Clare for New York, passed Columbia Avenue
crossing

at

4.20 p.

watchman A. R.

m..

May

dition on Baltimore

At

11.35 p. m., in

Washington Yard, May
was switching

29th, while yard engine No. 1152

team

conductor
noticed
smoke coming from door
of Baltimore
& Ohio
C.

track,

W. Abernethy

car 193786, which was
standing near the freight
house. He at once ordered

crew

couple up
and ran it
to the yard office, where
C. W. ABERNETHY
car was opened.
The
hood and cover of an
automobile were on fire
The cause of this
fire was due to the fact that this automobile
had been loaded without cutting the wires off
from the batteries. In addition to the automobile, this car contained a quantity of merchandise and several barrels of oil. After the
fire had been extinguished, C. F. Anderson,
who was firing yard engine No. 1152 on this
his

to

this

to

car,

date, being the only per-

son on the scene that
understood
electricity,
got into the car and disconnected the wires from
the batteries. The quick
action of Mr. Abernethy in

getting this car away from
our freight house, possibly
prevented what might
have been a bad fire with

& Ohio car 144132 and

The yard

in this instance.

crossing

fied operator at Carroll's to stop train

investigate.

On May 27th, while engine No. 1148 was
working on the Belt Line at Clifton switch,
Baltimore, conductor A. Miller cut four cars
ofif on main track.
It happened that track
foreman C. A. Waskey and supervisor A. G.
Zepp were inspecting ties. When passing the
cars which were left standing on main track
by conductor A. Miller, Mr. Zepp noticed a
very sharp flange on Baltimore & Ohio car
141031 and marked wheel with yellow chalk,
and notified conductor Miller of the defect.
The car was moved to Bay View slowly and
placed on repair tracks, where proper repairs
were made. Mr. Zepp has received letters of
commendation from division engineer W. I.
Trench and superintendent O. H, Hobbs for
the keen observation and prompt action taken

unsafe con-

31st,

Seelert noticed

Clare Junction pulled train back and set car
off in brick yard siding.
Mr. Seelert is commended for his watchfulness in this instance.

noti-

and

engine sent from Mt.

c. F.

ANDERSON

Till';

u greut

HALTiMoHi':

loss to tho Coinpuiiy.

of the Spanish

American war

of the fierce battles, one

lie

ant!

beinji;

is

was

AM) OHIO

a vot(;riin

several

in

the en^a^einent

San Juan

Hill,
^\'atehfulness is one of his
he cultivated it during the war,
while looking out for sharp shooters. He has
been in the service of the Baltimore cfe Ohio
twelve years. Fireman C. F. Anderson h:is
been in the service four years.

at

hobbies;

i:mi'lo^

commended by
intendent

m a(;azim-:

i;s

the super-

and

a credit
entry has been placed on
his record for meritorious

service performed on June
9th, 1914.

West
F.

End

brakeman

Nine has been com-

mended by the

CUMBERLAND DIVISION

tendent for
June 1st.

The superintendent has
commended L. \V. Roach,
brakeman on the West
End, for meritorious service performed on May
1st.
Roach has been in
the service since

Decem-

ber 11th. 1910.

no AC II

Conductor J. R. Fuller,
emploj'ed on the west end
of the Cumberland Division, who entered the
L.

w.

service as
1903,

brakeman

in

and was promoted

to conductor in 1910, has
been commended by the
superintendent for meri-

76

IHWK

superin-

M.NJ;

performed

meritorious

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Conductor

J.

L.

Bowler

is

to be

commended

for a meritorious act performed June 19th, 1914.

Mr. Bowler entered the service April 20th, 1889,
as freight brakeman and has a clear record.
Proper entry has been made on his service
record.

On May

27th, 1914, engineer C. B.

Payne

dis-

covered an unsafe condition under combination
mail and baggage car No. 129, train No. 30,
engine No. 805 at Sandy Hook, Md.. and
promptly notified the conductor of the train.
Mr. Payne is commended for his watchfulness
and promptness in trying to prevent an accident.

torious service rendered

on

May

7th, 1914.

Mr. Ross Lewis, miner,
j
^ fulli-^H
employed in the coal
mines near Hutton, has
been commended by the
superintendent for having
performed a meritorious
act on April 20th.

The superintendent has
commended crossing
watchman J. M. Bradshaw for meritorious act
performed on April 22nd,
Mr. Bradshaw's
1914.
photograph is reproduced
herewith. Mr. Bradshaw
has been in the service

ROSS

LEWI.^

fifteen years in the capac-

ity of laborer,
-and

lampman

crossing watchman.

Operator H. Fraley,
has been in the service since 1907, has been

who

J.

M.

liUADSHAW

MONONGAH
On

DIVISION

April 18th a defective condition was dis-

covered under Baltimore & Ohio No. 716 at a
siding on this division by conductor Roach.
It was fixed by him, his brakeman and car repairer S. F. Griffin, and they are to be commended for their watchfulness and prompt
action.

On June 1st, 1914, while train No. 17 was approaching Alexander, W. Va., Basel Bennett,
age ten years, son of Mr. A. A. Bennett, engineer on the Alexander & Eastern Railroad,
discovered an unsafe condition on engine No.
1209 running to Alexander. Master Basel
notified engineer Malone and conductor Curnes,
who made the necessary repairs before proceedMaster Bennett's thoughtfulness possibly
ing.
prevented a derailment.
He was asked how he understood the condition, and said that one of his father's friends,
who is an employ of the Company, gave him an
Employes Magazine and that he was always on
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the lookout for any defective equipment in
order to prevent an accident.

On May 29th, engineer R. V. Vassar found an
unsafe condition about 200 yards west of station
at Weston, while going to his engine to take
out train No. 18. He had it protected while he
flagged train No.

8,

thus possibly preventing

an accident.

On June 15, E. B. McPherson, while on his
way to work for the Street Car Co., found an
unsafe condition on the track. He walked up
the right of way, flagged work train and notified
crew of the condition.

On June
at 5.40

a.

14th, operator

Williamson at Salem,

m., discovered an unsafe condition on

&

Ohio Refrigerator No. 14465,
gave stop signal to conductor
and had defect removed, thus possibly preBaltimore

train No. 89.

He

venting a serious accident.

up on the narrow place between the baggage
car and the next passenger car. The smallest
child had run alongside the train meanwhile
and accidently fallen under the train.
While running to pick it up the train started.
The woman managed to grab the little one just
in time to prevent its being run over, but the
other two were still in their perilous position.
L.
T. Berry, baggagemaster, heard some
youngsters crying just as the train started and
glancing up saw the children between the cars.
Making a flying jump he managed to clamber
on the rear end and pulled the rope for the train
to stop. The children were then rescued from
their dangerous perch and they and the woman
boarded the train.
Without doubt the two children would have
been unable to hold on long after the train
started and would have fallen under it and been
killed.

Mr. Berry

is

heartily

commended

for his

WHEELING DIVISION

presence of mind and prompt action. He
entered the Company's service in 1910 as a mail

Three accidental deaths were narrowly
avoided when No. 55, westbound Baltimore &
Ohio passenger train, pulled out of the local
depot about nine o'clock on the evening of
June 3rd.

carrier.
In March, 1912, he was promoted to
baggagemaster at Benwood Junction, which
position he held until December, 1913, when he
was transferred to freight house at Moundsville.
Three months later he was made baggagemaster at Moundsville, which position he
still

holds.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
The accompanying photograph is of Charles
who recently performed an heroic deed.

Ellison,

Train No. 716, one of our fastest passenger
trains between Kenova and Pittsburgh, was
passing through Ohio River Division yard,
when Mr. Ellison noticed a child on the track.
Although risking his owti life, he stepped in
front of the fast approaching train and picked
up the little girl and carried her to safety, thus
saving her life.
Charles Ellison was born September 6th,
1882.
He entered the service on December
25th, 1902, as car repairman at Parkersburg;
was promoted to patrolman March 21st, 1904;
left the service July 27th, 1904; re-entered
service
L. T.

BERRY AND

HIS

YOUNG SON

A foreign woman with three children wished
to catch train No. 55 and had just come out of
Henderson's restaurant when the train pulled
in.

Getting excited, she put two of the children

March

ferred on

10th,

May 29th,

1906,

as laborer; trans-

1906, to stores

department,

which was a promotion over position he previously held; was transferred back to motive
power department July 5th, 1906, as car repairman; and promoted to air brake inspector
January 1st, 1914.
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They handled

the bar by luuid, taking the train
through to Massillon without any delay. At
Massillon they applied a piece of gas pipe as
reverse bar, making it so reverse bar could be
used by raising latch by hand, and inserting
pieces of wood in slot of ciuadrant to prevent it
from moN'ing, thus making it possible for this
same engine to bring train through to Cleveland without any delay. This action was
conmiented on by the General as well as the
Division Safety Committee, who examined it.

Conductor

J.

is to be commended
performed on June 4th.

C. Shields

for meritorious service

Mr. Shields entered the service in 1899 as
brakeman and has been regularly promoted
since that time.

CHARLES

Mr. A. Stone, a farmer

i:i.LIS(i.\
is

He is a good, trustworthy employe and is
very popular among his fellow workmen and
employes in general.

to be

commended

bridge No. 90.

He

of Strongsville, O.,

for discovering a fire on

it and later
There is little doubt
but that bridge might have been badly damaged had it not been for Mr. Stone's watchfulness and quick action.

extinguished

notified our employes.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
is to be «.ommended
performed on June 17th.

F.ngineer A. R. Singletary

Engineer Harrison L}Tich and fireman E. E.
Stilgenbauer are to be commended. On June
1st, the reverse bar of reversing engine No. 640
on train No. 2 broke off just above the quadrant.

for meritorious service

Fireman C. S. Cotton is to be commended for
meritorious service performed on June 4th.

ENGINEER H.VRRISON LYNCH IN CAB .\ND FIKi.M \N >TlLUi.NBAU.R
ON GROUND

IN

0\ERALLS
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Car

inspector

J.

E.

be commended for meritorious
performed
on
service
June 16th. He has been
written an appropriate
letter by the superin-

Saenger

to

is

tendent.
J.

E.

mot

is

His watchfulness and action in this
case prevented possible serious damage.

bridge.

Conductor E.

is to be commended
performed on May 29th.
Mr. Elrick has been written an appropriate

to be

S.

Will-

commended

performed on June 16th.
has been written an appropriate letter by

A*.

Elrick

for meritorious service

letter

Conductor B.

SAEXGER

sion on June 16th. Mr. Lynch backed up and
put the fire out, with practically no damage to

by superintendent

Lechlider.

Bridge carpenter O. Layport

mended

to be comperformed on
has been written an appropriate
is

for meritorious service

for meritorious service

June 5th.

He

letter b\^ superintendent Lechlider.

He

the superintendent.

On May

Columbaro, F.

25th, sectionmen A.

Catanzariti, F. Columbaro, R. Marieciallo and

E. Columbaro noticed a

man acting suspiciously

around the cars in Elyria yard. He was captured with their help, and at the station a
revolver and a number of shells were found in
the waste basket. He pleaded guilty the next
day to the charge of carrying concealed weapons
and was bound over for grand jury trial.

Conductor

mended

May

J.

E.

Campbell

is

for meritorious service

to be comperformed on

Mr. Campbell entered the service
in 1898 as brakeman, and was promoted in 1901.
He has been written an appropriate letter by
16th.

NEWARK

DIVISION

The accompanying photograph

who, either on account of being deaf or of the
yard engine moving on opposite
track, did not hear the approach of train
No. 2, or the shouts of warning from persons
nearby, Mr. Coffman ran directly in front of
train No. 2's engine and pulled him off the east-

bound track just
down by train.

time to avoid his being run
This action unquestionably

in

Conductor E. A. Elrick is to be commended
performed on June 3rd.
He has been written an appropriate letter by

the superintendent.
17th, conductor R. F. StaufTer, while

pulling train of coal into the middle yard at

Lorain, discovered Baltimore
fire.

and
to

He immediately

& Ohio

138011 on

notified agent's office,

fire was put out with extinguishers.
He is
be commended for his watchfulness and

prompt

action.

Operator A. Schieser is to be commended for
meritorious service performed on June 17th.
He has been written an appropriate letter by
the superintendent.

Harold Meese, Western Union messenger at

New Philadelphia, Ohio,

is

to be

commended for

meritorious service performed on June 20th.
He has been written an appropriate letter by

superintendent Lechlider.

Engineer H. Lynch is to be commended for
fire on bridge No. 62 between
Sterling and Rittman on the New Castle Divi-

Wesley

noise from

for meritorious service

On June

of

an elderly man (name unknown) on the eastbound main track just west of Newark station,

prevented a possible fatal injury.

the superintendent.

is

C. Coffman, clerk to the trainmaster at Newark. O.
On the night of June 2nd, observing

discovering a

WESLEY

C.

COFFMAN

THK HALTIMORK AND OHIO

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

Engineer H.

On March

oth. the fireman of engine

W.

Va.,

No.

1G73,

was

dis-

abled by being struck by a lump of coal rolling
from the tender. There was no other fireman
available, and in order to avoid delaying the
train, engineer B. Mix, who was in charge of the
engine, performed the duties of engineer and
fireman for a period of two hours until a relief
man could be sent by passenger train. Engineer
Mix has been written a letter of commcMulation
by the superintendent.
L.

K. Evans,
Va.. on

Fairmont,

W.

tinguished

a

blaze

Hickman Run,

in

Watson Avenue,

310

of

May

and exspanning

23rd, found

the

bridge

west of Palatine Junction.
Mr. Evans also notified the sectionmen working
rear that point, who made necessary repairs.
Mr Evant^ performed a very meritorious act in
extinguishing this blaze; otherwise it might
have caused considerable damage, and he has
been written a letter of commendation by the
just

superintendent.

Trackwalker

mended

MACAZINF

F.

McLalen

is

S.

J.

Tayman

for a meritorious act on

is

to be

May

18th.

comMr.

Tayman has been in the service since 1904. He
has been written a letter of commendation by
the superintendent.

Mr. McLalen entered the employ of
in 1900 as fireman and has been
regularly advanced in the service.
He has
been written a letter of commendation by the
superintendent and a proper entry has been
Pa.

zell,

the

Company

made on

his record.

Brakemtm

E. H.

Sherwood performed a meri-

torious act on April 29th just east of Enoch, Pa.

He

has been

in

the service of the

commended

Pritts, of Garrett, Pa., is to

be

for a meritorious act on April 19th.
is

employed by the Atlantic Coal

Company near that place.
has commended him.

The superintendent

record.

Trackman Henry Hutzcll
for

i.><

written letters of commendation by the superintendent and proper entries have been made

on their records.

commended

11th.

patroling the track between Krings and

While
Hog-

back Tunnel on the S.& C. Branch, he observed
a great mass of rock on the hillside which
parallels the tracks at that point beginning to

and was convinced that a huge slide was
about to come down on the track. At the same
moment he heard an engine whistle at the other
end of the tunnel. Realizing the consecjuences
should the train be permitted to strike the
obstruction he rushed to a point on the curve
where he could see the oncoming train and gave
slip,

Just as the train

came up to him the great mass of rock and shale
came down. His action had enabled the engineer to bring his train under control before
striking the rocks, and a collision with the land-

was averted. Mr. Hutzell has been in the
employ of the Company in various capacities
since 1875 and has been a very faithful employe.
He has been written a letter of commendation

by the superintendent.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Ervin Daufcn. pumper at Fombe4l, Pa., is to
be commended for a meritorious act while on
iluty

Ohio Pyle and
conductor Wm. Howard performed a meritorious act on April 25th at Ohio Pyle station
and are to be commended. Mr. Hershberger
entered the employ of the Company in 1SS7 as
operator. Mr. Howard entered the employ of
the Company as brakeman in 1895. They have
been written letters of commendation by the
superintendent.

to be

a meritorious act on April

slide

Conductor J. C. Coughenour and brakcman
D. S. Stephens are to be commended for a
meritorious act on April 17th at Lemont, Pa.
Mr. Coughenour entered the employ of the
Company in 1897 as caller, and Mr. Stephens in
1906 as car inspector, and both have been regularly advanced in the service.
They have been

Agent Geo. Hershberger

Qompany

brakeman. He has been written
a letter of commendation by the superintendent
and a proper entry has been made on his

since 1902 as

the engineer a caution signal.

Mr. U. G.
Mr. Pritts

commended

to be

for a meritorious act on April loth at Hoblit-

train first 81 at Opekiska,

Mr.

KMIM.OVI'^

May

5th.

of

Messrs. David

Morgan and Ralph

Painter,

residing at Coulter, Pa., while on the opposite
side of the river from our tracks, heard a land-

They imat Robbins on March 24th.
mediately cros.sed the river in a boat, one going
east and the other west along our tracks in
order to protect trains. The meritorious conduct of these gentlemen is much appreciated.

slide
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On May

6th,

Mr. Howard Garris, residing

in

the vicinity of Knox, Pa., detected a defect in
track and immediately notified the agent. He
also took the precaution to place himself in a

movement. His
and action are much appreciated.

position to protect train
terest

has been in service on the Chicago Division
and has a very good

for the past four years,

record.

Thomas

in-

Chicago,

yard conductor, South
with performing a meri-

Conley,
(^reditpd

is

torious act in discovering a condition on train

NEW CASTLE

No. 14, which would possiblv have led to
cmsiderable delay. He promptly notified train
conductor, and the unsatisfactory condition
was proy)erly taken care of.

DIVISION

On June
tender

14th, switch-

Mike

em-

Village,

OHIO DIVISION

"A. Bros."
Hazelton,
crossing
at
performed a meritorious
which he has
act, for
been thanked by the

ployed

at

His photograph
duced herewith.

is

C.

away

Swindler

temporary

R. F.

&

of E., B.

made

use of fuel.

This crew has been observed by all of the
and they are all agreed that it should
be recommended for good service.
inspectors,

commended

J.

prompt action and
good work in getting the wires

C.

SWINDLER

Yours
working con-

in

On May

23rd,

1914,

air

brake repairman E.

L.

Hannon,

at

condition,

defective

a

report.

He

has
for

been

his

in-

V.

J.

of

which he made prompt

commended

INDIANA DIVISION

Paines-

discovered

O.,

ville,

Spalding,

operator at Montgomery,

Ind., noticed an unsafe condition on train
97, at 8.00 p. m.,

siding

at

June

1st,

while

it

No.
was entering

Montgomery,

Ind.

terest.

Mr. Spalding has been
in

the

service

Company

CHICAGO DIVISION

and

is

able
trick

truly,

G. H. Funk,
General Smoke Inspector.

dition without waiting for the lineman.

third

R'y,

desire to call your attention to the con-

for his

Bishop,

W.

good work of engineer Bresnehan and
fireman Longdon of trains Nos. 7 and 8, in regard to smoke abatement, from which it necessarily follows that they are economical in the

the
haviny them all
working in two hours.

M. W.

S.

sistent

cleared

HANNON

O.

Sir:

We

r.^pairs to

has been

27th, 1914.

Graf,

\V.m.

Dear

wires,

He

Mr.

May

Chillicothe, Ohio.

Section foreman

the trees and

Bureau.
Cincinnati, O.,

the other just west of
Sullivan, O. This put all
the wires but one out of

J.

itself:

Cincinnati Railw-vi'S Smoke Inspection

repro-

On the afternoon of June 4th, two trees blew
down into our telegraph wires; one just east, and

service.

following letter speaks for

superintendent.

division

MIKE VILLAGE

The

operator

at

Holgate Tower, is to be commended for a
meritorious act on May 24th. His prompt action
Mr. Bishop
relieved a dangerous condition,

we

of

since

the
1908,

considered a very

young

man,

are glad to give

and

him

the proper recognition for
being on the alert for any
dangerous conditions.

j.

v.

SPALDING

TIIK

HALTIMom: AND OHIO I'MI'LOVKS MAC.AZIXK

TOLEDO DIVISION

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
We desire

Operator 0. A. Seithman was commended
to coinnuMul

II. L.

Hates, telephone

maintaincr, for a meritorious act on May 9th.
Mr. Rates entered the service on J^epteinlx r
24th.

man

as

1900,
in

the

{ground

finally

to foreman.
1st,

the superintendent for his meritorious act

and proper entry was made upon
record.
Mr. Seithman

I'd

employment

his

entered the service in 1907.

Brakeman W.

L.

Coyle was commended by

the superintendent for his meritorious act on

May

23d and proper entry was

made on

Mr. Coyleentered the service

record.

On

he was
made station lineman on
the Newark Division with
II. L. BAIES
headquarters at Carlisle,
Ohio; then transferred to
lineman on the Indiana Division with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.
On September
1st, 1913, he was transferred to Toledo Division
of the C. H. & D. as telephone maintaincr.
We are pleased to say that he is always on
the job. He is also a firm believer in Safety
April

l)v

on .June

telegra|)h

department at Newark;
a little later he was advanced to lineman, then
to assistant foreman and

First.

SI

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION.

1907,

The accompanying picture is of Don Lynch,
yard clerk

in

field

yard,

ered

fire

the Moore-

who

discov-

the freight
2nd and im-

in

yard June
mediately called the fire
department. Mr.Lynch's
prompt action no doubt
averted serious loss and
he is to be commended.

DON I.VXCH

>*«-\\
THE KEY WON'T

FIT.

Drawn by

his

in 1912.

C. F. White. Flora.

III.

—

"If"
By Rudyard Kipling

If

If
If

you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too:
you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies,

Or being hated don't give way

And

to hating,

yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;

—

you can dream and not make dreams your master;
If you can think
and not make thoughts your aim.
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster,
And treat those two impostors just the same:
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken.
And stoop and build 'em up with worn-out tools;
If

If

—

you can make one heap

of all

your winnings

And risk it on one turn of pitch -and-toss.
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss:
If

you can

force your heart

and nerve and sinew

To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will that says to them: 'Hold on!'
If

you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue
Or walk with Kings nor lose the common touch,

—

If neither foes
If all

men

nor loving friends can hurt you.
count with you, but not too much:
the unforgiving minute

you can fill
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it.
And what is more you'll be a Man, my son!
If

—

—

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

J.

G. Pangborn, Chairman

E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation Department

J.

John Hair, Motive Power Department
W. McC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Dep't

B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M, Parlett, Relief Dep't, Sanitation

Advisory Committee
A.

Hunter Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J.

F.

J. W. Coon, Operating Department
Tearney, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES, BALTIMORE
C. E.

Bureau

Roache was made chief clerk of the
Employment and Discipline on May

of
21st, 1014.

He is but twenty-five years old and
has been in the service of the Baltimore &
Ohio almost continuously since July, 1905. He
started as a water boy in the Maintenance of
Way Department on the Baltimore Division
and has been employed in several different departments as stenographer and clerk during the
intervening years.
When asked for a brief review of his service
with the Company, E. J. Jones, the head of the
Bureau of Employment and Discipline, wrote
us as follows:
"I understand that Mr. Roache has had to
'paddle his own canoe' ever since he was cjuitc
a young lad. He is married and. with his wife
and yo\mg daughter, resides at Ellicott City.
I consider him very comi)etent, and will be disap|)ointed if he does not go higher in the railroad service."
In the accompanying picture of the employes in the executive offices of the Timber
Preservation Department are: (1) A. G. Smith,

CLERICAL FORCK I.\ EXECUTIVE ()FFICK.> OF
TIMBER PRESERVATION DEPART.NfENT
AT MT. ROYAL STATION.
BALTIMORE
83
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(2) H. L.Scribner, (3) S. I. O'Neill, clerks; (4)
C. C. Schnatterbeck, chief clerk; (5) E. H.
Rouser, stenographer.

After seven years' weary search, the stork
M. Morgan, of the
stationery department, and deposited a nine
pound baby boy on the door steps of No. 117
W. Ostend Street, in the "wee sma' " hours of
the morning. Little Lytt is some boy.
L. M. Morgan, Sr., hails from Calvert County,
We all extend our hearty
of the Eastern Shore.
congratulations to him and his wife.
finally located Lyttleton

NEW YORK TERMINAL
Correspondent, T. A. Kavanagh.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Terminal Agent, Chairman

W. Cornell

Station Service
^^^:IV°Ss;::Age^r^'.'a"oSe,'l.^:}RePrese„ti„.A.e„ts
Asst. Foreman, Pier 7, N. R.] Tj^„^^^„„f- „
J. Ellerman.
E. Merold. Receiving Clerk, Pier 21, E. R. ^1^1^!!.^"^^
^^^^^
Foreman, 26th Street]
M. E. Degnan
.

.

.

Marine Department
Supervisor Floating
Captain C. H. Kohler
Equipment, for Marine Matters

in

General

S,l"ECr\VE.°S"!'::;:;::::::::::;}F°'S'-,nboatme„

Repair Department
John Johns
Nicholas Johnson

Master Carpenter, M. of W. Dept.
Floating Equipment, Clifton Shops

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY

NICHOLAS McGOVERN
Sixteen

months old son

of the Chief Clerk to
General Traffic Agent

Correspondent, R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,
Clinton, S.

I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly
C. M. Davis
W. B. Redgrave
F. A. Hamm
A. Conley
J.

Johns

E. Alley

W. L. Dryden
H. E. Smith
H. Lawrence
Dr. F. DeRevere

Peterson
M. Hefftner
H. W. Miller
D. A. McLaughlin
F.

R. E. Collins
P. Helt
A. RoMiNG
L. Magee
F. E. HoRAN
R. H. Taxter

On

Trainmaster, Chairman
Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Chief Clerk, Secretary, St. George

Engineer Maintenance of Way
Acting Master Mechanic
Road Foreman of Engines
Master Carpenter, M. of W. Dept.
Superintendent of Track, M. of W. Dept.
Signal Suparvisor, M. of W. Dept.
Foreman Carpenter, Mechanical Dept.
Draughtsman, Marine Dept.
Physician to E. M. B. A.
Supervisor of Station Service
General Foreman, Mechanical Dept.
General Freight Car Foreman

Yardmaster
Passsnger Conductor
Assistant Freight

Car Foreman

Yard Committeeman
Yard Committeeman
Locomotive Engineer
Road Conductor

June 10th, a daughter was born to Mrs.
of "Jack" McGovern, who is
chief clerk to G. J. Brown, general traffic
"Jack" is now the father of a son and
agent.
daughter.

McGovern, wife

On Saturday, June 6th, Frederick C. Syze, of
Franklin Avenue, New Brighton, was suddenly
called to his father's home at Yorktown
Heights, N. Y., where his mother was sinking
fast.
He reached her bedside just in time to
speak with her before she became alternately
delirious and unconscious.
She lingered in this
state until about two o'clock Tuesday morning
when, after several hours of restful sleep, she
passed peacefuU}^ and unconsciously into that
sleep from which there is no awakening in this
world. She was surrounded by her dear ones,
who mourn the loss of a noble, devoted and
self-sacrificing wife and mother.
The services were held at the Friends' Church
at Yorktown Heights on June 12th, and the
interment was in the family plot at Amawalk,
N. Y.
Mr. Syze was deeply touched by the attendance at both the services and interment of
Messrs. Frank H. Brant, Daniel B. Hayes,
William J. Reeves, William McAndrews and
William J. Hayes, all conductors of the
Company's Staten Island Lines, of which Mr.
Syi^is the trainmaster.
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On Sunday aftornoon, June 14tli, the Clifton
Shops Baseball Team was defeated by the St.
Geort^e Li^hteraRe boys by the score of four to
The Clifton Shops line<l up as follows:
three.
O. Kohroman, rifiht field; W. Ryan, left field;
M. O'Connor, short stop; Endrers, centci
field; B. Berleau, pitcher; W. Campbell, second
O'llearn, first base; F. Doyle, third
O'Hearn, catcher. The St. CJerrr^e
Lighterage team lined up as follows: F. Siegle,
second base; J. McCuUum, third base; P.
Donough, pitcher; Martin, catcher; F. Nolan.
Sadowski, center
first base; Ryan,, left field;
base;
base;

M.

field;

Murphy, short

J.

stop; Brice, right field.

The game was umpired by Mr. Levy,

as-

As
sistant agent at St. George Lighterage.
this was the first game played by the Clifton
boys, and considering the fact that the Lighterage team has been playing for the past month,
the showing made by the conquered was not
disappointing.

R. M. Frey, former secretary to G. J. Brown,
general traflic agent, Staten Island Lines, has
returned to his old position, after having spent
about two years as secretary to general eastern
freight agent C. W. Tomlinson.

JA.MIiS V

Ll(Li:V

The accompanying photograph is of James F.
who was promoted to assistant yard-

Hurley,

master at Arlington, and placed in charge ot
night work at that place. He has had e.\perience as clerk to supervisor of track, coml/ination ticket and freight agent, yard clerk
and as a very helpful assistant to agent-vardmaster T. C. Gambrall.
D. A. McLaughlin, agent and yardmaster,
Cranford Junction, N. J., entered the service
in August, 1905, and worked as operator and
agent at various stations on the S. I. Lines
until January, 1907, at which time he was promoted to agent at Cranford Junction. Shortly
after accepting this position his title was
changed to agent and yardmaster.
Cranford Junction is a very important place
en the New York Division, and to keep cars
passing through without delay takes a man of
McLaughlin's ability. Cranford Junction is
what might be termed the neck of the bottle to

the Staten Island properties, the interchange
point with the C. R. R. of X. J., P. & R. and the
Lehigh Valley.
"Mac" is also a member of the Local Safety
Committee, and has ofTcred some very good
suggestions in connection with this movement.

The following employes visited the M. C. B.
and M. M. Convention at Atlantic City: F. A.
ITamm, general foreman; M. HefTtner, foreman
machinist; H. E. Smitli, foreman carpenter;
Reinhard Groeling, chief clerk, mechanical department, and li. W. Miller, general freight car
foreman. The first four named were accompanied by their wives. All were interestetl in
the splendi(l exhibits and had a pleasant visit
with J. S. Sheafe, master mechanic.

F.

W.

B.\T5MAX. P.\INTER

In sen-ice since Maj*. 1SS7

On July 1, John J. Mahony, of Port Ivc.ry,
ma(ie a flying trip to Baltimore, saw the general offices and got a fine idea of the general
layout of the city. He went to Washington on
the morning of July 2, visited the Capitol, the
Congressional Library and Smithsonian Institute and returned on the Roval Limited.
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PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

C. Richardson, Chief Clerk

Philadelphia

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Allex
W. T. R. HoDDiNOTT
E. D. Jackson
T. B. Franklin

Superintendent, Chairnn. n

P. C.

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairm.in
Division Engineer

Terminal Agent

Wm. Sinnott
H. K. Hartman
F. H. Lamb

Master Mechanic
Chief Train Dispatcher
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner

Dr. C. W. Pence
M. Hoy

Assistant Yardmaster

S.

T. E. Thomas
S. B. Keller

W.

Master Carpenter
Signal Supervisor
Relief Agent

F. Gatchell

Wm. Chapman
0. I. Daley
George Genner

Truck Packer
Car Inspector
Machinist

Road Engineer
Yard Engineer
Road Fireman
Yard Firemen
Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor

N. Lucas
W. S. Chambers
W, M. Gabler
W. T. Church
G. A. GosLiN
1.

O.

R. Mount

M. Christie
R. W. DHL
H. H. Carver

J.

J. C. Basford
R. C. Acton
J.

R. Malone

Operator
Freight Agent
of Engines
Secretary
Supervisor, Havre de Grace, Md.

Assistant

Road Foreman

The accompanying photograph
our employes at East Side.

is of some of
Reading from left

to right are:
First row: A. W. Bratt, general foreman; E.
A. Sands, shop clerk; W. Sinnott, master mechanic; W. J. Dunlap, storekeeper.
Second row: A. A. Shields, assistant shop
clerk; C. T. Mandler, general car foreman; M.
T. Haran, boilermaker foreman.

Third row: F. C. Fenimore, assistant roundhouse foreman; G. H. Fenimore, machine shop
foreman; A. L. Elliot, blacksmith foreman.

On Decoration Day, the East Side Car
Department baseball team went to Baltimore
and defeated the Stores Department team of
Mt. Clare by the score of 8 to 4. The work
of Phila's battery, Soley and Shields, as well
as the timely batting of the entire team, were
the features of the game. The party of rooters
from East Side totaled at least sixty, and great
interest and enthusiasm was^shown. Manager

Drolet and Captain

McCann have

arranged

for a return game to be played at 60th and
Woodland Streets, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.,
July 4th. The team as well as its rooters wish
to thank all those that in any way helped to
make this trip a success, especially our general

car foreman C. T. Mandler, master mechanic
Sinnott, J. C. Richardson, chief clerk,
superintendent's office, and Walter Kelly of the
same office, who creditably filled that most
trying position of umpire.

Wm.

J.

S.

Evans has been appointed

joint

agent

at Elsmere Junction, Del., vice E. L. Huson,
transferred.

W. G. Katz has been appointed freight and
ticket agent at Yorkhni, Del., vice N. Gorrell,
transferred to telegraph department.
J. C. Watts, agent Elk Mills, Md., with Mrs.
Watts, have just returned from a pleasant trip
to the Pacific Coast, having visited Seattle,
Portland and other interesting points.

SOME COMPANY EMPLOYES AT EAST SIDE

(See

Note
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Hurtung, chief corre.sponding clerk
Locust Point, is contemplating matrimony.
CJood-bye Badso.
Hadsoii

at

J. J. Linke, night dispatcher at Locust Point,
says that working at night puts him to an inconvenience.
It has been noticed tliat .Lick has
b(>en spending a lot of his time out on the
Pre Icrick Road. Well, we wish you luck.
Jack. Who is she?

W. H. Thiemeycr has been

transferrcMl

to

foreman's office at Brunswick.
B. P. Wicklein has bwn promoted to his place,
while P. J. Crockett, from Mt. Clare- is new
distribution clerk in the master mechanic's
the

general

Riverside.

office at

Assistant yardmaster F. O. White,

Daughter

of

EDD.-^
Brakeman Walter Edc

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, W. H. Schide Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chairman

O. H. HoBBs
A. Mewshaw
R. B. Banks

C

Trainniu-ster,

\ice-Chairman

Division Claim Agent
Division Engineer
Agent, Washington, D. C.

Trench

\V. I.

D. M. Fisher

who was

in Richmond .June Nth, 9th and 10th. with the
CJrotto from Washington, became deeply interested in the trading stamp and premium
business.

KATHARINE

Yard Brakeman, Brunswick, Md.
L. Malone
Yard Conductor, Camden Yard
A. Willis
A. M. KixsTENDORFF
Agent, Camden Station
Medical Examiner. Camden Station
Dr. E. H. Mathers
D. C. Webster
Y'ard Conductor, Washington, D. C.
W. T. Moore
Agent Locust Point
M. E. Nichols
Machinist, Brunswick, Md.
W. E. Shannon
Transfer Agent, Brunswick, Md.
E. K. Smith
Secretarv, Y. M. C. A., Brunswick, Md.
T. E. Stacey
Secretary, Y'. M. C. A., Riverside
Master Carpenter, Camclen
S. C. Tanner
Engineer, Riverside
J. O. F. CovELL
G. H. WiNSLOw. .. Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C.
Dr. J. A. RoBB
Medical Examiner, Washington, D. C.

J.

J.

J.

been
J. F.

McCloskey, of Riverside shops, has
promoted to carpenter foreman, vice
Houck.

T.

Hemiy Hepp, supplyman

at Riverside,

was

one of this season's June grooms, the blushing
bride being Miss ALunie Bear.
"Steve" Joyce
and Henry ALirpoe were present at the celebration to entertain the guests.

W. E. Severns. chemical engineer
Curtis

Bay

fire

Westminster to

of

the

department, took a trip to
attend the Plremen's Con-

vention.

,

J.

P.

H.

Assistant Superintendent, Camden
of Engines, Riverside
Division Operator, Camden Station
Relief Agent, Hanover, Md.
Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay
Y'ard Conductor, Locust Point
Fireman, Riverside
Yard Conductor, Bay View
Y'ard Conductor. Mt. Clare
Conductor, Baltimore
Supervisor, Camden Station

Kavanagh

E. C. Shipley
E. E. Hurlock
S.

Road Foreman

Wilson

A. W. Amspacker
C. H. MiKESELL
J. S. Poteet
A. Miller
J.

W. RoNEY

N. A. Reese
A. G. Zepp
T. L. Struggs

KiRKPATRicK
W. Welsh
E. H. Petitt
R. K. Taylor

J.
J.

The little jocke}' in the accompanying picture is ^Laste^ Irving Frankly Lash, the
four year old son of brakeman (1. W. Lash.
Master Irving

is one of Washington yard's
regular visitors on Sundays and holidays. He
loves the railroad and choo-choos and some day
expects to be a brakeman like his father.

Track Foreman, Camden
Master Mechanic
.Car Inspector, Washington, D. C.
Tool Room Man, Riverside
Leading Car In.spector, Brunswick, Md.
,

.

About 5.40 a. m., May 23d. C. V. Hawcs.
yard conductor, Brunswick yard, was found
dead in culvert opposite east end classification
yard at West Brunswick. Two tresjiasscrs
passing; that point saw liini lying with his face
about half submerged in water. They notified
assistant yardmaster L.
H. George, who
immediately investigated the report and found
after examination that it was conductor Hawse.
Mr. Hawse has been in the service of the Baltimore & Ohio for cjuite a number of years, and

was a daylight conductor.

He

leaves a wife

and four children, who have the deepest sympathy of all their friends.

IRVING FRANKLY LASH
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When

it

comes

to bell ringers,

'Kelly"

J. F. Costin. formerly employed
the freight othce at Locust Point,
T. timekeeper's
ferred to the
time clerk on June 9th, vice J.
resigned.

C

as clerk in
was transofhce as a

A.

Introducing lamest Burress Hawkins, seven

is

always on the job.

89

months old baby of brakeman J. B. Hawkins.
Master Earnest bowed to all Brentwood
when he was christened. Sundav. June lit !i. I'.M !.

Felder,

Walter Sinn, time clerk in the C. T. timekeeper's office at Camden Station, attended
the alumni banquet of the Frederick High
School, held at Hotel Braddock. Braddock
Heights, Md.. on June 2oth. Mr. Sinn is a
graduate of the class of 1912.

Many

of the boys in the superintendent's
and the C. T. timekeeper's office at
Camden Station have had heartaches since
George Bobb has been absent for the past
few days. We hope that when George returns
from Carlisle. Pa., he will leave his friends in
office

better condition.
Street car rides to suburban points must
have been the tonic recommended to M. U.

Ramsburg

of the superintendent's office, for
heart trouble, as lately he has been taking a
trip to Sparrow's Point several times a week.
He looks better, and from his disposition, he

must

feel better.

ERN'E^T BT'RRK>.-

Again the stork was right on time at Washington. He did not have any more than his
tonnage and plenty of time to get in before the
sixteen hour law caught him.
Consequently
he onlv had to leave one load; this was a fine
little girl left at 132 Quincy Street, X. E., for
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Bovle. Congratulations,

MOUNT CLARE SHOPS
Correspondent, Geohge L.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
P. CoNxiFF

During the night of June 22d. a colored
"gentleman" called at the home of E. C.
Shipley, road foreman of engines, and borrowed
the gold watch and chain which Mr. Shipley
had left on a chair in his dining room. This
light-fingered fellow must have had some doubts
as to the accuracy of this time-piece, for he
was comparing time with a pa%\-n-broker the
next morning when a city detective took
exception to the number on the case. The
time expert will no doubt have very little need
of this watch for sometime to come, as men
will be paid to keep his time for him.
All that
he will have to do is to listen for the bells,
and the time that will be given to him by the
Judge will be pretty hard to forget.

H. OvERBY

accepted with thanks and made a few appreciative remarks concerning the idea and workmanship. All present examined it and pronoimced
it good
gear for a "Safety First" meeting
presiding officer, it being beautifully carved
with the Baltimore & Ohio coat of arms, with
the dome of the Capitol prominently shown
and inscribed with the immortal "Safetv
First."

Hennkk.

Secretary

Boyle.

At a meeting of the "Safety First" subcommittee of Locust Point, Mr. Barkley,
in a fitting speech, presented to Chairman
Moore, a handsome gavel, the product of the
genius of delivery clerk Walstrum. Mr. Moore

AWKTNS

S.
J.

Superintendent Shop3, Chairman
Machinist. Erecting Shop
Machinist, Erecting Shop
Fire Marshall, Axle and Blacksmith
Shops and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
Moulder, Brass Foundry
Machinist, Number 1 Machine Shop
Machinist. Number 2 Machine Shop
Tinner. Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops

A. Carter
P. Reix.\rdt

H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesxet
J. H. Ward
J.

O. Peri.v

H. E. Haesloop
Geo. R. Leimch
C. R.

Manager, Print ins Department

Young

Clerk, Iron Foundry

Car Department
H. A. Beavmoxt
H. R. Burns
L.
J.

C.

.\..

General Foreman, Chairm-an
Car Repairman, Mt. Clare
Clerk, Mount Clare Junction
Cabinet Shop, Mount Clare
Passenger Car Shop, Mount Clare
Paint Shop, Mount Clare
Stenographer. Baileys
Clerk, Curtis Bay
Car Inspector, Mount Clare

Margart

T. Shultz
\V.

Gegner

Otto .\. Frontung
C. W. Kern
R. W. Upton
T. H. Backendorp
M. D. Edwards

...

JUNE

Day Car

In-^pector.

Camden

Night Car Inspector, Canidon
Assistant Foreman, Ixxrust Point
Car Inspector. Tx)cu.st Point
Car Inspector. Ixxrust Point
Clerk, Bay View

W. Day.
S. E. SoMMERS
P. J. Reichenberg
W. W. Biro
S. T. Seymour

FLAG DAY IN
MACHINE SHOP

14th

No.

2

If a display of fiaps is an indication of patriotism, then >so. 2 shop deserves the premium.

When you

entered

everywhere— IhiRs

tlie

shop you saw flaps

in the rear,
flags to the right, flags to the left, flags above.
No. 2 shop has about 200 machines, and every

in front, fhips
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one had a pair of crossed flags fastened to it,,
every motor had a pair, every clock had a pair,
in fact the national emblem was everywhere in
The shop was
sight.
It was flags, flags, flags.
decorated from stem to stern. This article
would not be complete if I failed to mention
the moving spirit in this affair, John O. Perin,
who is not only highly patriotic, but also an
ardent Safety First man. Mr. Perin is a man
who does things. Hurrah for the colors.

We

desire to announce the appointment of
as assistant superintendent of
shops at Mt. Glare.

At this writing, Mr. Gardner has been with
us for several weeks, and during that time has

won the hearty good will and best wishes of all
the Mt. Clare forces. We predict a bright
future for him with the greatest of all railroads,
the Baltimore & Ohio.
The accompanying picture is of Capt. Geo.
F. Mallon, who was born on the 13th of April,
1845, in New York city.
He went to Cumberland at the age of one year, was educated in

Henry Gardner

Mr. Gardner was born in Salem, Mass., in
and was educated in the grammar and
high schools and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston,, receiving the degree of Mechanical Engineer. From 1896 to
1899 he served as an apprentice in the Boston
& Maine shops, Boston, and from 1899 to 1904
he was with the same road at Concord, N. H.
as shop draughtsman, shop instructor and
assistant master mechanic. He was then for
one year erecting foreman of the American
Locomotive Company at their Pittsburgh
works, and one year with the H. K. Porter Company of Pittsburgh. From 1906 to 1908 he was
1872,

GEORGE

F.

MALLON

Cumberland, and became captain of police
there under Mayors McCaughed and Thithers.
During the strike at the Cumberland Rolling
Mills he rendered loyal service in quelling
riots and in protecting Baltimore & Ohio
property. He was captain of police at Locust
Point until 1894 under Chief Brannon, was
located at Locust Point for about twenty years,
and then transferred to Mt. Clare at the
Arlington Avenue gate, where he remained until
retired on the third day of May, 1914.
In 1864,
when the Civil War was at its height, Mr.
Mallon enlisted in the Second Maryland Cavalry
under Captain Wright Kelly, and was later
transferred to the First Maryland Cavalry. He
served with great gallantry throughout the
campaign, was mustered out of service on
Maryland Heights in June, 1865, and discharged
at Camp Bradford, Baltimore city, as sergeant.

HENRY GARDNER
chief draughtsman and apprentice instructor of
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and from 1908 to
1912 he was assistant supervisor of apprentices
of New York Central Lines at New York.
In
1912 he was appointed supervisor of apprentices
of the New York Central & Hudson River R. R.,
the position he left to come to the Baltimore &
Ohio as assistant superintendent of shops.

"Slippery" Schmouss, car oiler in the transportation yard at Locust Point, is evidently
contemplating launching his boat on the matrimonial sea. Freddie is shaving twice a week
and inquiring as to house rents and cost of
living.

C. E. England, car repairman in the transportation yard at Locust Point, is inquiring the
cost of a solitaire. Congratulations "Germany."

Daniel
shop's

J.

Buckley, of the superintendent of
got a good ducking on Sunday,

office,

TIIK HAl/riMOHK

AND OHIO

June 7th, due to falling overboard at either
Back or Middle River. The pier did not seem
to be wide enough for Buck.

BAILEY'S
Although the baseball teiun has been doing
well this season, R. O'Ferrall has resigned his
job as manager. For the present II. O'C. Cross
will try to fill his shoes.

i:mi'lovks mac.azixe
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Jim Gregory who was confincMl a1 home for
days with apiece of steel in his eye,

a couple of

has

retiniiefi to

work.

Harry Frankton, electrician, lost a baby
boy last month. Harry has the sympathy
of liis friends at Bailey's.

C. A. Ruhl, electrical machinist, is feeling
better and is back at work. Ruhl was
operated on last month at the Maryland General

much

Hosi)ital.
J. A. Stadler, armature winder, is a prospective buyer of a home in the suburbs.

C. F. Hoey looks ill since his return from
Atlantic City, where he attended the A. R. M. M.
Convention. He blames this fever on the hot
sun and the shock he received after being run
over by a roller chair.

Jack Grifhn, whose throat has been bothering
him for the last two months, is able to be at
work again, but as yet his voice has not returned.

(see

TEOOY ON THE
PIVE/?

OF

J. H. KIHBY
Mt. Clare, June is.sue)

DOUBT
J.

H. Taylor has purchased a home out on

Edmondson Avenue.
G. F. Lerch is still on the sick list, after an
operation. We hope he will soon be able to
get back.
F. E. Brown has been acting in the capacity of
terminal electrician since Fred Welde has

not been well.

a

R. S. Montgomery, electrical machinist, has
baby boy. This is the second boy for Bob.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Ci.

II.

WiiNSLow, Correspondent

The Sub-Safety Committee meetings held
freifiht apcnt 'D. M. Fisher's ofhce every
Wednesday morning have proven very sucThe men have become quite enthusicessful.
astic in their efTorts to handle the freight more
in

/^
The Company

is

making some improvements

on engines out west, and have sent the following to install headlights on the locomotives:
Harry Trefhnger and \V. A. Furst to Indianapolis, Ind.; Jim (iay and L. S. Ziegenhein to
Garrett, Ind., and C. E. Foster and Hauss to
Washington, Ind.

expeditiously and with less loss and tiamage,
as well as 'with more safety to themselves.
Each depart nuMit is represented in the.se meetings, each man making either written ()r verbal
Time is given for general discussion
reports.
in matters of Safety and the handling of freight.
The men are also instructed to tlisseminate the
results of these meetings to their co-workers.

One of the most successful bowling seasons
of the ^rerminal U. K. V. M. C. A. terminated
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when the Southern Railway Team

finished in

with the Auditors a close second.
At a social and entertainment on June 19, a
cup was presented to the winning team (it maybe seen in the trophy case) and gold, silver and
bronze medals to Messrs. Humrickhouse,
Stanley, Munch, Triplett, Stricter, Graves,
Humphrey, Rider, Ekin, Williams, Hanson,
Fulk, Weeks, Luckett, Grimes, I. E. Smith,
Wiess, W. L. Smith, Mark Coe, Lehman, Hassett and Campbell.
On the same evening medals were also presented to C. J. Munch and H. H. Schoder for
excellent membership work.
first place,

men and their families and friends
want to go on the seventh annual excursion to Chesapeake Beach. Save Tuesday,
August 11th, for that occasion. A program of
Railroad

will all

contests has been arranged for
women and children.

all

excursionists,

men,

Thomas has been appointed supervisor
Washington Terminal Company to fill
the vacancy caused by the promotion of C. S.
G. A.

of the

Heritage, engineer of the

Congratulations are also being showered
upon O. W. Riley, clerk in the auditor's office
for his remarkably good judgment in joining
the benedicts after Miss Ruth Hayghe agreed
to be his counsellor and helper. May happiness
and long life be the future of both of these well

known

traveling on a night train purchased
a sleeping car ticket and went into the day
coach and sat there until about one o'clock in
the morning. Thinking it was rather late for
bed time, he finally told the train conductor
that he had a sleeping car ticket and would like
to go to bed, but that the Pullman conductor
had not sent for him yet. The obliging train
conductor informed the Pullman conductor of
the plight of his passenger. The matter was
speedily arranged and the man went to bed for
his much needed rest.
If the passenger had
mentioned it earlier, he would have been given
the necessary information and got full benefit
for his ticket.

Company.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION

of the ticket office men prefer the cool
breezes of the north while others seek the
balmy zephyrs of the ''Queen of the Antilles,"

Some

Correspondents

W. C. MoNTiGNANi, Y. M. C. A. Secretary,
Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. F. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg

shown by A. J. Drew, who is spending his
vacation in Montreal, J. D. Kurtz and J. B.
Wood, traveling through Canada, while H.
Johnson of the Seventh Street office has gone
as

Cuba

to

to rest.

E. H. Ravenscraft, Kej^ser

An improved megaphone

for announcing the
departure of trains has recently been placed on
trial in the waiting room.
Messrs. Tilghman,
Korman and Myers call the trains and can be
easily understood.

An interesting tennis tournament is being
held on the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. courts,
with some closely contested games. The
courts are in fine condition and will compare
favorably with any in the city.
At the time

men were
M.

of writing the Car Department
in the lead in the Terminal R. R. Y.

C. A. Baseball League with

all

the other

teams pushing them hard for first place. The
teams are evenly matched and it is impossible
to pick the winner.
This season has the best
teams seen in the seven years of the league's
existence.

General baggage agent W. J. Fittall recently
went to Detroit to be present at the General
Baggage Agents' Convention. Under the direction of Mr. Fittall, the Washington Terminal
baggage department is well systematized and
baggage passing through the station is carefully handled by an efficient and polite corps of
men who demonstrate the proper way of attending to the needs of the traveling public.

John Stansbury, a popular young man of the
car department and a member for the past six
years of the car department baseball team,
recently entered into life partnership with Miss
Eva Kause. After a wedding trip they will be
at

home

to receive their

many

friends.

couples.

A man

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Kelly, Jr
E. J. Lampert

Superintendent,

J.

East

End

W. DeNeen
T. F. Shaffer
W. C. MoNTiGNANi

East End, Trainmaster

J.

Secretary
Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
Supervisor
General

Sponseller
H. E. NoRRis
A. R. Lindsay
A. Y. Wilson
I. S.

Engineer

Planerman
Machinist
Engineer

H. Rupenthal
W. Manford
W. B. Tansill
J. E. Welsh
J. R. Bell
W. E. Yarnall

Conductor
Car Inspector
Conductor

J.

Division Freight Agent
Chief Clerk

H. C. McAdams
C. M. Gearhart
E.
C.
E.
C.
E.

C.

Grove

J.

Turner

M. Price
E. Riley
G. Shirley

W. H. Linn
L. J. Wilmoth
E. DwiGGiNS
L. Cramblitt
H. P. Brandt

D. Moore
T. R. Stewart

W. BoARDMAN
W, W. Calder
F. KiRBY
F.

P. Petrie
W. T. Hughes
F. L. Leyh
A. O. Tedrick
J. W. RiGGiNS
H. H. Tedrick

F. McBride
F. A. T.\YL0R

W.

Chairman

Vice-Chairman

'.

Assistant
Assistant

.

Terminal Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
Assistant Trainmaster
... Assistant Trainmaster
Chief Train Dispatcher

General Yardmaster
of Engines
of Engines
of Engines
Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman
Master Mechanic
Assistant Master Mechanic
General Car Foreman

Road Foreman
Road Foreman
Road Foreman

S.O.L.
Division Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer

Storekeeper
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
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E. C. Drawbaugh
A. Erdman
C. ToNRY

Division Operator
Coal Hilling Agent
Agent
Agent
Claim Agent
Agent
Agent
Relief Agent
Agent

J.

VV.

D.

W.

S.

Stroum
Hariq

J.

E. Price

J.

N. Martin
W. Martin

J.

G. R. Br.\mble

.

West End
E.

Lampert

J.

Dr.

J.

A.

O. S. W. Fazenbaker.
D. A. NiLAND
R. G. Wagoner
L. A. Rizer
A. N. Jeffries
J.

G

.

Assiatiuit Superintendent

DoERNER
.

Medical Examiner
Secretary to Assistant Superintendent
Machinist

Fireman

Brakeman
Operator

Lester

Signal Supervisor

E. Lowery
E. A. Raphael
E. V. Drugan
W. H. Broom
E. P. Welshonce
C. W. DixoN

Conductor
Medical Examiner
Assistant Division Engineer
Assistant Wreck Master
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Mullen
C. E. McCarty
J.

F. P. Gr.\ney

W. E. Maloney
W. H. Virts
H. W. Grenoble
M. a. Carney
F. C. Winters

General Yardmaster
Chief Dispatcher

L. M. Kemp who, on the I3th of xMay. 1014,
celebrated the fiftieth anniver.sary of his employment in the Baltimore tfc Ohio service, was
placed on the pension list on June 1st, and has
moved his family to Harpers Ferry, \V. \'a., his

rormer home.

Under date of March 1st a west end fiagman
on this division wrote and sent to the editor
of the Magazine an interesting article, but as
we are unable to find out who the author is,
we cannot give him proper credit.

Howard P. Stuck has been appointed relief
agent on the Cumberland Division. Mr. Stuck
has held various positions on the Cumberland
Division, and for a number of years was agent
at Newburg, W. Va.

Road Foreman

Traveling Fireman
Traveling Fireman
Assistant Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Supervisor

Clay

M. Davis
H. P. Stuck
C. A. Fleegle
W. V. Fairall
H. R. CooLE
Z D. Hensell

late

Colonel Thomas B. Davis, with whom he was
He
often associated while a younger man.
spent the greater part of his life in the railroad
service on the Cumberland Division, with headquarters in Grafton.

Storekeeper
Assistant

D. H. Watson
G. W. Hoffman
J.

Henry G. Davis, then a conductor, and the

Road Foreman

Browning
J. B. Marks
R. E. FvREY
F. R.

J.

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Trainmaster
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'.':

^

.

C. F. HuTH
H. A. Rasche

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Coal Billing Agent
Agent

The popular assistant secretary of the Baltimore Y. ]\I. C. A.. Raymond Allcmong and Miss
Rebecca Furstenburp; were married at the Emmanuel Episcopal Church on June 3rd, Rev.

Wm.

C. Hicks officiating. Wm. C. ^lontignani was best man and the bride was attended
by Miss Clarabelle Rice. Owing to the recent death of the bride's father, Mr. Wm.
Furstenburg, the wedding was a quiet one,
only the near relatives and very close friends
being present.
After the wedding Mr. and
Mrs. Allemong were entertained at the bride's
home, on Virginia Avenue.
Mr. Allemong is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. E. Allemong, of Great Cacapon, W. Va.,
and is a young man of exemplary habits, and
much promise for a successful future. He has
been a faithful worker at the Baltimore &
Ohio Y. M. C. A. for four years.
Miss Furstenburg is well known as an ac-

complished pianist and singer, and

among her many

is

popular

friends.

HOWARD

P.

STUCK, RELIEF ACIENT

John C. Englehart, another

of the pioneers
that helped lay the first line of the Baltimore

& Ohio

Railroad through the mountains, died
Saturday near Gladesville, W. Va., aged
eighty-three. He worked on the grading of
the road from Cumberland to Grafton with the
late '|Uncle Billy" Graham.
After the construction of the main line was completed, Mr.
Englehart became a railroad man under Senator

The many friends of H. F. Klos.s will he glad
to hear of his promotion to the position of
assistant yardmaster at Keyser, W. Va. Mr.
Kloss has been with the

Company

for

some

years, having worked on the Alonongah Division in the engineering departinent, and for the
pa.st two years in various positions in Cumberland vard.
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Albert Wiebel, who for the past six years has
been night station baggagemaster at the Queen
Cit}^ Station, Cumberland, has been appointed
summer ticket agent at Deer Park Hotel.

The

clerical

formed a tennis

Cumberland have
and have arranged to lay

forces
club,

at

out a fine tennis court in the rear of the ''Queen
City" Hotel. The club was organized with
twenty-one members, and the following officers
T. M. R. Rees, president; F. M.
elected:
Powell, secretary; J. E. Barnhart, treasurer.
None but Baltimore & Ohio employes are
eligible to membership.
As soon as the court
is completed, practice will commence, and many
interesting contests are looked for.

John H. Martin, agent for the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Company at Sandy Hook, Md.,
was retired in June, after having been more than
fifty years in the Company's service in various
capacities.
Mr. Martin first entered the Company's service at Cumberland, Md., February
1st, 1863, as night dispatcher, and worked at
this point three years, when he was sent to
Harpers Ferry in charge of military equipment
for the road, together with Joseph Barry for
the U. S. Government. This was just after the
close of the Civil War, during the great reconstruction period, and as the government
armory was located at Harpers Ferry, the
troops returning from the South were handled
through that point. In 1869 he was transferred
to Parkersburg, W. Va., as transfer agent looking after the transfer of lumber and other
commodities from the Ohio River barges, and
the loading of same on board cars for movement
east.
Three years later he was returned to
Harpers Ferry as agent and remained at that
point for fifteen years, when he was made agent
at Winchester, Va.
In 1891 he was placed in
charge of the Company's quarries at Millville,
W. Va., and Eakles Mills, Md., and later in
charge of bridges at Harpers Ferry. In 1902
he was made agent at Sandy Hook, Md., which
position he has held ever since. Mr. Martin
was born October 24th, 1840, and now that he
has been retired from active service and been
placed on the pension list, he can take a well
earned vacation. His fellow employes are
congratulating him on his excellent service
record.

G. A. McGinn, assistant to chief clerk Yarin the superintendent's office, recently
came to work wearing a broad smile, and
the question was asked "Why does Mack
smile." It was soon found out that another

nall

boy had
roaders

just arrived, making two
in the McGinn home.

young

rail-

now

MARTINSBURG SHOPS
On Monday

night, June 1st, the good old
stork left a charming baby girl at the home of
night ticket agent C. E. Grubb.

Car repairman Howard Bowers is receiving
the congratulations of the boys upon the happy
advent of a young son at his home on North

High

Street.

A

possibly serious fire at the oil house at
neatly nipped in the bud a few days
ago by brakeman Leonard Linthicum, a leading

Cumbo was
member

of Hose Company No. 5, this city.
Engine No. 1664 is rigged up with a fire fighting
attachment and when the blaze was discovered
"Straight" had her run up to the fire and proceeded to put her "implements of deluge" to
efficient use.
The game attack of the veteran
fire fighter, assisted by conductor B. F. Miles
and the crew, quickly conquered the fire with
small damage to the buildings and contents.

Florence Donovan of Denver, Colorado, was
a visitor at the shops some weeks ago. His
visit was doubly interesting owing to the fact
that he was the first apprentice boy who ever
entered the local shops. Mr. Donovan entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio in
September, 1850, as machinist apprentice and
continued in the employ of the Company until
There was not a
1873, when he went west.
familiar face to greet him, but he found several
younger men, whom he recognized as the sons
of his fellow workmen.
Although well up in
the eighties, Mr. Donovan is still very active.

The home of engineer George Kindle was the
scene of a happy family reunion several weeks
ago when his two brothers and one sister paid
the veteran engineer a visit. The three brothers and their sister partook of a meal at the
same table for the first time in thirty years.
One brother, Henry Kindle, is a retired
Baltimore & Ohio engineer who entered
the service in 1862. John Kindle of Philadelphia, the other brother, met with a serious
accident in Cumberland thirty-nine years ago
when an engine tender was backed over him.
Mrs. Emma J. Tabler, whose home is also in
Philadelphia, is the sister. George Kindle is
still in active service and has been railroading
for forty-four years.

John H. May, a retired Baltimore & Ohio
employe, died at the City Hospital, this city,
on June 16, at ten forty-five a. m., at the advanced age of seventy-three years. Mr. May
was a native of Clark County, Virginia, and
served throughout the Civil War in General
Rosser's brigade of the Confederate army.
After the close of the war he came to this city
and in 1867 entered the employ of the Company
Since that time he has
at the local shops.
been in continuous service until failing health
compelled him to retire from active duty
several years ago. He was a familiar figure
about the Road in this city. For a number of
years he carried baskets for the "through"
men to and from their homes, and would be
seen at all hours going to and from the station
with the lunch baskets of the railroad men.
He was known to all the men running over the

Cumberland Division.
The funeral services were held at the home of
Mr. May's brother-in law, G. H. Keedy, Thursday morning, June 17th, at ten o'clock. Rev.
Gilbert C. Smith of the First Baptist Church,
assisted by Rev. B. W. Meek, of the First M.
E. Church, conducted the services.

was

in

Green Hill Cemetery.

Interment

i'lii';

HAi;i"iM()iM-:

and

oiiio

Miss Bess McKaif!; (Jard, daii^litcr of C\ \'.
U. R. agent and Mrs. W. A. (Jard, was married
to professor H. Key Wolf of Pennington, X. J.
The wedding took palce at the home of the
bride's parents. 200 East King Street, at sixAfter the wedding
thirty o'eh>ek on June 17.
ceremony the young couple left on Baltimore t^:
16, for New Haven, C'oini.,
The good
sjiend the summer.
wishes of the genial agent's many friends go out
to his charming daugliter for a long and happy

Ohio train No.
where they will

wedded

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
.

.1.

L.

Mvi-nis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
S.

A. Jordan

Dr.

J.

H. F.

Ward
HowsER

Superintendent, Cliairman

F.

Road

LicHLiTER
E. D. Calvert
S. J.
J.

W,

L. Bowler
L. Seibert

Medical Examiner
Foreman of Engines
Supervisor
Supervisor

Conductor
Engineer

We

are glad to learn that Mrs. J. E. Glenn,
wife of the ticket agent and operator at Harrisonburg, Va., has returned from a hospital in
Richmond, Va., after undergoing a very serious
operation, and is improved in health.

E. Johnson, who has been on
the sick list for several weeks, improves very
slowly.
His friends hope that he will soon be
out and able to take his run.

Brakeman R.

H. R. Shaver, clerk and warehouseman at
Winchester, Va., was married several days ago
and is spending his honeymoon in the eastern
cities.
The employes of the Shenandoah
Division extend their congratulations.

On June 1st, through passenger service
between Lexington and Baltimore was inaugurated and has proven a success so far. The
people of the Valley are greatly pleased with
the service. The train consists of one first
class express and mail, baggage and smoker,
one coach and parlor cafe car. The putting on
of these trains has caused changes in the runs
and terminals of a number of men. The newtrains are manned by the following employes:
enginemen, L. C. Stickley. D. Riser; firemen, H. F. Forney, T. A. Riley; conductors,
L. D. Barley, W. F. Edwards; baggagemen.
T. E. Padgett, C. E. Dudrow; brakemen, M.
Hutzler, D. C. Yates. Conductor J. McLane
takes the place of conductor Edwards on passenger train on east district; conductor J. A.
Bowers takes the place of conductor L. D.
Barley on passenger trains on west district.
The employes of the Shenandoah Division are
very proud of these new trains and are doing
everything possible to keep them in good shape
and on time.
J.

H. Hensell, carpenter,

of

Middletown, Va.,

has been placed on the pension list. Mr. Hensell is one of the oldest carjKMiters in the service,
but for the last several years has been unable to
work because of rheumatism.

macazim:

MONONGAH

Do

DIVISION

Corres{)ondent, C. L. Fohd, Assistant Shop
Clerk, (Irafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. Scott

J.

.Superintendent, Chairiiuin

Hrown

T.

i;.

Division Encineor
Master .Mechanic

H. Oakes

-M.

Trainmaster

E. I). (Jhiffi.v
T. K. Fahehty

Road Foreman

of EnKines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

M. F. Greene
Dr. C. a. SiNaEL
T.

VV.

life.

CoriHvspondciit

l•;.MPL()^ i:s

HoPKE

J.

D. Anthony

J.

O. Martin

Master Carpenter
General .\Kent

.•

Claim

.Xnent

W. M. Malone

.Supervi.sor

McCord

Foreman
General Car Foreman

D.
W.
W.
G.

F.

Sect ion

O. BoLiN

Beverley

Ganeral Var<lm!i.ster
General Foreman
General Foreman

A. Schaffer
E. B. Horner
B. Thompson
S. H. Wells

Agent
Agent
Agent

Hoover
W. P. Clark
E.

J.

Machinist
Machinist

BuRNUP
Lynch

K. G.
J. J.

C. M. Shaw
G. Ramsbtrg
C. R. Knight
C. A. Michael
\V. R. W illiams
E. D. Rice
T. D. O'CoNNER
J.

Foreman
Yard Engineer

Car

In-^pector

Engineer

Fireman

Yard Fireman
Conductor

Brakeman
Warehouse Foreman

W. Leith

Foreman Carpenter

George Ullon, the heavyweight champion
the ^I. & W. Department, has returned from
a few days' visit to his parents at Washington,
Pa., and stopped over at Pittsburgh to see some
of

of the sights in the

Smoky

City.

stenographer, has left for a few
days' rest in the wilds of Kentucky. We hope
that Harry will return safe.

H.

S. Cassel,

F. Price, the popular and efficient material
clerk, hopes sometime in July to get into the
bleachers at the games to be played at Pittsburgh.
hope that Ferd will be able to see

We

the

flies

through the smoke.

Mrs. Estella Jenkins, popular stenograi)her
in the superintendent's office, is looking forward
to a dip in the Atlantic Ocean at Atlantic City
about the middle of July.
F. Warder Tutt, motive power timekeeper,
carried the honors ofT with the highest vote in
the election held on Jime 12th to choose those
to go to Cincinnati to elect delegates for our
Advisory Committee the coming year.

Third trick operator H. Beverly at "MO"
Tower, Clarksburg, is spending his vacation at
Teter, W. Va., on a fishing trip.
A. C. Carey, traveling auditor on the Monon-

gah Division, decided to steal away to Flora.
We
HI., and plunge into the sea of matrimony.
understand that Mr. Carey was to be married
on June 2yth, but have no definite information
as to

who

the lucky j'oung lafiy

is.

W. H. Welsh came to us from the Cumberland
Division as signal s-qiervisor

in

charge of the

Monongah Division on June 3rd,
Lang, who has been furloughed.

vice C.

M.
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Mr. Welsh

is

well recommended, and

we

be-

lieve that he is going to bring the signal equipment on the Monongah Division up to first class
working order.
all promise our support

We

and extend hearty congratulations.
H. Shoemaker, our

efficient storekeeper, is
his inventory of interlocking and

WHEELING DIVISION
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Trainmaster
Division Engineer

Maater Mechanic
Division Operator
Road Foreman of Engines
Claim Agent, Wheeling
Agent, Wheeling
Relief Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood
Operator, Glover Gap

Car Inspector, Holloway
Machinist, Holloway
Car Repairman, Benwood
Shopman, Cameron

W. Gandy
S.

Sloan

J.

CoxEN

Engineer,

C. McCann
A. DrxoN
V. B. Glasgow
T. H. Brewster

Engineer,

McCann

P.

E. Wilkinson
E. M. Pomeroy
G. Adlesberger
L. M. Collins
L. B. Kemm
J. T. Coyne
L. D. McCoLLOUGH

H. Haggerty

Murtaugh

P.

T. C. Stonecipher
D. Pierce

Benwood (Main

Line)

(O. R. & C. L. & W.)
Engineer, Benwood (Yard)
Conductor, Fairmont (Road)

Benwood

Conductor, Benwood (Yard)
Fireman, Benwood

Car Foreman
Car Foreman
Master Carpenter
Section Foreman
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

Track
Track
Track
Track

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W.

P.

Cogley

A. Dangel

YoHO
WuRDACK

W.
J.

S.

G. Spring
C. F. Strahl
O. F. Miller
E. J. Davis

The

The stork paid the home of conductor and
J. Hupp a visit June 12 and left a fine
young boy. Mother and son are doing splendidly.

Train baggagemaster H. H. HufTman and
engineman Ed. Rude have returned to duty
after attending the Masonic Convention at
Atlanta, Ga.

Conductor C. T. Limerick has returned to
duty after a nine months' furlough.
Passenger brakemen C. Nichols and G. D.
assigned regular cabooses

Murphy have been

Nearly all the available
service.
extra conductors are now in regular freight
service owing to the unprecedented heavy run
in freight

of freight.

Agent
Agent

WHEELING FREIGHT HOUSE
C. M. Criswell
A. E. Medley

Walter Porterfield, machinist, is incapacitated on account of a sore toe, which he crushed
by letting a cylinder head fall on it.

Mrs. F.

Superintendent, Chairman, Wheeling

O. A. Van Fossen
E. S. Williams

Assistant car foreman G. L. Hall is putting
aside a few cart wheels in anticipation of a trip
to San Francisco in the near future.

Train baggagemaster F. G. Robey is at Mt.
Clemens, Mich., undergoing treatment for
rheumatism.

Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator,
Glover Gap.

W. F. Ross
M. C. Smith
C. M. Criswell
J. H. Kellar
Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurley
A. G. YousT

Harry Castelow, blacksmith at the Benwood
shops, has resumed duty after a brief illness.

'

elated over
other material, it having been praised as being
the best inventory on the System. This speaks
well for Mr. Shoemaker, as he is always willing
to cooperate with all departments, and we
trust that he will continue the good work.

H. B. Green
C. H. BoNNESEN
G. F. Eberly
J. Bleasdale
M. B. Rickey

Assistant shop clerk John Nesbitt, of Benwood, has returned to duty after an extended
visit at San Francisco.

Agent, Chairman
Chief Clerk

Foreman
Tallyman
Delivery Clerk
Receiving Clerk
Laborer
O. S. «& D. Clerk
Yard Clerk
Bill Clerk

Freight House Divisional
Safety Committee was organized recently and
is composed of the men whose names are given
above.
Meetings are held weekly, when all matters
pertaining to Safety First and Loss and Damage
are thoroughly discussed.
A full attendance is the usual thing at each
meeting, which is an indication that every
member is taking a deep interest in the movement.

Ticket agent and operator

J.

C. Melott, of
for the past

Benwood Junction, has been absent
month on account of illness.
The

following changes have recently been

made:
J. W. Root, promoted from trainmaster to
assistant superintendent; C. H. Bonnesen, promoted from assistant trainmaster to trainmaster; W. L. Cockrell, promoted from chief
dispatcher to assistant trainmaster; W. C. Deegan, promoted from night to day chief dispatcher; O. B. Craft, promoted from train
dispatcher to night chief dispatcher; extra dispatcher W. C. Queen from extra to regular
dispatcher; copiers and operators were promoted according to their standing.

OHIO RIVER DIVISION

Wheeling

Correspondent,

J.

H. Oatey, Y. M.
Parkersburg

C.

A.

Secretary,

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chairman
Yardman, Parkersburg

Bryan
P. J. Moran
C. L. Parr

Superintendent,

C. E.

W. M. Higgins
W. E. Kennedy
A.
J.

J.

J.

Bossyns, M.

H. Oatey
P.

Duval

Fireman
Maintenance

D

of

Way

Claim Department
Relief Department
A.
Y. M.
Trainman

C

TllK
O. F.
J. \V.

Wheeler
Matheny
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Shopman. Locomotive Department
Engineman

G. H. Van V'aley
R. T. Everett
H. M. McPherson

Flaherty
C. F. Casper
J. J.

.Agent. Ht. Mary's

Yardman. Huntington
Platform Foreman, Parkersburg
Platform Foreman. Huntington
Chief Dispatcher and Division Operator
Yard Track Foreman

S. F. Bailey
S. S. Johnson
S. Echols

Supervisor
Chief Clerk to Agent. Parkersburg

J.

H. E. PuRSELL
W. A, Butcher

Relief Agent
Shopman. Car Department

F. C. MoR.\N

Trainmaster

L. M. Sorrell
L. E. Haislip
J. B. Elliott
F. A. Carpenter
F. P. Coe

A

meeting

Road Foreman

.

of Engines
Division Engineer
Division Master Mechanic
General Yardmaster

of the executive

...
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Announcement was made recently that W.
B. Powell, captain of railway police, had been
transferred to the New Castle Division, where
he will ()ccui)y the same position. He has been
succeeded by E. Doney.
Mr. Powell's friends will be sorry to learn
that he has been transferred. His service here
has been that of a true officer. Mr. Doney was
located here once before in the capacity of captain, and his friends will be glad to know of his
return.

Master Carpenter

CLEVELAND DIVISION

committee

of the
Veterans'Association was held June 10th at the
Ohio Kiver station. All the members of the
committee were present, including F. P. Coe,
A. E. Augustine, A. H. Deem and J. M. Guinn
of ParkersL"g and J. X. Guilford of Huntington.
The purpose of the meeting was to ascertain
the general condition of the organization,
which was launched some weeks ago. The
organization is in excellent shape, and many
applications for membership are being received.
There are at present seventy-five members.
Any one who has been in the service for twenty
years may become a charter member by applying before July 2nd. There will be a general
meeting of the organization on July 2nd at
Terrapin Park. A picnic and outing are being
planned for that date. There will be music
and several speakers from out of town, probably some from Baltimore. Great preparations are being made for the event, which
will no doubt be a most enjoyable one to the
old employes of the road.
The officers of the local organization are C.
E. Bryan, president; W. E. Kennedy, vice-

president; J. K. Cromley, of Ravenswood,
secretary, and W. P. Vincent, treasurer.

Correspondents, W. T. Leciilider, Superintendent, Cleveland
E. Lederer, Secretary, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. Lechlider
E. Lederer
E. Fahy
A. Anderson
H. H. Harsh
P. C. Lotoc
J. T. McIlwain
Dr. R. D. Sykes
Y. Marick
E. R. Twining
R. W. Bair
Wm. Canfield

Superintendent.

Chairman

Vice-Chairraan

Trainmaster
Master Mechanic

J.
J.

Division Engineer

Road Foreman

of Entwines

Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner, Cleveland. Ohio

Locomotive Foreman. Akron Jet., Ohio
Shop Clerk. Cleveland. Ohio
Engineer, Lorain. Ohio
-.Engineer, Clevelan'l, Ohio
Conductor, Cleveland, Ohio
F. W. Hoffman
W. Shaar
Hastier, Canal Dover, Ohio
W. S. Berkmyer
Brakeman, Canton, Ohio
Fireman, I^rain, Ohio
C. 0. Moinet
H. H. Beard
Assistant Yardmaster. Ix)rain. Ohio
Agent. Strasburg. Ohio
J. H. Miller
J. Cline
Assistant Yardmaster. Cleveland, Ohio
Ass't Yardmastcr, Akron Jet., Ohio
O. P. EiCHELBERGER
F. H. Garrett
Foreman, Akron Freight Station
Supervisor, Massiilon, Ohio
G. A. Arganbright
Division Operator
E. M. Heaton
Division Claim Agent
C. J. Maisch
C. E. Pierce
Terminal Agent, Ixirain, Ohio
Relief Agent
^L T. Hill
General Foreman. Cleveland, Ohio
J.J. Herlihy
General Foreman. Lorain, Ohio
J. A. Subjeck
Terminal Agent. Cleveland. Ohio
A.J. Bell
C. Bender
Foreman Steel Car Dep't. I>orain. Ohio
Yard Foreman. Canton, Ohio
B. J. Waterson

Effective June 4th, P. C. Loux, assistant road
foreman of engines and assistant train master,
was promoted to road foreman of engines with
headquarters at Lorain, Ohio, vice G. H.
Kaiser, assigned to other duties.

G. W. Ristine, locomotive engineer, has been

promoted to assistant road foreman
vice Mr. Loux.

of engines,

In order to enforce Safety First within the
it has been necessary tf) arrest a
number of persons walking on the right of way,
who persisted in riding on cars to and from work
and through yards. The city and county
authorities have interested themselves in this
work, and are cooperating with the railroad
company in teaching careless trespassers to
keep of the cars and engines. The campaign
has been productive of good results within th
past few weeks.

yard limits

CAR REPAIR MEN, 0. R. YARDS.
PARKERSBURG. W. VA.

Effective May 18th, J. C. Fluck, maintenance
way clerk at Wheeling, was transferred to
Cleveland in the same capacity.
of
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F. C. Russell has been employed as time
clerk in the maintenance of way department,
vice H. Kaplan, resigned.

H. H. Beard, assistant yardmaster at Lorain,
has been promoted to night yardmaster at that
point.

A. J. Heird, formerly of Baltimore, has accepted position as chief clerk to general j'ardmaster.
S. W. Terrant was married to Miss Mary
Reed of Emporia, Va., on June 3rd. We wish
"Buck" and his wife a long and happv wedded
life.

Our baseball team

lost its first

EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
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game on the

31st of May, but with a little more practice we
hope to clean up all the good teams in this
vicinity.
The first game was a thriller, so
many situations arising to excite the fans that
one was undecided whether to shoot with both
eyes shut and kill anybody, or take deliberate
aim and kill in cold blood. We enjoyed the
game very much, and hope to see many more
before the season is over.

The employes shown are, reading from left to
Chas. Stewart, R. H.
right on turn table:
clerk; Karl E. Floeter, R. H. foreman; Dens
Chidu, fire knocker helper; Va.sile Marco, fire
knocker; Tom Butta, ash pan inspector; Vasile
Mararim. R. 11. fireman; Chas. Davis, oil house
man; E. K. Saul, boiler maker; T. W. Cross,
machinist; Chas. Mitchell, oiitside engine inspector; James Wyman, su{)ply man; Wm. G.
Mehl, machinist; Orimt Courtright, stationary
engineer; Neal Strickfadin, coal chute man; John
Smith, stationary -fireman; John Booth, boiler
maker; Tom Pichmti, boiler washer; Vasile

Marka, turn table engineer.
From gangway to headlight on engine: James
Mapes, hostler; Chas. Sanders, storeroom man;
Chas. Summit, engine inspector; Sam Beaver,
machinist; C. F. Ansel, grease cup filler; M. H.
Kennard, tank man; 11. L. Tichenor, air inspector; Norman Kinney, handy man; Harvey
Greer, pipe fitter; Geo. Taylor, machinist
helper; Nicula Roman, flue cleaner; John Castem, boiler washer helper; Vasilie Norar, box
packer; Hie Pipasu, oil supply man; C. W.

Graham,

Effective May 25th, M. H. Broughton, supervisor of transi)ortation at Cincinnati, Ohio,
was promoted to assistant superintendent with
headquarters at Canal Dover, Ohio. We are
glad to welcome him into the fold.
Effective June 1st, F. R. Castor, captain of
New Castle Division, was appointed
captain of police, Cleveland Division, vice E.
Doney, transferred.

Correspondent, T.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

D.a.ly.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

M. Connors
H. D. Whip
John Irwin
D. N. Dumire

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

O.

T. Jackson
J.

Superintendent

Kelly

H. B. McDo.v.u-D
R. B. McMains

H. W. Roberts
C. L. Johnson
D. B. LuBY
C. G. Miller
A. R. Clayton
R. W. Lytle
A. X. Glennon
E. C. ZiNSMEiSTER
Little

G. R. Kimball

W. A. Funk
James Vandivort
A. D. PiERSON
C. R. Potter
E. Dow Bancroft
J

.

S.

E.

Bushew

Freas

R. E.

McKek

D. L. Host

Chairman

;

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Agent, Columbus, Ohio
Shopman
Shopman
Claim Agent
Yard Brakeman
Road Brakeman
Master Carpenter
Trainmaster

C. C. Grimm
E. V. Smfth
J. S.

,

Master Mechanic
Medical Examiner
Engineer

Dr. a. a. Church

Road

Division Engineer
Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Examiner

Conductor
Assistant

Car Foreman
.Agent

Secretarj',

O. L. Eaton
S. C. WoLFERSBERGER
P. Petri
T. E. Miller
T. E. Jamison

Superintendent. Chairman
Assistant Superintendent
Division Enj^neer

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Operator
Medical Exiiminer

Road Foreman

Car Foreman
Relief Agent

J.

Newark

Y. M. C. A.

Section Foreman
Supervisor

Agent
Trainmaster

The picture on the opposite page is of the
night roundhouse, forces at Chicago Junction,
Ohio.

Chief

OJfice of

Clerk, Connellsville

G. N. Cage
H. B. PiGMAN
Dr. M. H. Koehler

DIVISION
J.

caller.

Correspondent, P. A. Jones,

police,

NEWARK
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R. Zearfoss
G. E. Bowman
R. W. Hoover
S. M. Bittner

J.

Bryne

F.

E. B. Small

W. Hl-ddleston

S.

W. D. Seaton
M. E. Martz
P.

J.

M.
J.

W

Ad\ms
Heaney

Repair Track Clerk
Conductor. F. M. & P. Branch
Conductor, S. & C. Branch

Locomotive Fireman
Train Dispatcher
Foreman, Maintenance of \Nay Dep t
Claim Aeent
MachujLst
Conductor
Conductor
Foreman. Motive Power Dep^t
Inspector, Maintenance of Way Dep't
.Supervisor

P.

Fleming
E West

A.

T. Griffin
C. A. Albright

Fn-ight Agent
Locomotive Engineer

J.
J.

Russell Anderson

.

-.

.\gent

Freight Agent
Secretary

The accompanying photograph is of local
freight engine No*. 1347, its crew and other employes located at Uniontown. This crew takes
care of the local freight work between Fairmont
and Connellsville. Readingfromleft torightare:
Top row: Engineer J. W. Turner; ticket agent
W. M. Hinsev. Front row: Brakemen C.
Stull. J. O'Neil and J. M. Fisher; fireman E.
Granger: brakemen C. Neth, C. L. Fair; conductor C. E. Lehman; assistant trainmaster
L.

M. Keck.
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ENGINE

1347— ITS

CREW AND OTHER EMPLOYES AT UNIONTOWN,

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent, T. M. Jones, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. B. GoRSUCH
T. W. Barrett

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

W. J. Kennedy
Car Accountant's Office, Secretary
M. C. Thompson. .Road Foreman of Engines, Glenwood, Pa.
C. C.

Cook

W. A. Deems
T.

J.

Brady

L. FiNEGAN
G. W. C, Day
W. Battenhouse

H.N. Landymore
E. L. Hopkins
H. G. Waltower

H.

J.

Spangler

C. C. AiNSWORTH
W. E. BuRTOFT
J.

W. Clawson

Division Engineer, Pittsburgh,
Master Mechanic, Glenwood,
Trainmaster, Pittsburgh,
Superintendent of Shops, Glenwood,
Division Operator, Pittsburgh,
General Car Foreman, Pittsburgh,
Operator, Pittsburgh,
Machinist, Glenwood,
Yard Conductor, Demmler,
Yard Brakeman, Pittsburgh,

Yard Brakeman, Glenwood,
Car Foreman, Pittsburgh,
Signal Supervisor, Pittsburgh,

Frank Bryne
Claim Agent, Pittsburgh,
Dr. J. P. Lawlor
Medical Examiner, Glenwood,
W. H. Raley
Passenger Brakeman, Pittsburgh,
W. Davis
Yard Conductor, 36th St. Yard, Pittsburgh,
G. G. Wise
Road Conductor, Foxburg,
T. F. Donahue
General Supervisor, Pittsburgh,
R. J. Smith
W. F, Deneke

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

Agent, Junction Transfer,
Agent, Pittsburgh,
Agent, Allegheny,
Agent, McKeesport,
H. M, Grantham
Agent, Braddock,
W. I. McKee
Agent, Butler,
H. B. Jeffries
Agent, Washington
J. A McKie
Agent, Ellwood City
C. G. Harshaw
Yard Conductor, Willow Grove, Pa.
H. Knopf
Road Conductor, West Newton
R. J. Murtland
Road Conductor, Connellsvllle, Pa.
T. D. Maxwell
Road Engineer, Connellsvllle, Pa.
W. M. Snider
Car Foreman, Allegheny, Pa.
W. M. Clark
.Master Carpenter, Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. E. McDougall. Assistant Trainmaster, Connellsvllle, Pa.
H. L Gordon
Assistant Division Engineer, Foxburg, Pa.
P. CoLLiGAN
W. B. Peters

PA.

While the superintendent, division engineer
and general supervisor w^ere going over the
Jimtown Branch on a motor car recently, with
division engineer Cook at the throttle, general
supervisor Donohue holding down the right
side to keep it on the rail and the superintendent
sitting on the "pilot," a herd of cattle hove in
sight while they were rounding a curve at fairly
good rate of speed. The general supervisor
immediately started to whistle and ring the bell
vigorously and all the cattle headed over the
bank except one heifer, which evidently considered it had the right of track, and it was
necessary to put the air in emergency and reverse
the engine in order to avoid a collision with her.
In the meantime the superintendent lost his head
and jumped off, but owing to the cinder ballast
was not hurt. The next question was to get the
cow off the track. Persuasion was out of the
question as no member of the "crew" was versed
in cow language.
Finally after "Bossy" had
established her supremacy, she went her way
voluntarily and the "train" proceeded. The
superintendent has refused to do any more riding
on the front end and will confine himself in future
to the rear, where he will have a better chance
to get off should a similar emergency arise.

Brakeman D. E. Snyder

is the proud father
twin daughters. Mrs. Snyder was formerly
Miss Adele Henry, telephone operator in our
Hazelwood exchange.

of

with much regret that we learn of the
Miss Nellie Farnan, daughter of the
late O. E. Farnan, assistant trainmaster of
Pittsburgh Division.
It is

death

of
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E. V. Sill, employed as stenographer in the
superintendent's office, has been transferred to
the office of the stationmaster.

The marriage
to Miss

of H. Robey, traveling fireman,
Marie Barringer. of Warren, Ohio, was

solemnized at the home of the bride on June 3rd.

a

Conductor C. B. Lane has just returned from
and Canadian points.

visit to Erie, Buffalo,

R. Chamberlain, of the office of district engineer maintenance of way, has been transferred
to the position of assistant engineer, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
E. H. Kuhn, second trick operator at Broad
Ford, has been granted leave of absence to
qualify for the position of assistant yardmaster
at Gonnellsville.
J. V. Young, third trick operator at Willow
Grove, has been absent from duty for several
weeks on account of sickness.

NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

Correspondent, F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk
New Castle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent. Chairman, New Castle, Pa.
Division Engineer, New Castle. Pa.
B. Cameron
Master Mechanic, New Castle Junction, Pa.
J. McGuiRE

M. H. Cahill
J.
J.
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r. H. Knox
A >;ent. New Castle, P«C. P. .\NCiELL
1 rainmaatcr. New Castle. P».
E. J. LANGHL'iisr Aaa't lioad Foreman, ChicaRO Junction. O.
E. C. liocK
Division Operator, New C:u*ile, Pa.
1{. J. C\\KKiKR
Divuiion Claim .Xgent, Youngalown, O.
J. G. .Shelby.
Medical Examiner, New Ciiatle Junction. Pa.
.

.

.

F.

('.

Green

W.

L.

Madill

.

Track Supervisor. Ilavenna. O.

Tmck

.Supervisor, Ixxli,

O.

Tnick Foreman, New Castle Junction. Pa.
Car Painter Foreman. New Castle June, Pa.

P. Thornton
F. D. Abblett.

.\lbert Voss

Machinist,

Fj. L. Ha.nnon
Ch.\s. Cr\w»ord
M. L. Rkney
L. L. Wagner

G. A. PuRKEY
C. B. Smith

.\ir

Brake

Yard

New

Castle June, Pa.

Hepairnrian, Painesville,

O.

Engineer. Chicago June, O.
Engineer, New Castle June, Pa.
Conductor, Ntw Castle, Pa.

Conductor, Chicago June.. O.
Conductor, Painesviiie. O.
D. B. McFate.
Yard Conductor, New Castli? Junction, Pa.
W. H. OMara
Yard Conductor. Haselton. O.
G. W. Richards
Warehouse Foreman, Voungstown, O.
C. K. Spielmann
Relief .\gent. New Castle, Pa.
Ja."*. .\iken
Agent, Voungstown, O.
Agent. Painesviiie, O.
G. W. Taylor
E. J. R\iDY
SecretAn.', New Castle, Pa.
M. F. Riley
Track Supervisor, Youngstown, O.
E. C. FowLEK
Track Supervisor, DeForest Junction. O.
H. L. FoR.NEV
Master Carpenter, New Castle, Pa.
W. D. Carroll
Signal Supervisor, New Castle, Pa.
'

.

.

.

Here is a picture of Patrick Foley, veteran
crossing watchman at South Phel{)s St., Youngstown. Ohio, and his two champion ratcatchers,
'•Teddy" and "Nelly."
Mr. Foley has been in the service about
twenty-three years, while "Teddy" and ''Nellie" have been in the ratcatching business fur
about four years. The photograph shows
seventy-seven rats which were killed by these
two dogs in two and one-half hours at YoimgstoNNTi. where workmen were razing an old barn,
Until the barn was torn do\\Ti, Mr. Foley's

PATRICK FOLEY-HIS TWO TERRIERS, TEDDY AND NELLIE. AND A FEW OF THEIR VICTIMS
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F. N. Shultz

dogs had killed 960 rats by actual count, and
the spoil from the old barn brought their total
up to over 1000.
The terriers keep the rats away from the
freight house at Youngstown and vicinity, and
Mr. Foley and the freight house' employes are
willing to back the dogs as the greatest rat
catchers on the Baltimore & Ohio Sj'stem.

J.

Dr.

F.

Dorset

A. B. HiNKLE
R. R. Jenkins.
M. J. Driscoll
J.

Davis

M. A.
S.

1229,

'

.

Division Operator, Garrett, Ind.
Claim Agent, Garrett, Ind.
Claim Agent, Tiffin, Ohio
Medical Examiner, Garrett, Ind.
Supervisor, Walkerton, Ind.
.Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Chicago Jet., Ohio
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.

Shop Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
Yard Committeeman, Chicago Jet., Ohio
W. E. Sargent
Yard Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
N. B. Bair
Yard Committeeman, South Chicago, 111.
C. H. Martin
Engineers' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
D. G. Thompson.. Fireman's Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O
O. F. Bell
Conductors' Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
F. M. Chalfont. .Brakeman's Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
C. C. Geer
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
John Draper
Agents' Committeeman, Chicago, 111.
G. W. Smith
Operators' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio
John Rathwell
Section Foreman, Garrett, Ind.
H. A. Martin
Relief Agent, Garrett, Ind.
J. C. Link
Car Dep't Committeeman, Chicago Junction
H. S. Gardner
Agents' Committeeman, Defiance
P. H. Carroll
Signal Supervisor, Defiance
D. B. Taylor
Master Carpenter, G'arrett
H. W. Ross
Car Department Safety Committeeman
H. S. Gardner
Agents' Committeeman, Defiance, Ohio
L.

The accompanying

picture is of engine No.
working at DeForest Junction, the cleanest
engine on the New Castle Division. The crew,
reading from left to right, are as follows:
fireman E. F. Booth; brakeman G. A. Carter;
brakeman T. H. Muir; engineer H. R. Hazlett;

D. Jack

T. E. Spurrier

POLC.A.STER. .M. P.

Archer

On May 15th, Theodore Jankowski, who has
been a trackman at Avilla, Ind., for thirty-five
years, lost his wife after several months illness
in the hospital at Garrett, Ind.
In March,
1913, he had the misfortune to lose an eye in
cutting a bolt while working on the track. " ^Ir.
Jankowski has a very large family and is in poor

circumstances.

ENGINE

No. 1229

AND CREW

(see

Note)

conductor J. J. Meredith, yardmaster W. D.
Reed.
The crew are very proud of their engine, and
use plenty of elbow grease to keep up her 100
per cent, clean appearance.

Now

On

account

of

his

limited

means a subscription paper headed by his foreman, Joseph Walt, was circulated among the
trackmen on Sub-division No. 3 and maintenance of way office force at Garrett, who gave

that vacation season has arrived, the

a total of $41.60 to help defray his wife's funeral
expenses. When the money was tendered Mr.
Jankowski by supervisor Rahmer, he requested
Mr. Rahmer to pay it to the funeral director,
and this was done. Mr. Jankowski could
scarcely find words to express his gratitude to
those who remembered him so substantially in

The spirit which prompted
his bereavement.
his fellow workers to aid him is certainly com-

boys in the offices who have been plugging along
through the winter are getting their camping
togs and fishing tackle out, and preparing to
get back to Nature for a week or so.

mendable, and we should all endeavor to render
similar assistance whenever opportunity presents it self.

A. C. Harris, maintenance of way clerk, is
the proud daddy of a nine pound boy, which
arrived on June 11th. Congratulations.

second trick switchtender^
the Company for the past
twenty-five years, is taking a much needed rest^
visiting Washington, Baltimore and New York

C. E. McDougall, assistant trainmaster at
Connellsville, Pa., called on his old friends recently. Mac has started a moving picture show
in Mahoningtown, which we trust will prove a
success.

CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, F. N. Shultz, Division Operator,
Garrett, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

F.

Keegan

C. W. Van Horn
T. B. Burgess
John Tordella
F.

W. Rhuark

Geo. Novinger

Superintendent, Chairman, Garrett,
Trainmaster, Garrett,
Trainmaster, Garrett,
Division Engineer, Garrett,
Master Mechanic, Garrett,
Road Foreman of Engines, Garrett,

Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.

Clark Nichols,

who has been with

for the first time.
S. C. Rumbaugh is planning a trip to Philadelphia, Pa., for the Chicago Junction Ladies'"

Band.

There are plenty of fish in the Baltimore &
Ohio reservoir at Chicago Jimction, but the
ban is on them until they get larger. Operator
P. M. Geer had a carload of channel cat unloaded in this reservoir two years ago. The
car had broken down enroute to Cambridge,
Ohio, and a change of water was necessary.
Sulphur water only was available, and as in
this the fish would have died, a suggestion
to general fish commissioner Speaks at Columbus persuaded him to allow the fish to be put
into the

new Company

reservoir.

ini: i^ai/iimoim:

and

oiiio

The position of assistant yanlnuu^ter, foriiu'rly
'held by S.
Ruiiihau^h. has again been abolished.

C

i:\ii'L(>\ i;s

F. E. Lamphere
Ale.x. Craw
V. RvAS

C.

R. A. M:ison and W. H.
trip to St. Louis.

On May 22nd a son was born
H. A. Durk, South Chicago.

H.

Smith,

second

W.\i.
.'.

V.

1".

S.

Examiner and

to

trick

Sherwood Tower, was married on
a young lady at Evansville, Ind.

operator at
25th to

May

Train dispatcher H. E. Schultz is taking a
vacation at Houston, Te.xas. His family has
been in Texas all winter, for the benefit of
Mrs. Shultz's health, but they expect to return
with him to Garrett, as she is very much improved.

HoQAN
Fooo
DeVeny

.Mecluinic, Kaat Chicago
of Engines, Chicago
Master Carpenter, Chicago
Medical Examiner, Chicago

Master
\aa't

Road Foreman

Dr. E. J. HroHES
MoHKLs .\ltherr

Ajisistant Agent, Forest Hill

Jamk.s (Jaghin

Engineer.

-Ahthir Jensen
Chas. Beam
John Haley

Car
._

C. B. BiDDiNGER
W.M. Jknkins
A. A. Mc Lene

".

Wm. Davis
T. P. Yates
John McLean
E.

Barry
Snyder

P.

Hakhy Marshall

On Simday

Robey

Street

Fireman, Itobey Street
Conductor, Robey Street

Hakhy Johnson
Olh KK Johnson

J.

of I'olice, (,'hicago
R»?cortiiT. Chicago

Supervisor, Chicago (Chicago District)
Supervisor, Cliicjigo (Calumet I)i.-*lrict)

Do.nald

Chas. Ehpinq

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Durk has
been in the service for the past nine year.s and
is at present located at South C'liicago, and is
operator at Wolf Lake yard office.

Wm.

Captain

Hegley

I..
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A^siatant Engineer, Chicago
Diviaion Claim Ani-nt, Chicago

J.

II. .M(

Harry Mann relieved
Hump, during Mason's

macazine

.

In.spector,

Robey

.Street

Engineer. Blue Island
Fireman, Eaat Chicago
.Conductor, East Chicago
Machinist on Floor, 'East Chicago
Machinist in Shop, East Chicago
lk)ilermaker, Ejist Chicago
Black.smit h. East Chicago
Car Inspector, Ejust Chicago
Engineer, East Chicjigo
Conductor, Blue I.sland
Car In.spector, Blue Ishuid

evening.

May

17th, the

members

with their wives attended
a presentation given in honor of brother
Patrick Lahey, who was placed on the pension list December Sth, 1913, after being in the
harness for forty-four years.
He has been a member of the B. of L. E. for the
past forty-one years, and the Grand Officers
made the acknowledgment, sending the G. I.
D. badge to Angus Brown Division 5S2.
An engineer has to be a member for forty
vears before he is entitled to this lionor.
of the B. of L. E.

CHICAGO TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

L. Nichols

J.

W. Dacy

Chairman, Chicago
Trainmaster, Chicago
Division Engineer, Chicago

G. P. Palmer

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO. YARD CREW ON DECORATION DAY
From

left

to right: C.

Gordon, brakeman; Charles Coey, fireman; John Davidson, engineer; W.
J. M. MaynaRD. brakeman: C. Wilson, division foreman

conductor;

P.

Newkjrk,
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OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, H. M. Cole, Chillicothe, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chairman, Superintendent

D. Brooke
N. Brown
R. ScHWARZELL

G.
E.
R.
T.
R.

E.

Assistant Superintendent

Trainmaster
Trainmaster

'.

Banks

Road Foreman of Engines
Road Foreman of Engines

Mallen
Wm. Graf
G. W. Plumly
P. H. Reeves

Division Operator

Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Section Foreman

G. F. Potter
E, Cole

Foreman Car Shop
Road Brakeman

C. DuLLMEYER

W. Cain
J. I. BoTKiN
W. A. Burns
E. J. Alee
E. J. Correll
Dan. O'Leary
S.

Warehouse Foreman
Road Conductor
Signal Supervisor
Division Engineer

Yard Conductor
Wreck Master
Road Engineer

E. Sunnafrank
D. C. Thomas

J.

Truman Murphy

Operator

Shop Inspector

Thos. Tull

Machinist
Agent, Portsmouth, O.
Master Carpenter

C. W. Lewis
G. E. Wharff
C. H. R. Howe
L. H. SiMONDS
J. B. Vance
J.

Claim Agent
Relief Agent
Road Fireman

W. Starkey

Agent, Athens, O.
Medical Examiner

F. S. Bean
P. S. Lansdale

C. E. Fish, the popular and efficient agent at
Cincinnati, entered the service of the Cleve-'
land & Cokimbus R. R. (now a part of the C. C.
C. & St. L.) as water carrier for a section gang.
He left to come to Cincinnati, expecting a position in the restaurant on the Little Miami
R. R., but failing to obtain the position, and
not caring to go back home with this report, he
went to work at the Little Miama freight
station, handling freight.

still

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor,

Seymour, Ind.

He was

C.

T. J. Ewing
O. E. Henderson

Dr.
J. J.

holds.

Mr. Fish has always taken an active interest
in any and everything pertaining to the railroad work. During the past few years he has
held

all

the offices in the National Association

J.

P.

Lawler

Given

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Operator

Roundhouse Foreman
Relief Agent
Conductor
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent

G. S. Cameron
J. D. Frazier

Trainmaster

Charles Fox
H. W. Kerbert

Brakeman
Yard Engineer

J.

Fireman
Conductor

B. Elliott

Chas. Richardson
A. Hughes
C. E. Fish

John Gannon
W. E. Hyatt
S. A. Rogers
H. A. Cassil
Dr. J. P. Sellman
W. H. Howe
T.

Track Foreman
Car Foreman
Agent
Yard Foreman
Yardmaster
Road Foreman
Division Engineer
Medical Examiner
Master Carpenter

Rowland

W. E. Lewis
E. Sands
W. J. Russell
E. Massman

Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

Agent
Boilermaker
Agent

J.

Conductor W.' C. Cox and wife have received
their passes to Clifton, Kansas, where they
expect to visit shortly.
to

Conductor J. B. Elliott and family are soon
visit Niagara Falls and other eastern

points.

Lester, the nine year old son of conductor

and Mrs. Edgar Otto, of South Broadway,
died on May 13th. Mr. and Mrs. Otto have
the sympathy of their

hour

of

bereavement.

many friends

in their

sad

made

of

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Hagerty
John Page
P. Horan
J.

soon

the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley,
known then as the "Sheepskin," now a part
At the age of
of the Pennsylvania System.
nineteen he was appointed depot master of the
Cincinnati Southern R. R., Cincinnati, being
the first depot master at Cincinnati for that
company. The Cincinnati Southern was built
by the city of Cincinnati, and is now operated
by a lessee company, the C. N. O. & T. P.
Leaving the Cincinnati Southern, Mr. Fish
took service with the Hocking Valley at Columbus as foreman of their freight depot, remaining
there a short time, and returning to Cincinnati
as depot master of the C. H. & D. After holding
that position five years, he was appointed local
agent; and in 1898, after the death of Mr. J. L.
Korn, he succeeded him as local agent of this
Company at Cincinnati, O., which position he

foreman

C. E. FISH,

AGENT

CINCINNATI.

O.
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Always, wherever railroad men congregate, you
have only to mention watches to hear strong praise for the

Hamilton Watch.

^amilton Uafcl
"The Railroad Timekeeper

of

America"

The Hamilton Watch is made in all standard sizes and
For Time Inspection Service, Hami'ton No. 940 (18 size

by jewelers everwhere.
and No. 992 (16
size
21 jewels) are the most popular watches on American Railroads and will pass
any Official Time Inspection. For general use you can buy a Hamilton Watch from
$ 2.25 for movement only (in Canada $ 2.50). up to the superb Hamilton masterpiece
at $150.00.
No extra charge for Safety Numerical Dial on new Railroad watches.
sold

—

—

1

21 jewels)

1

Write for Hamilton Watch Book, "The Timekeeper"
It

pictures

and describes the various Hamilton models and gives interesting watch

nfcrmation.

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Master Builders of Accurate Timepieces

of Local Freight
of the Advisory

Agents,

Board

lui.s

of the

been a

member

Relief Depart-

having settled the working contlitions made
necessary by a change having been made in
the wage schedule.

ment, and since the inauguration of the Safety
First movement, has been a member of the
Indiana Division Safety Committee. He was
the first agent on the System to appoint a
committee made up of local freight station
employes, to look after the Safety First proposition at the local stations.
He appointed as
members of the Cincimiati Local F'reight
Station Safety Committee, employes of his
office, depots and yards.
The members of this
committee have brought up everything in the
way of improvements, which could consistently
be made for the safety of the employes of the
Company as well as the public in general, and
also anything that would tend to raise thc
efficiency of the station work.
When po.ssible.
these local matters have been threshed out and
taken care of through Mr. F'ish, but a great
many of them have been referred to the Divisional Safety Committee, or the General Safety
Committee, and have resulted in many improvements.

ployes.

Conductors Ross and Eanta, who have been
Baltimore for the past six weeks in the
interests of the conductors and trainmen's
organization, are. again back on their runs.

Wm. Johnson, who has been thinl trick
operator at Cochran for the past twelve years,
has just resumed duty. After recovering from
a spell of sickness he had to go to the Cincin-

in

Engineer James Snow is just completing a
moderii seven room home on the corner of 3rd
and Blish Streets.

John Gannon is again able to be home after
an operation at a Cincinnati hospital. Mr.
Gannon is yard conductor at Cincinnati, a
member of the Indiana Division Safety Committee and is very popular with his fellow emStory L. Baird, second trick operator at
Culloms, and W. H. Mitchell, fireman, were
drowned while bathing in the Ohio River at
Stony Point, Riversitle, on the afternoon of
June Ith. Mitchell lost his life trying to save
Baird. It is l)elieved they were seized with
cramps. Mr. Baird's home was in Hopkinsville, Ky.; he had been operator at Culloms for
a number of years and had many friends among
the railroad boys.
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nati hospital and undergo a very severe and
dangerous operation; however, he is back in
the tower at the interlocker looking and feeling
During his twelve years' service Mr.
well.
Johnson has never had a serious accident at
this very important junction point.

married on June 24th to Mr. Oscar Sparrow,
city ticket agent of the C. & N. W. R'y of
Indianapolis, Ind. Both have the very best
wishes for a happy future.

During the State Convention of the Knights
Pythias at Cincinnati, June 8th to 12th,
there were in evidence B. S. Jelleff accountant;
L. G. Wilson, assistant foreman; Frank Kroetzsch, and L. W. English, O. S. & D. clerks, and
R. H. Searls, chief claim clerk. Geo. Levy,
of

Mike Gallagher,

for thirty-five years section

foreman at Holton, has been ofT duty for the
past seven months on account of an attack
of blood poisoning in his hand; it was necessary
to amputate one of his fingers. After partially
recovering from this trouble he was laid up
with rheumatism, but is now home, much improved.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Griffith, June 4th,
son No. 2, also to ex-engineer Abraham White
and wife, June Uth, son No. 1.
Fireman John Mendle has purchased a home
on North Ewing Street.
Recently Louis HufT, section foreman on
Bedford Branch, dropped dead. Mr. Huff had
been in charge of the Bedford branch tracks
for a number of years and had many friends in
in and aroimd his home town of Bedford.

On

the morning of June 12th, train No. 8
struck a hand car at Riley's Cut, east of North
Vernon, killing section foreman John McDonald
and seriously injuring William Berry, one of
It is not known why these men
his track men.
As they were late
failed to clear No. 8's time.
the supposition is that the men forgot No. 8
and w^ere struck while attempting to remove
car from the track. Here is a case where one
man lost his life and another was seriously injuried in trying to save a $35.00 hand car. All
employes should exercise more care and keep
off the time of our fast passenger trains.

Seymour's oldest
residents, died at the home of her daughter
on West 2nd Street, May 25th, aged eighty-six
years. Mrs. Smith was the widow of the late
Mrs. Sarah Smith, one

Adam

of

who

for years was section foresurvived by two sons, James,
is a passenger conductor on the Baltimore
& Ohio out of Cleveland, and Joe, who was a
conductor here for years but who is now a
Government employe at Washington, D. C.
Also three daughters, Mrs. Cox, of Birmingham,
Ala., Mrs. Sarah Procter and Mrs. Catherine
Myers of this city. She was the grandmother of
conductors Adam and Grover Myers and of
our day caller William. Mrs. Smith had twenty
grandchildren and eleven great-grandchildren.
The funeral was held May 27th, at the late
residence and was conducted by Rev. M. E.
Prather, of the Presbyterian Church.

man
who

Smith,

here.

She

assistant accountant of the local freight office,
took a very active part in the arrangements.
It required two hours and fifteen minutes for

the 12,000 men in Cincinnati to pass a given
point.
Twelve bands of music and a large
number of beautiful floats accompanied the
parade.

The stork

visited the

home

of

W.

May,

C.

shop clerk at Mill Street, and left an eight
pound boy on June 10th. Mother and baby are
doing well. Mr. May is strutting around like
a peacock, as this makes his third boy. Cigars
are in order.

We

are afraid that Mr. Wallace will soon be
for another stenographer, as Miss
Brady, by all appearances, seems to be con-

looking

templating matrimony. Mr. R. Moser,
Big Four, is the lucky boy.

of

the

Engineer J. W. Blount, Indianapolis Division,
has left for Hot Springs where he will spend

some time.
J. J. Lippert, car accountant in this office, has
resigned to accept a position with the Gibson
Motor Car Co., and Roy C. Bonnifield has succeeded him.

The supply train which was recently run over
the Springfield Division for the purpose of picking up all surplus material, brough home a rich
load. A thorough check was made of the working conditions at each station and scrap material to the value of $11,000 was collected.

is

Kinkade and Amelia Bishop
Haney, were married June 10th, by Rev. C. L.
Graham, pastor of the First Baptist Church.
They will reside on West 5th Street. Mrs.
Kinkade is a sister of passenger fireman
Daniel Bishop and has many friends here.

Brakeman R.

,

S.

Miss Edna Detmering, a very charming young
lady clerk, has resigned her position to be

CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. Eckerle
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brkvoort

R. B. FiTZPATRicK

W. D. Johnston
H. W. Brant
M. P. HoBAN
C. M. Hitch
F. S.

H. Stansbury
FoGT

J.
J.

Reister

S. O.

Mygatt

Wm. Roesche
Zurich
Ed. Case
F.

Road

DeCamp

E. C. Skinner
R. Archer
G. W. Kydd
A. W. Kopp
R. E. McKenna
A. Gronbach

Term. Div., Chairman
Chief Clerk, Secretary
Trainmaster, Cincinnati, O.
Master Mechanic, Cincinnati, O.
Division Operator, Cincinnati, O.
Foreman of Engines, Cincinnati, O.
General Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
Claim Agent, Cincinnati, O,
Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor of Signals, Cincinnati, O.
Engineer, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Hamilton, O.
Car Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Section Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Agent, Hamilton, O.
Depot Master, Cincinnati, O.
Machinist, Ivorydale, O.

Supt. Cincinnati

Henry Eckerle

t

Boiler Inspector, Gest St., Cincinnati, O.
General Foreman, Ivorydale, 0.

THE BALTI.MOKK AM) OHIO

CINCINNATI FREIGHT HOUSE
Agnew

Agent, ClKiirinan
Chief CMerk, Vice-Chiiinnan

O.

Mygatt

Depot Master, Vice-Chairman

Chas. Mokax

Forenijui, Secretary

Ben Heheman
Chas.

BrnT Larew
Lou BuRK

bach

will disappear in a very short time and
return with Mrs. (Ironbach.

The employes of tlie C. H. & D. were grfeved
to learn of the death of H. ('. Atkins(jn, carpenter foreman at Hamilton, O. He met with
an injury on March 19th, 1914, while unloading
Air. .\tkinson was a member of Cincinties.
nati Terminal Division Safety Committee at

Foremiin

Ex-Foreman
Delivery Clerk
Assistant Baggage Agent

Chas, Batti

Trucker
Trucker

'.

John Kavanaugh
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Very .•seldom you sec ,h)hii smih', but since
new arrival, the smile will not come off.
It is rumored that switchman Albert (Iron-

Assistant Depot Master

Giessij:r

Lindner

^'En•

MA(. A/INK

the

John
S.

liS

.'^rd.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. C. Skinneh

K.\n»LOV

the time of his death.

HAMILTON FREIGHT HOUSE
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

Reister

C.

J.

Agent Chairman
Chief Clerk, Secretary
Ilate Clerk

A. D.
J.

,

,

HoHRKEMPER

W. Stroh
F. Wolf
C. HiNKEL
RoBT. Table

Foreman
Tallyman
Receiving Clerk
Delivery Clerk

Chadwick

HiNSON

Trucker

A. H. GoLDRicH

Arthur

Animann,

O. S. and D. Clerk

nortlibound

iiitercliange

clerk in the local freight office at Cincinnati, ()..
took a quiet trip on June 10th, and from reports
we have, will return with a Mrs. Ammann.

R. Archer, supervisor of Cincinnati Terminal
Division and a member of Cincimiati Terminal
Division Safety Committee, became a benedict
about June 1st, and has returned after a trip
to Virginia Beach, Old Point Comfort and other
places.

John Fogt, section foreman of Section No. 1,
Cincinnati Terminal Division, and a member
Safety Committee, is confined in
of the
Seaton Hospital, Cincinnati, O., with four
fractured ribs. He was injiu-ed while a passenger on an Ohio electric traction car passing
through Mt. Healthy, O. Fogt was struck
by a rural free delivery mail box. The car was

crowded and he was knocked

\TKI.\SOX

off.

Billy Barbour, delivery clerk, is spending
Look
his vacation on the Little Miami River.
out for some good fish stories when he returns.

Clarence Killinger, switchman in Hamilton
yard, has returned to work after ten days of
sickness.

W. H. Adams,

John Conlon, switchman in Hamilton yard,
is the proud father of a girl baby, born June

vacation

delivery clerk, spent a week's
Ky., and reports a very

in Louisville,

delightful time.

New Exhibition Sample Typewriters
At Less Than Wholesale Prices

WE

offerinfir a lot of new "EXHIBITION SAMPLES" at prices about the
as usually asked for rebuilt j^oods. These Exhibition Samples are
f.rand
used by us for exhibition purposes only.
Rapids. Michigran, is not only known as the "Furniture Center of the World" but as an
"Exhibition City" as well, and wherever other lines of quality 8:oods are on exhibition
there ^vill be found
FAMOUS FOX TYPEWRITER. Stock of this kind is
never sold by us for new but otTered at prices way below its rejrular selling value.
Local Agents wanted in every tirun and city where we are not now represented.
Write today for catalog and prices and be sure to mention The B. and O.
Employes Majjazine.

are

NEW

same

FOX TYPEWRITERS

THE

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1007-101 7 Front Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

F-OM THE

Name

.

B.

.

Address.

Please mention

this

magazine

a O EMPLOYES' MAGAZINE FOR JULY

.
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M. A. Rush
C. D. Russell

Agent, Beardstown,Ill.
Division Operator, Flora, III.
General Foreman, Flora, 111.

B. Harward
W. Platz
J.

Brakeman, Flora,

W. W. McNally
W. E. Ross

Fireman, Cone,

111.
111.

Machine Shop Foreman, Washington, Ind.
H. C. Airman
Car Foreman, Washington, Ind.
:
R. H. Marquart
Car Foreman, Cone, 111.
H. C. Thrasher
Machinist, Flora, III.

F.

HoDAPP

Road Foreman

C. W. Potter

of Engines, Flora, 111.

Trainmaster, Flora.

TOLEDO DIVISION

(C.

H.

&

111.

D.)

Correspondent, H. W. Brant, Division Operator,

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. B. Mitchell
F. J. Parrish

Superintendent, Chairman
Division Engineer

Carey
J. Kroger
E. Reel
P. HoBAN
W. Brant

J. J.

W.

G.
M.
H.
J. R. Cassad
Dr. William Ryan

Dr.

F. S.

Thomson

Master Mechanic
Relief Agent
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner

E. Ledger
G. W. Thomas

ELEANOR MACKEY

Supervisor
Master Carpenter
Agent, Dayton, Ohio
J. C. Stipp
Agent, Lima, Ohio
General Agent, Toledo, Ohio
R. B. Mann
W. H. Sites. .Road Engineer, between Lima and Ivorydale
Frank Moore Road Engineer, between Lima and Rossford
T. F. Hennessy
Road Conductor, between
Lima and Ivorydale
W. J. Simmons. Road Conductor, between Lima and Rossford
R. H. BoHANNON
Yard Conductor, Rossford
E. L. Wagner
Yard Engineer, Lima
W. M. Thompson
Yard Conductor, Dayton
Gleason
M. E.
Shopman, Rossford
L. F.

Twenty-six Pounds at Six Months

HocKETT

.

wife of Stanley Glenn, yard
clerk at Cincinnati Freight Station, passed
away April 21st, age 26. The husband and one
child survive her. A beautiful floral design was
given by the clerks in the freight house, who
sympathize with Mr. Glenn in his great loss.

Anna Glenn,

.

J.

Mary

Dobson

Stockton, England, on
the steamship Baltic of the White Star Line,
arrived in New York and then came over the
Baltimore & Ohio to Cincinnati, where she met
her childhood lover, S. H. Davis, and was
united in marriage with him. Mrs. Davis says
he is worth going across the continent after.
Mr. Davis is with the transportation department.
A.

left

ILLINOIS DIVISION
Correspondent, C. F. White, Dispatcher,
Flora,

H. R. Gibson.
G. H. Singer
R. C. Mitchell
C. V. MowRY

W. P. McDonald

Fred Schwab
W. GoRSAGE
R. G. Lloyd
C. W. Shroyer
H. E. Prichett
C. G. Stevens
H. E. Orr
C. S. Whitmore
VV.

G. Burns

Wyatt
W. Cook
F.

B. O'Brien
W. C. Kelley
C. B. Keller
T. T. Long

Bushwaw

M. S. Kopp
W. A. Ireland
Fred. Kroger
C.

Lehmkuhle

Shopman, Lima
Shopman, East Dayton
Secretary, Dayton, Ohio

Trainmaster
Depot Master
Section

Foreman

Extra Gang Foreman

He

tried to keep it quiet, but Sheakley put
ground wire on and spread the news.
Tommy Reagan, our former correspondent,
is to go to Wellston next week to bring back
with him his former schoolmate, and they are
to live on Wayne Avenue as Mr. and Mrs.
Reagan. All kinds of good luck and our best

the

wishes.

Superintendent, Chairman, Flora, 111.
Master Mechanic, Shops, Ind.
Shop Inspector, Shops, Ind.
Division Engineer, Flora, 111.

Dr.W. D. Stevenson. Me^icalExaminer, East St. Louis,
C. R. Bradford

N. Holmes

Frank Proctor
A. C.

111.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. ScHEER
J. A. TscHOUR
E. A. Hunt

.

Claim Agent,

111.

Springfield,
Agent, East St. Louis,
Relief Agent, Flora,

111.

Conductor, Flora,

111.

111.

111.

Engineer, Flora, 111.
Engineer, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Yard Foreman, Vincennes, Ind.
Switchman, Flora, 111.

Yard Foreman,

Springfield,

111.

Trainmaster, Flora,
Master Carpenter, Flora,

111.

111.

Signal Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Vincennes, Ind.
Supervisor, Flora, 111.
Supervisor, Springfield, 111.
Supervisor, Cone, 111.
Agent, Vincennes, Ind.

Agent, Washington, Ind
Agent, Springfield, 111.

Did you note the chest expansion of dispatchers Dickson and Rupkey? A boy at the
Dickson home and a girl at the Rupkey home.
All doing splendidly.
Dispatcher G. J. Williams has returned to
the fold again, having concluded that there
is more action in fishing lake coal on the Second
District than trout in the streams along the
D. & R. G. at Guimison.

John Wilson, switchman, has returned to
duty after a three months' siege in hospital.
We understand that the operation was a decided
success and that ''John" feels himself again.

Committeeman Wm. Thompson was
on the job at the Safety Meeting.

right

Weather

conditions don't seem to affect "Bill." He
see and correct things and makes
a note of conditions. This is the only sure
aid on the follow up.

manages to
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Agent operator O. C. Sterling
a

after

lingering

lost his

Our

illness.

mother
sym-

sincere

pathy, "Rube."

We have just learned of the death of operator
N. B. Miller's wife at Glendale. Her death
was sudden, but we succeeded in relieving Mr.
Miller so that he could be at her bedside before
her departure. Our sincere sympathy in your
loss.

"Nat."

Roy Steinwert, fourteen year old son of
operator C. H. Steinwert (CD), has returned
from Seton Hospital much improved.
Operator A. B. Hilbrecht, at North Side,
has been on sick list for a long time, but we hope
to see

"Al"

at the

key soon.

\V. H. Crist, formernight chief, was appointed
chief dispatcher vice H. V. Hoffman, assigned
"Bill" was made trick disto other duties.
patcher March 13th, 1903, and was promoted to
night chief April 16th, 1911.

W. L. Augspurger, former trick dispatcher,
was appointed night chief dispatcher, efTective
June

1()9

Mrs. W. (i. railing, wife of our general yardmaster, has been very ill for sometime and we
are pleased to learn that she is recovering.

Foreman
is

of car department J. I. Bailey
back with us again; a quick recovery from

the slight sun stroke.

The yard employes surprised Mr. Durliat on
the evening of June 1st by dropping in unexpectedly at his country home, where a pleasant
hour was spent. Mr. and Mrs. Durliat departed the following morning on an extendcil
trip to Custar, taking with them thtir Palm
Beach apparel.

The yard and house men as well as shop
men are looking forward to another visit soon
from the General Safety Committee. The
meeting last month taught us a great deal
along the lines of "Safety First" that we
would not have known had it not been thoroughly explained by the general committee.
will ask Mr. Mitchell to bring these gentle-

We

men

to us again.

1st. 1914.

Hiram

C. Atkinson,

was born November

who
11th,

died June
1874,

STOP
^ ^'

1st, 1914,

and entered

At liome.

the service of the C. H. & D. R'y at Toledo,
Ohio. October, 1894. as carpenter under foreman

G. W. Thomas. His efforts and knowledge
in his line soon gained for him a foremanship,
which later led him to Hamilton. Ohio. He

was liked by all who knew him and his many
friends deeply mourn his loss. (See page 107.)
This snap shot was taken by dispatcher
Smith. unbekno^\Ti to dispatcher "Mack"
Tharp, at a time when he was figuring his way
out of a ''jack pot" at Erie, Junction.

ST-STU-T-T-TERIHG
can yon.

and STAMMERING. I did.
Very easy. Let me t^-ll

WALTER McDonnell, Drawer

F 68b

,

.<o

j-oi;

IIOW.

Station F, Washington, D. C

TEXACO
THE MARK OF QUALITY FOR
ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Texaco Illuminating Oils

Texaco Auto Gasoline

Texaco Motor Oils and Greases

Texaco Lubricating Oils
Texaco Machine
Texaco Greases
Texaco Asphalts

for all

Purposes

Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Fuel Oil

Oils

Texaco Railroad Lubricants

For Roofing, Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,
Insulating, Mastic, and for all other purposes

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

HOUSTON

BRANCH OFFICES
Boston
B. M.

"MA< K

Mr. Tharp was bom

Philadelphia

THARP
April

Chicago

30th,

1867,

St. Louis
Norfolk
Atlanta

New

Orleani

Dallas
El

Pueblo
Tulsa

Paso

at

Washington, Ohio, entered the service of
C. H. & D. as operator December, 1889. promoted to dispatcher May, 1893, and is the
oldest dispatcher in point of service on the
division.

Mrs. T. H. Wall, wife of vard conductor T.
H. Wall, died May 15th. The sudden death
was a shock to us all and we sincerely sympathize with the husband and children in their
bereavement.

THAT PROTECT
PATENTS
AND PAY
SEARCH AND

BOOKS, ADVICE,
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED
Send sketch

or model for search.
HIghtst
references. Bestresults. Promptnets Assured

WATSON
624 F

St..

E.

N. W.

Please mention this magazine

COLEMAN,

FREE

^^^^^^^^_

Patent Lawyer
Waihington, D. C.
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Switchman C. B. Doan has returned to the
service after a long illness.

WELLSTON DIVISION

H

V. Hoffman, our old chief dispatcher,
suffered a stroke of paralysis at the office
while on duty the morning of December 1st,
1913, has returned to service as book of rules
examiner, effective June 1st, 1914. Mr. Hoffman's new duties will take him out on the
road, and it is hoped that the outside work
will contribute to his complete recovery.

a long day for

many

years the "Boss"

spent at his desk.

& D.)

H.

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

who

Many

(C.

Correspondent, L. E. Tenner, Chief Clerk,

M. V. Hynes
A. A. Iams
H. G. Snyder

Superintendent,

Chairman

.Trainmaster
Division Engineer

H.N. ScHOENBERGER

Agent
Master Carpenter

C. Greisheimer
G. A. RuGMAN

Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

S. J. PiNKERTON
S. M. Baker

R. O'Neil

Car Foreman

TRAIN DISPATCHING OFFICE, C. H. & D., DAYTON, OHIO. FOUR SETS OF DISPATCHERS
HANDLING TRAINS ON TOLEDO, WELLSTON AND DELPHOS DIVISIONS]
Our general foreman, W. H. Kellar, spent a
few days at his old home at Keyser, W. Va.
Bill took a 'Tish Hoimd" with him.
Get
him to string you a few fish stories.
G. E. Reel, trainmaster, has moved his
family to Lima. George boasted of Dayton's
being the greatest city on earth a year ago
last March, while he was marooned on top of
a box car in North Dayton pit, knowing that
his family were high and dry in the east end.
Remember the promise you made in the attic
and move back next March.

E. F. McCafferty

Division

S.

,
'

Stationary Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Section Foreman
Passenger Brakeman
Freight Brakeman
Division Operator

Brown
Borland

Chas. Partlow
J. J. FiTZMARTiN

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
(C.
Correspondent,

Murphy, our

genial ''Gym," is in the
height of his glory, fighting lake coal. Jim
says: "I won't give up till they come so fast
and thick that I have to take my coat off to
get through the yard."
J.

F.

Shopman

N. Holmes,

fame, was
given some valuable pointers by Dr. Parlett.
Keep your eye on "Doc." Holmes.
J.

of first aid

Agent
Conductor

Relief

'

E. B. Childs
T. G. HoBAN
Geo. Swires
J.

Foreman

Company Surgeon

Dr. F. S. Thompson
F. M. Drake
F. E. Tharp

H.

&

D.)

Roy Powell,

Superin-

tendent' s Office

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White
F.

M. Conner

R. W.

Brown

H. F. Passell
T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. C. Sappenfield
J.

Dr. Wm. Osenbach

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
of Engines
Division Engineer

Road Foreman

Supervisor

Master Mechanic
Dispatcher
Company Surgeon

—

—

THE

HAi;ri.M()RE

Conductor

G. W. Anderson
W. B. Garkiocs

ARcnt. Kushvillo

Adam 8torch

D.

J.

F.

Road Foreman of EnRincs
Engineer
Assistant General

CuRRAN

Car Foreman
Claim Agent

Agent, Indianapolis

GooLDY

Philip

H. Gr.\ham
Geo. Hanrahan

Passenger

J.

Fireman
Switchman
Brakeman

You

^
^^
Cannot
Ignore!

Machinist

Read the unusually
liberal terms and

agency has been opened at Speedway,
Indianapolis, and V. R. Thomas, formerly
relief agent, has been installed as agent.

features on which we
sell this high-grade,

A new

111

Terms

Blacksmith Foreiniin

E. I. Partlow
E. J. Fitzgerald
Geo. Matthews
E. McGuiRE
J.

AND OHIO EMPLOYES MAGAZINE

modern, visible-writdown-stroke Oliver. Then see if you can match
You've been looking for a'real typewriter opportunity. Here it is!
1. Genuine Olivei
most cele- The Oliver has the
brated typewriter in America.
featuresthat you need
2. Free Trial.
Don't send a
cent until you try the machine. Full Slandanl Siz^the saint: diiiu-n-ions
3. Lowest Monthly Payments. and weight as u-«<-'l in
Let the typewriter earn its own 99% of business offices.
cost.
VlBlble "WritinK— you
4. Low Price about half cata- see what you print.
log price. Sold direct. No sales- Universal Keyboard.
men's or agents' salaries, com- LiKhtest Action
prcjven by actual memissions or expenses to pay.
chanical test
smoothno est operation.
5. No chattel mortgage
collectors.
E.xtra time when Depend a b il ity^
15
,

ing.

them anywhere.

Carl Ginkel, assistant timekeeper in superintendent's office, started on his vacation in
great glee. June oth. On Monday the Sth. he
reappeared at the office with his arm in a sling,

annoimcing that he had broken it in his effort
to^have a good time. Tough luck, Carl.
T. H. Seigrist, first trick dispatcher on the
Indianapolis Division, is taking his annual
vacation.
C. S. Wells, second trick dispatcher on the
Springfield Division, is confined to his home

on accoimt

of illness.

Agent C. W. Legg,

Casey, 111., is taking a
leave of absence on account of ill health and
is being relieved by extra agent McCown.
of

R. Powell, chief clerk to superintendent
White, will depart in a few days for Rose City,
Mich., to spend his vacation.

—

—

—

—

—

unequalled success.
VVe guarantee for Life.

needed. Privilege of returning
typewriter at any time and cancelling remaining payTnents.
6. Life guarantee
no limit
we will make good a defect at
atty time without charge.

yrs.

Unlimited Speed— \o
trick to learn to operate

—

the Oliver. 10 minutes
devoted to the instruction book will do.

^^'ithout cost or obligation of any
kind, we will mail you our two interestinK hooks, "Your Final Typewriter" and "Cutting Selling Costs." Just write your name on the marsin of this page

Turn
Froa Rnftbc!
1 WO rree DUUK^.
<.r ..n

n |i..stal.

No

siilesnian will

<•

>l'i

di.

lmi.

Writ.'

I.

..Lit f .r

I

.

!•». '-

166-T-79 N. Michit-an Blvd., Chlcajco.

R. B. White, superintendent, accompanied
F. M. Comier and E. C. Sappenfield, and timekeepers L. T. Meyer and James
Powell, attended a meeting in Dayton on
Friday, June 5th, to discuss operators and
trainmen's schedule.

tern,-.

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
111.

by trainmasters

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

The General Safety Committee visited
Indianapolis June 9th and held a meeting with
the Divisional Committee. It was noted with
regret that Major Pangborn, chairman of the
General Committee, was imable to be present
on account

of illness.

W. Brown,

supervisor of locomotive operahas been making some fuel tests on this
division
with
surprising
rather
results.
Engineer Strode and fireman Bell have been
commended by the superintendent for their
exceptional trip with one of the class A-2 engines
and a heavy passenger train from Hamilton to
Indianapolis with an even four hundred scoo})s
of coal.
Mr. Brown has also practically
eliminated taking coal at Connersville on
through runs and the saving in fuel has been
very noticeable and shows what can be done
by careful supervision of this very large item

R.

tion,

of expense.

A number

touns on this division have
arranged to oil their streets and this movement is receiving the hearty cooperation of
the Company, which permits the towns to
build storage cisterns on the right-of-way
in which to store the oil for this purpose.
This
movement not only adds to the appearance
of the towns, but is a decided benefit to the
Company in* keeping down the dust around
of the

No. 800

Look

at this Clear Vision

Comfortable Fitting Goggle
Ask Your
Watch Inspector
Beware of Imitators. Take no substiSee that our trade-mark "NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.
tute.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE
402 DORR STREET

our stations.
Please mention this magazine

CO.

TOLEDO. OHIO

M-M^
Enthusiasm

::

ENTHUSIASM

is

::

the greatest business

asset in the world.

It

beats

money

and power and influence.
Single
handed, the enthusiast convinces and dominates where the wealth accumulated by a
small army of workers would scarcely raise a
tremor of interest.
Enthusiasm tramples
over prejudices and opposition, spurns inaction, storms the citadel of its object, and,
like an avalanche, overwhelms and engulfs all
It is nothing more nor less than
obstacles.
faith in action.

Faith and initiative rightly

combined remove mountainous barriers and
achieve the unheard of and miraculous.

Set

the germ of enthusiasm afloat in your plant,
or on your farm ; carry

your
attitude and manner, it spreads like contagion
and influences every fiber of your industry
before you realize it; it begets and inspires
effects you did not dream of; it means increase in production and decrease in costs; it
means joy and pleasure and satisfaction to
your workers; it means life, real and virile;
it means spontaneous bed rock results— the
vital things that pay dividends.
in

your

office,

it

in

HENRY CHESTER

M
n

M-M
112

!!
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^ Lucky Men
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1913

Contest
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Couple

i

On

to This
Watch Offer, Boys!
Only two more blocks
go through — Aug. and
men on

and then four lucky

away

a B.

W.

|:

Sept.

to

this

RAYMOND

system are going to stow

Winding

Indicator

Watch

without paying a cent for it. And hundreds more men
are going to stow away fine leather wallets.
Pretty soft, eh?
apiece,

We're not handing out these presents just for fun. We
want to get an honest-to-goodness opinion from every man

STILLWELL

J. B.

this system about our C. W.
Indicator Watch.
know this
watch checks up with the flimsies, and makes you feel sure
when you sign for orders, but we want hundreds of opinions
from men on the trains and in the yards, as to just what
in the operating

Conductor
Central E. R.

department of

RAYMOND Winding

Illinois

We

most necessary requirements of a R. R. watch.

are the

We

want an opinion from you. How near to those requirements do Elgin R. R. watches come, as compared to others.?
Take the track over to your watch inspector. He'll give
you the clear to a wallet, and tell you about the service
stripes earned by the

BEN ROSE
Engineer

CM.

&St.

P. R.

Elgin Railroad
B.
J. P.

McDERMOTT

This B.

W. RAYMOND Model

With Winding Indicator
W. RAYMOND watch was named in honor

of a redblooded, masterful man and is made for the same stripe of man.
It stands hot blasts from fire doors,

Fireman
M. & St. P. R. R.

C.

Watch

—

stands the shocic as you jump from
cab or platform, runs on the dot
through all kinds of weather and
passes inspection with a big O. K.

B.W.

The winding

indicator alone is worth
the price of the watch.
That little

RAYMOND
Model

hand will tell you whether
there's plenty of "steam,"
J.

and save you from many
a slip-up on the winding.

H. WELKER
Brake man

M. &

St. P. R.

Fine looking

A

man needs this gentle
reminder, especially when

:

men

!

Every one of them
worthy to wear the
master-watch
B.

—

W. RAYMOND.

They

are four
happy railroad men
to

whom we

gave

watches last year.
for one, yourself, this year

Try

!

he's worn-out

and forget-

ful after extra duty.

The

dispatcher wires,
"Report at once to watch

inspector for details Elgin

Watch

Contest."

ELGIN NATIONAL

WATCH COMPANY
Elgin, Illinois
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The only Work of

II

Kind

Its

In the History of Literature

HERE'S
who

an interesting and splendidly illustrated set of
by every man or woman

booiis that should be owned
likes to study human nature.

only standard

It is tiie

work that describes the women of all races and nations. In
its pages you may read how the women of China, or Samoa,
or India, or Sweden live— how they keep house— how they
marry — how they treat their husbands — and the vast colphotographs reproduced in these volumes will

lection of

show you how they

look.

Curious forms of courtship are described the psychologthe toilettes of
ical characteristics of women are discussed
women are depicted, and the fashions range from the laces
and frills of the Parisienne down to the scanty skirt of the Fijian l)elle.
This is a standard, authoritative work, A\Titten by such men as Prof. O. T. Mason,
of the Smithsonian Institution; Dr. Grunberg, of the Berlin INIuseum Mr. Arcliihald
Colquhoun, the famous traveler but it is as interesting and readable as a story book.
;

;

;

—

A Magnificent Gallery

A

of

Women

A History

Lands.

of All

of

Woman.

Customs of Marriage and Love=Making

Thrilling Library of Travel.

"WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS"

printiMl
is
on sumptuous, fmo surface
and is bonncl in liaiidsome cl<>tli bin(linu^s. 'I'lu' volnnit-s art' lav^^p
(piarto.
The work is superbly illustrated with hundreds of photographs
These phot(),ii:raphs were brought from every i»art nf
never before used.
Among the pictures is a series of magnifithe world iov this ])urpose.

paper,

Funk&

cent plates in .color.

An

Wagnalls

DOWN,

This superb work

$1.00

$1.00

PER

Funk

&

354-360
Fourth Avenue

New York
Gftltlr
Si .00.
II

fl

Wagnalls

\\\

f

mo'i.tli

-Majyizinc.)

"

XiWU

in every
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III
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for
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Woin»M>
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his
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work unique

Cotnpany,
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MONTH

354-360 Fourth Ave., New York
Publisher* of the " New Staadard

A

is

lished by us in coojierawith Cassell «&
tion
Company, Limited, of London, the famous art i)ublishAs civilization advances the customs and
ers.
costumes shown in this set will disai)pear. and
the value of the work in tlie years to come
can hardlv lie exa.Lrirerated. A'hlress
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COOPERATION
Is the

Since

it

Keystone of the Baltimore and Ohio
Relief Department

was

started

Over $16,000,000.00 has been deposited by employes.
Over $14,000,000.00 has been loaned to employes.
Nearly $3,000,000.00 interest has been paid to depositors.

The More Money Borrowed, the Larger
Interest Payments
For

full particulars

will

be the

concerning the saving and loan features, write today to

SUPERINTENDENT RELIEF DEPARTMENT
BALTIMORE, MD.
Department S
N. B. — Read in this issue the intensely interesting article "How Money Makes Money"

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT

We

cordially invite

ail

employes

to inspect carefully

now appearing

in our Magazine.
our purpose to offer only such things as will
legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers.
All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion
80 that there may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be accepted

the advertising
It is

ADVERTISING RATES
^7T $44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an inch). Width of
^\\ column, 16 ems or 2% inches
^U An extra charge is made for preferred position, such as the cover; rates will be supplied on request

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS

ROBERT M. VAN SANT,

Advertising

Camden Station

Manager

THOS. H. MacRAE, Western Representative
Railway Exchange Building

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago,

111.

"*

Science of Organization and Business
By Robert J. Frank
•
•
naVAlnnrriAnf
l^C
VCiUpiilClIL
•
•
(Now in its fourth edition)
A PRACTICAL treatise on the promotion, organization, re-organization and
^~^ development of business enterprise.
^ A valuable work for the citizen who wants to be able to discuss intelligently that
little understood but dominating modern business organization
the corporation.
^ An invaluable text book for those contemplating the organization of a business.

—

t|

The

Scientific American says of it
" * * The treatise covers in a common sense manner all the usual conFinansiderations confronting the organization of a business corporation.
cing, management, re-organization and consolidation are plainly set forth,
and the promotion of enterprises fittingly receives a separate chapter. * *"

Handsomely bound

in full Morocco, large 12 mo., 320 pages, $2.75 per volume.
Send for free descriptive folder to the

Baltimore and Ohio Employes Magazine
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Solicitation-Eternal Vigilance

**In

is

the Price of Success"
So Says C.

Wight, General Freight Traffic

S.

Manager, after Forty-seven
Years' Experience

/^

^1 J iN
mI 1

solicitation, as in other

walks of

eternal vigilance is the price
of success.
Never despair, but
keep judiciously pegging away,
lifo,

and the time

will

come when the shipping

public will hear you."

Pretty

good

principle

solicitor, especially

when

a man who has lived it
as has our own general

for
it

a

traffic

comes from

as successfully
freight traffic

manager, C. S. Wight.
Pegging away, pegging away, i:)egging
away, it sounds monotonous enough.

—

But when you read his record and learn
what the steady ''pegging awa}'" has
meant to him, the phrase takes on a
sweeter tone.
After the more personal data at the
top of ^Ir. Wight's service record which
tells us that he was born at Galena. 111.,
on August 9, 1849, that he is five f et
six inches in height, weighs 170 pounds,
and that his complexion is fair (it may
be said in passing that to the stranger
who meets him in his office, everything
about him seems fair from the engaging
smile at greeting to the cordial farewell
handshake), these significant facts appear
(

—

:

Elementary Schooling

—
—

Public schools.
College or University
None.
Professional or General Experience
Entireh' railroad.
Some men who have reached the toj")
of the ladder via the "school of hard
knocks" seem to take exquisite pleasurt^
in reminding us of it
of how fortunate
they were in having missed the softening
influences of a university training, etc.
Mr. Wight is not of this number, for
he rightly l)elieves that if he had had the
advantages of a college course^, he would
now be a better traffic man.
This is the mark of the man of inroad

—

vision and sympathy and is probably
one of the very reasons why, with only
an elementary schooling. Mr. Wight has
so ris(Mi in the ranks that he is now the
schoolmastcT of a large force of solicitors,
many of whom are college trained nu^i.
But of even greater significance than
this is that terse phrase which describes
his business career as ''entirely railroad";
p(^gging away, pegging away, pegging
away, starting at the very bottom of
the railroad ladder, l)ut sticking to that

—

ladder until he reached the top rung in
tlu^ (l(^])artnient

in

which

lie

specialized.

:
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''Messenger boy at Cincinnati for the
Miami Railroad" was just as small
a position as it sounds, but when Mr.
Wight started his railroad career in that
capacity, he evidently thought it was a
big job, and he grew accordingly.
Just a year afterward, he received the
offer of a clerkship with the Peoples
Despatch, in Cincinnati. For two years
and five months he was learning the
Little

details of

a

traffic clerk's

work with

this

company, and was then able to step into
a better paying position in this capacity
with the Merchants Despatch. Two
years later he was advanced to the position of agent with the same company.
It is said that no position on the railroad offers so large an opportunity for
getting into touch with the various and
numerous branches of railroad operation,
Mr. Wight seems
as does that of agent.
to have mastered the duties of the agent's
work well within a period of six years, for
in 1877 he was made westbound agent
of the Continental Line in Cincinnati,
and then general agent with the same
line.

On January 1, 1880, Mr. Wight came
to Baltimore as assistant general freight
agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
On April 28, 1882, he was transferred in
the same capacity to Columbus, Ohio, and

on November 15, 1884, was made general
freight agent at that point.
In 1885
he was made assistant general freight
agent at Pittsburgh, later becoming our
general freight agent there.
In March, 1896, he was brought back
Baltimore as manager of freight
traffic, remaining in that position until
November 1, 1909, when he was made
general traffic manager. In 1911, when,
on account of a large increase in our
freight traffic, it was deemed necessary
to

to relieve the general traffic manager of
the supervision of passenger business,
Mr. Wight was made general freight
traffic manager and he is still serving the
Company in that capacity.
When he was asked to say a word on
''SoHcitation" through the Magazine, not
only to the men of his own department,
but also as a matter of general information for all of our readers, Mr. Wight said
''Solicitation,
while not exactly a

science, requires special training.
The
requisites are a good ground work in rat9s

and

classifications,

thorough knowledge

of the possibilities of the territorj^ covered, constant activity and ability to

know when and how
per.

to approach a ship-

Many solicitors make a serious mis-

take in being over-zealous in actions and
statements. To be always accurate in
quotation of rates and conditions of service, cars and similar matters is absolutely necessary to secure the confidence
of a shipper, and once this is secured it is
remarkable the results that can be obtained.
Also, it is important to follow

up and show an

interest in

your custom-

shipments. Where delays occur, as
they will unavoidably, give a proper explanation and ask for further consideration in the way of another trial; and if
satisfactory movement is given be sure tocall the shipper's attention to the fact^
In other words, see that he knows thebest of your service, otherwise he may
not notice it. While large shippers
should be actively solicited, the small
ones should not be neglected, for they aremany, and if once secured are more likely
to continue with a road, not being sa
often located or solicited by competitors
as are the more prominent merchants. In.
solicitation, as in other walks of life,,
eternal vigilance is the price of success.
Never despair, but keep judiciously pegging away, and the time will come when,
the shipping public will hear you. I
knew of a case where a solicitor called on
a merchant over a hundred times, presented his card and was ordered out. He
took the dismissals politely, but kept
coming, and at last the merchant said,.
'You work pretty stubbornly at your
er's

young man. What road do you
This is what the solicitor was
waiting for, and he secured an order for
some shipments. He watched them and
called the merchant's attention to the
movement, and this so pleased the ship-^
per that he became a permanent patron,
calling,

work

for?

'

of the road.
severance.

So much for diplomatic per-

"Another case comes to me.

An agent

of a rival road was a personal friend of a
merchant in fact, their families were

—

very intimate, and one day the agent

THE
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siiid to the merchant 'Why cannot I get
The merchant
your freight shipments?

arrival himself, whih* you let a messenger
do this service, and I cannot leave a man
freight.'
who takes such an interest in

'

my

agent of the fast freight
Hnes I use watches my shipments personalbs and often delivers the notices of
said, 'Wh}', the

Evidently the attention given the

shi])p«'r

])aid."

Appalling Loss of Cars Destroyed
in Accidents
The following table shows the number of cars destroyed in accidents
during the past five fiscal years and their value.
Note particularly the
increased number and cost during 1914:
BAT.TTMOR'R

Yeab

11

1911
1912

1913
1914
*

1

518
770
804

48.65

1.697

227.61

1,831

253.47

55.21

11

1910

1910
cent.

Per

11
'I

over

c5q
$ 99,790
123,885
147,877
268,727
350.548

AND DAYTON

24.05
48.19

169.29

251.29

53
104
116
227
507

C iBS

Nbt Valus

Cabs

Increase

JJi

CINCINNATI. HAMILTON

SOUTHWESTERN

cent.

11
1910

BALTIMORE & OHIO

DTTTO

Net Valub

Cabs

Fiscal

Ar

when

1910

cent.

Increase

over

1910

cent.

Increase

Per

NkT VALUt

Per

Increase

Destroyed

II

over

Hi

UP
1)

Cars

over

Per

96.23

$10,359
20,631

99.16

59

210.53

118.87

15,311

47.80

40

5,806

328.30
856.60

29,581

185.56

16

110.53
*15.79

2,160

48.80
*44.64

74,107 615.39

40

110.53

5,370

37.62

$3,902
4,253

9.00

Indicates decrease.

The cooperation
appalling loss by

of all

more

employes

is

earnestly requested in reducing this

An improvement

careful handling of cars.

along
prevent interference
and will reduce the
to traffic and inconvenience and expense in switching
number of shop cars and a consequent loss in revenue service. All these
factors in operating expenses can be improved materially if all of us will
lend a hand.
this line will help cut

down damage

to freight

"Railroad

—

will

—

Rhyme"

Sa:

A

spec, a mist, a shape,

And
As

if

It

still it

I

wist!

neared and neared:

dodged a water sprite
plunged, and tacked, and veered.
it

Singing through the forest;
Rattling over ridges;

Shooting under arches,

Rumbling over

bridges,

Whizzing through the mountains;
Buzzing

o'er the vale,

Bless me, this

is

Riding on the

pleasant.
rail.
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How Money Makes Money
&

The Baltimore

Ohio Relief Department

Savings Feature
By H. Irving Martin
Consolidation Coal Co.

"And he gave it for his opinion that wiioover couhi make two o;ii.^(M'
corn, or two bhides of grass, to grow uoon a spot of ground where only one
grew before, would deserve better of mankind, and do more essential servire
to his country, than the whole race of politicians put together."— Drari Su-'ft.

THE

power-riveter welds the rising

frame of some new office building
^M^M and compels our attention by the
din and hubbub.
Far more worthy of our

ment, which has been in successful operation along the lines suggested by Dr.

,

whose construction ''no hammers fell, no ponderous
axes rung," an institution which has
attention

safely

is

an

housed

institution in

thousands

through

the

operation of the power of small savings

massed together and used for the common
good the Savings Feature of the Baltimore <fe Ohio Relief Department. No
other savings institution has been of

—

equal

value

to

as

large

workers and non(^ hav(^

a

Alxmt

th(^

year 1880, John

W.

Com-

pany, his wife, child, father, mother, or
the beneficiary of any deceased meml^er

may deposit any
than one dollar, nor more
than one hundred dollars, in any one
day unless especially authorized l)y the
of the Relief Feature,

sum not

less

superintendent of the Relief Department.

Deposits

may

be

made

in the

names

of

Garrett,

within walking distance^ of every emi)l()ye,

&

Ohio
Railroad, commissioned Dr.W. T.Barnard

to study thoroughly the

regulations of the Savings Feature

over an

of

vqui\\ area.

then president of the Baltimore

The

provide that any employe of the

minor children, and minors may (lei)<)sit,
subject to the order of an adult.
Agents at conveni(nit places, ])r()bably

numb(T

oi)erat(Ml

Barnard since 1882.

Workingman's

have;

been

receive

(lesignat(Ml as dej)ositaries to

money from employes, and

the

receipts of these agents for deposits bind

Mutual Benevolent Associations then in
and the

the

United States. This resulted in the
Savings Feature of the Relief Dei)art-

anteed on

existence in England, Canada,

Company.

Four
of

p(^r

cent.

all

(4S(,)

interest

is

guar-

deposit })alances, in excess

five dollars ($5.00),

which remain on
'J
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deposit not less than three (3) full calendar

And

months.

(4%)

cent.

although only four per

guaranteed under the regu-

is

lations, additional

ing as high as

2%

annual dividends ranghave been paid in addi-

tion to the interest guaranteed.

Up
the

in the

bank

is

a worker, the hundreds

stored in an old stocking are all loafers.

The

desire

the reason

to

own a home has been

that

influenced

of $16,296,-

had been deposited by Company
employes and their

investment

them

of

erty.

4%

member

guarantee, and

mak-

creditof$3,225,504.48.

Every employe,
from the president to
the humblest laborer,

maximum

mile
road,

and an absolute guaragainst loss.
Checks on the treas-

town

of

withdrawals, are negot able

statistics

covering the reasons

and the
desire to have a balance on hand for
use in an emergency is probably the
first thought of the
depositor.
That
^' money makes money"
becomes a fact
to the saving employe. Every dollar
to

in Balti-

the

from the agents designated to receive

MONEY KEPT LIKE THIS BRINGS
THE OWNER NOTHING

save money.
Ambitious labor always strides upwards
aspires

of

the

medical examiners, or

why men
and

line

within

more, from

president

can furnish you with
reliable

the

Department

everywhere.

No bank

or

or city through
which the railroad
Blank loan
passes.
applications may be
secured from the Relief

urer of the Baltimore

payment

of

corporate limits of any

antee

Ohio, in

a
ReUef

mortgage on improved
one

earnings,

&

of the

&
is

real estate within

place for his savings,

in

own prop-

money by giving a first

can find here a safe
the

it

Feature of the Relief
Department, who has
been in the service
not less than one year,
with a good service
record,
can borrow

addi-

ing the total interest

with

to

Any Baltimore
Ohio employe who

'

return

made

possible for thousands

had been credited to
accounts
depositors
the
under
as interest

tional dividends;

real

in

has

estate

famines, $2,438,804.78

as

money can

be borrowed from the
Savings Feature for

682.03

$786,699.70

many

to open a deposit ac-

count, and the ease with which

to June 30, 1913,

sum

has

Company employes

independence,

deposits.

building inspector of the

ReUef

Department reports on the value

of the

The

property offered as security for a loan,

and no loan

is

made

in excess of three

quarters of the value of the property.
No charge is made for the services of the
building inspector.

:
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The borrower must apply
counsel of the

Company

of title to the property.

for

11

to the local

loaned does not exceed two-thirds of the

an abstract

value.

The

This payment covers the monthly

counsel's

and

interest

per

annum

in-

charged at
only upon the

fee for preparing the abstract, the cost of

terest charges,

recording thc^ mortgage and other nec-

the rate of

essary papers, and the cost of

balance remaining after any i)ayment.

insur-

To

must be paid by the borrow(T.

ance,

This

fire

the rule that prevails in

is

all

build-

ing associations.

may

Loans

be

cover

for tlic followino:

all

the regulations of the loan

feature in a brief article would be impos-

Every

siljle.

made

6%

is

enjploj'e

who

coniiminicate with

should

interested

is

the "superin-

purposes

tendent

For the purchase
of a home.
For building a
residence and for

Relief

UKjre for

making other im-

formation.

nient

provements

on a
already owned
by the applicant.

For

paying

mortgages

in-

full

Savings

Feature

in-

is

off

tended to bene-

and

other liens on prop-

and
For the

Balti-

at

The

lot

the

of

De])art-

two

fit

classes

erty,

ment

of employes, viz.:

settle-

personal
debts that may in
the future become

those

liens.

who

of

to save

required

assign

his

desire

and those
wish to

borrow^ The
money saved by

The borrower
is

who

to

the one class

nat-

is

used for making

ural death insur-

ance in the Relief

loans to the

Department as
collateral se-

other,

curity

for

ever

the

realized

from

a fund

which,

in

in

on

year

loan, in order to

provide

and whatprofits are

any
these

loans are applied
THP: L.\TK

CLARK

.M.\UKKA

to the

case of the death

of

payment
and

interest

of the borrower, the loan can be fully

dividends on the savings of the depositors.

repaid.

The

Loans must be repaid under the following rule covering monthly payments:
$L50 on each hundred dollars borrowed
if the amount loaned is between seventenths and three-fourths of the value of
the property; or $1.25 per one hundred if
the amount loaned is between twothirds and seven-tenths of the value; or
$1.00 per one hundred if the amount

the borrowing class are that they are able

special

advantages to be derived

l)v

to secure loans at a moderate rate of in-

and on easy terms

terest

of

repayment

without the inconvenience or trouble of
giving

ment

personal

attention

to

the pay-

of their dues while in the service.

Moreover, there are no

payment
interest

fines

for

non-

and the borrower pays
only on the amount he actually
of dues,

.
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The payment

owes.

dues takes the

of

place of rent and the borrower in a few
3^ears

becomes the owner

of his ow^n

home.

As will be readily seen, every employe who
contemplates borrowing money for any
will

mentioned in the Reguadvance not only his

his

fellow-employes' interests

of the purposes
lations,

own, but

by securing a loan from the Savings
Feature.

The

total

amount loaned

.$4,756,852.67

was

the close of the last

to borrowers

which

of

$13,512,938.54,

is

amount

outstanding at

still

fiscal year,

June 30th,

who now own

ployes

information in the fewest words.
J.

P.

County,

He was

consisting of Hugh L. Bond,

man; Geo. M.
dent,

and

J.

Jr.,

chair-

Shriver, second vice-presi-

V.

McNeal, fourth

vice-

president.

The

Jefferson

in detail

and his long
work of the

Savings Feature developed a remarkable
correct

the

painstaking

experience in handling the

the purchase or improvement of

committee of

in

entered the service

later to that of assistant superintendent.

poses:

In addition to a

He

Department as clerk in the
and progressed by various
promotions to the office of chief clerk and

insight

Board of Directors, general supervision is
had of the Savings Feature by a special
committee appointed by the president,

was born

Va.

Relief Feature

pur-

property, and the releasing of liens on

Hess

W.

of the Relief

This includes loans for

property already owned.

De-

man

do most of the talking, but his replies are
always to the point, giving the desired

1913.

all

their homes.

liberate in speech, he lets the other

which enabled him to detect and
many flaws in titles which came

under his notice. An exhaustive examination of the department some years ago
showed that it had practically lost nothing from errors in titles, and that the owners of property mortgaged to the depart-

ment

as security for loans could sleep

soundly without fear of future

loss.

Mr. Hess died on February 20, 1914,
department for thirty

after serving the

years.

who

in the adminis-

Clark Madera, the building inspector,

tration of the affairs of this department

Mr. Hess, was a native of West Virginia, having been born in Morgantown.
In extreme youth he ran off to join the
Union Army, and in a few weeks received
word from his father to return to the parental roof or the father would come for him.
Knowing the make-up of his father, he
immediately went back, and the cure of
that wanderluster was completed in the
woodshed.

three men,

have come

in closest

touch with the em-

ployes are Samuel Russell Barr, superin-

tendent of the Relief Department, John
P. Hess, late assistant superintendent of
the Relief Department in charge of the

Savings

Feature,

and

Clark

Madera,

late building inspector.

Dr. Barr shared from the beginning the
confidence of his chief, Dr.

the

first

head

W.

T. Barnard,

of the Relief Association

(which antedated the Relief Department)

He

has consistently aimed at the development of the Savings Feature along
broad and comprehensive lines. At the
office,

or on the road, he

is

always ready

to explain the workings of the partial

payment plan of purchasing property,
and has interested and assisted manv em-

like

Mr. Madera served his apprenticeship
which he sought outof-door work. Most of his working hours
were spent in the open air. He stood
over six feet and carried about 180
pounds of a combination of elevator
rope and piano wire sinew. His cordial
examine your
hand-clasp made you
as carpenter, after

fingers

carefully

to

be sure that they

"

TUK
would hv able

BAl/n.MOKl';

"

AM) OHIO KM I'Lo^

to porfonii tlicir ciistoinary

M ACA/INK

i;s

and the sound

of the locomotive whisth's

functions.

of the railroad

From Philadelphia to ('lii('aji;o he was
known as theA-"niau with the umbrella.
I do not know wherc^ tliis "umbrella was

faithfully

and

he

stone than the thought which was a

tion.

b\'

week

few

a

inserting

days

extra

for workin*:; ])urp()s(»s.

where he

Grafton,

Two"

''Number

It is

resid(Hl,

when,

that

whistled at Fetterman,

early risers or belated workers returning

home have

him headed for the
and collar protruding
coat pocket, and with his shoe

laces

his

"He

j

ail

wrote IN-

into every business transac-

Thv Man."

Clark Ma<lera

"And never

cartlr's i)liilos()|)!KT

Traced, witii his golden

|)en.

On

the deathless |)afie, truths half so sa^e
.Vs he wrote down for men.
And had he not hif!;h honor^
The hillside for a j)all.
To lie in state wliile angels wait
With stars for tapers tall."

often seen

depot with his

from

TEGRITY

(^aeh

said in

fitting

could be written for his tomb-

ej)itai)h

System.
calendar

serve(l so

No more

born," but it surely can be said that it
has been ''raised everywhere" over the

tlu^

and

lo\('(l

well.

of his funeral sermon.

Mr. Madera disjointed

13

dangling,

tie

Like the

imtied.

rail-

The
l)apers

financial cohnnns
have recently been

sions of the ])ropo.sed

new

new.—

our

of

discus-

full of

regional banks,

&

the heavy type alwa^^s on the job. He
was not without honor in his own country,
as was witnessed by the fact that he ran

Ohio Savings Institution was born long before the United
States Postal Savings System and the
regional l^anks were projected, and ha^

hundreds

exerted a

road schedule, he kept the

ticket

of

when

light

type and

votes ahead of his party

elected to the office of School

Commissioner.

Mr. Madera was stricken with paralyon March 17th, falling unconscious
on the street at Fairmont. After some
weeks of treatment at the local hos])ital
he was taken to his home in (irafton,
where he died on the morning of July 14.
His funeral service was held at the M(^thsis

but the Baltimore

influence

beneficial

over the

whole region served by the Baltimore
Ohio Railroad Company.

The

^V

original official seal of the Relief

Association contained these words:

man

''Whatsoever a
he also

soweth. that shall

rea]).

Surely the .sturdy and thrifty employes

Baltimore

of the

Ohio Railroad Com-

cV:

})any have reaped bountifully of the s(hm1
ojienition of the Sav-

Protestant (luirch at Grafton.
This was not a cold or formal funeral.

sown through the

While

thousands of houses which now stand
where none stood before. Many town^

odist

his

church,
to

show

remains lay

many hundreds
their respect

in state

at

of citizens

and

the

came

their affection

Feature,

ings

and

cities

for the dead.

W.

His body lies in the cc^metery at Bluemont, on the top of the hills overlooking

tion,

Far from the smoke and turmoil of the city, yet to that tired and
wasted body, resting on the bosom of

Back

Grafton.

Mother Earth,
from the

as

a

largely

Garrett,

by the aid

stands a

man

homes

by the

like (irafton.

Ind.,

wen^

buih

of the Savings Feature.

back of every home,

with

home-owner, and
of the

evidenced

Newark, Ohio, Chicago Jimc-

of every loan,

luUaljy

the distance-softened clangor of the bells

is

along the Syst(Mn,

Ohio,

below comes

j^erpetual

steel-railed valley

\'a.,

as

tlu*

the

desire

to be a

roof-tn^es of thesc^

shelter a very large j^ercentage
dependable employes of the Baltimor(> cV' Ohio Railroad ('omi^any.

George M. Shriver, Second Vice-President,
Addresses the Rotary Club on the Foreign

Commerce

of Baltimore

HE

importance of Baltimore's
export and import business and
the possibility of its development were brought out in a discussion of Baltimore's harbor facilities
at the weekly luncheon of the Rotary
Club on July 14th at the Hotel Rennert,
by Geo. M. Shriver, 2nd vice-president
of the Baltimore & Ohio.
He referred to the Baltimore cfe Ohio
as probably the corporation which had
for the longest period been continuously
interested in the development and expansion of the commerce of the port of
Baltimore, and stated that, while it was
the pioneer in establishing steamship
lines between this port and the ports of
Europe, it had in 1867, through Messrs.
A. Schumacher & Co., sought and secured the cooperation of the North Ger-

man

Lloyd

Steamship

Company.

He

referred to the great interest and effective cooperation of that firm, and particularly to the effective work of its present
head, Mr. Henry G. Hilken, in the advancement of the foreign commerce
through this port.
As indicating the importance of the
foreign traffic to the port of Baltimore,
Mr. Shriver cited the fact that in a
single year the exports through the port

aggregated $77,475,000 and the imports
$29,900,000, or a total value of foreign commerce through the port of $107,375,000.
Referring to the estimate of Mr. Paul
Hilken that the five foreign steamship
lines plying to and from this port spent
an estimated amount of about $1,000,000
per year in the city of Baltimore and a
like sum estimated to have been spent by
tramp steamers plying to and from the
port,
Mr. Shriver cited the fact that

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company
alone had on its payroll in Baltimore and
vicinity in March, 8,384 men, whose pay
exceeded $552,000, and while comparatively few of this number were employed
in connection with water-borne trade,
the entire force, with its disbursement of

more than $6,000,000 annually, was the
outcome of the general development of
commerce, the expansion of which by
rail was due to a body of Baltimore merchants who banded together in 1827 to
promote the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company. Mr. Shriver placed the inbound revenue of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad to the port of Baltimore at over
$14,000,000 and the outbound at about
Important items of tonnage
$2,500,000.
in the year 1913 were 29,000,000 bushels
In
of grain and 3,500,000 tons of coal.
connection with the coal traffic Mr.
Shriver called attention to the unusual
and interesting fact that for the first time
American coals were being shipped freely
from this port to Italy and other European
Continental points, while the ConsoUdation Coal Company had shipped in the
past several months a number of cargoes
of coal from Baltimore to the Egyptian
Railways.
He said that the city of Baltimore was
fortunate in that it already had a channel
of thirty-five feet, practically to its doors,

deeper than any other Atlantic port with
the exception of New York City.
Mr. Shriver stated that the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad Company had at all
times endeavored to keep its facilities
abreast of the demands, and that it would
not be found wanting in meeting the required depth of water at its docks and
piers to care for the largest vessels seek-
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ing liarbor there, ;uui he expressed confiin due course the water from
the Lazaretto to the inncT harbor would
be deepened to meet every requirement.
He strongly commended the recent su*;gestion of ^layor Preston that this whole
subject be considered in conference
between the city officials and representatives of the steamship lines ])lying to
and from the port, together with others
interested in this important subject.
Mr. Shriver said that at the close of

dence that

the visit to Baltimore by Mr. Henry L.
Riseley, a prominent business man of
Bristol, England, and Mr. E. Manning
Lewis, Commercial Superintendent of
the port of Bristol, on the 8th instant,
these gentlemen had expressed themselves

i:.\I

as

I'LoVKS

Ix'ing
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impressed

wonderfully

with

Hahimore harbor and its possibilities,
and had suggested that a "get-together"
spirit of cooperation and concentration
on the vital needs had been the secn^t
which had given Bristol its wonderful
commercial development and the great
increase in the number of steamer lines
Mr. Shriver
to and from that port.
urged the concentration and cooperation
of the Rotary Club with the other l)usiness organizations of the city in furthering
the advantages of the port of l^altimore.
The Rotary Club is a unicjue organization with about 170 members, one
member representing each branch of

commercial activity or industry
more.

Efficiency with

in I^alti-

Economy

F. P. Patenall
Signal Engineer

WJ" HEN
Jl

dustrial

details of expense which have no
important bearing on our dealings with

iS^l

necessary to reduce expenses, the

the public.

difficulty

on a railroad or in any inundertaking it becomes

encountered

is

where and how to

start so that the efficiency of the service
shall not
like

be

A

sacrificed.

a railroad

is

it is

Nor will the saving of these
expenses mean the sacrifice of safety or
efficiency.

In an attempt to meet the instructions

huge machine

so inflexible in its costs of

operation, that with a rapid decrease in

revenue

minor

a most difficult thing (and

issued

by the

third vice-president

general manager last

number

ject of reducing the

and

year on the subof telegrams,

between a railroad and an industry con-

was thought that it would be possible
to obtain equally good results in the handling of the business of this department by
mail almost exclusively, and we have
made the effort during all the months of

tained within four walls.

this

practically impossible,

if

the pubhc

is

to

be served faithfully), to lower at once the
expenses in the same ratio as the drop in
Therein

earnings.

lies

Obviously, therefore,

the

it is

difTerence

a good thing

to start retrenchment in expenses with the
v'^urety

and

that efficiency shall be maintaincvl.

as this

is

particularly necessary on a

railroad,

considerable thought and care

must be

exercised

are made.

when such

reductions

Fortunatelv there are man\'

it

year to

date.

Instructions were

issued that the use of the telegrai)h for

our business would be stoppcnl, the
l()wal)le
n(\ss,

al-

emergencies being in case of sickLast year we
200 or 300 messages a

death or accident.

forwarded

possil)ly

month and received about the same
number. As a contrast, the following is

:
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an interesting record

our telegraph

of

business transacted this year:
Messages Received from

Month

Employes

Messages Sent

March

4

April

1

19
6
5
2

May

1

1

June
July

3

.

15

8

.

of

Other Depts.

This Dept.

January. ...
February.

economies together with the using up of
stationery resulted this year
in reducing our expenditure for stationer}^
obsolete

16

month up

25

during the months of February,

12
17

1

23
23

1

15

may

it

not be apparent on

the surface that the decrease in the

num-

ber of our telegrams has reduced the ex-

penses of the telegraph department, cerit must be clear that the decrease of
two or three hundred telegrams per month
must eventually effect a considerable sav-

tainly

ing.

Furthermore, we found that our busi-

was transacted more satisfactorily
on the whole by mail than by wire, since
we were not limited to any appreciable
ness

degree in the length of our mail messages
as

we had been

in our wires,

and we had

fewer misunderstandings and complications as the result.

The

to the

of

May, although
March

saving cannot be indefinitely continued

same

extent, but

it is

believed that

the business of the department in the

on with greater
economy, and that will be our aim.
These two items are admittedly somewhat insignificant when compared to the
immense expense entailed in the management and operation of a railroad, but, no
matter how small the individual savings
may be, they finally reach a large amount.
Therefore, we must look after the minor
details, as they are most liable to go on
undetected. A glaring waste is selffuture can be carried

evident.

''A dollar saved

and with the
from any

month

and April not a dollar's worth of stationery was ordered.
We reahze that this
to the

Although

an average of $15.24 per

to $60.94 or

is

a dollar earned'^

feeling that

we should

faith-

thirty hours,

Company on whom we are
dependent, we must watch the Company's expenses with the same care as we

and

watch our own.

train mail gives us replies

part of the line in from twenty-four to

at the

and we know it is practicable
same time relieves the wires of

just such business as can as well be han-

dled by train mail

In making this change

.

in our methods, we believe that we have
maintained efficiency and possibly have
produced some economy.

fully serve the

It is

a rather broad statement, but

it is

employe
made up his mind to save one cent a day
for the railroad, at the end of the year it
would net the Company over $200,000.
nevertheless true, that

if

everj^

It was also thought that we might
economize in stationery expenses, and we
have tried it and have accompHshed

This can be accomplished in such a variety of ways that a little thought on the

something.

we can

Last

j^ear

our

bill

for sta-

tionery averaged $53.97 per month, viz.
clerical

office

$39.20;

drafting

office

were issued that
instead of being consigned to the waste
basket, all old plans should be cut up,
padded and used for scrap paper; that
$14.77.

Instructions

the fronts of

all

mail envelopes should

also be used for the

same purpose.

These

part of any of us will reveal them. While
effect

extraordinary economies

by spending money, such economies as we
have suggested require no expenditure.
Just a

little

Efficiency

becomes
strated

care will produce the result.

is

not sacrificed, and economy

a

virtue.

that

it is

We have demonworth while to try.

Let us save the pennies
take care of themselves.

—the dollars

will

MUZZLED HIM GENTLY ABOUT THE HEAD

The Peace

of the Rattler

By Paul Alwyn Platz
Illustrated by Herbert Stitt

WITH

__^

^^^§

hanging head, on legs that
each stride, the
at
Pinto stumbled on over the blistrembled

tering floor of the

desert until a sage

root clutched a fore leg

and man sprawling
alkali.

his

The

rider,

and sent horse

in a cloud of

through no

choking
will

of

own, but thanks rather to the laws of

momentum and
and lay
crumpled and as

gravity,

saddle

Xo

like

a

cleared

dead m.an,

the*

as

back

baking
source, powdering the while the grimy
pair

settled

who had

disturbed

to

— as

silent,

its

men

as when, centuries

had

Coronado's

led

burning Spanish

clanking,

host

across

Aturke}' buzzard wheeling

itsarid bosom.

high in depths of endless blue seemed

only

mirage

a

nearer

of

life

of reward, its floating

the horse and

stumbling to
stood on

until,

brought

the seeming horrid promise

l)y

A

shadow

fell

across

sufficed to start the beast

knees with a feeble sn::rt
further efTort and the animal
its

all

four

trembling

legs.

It

essayed a treml^ling stride or two and
brought up at the rim of a small arroya:

then the sight at the bottom of the de-

it.

Thirsty and parched and
desert

the world of

before, Indian guides

of fear.

still.

breath of air stirred and the dust

gradually

all

still

lay the

as remote, as lost to

pression brought a

and the cayuse

slid

whimper of delight
and stumbled down
17
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and thrust

its

muzzle deep into

the

upon a smudgy half-tone and the accom-

rancid contents of a water hole.

pany' ing article.

Full to contentment the animal raised
its head and sent forth a lonely whinny
No answering call
for companionship.
from
the grimy heap
came
command
or

The picture was one of a comely
young woman: not even the rough work

of

humanity stretched upon the scorching

The man

sands of the desert.

had

fallen

and the

horse,

lay as he

faithful

or

its pitiful loneliness, wandered
lay and muzzled him gently
where
he
to
head.
The grateful dampness
the
about
roused
the master from
his
forehead
on
Rolled
his swoon of torturing fatigue.
his
arm
across
he
rubbed
an
on his back
painfully
gaze
about.
sat
up
to
eyes and
His mouth hung open, burning dry and
caked with dust. -With his hand he
shielded his red-rimmed eyes from the
glare of the desert and looked up at his
Slime still dripped from the
horse.
beast's muzzle and through the man's
half deadened senses pounded the realization that water was near at hand.
Gropingly he reached for the horse's
mane and pulled himself slowly to his
feet.
Once erect he stretched his aching
joints and then made off at a staggering,
rolling, stumbling walk to the water

because of

hole.

The water was
burned

foul

and warm and
but

his throat like hot cinders,

man it was the essence
He drank deeply, thrusting

to the tortured
of life itself.

and again into the pool,
from his prone position he

his face again

then rising
settled

back,

gorged

physical capacity.

to

Pangs

the

limit

of thirst

of

were

an end and the clamorous call for
rest of aching joints and muscles reasserted itself.
Sleep was no longer to

at

be denied.

He

painfully slid his coat

from his shoulders and as he did so
a newspaper fell from the pocket. The
man picked it up. It was an old issue,
and as if from long habit his eyes fell

of

a small countr}^ printing press could

entirely disguise the fact that she

extremely

good

looking.

The

was

article

the fact that Miss Molly
whose picture occupied the
front page of that issue, had received the
greatest number of votes for the most
popular young woman in Sandy Groves
and had in consequence thereof received
from the editor a seventeen movement
gold watch, guaranteed for twenty years,
and engraved with her initials. The
man studied the picture and into his
haggard eyes crept a devil-may-care expression and one of proud proprietorrelated

to

Arbuckle.

ship.

''Molly, old girl," he chuckled, ''you

come to me and I know you
You said \^ou'd come whe^i I raised
enough money for to git married on an'

said you'd
will.

I

got

can

it

jus'

in

my

make

jeans right now, an'

the

main

if

I

line across this

I'll telegraph you
me! Jim Sanderson,
huh! old wall-eyed Jim ain't got no
chance! I done give him the laugh and
got his gal too an' if every sheriff was
as no 'count as Jim Sanderson I shore
would opperate big an' most conspicuLord I'm shore sleepy now—jus'
ous!
The man fell
"
snatch a little nap
prone upon his back and with an arm
thrown across his face slept deeply,

here devil's
to

flat iron,

come on

—

to

—

profoundly oblivious to the fact that a
posse of determined man-hunters were
scouring the desert for a sight of him.

The man lying asleep by the waterwas Tim Marooda. The night
before he had held up the Limited at
Tank 18 and ridden away with nearly
hole

three thousand dollars strapped around
his waist.

He had performed

his task

f

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO
very thoroughly from a
of view.

The

h()hl-u])'s

point

engineer had paid for a

brave resistance with his hfe, the fireexpress messenger had received

man and
leaden

mementos

various

in

parts

of

and a train crew and many
had been thoroughl}' terri-

their anatoni}^

passengers
fied.

'Twas before moonrise that Marooda
had ridden away with his booty. He
had covered his trail well but he had
reckoned without the knowledge that
the train would proceed to Maverick City
and that, ^\^thin an hour of the robbery,
Jim Sanderson himself would be out with
his posse and that Jim Sanderson would
have a shrewd idea as to the robber's
identity.
Also he had not noticed in
the heat of the fusilade that one of the
messengers' bullets had pierced his canteen.

Hence

for

all

his

brave

start

and fatigue had
undoing and but for

across the desert, thirst

almost proven his

the timely discovery of the water-hole,

Tim Marooda's slumber even now would
have been an eternal one.
The train had proceeded upon its way
because the master mechanic of the road
had chanced to be upon it, and, with the
wounded fireman at the throttle, had
fired it into Maverick Cit}', only a few
miles distant and a division point.
Here
a special had rushed back to the scene
of the robbery carrying Jim Sanderson
and a posse of experienced man-hunters.
Tim Marooda had been a sore thorn
in the side of Jim Sanderson for long
months past. The two men had grown
up in the same county but whereas Jim
Sanderson's sterling character had led
him on from good to better until he
finally

landed in the

sheriff's office,

Tim

Marooda's devil-may-care nature had
led him into far different patiis.
The
dance-halls and gambling houses of each
new town had known him well and tIkmi-
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inmates had taken his money and
laughed with him when his temper was
good and his pocket full or cursed him

when

his luck

was out and

his

blood was

Many

a wild night had Tim
Marooda ridden forth in a hurry from
some bedlam of a glaring shack with a
bad.

wicked grin on his face and a man
stretched out on the floor l)ehinrl him—
dumb testimony for another notch on
his

gun handle.

Tim Marooda

wasn't the kind of

man

that any sheriff would wish to have its a
citizen of his bailiwick and Jim Sanderson
had already stood for a good many veiled
sneers and open taunts from the local
bad man. So far Tim Marooda had
managed to evade the law but rumor had
connected his name with a good many
doubtful enterprises and certain it is
that at least two railroads would not
have been displeased had he chosen to
migrate to Thibet or Nigeria or some

other distant part.

Jim Sanderson had
stood aside and

knowing
rope

full

in

his

quiet

way

the bully bluster,

let

well that

Marooda would

if

given enough

surely tie himself

-up tight in the coils sooner or later.

But

he had begun to take a different
Molly Arbuckle hail
of things.

of late

view
been Jim's

girl in a way but also she had
accepted a good deal of attention from

Marooda.

It

had pleased the beile of
handsome bad

the town to play off the

man

against

the

sheriff.

A

few days

before the hold-up she had told Sanderson
that she would marry him if he would
raise

New

enough money to take her to see
York and then come back and buy

the show3'-looking house of

land boomer.

Now

it

a deceased

occurred to Jim

Sanderson that she might have held out
some vague promise of a similar nature
to Tim Marooda, for, while he didn't
for a moment doubt the devotion of his

WITH HIS EYE STILL OX THE SLEEPING MAN HE REACHED HIS LEFT HAND TOWARD THE COAT
20

—
THE
sweetheart,

knew

he

AM) oUlo

lV\LTIMOin-:
her

])n)i)eiisities

for mihl flirtation.

With
head

in the

this thou<i:ht

a

all

liis

marks

hold-up and found,

in the vicinity of the

among

ack of

examined

carefully

lie

1

number

of

jirints

tra('kin<2;

around the tank and cattle run-way,
the iron-shod hoof marks of a Uivzlimbed cayuse. He knew ^larocda's
horse was missing from its accustomed
place and he took this trail and kept it
with a blind conviction. He f(jllowed
in and out of the mesquite, down
it
through a dry wash and into the bed
Here he lest
of a gravel bottom creek.
but his mind jun^iped ahead to
it
Marooda's ever}- move and he rode

—

slowly up and

down

some torn earth

From

eye.

at

into

the

of

his

neck.

Stunned with thesuddenshock.ManxKla
shuffled to his feet and stood swaying
drunkenly and watching the big five-foot
rattler gracefully uncoil its sinuous length

and

glide

away

He threw up

l.u'hind

a bunch of sage.

his hands, as the full horror

struck ujion his dulled senses, and clutched
his swollen, corded neck.
The poison had
gone straight to the njots of his heart
and already his senses became stupefied,
his muscles failed
the desert seemed to
rise and strike him with a thud.
His
limbs contracted into twisted knots, then

—

Tim Marooda was no longer a fugitive
from the law of man!

But sleep he did, soundh', contentedly
and through his slumber a dream began
It seemed he had crossed
to weave.
the desert and all cares were far behind
him. He was walking out of a garden
gate and a girl was trailing on his arm.
A great many people were on the street
and they all turned to smile at him and
to look at the girl and he grinned at
them and felt verj- happy and a little
boy lit a string of fire-crackers and
threw them out into the street and they
snap! snap!
set up an awful racket
faster and faster
until they almost
seemed to whistle sharp sibilant to
rattle!
^larooda jumped out of his
dream and back upon the sand his
sleepy eyes distended with fear, seemed
look

veins

a tired child, out in the burning sunlight.

dollars reward.

to

—

—

was easy

trail

—

itself

lead shot forward like a lightnin«i flash

and the strong fangs sank home deep
into the hard throat of him
even to the

straightened out limply and he lay like

and r^Iarooda might not have slept so
known that Jim
he
soundly had
Sanderson was onlj' a few miles behind
and hunting him warily, carefulh' for
the sake of old scores and three thousand

—
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till

here on the

—

MAdA/lM:

edge caught his

the creek-ljed

its

1

i:\l I'l.o^ l.s

—

—

very jaws of

—
—

death

and even as he stared the huge open

The sun had dropped a little lower
toward the deserts' rim and the purple
shadows stretched further from the
dusty sage roots when Jim Sanderson
caught a glimpse of a riderless horse
nibbling at a patch of dead dry grass.

Jim slowed down and loosened his gun
He came on at a walk,
in its holster.
every
inch of ground before
scanning
him.

The

riderless horse

head
welcome.

lifte<l its

and sent forth a whinny

of

In the breath of a second the sheriff was

down behind

his

own

horse,

gun

in

hand,

searching with his eye the top of every

clump of sage. The horse came on to join
him and the sheriff, gun still in hand, dropped the reins over the head of his mount
He
and stepped forth into the oj)en.
looked alertly about on every side and his
ragged edge of

quick eye

caught

the arroya.

"In there," he said, and
walk carefully toward the

began

to

the

water-hole kcenlv searching

its

rim for
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the glint of metal or the dusty peak of a
hat.

on

Arrived at the edge he lay prone

stomach and with revolver careadvanced slowly raised his hat till
crown showed above. No shot

his

fully

the

came

and, wondering, the sheriff slowly

head until he saw the sleeping
man below. ''The nervy cuss," he
whispered under his breath, ''asleep!"
lifted his

just spread
it

your old coat out and

for a spell

till

sit

you wake up and

who your company
walked over to the

is,"

on
see

he said, and

coat.

With his eye still on the sleeping man
he reached his left hand toward the coat.

He

did not see the queer jerk the coat

seemed to give

—the

quick, short jerking

A

together of live coils!

hot iron seemed

SAY—WHAT'S THEM FOLKS A DOIN'

Sanderson slowly rose to
picked his

way down

his

feet

and

the sloping side of

the depression until he stood within ten

"Be a nice surprise
man, when you wake up,"

to

burn

rattle

in

for you, old

reptile's

said.

upon

He saw Marooda's

the'"

sand.

"Well,

I

his

hand.

His

jaws and

coat folded

suspended from

reckon

writhing

I'll

—a screaming, whistling

even as he jerked away the

snake struck again and buried

feet of the outlaw.

he

his wrist

—and

recoil
its

his

its

fangs
the

closed

huge body hung

outstretched

arm,

and trying to withdraw

its
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A wave

fangs.

of

red

horror

rolled

across the sheriff's eyes, then screannn*^

and

cursing, he

of his

gun

emptied

all five

chambers

into the writhing mass.

The

snake dropped in the sand and Sanderson reeled back and clutched his burning
wrist.

His eyes

fell

upon the sleeping

outlaw.

"Wake up, damn you, wake up!" he
He ran to the prone body and

yelled.

kicked
to

it

stare

again and again; then stopped
into

the

-swollen,

sightless

face.

had been the lucky man. but either way
they

he could

feel

his veins.

the poison

ing at his wrist

away

pumping through

Alternately slashing and suck-

and hand, he staggered

toward liis horse, but at the
arroya's rim he fell, and the desert sun
slanted pitilessly dowii upon the two dead
men.
A few hours later the posse found them
and placed each bod}' over the saddle of
each dead man's horse. The sad little
party started on its way to town and a
cowboy was delegated to ride fast ahead
and break the news to Molly Arbuckle.
Some thought she was to have married
the sheriff and some thought Marooda

made

—

—

ing

but even

riding,

Groves by early morning and
rode up the main street just Ix^fore the
northbound exjiress pulled out. At the
depot platform a crowd had gathered.
The one old, battered, low-knicked hack
of which the town l)oasted had just
driven up and out of it stepped a welldressed stranger and the cowboy nearly
Molly Arljuckle!
fell out of his saddle
Then rice smd old shoes began to fill the

now

^^Tist,

a pity for her sorrow.

SancK'

air.

slashed deep into his

felt

The cowboy, by hard

''Gone,'' he whispered, ''gone, by God,
and by the same road I'm a goin' now!
What a way to kick out what a hell of a
way to die! ' He jerked out his knife and
;
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The cowboy edged
up toward the driver
excited like

all

his panting horse

of the hack,

the rest, was

who,

madly wav-

sombrero and yelling lustily.
The cowboy reached out and poked the
his

jehu rudeh' in the
'*Say, what's

The

yelled.

ribs.

them

folks a doin'?'' he

driver bent a scornful glance

upon him.
''Ye durned
said.

an'

'•'

now

The

fool, can't ye see*?" he
They've done gone an' got spliced

they're agoin'

cowboy

away."

took

one

lingering,

thoroughly uncomplimentary look at the
laughing bride, then wearily turned his

head and as he made off toward
wagonyard he might have
been heard to mutter to himself:
"Talk about ver women oh hell!''
horse's

the nearest

—

—

Typhoid Fever and
By Dr.
Member

E.

its

Conquest

M. Parlett

General Safety Committee

AN OBLIGATION
Hygiene in its broadest interpretation includes man's welfare in its totality.
Health promotion, because of this is a social obligation, "FOR NO man liveth
unto himself alone." The physician no longer bears the burdea of protection or
prevention. Insanitary conditions are due to the sins of the community and the
sins of the individual,— yet the individual bears a responsibility.
His obligation
is twofold.
The municipality may provide pure food and sanitary environments,
but the individual is responsible for personal effort to keep himself hygienically fit.
Dowling, in Bulletin Texas State Board of Health.

YPHOID FEVER

exists with the
consent of the pubUc.
It is
within the pubhc's power to
stamp it out. To be perfectly
plain, human filth is the source of the
spread of typhoid fever, mainly because
of the insanitary disposal of human refuse and sewage, flies, water and milk
being the chief mediums of transmission.
The disease is restricted to the human
family and is essentiall}^ filth-born.
Broadly speaking it is a disease of warm
weather, reaching its maximum intensity
during the months of August and September, although it can scarcely be correlated geographically or climatically as its
occurrence is almost universal. Each
case originates from a previous case.
It
is a germ disease, as are all infectious and
contagious diseases. Therefore, our aim
is, fundamentally, to eliminate the germ
which travels, as has been intimated

directly or
testines to

indirectly

from human

in-

human mouths.

The germ of typhoid fever was discovered in 1880 by Eberth, a German
bacteriologist.
It belongs to that group
of bacteria that live and thrive and mulin animal and vegetable matter, and

tipW

known and

classed as a parasite.
In
1-12000 of an inch in length and
about 1-36000 of an inch in thickness,
is

size
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it is

and

multiplies by doubling or dividing
two germs about every forty-five
minutes, and increases to an average of
it

into

well over a million in twenty-four hours
under proper conditions of heat and
moisture. The germs are so minute that
many may exist in water that appears
perfectly clear.
To contract typhoid fever the germs

must be swallowed.

From

the stomach

they get into the intestine and so into the
blood stream and elaborate a toxin or
poison, the factor causing the signs and
symptoms of typhoid fever, which become
manifest in about two weeks after the
Anti-toxin is
germs are swallowed.
then elaborated in the system of the
patient as its chief measure of defense in
effort to destroy the germs and to neuWhen the germs are
tralize the toxines.
too virulent and numerous to be overcome by means of this physiological reaction of the body tissues and fluids, the
symptoms of the disease become maniWhether the patient succumbs or
fest.
recovers depends upon his physical stamina, recuperative powers and the ability
of his body cells and fluids to further
react against the invasion and multiplication of the hostile army of germs and
the elaboration of their poison. It depends also upon careful nursing, which is,

an

I
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perhaps

the
physiological

most iinportaiit assistinii;
measure of defense, the

least important, except i^erhaps in extremity, being drugs.
Not all types of the disease are severe;
some are so mild as to be clinically unrcL^ognizable. the patient sometimes conOne type of this
tinuing at his duties.
is characterized as the ''ambulant type"
or ''walking typhoid," when the patient
liecomes in fact a walking reservoir or

walking tlistributor of typhoid germs.
Such cases are particularly dangerous in
the spread of the disease, l)ecause no precautionar}' measures are taken to prevent
the further spread of the germs from the
It will be seen,
sick person to others.
therefore, how important it is to recog-

FIG. 1.— TYPHOID
A.

The germs

are those who lia\(' liad two or more attacks of this disease.
Relapses are not
infrequent, averaging not over ten per
cent, of all cases, due mainly to indiscretions of diet, exercise, etc., after being up
an<l aliout.
The disease is likewise apl")arently no respector of persons, since
those in the full vigor of health seem to be
as susceptible to contraction when exl)osed as the physically weak.
Scientists have devoted their lives and
energies to the c(mquest of this dread
disease, which is known to be disseminated as stated throughout the entire
civilized world.
The discovery of tyl)h()id anti-toxin was a marvelous and

monumental achievement. Prevention is
thus an estal>lished fact, and it now de-

GERMS AS SEEN WHEN MAGNIFIED
means

of

1,000

TIMES

B. The germs stained to show the
which the germ moves in a liqu'd

as usually seen under the microscope.
(flagellae) bj^
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fine hairs

nize the disease in its early stages. Symptoms such as languor or lassitude, a prolonged ''bilious" attack, indisposition with
chillsand feverfor several days, nose bleed,
muscular weariness or "aches all over,"
severe frontal headache and e\'e ache,
dizziness, loss of appetite with coated

volves upon the public to eradicate this
scourge by means of this preventive
vaccination and by the observance of
the laws of hygiene and sanitation.
Among the soldiers of the United States
Arm}' of 90,000 enlisted men, during the
year 1913, but a single case of typhoid

tongue and foul breath and nausea taken
with the other symptoms should cause
grave suspicion. A blood culture taken
by a })hysician within a week from the onset of such s^'mptoms \vill usually establish the presence of the germ.
Twenty
drops taken from the finger or ear is

fever developed after inoculation, whereas
formerly the ravages of this disease
caused the profoundest concern.
The
case cited as developing tyi:)hoid following
the prophylactic inoculation occurred at
Tientsin, China, the only one among over
30,000 men serving abroad. The Anuriccin Medical Association Journal says:
''Is there no value in this procedure to
railroads and other industrial concerns
that employ armies of skilled labor, as
well as the individual on farms and railroads whos<' family is dependent ujxjn his

for the test.
Later, what is
as the Widal test may be made by
the attending physician, should the first
sufficient

known
test

prove negative and the symptoms

continue.

While

it is

rather infrequent, yet tliere
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manual labor

for livelihood

cedure causing
vaccination?"

The

less

—

by a proinconvenience than

obtained in the United
other armies where t}^phoid has now almost disappeared is indeed a negligible factor are extremeh^
States

results

Army and

—

—

attacked with this disease in the United
States, of whom die 38,000 in round
numbers, or about forty-five per 100,000
of population, a ratio several times as
high as that obtaining in other civihzed
nations learned in the sciences of preventive medicine and sanitation.
The ''typhoid carrier" is the person
responsible for an appreciable per cent,
of this mortality.
He is a traveling dispenser of infection. He is a person who
has had typhoid and recovered, but still
harbors the germs in his system, chiefly
in the small intestine and gall-bladder, to
the number of millions. These he disseminates or scatters broadcast through

and by means

VIEW

RIVERSIDE Y. M.
BALTIMORE, MD.

rRO:.I

Showing ditch

filled

with debris

C. A..

and decomposing

organic matter, also largo pool of stagnant water on adjoining
plot which drains on Company property. An unhealthful eye
sore, breeding mosquitoes, flies, insects, foul odors.

It is no longer a menace as
was, as might be inferred
among men at the most susceptible age.
Susceptibility rapidly lessens after the
fort3^-fifth year, it might be added parenthetically.
With the introduction of
vaccine the Navy Department likewise
has about obliterated typhoid fever.
Like results have been obtained among
the men in the armies of foreign countries.
In the past this scourge has killed
more men in war times than powder and
ball.
In the Northern Army alone during the Civil War there were over
It
80,000 deaths from tj^phoid fever.
is estimated that eighty-six per cent, of
the deaths in the United States Army
during the Spanish War in 1898 were due
to typhoid (2774 in actual numbers).
An average of 300,000 people annually are

impressive.

formerly

it

of -the

body discharges

sometimes for a period of several years.
He thus becomes the source of no little
danger to the public by continuously
initiating new infections wherever he
goes.
Three to four per cent, of those
having typhoid fever become typhoid
carriers.
While all persons who swallow
typhoid germs do not have typhoid fever,
the}' nevertheless become typhoid germ
distributors.
They are hard to catch and
identify by ordinary means because they
go about in apparent good health and
spread the disease not only by means of
polluting the soil with their discharges
and from thence by surface drainage,
seepage, etc., the drinking water with
myriads of typhoid germs contained in
their discharges, and through the agency
of flies carrying these germs from their
deposits to the food and milk, etc., but
also by means of their fingers, which have
become contaminated from time to time
with the discharges and without thorough
washing with soap and hot water before
handling the food and drink others consume and materials with which others

come
of

into contact.
Bed clothing, articles
furniture, towels, wearing apparel,

eating utensils, door knobs, or in brief all
objects coming into contact with a person
suffering from typhoid fever are quite
usually and easily contaminated, even
with the more than careful precautions
Nurses not immunized at
exercised.
times contract the disease from their
close association for long periods with
their patients, who discharge billions
of

germs

daily.

THK
The

Mary"

celebratcil

BALTI.MOKI:
case

of

AM) oUlo

"Typlioitl

an example of a '*tyj)hoiil carThis perrier" to be long remembered.
son had recovered from an attack of typhoid fever and resumed her (hities in
In the first
private famiHes as a cook.
family that employed her, six cases of the
is

It was learned before
disease developed.
she Avas finalh' identified that she had
worked in five other families, and in
every household one or more members
contracted the disease, there being twentyseven cases in all. Another carrier coming "under the obser\'ation and investigation of the California State Board of
Health in recent years infected twentyseven persons, four of whom died before

identification

and

isolation

and

I

:m

l'L< )\

KS

MACAZIMO
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ticularly with reference to food.
The
finger of the invest igat<»r was first jiur-

posely contaminated with the discharge
(urine) from a "typhoid carrier" and then
brought into contact for barely an instant with the contents of a bowl of soup.
Upon counting the typhoid bacteria present in the soup shortly thereafter, it was

'mitek
MM
1^"^

*''

i)ro}K'r

"^sar

-4

treatment were possible. Typhoid carriers continue to discharge the germs in
the urine and feces for months and even
years.

Commonly the disease is spread
through the medium of well water which
has become contaminated with the discharges of those suffering from t3'phoid,
from the excreta of "typhoid carriers"
and distributors by means of the fly,
which has feasted upon typhoid discharges and carries the germs upon its
legs and body to the food and drink to be
consumed, by the fingers soiled with
human typhoid filth coming from the
intestines and kidneys, by the sputum
containing the germs, by means of untreated night soil used as a fertilizer for

'

lUNEKSlDK V. M. C. A.
Showing stagnant pool and ditch with accumulations of
and decomposing organic matter. Property through
which ditch runs not owned by Baltimore and Ohio, but
refuse

drains on our property-

the hands or otherwise, with the germs of

estimated that it contained 15,500 typhoid germs to the sixteen drops of soup,
enough germs to infect a regiment of
people.
A single drop of urine from a
typhoid patient or "carrier" may contain
in the neighliorhood of a million active
typhoid germs. These facts are noteworthy in connection with the agitation
for more thorough cleanliness, more careful methods of handling food and drink,
and a closer inspection of those who handle such and prepare it, especiall\' those
emi)loyed in restaurants, dining cars, etc.
Here the ''carrier" is an active and immediate agent in the spread of typhoid and an
undeniable menace to the health of sus-

typhoid fever.
Xot long ago an experiment was conducted to demonstrate how readily the
germs of typhoid are transmitted, par-

ceptible patrons.
As a health promoting
it is oln-ious that the protection
of our food and drink is paramount in
importance. Tliis disease can absolutely

garden truck, by direct and indirect pollution of streams from which a nearby
town obtains its drinking water in a raw
or unfiltered state, upon the banks of
which tj'phoid stools have been scattered
or deposited, by dissemination of human
feces from open privy vaults, by domestic
animals, fowls, birds and insects, b}^ contaminated milk and butter, vegetables

and

fruits

handled by contaminated hands

or washed in infected water.
It is spread
rarely now-a-days by shellfish and oysters,
and by transmission from inanimate objects

which have been contaminated by

measure
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be prevented and the' 'carrier" eliminated
by vaccination. The procedure is simple,
the expense small, in proportion to re(in many communities
sults obtained
distribution is free of cost), the results
absolute for at least two j-ears and perhaps much longer in what is known as
''acquired immunity," and it occasions

desirable for all persons under forty-five

and who have not had
and are otherwise not
ineligible for preventive inoculation on
account of poor health and debihty, as an
insurance against this disease and as a
public health measure in the world-wide
campaign for the eradication of this
years

of

typhoid

age

fever

no subsequent untoward results. It is
at this age of pubUc sanitary adolescence

frightful scourge.

the only absolute protection against the

tion

The explanation

disease.

lies in

of typhoid vaccinathe fact that the cells in our
bodies can^|_be

The original
typhoid vaccine

stimulated

was devised and
prepared in 1897

by

Almoth

Sir

Wright, to whom
the world owes
an immortal debt
of gratitude.

[to

elaborate a specific ferment' to
digest and destroy the specific
foreign body as
represented
by
the germs and
their 'toxines.

A

m.ore recent vac-

Vaccinati'on

cine has been
prepared bj^Bez-

against

typhoid
obtained by
injecting into the
tissues of a peris

redka of the
Pasteur Insti-

all

son the substance known
technically as

exposed to typhoid infection,

obtained from

Vaccinarecom-

tute.

tion

is

mended

to

Protein,Vhich

those whose

the dead typhoid
germs, only so

work

or activities demand ex-

modified in

from

cursions

strength and po-

home or who may
travel

mun

in
i

t

i

tency that

com-

es

r e-

moved from the
safeguards of
modern sanitary

will

the actual disease
of typhoid fever
but acts by stimukting the body
cells to secrete a
substance known technically as Ferment,
which destroys the specific Protein introduced as vaccine. Afterwards, should
the person's body (the intestinal canal
and blood stream), become the host of the
germs which would ordinarily cause typhoid against which the person now has
acquired immunity through vaccination,
the germs and their toxines are destro3^ed
before they can do any harm by the action
of this Ferment which the system has been
educated to elaborate. In this way immunity becomes manifest or operative.

DITCH HOLDING STAGNANT WATER
Choked up with weeds, garbage,

rubbish, decomposing material, etc., on property adjoining and along our right of way at
Riverside. Street and alley gutters empty into ditch.

practices, those living in

communi-

where unquestionably clean food
and protected water supplies do not
obtain.
Such persons are those compristies

ing surveying outfits, contractors, traveling men, camping outfits, track laborers
That such are the
and train crews.
chief victims of the disease is conclusively
shown by data more men contracting
typhoid than women and more adults than
children.
It would seem from the favorable results obtained from vaccination
against typhoid that it would be most

—

it

no longer cause

achievement
and

is

i

'riir;

liAi/iiMoui;

and

(>iii<>

In the ])repiiralion of tyi)h()i(l vaccine
the live jierins are j^rown in what is known
In this they
as a beef broth culture.
multiply rapidly up into the millions when
they are killed by the application of
heat.
It is these dead germs containing
their Protein that are injected by nu>ans of
a small syringe beneath the skin of the
aj)plicant for immunization against the
Tlu^ treatinvasions of the live germs.

ment requires

i

.\iim.<>\ i.s

ma'.azim

caused over one hundred cases of typhoid
(
'elery grown
fever in London. I'higland.
in material fertilized with unsterilized
night soil not a great while ago caused an
forty-nine cases among
(-f
outl.reak
l)e()i)le to whom it was sold and l)y whom
was eaten. Lettuce, radishes and
it

strawberries contaminated by not properly sterilized night soil usetl as fertilize r
carry the infection of typhoid to many unsuspecting individuals.
Formerly oysters and

injections

three

*

in all at intervals

of ten

clams grown and
fattened in beds

days each.

Comparing
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the

vaccinatetl with

located

unvaccinated, the chances
of escaping death
from typhoid are

vicinit}' of

the

to

or

lets

mouths of polluted streams,
and eaten raw,

one

during the period
of

are

alleged

conferrred by

many

the vaccine.

of

m

taurants

where
is

and

cleanli-

at a pre-

mium, and food
is

epidemics

this

disease.

One* runs con:paratively little
risk, however, in
eating raw oysters in the winter
season, provided
the
shells
are

res-

boarding houses
ness

to

have caused

immunization

Eating

thx^

muni-

sewer 'outat the

cipal

conservatively
fifteen

in

not properly

and
where
have ready

thoroughly

and equal access
to open privies,

before they are
o pened
a nd
served,
as the
l)iological habit

prepared
screened,

washed

flies

running water

garbage receptacles, refuse, etc.,

then to the

PRIVY OVERHANGING TRIBUTARY OF
PATAPSCO RIVER

in clean

The Patapsco furnishes drinking water to several communities
of the oyster
throui^h which it runs. A typhoid carrier using the privy might
kitchen and dinduring this seareadily become the source of an epidemic of typhoid fever among
many innocent people.
ing room likeson of the year is
wise, and eating
to rest without
raw vegetables not having been first food, during which time it may be considered practically free from contaminathoroughly washed in clean water, is
tion with foreign matter such as sewage
knowingly inviting an attack of typhoid
organisms or organisms from the intesfever.
tinal tract of human beings such as the
Polluted water, salt and fresh, is pergerms of typhoid fever. Oysters should
haps the chief medium of typhoid transnot be eaten during the warm months. All
Shell-fish from a lake grossly
mission.
beds where oysters, clams, etc., are grown
polluted with sewage caused an outare now ])roperly ])r()tected from sewage
break of typhoid fever in Buffalo some
I^olhition by Federal and State Knactfew years ago. Water cress grown in a
ment.
On October loth, 1909, the
sewage polluted stream in recent years
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United States Department of Agriculture
issued

Food and Inspection Decision

110,

in part that, '^ it is unlawful
to ship or sell in Interstate Commerce
oysters or other shell-fish, taken from
With
insanitary or polluted beds."
the states and the Federal Government
taking active precautionary measures in
this direction the chances of typhoid infection from this source are greatly re-

which provides

duced.

Milk

is

an

ideal

culture

medium

for

typhoid bacilli and as an active agent
may be classed as second only to that of
drinking water, in the spread of typhoid.
Many epidemics of typhoid are recorded
and traced to contaminated milk. It is
necessar}^, therefore, to^ exercise extraordinary precautions in handling milk to

Certified milk
avoid contamination.
dispensed in bottles should everywhere
supercede the undesirable method of dispensing milk from the open can. Milk
coming from questionable sources should
be either boiled or pastuerized before
When milk is brought to a temusing.
perature of 145 degrees Fahrenheit for
twenty minutes it is rendered free of
active tjrphoid germs. Milk coming from
sources where the disease has occurred
and becoming contaminated has been
responsible for almost numberless outbreaks of sporadic cases along the milk
Milk is usually contaminated
route.
with the discharge from the patient that
has either been thrown upon the soil and
has found its way into the drinking
water or into the water in which the cans
are cleansed but not sterilized, or by flies
having access to both dairy and unscreened privy-vault, in which there are
typhoid bacilK present, or else by the
contaminated hands of the milker Avho
has come into contact with the patient
once or oftener, or is himself a typical

''typhoid carrier," or suffering from an

unrecognized case of the disease. Typhoid
bacilli multiply and flourish almost exclusively in the bodies of human beings
and do not thrive under most natural
conditions outside the human body.
However, the organism of typhoid may
and does multiply in milk ancl may retain
its vitality even in sour milk for a period
The germs have been
of a month.

known to live for sixty days in butter
made from contaminated cream, although
the danger of infection from this source
than from sweet milk. It has been
known to survive for fifteen days in the
laboratory after dr3dng; dust may thus
become a factor in the spread of the
disease although obtainable data thus
far to prove epidemic outbreaks from
dust-borne typhoid are founded on unconvincing evidence for the most part.
In the light of present known facts and
analyzing the subject as it pertains to the
railroad, it would seem to the writer that
the chances of spreading typhoid purely
from dust arising from the road-bed
following track pollution with typhoid discharges from the toilet of passenger trains
may quite reasonably be termed negligible.
The weight of evidence is certainly
not favorable to the theory of dust-borne
typhoid transmission.
Direct sunhght
is less

typhoid germs in practically all
instances in two hours.
By the time
human dejecta containing typhoid germs
becomes dry and sufficiently pulverized
to form a dust capable of being blown
about, it is reasonable to infer that the
germs have been rendered sterile by the
action of the ultra violet rays of the sun.
While the sun has been drying the germladened discharge, it has likewise been
kills

disinfecting

it.

where there are favorable conditions, and the absence of other inimical
soil bacteria, the germ has been knoAvn to
In

soil,

over a year.
It frequently survives the cold months of winter in the
soil, as witness an epidemic of 1200 cases
at Plymouth, Pa., in 1885 with 130 fatalities, due to stools from a typhoid patient
having been thrown upon the snow
''where they froze and did no harm until
a thaw on March 25th, when rain ran
over the surface of the ground and washed
the germs into the chief water supply of
the town.
Persons who drank only
water from other sources escaped."
(Thompso7i.)
At Butler, Pa., on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, during the months of
November and December, 1903, there
occurred an outbreak of typhoid numbering approximately 1300 cases, from an
infected tributar}^ supplying Connoquelive for

Tin: i^\i;ri.M<)HE

and

oiiiu i.mi'ldves

Civok and the reservoir on Tliorn
Run. the iilter plant at the time bein^ out
of repair, as a result of which the peoi)l('
nessinji;

a certain section were supplied with
The people of Sj^rinp;dale section of the city not sujjplied with
the city water escaped the (4)id(?niic,
In
their sui^])ly ('oniinj^ from deep w(41s.
tracinji; the sourct^ of the epidemic it was
discovered in one instance that a privy
overhung a small spring emptying into
C'onnoquenessing Creek, near the j^umj)ing i^lant, five cases of typhoid fever
having occurred among the members of
Other and
the family using the priv}-.
numerous instances of a similar and harrowing character might readily be sighted
The germ has been
if space permitted.
known to survive long enough to be carin

raw creek water.

ried for miles in flowing

streams.

It

unwise to depend upon streams to
I)urify themselves within even a distance
of twenty miles following gross pollution,
is

since the factors that operate for the purification of streams are variable.
Attention is called to the inadvisable
I)ractice of indiscriminate water drinking as indulged in by crews and trackmen

who obtain drinking water from questionable sources along the right of way. Only
water of known purity should be drunk,
when not first boiled. This cannot be too
Germs in stored
strongly emphasized.
water will usually die within a period of
Typhoid germs in the contw^o months.
tents of privies may survive twelve
months or more.
The germs will quite frequently survive
freezing during the winter months and
epidemics of severity have been traced
Ice Ukedirect h^ to contaminated ice.
wise contaminated by those carelessh'
handling or by ''typhoid carriers" may be
responsible for the dissemination of typhoid fever. Where ice is used to cool
drinking water, when it is put into the
water for this purpose, it should be of
known purity, ami handled with the
care, with tongs and
clean receptacles provided only for this
purpose. Those using ruljber gloves to
handle ice should be careful to see that
the gloves are first boiled and later come
into contact with nothing but the ice.
Aluch criticism, which is often warranted,

most scrupulous

macazlnl
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occasioned by the careless and filthy
in which the ice is handled and
exposed to contamination.
Only recently this matter has been up for discussion on all the divisions of our System.
When the purity of ice is not certified it
should be kept in a se])arate com])artment
from the drinking water, when used for
the i)urpose of cooling such water.
As has been said, typhoid fever is
contracted exckisively by the mouth.
Thorough heating by boiling for five
minutes, by baking, broiling, frying, etc.,
and exposure to sunlight for two or mon^
hours will destroy the germs. Th<' attendant of a typhoid fever patient should
always disinfect the hands after thorough
washing and scrubbing tliem with soaj)
and warm water with one* of the known
germicides, such as alcohol, carbolic acid,
or bichloride of mercury, before allowing
the hands to come into contact with anything whatsoever. The attendant imrler
no circumstances should prepare food for
others, the peril from hand transmission
of the germ is too great. All typhoid discharges should le thoroughly disinfected
before final disposal.
A five per cent,
solution of formaldehyde is a good disinfectant for practical use, or a cup full
of quick lime to a quart of warm water t(j
each stool, or fresh chlorinated lime solution, one-quarter pound to one gallon of
water, one quart to be used to each stool.
Bed and body linen used by the patient
should be carefully disinfected with a five
per cent, solution of carbolic acid and
subsequently boiled for not less than two
hours.
Lime is perhaps the best disinfectant for use in privies.
Carl)olic (or
one of the Cresol preparations) and formaldehyde in a five per cent, .solution
strength are preferable in the sick room.
Bichloride of mercury is injurious to
plumbing and unless acidulated is inactive as a disinfectant in the presenct^ of
organic matter; likewise it is liable to stain
fal)rics.
In the absence of a disinfectant
for the stools, they may be mixed with
charcoal and saw-dust, sj^rinkled with
kerosene oil, and burned.
All sewage is dangerous, and when not
treated ma}' pollute with intestinal bacteria contained therein surface water supplies such as streams and lakes.
In small
is

manner

'
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towns where there are no modern pubHc
purified water systems, where the water
is prepared by method of filtration or

ative estimate of cost of the average case
of typhoid in the event of recovery, including cost of medical attention, nursing and drugs, etc., and what might be
termed lost earnings, one is safe in saying
that $65,000,000 more is dissipated, a
total loss of $255,000,000.

treatment with calcium hypochlorite or
both or even by storage, the death rate
The ocfrom typhoid is usually high.
currence of typhoid is minimized in those
towns favored by filtered and treated
v/ater supplies and protected water sheds.
All surface water used for drinking purposes should be purified before consumpThe difference in the death rate
tion.

It

is

estimated that not more than one-

third of the wells used on farm homesteads
are free of typhoid contamination.
In
other words two-thirds are polluted with
the excreta from the human intestine.

LARGE COLLECTION OF UNPROTECTED MANURE
manure are many barrels

of human excreta, the product known as "Night Soil," which
being used as fertilizer for truck gardens, one of which is shown in the rear of the manure pile.
filth is collected in barrels by contracting company from excavated cess pools and privies and disposed of
in this manner without proper treatment or sterilization.
direct route from human intestines to human

Mixed with

this

Human

is

A

mouths

is thus assured for typhoid, other bacteria and
contaminated.

from typhoid by the substitution of a
wholesome for a polluted water supply has
resulted in some instances of a reduction
in the typhoid death rate of from sixty to
seventy-five per cent, accompanied by a
similar reduction in
diseases and likewise

other intestinal
tuberculosis and

pneumonia.

With 38,000 deaths in the Ignited
States annually from typhoid fever as a
basis, on a computation of $5,000 as the
common assumption of the value of a
human life, about $190,000,000 of vital
capital is dissipated yearly on account of
this disease.
Adding to this the conserv-

human

filth

transmitted by vegetables abundantly

Deep wells are safer than shallow, but even
they are not entirely free from danger of
pollution, due to their improper location,
often receiving drainage from privies,
directly attributable to the ignorance or
carelessness or both of owners in protectthem against

and surface
in limestone
regions is particularly liable to occur, due
to underground or rock channels so prevalent in such soil. Deplorable insanitary
conditions prevail in the rural districts in
connection with open privies improperly
constructed or located near wells and
homes, and an indifference displayed bying

wash.

infiltration

Such contamination
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the owner coupleil with apparent lack of
regard as to consequences of ch'inkinp;

and other beverages he consumes, unless

no more than what nii«i;ht
be proi)erly termed chhited sewage is accountal)le in a hirge measure for many
sporadic cases and uhimately ei)i(h'mics.
Bathing in polluted streams and lakes
during which the bather has swallowed
some of the water, has been known to
cause typhoid fever.

ties suflicieiit to

what

is

oftinies

Our claims to a refined civilization are
but justified to a limited degree.
The

repugnance
and

dirt

to

there

is

umnistakable evidence of impurimak(^ the substance to ))e

eaten or drunk repellent to sight, taste or
Indeed, in our large cities where
smell.
food-stufTs are subject to much handling,
to non-screening and to many other avenues of contamination from tiieir original
source to the consumer, it is difficult to
imagine any of it escaping contamination.
Of course the thorough cooking of foods
eliminates most of the danger from these
sources of infection.

filth

which character-

S a n i t a r y
science is sufficiently advanced

izes civilized peo-

ples in contrast
to the unspeakable customs of

to

of
the
diseases disseminated by imjiure

the barbarian is
usually
limited
in proportion to
the civilized hu-

food stuffs and
beverages, were
sufficient
funds

man's power and
scope

for practical

visual

of

and olfactory
:

drink.

how bad

knowledge availand the in-

able

public
cooperation and
telligent

The

natural odor and
taste of foods is
quite often obscured by the
generous use of
condiments, and
water, no matter
in taste

or source, is rare-

and

general application of sanitary

perceptions
in
other words to
the ability to see
and smell contaminated food

and

eradicate

many

administration
an actual and

REAR AXD SIDE VIEW OF A SINGLE SEATED PRIVY
Hinged back, hinged seat, cover screened, receptacle ofT ground,
constructed at approximate cost of $10.00. Fly and mosquito proof,
reduces odor and iaoor of cleaning.

when
makes its demands. Xo questions
are asked if what is taken into the mouth
and stomach looks good and gives little
indication of its being otherwise by odor
ly rejected

thirst

or taste, the invisible impurities of substances or the source and probable contamination of edibles with the intangible
factors of chsease being ignored with a
consistency and faith worthy of a devouter practice. It rarely occurs to the
average individual to inquire into or investigate the source and character of the
foods he obtains and the water and milk

constant reality.
It is a reproach
to civilization
that we are too
lethargic, so apl)arently indiffer-

ent to matters
pertaining to the
l^revention of

typhoid and other diseases so vital to
individual and public interest, efficiency
and welfare. In spite of this indif^'erence
preventive medicine is making notable
strides in stamping out disease and saving
countless lives from year to year.
If it were not for the modern and

wonderful methods of preventive medicine and sanitation, epidemic diseases
would without a doubt still reap the horrible toll of past centuries,

in

particularly

view of the great and increasing con-

centration of population, the congestion
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of our large cities, the insanitary condition of rural and many urban communities, our coast to coast transportation,
and globe encircling commerce, and the
constant diffusion and intermingling of
people of every country and clime. Many
of the diseases which now give us the
gravest concern bid fair within the next
decade to bow acknowledgment to the
study and achievement of men of science
and a hoped for increasing intelligent
public's apprecicoation and
The
operation.

finger of

other for his health and protection
against transmittable diseases.
If the scientific facts discovered by
medical men of research and now established were generally considered, appreciated and judiciously applied, within a
few years the average life expectancy
would surprisingly increase. An increase
of fifteen years in the United States has
been added to life expectancy during the
past century by the employment of these

measures and
by a
comparatively
few of the body
discoveries

modern

science points

poUtic.

way "to the
prevention of

With the destruction of the

the

typhoid fever by
measures directed toward the

fly

and

allied

germ -transmitting pests and
their breeding
places
by im-

sanitary disposals of discharges
persons
all
of
whether sick or
well, to the end
that all things
put into the hu-

of
susceptible
pubhc by inoculation, by protecting and safe-

man mouth

guarding

munization

the

will

the

be free of any
possibl-e contamination with hu-

water and food
supply and by

man

human

the

disposal of
excreta
in a refined and
sanitary
man-

The

filth.

sanitary ^^stand-

ard of any com-

munity may

ner,
any community may feel
more than rea-

quite accurately

be indexed by its

typhoid fever
typre valance
phoid fever pre;

AN INSANITARY PRIVY LOCATED IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO KITCHEN AND PUMP WELL
Conditions propitious for the spread of typhoid.
Fecal material
the privy vault infected with typhoid bacilli find ready access
(particularly in limestone soil) by soil saturation, seepage, ground
chanuels, etc., to the water in the shallow well and by fly transmission to the kitchen. Escaping typhoid fever under such conditions

sonably
against

safe

typhoid

invasion

and

in

vailing in direct
ratio to the lack

of

community

is

more than an achievement.

and
sentiment
the neglect of sanitary measures in that
particular community.
Life can be prolonged, efficiency in
every walk of life increased, disease made
less frequent and severe, and a more vig-

orous progeny result by a thorough appreciation and employment of sanitary discoveries and principles, not alone by the
public as a body, but by the individual as
a unit. One man is dependent upon the

It is

a miracle.

prevalence.

A
of

comparison
death rates

per 100,000 of
population in the larger cities through
which the Baltimore & Ohio Sj^stem operates, during the years 1912 and 1913,

showing sanitary improvement or otherfollows,
the figures having been
obtained through the courtesy of the
American Medical Association.
1913 1912
New York
7.0
9.3
Chicago
10.5
7.5
wise,

"

1913
18.5
.15.7
10.9

Cleveland..
Philadelphia..

Louis

Pittsburjrh

18.1
.23.6

Baltimore
(Cincinnati

(i.

Newark, N. J
Washington, D.
.

.

4

7.9
16.4
10.5

.

(

Jersey City
Louisville

and

HAi/riMoiM':

Till-;

St.

"

.21.7

.\.

Indianapohs.

.24.5
19.2

Columbus
Toledo

41.8

Dayton

191L>

5.9
12.5
10.4
12.7
23.9
7.5
7.1

21.2
7.5
18.9
18.3
20.2
33.0
17.9

15.1
''During the year 1913 New York
shows the lowest typhoid rate in its liistory, comparing favorably with the rate
in European capitals, in spite of a milkborn typhoid epidemic which involved
several

hundred

cases

in

Manhattan,

during September and October.

******

''Cleveland's 1913 rate was more than
double its 1912 rate; the city gets its
drinking water in its raw state without
filtration.
This city is contemplating

m acazini-:

l:.MlM.<)^ i:s
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of a filtration plant.
lake water is likewise responsible
for Chicago's increase in the death rate
tlie

installation

"The

from typhoid."

******

"Philadelphia's increase was due to a
defective system of water mains serving a
certain district, some of the raw and high1}'
))olluted water from the Delaware
River getting into. the mains."

******

"Baltimore still leads the group
of over 500,000 population
excessive typhoid fever.
cities

of
in

******

be seen that Cincinnati's record
" For the three years preceding the introduction of a purified water
suppl}', Cincinnati's typhoid death rate
averaged fifty-three per hundred thousand of population. The five years following the purification of the water supply show an average reduction from the
number of deaths from this disease of
Sanitary' renearly eighty per cent.
forms were coincident with the purification of the water supply."
It will

is

excellent.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iii!iii;i;iyiiiijiiiiiiijiiii!;iiii

"Words

to

Be Avoided"

In the office of the Century Magazine, in

'Words to Be Avoided"

Above

over

or

for

is

more than

Aggregate for total
Balance for remainder
Call attention for direct attention

Claim

for

assert

Commence for

begin

Conscious for aware
Couple for two
Cultured for cultivated
Date back to for date from

Donate

for

Indorse
Fall

for

for

give

approve

autumn

From whence
Inaugurate

for

for

whence

establish, institute

person

Individual

for

Infinite

great, vast

for

New V ork,

the following

list

posted:

In our midst for among us.
In spite of for despite
Last for latest
Less for fewer
Materially for largely

Mutual
Notice

Onto

for

for

common

observe

for

on

Partially

upon

or

for

partly

Party for person
Past two years for last two years
Practically for virtually
Prior to for before

Propose for purpose
Proven for proved
Quite for something of
Realize for obtain
Section for region

Spend

for

pass

Standpoint for point of view
Subsequently for afterward
Transpire for happen
Universal for general
Vest for waistcoat
Vicinity

for

Viewpoint

neighborhood
for

Would seem

point of view

for

seems

of

^m

Illlllllllll

The Fisherman
By Clinton

A many men

there be that go,
Free booted, wandering to and fro
Athwart God's open, sun kissed ways,
Their hearts o'erbrimming with the praise

Of all the wilding things that are
Beneath the steadfast sun and star;

Scollard

His pulses throb and

And

Low
And

I

Is

foremost of this roving clan
love the ardent fisherman!

He
An

A
A

carries

still

within his breast

incommunicable zest

may never tire,
flame unwavering, a desire
Unquenchable as is the dawn.
That leads him on and ever on;
fervor that

And
I

so,

in the twilight's purple urn.
he has no reward to show.
he dark browed and doleful? No!

Another day, another hour,
Fortune may yield her shining shower!

bosom

bides the lure
the cynosure.
It is the striving, not the gain,
That lifts us to the loftiest plane;
The quest, although we miss the goal,
That stays the fibre of the soul!
Still in his

As

And though he's fain of spoil, at root
His primal passion is .pursuit!

thrill to feel

The vibrant whirring of his reel;
Elation fills him when he spies
Upon his line the gleaming prize;
Yet when the sunset embers burn

fixed as

is

whate'er his class or clan,

love the ardent fisherman!

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliy^
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Economy

Better Machinery and Fuel
By Andrew Westfall
Engineer, Wheeling Division

I'7rTI'lH

get

it

machinery and how to

report did not convex-

he the watchword

and ojXMied a loophole

>h(jul(l

of all emi)Ioye?

connected with the

operation of a locomotive, and particularl}' of

every engineer and roundhouse

foreman.
Before expressing
subject, let

me

my

views on this

say that I would like to

When I made an exfound that both intermediate driving box wedges needed adjusting, and that the left main wedge
was down about three-fourths of an
amination,

I

The

incli.

on all the different divisions. There
are none so well qualified to talk on this

fall

men who

handle

tlu^

en-

One thing which impresses me

strongly

the semi-visible "swords points attitude" of shifting the responsibilit}^ existing between the engineers and the roundhouse foremen. It seems to keep them
as far apart as if they were working for
is

different companies.

We all know that it is the dut}- of the engineer to handle his engine in accordance

with the principles of economy and safety.

On his arrival at the terminal he should
make an intelligent report of all work
necessary to place the engine in good condition,

in

down on the pedestal brace. This
made it very plain why she was pounding
herself to pieces.

Now, the

gines.

and should make

this report out

such a maimer that the shop

men

will

have no trouble or excuse for not locating
the defects and making the repairs necessary to prevent failures.
Not long ago
I was called to run an engine on which the
engineer who brought it into the terminal,
had reported. After the usual preliminary rei:>ort, at the top of the page he
wrote "Take the pound out of the engine,
she is pounding herself to pieces." This
:

main wedge bolt waand allowed the wedge to

right

also broken,

subject as the

inhjrmatic^n.

necessary work.

hear the opinions of others on the firing
line

any

for neglecting the

fact

is,

if

who
made any ef-

the engineer

brought the engine in had

fort at all to locate the reasons for the

pounding, and had reported them, the

would have been ui) to the
roundhouse foreman. All of this work
could have been done in two or three
hours' time, and there would not have
been any excuse for the work's not l)eing
]:)roper repairs

done.
Since

th(^

pool system has been in force

Divi^^ion. we have had
some very i)()or engines, and an improvement could be made if the roundhouse
peo])le would only ask themselves the
Cjuestion ''Does it pay to put off the
work imtil some future date?" Our

on the Wlie(>ling

engineers

''Am

I

should

justified

work when

I

ask

also

not

in

am

not

themselves

reportini^

sure

it

will

the

be

done?"

On

the Wheeling Division

to get at the engines.
off

the work "until the

engine

may

go

to

If

is diflicult

it

the sho])s

n(>xt

])ut

time," the

I'airmont.

then

to
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Grafton and return; next to Cameron
and return; then perhaps will be dispatched to Benwood where a new crew
will take the engine to HoUoway and return to Bridgeport, where it is ver}^
likely

mont
gets

it

may

be

or Hartzel.

dispatched

And by

Fair-

to

the time she

back to Benwood again, the foreman

has forgotten the work required.
I

up

have a case in mind which I followed
days for the purpose of trying

for ten

show the people in the shops that it
off the work or to
leave some part of it until some more opto

does not pay to put

portune time.

I

w^as

called for a

Q-1

have an effect on the amount of coal
burned because the expansion of the
steam taking place after the valve has
cut off the supply from the boiler, will
not be as great as if this condition did
will

not

The

exist.

exact

amount

of addi-

steam necessary could only be determined from an indicator card, but the
loss would be about one per cent, and if
an engine burns eight tons of coal per 100
miles, a condition of this kind would
mean that 160 pounds of coal is unnecessarily used, or, one ton in every 1250
miles.
If the brasses had been filed and
the cross-heads lined up, it would have
taken two machinists and helpers about
three hours, and by reducing the strain
on the rods and pins, the liability for a
very expensive failure would have been
eliminated.
Does it pay to put this work
tional

and was surprised at the
similarity of the knocks on each side.
I
measured them and found the lost motion
in the right main rod brasses to be 25/64
of an inch, and on the left side 23/64 of
an inch, a total of ^4 oi an inch that the
pistons had to move before exerting their
force on the main pin.
Of course this

of this

movement

the beginning of the

the front or back main rod brasses, side

stroke with full boiler pressure on the

rod bushings, cross-heads, main wedges

class of engine,

is

at

which means a very bad strain on
the pin and rods.
In running 100 miles
the drivers on this class of engine would
turn about 31,520 times, and this knock
would occur t^vice in each turn. This
means that we would have this strain
63,040 times on each side of the engine in
each 100 miles. With the engine working with full boiler pressure, there is a
piston,

force against the piston-head of 90,478

pounds, and when this

is

considered in con-

off until the next trip?

It is

up

to the engineer to report

kind whether the trouble

or crown-bearings.

A

little

economy

considering fuel

with locomotive operation:
Second, waste
chanical;

means that

clearance in the cylinder, and

more steam

is

at a time at

required to

which

it

fill

is

the cylinder

of

very

when the crank pin

little

benefit, that

is,

the center.

This additional steam also

is

in

in

care on the

make

the knock occurs,

can readily be seen
why pounds and knocks should be kept
out of the engine. Allowing an engine
to run in this condition also affects the

is

it an easy
matter to locate the work. By specifying on the Work Report book just where
the trouble is located, it will not be necessary for the foreman to try to find out
where the trouble is, and will also enable
him to give the machinist who is to do the
work, such information as will enable him
to handle it with very little delay.
There are three important factors in

part of the engineer will

nection with the frequency with which
it

work

Third,

co-operation

of

in connection
First,

me-

of

steam;

the

engine

crews.

Nearly

all

our engines in heavy freight

service are of the inside admission piston

valve type, and great care should be
taken to prevent a waste of steam through
the piston and valve packing. The shop

TiiK HAi/riMoin;

men

cannot

tell

if

an engine

unless the engineer reports
verj' sim])le

nearly

To

all

is
il.

matter to locate a

and

l>l()\viii<>;

It

is

a

IjIow, as

of the engines are right

macxziM'

oiiio i:.mpi.()VKs

had.

test for blows, the engine should he

stopped with the right crank pin on the
bottom quarter with the cylinder cocks
open. The independent brake valve
should be i)laced in application position
and throttle opened a little with the re-

l)ackiiig

39

leaking fr(jm both ends

i>

(jf

the

The same procedure should be
followed with the left side.
With the
valve.

(la\- straight air and E. T. e(juipment, there should be no trouble in keej)-

pre-ent

ing the brakes applied while the.se tests

and after the blow has
been located, you need have no fear in
reporting it. This will be of great assist-

are being made,

ance t) the shop people.

have

I

engine^

mind a

in

case of an E-24 class

with piston ])acking broken.

The

for(>man-in-charge where the work \va- rcl)()rted, ran the engine out, and tlie blow
was reported at each terminal for at h a<t
a week. When the engineer would i)rotest to the foreman, he would say that

they ran her from the other end that way

and she would have to go back that way,
as it was not uj) to him.
After the engine had made about 500 miles in this condition and became so l)a(l that it was
to handle a train, the ])acking

difficult

was

finally

renewed.

the piston was a tight

made

it

Only the
fit

fact that

in the cylinder,

possible for the engine to perform

any work whatsoever. This would make
it appear that someone was responsible
for an inexcusably bad and wasteful con-

We are

all working for the BaltiOhio and what did it matter
this work was done, so long as it was
done so that the engine could perform the
work satisfactorily and consume the min-

dition.

A. B.

WI.STI

\!.T.

more
where

\M) DAUGHTER EDNA

verse lever in forward motion.

If

steam

escapes from the back cylinder cock, the
piston packing

is

not tight.

To

al-

lowed to remain in the same position and
the reverse bar moved towards the center
of the quadrant until the valve is in a
This will clo.se the
central position.
ports.
The throttle should then be opened, and if steam escapes from either cylinder cock, the valve packing on that end
of the piston valve

comes from

is

leaking.

imum amount

test the

valve packing, the engine should be

If

steam

])oth cvlinder cocks, the valve

(fe

of fuel.

Just a few mor(» words on Cooperaticjn

and then I will leave the
some other engineer
or motive power man will take ''her a
round-trip" in our ^lagazine next month.
Cooperation means the congenial assoas

I

see

it,

subject, hoping that

ciation of the laboring class of peo])le for

the furtherance of a definite, resultful and
profitable end,
all

employes

and should

exist

among

of tln^ railways, irrespective

of ))ositioii or class of service.

l\egular

"

!
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they have to become acquainted with and accustomed to the
idiosyncracies of their engine before they

would stand on our own responsibility
and get out of the old rut of trying to
shift the load to someone else (who perhaps has more than enough without trying to bear part of ours), we would have
so marked an improvement that it would

can develop. its highest efficiency.
Never before have conditions on the

be bound to attract the attention of others
and cause them to gird their armor and

engine crews should be kept as near as

man

to

possible

division, for

the extra

American

the

engines on each

when a crew

is

called

from

list,

demanded

railwaj^s

much

as

from their employes as at
the present time. And if every one of us
loyal assistance

fight their

own

honor than to
fellow-men

What is a greater

battles.

good example

set a

for our

Courtesy as an Asset
EW men have a wider acquaintance
the leaders of the

cratic

party,

John

able

at

among

the last

than

the

five

post of honor

in

which meet every year

Democratic National

when Grover

1892,

Cleveland was nominated at Chicago,
and has been reelected at each successive

Martinsburg, West Virginia, on Sunday,
and in the course of an
5th,

June

said

to

a

newspaper

local

man:
''In traveling

a great deal,

I

have been

impressed with the splendid arrangements
the Baltimore
ally, for

&

Ohio System has gener-

the care of its patrons.

notice

I

particularly the extreme courtesy of the

employes of the passenger
conductors

dowm

and children

service,

to porters, to the

travelers.

They

are gen-

no matter hoAV crowded the
his personality, ability and

erally seated,
cars.

By

thorough

experience, president

Daniel

Willard has brought the Baltimore

&

Ohio System up to a high order of per-

and are
and

largest

of the kind in America,

System to

carry the delegates to the annual meetings of the National Rivers

Commission

and

it

is

in

and Harbors

Washington.

a splendid tribute to our service,

should be extremely gratifying to

man as prominent in the
one of the great national
parties, and one who has traveled so
extensively all over the United States,
should have felt it proper in a public
utterance to refer to the uniform courtesy
with which patrons of the Baltimore &
all of us,

that a

councils

of

Ohio are treated by

its

station

and train

employes.

Commendation encourages and

from

women

the

for years selected this

This

Colonel Martin spent a few hours in

body

strongest

have

in Chicago,

considered

generally

convention.

interview,

so that

Honor-

He was first elected to this

Conventions.

much

so

efficiency,

the Associated Commercial Organizations,

Martin, sergeant-at-arms

I.

and

fection

Demo-

ulates to increased

effort.

stim-

Therefore, let

these remarks of Colonel Martin be not

we
which we

only a tribute which

appreciate, but

a

gladly

challenge

And let

accept.

evenbetter service for our patrons,

and greater
the result.

credit for our employes,

be

—

Discretion
''Pop, what do we mean by savins; discretion is the better part of valor?"
''Generally speaking;, my son. we mean
that discretion can run faster." Judge.

—

—

"Well, to cut a long story short." said
the voice, which was husky, probably
with emotion, " I had to set 'im on a doorstep and leave 'im there.
'E must 'a'
fell asleep and 'is 'at dropped on to t' footpath, an'
would you believe it? when
'e woke up there was eleven pence in it."
Manehestcr Guardian.

—

—

—
Didn't Need The Hoe
Sometime ago a hobo meekly tapped
on the back door of a suburban home and
asked for somethinti; to eat. The good
housewife responded that she would feed
him on the back step along ^^^th Fido
provided he was willing to earn the meal
by cleaning out the gutter.
The tramp agreed, and when he had
eaten his way through several sandwiches
the housewife came out with a reliable
looking hoe.
" You needn't have gone to that trouble
madam. " said the hobo.
"I never use a
hoe in cleaning out a gutter."
"Never use a hoe." said the woman.
"What do you use, then, a shovel?"
"No, madam," sweetly replied the
hobo, starting for the back gate, "my
method is to pray for rain." Boston

Her Rival

—

]^Iadge
How was it you didn't have a
nice time out yachting?
Marjorie It was so very stormy that

—

Charlie had his hands full A^th the sails
all the time and could do nothing but hug
the shore. Judge.

Natural Curiosity

— He actually begged me to kiss
him
Dolly — What did you
sorry
Polly — told him
might
afterward.
Dolly — And
you?— E.reh a nge.
Polly
I

say".'

I

for

l-c

I

it

^vere

Advertiser.

Luck!

His

There was only a thin partition between
the bar parlor and the taproom of the
suburban hostelry, so that I could not
help hearing what was i^erhaps a confidence alwut a certain Bill's terrible con-

o' faith in

dition the previous afternoon.

money

yiv.

Lobstock

Way

— Has

yo' any faith

in

banks, .^ah?

Mr. Bentover

—

Ya.-^sahl

'em, but I's

I

has plenty

done got

buried in de ground.

Judge.

muh

—

—

"
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Quick Results

Two men

The

were talking of the hard

poor

times.

^'Does yom* wife ever gtieve because

man

she threw over a wealthy
to

—

marry you?" queried
''Well, she started

"but

reply,

it

"And where

relations.

Tommy?"

is

little

she inquired, looking around

for her favorite.

Hall.

once,"

cured her of

I

in order

Pleasant for Aunty
maiden aunt was caUing on her

rich

was the
without

it

delay."

wish 3^ou Avould

''I

me how,"

tell

said

Hall.

"I started right in grieving with

her,

replied the other; ''and I grieved harder

and longer than she did."

LippincoWs

Magazine.

Little Tommy was brought in carrying
a large tumbler, from which he refused
to be parted.

In the Neighborhood

Hampton
family

is

—Dinwiddow

Rhodes
that

come

me

now they

"Because

are the last to

should

I

he

drink

said.

it,

dear?"

I

see

me

drink it?"

come across.

"Because papa says you drink
London Mail.

like

a

'

fish.

Dear, a burglar fired a revolver

at a Boston

man, and the

button, thus saving his

'

Didn't Look
Some time ago a little girl rambled

Tactfully Put

"My

this, auntie,"

want to see you."
"And why do you want to

across.

—The grocer told me yesterday

—Judge.

"Do drink
"And wh}^

his

They were one

a very old one.

of the first to

told

bullet struck a

life."

into

a country grocery and, placing an earthen

on the counter, asked for ten cents'
worth of molasses. Soon the jar was
jar

filled

and, picking

it

up, the child started

for the door.

"Hold on

there,

youngster," hastily

"Haven't
you forgotten something?"
"No, sir, I guess not," answered the
"What
girl, pausing and looking around.
intercepted the groceryman.

is

it?"

"The money

for that molasses," an-

swered the grocer. "Don't give
for an advertisement any more."
this:

A man

could shoot at

me

with a shotgun and never hit a button."

—

away

"I thought you got the money," was

"Well, what of it?"

"Only

it

Louisville Courier- Journal.

the startling rejoinder of the youngster.

"Mother put
Telegraph.

it

in the jar."

Philadelphia

——

—
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The

of

Accidents

^'()U

woman

Iowa

''struck her in the

whose hiishand
coHseum" can sym-

who

pathize with the Boston one

And both

t

lie

his caj) again.

do better tomorrow,
huniblv." X. Y. Tribune.

sir,'

Not Very Busy

her vaca"

Cleveland Plain Dealer.

tion."

(l(>wn

niford to jiive a

who "was tanned on

girl

la If coniiii^;

"The hodcarrier touched

httle path(^ti(' consideration to the Chi-

cago

I

" T'll try to

he said,

them can

of

spent the oilier

43

ladder."

''was

shot in the gashouse."

M AC \zr\E

I:.MP^O^^:s

Uecorder of Deeds"

read the sign

over the door of a handsome building on

one of the mon^ prominent of the golden
streets.

Impossible Claims

The

business

aire

A new

George A. Hearn, the milHon-

late

man and

art

York, was noted for his kind and
reasonable treatment of his employes.

Hearn use to smile

IMr.

management

scientific

at

craze,

the
of

new

which

he once said at a dinner:

"These

scientific

of

management

people,

trebling a man's labor, remind

the

recording of deeds interests me,"

he announced.

"I used to be a lawyer

in the other world.
all

But why

is

it

that

the clerks are working except you?"

he inquired of the only

idle

member

of

the force.

wdth their impossible claims of doubling

and

"The

collector of

New

arrival within the pearly gates

entered.

me

"I record the good deeds," explained
that

member

courteously,

— Louisville

Courier-Journal.

humble hodcarrier's impossible

promise.

"A

facetious boss said to a

Some

carrier:

up that ladder by the

said the hodcarrier, touch-

the following verdict at the coronc^r's in-

to carry bricks

friend,

didn't

I

hire

day?'
" 'Yes,

sir,'

years ago in a western mining

town a man was found dead in his hotel
room, hanged to a bed post by his susThe jury of miners brought in
penders.

" 'Look-a-here,

you

The Verdict

new hod-

"Deceased came to his death by
coming home full and mistaking himself

ing his cap.

quest:

had my eye on 3'ou, and
vou've onlv done it half a dav todav.

for his pants."

" 'Well, I've

Exchange.

How

Freight Train Handling and

it

Affects Equipment
By

F. B.

Farmer

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

This

is

Handling.

the third and last installment of the article on Freight Train
autjior, F. B. Farmer, is one of the leading air brake

The

specialists of the country,

by a

and every operating

careful study of these articles.

They

man

can increase his efficiency

contain the

most authoritative

and recent information on this important subject.

INSPECTION.
Inspect for stuck brakes and

damaged

brakes applied, the leakage alone will reduce the pressure from about 60 lbs.

than 7

in

draft rigging as trains are pulling out of

faster

terminals and, Vv'henever practicable, on

longer the train the

Cars with
liable
to fail soon
draft rigging obviously
if nothing is done to prevent must not be

starting from points en route.

taken out of terminals, and where noted
at other points should be placed toward
the rear, as a break-in-two occasionally

damage elsewhere

causes

in

the train.

Such an inspection should invariably be
m.ade after any very severe shock, as
where draft gear is damaged, to note any
broken knuckle pins, yoke rivets or draft
bolts elsewhere in the train.

Report

fully

every break-in-two, in-

cluding '^slip-bys," whether or not

age

is

dam-

Stop brake pipe leakage prompth^
This includes even small leaks and particularly so

where the

total

cessive, either as learned

man

amount

is

ex-

from the engine-

by the caboose gage.
The latter shows it after an application
is begun and also when the locomotive is
cut
44

It is -excessive

where, with the

air is lost

with

APPLYING BRAKES FROM REAR.
Do

not apply brakes from the rear
(conductor's valve, tail hose or angle
cock) except to prevent damage, injury
or loss of

life

—actual emergencies.
SIGNALS,

Where the engineman must depend
more or less on hand signals to work
safely and expeditiously, see that such
signals are adequate, given clearly and in
season.

The importance

slow signals

is

of car

signals

too frequently over-

The engineman must be given
opportunity to judge what is required,

looked.

and time to obtain

it

without harsh slack

action.

CABOOSE GAGE.

or observed

off.

The

a minute.

more

the same rate of leakage.

and

done, giving reason for failure.

lbs.

The caboose

air

gage

is

to insure greater

These
those
where
ends can be attained alone

safety

and

better air operation.
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do so
unan
with
and
with sufficient frequency
From
indicate.
derstanding of what it can
the sju^ed, the pressure shown by the gage
and the knowledge that should be had as
to what the brakes could be expected to
do, it should be known whether the train
can be or is being safely controlled by the

whose

clutA' it is

to observe the gage

45

standing api)lications, aj)pearing

to,

only

when making a stop. It will do so just
as regularly when standing if the test
ai)i)lication is deferred for some time
after brakes

have been

least ten minutes.

as

when

fully charged, at

Also,

testing for

it

when wanted,
make a

standing,

being released and recharged this gage

very slow reduction of 3 or 4 lbs., wait on
lap until l)rake ]:>ip6 leakage has increased
this to 7 or 8 lbs. and then, if it has not

and knowledge

occurred, add G or 7 lbs. in the ordinary

engineman.

Also,

when

air

brakes are

of the brake pipe pressure

required to insure release (at least 55

lbs.

where a service ap])lication had been
made from 70 lbs. and more if made from
higher j^ressure or b}' an emergency application), will indicate whether signal to
start should be delayed until more pressure

is

On

obtained.

a steep, descend-

ing grade full pressure should be
fore this signal

is

The conductor

had be-

given.
will

be held strictly

re-

sponsible for such observance of the ca-

boose gage, either by him or the rear
brakeman, as will insure against danger

from a closed angle cock or low pressure
from any cause. The gage must be observed continuously' descending a steep
It must also be noted when approaching a meeting point or other place
where extra hazard would result from a

grade.

closed angle cock or low pressure.

Where

such observations indicate danger, take

any needed precaution,
or

signals

application

in the
of

way

hand or

of
air

manner.

But before starting
observers

should

to test for

distribute

be able thereby to concentrate attention

on the part of the train where it starts.
After it occurs, and before signal to release is passed to the engine, each observer Avho thinks he has located the faulty

brake should cut it out and two on each
Then, when the other brakes
side of it.
are released he should slowly open each of
the cut-out cocks he has closed until the
brake starts to release, then move the end

about one-fourth inch
The obfarther toward open position.
ject is to make a large enough opening
through the cock for the brake to charge
handle

the

of

and

to respond to a service reduction,

yet so small that

if it

applies quick action

cannot reduce the brake pipe pressure
fast enough beyond the cock to throw

See that the gage is operative and in
good order, having any defective condi-

other brakes into quick action.

ACTION.
Where undesirecl quick action occurs
with proper braking proceed to locate,
cut

out and card the l>rake with the

faulty triple valve.
locate

is

where

it

The

difficult

one to

does not ''dvnamite'' at

the

from it so that by hearing, and by seeing
in day light, they may note the direction
from which the quick action comes and

it

LOCATING UN DESIRED QUICK

along

the

train, standing hack about two car-lengths

brakes, as the circumstances warrant.

tion repaired promptly.

it

A further

advantage of the five brakes almost cut
out is that, even if the fauhy valve is
not among them, they will usually stop
quick action and thereb}' show in which
direction

further

attention

should

be

concentrated.

After the brakes are again recharged

and a

sufficient

time has elapsed (such

haste in re-api)lying as ])revents unde-

,
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sired quick action

is

then a waste of time)

the test application should be repeated.
the faulty valve

If

cut out

among

is

these almost

alone will apply quick action

it

and

will usually release imniediately.

not

among

If

these the observers should

change to the portion of the train where
the quick action came from and then

when running means brakes fully
charged as well as relatively low speed;
control

that

When

the faulty valve

is

located

it

Then,

and that

whether applied hand brakes will hold a
car or a train can be determined alone
after the air brakes are off.

BEFORE STARTING.

repeat the tests.

should be cut cut and carded.

dangerous to hold standing

is

it

trains with the train brakes;

As hand brakes cannot hold a long and
heavy train once it is well started down a

before starting, all other brakes that were

steep grade the condition of the air brakes

No

must always be determined before starting down by making the stipulated tests
at the point specified, as covered by rules
and other instructions. The conductor
must know the number of good brakes

almost cut out must be fully cut in.

excuse will be taken for failure in this as

any

so

left

might stop desired quick

by the slower brake

action and,

applica-

endanger the safety of the train. A
lesser evil would be that with either desired or undesired quick action the shock
from slack action would be greatly increased if quick action could net act

tion,

throughout the

GRADE BRAKING,
A

good railroad man knows what is
safe and will neither influence others nor
be influenced himself to deviate therefrom. A steep descending grade emphahence,

'^make haste slowly";

no place to make up time.

is

ENGINEMEN AND CONDUCTORS.
Safety in grade work, in so far as braking

is

concerned, means recognition of the

facts that the

'

'clown-hill

push"

grade, which increases w^ith

and the

load,

is

before

its

ot

the

steepness

always acting to start a

down

Sjarting

the

grade,

of the tons

per good brake, determined by dividing
the train tonnage by the
brakes.

train.

sizes the saying to

and,

must advise the engineman

The

number

of

good

higher the tons per good

brake the harder the train will be to held.
With the brakes fully charged, then applied by a continuous service reduction of
20 pounds, the standard test application,
and each inspected rapidly a brake is not

good where, within at least ten minutes
after applying, a bunt with ohe end of a
brake club against the side of a brake
shoe will move it on the wheel. This
test is in addition to noting the piston
rod for indication of wrong travel and

brake cylinder leakage.
The conductor and

must confer

down

engineman
and must not

the

after the test

locomotive, car or train and to increase

start

speed when running; that this offsets
part of the braking power, all of which

that the train can be controlled safely

would be

this end.

its

track;

effective in stopping

that

speed

is

very

on a

level

important,

until

it

is

mutually agreed

and what precautions are necessary

After releasing at the summit, and be-

higher speed both decreasing the brake

fore starting, the retaining valves

shoe friction or holding power and in-

be cut

creasing the brake
h.,

work

to stop, 30 m.p.

compared with 15 m.p.h., requiring

about

five

times the distance; that train

to

in

—handles

proper position.

must

turned upward to

Except where

rules or

other instructions direct differently, use
all

retaining valves.

rnK liALTiMORE AND OHIO

A

must not \)v allowed to start
from the summit nor following; any stoj)
train

descending the grade until charged

wliile

to the pressure prescril)ed for the grade.

must not be given

Signal to start
is

known by

is

gage, with knowledge

tonnage,

train

condition of

brakes,

steepness of grade and observation of
spcMHl,

enable the conductor to judge of

the train control even better than the

engineman

in

some

particulars

as well. in others he

sponsible
train

where

for

is

and

fully

held equally re-

the brake safety of the

and must render prompt assistance
plainly indicated and without

awaiting

not ;indthc])ort cannot be o])ened wi'li

down)

if

necessary to ])revent wheel

of hand brakes while running increases cracked and slid flat wheels
and interferes with good air braking, such
use should be avoided as far as safet}' and

Starting from the sununit the engine-

man

make

should

is

the

of the air comi)ressor

is

as

first ai)i)lication

This

stalling.

to test the holding ])ower while si)eed

yet low and,

V)v fully

is

recharging, get the

aid of the

additional

retaining valves.

Speed thereafter, within local regulations,
should suit the holding power of the train
and the ability to recharge; fully. Where
there

is

a gradual loss in pressure that

cannot be regained by lower speed stop

and recharge

w^hile there is

ample pres-

sure left to do so.
press7ires should be ob-

and

constantly

served

down and

pressures

carefully.

up mean

Speed
and

safety

Recharging is the
speed must then increase.

the reverse danger.
critical

time

Where an

rules permit.

slid-

ing or excessive heating.

Speed and air

call.

As the use

As the work

47

soon as ])racticable without

so charged.

As the caboose

m acazim

a pin cut that retaining valve out (handle

it

the caboose gage, where had,

that the train

of

until

If

i:mim.oyi;s

iis

error in

judgment necessitates

during recharging either too high speed

heaviest descending a grade, the engine-

or a reapplication l^efore fully recharged

man must

accept the latter but avoid repeating the

steam and

see that both its

air

ends are properly lubricated before start-

fault.

ing down.

speed

thorough

WHILE DESCENDING.
Liability of wheel sliding

and particularly so

starting

is

Where a
is

of the

train is hard to hold
utmost importance, but

recharging

also

is

essential.

Relatively short holds are best, yet never

greatest on

after a heav}'

so short as to prevent getting enough

main

reservoir pressure

and a

sufficient

cation w^hen retaining valves are in

reduction in speed to insure recharging

Hence, train should be held until
three minutes after the train
brakes are released so that retaining

without too high speed.
In rapid recharging the amount appar-

a]:)l)li

use.

at

least

may blow down.

ently charged to

is less relia})le,

as indi-

Even then on

cating control, than the reduction neces-

starting trainmen should inspect

from the
and enginemen
should keep si)eed low enough to permit
and for trainmen to get on safely. A

sary to stop the speed from increasing

ground

and the minimum

valves

for wheel sliding,

stopped-up retaining valve vent port
liable

to

excessive

cause

sliding.

is

Where

holding power indicates this

fault observe
this port

wheel

whether the valve blows at

when brakes

are being recharged.

l)rake pipe pressure

just before recharging.

comes lower
safety

is

-with

If

had

the latter be-

each hold the train

decreasing and further loss must

be prevented while there

is

an am])le

reserve to stop the train.

Where an
brake

]iipe

application,

added

to

by

leakage or additional reduc-
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speed with httle or no
dangerous to let this continue as it means that brake pipe leakage
is causing brake cylinder leakage to be
supplied.
This steadily reduces the auxiliary reservoir pressure and thereby the
reserve of braking power.
At times this
could be continued until a runaway occurred, and even where this extreme is
avoided the low pressure resulting will
require so much more time and air to
recharge as to greatly reduce the train
Avoid this by a sufficiently
safety.
heavier initial reduction or by adding to
tions, controls the

the slack at the stop has been "bunched"

slowing

by the engineman when descending and
more effective application of hand brakes will be
near the engine. The fact that retain-

it

it

is

enough to slow

for recharging before

the brake pipe pressure

The caution

against

much

reduced.

sliding

drivers,

is

''ENGINE
down grades.

under heading of

covered

BRAKES,"

applies as well

stretched when ascending, the

ing valves in use will prevent the entire
release of train brakes until they can leak
off

ing

tires.

The

driver

and loosen-

brake

is

very

valuable in this service, but the extent to

which
largely

ness of

may safely be used depends
on the train speed and the thicktires; hence, is for the engineman

it

to decide, avoiding insufficient use as well
as too

much.

mind the
it is

He

liability of

is

in or

applying

it

In setting out cars see that the

air

ing the

hand brakes and when the

start

when

the air brakes leak

cars

may

Otherwise the cars

are detached.

Apply-

off.

hand brake with the air brake set
may result in a broken hand brake chain
ing the

when the

air

leaks

off.

not

If

it

will

render the hand brake hard to release.

Avoid as

far as possible the

short moves, one or

two car

need of

lengths, with

a train descending a steep grade.

a short

move

is

Where

necessary recharge fully

and allow brake pipe and auxiliary

reser-

voir pressures to equalize thoroughly be-

Wait
commencing

fore permitting the train to start.

at least three minutes after

release so as to also insure that retaining

;

for

when the train slack
when the slack is out.

it

steeper the grade the shorter

is

train

Where the enhand brakes

to be detached the

should be applied, but

after

brakes have been released.

the train

Then, the
independent brakes should be released
before the air is cut off from the train, so
as to determine whether the hand brakes
alone will hold it. Where, as should be,

gradually and

Then, start the

make

a sufficient

speed will
not increase rapidly and so that a modreduction at once so that

its

erate additional one will stop

it.

HELPER SERVICE.
The engineman

the

may be held safely with
brakes. When stopped release

and recharge promptly.
is

a

valves have blown down.

if

time that a train

gine

pre-

from

harsh slack action

Note instructions under ''HOLDING
observe particularly on
steep grades, ascending and descending.

the train

off

brakes are entirely released before apply-

TRAINS" and

The

cutting

should also bear in

either applied or released quickly

example, releasing

before

descending train.

In the latter service care must also be
exercised to avoid overheating

demands additional hand brake

cautions

of a helper at the rear

an ascending train should continue
working steam, merely easing off, until
stalled, when a stop is being made, and
in starting he should use steam first
and heaviest. See additional instructions
under heading "STARTING." Where
such a helper is cut off while running he
should ease off by degrees and allow
ample time between throttle changes for
the slack to go out gradually. This is
of

THE

and

important

always

wlien the forward

IVVLTIMOHi:

i)articularly

the train

jiart of

a more favorable gr^le.
stay on the train until

AND OHIO IIMPLOYKS MAGAZIXK

is

AN'liere lie is

4'J

so

the heavier cars in any particular tniin

on

should have the warmer wheels wliere

to

brakes arc in equally good condition.

This test should be made where condi-

stopped just
over the summit and where his enp;ine
will not drift freely enoiij2;h to keep the

tions favor, as

slack in at the rear he should continue to

excessively hot wheels should be carded

is

it

use just enough steam to insure

This

in.

is

its stayin<>;

particularly imj^ortant with

where stoi)s are made to
and cars with either cold or

cool wheels,

wheels" or "hot wheels," desig-

for ''cold

nating the train, place and date.

men

make

which drift jioorh',
as if the slack is out and a heavy reduction is made from the' head end, couplers
are hable to be driven in and even cars

judgment

crushed.

out liability of loosening

heavy Mallet

helpers,

With a helper
ascending grade

at the rear
it

is

and

off

grad-

move

making a brake applicaEven then no lieavA^ reduc-

in gently before

tion to stop.

tion should be made.

Should the helper
engineman ease off, the head one continue to use steam heavily, then shut
off and make a heavy service reduction
very serious draft rigging damage

will

follow.

THERMAL BRAKE

TEST.

the simplest and most accurate
method of determining brake efficiency-.
test

is

can be

It

made

after descending a lew

miles of steep grade and consists mereh'
of touching one or
lightly

and

note

the

more wheels per car
hand to

(luickly with one's

comparative

wheels the more

Plainl}' the hotter the

braking

was

done.

temperatures.

Also,

where

the

majority of the wheels are well heated
tlie

})roves

As

any car has cold wheels
that its brake has done no wor'K.
braking powcT of a car should Ije

fa(t that

tlie

a certain projiortion of
**

Trifles

its

make

em]ity weight

tires.

INCOMING BRAKE TEST.
To maintain

freight brakes efficiently

and ecomically with the minimum delay
to trains demands that any defective
brakes in same l)e found on arrival, instead
of just before the outgoing train should

depart
test,

This requires the incoming brake

.

made

On

as follows:

stopping train where

it is

to be

left,

engineman should at once add to whatever brake pipe reduction was required
for the stop enough to make a total reduc-

Brakeman should not
engineman

close angle cocks until

signals

(one blast of whistle) that application

is

Inspectors should be present

com])leted.

and

at this time

at once proceed to inspect

train quickly for brake defects only, indi-

chalk marks on

cating

same

cars.

This inspection should

b}- suitable

l)e

finished

within ten or twelve minutes from time
application

rendering

is
it

com]')leted so as to avoid

unduly severe as regards

brake cylinder hnxkage. On com])leti()n
they should then make any ncMnled rel)airs ])roniptly op-

any

mark

cars that cannot

for re])air tracks

be otherwise re-

])aire(l.

perfection, but perfection
Michael Aiujclo

—

and

not only

in use of the driver brake witli-

tion of 25 pounds.

The thermal or wheel temperature brake

it

detects defective })rakes early, but aids

equally important

in season to let the slack

lOngine-

this test of driver

tender brakes each trip as

and on an

that the head engineman ease
ually

should

is

no

trifle"

The Cornerstone

of the Baltimore

By Elizabeth

NOW

that the whole country is
looking forward to the coming
celebration of the centennial of
our imperishable national anthem,
the Star Spangled Banner, Baltimore &
Ohio folks will be interested in some
hitherto unpublished facts regarding the
first monument ever erected to George
Washington, w^hich every school child

knows crowns Mt. Vernon Square

in

Baltimore.
It is not generally known that the man
who built the monument also cut and
laid the cornerstone of our railroad, the
oldest one in the world.
The dear little
old lady in our family who told me these
things was born in the house then standing on the southwest corner of what is

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J^^^^

&

Ohio

P. Irving

now known

as Mt. Vernon Place, but
then was called Howard's Woods. Col.
Howard's house was on one of the other
corners. Her grandfather, Nicholas Hitzelberger, built the monument, her family
still possesses the old sun dial by which
the workmen told the hours in thogfe
days they worked from sun-up to sundown the saw with which they shaped
the marble blocks and a copper dipper,
fashioned from the same metal from
which they made the rivets which hold

—

—

the stones together.

The

figure of

George Washington

is

in

three pieces, with iron bars run through
arms and body to hold them together.
While the head piece was still on the
ground, her grandfather seated her

^^^^^,^^^^^^1^^^^^^^^,^^

^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ >

^kiL^i^L^:^^'

tv

y^^

KEPRODUCED FROM PHOTOGRAPH OF ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT ON WHICH WAS
WRITTEN THE BALTIMORE & OHIO CORNERSTONE INSCRIPTION

I'lii'.

H\i;riM()Ki':

and

oiiio

inollicr, then a little child on tho top of
tho stono head, tolling hor that when it
was placcnl way up in tlie air. she could toll

how

was and that sh(^ had
worknicMi used a 1)0\ and
an old fashioned windlass for haul in«2j the
artisans up and down and her mother a;id
people*
sat

upon

little

it.

sister

hi^

it

T\w

used to light visitors up to

the top of th(* monument as, of course,
there were no gas or ehu'tric lights in
those days.

Mary afterwards married
Henning, whose father's four
177(3.
brothers were in the war of
Nicholas Hitzelberger was a corporal in
The

little

David

^;.MI»L()^ i;s

m aca/im-:

r,i

which \\;is used diu'ing the ceremonies, and the original paper containing the wording which he engraved as the

a})roii

inscription.

Those old

i)atriots,

who

made Baltimore what

she is t()<la\', did
not stop to consider*'what's in it for me'.^"
They fought and built for the good of the
coimtry.
David Henning's father and
brother built Fort McHenry, and the
first postoffice Baltimore had.
"(.Irundys
Row" on Biddle Street at the foot of
Bolton, is still standing as evidence of
their good work.

My

David

own mother was carried as a litth^
child on the arm of her father to witness
the laying of the cornerstone of "our"

Henning's brother John. The chief interest in this i^)v us employ es of the Baltimore ct Ohio is the fact that this man
cut and laid the cornerstone of our Road.
His descendants still have the Masonic

and we have all been born with
a chip on both shoulders ready to fight
at an}' time for the Star Spangled l^a liner and the Baltimore iV: Ohio Hailroad.

the

war

of

1812,

as

was

also

railroad,

y^M:£\

Death Claims William West Ruth
Freight Agent
ILLTAM WEST
Y^
agent
VV
freight

lU^TH,

foreign

of the (Jomi)any,died

the Biedler-SellmanSanitarium,
Baltimore, on Sunday, July 5th,
from kidney lesion, l)rought on by high
blood pressure. Tlie funeral services were
lield the following Wednesday from St.
Michael and All Angels' Protestant Ki)iscopal Church at Baltimore, the rector.
Rev. Charles Fiske, ofhciating, and interat

in Loudon Park Cemetery.
Officers of the Company were his ])allbearers.
Thev were James S. Murrav,

ment was

— Foreign

assistant to ])resident V. J. ( 'ouse, assistant foreign freight agent, New York:
G. Quarles McComas, of the treasury
department; H. O. Hartzell, assistant
general indu.strial agent:
R. Askew,
division frcMght agent, and Mark W.
Pryor, chief clerk of the foreign fi'eiglii
;

W

.

de])artment.
A native of Maryland, Mr. Ruth s])eni
his boyhood near Port Deposit, and when
a young man entered the service of the
I^altimore ik Ohio.
He was sent to
(.'hicago

to

<lo

clerical

work,

remained
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there for a time, and was afterwards sent
to Cincinnati in a clerical capacit}-.
Later he was called to Baltimore, and was
made traveling freight agent on the Winchester Division of the Ro^d, spending
several years in

a fidelity to the interests of the Baltimore
& Ohio but also a splendid personal loyalty and fondness for Mr. Ruth.
He was
kind and considerate to all his men,
and would give' them every privilege
consistent with

His
promotion

work.

this

next

the interests of
the
Company.

was in 1910 when
he was appointed assistant chief
clerk in the gende-

freight

eral

and

partment,

from
was

During

this

post

advanced

to commercial
freight agent in
1911.
The fol-

lowing year

his first

year's work as
foreign
freight
agent, this fine
loyalty and devotion to duty
were largely responsible for the
material increase

made

in the

business
foreign

he

of the
freight

was promoted to

department.

foreign
freight
agent.
Practically the

of

same

The home life
Mr. Ruth is

worthy of note.
He was married

working

force

of sixteen
in the foreign freight de-

for
twenty-five
years, and there

partment, as had
been under the
jurisdiction of R.
B. Ways, former

him and

men,

existed between
his wife

a

singularly

beautiful

foreign
freight
agent, continued
as the assistants
of Mr.
Ruth,

affec-

He was

tion.

intensely fond of

spending
leisure

home, and when,
on account of

WTIXTAM WEST RUTH

when he assum-

ed this position.
Perhaps it was because Mr. Ruth was a
thoroughly self-made man that he understood other men so well. And this understanding promoted among his associates
in the soliciting department, not only

the nature of his
work, it was necessary for him to spend
ten days or two weeks on the road, he
was often accompanied by Mrs. Ruth.
A home association of this nature is
strongly indicative of high character.

The Cortege
By
Afar

I

see

it

;

solemnly

it

the ivy-covered arch of stone:

Beneath

it

passes; hark! a deep bell

Sadly, as though the sorrov^ were

*'M'

The

rolls

Toward

its

tolls,

own.

his

time at

cortege

now

is

on God's hallowed acre,

At rest before a fresh-made

mound

Another soul, called upward by
Obedient, wings in peace

its

its

of clay;

Maker,

homeward way.

CONSTRUCTION

New
•^
Ax
__,

Connection at

imi)ortaiit addition to its facili-

ties for

handling business in the

IS^^ Xew York terminals was made
& Ohio Railroad, when
a new freight station was opened at
Long Island City on Jul}' 1st. It is
known as the Long Island City-Queensboro Terminal, and is located at the
by the Baltimore

and Fourteenth
Current New. York rates apply

foot of Thirteenth

Streets.

to

and

New York Terminals
from the new depot. Shi])ments in any
quantity are handled through the new
terminal,
which has direct connections

with

other

York harbor, as

terminals

New

in

well as with the entire

territory

reached by the Baltimore

Ohio and

its

exceptions

connecting
are

the

Sc

The only

lines.

usually

artich^s

from such terminals, which
be handled as heretofore.

restricted

will

Staff Training for Line Officers
^T^lO
*
I

»^Sg|

tlu^ knowledge of its
and give tlu^ni the ben-

broaden

officials
efit of

a thorough training in the

nietliods of administering tlie affairs of

the

Company

in

the general offices at

])romoti()n to
sibility.

dents,

of greater res|)on-

Under the new arrangement,

officials in

service,

])()siti()ns

the o])erating biancli of

including

assistant

trainmasters

and,

in

the

su])erinten-

some

in-

Baltimore, the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

stances,

road has inaugurated a plan of i)utting
division officers through a course of

ferred to Baltimore so that they can stud}'

employment which

])oint ot the general officers.

its

will

(H|ui])

tluin for

their

subordinati^s,

are

trans-

the problems of operation from the view-

While the
5^

»
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thus engaged, their sub-

staff officials are

ordinate

regular

discharge the

officials

This has the double
advantage of equipping the men lower
in rank to qualify when vacancies occur.
The officials who take the course in

duties of the office.

employed

the general offices are

for a

period in the transportation department,
in maintenance of way work, in the

power

motive

New
N

o

the

office,

Tunnels

accounting,

Named

the Magnolia Cut-off improve-

ment, the

new

double-t^ack line

which the Baltimore and Ohio
building between Orleans
is
Road and Little Cacapon, W. Va., a
distance of eleven miles and which extends the Road's four-track system east
of
Cumberland, Md., and saves six
miles, the four tunnels will be named for
three of the Company's former chief
Railroad

tonnage, discipline, employment, station service, rates of pay and
other bureaus of the operatmg service, so
that when they return to their respective
divisions it will be with a general knowlstatistical,

edge of the relation of their work to the
operation of the property.
cials

are in the

stantly,

and

Baltimore

Several

offi-

offices

con-

their places are filled

when

they go back to their regular duties.

after Chief Engineers
engineers

—James

L.

Graham and D. D.

Randolph,
Carothers

J.

—and

M.
the

chief
engineer,
Francis Lee
Mr. Randolph was the chief
engineer from 1863 to 1883; Mr. Graham
mied the office from 1899 to 1904; Mr.
Carothers from 1904 to 1909 and Mr.
Stuart was appointed in 1911. Mr. Stuart started his career as a boy under en-

present
Stuart.

gineer Randolph.

Current Writings of Baltimore and Ohio Men
and on Baltimore and Ohio Development

TIHE June issue

Railway Master

the various line officers as regards the

^^^^ Mechanic contains an article by
M. K. Barnum, general mechan-

those on hand and the responsibility for

of

^^

ical engineer,

on the relations between
and other depart-

the placing of orders are clearly and ably

he lays special stress upon

In the same publication, J. S. Sheaf e,
master mechanic at Clifton, Staten Island,
writes on the roundhouse and fuel econ-

supply departments
ments.

In

it

the necessity for maintaining the mini-

mum
in

supply of

railroad

ing the

ordering of suppHes, the supervision of

all

work,

maximum

staple articles

and

of

supply.

needed

not exceed-

The

duties of

discussed.

omy.

He

bilities of

contrasts the relative possi-

watching the consumption of

'riii;

coal

ill

liic

wd

HALiiMoin;

macazim

is

l:\II•l.(>^

In the July 11th i»ur of linilway Ut-

luumlliousc and on the road,
a bet-

vicw there ai)pears a comi)rehensive ar-

chance of giving adequate supervision
roundhouse

on the new ''GOOO" type locomotive
on our lines, illustrated with
l)hotograph and diagrams.
Tlu^ first of a series of articles on
''lioadbed and Terminal Improvements,"

bringing out the point that tliore
ter

oiiio

is

ticle

now

to this im])ortant item at the
tlian

on the road.

He

also brings out

strongly the inii)orlance of the personality of the

from

road foreman

in getting re-

The balance

in us(^

of the

a very comprehensive (lescri})tion of re-

devoted to a technical discussion of the various causes which bring
about fuel waste and tlu^best methods for

and projected construction
work on our lines, illustrated wjth a
number of photographs, also a])pears in

their prevention.

this issue.

sults

article

his crews.

cent, present

is

i:iiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiii;L;i!i!'!iJiiii:iii:;>!;!'iiii!iii;iiiiiL:iiiriiii:i
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THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
By

THOMAS DREIER

(Reprinted from Metal Worker, Plumber and Steam Fitter)

THE SECRET

not a secret.
Nor is it something new. Nor is it
To become more successful, become more efficient.
Do the little things better. So work that you will require less supervision.
The least supervision is needed by the person who makes the fewest mistakes. Do
of success

something hard

is

to secure.

what you can do and what you should do for the institution for which you are working,
and do it in the right way, and the size of your income will take care of itself. Let
your aim ever be to better the work you are doing. But remember always that you

The thoughts

cannot better the work you are doing without bettering yourself.

that

you think, the words that you speak, and the deeds you perform are making you either
Realize with Henley that you are the master of your fate and the

better or worse.

captain of your soul.

You can be what you

service to others.

an employe, strive

If

to

will be.

make

Forget yourself in rendering

yourself of greater value to your

Think of yourself as being in
maker and seller of service, and ever
bend your thought and your energies toward the improvement of your product. The
wise manufacturer never injures his machinery wilfully. Your body, your mind, your
soul serve as your plant.
Eat and drink only that which will nourish your body,
employer.

Look upon

yourself as a manufacturer.

Regard yourself

business for yourself.

as a

entertain only those thoughts that will enrich your mind, and

if

you feed your body

with the best physical food and your mind with the best mental food you will build up a
service Factory that will find

Quality Service.
is

not crowded.

right

where you

It

wants

There
are.

is

products in constant demand.

its

to

a

pay for

it.

It is

paying for

all

The world
it

can

get.

is

hungry

for

The market

There is a chance for you
chance for you right now.
Your reward will take care of itself.
to start is Now.

The time

—

You May Save Some
Read
post

this page

—cut

—

Child's Life

out the verses which follow and
read them and learn

them where the children can

"Nevers'^ for Children
Edward

L. Tinker,

in Leslie's

Never cross the tracks by night or by day.
Without stopping to listen and look each way.

Never walk along the railroad ties
can't always trust your ears and eyes.

You

Never hop a freight, for nothing quite heals
The wound received under grinding wheels.
Never, on a hot or sunny day.
Sit beneath a box car to rest or play.

Never crawl under a car of freight,
When the crossing's blocked play safe and wait.

—

Never board, or alight from, a train that
Accidents daily its dangers are proving.

is

moving,

Never play games 'round the tracks at the station
There are much safer places to seek recreation.
Never leave on the rail any spikes or bars.
Because, in this way, you may wreck the cars.

Never a railroad bridge should you cross,
train may come and result in your loss.

A

Never pick up coal 'round the railroad yard,
A train may catch you off your guard.

M:
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AGRICULTURE
.^ijfc

^

^-xa

Marketing Fruit
By

J.

H.

Stewart

Agricultural Agent

WHEN we

take into consideration
the fact that the States through
which the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad System operates, produce at least eighty ])er cent, of all the
apples grown in the United States, the

subject of the production, as well as the

marketing of this very desirable j^roduet,
As
is worthy of profound consideration.
a prerequisite of successful packing and
marketing of fruit, it must be understood
that there are conditions which lie Lack

5^

T.

A WKLL DEVELOPED, WELL LOADEl> IHEE
57
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of that that are indispensable, namely,
that the orchard should be properly located; that only those varieties which are
adapted to that locality should be planted;
that the trees should be properly selected,
carefully pruned, cultivated and sprayed;

The consumer's ideals are
constantly improving under these practices and his demands upon the producer
will be greater all the while.
One of the ways in which growers, as
well as consumers, can greatly improve
exacting.

PICKING AND PACKING
that nothing necessary to develop a well
tree and keep it in goocl health
should be neglected. An ill-kept, diseased tree will not produce good fruit.
The most important one thing in successful packing of fruit is to have high
This means that
class fruit to be packed.
every condition precedent to success must
be observed rigidly. A tree having too
many apples must be thinned and a fruit

grown

must be produced which

is free from
worms, diseases, blemishes and bruises.
Great progress has been made in the pro-

duction of better fruit all over our country, but there is still more progress to be
made in this direction and as these improvements are put into practice the

market demands become more and more

and practices, both in the
production and packing of fruit, is to
visit the best fruit exhibitions which their
time and means will permit. These exhibitions are educational in the highest
sense and one who is interested in the

in their ideals

subject will get more correct ideas and
learn more about all the essential points
of the business in a few days visit to one
of these exhibitions than in any other
way. Later in the season these exhibitions will be well advertised so that any

one may know in time where and when
they are to be held.
In picking the fruit, care must be exercised that the fruit is removed without
breaking the stem, thus causing a wound
upon the apple, m.arring its appearance

I'm; liAi/riMoKM

and

oiiio i:.\ii'L()^is \i\(. a/ink

time opciiiiiji; a way for
apples must be han(lle(l l)y
hand and not i)oure(l out aud tliey should
be broujzjht to the packing table fre(^ from

and at
decay.

bruises.

tlu' t^aiiio

The

Wormy,

ill-shaped,

unmerchant-

able fruit should not come to the packing
In piekinji; apples there are varitable.
ous vessels used, includintj; a picking apron,
in the selection (jf which the jirower may,
of course, exercise his inchvidual taste.
It is a good idea to have sonu^ of (»ach of
these vehicles as the picker himself may
have a choice as to the kind of vessel
which he will use. It is to be presumed
that pickers will be schooled in the proper
attention against unnecessary injury to
the trees and required to bring the highest
per cent, of uninjured fruit to the packing

the ([uantity of fruit to be picked
b(4ng secondary to the points mentioned.
That is to say, a careless picker can destroy far more fruit in a very short time
tal)le,

than his daily wage amounts to and in
such cases it should be observed that the

frui(
is

which

is

most

likely

to

be

iiijiiicd

of the highest (juality.

There should be a uniform grading of
The j)ractice
apples in each package.
which is some times followecl of facing the
jxickage with high-colored ai)ples and
tilling in the middle with smaller, lowgrade fruit will not succeed. It is not
honest it is an attempt to sell the fruit
under false pretenses and whoever tries
the
it
will quickly get a name upon
market which will work him nothing but
;

practice now among all good
to maintain as nearly as possible the same grade of fruit from one end
of the package to the other.
The package most used among eastern
injury.

growers

fruit

The

is

growers

is

the barrel.

There should

not be more than alujut three classes of
apples used in this package.
That is
to say, Xos. 1, 2 and 3, or "Fancy,"
"Choice" and ''Good."
Low^er grade
fruit should be classed as ''Windfalls"
and so branded. The name of the

GO
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grower and his location should appear on
each package. Low grade apples may
be shipped in bulk. Eastern growers as
yet have not adopted extensively the box
for an apple package but as their practices in the production of fruit improve it

adapted to boxes. What
is that apples not suited
for desert purposes may never be very
But it may
popular for box packing.
be taken as a rule that all varieties of
apples which are desirable for eating out
of apples are not

is

meant by

this

A CHOICE PACK OF PRIZE TAKERS
Why

not pack the choice fruit from your locality this

will be possible for them to do so with
success and profit.
It is believed that
the time is coming when all choice apples
will be packed in boxes.
For obvious
reasons this package is for city markets
far more preferable than any other.
In
the meantime, it is well for every grower
to learn how to pack apples in boxes,
although he may not handle the bulk of
his crop in that way.
Certain varieties

of

way?

hand may be considered as box apples
Every grower

when properly grown.

should secure the best publications of the
National and State departments and colleges
of
agriculture and experiment
stations upon the subject of production
and packing. A few of these institutions have issued really good publications
on, these subjects.
It is to be presumed that every grower

THE
of

any

siguiticiuicc

BAl/lLMOlU:

is

AM) OHIO KMl'LOYES MAGAZINE

a subscriber fur the
and that he is

best fruit growers' journals

thoroughly infornietl on all thc\' have to
say on these subjects. The annual cost
of several of these i)uljlications is very
triHing and there is no reason why every
grower should not be a regular subscriber.
The marketing of fruit is a business in
itself.
The old-time way of every grower
handling his own crop is going out of
vogue and wherever it is practiced it
results in serious losses aggregating for
any fruit growing state an immense sum

01

to be greatly regretted that there is
not a single as.sociation whicli approximates in its successful handling of any
agricultural crop or fruit the work which
is being done by the California association. In every large fruit growing section
there should be an association through
which all the fruit is handled. This will
insure against excessive charges and improper practices on the part of bu\'crs and
commission men. It will carry the fruit
where the best niarket is and keej) it away
from congestecl j^nints. In the Potomac
it is

OFF TO MARKKT
annually.

It

is

suggested for those fruit

growing sections along the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad System that they make a
thorough study of the methods and success of the Southern California Fruit
Growers' Association, the most successful
selling organization among fruit producing sections in the western continent.
Considering the immense production of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad territorv

is an opening for this sort of
undertaking at this time and the same
may be said of every well developed fruit
growing section along the System.
The successful and profit al)le market-

regions there

ing of agricultural crops, j)articularly
perishable crops, such as fruits, is as big
a business as the j^roduction and within
it lies the greatest of the unsolved problems for the producer.
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The International Council of Women
ancient nor modern
zation
Australia, Canada, France, and
NEITHER
many
while
the United
Rome ever witnessed such an
in
countries,

as-

in

size and
more backward coun-

semblage as held the public attention in the Eternal City for almost
the entire month of May and not even in
the days when Rome ruled the world were

States others are
strength.
In the

there uttered in her great forum w^ords
farther reaching and more significant than

various societies of women, and Councils
exist in Bulgaria, Servia, and Greece^
while in Rdumania, Turkey and South
•Africa there are committees trying to preThe new
pare the way for Councils.
Council of Portugal has just been adA large number of the ablest
mitted.
women in Russia have for years appealed
to the government to permit them to form
one, but have been peremptorily refused;
nevertheless they alwaj^s send delegates
to the international meetings and had at
least twenty at Rome, including three
physicians, several members of the nobility, and the wife of the ConstitutionThere are
alist leader, Paul Milyonkov.
National Councils in all other European
countries, except Spain and in Argentina,
which are represented in these international meetings by the ablest among

;

have been spoken in

this

Congress of

Women

representing the nations of the
There has been none of the fiery
earth.
eloquence of those matchless Roman
orators, inciting to war and conquest, but
only the simple sincerity of appeals for
the practical effort which shall make
humanity better, happier, and of more
value. This International Council, representing the women of twenty-four countries, is to-day the largest organized force
in existence for its important objects,

comprising through its affiliated National
Councils not less than 6,000,000 women,
as nearly as can be computt^d.
These National Councils have no individual members, but are made up in
each country of such organizations of
women as choose to become auxiliar}^
In Germany, for instance, all of any consequence, except the Red ( 'ross, belong to
the Council and represent a membership
It is the leading organiof half a million.

of

greater

Europe it is the only one that has
been able to secure cooperation among the

tries of

members.
While any kind

their

of an association of wojoin a (.'ouncil, the distinctive
lines of international work are carried on

men may

by standing committees, which can only
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is the power of sufforbearance, perseverance.
Patience is all of these and more,
It is not a virtue
it is a virtue.
that 'i^iines forth heroically and l)rilliantly,
but a virtue nevertheless and a most important one.
Patience, combined with the will to do,
spells perseverance, and perseverance isthe
Patience, therefore,
essence of success.
might be called the handmaid of success.
"Ideal" the youth, b"strides the fleetfooted courser ^'Enthusiasm" and dashes
away to ]j blaze the trail, to set the
standard and lead the way; but an

fcrins;,

by itself is but an ideal and
can accomplish little unless folloA\-ing
enthusiasm comes patience to sustain
the ideal and lend the force to put it

ideal

through.

Coupled with tlie power of resistance,
becomes forbearance, the mother
of sweet charit}' w^hose companions are
sympathy and mercy.
])atience

Observations
few mediums
THAT
an opportunity
f7^r>r.

human

afford as

good

admitted. The
majestic ocean liner and the sumptuous
Pidlman coach often furnish a costly and
elaborate setting for the same old human
nature that jostles us on the street or
treads on our feet in the crowded trolleyjiretty generally

car.

Boarding a troll(\v car and seating ourselves comfortably, if we can find a seat.
or otherwise hanging uncomfortably to a

I

MACAZINK

:S

6,S

tlit work and proj^rcss
tecs are read to the Jntci-

N'aluable reports of

commit

national Council and later published in
pamphlets.
From ''A World's Conj^ress

—

Women,"

of

})v

Ida Husted Harper,

the Atnrrinin Review of Reiietrs for

in

.Iul\'.

a Virtue

is

is the first, last and ])ractimeans by which may l>e borne

Patience
cally only

innumerable forms of suffering to
which flesh is heir.
Patience bestows many and rich gifts.

the

Toman

she gives the elements of success,

fame and fortune, and many other things
as

Avell,

but to

est treasures.

woman she gives her dearTo woman she gives the

charm of graciousness, that ''Open Sesame" to every heart :slie gives her the
power of self-sacrifice, and an endurance
in suffering that is the marvel of the
world: she gives her the staff of fortitude
on which to lean, when trials beset her:
the spirit of kindness to be her guide, and
gentleness to mark her course; she crowns
her with grace and every attribute of
nol)le womanhood, and puts into her hand
the magic wand of love.
Patience comes not unbidden, but
must be constantly courted, and being
once acquired, should be worn as a pre-

cious jewel!

From

for the study of
nature as does travel, is

»^

l'l.<

of these
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M

were added at this meet in^ one on Trades,
Professions, and EniploNincnts for women.

loniKMl hy unaiiimoiis consent of all
(
'ouncils, and thoso in the order
Peace
of their adoption are as follows:
and Arbitration, The Le^al Position of
Women, Suffraojc and Rights of Citizenship. Eqnal Moral Standard and Traffic
in Women, Public HeaUh, Education,
Emigration, an<l Inunitcrntion. To these
1)('

Patience

1

A

Trolley Car

we look about and take in
the immediate surroundings.
Xo, do not try to see in that direction,
impossible through the crowd.
it
is
Turn around and lo(jk the other wa>'.
Never mind if the poor woman's market
basket does obstruct your view; she
would gladly sit down if she could find a
seat, and set the basket down, too. but
there is not room for even it.
Bc'fore you try to look out of the window just glance over the crowd. Do you
notice that the seats are full of men and
strap, suppose

—
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You see,
the aisle is full of women?
the men want to read th'eir papers and
it is much easier to read when comfortably seated than while standing up.
If you try to look out of the window
now you will find that two or three men
and a suffragette looking person have
spread their papers so wide open that you
will have trouble locating your street
unless they leave the car before you do.
See those children across the aisle,
how attractive they are. Only one
grown-up to take care of ten of them, yet
how well behaved they are probably
some of the ''Fresh Air" httle folks on
an outing.
Did you see that man snatch something
almost from under the wheels of the car?
^no it's a waist
and
It looks like a jacket
here comes the other man who dropped
it as he crossed the street in front of
the car; it took some shouting to make
him turn around, too. He was marching off serenely with an empty paper

—

—

—

wrapper tucked carefully under his arm.
Fancy if he had reached the dressmaker's

ALL
AUNTIE:

IN

without his wife's blue chiffon waist, or
if the car had run over it.

The

distinguished looking gentlegiving up his seat for that stout
lady; yes, and there is another man
standing up, and another. The tall
gentleman is beckoning the ladies forward and seating them as fast as they
arrive.
Why bless me, all the ladies are
seated! Really the men on this car are

man

tall,

is

very gallant, all they need is someone to
take the lead and jog their memories a bit.
Keep your eyes open now, there is
usually something worth looking at along
this dirty, busy thoroughfare.
Trucks
paint shop more trucks plumber shop
barber shop you can see the barber
through the open door. He is trying to
shave a man's upper lip and is holding
him by the nose as if it were a handle put

—

—

there for that purpose.

And

sides life teems and
There are many points
of vantage from which to view it, if one
cares to, and the trolley car is perhaps
as good as any.
so,

on

all

seethes about us.

THE POINT OF VIEW

Shocking!

—

—
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Question Box
T^^JTv"

^

What Would

YOUR

YOU

Print in

Magazine?

The interest shown in this department to date has been highly gratifying when
considered from the standpoint of the number of repHes received to the problems
On the other hand, very few men have made original suggestions or inquiries
l^rinted.
about the various features of railroad service.
In an organization extending over almost 5,000 miles of line and composed of
over 70,000 employes, there must be ideas and questions constantly arising which
would be of great value to the service as a whole if given publicity in this dej^artnicnt.
While it is our intention to publish for discussion all available suggestions and inquiries
submitted, our readers will readily understand that certain of them cannot be profitablj' printed.
For instance, where a suggestion for a change in some feature, let
us say, of track construction is made, and when change is at variance with standard
practice for that operation, it will be readily seen that it could not be profital)ly discussed in the Magazine.
It has been suggested that we ask for inquiries and suggestions relative to the
three largest divisions of operation, viz.: conducting transportation, motive power
and mauitenance of wa^-. What do you think of this?
It has also been thought that the publishing of the names of the most recent
books on the many subjects bearing directly and indirectly on railroads would l)e
interesting to our readers and we shall be glad to have their opinion on this also.
If
such a review were started, it is possible we could arrange with publishers to sui)])ly
books to employes at less than retail rates.
A\'hat would our readers think of publishing in the ]\Iagazin(^ examples of fine
writing from the works of authors whose ability is now established beyond question?
To l)e specific, would it be interesting for 3'ou to hnd in the Octol)er issue, let us say,
a masterpiece of description from that universally admired epic novel of \'ictor Hugo,
''Les Miserables?"
Or do you think you would enjo}' an example of fine narration
from one of Tolstoi's, Stevenson's or Mark Twain's works?
It has been interesting to the writer to note the number of persons in the service
who like to write poetry, and we have wondered if they would be as fond of reading
and studying in each issue of the Magazine a master])iece of poetry from Shakcsjieare,
Longfellow, Tennyson, Poe, or some one of the other great poets, as they seem to be
of writing.
C5
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Up to this time employes have been asking questions of the Magazine. Now
Magazine is asking certain questions of them. Upon the repUes received will
depend very largely whether or not we make the suggested innovations. Do not think
that because you are not far advanced in the service, your opinion will not be appreWe hope to hear from employes in many capacities
ciated and considered. It will.
Answer these questions specifically or tell us in
and from all over the System.
general how you think your Magazine can be improved.
the

Many
The

following

Solved Problems Successfully
additional

correct

answers were received in reply to the
problem printed on page 67 of the
April issue: R. A. Sherwood, agent,
L. S. & M. S., Miller, Indiana; C. L.
Culberson, Octa, Ohio; E. M. Wells,
foreman. Water Station, Newark Division;

C. A.

Russell,

Columbus

freight

house.
Additional correct answers to problem
No. 3 which appeared in the May issue
were received from: S. Phillips, mason
helper, Cleveland, Ohio; J. L. Shiland,
Painesville, Ohio; R. L. Taylor.
Additional correct answers to problem
No. 4, printed in the May issue, were
G. M. Tipton, C. B.
received from:
agent, Connellsville, Pa.; D. S. Fetters,
office of division engineer, Connellsville,
Pa.; Barton Curran, yard clerk, C. H. &
D. R'y, North Lima, Ohio; R. L. Taylor;
J. C. Carpenter, agent, Arden, West Virginia; W. J. Harris, operator, Byers Junction, Ohio; J. L. Shiland, Painesville,
Ohio; O. E. Lane, operator, 0. T. Dept.,
Chicago Junction, Ohio; J. W. Kennedy,
assistant agent. Hundred, West Virginia;
M. J. Merrill, car inspector, Meadow Run
Yards, Wells ton, Ohio.
Problem No. 5, which appeared in the
June issue, created a great deal of interest
among the readers of the Magazine.
Correct replies were received from the
following: D. O'Leary, timekeeper, Baltimore & Ohio C. T. R. R.; Charles P.
McEvoy, clerk, office of president. Central Building, Baltimore, Md.; J. E.
Albright, agent. Sand Patch, Pa.; B.
Buelterman, clerk, C. H. & D. R'y Co.,
Brighton Station, Cincinnati, Ohio; John
M. Turrell, third telegrapher, Vincennes,
Ind., Baltimore & Ohio S. W. R. R.; J. S.

Wetherall, yardmaster, Baltimore & Ohio
yards, Bridgeport, Ohio; J. E. Sullivan,
West End brakeman, Keyser, West Virginia; F. F. Maloney, operator, Dundas,
Ohio; H. R. Rock, operator, Standley

Tower, Ohio; Herman Lowe, Hunting-

West Virginia; LeRoy Swornstedt,
road foreman, Toledo Division, C. H. &
D. R'y, Lockland, Ohio; G. M. Kilmer,
ton,

car record clerk, Cumbo, West Virginia;
James W. Pledge, conductor, Baltimore

Division, Riverside; Fred Nodocker, assistant timekeeper, C. T. department,
St.

George, N. Y.; John Drennan,

Jr.,

Elyria, Ohio; W. E. Stanton, telegraph
operator, Hamden, Ohio; James H. Six,
Wheeling Division, Mannington, West
Virginia; E. S. Spiker, brakeman, Hagerstown, Md.; F. G. Hadley, freight agent,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio; E. B. McCord, trackman, Monongah Division, Orlando, West
Virginia; C. B. Ritchie, clerk, G. P.
office, Cincinnati, Ohio; C. A. Mobley,
engineer, Shenandoah Division, Bruns-

wick, Md.; A. B. Reid, yard clerk, Ohio
Junction, Ohio; J. L. Higgins, agent.
Junction, Illinois; J. A. R. Buhrow, extra
agent and operator, Toledo Division;
Whitefield, Ohio; L. A. Jeanne, office of
superintendent of shops, Mt. Clare, Md.;
A. L. Mehrling, Mt. Royal Station, Baltimore, Md.; William D. White, office
coal and coke receipts, Baltimore, Md.;
W. E. Dodds, Towerman, Springfield,
Illinois; R. P. Hennessy, car service department; F. W. Knight, telegraph
operator, Grafton, West Virginia; J. A.
Fogt, section foreman, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Fred -Moran, Bays, Ohio; 0. Frank,
telegraph student, Mt. Clare Junction;
F. R. Albernathy, agent, Lebanon, III.;

R.A.Morgan, Buckhannon, West Virginia.
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problem No. 5 is as follows:
"Y," ])icks up car C, hacks out cast on main line
a<^ain, moves forward west on main line, picks up car A ahead of car
and moves
botli car A and car C down past the west switch of "Y," leaving:; them there.
Engine then hacks in, moving car B up into th(^ nock of the ''Y," leaves it thcTc and
coiTCH't yoliitiuii for

lMijj;iMC

lu^ads in cast side of

(

'.

.iioes

out the cast

sid(^

of the " Y,''

EA5T

now

facing east instead of west.

Main Line 5inale Track

I^ngine l)acks

down

wn^r-^
.

track past west switch of ''Y," heads in "Y," and pulls car H hack to original
backs out of west side of "Y," couples to cars C and A, pulls them down
track dropping A in original position on main line, then placing C on cast side of " Y"
and proceeding.
l)osition,

Personal Injury Reduction
Standing of Divisions, showing progress made in personal injury reduction
(killed

and injured)

for last five

months

of fiscal

year 1914, over same period 1913.

Decrease

Monongah

20^

Connellsville

82^

Newcastle

35^ c

Baltimore

Pittsburgh

W[

Wheeling

3.7^

Shenandoah

28*^"^'

Ohio River

1.2^;;

Chicago

n^

Philadelphia

'-2^6

Cumberland

24'^^

Illinois...

1.2^;

Newark

24^:;

Indiana

29^

Cleveland

22^ ^

Ohio.

68<;^o

^

'(

(

^

Decrease

\1\(
;

^

Increase

Relations Between Supply Department and

Other Departments
By M. K. Barnum, General Inspector Machinery and Equipment,
in '^Railway

MOST
have

of the larger railroads

Master Mechanic''

now

a separate supply department for the handling of material
required for

construction and

maintenance work, but the organization
and status of the supply department
On some
varies on different railroads.
roads a vice-president has been appointed
to take charge of the supplies for all departments, while on the majority of roads
the purchasing agent is at the head of the
There are other
supply department.
roads where the purchasing agent simply
does the buying, and a general storekeeper has separate jurisdiction over the
receiving, distributing and accounting for

material.
On railroads which have a separate supply department the best results can only

obtained by thorough cooperation
the supply department and
the mechanical, maintenance of way
and transportation departments. There
seems to be a tendency on roads, where
there is a separate supply department, for
the mechanical and maintenance of w^ay
departments to feel a lack of responsibilit}^ in the matter of keeping the general
storekeeper fully advised as to their prospective needs, and also as to any responsibility for an excessive accumulation of
stock.
As a rule the average stock of
staple articles should be kept up b}^ the
supply department without special request or requisitions from the departments which are to use the material, but
in order that there may not be an excess
of material over and above prospective
needs, the mechanical, maintenance of
way and transportation departments

be

between

lis

should keep the general storekeeper and
the division storekeepers fully advised
of all unusual increases or decreases in the

demand
For

for supplies.

other than staple supthe original requisitions should be
approved by the master mechanic, division engineer or trainmaster, according to
whichever department is to use them, and
in the case of tools and other articles
which are special or unusually expensive
the requisitions should be approved by
the head of the department by which they
are required.
On some roads the approving of requisitions comes to be a matter of routine, so that many of the signatures are perfunctory, and have little or
no value so far as actually censuring the
requisitions is concerned.
This method
tends to delay the handling of requisitions, and frequently results in carelessness in the ordering of supplies which
are special, either in their character or
quantit}'.
For these reasons, requisitions
should, as a rule, be approved by those
who afhx their personal signatures, and
should not go to officials who delegate a
chief clerk, or someone with even less
practical experience, to sign the name of
the superior official.
Shortage of material must necessaril}^
occur at times, no matter how large or
varied a stock is carried, but the department requiring material can do much to
prevent such shortages by anticipating
its needs sufficiently in advance, and by
keeping the division storekeeper and
general storekeeper fully advised as to
the progress of the work for which the
As a rule the masmaterial is required.
plies,

all articles,

Tin: HAI/n.MOKI.
tor

mechanic who works

with the

in closest

storekeeper

ch vision

AM)

is

<»lilt)

suri)lus

responsibility for

any

surplus,

and

only complain when there is a shortage,
but the division superintendent, master

Who

means an investment

is

it his duty to make freq\iently a
thorough inspection of all material carried on hand for the lienefit of the mechanical department, and he should hold
his various foremen resj)onsil)le for watching the stock in which each one is chic^Hy
interested.
A lack of such close cooj.eration with the su])ply department often
results in tracing for material which is

sider

actually in stock, or in excessive orders
being placed to prevent comj)laints of
shortage, either one of which is detrimental to the best interests of the railroad.

Are Our Advertisers?

SIX MONTHS ago

we were

offered a substantial advertising contract

by a firm whose products are extensively advertised.

and Ohio employes
cern

make

We

felt
it

that

of cai)ital

bringing no return.
For example, if a roactiias a surplus of Sl.OOO.OOO
worth of material which is not re(iuire(I
within a reasonable length of time, it
represents a loss of S'')U.000 per year at
five per cent, interest.
Every master mechanic should con-

which

resjxmsihility

little

in close

their

Baltimore

touch with the operations of this con-

methods

of

doing business were

such as to

inadvisable for us to place their copy before our readers.

declined the contract and thereby lost considerable advertising

Recently this business was offered

revenue.
declined

to

us

again

and we

it.

THE VERY FIRST CONTHE WELL-BEING OF OUR EMPLOYES. We want

In soliciting advertising for our Magazine

SIDERATION
advertising

;

IS
it

is

interesting,

it

will profit

and usually the best proBut we do not want it unless

instructive

ducts are the advertised products.

employe and advertiser

can unreservedly

commend ALL

all

personal responsibility for a surplu>
of material as well as a shortage, as a

all tim(\s,

vent the accumulation of a surplus of
material over and above the requirements of the work. As a rule the officials
of departments using material feel very

69

feel a

who least often is heard to complain
alx)ut the shorta|j;e of material, while the
master mechanic who is inclined to exp.ect
the stores department to have all^kinds
of suj:)])lies ready for his use at any and

work that is on hand and m ])rosi)ect.
The same cooperation will tend to pre-

\1\<.A/1M

mechanic ami division engineer should

touch

the one

without assuming]: any personal
for the matter, will he
found constantly complaiiiinf!: about shoriai!;es of material.
Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance of the
master mechanic making visits daily, or
oftener. when necessary, to the division
storekeeper ami keeping him fully informed as to the amount and kind of

1;M1'L'>NI.-

alike.

And

for

this

reason we

our advertisers to our readers.

:

!
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would most surely carry us into
the harbor of success.
It comes when
we possess the strongest combination of

seize,

^.^::,

physical, mental and moral equipment—
of experience, judgment and opportunity.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO
EMPLOYES MAGAZINE
Robert M. Van Sant, Editor
Hebbert D. Stitt, Staff Artist
George B. Luckey, Staff Photographer

The trouble is that we never know when
we reach that period. Sometimes we
think we do, only to find that we are
fighting a strong ebb tide of insufficient
education or lack of experience or im-

—

mature judgment perhaps that the lead
which we labelled '^opportunity" was
only a ''flash in the pan." But some day
the flood tide combination of experience,
judgment and opportunity is upon us.

How

we know then

shall

that

we must

seize it?

—

Do
TRAIGHT

It

Now

the Bay of
Johns, N. B.,
the swirUng waters cut into the
rocky coast of Nova Scotia and
form a basin called Annapolis Basin
from the colonial fortress town at its
northern extremity
It
runs twenty
miles north and south, along and behind
the green hills which rise precipitously
from the shore, and stretches five miles
across to the fertile fields and balsam
groves on its eastern side.
The mouth of the basin is a mile wide,
with sheer walls of sohd rock on one side
and a more gradual but equally rocky
rise on the other, and through this
narrow channel pour the mighty waters
of the bay, in and out, twice a day.
The fisher folk of the vicinity will tell
you that no sailing vessel with less than
a gale behind it has ever got into the
basin from the bay during the full run
of the ebb tide
nor into the bay from
the basin when the flood tide was at its
height.
It is not unusual to see a big
schooner or bark beating back and forth
where the channel begins, now gaining a
little, now losing, and waiting for a turn
of the tide
for the beginning of the
flood
to carry it into the sheltered
waters beyond. But the wise mariner
brings his ship to the mouth of the channel at the beginning of the flood!
There is a flood tide period in the lives
of every one of us, which, if we could
across

Fundy from

—

—

—

—

St.

There is just one way and that by
working so that every day in the year
and every hour in the day finds us eagerly
ready to strike when the fortunate
combination presents itself. Last week's
accomplishments do not atone for this
week's failures. The hopes for our tomorrows can only be realized through the
successes of today.

Even to those of us who believe
that the flood tide of their opportunity
has gone, whose todays and tomorrows
seem

characterless

like

repetitions

of

uneventful yesterdays, the following verse
from "Opportunity" will lend much of
inspiration

"Wail not

for precious chances passed

Weep not for golden
Each night I burn the
At

away,

ages on the wane
records of the day,
is born again!"

sunrise every soul

Roosevelt Opinion on Govern-

ment Ownership
In an article

in

The

Outlook,

May

23rd, ex-president Roosevelt says:

"When
Chile,

to

the time came for us to leave

we went southward on the railway

Puerto Varas,

Incidentally

I

may

remark that the railways in Chile are
owned by the state, and that the men I
met who were best infoimed and most
trustworthy, expressed great regret that

"

!

H.\i;nM()i:i:

'rill-:

tlicy

had not been

rh(*si^ ni(Mi

railways,

imi-lon

hands.

Some men

was always
management of the

statod

tliat

the

in

deficit

a.

ko])t in privjite

wdoiiic

m

i.>

\(.

them

tribute

and that they were a burdeit en

si(l(^

haxc

nia\

could take two

there

\/i\i.

oi-

th(ni«rht that th('\-

dis-

to friends or relatives out-

of the ser\ice.

what has

In \ie\v of

we

ber i)rinted, howev(>r,

('itiz(Mis j!;eneraily.

^

each emi)loye
•

and

three copies

been said above about the limited num-

the govornnuMit and unpi'ofitabh^ to the

A
One Copy Apiece
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want

will

workmen obtain

are sure that

to see his fellow

a cop\' of the

Magazine

t

.,„,,

\\v recently learned on good authority

^^m

|„,,,.f„r,, |i„,i,' i,i,„„,if

,

t„

..,

.ipKl-

copy,

Men

that at least at one point on the System
some employes take more than one coi)y
of the Employes Magazine.
This is not
fair to the otluM' men since only enough

charge of the distribution

in

make

help to

the ^Magazine realize

will
its

empossible (HTc^ctiveness if
phasize this thought among the men and
they

are printed to supply (vich English s{)(vik-

try to

ing employe^ with a single co])y.

hvYV(\ to.

S(M'

that the idea

will

strictly

is

ad-

X

X
Get the Habit
B. E. D.

Can you

positively say that

Ten

day before?

-just wound

it

to one,

you

from force of habit

You trainmen always
when you intend
tively^

to unload.

— without knowing

frequently.

Why

you wound your watch yesterday

can't.

it.

But you wound

If

way

the train

didn't, you'd get

Habit keeps the bruises and hurts away.
not cultivate habit in other safe ways?
it.

Examine the knuckle before the
close to a coupling treat

it

like

or the

it's

is

think you don't, but you do

you

track (both ways) before you cross

because

going

— unconsciously.

look to see which

You

it

is

—

instinc-

your bumps quite

Habit

that's

all.

Look up and down the

Not sometimes, but
car

running

all

the time.

ready to couple and when

the fang of a rattler.

Do

it

always and

get the habit.

Have as much hesitancy of stepping on the pilot of an approaching
engine as you would of stepping in front of a loaded automatic "44" in
the hands of an undependable person.
it.

X

Study

safety.

Think

it.

Practice

GET THE HABIT.

——

-

X

.

.

Where do you place safety in relative Importance among the ends
to he sought in the operation of a road?

rv;

MR. WILLARD'S

ANSWER

C^^^^^O^^

THE HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR JUNE, 1914
Trains
Total

Kirisions

Yards

Shops and
Engine
Houses

Staten Island..

$17,162

$ 9,091

*$11,880

Indianapolis...

10,873

9,720

10,679

7,883

11,879

Indiana

Newcastle..

.

Llinois

Shenandoah.

STATEMENT OF WAGES PER INJURY,
JUNE, 1914

MainteTr.

nance of

»ay

nnrl

Aro^md
Trainband
Yards

Divisions

*$12,332

^^ ^"^
Around
Shop? and

Enginehouses

Maintenance of

Total

Way

Staten Island $9,091.00*$11,8£0.00*$12,332.00 $17,162.00

6,499

6,851

6,402

5,713

25,357

Philadelphia.

3,309.00

1,150.00

23,898.00

Baltimore...

6,629.00

881.00

3,603.00

2,704.00

Cumberland.

4,659.00

1,511.00

2,787.00

2,656.00
5,778.00

3,750.00

*7,513

.

Ohio

9,199

Wellston

18,045

Shenandoah.. *7,513.00

12,697

738.00

3,304.00

4,737.00

1,968.00

5,512.00

3,485.00

Newark

26,037

Monongah...
Wheeling
.

4,860.00

2,182.00

3,115.00

3,489.00

Philadelphia...

23,898

Ohio River..

4,695.00

2,419.00*19,354.00

4,210.00

Cleveland...

8,968.00

1,438.00

11,780.00

3,513.00

Newark

3,4C6.00

1,755.00

25,037.00

2,827.00

Ohia River.

n9,354

.

Indicates that these divi.sions did not have a
single case of personal injur\- in the class of service
*

specified.

SAFETY FIRST
We show
"hammer"

here, each
test,

month, on the

the five divisions

mak-

ing the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "In and around shops and
engine-houses," "Maintenance-of-Way"
and "Total."
Formerly we figured
the standing of each division on the
number ot employes, but, in many

ways
work

this

is

unfair;

for instance,

.

.

Connellsville.

5,5S6.00

3,805.00

5,030.00

4,976.00

Pittsburgh...

5,866.00

2,561.00

4,836.00

3,973.00

Newcastle..

5.125.00

6,851.00

25,357.00

6,499.00

Chicago.

3,244.00

1,407.00

13,239.00

2.363.00

Chicago Ter'l.

6,924.00

2,286.00

12,243.00

5,531.00

Ohio

9,199.C0

1,744.00

18,045.00

4,690.C0
7,883.00

.

.

Indiana

11,879.C0

4,223.00

5,279.00

Illinois

6,541.00

5,713.00

13,145.00

6,402.00

Toledo

3,031.00

3,S08.00

7,664.00

3.526.00

Wellston....

4,259.00

12,697.00

2,210.00

4,058.00

Indianapolis..

9,720.00

10,679.00

14,911.00

10,873.00

Average

5,339.00

2,152.00

6,147.00

3,761.00

*

Indicates no personal injuries.

if

slack practically the full number of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages
earned per injury; then, if business falls
off the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the
is

amount

of

wage indicated

tative of one injury.

is

repreren-

JENNIE SMITH FUND
Since the last article concerning the Jennie

Smith fund appeared, a systematic canvass
has been made at the general offices in Baltimore, and a considerable sum of money raised.
At this time, however, only about a third of
the departments approached have made a
report on this matter. It is hoped that this
reminder will be

sufficient to

cause the send-

ing in of the rest of these reports.
If every man on the System would contribute just a mite to this fund, the whole
amount, which is approximately $2400.00,
Some men have
would be speedily raised.
contributed generously. It is a worthy cause
and it is hoped that within the next month,
Any remitthe entire amount may be raised.

tances can be sent to the chairman, Mr.
Steere, Manassas, Virginia.

W.

I.

MER,in?

vS^E^Ct^^Jlv
STATEN ISLAND DIVISION

JR^OIvI^

"Your action is appreciated and will lun be
Copy of this letter will be filed with

forgotten.

Fireman

J.

Scanlon, of train No. 219,

25th, discovered

at

Elm Park

smoke coming from

Station.

oii

June

personal record and credit entry

coal bin

On June

Investigation developed

the fact that some old burlap had caught fire
from a match or cigarette which had apparently fallen through the crack of station platform. Fireman Scanlon is to be commended
for his alertness.

On June

27th, while shop engine

brakeman

was putting

F. A. Raines

fire on No. 23
stopped engine, got

He immediately

a bucket of water and put fire out.

The superintendent
cently wrote

pumper

J. J.

re-

Foote,

at Stanton, Del.,

viz.:

"For your prompt and
work on June

efficient

8th,

in

comiection

J.

Operator H. G. White noticed an iron pipe
projecting from the side of a box car in train of

R. F.

pole catching
to thank you.

Such actions as

fire, I

have

this are appre-

ciated and will not be forgotten."

On June 2Gth, division engineer E. D. Jackmade an imjwrtant discover}' while making

son

a speeder trip over the west end of the district.
got a message off in regard to it immediately
and fortunately prevented any serious damage.

He

In

commending brakeman W.

Riverside, Baltimore, Md., for

J. Mattern of
making an im-

portant discovery on June 29th, suj)erintendent
Allen wrote him in part, as follows:
"It

is difficult

to state

how

& P. No. 94, engine No. 4316. as train passed

his residence just east of Barnesville on July Gth.

He immediately called up "BA"

telegraph office

and reported it. The train stopped at Boyds and
an examination disclosed the fact that the retainer pipe had broken away from the top of car
and projected straight out. This might have
given a bad scrape to any passing pasenger train.
i\Ir. White works the last trick at Barnesville
and was ofT duty at the time, and he is highly
commended for his prompt action.

with

the result of a telcgrai)h

FUUTE

at

mendation by the superintendent and told that
his watchfulness was very much appreciated.

On July

the dropping of wires as
J.

thereon."

watchman

BALTIMORE DIVISION

discovered an empty stock car on
track.

made

A. F. Calder,

Concord, Del., discovered an unsafe condition
in train of extra No. 4320, and reported it
promptly. He was written a letter of com-

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
cars on No. 21 track,

14th,

serious the result

might liave been had not this defect been
covered bv vou.

dis-

20th, notice

was received

in

the super-

intendent's office that pickup east engine No.
19()4. conductor G. Rodey and engineer J. A.
Wall, was delayed fifteen minutes at Frost's sid-

ing by the discovery of a brake beam sticking
up in middle of eastbound track. Such action
and watchfulness are of great value to the Company.

On July

operator E. J. Bcatty discoverfrom under train 3rd No. 93, engine
No. 4279, with thirty empties, while passing Mt.
Airy Junction. Mr. Bcatty immediately reported, and the train w:is stopped at Monrovia.
An investigation developed an unsafe condition,
and Mr. Beatty is to be commended.
Mr. Beatty has for twenty years been a faithful employe of the Baltimore & Ohio, and is one
of our most reliable men.
e

1

21st,

fire flying

73
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On account of a very heavy rain at Mt.
Airy Junction on July 6th, six or eight inches of
mud was washed down and covered the eastbound track. Operator D. W. Spurrier, being
unable to get hold of any trackmen on account
of their being used at derailment at Marriottsville, took a shovel and cleared the track.
Splendid spirit shown here.

is a former Safety Committeeman, and always
has an eye open for the safety of his fellowmen.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
M. Yarnall

h«,s been written a letter by
the division superintendent, commending him
for a meritorious act performed while a flagJ.

train No. 3, on May 14th, 1914, near
Clarksburg, W. Va. Mr. Yarnall has been in
our employ since 1839, and now holds a posi-

man with

We

wish to make mention of the alertness of
engineer Walter Hartke, which perhaps prevented considerable trouble. Engines Nos.
2207 and 2077. in leaving Mt. Clare on the morning of June 30th, had a snow plow for Riverside,
which was operated by air. It fell dovtTi but
was quickly discovered by Mr. Hartke, so that
no trouble ensued.

tion in the passenger service.

C. O. Foreman, of train No. 162,

being delayed by terrific wind and thunder
storm. Train No. 136 picked Mr. Foreman up,
and while riding on the engine he discovered a
car roof lying on the westbound track nearMt.

As S. & S. stock train engine No. 4080, conductor Severn and engineer Flattermsh, was
passing Mt. Royal, operator D. J. McGrath
noticed a gondola loaded with heavy plate glass
in large upright cases secured by standards to
sides of cars, with a standard broken loose from
the top of one of the cases, and swinging danMr. McGrath had train stopped at
North Avenue, where crew made loading safe to
haul. Mr. McGrath is to be commended.
gerously.

MT. CLARE

t

^VMHBte^^

HB
HHI

^HHB
I^HH

22nd,

E. T. Anderson
was stooping under a car
to measure it, without

while

having placed a blue flag
in
position,
an engine

came

along.

He would

probably have lost his
life had it not been for
the quick eye of R. S.
CoUison, who saw his danger and called to him,
just in time for him to get away.
Mr. Collison
R.

S.

COLLISON

meritorious

act

per-

in the service since 1899,
F. R.

and

KERX

is

greatly interested

ia ''Safety First."
J. C. Baldwin, flagman on the West End of the
Cumberland Division, has been written a letter
by the division superintendent, commending
him for his watchfulness while on duty at Deer

Park, June

13th,

with extra east No. 4318.

Flagman Baldwin has been in the service since
1902, having been promoted to extra freight
conductor

in 1907.

Brakeman F. Nine, on the West End of the
Cumberland Division, has received four letters
of commendation from the division superintendent since May of this year. This is possibly the record for this division. Mr. Nine has
been in the service since 1908, and is a firm believer in efficiency and Safety First.
That he
puts these principles into practice is shown by
the results achieved.

Engineer

On Monday, Jime

a firm

formed July 6th, while on
duty as third trick operator at Harpers Ferry.
Operator Kern has been

got off at LansdowTie, Md., and flagged train'
No. 136, which was following train No. 162,

Winans, Md., where some cars were standing
on siding. He immediately notified engineer on
No. 136 to stop and let him off, then went back
and succeeded in removing the obstruction in
time to save delay to trains Nos. 169 and 171.
Mr. Foreman is to be commended.

is

F. R. Kern, operator at
Harpers Ferry, W. Va.,
has been commended for

a

Brakeman

He

believer in ''Safety First."

letter of

W.

A. Collier has been written a

commendation by the division super-

intendent for a meritorious act performed while

with engine No. 1878, at Rinards, W. Va., May
19th, 1914.
Engineer Collier has been in the
employ of the Company since 1902, and has
worked his way up the ladder to the position
of engineer.

Operator H. Fraley has been commended by
superintendent for his watchfulness and
alertness while on duty as third trick operator at
Patterson Creek, W. Va., June 9th. Mr. Fraley
has been in the service as operator since 1907.
the

THE HAT/n.MOHK AND OHIO K.MPLOVKS M AC \/IM
Recently the insiUH-tor of ransjxirtat ion had
occasion to examine the hhick sIkmMs in llic telegraph oHiee at Kodeiner. \\'. \'a.. on the West
I

ber

1st.

Cumherhind Division, and he highly
complimented the operators at that point for

End

\o. 94, July

train

of

entered

t

li(>

75

Fireman

2.'ird.

Hilev

servi<"e as freight firen)an. Sejiteni-

I!M().

of the

the elear and accurate nM-ords

MONONGAH

kej)!.

On
The

division superintendent has written oper-

ators C. H. Ott, C. F. Berchdorf and C. H.
at Kodemer. comgood work. In efficiency there is Safety, and if each employe would
strive to become more efficient, he would find
that the cause of "Safety First" would advance

who

Smith,

are stationeil

mending them

for their

wonderfully.

MARTINSBURG
Howard
deserving

L.

1-iowers

commendation

for

effi-

cient service rendered on
June 4th and again on

July 2nd.
a

is

loWAlM)

L. 1^<)WI:R;

car

Mr. Bowers
inspector

niorninii

of

DIVISION

.July

7lh.

I'arkersburg

Branch conductor U. H. Lambert, while going
home at Clarksburg, heard rock falling on M.
R. main track, west of ''J" Tower.
He investigated further and found main track blocked.
.\bout the same time he met flagman C. A.
Hildreth reporting for duty and instnicted jiini
to Hag west on M. R.
Lambert returned to
"J" Tower and notified all concerned. It was
necessary to detour No. 3 via the Short Line to
Lumberport. A commendatctry notation has
been marie on his recorfl.

is

special

of

the

at

Martinsburg.

On June 10th, conductor R. F. Haney was in
charge of extra engines Nos. 540 and 570, out
of

Weston

to Camden-on-Gauley.

When

train

reached a point near mile post 33 i)lus 28 poles,
he 'discovered an unsafe condition. After
arranging for proper flag protection for his train
he called sectionmen from Roanville to make
necessary repairs.

A commendatory

SHENANDOAH DIVISION

letter

was

sent to

him by

the superintendent and proper notation

made

on his record.

Br-^keman W.

S.

Yates

is

commended

tor his

watchfulness in examining his train at Cave
Station, July 10th, and
discovering a defect in
one of the cars.
Mr.

Yates was employed as
a brakeman August 16th,
1910, and is always on

,^"

•

^^^m

tl.e

^^" ^^^^^"
\\

S.

VA11.,>

lookout for the

llngineer B. B.

ComDono-

van, on train No. 95, be-

tween Harrisonburg and
Staunton, iscommended forhisprompt action on
July 23rd in stopping his train when he noticed

smoke issuing from one of the cars;
showed that one of them was on

invest igation
fire.

It

was

cut loose, buckets and

water were borrowed
from a farm house nearby and the fire was
I)ut

The following are the names of the
involved: \V. H. Winkley, conductor;
S. Yates, brakeman; T. A. Biley, fire-

out.

crew
\V.

man; W. W. Peory. brakeman.

Fireman T. A. Riley
watchfulness

is

commended

in discov(>ring a

for his

defect at Verona,

Bridge 98-C, four miles east of Cowen, W.\'a..
and P. District, was discovered on fire by
Clarence Johnson, who was going across the
mountain to meet his mother about 5.30 p. m.
Sunday, June 28th. His mother told him she
thought the trestle was on fire and to take a
short cut to the bridge and ascertain its condition.
This he did and found the trestle on fire.
He went home, about one-half mile west of
the trestle, got his younger brother, and started
him toward Camden-on-Gauley, with instructions to stop any trains, and notify them of the
fire.
He hin.solf started to Cowen, and met
conductor (Jreen, who was in charge of extra east
engine No. 1343, just starting from Cowen, and
informed him of the trouble.
Conductor (Ireen
stated that the boy was wringing wet with
perspiration, showing that he had run most of
the way.
Conductor Clreen took an engine and crew,
immediately went to bridge and fought tlje fire.
They found, however, that they could not cope
with the situation, and they returned to Cowen
and re|)orted the conditions to the operator.
The news w;is conveve<i to C.aniden-on-Caulev,
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after wliicli they returned to the bridge,

and

fought the fire until it was out.
Section foreman J. E. Warner, at Camdcn-on-

Gauley, met
thony,

assistant

who was

W. T. Hopke, J. D. AnH. Stalnaker and G. B. Green.

great credit, especially

thony,

J.

D. An-

chief clerk J.

at that point, and they

WHEELING DIVISION

imme-

diately got engine out and collected as many
men as they could, some volunteers and others

Car inspector Sam Tefft
Benwood is to be commended for meritorious

under salary, went to bridge and fought the

of

fire.

Bridge 98-C

making

night, as
fire

it

587 feet long, and 51 feet high,
to reach a

fire,

was extinguished
of

those

at 3.30

a.

wood on June

The

Company's property,
S.

follow:

Employes: E. H. Pettigrew, clerk; G. H. TurWarner, track foreman; Milton
Woods, hostler; J, S. Scarbrough, hostler; W. F.
Morgan, engineer; McC. Mitchell, pumper;
John Welsh, P. B. Martin, J. W. Martin, Herbert Shaffer, L. L. Martin, trackmen; J. D. Anthony, assistant chief clerk.

Mr.

as car repairman in 1900,
and was promoted to car

so diligently

ner, agent; J. E.

10th.

Tefft entered the service

m., June 29th.

who fought

order to protect the

service performed at Ben-

especially at

crosses a deep, rough ditch.

The names
ill

is

it difficult

J.

inspector in 1907.

TEFFT

B. Mackey, section foreman at Littleton,

deserves credit for meritorious service performed on June 27th. Mr. Mackey has been in

number of years, during which
he was promoted to his present position from
that of laborer.
the service for a

N. Matheny, section foreman at Manningbe commended for meritorious service
performed on July 14th. Mr. Matheny has performed several such services during his employment. He entered the service several years ago
as track laborer, and has been foreman for
I.

In addition to these, the following citizens
of great assistance: H. J. Wentz, of the
R. R. station, Camden-on-Gauley; J. T. Nor-

were

man, O. S. Law, Geo. Bowyers, L. Q. Morton,
John Brown, C. Clay, Ben GofT, Shirley James,
Ralph McLaughlin, Clyde Herbert, Roy Brannon, L. R. Riddle, Burr James, E. P. Gainer,
Greeley Shaffer, Charles Welsh, all of Lanes
Bottom.
Great credit is due conductor G. B. Green,
engineer J. H. Stalnaker and J. D. Anthony,
assistant chief clerk, and the rest of the train

ton, is to

some time.
Telegraph operators W. F. Hawkins and
Davis Hawkins are to be commended for meritorious service performed July 6th. They are
both young in the service, but alert and efficient
employes.

crew.

Clarence Johnson, the young man who discovered the fire, is twenty years of age. and his
brother S. Johnson, who assisted him; is seventeen years of age, both living at Cowen, W. Va.

Master carpenter W. T. Hopke was called
from his home at 8.30, June 28, and was notified
of the disaster.
In a short time he was in touch
with every one of his foremen over the wire.
They in turn called their men and had lumber
loaded ready to start to the scene of the fire
by midnight. A special train was made up
at Clarksburg, with the master carpenter in
charge, and was given the right of way to the
fire.
When he arrived hg gave superintendent
Scott an estimate of the time at which he
would be able to pass trains over the bridge.
He missed his estimate by only twenty minutes.
Each and every one who took part and lent
a hand at the time of the trouble deserves

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
The

following meritorious service was per-

by crew of No. 703,
baggageman
C. R. Lancaster and brakeman C. B. Barker.
The train had a meet order with No. 2-702, at
Willow Island, and as No. 2-702 was pulling by,
crew of No. 703 was on the ground, and disformed on July

13th, 1914,

consisting of conductor A. Mace,

covered an unsafe condition on one

They gave stop
air

from rear

signal to crew,

of traxi,

of its cars.

who

applied

stopped and repaired the

defect.

CLEVELAND DIVISION
On July 7th, patrolman R. R. Rothermel discovered a trestle at Howard Street, Akron, on

Tin-:

(ir(> :il

:).:5.)

aii<l .•iiiMin

v.vh

l!ir

hlazc

was

(lone to

On

.Iinic

cluM-kinfi:

p.

7.00

.if

p.

h^fon-

liiiic

and

\i;riM()in:
m.

11;- piil

s:-ii(»us

oiiio i:Mri.()Vi:s

otil

<laiii:i<j;c

ITlh.

Kohr. wliilc
yard cltMk K.
Columbia, discovered a fire in
th dry j^rass, wliieh was
burning to.vurd a pile of
new ties. He culled on
('..

al

.Newark,

Patrick

tli.' I)ii«l«!;('.

yard

'Ihc following
of a

(

mac azixi:
is

from the .Imw

Killi

edition

)hio, ))a])er:

.Mc(;i!iley,

the

lialtiinore

tt

Ohio

Railroad crossing watcdiman at First Street,
Newark, Ohio, had a tlirilling experience Mon-

day noon on the

crossing.

•

^^^^^^

some

1

sillon

of the

^^" ^^^M
7S,

J. Moore
commended for

Conductor E.
to be

is

IIAliOLD MEF.SK
(Sec pa3;e

for

extin-

guished the blaze, thus
saving the pile of ties.

^B^

1

Mas-

at

Mill

and

assistance,

i

men

Rolling

meritorious service per-

July issue)

formed on July 12th.
Conductor Moore was employed as freight
brakeman in July, 190G. and was promoted to
freight conductor in February, 1910.
He has
served

in

Train No. 104 was coming in, drawn by engineer Chris Cummings. He had it completely
under control and was within perhai)s three hundred yards of hisstoj). That fact will partially
explain why Miss Florence Strong of N<». 37.'>
Eastern Avenue is alive and well. '
McCiinley was at his post and saw the woman
coming towards the crossing in First Street.
He recognized her as a person who frequently
crosses the railway at that point in coming

He saw
No. 104 coming, and next that the lady had
stepped from the Pan Handle tracks directly in

into the business sections of the city.

the latter capac-

ity since that time.

On

the night of June

25th, conductor P.
le}'

discovered

Crow-

switch-

man's shanty on fire at
Cleveland
roundhouse,
and with the assistance
of night engine

dispatcher

Xickols, succeeded in
putting fire out without

J.

ARTHUR
(See page

F.

77,

STUXi:

July

is.^uo)

much damage to building.
Messrs. Crowley and Nickols are to be com-

mended

for their action.

NEWARK
Car
Ohio,

DIVISION

in.spector E. B, Jarrett of

Newark

Division,

is

to be

Mt. Vernon,

commended

for his meritorious act of June 23rd, in flagging

train Xo. 3 at that point

on account
separator
track.

*"^
1

EDW.

B.

JAFUJKTT

a

large

fouling

main

of

A number of men

were unloading the separator and in doing so
caused it to jiroject over
main track. Mr. Jarrett,
knowing train No. 3 was
about due, lost no time

getting back against
her with a flag. He has
been written a letter of commendation by the
superintendent, and a proper entry has been
made on his record.
in

PATRICK McGINLEY
lie
the Baltimore c'c Ohio train,
jumped, seized her and pulled her from the track
with only inches, not many of them, between
himself and serious injury. McGinlcy did not
ask her name, but Pan Handle guaid William
NefT, whose sentry box is about a hundred
yards west of the First Street crossing, saw the
incident and interviewed the lady.
She said that she mistook the Baltimore i^'
Ohio train for a Pan Handle one and thought
she was safe in stepping from the Pan Handle
to the BaltimoreVV: Ohio tracks.

front of
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CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION

some

of us

When we
During a severe rain
storm on the night of
June 24th, our tracks were
badly washed out between Johnstown and
Fern dale. Three employes of theUnion Radiator Co., whose works are
on the opposite side of
WILLIAM PEER
the river from our tracks,
Mr. Chas. H. Lindsey,
foreman, Mr. W. C. Peer
and Mr. Cyrus Noon,
discovered the bad condition of the tracks
caused by the water run-

down over the hill.
They rushed across the

ning

and flagged engines Nos. 2884 and 2788
of coal train, conductor

>^

bridge,

Christner

in

CYRUS NOON

charge.

thereby probably preventing a bad accident.

An
pher

old French philoso-

— de

by name
pression

Rochefoucauld
gave ex-

— once
to

the follow-

famous aphorism:
"There is always something in the misforing

tune of our friends that

CHAS. H. LINDSEY

pleases

C. L.

us."

Perhaps

WELTY, ENGINEER;

do,

sometimes
it is

feel

that this

is

true.

refreshing to read of such un-

selfish spirit as prompted these men to perform this commendable act. They have our

thanks.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Brakeman L. R. Raymond is to be commended for a meritorious act on June 12th. He
has been written a letter of commendation by
the superintendent, and a proper entry has been

made on

his record.

Brakeman W. A. Target

is

to be

commended

for a meritorious act on June 20th while acting
in

the capacity of switch-tender in Pittsburgh

He has been written a letter of commendation by the superintendent and a proper
entry has been made on his record.
yard.

On July 5th, passenger brakeman C. R. Cunningham, while in service on train No. 41,
found a hand bag on his train, and after diligent
inquiry found the owner to be Mrs. J. H. Dillon,
of Swissvale, Pa., and delivered it to her.
It
is
very pleasing to note the following acknowledgment received by Mr. Cunningham,
which reflects great credit on our service:
Dear Sir:
On last Sunday evening I was unfortunate
enough to leave my hand bag on the train
leaving McKeesport at 6.58, and I was also
fortunate in having it found by an honest
person, and I take this way Qf thanking you for
the return of it. Had it not been returned it
would have meant a great shortage in my
household during the coming month.

R.

HENRY, FIREMAN

nil'.

was

I

j)(>sitive

I

and

HAi/iiMoin-;
bug when

liad the

1

oiiio kmi^lon

j^ot oil

Rankin, but I had my baby in my arms and
of course my thoughts wore mostly of him. My
luisband said lie would start the search at the
beginning of our trip, but thanks to you we did
at

have much worry or searching.

not

makes one

surely

It

some honest

many

of so

Again

glad that there are
when one reads

feel

jjcople in the world,
dislK^nest fiersonj;.

thank you and wish you luck and

I

prosperity.

NEW CASTLE
The accompanying
W'elty, better known
H. Henry and en-

DIVISION

pii-ture of (>ngiiic(M-

to all

('.

L.

as "Dad," fireman

he said

tiiat

!.>

maca/im-;

"Old Sue" (engine No.

was

211«>j

not even thirsty.

On the night of June 14lh, as 11. K. i^rainurd
and his wife were returning to their homo at
Burton, Ohio, from a party, they discoverj'*!
tliat our bridge No. 328 was on fire.
Mr. Brainard, who is employed as ])ump( r
for this Company at Burton, and who owns a
general store at that point as well, went on to
Burton to flag in that direction and get in touch
with the dispatchers, while Mrs. Brainard,
notwithstanding the dark night and the lateness
of the hour, went down tlu track in the opposite
direction

to

flag

gine No. 2116,

any train that

taken

might be approach-

was
Chicago

at

Jiuiction just prior

ing.

After getting

to their record run

with the p r e s

i

touch

dent's special over

New

the

in

the

with
dispatchers

-

and
there

Castle
Di vision,.June Jlst.

finding that

1914.

that section at the

This

Brainard

five pri-

ate cars; left
Chicago Junction

deavored

\'

out the

at 7.30 a. m., arriv-

New

ing at

making

i

Castle

Junction 10.53

a.

the

in

time, Mr. and Mrs.

con-

train

sisted of

were no trains

put

carry-

fire,

wa

n g

en-

to

e

t

and

r

everything

doing

m.,

possible, but

run

gained

had

it

much

so

without
a
stop,
consuming 6500 gal-

headway that they

lons of water

accomi)lish

two tons
an

Brainard's

of

coal,

Mrs.

con-

party

gown

.571

luined

in

of

pounds

of coal per

gallon

of

pounds

27.21

d e a

water;

an

average

vo

was

her en-

to

r s

tinguish

tlic

exfire,

and the Company
reimbunsed
has

of

coal per mile run,

or

nuich.

average

.sumption

to

unable

were

and

of

her

for

the

loss.

0.44 pounds of coal

The men

per car mile.

.New Castle Divi-

There are seven
railroad

crossings

between

Chicago

Junction and New
Castle Junction; a
sixteen

mile

.sion

H. H. I',l{.\INARl;. WIFi:

AND

proud

to

picture

her

with her family in
the Magazine, and
CHILL)

in this

way

evidence

riui

over the C. A. &C. joint track; a si.\ mile run
through the city limits of Akron, Ohio. Thus
"Dad
made a mighty fine run over this 147
mile division, with the above conditions to contend with. On arrival at New Castle Junction,
"

are

>liow

the

of

ap|)re{iation

of

the

efT(

Mts

of

to give

of

hisband

their

and

wife.

We feel that Mr. Bi :iinard is to be cungratulated on having a helpmate who is so
much interested in the we Ifare of his employers.
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On

the night of July

nth, yard conductor D.
R. Peterson, in charge of

No.

1295,

vhile switching at

Gard-

Avenue yard,

New

vard
ler

engine

discovered
^Dridge No. 502 on fire.
Mr. Peterson immediately extinguished the
Castle,

D.

R PETERSON

Pa.,

and prevented any
His action is greatly

fire

damage

to the bridge.

appreciated.

Operator F. H. Smith, first trick at ''DA"
Tower, has been commended for a meritorious
act perform.ed on May 14th in connection with
extra east engine No. 2887, which probably
prevented an accident.
Operator R. A. Moore has been commended
for a meritorious act on June 15th in connection

with train extra east No. 2694. at

Operator F. A. Grate has been commended
with train
N^, 13, at New Marshfield on June 16th.

Maloney has been commended

for a meritorious act in connection with train

CHICAGO DIVISION

No.

commended by

the superintendent, June 11th, for watchfulness

and prompt action at Wellsboro, where he eliminated a dangerous condition.
F. G. Moore,

Vienna.

for a meritorious act in connection

Opera^;Or F. F.

G. E. Flint, brakeman, was

New

brakeman

in the Chicago Juncand took proper steps to
remove a dangerous condition, June 11th, for
which he has been given a letter of commen-

3,

at

Dundas on June

5th.

Operator F. F. Maloney has been commended
fill washed out from under track,
near Dundas, due to the effects of a storm on
June 7th. He called section foreman, who made
temporary repairs for train No. 4 to pass over
at slow speed.
for finding a

tion yard, discovered

dation.

Conductor A. P.Miller, in charge of train No.
on June 9th, performed a meritorious act by
which he probably prevented a derailment.
His watchfulness and prompt action have been

98,

recognized by the superintendent in a letter of

commendation.

At New Marshfield, on the afternoon of
June 16th, when No. 13 made the stop at the
station, second trick operator F. A. Grate was
out attending the train. Mr. Grate observed
an unsafe condition which if not discovered
might have caused trouble. A credit entr}'has been placed on his record.
Operator F. F. Maloney found an unsafe
condition in transfer track at Dundas, June 5th,

was to be used by our train
No. 3- being detoured over the Hocking Valley.
This same man, on June 7th, found the fill
washed out from under four or five ties just east
of westw^ard home signal at Dundas, making
it dangerous for trains to use or pass over.
A credit entry has been placed on his record.

just before transfer

Operator F. B. Magill, on third trick at Kellar Tower June 12th, observed a dangerous condition in a passing stock train. He promptly
notified the next station in advance, the train
was stopped, and the defect remedied. Mr.
Magill has been given a letter of commendation
for his watchfulness and prompt action.

On

the night of June 26th, engine No. 673

Athens on train No. 10 on accheck not seating. Engine
No. 581 was substituted and put on train No.

w^as cut out at

OHIO DIVISION

count

Brakeman B. H. Smith recently discovered
an unsafe condition on the track at Athens,
while he was braking on train No. 67. He
called it to the attention of the conductor and
car repairer, thus permitting the car to be set
out

before

a

serious

credit entry has been

accident

made on

he has the hearty thanks of the
his interest.

occurred.

his record,

Company

A
and
for

10.

of

boiler

Engineer C. C. Smith,

who

is

assigned to

the Athens yard engine, tried to locate the
trouble with engine No. 673's check valve.

With the

assistance of the hostler, he blew the
steam off engine, took valve out, found that it
was broken and wired Chillicothe to send a
new one. Smith was not on duty when he
performed this work, and for his action in this
a credit entry has been placed on his record.

d

Ill-:

HAi/riMoKi;

and

<)Iii<»

ILLINOIS DIVISION
W
(

lii

a

t

'ascyxillc, .June 2ml. sig-

niaiiitaiiuT

nal

Mcduirc

found

L.

west

daniafi;e

SI

badly
crippled
by
rheumatism, he carrie(|
water and extinguished
the fire, and forced the
in
order to tear
remaining burning
shingles from the roof.
Mr. (Irasshof has been

the

(>\tin-

^;uished same, ])nn-entin<i

serious

\/.i\i

lock

on fire, and with
the assist ance of crmv on
r\\\:\

\<,

I..

trestle

.')2!)-l7

an

m

l>

is

workiim

Ic

i.\ii'L()\

the

to

His interest
prompt action are
h(>art il\- commenchMl.

written a letter of

by

ciation

aj)i)re-

CONU.M)

division

th(>

CJHAS.SHol

engineer.

tresll(\
L.

McGlIHE

]..

Kntrekin,

A.

.1.

C'aseviUe,

at

commended
torious

July

111., is

to he
n;eri-

a

tinu^ uj) hill as well as

"Some time ago

])(M-formed

that

this

tim(>

lie

the third
has noticed

is

and n^ported unsafe conJ.

li:)(i

Third Street.

fi(dd.

Sprin<>-

for train at Flora noticed

small

fire

on the

eoal

chute, and prom])tly
notified
Comj)any employes,
it.

who

Mr.

action

extinguished

Ashby's (luick
probably saved

considerable

damage

the structure, and
B.

ASHBY

to be

a rec(>nt

Mr.

to
is

it

nuich ai)preciat(Ml.

Jules Richards, mail carrier, Rochester.
is

connnended

111.,

account of reiluction

in

force.

Mr.

this

Mij
l.i;.^

lUCIIA

on

iiis

is

"On

i)ensioned, while standing

front porch on

section house on

fire.

May

at

W'asliington

<luplicated

from the

In-

twenty-five

late, arriving at St.

slightly in excess of the speed limit,

was not enough so to
the excess was maintained

Ki).>^

CoiH'ad Grasshof, formerly section foieman

now

Downey

engineer

it

Jt

111.,

e(iuipment

ordinal ily live cars.

Louis on time. The
speed indicated by the tape at any
was sixty-two miles per hour. Wliile

jjoint

from superintendent

Altamont,

4th,

Division

minutes

steel

at

necessary to

I'lie

maximum

Richards

'^t-heer.

11 is

is

order
No. 11,

in

accoimt of repairs to engine at Flora, however,
he stayed there thirty minutes, leaving Flora
twenty-five minutes late. This train ariivecl
at St. Louis on time.
"Considering the very fast tinu> of Xo. 11.
superintendent Scheer was interested to get
the speed tape of the engine at once and see
whether or not the speed limit had been exceeded. The tape shows a maximum excess of
only one mile per hour, which is very close,
and allows engineer Downey credit for an excellent peiformance.
The speed tape shows a
very uniform run. with slight variations from

diana

has a letter of apj)reciation

\o.

"On July

entered

on

our fastest train, it
time going uj) hill.

this performance, taking the train

Rochester in 1910,
was recently laid off

l)ut

This division has con-

the maxinuun .speed.

for

service as assistant agent
at

is

fast

meritorious act.

Richards

hill.

"On July 2nd, engineer J. B. Downey made
the run from Washington to Flora on time. On

whil(> waitin<!;

111.,

which

make

of train

KXTKKKIX

.\.

ditions.
of

down

speed limit of sixty miles

siderable up and down grade, and
to maintain the scheilule of train

correspondent

Mr. B. Ashhy,

a

the Illinois Division.

service in INSo, and ad-

the

()n

per hour was placed on the entii'e main line of

IIeent(>red the

vises

editor icceiveil the following letter

'i'he

July 13th last:

"In order to give our i)atrons a lide of uniform
speed we nnist lay great stress on the running

aj^ent

for

act

h.

(it

and

31st,

n(»ticed

tlu'

.Although Mr. CIrasshof

inent.

call for

comment,

as

for only a short time.

July 4th train Xo. 11 liad one addit ional

Pullman
It

car beyond

also

made

an

its

regular ecpiip-

atldit ional

stop

at

beginning of a fivetenths ot one per cent, up grade. The stop
was e(iuivalent to losing five minutes' time.
Bridgeport.

III.,

at

the
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J. A. Able, brakeman, Lima, Ohio, his act
June 29th, 1914. Mr. Able entered service as

brakeman
I.

act

May

5th, 1911.

Kersey, brakeman, Lima, Ohio, his
June 28th, 1914. Mr. Kersey entered
L.

service

May

8th, 1912, as freight

brakeman.

Operator Edward Brown was written a letter
of

commendation by the superintendent

his meritorious act June 27th

made on his record.
Mr. Brown entered
February

for

and proper entry

the service as operator

14, 1907.

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
Mr. John Bets, a resident of New Palestine, is
to be commended for a meritorious act on
J.

B.

DOWNEY

July 2nd.

H. Stark, agent at Hume, 111., deserves
mention for his watchfulness. Mr.
Stark entered the service as night operator at
Hume, September 1, 1896, and was made agent
He is an excellent
at that point in June, 1898.
agent, and this act is but one of many which
he has voluntarily performed during his long
J.

"I

am

enclosing engineer

Downey's

picture,

special

it will interest our employes
note a performance of this kind. As a
uniform runner, I put engineer Downey in the
class with engineer Krimmelbcin, who runs
between Cumberland and Baltimore, and whose
performance has been previously noted in the

believing that
to

Employes Magazine.
Yours truly,

years of service.

SANDY VALLEY & ELKHORN
RAILWAY

R. N. Begien,
General Superintcndenl."

is to be commended
performed on June 7th,
crew of extra west No. 2353.

Brakeman J. T. Faulkner
for meritorious service

TOLEDO DIVISION

while a

member

of

following employes have been written
a personal letter by the superintendent for

Mr. Faulkner entered the service of this Company last November. Commendatory entry

their meritorious acts

has been

The

J.

:

C. Gard, operator ''GR" Cabin, for his.

observance on June 20th.
service

December 5th,

Mr. Gard entered

1913.

W. J. Simmons, conductor, Lima^ Ohio, his
observance July 5th, 1914. Mr. Simmons
entered service January 5th, 1892, as freight
brakeman.

We Want
The

made on his record.
On May 31st, Mrs. Ned Little, wife of one
our trackmen, who lives near the West End

of

the East Yard at Jenkins, noticed an unsafe
condition in the center of train leaving this
place.

She promptly notified crew, who rem-

edied the defect. Mrs. Little is to be commended
for her watchfulness of the Company's interests.

Your Picture

have been asked to secure and send to the
Employes Magazine, the photographs of all
persons who get credit in this department for special merit acts.
Our men
will assist their correspondents and help make the Magazine more attractive
if they will cooperate to this end.
Excessive modesty is not a virtue.
divisional correspondents

editor for reproduction in the

of

GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

J.

G. Panghorx, Chairman

E. R. Scovir.LE, Transi^ortation Doi)arliront
John Hair. Motive Power Department

W. McC. Bond, Maintenance

of

Way

Dep't

J. T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M. Parleti', Relief Dep't, Sanitation
Br.

C. Craig, Safety Appliances

Advisory Committee
A,

Hunter Boyd, Law

D(>partnient

Dr.

J.

F.

J.

Tearnev, Relief

GENERAL OFFICES, BALTIMORE
A baseball team composbd of the stars from
the freight tariff department journeyed to
Catonsville, Saturday afternoon, July 11th, and
trimmed the Catonsville Yanifz;ans 9 to 7.
The features of the saline were the masterly
pitching of ''Head" Hohman, Jr., "and the all
round work of the winners, some of whom
acted as if they had never played baseball

of asking manager Knabe of the
Terrapins for a game. He would like to hear
from any strong baseball team in the city at
his residence, 1837 North Caroline Street.

seriously

NEW YORK

DIVISION

W. Xei.son. Concsjxmdent
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
1".

before.

"Head" struck out three men, gave five
bases on balls, allowed ten hits and made one
hit out of five times at bat; outside of that he
played excellent ball. He was caught at the
plate, for he wouldn't slide, because he didn't
want to soil his uniform. Since then his hat
has been much too small for him.
The balance of the lineup was as follows:
Reindollar, I. f.; Hornick, r. f.; Willingham,
third base; Rapj-)e, s. s.; Furlong, se('ond base;
Godfrey, first base: Buckley, c. f.; and K(>rnan,
catcher.
"Head," as manager, is thinking

W. Coon. Operating Dcpait nicnt
D(>i)artnHMi(

Station Service.
J. J.

Bayer

Agent. 26th Street
Agent. Pier 7
Agent, Pier 21. Kast River
Agent. St. (Je«rgo
Porenuin, Pier 12

A. L. Mu
T. GoHMAX
K. W. Evans

KEbsEX

J.

Albert Oswald

Marine Power.

Edw. Sallsbi'RY
Edw. Sparks
E. G. Clark

.Assistant Terniimil .Agent

Marine lOngineer
Ma.ster of .Marine

Barges.
Niel*

Barge Captain
Barge Captain

Gadeberg

Henry Bill
Repairs in General.

John John.s
Xkholas Johnson

Ma.ster Carpenter

83
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CENTRAL BFIT.DIXG BEAUTIES BEGUILING MERE MAN
Sanitation.
Agent, Pier 22

W. B. Biggs
Personal Injury.

Agent, St. George
Agent, Pier 21 East River

E. W. Evans
J. T. Gorman
Edw. Salisbury

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY
Correspond en.', R. Groeling, Chief Clerk,

,

Assistant Terminal Agent

Loss and Damage.

Clifton, S.

Agent, Pier 7
Foreman, Pier 22
Foreman, 26th Street

A. L. MiCKELSEN

Albert Oswald
Michael Degnon

Secretary, C.
St.

Safety Appliances.

J.J.Bayer
Edw. Sheeh
Albert Oswald

Miss

Catherine

Agent, 26th Street
Foreman, Pier 7
Foreman, Pier 22

Fox

and

Miss

JNIargaret

Considine, the charming telephone operators
at St. George, recently made their first trip
to Washington, and are still talking about the
beautiful sights in the capital cit}-.

I.

M. Davis,
George,

Chief Clerk,

S. I.

'divisional safety committee
Trainmaster, Chairman

F. C. Syze
B. F. Kelly

Assistant Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman

Engineer Maintenance of Way
Master Mechanic
A. Conley
Road Foreman of Engines
J. B. Sharp
Coal Agent
Dr. F. De Revere
Physician and Surgeon
Captain J. H. Lamberson
Captain of Police
Captain C. H. Kohler
Superintendent of Ferries
W. J. Kenney
Legal Department
W. L. Dryden
Supervisor of Signals
Supervisor of Track
E. Alley
J. Johns
Master Carpenter, M. of W. Department
H. E. Smith
General Foreman, Passenger Department
H. W. Miller ... General Foreman Freight Car Department
Assistant Freight Car Foreman
P. Helt
Supervisor of Station Service
F. Peterson
General Yardmaster
M Ohearn
Division Operator and Chief Train
S. G. Eilenberger
Dispatcher

W. B. Redgrave
J. S. Sheafe

.

.

.

Draughtsman, Marine Department

H. Lawrence
T. C. Gambrall
D. A. McLaughlin

M

.

Hefftner

R. H. Taxter
R. E. Collins
F. E.

HoRAN

A. Roming
L.

NIGHT FORCE— ST. GEORGE YARD
Top row

—

Left to right:
Clerk J. Mahoney; Car InG. Cummsky; Assistant Yardmaster John G.
Gibb; Yardmaster Edward McKinley; Conductor A. C.
Decker.
Bottom row Left to right: Clerk B. Bothwell; Conductor Frank Wilson; Ex-conductor Albert Rommney.

.spector

—

Magee

...

Agent- Yardmaster, Arlington
.Agent- Yardmaster, Cranford Junct.

Shop Foreman
Freight Conductor
Passenger Conductor
Locomotive Engineer

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Leslie J. Magee and wife are visitLeslie
ing relatives in Sydney. Nova Scotia.
usually spends the greater part of the summer

Trainman

at Sydney.

.

i!ii: H\i;n.M(>i;i:

('(.ii.lucltM

born at
of a

Vuw

mountain

.\

oiiin i.mi'Lo^

i:s

macazink
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Williams and lamily have

ll.iiiN

Hill,

and

.

^

..

i'iij(tyiii^ llic

picasuic-

icsoii.

Conductor William J. lioovos is Ix'infi conupon Iho arrival of a baby girl.

fjratulated

I'jiginocr L. Achilles, with liis wife and three
daugliters, spent a pleasant vacation at Hell-

haven, N. C.

Engineer D. BiickU^y and wile went to the
principal summer resort for
Port Jervis, N. J.

all

local engineers.

Engineer R. Saunders and wife
vacation at Glens Falls. X. ^

sp(>nt

their

.

Fireman Thos. Whitty and mother

hail a ve:

\

pleasant vacation at Sonyea, X. Y.

H. C. Beyer, chief clerk to car accountant
spent his vacation seeing the sights of Stat(Mi
Island.

Bryce A. Campbell, a.ssistant car accountant.
had a very pleasant trip to Montreal.
Volpi. chief clerk in St. (Jeorgc yard
office, and his wife spent a very enjoyable vacation at Montauk Point. I.. 1. '

A.

J.

above i)icture is of our storeroom, showWoodburn, storeroom tender, and Charles

'J'he

ing. I.

"Johnnie."

Wootl, storeroom helper.
his usual poses,

is

one of

oiu-

in

one of

old stand-bys.

Harry Lawrence, draughtsman, with his famvisited with his own folks at Xewport, H.I.
Harry expects to make .sevi*ral trips in his aut<)
ily,

MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT

later in the season.

i)le;isant

the Catskill Mountains.

P. Kelt, assistant freight car foreman, had a
splendid trip to Montreal.

Wm. Cougle. machinist, with his wife and
daughter, recently visited Washington. D. C.

Wm. Donofrio. gang foreman, took a trip over
the main line to Chicago.

Frank Dolan. timekeeper, spent a
vacation

in

(KH.F

AT THE ATLANTIC CITY COUNTRY CLUB DLRINC
Left to ri?ht:

J. S.

M. M. A M.

Sheafk, Mh. (iuw, W. IL Avkhkli., M. K.

(

.

M.

Baunum

(

OW

I

\TIm\
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PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent,

C. Richardson, Chief Clerk
Philadelphia

J.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C.'Allen
W. T. R. Hoddinott
E. D. Jackson
T. B. Franklin
Wm. Sinnott
H. K. Hartman
F. H. Lamb
Dr. C. W. Pence
S. M. Hoy
P.

Superintendent,

Terminal Agent
Master Mechanic
Chief Train Dispatcher
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Assistant Yardmaster

T. E. Thomas?
S. B. Keller

Master Carpenter
Signal Supervisor
Relief Agent

W. F. Gatchell..,

Wm. Chapman
0. I. Daley
George Genner
1.

...Truck Packer

Car Inspector
Machinist

N. Lucas

W. S. Chambers
W. M. Gabler
W. T. Church

Road Engineer
Yard Engineer
Road Fireman
Yard Fireman
Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor

,

G. A. GosLiN
O. R. Mount

M. Christie
R. W. Dill
H. H. Carver

J.

Ooerator
Freight Agent
of Engines
Secretary
Supervisor, Havre de Grace, Md.

C. Basford
R. C. AcTGN

Assistant

J.

J.

D. A. Mclaughlin
Agent and yardmasler at Cranford, N.

J.

(See page 85 July issue)

The family

of J.

Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Division Engineer

R. Malone

Read Foreman

On July 1st, W. T. R. Hoddinott was appointed trainmaster of the Philadelphia Division, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Hoddinott has been acting trainmaster
since February 1st, previous to which he was
assistant trainmaster for several years. His
permanent appointment is noted with pleasure.
Born June 30th to C. M. Machin, time clerk

Rider visited with reLitives

at Wilmington, Del.

Harry Woods, chief clerk to the general
freight car foreman, is seriously ill at his home.
Harry is well liked and his many friends showed
their loyalty by their visits.

Wm.

Bruns, car inspector, recently took a
trip to Chicago.

in the superintendent's office, a fine boy.

We are pleased to note that at

the convention

of relief department delegates held in Cincinnati, June 25th, James Mason, plumber, maintenance of way department,
Philadelphia
Division, was elected a member of the advi-

G. G. James, Philadelphia
sory committee.
Division trainman, is also a member of the
advisory committee and Z. T. Green, locomotive engineer, Philadelphia Division, is a member of the operating committee.

At the
sion

last meeting of the general and diviSafety Committees, a buffet luncheon

was eaten.
sleeves, the
near ninety.
etc.,

The members were

in their shirt

thermometer being

somewhere

Sandwiches, cofTee, buttermilk,

were served.

Married at Philadelphia, July
Cress,

clerk.

Pier

Mable Gildenmeyer.

12,

3rd,

Harry

Philadelphia, to Miss
Congratulations.

E. Lee, blue line passenger conductor, on
1st, rovmded out his fifty years in the service of the Company.
Captain Lee has been granted a leave of absence and he and Mrs. Lee will make an extended trip to points of interest in California.
J.

June

ROAD FREIGHT ENGINE

No. 1636

Top row: Fireman P. Cahill; Engineer P. Boylan;
Trainman L. Hills; Engineer J. Eickelberg; Trainman
B. Bardes; Trainman C. Mayhew.
Bottom row: Engineer J. McVeigh; Fire cleaner G.
Terzo Fireman V. Still; Trainman F. Watson; Trainman M. Whelihan.

Hugh O'Neill, stationmaster at Philadelphia,
Pa., has been on the sick list for nearly a month
When last heard from he was at Pen
past.
Mar, Md., and was improving slowly.

THE BALTLMOKK AM) OHIO
Thorc follow the names of tlic employes at
the East Side yard and freight office as shown
in the accompanying picture, reading from left
to right:
Bottom row: T. McClarvey, way-bill and rate
clerk; 8.

M. Hoy. day yardmaster;

day general yardmaster; D.

(1.

Cleo. liarks,
Jiitting, night

general yardmaster; \V. 'i\ H. Iloddinott, trainmaster; K. A. (Irammes, terminal trainmaster;
C. C. Lonkart, night yardmaster; J. J*]. Wilson,
chief elcrk; E. T. Seibret, agent; W. K. Van
Dyke, foreman East Side transfer.
Second row: C. E. Mahone}-, telegraph operator; P. Freeburg(M-, demurrage clerk; II. \V.
Krouse, night eastbound check(>r; (!. M. Beyers,
chief crew dispatcher; H. C. Xeibel, night crew
dispatcher; G. IM. Till, night eastbountl clerk;
Leo Bickcl, night westbound checker; II. D.

i:.M

l'LoVi;s

M AdA/INi:

i;. SiAc KV
K. Smith
H. WiNHLow
I)h. K. H. MATHEitrt

T.

Sccretury, V. .M. C. A., Uivcrbido
Sccretury, V. M. C. A., Brunswick
Secretury. Y. M. C. A., Waali. Term.

i;.

(1.

Dii. J.

.\.

Medicjil KxHiiiincr. Cuindoa
Mo.licul lOxaniiniT, WjuMhington

RoBB

Division Ciuim Agent. B.

K. B. Ba.nks

Kavanaoh

P.

J.

E. ('.
K. K.

Road

WiL-HON
M. Parks
K. Kii>KK

M.

K. .Shannon

.

AKcnt, l><K;u.st Point
Anent, Wa.shinKton
.Transfer ARcnt, Brun.swick

I'isiiER

A. M. KlNSTENDOKFF
T. A. Depk

.\«ent,

('ariulen

EnRineer. Riverside
Bral<enian. Bay V.iew

J.

M. S( IIMIDTMAN
J. W. Simmons
J. G. Kaidel
W. I. Trench
A. CJ. Zepp
J.

T. a. Sigafoose

Cuindcn

I'orfiiiiin,

Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay
Yard Conductor, Ix)cu.st Point
Yard Conductor, Camden

T. Stkinkelt
W. T. MooKE
11.

I).

O. Buildirm

Kivi-rside
Divi.sion (Operator, Caiiulen
Belief ARcnt, Hanover

HtuLocK

\\

&

Assistiint Sup«Tinten<icnt.

SiiiPi.EV

II. S.
J.
.F.
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Fireman, Riverside

Yard Conductor, Mt.

C'lare Junction

Division lOngineer,
.Supi>rvi.sf)r,

Camden
Camden

Track Foreman, Brun-wick

.

EMPLOYES AT EAST SIDE YARD AND FREIOnT OFFICE
Livingstone, day westbound clerk; L. A. Ale
Donald, foreign index clerk; E. L. Peters, night
caller; L. E. Rosen, stenographer.
Third row: Max Cornfield, day westbound
checker; Sam'l AlcCracken, day caller; E. H.
Moyer, day westbound clerk; A. M. Gagneux.
yard checker; Jos. Shannahan, day eastbound
checker; E. K. Crossan, foreman's clerk; H. K.
Neilsen, index clerk; Jos. Myers, messenger.

Master Carpenter, Camden
Master Mechanic, Riverside
Material Man, Washincton
Painter Foreman, Riverside

Tannek

S.

C.

J.

KiRKPATRicK

W.M. A.

Keys

C. G. Ed-MONDS
}{. H. Williams, Jr
W. H. Eehner
G. Kekmig
A. L. Hikshauer
I^. J.

Clerk, Bailey's

Car Inspector, Camden
Car In.spector, Camden
Car In.spector, Curti.s Bay
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Car In.spector, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Ix)cust Point
Clerk, Bay View

Doll

C. E. Davis
Kee.ne

Ei).
S.

G Seymour

C. W. C. S.mith
J. C;.

Pakkenbf.U(;eii

Machinist, Brunswick

'.

Work

Checki-r. Brunswick

BALTIMORE DIVISION
Correspondent, W.

II. Sciiid?:,

Baltimore

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O. H. IIoBBS
C. A. Mewshaw

Chairman
-

\ic€-Chairman

For sometime operator W. F. Nichols at
tower. Washington, has been trying to
decide which one of two things lie should buy,
a motor boat or a marriage license.
A few days
ago he deciiled iji favor of the boat, ar.d after

"QX"

II

Tin: KAi/riMoKi;

and

oiiio kmim.o^

willi all llic tilings lu'ccssary foi- a
yachlsinaii, \w inadc his trial trip on
the Potomac. Things went alonj!; very nicely
for only ii short time when the boat, like somc^
autos, stopped and refused to start. Just

('(luippin^

il

full H(m1ji;(m1

imagine poor "Dick" out there

in

the

Potomac

After doin{]; everywitli his best f2;irl. stuck.
thing he couUi without success, ho remembered
that operator \V. D. Robertson, also located at
"QN" tower had told him to carry plenty of
sand along to put on the rudder when it slipped.
So after he sanded it well, Dick says tiiat he
He has
had no trouble to start the engine.
since put in a longer sand box for fear of more
trouble of this kind. He has also told us the
kind of flowers he likes best.
Jess Holmes and wife are contemplating a
Jess says he don't care
trip to Atlantic City.
how high the waves roll. Jess is our inbountl
revision clerk at Camden freight station.
J.

R. Hudson, clerk in cashier's department,

local freight ofiice, Camden Station, is spending
The boys are
his vacation at Kinsale, Va.
under the impression that Mr. Hudson's trip is
not wholly for pleasure, but that he has gone

W

1".
.

i.s

m aca/im

Julian, assist

aiil

S9

ticket agent at C.ani-

spend a few days at Atlantic City.
Mr. Julian will be accompanied l)y his wife.
d«'n, will

Charles Porter, assistant ticket agent»at Mt.
Royal Station, is now married. H(; has not
mad(; up his mind where he will spend his honeymoon, but congratJilations are in order.

On June

3()th,

C.

W. Mumford.

a.ssistant

time-

keeper" in th(^ superintendent's office, ('amdi'ii
Station, was united in marriage to Miss Ethel
Heath, of 1922 Harlem Avenue. Baltimore, .Md.
Charles and his bride spent their honeymoon at
Their friends
Atlantic City and Chicago.
wish them many years of happiness.

Walter Sinn, time clerk

in the superintendent's
spent his vacation with his parents at
Frederick, Md.

office,

H. Schide, H. Constant ine and B. Moriarty
of the superintendent's office spent a night and
day fishing off the yacht "Winifred" about t h«;
middle of .luly. 'i'hey journeyed to "Old Jiodkin Lighthouse," and from the statiMnent

made

there on a more important mission.
The boys
"down home" do not thank John for coming
there and taking one of the girls from Kinsale.

G. H. Pryor, Jr., stenographer in Camden
office, has returned from a visit to
Marion, S. C. This is George's second visit to
Marion. Some attraction down there, the boys
think, but George says "No."
freight

Clare Wolfe, clerk (newly wed), has just returned from his honeymoon on which he took a
trip up the Hudson, and also saw New York cit}',
Philadelphia and Atlantic City. Clarence says
he has gained one pound. That's going some!

Howard Wright, employed in the electrical
department at Mt. Clare, under J. D. Brown,
electrical engineer, has been granted a leave of
absence. He will spend his vacation at Hudson,
Maine.
R. B. P^verhart, stationary fireman,
visited friends in Kansas City, Mo.
J.

has

H. Letzer, machinist ai)prentice, at Riverenjoyed the cool breezes at At-

side, recently
lantic City.

ABOARD T

VACITT "WTXTFRFn-

T. Feeser. who is also a clerk in the sup(>rintendent's office, and who was deputized to
check the catch when the boat arrived at Ferry
l^ar, the task of counting the fish was too laborious.
He \vould only say that the water line
of the "Winifred" was far below the surface of
the water.
l)y L.

On July 5th, the good stork visited the home
of C. A. Bailey, air brake inspector at Curtis
Bay, and |)resente(l a bouncing baby boy, ( \»ngratulations.

W. M. Kavanagh. yardmaster

Mt. Clare,
and family spent a few days at Niagara Falls.
Mr Kavanagh has an abundant supply of souvenir cards.
K. S. Carney is holding down the
trick in day light.

V. M. .lefTers, assistant foreman, has l)een on
the sick list for the past several months; all are
glad to learn that he is improving, .and liope he
will soon be back with the boys.

E. R. Jones, ticket agent at Camden, recently
made a short trip to New York.

S. N. Stickels, piece work inspector, and F.
Iv Lewis, car repairman at C'urtis Bay, spent the
4th of July with Mr. Lewis' brother at Cumberland. Md., where they had a very good tim<!.

J.

at

Noll, clerk in the ticket office at

went to

Camden,

Michaelsforabriefstay. WeundcM*stand that "Jake" had a good time, fishing and
St.

boating.

Prank J. 1^11 wood left recently for an extended
Chicago and St. Louis.
U is not often
that Frank takes such long jruujts. Frank is
trip to

ticket clerk at

(

'.'unden.

R. W. Upton, M. C. B. clerk at Curtis Bay,
and family, went to Philadelphia. July 7th byboat and returned by rail. A very enjoyable
day was spent.

we

saying that one of the happiest
A. Keys, betterknown as
"Doctor Kevs." car forem.inO'Learv's clerk at
feel safe in

menon theSystem isW.

TlIK BAI/riMOIM':

AM)

Olllo

^\a«lungU)n, who is now serving; his third ivnn
on tlie Safety rommittoo.
"Doctor" is a
Safety Man with all his heart and is ghid to
know tliat there are no objections to third terms
on this committee.
,

H. Miller, comhictor on the coal dunij)
enjiiine at Washington, D. C.. better known
among the employes at the New York Avenue
freight yard as the "Movey Man," was presented with two hats and a rain coat a few days
ago.
"Gussy" has been wondering ever since
who was so kind to him.
Ci.

From left to right in the i)ic1ure on the
opposite page, arc D. Rudy, brakeman; W. A.
Keys, clerk to ear foreman O'Lear}-; Arthur
Carlton, air inspector; G. H. Stiller, conductor;
Patrick Deenihan, car inspector; D. M. Fisher,
agent; F. S. White, night yardmaster; Captain
"Buddy" Johnson, janitor; W. A. McCleary.
general yardmaster; A. H. Glenn, clerk; F. O.
White, chief clerk ami assistant yardmaster;
V. Wahl, vard clerk; D. Waters, conductor;
D. Stitler. yard clerk.
Mr. Waters has been in the employ of the
Company since 1879. In a large measure he is
responsible for the beautiful flower garden which
II.

graces the ^^'ashington yards for, in addition
to fin-nishing a great many seeds and plants
from the choice garden at his home in I'niversity. he spends all his spare time during tiic
lunch hour at work among his floral friends.
Captain "Buddy "Johnson looks quite formidable in the center of the picture with the old
musket which he carried through the Civil War
But we are assured
poised at "get ready."
that the captain only uses his firearms to frighten
marauders off the flower beds. Captain Johnson
served as a drummer boy from 1861 to 18G5 in
Captain Beauregard's division of the Confederate army, and his work-a-day comrades have
great fun in reminding him of the stories' that
are told about the rumiing ability he developed
during the war. When asked to tell his age,
the captain says that it varies according to his
humor. He admits that he has seen a great
many summers come and go. but claims that
the spirit of youth thrills him even today,
when he recalls the record breaking performances he made before a band of approaching

Yankees.

The

latest addition to the beautiful garden in
front of the yard office, New York Avenue freight
yard, Washington, D. C. arc four 3'oung hulics
with shaker salt boxes. If any one gets "fresh"
in the garden, these ladies salt tluun down.
This handsome garden is now ready for inspection and all are invited to visit it.
It is beyond
Go and see for
doubt the finest on the System.
yourself, but take warning, do not touch the
flowers.

Some of the employes at New York Aven.ue
freight yard have a mania for taking things.
Here are some of the things yard conductor J.
W. Rives took recently:
First, a vacation,
his first move being to i3rentwood, there meeting his lady love; then he took her to the
preacher and they both took that solemn oath

:.\I

I

l'L(

)Vi;S
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that made them one for life.
Xe.xt was a trip
to the Xortliern cities where they took in all the
sights theii! W(.'reto beseen.
When they became
tired of sight s(.'eingaway from the capital city,

they returned and took congratulations from

many

friends.
Then after "J. W." had
of the long gret'ii he has save<l.
they decided to take a hou.se at 232 Randolph
Str(!et. and on the morning of July llth, ^Ir.
Riv(>s took liis old posit ion as conductor of yard
engine Xo. 1703.
His many friends .are pleased
to see him back on the job and wish him and
Mrs. Rives a long, pro.sperous and ha|)py life

their

dug out some

together.

MT. CLARE SHOPS
Correspondent,
Secretary

to

S.

Fouwood

E.

Superintendent

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
CoNNtKF

Superintendent of .Sliops, f'liairiii:in
liEAUMO.NT. .Gcn'I Foreman, Car Dept., Sub-Cbainnan
Machinist, KrectinK Shop
Machinist, Krectinn Sliop
Fire Marshal, Axle and Hhick.smith
Shops and Power Plant
H. C. Yealduall
RoileriiKiker, Hoiler Stiop
J'.

II. .\.

Carter
H. OvERBY
J. P. Reinardt
S. A.

R. W.

Chesney

Brass Moukler, Brass Foundry
Iron Mouhier, Iron Founclry
No. 1 Machine Shop
J. O. Perin
Machini>st, Xo. 2 Machine Shop
H. E. Haesi-OOP
Tinner. Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Geo. R. Lkilich
Manager. Printing Department
H. II. Burns
Car Repairman. Mt. Clare
T. H. Backendorf. .Gang Foreman, Mt. Clare Middle Yanl
A. F. Becker
Painter, Paint Sliop
Jos. \V. Smith.
Car Builder, Passenger Car I>ecting Shop
L. Beaumont
Shop Carpenter. Cabinet Shop

H. E. Fountain
L.

J.

Ward

Macliini-st,

.

We now

.

have on our force a very prominent

the person
should hear him.
singer

in

of

J.

Crockett.

You

Clifton Lowe, of the general foreman's oilice
(locomotive department), is taking lessons in
seamanship and navigation. He has become
the gallant commander of a canoe.

these warm days, boiler inspector King
giving reminiscences of his yacht racing days.

On
is

The ofhcc of the superintendent of shops extends congratulations to J. A. Rcnelian, who has
recently married, and wishes him and Mrs.
Renehan many happy years together.
The stork

visited the

and

home

of J.

W. B.

Steltz,

another bouncing boy.
now the father of two.

on

Jul}' IGtli,

He

is

left

E. S. Roney, piecework inspector, and J. E.
Frey. machinist, both of No. 2 machine sliop,
and their respective families, recently went to
Niagara Falls for a short sightseeing trip.

The stork recently thought well of G. J.
Keunnert, machine hand in No. 2 machine shop,
and brought him a lusty boy. George is mighty
proud of the newcomer.
The apprentices at Mount Clare have formed
an Apprentice Club and elected the following
ofhcers: R. J. Clinc, president; Fred Miciiel
vice-president; Chas. SpcJicc, secretary; Edw.
Galloway, treasurer; L. T. Lacy, sergeant-at
arms.

t'
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Practically all of the 140 apprentices at Mt.
Clare have joined. They hold meetings once
a month for the purpose of conducting necessary
business and to get together in a social way.
It is the intention to make these meetings a
source of help and information as well as to
provide amusement, and superintendent Conniff has promised his assistance in supplying
speakers for some of the meetings.
The apprentices' baseball team is out to win
and is promising a good average for the season.

We

have heard of an unexpected catastrophe
about to happen to our highly esteemed
friend, E. Arthur Hurd, who is a member of the
clerical force under the supervision of Mr.
Gordon, chief shop clerk.
Ever since his illness of about a year ago,
when he was ordered away for his health,
Arthur has been looking better. He is timekeeper in No. 2 machine shop and we all wish
him a lengthy and happy journey on the sea
that

of

is

sium work we congratulate the western coast
on being able to secure his services.

The vacation period

is

being taken advantage

of by the men, who are scattering to all points
of the compass for recreation and rest.

F. F. Cline of the battery plant

is

rapidly re-

first

The billiard "table recently added to the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. equipment is proving
a valuable addition to the social life of the men.
Conductor George Wright is one of the consistent players and likes to meet skillful opponents.
There are all grades of players, however, and
one can find a partner or opponent in whatever
class he belongs.

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Correspondents

W. C. MoNTiGNANi, Y. M. C. A. Secretary,
Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. F. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg
E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent, Chairman
W. Kelly, Jr
Assistant Superintendent, Vice-Chairman
E. J.Lampert
Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
J. W. Deneen
Terminal Trainmaster
H. C. McAdams
Secretary to Superintendent, Secretary
T. F. Shaffer
Secretary Y. M. C. A.
W. C. MoNTiGANi
Chief Clerk, Trainmaster, Secretary
0. S. W. Fazenbaker
J.

1. S. Sponseller
F. A. Taylor
E. P. Welshonce

M. A. Carney
L. J. WiLMOTH
T. R. Stewart

D. H. Watson
W. W. Calder

covering from an operation recently performed

P. Petri

for appendicitis.

W. H. Linn

The recent change in the water system has
improved the shower baths, there being no
trouble now in obtaining water of any desired
temperature for the bath. The shower baths
are unusually busy and are helping to make the
hot days comfortable.

We

are glad to see that

M. Backes, foreman

boilermaker, has recovered from a strain received while at work and is in his accustomed
place again.
Mr. Backes is an enthusiastic
member of the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A.
orchestra and has rendered valuable assistance
in that organization.

Our tall friend, M. H. Krieder, has added to
his height since the arrival of a fine boy in his
home.

Death has been busy among the members of
the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. lately, and has
claimed S. H. Knick, C. Kruger and H. S. Boxley.
We sincerely sympathize with the relatives and friends of the deceased.

A

number
Departments

of secretaries of the Railroad
of the Young Men's Christian
Association on the lines running into Washington have been in attendance at the Southern
Summer School for the two weeks' course in

sessioils of

the term.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
G. N. Nutwell, one of our favorite basket ball
players, has recently located in Fresno, California.
While we will miss him in our gymna-

the "round table" during
These courses were given both in the
the
second
year
and
grades.

ducted the

nuitrimonv.

G. H. WiNSLow, Correspondent

M. C. A. work. Mr. Winslow, our seciewas associate dean of the school and con-

R. R. Y.
tary,

J.

G. Lester

V. P. Drugan
G. R. Bramble.

Supervisor

Master Carpenter
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Road Foreman of Engines
Master Mechanic
Assistant Master Mechanic
General Car Foreman
Division Engineer
Signal Supervisor
General Yardmaster

Assistant Division Engineer

Agent
Agent

W.D. Strouse
A. Erdman

M. Davis
H. P. Stuck

J.

C. A. Fleegle
W. V. Farrell

Z Terrell
H. R. Coole
Z. D. Hensell

J.

J.

.

C.

Tonry

W. S. Harig
J. W. Martin
E. C.

Coal Billing Agent

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agen
Agent
Agent
Division Claim Agent
Relief Agent
.>

Drawbaugh

Dr. J. A. DoERNER
Dr. E. a. Raphel
Dr. F. H. D. Biser
H. E. NoRRis
A. Y. Wilson
H. Rupenthal
G. W. Mercer
J
M. Phillips
W. B. Tansill
.

O. E. Spotts
L. A. Rizer
A. N. Jeffries
E. LowERY

W. H. Broom

^

Division Operator
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner
Conductor
Machinist
Engineer
Conductor
Conductor

Car Inspector
Machinist

Brake man
Operator

Conductor
Wreckmaster

Two old employes, L. M. Kemp and J. H.
Martin, who were recently retired after having
been in the Company's service more than half
a century, Mr. Kemp as carpenter foreman and
Mr. Martin as agent, have removed with their
families to Bolivar, W. Va., a suburb of Har-

•

Till*:

HAi/n.Moin-:

and

oiiio imi'i.(>n

M\(i\/iM

i;s

!».{

Keginieiil during the Civil War, and was also
a member of the local \'eterans' Association.
The funeral was held from the late home on
Friday. July lOth. at LMiO p. m., Kev. B. W.
.Meeks and Rev. Z. T. Brantner conducting
the funeral service.
A large number from the
X'eterans' Association and many of his comiades
of the rail wen; present to pay a last tribute
to he deceased.
.

t

The .Martinsburg association of veteran
employe's held their senn-annual meeting and
b.uKiuet in the V. M. C. A. gymnasium on
Tuesday night, July 7. The meeting .was
well
attended. The nuMubers and invited
guests gathered in the lobby of the "Y" and
spent the time socially until S.30, when all
ass(Mnbled in the gymnasium to enjoy the
bancjuet which had been prepared by the
ladies.

•

After singing the Doxology, 13r. W I". ( !i nver
invoked divine blessings. After the men had
be(>n seated a quartet composed of A. I). Darby.
John Zirkle, Edward Reynolds, and Stewart
Kilmer sang "Drink to ^Ie (July with Thine
Kyes," and as an encore ''Luckj- James."
R. S. Bouic. chairman of the committee on
constitution and by-laws, read the report, which
was adopted. \V. C. Monti^nani was the
first speaker, and during his address told a
number of anecdotes, which kept the bantiueters
in
constant laughter. He also sang some
.

J.

When
l)er's

H.

MARTIN

he started to work for the

Company

fifty j-eard ag(..

Ferry, where they will live

among

the

friends and scenes of their early endeavor, their
service records having commenced at Harper's
P^rry more than fifty years ago, when that
point was one of the |)rincipal junctions of the
road.

dialect songs.
Z. T. Brantner, as toastmaster. introduced
G. W. Andrews, inspector of maintenance, as
the speaker of the evening.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company,
through one of its officials, has donated to tlie
Baltimore 6: Ohio Y. M. C. A. a very handsome
Columbia graphophone of the newest type and
also over $100.00 worth of fine records.
The
members of the association are very much
pleased with the donation and anticipate spending n)any pleasant evenings during the ccmiing
winter.
This makes two musical instriunents
for the eiitertainment of the men. an organ having been installed several years ago.

MARTINSBURG
W. U. Parkinson, Ijlacksmith

in

th(>

local

met with a painful accident at his home
recently.
While rej)airing a roof he fell from
a ladder and crushed his left heel.
The injury
has incapacitated him from work for cjuite a
while.
Mr. Parkinson is now imi)r()ving and
the boys hope to see him back at his forge in

shoj).

a short 1im(\

John A. Bird of No. 411 West Martin Street,
the widely known retired Baltimore cV: Ohio
engineer, died July 7th.
He was born on July
4th. 1843, and had' just passed the seventy-first
milestone of his life, forty-four years of which
were spent in the faithful service of the Company
from which he retired several years ago.
He served in Comp'aiiy H, loth' Maryland

si:c'hi:t.\ky
(utnbirlan!

>

^'

\v.
'

c.
\.,

mon'tkjnani
his wife

and children
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Mr. Andrews caught the attention

by

of

his

the first veterans'
association on the Philadelphia Division, of
which he was one of the organizers, and of
He also spoke
its growth and development.
of the loyalty of the members, how far-reaching
it is and what it has accomplished among the
employes of the Company.' In conclusion he
expressed gratification in being able to attend
the banquet, and assured all of his loyalty to
the organization.
audience

telling

of

Harold Keedy, who has been working for
the Howe Scale Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has
returned to the shop and is holding down his
former job.
C. Toucey, our general freight agent, is
smiles these warm July days. A bouncing

J.

all

baby boy appaared

at his

home

in

Rosemont,

on July 15th.

Miss Mina Katherine Westrater, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Westrater, and Cluster

SOME OF THE HUSTLING BOYS IX THE MARTIXSBURG FROG SHOP

Other addresses were delivered by A. D.
Darby, Rev. B. W. Meeks, H. W. Fauver,
cngineman, and C. W. Allen, traveling passenger
agent.
The secretary, ]\Ir. Edwards, then
read a letter from J. S* Murray, assistant to
the president, in which he sent regrets that he
could not attend, and assured the members of
his deep interest in the welfare of all the veterans' associations.
The out of town guests were G. W. Andrews,
inspector of maintenance; J. O. Potts, inspector
of maintenance; Robert M. Van Sant, editor
of Employes Magazine, C. W. Allen, traveling

W. H. C. House, Thomas
and James Clark, of Magnolia, and

passenger agent;
^lartin,
S.

W. Thomas,

of Kearneysville.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rudy, a son.
Mr. Rudy is the popular storekeeper of motive
power supplies and oil at this station.

Raymond

Russler has returned from Somerw^here he has been temporarily
Ray seems well pleased to get home

Ky.,
employed.
to the Baltimore
set,

& Ohio

again.

Viands, a well-known young railroad man,
were married in this city several weeks ago.
The bride's father is a retired Baltimore &
Ohio conductor. The young couple will make
their home with the bride's parents on North
Queen Street.

Miss Daisy Smith, daughter of Sebastian
and Louisa Smith of South Water Street, and
Wm. F. Turner, an employe of the Company,
were married on Wednesday, July 8th, at seven
forty-five o'clock at the Second U. B. parsonage
on Boyd Avenue, by Rev. C. W. Hutzler. The
bride's father is a retired Baltimore & Ohio
conductor and known to every railroad man
on the Cumberland Division. The bride is a
charming young lady with many accomplishments. We w4sh the young couple a long and
happy wedded life.

Miss Jessie Lovings and Arthur Franklin
a Baltimore & Ohio brakeman, were
married at eight o'clock Saturday evening,
July 11th, by Rev. Dr. C. S. Trump at the LuMills,

theran parsonage.

,

'Pill':

hai;iim()1m:

wd

oiiio

Miss Ktliol H('ll(> Kiiniiicl. dau^ihtcr (»f (la^and Mrs. Jilakc Kiiiim(>l of No. .{(M) Wcsl
Race StnH^t. and Charles Wrllon Collins of
Clarkshnrfi;, \V. \'a., wcmc married on June 2'Md.
iiian

The woddinii took

|)laco at (lio

Hotel Halei^li,

D. C, Rev. Mr. Montjiomory
of the Methodist Kpiseopal Churcli ofhciaf intr.
The couple, accompanied by a small party of
friends, left this city on train No. 10. in the
in Wasiiinjiton.

early morninji, the wedding taking:; place at
After spending; several days in Washinji10.30.
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Collins returned to this
city, and after a short stay with relatives left
for their future home in Clarksburg, where the
groom has a responsible position with tlic
Haymaker Wells Drug Company. Mr. Collins
is a drug clerk and is well known both in this
city, where he has held several positions, and
The bride is a popular young
in Clarksburg.
lady with a wide circle of friends in Martin.sburg.
II. T. Murphy, telegraph operator at Sir
John's Run. and Miss Cora Bartles, of Dry
Run. this county, eluding their many friends,
slipped quietly away to Washington on July
9th and were married at one-thirty in the
afternoon. After a honeymoon spent in Balti-

MANX DIRT

Hedgesville and has been an operator for the
for

some time.

Freight conductor
Benjamin Wilger, a
former resident of Martinsburg, died at a
Baltimore hospital on June 28th, after a long
illness.
He was the son of the late engineer

i

s

m ac

\zi\i-:

and Mrs. William Wil-.r. He
time of the remov.il of
h(>

(his city at
the divisional
lerminal to lininswick, but fretpu-ntly visited
ib* is survived by a widow and
his old home,
two sons. 'Jhe icmains were br((Uglit to
Martinsi)urg for interment.
left

t

John Shea of No. 222 Hoyd Street, a veteran
Haltimore cV: Ohio employe, retired, died at
sc'ven-thirt}- o'clock, July 14th, at the advanced
age of eighty-four years. He had been in poor
liealtli for a number ot years and recently
sufTered a stroke of paralysis.
Cangrene had
also affected one of his feet and the complication finally caused his death.
Mr. Shea was born in County Kerry, Ireland,

and came to tliis country when a boy, settling
with his family at Martinsburg. He served
throughout the Civil War in Company I>,
Wise's Artillery, of the Confederate army.
After the war he entered the employ of i\w.
Baltimore & Ohio as a hostler, and served

Company faithfully
He was a well-known and

until retired in 1S9G.
familiar figure around
the shop where he would come to repair his
The funeral was held from St. Joseph's
tools.
Catholic Church at 9.30 Thursday morning,

this

July 16th, Rev. Father McKeefry officiating.

.^PKKADIXc;

more and New York, the newlyweds returned
to Hedgesville, where they will make their
future home.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Bartles and has been
connected with educational work in this county
for sev(>ral years.
The groom is a native of

Company

I:^Il'l,(»^

MACHIM

The accompanying photograph

Mann

dirt spreader.

is

that of a

Four of these machines
complete repair at the

have been placed in
Martinsburg shop by the bridge gang.
work was done under the supervision of

The

O.
Potts, inspector of maintenance. O. C. Mann,
the patentee, spent several days here while
the work and alterations were taking place
on the first car. As shown in the picture it
is quite a formidable looking machine.
The
long wings sweep the surplus dirt over tiie
bank, the back wings build the outer edge of
the bank and shai)e the ballast along the ties.
J.

:
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used in ]iftinj>- the wiii^s up
out of the way. Motive power is furnislietl
by a locomotive, as shown in the picture.
A number of these machines were used in the
construction of the Panama Canal.
('()in])r('ss(Ml air is

Miss Marion E. Spengler, daughter of L. J.
Spengler, dispatcher, Pittsburgh Division, recently visited her cousin, C. C. Hite, agent at
Lexington, Va., and will also visit friends and
relatives at Strasburg, Va.

MONONGAH

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
Correspondent,

J.

L.

Maphis

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chairman
Medical Examiner
Foreman
of
Engines
Road

A. Jordan
Dr. J. F. Ward
H. F. HousER
E. D. Calvert

Superintendent,

S.

.S.

.1.

Supervisor
Supervisor
Engineer

LiCHLiTER

A. RoEDER
C. R. Donovan
J.

Brakeman

The accompanying photo is

No. 1406,
and crew of trains No. 35 and 18, running between
Brunswick and Strasburg, Va. Reading from
of engine

right to left the names of the men are as follows
W. F. Edwards, conductor; S.E.Harmer, brakeman; R. B. Russel, baggageman; M. W. Phalen,
engineer; T. A. Riley, fireman.
This crew takes great pride in keeping their
engine in fine shape.

Fireman R. J. Menife is on the sick list on
account of an injured eye. A cinder got into it.

Brakeman R. E. Johnson

again on the sick
list.
His friends hope that he will soon be able
to resume duty.
is

A. C. Hawpe has been appointed agent and
operator at Greenville, Va., vice E. E. Baker,
transferred.

ENGINE

1406

DIVISION

Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

M. Scott

E. T.

Superintendent, Chairman, Grafton
Division Engineer, Grafton

Brown

M. H. Oakes
E. D. Griffin
T. K. Faherty
M. F. Green
Dr. C. A. Sinsel
W. T. HoPKE
J. D. Anthony
W. H. Welsh
M. B. NuzuM
W. O. Bolin
W. N. Malone
J. O. Martin
A. E. Malone

,

Division Agent, Grafton
Signal Supervisor, Grafton
General Yardmaster, Grafton
General Car Foreman, Grafton
Supervisor, Grafton
Claim Agent, Clarksburg
Machinist, Weston
Night Foreman, W. Va. & P. Jet.
Agent, Grafton
Agent, Clarksburg
Agent, Fairmont
Agent, Weston
Section Foreman, Bridgeport
Machinist, Grafton
Machinist, Fairmont

C. F. Zimmer
P. B. Phinney
S.

H. Wells

B.

Thompson

R. R. Hale

M. M. Morrison
W. P. Clark
R. G.

BuRNUP

F. Price

Assistant

G. M. Shaw
C. E. HardxMax
J. E. Bennett
C. A. MiCHAEi
W. R. Williams
N. D. Rice
C. R. Hughes
E. E. Newlon
W. C. Barnes

AND CREW OF TRAINS

Master Mechanic, Grafton
Trainmaster, Grafton
Road Foreman, Grafton
Division Operator, Grafton
Medical Examiner, Grafton
Master Carpenter, Grafton

35

AND

Car Foreman, Fairmont
Engineer, Fairmont
Engineer, Weston
Fireman, Grafton

Yard Fireman, Grafton
Yard Conductor, Grafton
Brakeman, Grafton
Warehouse Foreman, Clarksburg
Carpenter, Grafton
Assistant Shop Clerk, Secretary, Grafton

18 (see

Note

.

.

Tin: H

\i;i

and

iMoiii;

oiiio

.

i;.\ii'L()^ k.s

Henry
lieenoii

t

MAdAZiM-:

.Mize, agent at
he sick list for

Kcader, \\.\.i., \slniji.i>
somet ime, is iiii|)ro\ing.

II. \j. Slidger. agent at Underwood, W. \'a..
has been granted a six months' furlough on account of ill he:dth.
He is relieved bv W. ( '.
Nesbit.

Mary K. lleiuy. agent at St. (Uairsville,
has been granted a thirty (lays' leave o(
.ibsence on account of ill health.
.Mrs.

)hio,

(

Lough, agent at (Jlover Ciaj>, has tendered
with the expect at ion of going on
he road as a fireman.
I*.

his resignation
t

H. Keller, relief agent,

.1.

is

paying

all

the

.agents on this division a visit, inspecting tariffs.
S. and D. and other rej)orts, and giving instructions as to the j)ro|)er method of handling
(wplosives. inflammable matter, etc.
().

JOHN HERBERT DURBV.
Son

Section foreman, W. H. Hayhin-st, on section
Xo. 3 has been granted a furlough on account of
poor health. This is his first vacation since he
entered the Company's service over forty \-ears
ago.
11. L. Nichols, section foreman at liarrackville. is relieving him. Mr. Nichols is being
relieved by (1. Mollis, who has been promoteil
fiom laborer on the Glover Gap .section.

Jit.

of ForiMiian of Pipe Slioj)

WHEELING DIVISION
Correspondent, A.

(i.

Youst, Operalor,

Gap
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Cilover

H. B. Green
C. H. BONNESEN
G. F. Ebekly

Superintendent, Ghairman, Whoelins:

Master Mechanic

M. B. Rkkey
\V.?\ Ross
-M. C. Smith
G. M. GUISWELL

H. Kellar
Dr. G. E. Pratt

Divi.sion Operat or

Road Foreman

.

I)K. J. E. HlRLEV
E. L. Parker
F. A. Hagoerty
O. A. Van' F'osse.n
E. S. WlLLL\MS
.

.

Gonductor
Operator
Holloway
Machinist, Holloway
Gar Repairman, Benwood

ter service in all classes of labor, in it.self oiu? of
the greatest aids to the Safety Movement ever
instituted, more especially among those conlu^cted with the railroads.

Inspector,

Shopman. Gameron

A I )lXON
T. H. Brewster

Engineer, Benwood (Yard)
Gonductor, Benwood (Yard)
Fireman, Benwood

.

McGa.nn
K. Wilkinson
P.

.\gent

K. M. Pomehov
G. Aulesbekckk
].. M. GOLLINS

I-.

II.

P.

Agent
.

Kemm

B.

T.

her(>toforc.

We hope to see the fatalities greatly diminish
and the number of useful and efficient men incr(^ase in a like proportion. This will mean bet-

Sloan

I,.

Engines

Agent, Wheeling
Relief Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner. Benwood

Car

W. Gandy

i.

of

Glaim Agent, Wheeling

J.

S.

Trainmaster

.

Division Engineer

Bl-EASDAl-E

J.

Theoretically speaking. West Virginia went
No more liquor can be manufac1st.
tured or sold in this state, as a nin(!ty thous.and
majority of our citizens decreed by their votes.
As the Baltimore ct Ohio traverses the state?
from Wheedling to Harpers Ferry on the main
line, and as its branches extend throughout almost the entire state, liquor and its toll of unfortunate victims will not be so prominent a
factor in the record of accidents and deaths as

dry July

Car Foreman
Gar Foreman

Master Garpenter

GOYNE

So'ct ion

McGoLLOlCiH
HACtiEKTY

I).

-

.

MlRTAUHH

T. G. Stonecipher
D. Pierce

Track
Track
Track
Track

Foreman

Supervisor
Supervisor
.Supervisor

Supervisor

Signal Supervisor

Our division

enjoying its season of
returned to work
and a great man}' others having been brought in
from divisions not so prosperous.

t

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
Gorr(\spon(lenl.

V. S(>Uers. tieket agent

Cx.

recently paid
visit

A.

liis

ConnellsviUe.
parents at (Mover (lap a brief
at

.

M.

Carriiificr. .agent at

returned from New
annual vacation.

Bannock.

Wuk. where

Oliio.

has

he spcMil

his

still

men having

On account of the heavy traffic it was necessary to |)ut on an extra packag.doc.al. which does
the work betw(>en Benwood .and Gann'ron, thus
leaving the other two locals to look after the
business between Gameron and
Fairmont.
One train does the work between F.airmoni .and
Grafton, making the round trip daily.

Enginenien John Cununins. J. E. Waynian and
LenioM arc hack on Ih> job after a pleasant
time s|)ent at Parkershiirj!; duiini!; the 1^1 ks Carnivah

.lolin

is

pros|)erity, all idle

iSi

,1.

crclnr;/,

11.

0\ti:k

)'.

M

.

('.

A.

Paikei-sbuig

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G K Bkyan
Superintendent, Ghiiirm:in
,>>

k'
.1.

('

RlKFLK

1'.
1

.

Yardman, Barkersburij

.

Everett

W .Mathew
G M \l)Elt
.

^'a^dm:ln. Huntington

Engineer
l-'ireman
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P. Duval
C. F. Branham
W. A. BuTCHEU

Conductor
Brakemaii
Shopman, Car Department

J.

W. BonN
K. Cromley
G. Umpleby
H. M. McPherson

J

Machinist
Agent, Ravenswood
Agent, Sistersyille
Platform Foreman, Parkersburg
Phitfoym Foreman, Huntington

.

J.

J.

FlahertyH. G. Bailey
Grant Ha\t;n

.J.J.

-

P.

J.

Yard Track Foreman
Tin and Pipe Shop Foreman
Yardman, Parkersburg
Maintenance of Way

;

MoRAN

L. W. Strayer
Claim Department
W. E. Kennedy
Relief Department
A. J. BossYNS
Y. M. C. A.
H. Oatey
Chief Train Dispatcher and Division Operator
C. F. Casper
Supervisor
S. S. Johnson
Supervisor
G. M. Bryan
Supervisor
Jno. Landers
Master Carpenter
F. P. CoE
Chief Clerk to Agent, Parkersburg
J. S. Echols
Agent- Yardmaster, Huntington
R. E. Barnhart
Yardmaster
F H. Magalis
General Yardmaster
F. A. Carpenter
Trainmaster
F. C. Morajm
Road Foreman of Engines
L. M. Sorrell
.1.

.

T. LuscoMBE

Division Engineer
Division Master Mechanic

H. E. PuRSELL

Relief Agent

L. E. Haislip
J.

J. McC. Martin, local traveling passenger
agent, has let a contract for a very fine frame

house on the corner of Washington Avenue
and Oak Street.

The preliminary work

of laying

the track

ground for the monster
transfer warehouse and freight depot between
Third and Fourth Streets has begun and it is
understood that it will be pushed as rapidly
as possible during the remainder of the summer
season. Three squares will be used in the new
improvement.

and

grading

the

President W. A. Hersch of the local United
Woolen Mills Co. has completed arrangements
for the big Labor Day excursion of his employes.
The employes will leave here on a special train

on Saturday night, Septem.ber 5th, going to
Cedar Point to spend all day Sunday and
Monday morning, and on the afternoon of

Labor Day to Zanesville, to participate in
the big Labor Day celebration. They will
return that night. Passenger agent Martin
and Mr. Hersch have just returned from Cedar
Point, where they made final arrangements.

The plan recently inaugurated by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad of putting its division
officers through a course of employment in the
general offices to equip them for promotions to
positions of greater responsibility, has received
much favorable comment here. This effort to
broaden the knowledge of officials and to give
them thorough training in the affairs of the
Compan}^, is an attempt at greater efficiency
and should have the very commendable result
.

of having men ready for promotion when the
chance comes along. It is many, many times
true that men are not prepared for promotion
when it comes their way.

Freight business at present is rather light
but is expected to show an increase as soon as
the grain begins to move. Box cars are being
rushed west for this traffic.
B.

W. Kinkaid,

third

"SY," has returned to work

trick operator at
after a two weeks'

lay off on

account

of

the serious illness of

his father.

P. J.

to

work

Moran, yard conductor, has returned
after a brief lay off.

In the opinion of

many

railroad men, the
express train No. 48
three miles east of the city Sunday afternoon,
July 13th, w^as due to the intensely hot weather,
which caused such an expansion of the rails
that they spread when the train was passing
over.
As soon as the accident was reported the
wreck train, with the wrecking gang, track
layers and line repairers was rushed to the
spot, but it was late in the evening before the
track was cleared and repaired.
On account of the wreck, No. 12, the fast
passenger train east, was detoured over the
O. R. and the Short Line from this city and
No. 4, in the evening, was held here until the
wreck was cleared about nine o'clock, the afternoon accommodations east and west being
held on each side of the wreck.
Manager Rose of the local Wells Fargo
Express Co. hurried out to the scene and arranged for the protection of the express goods
in the wrecked cars.
He found that some of
the goods in the car which went over the bank
were more or less damaged.

wrecking

of

The night

through

of July 3rd was the occasion of the
regular meeting of the Veterans' Association of our division.
It was held at the Terrapin Park casino and was both a social and
business session, the same officers named at
the temporary organization some weeks ago
being with but one exception elected to permanent office. A banquet was given, followed by
several splendid speeches by local men.
The members of the veterans who, with
their families, attended the affair, made an
assembly cf about 200. Addresses were delivered bv J. W. Vandervort, Dr. Arthur Hank
and Dr. H. B. Stout. Superintendent C. E.
Bryan, president of the association, acted as
toastmaster.
The High School quartet rendered several
pleasing selections, as did an orchestra. Within
the period of July 3rd and the time of the
temporary organization, fifty to sixty new
members were enrolled. This made 100 charter
members. As it is required that each shall
havebeen in the service of the road for at least
twenty years, this is taken by some as one of
the best showings of any division, considering
the age of the organization.
Men were present from all points on the
The sessions are to be held quarterly,
division.
the next to come in October. The enrollment
fee of the association is small, the main object
of it being the good fellowship the assembly of
men encourages.
The officers of the association are as follows:
C. E. Bryan, president; W. E. Kennedy, vicepresident; James Scullen, secretary; W. T.
Vincent, treasurer. Mr. Scullen was the only
new officer to be named. All were elected by
acclamation.
first

iiii;

i',\i;n.M()i{i;

and

oiiio i:.\irL()Vi:s MvciA/iM-:

On

CLEVELAND DIVISION
Conc'spoiulciits. \V. T. Lkcii[-ider, Superintendent, Cleveland

K. Lei)KI{E!{, Secretary, Cleveland

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent, Chiiirinan
Ass't Superintendent, Vice-C'liuirinan
Secretary

T. Lk( HLiDEU
II. HuoLiiHTON-

Fahy
A NDKUSox

E.
A.

TruiniiKiiiter

Master Mechanic
Division Knsincer
Road Foreman of Engines
A. 11. F. E. «& A. T. M.
Assistant Road Foreman of Engines

H. IIaush

Lorx
J. Head
G. LowEHY

('.

W.

Assistiint

RiSTi.NE

A.ssistant

A.T.

H.Lee
Hess
H. RicnAUus
D. Sykes
J.
J.

McGarhell

Terminal Agent, CK'veland, U.
Terminal Agent, Lorain, O.
General Foreman, Clevehuid, O.
General Foreman, Lorain, O.
Foreman, Steel Car Dep't, Lorain, O.
Yard Foreman, Canton, O.
Master Carpenter
Locomotive Foreman, Akron Jet., O.

Heklihy.

A. 8uB.rE( K

Bendek
J.

Waterson

T. McIlwain
.

.

B. CiAHUELi.
\\

.

Baik

H. Beahd
H. MiLLEU
Cline

.

P. EitHELBEKiJER

H. Garrett
.

A.
F.

Arganbright

Engineer, Lorain, U.
Assistant Yardmaster, Lorain, O.
Agent, Stn^.-^burg, O.
Assistant Yardmaster, Cleveland, ().
Akron Jet., O.
YardmJister,
Assistant
Foreman, Akron Freight Station
Supervisor, Massillon, O.

Murray

Relief Agent

H. Rothgeky
.

.

Claim Agent

Maisch
Bell

E. PiEKCE..
J.

.\ssistant Storekeeper, Cleveland,

Lynch
MrCuTCHiN

Engineer, Cleveland,
Conductor, Cleveland,

L.

li.

Allen

H. James
C. Galea/

Trainmaster

M.&G.Y. M

Chief Dispatcher
Nislit Chief Dispatcher
Medical Examiner
.Medical Examiner

J.

u. J. J.

of l^ngines

Division Operator

M. Heatox
FiTZGEKALD

.

Road Foreman

Car
•

Inspector, Canal Dover,

Brakeman, Canton,
Fireman, Lorain,

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

.Itme

firiinian

ISth.

engineer C. A.

Koiiai*!

an<l

M. R. Chalfant. Akron Junction yard,

were jjresented with copper oil can and torch,
with their naine.s cnp;rav(Mi thereon, by .superintendent Lechlider. They were well pleased
with their fi;ifts. Mr. Thoinp-son, oiw third vicel)r('sid(Mit while passing throimh .Vkron. on a

men shining their
engine hell during the time they were lying
there.
Tlic appearance of the halanct; of their
engine is in keeping with the spirit shown in
special train noticed these

this instance.

Ticket agent A. M. Dictz, (jf Cleveland
station, accompanied the ticket agents on a
recent trip through Yellowstone Park. .Thtsre

must have been an automobile salesman among

them

or

many

aristocrats, for since his retiu-n,
in his new "Buzz

Dietz has been riding around
Btiggy."

That the Baltimore

cS:

Ohio holds Safety

First above everything else, was emphasized in
the fact that on July 9th, there arrived at Cleveland, going to Lorain, O., two small children,
six and four years old, from the Old Country

with no one accompanying them. It seems
that the only identification they needed, while
traveling on the Baltimore (k Ohio, was their
They were well
tickets tied in a handkerchief.
taken care of while at Cleveland by our matron,
Mrs. Grayell.

The Baltimore & Ohio baseball club of
Massillon, O.. has beaten every team in that
territory, and is now^ ready to "stack up
against" anything on the division. This photograph of the boys will give the other teams a
line on our champions.

Mil- i^ASEBALL TEAM -MA.=5?ILLnX. OHIO
i-,\i.i iM-'iu. .V
Top row— left to right: Rohr. I. f.; Wacker, 2nd b.; Andkegg, p.; Rodenberger, Mgr.; Hwvki.vs, !.
Bottom row— left to right: Chippb, lat b.; Fenton, c. f.; Jack, mascot; Drake, b. s.; Shoemaker, c.
I

f.;

.Moore. 3rd b.
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The maintenance of way department has
added G. W. Gordon to its payroll as stenogGordon hails
rapher, vice Rodgers, resigned.
Zanesville,, and came to Cleveland to
escape the floods that seem to have a habit of
visiting the southern part of Ohio.
from

attraction at our last monthly
Meeting, was the presentation of a
bronzed lantern by superintendent Lechlider, to
train baggageman G. W. Nicklas, in apprecia-'
tion of the manner in which he cleaned his
baggage car while lying at Valley Junction,
and other efforts along the line of efficiency
that he has put forth. To say that Nicklas
was pleased, is putting it lightly.

An added

Safety

The
of

following appeared in the July 15th issue,
the Lorain Times Herald under the heading:

FISH-HOUNDS WILL BE INTRODUCED
TO OYSTER COUNTY ENTHUSIAST.
Middle Westerners have customs and

insti-

The truth of
tutions strange to Easterners.
this little bromide is being demonstrated almost
daily to yoimg Mr. Andrew Reid, whose home
is in Baltimore, Md., and who as one of the six
efficiency students enrolled in the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Company's railroad school, is
just now engaged in a six-months' study of railroading methods and other things in Lorain.
For instance, Reid has just had an introduction to the subject of fish-hounds, a variety of the
canine family peculiar to the Great Lakes.
To the inlanders a fish-hound is so common a
thing that they scarcely turn their heads when
one passes by. To Reid, however, first hearing
about fish-hoimds yesterday from Capt. F. B.
Cody, of the freighter Eugene Zimmerman, the
subject was one of engrossing interest.
Capt.

Cody undoubtedly

is.the

foremost

fish-

hound breeder in the Great Lakes region. To
him fish-hounds and their care and training has
become a hobby. His fame in the art has
spread and from Quebec to Duluth he is known
as ''Capt. Cody of fish-hound fame,"
Great as his fame has been, however, Capt.
Cody is yet a modest man, always ready to ex])lain the secrets of his success.
And for an
hour or so yesterday while his boat loaded coal
at No. 2 coal dump, he sat in the Great

Lakes tug office below the Erie Avenue bridge
and talked about fish-hounds to young Mr.
Reid. Graphically, the noted lake master and
dog breeder^ described the training of the dogs
how he has raised hundreds of them at his
home in Windsor, Ontario, and trained them
along the banks of the blue, swift running Detroit
River; how the young fish-hounds are cradled in
fish-nets in order that they may be accustomed
to the scent and how, as they grow older they
are taught to trail the furtive white fish and the

—

frisky carp.

Fortunately, Capt. Cody brought two of his
best fish-hounds along with him on this trip down
the lakes. The dogs, Capt. Cody explained to
young Mr. Reid, are on board his boat at No. 2
coal dump, securely chained to the main-mast
to keep them from diving overboard for fish.
Today IMr. Reid was to accept Cai)t. Cody's

invitation to board his boat at No. 2 and see the
dogs for himself. If Mr. Reid likes the dogs,
Capt. Cody has agreed to sell him a pair.

The Cleveland Division
of economy and

continuing its
In the
bulletin issued July 21st, the names of J. A.
Moore, engineer; C. Cammarn, section foreman;.
A. R. Singletary, engineer; P. English, fireman;
C. Adams, crossing watchman, and the Uhrichsville station forces, were mentioned as having
made material returns, resulting in the saving
of considerable money.
The crossing watchman at Seville was mentioned for the neatness of his station, and crossing watchman Adams of Medina for his efforts
to promote economy.
Fireman A. C. Galeaz
was commended for efficiency exhibited in
firing stoker engine partly by hand and working
controller lever by hand, when they were inoperative on June 24th, on engine No. 4254,
while the article on Tom L. McGee, in the June
issue of the Magazine was called to the attention of all Cleveland employes.

campaign

is

efficiency.

Effective July 10th, T. L. Terrant was proto terminal trainmaster at Lorain, O.
Mr. Terrant is thirty-two years of age, was
born in Virginia and educated in Baltimore,
being a graduate of Newton Academy and also
of Sadler's College.
His entire railroad experience has been with
the Baltimore & Ohio. He began as a messenger to the agent at Mt. Clare station on his
eighteenth birthday. May 7th, 1900. Aftei"
spending little more than a year in this department filling the various desks, he was transferred to Mt. Clare Junction yard, under yardmaster Allmut, and later to Camden yard, under
yardmaster W. E. Banks. He went to the
superintendent's office at Camden station as a
clerk in 1904, where he studied shorthand and
later filled a stenographic position, was promoted to car distributor in 1907, and filled this
position under superintendents C. W. Galloway
and O. H. Hobbs.
He was promoted to assistant yardmaster at
Camden in 1909, was transferred to the Monongah Division in 1910, and promoted to yardmaster at Parkersburg, W. Va., under superintendent Laughlin, and was later transferred
to the Ohio River Division under superintendent

moted

Bryan.
In 1911 he was transferred to Washington,
C, as yardmaster under superintendent
Olhausen, and during the same year was sent
to Mt. Clare Junction as yardmaster.
He went to the C. H. & D. in 1912, and filled
the position of yardmaster at Toledo, under
He was transferred
superintendent Corcoran.
to the Cleveland Division in August of the
same year, and assigned as yardmaster at
Lorain, where he is now general yardmaster.
Mr. Terrant has made many friends on the
C. L. & W. and is generally known over the
entire division as "T. L."
When he was put in charge of the Lorain yaid
in 1913, the greatest lake traffic ever known
presented itself, and- it was found necessary to
reorganize the entire working force, as well as

D.

!

rill':

and

HAi/n.MoKi';
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'The Railroad Timekeeprrof

Proceed with Caution

These railroad men, from different parts of America, ^re representatives of thousands of others who
have carried Hamilton Watches for
years with perfect satisfaction.

If ^^ Safety Firjt'" tj your motto, let
'^Hamilton Time'" lie your nx^atch
Reading rfowTi— Engineer George
For proof of Hamilton Ac
n.vord.
Daniels. 'Frisco System;
cuiacv and Durabilitv vou do
Conductor Charles H.
need to po outside vour own circle
Ames, New York Central
Lines; Engineer George
Strong praise of
of fellow workers.
Route.
Burlington
Eno,
the Hamilton may be heard in any group of
railroad inen whenever watches are menThe number of Hamiltons on
tioned.
American Railroads that maintain Official
Time Inspection prows larger every dav.
The Hamilton Watch is made in all standard sizes and
For Time Inspection
sold by jewelers everywhere.
Service. Hamilton No. 940 (18 size— 21 jewels) and No. 992
popular watches on
most
jewels)
are
the
(16 size— 21
American Railroads and will pass any Official Time Inspection. For general use you can buy a Hamilton Watch
from $12.25 for movement only ($12.50 in Canada), up to
the superb Hamilton masterpiece at $150.00. No charge
for Safety Numerical Dial on new railroad watches.

Write for Hamilton Watch Book

— *'The

Timekeeper

pictures and describes the various Hamilton
models and gives interesting watch information
It

HAMILTON W.\TCH COMPANY

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Master Buildtrs of Accurate Timtpitcts

change most

of tlic

switching methods,

to take care of the business.

With

in

order

close co-

operation with superintendent Lechlider. and
a harmonious feeling existing between the yard
and dispatching forces, as well as between the
yard and road trainmen, it was possible to
exceed all expectations in the way of dumi)ing
lake coal, as well as increasing materially the
number of trains handled over the division from
Holloway to Lorain.
Fom- million four hundred thousand tons of
coal were dumped into lake carriers between
A|)ril and December, an increase of over a
million tons over any previous year. This is
a splendid record forNlr. Teirant. and the loyal
men working with him.

NEWARK
Correspondent. T.

DIVISION
.1.

Dai.v, X(>waik

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
('.

J.

C>.

(

".

(Jkim.m

Divi>ion Opi'nitor
..Master .Mechanic

Kelly

8. Little
K. C. Z1N8MEI8TEH
Dk. a. A. Chcrch
Dr. W. A. Fink

J.

J.

Vandivort

Road Foreman
-Ma.-^ter

.

A. N. Glennax
C. G. Miller.
C. R. Potter

Carpenter

Metlical Fxaininer
Me<lical F^xaniiner
Roiiil

S. Fre.\s

I).

L.

J. 11.

Host
Tho.mpson

F.L.Johnson
Worstall

J. .M.

E. V. Smith
.\. R. Claytor
J. E. Bushew

A D. PiERSON
.

W. T. Howard

Yard Brakenuin
Road Foreman
Yard Brakenuin
Secretary. Y. M. C. A., Columbus
.

A.ssistant

Supervi.sor

Shopman
Agent
Agent
T. M. & C. T. D.
A.s.sistant YardnKu»ter
.\.. Newark
Y.
M.(\
Secretay,
Traveling Freigbt Agent

Engimvr
Claim .\gent

Divi.sion

Section P'orenian
Assistant Car Foreman

Conductor

C. G. Miller, the hustling material inspector,
has returned to Newark shop for a few days
after visiting the other shops on the Wh(>(»ling
System, where he made a dieck of material.
Charley's hobby is the movies and he can tell
you any morning who starred on the screens
the nigjit before.
Lester Lucas, the good natured assistant
tiniekeeper in the master mechanic's office,

Washington ('. II. every Sunday and his
busy guessing "why." When
(picstioned. Luke simply smiles and glibly
visits

many

fri(>nds are

His friends are
tiie ride."
inclined to think tiiere is a hidden meaning in
this answer and that he refers to a buggy rid»'
with som<' sweet young thing along the much

answers "Just for

Conductor
Brakenian

Shopman
\2.'ni

Plcai^c Die n (ion

Section Foroiiian
.

n. p. LuBY
C\ L. JoHN.soN
IL E. M( Kee

Supi'rinti'ndi'nl

H. KlMB.M.1.

.

H. W. Roberts
E. D. Bancroft

TniiniiKi-liM

H. Jackso.n

C). J.

X. O. Xeitzelt
R. C. Sawyer
F. O. Pe( K

I

his nuignzinc
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If Luke doesn't return
double harness some fine/ Sunday in the
near future, an investigation will be made.

travelled Lovers' Lane.
in

It is with much regret that we announce to
our fellow workers the passing away of our
worthy brother W. H. Tyhurst, who was
born in Newark, Ohio, September 13th, 1850.
He had been declining in health for the lastthree ^''ears but the end came suddenly and
unexpectedl}' and without prolonged suffering.
Brother Tyhurst had been employed in the
telegraph department of the Company for the
past forty-one years and leaves behind him a
clear and most creditable record.
He was ever
prompt, faithful and kind. Always the agreeable companion in the loyal discharge of his

Engineer John O. Hart has resumed duty in
Mansfield yard, after an absence of three
months on account of illness.

On June 27th the summer excursion train
began running between Mansfield and Sandusky, Ohio, with conductor Wm. Savey in
charge.

Conductor F. A. Frost spent a few days over
the glorious fourth at Akron, Ohio.
L. J. Murphy, ex-yard engineer, is spending
his time enjoying the new automobile he
recently purchased. It is generally under-

stood

that

ladies'

man

"Murph" has become quite a
had the new machine.

since he has

F. A. Frost, C. K. Kaufman, O. J. Vesper
and Glenn Gerhart, all Company employes,
comprised a fishing party to Sandusky, Simday,
June 28th. Great stories are told of the fine
catch that they brought back, but no one was
able to get a glance at the string and the report
is accepted, as all good fish stories are.

B. A. Oatman, clerk in the master mechanic's
has returned to work after spending his
vacation with relatives in Columbus, Ohio.
office,

Fuller Taylor, clerk to road foreman, will
enjoy his vacation motoring to Cleveland and
other cities in the northern part of the state.
Fuller says that, although he may have some
engine troubles, he knows that he will not have
to make a form 1004 for any engine failure that
may occur on his trip.

Edward

Gilbert, clerk to car foreman,

winner of first prize in the
dash at the recent K. of C.
some sprinter and keeps in
down the repair track? to

Quinn when the latter

is

was

one hundred yard
outing.

Eddie

is

trim by dashing

get car foreman
wanted by the master

mechanic.

John McDonagh, supervisor of piece work,
from Baltimore, recently visited the shops
checking piece work prices.
E. H. Watkins, assistant shop clerk, utilizes
his spare time in studying agriculture,
preparatory to acting as business manager of
the 104-acre tract of land that he recently
came into possession of and which is located
in a rich farming district a few miles north of
all

Newark.
W. H.

daily

TYHURST

he endeared himself to his asdeplore the loss of a sincere
and valued friend, whose character taught
noble precepts and example and whose
personality leaves for us only pleasant memories.
The writer of these lines can but express
his sympathy to the family and friends of
brother Tyhurst as one who profoundly regrets
the loss of a most valued friend and co-worker.
"Not now, but in the coming vears.
It may be in the better land.
We'll read the meaning of all tears.
And then sometime we'll understand."
duty,

sociates.

m

We

Enoch

sa3's

he wants his farming

scientifically, the same
clerical duties are handled.

done

Newark shop equalled the
monthly record

for

as his railroad

best

previous

locomotive output in the

month

of June, turning out thirty-two class
engines in twenty-six working days.
Master mechanic Kelly is wearing a smile
that won't come off and hoping for a recojd

repair

breaker in July.
Charles H. Culver, shop draughtsman, is
to visit the folks at Baltimore.
We understand that a fair maid also anxiousl}^
awaits Charles' return home, and from the
number of perfumed letters he receives we
believe that she is not his sister.
jDreparing

.

THE

and

H.\i;riM()i:i:
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CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
CoricspoiHltii'.

1'.

A.JoNKs.

iffitr of

Chiif

Everybody Loves Puck!

('Ink. ("oniiolIsvilU'

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent Chairman
Assistant Superintendent
Division Kngineer

). L. Katon
S. C. WoLKEKSBKROEK
V. Ci. HosKiNS
(

T. K. MiLLEK
T. E. JamisonCt. X. Cacje
fi. B. Piu.MAN

,

Road

Trainnuister
Foreman of Engines
Division Operator

Dk. M. H. Koehler
M. Connors
H. D. Whip

J.

Car Foreman
Relief Aeent
Car Inspector
Conductor (F. M. & P.)
Conductor (S. & C.)

.

..Fireman
Train Dispatcher
Acting Master Carpenter

F.

MuRPHV

,

Fagan

Baine
H. F. Livingston
R. \V. Hoover
J
R. Kauffman
F.

Foreman (M. P. Dept.)

P. J. Adams
M. P. Heaney
J.

Inspector (M. of \V.)
Supervisor

Wardley

T. Griffin
C. A. Albright
.

three fireat
cartoonists whose

Agent
Locomotive Engineer
Agent
Agent

A. Fleming

J.

J

Russell Anderson

Secretary

The photograph on page

work appears

of the local
clerical force. Reading
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is

exclusively

mechanical department
from left to right, front row: R. B. Spackman;
J. A. Davis, assistant chief clerk; 11. T. Beck,
Rear
chief clerk; H. G. Copper, Hugh Fox.
row: H. G. Fisher, P. S. Aliller, E. W. Mitchell.
C. V. PaMie, Alex. Mosley, J. E. Younkin,
A. C. Munk, W. E. Finn, D. P. Patterson.

The

"WASH3URNE"
Paper Fastener

of

"O.K." fame.

_

Brass.

3 iize:,

boxes of 30 & 00 each.
Your Statiomr. \0&i20i^. Send ilV
for sample box of 50.
Yearly Sale Over IOC Million
Booklet ot our 3 "O.K." office necessities
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
ree.

in brass

THE

Will

Fun

Joseph Keppler
Nelson Greene

Machinist

Conductor
Conductor

W. HuDDLESTON

W. Seaton
M. E. Martz
J.

for

Hy Mayer

Claim Agent

Bryne

E. B. Small
S.

Try It-Buy It-Just

Medical Examiner

J.

T. F.

AMERICA'S CLEVEREST WEEKLY

Miister Mechanic
.

0. K.

1

MFG. CO..

Puck

in

10 Cents—
Everywhere

THAT PROTECT
PATENTS
AND PAY
SEARCH AND

BOOKS, ADVICE,
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED

Send sketch or model for search. Highast
references. Bestresults. Promptnets Assured

WATSON

E.

COLEMAN,

FREE

Patent Lawyer

Syracv^*-. N.Y.. U.S.A.

624 F

You Help Us

Sell

St.,

N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Typewriters

On Commission

We

want a Local Aqrent in every city and town where the Fo.x Typewriter i.s
not now represented. I. you do not care to do active soliciting- you can be our
"Local Corresponilent" and send us in the names of possible customers. If a
sale results we pay you a commission. In either case, you will need a Sample Typewriter to use and to show. This we will let you have at a price so
low you can easily afford to own it. Furthermore, you can pay for it in small
monthly installments and your commission can also go to help pay for it.
Tho Fox Typewriter is a beautifully finished, high grrade. Visible writer, with a
light touch and easy action and extreme durability. It has a back spacer, two-color
ribbon, card holder, interchangeable platens and carriages, is fully autoiiiatic. and
There is no "red
is sent out complete with Hne metal cover and hardwood base.
tape" tied to this offer, and it is open to any responsible person in the United States.
Ifriff today for full informaliou. Sample at 'uhnlesale. Afrrtdott P. and O. .^fa^aziiie-.

FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1008-1018 Front Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FROM THE

Name

a
,

Address

Please mention this matjdzijiG
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PITTSBURGH DIVISION

W. I. McKeb
H. B. Jeffries
J.

Correspondent, T. M. Jones, Chief Clerk,
Pittsburgh

W. M. Snider

McDouGALL
CuMMiNGs
J. H. Bash
Wm. Ross

W. J. Kennedy
M. C. Thompson
C. C.
W. A.
T. J.

Cook
Deems
Brady

L. Finegan
G. W. C. Day
W. Battenhouse
H. N. Landymore
E. L. Hopkins
H. G. Waltower
H. J. Spangler

C. C.

Superintendent,

Master Carpenter
Assistant Division Engineer
Supervisor of Signals

Passenger Engineer
Road Engineer
Passenger Fireman

Harvey
Frank Bryne
Dr. J. P. Lawlor

T. O. Swift of the office of the commercial

Claim Agent

Conductor D. C. Henshaw, wife and daughter,
spent a few days' vacation at Atlantic City.

Yard Conductor

T. F. Donahue
R. J. Smith
W. F. Deneke
P. CoLLiGAN

General Supervisor
Agent, Junction Transfer
Agent, Pittsburgh
Agent, Allegheny
Agent, McKeesport
Agent, Braddock

W.B. Peters
H. M. Grantham

^

freight agent, has returned to duty after spending his vacation in Denver and Salt Lake City.

Medical Examiner

W. Davis

PassengerBrakeman
Road Conductor
Yardmaster
Road Conductor
Road Conductor

Miss Nora Park, third trick operator at Liberty Avenue, and Miss Martha Millbach, late
third trick operator at Goehring, have returned
to duty after spending their vacation visiting
friends at Seattle, San Francisco and Denver.
They also spent one week at Salt Lake City,
studying the Mormon situation, and after due
deliberation, concluded to return to work and
take chances with the Pennsylvania Dutch.
Ask Miss Martha to show you her collection
of Moon Stones.

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Car Foreman

C. F.

Assistant Trainmaster

S.

E. W. Rollins
E. H. Fenste.maucher

Chairman

Vice-Chairman, Trainmaster
Secretary
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Master Mechanic
Trainmaster
Superintendent Shops
Division Operator
General Car Foreman
Operator
Machinist
Yard Conductor

AiNSWORTH

W. E. BuRTOFT
W. M. Clark
H. L. Gordon
J. W. Clawson
John Haggerty
F. M. CocKRELL

Car Foreman

C. E.

J.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. B. GoRSucH
T. W. Barrett

A»-nt, Butk-r
Agent, Washington
Agent, EUwood City

McKiE

A.

Assistant trainmaster J. D. Beltz has returned to duty after a vacation trip through the
west.
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DEPARTMENT CLERICAL FORCE, CONNELLSVILLE

>

'rili:

AM)

HALl IMOKK

>

(»lll<>

CluMiowilh has rclunuMl
is reported tliat lie travHe elaiuis
eled 11.") miles and eau^lit one fish.
that there were h>ts t>f fish in the stream, hut
tliat tliey jiersisted in viohitinji a stop signal.
{'oiiduclor

from a

l-MI'Lo^l.S

(rip.
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Correspondent,

F.

Xew
DIVISIONAL
M.

K. {\m\\\, Chief Cleric

Casth-

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

B.

.

.

Supt-rinlrinli-nt

,

(

J.

'liairman

.\n«;ki,l

Camehon

.

.

Road

;eo. .N()VIN(;ku
F. .\. SU ILT/.

Tniinniaster, Vice-Cliairinan
Division Engineer, Now Cu-stlo, I'a.
Miwtcr .Mochanio, New Ciustle, I'a.
J. J. M( CiiiUK
Division Operator, New Castle, I'a.
K. C. Boi K
Hoad Foreman, New Castle, I'a.
J. H. Daicherty
Dh. .\. C. Earnest.. Medical E.\aniiner, New Ciistlo.Jct ., Pa.
As.sistant Road Foreman. Chicago Jet.. (
E.J. Lanhhi'Rst.
Claim .Vgent, Younestown, ( ).
H. J. Carrier
... .Supervisor. Ravenna, O.
F. C. Green
Supervi.sor, Lodi, <).
\V. L. Maoii-i.
Supervi.sor, Youngstown, O.
G. (). EvERHAUT
Supervi.M)r, Warren. ( >.
E. C. F'owLKR
Agent Young.stown, ( ).
Jas. Aiken
J.

.

(

SAFETY COMMITTEE

('\HILL

II.

C P.

N. Sin i;r/, Uirlsion (}per<dor
(Innctt, Ind.

l'\

.

Correspondent.

.

.

lo.-)

E. Keegan
...Chairman, Su|M'rintendent,
T. B. BlRGES.S
Yiee-Chairman, Trainmast«'r,
C. W. Van Hor.n.
Trainmjister,
John Toroella.
Division I-ingine^-r,
F. W. Rhiahk
.Ma.sH'r Me<'hanic,
J.

NEW CASTLE DIVISION

MACA/IM':

CHICAGO DIVISION

\\

\].

fisliiiiji

.

T.

D. Jack
E. Splhuiku
.

Dr.

F.

Dorsev.

.\. .Martin
R. R. Jenkins
P. H. Cahholi,

I).

B.

Relief .Agent, Fostoria, ( )hio
M.C. .A., Chicago Jet ., ( )hio
.Signal SupiTvi.sor, Defiance, < >hio
.Ma.sfer Carpenter, Garrett, Ind
..X.ssistant .Supervi.stjr, Defiance, ( )hio
Swt ion Foreman. Teegarden, Ind.
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
.Shop Committeeman. Chicago Jet., ( )hio
Shop Committeeman. .S)uth Chicago III.
Yarfl Brakeman, Chi«'ago Jet., ( >hio

Secretary, Y.

Taylor

T. L. Roach
L.

LaFlor.

C. Feagler

W.

F.

C;. .\.

C.

J.

.

In<l.

Medical lOxaminer, Garrett. Ind.

H.

W.

CJurreti, Ind.

Garrett,

(iurretl, Ind.
(iarrclt, Ind.
Garrett, Ind.
P^oreman of lOngines, (iarrett, Ind.
Division ( )perator, (iarrett, Ind.
Claim .\genl, (Jarrett, Ind.
Claim .\gent. Tiffin, ( )hio

.

Jimp
Stroise.
Robinson

.

.

.

.

G. W. Taylor
F.

II.

-Agent, Painesvil, (
Ca^stle, I'a,
.Vgent,

New

Knox

Erecting Shop Foreman, New Castle Jet.. I'a.
Track F'oreman, New Castle Jet., I'a.
R. Bernhardt. Asst. I^ng. House F'man, New Castle Jet.. Pa.
\'. C. .\rmesy
Machine Shop Foreman, Painesville, ().
Road Engineer, New Castle, Pa.
R. E. .Armstrong
li. N. Hai<;ht
Y'ard Engineer, New Castle Jet., Pa.
.Albert
P.

\ o.ss

M. G. GiTHRiE
W. C. Shanafelt

Road Conductor, Chicago Jet.. ().
Road Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.

D. B. Patterson

Y'ard Conductor, New Castle Jet., Pa.
Y'ard Conductor, Ha-selton, ( >.

B.

Beckman

G. W. Richards
C. K. Spielmann
H. L. Forney

W. Clawson
W. W. McGaughey
W. B. Powell

J.

The

your Watch with the
same care you use in choo~-

Select

Ball

"ng

Watches
Webb

C. Ball

ail

Watch Co., Hey worth
Clevrlaiirl

.San FraiK i-<()

iuveslmeiit

Chioag.
innipcg

IJl.l?.,
Vi

Warehouse Foreman, Youngstown, O.
Relief .Agent

Master Carpenter,
Signal Supervisor,

strife is over.
C<astle
at

New Castle,
New Castle,
New Castle,

Captain

The ^ame

I'a.

Pa.
Pa.
Secretary

is

of Police.

won.

The

Division fj;eneral offiee,
New
divided between the (h)wnstairs bunch and the
upstairs bunch, arranged for a ball game to
determine who shouhl crow the loudest. The
game was played Tuesday evening, July 21st.
at the Cascade Ball Park, and the score was
13 to 6 in favor of Downstairs, led by M. of W.
clerk Al. Harris.
"Red" Crill, who leatl the
Upstairs to defeat, and who only lasted two
innings as a i)iteher. didn't get a hit, and
failed badly for steam along toward the end of
the second inning. Yard clerk Haid, drafted
by "Red," then relieved him and struggled on
to the end of the 5th inning, when the game
ended. The features of the game were the
fielding of Wet more, the base running and
corkscrew sliding of Harper, and the hitting
of Thomas and Haid.
Crill has asked for a
vacation to recuperate.
force

If

.

Thornton

H. Haun. manager telegraph office at New
has purchased a runabout. He and
dispatcher E. A. (Jo(^hring have entered into
a contract whereby Kd is to tow him home
J.

Castle,

when he has an engine

failure out in the country.

Miss Pearl D. Clark, abstract clerk in the
Youngstown, has been granted

freight office at

a leave of absence on accouut of her health.
J. J. Gallagher, night ticket clerk at that point,
has assumed her duties; CI. K. Martin, clerk at
Ravenna, comes to Youngstown to act as night
ticket clerk, and R. H. McKinley. clerk al
(Jreenwich, moves up to Ravcfma.

Please Jtieution

Patents Make Fortunes
"Safety First" ideas are in demand. Patent
your ideas.
Handsome book on patents
FREE; highest references; send sketch
today; write for list of inventions wanted.
H. J. SANDERS, Patent Attorney
t63 Webster Bldg., Van Buren and La Salle Sts.

Chicago

TEXACO
THE MARK OF QUALITY FOR
ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Texaco Illuminating Oils

Texaco Auto Gasoline

Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils
Texaco Machine
Texaco Greases
Texaco Asphalts
For Roofing

for all

Purposes

Texaco Engine Oiis
Texaco Fuel Oil

Oils

Texaco Railroad Lubricants

Waterproofing, Paving, Saturating,

Insulating. Mastic,

and

for all other

purposes

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

HOUSTON

BRANCH OFFICES
Boston
Philadelphia

Chicago

(his HHUjazine

St. Louis
Norfolk
Atlanta

New Orleans
Dallas
El

Paso

Pueblo
Tulsa

.

.
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W. WiANT

A.

Weber
A. Van Heyue

Yard Conductor, Garrett, Ind.
Yard Conductor, South Chicago, 111.

Conductor, Garrett, Ind.
O. C. Robinson. .Car Dep't Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
Garrett, Ind.
Committeeman,
Dep't
Car
Ross
F.

H W

C' h! Martin
A. L. BiLGER
F." M. Chalfont
N. e'. Bailey

C

'

C.

Greer

John Draper
H. S. Gardner

Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
Fireman, Garrett, Ind.
Brakeman, Garrett, Ind
Op^erator, Walkerton, Ind.
Transfer Agent, Chicago Jet., Ohio
Agent, Chicago, 111.
Agent, Defiance, Ohio

Monday. Jime 20th, being the birthday of
master mechanic F. W. Rhuark, the shop foremen decided to give him a little surprise party.
Accordingly they met at 8.00 p. m., and marched
to his residence in a body., headed by general
foreman F. K. Moses. He was foimd ensconced
on the front porch, wafting a lighted stick of
punk to and fro, trying to keep the "skeeters"
He was very much surprised when the
off.
"boys" walked in on him. His good wife, however, knew all about it and was prepared to
give the guests a very good time. Mr. Rhuark
was presented with a beautiful smoking set and
a nice lot of cigars, besides one large cigar,
labeled "Safety First/' which had been made
for his special benefit.

Those present were:

F. K. Moses, general foreman; E. H. Mattingley,
car foreman; E. J. Weise, general car foreman;
J. P. Coats, roundhouse foreman; L. W. Eberle,
boiler shop foreman; F. W. Fouch, erecting shop

foreman; J. T. McSweeny, blacksmith foreman;
O. M. Rankin, carj^enter foreman; A. B. Galloway, pipe shop foreman; B. H. Grove, planing
mill foreman; Chas. Tuck, assistant roundhouse foreman; John Biedrzycki, labor foreman;
E. R. Zimb runner, engineer in charge; M. J.
Driscoll, special mechanic; Chas. Hopper,
boiler inspector; Jos. Metzler, leading boilermaker, and H. L. Cordrey, shop clerk.

of

Mayor Clevenger

and the city council of Garrett, Ind., the July
meeting of the General Safety Committee was
held in the council chamber of the new city
hall.
The favor was appreciated by all concerned.

Agent E.

Crampton and

chief clerk C. E.
Fackler, of Chicago Junction, called upon Shelby
friends Sunday, June 26th.
These trips are
J.

becoming numerous, and judging from accumulating evidence, the two adherents of Professor
"Batch" are about to desert the ranks and join
the benedicts.

Chief dispatcher H. S. Carroll returned from
his vacation spent at Lake Wawasee on July
10th. Mrs. Carroll and son George, the latter
of whom had just returned from Virginia Uni-

in the

lake

after

There were
Mr. Carroll

J. C. Brookmyer, night chief, spent his vacation at his old home in Peimsylvania, accompanied by Mrs. Brookmyer and the twins.

SOUTH CHICAGO
The Third

of a Century Anniversary number
Daily Calumet, the newspaper which is
circulated largely in South Chicago, contained
a handsome four colored supplement, with
bird's eye-view of the great local manufacturing
and transportation centers, and a map which
showed clearly the advantageous situation of
the city as the great interchange depot for
western and eastern freight. This issue was got
up in a number of sections and w^as really in the
nature of a booster number, through which it is
hoped, by wide distribution, to place before the
public the great importance of this comparatively little known section of Chicago.
It is
claimed that South Chicago offers almost perfect service to manufacturers, in that every railway entering Chicago also passes through South
Chicago, Numerous views presenting in part
Baltimore & Ohio property were also given,
one in particular being the bridge over our
tracks entering Chicago, on which the 12,000
employes of the Illinois Steel Company take
their two-time daily walk to and from work, in
safety.
Among the industrial developments
mentioned as being the most important in that
section, are the Baltimore & Ohio bridge and
the Baltimore & Ohio elevator, both now in
process of construction.
of the

CHICAGO TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
L. Nichols
W. DAC5f
C. P. Palmer
F. E. Lamphere

J.
J.

Alex Craw
J.

Through the courtesy

fish

returned.

R. W. Harper, night general yardmaster at
Garrett, was married at Clarksburg, W. Va.,
June 22nd, to Miss Bessie Riggins of that city.
The young couple are now at home at Garret, Ind.

Harry R. Hanlin was appointed assistant
superintendent of the Chicago Division on
June 1st, and on July 3rd was appointed general
manager of the Dayton Union Railroad Company, with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio.

were with Mr. Carroll.

versity,

no more

F.

C. L.

Ryan
Hegley

H. McDonald
Wm. Hogan
W. Fogg

Superintendent Chairman, Chicago
Trainmaster, Chicago
Division Engineer, Chicago
Assistant Engineer, Chicago
Division Claim Agent, Chicago
Captain of Police, Chicago
Examiner and Recorder, Chicago
Supervisor, Chicago (Chicago District)
•

Supervisor, Chicago (Calumet District)

Master Mechanic, East Chicago
Assistant R. F. of E,. Chicago
Master Carpenter, Chicago
Medical Examiner, Chicago

J.

F. S.

DeVeny

Chas. Esping

Dr. E. J. Hughes
Morris Altherr

Assistant Agent, Forest Hill
Signal Supervisor, Chicago
Engineer, Robey St.

C. O.- Seifert

Duncan McDougal
Emil Domrose
Chas. Bean
Wm. Hartwig
Wm. Winters

John Neff

Henry Mindeman
Harry Johnson
Howard C. Blake
Roy Freeman
Geo. Rosenberg
A. A. McLene

Wm. Davis
John Lewis
Albert Rose

Fireman,
Conductor,
,

Car

Inspector,

Robey
Robey
Robey

St.

St
St.

Engineer, Blue Island
Conductor, Blue Island
Car Inspector, Blue Island
Engineer, East Chicago

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Car Inspector, East Chicago

Fireman, East
Conductor, East
Machinist on Floor, East
Machinist in Shop, East
Boilermaker, East
Blacksmith, East

—

!

'mi:
Tlios.
district

iv\i;ri.\i()Hi:

and

H. McXaiiifira, niatorial clork
(Mjp;iii(H'r's ollicc.

in

oiiio

employes magazine

\\\c

for

lo:

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

recently uiKlcrwcnt a

very unusual and serious operation at St. Anthony's Hospital.
A strip of his shin hone
was removed and placed in ins spinal column to
serve in i)lace of a ])art which had softened.
The operation was entirely successful, and Mac
is hack at his desk, looking better than ever.
He says that his trouble was "Osteomyelitis of
tlie Vertebrae.''
W v will liave to take his

word

—

it.

To the fellow workers and friends of Mr.
Reinke. Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Reinke desire to
ex])ress their sincere gratitude and apjircciation
of the great interest and symjiathy shown them
in the death of their beloved son l^obert,
two and one-half years of age.

No. 800

Look at this Clear Vision
Comfortable Fitting Goggle
Ask Your
Watch Inspector

Chicago has one of the best safety commissions in the country.
Its membership is particularly representative and includes men from
every vocation and class of life, whose association would add strength to the work of the commission.

Beware of Imitators. Take no substiSee that our trade-mark "NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
dollar bill on your letter and we will
send a pair to you prepaid.
tute.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE
402 DORR STREET

CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO

Terms

You
Cannot
no re
Read

the

liberal

unusuall\'

terms and

features on which we
sell
this high-grade.

modern, visible-writdown-stroke Oliver. Then see if you can match
You've been looking for a rral t\p<.'writer opportunity.
Here it is.
inc.

them anywhere.

—

1.
Genuine Oliver most cele- The Oliver has the
brated typewriter in America.
features that you need
Free Trial. Don't send a
cent until you try the machine. Full Standard Size

2.

ALKX CHAW

3.

ihf

s;iino

9'.)'"p

of business offices.

Lowest Monthly Payments. and weight

Let the typewriter earn

its

own

dimi-t.sioMs
usc<l in

.as

—

Visible Writlntf you
about half cata- see what you print.
Sold direct. No sales- Universal Keyboard
men's or agents' .salaries, com- Litrhtest Action
proven by actual memissions or expenses to pay.
chanical test
smoothcost.

4.

—

Low Price

log price.

Instructions are issued in various languages
to the school children and their jKxrents as to
iiow they best can help in the conservation of
life.
"Safety First Day" was ob.served last

year

—

5.
No chattel mortgage^^_ operation.
___
est
^^_
collectors.
E.xtra time when Dependa bil it
15
needed. Privilege of returning yrs unequalk-d success
typewriter at any time and can- We guarantee for Life
Unlimited Speed No
celling remaining payments.
trick to learn to operate
no limit
6.
Life guarantee
the (31iver. 1(J minute-*
we will make good a defect at devotcfl to the insiriicany time ivlhuut chargr.
lion book will do.

y—

Chicago, and everything jiossible is
done to promote the good results wiiich this
organization is striving for.
in

In addition to the numerous printed safetv
instructions issued by the Public Safety Conimission, meetings were held in theatres and the
door.s were opened free to the public.
At the.se

meetings moving

i)ict»u-es

Two
1 wo Free
1 rcc

Books'
UUUIV&.

without cost or obligation of any
k,n(i_ ^vc will mail you our two in-

H-ro-rinK bonk-;. "Your Final Typewriler" and "Cutting Selling Costs." ju<t write > our name on the margin of this page

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
166-T-79 N. Michi>,'nn Blvd..

were exhibited which
Plcnae mrnlion

—

—

////.s-

itKnjdzinr

Chicaj,'o. 111.
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lOS
sIiowcmI ilic public

how nmucrous

accidcnls occui-

on the public highways. Then it is cxphiined
to them how easily the accidents could have been
avoided had the motto of the Public Safety
Commission been kept in mind "STOP,
LOOK and THINK." These meetings are
conducted practically on the same lines as
our General Safety Committee, who go from
one division to another instructing the employes, their families and the general public
along the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in the
principles of Safety First.
There are but one or two railroad officials who
are members of this commission, and the writer
takes great pleasure in announcing that on June
22nd, 1914, Alex Craw, division claim agent at
Chicago, 111., was made a member of the com-

—

mission.

Mr. Craw commenced his railroad career as
a messenger and then call boy at the general
freight yards of the Erie Railroad Company
at Jersey City, N. J., and as such he improved
his spare moments by learning telegraph5^
His next promotion was as operator at the
roundhouse of the C. R. R. of N. J., at Elizabethport, N. J., where he remained a short
time.
He then accepted a position as operator for the Western L^nion Telegraph Company at 195 Broadway, New York, where he
remained a few years and resigned to accept a
position as operator with the United Telegraph & Cable Company at New York. Later
he accepted a position with the Associated
Press as operator and reporter.
He longed to
return to his first love, "railroading," and
was next found with the Peoria & Pekin Union
R. R. Co. at Peoria, Illinois, as train dispatcher,
where he remained a short time and resigned to
accept a position as train dispatcher, first at

Syracuse, N. Y., then at Wcchawkt^n, N.

New York Central Lines). In a
short time he was made manager of the general
telegraph office of the West Shore Railroad at
New York City, where our present first vicepresident. General George F. Randolph, was
then general freight agent.
When the Claim Department of the New
York Central & Hudson River R. R. Co. was
first started, Mr. Craw was selected among one
of the first

to

from the General Attorney's

become a division claim agent

office
(so states the

Railroad Reporter & Travelers News), and he
remained with the New York Central Lines
until 1907, when he came with the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad as claim agent at Pittsburgh,
Pa. In a short time he was transferred to
Youngstown, Ohio, as claim agent, and on August
1st, 1910, was appointed Joint Division Claim
Agent of the Baltimore & Ohio and the Balti-

more & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Company, with headquarters in the Grand Central
which position he still holds.
Since he has been located in Chicago, Mr.
Craw has made many friends in business and
social circles.
He is a member of the Old
Time Telegraphers & Historical Association,
a member of the Advisory Board of the Chicago Information Bureau and a charter member
of the Chesterfield Country Club, which is
composed largely of Chicago's best business
men. Those who know Mr. Craw (those who
do not are few in number) know the business
ability which he possesses and the interest he
has taken in the Safety First movement. He is
commonly known as a Safety First man. On
the other hand, he is more amusing than the
average vaudeville actor when he goes through
Station,

STATION AND OFFICE FORCE AT LOVELAND, OHIO
Lett to right:

Operator F. A.

Ohnewehr; Agent H.

J.,

Shore Railroad Company (now

for the West
part of the

E. Coffey; Clerks

J.

H.

McMahon and K

J.

Kelly

i

Till-:
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pcil'oiiiiaiicc
coiilorl ioiiisi
polit ical speech.

iiKikcs
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Mr. ('i-;i\v's associairs cxtriiil to him ihcir
hearty eoiiirratidat ions lor the honor which has
been bestowed upon him an«l wish him all possibU> success (huing liis term as committeeman
on tlie ('hicafi;o and Cook County Safety Commission.

C. W. llKS^I.M

OHIO DIVISION
Correspoiuh'iit,

H.

.M

.

Chillicot he.

Coi.k.
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DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
(!. I).

Hkoukk

Supi-rintonilcnt Chairman
..AssLstant Superintendent
,

.

.

K. N. Hkovvn
U. R. ScH\V.\RZKLl,
.

T.

Trainma.ster

Trainmaster
of Engines
of Engines
Division Operator
Ma.ster Mechanic

B.\NK8

]•:.

M ALLEN

|{.

Foreman
Road Foreman

IlouJ

w.M. (;r.\f
CI. \V.

Plumly

H. Reeves
V. POTTEU
K. Cole
p.

Supervisor

(i.

C
S.

I'oreman Car Shop

.

Road Brakeman
Warehouse Foreman
Road Conductor

HOTKIN
BURN.S
Allee
J. Correll
Dan O'Leary.

J.I.

.

\V. .\.

E.
E.

Signal Supervi.sor

J.

)ivision

I

W reck
.

Trc.mw .Murphy.
Thos. Till
C. W. Lewis
G. E. Wharff
C. H. R. Howe ...
I... H. SiMONDS
.).

\V.

empty

and baker clamoring
It's

and

Assi.stiint

Plimly
I". Hooper
\. Rogers

You don't have to leave home or give up your
position.
The I.C.S. have trained thousands of men
for better jobs right in their cncn homes after working hours.
They can do the same for YOU.

Superintendent, Se\ inour
Superintendent, Cincinnati

.S.

S.

Road Foreman of

Engines,
Division Operator,

EwiXG
Dr. C!. R. Gayer

T.

J.

Relief .\gent,

J. P. Sell-Man
E. O'DoM
P. T. HoRAN
(
'• H- Coleman
( I.
F. { 'raks

."-Special

.

Cas.sin

Cannon

Fred Heidecker
E. Henderson
B. Craig
C. Barnett
has. Fox
W E. Hy.mt...

Enginet^r,

.

.

.

.

Kenna
H.LoNo

C. E. Markle
E. Fish

..Var

I

l\.

On June

Voungstown

St.

Agent, Louisville

.Seymour

and No..
^tate.

City

H. W. (Jaither was aj)|)()inted
Blochei
Ind., vice U. I'. Stanton,

Present Occupation

2.')th

Employed by
I

PI cnsr mill til HI

Bridge Engineer

Assayer
Bookkeeper
Stenographer

Name

.\gent, Cincinnati

anient at
t ransferre(|.

Engineer
Surveyor
Concrete Construction
Automobile Running
Plumbing & Steam Fitig
Mining Engineer
Civil

Electrician
Electrical Engineer

Vardmaster. .Se> mour
Conductor, Cincinnati

.\gent.

^L

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Locomotive Engineer
Air-Brake Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R. Shop Foreman
R. R. Traveling Eng.
R. R. Travelg Fireman
R. R. Construction Eng.
Agency Accounting
Gen. Office Accounting

Yard Conductor, North \ernon
Yard i'^ngineer, Cincinnati
.

E. Sand.s
Ma.ss.man

Coupon— TOD A Y

qu.ilifv tor the posi

'incinnat

Fireman, ."^eymour
Passenger Brakeman, Cincinnati

.

.M.M(

(

the

Explain, without

Boilermaker, Cincinnati
Division Engineer, .Seymour
Master Carpenter, .Seymour
Supervisor, North Vernon
Signal .Supervisor, Milan
Track P'oreman, Nebraska
Conductor, Seymour

H. A. Ca.ssh.
W H. Howe
T. L.

.\gent, Cincinnati

General Foreman, Sevmour
Foreman C. R., .Seymour
In.spector,

Mark and Mail

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1088, Scranton, Pa.

Meilicai JOxaminer, W;ishington

W.J. Ri r-ssELL

o
G

X

Seymour
Seymour
Seymour

Medical Examiner, Cincinnati

Dr.

J.

I).

Just mark and mail the attached coupon. And
the I.C.S. will show you how they can make you an
expert in the line of work you want to follow'

Trainmaster. Seymour
Trainmaster, Seymour

John Pa(;e

— this big spending

But

earning.

YOU
TRAINING-

(). K. Henderson', Conduclor,
Seymour, Ind.

C. A.

little

The only difference between
and
the man who earns a big salary is
training SPECIAL
and this you can easily acquire through
the practical home-study courses of the
International Correspondence Schools

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. Hauerty
G. S. Cameron

a serious problem

money.

if you go about it
you can easily learn how to earn far
more than you spend.

.\gent, Athens, O.
Medical Examiner

J.

for their

right

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent,

He

man.

Claim Agent
Relief Agent
Road Fireman

Lansdale

with the untrained
often finds the pocketbook
with the landlord, grocer, butcher,

lut it's different

.\I;ister

]".niiineer

Operator

tSTARKEY

p. S.

Itoad

Machinist
Agent, Portsmouth, O.
Master Carpenter

Bean

F. S.

Dr.

.

Shop Inspector

Vance

B.

Engineer

Yard Conductor

E. SlNNAFHANK
I). C. Tho.\i.\s

J.

J.

Foreman

Sect ion

DCLLMEYEK
W.Cain

\]n<

^-

R.R.
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CINCINNATI TERMINAL
Correspondent, H. Eckekle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Brevoort

C. L.

Henry Eckerle
R. B. FiTZPATRicK

W. D.
H. W.
M. P.
C. M.
F. S.

Johnston

Brant
HoBAN
H'TCH

DeCamp

E. C. Skinner
R. Archer

G. W. Kydd
A. W. Kopp
R. E. McKenna
A.

Gronbach

H. Stansbury
.1.

FoGT

J.

Reister

S. O. Mygatt
Wm. Roesche

F.

Zurich

Ed. Case

Supt. Cincinnati

Term. Div., Chairman

Chief Clerk, Secretary
Trainmaster, Cincinnati, O.
Master Mechanic, Cincinnati, O.
Division Operator, Cincinnati, O.
Rond Foreman of Engines, Cincinnati, O.
General Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
Claim Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor of Signals, Cincinnati, O
Engineer, Ivorydale, ()•
Yard Foreman, Ivorydale, OYard Foreman, Hamilton, OCar Foreman, Cincinnati, OSection Foreman, Cincinnati, OAgent, Hamilton, ODepot Master, Cincinnati, OMachinist, Ivorydale, OBoiler Inspector, Gest St., Cincinnati, OGeneral Foreman, Ivorydale, O-

The director of Public Safety of the city of
Hamilton, Ohio, C. E. Deneen, recently publicly complimented the C. H. & D. R'y for
the fine appearance presented by their properHe stated that if all cortics in Hamilton.
porations would keep their grounds in as clean
condition as does the C. H. & D., the problem
of the city cleaning authorities would be
solved to a large extent.

ILLINOIS DIVISION
111.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. ScHEER
C. G. Stavens
C. W. Potter
H. R. Gibson
.J. A. Tschuor
E. A. Hunt
R. C. Mitchell
G. H. Singer
C. S. Mitchell
T. T. Long
M. A. Rush
W. C. Kelly
C. B. Kellar
H. H. Bryan
H. T. Clark
John Price
C. R. Bradford

Superintendent,

HOME OF LATE HENRY ALBERTI
Machinist helper Novella Colbert, who had
been suffering from tuberculosis since last
September, died at his home in Washington,

May 9th. He was twenty-five years of
age and a member of the Methodist Episcopal
church. Besides his parents he leaves a sister
and two brothers, who have our heartfelt
Ind.,

sympathy

Correspondent, C. F. White, Dispatcher
Flora.

111.
A large number of friends attended the
funeral service to pay their last tribute to him,
who was considered an able engineer and a
loyal workman, by all who knew him. The
accompanying picture is of the late home of
Mr. Albert i in Washington, Ind.

Chairman

Trainmaster, Flora,
Trainma.ster, Flora,
Di^i.sionEngineer, Flora,

Ills.
Ills.

Ills.

Master Mechanic, Shops, Ind.

Shop Inspector, Shops, Ind.
Relief Agent, Flora, His.
Agent, East St. Louis, Ills.
Agent, Flora, Ills.
Agent, Springfield, Ills.
Agent, Beardstown, Ills.
Agent, Vincennes, Ind.
Agent, Washington, Ind.
Conductor, Washington, Ind.
Engineer, Washington. Ind.
Engineer, Flora, Ills.
Claim Agent, Springfield, Ills.

'...

Dr. VV. D. Stevenson Medical Examiner, East St. Louis, Ills.
H. O. Pipher
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
D. Costello
Yard Foreman, Vincennes, Ind.

in their affliction.

Dispatcher R. G. Hawthorne and Miss Helen
Rogers, daughter of signal maintainer John
Rogers, were quietly married at the home of
the bride's parents Sunday afternoon, June
14th.
They left on No. 11 the same day for

Newark, Ark., the home of Mr. Hawthorne's
where they will spend their honeymoon.
The Crabo club met them at the train with a
goodly supply of rice and old shoes and inciparents,

dently

touched

They have our

''Happy"

for

congratulations.

a

"tenner."

May

they

always be Mr. and Mrs. "Happy."
Engineer Carl VanAllman, who recently
underwent an operation for appendicitis at the
Olney Sanitarium, is reported to be improving
rapidly.

.

Laws
W. W. McNally
J.

C.

A. Miller
W. C. Dietz
H. E. Orr
C. D. Russell
C. S. Whitmore

W. G. Burns
F. Wy.\tt
B. O'Brien

W. Cook
R. H. Marquart
H.
W.
H.
W.

C. Airman
E. Ross
C. Thrasher
Platz

Henry

General Yardmaster, Flora,
Yard Fireman, Cone,
'

Yard Foreman,

Ills.
Ills.

Springfield,

Ills.

General Foreman, Flora,
Master Carpenter, Flora,
Division Operator, Flora,

Ills.
Ills.
Ills.

Signal Supervisor, Flora, Ills.
Supervisor, Vincennes, Ind.
.Supervisor, Flora, Ills.
Supervisor, Cone, Ills.
Supervisor, Springfield, Ills.

Car Foreman, Cone, Ills.
Car Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Tool

Room Foreman, Shops. Ind.
Machinist, Flora,

Ills.

Brakeman, Washington,

Ind.

Alberti, an engineer on the Baltimore
Ohio Southwestern, was killed last winter in
a rear end collision between passenger train
No. 3 and an extra freight train at Simimerfield,

&

E. C. Sterling, general foreman at St. Louis,
Mo., has written the correspondent that he
has heard several comments on our new passenger equipment, and that it is equal to
anything running into St. Louis. One of the
many new features is the arrangement of the
brake shoes, there being two shoes, whereas
on the old style brake there was only one.
This equalizes the load on the shoes, and
lengthens their life. There are numerous

other features contributing to the safety of
passengers and employes. Nearly all of our
engines have been equipped with electric
headlights, which enable the engineer to see
an obstruction at a great distance.
Felix Messig, third trick operator at Flora,
has bid in first trick at Beardstown. Felix
says the Flora girls do not appeal to him.

»

—

:

THE

HALTIMOHl':

AM)

olllo

1

.M

M ACA/IM-

l'L( )\ i;s

Every employe on tiie Illinois Division
received a copj' of the following letter from
superintendent Scheer on July 1st
"The follo\vinp;))assenKer and (^uicU Dispiitch
train reeord on the Illinois Division for tlu>
month of June is one that we n»ay all be proud of:

Don't

Percent

Trip3

Made time

made,

or better.

I.oal

made

tiriK*

tim_\ or better.

240

235

5

97*)^:

509

3

99.4'

Local passenger

trams

98.9%

Total...
(^uick Dispatch
trains

90

ss

excellent record which was made during
this period is the result of the efhcient work
of emplo\'es in all classes of service, and I take
this means of expressing to you my appreciation

The

AUTOMATIC— 1V0\.LEAKABL£

cn
aCLr

I?

M,

You

don't have to fuss and shake a
Laughlin to start the ink It's a Self-

Operator John Chassells of Salem, Ills., has
been on the sick list for some time. The dust
from the oil-sprinkled roads at Salem has

Star ter.
You don't
it's

Daniel Cupid. Escj., seems to be possessed
a desire to shoot his darts towards the
Xenia boys. Deab and Bert have been doing
some tall dodging.

iH
r*
r^

Our messenger, John Cole, has discovered
a new use for his annual pass. He walked up
to the main entrance of a tent show recently,
flashed his annual, asked if they recognized a
railroad man, and was told to walk in.
arc convinced that John failed to keep the
secret as the show people had to walk out.

\V.M.

Superintendent, C'liairinan, Dayton. ( ).
Division Kncineer, Dayton, O.
Trainina-ster, Dayton, U.

O'Brie.n

G. \y. Tho.m.\8
G. W. Kydd
F. S.
W.\i.

Thompson, M.
Ryan. M. D

R. B.

Mann

L. F.
K. F.

HocKETT

W.
J.
J.

J.

Maley

Kroger
Mullen

D

C.
C. Stipp

W. \. Ireland
\V. IL Sites
F. E.

Moore

$2.50

Trainmaster, Lima, O.
Assistant Trainmaster, Dayton, O.
Division Operator, Dayton, O.
Road Foreman of Kn<;ines. Dayton, O.
Road Foreman of Engines, Lima, O.
Master .Mechanic, Ivorydale, O.
Claim .Agent, Dayton, O.
Supervi.-^or .M. of \V., Lima, O.
Supervisor M. of W., Ros.sfor(l, ().
Supervisor .M. of W.. Dayton, ().
Ma.ster Carpenter, lios^ford. t ).
Signal Supervi.sor, Wyomini;, ().
Company Surgeon. Dayton. ().
Companv Surgeon, Davton, ( ).
Toledo, ().
.\gent, Dayton. O.
Agent, Piqua, ( ).
Relief .\gent, Pitjua.

Agent, Toledo,
Agent. Lima.

Depot

(

).

(

).

(

».

If you have no old back iiunit>er dmpp<>r fillor pen
send us in exchanee. jti^t oiicl'se S'JW) with ttiia
coupon containiiig y''ir nniiu^ .inl a'^iir.";*, we will
•end the pen by rttura n.iul. Delivery guarutfecd.

FILL

OUT AND MAIL TODAY.

Laughlin Mfg.
1«8 Wayne

Co.,
St..

DETROIT. MICH.

Okstxemex— ..ero is $2 TiD. .<ond mo t)i<> pen
described in this ndvertiseincnt. If pen is not saiiif&ctory, you refund the money.

Name
City

(
(

Please mention

By Insured mail.
Prepaid to any address

t<>

Dayton, ).
Road Engineer, Lima, ).
Road Engineer. Lima, O.
.Ma.ster,

gcrous, awkward, or unsightly locks,
extensions, or so-called safety devices
There are none.
You can't forget to seal a Laughlin
against leaking, it seals itself air-tight
AutainaticaUy.
You can't lose your cap from a Laughlin
it secures itself AutomaticaUy.
You can't break your cap or holder on
a Laughlin They are non-breakdblc.
Holder and cap of scientific, reinforced
construction throughout.
{Sec illustration.)
You don't have to wait until
It is ready to
a Laughlin is ready.
write when you are
the air-tight, hakproof construction keejis pen and feed
"primed," insuring a free uniform flow
of ink instantly even though not previously used for a year.
It performs
these functions with no more hindrance
or interruption to your thoughts or writing inspiration than your breathing.
These results or your money back.
These features are peculiar only to this
patented construction.

—

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Edw. Ledger

Laughlin,

—

Correspondent, H. \V. Bh.\nt, Diuiaion
Operalor, Dayton. Ohio.

W. H.WENS

the

;

TOLEDO DIVISION

H. W. Bk.\nt
M. P. HoBAN
W. B. KiLGORE
W. D. JoH.NSO.N
J. R. Casad
JoH.\ Sullivan

fill

—

We

tj.

have to

Self-Filler.

the Laugh^
O lin, it's a Self -Cleaner.
^ You don't have to monkey with dan-

of

H. Mitchell
J. Paurish
M. S. Koop
G. K. Reel

a

You don't have to clean

affected his eyes.

K.

STARTING nrivi

FILLING rtli
TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL

B. Judy, agent Sumner, Ills., is spending
vacation in Southern California. Mr.
Judy has been agent at Sumner since 1877,
having entered the service in 1875.
his

!•'.

Throw Away

LAUGHLIN

your good cooperation."

of

111

Vour OI(l"Lcaky"-"Sineary"FounUiin Pen
To relieve you of its iliscomforts, \vc will
allow you 50 cents for it, in exchange.
Send it to us by ordinary mail at our
risk; and under 8ej)arate cover, bank
draft or money order for $2.00 and we
will send you the $2.50 pen describes!
below, a pen that will be a source of
never ending usefulness and pleasure to
you, that will do your biddinpr if you but
guide it aright over the writing sheet.

Through passenger
trains

—

—

ihi s

magazine

SUte
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Road Conductor, Lima, O.
Road Conductor, Lima, O.
Yard Conductor, Dayton, O.
Shopman, Lima, O.
Shopman, Dayton, O.
Shopman, Rossford, O.

H. B. Smith
J. Simmons

W.

Ed. Rice

Carl Koch
John Riley
H. B.Cook

Track Foreman, Middletown,
Track Foreman, Dayton,
Track Foreman, Sidney,
Assistant Yafdmaster, Rossford,
Clerk, Secretary, Dayton,

John Ryan
Frank Olsen
R. EiLERS

J.

E. T^. Kelly
A. C. BusHWAW

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
Correspondent,

recently observed conductor W. J.
Simmons, attired in his Palm Beach outfit,
admiring the tangoites at Toledo Beach.
He and his family spent a delightful vacation
there.

Missed two live ones at the last "Safety
Meeting," Bohannon and Hennessy. You did
good work while on the job; better tell your
method of handling to your successors, that
they may do equally welf.

That man Koch

is

a ''doer of things;" watch

smoke, ''Doc" Holmes.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

pier.

Harry Fritsch and Bruce Starry are watering
C.

Chairman

M. Conner

F.

E. C. Sappenfield

.

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Division Engineer

..r.

H. F. Passel

;

T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. I. Partlow

Supervisor

D.

to Buffalo,

CuRRAN

J.

we understand,

to

Master Mechanic
of Engines
Agent, Indianapolis
Claim Agent
Engineer

Road Foreman
.•

E. A. McGuire
J. B. Fisher
S. I.

Bickerton

V. P.

Tague
Graef

L.

Fireman
General Car Foreman
Agent, Connersville

Wm. Morgan
T. L. Hadden
A. Mercer
R. S. Powers
H. G. Hogan

Conductor

Yard Conductor
Brakeman

J.

Machinist
Machinist

Operator B. L. Hite,
sick

on the

of Reedville, is

list.

Operator T. Boggs

Deacon Bavis, Ike Blauvelt and the "father
of the telegraph" are summering at Monroe

&

Superin-

R. B. White

J.

via D.

Roy Powell,

tendent's Office

J.

We

his
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is

working second trick

at McGonigle, in place of R. L. Hussey.

Second trick dispatcher C. C. Wells is taking
his annual vacation, and extra dispatcher W.
S. Shotwell is relievil.^ him.

works

Operator C. E. Robinson has accepted the
agency at Lintner, 111.

Some of the boys had the nerve to request
money in lieu of vacation; just think of it,

Trainmaster F. M. Conner is again at work
having enjoyed two weeks' vacation at
Bay View, Mich.

take in the "Pan-American."

Bruce

"DJ."

at

their

Kroger told one of the
the third district (from the top of a
box car on local), that he climbed enough
ladders that day to enable him to shake hands
with the Statue of Liberty, and was figuring
how he could get one day's vacation.
fifteen

days vacation

after

!

men on

John Shearon and some of the boys in the
timekeeper's office were figuring on a house
party out at "Bushwaws," but the ward
workers were a little lax and the deal failed
to go through.
They say, "you can do better
in

Toledo."

WELLSTON DIVISION

(C.

& D.)

H.

SANDY VALLEY & ELKHORN
RAILWAY
George Dixon, Chief Clerk
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Correspondent,
H. R. Laughlin
A. W. White

Chairman
Engineer Maintenance of

D. W- Blankenship
C. C.

Way Department
Section

Lough

Foreman

General Foreman
Engineer

S. H. Johnson
E. Cassidy
J. M. Moore

Fireman
Conductor

C. C. Lough has been appointed general foreat Jenkins, vice W. B. Quinn, resigned.

man

Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk
Dayton, Ohio.

Mr. Lough was formerly employed as machinist

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

R. W. Brown, supervisor of locomotive
operation, spent several days in June on this
line looking into the question of fuel consumption and locomotive operation.

M. V. Hynes
A. A. Iams

H. G. Snyder
C. Greisheimer
G. A. Rugman

Pinkerton
M. Baker
E. F. McCafferty
R. O'Neil
F. M. Drake
C. H. Rauck
E. M. Jones
J. M. GiNAN
B. F. Shelton
T. G. HoBAN
L. H. SiMONDS
F. S. Thompson
S. J.

S.

FiTZMARTiN
E. B. Childs
I. N. Long
E. Blake
H. D. Spohn
J. J.

Superintendent,

Chairman

Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Master Carpenter
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Division Foreman

General Car Foreman
Relief Agent
Agent
Yard Conductor
Conductor

Fireman
Engineer

Claim Agent

Company

Surgeon
Division Operator
Stationery Engineer
Section Foreman
Section Foreman

Brakeman

at Chillicothe.

W. A. Faherty, formerly employed in the shops
at Mill Street, Cincinnati, has been transferred
to Jenkins.

Agent Waters, of Jenkins, has been given a
thirty-day leave of absence. J. E. Kelly, until
recently employed on the Hampshire Southern,
has relieved Mr. Waters.
J. H. Bell, of the car service department,
spent several days this month checking up
C. & O. demurrage at Shelby.

Brakeman Jesse Moore is
on account

of a

confined to his

home

very badly sprained ankle.
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CONSTELLATION

U. S. S.
Oldest Vessel in Active Service in U. S. Navy

1914

HMEK WOMEN::
OF ALL OF ALL

The only Work of

Its

Kind

In the History of Literature
ERE'S an

interesting and splendidly illustrated set of
books that should be owned by every man or woman
who likes to study human nature. It is the only standard

work that
its

women of all races and nations. In
how the women of China, or Samoa,
Sweden live —how they keep house —how they

describes the

pages you

or India, or

may

read

marry — how they

—

treat their husbands and the vast colphotographs reproduced in these volumes will
show you how they look.
Curious forms of courtship are described the psychologthe toilettes of
ical characteristics of w^omen are discussed
women are depicted, and the fashions range from the laces
lection of

;

;

frills of the Parisienne down to the scanty skirt of the Fijian belle.
This is a standard, authoritative work, written by such men as Prof. O. T. Mason,
of the Smithsonian Institution Dr. Grunberg, of the Berlin Museum Mr. Archibald
Colquhoun, the famous traveler but it is as interesting and readable as a story book.

and

;

—

;

A Magnificent Gallery of Women of All Lands. A History of Woman.
A Thrilling Library of Travel. Customs of Marriage and Love=Making

"WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS"

printed on sumptuous, fine surface
is
The volumes are large
paper, and is bound in handsome cloth bindings.
The work is superbly illustrated with hundreds of photographs
quarto.
These photographs were brought from every part of
never before used.
the world for this purpose. Among the pictures is a series of magnifi
cent plates in color.

$1.00

An
unusual

opportu
nity

for

$1.00

who

is

PER MONTH

can hardly be exaggerated.

appreciate
fine printing and

Funk

illustrating

&

Company,
354-360

pub

Fourth Avenn*

&

Address

New York
Gentlemen:

I

enclose

Please send me,
charges prepaid, for
five days' free examination,
one complete set of " Women
of All Nations." If satisfactoI agree to pay you $1.00 per
$1.00.

all

,

moDth

Wagnalls Company

$15.-50

thereafter until the price,

has been paid.

tory, I will notify

354-360 Fourth Ave., New York
Pablishers of the " New Staadard
Dictionary

work unique

sense

This superb work

lished by us in cooperation with Cassell
Company, Limited, of London, the famous art publishAs civilization advances the customs and
ers.
costumes shown in this set will disappear, and
the value of the work in the years to come

connoisseurs

A

DOWN,

Furk&
Wagnalls

refund

my

money.

If

not satisfac-

you and you are to
(B. & O. Employes

Magazine.)

"

Xame

in every

Address.

Please mention this magazine.
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Made and worn by

i;.M pi.()\ i:s

mac azixk

three generations.

Never too
young to begin a
good habit, son. Your
father has worn overalls made
of

STIFEL INDIGO

for

25

Your grandfather and
^
great-grandfather have worn
them from boyhood up. Strength in every
true blue all through.
years.

is the sign of the cloth that wea rs the
longest and is easy to wash and iron 38^*

This

Look for

J.

L.

it

fibre, they're

||pip^|

iM|

1,

i^HH^Hi

on the back of the goods, on the inside of your overalls
CLOTH MANUFACTURED BY

STIFEL

& SO^S, Indigo Dyers and Printers
WHEELING, W. VA.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

-

-

^3

SALES OFFICES
SAN FRANCISCO.

260-262 Church Street
West Jackson Boulevard

TORONTO

Telegraph Hui'din«
....Postal
li Manchester Building

li
IHaise Dunlion this t/KUjazim
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To Those

Paying Rent
One

our friends

of

accompanying picture
and wrote

sent

us

of his

the

home,

"This is what the Rehef Department has meant to us."

Why not
YOU?

make

it

mean

as

much

to

Write today to

SUPERINTENDENT RELIEF DEPARTMENT
Department S
The

Relief

BALriMORE, MD.

'

Department owns

properties, which

Clarksburg, W. Va.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Benwood, W. Va.
Lorain, Ohio

may

be purchased on easy terms, at the following points:

Garrett, Indiana
Versailles, Pa.
Butler, Pa.
Fairmont, W. Va.
McMechen, W. Va.

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT

Washington, Indiana
Parkersburg, W^ V=»
Weston, W. Va^
Baltimore, Mcf.

We cordially invite all employes to inspect carefully
the advertising now appearing in our Magazine.
It is our purpose to offer only such things as will

legitimately appeal to the rank and file of our readers.
All advertising will be rigidly examined before insertion
so that there may be no question about its standard. No liquor or other objectionable advertising will be accepted

ADVERTISING RATES

^

$44.80 per page, each insertion; 20 cents per agate line (fourteen agate lines to an
inch). Width of column. 16 ems or 2^ inches
Rates for covers, extra colors and preferred positions will be supplied on request

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS

ROBERT M, VAN SANT^

THOS. H. MacRAE, Western Representative

Advertising Manager

Camden Station

Railway Exchange Building
Chicago, 111.

Baltimore, Md.

g

Science of Organization and Business
By Robert J. Frank
•
•
riaVAlnnmAnf
IJ^CVClU[illlClIl
•
•
(Now in its fourth edition)
A PRACTICAL treatise on the promotion,
^^ development of business enterprise.

organization,

^ A

re-organization

and

valuable work for the citizen who wants to be able to discuss intelligently that
understood but dominating modern business organization the corporation.
An invaluable text book for those contemplating the organization of a business.

—

little

^
^ The

Scientific American says of it
" * * The treatise covers in a common sense manner all the usual conFinansiderations confronting the organization of a business corporation.
cing, management, re-organization and consolidation are plainly set forth,
and the promotion of enterprises fittingly receives a sepanite chapter. * *"

Handsomely bound

in full

Send

Morocco, large 12 mo., 320 pages, $2.75 per volume.
for free descriptive folder to the

Baltimore and Ohio Employes Magazine
Please mention this magazine

:

:

Baltimore, Maryland
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Paul M. Warburg Becomes

Member

of Federal Reserve Board
Appointment of Director of Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad

Company by

President Wilson

universally approved

a series of articles on
constitute the
Board of Directorship of The
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company, it seems particularly appropriate that we should tell the readers of
the Magazine something about the career
of Paul M. Warburg, whose name has
been before the country so prominently
of late in connection with his appointment
to that extremely important new creation
of our government, the Federal Reserve
Board. In connection with Mr. Warburg's appointment it has been widely
remarked by the newspapers that he has
expressed his intention of divesting himself of every financial interest and connection on account of his assumption of
this public office, although not required
so to do by law.
In Mr. Warburg's own
statement in this regard to the Banking
Committee of the Senate, he said in

A'

S the
the

first of

men who

part:

am

going to leave Kuhn, Loeb &
am going to leave my Hamburg
firm.
I am going to leave every single
corporation with which I am connected.
More than that, I am going to leave
''I

Co. and

I

every educational and philanthropic asso-

which I have been connected,
because I think a man who is on that
Federal Reserve Board ought to be like
Caesar's wife he ought to be above
suspicion; he ought to be without any
entangling alliances."
Mr. Warburg also declared that lie
intended to dispose of all his interests in
railroads, mentioning particularly the
Baltimore and Ohio, in which he was a
ciation with

—

director, and further told the committee
that his chief purpose in becoming a
naturalized American citizen in 1911 was
to l)ring about currency reform in this
country.
'^
If you are going to sever your l)anking
connections and break them all off,"
Senator Reed suggested, ''it might be at
a tremendous financial sacrifice?"
''A sacrifice, yes," Mr. Warl)urg re"I think it will bp a bigger sacriplied.
fice than any of these gentlemen around
the ta])h^ has any idea of.
''When President Wilsorw asked me
whether I would take this thing and put
it up to me in a very kind way and
asked whether I was willing to make the
sacrifice, because he thought that I was
the man for it, I felt tliat 1 had no right
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I will be glad to make
the sacrifice, because I think there is a
wonderful opportunity for bringing a
great piece of constructive work into
successful operation and it appeals to me

to decline, and

to do that."
None of the appointments of President
Wilson to the Federal Reserve Board

have been reviewed and commented upon
more favorably than that of Mr. Warburg. The general feeling of the financial, commercial and industrial leaders of
the country toward his appointment is
suggested by a sentence from the New
York Sun, which characterized Mr.
Warburg as "one of the few supremely
fit men in the country to undertake the
task of inaugurating the great experiment
in banking to which the country is

committed."
Paul M. Warburg was born August 10,
1868, at Hamburg, Germany, in which
city he received his schooling, graduating
His first business training was
in 1886.
obtained in the employ of a Hamburg
commission firm, in which connection he
remained two j^ears. Beginning in 1888,
he then spent a j^ear working in his

banking firm of M. M. Warburg
and Compan}', and at the end of that
time he went to London, where, with the
object of becoming familiar with English
banking methods, he worked for two
years in a prominent discount firm and
for a short time wdth a stock brokerage
house. With a hke purpose, in 1891 he
worked in a French bank and gained a
thorough knowledge of the banking
methods obtaining in France. In 1892
he made an extensive tour through India,
China and Japan, and in the Spring of
1893 he made his first visit to the United

father's

Following his return to Hamburg he entered the firm of M. M. Warburg, as a partner, in 1894. In 1901 he
became a member of the Municipal
Council of Hamburg and was active in
bringing about the formation of the
League of German Bankers, of which
organization he was one of the founders.
At the close of 1902 he took up his residence in New York City, and became a
partner in the banking firm of Kuhn,
Loeb and Company. He also acquired
States.

many

other large interests and became a

director of important financial, industrial

and railway corporations. From these
directorates he withdrew as rapidl}- as
practicable upon his appointment, in
June, 1914, as a

member

of the Federal

Reserve Board.
Since 1906 Mr. Warburg has been
actively engaged in the campaign for a
comprehensive monetary reform, and has
served as a member of the Currency and
Finance Committee of the Merchants
Association of New York, and of a
similar

Committee

Commerce

of

New

of

the

Chamber

of

York, of which body

he was elected vice-president in 1913.
The principle for which he stood at the
beginning was that of concentrating the
scattered reserves and of assuring safety
and liquidity for the banks by the creation of a discount market.
A gradual
Avithdrawal of the bond-secured currency
and a substitution for the same of notes
based on commercial paper, has alwa^^s
been part of the reform he has advocated.
In the elucidation of his views he has
published many papers and delivered a
number of addresses, among which may

be mentioned ''The Defects and Needs of
Our Banking System," "A Plan for a
Modified Central Bank," ''A Modified
Central Bank of Issue," ''American and

European Banking Methods and Banking
Compared," "A Central Bank
System and the United States of
America," "The Discount System of

Legislation

Europe," "A United Reserve Bank of the
United States," "Principles that must

Monetary Reform in the L^nited
and "The Owen-Glass Bill."
During his residence in New York ]Mr.
Warburg has been actively interested in
various organizations and movements of
a public or philanthropic character, and

underlie
States,"

has given his services as vice-president of
the American Association for Labor
Legislation and the American Academy
of Political Science; as treasurer of the

Solomon and Betty Loeb Memorial Home

New

York Founfor Convalescents, the
dation, the Institute of Musical Art, the
National Employment Exchange and the
Child Labor Committee; and

New York

as a director of the Mount Sinai Hospital,
the New York Knapp Memorial Eye
Hospital, the Germanistic Society of

Till-:

AM) OHIO

HALiiMoid-;

New York. tlu>

Doiitschcs LohrorSominnr,
Charity ()r»!;anizati()n Society, the
New York School of Pliilantliropy, and
The Survey.
Mr, \\'arl)ur«i was married in October.

the

1895, to Miss

Nina

Loel), daup;hter of

J.

the hite Solomon Loeb, one of the founders
of the house of Kuhn. Loeh and ( 'omi)an>-.

Rank

and

l•:Ml'l.o^ i:s

macazim

Ml-. W arl)ur«i \\a> cU'cted a meml)er of
the Board of Directors of 'J'h<' l^altimore
and Ohio I^iih'oad on October 19th. 1911,
to succeed Mr. Joseph H. Foard, deceased.
On l)(C(nil>er llth of the same year he
was aj)i)ointe(l a memlxr of the Finance

Committee and continued
itv

in that

Performance
of Quick Dispatch Trains for August
of Divisions

and

Districts in

July,

1914
RANK

DIVISION

August

July

Illinois

1

1

Indianapolis

2

3

Indiana
Philadelphia

3

2

4

10
8
4
15
5
13
9
6
7
16
12
14
17

Baltimore

Cumberland (W.

E.)

.

.

.

Ohio

5
6
7

Staten Island
Pittsburgh

Newark

8
9
10

Cleveland

11

Connellsville

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Monongah
Cumberland

New

(E. E.)

Castle

Chicago
Toledo

Wheeling

11

18

DISTRICT

Baltimore
C. H.

capa(;-

ever since.

& D

&

Ohio

S.

W.

1

3

2

1

Staten Island
Main Line
Pittsburgh

3

2

4

4

5

Wheeling

6

5
6

Sixty Splendid Suggestions After

Seven Months'

Work By

Six Safety Experts

Not six, but nearly a thousand general and divisional safety committeerailroad men all have been studying, practicing and preaching
Safety on our System during the last seven months. The results of their best
thought and experience are given below. No one of us can afford to ignore what
these men say on this most important subject.

—

men— practical

T HE

purpose of the management

ditions as safe

and sanitary as

it

make working conmay be possible to make
is

to

Your understanding of the management's purand collective aid and cooperation with
the management, are absolutely essential to this end.
them.

poses, your individual

fits

to

must be

plain to every thoughtful employe that the beneto be derived from such a step are mutually proportionate

It

employe and management.

Your family may be more intimately concerned in your
health and safety, the Company may be better able than you
or your family to weather financial losses caused from injury
to employes, but the collective efficiency of the employe-body
is the Company's chief asset
its earning capacity, its borrowing
capacity, its heart and soul. Therefore, the health of employes
and the protection of their lives and limbs become a business
necessity as well as a social obligation of the management.

—

With mutual cooperation and understanding between management and employe, whatever selfish aspects the situation
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may

present to the casual observer are entirely lost in the
splendid bigness and wholesomeness such a movement assumes.

You are dependent upon the Company for your livelihood;
the Company is dependent upon its trusted employes for its
The employe

of today

the official of tomorrow.
Therefore, let us pool our interests; let us reciprocate friendly
advances and intentions, harmonize purposes and work together
as one big, hustling family to the end that mutual protection
and progress will be synonymous with the name ** Baltimore
efficiency.

and Ohio

is

Railroad.''

(The following hints submitted by the General Safety Committee are
Cut them out. Read
given icith the idea of helping individual employes.
them until you are thoroughly familiar icith them. Carry them with
you cannot possibly regret it.)
let tlunn Ju'lp you in your icork

—

yon-

Transportation
By
1.

'Safety First"

Don't condemn

them.
ficial

'

E. R. Scoville

for the public, the

is

employe and for those dependent upon
you are sure they are not bene-

Safety First principles until

to 3'ou.
2.

Obey the

injury to
3.

many

rules!

Violation of rules or instructions has caused death or serious

employes.

Don't place your hand or foot between the couplers
are crippled in that way.

of

moving

cars or engines.

Many men

Don't expose any part of the body to danger. The loss of a hand or foot
You have given much thought to the question of increasing
Why not give a little thought to Safety and retain the earning
3'our earning power.
power you now enjoy?
4.

causes a loss of salary.

5.

Don't jump or ride on the leading footboard

of

not followed to save time, but to avoid a short walk.
cause death or injury to those who follow this practice.
6.

Don't step on a track

proaching train, engine or car.

an

(Migine.

Many

This jmictice

is

things can happen to

It saves

time to be

safe.

you have looked and listened, for an ap>you don't care for yourself, think of those who are

until after
If

dependent upon you.
7.

Careful

Don't indulge in any unsafe practice.

men

are usuallv efficient.

Careless

men

Form

safe rather than unsafe habits.

are not.
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SUPERINTENDENT AND TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT OFFICE FORCE— BALTIMORE & OHIO
CHICAGO TERMINAL

—

Bottom row right to left: P. F. Finnegan, General Freight and Passenger Agent; J. L. Nichols, Superintendent;
J. W. Dacy, Trainmaster; H. E. Hansen, Chief Clerk to Superintendent- Frank Nelson, Chief Clerk to General
Freight and Passenger Agent E. C. Fogarty, Chief Train Dispatcher; H. N. Nelson, Special Movement Clerk.
Top row: P. F. Bussian. Earl Dwyer, H. J. Thomas, Dave O'Leary, Timekeeper; J. J. Madigan, H. R.
SCHROEDER, W. A. MiLLRR.
;

an unsafe condition continue to exist and depend upon someone
else to report it.
You know of its existence, you may save the life of a brother who
does not. We want to notify him until we can have it corrected.
Don't

8.

9.

Many

l(^t

Don't permit anything to divert your mind from your work when on duty^
men who ''forgot," while thinking of something else.

graves are occupied by

10.

Don't take chances of any kind.

They

tect yourself, take the steps.

If necessary to

take a few steps to pro-

are Safety Steps, which will eventually save your

your limb or 3^our suffering, and also your salary.
he took the chances after the accident has occurred.
life,

Many

a

man

has been sorry

Sanitation Suggestions
By
1.

Your

greatest asset

is

Dr. E.

health.

M.

Parlett

Cleanliness

is

the

first

principle thereof.

Hygiene and sanitation are social as well as business propositions. Thereyou and your family are intimately concerned and you should cooperate with
your fellow employes and the Company to help prevent conditions that cause2.

fore,

THK HAI/riMOKK AND OHIO
disease.

Every time

spit

>()ii

enfe^ebled person, the aged

>()ii

and the

IvM I'LOVllS

M ACAZIM-

hecoine the source of infect ion of some poor
infants.

Two

hunih'ed tliousand jxTsons

every year of consumption, or one jx'rson every three miiuites.
of eij!;liteen

and

11

all

between the

(h<'
a«!;('s

forty-five.

and \iciousncss and lowers product i\-e
is an unpardonand earning cai)acity.
increases
efRciency.
and
intelligence
and
hapi)iness
fosters
(lood
health
ahle offense,
employes.
It
cannot
so
do
is
])rotect
its
without
to
The purpose of the Comjiany
your intt^lligent and active cooi)erati()n.
3.

Di.sease l)reeds innnoralitN-, ignorance

To

4.

during

transmit disease to the healthy knowingly

Kat s])aringly of soups, red meats and heavy foods, fried stufYs and pastry
W(»ather.
Uather eat vegetables, cereals and fruit and drink plenty

liot

of cold, l)ut not ice cold water.

DISTRICT ENGINEER
Li'fi

AND STAFF AT CHICAGO,

ILL.

to rieht— Bottom row: R. M. Ihish. Chief Clerk to District Engineer; C. J. S( hwesdenkr, Assistant Chief Clerk
to District lOnginwr; II, A. Lynch, Transitinan; J. S. Knioht, Draftsman; H. L. Hinf.s, Instrumentman; C. J.
Wkver, Assistant Resident lOntjineer; W. Hoc.an, Supervisor; C. O. Seifekt, Signal Supervise r; J. J. Gibbons,
Storekeeper; H. Schultz, Storekeeper Clerk; Charlks Esping, Master Carpenter; R. Pursian, Hlue Print Man;

M. Larney, Supervisor of Gates.
Middle row: L. G. Curtis. District Engineer; R. G. Lindeman, Secretary to District Engineer; G. P. Palmer, Division
Engineer; F. E. Lamphere. Assistant Engineer; H. A. Fiei,d, Assi.stant Engineer Bridges; F. S. Harvey. Resident
Engineer; W. C. Bolin, Assistant Division Engineer; W. A. Smith. Draftsman; R. L. Faithorn. Resident Engineer;
D. J. Evans. Rodman; Jos. Dutton, Chief Draftsman; C. I. Bender. CJeneral Foreman; H. McDonald, Supervisor;
Peter Hastings, General Foreman.
Top row: C. W. Butters, R. C;. Clark. L. Bordenave. M. Bhenn\n. S. Helebrandt, T. H. McNamara. .\. G.
Dundy. T. H. Williams, R. P. Barker, L. H. Reinke, Joint Facility Accountant; C. C. Mimmack, H. O. WertenBERG, Maintenance Clerk. Division Engineer;

J.

E. Gifford. Chief Clerk to .\ssistant ICngineer.
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Filthy habits and practices are criminal. They spread disease to infants,
5.
the aged and the physically weak first. The robust in appearance are quite often
deceptive in physical resistance against disease. The filthy individual is on a par
in practice
6.

and

One

intelligence with the barbarian.

of the surest -indications of

good health

is

^ood

health, give the teeth attention at least twice daily.

good
teeth

—

will

teeth.

If

you want
bad

Neglected teeth

—

unquestionably cause disease.

Such conditions
Flies breed in filth; mosquitoes breed in stagnant water.
7.
should be reported and corrected promptly. You know that flies, insects and vermin carry disease. You can prevent a vast amount of devastating disease such as
typhoid, malaria, dysentery, small pox, cholera, bubonic plague,

etc., etc.,

by

destro}^-

ing these pests.
8.

Health and

efficiency

upon wholesome food and
good working conditions, moderation in all
and optimism at home and on duty.

are directly dependent

drink, proper clothing, a clean body,

indulgences, adequate rest, fresh air

Alcohol causes seven per cent, of accidents and is directly responsible for
9.
seven per cent, of disease, and seventy per cent, of crime. Tobacco, as well as alcohol,
constantly used, seriously interferes with vision. Color perception for red and green

becomes dangerously impaired among those addicted to the use of
Sometimes the loss of sight, due to the use of tobacco, is
and tobacco.
Failure to obey color sigsudden; engineers and firemen should remember this.
nals from tobacco blindness has resulted in serious train accidents and loss of life.
A haze before the eyes is one of the earliest symptoms of this malady. The remedy
Men in hazardous positions
is to stop the use of tobacco entirely and promptly.
should never use tobacco, except in strict moderation, and alcohol not at all.

lights particularly

alcohol

Avoid uncleanly and unscreened restaurants, avoid drinking water of unknown
it is boiled, and avoid suspected and known cases of typhoid fever.
As
a cheap life insurance, become inoculated against typhoid fever, if you are in normal
health and under forty-five years of age. Cleanse the hands carefully with soap and
warm water before eating. Do not bathe or swim in polluted water. Do not use
roller towel or common drinking cup.
Make your privy fly proof, water proof and
disease proof.
There are 300,000 cases of typhoid in the United States each year,
38,000 of which are fatal.
10.

source unless

Maintenance of Equipment Suggestions
By John Hair
1.
is

in

Do

not attempt to adjust belt

when wearing

loose gloves, while

machinery

motion.
2.

Do

liable to fly
3.

not strike tempered

from the

steel

steel

with hammer.

It

is

dangerous and a piece

is

and injure you.

While working around machines that are in motion do not wear
hang loosely.

clothing or permit coat or shirt sleeves to

loose,

baggy

THK HAl/riMOHK AM) OHln

Do

4.

not attempt to clean,

oil

or

l;.Ml•L(>^

r('|)air

M ACAZIM'!

IS

a inacliiuc wliilc

in nioti(jii.

is

it

13

ll

is

dangerous.

At

5.

tini(\s

all

wear goggles

\\li<'ii

chipping or working

metal or when

l)i-iltle

grinding at emery wheel.

When

6.

using a jack,

caused by jacks that are

Do

7.

one

of

that

it

is

in

If

you know

9.

If

you

see

You may

of a niaehine or tool that

is

in

it

the pathway.

in

out of order report

any one doing anything where he

arti

Some

is

liable to

it

to the foreman.

be injured,

tell

him

prevent an injury.

Talk to the new n^an about Safety,

10.

good condition. a< man>' accidents

be injured, and nail injuries are dangerous.

8.

it.

know

had condition.

not throw a hoard with a protruding nail

liable to

is

in

may make

"^'ou

a better

and safer man

of him.

Maintenance of

Way

Department

By W. McC. Bond
1.
Form 909-A "Notice to Conductors and Engineers," shall be u.sed in accordance with that portion of General Instructions No. 1, "Laying Main Track Hail."
dated P\'bruary 1st, 1909, relating to flagging.
This form shall be properly filled out and signed by emplo^'e under whose direc-

tion the rail

is

being

laid,

and the flagman

shall

be instructed to give a copy of the

notice to engincHT and conductor of (-ach train passing over the track on which

being

rail is

most important that maintenance^
and after severe storms to prevent
employes, and loss of property.
It is

2.

tions during

3.

Stand

4.

Hand

nor without
direction,

clear of all

way employes

use extra precau-

protection by signals

when

at least

one

nec(»ssarv.

on any track, whenever necessary.

It

6.

Keep

man

facing in each direction,

Trains

will

be run

using tools should be careful at

When gangs

is

9.

Joint,

all bridg«'

all

men working

times to see that

all

near

are not injured on account of their carelessness.

8.

what

in either

a sharp lookout for them.

is the duty of the foreman and also of every other employe to see that
which they work are in good condition.

Men

7.

them

and

running tracks wIkmi trains are passing.

must not be run without

cars

full

of

loss of life or injury of i)atrons

5.
Maintenance of way emplo\Ts should take special care to see that
warning ropes are in place at all times.

tools with

th<'

laid.

to be done.

Obey the

of ukmi are handling material,

Ignorance of this

all

of

and Maintcniance
and injury to patrons.

rules covering the Installation

and thus avoid accidents

be sure that

them understand

oftcMi caus(»s injury.

to trains,

of InsulatcMl Kail

THIT BALTIMORE
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FOREMEN AND CLERKf^—86th STREET, SOUTH CHICAGO,
Left to right

—Bottom

row: C. W.Burke, General Foreman; Geo.
Ross, General Car Foreman; D. L. Gibson.

H.L.

Odum, Engine House Foreman; Gertrude Lixd-

^ strom: Wm.
Second row: P. C. Pauly, J. Staszewskf, O. E. Anderson, C. C. F. Kroll, H. B. Atherton, A. Glon.
Third row: R. Kazmarek, S. N. Beatty, R. A. Kleist, A. Gr.\czyk, F. Merton, F. Kuglen, L. Staszewski.
Fourth row: M. A. Polcaster, E. Kleist, F. .Januchow.ski, L. Napierkewski, Geo. Moran.
10.

Trespassers should be warned of the danger they are in and the risk they

when using Company's

take

property, and requested not to use the railroad right of

wa}' and tracks as a public thoroughfare.

For Car Inspectors and Repairmen
By
Do

1.

tection
2.

not forget Rule No. 822, which

and the protection

3.

of

is

placed in

Book

of Rules for

your pro-

your family.

Don't permit yourself or fellow employes to get under cars when not pro-

by blue

tected

B. C. Craig

flag.

See that

all

repair tracks are properly locked as well as flagged.

This

is

for

your protection.
4.

Don't work under cars jacked up unless same are on horses or blocked up.

5.

Do

them

not use jacks which are defective, but

so that they can be repaired.

call

the foreman's attention to

H\i;n.M()Pj:

'riii:

Do

(>.

block

ol

up

to jack

not atteni|)t to

Henieniber that

strenj:;tli.
raisinji.-

ni|)t

oiiio

steel

oi*

i:»

steel inuh rtVnine cuvs w illiout (ir>t piaciiii;'

down

let
it

i\

car wiiicli

the N tting

is

is

down

jackcil

of (;ars

up when it is heyond your
which injures men and not

tin ni.

S.

Do

not jKiss hy ilw small defcu-ts on cars as they result

ant defects which cause accidents, loss of
!>.

and

maca/ini:

l;^ll•L()^ i:s

wood on top of jack.

Do

7.

not ntt(

and

tile.

It

is

not the officials

Talk "Safety

who

I'^irst

"

life

and

in

the

are meeting with injurx'. hut the
to

your

more

im|)ort-

persorial injurw

fellow

em|)lo>-es.

thf-n

men

of the rank

tin

number

of

injuries will soon he reduced.
10.

T^o not take

r?/??/

chance

in

doin^- \()Ui- woi!<.

Stations
By

It

i<

not rxpcctcd of yon.

and Traffic

J. T.

Campbell

my opinion there is no limit to what an agent can do, to helj) the 'SafetN'
movement. The subject is of mutual int(U'est to the employes and the Company, and the public will be impresscnl with a stronger feeling of confidence in the
In

First"

Baltimore Sz Ohio l^ailroad service, if our agents will exercise^ morc^ interest
things about their stations.
The following .suggestions are of1"ered:

BAr.TTMonr

i^-

otiio rnirwcu) tkhmixat.

shop

forc-i-; ai'

i:ast riiiCACO

in

many
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1.

Employes should be required

to familiarize themselves with the Rules

and

Regulations, and should be examined on these rules with sufficient intensity and fre-

quency to insure ready knowledge and

efficient execution.

The employe should understand that efficiency is a broad term and covers all
2.
Effihis relations to his employer: Safety, Loyalty, Courtesy, Diligence, Economy.
Teach one and the other is established.
ciency and Safety are synonymous.
3.

tions.
4.

Stations and platforms should be kept neat, clean

Disease and
Start right

so will prevent loss
5.

fire

have a common cause

—

by learning and obeying the
and damage.

dirt

and

free

from any obstruc-

carelessness.

Official Classification Rules.

Strict observance of Official Classification

shipments to be sent to the Over Warehouse.

and

Rule 3

will decrease the

It will also decrease

Doing

number

of

complaints and

correspondence.
6.

General Notice Circular No. 143 on explosives, inflammables and acids, under-

stood and obeyed, will prevent loss of
loss

and damage

life

and limb, protect property and decrease

claims.

7.
Live Stock Rules and Regulations should be understood and obeyed by all
employes from a humane standpoint. Their observance will decrease loss and damage

claims.
8.

Fire Prevention Rules and Regulations should be posted

in each station.

examined frequently and be kept full. The fire buckets
should never be used except for fire purposes. At stations where fire plugs are located,
valve plugs and hose should be examined weekly; also fire extinguishers and

Water

barrels should be

chemical engines.
9.

Cars with leaky roof or sides should not be loaded with freight liable to be

damaged by the weather. Floor and sides should be examined for protruding nails,
which should be drawn or driven in to prevent loss and damage to lading. Holes in
car floors should be covered with boards to protect your limbs and those of your fellow
employes.
10.
When station platforms are occupied by passengers, baggage trucks should
be pulled and never pushed, and not piled too high with baggage and express that is
liable to fall off

and injure passengers.

An

effort

should be

made

to get

proper position before trains arrive to avoid crowding through the people.

them

in

When

baggage has been loaded to and from car they should be pulled away far enough to
clear train.
Trucks should be kept locked when not in use.
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THE COMPLAINING WHEEL
By WILLIAM

JOHN HOPKINS
Judge)

(F-roni

A

FARMER

was one day taking

market a load

to

Just before

am

"I

"You other spokes

one of the spokes.

began to speak,

I

"You have no more

right to complain than

your work, instead of scolding at me?

It's

"Oh, dear," cried another spoke,

^now

great stone, too.

—oh!"

"That was a

If

you

let

groaned the
terrible

believe

don't yju help>"

first

I

spoke,

I

am

don't you do

down on me and on
out of

shall get

that

this."

when the wheel had made a few more turns.
when we fell into that hole. If you other

got

I

shall strike."

I

"So far as

I

can

see,

he

all."

don't care whose fault

again when

has come

it

Why

fault."

the felloe's fault," said the eighth spoke.

it's

doing any work at

"I

Why

have.

I

your own

that happen again,

blow that

spokes keep on shirking,
"I

are shirking your work.

was carrying the whole load.

I

carrying the whole load now," said the spoke that was just then at the

bottom.

"0

The load
man heard one

vegetables.

a hill, the

and complaining.

of the wheels groaning

"It isn't fair," said

isn't

of

was heavy, and as the horses pulled the wagon up

said the third spoke.

is."

it

at the bottom,

I

and

shall get right out

let

we

"If

strike a stone

you others take care

of

yourselves."

"The
better.

felloe

is

"Nonsense!" said the
not helping at

Then

the rest of you are not

jealous," said the second spoke, "and

never thought

I

I

would have to work with such a

felloe.

"I

can't help

The

it.

much

lot."

tire is a loose thing.

He

is

all.

the farmer heard another voice that was

smooth and hard, and he knew

that one of the other wheels was speaking.
"If

you people don't stop your quarrelling,"

together as well as you can, you will

let

the other wheel,

said

us doing our work without any fuss.

It

isn't

fair

for

you

and work

are the rest of

to spoil

it

with your

quarrels."

little

At that the complaining wheel groaned more loudly than
"Well," said the other wheel, "no good will

You

you.

come

"Ho, you people!" said the farmer to himself,

"Take

off

of

ever.

be the worse for

It will

it.

will see."

Soon the wagon came

"I will

attend to you."

and stopped before the shop

to a village

that groaning wheel," said the farmer, "and put on a

So the wheelwright propped up one end
tiiat

Here

the whole load down.

had complained.

He

of the

of a wheelwright.

new

cne."

wagon and took

found a new wheel that was the right

size,

off

the wheel

and put

it

on

it

in

in place of the old one.

"Now," said the wheelwright,

"will

"No," said the farmer.

a bad wheel.

your

"It

is

you take

this old wheel with you?"

Break

it

in

pieces and burn

fire."

Then he drove on with

his load,

and

all

the wheels

worked quietly and happily

together.
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THE PALE, PAIN-PINCHED, CHALKY FACE, WITH ITS FEVERISH DARK EYES, GAZED
APPEALINGLY AT HER

"

Putting

One Over

By Frank

A. Halverson

Illustrations by Herbert Stitt

^

OX

the

shading- her eyes from
sun, stood Mrs. Scott,
intently down X\w l)ush-

pori'li,

\\\v l)ri«2;ht
pcH^rin*:;

fringod i)ath for the return of her
son Dave from work. In her careless pose
against the railing she aj^peared lithely
muscular; her eyes were k(»en but kindly
looking and the dark brown hair graying at the temples added dignity to her

motherly

face.

After waiting and watching for a little
while she walked hurriedly into her tidy
kitchen to learn the time by the openfaced clock on the shelf. Dave should
be h(jme by now. What was kee])ing him?
Crossing to the window she looked again
and was rewarded by seeing him come
dej(M'tedly up the path; his steps were
lagging and he was moving slowh', something unusual for big Dave.
"Mother," he said, sinking down on
the step, ''It's awful!"
"What is?" Mrs. Scott questioned in
alarm.
''An accident?"
"Yes, the dago's boy, Italian Joe's
kifl.
You know that little curly-head(Ml
chap who lives by the railroad in the old
shack.
He's been jumping on tlu^ cars;
tonight he slipped and fell under mv
trip.

Ugh!"

"Killed!" Mrs. Scott ejaculated.
"No, not quite. When w(^ got him
out he was like a bundh^ of bleeding rags.
I heljKMl carry him honn^; wish I hadn't.
The dago mother !"^Dave shook his compact body, words failing to depict the
scene of the Italian's shack " Don't
tell me them people ain't got a heart or
feelings! Kids is kids if their panMits are
<lagos or Americans.
Pale and touched bv the unfortunate

—

boy's accident,

.Mrs.

Scott

turne(l

and

walked into the kitchen.

"Mother!" Dave called. " Xo use in
You can't get in. The
going down.
doctor is there fixing him uj)."
Early on the morning, however, Mrs.
Scott was a caller at the Italian's miserable^
home. Sympathetically she followed the wailing mother into a little
low room, where (Jenario was lying. The
])ale, i)ain-})inche(l, chalky face, with its
feverish dark ejTS, gazed appealingly at
her.
Mrs. Scott sank gently to the edge
of the bed and lovingly stroked the
burning brow.
"My (fcnario no walk." moanecl the
hvsterical Mother. " l)igua doctor taka
leg off."

Encouragingly Mrs. Scott spoke of
securing an artificial limb for the boy.
"No! No! Too mucha de mon." the
mother interrupted despairingly. " Hundred dollars bigga doctor say to Joe no can
mak store bill housc^ rent no! no!"
Mrs. Scott knew that one hundred dol-

—

lars

—

—

was an overwhelming sum

—

of

money

for the Italian parents to try to raise and
instantly sh(^ resolved to help them.

Hut how?

One hundred

dollars

was a

fortune in the mining village when^ most
of the jx'ople lived from hand to mouth.
By charity! Impossible! At the best
charity was worked to death and then
charity for an Italian boy!
In walking home Mrs. Scott followed
the path in the valley where the roadbed
had been graded for the new mine further
up the ravin<'. The men wci-c placini!:
the rails on the ties, and she jKiused to
listen to the hannner blows, the clank of
rinuinir rails and the lustv shouts and

—
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songs

the

of

iron

crew.

They were

blond-haired men, healthy,
hardy and vigorous from outdoor work.
Mrs. Scott watched them laboring with
a strange fascination she thought of her
son Dave, the strongest man in the coal
camp; of his pride in his great strength
and strangely she wondered if he would not
meet his match in the stocky, barrelformed man who seemed to be the foreman of the crew. In his shoulders and
massive chest was stored the fabled
power of an enraged Viking Berserker.
As she watched him the foreman turned
Instantly his
and noticed Mrs. Scott.
mud-covered hand swept the cap off his
head in a debonnair salute. She acknowledged it with a pleased smile. Politeness
of this nature was new to her; of its sincerity she had no doubt.
During all the long day Mrs. Scott's
thoughts alternated between the cripple
and the iron crew. Before her eyes was
the pleading little pain drawn face, doomed to spend the summer indoors unless
she could secure one hundred dollars to
purchase an artificial limb.
With the sun's sinking beyond Coal
Hill, and the cool of the evening sweeping
up the vale, came Dave. In contrast to
the evening before he was animated with
genuine happiness, which glowed in his
grimy face, penetrated the soot and sweat,
rang in his happy, impulsive shout, arduous and boyish; it showed in his haste to
unlatch the gate. This gladness was due
to the fact that Mr. Fleming was giving
the men, women and children a picnic at
his own expense.
In one week's time
the event would occur.
"And Mother," Dave said, with importance, Mr. Fleming is an athletic man.
We'll have all kinds of games.
There's
to be a tug-of-war.
I am to select and
captain one team, Tom Jones the other.
We're to pick the strongest men. Tom
and I talked it over coming home and say
Mother, he wanted to bet twenty-five
dollars my team would lose.
Of course
big, well-built,

;

I

took him up."
''Fifty dollars for the

''Yes.

That

towel.
"If your

team wins"

me have

the

—hesitatingly

money and

use it?"
a low puzzled
whistle somewhat muffled by the en"let

Dave's answer was

folding towel.
"I'll use it rightly," Mrs. Scott insistingly continued.
But Dave was purposely too busy
carrying the water and tub to the drainage sewer to answer her.
"What will be done with the money?"
the mother questioned, when he sat down
to supper.

"Squandered," he repUed promptly.
"There's to be a big celebration at Klingman's saloon. That's where most of the
money goes anyway."
"Oh, the shame of it," the woman
sighed bitterly.
"I know, mother, but it can't be
helped.

Men

are

men and

will

do as

they please."

winning team?"

Mrs. Scott questioned.
putting up
that?"

"One hundred dollars!" Mrs. Scott
gasped; the sum she needed and had
been thinking about all day.
"Hurry supper," Dave cried, grasping
the tub and disappearing into the washhouse.
In a moment he reappeared,
shoes and shirt removed, running nimbly
into the kitchen for a kettle of water in
which to wash.
"Tell me about it," Mrs. Scott called
eagerly from the other room, "about a
tug-of-war; how is it done?"
"There's nine men in each team," he
informed, spreading the linoleum on the
floor by the tub.
"A scratch is made in
the ground; the men on the opposing
teams face each other 'Indian file' and
grasp a stout rope, then each team tries
to pull the other across.
That's all
there is to it," he said, ducking his head
into the water.
"Son," Mrs. Scott called, pausing in
her preparation of supper, an expression
of incredulity on her face, a quaver of
uncertainty in her voice.
"Yes," he answered, raising his dripping
face from the tub and fumbling for a

isn't all.

fifty.

Mr. Fleming

What do you

is

think of

"If I told the men I wanted the money
for a worthy cause, do you think they
would listen to me?"
"I fear not. It would raise a laugh,
but that's all."
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I'll

will

it

'XclaiiiKMl

Scott, an expression of
flashing across her face.

Mr^

detcrniination

"You!" Dave laughed.
"Yes, why not?"
"A team of women

to pull my huskies
That's rich. What's
across the scratch!
the matter, mother? You're funny tonight."
*'Am I? It won't be so funny when
my team wins the money."
And as Dave was going down the path
to the village to select his men, she })antered from the window with "Get the
best boys there are, you'll need them."
Dave bent over in a spasm of prolonged laughter. "A team of women!"
he roared hilariously. "I'll tell the boys
what the winners are up against. They'll
be scared stiff. You'll have Mrs. Sims
and all the other heav^'weights on your

team,

I

suppose?"

were they? The women of the village
disclaimed any knowledge of it and ^Irs.
Scott kept her lips sealed and with knowing smiles and nods of confidence, bided
her time. Dave was puzzled and perplexed, yet maintained his sallies of wit
at her expense.
On the day of the contest Dave's tearn of huskies triumphed
over Jones's team in the tug-of-war.
The struggle was hotly contested, but
under Dave's inspiring leadership his men
finall}' pulled their opponents across the
line.
The men fought not alone for the
glory of winning, but also for the money
to be spent in a joUification at Kling-

man's saloon.
Of all the spectators Mrs. Scott was the
most interested. She watched every
move, each tug and pull, and when her
son's victorious team hauled their opponents

across
enough to

scratch she got near
them to say, warningly,
my team next!"

the

"Remember,
The men laughed good naturedh\
"Mother, the monej^'s

enthusiastically said, coming to her side.
"Not yet," she stoutly maintained.
The crowding peoj)le forced mother
and s(m up to the platform on which
Mr. Fleming was standing. He was a
short, heavy-set man with a round, genial
face, and dark mischievous eyes, which
beamed approvingly on big Dave.

"You won, my boy," he said, holding
out the money to the cai)tain of the winning team.
"Mr. Fleming, the contest isn't finished!"
At this exclamation from Mrs. Scott,
Mr. Iteming smiled (luizzically. He had
}:)een told the story of her team.
The
joke was a good one. She now drew him
aside and explained to him her worthy
determination to win the money for the

ours!''

Dave

and his poor disMr. Fleming was a man
ready sympathy and he responded

suffering little Genario

tracted mother.
of

"Never mind," Mrs. Scott retorted,
waving him away with the dish rag, "I'll
have the money, too."
Of course, the women's team became a
great joke as the day drew near for the
Dave lost no opportunity in
contest.
guj'ing his mother, and making sport of
her mysterious team of women. Who
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nobly to the call of humanity.
Turning again to the winning team,
"I thought this all a joke," said he, trying
to hide a knowing smile, "but I have been
convinced that Mrs. Scott's team deserves consideration and is therefore included in the contest."
"My team next," Mrs. Scott announced,
proudly.
Then she slowly raised her arm and
pointed toward the gate. Filing in
through it came a group of big, ])londhaired men. They were clad in dirtstained overalls with shirt sleeves rolled

high

on muscular arms,

and exposed

chests revealing massive strength.
All
w^ere about of the same height; and as
the}' halted and with searching glances
sought someone in the gathering, they
pictured the heidth of a vigorous outdoor
life.

The

Swedish

iron

crew f"
I

Dave

looking at his mother.
With a confident smile, Mrs. Scott
hastened over to Ikt men. She greeted
them warmly, grasj)ing each by hand.
"Rather a suri)rise, vh Dave!'' Mr.

gasj:)e(l,

Fleming ejaculated.
"Well, rather," Dave agreed, dryly.
Tlie aj^pearance of the Swedes changed
the complexion of the joke he had been vnjoying.
His j)rominent jaw unhinged;
perplexity and astonishment succeeded

IN HIS SHOULDERS

AND

MASSIVE CHEST WAS STORED THE FABLED POWER OF A VIKING

—

— ——

THi: liALTI.MOHi:
his

He

cot'ksureness.

aiul confiisod,
eoiners.

"TluMU Swedes

ain't

member

protested;

ain't

"it

looked

and scowled

ra])])it-heart(Hl

AND oHlo

livinj^

of

fair

slH'('i)isli

at the

new-

here."

a

Dave's crew

for

us

to

j)iill

them."

"Are you

afraid." I)a\-e snappeil, an-

frrily.

" It ain't that, " th(>

bet

money.

If

man

replied,

they win we lose

"we've

it."

'•'rru(\" ^Ir. Memintj; s])oke up. "hut
of it.
They're workin<!;
so for the present they

you can't gvt out
on the railroad,

(eligible, according to the rules.
The
prize money goes to the .>^trongest team.
Of course, you can refuse^ ''
"Never!" Dave interrupted, clicking
After
'his jaws together detiM-minedly.
a pause he added. "Mother put one over
on me all right with that team of her's."

are

A

the second tug-of-war conThe men gripped the
Facing each other stood the Scanrope.
dinavian foreman and Dave.
"Ban the rope strong?" the foreman
inquired, good-naturedly.
"It will drag you across," Dave retest

little later

was

called.
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Forgetting the rules, uinnindful of conher onl\' thought being that
her son was losing. Mrs. Scott had a wild
desire to sj)ring in and grip the rope.
Hearing his mother's voice raised thu> in
excitement, Dave's attention was distra('te(l for just an instant, but in that
instant he was dragged forward with a
kicking, sfpiirming, cursing, staggering
and swaying confusion. Slowly he draggeil
and ])ulled himself out of the mixu]).
His mother was coming towards him.
"Mother," he chided, rei)roaclifully.
"why did you butt in? Ain't the Swedes
se(juences.

your team?"
"Hle.ss me, 1 forgot." Mrs. Scott stammered, blushing prettily.
The men edged around mother and son.

some looking

at their blistered hands,
others cursing with subdued voic<'S until
the Swedish foreman, crowding through
to Mrs. Scott, said, brokenly, "One pull
more.
\'e ban win de money again for
''

wooden leg.
"What's that!"

the

cried

crrnvd.

"Wooden leg; who for'.^"
"The little Italian boy,'' Mrs.

Scott

replied.

The men heard

torted.

The signal,

a pistol shot, rang out. The
rope tightened quickly and quivered
under the power of thestrain; hardy bodies,
muscular and sinewy, bent willingly in a
steady pull. Ever}- move was carefully
watched and guarded b}' both teams.
''Nu tar vi dom!" the Scandinavian
foreman shouted.

Immediately Dave's team felt added
weight on the rope.
Despite their best
efforts they were slipping nearer the
scratch.
Gravel spun from under their
grinding feet, grit crunched and gave
away, knotted fingers gripped the rope,
arms swelled with bulging muscles; clos(>r
to the line Dave's men were being pulled.
Mrs. Scott watched, fascinated and
highly excited; she seemed to be standing
on needle points. Her eyes were riveted
on Dave's flushed face; his struggle was
her's.

''Hold

MACXZIXI'

IvMl'LOVIlS

them,

Dave!" she

cried,

her words with undi>astonishment. The human in
them was touched.
"The money's yours," .said Dave,
smiles chasing away the sour expression

guised

on

his face.

didn't

you

tell

me!

Mr. Fleming handed her

five

twentv dol-

lar bills.

Sweet the love on flowery lea,
Sweet the sunlight on the sea,
Sweeter still your glance to me
I

love you.

Fonder than when evening die.s
In the hip of .summer .skies
Is the language of your eyes
I

love you.

Bright the voice of ruddy morn

Answering to the bugle-horn.
Brighter still since you were born
I

at

length, being unable to restrain herself
any longer. His feet were toying dangerously near the scratch.
"Pull. Dave,
pull!" Mrs. Scott encouraged.

"Why

wouldn't have pulled so doggone hard."
And with a cheer, lusty and goodnatured, the men gave their api)roval as
I

love you.

Dear the love-songs of tlie p:ust.
Dear the dreams of love that last.
All

'Love's Litany"' thou hast
I love you.

—

Wall.\ce

Brk

k.

J.

G.

PANGBORN

Late Chairman of the General Safety Committee
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

—

Interesting Career of the Late

Major
A

Pioneer in

many

J.

G. Pangborn

kinds of Railroad and Newspaper Activity

G. Pangborn, old newsMAJOR
chairpaper man, world
J.

traveler,

of the General Safet}' Committee of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad and one of the most interesting
men in Baltimore, died at 8.30 p. m.,
August 15, at the IMercy Hospital of that
city.
Death was due to heart disease,
from which Major Pangborn had been a
He was 70
sufferer for several years.
years old.

man

ill

Major Pangborn was taken suddenly
several months ago, shortly after his

return from a tour over the Railroad
during which he organized
'^Safety First" committees at various
points on the Road.
He was confined
to his home, but, under the care of his
physician,
gradually
improved and,
within a couple of weeks, was again ready
to take up his duties.
However, he suffered a sudden relapse
and since then his condition had been
serious.
Then, later, on the advice of
his
physician,
]\Iajor
Pangborn was
removed from his home to the hospital.
It was believed that there, with additional
facilities for treatment and with the
greater rest and quiet he could get, he
would improve. However, it is said
that the disease had taken too firm a
hold on Major Pangborn's system, and,
because of its delicate nature, physicians
and surgeons found difficulty in fighting
it.
After he had gained a little strength
he was sent to the seashore, but later a
relapse set in and he was hurried back
to the hospital several weeks ago.
His
death had been expected for several days.

System,

There

is

probably no

man

in Balti-

—

more and but few in the country
whose lives have been crowded with as
many interesting events as has Major
Pangborn's.
Friends of the Major who were permitted to enjoy an hour or two of his
company were treated with narratives
of people and conditions and things on
all parts of the globe, told in that interestingly original style for which he was
famous. The experiences of Major Pangborn in the wild, sparsely settled sections
of the West and Northwest two score
years ago; on the great 8ii)erian desert;
in the bleak Alti regions and in the tropical countries of Southern Asia and Africa
would probably form one of the most interesting biographies of a railroad official
ever written.
When the Civil War broke out, and
the call came for volunteers. Major
Pangborn was only 13 years old and
attending the pul)lic school in the city
of Alban\', in which he was born.
His
father was in the Forty-fourth New York
Volunteer Infantry, and the boy persuaded the elder Pangborn to allow him
to go to the front with this regiment as
a drummer.
At the battle of Yorktown, Va., the

Pangborn was shot and killed in
the trenches.
The drummer boy was
standing alongsideof his father at the time.
In later j^ears, when Major Pangl)orn
elder

would always
time he ever rode on
the Baltimore (k Ohio Railroad was when
he accompanied his father's body from
Washington to New York on a cattle car.
referred to this incident, he

add that the

Short Iv

first

after

the

close

of

the

war

s
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Major Pangborn joined the staff of the
He was the first
Times.
baseball writer in the country, and was
called by many "the father of baseball,"

New York
a

title

which has also been given to

Henry Chadwick. When Major Pangborn was on the Times, Chadwick was
on the New York Tribune. Chadwick
was an Englishman and a cricket expert.
Major Pangborn knew but little about
cricket.

So,

according

to

the

story

down

by Major Pangborn'
friends, Chadwick would write the articles
for cricket for both papers and Pangborn
would write on baseball. He would then
exchange with Chadwick. Thus many
handed

them of their valuables. When one of
the James brothers' confederates came
to Major Pangborn and was about to
relieve the Major of his watch and
money, one of the James boys shouted:
"That's Pangborn. Let him alone."
Major Pangborn was the only passenger
on the train who was not robbed.
After leaving the Kansas City Times,
Major Pangborn went to the Topeka
Journal.
tion the

Shortly after taking this posi-

Kansas legislature went into
session.
It proved to be a stormy one.
Major Pangborn was assigned to the
His

legislature.

articles for the

Journal

From the New York Times Major
Pangborn went, in 1871, to the Kansas
City Times as city editor. Eugene Field,
the poet of childhood, was at that time
a member of Major Pangborn's staff, as
was William Elroy Curtis, later known
throughout the country as the Washing-

on the doings of the lawmakers, written
under the nom de plume of "Pang,"
were widely read throughout the state
and created no little sensation. He was
barred from the statehouse, where the
Major Panglegislature was in session.
born got into the legislative chamber,
however, and hid beneath the benches.
Here he heard himself and his articles
discussed by the lawmakers in no complimentary way.
While with this paper he was sent

ton correspondent of the Chicago Record-

frequently to other sections of the

Herald.

and Northwest, and he became well
known in what was then the New
Country. He was fond of relating, in

of the baseball articles of the early days
attributed to Henry Chadwick were, as a
matter of fact, written by Major

Pangborn.

The

Kansas City Times was then
owned by the James boys,
the Western outlaws.
Their outrages
in Kansas and neighboring states became
so violent at one time while Ma|br
Pangborn was on the editorial staff of
the Times, that he was practically forced
to write an editorial condemning the
James bo3^s and urging the governor
largely

of the state to take steps to stop the
outrages.
That night, after this editorial
was published. Major Pangborn was

later years,

to begin his railway
appointed advertising
agent of the land and passenger department of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad the first railroad publicity

Journal in 1876
service.

Major Pangborn, significantly, "and we don't want any editorial
such as you printed this morning. If
such a thing should happen again it
may check off your time on earth."
Some time later the famous Blue Cut,
^lissouri, train robbery occurred.
Major
Pangborn was on the train. All the

man

told

passengers were compelled to stand
in line while the James boys relieved

interesting experiences

which he had during this time. When
Wild Bill, the famous frontiersman and
partner of Buffalo Bill Cody, was shot
in the Black Hills, Major Pangborn was
standing outside of the tent through
which the bullet that ended the ranger's
life was sent.
Major Pangborn left the Topeka

disturbed in his office by someone tapping
on his window. He was met outside
his office home by a masked man.
"We
own an interest in the Times/' the masked
visitor

many

West

He was

—

in the country.
Shortly after becoming connected with

the Baltimore

began

specimens,
afterwards

known

Ohio,

Major Pangborn

data,
collecting
early railroads, which
resulted in his becoming
the "railroad historian of
of

etc., of

as

America."
While in
here,

&

work

his

the

advertising

business

Major Pangborn evolved the idea

Till-:

of a

magazine

He founded one

for

HALTIMOKK AM) OHIO
Sunday

of those

n('\vsi)ai)('rs.

magazines and

syndicated it, thus laying the founchition
for the hirg(* s})ecial supplement of the
Sunday ne\vsi)aiKTs of today.
This attracted the attention of Marshall

Fi(^l(l,

When

.Mr.

World's

the Chicago millionaire.
Field later endowed the

Transportation

Commission

Major Pangborn was named chairman.
While engaged in this work Ik* rodr
Vladivostok to St. PetcM-shurg,
a distance of mon* than 7,000 miles, on a
sled in the middle of a fierce Russian
It was the first time that any
winter.
man had ever crossed Siberia in a sled.
With a corps of engineers, Major
Pangborn at this time drew up a reiM)rt
on the Trans-Siberian Railway, wliicli
the Czar was contem})lating building.
This report, made to the* Czar, is an

from

illuminating and interesting document.
The road, as outlined by Major Pangborn,
contained many curves, skirting hills
and touching various towns. When tin*
Czar saw the map of the proposed road
he took a rule and drew^ a straight line
across Siberia, and said that was the way
he wanted the road built.
While in Russia Alajor Pang])orn was
given a pass, personally signed by the
Czar, which entitled him and his heirs
for all time to passage on any railroad
or other mode of conveyance in Russia.
It is said to be the only pass of such a
kind ever granted to an American, and
Major Pangborn valued it highly among
his many interesting treasures.

i:.M I'i.O^ i;S

M AC \/lM

Aside from his railroad activities and
close identity with the affairs of the city
Major Pangborn possessed a human side

which made him popular with all classes.
His favorite relaxation from business was
that of helping deserving and ambitiou>
young men and boys to succeed.
Several \'ears ago he organize*
"Helj) Him' Help Himself Club" at the
First Presbyterian Chuch for working
boys, with meetings two evenings a week
where i)rimary school studies were taught
and social features were enjoyed.
As chairman of the (leneral* Safety
I

CommittcH^,

;i

Major Pangborn was able

to get in close jx^rsonal touch with man\'
of the men in the ranks who are operating
our railroad and trying to con.serve their
own and the safety of their fellow em-

And all over the System one
hears of the splendid imi)ression he made
upon the men of the rail. He was sincere
in his convictions, earnest in his j)urposes
and })rought to his work an unusually
pl()y(\s.

comprehensive knowledge of railroad
conditions not only in this but also in
other countries.
It seems fitting that
at the close of his eventful and splendid
career, he should have undertaken what
was probably the most im])ortant work
his life, that of organized effort to
conserve the lives and limbs of Baltimore
& Ohio men. It was a movement in
which he had always had the greatest
interest and he threw himself body and
soul into th(* sj)rea(ling of the ])r()i)aganda
and organized a most comprehensive
system for carrying the news to the men.

of

Be kind, be square, be busy. To do these things you must be
an optimist one who makes the BEST OF and sees the
BEST IN everything. He doesn't wait for good luck to
come his way. He makes it by hustling and wearing a smile in his heart. He knows that a grouch
gets nothing while a smile is contagious;
it ATTRACTS people, it wins friends, it
keeps you well. Come boys, belong
to our Be Busy Boosters League

THOMAS HENRY NOONAN
States Dispatch
Late General Manager of the Continental Line and Central

THOMAS HENRY NOONAN
BORN JUNE

DIED AUGUST

26, 1845

THOMAS

HENRY NOONAN,

manager

late general

13, 1914

of the

Con-

tinental Line and the Central States Dispatch, with head-

quarters in Cincinnati, was suddenly stricken with heart disease
in his office in that city

on the morning

of

August 13th and

died soon afterward.

Mr. Noonan was born June 26th, 1845, in Lockport, New York.
He was educated at the public schools and later took up in private
study a number of special subjects as prerequisites to his entrance
into business

His
O. and

first

life.

railroad experience dates back to 1868 as agent for the

M. Railway (now part

of

our southwestern system) at

Vincennes, Indiana, where he remained for

six

In 1876

years.

he became traveling freight agent for the Baltimore and Ohio,

with headquarters at

Tiffin,

freight agent at that point.
of the

Kankakee Dispatch

in this position until 1888.

Ohio, and in 1880 was

made

In 1886 he was

of the Baltimore

Upon the

made

division

manager

general

and Ohio and remained

dissolution of this

company

Mr. Noonan became general freight agent of the C. C. C.
Railroad with headquarters in Chicago.

On

& St.

L.

the organization of

made

general

manager, and in 1896 he also became general manager

of the

the Central States Dispatch in 1891, Mr. Noonan was

Continental Line.

As can be seen from his picture on the opposite page, Mr.
Noonan had a singularly engaging expression, betokening a rare
personality and fine presence.

Baltimore and Ohio and was a
ance

among

liked

"Tom"

He had many

man

of

friends

on the

unusually large acquaint-

other railroad and industrial

officials.

Everybody

Noonan.

By his passing the Baltimore and Ohio has lost an efficient
and valuable employe. His acquaintances will miss his genial smile
and the strong hand shake and cheery greeting which were peculiarly his.
Those who knew him intimately will mourn him
as a trustworthy adviser, a faithful

sympathetic friend.

comrade and a

loyal

and

A QUIET PATIO— SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION
Although the opening
30

is full

three

months

off,

the grounds are already blooming with luxuriant vegetation

I

'%

.'^i^-

San Diego Exposition
A.-^TATK which has something ovc

r

—

lest

there be dui)li('ation and

waste and bitter feeling.
doing anything of the sort

rectly downward
olive and orange

evolving a

into

valleys

orchards and
vineyards nev(T know frost, with sections
of extraordinary f(Ttility and one inland
salt sea some 200 feet below sea level
with well, anyway, such a State has a
Hence when
right to take itself seriously.
California celebrates, it celebrates about
twic(^ as hard as any other commonwealth.
That is the j)rogram for 1915. when the
formal opening of the Panama Canal is to
occasion not a single exposition, but two,
and two with a variety as marked as the
variety of the flora of the different secIn fact the climate
tions of the State.
which marks this difference most sharply
is i^rimarily responsible for the greatest
glories of the Panama-California p]xposition at San Diego.
wliose

likewise,

155,000 square miles, with snowcapped peaks looking almost di-

—

Instead
it

set

of

about

new idea. That idea is realized today in the San Diego Exposition
Beautiful, with its main buildings completed and already well-covered with the
amazing vines which bloom in Southern
California, not for a month or a summer,
but for twelve months of every year.
Already the can\'ons of the 1,400 acre
park, growing nothing but sage and
cactus four years ago, are green with
palm and eucalyptus and cypress and
acacia, illuminated with occasional blooming shrul)s, or further set off by a whitepillared pergola at the edge of the slope.

The bounteous nature which gave San
Diego and the short strip of coast terri-

The east is not yet fully aware of what
the coast is doing and is going to do. San
Diego, 600 miles south of San Francisco,
and about as near the Mexican border as
it could get without crowding its suburbs,
])lanned its celebration of the Canal's
opening six months before San Francisco
was in the field. When San Francisco
finally raised the vast- amount of money
with which to ]:)resent the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition it was with the
idea that the smaller, more leisurely
neigh})()r to the south would drop out of
the field.
That imjiression was incor-

tory adjoining, a climate without frost in
winter and without severe heat in summer the one by reason of latitude, the
other by reason of the sea breeze which
drifts .nteadily across the city the year
around Dame Nature is responsible for
this floral abundance.
Likewise she is
responsible for some of the extraordinary
exhibit features such as the growing tea
plantation, the citrus orchanl, the model
farm and the general utilization of the
out-of-doors wherever j)ossible in exhibit
work. But there was a big amount of
human endeavor necessary to bring about
the other chief points of departure from
the old style world's fair. The .spirit of
the whole affair, as to architecture, as to
exhibits, as to operation, as to human

rect.

ai)peal, is

Convinced that San P^rancisco would
have a big fair of the old type made
famous by the Chicago World's Fair, San
Diego recognized the futility of building

—

—

new.
the exhibits were the
every world's fair. But
think back a few years to your

Theoretically

princii)al ])art of
if

you

will

experience you will admit your recollec-
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tion of the exhibits is and was far less
distinct than that of the amusements
along the Pike or the Midway. There
were some men who returned to their

and stated solemnly they had
passed the amusement streets unseen,
and had devoted their entire visit to a
study of the exhibit halls. They were
exceptional men, some of them, but most
to avoid the short and ugly
of them
word were profound strategists.
vast
The
majority
of
families

—

—

seeing it at work, out-of-doors, just as on
the great western ranches. It's human
to like to watch the wheels go around.
And the display of oranges is not of a
pyramid of fruit, but of a citrus orchard
of

husky young

trees,

on which grow

orange and lemon and kumquat and
grapefruit, the blooms and the fruit
within reach of the hand. And in the
model farm across the way are peach and
apricot and pear and cherry trees, a
vineyard,
a
berry reserve,

left

and every

fairs

world's
of the

inch of ground
beneath the

past

with

fruit

visitors

the

a

trees

is

with

feeble
recollection of the
exhibits
for

thick

the very good
that
reason
the
exhibits

whole showing
what can be

were not

farm ing —

growing vegetables,

the

done by modern

in-

teresting. Except in setting

intensive

making a

they were

five

acre tract produce as much
as a tract four

identical with

the display in
the shop or
the warehouse
which the visitor could see

times

its size,

and

providing the owner
with the other

home

advantages of

town without

small-unit operation which
are very real
to the man

in

his

spending

a

cent for trans-

portation.

whose family

This is one of
the most important of San
Diego's
discoveries,

is larger than
income.
his

patio— southern California counties' building

and

indicates the
type.

first

change made in the old

The farming machinery
Diego

display at San

ing.

not idle, housed in a great buildInstead there is a large open tract

sown

to different crops,

is

that tract will

move

and up and down

the heaviest agricultural machinery, the big tractors, the
steam plows, the reapers which do the
work of a hundred men. And you and I
who have paid scant attention to an idle
implement will be mightiljMnterested in

Similar
is
theplantation
of tea saplings which Sir Thomas Lipton
has sent to San Diego as the one spot in
America where tea may be grown, with
Singalese gardeners to tend the plants, to
strip andv cure the leaves, and Singalese
girls to prepare the tea and serve it to
the visitors in the pavilion. It is assured
that if the 1914 and 1915 experiment succeeds. Sir Thomas will go into the raising
of tea in this country on a large scale,
which may mean much to a country which
now imports 90,000,000 pounds annually.

TIIK
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hut ill its present relations this is only a
further example of the San Diego idea in
exhibits, the showing
not of finished products as in the past, hut of the processes.
Life, vigor, energy, human interest: that
is the new idea.
In large measure this is true of ail the
indoor exhibits. The Japanese section of
the Foreign Arts Building, for example,
is not a lifeless array of Japanese goods.
the Japanese craftsmen,
includes
It
weaving the

—

33

presenting ethnological matter in any way
that would be interesting to the lay visitor.
But they f(nnid a way. They
found that even this array of statues of
the ancient red men, and pottery, and
im])l('in<'nts, and hieroglyplis could be
arranged seriatim, so that there too the
idea of i)rocesses and of progression could
he carrietl out. Incidentally the big
monuments and the little monuments
and the rare pottery found in that forgotten capitol

quaint hats,
embroidering

Quirigua
contain a good

at

most

the silk garments, carvingthe appall-

absorbing in-

ingly intricate

tist

and

designs in
wood an d

man

alike, for

deal of

terest to scien-

lay-

theMayasaj)-

The

pear to have

Russian peasants are demonstrating the
o u s t a r n\M
arts. The big
vilIndian
lage and the

Greeks of the
western continent, even as
themon^ virile
Aztecs and
were
I n c a s

ivory.

been

K

Painted Desert,

more like the
Romans, and

contain

men

the

and

beyond

a

women from

doubt thislost

the plains and

race was
the peer in art
of any cont e
]) o r a r y
race of the old
world.
It was the

from

the

pueblos,

and

r( (1

m

their natural surroundings they are
in

shaping pottery and making rugs and
blankets, even
building their

adobe houses and

realization of
\\i:sT

FACADi:-n()ME IXOXoMV BCILDIXC

spirit

mean
their

hogans and their

dwellings.
All is life and interest.
the exjjlorations of the band of
scientists sent to Central and South
America brought announcement of the
discovery of an ancient ^laya city in
Guatemala, with a vast amount of
ethnological matter about which the
cliff

When

grave and composed scientists
were turning handsprings, the unscientific members of the management were disturbed. They doubted the i)ossi)jility of
us':ally

w hat

way

of arousing

and retaining the

t

h

i

s

would
in

the

interest

of visitors that i)rompted the largest agricultural im])lement concern in the world

make

the largest space reservation in
240,000 square feet, for the demonstration of its own machinery.
Other imto

hi.story,

I)ortant exhibitors have stated positively
that they have taken two or three or five
times as much space as they had intended
l)efore the}' grasped the idea which H. O.
Davis, the director general, has built.
Davis never was connected with exposi-
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tion

work

before.

Possibly that explains

his contempt for tradition and the success
of his novel ideas.
Strikingly different is the architecture

as well, no longer the conventional Greek
and Roman temples, covering all the
ground of the park. Instead, a new idea,
so far as exposition work is concerned,
but in reality a most inspiring renaissance

with something of sentiment involved.
It is more than 400 years since Balboa
discovered the Pacific, and within thirty
years as long since stout old Cabrillo
sailed into what is now San Diego Bay,

had not been continued. It had
been ignored until San Diego's Exposition realized that here too was a mighty
opportunity for departure from type.
tecture

And

instead of conventional buildings,
there rose from the mesa of that 1,400
acre Balboa Park, a Spanish city, a sort
of dream city such as Juan Cabrillo must
have dreamed of centuries ago tiled
domes and graceful towers and mission
arches over the white walls, the 'sturdy
vines furnishing nesting place for a
thousand pigeons and myriad singing
There are somber, austere misbirds.

—

THE MODEL FARM FROM THE ALAMEDA
the first man to anchor off the Pacific
coast of present American soil. But
Spain sent only one more expedition
which landed before Hudson or Champlain or the pilgrims had touched the east
coast, and then there was a long period
of quiet.
It was 1769 when the real
colonizing 'began, and permanent buildings begaT-;'to rise buildings which still
stand, th§" famed old missions of California along El Camino Real, the King's

sions, there are ornate cathedrals, there are

Highway.
Those appealing vestiges of the Spanish
occupation have stood for nearly a century and a half. Yet the Spanish archi-

the turmoil and the rush and the nervous
strain of the twentieth century is gone.
One has stepped back three hundred

—

graceful palacios with sunny plaza at one
side and cool, quiet patios within, where
fountains murmur and the romance of old
California is incarnate. The Exposition
guides and attendants are conquistadores
and caballeros. The dancing-girls are
Spanish girls, trained in solo and ballet
for the different dances of old Spain. Outside the rose-covered walls is the hum of
a modern American seaport, but within

years.
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to olinuite— no good
can help it it is worth mentioning that without ftar of frost or midsummer heat San Diego is a})h> to open

A<»,ain

(

to

—

'alil'oniian

exposition on January 1, and k(>ep it
When
until the last stroke of 191 5.
the north is shivering. San I^iego is ronij)-

its

open
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when the interi(jr
luxuriating in the
continuous breeze from the sea -and
sleeping by night under double blankets.
It has the shortest thermometer in the
world.
Probably the all-year feature of
the E\i)()sili()H is the best e\'idence of it.
iiig
is

hat less out of doors;

stifling

San Diego

is

Baltimore and Ohio Riverside Y. M. C. A.
Excursion A Great Success

THE

thirty-third

annual

reunion

and excursion of the Baltimore
ik Ohio Y. ^I. C. A., given for
themselves and other employes of
tlu^ Company, was held on Thursday,
July 30th, when about 4000 people went
to beautiful Island Park, near Harper's

Ferry,

W.

Va.

The Compan}^ has always taken a
great interest in this excursion, running
special trains for the accommodation of
the men and their friends and sending up
men from the ^I. of W. Department to
help get the Island ready for the day.

This 3xar a committee of sixty-one,
with J. W. Gardiner as chairman, and
C\ G. Spurrier as assistant chairman,
served, assisted by a committee from the
Ladies' Auxiliary.
Some of them went
up the day before to make sandwiches,
cut meat and trim the stands.
They
camped out at night on the Island and
had a good time together, getting up
l)right and early to be rea(h' for the
crowds that usually drive in from the
surrounding country.
The day broke dark and cloudy, with
some rain in the morning, which made it
appear as if the usual success would not
be with the Association.
But incoming
trains brought crowds, the special from
Baltimore via Washington bringing the
largest number that ev(T came, and although the day was cold and a few showers came to dam]XMi the ardor of the excursionists, the affair was more successful
financiallv than ever before.
The com-

mittee gave their time so freely and there
so much
possible.

was

good ])lanning that

this

was

A. W. Thomi)Son, our third vice-jire.sident, fully intended coming with his enstaff,
something that never had
Many came purbefore been promised.
posely to meet him and to get better acquainted with the officials, and it was unfortunate that a conference with the conductors and trainmen's committee, which
had been expected to terminate on the
day preceding the excursion, continued
until the next day and kept him in Baltimore. A larger crowd than usual came
to the pavilion to hear ^Ir. Thompson
speak,
and these added numerical
strength to the people who attend the
religious service each j'ear.
Rev. B. I. ]\IcGowan, pastor of Rogers
^Memorial ]\I. E. Church, was the speaker,
with ^liss Jennie Smith, whom so man}The
of our men know and admire.
Bailey Quartette sang and the meeting
Avas one of the best ever held, there
being about 1000 people in attendance,
many of whom had to stand during the
entire service on account of a scarcit}' of

tire

seats.

The day was spent
friends

and taking

in

visiting

old

in the vail.^us amusewell or^c..iized re-

ments provided. A
freshment committee served

ice cream,
candy, watermelon, soft drinks, etc., and great was the
hunger and thirst of the crowd, for twocoffe(\

sandwiches, pies,

hundred gallons

of ice

cream were

sold,
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ten bushels of peanuts, one hundred and
watermelons, one-hundred and fifty
dozen soft drinks, and other items in like
Enough of commendation
proportion.
cannot be said for the committee who
fifty

made

and who by

this affair so successful,

their good work make
after year to hold this

possible year
^' great
get to-

it

The Railroad and

its

Elbert Hubbard, in

A

GOOD
tific,

railroad

efficient

What

I

is

and

human,

its

mean by

^^

is

from

ity.

We

are

that

told

sometimes

things

break down because the

human

agent

Realizing this, the managers of a
good railroad are intent on having human
machines built up to a point where safety
fails.

and

Sentiment plays a big part in successful
business.
Business is a game. Dollars
are the counters.
He who has eliminated
sentiment from business takes no joy in

And

''No profit

pleasure's ta'en, " said

Relation to

Humanity

"N. Y. American

Efficiency turns on the ability to
to the best account the passing

moments.

know the value of

time, " said NapoNapoleon knew the
value of time he was successful. But
when he got lime in his bones and the saltness of time went out of his system Blucher got there first, and a new page in
history was written.
''I

leon,

and

The

as long as

artistic relates to

efficiency relates to use.

beauty, just as

Use and beauty

are twin sisters.

efficiency prevail.

the game.

at first hand of their interest in
these profitable and enjoyable gatherings.

utilize

human"

managers,

know

scien-

artistic.

the
^^ chairman of the board" to trackwalker,
are actuated by a desire to serve humanthat

gether meeting" for the men and families
of the eastern section of the road.
We only hope that next year Mr.
Thompson, as well as many other officials,
can be with us, for so many of the employes will be glad to see them, and to

is

where no

Bobby Burns.

WiUiam Morris said, ''Art is not a
Art is a way!" Art is the gracious, kindly, generous, beautiful way to

thing

do

—

things.'

Beauty

is

harmony, and harmony has a
Flower

distinct influence over our lives.

Laughter, love, good cheer, courtesy,
friendship are all very tangible assets in
making the wheels go 'round.
Science is the common knowledge of
the common people, classified. Science
knows the things that will not work.
Science knows the breaking strain of
materials; how long wood will endure;

knows that water runs down hill; also
that water will destroy your roadbed if it
is not drained properly.
Science knows
the secret of concrete, of pure water, of
complete and rapid combustion. Science

beds, lawns, shade trees, graciously winding roadways, cleanliness, order, decency,
are all essentially artistic.

The next time you
class railroad just

ride over a firstgo into the observation

and take a seat on the rear platform,
and note the artistic quality of the scenethat will meet your view.
Ballast is lined up in straight lines,
car

not scattered

You

all

over the right of way.

Efficiency is the ability to do the thing
effectively, economically and at the very

weeds
removed, and never will you find verdure
between the rails. Grass is beautiful,
but not in the streets of the city or on a
All rubrailroad that is doing business.
bish, wornout ties, litter of every kind
and sort, is picked up religiously by the

time that

trackman and burned.

knows how
use

to

make steam and how

to

it.

it

should be done.

will find the grass cut, the

THK

BAI/ri.MOHi:

AM)

olllo

rij2;ht of way tokens art and hoauty.
you want thinjis done you will have
call on a busy man- the other kind has

Tho
If

to

no time.
History is mostly a record of fights.
Business is a record of l)oosts.
Business ])uilds, constructs, enlar^;es,
bridges the rivers, tunnels the mountains.
Business sets people to work and pays
them what they are worth.
The big railroad man takes out the
seventy pound steel and puts in one hundred; he creosotes the ties, ]iaints the
station, replaces wooden platforms with
l)rick

pavements, tears

and

l)uilds

A

)Vi:s

M

\(;

AZI.NK

'.M

hands witli the inventor, cooperates with
the farnuTS, works for better schools, for
school gardens, for playgrounds, good
roads, concrete sidewalks, removes the
rubbish, plants trees, shrubbery, (lowers,
waters \\w. waste places, drains the
swamps, knows what the factory men
and the business men are all doing along
the line; gets in touch with them,
laughs with them, talks with them,
advises with them, knows their wants

and sympathizes with them

do^^^l old struc-

replaces wood
with steel, and steel with concrete; re]:)laces dirt with cinders, and cinders with
stone ballast.
H(^ gives opportunity to the laborer,
encourages genius, helps initiative, joins
tures

i;.M l'L(

better,

lems;

settk^s

them rightly.
The railroad
city, village or
it

contentions

in their

and

a citizen of every town,
township through which

is

passes.

It is a taxpayer, and it is interested in
everything that makes for human hapNothing that is
piness and ])etterment.
human is alien to it. Treat it well.

Glee Club of Baltimore Employes

THERE are thousands of men employed by the Baltimore and Ohio
to sing
a
and about Baltimore. Probably many of them would
glee club-— just how many
the
be determined on October
in

like

will

Committee Room on the

fifth floor of

in

1st, in

the Central Building.

The meet-

ing will be open from five until six o'clock, during which hour it is thought
that most of the Central Building men can attend; and between seven and
eight o'clock for all other employes, shop, operating, office, etc., who are
interested.

The

probsettles

subject of a glee club will be talked over informally at that time.
and Ohio men who like to sing, and those who enjoy the fun

All Baltimore

with good fellows and who would be willing to devote one night a week to rehearsals, are cordially invited to be present.
We will have an experienced glee club leader to tell us something about
the possibilities of a good club and outline some of the probable details of
of glee club association

organization.

Unless sufficient men come to the first meeting the plan will be
dropped.
A club cannot be successful unless it has enthusiastic members.
If between now and the time at which the meeting is called any employe
wishes to offer suggestions or get further information, he may do so by
writing the editor of the Magazine.

—

The Slow Speed
By

Signal

F. P. Patenall

Signal Engineer

HE

slow board is a standard deused for the purpose of
to
information
transmitting
trainmen that it is necessary to
reduce the speed of the train, or to proceed with caution beyond the point
where such reduced speed requirement
is indicated, and at such speed that the
vice

train may be stopped short of any obstruction that may be found, or until
reaching another point at which is indicated that such restriction is removed

and that the usual speed may be resumed.
Our rules instruct that in case of doubt
we must take the side of safety.
This
spells

—caution.

^'be sure

you are

FIGURE

1

old

maxim

says

then go ahead;"

always look before you
leap," and there are many others that
might be quoted to the same end, all of
them requiring care and watchfulness.
It is my purpose to say a few words on
the use of the slow speed signals used on
home interlocking, manual block and
automatic signal masts. Before explaining at any length the usages of these
particular slow speed signals as apphed
in present day signaling, it is sufficient
to say that before any uniform method
of applying signals on a railroad was
obtained, the innumerable ways of transmitting information to the runner resulted
in dire conffict of instructions, with the
further result that great confusion resulted
in the handling of traffic. With the application of signals, we should consider and
remember the ideal of our president
'' Safety First,"
last, and all the time.
We must not for an instant think that
the mere signaling of a railroad carries
with it absolute immunity against accident.
It does not, for we are too dependent on the human equation. Therefore,
in reading and accepting the indications
and instructions transmitted by the signals we install, one step has been made
towards uniformity. Furthermore, the
use of signals saves time, tells plainly to
the runner the conditions he may expect
without the issuing of any oral or written
the
instructions.
Consequently, like
alphabet, the system is easily absorbed, if
one will take the opportunity to concentrate his thoughts on the fundamentals.
another says
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route, because of the

number
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of signals

that would be applied on one mast in
many cases. In the i)ast, where more
tlian three l)lades and lights have Ijeen
applied, it has led to much confusion.
Therefore the upper and middle signals
are assigned to govern the routes over
which the higher speeds are permissible.
This leaves the lower slow speed signal
to take care of the remaining instructions

and

say
does this eiTectively.
I
it
"effectiveh', " because no matter what
route is set up we are a.ssured that
it is safe for a train to pass over that
route, when the slow speed signal indicates proceed.

At interlocking plants

where interlocked home signals having
but two blades and lights are used, it
should be remembered that the lower signal performs the same function when indicating in the 45 degree position as the
lower signal on a three blade interlockecl
home signal, viz. i^roceed at slowspccfj.

—

FIGUKi:

.'

Interlocked home si<^nal masts are
equipped with two or three signals which,
with all signals indicating stop, require
that trains be governed accordingly.
\\'ith this article

are

shown

five figures,

which show the slow speed proceed
indication as used in connection with

all

of

different types of signals.

Figure 1 is a three blade interlocked
\um\G signal.
Figure 2 is a two blade interlocked

home

signal.

Figure 3
Figure 4
Figure 5

is
is

is

a block signal.

an automatic block

These signals when indicating

mean

signal.

a dwarf signal.
i)r()ceed

respectivel}-:

— Maximum speed rout(\
—Limited speed route
verge or converge.
Lower signal — Slow speed
routes.
Dwarf signal — Slow
routes.
ri)l)er

signal

Middle signal

di-

all

s])eed

all

At many interlocking i)hints there are
more than three routes to be governed.
Flowever, it is neither desiral)le nor
practicable to provide a signal for each

FIG U HE

3
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Now to bring out the comparison in
the matter of safety, as against the use of
a less flexible method, suppose we had no
slow speed signal. Then it would obviously be necessary for the leverman to
give hand signals when necessary to issue
We know that in
such instructions.
the past there have resulted from the use
of hand signals derailments, collisions and
other troubles, due either to routes not
being properly set and locked, or to misunderstandings in hand signals. In this
it is seen that the signal which
precludes beyond a possibility any improper alignment of switches saves trouble
and time. It is understood then, that
this slow speed signal, w^hile it transmits
respect,

route intended, and^in the second place,
after knowing that, he may continue
with caution, because the signal indicated
to him that he could proceed, but at slow
speed.
Therefore, the instructions transmitted
b}^ the signal are very clear.
There can
be no misunderstanding, for when indicating proceed, it says '^ proceed at slow
speed with caution," and nothing must
be assumed further than this. There are
no doubt several degrees of caution, for
instance,

when an automatic

signal dis-

plays a 45 degree indication, a train is required to stop at the next signal, and the
speed of the train is regulated accordingly.
There is but one degree of caution in connection with the slow speed signal and
that can never be forgotten, viz. to run
carefully and at such slow speed that a
train can be stopped short of any ob:

struction.

We beUeve then, that we have fulfilled
the requirement, because, without such
an indication or signal, the train may
have been stopped unnecessarily, whereas
it might be safe at the proper speed to
allow it to proceed under the restrictions
imposed.
This same signal

used on automatic
when by reason of
slow moving heavy tonnage trains in
advance in the block would of necessity
without its use, stop similar tonnage
trains in the rear.
It is better, cheaper
and as safe, with proper regard for the
instructions transmitted, to keep these
trains moving.
A train moving earns
money, trains standing lose money.
Concerning the night indications displayed in connection with Figures 1, 2, 3
and 5, a Green light is used as a night
indication on the Baltimore & Ohio fines,
and a Yellow fight is used on the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and Cincin-

signal

nati,

FIGURE

4

instructions when indicating proceed that
one of the routes is properly set up and
locked, also makes it necessary in moving
a train on this indication that the runner
exercise caution, until he is assured that
in the first place he is moving on the

masts

is

(Fig, 4),

Hamilton and Dayton Railway lines.

In connection with Figure 4, no colored
light is displaj^ed, but instead, fight is
reflected on the signal blade.
It is seen that at the bottom of all this,
is the thought that we want to keep traffic
moving safely, we want to transmit to the
runner moving the train the right kind of

information, and therefore when it is impossible, impracticable, or unsafe, to

TlIK HALTIMOKi:

movr

AM)

oillo lAIIM.o^I S M\(;\/|\i:

n

rates of speed, the
to move them
with safety at slow sj)eed. The abuse of
good things freiiuiMitly leads us into

when ii occurs, is usually
th(jught of tlie possible result.

we have our standard rules and
do our duty in living up to them. Signals must be classed as rules, and we must
move our trains in accordance with the
indications displayed.
Disobeying these
instructions is sure to cause trouble.
We
know that no man in the service w^lfully

its

trains

iit

liijj;h

means have been provided

trouble;

disobeys

a

rule.

Such infringement.

wiihout
Tliere-

accepting the slow speed indication, there are not two ways in which

fore,

in

meaning

It
can be construed.
says "move, but be careful'*
whether it authorizes a switching movement, a movement permissively to follow
another freight train, or a through movement. In case of doubt, stop the train,
as this carries out to the letter our motto

plainly

'^Safetv First.''

Ruskin on the Locomotive
The

following description of a locomotive from Raskin's pen

ful piece of

is

a beauti-

word painting:

"I cannot express the amazed awe, the crushed humility, with which 1
sometimes watch a locomotive take its breath at a railroad station, and think
what work there is in its bars and wheels, and what manner of men they
must be who dig brown ironstone out of the ground and forge it into that
What assemblage of accurate and mighty faculties in them; more than fleshly
power over melting crag and coiling fire, fettered, and finessed at last into
the precision of watchmaking."
!

—

—

—

—

More Than A Joke
"Of course I'm open

Experimenting

to conviction,"

remarked a charming lady in the course
of some trivial discussion, ''but I'd just
like to see the

person

who

could convince

Mrs. Cox (handing to her husband a
full of white powder)
"John,

—

saucer

taste that

Colliers

Bridget.

all

reactionaries.

Taste

Weekly.

me what you

tell

Mr. Cox (touching
powder)
Mrs.

of

and

think

it

is."

She was tossing off an idle pleasanBut we have never heard any one
try.
sentence which so completely reflects the

me."

attitude

—

— "It tastes

it

his

Cox— "That
She declares
again to

is
it

make

tongue to the
soda."

like

what
is

I

told

rat-poison.

sure."

Thomas

N. Miranda.

Looking For Trouble

Murphy (stopping to watch a fight
between a Jew and a Negro) ''Is this a
private fight, or can any one get into
Thomas N. Miranda.
it?"

Could Not Wait

—

Strange Growth
"Pa, what's a feebly?"
"There isn't any such thing, Harold."
"Yes, there it is. It says in this book
that the young

down on

man had

his cheek."

a feebly growing

A

retail dealer in leather goods, doing
business in Baltimore, wrote to a firm in

Southern Massachusetts ordering a carload of merchandise. The firm wired
him:

"Cannot

ship your order until the last

consignment

is

paid for."

"Unable to wait

so long," telegraphed
the leather merchant. " Cancel the order."
Lippincotfs.

—

Christian Register.

^

Meaner and Meaner
Wify— "Do

you

recollect

that once

when we had a quarrel I said you were
just as mean as you could be?"

—

Hubby "Yes, my dear."
Wifey— "Oh, Tom, how little did
know you then." Boston Transcript.
42
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Wow
Tlie

youth who was smoking a

rette opposite the

another from
I

nionke^-'s

ci^;a-

l)i«2;

smile at

"Oh,

"if

it.

A monkey

a fool as he looks."

Till

Up

While traveling through Alabama a
young salesman was one day forced to
dine at a farmhouse. Not being very
well satisfied with his meal of cornbread
and bacon, he asked if he might have a

time

The

his

saw you

I

Harper's Magazine.

Serious Girl

I will

replied
I

Summer

At the

isn't

Exchange.

the Boy Grows

nothing,"
first

laughed out loud!"

that

Wait

that's

"The

friend.

i)r('tty

me?"

bit," responded the attendant,

"he wouldn't touch
half as

girl

took

cajjje

his pocket.

"Would it do any harm," he asked,
offered him one of these?"
"Not a

"Major, did you see that

said,

!
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Resort

always work so

I

be engaged at a higher salary

each year than the year before.
The Frivolous Girl And I always try
to be engaged to a higher salary than the

—

year before.

Puck.

Hobby

Silence His

How awfully (luict

glass of milk.

young

^Ir.

Bashley

IS.

"Yes.
'g'

He always

in gnat."

reminds

me

of the

Chicago Record-Herald.

Putting One Over
]\Irs.

thing

Henpeckke

reall}'

—You never did any-

clever in your

—You

Mr. Henpeckke

"No,"

replied his host.

"Ah

don't

my

life!

seem to

dear, that I married you.

forget,

Judge.

reckon you'll find any milk around here
since the dog died."

The Blindness

dog died!" echoed the
stranger. "What's that got to do with it?"
"Why," rephed the farmer, "who do
you-all reckon's goin to go an' fetch the
cow? " Evcryhodifs.
"Since

the

"We

"Who's sick
"Everybody

your house?"
excej^t me.
I'd been
naughty, so they wouldn't give me any
of the nice

the woods."

What Wonder?
The Senator and

the Major were walkup the avenue. The Senator was
more than middle-aged and considerably
more than fat, and, dearly as the Major
ing

loved him, he also loved his joke.

The Senator turned with a

pleased

expression on his benign countenance and

of Virtue

want the doctor, quick!"
at

mushrooms papa picked
Current Opinion.

in

—

:

.

—
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Progressive Penelope
Larry — Did

Light

understand you to say
Penelope
are estranged?
Percival and

—Yes.
—
Larry But

I

I

saw her buying a

ham-

mock to-day.
Laura
she

is

—What kind work do you
Skittles —
think he'd make a good
stage hand at a moving picture theatre.
—Puck
Skids

'^

—Little schemer!

I'll

just

wager

Unfortunate

planning a get-together meeting!

—Judge.

She— ''So you are bashful?"
He "Yep, take after my father."
She— "Was your father bashful?"
He "Well, ma says if pa hadn't been

—
—

Encouraging
so

Sportsman (who has missed everything
he has fired at)
Did I hit him?

—

Keeper (anxious to please)
'im, sir; I can't

w^ord!

I

of

think he's suited for?
I

Laura

'it

—

bashful I'd be two years older."

Banner.
-i-

—Not 'xactly

say that.

But,

my

They
The farmer

never see a rabbit wuss scared.

—Exchange.

Had

All

lad

Have

who

It

stood at gaze

one ambition clear

"Some day

I'll

quit this job, I bet.

An' be an engineer!"

The Idea
me

''Would you forgive

if

I

kissed

you

The engineer half saw and thought,
"Some time perhaps I'll be
In luck myself.

'How can

I tell

beforehand?"

Judge.'

Is

A

Httle

what looks good

farm

to me!''

aaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDGiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

U. S.

S. Constellation

(The Cover Picture)

LAUNCHED at Baltimore, September 7,

1797, this frigate is the oldest
vessel in active service in the United States Navy. On February 9,
1799, off Basse Terre, after a fierce fight, the "Constellation"
captured the French frigate " L'Insurgente"
in 1802 she rendered
valuable service during the war with Tripoli ; bottled up in Norfolk
harbor during the War of 1812, the vessel prevented the British from
capturing the water defenses in that vicinity during the Civil War she
was stationed in the Mediterranean to protect American commerce
from privateers; from 1871 to 1888 and from 1890 to 1893, the ** Constellation " was used to take the midshipmen from the United States
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, on their annual cruise; on May
22, 1894, she arrived at Newport, Rhode Island, where she was assigned
to do duty as a receiving ship in 1914 Congress appropriated $50,000
to repair her and ordered that she be stationed at Baltimore during
;

;

;

the National Star Spangled Banner Centennial Celebration.
It is
probable that a hundred ships like her would be helpless in a fight with
a modern Dreadnaught.

naiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^^

Judge.

AGRICULTURE

Patterson Creek Valley
By

J.

H. Stewart

Agricultural Agent

P'

ATTERSON CREEK
to the

empties

Potomac River about

in-

eight

The
miles east of Cumberland.
stopping place of the main line
the Baltimore k Ohio Railroad is
Patterson Creek. From the station one
can see but little of the Valley, and
to anyone on the Baltimore & Ohio
trains there is nothing in sight that
would suggest that there is a country
so interesting and so extensive in its
possibilities lying just out of sight from
the railroad. To employes or travelers
(m the Baltimore k Ohio Railroad it
should be very interesting in many cases
to have pointed out to them the important
regions lying near the lines of the Company but on account of the topography
of the country, excluded from their view,
and it is with the object of bringing out
some of the interesting things which may
be seen in this \'ailcv that this is written
of

and

illustrated.

This stream has
(Irant County, and

its
its

main source in
main branch, the

North Fork, rises well within the Alleghany plateau, not far distant from
Stony River and Mount Storm, one of
the most beautiful and interesting regions

of West \'irgima, where the elevation is
over three thousand feet. This branch
of the stream from its main source flows
almost directly east, sawing its way
through one of the important foothills
of the Alleghany Blount ains, and then
through New Creek Blount ain, where the
Tuscarora sandstone is cut down for
more than one thousand feet, forming an
imposing gulch with many beautiful
scenic aspects.
From this point the
stream flows northeast, paralleling New
Creek and the Knobley Mountains on
the one side, and Patterson Creek
Mountain and the South Branch of the
Potomac on the other. The whole
length of the stream is about fift>'-two
miles.
It is one of the most beautiful
streams of water to be found anywhere.
It is seldom muddy and very infre(ju<'ntl\'
overflows its banks, but never gets (lr>
This is owing to the fact that the stream
is constantly fed by the regular How of
inunense springs which break out of the
mountains on either side, thus insuring
a uniform minimum flow of wat<r at all
seasons.
On account of this and the
lack of manufacturing or mining industries on the stream the wat^^- is vers*
.
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pure and furnishes a very healthful and
congenial habitat for fish.
So that Patterson Creek is a well-known resort of
the disciples of Isaak Walton. The
finest fat black bass to be found anywhere
are caught every year along this stream.

THIS

The particular limestones which are
found in large quantities on both sides
of this stream are the Helderberg or
Lewiston. The upper portion of this
deposit consists of a sandy cherty limestone, which forms a soil famous for

COrXTRY WILL SLPPORT HANDSOMELY LIVE STOCK, DAIRYING
AND FRUIT GROWING

In addition to this form of sport, those
are interested may find fine pheasant
and partridge shooting along the bottoms
and foot-hills of the nearby mountain
ranges, while in the more densely wooded
hilly sections, those who prefer to hunt
the turkey and deer can find unusually
good sport. In this connection it might
be observed that the sources of all
streams and the main stream itself
are from streams that flow directly out
of the mountain or from woods which
insure all the year round an abundant
supply of the purest water.
The area drained by this stream
'^includes the oldest rocks in the State,
namely, the Cambro-Silurian limestone,
slates and sandstone."
Within this area

who

is found limestone, which may become
the basis of large and profitable cement
and lime development, although but
slight development as yet has occurred.

peach growing, and the development of
this industry has already become very
significant in that region of West VirThe better grades of this limeginia.

stone could be used for lime and flux.
The cherty layers, which have already
broken into almost the right size, may

be used successfully for road making.

The Hamilton, Chemung and

Catskill

formations are exposed throughout the
region drained by Patterson Creek, and
the erosion of these shales and the
limestone, which have been mentioned,
form a soil of physical and chemical
condition peculiarly adapted to the
cultivation of a wide range of fruits,
The shales are very
grains and forage.
rich in potash, while the distribution of
lime insures conditions favorable to
the successful growing of all sorts of
leguminous crops. The traveler will
observe by the roadside and in the un-

•

Tin: HAT/riMoin':

wn omo

cK'anMl sections of tliat ai-ca iiuiihtous
locusts, whicli arc thcinscKcs mcnihcrs of
'This alone i-;
tlu^ Icj^uininous ianiil}-.
the soils are
sufficient
(^vi(l(Mice
that
favorai>l(^ to the ^;ro\vth of such i)lants as
clovers, s.)ja Ix^ins

and

alfalfa.

It

nia>'

to note that very earl>iron ore
in the history of this country,
was niin(vl in this Valley at a point in
interest

l;e

in«!;

(Ireenland (Jaj). and that an old furnace
was located at a point near (Ireenland
(Jap on \vhat was known as the l^abl)
I'arni, and the furnace was calhnl the
'lanny Furnace." Work at this furnace
has been discontinued for more thanthree(juartors of a century, hut j^ortions of the
Investigaold furnace can yet he seen.
tions of the Geological Survey show that
iron ()r(^ of great richness is found in
workable (juantities at several points
within tlu^ drainasce of this stream, and

is m\(;\zi\i:

i:m!»i.(>n

17

busy centre ainong the great metallurgical
The limestone
industries of the coimtry.
I'uel is also neari)\'.
f(»r fluxing is there.
In addition to these, deposits of great
value for the manufactiu'e of a mnnber of
products are found in this region in
superabundance, such as cement, brick.
|)i)ttery, etc.

Patterson ("reek X'alley pro))er has an
average width of about S(iven or eight
miles.

.V

])ortion of

it

is

i)erfectly level,

while the other pai't breaks ofT from the
level lan<l in gentle undulating slopes,
the greater ])art of which have a t)|)ography suitable^ for grazing, dairying,
poultry culture, all forms of the live
is
It
stock industry and fruit cidture.
believed that from a number of small
but successful experiences these parts
of the valley are splendid for the |)n)duction of great ((uantities of v( vy h:ie

u n^

1

^-

3iK'^
m^
^St

_^_^

Wff^^^

-M

wp..

M

4

\fm^

-^^

•'

..^^^^

llfe^':

;«*^^^^H|H||j|

'A

^^^iiiy,
THHKK YEAH OLD ELBERTA PEACH TREES
HUGE ORCHARDS
in the report of the.se investigati(ms

it

is

indicated that possibly the whole Valley
may be underlaid with very rich and
extensive deposits of iron ore.
In time
this will doubtless be worked out, and
Patterson Creek Valley may become a

IX

OXE OE THE

The successes already obtained
a numlier of citizens and comi)anies
in the successful development of both
large and small orchards, many of which
have for some j^ears been up to bearing
age, and which have produced the very
grapes.
b}'
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highest class of fruits, make it sure that
the whole region drained by this stream
is a fruit area probably not surpassed
anywhere in the East. These orchards
range in size from thirty thousand to
ninety thousand trees. They have been

drained soil, in most cases there being
comparatively a small part of the bottom
land which has ever needed tile drainage.
These lands produce enormous yields of
It has already
corn, hay and wheat.
been demonstrated that this is the

THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF VIGOROUS APPLE TREES IN THIS
WELL-KEPT ORCHARD
carefully located and well cared for, and
already most of them have 3'^ielded rich
returns to the investors.
Much of the land included in the slopes
of the bordering mountain ranges may
be used for intensified agriculture, such
as the production of the small fruits,
raspberries
and blackstrawberries,
berries, and many of the vegetables, such
as potatoes, tomatoes, cauliflower, cabbages, radishes, etc., etc., while the level
lands lying along the stream between the
mountains, in many cases a mile wide,
Alare unsurpassed as trucking lands.
though the banks of this stream are not
high, as has been previously mentioned,
The
it seldom overflows at any point.

bottom

lands, of course, are alluvial,
being the results of the shales and interlying rocks, and they are of a physical

character

which

make

them

a

self-

natural home of alfalfa, both the climate
and the soil being unusually congenial
All the leto its successful growth.

gumes grow on
thus far

it

this soil luxuriantly,

and

has not been found necessary

make extensive applications of lime,
that element being well supplied from
the strata of lime which has been washed
down in the years of erosion during the
formation of these bottoms. So that it
may be set down as a certainty that every
vegetable and fruit which can be grown
in this latitude and longitude can be
to

most successfully produced in this Valley.
The ease with which forage and grains
are produced, and the adaptability of
these soils to the production of fine
blue-grass pastures, render this likewise
an attractive region to the live stock
man and the dairy man.
It will be observed that the South

rill':

Branch

and

HAi/nMoHi-:

Patterson

Crook

and

oiiio i-:mpl<)YKs

Valleys

it

reaches

its

macazixe
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terminus at the orchards

company. This railroad has
already, and will prove a great source of
('(mvenience and ])r()fit to the owners of

i^'ohahlo avera^;e distance from l^atterson ( 'hmOv to the South
Branch of the Potomac River of six miles.

of

Inasmuch as the Uomney J^raneh and
the Hampshire Southern Railroad, which
are branches of the Baltimore ^ Ohio
Railroad, traverse the South Branch
X'alloy from Petersburg, south of the
source of PattcM'son ( 'reek, to the Potomac
River, there is no ])oint in Patterson
Cnn^k X'alloy of a maximum distance of
more than seven or ei^ht miles from
In addition to
railroad transportation.
this, a i)ortion of the Valley can be
served by main line transportation on
the Baltimore tt Ohio Railroad, from the
region of Frankfort (Alaska), at a maxinunn distance of not oxccMMlinp; six miles,
and from that point to the mouth of the
stream.
The Twin ^Mountain A: Potomac
Railroad, wdiich was constructed by the
Twin Mountain (Orchard Company for

the lands contiguous to it in this N'alloy.
It is understood that all shipments on

parallel,

with

a

DAIRY, LIVE STOCK
a distance of twenty-seven miles, connects with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
at Keysor, passing up New Creek \^alley
and through Knoi)ley Gap, and thence
through
Burlington,
crossing
and
traversing Patterson Creek Valley until

this

this road have main line rates, both for
A little
freight and express matter.
observation of a ma]) of this section
will show that every ])orti()n of the ex-

drained by Patterson Creek
within profitable hauling distance for

ten.sive area
is

all

sorts of agricultural ])roducts of

some

one of those railroads.

Cumberland and its distributing points.
Keysor and some of the nearby smaller
towns, all aftord a largo local market for
products of the soil, while the mining
regions westward and the larger cities
eastward, all within Cjuick shipping distances from those points, afford markets
of unlimited demands for all sorts of
crops which this beautiful and fertile

AND TRT-CKIXO FARM
Conregion can bo made to produce.
sequently, this section may be regarded
as unusually attractive to the large and
the small farmer, fruit grower, dairy
man, poultry man, trucker or general
farmer.

;
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The country roads and the turnpikes
section are already very good,
However, they are for the most
indeed.
part dirt roads, l3ut for eight or nine
months of the year they are in splendid
condition and they are well maintained.
Mention has been made of the excellent
road material conveniently at hand in
great quantities in this Valley which may
be used here at a minimum cost for the
construction of high-class hard roads.
in this

It may be noted that the famous Northwestern Turnpike, promoted by the
Father of his Country, and engineered
by one of the great engineers and roadbuilders of Napoleon's campaigns, passes
through and across this region. In this
Valley yet are two of the once celebrated
turnpike taverns frequented in the days
of the stage coach by the elite and distinguished of our country as they passed
to and from our National Capital and
Eastern cities. Already the numerous
well-kept roads afford excellent motoring,
and the beauty of the Valley and the

especially attractive scenic points should
render it extremely inviting to the
pleasure seeker.

Anyone who seeks a home
who wants a peaceful,

country,
healthful

in

the

restful,

location,
surrounded by a
country of unusual beauty, retired from
the distractions of mining and manufactur'ng and city environments, but at
the same time so close to the best of
transportation and markets as to insure
the highest returns for the products of his
land and his labor, cannot find a more inviting spot than Patterson Creek Valley.
This statement of the facts about
Patterson Creek Valley is presented with
the hope that it will attract the attention
of employes of the System and probably
of others who contemplate investment
of capital in rural homes.
The lands can
be purchased at very reasonable prices,
the titles are perfect, and all of the conditions conducive to a happy, prosperous
country life obtain in this region in the

highest degree.
l!llllllllll

illillilliillilliill

Jllillililllilliliillillili

illillillillllllilliill

Why Do We

Print Advertising?

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

WE We

CAN

help improve our Magazine by patronizing our advertisers.
print no advertisement unless it has been carefully examined
and approved. Therefore we are absolutely sure that anything
offered in these pages comes right up to specifications.

The Company is not trying to make the Magazine

profitable

through

We

could fill our pages if we w^ere willing
to accept certain kinds of copy, and run the Magazine at a profit instead
of, as at present, a large expense.
large additions of advertising.

But we do want to get as much clean, legitimate advertising as we
can, provided it will appeal to our readers. Advertising is interesting
more of it in our Magazine will make the Magazine a better looking
and more interesting publication. Good returns to present advertisers
will induce others to advertise with us also. Therefore, by giving our
advertisers the benefit of our patronage we not only get in touch with
good, clean, reliable manufacturers, but also increase the interest and
the value of our own Magazine to ourselves and fellow employes.

b

Assigning Your Salary
Reprinted from "Wells Fargo Messenger"

HE man who
assit!;nin<!;

buys on credit

])y

his salary is taking a

hazardous step. Irreputainstahnent houses are continually laying their pitfalls in the path of
Such concerns may be i)ut
the worker.
the
in the same class as the loan shark
human leech who saps the earning power
of every man or woman caught in his
Both evil influences use the
clutches.
same weapon in comjielling their victims
the assignment
to pay al)normal tribute
vcr}'

hle

—

along legitimate lines too keen and too
much hard work to meet, their proprietors
are confronted by the alarming necessity'
to get revenue, in order to survive.
Their most seductive advertisements, unsupported by legitimate dealing, failing to
draw customers, they devote their energies to the art of "catching people."

—

of salary.

The Messcnfjer not long ago pointed
out in plain language the danger of having anything at all to do with usurious
money-lenders, or the loan-sharks, as they
It is the man who borrows
are called.
money from them who fully understands
what it means to be caught in their traps.
Assignments of salar\' are filed with the
emplo3'er by the party making the loan,
and in the doing thereof the loan shark
takes his satanic dehght, though the consequences may be well nigh fatal to the
future status of his victim.

The

irrei)utable

credit

establishment

hides under cover of one of those touchingly generous propositions we see so
often, offering to sell on credit, invariably
on the ''instalment plan." Assigmnents
of salaries are so readily taken by such
concerns from employes of large corporations that the victim is delighted with the
simplicity of the scheme, and jumps headlong into it.
Then the shoe pinches, and
with growing pains, when the first pay-

ment goes
There
this

b}' default.

is

method

unfair

an economic explanation for
of ''doing business" by these

concerns.

Finding

competition

THEIR MCTIMS PAY

i:.\()HMOl S

TIMHlTi;

They do this not by giving full value in
goods, but by taking advantage of their
victims' lack of ready money and by selling a poor quality of goods in exchange
for

assignments of

salary-.

They know

that such assignments in the long run
bring them a far larger margin of })rofit
than can be obtained by straight business
principles
and hard work. And so thejplay the game to the limit.
The impression, however, must not be

—

"
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gained from this that all credit houses are
There are many
of such a low caliber.
reputable establishments selling their
wares on the instalment plan, and undoubtedly they accomplish much good.
But the evil we seek to emphasize is in
those enterprises which depend solely for
existence upon this salary assignment
method. The average worker must be-

own ranks

inconsiderate and avarienough to act as an agent for such a
firm, pursuing an active campaign for
business, under the cover of secrecy.
Some of these houses are bold enough to

his

cious

advertise in glowing terms the fabulous
fortunes which may be gained by acting
as their representative and '' working

amonp

friends.

THESE DIFFICULTIES HAD BEGUN TO INVOLVE THE VICTIM
of any document which, though apparently simple, actually mortgages his
earning capacity, until the account is
settled overwhelmingly to the advantage
of the unfair dealer.
And to add to the difficulty in avoiding
these hidden pitfalls, the worker in a large
corporation may find some employe in

ware

It follows, of course, that such men do
not work for pleasure or for their health.
In fact, they receive a commission and
sometimes a substantial bonus on the
amount of business they bring in. It is a
simple matter to see that commissions of
this sort have to be paid by the victims
those they induce to purchase goods by

'

THE BALTLMOUK AND

UliKJ J;MPL(JV1:S

assigning salaries, or less suspicious eniplo^-es who innocently affix their signatures as surety for the assignment of salary by some fellow worker.
The last annual report of the Legal Aid
Society contains an interesting contribution on this subject: appears that the law

It

a.s

yet

affonls no

remedy to the unfortunate persons who do
business with such eonipanios. The policy tollowed b}' these conij)anies seems to be that tlie
|)erson purchasinji, or any relative or friend
who may be earning a reasonable amount, is
inveigled into signing his or her name as guaran-

and upon

failure to pay even one instalof the purchase price of a very poor
(juality of goods bought for an outrageous sum,
tor,

ment

the company inunediately gives notice to the
employer of the guarantor claiming an assignment of the
e mp 1oye s
In
salary.
of
a n }'
these cases
the employe

MAGAZINK

The Husband Alone
The purchase
the wife
for

may

of

hoiiscfurnishings by

be considered "necessities,"

which the husband

is

ai)solutely liable.

To pay for them, the hu.s})and's salary
may be attached or garnisheed, even if he
has not signed an assignment for his salSuch a sale might even be made
without his knowledge, and yet, being
cla.ssed as necessities, the responsibility
for payment rests upon the husband
ary.

alone.

One

instance is said to have occurred
which a wife secured mone}-, without
her husl)and's knowledge, from a loan
in

I

)

o k e r

r

The

m

\-

V

.

latter

y a

r

c

-

commodatcovered up the
t ransaction
ingly

does not
even know

what the

a

b}'

that

is

is

Responsible

'

paper
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sale

house-

he signed,

of

because he is
always
not

furnish -

it

is

wife spent
the money,

and,

merely

his

for

Thus

THE CREDIT MAN FREQUENTLY FOLLOWS HLM
TO HIS NEW POSITION

wife's

s

does not lo.se his i)osition is comi)elled to pay
the balance due immediately, and sometimes
costs and attorneys' fees as well.

That explains the whole method of opvvation in a nutshell.
Specific instances of
the evil results of this system are not far
articles

may

be purchased

cases may be cited
to show that the use of an as.signment of
a wage-earner's future salary not infrequently carries in its train all sorts of misfortunes to him.s(df and iiis family.

way, but

many

ex-

penditures
for ''neces-

he

Most

is

responsible

ing position,

in this

to

up her

husband

guarantor is placed
in a humiliat-

to seek.

unable

But the

the

if

was

pa^'ments.

statement as
to the good
character of
the p u r -

and

of

course,
keei)

a matter of
form or a

chaser.

The

ings.

told the
truth when
his signature
obtained,
is
but is led to
believe that

i

t

i

e s

.'

When

the loan broker put his tools of the
law into operation, the husband lost his
position. And such was the legal status of
the matter that even when permanent Iv
jdaced in a new job tlu* husband was
faced with tlu^ threats of the money
lender to til(^ another a.ssignment against
The husband knew if that haj)him.
pened he would be out of a position a

—

second time and through no fault of
Payment wa? made at a great
his own.
personal sacrifice.
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In a more recent case, a worker in a
large corporation made a purchase from
one of these concerns for the agreed
He was required to
price of $25.00.
give a power of attorney to assign his
wages in case of default, and an agree-

The employe
to pay $1.00 a week.
paid $13.00 in that number of weeks, and
then was obliged to default because of
other necessary expenses.
An assignment of the man's salary was
immediately filed with the company for
$17.00, although he really owed but $12.00
on his purchase. Because this assignment was not promptly honored, a further assignment was filed for $27.00,
making the total purchase price $40.00, a
fair average value of which was but $13.00.
By the time that these complications
had begun to involve the victim, the
was causing so much
article which
trouble was worn out and practically
ment

useless.

Incidents
arising.

like

Such a

this

are

constantly

difficulty affects a

man's

promotion, detracts from his efficiency

and continually harasses him in his daily
work. Should an employe leave his
position, as is often done in the hope of
avoicUng complications of this sort, the
assignment man, armed with a universal
assignment of his salary, can and frequently does follow him to his new job.
The victim cannot escape from his
Nemesis, even if he goes to the extent of
dropping his identity and assuming a new
name in another city.
With articles of daily wear and consumption as cheap as they are now, there
can be no excuse for any man to invite
trouble of this kind.
No honest merchant who is making a reasonable profit
need resort to these methods. Those who

'^

have investigated the situation declare
that no money-lending concern which
sends out agents and employs sohcitors
to get emploA^es under such ''salary assignment" arrangements can continue in
business on their own merits, but exist
onlv by extorting usurious sums from
their victims.

In much the same classification as the
discreditable credit house is the ''loan
shark" beware
of
both! Notwithstanding the disfavor in which the law
holds the practices of these usurious
money lenders and the strong public
sentiment against them, they are most
astute in the means they employ to strip
their victims of the protection of the law.
Their astuteness seems to grow as legislation progresses against them, and not
infrequently they succeed in turning laws
passed avowedly to check their avarice,
into new instruments by which they may
intimidate and pester their victims.
It is clear, therefore, that the presence
of a solicitor to get business in this way,
or the mere suggestion by an acquaintance
of a money-lender, who can aicl a man in

—

"tiding over a temporary embarrassment," is in itself a signal for him to
watch out. At such a time a single endorsement of his name to a paper may
result in more misery and sorrow in times
of stress that can be counteracted by
many months' hard work and prosperity.
It is a wise polic}' never to sign a paper
unless the contents are fully understood
and the responsibility they involve
thoroughly
appreciated.
Therefore,
never accept money under patronizing
circumstances, and, better yet, never accept money except that received in return for honest toil and straightforward
businesslike dealing.

oO

^

Question Box
&<;

What
Wm.

is

a

Vacuum Brake?

E. Hill, engineer at the C. H. ct
at Hamilton, Ohio, writes

D. roundhouse
and saj's:
''Please

give

me

a description of a

vacuum brake."

We are fortunate in being a])le to
publish the following answer, which Mr.
F. B. Farmer, northwestern representative of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, prepared for us:
"A vacuum brake is one that is applied
by atmospheric pressure. At the sea
level this pressure is 14.7 pounds per
square inch. A vacuum means absence
of atmospheric air.
Its action is shown
by either of two simple experiments.
With your hand cover the suction opening of an air compressor as thoroughly
as possible when the compressor is working rapidh'.
This will produce a partial
vacuum in the air cylinder, causing the
atmosj:)heri(' air to force your hand hard
against the strainer.
Put a small, empty
bottle to your mouth, suck out as much
of the air as

you can, place the end

of

your tongue against the bottle opening

and then open your mouth

slightly.

It

the atmospheric air trying to get into
the bottle, where you have created the
])artial vacuum, that tries to (lriv(^ your
tongue into the opening.
"The brake rigging of a vacuum brake
is like that of an ordinary air braki\
The
essential difference is that the air brake
is operated by pressure above the atmosis

phere and the

vacuum brake by atmos-

pheric i)ressure.
Where the air brake
uses a cjdinder the vacuum brake has a
large, bowl-shaped casting with a rubber
diaphragm across it. The pull rod is
connected to the middle of the diaphragm.
A pipe, connecting with the inside, runs
to the ejector, which also has a steam
connection. This ejector is similar to
a lifting injector. When the steam is
turned on, by moving the ejector handle,
a portion of the air is dra\vn from the
inside of the diaphragm and discharged
with the steam to tli(^ atmosphere. A
non-return check valve ])revents the back
flow of air until it is desired to releas(%

which
the

is

accomplished by readmitting

air.

''As the vacuum is created on the inside of the diaphragm the atmospheric
air forces it inward, causing the pull on
the rod and therein' api:)lying the brake.
Owing to the low pressure with even a

perfect vacuum, impossible with this
brake, the diaphragm must be large for
even moderate braking ])Ower, one reason

wh}^ this form of brake has been given up
in this country.
"Vacuum gauges ordinarily indicate
glass
'inches' of vacuum.
If a long,
tub(% sc^aled at one end, were filled with
mercury, then, holding the mercury in
with a finger, were inverted, the oi)en
end placed in a bowl of mercurj' and that
in the tube allowed to settle or fall as
55
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low as it would, it would come to rest
30 inches above the surface of the mercury in the bowl if this were done at the
On a mountain the mercury
sea level.
column would be proportionately lower
than the height of the mountain above
There would be practically
sea level.
a perfect vacuum above the mercury in
the tube, and the height of the mercury
column would depend on the atmosThis instrument is a
pheric pressure.
form of barometer. One inch of mercury
in the tube means 49 hundredths of a
pound pressure, nearly one-half pound.

Hence, 14.7 pounds of atmospheric pressure would support a 30-inch column of
mercury. This explains the reading of
a vacuum gauge."

road Company" and a '^Railway Company."
To which J. S. Murray, assistant to
president, replies:

—

'There is really no difference the words
are >:sed interchangeably.
In Great
Britain 'railway' is mostly used, while in
the United States 'railroad' is in common
use, although at times 'railway' is used in
this country, as witness the 'Philadelphia
& Reading Railway Company' which before its last reorganization was known as
the 'Philadelphia & Reading Railroad
Company.' However, as applied to
urban transportation companies 'railway'
is commonly employed, but as stated, as
relates to steam railroads, there is abso'

lutely

Railroad or Railway?

no difference."

Correct Answer to Problem 5

J. E. Bauer of the car service department asks the following

"Please explain through the Employes
difference between a "Rail-

Magazine the

E. Aldrich, section foreman at Whiting,
Indiana, sent in a correct answer to Problem 5 too late to enable us to give him
credit in the August issue.

Personal Injury Reduction
Standing of Divisions, showing progress made
(killed

and injured)

for first six

in personal injury reduction

months

of

year 1914,

over same period 1913

New

39% Decrease
29%
27%
25%
24%
23%
23%
22%

Castle
Pittsburgh

Shenandoah
Chicago

Cumberland
Cleveland
Baltimore

Newark

Total for

NOTE— Connellsville
8.2% Decrease

instead of

all

Divisions

Monongah

14%

Connellsville

Ohio River
linois

3%

Philadelphia

Wheeling
Indiana

.

.

..

Decrease

5.8%
4.6%
3.9%
1.5%

.

.

17%

33%

Ohio

7%

Decrease

Division's standing in last month's magazine should have been

82%

Decrease.

The

First

Stone of The Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad
HE

i)ublication of the article on
])ictiire of the manuscript
containing the original inscription for the first stone of the

and

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in the August issue of the Employes Magazine,
has provoked a number of comments,
among them the following letter:

Mr. \\ illard, our President, who in that year
was Assistant CJeiicral Manager, learned of the
(existence of a cornerstone, and upon making
inquiry found that it had become lost, and was
supposed to have been covered by a fill made
from cinder and refuse.
A survey was made, the stone located, and it
was restored as shown by the accompanying
photographs.

Yours verv

trulv,

/^^^^

The Baltimore & Ohio Kailroad Company,
baltimore, md.

W. THOMPSON,
Third Vice-President.

August 15th,

To

the

Further information about this hiswhich started
the epoch-making era of railroad con-

toric stone, the laying of
1914.

Editor of the Employes Magazine:

struction, will

l)e

of intense interest to

Company employes. It is but one of
the many illustrations of how closely the
all

article in the August issue of the Magarelative to the cornerstone of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad calls to my mind a very
interesting incident in connection with the recovery of this stone in 1898.

The

zine

histories of

our country and

oiu' railroad

are linked.
One commentator writes:
''Great honor is due the wise solons
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n
FIRST STOJVE
of tlie

BAl^ P OHIO K^

mci^

^
A NEAR VIEW OF THE INSCRIPTION.
the Maryland Legislature at Annapolis in 1827, for their foresight in
granting a subsidy to develop the
commercial interests of our country at
large.
In the quaint old statehouse
at Annapolis, with its many famous
archives, is recorded the story of the
of

beginning of the railroad.
''On the second day of February, 1827,
the citizens of Baltimore conferred upon
the adoption of proper measures for
'The commencement of the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad, a work of deep and
vital interest to the American people,

by facilitating its commerce,

diffusing

and

extending its social intercourse, and perpetuating the happy union of the Confederate States.' An act of incorporation
by the State of Maryland was granted
February 28, 1827, and confirmed by the
State of Virginia, March 8th, 1827!^ and
the construction of the road was commenced July 4th, 1828. The ceremonies
attending this great event were conducted by the masonic fraternity. The
city of Baltimore was in gala attire, and
strangers from distant points began ar-

riving in town a day or two before the
celebration.
The leading event was the
laying of the 'First Stone' of this first
railroad of the land.
The venerable
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, the last
surviving signer of the Declaration of
Independence, cast the first spadeful of
earth for the beginning of the railroad,
saying
I consider this among the most
important acts of my life, second only to
that of signing the Declaration of Independence, if indeed second to that.'
'

:

"This remarkable stone was placed in
the earth and the laying of the wooden
track of the railroad was then begun.
Strange as it m.£iy seem, in the natural
shifting of position of the track this stone
was forgotten and its exact location in the
earth remained only a matter of conjecture for nearly forty years. The interest was revived in July, 1898, when a
re-survey was made and the stone located
six feet under the surface of the ground.

The entire masonry was then carefully
raised above the earth and enclosed in a
steel cage, so that the famous relic will
remain in public view for all time."

First Vice-President

War

Randolph on

How

the

Will Affect Industry

and Commerce
GlEX. George F. Randolph, first vire-

Baltimore c^ Ohio
*^^S Hailroad, returned from his EuroJ pean trip on the last vessel which
reached this country on regular schedule.
While General Randolph's tri]) was made
l)rimarily for his health, he conferred with
several European connections of the T^altimore & Ohio and with American residents
in France in touch with trade conditions.
presitlent of the

—

Based on his knowledge of Europe obtained while living on the Continent and
during frequent visits since, the railroad
executive deplores the present state of
affairs because of the ultimate effect upon
the world, and particularly upon the ad-

vancement

of

European nations.

Commenting upon the

effect of the

war

on American commerce, vice-president
liandolph believes that within a few
weeks an outlet will be found for American ]:)roducts, as the result of England
and France gaining control of the Atlantic.
This would take care of the food supply
of those countries to a great extent, although the Rhine Valley will in all proIjability suffer.

He

economic-loss,

far reaching in its effect

upon civilization, and one which the
American people are bound to bear in part
through increase in prices, enforced
ness of labor and kindred causes.

idle-

He

said it will hinder Euroi^eanJ])r()gress for
a generation.
''Viewed from a business standpoint."

continued General Randolph, ''the war
practically complete suspension of
manufacturing and trade in the countries party to the conflict and smaller
nations which depend largely upon them
in commerce.
Such a condition may
quicken the foreign trade of the United
States temporarily, after an outlet can be
secured, but on the other hand, industry
in this country will suffer on account of
curtailed purchases of manufactured articles and the difficulty in securing raw
material heretofore imported.

means

"We

will also feel the effect of the

quite acutely

by the

war

falling off of inuni-

gration, which for years has been a strong
influence in our development by j^ro-

viding labor and future American citizens.

And

may

it
also result in large numbers
of foreign-born people returning to their

spoke of the impetus which American commerce will obtain b}^ building up

native land.

a merchant marine, if the Government in
permitting foreign vessels to come under
the United States flag will permit them to
operate on their present methods of
econom}^ rather tlian to compel them to
comply with regulations which may make
it necessary to increase ocean rates.
The European war he regarded as an

"Already business in the United States
has felt the depression and with the embargo now in effect railroad traffic has
fallen off.
This will imi)rove when service to Europe is resumed, but it cannot
be expected to return to normal while
everything in Europe is in a state of turmoil."

The Epic Poem

—

Its

History and Relation to

the Present European Conflict
By Louis M. Grice
Chief Clerk, Auditor Passenger Receipts

m

T

was just such terrible times as
the present, involving so many
nations in bitter conflict, that
gave rise to the first well defined
form of poetry, the epic. We read today of the magnificent bravery of the men
who are fighting on the battle-fields of
Europe and of how their courage is stimulated, their souls inspired, their steps
made lighter by the singing of the songs
of

their fatherlands.

"Die Wacht

am

Rhein," "La Marseillaise" and the other
national hymns are in themselves epic
poems in miniature, for they reflect most
intimately and truly the war-like spirit
of the poets who sang them.
History tells us that the first great

Greece to Homer, and the
"Aeneid" of Virgil takes second rank to
the "Ihad" and the "Odyssey" in the
realm of epic poetry.
Every race which has loomed large on
lore of early

the pages of history has had its epic poet.
The early history of the Franks, the
ancestors of the French race of today,
was set down in the "Chanson de
Roland," while the genius of the early
Italians was expressed in the inspired
verses of Dante, and that of the English in
the stately measures of Milton and Byron.
Already the deeds of valor of the
present struggle in Europe have appeared
in print in this country from the pens of
the English poets, Richard LeGallienne

which we have knowledge,

and Rudyard Kiphng, and unquestionably

the "Iliad" and the "Odyssey" of Homer,
were originally the native songs and

the poets of the other nations engaged in
the struggle are writing virile word pictures of the heroic accomplishments of

epic

poems

of

poems of his ancestors. Homer collected
and related them and made from their
scattered fragments the great unified
history of the mythological heroes of
ancient times.

The lore which was handed down by
word of mouth from the first Romans to
their descendants offered scarcely less
of inspiration to the great epic poet of
the Romans, Virgil, than did the folk60

their countrymen.

The following highly dramatic description of the opening of the battle of
taken from Lord Byron's
"The Pilgrimage of
Childe Harold.
These verses are among
the most famous of this gifted poet and
no stronger illustration of his genius can
be presented.

Waterloo
fine

epic

is

poem,
'

'

—

!

rili:

!
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scene of joyous animation
into one of tears, despair, turmoil and

Byron's keen sense of dramatic posis forcefully dcMnonstratcfl by
his selection of the court ballroom at

sparkling

Heljijium's capital, as the best staj^e for

military activities, which are now
Helgium, and particularly
around Brussels and Waterloo, give an
additional interest to the poem at this
time, as the scenes depicted are being
repeated in our own day, while the
civilization of the west(Tn li('mis])h('n'
looks on aghast.

sibilities

the production of his climax; into the
midst of this scene of beauty and
n^velry, where all went "merry as a
marriage bell," suddenly stalked the
specter, jz;rim-vis{iged war, with all the
in
its
horrors
following
attendant
train, thus changing in an instant the

death.

The

in ])r()gress in

Waterloo
From Byron's

There was a sound

by nijiht,
had gathered then,
Her Beauty and her Chivalry, and bright
The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave men;
A thousand hearts beat happily; and when
Music arose with its voluptuous swell,
Soft eyes looked love to eyes which spake again,
And all went merry as a marriage bell;
But hush! hark! a deep sound strikes like a

And Belgium's

rising knell

of roveh-y

capital

" Childe Harold "

His heart more truly knew that peal too well
Which stretched his father on a l)loody bier,
And roused the vengeance blood alone could
quell:

He

rushed into the

field,

and, foremost fighting.

fell.

Ah

!

And

Then and there was hurrying to and fro,
gathering tears, and tremblings of distress.

1

And cheeks
Did yo not hear it? No; 'twas but the wind,
Or the car rattling o'er the stcny street;

On with

No

sleep

the dance!
till

Let joy be unconfined;
morn, when Youth and pleasure

meet
chase the glowing hours with flying feet
But, hark! that heavy sound breaks in once

more
if

And

the clouds its echo would repeat
nearer, clearer, deadlier than before;

Arm Arm
!

!

it

is

—

it is

the cannon's opening

roar

Within a windowed niche of that high hall
Sate Brunswick's fated chieftain; he did hear
That sound the first amidst the festival,
And caught its tone with Death's prophetic ear
And when they smiled because he deemed it
near.

sighs
ne'er might be repeated;

who could guess
ever more should meet those mutual eyes,
Since upon night so sweet such awful morn
could rise

Which

To
As

all pale, which but an hour ago
Blushed at the praise of their o^^'n loveliness;
And there were sudden partings, such as press
The life from out young hearts, and choking

If

And there was mounting in hot haste: the steed.
The mustering squadron and the clattering car,
Went pouring forward with impetuous speed.
And swiftly forming in the ranks of war,
And the deep thunder peal on peal afar:
And near, the beat of the alarming drum
Roused up the soldier ere the morning star:
While thronged the citizens with terror dumb,
Or whispering, with white lips "The foe!
They come! They come!"

—

Women

in

Time

A

FEW short months ago an
American battleship entered the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. Her colors flew at half-mast and as
she approached the dock a solemn
silence hung over her like a pall.
On her
deck, silently guarding their late comrades-in-arms, paced uniformxcd sentinels, and the aisles through which they
moved were formed by the flag- wrapped
caskets of the dead. Within a few days,
after due religious observances, those
same caskets were borne on gun caissons
through the streets of the metropolis,
past countless throngs of spectators who
stood with bared heads, awed and silent
in the presence of death.

And when

the

mournful procession halted, the President of the United States gave public
utterance to a nation's grief, at the same
time expressing in words of sorrow a
personal anguish and depth of feeling the
genuineness of which none present could
possibly doubt. For the President to
publicly honor the dead who fell in the
nation's service w^as a worthy tribute of*
respect, but to approach the parents,

and sisters of the slain,
and strive with all the delicate chivalry
and sympathy at his command to bring
to them a ray of comfort in their mourning by repeating to them the humble
wives, brothers

62

War

of

words of Lincoln, penned under similar
circumstances words of simple dignity

—

but carrying with them a world of human
sympathy and kindness was the supreme
act of a kind-hearted gentleman.
And all this was the result of a mere
skirmish down in old Mexico.
But what
must be the horror of the struggle now
raging in Europe! Men and Christian
men at that slaughtering each other by
the thousands; and no one's father, husband or brother is too rich or too poor to
serve, and no mere woman's need is
great enough to be even considered in the
stern demands of war, on w^hose crimson
altar is being sacrificed the very flower of

—

—

—

European manhood.
The mind can but vaguely comprehend
the horror of it all even at this comparatively early stage, but think what war's

mean

women

Europe!
to be
Already the
left in its bloody trail!
women of the several countries engaged
in the struggle have offered their sertoll will

Think

of the

to the

of

widows and orphans

vices in various capacities, as nurses to
care for the sick and wounded, and as sowers and reapers of the crops which shall
provide food for their warriors.
In time of war, however, the general
lot of women is to watch and wait, to

weep and pray.

All civilized

women

the

—

.
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workl over must ck'j)lure this war, mid
while you mourn with the sorrowing

woman

of Europe,

the
all

name

c>f

time war

women

humanity

mav

of America,

tliat

now and

peace in the i)resent unprecedented
cataclysm of war, she, his heli)mate and
beloved e()mi)anion of thirty years, lay
dying, and smiling lest she should too
nnich distract him from his high duties.
Her very condition was brought upon
her largely by the service to lier neighbors
and her jx'ople. And that is both the

for

cease.

Woodrow Wilson

Mrs.

The

oh

»)wn nation and the tragic nnsfortune
of all Europe, during the very days when
he was seeking to urge and establish

creed or country, pray in

refj;ardless of

03

country's heart, individually and

collectively, is still throl)bin<i; with ])rofound symi:)athy for President Wilson
and his family in their bereavement,
l)ut it must be a high consolation to
them that no death like that of ^Irs.
Wilson is without a glory for humanityHers may well be described as a beautiful
death. While her husband was pressed
and preoccu]")ied with the cares of his

price
places

and the

privilege

of

unremitting service.

some Washington

A

doubtless be Airs.
Wilson's ])eculiar monument, but not her
only monument. In the heart of every
American will remain glowing the memorv of a beautiful, womanlv life.^ Collie/ s.
will

Her Baby Boy
By James

J.

In "Baltimore

Montague
American"

hear the blaring bands go by; I hear the marching feet;
day they drum their dreadful dirge along the dusty street.
I hear the crowds give cheer on cheer of
fierce delirious joy,
And wonder if they see him there, my little, little boy.
A baby only yesterday, with soft and sunny hair;
So helpless and so innocent; so fragile and so fair!
I

All

So strong I felt to shield him then, safe sheltered in my arm
It seemed to me the whole wide world could never do him harm.
And oh! the long, long nights I watched beside his trundle bed

To

fight away the pain that racked his little fevered head.
fought his battles for him then; he leaves my side today
To fight far greater ones alone, and oh! so far away!
I

The little dimpled hand that lay so trustingly in mine
Must grasp a rifle barrel soon, along the firing line.

My
Has

baby boy I held so close I felt his
left me empty-armed and gone to

And never mother's
From all the direful

tho exalted

and service,
clean and whole-

life— sacrifice

in

fluttering breath
see the face of death.

voice to soothe, nor mother's
perils of the

smoke-hung

arm

to shield.

battle-field!

Oh, why must mothers stay behind? Is not a mother's place
Beside the baby that must look in Death's remorseless face?
The years have wrought a change in him that only others see
For all his soldier uniform he's still a boy to me.
Sent forth to kill, he knows not why, a King's insensate toy.
While I must wait and pray at home my baby, baby boy!

—

—

A

Well-Whipped Cream

Pure Food Campaign

The National Civic Federation is
tackling a problem of vital interest in
undertaking a country-wide investigation
to ascertain the best way to get pure food
and pure drugs. Its plan is to seek
information from state and city health
commissioners, chemists, college professors, food dealers and manufacturers
and others with special knowledge.
Experience as to bad foodstuffs and
theory as to avoiding them will be
sought.
That is excellent as a means of pre-

There is often trouble in getting cream
to Avhip up properly, but if a few^ drops of
lemon juice are added it will soon become
thick.
Care must be taken not to add too
much, as that would make it curdle.

Cucumber
Wash cucumbers

Pickles

with vegetable
brush, and cover over night with light
Drain off brine and cover
salt brine.
well,

in the markets.
Both buyer and seller
need education in the pure food line,
but if the buyers all knew how to
avoid unwholesome or harmful articles
the sellers would soon reform and produce only good ones.
New York Tri-

with pure cider vinegar which has been
To each
diluted one-third with water.
gallon of vinegar put five medium size
whole red peppers and four tablespoonsful of whole mustard seeds.
Place all over moderate fire and allow
to become scalded, turning cucumbers
on top so that all may become gray in
color remove from the fire and bottle. In
bottling be sure the pickles are well covered
with vinegar, allowing mustard seeds and
peppers to go in with the vinegar.
These pickles will keep for three years

bune.

and retain

venting the marketing of bad foods and
drugs.
The federation's plan for educating housewives, though, is much more
practical, as it will prevent the sale of
bad articles, even if they do find a place

;

their brittleness.

mmm'Mmmm'M'^m'M'M'Mmmm'Mmm'Mmm'MmmmmmmmmmmwMmmmmm'^mm'i

T^HERE

IS need to develop all the virtues that have the State for their
but these virtues are as dust in a w^indy street
unless back of them lie the strong and tender virtues of a family life
based on the love of one man for one woman and on their joyous and
fearless acceptance of their common obligation to the children that
are theirs. Theodore Roosevelt.

* sphere of action

—
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The Elevators

at

Our General

Office

Building
By

A. N.

Superintendent

THE
,

accompanying
photograi)!!
shows the men who operate the

^IjJ nine
at

electric

passenger elevators

the General Office Building,

w^hich

furnish continuous service for the

two

thousand one hundred and fifty officers
and clerks employed there. Elevator
service is of the most vital importance in
every large building and seventeen thou-

sand people travel up and down on the

Martin
of

Buildings

elevators of the Central Building- during

working

hours

each

mind
essary

it

is

it is

or

about

With

this in

day,

5,321,000 persons yearly.

readily understood

how

nec-

that every precaution should

be taken to safeguard the service.

The

height of the elevator shaft at the

General Office Building is 175 feet, and
the elevators run at a speed of 450 feet
per minute, traveling the round trip and

FAMILIAR FACES TO THE EMPLOYES IN OUR GENERAL OFFICES IN BALTIMORE

.
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making an average of five stops each way,
in
one and one-half minutes; each
elevator averages 300 round trips and
travels a distance equal to nineteen and

one and one-half tons, going four or five
hundred feet per minute, instantaneously.
Failure to stop is not through any desire
the

of

operators to be

disobliging.

If

ar-

passengers will press signal buttons and

ranged so that a car will pass each floor
each way (up and down) every thirty

not expect the car that has just passed to
come back, the service will be better and

seconds during the slack hours and every

the time between cars on any

twenty seconds during rush hours (in the
morning when clerks are coming in to
work, at the luncheon period, and

sened.

The- service

one-half miles daily.

again at night

when

office

is

hours

are

over)

The average person seldom
difficulty in

service
if

maintaining

and there

is

realizes the

efficient elevator

no question but that

the passengers would cooperate with

management

moving quickly in
and would not stop
to talk with the operator or to some person still in the car, it would aid in making
the service more satisfactory to all conthe

and out

in

of elevators

cerned. An elevator is a public conveyance that travels on parallel perpendicular rails; its function

and

is

to carry passen-

them at their destination
with despatch and safety.
gers

Due

to land

to the nature of

its

work, incident-

The

floor, les-

on
due to passengers faihng to
call their floors, or remembering where
they are just as the door is being closed
and car is in motion, and then attempting
to get out.
To prevent an accident of
this character, it is an imperative rule at
the Central Building, that no door is to
be open while the car is in motion. To
further safe-guard against such accidents,
there has recently been installed on three
of the elevators a most ingenious automatic device which cuts off the current
and thus prevents car from being moved
the instant any landing door is opened
one-sixteenth of an inch or more. This
device is rapidly being installed on all
the other cars. This device has been
worked out by C. M. Heany, chief engilargest percentage of accidents

elevators

is

most abused
machine used for locomotion, as it must
make more starts and stops per car mile
than any other form of carrier. The

neer in the office of the superintendent of

elevator in the average office building

ilar

more passengers each day than its
horizontal competitors and has less acci-

no supervision to keep

dents.
The speed of elevators will average from four to eight hundred feet per

the instant

ally,

the elevator

is

the

carries

minute and they can be brought to a
stop in from two to six feet without any
discomfort to passengers.

If street cars

were stopped as quickl}^ as this, passengers would certainly be shaken up, to say
the least.

The above

facts are

ply to show that

it is

possibility to stop

by him and
than one-fourth the
any known device, for which sim-

buildings,

cost of

installed

functions are claimed.

order

;

It requires

in perfect

working

automatically advises the engineer
it is

out of service, and

its

maintenance for the year it has been installed on No. 2 car has not cost one
cent.
It

is

the aim of the

men whose pictures

are shown, and of the building manage-

ment, to give the best service they can,
consistent with what president Willard

brought out sim-

says

a mechanical im-

else" in

an elevator weighing

and was

his assistants at less

is

SAFETY!

desired
all

our

''above

everj^thing

operations,

namely,

Some

Don'ts for the Clerks
By
In

DunH
are they

R. L.

White

"Railway Age Gazette'

throw the pins away when you clear up your desk.
have the sharp point and can be used again.

Chances

still

Dont

throw the letterhead and blind copies in the waste basket
made an error in date or salutation. Tear the good bottom
it makes admirable paper to "figger" on.

because you
portion off;

Don't sharpen the next pencil as you would whittle a stick. There
Watch the man who makes the pretty
point on the pencil.
is

a difference between the two.

DonH
when

use a large envelope for mailing the next man's mail to him
medium size would suffice. A suit of clothes costs more

small or

than a pair of trousers.

Dont

ever use more than one envelope for one time of mailing to
It takes you just as long to address the extra envelope or
envelopes as it would to get all mail together. Think of the mail clerk,

one party.

the train baggageman and the man who opens two or more envelopes
when one would have sufficed.
Don't throw the rubber bands on the floor. Bands cost one rail-

road in this country fifty thousand dollars a year.
high cost of rubber bands buy one box.

you doubt the

If

Don't throw the pencil away because it is half used up.
lengthener can be used and permits usage to the last inch.

A

pencil

DonH throw carbon paper away until it has "served full time."
Don't leave carbon paper on top of your typewriter to be blown to the
floor by the janitor's broom.
Don't use the printed letterheads or printed forms for scratch paper.
Scratch paper is far cheaper.
Printed forms require a printer to feed
them to the printing press.
Don't throw away the top sheet
times

it is

Don't
letters.

of the writing paper pad.

Often-

not the least bit soiled.
fail

It is

to count your needs before printing mimeograph circular
wasted energy and waste of paper to print more copies

than you really need.
it

Dont throw away your old
can oftentimes be used again.

file

records without recovering the

Don't fail to turn off the electric fan when you leave
motor wears out the same as you do.

Dont
home

fail

to turn out the lights,

where proper

to

do

at night.

so,

file;

The

before going

at night.

07
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Rule

an

99

VERY

few days the Magazine
a contribution from
some railroad man who is a
strong supporter of Rule ''G."
We welcome any illuminating data on
this important and absorbing subject,
and the management is glad to have
the employes say that they believe the
office receives

rule

is

for their

own and

the Company's

best interests.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has
been one of the staunchest believers in the
harmful effects of alcoholic indulgence
among its employes. As a matter of fact
there are scarcely any intelligent men today who believe that the drinking of alcoholic beverages in

any form

is

beneficial.

Charles Kuntz, carpenter at Lorain,
Ohio, has sent in three contributions on
this subject.
The first is called, ''Which
Do You Buy?'' and is as follows:
''Employes of the Bessemer & Lake
Erie Railroad shops at Sharon, Pa., found
in their pay envelopes recently a slip
bearing pictures of a keg of beer and a
sack of flour with the query 'Which do
you buy?' The Company at the same
time warned all its employes that those
who continued drinking would be dismissed."
The second appears under the caption,

"Great Northern Demands Dry Towns,"
and reads as follows
"During the month of March the daily
papers carried dispatches to the effect

that the Great Northern Railroad had
notified the town of Garretson, South Dakota, that unless it voted out its saloons
and kept them out, the road would move
its division headquarters and shops to an
adjoining dry town. The company had
had considerable trouble with some of its
men because of the Garretson saloons and
gave the ultimatum that either the shops
or the saloons must go."

The third is even more sweeping in its
conclusiveness as to the antagonistic attitude of railroad officials toward the
drinking employe.
It
almost shuts
drinking men completely out of profitable
railroad service.
It says
"On the 27th of March, 1914, a sweeping order was issued by the United States
Steel Mills, covering the entire Mahoning
Valley, to the effect that hereafter all promotions of whatever character would be
made only from the ranks of those not
indulging in the use of intoxicating
liquors.
This order was signed by Thos.
the
McDonald,
of
superintendent
Youngstown district, and was approved
by A. C. Dinkey, president."
It was recently stated that during the
"Billy" Sunday campaign in Pittsburgh
the big industrial concerns in that vicinity actually figured that without additional expenditure on their part, the work
of their employes was worth over a
quarter of a million dollars more to the
company because Billy Sunday's stirring
addresses kept them away from the
saloons.

Opportunity in the Unexpected
The

George F. Baer, says the Wall
was almost the only big
railroad official of prominence who did
"Among the
not rise from the ranks.
late

Street Journal,

railroad officials who started in as either
station agent, ticket seller or telegraph
operator, there are to-day five chairmen
of boards of directors, eleven presidents,
sixteen vice-presidents, fourteen general

passenger agents, thirteen traffic managers, eight general managers, two assistants to railroad presidents, and seven
railroad superintendents.

—

The Song

Camp

of the

By Bayard Taylor

'Oivo us a song!'' the sokliors

\'oice after voice

cried,

trenches guard inji;,
Wlien the h(>ated guns of the camps
'1

Grew weary

Hose

like an anthem, rich and strong.
Their battle-eve confe.ssion.

iillied,

of boniharding.

The dark Re(h\n, in sih'nt scofT,
Lay grim and threatening under;
And the tawney mound of tlu^ MahikofT

No

longer helclied

Sing while

we

D(>ar

ma}', another

Washed

he dared not sj)eak,

ofT the stains of jxnvder.

Beyond the darkening ocean burned
The bloodv sunset's embers,
While the Crimean valleys learned

said,

day

How

Will bring enough of sorrow."

They lay along the battery's

gill, Ikm- nani(>

But as th(^ song grew lon<ler,
Something upon the soldier's cheek

its tliunder.

There was a pause. A guardsman
"We storm the forts tomorrow;

caught up the sonu,

Tntil its tender passion

lie ()ut(>r

English love remembers.

And once again a

side,

fire of hell

Ikdow the smoking cannon;
Iliave hearts from Severn and from Clyde,
And from the banks of Shannon.

Rained on the Russian cjuarters,
With scream of shot and burst of shell,
And bellowing of the mortars

They sang

And

!

of love and not of fame;
Forgot was Britain's glory:

Irish Nora's eyes are dim
For a singer dundj and gory;
And English Mary mourns for him
Who sang of "Annie Laurie."

Each heart recalled a difTerent name,
But all sang ''Annie Laurie."
Sleep, soldiers

!

still

in

honored rest

Your truth and valor weaiing:

The bravest are the tenderest,
The loving are the daring.

.....

Where do you place safety in relative importance among the ends
to be sought in the operation of a road^

MR. WILLARD'S

Q^^Uam^

ANSWER

0~\ THE
V-J

HIGHEST SAFETY RECORDS
FOR JULY, 1914
Trains
Total

liiTisions

Yards

Wellston

$7,838

lUinois

$12,859

7,477

Indianapolis

6,977

.

Toledo

6,871

Ccnnellsville.

6,374

Indiana

10,379

Shops and SlainteEngine nanee of
Way
Houses
$4,229

$13,644

5,986

* 19, 154

5,736
7,239

8,685
9,032

Shenandoah.

.

7,610

STATEMENT^OF WAGES PER INJURY.
JULY, 1914
Tnonrl

4,292
*26,143

Chicago Ter'I

New

Castle.

Ohio River.

.

15,114

.

12,245

10,281

Chicago

Indicates that these divisions did not have a
single case of personal injury in the class of service
*

specified.

SAFETY FIRST
We show
"hammer"

here, each month, on the
test, the five divisions mak-

ing the best showing in injuries, based
on wages paid, divided as between accidents occurring "In and around trains
and yards," "In and around shops and

engine-houses, " "Maintenance-of-Way"
Formerly we figured
and "Total."
the standing of each division on the
number ot employes, but, in many
ways this is unfair; for instance, if
work is slack practically the full number of names appears on the rolls but
the amount drawn is less; therefore, it
is evidently fairer to show the wages
earned per injury; then, if business falls
off the wages will do the same, and the
liability of injury is correspondingly
decreased. It is understood that the
amount of wage indicated is representative of one injury.

Trains and

Yards
Philadelphia. $ 3,635.00

Baltimore...

4,135.00

Cumberland.

4.210.00

Ih End
^'^""d

Shops and
Enginehouses

Maintenance of

Total

Way

$2,088.00 $ 5,211.00
1,280.00
4,585.00
1,299.00
3,112.00

$3,347.00
2,481.00
2,337.00

Shenandoah..

7,610.00

800.00

2,635.00

3,419.00

Monongah...
Wheeling
Ohio River..

4,520.00

4,292.00

6,223.00

4,705.00

4,872.00

2,084.00

3,989.00

3,523.00

4,140.00

1,872.00

12,245.00

3,230.00

Cleveland...

3,7C8.00

1,245.00

5,193.00

2,313.00

Newark

3,013.00

1,512.00

2,679.00

2,172.00

Connellsville.

8,685.00

4,170.00

5,262.00

6,374.00

Pittsburgh...

7,118.00

2,805.00

7,647.00

2,910.00

Newcastle..

7,103.00

2,234.00

15,114.00

4.793.00

.

Monongah

Abound

Divisions

Chicago.

.

.

4,479.00

1,773.00

10,281.00

3,024.00

ChicagoTer'l.

6,377.00

3,874.00 *26,143.00

7,285.00

Ohio
Indiana

7,282.00

958.00

6,633.00

2,562.00

9.032.00

2,513.00

4,984.00

5,637.00

Illinois

7,266.00

5,986.00*19,154.00

7,477.00

Toledo
5,233.00
Wellston.... 12,859.00

7,239.00

17,328.00

6,871.00

4,229.00

13,644.00

7.838.00

Indianapolis.. 10,379.00

5,736.00

6,089.00

6,977.00

Average....

2,067.00

6,015.00

3,530.00

*

.

.

.

5,212.00

Indicates no personal injuries.

Half Fare Fakes
Misrepresentations by which children
ride for half-fare after having passed the
age limit entitling them to travel in this
class, and free when half-fare should be
paid for them, are estimated to deprive
the American railroads of $1,250,000 a
year, which they are entitled to under
the law.

Railroad Efficiency

On

a tour of 3,500 miles traveled by
Mayor James H. Preston and party of
Baltimore business men and newspaper
correspondents recently, in the interest
of the National Star Spangled Banner
Centennial,

the efficiency of American

railroad service was shown by the fact that
the entire journey was made on schedule
The mayor of Baltimore and party
time.
traveled in a special car on regular trains,
visited twenty-two cities in sixteen states
of the Central West and South
twelve different railroads.

and used

^^BCLAJlv IMEieiO^
PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
On
J.

Aufj:ust 1st

the superintendent

W. Bramble, brakeman,

his alertness in discovering

dition on Baltimore

on June 28th,
same.

and

commended

of Philadelphia, for

an imperfect concar No. 133644

& Ohio

arranging

for

repair

of

D. D. Young, operator, West Jimction, Delaware, discovered an unsafe condition on extra

Xo. 4021 east on July 30th. His watchfulness
and quick action were called to the attention
of the superintendent, who ordered a credit
entry made on his service record.

On

July 20th, engineer

M. H. Toomey

train.

Brakeman

"I want to thank you for the excellent service
you rendered on the 11th inst., in taking train
Xo. 135 through to terminal on time, even
though your fireman was sick.

"You may be

sure that an action of this kind

appreciated and

I

am

in on ea.^tbound siding at Bay ViewAugust 18th, noticed an unsafe condition on the
rear wheel of rear truck on Baltimore & Ohio
car X'o. 125t)02. Mr. Trimpcr had train stopped,
which possibly prevented trouble.

Conductor H. Eckman, in looking over his
August 1st, while pulling into Mt. Clare
yard, discovered an unsafe condition, which he
had remedied before proceeding.
train on

foreman G. W. Fisher and
Lime Kiln, Md.,
discoverd a defect on P.M. car X'o. 32928 in
train 2nd X'o. 94, engine X'o. 4317. Signal was
given train crew on rear of train to stop. We
are glad to note that our track forces on the
Baltimore Division arc on the alert.

On July

sending a copy of this

Employment Bureau with a
quest that an entry be made on your record
letter to the

are very glad to give credit to the crew

No. 524, the "Royal
Limited," which leaves Washington at 3.00 p.
m., and makes a forty-four minute run to Baltimore. On July 7th, engineer J. Patton
brought the train through from Washington to
Baltimore without any coal being added to the
firebox, this performance indicating that fireman J. F. Baker had his fire in unusually fine
shape before leaving Washington. Engineer
Patton reports that he frequently makes this
run from Washington as far as Relay without
putting any coal in the firebox and that he and
his fireman are continually practicing economy.
X^'o.

5108, train

BALTIMORE DIVISION
On August

17th.

brakeman H. T. Rison. with

engine X'o. 4072, extra west, discovered an unsafe condition on westbound track. He prompt-

gang

16th, track

men on

of

Section 67,

CUMBERLAND DIVISION

re-

for

this meritorious service."

of engine

A. Trimpcr. with engine No. 4125,

while pulling

his

Allen:

We

ly signalled engineer to stop and notified trackmen, possibly preventing an accident to his owti

re-

ceived the following letter from superintendent

is

K.OIvI^

While extra Xo. 4197 west, conductor J. O.
Kelly and engineer W. King, with sixty-nine
empties, 1550 tons, was passing Oakland at 5.05
a. m., July 30th, third trick operator E. A.
Shaffer observed drop bottom down on wooden
hopper and chains dragging on fifth car from
rear and catching several boards on the platform at Oakland. Mr. Shaffer called to man
on caboose as it passed the office, but being uncertain that he was understood arranged to
Operator ShafTer
stop the train at Rinards.
has been commended for
his

action in the matter.

When asked

for his photo-

graph, he sent it promptly
to our correspondent and
said in part: "I wish you

would say
the

for

Employes

me

through

Magazine

that 'Eternal vigilance

the price of Safety.'

is

Let

e. a.

SH.\FKKU
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every employe consider himself a committee of
one and cooperate with every other employe in
furthering the Company's policy of 'Safety
First' and the nmnber of personal injuries and
preventable accidents will soon be reduced to a
minimum." Mr. Shaffer was again commended
by the superintendent for meritorious action on

August

23.

The accompanying photograph

is

of C.

L.

Huffman, who is employed as track walker,
and was commended for
meritorious service on
April 30th, 1914.

On

HUFFMAN

22nd,

water.

The

flagman

the cars of a freight standing on eastbound

He

called cr^w of

freight and advised

them

of condition of truck.

Operator E. O. Fouch,
Mt. Lake Park, has
been commended for
of

vice rendered on July 20th,

commendable because

it

it

Martins-

for efficient ser-

being

was out

all

the more

of his regular

This is the second time Mr.
of duty.
Bowers has rendered emergency service to the
Company, which is conclusive evidence of his

line

being very
I.

much on

the job.

E. Wild, car repair foreman,

commended

is

to be specially

performed
on August 20th. Mr. Wild is a wideawake employe and it affords the management great
for meritorious service

commend him

for his watchfulness.

SHENANDOAH DIVISION
On

fire was discoverd in a box car
No. 95 near Pleasant Valley, Va. The
train was stopped and the crew went to the
farm house of E. W. Hanger nearby and borrowed buckets, in which they carried water
from his well to put the fire out.
Mr. Hanger and his wife and children assisted
very materially by pumping water and helping
to carry it to the train, and he has been written
a letter and thanked for his kindness by the

July 23rd,

in train

superintendent.

meritorious service performed on July 19th. He

has been in the employ of
the Company since 1894.

of the car repair force,

commendation

1914,

starting back to protect
his train, noticed defective condition on one of
siding.

H. L. Bowers
burg, deserves

pleasure to

July

train No. 18 stopped at
the water tank just west
of Green Spring to take
C. L.

MARTINSBURG

MONONGAH
e. O.

FOUCH

DIVISION

On

July 31st, Mr. Burt Farley of Berryburg
discovered fire on bridge No. 2,
immediately got in touch with the agent at
Berryburg Junction, notified him, then went
back and put out the blaze. This action on

Junction

Raphael

Operator

Cockrell has been com-

mended

for

meritorious

performed
on
July 4th. Mr. Cockrell
is twenty-two years old
and entered the service
service

in 1912.

highly appreciated

OHIO RIVER DIVISION
17th, William Nibert, a colored man,
Huntington, W. Va., performed an act for
which he should be commended. A little girl,
by name Betty Gaujot, at Adams and First
Streets, was running in the middle of the tracks
toward yard engine, coming from West Huntington with a cut of cars; the negro seeing the
of

Operator H. R. Hood,
is located at Sleepy
Creek Tower, has been

who

by

is

ofl5cials.

On June

RAPHAEL COCKRELL

commended

the part of Mr. Farley

by the Company

the

service

per-

predicament in which the little girl was placed,
took a desperate chance, ran across the track

formed July 13th.

Mr.

in front of the

superintendent for meritorious

Hood

entered the service

in 1899.

moving train, carrying the little
the track and saving her life as well as
risking his own.
girl off

H. R.

HOOD
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On the morning of July 24th, at 2.30 a. m.,
Miss Maggie Stewart, who lives on west side of
Sandy Summit, near bridge No. 3G, discovered
that the structure was on fire. She was awakened by a crackling noise and thought that it
was cattle breaking into her corn field. She
immediately investigated, found that bridge
was on fire, ran over to it and made an effort to
put out the fire with Ijuckets and water at hand.
Being unsuccessful, she ran back to her house
and phoned to section foreman Blake, who
After calling Mr. Blake
lived five miles away.
she went to a neighbor's
house about one-half mile
away, called out a Mr.
Say re and both of them
came back to the bridge
and fought the fire until
the arrival of foreman
Blake and his men.
Had ^liss Stewart not
discoverd this fire, it
I. MATHEXV
(See page 76 August issue)
would have caused a

H

serious accident to train

which arrived at bridge No. 36 about ten m'.nutes after she saw blaze. Miss Stewart flagged
the train and possibly saved the lives of some
on a 2-1-82-100
grade and on a 12 degree curve, and the engineer
would not have been able to see blaze and stop
his train in time.
The bridge was badly damaged and had train gone on it, there is little
doubt but that engine and entire train would
have gone into the creek.
Miss Stewart lives alone on a farm at the
above place and is to be highly praised for her
meritorious service. She has been liberally
compensated by the management for her splendid interest and bravery. Mr. Saj-re is also to
be highly praised for his meritorious service.
of the crew, as bridge is located

CLEVELAND DIVISION
W. G. Saxton,
more

&

commended

be

joint operator for the Balti-

Ohio and Big Four at Grafton,

O., is to

for meri-

on August 10th. He has
been written an appro-

by

11th,

and

ness.

On August 5th while working on yard engine
No. 2270, and shoving train out of yard, on arrival at Benton, engineer Wm. Exton and fireman J. E. Eckels discovered fence, cattle guard
and two telegraph poles on fire. They stopped
and put fire out without serious damage and are
to be commended for their watchfulness and
action.

On August 8th, engineer
man H. Thesing, while

all w^heels sliding

B. Gillen and

fire-

on the main
near Lorain car
shops, noticed Virginian
stock car No. 81615 in
the old caboose track
with roof on fire. They

switching
track

stopped their engine and
with water
and
jug
bucket put out the blaze,
thereby preventing a

B.

They

serious conflagration.

GlLLh.N

are heartily com-

mended.

On August 17th, while Edgar and Donald
Campbell, sons of conductor J. E. Campbell,
were visiting their grandparents at Sterling,
Ohio, they had occasion to cross our tracks at
that point, and noticed cattle guard and tie on
fire.

17th.

train

bar to air cylinder stick-

empty wood

hopper on No. 11 track west, Tenth Avenue
Yard, on fire. They immediately got back on
the engine, ran it alongside, and put the fire
out, without doubt saving the car.
They are
to be commended for their action and watchful-

They returned

the

to

for meritorious service

Mr.

capacit)' of

No. 92 was delayed near
Brooklvn, due to plunger
ing,

at close of the day's work, noticed

home

of

their

Brakcman D. Robinson

superin-

tendent Lechlider.

On August

On August 2nd, engineer Wm. Exton and fireman J. E. Eckels, when getting off their engine

grandparents, sccuied water and put the fire
Superintendent Lechlider has written
out.
them am appropriate letter.

torious service performed

priate letter

on Baltimore & Ohio No. 46070, empty gondola.
Operator E. N. Holcome noticed wheels on this
car sliding when it was pulling by him. He
notified the crew, who set car out, thus preventing considerable delay to fast freight train.

is to be commended
performed on August

Robinson was employed in the
brakcman in ISSl and has been

continuously in the service since that time.
A. K. SIXGI.ETAHV
(:See page 77 Jul j- issue)

Brakcman G.

is to be commended
performed on August

E. Alcox

for meritorious service
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Mr. Alcox was emploj^ed as brakeman
and was promoted to freight

17th.

in October, 1907,

conductor in January, 1913.

pany on September 10th, 1906. Previous to that
time he was employed in the capacity of carpenter. He has been commended by the
superintendent.

C. G. Skelton, superintendent of the Peacock
Mine on our Magnolia Branch, is to be commended for meritorious service performed on

He

August 25th.
priate letter

has been written an appro-

by superintendent Lechlider.

Section foreman M. Guido is to be comfor meritorious service performed on

mended

August 27th.

Mr. Guido

was employed

as

sectionhand in 1904, was promoted to foreman in 1905, and has served in this capacity
ever since.

On August 21st, engineer L. H. Eddy on train
No. 27 at Lester, noticing smoke coming from
bridge on ''Wye," stopped, found it just commencing to blaze, and put the fire out. He is
to be commended for his watchfulness and
action in this case. Mr. Eddy is one of our
oldest engineers, having been employed as fire-

man

Operator W. H. Boyer, of Smithfield, Pa., on
June 15th, discovered the bridge on Weaver Siding on fire, secured buckets and succeeded in
extinguishing the blaze before any serious damage resulted. Mr. Boyer first entered the service of the Company on September 1st, JL895, at
Connellsville, Pa., in the capacity of clerk and
warehouseman, since which time he has been

employed in various capacities in station service
and also in the telegraph department. He has
been written a letter of commendation by the
superintendent.

On June 26th, brakeman W. E. Meyers of
UniontowTi performed a meritorious act, for
which he is to be commended. Mr. Myers has
been continually in the service in this capacity
since

November

He

24th, 1913.

has been writ-

ten a letter of commendation.

November

in

in 1873,

1872, promoted to engineer
and to passenger engineer in 1880.

Willmot is to be commended
performed on August
2nd. Mr. Willmot entered the service in 1889
as freight brakeman, was promoted to freight
conductor in 1892, and to passenger conductor
in 1905, which position he has held since that
Conductor B.

S.

for meritorious service

Brakeman C. W. Bush, of Connellsville, Pa.,
performed a meritorious act in Connellsville
yard, July 13th, for which he is to be commended. Mr, Bush has been continually in the
service in the capacity of

tember
letter of

18th,

1910.

He

brakeman since Sephas been written a

commendation.

time.

NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

On August

discovered and took the proper measures to cor-

3rd, engineer James McEUigott,
charge of the Akron flyer, eng'ne No. 4077,
at Warwick, noticed an unsafe condition which
he immediately reported. He has been written
a commendatory letter by the superintendent
Mr.
for his watchfulness and prompt report.
McEUigott has been in the Company's service

rect trouble in a train using the eastbound

since 1876.

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
On May

29th,

brakeman

J.

F. Baer, of pas-

senger train west No. 49, engine No. 1338, performed a meritorious act at Williams, Pa. He

He

has been written a letter of commendation and proper entry has been made on
track.

his service record.

Brakeman H.

S.

On August
third

Egolf

is

to be

commended

Brackens Curve, June
has been continually in the service
since August 20th, 1912, and has been written

He

a letter of commendation.

noticed

Falls,

an unsafe

Ohio,
con-

dition in train of extra east

No. 4145 passing the tower,
and stopped the train.
Mr. Gary is deserving
of

Brakeman H. W. Critchfield is to be commended for a meritorious act on June 14th. Mr.
Critchfield last entered the service of the Com-

3rd, 1914, operator F. E. Gary,

trick operator at

Newton

for a meritorious act at

10th.

in

credit for his obser-

vance and prompt action,
and appropriate entry has
been made on his record.

f. E.

GARY
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CHICAGO TERMINAL

I

MI'Lu^lS MACA/IM-

On June

On

about lU.UO a.
m.. the crew of engine No. G7 were surprised by
a kisty yell from \V. A. Welsh, conductor, who
had discovered a freight car on fire about
twelve car lengths from the east end of the
Robey Street yard on track Xo. 1.
With -the cool decisiveness gained through a
the murniup; of July

27tli,

long railroad

Welsh

AFr.

ately

way

issued

his coolness,

the loss of the contents of the car

and

prevented,

record.

INDIANA DIVISION
On August 7th, engineer D. W. Mo.ses, in
charge of engine on train X'o. 18, di'scovered a
cattle guard on fire at crossing, just west of
Holton, Ind., stopped train and extinguished
the blaze.

was
the

Mr. Welsh has a
very good pair of
lungs and his voice
can be heard over the
rumble and rattle of
two trains going in
opposite

He

is

directions.

the kind, of

man

always on the alert to prevent damage
to either life or property and ready to give
prompt assistance and advice.
The accompanying photograph of Mr. Welsh
He and his ''jimmy
is a splendid likeness.
pipe'' (which he is holding in his left hand)
have been inseparable companions for many

Car inspector Joe Clark
for a meritorious act

is

to be

commended

performed at Flora,

III.,

July 12th, 1914.

Conductor C. B. Eddings, engineer A. Flagg
and brakeman F. A. Phillips, are to be commended for a meritorious act performed at Odin,
111.,

July 11th, 1914.

TOLEDO DIVISION
The

following employes have been written a

personal letter by the superintendent for their

meritorious acts:

W.

OHIO DIVISION
July 21st, A. B. Himes, assistant engineer,

repairman

were
testing the locks
and
blocks between CozadPrinn

first

rails.

It

noticed

by

brakeman, his observance
Mr. Deitler entered service Jul}'
as freight brakeman.
Deitler,

5th, 1912,

C. C. Hutchinson, brakeman, his meritorious
Mr. Hutchinson entered service

act July 27th.
as freight

dale andO'Bannon, Ohio:
Mr. Alice's motor car
was used and in going
from Hills to O'Bannoii
a short time before Xo.
4 was due, a very unsafe
condition was discovered

one of the

F.

August 14th.

inspector Motry, signal supervisor Alloc and

was

ILLINOIS DIVISION

is

years.

in

train Xo. 88,

who stopped and remedied the trouble. A commendatory notice was made on brakeman Burns"

damage was reduced
to a minimum.

WKLPH

«k I.

instruc-

of

and by

T.

I).

boarded caboose and notified the crew,

dition,

career,

handling the
car to the water tank

On

while train Xo. 51 was in the

brakeman C. R. Burns, noticed an unsafe con-

immedi-

tions as to the proper

w ho

2*Jth,

siding at Keystone, /or

C.
10th.

J.

brakeman

May 6th,

1912.

Sullivan, operator, for his act August

Mr. Sullivan entered service as operator

June 16th, 1910.
J.

tion

A. E. Buhrow, operator, for his observa-

August 10th,

1914.

Mr. Buhrow entered

service October 20th, 1913.

BERTH AM

repairman Prinn. The section gang was
and the condition was remedied.

PHI XX

c:

J. C. Card, operator, for his meritorious act
June 28th. Mr. Card entered service December 4th. 1913, as operator and was commended
on June 20th, for a previous meritorious act.

IH^
Though Many Nations are now Fighting Each Other
They All Stand Together in the Common Fight
Against Man's Greatest Enemy— Booze
Extracts from a Statement of Professor Irving Fisher of Yale University,

Before a Sub-Committee on Excise and Liquor Legislation.

Washington, D. C, Government Printing Office

FOUND

I

the

German Kaiser was encouraging the

— 1912

anti-alcohol

movement

in Germany, that he had spoken against alcohol, had given it up absolutely in his household, had selected the university to which to send
his sons, on the basis largely of the fact that that university had less
the fashion of beer drinking than any other university in Germany.
I found also the statistics of Germany, taken from the recent scientific

—
—

against alcohol I want to emphasize the word "scientific,"
because it is not the kind of an alcohol movement that we are accustomed
to think of in this country showed that there had been a striking diminution in the use of alcoholic beverages, including beer, in Germany. Concomitant with this there has been a decline in the death rate.
The reason Sweden has shown a greater improvement in mortalitj' in
later ages in life as well as earlier ages in life, is that they are fighting
alcoholic diseases as well as degenerative diseases.
Another most remarkable movement in mortality has been in the city
of London.
In John Burns' reply to my question as to what, in his opinion, has
caused this wonderful decline in the death rate of the city of London, he
gave a number of reasons, and among them, and emphasizing it more than
any other, was the reason in the decline in the consumption of alcohol,
He believes, and I believe that
especially among the working classes.
every unbiased student of the subject believes, that one of the very worst
enemies of the working classes, is alcohol. It not only is an enemy of
health, but it is an enemy to thrift and to economic well-being. These two
act and react on each other, because if you undermine the health, you take
away the earning power. Alcohol is one of the chief causes of tuberculosis.
That is to say, it is one of the chief predisposing conditions.
Every well-educated expert on tuberculosis, I think, agrees that that is
true.
A generation ago they would not have believed that whisky was not
a good thing for consumption, but now every well-educated expert in tuberIn that way it must
culosis believes that alcohol is a predisposing cause.
have caused a great effect in increasing consumption among the working
classes, where consumption is more predominant than in any other class,
and therefore responsible for a large amount of the death rate there and
the inability to work, because there is nothing that robs a workingman of
working power so much as tuberculosis. So on either end, IT INJURES

movement

THE HEALTH OF THE WORKMAN. BY INJURING HIS EARNINGS, IT INJURES BOTH HIS HEALTH AND HIS ECONOMIC

WELL-BEING.
I know that John Burns is right in the belief that the consumption of
alcohol has gone down in Great Britain, for only a month ago I believe
there was an elaborate article on the consumption of alcohol in Great
Britain published in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, the great
statistical journal of the world, and it shows a decline in the consumption
of alcohol in Great Britain, and in the city of London, and it has been very
striking, similar to the decline in Sweden, and has been coincident with
this great decline in the death rate.

— From Colorado Fuel and Iron Company Bulletin.
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GENERAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

E. R. ScoviLLE, Transportation Department, Acting Chairman

John Hair, ^Motive Power Department
W. McC. Bond, Maintenance of Way Dep't

T. Campbell, Stations and Traffic
Dr. E. M. Parlett, Relief Dep't, Sanitation

J.

B. C. Craig, Safety Appliances

Advisory Committee
A.

Hunter Boyd, Law Department
Dr.

J.

F.

J. W. Coon, Operating Department
Tearney, Relief Department

GENERAL OFFICES, BALTIMORE
AUDITOR PASSENGER RECEIPTS
Frank DeS. McCarthy

of this office

and Miss

Ethel AL Ludwig, of 707 East Preston Street,
Baltimore, were married on June 24th. They
spent their honej'moon in Boston. "Mask," as
he is better kno\\'n among his fellow clerks, has
the best wishes of the office. Mr. and Mrs. McCarthy were presented with a leather couch by
his fellow employes.

Our fellow clerk, George Huber. after erecting an attractive residence for his bride, was
married to Miss Mary C. Naughton, of 1112
West Lombard Street, Baltimore, on June 24th.
Their home is located at Quick Avenue, Raspeburg, Baltimore County. George has planted a
number of fruit trees at his suburban home and
expects a bumper cherry crop in the future. His
friends in the office presented the bride and
groom with a very fine dinner set.

Reuben M. Billmeyer has the suburban fever
and wants plenty of space to spread himself
after office hours, and it would not be surprising
to see him located in the Midway City (Laurel,
Md.), before

many

days.

Harry F. Batchler, employed for a number of
years as a clerk in this department, and recentlj'
transferred to the ticket office at Camden Station, died at the home of relatives in Wilmington, Del., August 7th. 1914.
Mr. Batchler left
Baltimore to go to Wilmington as it was thought
the change of air would benefit him. He was
buried from hi.-^ former home, 1241 William
Street,

August 10th.

AUDITOR COAL AND COKE RECEIPTS
The stork presented recently to H. I. Bunn,
one of our fellow clerk.«; and wife, a bouncing
babv bov. Harry wore a smile that made it
difficult 'to see his ears.
Must be "Some
Bunny."
77
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L. N. Williams of the rate department, with
his wife, will take a trip to his old home at
Paducah, Ky., on his vacation, and will stop at
St. Louis to visit friends and relatives on his

way home.
W. R. Johnson and wife
days at Ocean City, Md.

recently spent a few

Mr. Kennedy has been associated with Mr. Hess
ever since he entered the Relief Department.

When asked

his views on the scope of the

Department work and the possibilities
of making its service even more effective for the
employes of the Company, Mr. Kennedy said
that the dominating purpose of all his work has
always been and will continue to be to interest
Relief

as many of our men as possible in the advantages of owning their own homes. He is pushing this work harder than ever now and the results have been gratifying.
Mr. Kennedy is a
hard worker, progressive, always glad to adopt
suggestions and innovations which appear to
him to be for the good of the service. It is
hard not to catch the enthusiasm which Mr.
Kennedy has for the Relief Department work.
He is always talking it to his fellow employes
and the spirit which he puts into it is quite
convincing.

NEW YORK

DIVISION

W. Nelson, Correspondent
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F.

J. J.

Bayer

Agent, 26th Street
Agent, Pier 7
Agent, Pier 21, East River
Agent, St. George
Foreman, Pier 22

A. L. MiCKELSEN
T. Gorman

J.

E. W.

Evans

Albert Oswald

Marine Department
Edw. Salisbury
Edw. Sparks
E. G. Clark

Assistant Terminal Agent

Marine Engineer
Master of Marine

Barges
NiEL Gadeberg

Barge Captain
Barge Captain

Henry Bull
Repairs in General

Master Carpenter

John Johns
Nicholas Johnson
Sanitation

W. B. Biggs

Agent, Pier 22

Personal Injury

WILLIAM M.

On

KENNEDY

July 1st, William M. Kennedy was made
assistant superintendent of the Relief Department.
Mr. Kennedy was born in Edinburgh,
Scotland, June 16th, 1882, and was brought to
this country by his parents soon afterward.
He attended the public schools of Baltimore,
spending three years at Baltimore City College.
Since then he has studied continually in Y. M.
C. A. classes and in other courses available for
business men. Mr. Kennedy is a firm believer in the advantages offered to the young
business man by systematic outside study.
In December, 1900, Mr. Kennedy entered the
freight claim department of the Baltimore &
Ohio and was transferred to the foreign freight
department shortly afterward. In 1901 he entered the general freight department, and in
1902 became secretary to the division engineer
at Pittsburgh. He held this position until
forced to return to Baltimore on account of a
severe attack of typhoid pneumonia. After a
long siege, upon his final recovery, he was offered
a position in the Relief Department by the late
Mr. Hess, to whose position he now succeeds.

E. W. Evans
T. Gorman
Edw. Salisbury

Agent, St. George
Agent, Pier 21, East River

J.

Assistant Terminal Agent

Loss and

Damage

A. L. MicKELSEN

Albert Oswald
Michael Degnon

Agent, Pier 7

Foreman, Pier 22
Foreman, 26th Street

Safety Appliances

Bayer
Edw. Sheehy
Albert Oswald
J. J.

Agent, 26th Street
Foreman, Pier 7
Foreman, Pier 22

H. M. Blakeman, chief clerk of the westbound
department, enjoyed his vacation with friends
at Boston, Mass.

BertLaMonde, abstract clerk of the cashier's
department, has obtained transportation to
Wheeling, W. Va., and return. It is believed
that he will get off the train and look over the
station and return on the following train to
Bayonne, N. J. Bert likes to travel, but never
gets far away from the station for fear of getting
lost.

William Olsen, chief accountant, will leave
next week for Chicago, 111., to visit his old side
partner Mr. Tanner, who is now cashier at
Chicago. He will also meet his family, who are
spending their vacation in Iowa, and will return
with Bill the latter part of August.
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Anthony Massimino, statement clerk in the
accounting dopartmont. is contemphiting taking
He spends his
the j)hinge into matrimony.
dinner hours and otlier sp:ire moments sending
out wedding invitations, getting out licenses
and doing numerous other things which it seems
a man is called upon to perform at this stage of
the game.
Mr. Whalen, cashier's clerk, has returned from
his honeymoon at Niagara Falls and Cedar
Point, O.
It was always thought that Whalen

was a confirmed bachelor, and

it

was

cjuite

surprise to all of us to see him get married.
wish him the best of luck.

a

We

Our charming telephone operator, Miss Sue
Smith, has returned from her vacation of two
weeks in the Catskill Mountains, and looks as
though she had a very pleasant time.
Miss

Ellis,

our other charming telephone op-

erator, spent her vacation at Boston, Mass.

Mr. Kavanaugh, chief clerk, is very much
worried at the present time on account of his
mother and sister being abroad. Owing to the
war they are experiencing considerable difficulty
in obtaining transportation facilities back to
America. It is hoped, however, that they will
arrive here safely within a short time.

Mr. Bausmith and family spent their vaca-

W. Va. He is never
the beautiful scenery and
fine fishing which is to be had at the Ferry. On
his return Mr. Bausmith was induced to take a
chance on a solid gold watch and was fortunate
enough to pull the number which won it. The
timepiece is a beautiful one and Mr. Bausmith
is congratulated on his good fortime.
tion at Harpers Ferry,

through telling

of

Sam Moss, assistant rate clerk, has just returned from his vacation at Niagara Falls.
This resort seems to be the favorite with all
of the boys in the office, as most of them are
spending their vacations or honeymoons at this
very popular mccca.
The second aimual outing and games

of the

clerks at Pier 22 and St. George, was held on
Sunday, August 2nd. The boys were taken on
board the Company's steam lighter Potomac
for a delightful two hours' sail up the river to
Uuer's Cirove. Whitestone, L. I. Professor
Winter's band of ten pieces added to the delights of the sail.
first time in many weeks the weather
unusually kind, for the day was ideal,
and the skies smiled from the minute of departure until the last man was safely home.
There
was an attendance of nearly two hundred, each
one of whom was out for pleasure and excitement, and bound to get the full worth of the
day. Upon disembarking at the Grove the
party, in formation of their respective departments, marched to the dining room, where they
were served with a sumptuous breakfast.

For the

man was

79

When the inner man had been satisfied, the
accompanying photograph was taken of the
group. Tlien came the ball game, St. George
vs. Pier 22.
Both teams were cheered enthuwhen they appeared on the field
during a preliminary practice that was snappy
and full of "pep."
The game was called at 1.15 p. m. by agent
Biggs; the first ball being thrown to the pitcher
by cashier Bausmith and they were off.
Line-up of players: Pier 22. Lynch, 3rd
l)ase; Wunner, 1st base, .Massimino, catcher;
Scheck, 2n(l base; Magnor, short stop; Dunn,
left field; Mc Roberts, center field;
Bradley,
right field; McKernan, pitcher.
St. George. Levy. 3rd base; Lewis, 1st base; Sandusky,
catcher; R. Titus. 2nd base; I. Titus, short
stop; McCullum. left field; Dwyer. center field;
Seigel, right field; Nolan, pitcher.
Pitcher McKernan led ofT by striking out the
first man to face him but was then stung for a
clean single on the first ball pitched. Levy
stole second, but could have saved himself the
trouble as Lewis walked; on a well executed
double steal both men were safe, V)Ut had to
anchor on the bags while Nolan was out on a
line drive to McKernan.
Sandusky then drove
out a Texas Leaguer and both men scored st anding up, Sandusky pulling up at second, but died
there, the side being retired by Rube Titus

siastically

—

fann'ng.
Pier 22 came up for their iiming fighting mad.
Lynch stinging the first ball pitched for a clean
single.
Wunner followed with single over
second base, Ljnich taking third. Massamino
was out on an infield fly; Scheck drove one out
which looked good for two bases; Lynch then

pulled a bone that outrivaled Charley Van
Loan's noted Bonehead Barry Play of "stealing
third with the bases full." Anchoring on third
until the ball had struck mother earth in center
field, he started for home on a jog. Even at that
he could have reached home with lots to spare,
but when about twenty feet from the plate. :uk1
while the ball was being relayed, for some unaccountable reason he changed his mind and
started back to third; Scheck by that time had
reached second, and Wumier was close behind
Lj-nch making for home; again Lynch changed
his mind and started for home in a trance, the
ball reaching the catcher before him for an easy
put; Wunner without a chance of getting home
started back to third and was caught; thus retiring the side, and the chance of scoring two
sure runs with a man on second, and one out,
was spoiled. Lynch afterwards explained his
play by saying his mind was on the breakfast
he had eaten, and he was trying to imagine the
dinner that was to follow. P'or three innings
neither team scored, although both had chances
with runners on third base but the pitching was
too effective. In the fifth, Pier 22 came into
their own, and scored four runs, every man on
the side getting a chance at bat. They increased their lead in the sixth and seventh by
two runs apiece. St. George failed to score
any additional runs up to the ninth stanza.
Then they fell on McKernan, who weakened a
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so
trifle,

and the rally was helped along by the
team who, through overconfidence,

entire Pier 22

had relaxed. When they pulled themselves together, St. George had scored five runs, putting
them just one tally behind. The strain was
intense on both players and spectators. The
bases were full with two out, and Irving Titus
There were three balls and two strikes
f.t bat.
jn the batter, when he hit to McKernan, who
threw to Wunner and the side was retired, and
the ''jig" was up. Some game. Score, Pier
22, 8; St. George 7.
After the ball

game came the

field

games,

which were managed strictly in accordance with
A. A. U. rules. The shoe race was first and was
won by Harrigan of St. George.
The one mile walking match was taken by W.
Rohne, C. Bull, second, both of Produce Ex-

three inches, Scheck second with nineteen feet
one and one-half inches.
The three legged race was won by C. Bull

and W. Rohne, who were disqualified, however,
for crossing the finish with a loose laiee strap,
the prize going to Hoagland and Johnson of the
lighter Antietam, \>7ho finished second.
The one mile relay race, comprised of picked

teams from Pier 22, St. George, Broadway
offices and towboat men, was won by the Broadway boys in the fast time of four minutes and
thirty-three seconds.
W. Honan, W. Rohne,
C. Bull and F. A. Rohne composed the winning
team.

Then came the event
which was won

of the day, the fat man's
in fast time by W. B.
Biggs, agent at Pier 22, who in his younger
days was an amateur athlete of no mean ability.

race,

ABOUT TWO HUNDRED MEN ATTENDED THE SECOND ANNUAL OUTING OF THF
NEW YORK AND STATEN ISLAND EMPLOYES
change; winner's time, seven minutes twenty-

and two-fifth seconds.
The 100 yard dash was run in four heats, two
semi-finals and a final.
A. Scheck, W. Lynch,
W. Hoonan and R. Titus qualifying for semifinals, which were won by A. Scheck of Pier 22,
and R. Titus of St. George. Then came the
final, and never was there a prettier race seen

five

by the spectators either in the professional or
amateur ranks. The boys ran shoulder to
shoulder to the tape, the judges contending that
it was a dead heat, and ruled that it be run over.
Both men were tired and refused to run, but
agreed to toss a coin for first and second prizes,
the toss being won by A. Scheck. The time of
the dash was ten and one-fifth seconds.
The running broad jump was fought out by
the same men, Titus winning with nineteen feet

Mr. Evans, our smiling agent at St. George, was
unfortunate enough to fall fifty yards from
the finish, and sustained a lacerated right
hand.
After romping aroimd for some time, the
party entered the dining room and was served
with an excellent shore dinner, and then returned to the Potomac for a moonlight trip
down the river and home. All agreed that they
had had a most enjoyable day and would look
forward to the next year's outing with keen
anticipation.

A word of praise and thanks is due the committee for their efforts in making the affair
such a huge success and the boys collectively
take this way of thanking the management and
assuring them of their appreciation for the use
of the lighter Potomac.
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'riic arcoiMpauyin^ plioto^rapli .shows one of
our passeiipor train crews starting to "go up in
From left to r'ght they are. brakethe air."
man H. R(>.'<('n<iale, eonductor M. VI. Corson,

brakeman Win. Dwver

an<l

brakeman

E.

Mc-

Carthy.

MAID OF PERTH

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT RAILWAY COMPANY
Correspondent. R. Guoeling, Chief Clerk
Clifton, S.

Secretary. C.

George,

St.

I.

M. Davis, Chief

Clerk

S. I.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
F. C.
H. F.

Trainmaster. Chairman

SvzE

Assistant Trainmaster, \'ice-Chairman

Kelly
W. B. Redgrave
J. S.

Sheafe

A. CoNLEY
J. B. Sharp

Dr.

F.

De Revere

Capt.un J. H. Lamberson
Captain C. H. Kohler

Kexney
W. L. Dryden

.

.

>iiiK'rintendent of Ferries

Legal Department
Supervisor of Signals

\V. J.

Alley
Johns
H. E. Smith
H. W. Miller

Engineer Maintenance of \\a.\
Master Mechanic
Rond Foreman of Engines
Coal Agent
Physician and Surgeon
Captain of Police

Supervbor

F].

of

Track

Master Carpenter, M. of W. Department
General Foreman Passenger Department
General Foreman Freight Car Department
Assistant Freight Car Foreman
P. Helt
Supervisor of Station Service
F. Peterson
General Yardmaster
M. O'Hearn
Division Operator and Chief Train
S. G. EiLENBERGER
Dispatcher

FOREMAN CAR CLEANER. WM. NEIDERHAUSER AND WIPERS GOSS AND CILLEN. AT ST. GEORGE TERMINAL

J.

.

.

•.

.

H. L.\WRENCE
T. C. Gambrall
D. A. McLaughun

M

.

.

.

Draughtsman, Marine Department
Agcnt-Yardmaster, Arlington
.Agent-Yardmaster, Cranford Junct.

Shop Foreman

Hefftner

R. H. T.vxTER
R. E. Collins
F. E. HoRAN
\. RoMiNG
L.

.

Miss Madeline Smith, chief telephone operaa well deserved vacation at Middletown. X. Y.
Miss Catherine Fox filled her place while she
was on her vacation.
tor, spent

Freight Conductor
Passenger Conductor
Locomotive Engineer

Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman

Maqee...

TRAIN

No.

24

-CONDUCTOR
IN

P.

STRYIvER

CHARGE

Conductor Roy E. Collins and C. M. Davis,
chief clerk to trainmaster, took a trip to Montana. They have many interesting tales to tell.

OPER-\TING THE L.\TEST TRANSPOR-

TATION VEHICLE

Jack Langford. yard clerk, acted a.s chief
to trainmaster while Mr. Davis was
away.

clerk
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John Gibb, assistant night yardmaster, spent a
pleasant vacation with his family.
''John" has
five fine boys of whom he is very proud.

Frank Hanlon spent a month's vacation at
Lake George and Haines Falls.

Harry E. Smith, general foreman carpenter,
spent his vacation with Mrs. Smith at Lake
Placid, N.

Y.

Joseph Bedell, machinist, and wife spent their
vacation at Cortlandt, N. Y.
Lester Adams, boilermaker, took a trip to
Scranton, Pa.

Engineer John Hanlon spent his vacation at
Syracuse, N. Y.

The accompanying picture is of the son of
trainman C. H. Bardes. Mr. Bardes entered
the service January 1st, 1890.

JOHN

MAHONEY

J.

who designed the border for
the table of contents page in this issue

Our Staten Island

Artist,

Conductor J. Sullivan spent a month's vaca"Poppy
at Keyport by the seashore.

tion

don't like to

work

in the

warm weather."

Conductor Wm. McAndrews spent a few days'
vacation with his father at Scranton, Pa.

M. O'Hearn, general yardmaster, made a
tour through the yards at Brunswick, Cumberland, Martinsburg and Eastside. He had a very
pleasant trip and gained much knowledge of the
operations of the various yards on the Main Line.
F. August, formerly in the employ as conducGeorge recently. He looks well
and all the boys were glad to see him.
tor, visited St.

SON OF TRAINMAN

in

C. H.

BARDES

Engineer Charles Wynans, Sr., and wife, put
a few days at Elmira, N. Y.
J.

Durkin, car repairer, rested at Utica, N. Y.

Harry Appleton and wife reveled
at Point Pleasant, N.

in the surf

J.

N. Calcutta, laborer, made a trip to Syracuse,
N. Y.
J. Dooling, machinist, and family had a very
pleasant outing at Maybrook, N. Y.

Owen Boylan, engineer, took a trip to the
Capitol City.
H. W. Wheeler, general freight car foreman,
and family spent a pleasant vacation at Wheel-

BRAKEMAN BRADY AND WIFE ON THEIR
HONEYMOON
Mrs.

Brady was formerly Miss Birmingham, agent at

New

Brighton

ing,

W. Va.

Peter Schuler, operator at McMyler Coal
Dumper, and family journeyed down the Sound
to Islip, L.

I.
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August

Pa., will be sorry to liear of his death,
19th, from tuberculosis.

On July 25th, X.O.Clark was appointed

aseistfreight agent at East Side, vice E. T. Seibert,
who returns to the telegraph department.
tuit

BALTIMORE DIVISION
\V. II. Schide, Baltimore
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Correspondent,
O.
C.
T.
E.
G.

P

DIVISIOX LOCAL FRFJCIIT EXCIXE Xo

A.

Ijoft

28.

Conductor H. Morrow. Trainmen Geo.

to right:

Quirk, William Slattery, Conductor T. Meyor.s,

Trainman

Brady and Engineer

J.

J.

O'Brien

H. HoBB.s
A. Mewshaw
E. Stacey
K. Smith

H. WiNSLow
Dr. E. H. Mathers
Dr. J, A. ItoBB
R. B. Banks
P. Kavana(;h

J.

E. C. Shipley
E. E. HuRLorK

H.

S.

Chairnum
Vicc'-Chairniiui

Secretary. Y. M. C. A., Riverside
Secretary, Y. .M. C. A., Brunswick
Secretary, Y. M. C. \., Wash. Term.

Medical Examiner, Camden
Medical Exjiminer. Washington
Division Claim Agent, Baltimore, Md.
Assistant Superintendent, Camden
Road Foreman of Engines, Riverside
Division Operator, Camden
Relief Agent Hanover
Yard Conductor, Curtis Bay
Yard Conductor, Ix)CU8t Point
Yard Conductor, Camden

Wilson

,

B. Parks
E. RiDBR
H. T. Steinfelt

J.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION
Correspondent,

C. Richardson, Chief Clerk
Philadelphia

J.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. Allen
T. K. HoDDiNOTT

I'.

\V.

Superintendent,

Chdkch

H. M.

T. B. Franklin
\Vm. Sinnott

Terminal Agent
Master Mechanic
Chief Train Dispatcher
Division Claim Agent
Medical Examiner

H. K. Hartman
H. Lamb

F.

Dr. C.
S.

Pence

VV.

M. Hot

Assistiint

T. E. Thomas
S. B. Keller
W. F. Gatchell

Signal Supervisor
Relief Agent

Wm. CHAP.MAN
I. Daley
George Gknner

Truck Packer
Car Inspector
Machinist

L N. Lucas

Road Engineer
Yard Engineer
Road Fireman
Yard Fireman
Yard Conductor
Yard Conductor
Road Conductor

W. S. Chambers
W. M. Gabler
W. T. Church
G. a. Goslin
O. R.

Mount

M. Chrishe

R. W. Dill

Operator
Freight Agent
As.sistant Road Foreman of Engines
Secretary
Supervisor, Havre de Grace, Md.

H. H. Carver
C. Basford
R. C. Acton
R. Malone

J.

J.

On August

Yardmaster

Master Carpenter

O.

J.

Chairman

Trainmaster. Vice-Chainnan
Division Engineer

1st,

H.

M

Church was appointed

division engineer, Philadelphia Division, vice
E. D. Jackson, transferred to staff of engineers

M.

of

W.

On August loth, A. E. Rhoads was appointed
assistant agent and assistant yardmaster Pier
62 and Jackson Street Coal Pier.

J.

Train Baggageiiuxn, Camden
Agent, I>ocust Point
Agent, Washington
Transfer Agent, Brunswick
Agent, Camden
Engineer, Riverside

G. H. Dicus
W. T. MooRE
D. M. Fisher
W. E. Shannon
A. M. KiNSTENDOUFF
J.
J.

J.
J.
J.

T. A. Deck
M. Schmidt.man
W. Si-MMONS
G. Kaidel
O. Jennings

W.
J.

J.

T.

W.

I.

Brakeman, Bay View
Fireman, Riverside

Yard Conductor, Mt. Clare

Knighton
Matthews
Trench

Division Engineer.
Supervisor,

A. G. Zepp
T. a. SiGAFOOSE
S. C. Tann-eu
J. KiRKP.\TRiCK
Wm. a. Keys
C. G. Edmonds
R. H. Williams, Jr

Geo.

J.

Master Carpenter, Camden
Master Mechanic. Riverside
Material Man, W.ashington
Painter Foreman, Riverside
Clerk, Bailey's

Car Inspector, Camden
Car Inspector, Camden
Car Inspector, Curtis Bay
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Locust Point
Car Inspector, Ix)CU9t Point
Airbrake Inspector, Bay View

Diamond

Machinist Brunswick
Brun.swick

C. W. C. Smith

,

Work Checker,

G. Paffenbkrger

W. O. WoRDEX

Car Repairman, Mt. Clare Junction

Spencer C. Sparrow, collection clerk in the
cashier's department of the local freight office,
has returned to his desk after an absence of one
week on a visit to relatives in Middletown Val-

Mr. Sparrow was accompanied by his son
ley.
Roy, age nine years. The accompanying photograph shows Roy mounted on his favorite horse.

On August loth, John Gross was appointed
captain of police, Philadelphia Division, vice
A. J. Harding, transferred.
The ticket agency at Upland, Pa., was closed
on August 1, 1914.
On August 1st, G. P. HofTman was appointed
general car foreman, East Side, Philadelphia,
Pa., vice C. T. Mandler, transferred.
On August 1st, C. T. Mandler was appointed
foreman car repairs, Pier 62, Philadelphia, vice
John

Xeill, transferred.

The many

friends of Joseph F. Coyne, clerk
office. Pier 22, Philadelphia,

terminal agent's

Camden
Camden

Track Foreman, Brunswick

W. H. Lehner
G. Kermig
A. L. HiRSHAUER
R. J. Doll
C. E. Davis
Ed. Keene

J.

Junction

Brakeman, Brunswick
Brakeman, Washington
Foreman, Washington

ROY

.«5PAin{()W
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H. Hart, spent a few days' vacation with
and returned very much

relatives in Virginia,
benefited.

Raymond Hardy and wife spent tlieir lioneymoon in New York. Raymond hixs just been
promoted to the cashier's department in Camden freight

some

office.

By

the way,

Raymond

is

vocalist.

F. G. Campbell, clerk in freight office at Camden Station, and wife recently visited friends in
Lenark. 111., on the C. M. & St. P. R. R. They
motored out to the Mississippi River and
stop|)ed at Chicago, where they took in the
stock 3'ards and other points of interest.

secretary to the agent at Camden Station, and his wife recently spent a weekend at Atlantic City.
C.

J. (Jillespie.

C. A. Ridgely, chief rate clerk of the Washington Freight House, will soon leave on his vacation for an extensive trip through the western
states.

H. E. Litchfield, shop clerk at Curtis Bay is
learning the trade of cabinet maker.
While
putting a roller in his chair a few weeks ago,
he mashed three fingers. '"Safety First," Litch.
G. H. Miller, conductor of the coal dump
engine Washington, D. C, better known jus
"Gloomy Gus," says it is unnecessary to have
all your pockets filled with money when you go
to New York.
He recently made a trip to the
Big City, spent two days and came home with
fifteen cents left out of the $1.50 he had when
he left the Capitol City. Tell us how it is done

"Gus."
Conductor T. L. Anderson, Washington.
D. C, made his first trip of the season to
Chesapeake Beach, Wednesday, .Vugust 19th.
Before he was married he was a reguhir weekly

What is the trouble, Tommy, is it
the "High Cost of Living" that has kept you
working so regularly this summer?
visitor.

The

organization of a bowling team at WashC, for the coming season is under
way. The captains of the teams will likely be
Buddy Johnson, Pan Yokes, Mose Thompson,
Paul Lee, Doc Keys and Mike Grainey. Brakeman G. W. Miller, who claims to be a crack
bowler, has been barred from membership.
ington, D.

cashier in the Washington
postponed his trip to Ireland on accoimt of war conditions.

N. Y.
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Stillwell,

freight house, has

Eugene C. Scaggs, coal clerk of the Washington Freight House, has just accomplished
his annual swim from Washington, D. C, to
Alexandria, Va. His next plunge will be July
4th, 1915.

Since Paul K. Lee of the Washington freight
house has been appointed chief of the janitors,
he certainly is making the dust fly.

W, L. Whiting, chief clerk of Washington
freight house, has just returned from a 6,000
mile trip, touring through the eastern and northeastern states, accompanied by his wife.

H. V. Haygle, chief waybill clerk and K. D.
Fox, assistant rate clerk of the Washington
Freight House are running a race in getting fat.
Haygle has it on his opponent by 100 pounds
and Fox tips the scales at 185. T. O'Leary,
wreckmaster, generally makes chairs for
Haygle.

of late and
old friends.

that he
C. A.
to

work

is

says he is only going there to see
We believe he has a new friend
looking after in that section.

Mewshaw,

trainmaster, has returned
having been ill for the past six
During Mr. Mewshaw's illness the job
after

weeks.
was held down by J. J. McCabe, assistant trainmaster. We are all glad to have Mr. Mewshaw with us again.
Greetings to J. P. Kavanagh, assistant superintendent, now back on the job after having
spent some time on the Monongah Division as
assistant superintendent.

W.

L. Fowler, of the general superintendent's
has been promoted to file clerk in the
Loss and Damage Bureau. All the boys around
Camden wish him success in his new position.
office,

A. H. Glenn, chief clerk to W. A. McCleary,
yardmaster at Washington, D. C, was thinking
about buying a motor cycle, but as it is unlawfvd to tandem with his girls on a motor cycle,
he will have to buy an automobile or a Wilcox

truck to give

Brakeman Daniel Rudy of Washington, is
making regular Sunday trips to Frederick, Md.,

all his

ladies a ride.

T. H. Hollen has been appointed car foreman
at Curtis, vice Jos. Silver, who has resigned.

Frank Jeffries, assistant foreman at Curtis
Bay, has returned to duty, after an illness of
thirteen weeks.
T. P. Clark, storekeeper at Curtis Bay, saw
under the coal pier and notified fire chief
Frank Okros, whose men made quick work in
putting it out.
fire

Ruben W. Upton, M. C.

B. clerk at Curtis
Bay, has taken a few short trips during the past
months to Philadelphia and New York.

B. G. Cavalier, timekeeper, accompanied

by

his wife, has returned from an enjoyable trip,
taken during his vacation. They first sojourned at Terra Alta, W. Va., where their time
was spent playing lawn tennis imd croquet,
then at Atlantic City.

Joseph L. Shanahan of the superintendent's
has just returned from a trip to Boston.
This is Joe's second trip there. Wonder why
he is gravitating around the "Hub"?
office,

D. M. Ambrose, foreman
at Riverside,

is

tery Avenue,
reason.

We

of the

machine shop

visiting a certain home on BatBaltimore, for some unknown

regret exceedingly that during the past

month,

AI. J.

McCloskey, carpenter foreman
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at Riverside shops, lost his wife.
sincere sympathy.

He

has our

Wm. Lemke,
side,

assistant storekeeper at Riverhas sold his steam launch, and now is an

expert cyclist.

W. J. Kelly, Jr., pipe fitter at Riverside, was
recently married to Miss Marie Smith. Good
luck and best wishes, Kelly.
C. A. Deck, pipe fitter, recently married the
daughter of Mr. M. Preston, of Harrisonburg,
Va. The boys at Riverside wish to Deck the
best of luck.

Wm.

Dyer, blacksmith foreman at Riverside,
known to the boys as ''Bill," is very
at his home. We hope he will soon be with

better
ill

us again.

The friends of C. W. Kern, the well known
junior clerk at Bailey's, will be delighted to
learn that on July 17th, the Stork Express delivered a fine baby boy at his home, 1527 West
Baltimore Street. Since the event occurred,
Charlie has grown perceptibly taller, and has
been going around with his hat on one side of
At the
his head, and a chip on his shoulder.
])resent time, no name has been selected for the
new arrival, but it is hcped that it will be decided on in time for the boys to get a little
token ready for the occasion. Charlie's nom
de plume at Bailey's is "Old Doctor Auk,"
which is generally shortened to "Doc." To
not only "Doc" but to his daddy, foreman of the
upholstery shop at Mt. Clare, now for the first
time a granddad, congratulations.

MT. CLARE SHOPS

F. s.

torback,
D.

J.

V.

leCompte and

ANDREWS

The accompanying picture, from left to right,
shows general foreman F. S. Torback, J. V. LeCompte, foreman of No. 2 machine shop, and D.
Andrews, foreman of No. 1 machine shop. Note
the pleasant smile on each face; needless to say
this wasn't taken at Mt. Clare, but while getting inspiration and new ideas at the Atlantic

City Convention,
These men have

Company

for a

all

been

number

in the service of the

of years,

W^e are glad to welcome H.

Correspondent, S. E. Forwood, Secretary
to Superintendent

having learned

their trade with the Baltimore & Ohio. They
are held in the highest esteem by all the men
at Mt. Clare and have our very best wishes for
future success.

new supervisor
Mr. Johnson

is

W. Johnson, the

and machinery. While
a system man, his headquarters
of tools

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent of Shops, Chairman
CoNmFF
H. A. Beaumont. .Gen'l Foreman, Car Dept., Sub-Chairman
Machinist, Erecting Shop
R. Carter
Machinist, Erecting Shop
H. OvERBT
J. P. Reinardt
Fire Marshal, Axle and Blacksmith
Shops and Power Plant
Boilermaker, Boiler Shop
H. C. Yealdhall
R. W. Chesney
Brass Moulder, Brass Foundry
H. E. Fountain
Iroo Moulder. Iron Foundry
J. L. Ward
Machinist, No. 1 Machine Shop
J. O. Perin
Machinist, No. 2 Machine Shop
H. E. Haesloop
Tinner, Pipe, Tin and Tender Shops
Geo. R. Leilich
Manager, Printing Department
H. H. Burns
Car Repairman, Mt. Clare
T. H. Backendorf. Gang Foreman, Mt. Clare Middle Yard
A. F. Becker
Painter, Mt. Clare
Jos. W. Smith
Car Builder, Passenger Car Erecting Shop
L. Beaumont
Shop Carpenter, Cabinet Shop

P.
S.

.

ilL.YilffMEi"
Th,

.

The photograph on page 84 is of the employes of the foundry at Mt. Clare. Most of
these men have long service records with the
Company. We can certainly congratulate
foreman Weber of the foundry on having such
a fine looking lot of men working with him.
John McDonough, supervisor

now

in his private office.

of

piecework,

The locomotive

is

department can expect to see things doing in piecework shortly. Mr. McDonough has our best
wishes.

m%^i^^^

Ife

Man.
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are at Mt. Clare and we expect to see a good
We are looking for
deal of him at this station.
a big improvcmont in the tool situation as soon
as he gets settled.

Our friend and fellow-workman, James 11.
Armstrong, has returned to his old post after
several months experience in the jobbing and
importing business. We welcome you back,
"Jimmie."
E. McCann, general nuiterial distributor,
this station, seems to be very popular with
the ladies. Best wishes, Mac.
J.

at

Frank Holbrook, clerk in the boiler shop at
Mt. Clare, was assistant navigator on the
yacht "Valiant," a sixty-footer which won the
two hundred mile motor boat race from Ferr}'
Bar to Holland Bar light and return on August
!)th,

1914.

STORES DEPARTMENT
The

clerical force of the stores department at
Mt. Clare have a surprise for the readers of the
Magazine next month. Look for it.

L. E. Huber of this office has accepted a
stenographic position with the lumber agent.
We wish him evcrj- success.

C. A. Hosfeld, better known to the boys as
"Teddy," has been promoted to the position of
stenographer to chief clerk and F. Higginbothom, better known to his comrades as
"Hickey," succeeds Mr. Hosfeld.

Herr Heinrich Leonard, who claims to be the
star performer on the bass drum at Riverview
Park, has resigned his position with that band
and will accept a position with ancther musical
organization on the banks of the Rhine.
Jos. Sylvannah, of this office, will celebrate
wish
his birthday in the near future.

We

"Little Joe" many more years of happiness, but
trust he will take to himself a life companion to
help him make them even happier.

W. W. Mattingly, scrap j^ard foreman, has
been ordered by his physician to take a com"Matt" has our best wishes for a
plete rest.
quick recovery.

WASHINGTON TERMINAL
G. H. WiNSLOW. Correspondent

Over twelve himdred went to Chesapeake
Beach on the seventh annual excursion of the
Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A. The day was perfect and was thoroughly enjoj'ed.
The program of sports included contests for men,
women and children, both standard and humorand caused interest and fun for the participants and spectators. Among the winners
were: John Stansbury. S. ]\L Bovd. E. C. Pusey,
C. .McKay, Mrs. Faulkner, Mrs. W. C. Ehlers,
Miss Helen Roj'all, Miss Probst, Miss Louise
McCaulley, Francis Sweeney and Omer Ricker.
The Couple Relay Race was won by C. McKay
and Miss Helen Royall.
ous,

J.
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W. Werner won the Tennis Tournament

in

singles held during the sunmier on the Terminal
R. ]{. Y. M. C. A. courts. A second tournanuiif
is now in progress.
Increased interest is being
manifested in this sport. The courts are in
fine condition and fast games are being played.

The

library of the Terminal R. R. Y. M.
contains nearly two thousand intere.sting and instructive books to help spend time
profitably during the long winter evenings.
.V
printed catalogue can be obtained at the office.
The books can be taken home by the members,
and others of the fauiily get the benefit of this
privilege of the a.ssociation.
It is hoped that
more will take advantage of this opportunity.
New books are frecjuently added in both the
circulating and reference departments.

C.

A.

This sunnner was one of the most successful
seasons for the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C'. A.
during the seven years of its existence. The
teams were more evenly matched, all playing
good baseball. The Union Station team wa.s
the wiiming team, with the Car Department a
close second.
The Union Station team represented the league in the post-season series for
the championship of the district. They made
a very creditable showing, tieing the Ninth
Street team, one of the strongest in the city,
for first place in the section, but lost in a closely
contested extra game that had to be played to
decide the winner.

A young son came to brighten the home of
our friend Thos. R. Zepp. His little responsibilities now number five.
"T. R." would undoubtedly congratulate him also if he were now
in Washington.
G. E. Rowe is rejoicing in the
appearance of a daughter in his home. We
trust the future holds much of comfort and
pleasure with the little ones, for both of these
homes.
C. E. Ferguson recently made an extended
trip, visiting a number of the larger

western

cities in his route.

R. L. Dutton and family spent part of the
at Colonial Beach.

summer

The many friends of Walter Hughes symi)ahim in his sickness. For several
weeks he has been confined to his room with
thize with

inflammatory rheumatism. He was one of the
best pitchers in the Terminal R. R. Y. M. C. A.
baseball league and has been missed by the
Car Department team, of which he has been a

member

since the organization of the league.

His speedy recovery
know him.

is

hoped

for

by

all

who

Kansas City, Mo., was honored by the visit
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Weeks, who recently spent
their vacation in the hustling western city by
the Kaw. The Kansas City spirit is famous
and anyone climbinc: its bluffs, strolling up and
down its hills, and mingling with the people
cannot help but get some of its invigorating
of

qualities.
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WINNING TEAM OF THE WASHINGTON TERMINAL
Ed. A. Harmon, who takes part of his vacation
by boat from Baltimore to Boston, may need a
little advice on seasickness. One of the best
remedies when a person arrives at the stage
when he first feels that he is afraid he is going
to die and then he is afraid he isn't, is to go out
and sit quietly for a while under a nice shady
tree.

This remedy has never been known to

fail.

broken ankle.
F. E. Sullivan reports a good time at
his vacation.

North

Beach during

CUMBERLAND DIVISION
Correspondents

W. C. MoNTiGNANi, Y. M. C. A. Secretary
Cumberland
H. H. Summers, South Cumberland
T. F. Shaffer, North Cumberland
W. L. Stephens, Martinsburg
E. H. Ravenscraft, Keyser

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. Kelly, Jr
E. J. Lampert
J. W. Deneen
H. C. McAdams
J.

Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Superintendent, Vice-Chairman

Trainmaster, Vice-Chairman
Terminal Trainmaster
T. F. Shaffer
Secretary to Superintendent, Secretary
W. C. MoNTiGNANi
Secretary Y. M. C. A.
Chief Clerk, Trainmaster, Secretary
0. S. W. Fazenbaker
1. S. Sponseller
Supervisor
F. A. Taylor
Master Carpenter
E. P. Welshonce
Trainmaster
M. A. Carney
Road Foreman of Engines
L. J. WiLMOTH
Road Foreman of Engines
T. R. Stewart
Master Mechanic
D. H. Watson
Assistant Master Mechanic
W. W. Calder
General Car Foreman
P. Petri
Division Engineer

G. Lester

W. H. Linn

Signal Supervisor
General Yardmaster

Drugan

G. R. Bramble
W. D. Strouse

Erdman

A.
J.

M. Davis

H. P. Stuck
C. A. Fleegle
W. V. Farrell
Z. Terrell
H. R. CooLE
Z. D. Hensell

J.

J.

T. L. Gavin has returned to his duties after
being laid up for about two months with a

J.

V. P.

R. R. Y. M. C. A.

C.

ToNRY

W. S. Harig
W. Martin

J.

E, C.

Drawbaugh

Dr. J. A. DoERNER
Dr. E. a. Raphel
Dr. F. H. D. Biser
H. E. NoRRis
A, Y. Wilson
H. Rupenthal
G. W. Mercer
J. M. Phillips
W. B. Tansill
O. E. Spotts
L. A. Rizer
A. N. Jeffries
E. LowERY

W. H. Broom

LEAGUE

Assistant Division Engineer

Agent
Agent
Coal Billing Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
Division Claim Agent
Relief Agent
Division Operator
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner
Conductor
Machinist
Engineer
Conductor
Conductor

Car Inspector
Machinist

Brakeman
Operator

Conductor
Wreckmaster

Frank T. Robinson, a Baltimore & Ohio
engineer between Cumberland and Connellsville, has a house cat which is the mother of a
wildcat by adoption. Two kittens, the tabby's
own, share the favor of the mother with the
baby wildcat, which was presented to Mr.
Robinson recently. While out groundhog hunting near Foleys, Bedford County, Pa., on the
top of the Alleghanies, a hunter friend of
Robinson ran across and captured a den of
four kittens of the feline species. He took two
of them home, and presented one of the others
to Mr. Robinson, who placed it with the brood
belonging to his family cat.

At Vanderlip, W. Va., a little station on the
Moorefield and Petersburg branch of the Baltimore & Ohio, lives the only canine postal clerk
in the world, a dog that carries the mail to and
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from the

postoffice.

The

dog, which

is

The friends of Mrs. Lizzie Purington, who has
been head cook at the Y. M. C. A. for a number
of years and who underwent an operation for

the

property of George W. Hawse, agent for the
Baltimore & Ohio at Vanderlip, although an
unsalaried employe of the government, is a
faithful handler of the mail and meets every
train that passes through Vanderlip.
But few of the trains that carry mail to
Vanderlip on account of the small passenger
traffic from that point, stop there, but the dog
waits for the bag to be thrown from the car.
Mr. Hawse asserts that the dog knows the time
of all the trains he is expected to meet, and
makes his trips unfailingly without being

reminded

appendicitis at the All(!gany Hospital a short
time ago, will be glad to learn that she is now
convalescent. Mrs. Purington expects to be
able to take up her duties again early in Sep-

tember.

Fireman Cunningham who w;is hurt at tlie
roundhouse on August 17, is recovering at his
home. He had three ribs broken. His many
friends wish him a speedy recovery.

of his job.

The members of the "Y" are greatly delighted
with their new Columbia graphonola, and enjoy
the sweet strains of music, songs and story, as
they rest on the large veranda during the cool

Clyde Gregory Smith and Miss Carrie Xcnia
Rice were united in marriage at the Catholic
rectory at 4.00 p. m., August 24th, by the Rev.
W. A. O'Hara, only a few intimate friends being
present. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Smith of Harper's Ferry, and is employed
as labor distributor in the assistant master
mechanic's office at Kcyser, and the bride is
the daughter of Mr. a'ld Mrs. Chas. A. Rice of
South Keyser, and is one of the popular young
hidies there.
The newlyweds left on train
No. 16 for an e.xtcnded honejTnoon in the east
and their many friends wish them much success
and happiness.

of the evening.

Freight agent Bramble spent a two weeks'
pleasant vacation at South Branch camping.
He put inmost of his time motoring and fishing.
He returned to his duties greatly refreshed
with a hide resembling one of the famous red

men

days gone by.

Stewart, the master mechanic, is a
proud father these days. His son graduated
from the State University of Maryland as a
doctor this year, and is now a resident physi-

R. G. Allemong, the first assistant secretary
Y. M. C. A. has just returned from his
vacation at his home at Great Cacapon. Mr.
Allemong and his young bride spent most of
their time fishing, and he returns to his work
feeling greatly benefited by the rest and

cian

of the

We

in St. Joseph's Hospital of Baltimore.
congratulate both father and son.

The ball team is still open for engagements
with any team on the System.
Coroner William Shaw, also maintenance of
ways storekeeper of South Cumberland, says
that if we are to have a bowling league this

outing.

The "Y" baseball team, composed of the
following men, every one of them emploj'es
of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company,
most of them in the shops, succeeded in carry-

and he sincerely hopes there will be one,
he would like to nominate himself as president, as he feels confident that, with himself
as head of it, there will be a different tale to tell
We might add that
at the end of the season.
Mr. Shaw's team finished fifth last year in
the league. There were only five teams in the
tall,

ing ofT the pennant in the City League. Theboj-s
played thirteen games, twelve of which they won.
Ed, Rodebaugh, manager; Ray Hahne", captain; Ray Beck, J. Butts. R. Cage. F. O. Garlitz,
B. Weber, W. Thom, W. Gordon, R. RejTiolds.
Great credit is due Ed. Rodebaugh, the manager and coach, for the success attained. Ray
Hahne is also deserving of his share for the able
manner in which he captained the team. The
men of the Cumberland Division all join in
hearty congratulations.

NEW HLAVV DUTY EXGI.M: WHKII

of

"Tom"

league.

On June 20th. Carl

White. East End brakeman,

lost his pocketbook, containing mone}', in.spection cards, meal book, card piuss and other
personal articles, and we arranged to bulletin
his pass.

I>

MAKING GREAT RECORD- ON

CUMBERL.\ND DIVISION

TRl
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MR. WHITE ASKS US TO FIND OUT

WHO WROTE

On July 30 the pocketbook was returned to
him with the contents intact, but without any
mark to show who found it. Mr. White would
like to learn

who

the finder

so that he

is,

show his appreciation.
The Y. M. C. A. members

at

may

Cumberland

through the medium of the Magazine,
to express their sorrow in the death of their
friend Major Pangborn. Major Pangborn was
well known to our members, and on several
occasions delivered some of his interesting and
desire,

lectures
stereopticon
here.
Our
splendid
deepest S3rmpathy is extended to the bereaved
family.

A. Y. Wilson, better known as

"Andy"

in the

machine shops, accompanied Mr. Montignani,
secretary of the Y. M. C. A., to Mountain Lake
Park to attend the Bible Study Conference held
during the second week of August.
"Andy" was so inspired after listening to the
Rev. John McNeil of Scotland and the other
there

great speakers, that the following Sunday, after
returning home, he summoned up courage enough
to sing a solo at the morning service of the
Augur Chapel. Andy's sweet rendition of that
beautiful piece, "Kind is our Shepherd, and
True" surprised many of his friends who were
in the congregation.
It is to be hoped that
this will not be his last appearance in sacred
song.

MARTINSBURG
J. Taylor, a Baltimore & Ohio
brakeman, and Miss Lillian Forbus were married here on July 20th.

Raymond

Alvin Poisal, four-year old
fell and broke
Monday evening, July 20th.
was playing around some cars
yards near his home when

George Poisal,

son of conductor
his right thigh on

The

little

in the C. V.

fellow

R. R.

the accident occurred.
He was removed to the City Hospital
where medical attention was given. The child
is much improved and it is expected that he
will soon be well again.

Dr. Parlett of the General Safety Committee
visited our shop on August 7th and delivered a

THIS ADDRESS— DID YOU

?

address on the subject "Safety First." He
need of "Sanitation"
about the shops and railroad property. His
remarks were heard by about one hundred men
and were highly instructive and intensely interesting.
They called forth much favorable comment from the men present and we trust that
he will favor us again in the near future.
fine

laid special stress on the

Anne Gertrude Dailey, infant daughter of our
shopman J. H. C. Dailey, died on July
31st, after a brief illness.
Our sympathy is extended to Mr. and Mrs. Dailey in this sad
fellow

bereavement.

Jacob L. Souders, a retired Baltimore & Ohio
conductor and member of the local Baltimore &
Ohio Veterans' Association, died at his home in
Paw Paw, W. Va., August 11th, aged sixtyfour years. Mr. Souders was a faithful employe and during his long term of service had
the misfortune to be injured several times.
His last injury, sustained several years ago,
incapacitated him for further active service.
The remains were brought to this city, his
old home, and laid

away

in

Green Hill Ceme-

tery.

Alfred L. Keedy, a retired Baltimore & Ohio
conductor, died August 9th, after an illness extending over several years. Mr. Keedy was
born in Keedysville, Md., nearly seventy-one
years ago. He came to this city when a boy
and at an early age entered the employ of the
Baltimore & Ohio. For many years he was a
During the Civil War he
freight conductor.
ran one of the armored gondola trains. About
seven years ago Mr. Keedy lost his right arm
while coupling cars and since that time has been
on the pension list. He was a member of the
Baltimore & Ohio Veterans' Association of Martinsburg. Mr. Keedy is survived by his wife
and seven children, also one brother, Howard
Keedy, clerk in the local shop. The funeral
services were held at the late home, August
Interment
11th, Rev. B. W. Meeks officiating.

was

in

Green Hill Cemetery.

Joseph Henry Cox, retired Baltimore & Ohio
conductor, died very suddenly of heart failure

.
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The greater part of his fortyhis retirement.
one years of active service was .spent on the
Cumberland Division. Mr. Cox was a member
of the Order of Railway Conductors and the
Baltimore A: Ohio N'eteran ]']mployes' AssoThe funeral was held from St. Josciation.
eph's Catholic Church, of which deceased was a
member, Saturday, August loth. Rev. W. A.
Interment w:\s in St.
McKeefry officiating.

(

Z.

T.

Brantner, superintendent of shops, died Wednesday, August 5th, On Tuesday evening Mrs.
Brantner suffered a stroke of paralysis from
which she failed to ^all3^ The sudden attack
which resulted in her death came without warning and was a great shock to the bereaved
family and a large circle of friends and acquaintances.

Mrs. Brantner was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Chambers and a native of
Martinsburg. She was a member of one of the
oldest and most highly esteemed families in the
community. Her ancestors took a prominent
part in the shaping of the city's destiny during
the years of its early history. Rebecca A.
Chambers was married to Z. T. Brantner in
Martinsburg. on November 25th, 1S69, and for
nearly forty-five 3'ears followed earnestly and
with true devotion the career of her husband

She was homemaker and helpmate at whatever point the
with the Baltimore

<fe

Ohio.

Company

required her husband's service, at
Riverside, Baltimore, Sandy Hook, Brunswick, and finally when Mr. Brantner became
superintendent of shops here, she returned with
him to the home of her girlhood, where she
rounded out her long and faithful life. She was
a woniiin of true Christian character and a faithful member of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Funeral services were held at the late home
at ten o'clock Saturday, August 8th, and were
in charge of Rev. B. W. Meeks of the First M.
E. Church, assisted by Rev. F. R. Isaacs of Baltimore, a former pastor, and Rev. C. G. Smith of
the First Baptist Church, a neighbor. The remains were laid to rest in Green Hill Cemetery.
A beautiful Moral design, the gift of the local
employes, was but a small testimonial of the
affection in which Mr. and Mrs. Brantner arc
held here.

Mr. Brantner has always had the re.spect of
the officials of his Company and of his asso-

He

enjoys the long-standing
friendship of all the railroad men who have
known him, especially those who served with
him or under his direction during the j-ears that
he has been with the Company, and their heart
felt sv-mpathy goes out to him' and his family in
this dark hour.
ciates.

also

'

"orrcspondcnt

,

JoitUAN

S. .\.

Dh.
11.

,1.

L.

.\1

ai-uls

J.

F.

F.

."^uperintcndi-nt.

Waku

Chairman

Medical Exiiniiner
of EnKines

HousEK
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K. D. Calveut

Supervisor

8. J. LicHLiTER.

Superviafjr

A. lloEDER
C. U. Donovan

Brakeman
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Correspondent, C. L. Ford, Assistant Shop
Clerk, Grafton
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Joseph's Cemetery.

Mrs. Rebecca A. Brantner, wife

M AC AZIXK

SHENANDOAH DIVISION

home

331 East I5urk Street, on AuRUst
Mr. Cox's illness was not ct)nsiclered
and he was up and about until a few
minutes before the end came. He entered the
Ohio at the aj^e of
emph)y of the Baltimore
eighteen years and served continuously until
about four years a^o, when failing? health caused
at his
13th.
serious

KS

M. Scott

E. T.

Brown

M. H. Cakes
E. D. Griffin
T. K. Faherty..
Dr. E. a. Fleetwood
M. F. Green
Dr. C. a. Si.vsel
VV.

T.

HoPKE

D. Anthony
W. H. Welsh
M. B. NuzuM
\V. O. BoLiN
W. N. Malone
J. O. Martin
J.

A. E. Malone
C. F. ZiMMER
P. B. Phinney
S.

H. Wells

B. Thompson
R. R. Hale
.M.
VV.

M. Morrison
P. Clark

R. G. BuBNUP
F. Price

G. M.

Shaw

C. E. Hardman
E. Bennett
C. A. Michael
W. R. Williams
N. D. Rice
C. R. Hughes
E. E. Newlon
W. C. Barnes

J.

Supt-rintcndcnt, C'liairman, GrafUjn
Divi.sion Engineer, Grafton
Master .Mechanic, Grafton

Trainmaster, Graiton

Road Foreman, Grafton
Clarksburg
.••.;•
Division Operator, Graiton
Medical Examiner, Grafton
Master Carpenter, Graiton
Divi-sion Agent, Graiton
SIcthI Supervisor. Grafton
General Vardmaster, Grafton
General Car Foreiiian, Grafton
Superviaor. Grafton
Claim Agent, Grafton
Machinist. Weston
Night Foreman, W. Va. &. P. Jet.
Agent, Grafton
Agent. Clarksburg
Agent. Fairmont
Agent. Weston
Section Foreman. Bridgeport
Machinist, Grafton
Machinist, Fairmont
Assistant Car Foreman, Fairmont
Engineer, Fairmont
Engineer. Weston
Fireman, Grafton

Yard Fireman, Grafton
Yard Conductor, Grafton
Brakeman. Grafton
Warehouse Foreman. Clarksburg
Carpenter, Grafton
.\ssistant .Shop Clerk. Secretary,

Grafton

Superintendent Scott .spent ten days' vacation
at Webster Spriniajs, after a long siege of heavy
business on our division.

Mrs. E. S. Jenkins, stenographer in the
superintendent's office at Grafton, spent her
vacation at Atlantic City.

Miss Ethel Bradford, stenographer in the
superintendent's office at Grafton, returned
from Atlantic City on accoinit of an attack of
typhoid fever after only spending three days
She is now in the hospital at Grafton,
there.
improving very slowly. Her many friends wish
her a speedy recovery.
.J.
H. Newhon, the popular M. of W. clerk,
spent five days' vacation at Deer Park with

friends.

H. H. Williamson, C. C. timekeeper, and wife
have just returned from Kansas City where
they spent ten days' vacation among friends.
F. W. Tutt, motive power timekeeper, has
returned from a vacation spent in Charleston
and other cities along the Ohio River.
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The Wheeling Division Safety Committee in
meeting assembled recently adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, It has been the will of the Almighty
God in His infinite W'sdom to call from our midst
our beloved General Chairman, Major J. G.
Pangborn, and
Whereas, We, appreciating the great loss in
the death of our late General Chairman and
realizing also the greater bereavement of the
family and relatives he left behind; therebe it
Resolved, That we extend to the family and
relatives of the deceased Major Pangborn our
heartfelt sympathy in their hour of tribulation,
and be it further
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon our minutes as a token of our remembrance.

fore,

The accompanying picture is a good likeness
Smith known on the Wheeling Division
as Uncle John who died at Pittsburgh, May

of J. S.

—
—

9th, 1913.

VIRGINIA SMITH
Daughter

of

Engineer G. C. Smith

The accompanying photograph

of

is

Miss

Mr. Smith had been retired several years
previous to his death on account of passing the
age limit. He was born February 6th, 1836,
and went to work for the Baltimore & Ohio,
April 10th, 1853. During the Civil War he was
drafted into the Confederate army, but made
his escape and was recaptured and sentenced to
death. He again made his escape, entered the
Union lines and was placed in charge of train
service near Harper's Ferry. When his services in the Union Army terminated, he again

Virginia Smith, age sixteen months, daughter of
passenger engineer G. C. Smith, W. Va. & P.
The
District, running on the Sutton Branch.
captain is very proud of the little girl and he
should.be.

WHEELING DIVISION
Correspondent, A. G. Youst, Operator
Clover Gap

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
H. B. Green
C.' H. BoNNESEN
G. F. Eberly
J. Bleasdale
M. B. Rickey
W. F. Ross
M. C. Smith
C. M. Criswell
J. H. Kellar
Dr. C. E. Pratt
Dr. J. E. Hurley

Superintendent, Chairman, Wheeling

Trainmaster
Division Engineer

Master Mechanic
Division Operator
Road Foreman of Engines
Claim Agent, Wheeling
Agent, Wheeling
Relief Agent, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Wheeling
Medical Examiner, Benwood
Conductor
Operator

E. L. Parker
F. A. Haggerty
O. A. Van Fossen
E. S. Williams

Car Inspector, HoUoway
Machinist, Holloway
Car Repairman, Benwood
Shopman, Cameron

W. Gandy
S. Sloan
A. DrxoN
T. H. Brewster
P.

Engineer, Benwood (Yard)
Conductor, Benwood (Yard)
Fireman, Benwood
Agent

McCann

E. Wilkinson
E. M. PoMEROY
G. Adlesberger
L. M. Collins
L. B. Kemm
J. T. Coyne
L. D. McCoLLOUGH

H. Haggerty
P. MtTRTAUGH
T. C. Stonecipher
D. Pierce

Agent
Car Foreman
Car Foreman
Master Carpenter
Section Foreman
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Signal Supervisor

Track
Track
Track
Track
:

J. S.

SMITH

Wheeling Division

—
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True Time All the Time
The owner
for a

of a

Hamilton

Hamilton Watch soon learns

tells

the true time

al!

to rely on

the time.

where men fnust have accuracy, the Hamilton

is

implicitly,

it

In railroad operation,

chosen above

others.

all

4j|amiItDn Uafclt
"The Railroad Timekeeper of America"
There are twenty-five models of the Hamilton
Watch. Everyone has Hamilton quality and Hamilton
They range in price from $12.25 for moveaccuracy.
ment only (in Canada $12.50) up to the superb HamilYour Jeweler can show
ton masterpiece at $150,00.
you the Hamilton you want, either in a cased watch
or in a movement only, to be fitted to any style case
you select, or to your own watch case if you prefer.

Write for the Hamilton Watch Book, ''The Timekeeper''
It pictures and describes the various Hamilton
models and gives interesting watch information

HAMILTON WATCH COMPANY

Engineer

K.

i).

'A'

1.

..f

••
1

l.r

I'wentieth

New York Central Lines,
Hamilton Watch with perfect

Oiitiiry I.iniited."

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

has

t.irrieci

a

satisfaction for vears.

entered the service of the Company, where he

remained

many

responsible
He was road foreman of engines
positions.
under master mechanic Alec Laird and assistant
trainmaster under trainmaster U. B. Williams
Five
and superintendent R. M. Sheets.
children survive him, two by his first union
until retired, filling

F. W. Smith of Pittsburgh and Mrs. U. J.
Smith of Cleveland. Two daughters and a son
by the second union are with their widowed

mother.

Mr. Smith was buried at Grafton, W. Va.,May
1913, the funeral being attended by a
multitude of friends, fellow employes and
12th,

relatives.

Machinist H. Megale and hostlers

J. Jeffer-

son and Earl Megale spent their vacations at
Atlantic City.
Car inspector A. W. Keener
joined them during their sojourn there.

Mrs. O. E. McMillan, wife of the assistant
at Cincinnati Terminal, with her two
(laughters, have returned to their home at Cincinnati after visiting her father, J. R. Chaddock, engineer at Benwood.

M. M.

We are glad to report that Captain T. A.
Daily, the veteran telegraph operator who has
been ill for some time, is improving slowly.
B. Malone,

brakeman on

trains Xos.

16-55,

has resumed duty after nursing a crushed toe
for several days.

Harry McKee, apprentice, is able to be out
after a serious injury to one of his feet.
G. Adlesberger

Company's

is at Hartzcl looking after the
interests.

M. O. Brown, coach yard foreman at Wheeling,
has been promoted to erecting foreman at
Keyscr.
Mrs. Thomas Bodi, wife of the carpenter, has
been removed from the hospital to her home
after a serious operation.

Car inspector W. C. Brafford has returned
to duty after visiting his brother,
hospital at Mansfield.
P. F. Shaw, brakeman.
of a severe illness.

G. L. Hall, carpenter,
a trip to San Francisco.

is

lia.s

off

who

is in

the

duty on account

returned

home from

Douglas Anderson of the repair shop is reW. S. Byard, repairman at Glover Gaj),
who is visiting at Kenova.
lieving

A most distressing accident occurred a short
distance west of Bellaire, at ten o'clock Sunday morning, August 9th, when Elizabeth,
aged nine, and Irene, aged six, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Reese Workman of Hamilton Street,
Bellaire, were hit by the Bethesda excursion
train, second section, No. HI.
Elizabeth, the
older sister, had both feet so badly crushed as
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DAY TURN FORCE AT BENWOOD YARD OFFICE
Top row— left

to right- A. A. Mountain, Yard Clerk; Freind Porterfield, Caller; C.
Basii-e Ferro, Janitor and D. H. Lowe, Yard Clerk.

Meyers, Yard Clerk;

Seated are: C. H. Landers, Chief Clerk; W. Garvey, Assistant Index Clerk; J. E. Wise, Chief Rackman;
Geo. Sharp, Chief Index Clerk; J. M. Cunningham, Stenographer and J. L. Marsh, Yard Checker.

to necessitate amputation and also suffered internal injuries and concussion of the brain. Both
children are at the North Wheeling Hospital.
But little hopes are entertained for the recov-

ery of Elizabeth, but Irene is doing nicely and
prospects are bright for her recovery.
Elizabeth saw the approaching train in time
to jump from the track, but sustained her mortal
injury in trying to save her little sister.
Engineer Mitchell, unable to see the children
until his train was almost upon them, applied
the emergency brakes and stopped the train in
the shortest distance possible. Willing hands
picked the children up and carried them into
one of the coaches, where Dr. P. D. Barlow of
McMechen, who happened to be a passenger,

attended them.

Conductor Savy was asked

to run the train back to Benwood and then to
Glendale Hospital, and he at once consented.
When the train reached Benwood it was impossible to get it to Glendale without delay
and at the request of the doctor it was run

to Wheeling and the patients rushed to the
North Wheeling Hospital, where everything
possible was done to relieve their suffering.
A number of passengers expressed their appreciation of the sympathy manifested by the
train crew for the unfortunate children and
their apparent readiness to make any sacrifice
that might tend to relieve the sufferings and
save the lives of the victims. In speaking of the
conduct of the train crew, one of the passengers
said:
''Corporations, railroad companies and
private individuals operating machinery that is
liable to injure the general public are more or
less criticised for neglect and inhuman treatment of those unfortunate enough to sustain injury.
Having this attitude of the public in
mind, I wish to say a word in praise of the
members of the crew of the train that hit the

two

little

girls.

The men

in

charge of the

and the yard and telegraph offices are to
be congratulated for their prompt and intelligent action in this emergency. They all worked
train
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G. M. Sharp, brakeman. has returned to duty
on the road after being off for a period of two
years. Mr. Sharp ha<l his leg injured between
two cars. We are all glad to see him on the
road again.

in

their minds, to get the children to the hospital
in the shortest time possible."

W. V. Frazier. chief clerk to superintendent,
spent a two weeks' vacation in the mountains.

Assistant agent P. A. Henderson, at Fairpoint,

C. J. Carpjenter and S. T. Archer were recently appointed assistant trainmaster and
road foreman of engines at Hartzel, W. Va.

was appointed agent at Glover Gap,on August

OHIO RIVER DIVISION

The yardmasters of the different yards in
Wheeling District are in turn now taking their

J. II. Oatev, Y.
Secretary, Parkersburg

Correspondent,

annual vacations for the year of 1914.

We

were all surprised to learn of the marriage
H. E. Sherlock, chief clerk to the district
engineer maintenance of way, which took place
in July.
We did not learn tlie lucky maiden's
name but we wish both of them the best of
success and prosperitj'.

The

staff

meeting held

in

C. E.

Bryan

8. P.

Riffle

Fireman
Conductor
lirakoiiian

THAT PROTECT
PATENTS
AND PAY
SEARCH AND

BOOKS, ADVICE,
LIST OF INVENTIONS WANTED

Send sketch or model for search. Hlgh««t
references. Beslresults. Promptneis Assured

What proved

to be a sad affair was the tragic
death of brakeman A. D. Fury, who lost his
life in the accident
at Waverly, on August
13th.
Mr. Fury had jus^ been transferred to
the Ohio River Division a few days previous to
this accident.
We extend our sincere sjtupath}' to his bereaved family.

WATSON
624 F

St.,

N.

E.

COLEMAN,

-

FREE

^^^^__^^__

Patent Lawyer

W.

Washington, D. C.

The "SANITARY"
Handy

H- W. Stoehr, stationmaster. spent a two

M.

Viirdman, PHrkersburK
Yardman, Huntineton
Engineer

Wheeling, on Aug-

Engineer A. B. Westfall is ill at his home in
McMechen, with blood poison, on account of
picking a small pimple which was on his face.
We all hope for a speedy recovery.

in

C. A.

Suporintcrnlent, C'hairiiirin
.

EvEREn
J. W. Mathenv
C. C. Mader
J. P. Duval
C. F Rranham
R. T.

was largely attended.

weeks' vacation

M.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITJEE

of

ust 17th,

1st.

Praciical

Economical

-

ERASER
-

A iuavs

Coc-ered

Baggageman A.

the east.

Griffith filled his place.

H. McAllister, secretary to superintendent,
acted as chief clerk during the absence of W. V.
J.

THE SANIT.ARY ERASER

receives, at it. open end. a strip of
inch thick, of a width and length that of the holder.
loop end. clean rubbtn i» fed down until
used; its narrow edge allows a letter or line to be erased without injuring another.
rubbers of best quality are made; one for type-

Frazier.
J.

W.

rubber

By

Villers, chief clerk to division engineer,

Sunday School convention
Clarksburg, where he presided as chairman.
'Jack'' is very popular with the ladies.

recently attended a

'

s

slight pressure at the

Two

writer

in

and

ink,

one

for pencil.

Handsomely finished: Easy

EVERYBODY
Refills.

Wheeling Division conductor C. T. Limerick
was recently promoted to "platform conductor"
at Wheeling. Mr. Limerick protects all passenger runs in case an emergency conductor is used.

to

Operate

should have this

Typewriter and

and"Thry

j4lwa\s ll'ork"

NE\y ERAbEf^,

ink. or Pencil, 5 P each.

Price 10c.

Your

ttalioner.

When

ordering by mail, slate \shether Typewriter
and ink. or Pencil, enclose Ic extra for postage.
Booklet of our 3 "O.K." Office Necessities Irtt.
The 0. K. Mfg. Co.. Syracuse. N. Y.. U.S.A.

The Li^ht Running, Noiseless, Telegrapher's Model
^^^M^BWBM^—

.

y^^S^^^^^^^3Kr~^i

"YVII'H half a dozen typewriter concerns— all building j]:o(>(l typewriters

—advertising: their products as '"BEST" for teA-k'raphers use we feel that it is
to every telegraph operator to make them— and us, too— prove our claims.
'i"nestly believe that we can convince anyone that the New Fox. Model No. 24, is
'»«**«'' **»'» **»« ^ery best of other typewriters.
To do this we will senv^ our typewriter by express— without a cent of deposit— or any obligration whatever to purchase
—to be returned at our expense if not wanted — and no questions to be asked. This
**^^*'" ** °P*" *° ""y telerraph operator in the United States and will give an opportunity to learn— without any oblii;ation to buy — that the Fox Typewriter will substantiate every claim of superiority wo are making for it.

We
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Offer.
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FOX TYPEWRITER COMPANY
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W. A. Butcher
W. BoHN
K. Cromley
J. G. Umpleby
H. M. McPherson

J.
J.

Flaherty
H. G. Bah-ey

J. J.

Shopman, Car Department
Machinist
Agent, Rayenswood
Agent, Sistersville
Platform Foreman, Parkersburg
Platform Foreman, Huntington

Yard Track Foreman
Pipfe Shop Foreman
Yardman, Parkersburg

Grant Haven
P. J. MoRAN

Tin and

Maintenance

L. W. Strayer
W. E. Kennedy
J. BossYNS
J. H. Oatey

of

Way

Claim Department
Relief Department
Y. M. C. A.
C. F. Casper .Chief Train Dispatcher and Division Operator
Supervisor
S. S. Johnson
Supervisor
G. M. Bryan
Supervisor
Jno. Landers
A.

.

F.

J*.

J. S.

CoE
Echols

R. E. Barnhart
F. H. Magalis
F. A. Carpenter
F. C. MoRAN
L. M. SoRRELL
L. E. Haisup
J.

T. LirscoMBE

Master Carpenter
Chief Clerk to Agent, Parkersburg
Agent- Yardmaster, Huntington

Yardmaster
General Yardmaster
Trainmaster
Road Foreman of Engines
Division Engineer
Division Master Mechanic

H. E. PuRSELL

A number

Relief

of

changes have been

made

Agen

in the

police force, following the appointment of Edmund Leigh, of New York, as general superintendent of police. One of the changes affects the
Ohio River Division and is the transfer to Cleveland of captain C. A. Downey of this city, who has
had jurisdiction over the Ohio River Division.
His place will be filled by captain W. F. Harding of Philadelphia, who is said to have had
wide experience in railroad work.

Engineer and Mrs. A. H. Wilson spent their
vacation in the East, part of the time at Atlantic
City and at other points on the coast.

While the grading for the track for the steam
shovel to be used in grading the big plot of
ground for the tracks and freight warehouse
is being completed and the men are waiting for

the ties and rails, they are engaged in removing
the large shade trees on the various lots comprised in the property.
While the rubbish was being burned on the
lot, the wind caught up some of the embers
and carried them toward the houses on the
north side of Fourth Street, and an alarm was
turned in. The firemen visited the place and
extinguished the blaze in the rubbish.

Those who left the city Saturday night,
August 22, on the excursion over the Baltimore
& Ohio for Cedar Point report having had a
delightful
time. The excursion was well
patronized, several hundred going from this
city and many from Marietta and intermediate
points.
In point of numbers it was much
larger than the first excursion run from this
city to that resort.

The Safety Committee, numbering about
thirty members, met in regular monthly session on August 19th at the Y. M. C. A. with
J. T. Campbell of the department of stations
and traffic, one of the members of the general

committee. Most of the work done was of a
routine nature, the report of several sub-comLunch for the committees being received.
mitteemen was served at noon in the dining
room of the Y. M. C. A.
L. C. White, a fireman on the engine of train
No. 714 coming from Kenova, was struck by a
mail crane near Spillman, W. Va., Tuesday,
August 18th, and received serious scalp wounds.
He was leaning too far out of the cab. Dr.
Sayre of Mason City rendered medical aid and
later White was removed to his home in KeHe will not be able to return to work
nova.
for some time.

DAY HUMP CREW AT LORAIN
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CLEVELAND DIVISION

( )n July 7th,
conductor Sensabaugh suggested
to the chief dispatcher that he take all cars out
of Fre(>port, which cleared that siding.
This is
true efliciency.

Conespoiuloiits. \V. T. Lfa iilidkh, Sujwrintendcnl, C'lcvelund

E. Lederer, Secretiinj, Clevchuul

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
W. T. I,K( ULIUKU
M. II. HuotciHTON
K. Lkdeheu

Fahy
J.
Andkrhon
H. H. Harsh
P. C. Lotx
W. J. Head

J.

Su|)i'riiUi'iui«'nt,
\.s?s'i

E. G.

LowERY

G. W. RisTiNE
E. M. Heaton
J. FiTZCERALD

Secretary

Trainmaster
Master Mechanie
Division Knuineer
Road Foreman of Ennines
A. R. F. E. & A. T. M.
Assistant Road Foreman of Engines
Assistant Road Foreman of Engines
Division Operator

J.

McGarrell

J. Maisch
A.J.Bell

.

C. E. Pierce
J.

O.
B.

Herlihy

A. SrB.iECK

Bender
J.

Junction.

Engineer Starner suggested that when trains
are (louble-headed with (^-l and E-24 engines,
(^-1 should be used as the head engine, on account of having better air brakinu facilities.

Chief Di.spatcher

G.

J. J.

.

A.T. M. & G. Y. M.

Hess

C. H. Richards
R. D. Sykes
J. J.

Conductor Pit tingcr suggested that Pennsylvania time tables be posted at Columbia in
order that train crews (^ould familiarize themselves with time of I''t Wayn«' trains and avoid
some of the delays at crossing at M. iV C.

Assistant Trainmaster

C.H.Lee
F.

Chairman

.SuiKTinlendont, \'ico-Chairman

E.
A.

o:

Water.son

T. McTlwain
M. B. Garrell
R. \V. Hair
H. H. Beard

J.

Night Chief Dispatcher
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner
Claim Agent
Terminal Agent. Cleveland, O.
Terminal Agent, Lorain, O.
General Foreman. Cleveland, C).
General Foreman, Lorain, O.
Foreman, Steel Car Dep't, Lorain, C).
Yard Foreman, Canton, O.
Master Carpenter
Locomotive Foreman, .\kron Jet., O.

Engineer, Lorain, O.
Assistant Yardmaater, Lorain, O.
H. Miller
Agent, Strasburg, O.
J. Cline
Assistant Yardmaster. Cleveland, O.
O. P. Eichelberger. ..Assistant Yardmaster, Akron Jet., O.
F. H. G»RRETT
Foreman, Akron Freight Station
G. A. Arganbrioht
Supervisor, Massillon, O.
O. F. M URRA Y
Relief Agent
C. H. Rothgery
Assistant Storekeeper, Cleveland, O.
H. Lynch
Engineer, Cleveland, O.
S. L. McCuTCHiN
Conductor, Cleveland, O.
S. L. Allen
Car Inspector, Canal Dover, O.
C. H. James
Brakeman, Canton, O.
A. C. Galeaz
Fireman, Lorain, O.

Watch

Ball

Ball grade watches are worthy of
our complete confidence

;

J.

Under date of August 2nd, the Cleveland
division superintendent sent out a special
letter to all employes, callino; attention to the
necessity for watching carefully all railroad
property during the hot season so as to prevent
possibility of disastrous ftres.

Patents Make For tunes
"Safety First" ideas are in demand. Patent
Handsome book on patents
your ideas.
FREE; highest references; send sketch
today; write for list of inventions wanted.
H. J. SANDERS, Patent Attorney
163 Webster Bldg., Van Buren aod La Salle Sts.

TEXACO

On August

4th, a special letter was sent out
urging all enij)loyes to do everything in their
power to decrease the personal injury and

casualty

Chicago

THE MARK OF QUALITY FOR
ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

list.

Texaco Auto Gasoline
Texaco Illuminating Oils
Texaco Motor Oils and Greases
Texaco Lubricating Oils for all Purposes
Texaco Engine Oils
Texaco Machine Oils
Texaco Fuel Oil
Texaco Greases
Texaco Railroad Lubricants
Texaco Asphalts

In a bulletin issued by the superintendent the
names of the following men were mentioned as
being specially interested in the efforts toward

economy now being made on

this division.

G.

Lizzatro, section foreman; F. L. Moinet, engineer; J. L. Rogers, station agent; C. S. Shaver,
engineer; J. Williams, fireman; H. Lynch, engineer; F. E. Lynch, engineer; H. Crawford, section foreman; S. J. Irish, engineer; J. E. Eckels,
fireman; M. Guido, section foreman; D. DePalma, section foreman; J. T. Me Van, section
foreman; also the Uhrichsville station forces.

Conductor Walker reported that water

For Roofing, Waterproofing Paving, Saturating,
Insulating, Mastic, and for all other purposes

THE TEXAS COMPANY
NEW YORK

well east of cur tracks at Peninsula. wh(M-e train
crews usually fill up their jugs, is said to be infected with typhoid germs.
All concerned were
notified not to use this water.
Plca.se

mention

HOUSTON
BRANCH OFFICES

in

Boston
Philadelphia

Chicago

this

magazine

St. Louis
Norfolk
Atlanta

New Orleans
Dallas
El Paso

Pueblo
Tulsa
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We are strong for J. A.'s and A. J.'s on the
Cleveland Division. We have A. J. Bell, terminal agent, Cleveland; A. J. Anderson, division
freight agent, Cleveland; J. A. Anderson, master
mechanic; J. A. Campbell, captain of police; J.
A. Hack, chief clerk to superintendent, and J. A.
Subjeck, general foreman, Lorain. Can you
beat it?
T. L. Terrant, our hustling terminal trainmaster at Lorain, has handed us a new one in
the line of economy. He claims quite a saving
can be made in ink in all offices using writing
fluid and typewriters, as one old typewriter
ribbon which is no longer serviceable on the
machine will make a gallon of good writing
fluid.
When an old ribbon is removed from
typewriter, put it into a large bottle and fill
with water and in an hour the ink from the
ribbon will make a writing fluid that is as good
as any.
Here's where we quit ordering ink.

Our

genial supervisor, J. J. Drennan, a favorite with all our train crews and a great many of
our patrons, particularly the ladies, was placed
in a most perplexing situation a few weeks ago.
The incident nearly ended the feeling of close
friendship between conductor Ben W^illmot and

John.

At one of our stations between Lorain and
Lester, two ladies alighted from the train carrying an infant, and reported to conductor WIUmot that someone on the train had been mean
enough to steal the baby's bottle. They forcibly expressed their feelings toward any individual who would stoop so low as to deprive an
innocent baby of its food. Before Ben could
offer any apology, one of the ladies exclaimed,
"There he is, there he is, the man who took
the bottle! See, he has it in his hand," and
sure enough there stood John with the bottle
upside down, the contents drip, drip, dripping
on the platform,. Approaching the ladies, timidly, the bottle held far from him, his face
flushed with shame and embarrassment, the
crov.d watching him, and the conductor stepping back from him in disgust, John handed the
bottle to the lady with a hurried bow, and then
"beat it." "And the next time a brakeman
hands me something from a train that somebody has left behind, believe me, he keeps it or
drops it, for no more will I be a messenger to

The

following letter was recently sent to J.
Murray, assistant to President:
"Wish you would convey to family of late
Major J. G. Pangborn expression of sympathy
from Cleveland Division Safety Committee.
W. T. Lechlider."
S.

NEWARK
Correspondent, T.

DIVISION
J.

Daly, Newark

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. C. Grimm.

Trainmaster

,

H. Jackson
G. R. Kimball

Superintendent
Division Operator

J.

O.

J.

Kelly

Master Mechanic

J.

Road Forema

J.

Master Carpenter
Medical Examiner
Medical Examiner
Conductor

S. Little
E. C. ZiNSMEisTER
Dr. A. A. Church
Dr. W. a. Funk

Vandivort

A. N. Glennan
C. G. Miller
C. R. Potter
N. O. Neitzelt
R. C. Sawyer
F. O. Peck
H. W. RoBERT.s
E. D. Bancroft
S.

Road Brakeman
Shopman
Agent

Foreman
Yard Brakeman
Assistant Road Foreman
Yard Brakeman
Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Columbus
Section

Freas

Supervisor

D. P. LuBY

Shopman

C. L. Johnson

Agent
Agent

R. E. McKee
D. L. Host
J. H. Thompson
F. L.

T. M.

&

C. T. D.

Assistant Yardmaster
SeLretary, Y. M. C. A., Newark

Johnson

M. Worstall
E. V. Smith

Traveling Freight Agent
Division Engineer

J.

A. R. Claytor
J. E. BusHEW
A. D. PiERsoN
W. T. Howard

Claim Agent
Foreman
Foreman

Section
Assistant Car

Conductor

restore lost property, especially that belonging
to infants," says our dear Mr. Drennan.

Hump

Carr, on his annual trip on No. 90,
train at HoUoway on time.
old stunt in the same old way.

showed up with

Same

"By

dad, as sure as you're a foot high, we
time," exclaimed Eddy Keffer
on his return from the Relief Department Convention at Cincinnati. "By dad, I'm sure a
gone gosling now; are you with me Emil?
We're ruined. Gim'me a match."

had a great

Effective August 1st, J. A. Campbell was
transferred to the Cleveland Division as captain of police, vice F. R. Castor, transferred to
Newark Division.

IDOLINE

AND EDWARD

Children of engineer

J.

G. Welsh

\N^LSH
of

Benwood

—

!

THK

AND OHIO

liAI/riMOKK

CONNELLSVILLE DIVISION
Correspondent, P. A. Jonks.

ChuJ

Ojjlcc of

IvMPI.O^

i:s

M AC

\Z

I

NK

NON-STRAIN GOGGLES

Clerk, Connellsville

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
O.L.Eaton..

SupcrinteniliTit. C'huiniuui

Assistant Suporinti-ndont

S C. WoLKLRSBEUi. LU
F. G. HosKiNS
T. E. Miller

Division Kngincer

Mx^tcr Mcx-hjinic
Tniiniiuister

T. E. Jamison
G. N. Cage

Road Forenmn

of EnRines
Division Operator
Medical Eiuuniner
Car Forcnuin

H.B. PiGMAN.
Dr. M. H. Koehlek
J. M. CoNNEHs

Relief ARcnt

H. D. Whip.
T. F. Murphy
.

H. F. Livingston

Hoover
R. Kaukfman

Train Didpatcher
Acting Master Carpenter

F.
J.

Fagan
Baine

R. \V.
J.

F.

Claim

Bryne

Ask Your
Watch Inspector

Inspctor (M. of \V.)
Supervisor

,\dam3

M. P. Hean-ey
Fleming

Agent
Locomotive Engineer
Agent
Agent

Wardley

T. Griffin
C. A. Albright

J.

J.

Comfortable Fitting Goggle

.Agent

Foreman (M.

J. .\.
J.

at this Clear Vision

Conductor
Conductor
P. Dept)

W. HiDDLBSTON
W. Seaton
M. E. Martz
S.

J.

Look

Machinist

E. B. Small

P.

No. 800

Car Insnector
Conductor (F. M. & P.)
Conductor (S. & C.)
Fireman

Secretary

RrssELL .\nderson

Beware of Imitators. Take no substiSee that our trade-mark "NonStrain" is on the box. If your watch
inspector cannot supply you pin a one
tute.

dollar bill on your letter and
send a pair to you prepaid.

OPHTHALMUSCOPE
402 DORR STREET

we

will

CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO

Terms

You

^

Cannot
Ignore
Read the unusually
liberal terms a nd
features on which we
sell
this high-grade,

modern, visible-writdown-stroke Oliver. Then see if you can match
You've been looking for a real typewriter opportunity. Here it is.
1.
Genuine Oliver most cele- The Oliver has the
brated typewriter in America.
features that you need
2.
Free Trial. Don't send a
cent until you try the machine. Full Standard Size
the
same diint-nsions
3.
Lowest Monthly Payments. and weight as used in
Let the typewriter earn its own 99% of businesn offices.
cost.
Visible Writintf you
about half cata- see what you print,
4. Low Price
log price. Sold direct. No sales- Universal Keyboard,
men's or agents' salaries, com- Lightest Action
proven by actual memissions or expenses to pay.
ing,

them anywhere.

MRS.

r. E.

REYNOLDS

—

The accompanying photographs are of Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Reynolds, who were recently
married in Pittsburgh. Pa. Mr. RejTiolds, who
hiu> been in the service of the Company in
various capacities for the past three years, is
chief clerk to the assistant superintendent at

Somerset. Mrs. Reynolds was formerly Miss
Francis F. Bradley of Perryopolis, Pa. After a

honeymoon spent

in

Atlantic City,

Mr. and
where

Mrs. Reynolds returned to Somerset,
they will make their future home.

Another engineer arrived at the home of
engineer and ^Irs. J. R. Dunston of Connellsville on August 12th.
Mother and son are doing
well.

Conductor and Mrs. J. II. HofTman went to
Kansas City, Mo., to attend the wedding of the

—

—

c

XT

u

—

chanical

test

—smooth-

No chattel mortgage no ^st operation,
5.
collectors.
Extra time when Depend a b i 11 1
15
needed. Privilege of returning yrs unequ.iUed succ^m.
typewriter at any time and can- *V€ guarantet for Life
Unlimited Speed .No
celling remaining payments.
trick to learn to operate
fi
I if^ guarante^no
OTi-inntpp
no limit
l.:le
D.
^^^^ Oliver.
10 minutes
good
make
a
defect
we will
at devoted to the mstrucany time without charge.
tion book will do
...

1

..

y—

—

;^^'''ho"t cost or obligation of any
kind, we will mail you our two interesting books. " Vour Final TyprwrilfT" An(i"CuUint Selling Costs." Just write your name on the margin of this pa^

TwnFr«»<»
Lfuvtko.
1 wu 1 ICC Rook<'

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
166 T-79 N. Michljfan Blvd.. Chlcajfo.
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W. A. Deems
T.

Master Mechanic
Trainmaster

Brady

J.

FiNEGAN
G. W. C. Day
W. Battenhouse
H. N. Landymore
E. L. Hopkins
L.

^

^

Superintendent Shops
Division Operator
General Car Foreman
Operator
Machinist

H. G. Waltower
H. J. Spangler
C. C.

W.E. BuRTOFT
W. M. Clark
H. L. Gordon

Master Carpenter
Assistant Division Engineer
Supervisor ol Signals

W. D. Carroll
John Haggerty
F. M. CooKRELL

Harvey
Frank Bryne
Dr. J. P. Lawlor

C. F.

W. Davis
T. F. Donahue
R. J. Smith
F. Deneke
P. CoLLiGAN

W.

W. B. Peters
H. M. Grantham
W. I. McKee
H. B. Jeffries
J.

A.

Yard Conductor
Yard Brakeman
Yard Brakeman
Car Foreman

AiNSWORTH

McKie

Passenger Engineer
Road Engineer
Passenger Fireman

Claim Agent
Medical Examiner
Yard Conductor
General Supervisor
Agent, Junction Transfer
Agent, Pittsburgh
Agent. Allegheny
Agent, McKeesport
Agent, Braddock
Agent, Butler
Agent, Washington
Agent, EUwood City

W. M. Snider

Car Foreman

McDouGALL
CuMMiNGS
J. H. Bash
Wm. Ross
C. E.

J.

C. E.

REYNOLDS

B. Cunningham, roundhouse foreman at
Castle Junction, has returned to his home
in Connellsville nursing a badly bruised arm,
caused by falling from the coal tipple at New
Castle Jimction.

M.

New

Playing an uphill game the wrecking crew
from the master mechanic's office of Connellsville defeated a team from the superintendent's

by a score

The

of 8 to 7.

Assistant Trainmaster

Passenger Brakeman

E. W. Rollings
E. H. Fenstemaucher

They expected before returning
latter's sister.
to visit several points of interest in the west.

office

S.

score was tied

and in the sixth the winning run was
scored on Lohan's triple and Fisher's single.
Spackman for the master mechanic's office
settled down after the second inning and there
in the fifth

Road Conductor
Yardmaster

Road Conductor
Road Conductor

Kenichi Nakamura, civil engineer of Japan,
working with our bridge construction department on the Pittsburgh Division. Mr. Nakamura was sent by the Japanese government to
study bridge construction work in this country,
and he speaks highly of the facilities extended
to him by the Baltimore & Ohio forces to
enable him to study this difficult phase of
engineering work. The following is a brief
is

outline of his engineering career.
In July, 1906, he was appointed assistant civil

engineer of the Imperial Government railways
of Japan, after which he passed the graduation

thereafter, while DeHuff for
the superintendent's office appeared to weaken.
The batteries were DeHuff and Brewer;
Spackman and Mozer, and the Umpire McGrath.

was nothing doing

In an exciting game of baseball between the
machinists of Connellsville shops and the local
master mechanic's office force, played on the
evening of August 3rd, the former won out by a
score of 6 to 5, being aided largely by manager
Stillwagon of the machinists, who officiated as
umpire and for whom a collection is being taken
up by the office force towards purchasing a pair
of glasses for future games.

PITTSBURGH DIVISION
Correspondent, C.
Accountant's

W. Blotzer,
Office,

Clerk Car

Pittsburgh

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. B. GoRSUCH
T. W. Barrett

W. J. Kennedy
M. C. Thompson.
C. C.

Cook

Superintendent,

Chairman

Vice-Chairman, Trainmaster
Secretary
of Engines
Division Engineer

Road Foreman

KENICHI NAKAMURA

1

—
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eximiination mul completed his tliesis in the
course of civil engineerinf? ;it Tokio Imperial
University.
From 1906 to 1910 he was engaged in the design of structures -in the drawing room of the
construction department, and was promoted to
the position of civil engineer in 1910. being engaged in the design of metallic bridges until
The year from 1912 to 1913 was spent in
1912.
the construction of new line, and in August. 1913,
he was ordered by his government to go to the
United States of America, British Canada,
Germany and Switzerland to study matters relating to railroad engineering, especially bridge
construction work.

NEW CASTLE

DIVISION

Correspondent. F. E. Corby, Chief Clerk
New Castle

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent. Chairman
Trainmaster. Vice-Chairman
Division Engineer, New Castle, Pa.
Master Mechanic. New Castle, Pa.
J. J.
Division Operator, New Castle, Pa.
E. C. Bock
Road Foremiin, New Castle, Pa.
J. B. Daugherty
Dr. a. C. Earnest.. Medical Examiner, New Castle. Jet. Pa.
E.J. Langhurst ...Assistapt Road Foreman, Chicago Jet., O.
Claim Agent, Youngstown, O.
R. J. Carrier
Super\Tsor, Ravenna, O.
F. C. Green
Supervisor, Lodi, O.
W. L. Madill
Supervisor, Youngstown, O.
G. O. EvERHART
Warren, O.
FowLRR
Supervisor,
E. C.
Jas. Aiken
Agent, Youngstown. O.
Agent, Painesville, O.
G. W, Taylor
Agent, New Castle, Pa.
F. H. Knox
Albert Voss
Erecting Shop Foreman, New Castle Jet., Pa.
P. Thornton
Track Foreman, New Castle Jet., Pa.
R. BERNHARDT.Ass't.Eng. House F'man, New Castle Jet., Pa.
^. C. Armesy
Machine Shop Foreman, Painesville. O.
R. E. Armstrong
Road Engineer, New Castle, Pa.
L. N. Haught
Yard Engineer, New Castle Jet., Pa.

M. H. Cahill
C. P. Angell
J.

B.

Cameron
McGuiRE

M. G. Gctrrie
W. C. Shanafelt
D. B. Patterson
B.

Beckman

G. W. Richards

C K. Spielman
H. L. Forney
J. W. CLAW5ioN

W. W. McGacghey

Lawrence McGitill

Road Conductor, Chicago Jet., O.
Road Conductor, New Casrle, Pa.
Yard Conductor. New Castle Jet., Pa.
Yard Conductor, Haselton, O.
Warehouse Foreman. Youngstown, O.
Relief Agent,
Master Carpenter,
Signal Supervisor,

New Castle,
New Castle,
New Castle,

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Secretary
Captain of Police

Agent L. H. Browning of Chardon, Ohio, is
celebrating the arrival of his first born a boy.
The young gentleman arrived August 10th,
and you can bet his dad is proud of him.

—

Operator V. P. xMcLaughlin, who works at
""BD" Tower, recently sent a very nice shipment
of Company material to the storekeeper.
The
material was gathered up along the line while
Mr. McLaughlin was on his way to and from
work. The division people appreciate his
interest and the superintendent has so informed

him by

letter.

The
A

Purchase

First

simple

little

jacket for the baby

Montgomery Ward purchase.
That "Baby" is now twenty years old
this

first

— and just engaged.

So another home
be planned and furnished through
the big catalogue of Montgomery
Ward & Company. For the savings
the policy of honesty and square dealing she has known since childhood
has made its impression.

will

Through

big book everything for the
and every precious dollar
to bring the most in value.

this

home can be
can be made

selected

With all the time necessary to consider, compare and carefully choose, this book features
for your benefit every necessity and luxury.
And everything described on every one of the
thousand pages is up to the Montgomery Ward
Standard guaranteed to be exact to description.

—

Millions of customers in th's and other
countries bear evidence to the truthfulness of
to the absolute fairness of every
this book

—

transaction.
If you have yet to make your first Montgomery Ward purchase if you are unfamiliar
if you want to
with this Big Business Policy

—

dol'ar's worth,
send today for the handsome 1914 Catalogue.

No

— No obligation.

charge

Address Dcpt.

HH56.

Montgomery Ward & Co.
New York

Miss Grace Hess, aged twelve years, daughter
of P. G. Hess, engine house foreman at Paines-

—

see every dollar return a full

Kansas City

Chicago

Ohio, was awarded the first prize of
SI 00 in the seventh grade of Painesville Schools,
ville,

Please mention this magazine

Fort

Forth

Worth
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and first prize of S5.00 in gold in the Lake
County seventh grades for the best essay on
"Temperance." The young lady's photograph
accompanies this item. The essay was as
follows:

"Be not among wine bibbers; among riotous
eaters of flesh; for the drunkard and glutton
shall come to poverty; and drowsiness will
clothe a man with rags." Proverbs 23 20 and
21.
We have learned that our first wealth is

—

work, who must have at
the best that is in him at his best;
to him I would, with all the emphasis that I
command, advise and urge, leave drink absoAll work that requires activity
lutely alone.'
of mind can be done better by a total abstainer
than one whose mind is clouded by drink.
'Athletes have found that alcoholic liquors
make flabby muscles and a weak heart, hence,
a youth who wants to excel in running, jumping,
ball playing, rowing, or shooting must be a
total abstainer.
Professional baseball teams
have found 'drinkers' their greatest causes
The men classed
of defeat and humiliation.
as drinkers are those who are not drunkards,
but moderate drinkers.
"Recent tests have shown how one bottle of
beer or wine a day lessens one's working ability
one-tenth; thus alcohol in any form is a handicap
to study, lowering brain efficiency; to work, by
lowering earning ability; to health, by lessening
opportunity; to play, as this lowers enjoyment
capacity; to saving, as this lessens accumulation; to character, as this lowers ideals."

engaged
his

in responsible

command

The accompanying

is of the first
Castle Junction; in
other words, the switchtender.
No train can
approach the station from the east, or pull into
the yard from the west, without Harry's permission and approval. W. Harry Watson is
his full name, but everybody calls him "Wattie."
He has been in the service for twentynine years as yard brakeman and switchtender,.
and has a clear record. He has a pretty busy
time trotting around the west end of the yard,
but always has a word for his friends. When
you come through New Castle Junction on
trains nine or sixteen, look out the window,
and the busy man you see will be W. Harry

trick

MISS

GRACE

HESS, PAINESVILLE, OHIO

health and that great care must be taken to
keep it from being lost. Then the first question
we ask is, 'Where is this wealth kept?' It
seems to be stored in a pretty safe place; right
in these bodies of ours.
"Now the first care is this; keep the interior
of your body clean by allowing nothing to go
into it except pure food and pure drink.
For
many years men have argued the question
whether alcohol is a friend or an enemy. Now,
many of the world's most prominent men are
discouraging its use by their examples,'^ by
writing books and by public speaking. The
term 'alcohol' includes every kind of an
intoxicating drink,

"watchdog"

at

picture

New

Watson.

"Much of the alcoholic drink taken in is absorbed by the blood vessels of the stomach so
that it reaches the nerve cells in a few minutes.
A large amount of alcohol completely paralyzes.
Alcohol makes the nerves unsteady and
weakens the entire nervous system, thus rendering it more liable to disease. Experience shows
that alcohol harms the mind, makes people
insane, and sends them to prison.
Alcohol is a
great enemy of the laborer from the economic
standpoint. One reason is because it is very
him to earn money.
"William H. Taft, ex-president

difficult for

States,

says,

'To the_man

of

who

the United
actively

is

W.

HARRY WATSON
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CHICAGO DIVISION
Correspondent, F. N. Shultz, Division Operator
Garret, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chairman. Superintondont, darrott,
K. Keegan
Vice-Chairman.Trainmiustor. (iarrctt,
T. B. BuKGESS.
Trairnuuster, CJarrctt,
C. \V. Van Hok.s
Division Kn^ineor, Garrett,
John Tordella

Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Master Mechanic, CJarrett, Ind.
F. VV. Rhuark
Road Foreman ol Engines Garrett, Ind.
Geo. NoviNOER
Division Operator, Garrett. Ind.
F. N. Shcltz
Claim Aftent. Garrett, Iml.
J. D. Jack
Claim Acent. TiHin, Oliio
T. E. Spurrier
Medical Examiner. Garrett, Ind.
Dr. F. Dorsey
Relief Aftent, Fo.storia. Ohio
H. .\. Mauhn
H. H. Jenkin.s, ...Secretary, Y. M.C. A., Chicaco Jet., Ohio
1'. H. Carroll
Signal Supervi-or, Defiance, Ohio
Master Carpenter, Garrett, Ind.
D. B. Taylor
Assistant Supervisor, Defiance, Ohio
T. L. RoAiH
Section Foreman, Teegarden, Ind.
W. L. La Flor
Shop Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
C. Feagler
VV. F. Jump
Shop Committeeman. Chicago Jet.. Oliio
J.

.

G. A. SxROtSE.
C.

J.

.

F. A.

O. C. Robinson

H.

Ross

\V.

C. H. Martin
A. L. Bu.ger

M. Chalfoxt

N. E. Bailey
C. C. Greer

John Draper
H.

S.

Gardner

Shop Committeeman, South Chicago. 111.
Yard Brakeman, Chicago Jet.. Ohio
Yarti Conductor, Garrett, Ind.

Wiant

Weber
Van Heyde

A.

F.

.

Robinson

F. \V.

Yard Conductor. South Chicago.

III.

Conductor. Garrett. Ind.

Car Dep't Committeeman, Chicago Jet., O.
Car Dep't Committeeman, Garrett, Ind.
Engineer, Garrett, Ind.
Fireman, Garrett. Ind.
Brakeman. Garrett. Ind.
Operator. Walkerton. Inil.
Transfer Agent, Chicago Jet.. Ohio
Agent, Chicago. III.
Agent, Dehance, Ohio

EfTective August 1st, F. D. Nauman was appointed division engineer, vice John Tordella,

promoted.

SOUTH CHICAGO

are glad to tell our co-workers of the

numerous visits of the stork at our South
Chicago freight office.
John Statzuski, rate clerk, was presented
with a fine boy, while Edward Murphy, demurrage clerk and Charles Timberlake, claim clerk,
were similarly blessed.

means being a "Cracker
some particular work. It means
being able to more than hold your own in filling a good job that pays a growing salary.
The International Correspondence
Efficiency

Jack"

at

Immediately upon locating the fire, which
started in an empty box car in the center of the
yards, which were honeycombed with em|)ties
intended for the great anticipated grain movement, the local fire department in charge of
trainmaster VV. F. Booth, general foreman
C. W. Burke and fire marshal T. Barry, protected the surrounding property, with a total
loss of but twenty-one cars.
Everyone to a
man fought the fire with vim and vigor, until
the city fire department arrived, when our fire
department confined itself to keeping the fire
from spreading.
It was fine to see how the men worked.
A
display of loyalty of this kind is an inspiration
to all who have the interests of the Company
and their fellow employes at heart.

will

impart efficiency to you in your
spare time no mat-

—

own home during your

where you live or what you do.
It costs you
nothino; to learn how the
I.C.S. can help you.
Simply mark the
attached coupon oppo.site the occupation
you like best.
Mail the coupon today.
Doing so places you under no obligation.
You've got to get efficiency or eventually "get the axe."
Choose today. Mark
the coupon NOW.
ter

On Friday, August 7th, a disastrous fire was
averted by the loyalty of the employes of the
car shops and roundhouse at South Chicago.
About 10.40 a. m. the fire whistle was sounded.

Trained

This old axe has lopped off heads since
the year one.
The inefficient man always
gets it.
The efficient man dodges it.

Schools

Correspondent, Oscar Wackeb,
Car Distributor

We

Man
Dodges the Axe
The

International Correspondence Schools

Box 1088.

SCRANTON. PA.

Please cxpl.iin. without any obligation to me. how I can lualify
fur the position be(ore which I mark X.

Agency .AccountinR
Gen. Office Accounting

Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Engli.sh Branches
Banking
Automobile Running
Locomotive Engiiuer
Air-Brakc Inspector
Air-Brake Repairman
General Foreman
R. R.

Shop Foreman

R. R.

I

raveling Fng.

R

R. 1 raveling Fin man
R. R. Construction Eng.
Civil Engineer

Surveyor
C^oncrefe Construction
Electrical

Engineer

I el
and Tel. Engineer
.Mechanical Engineer
Civil Service

Salesmanship
Advertining

Name
St.

and No.
State.

City

Present Occupation

Emploued

b})

Please mention this magazine

Man
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FIRE FIGHTERS AT SOUTH CHICAGO

Reading from left to right bottom row are:
F. Merton, G. Odum, engine house foreman; A.
Allen, K, E. Pence, wreckmaster; F. Sredzenski,
C. LaFlare, G. WenslafT, F. Wise, J. Krodes.
T. Berry, fire chief; L. Jinkowski, T. Kirman,

Chas. Esping

G. Grace, A. Dreher, C. W. Burke, general
foreman; W. F. Booth, assistant trainmaster;
B. Ross, car foreman.
Second row: J. Adomites, J. J. Kelly, T.
Mapieralski, H. Strause, F. Byanski, B. Slater,

Wm. Hartwig
Wm. Winters

A. H. Cook, F. Wagner, A. P. Wenslafif.
Top row: A. Glon, clerk; J. Waszewski,
clerk; A. Graczyk, clerk; A. Gasukas, N. Masohas, A. Barney, clerk; L. Kroll, timekeeper;
F. Kuglen, piece work inspector.

CHICAGO TERMINAL
Correspondent, G. W. Hesslau, Claims
Investigator,

Chicago

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
J.

L. Nichols

J.

W. Dacy

C. P. Palmer
F. E. Lamphere

Alex Craw
J.

F.

C. L.

Ryan
Hegley

H. McDonald

Wm. Hogan
J. W. Fogg
F. S. DeVexy

Superintendent, Chairman, Chicago

Trainmaster, Chicago
Division Engineer, Chicago
Assistant Engineer, Chicago
Division Claim Agent, Chicago

Captain of Police, Chicago
Examiner and Recorder, Chicago
Supervisor, Chicago (Chicago District)
Supervisor, Chicago (Calumet District)

Master Mechanic, East Chicago
Assistant R. F. of E., Chicago

Dr. E. J. Hughes
Morris Altherr
C. O. Seifert

Duncan McDougal

Photo By Fein Studio

Master Carpenter, Chicago
Medical Examiner, Chicago
Assistant Agent, Forest Hill
Signal Supervisor, Chicago
Engineer, Robey St.

Emil Domrose
Chas. Bean

John Neff

Henry Mindeman
Harry Johnson
HoAVARD C. Blake

Roy Freeman
Geo. Rosenberg
A. A. McLene

Wm. D.wis
John Lewis
Albert Rose

.

.

Fireman, Robey St.
Conductor, Robey St.

Car

Inspector,

Robey

St.

Engineer, Blue Island
Conductor, Blue Island
Car Inspector, Blue Island
Engineer, East Chicago
Fireman, East Chicago
Conductor, East Chicago
Machinist on Floor, East Chicago
Machinist in Shop, East Chicago
Boilermaker, East Chicago
Blacksmith, East Chicago
Car Inspector, East Chicago

On July 22nd J. L. Nichols, superintendent,
while walking down Dearborn Street to his
Mr.
office, broke a bone in his right ankle.
Nichols thought he had only turned on his
ankle and attempted to walk to the office.
With great difficulty he finally arrived there
and found that his ankle had swollen to more
than twice its normal size. A taxi-cab was
called and he was immediately removed to his
home where a waiting physician ordered him
to a hospital. Two X-ray photographs of his
right ankle showed that he had a badly broken
bone.
The accident was caused as Mr. Nichols was
about to step from the sidewalk to the street.
W^hile in that act, a man running to catch a

—

—

—

n
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into him, cau.sinp; him to
in so doinj; he siLstaiued

take a quick step and
his injury.

On

July 20th W. J. McC^mn. switching clerk
the local freight office, and Miss (ienevievc
Pierce, a very talented pianist and popular
young lady of the south side, were married at
St. Bernaril's Roman Catholic Church, Chicago, Rev. Father Schrubridge officiating.
.\fter the ceremonies, about 150 invited guests
assembled at the residence of the bride's parents
at G()()3 Hart well St. and participated in a
splendid supper, after which the bride and groom
started on their wedding tour through California on the Golden Gate Limited.
Mr. and Mrs. McCann received many beautiful and costly gifts from their relatives and
in

many

friends.
While everything
after the big supper and

was moving

during the
mischievous person, (so Mac
thinks) sent in an alarm to the fire department
and a call to the police department in an
endeavor to steal the groom. Thousands of
people in the neighborhood gathered around the
bride's former residence to learn where the
nicely

<lance,

some

was but learned

to their delight

that it
was a wedding. They then secured the services of two German 'mudgutter' bands to
celebrate the great event. The bands played
continuously until the bride and groom appeared
at the front door and presented themselves,
but the crowd outside remained until the
couple left for their train. They were showered
with rice and their automobile was a sight to
behold, shoes, tin cans, old boilers, etc., being
attached to the machine. When the automobile arrived at the LaSalle St. Station a gathering of railroad men and friends was there to
escort the bride and groom, and all on the train
were notified that they were newlyweds.
Mr. and Mrs. McCann wish to thank the employes of the Iccal freight office for the handsame cut glass water set.
fire

J. F. Maloney, stationer, has returned to
duty after being in the Mercy Hospital for five
weeks as the result of an operation on his lower
jaw. At one time hopes for Jack's recovery
were slight but we are pleased to note his
smiling countenance among us again.

There is a rumor in the M. of W. department
that H. A. Lynch (Hal) transitman, made a
flying trip to Niagara Falls under sealed
Mr. Lynch has made these trips quite
orders.
frequently of late and his associates predict
that he will return a benedict this time. We
are all in hopes that this prophecy is true.

Your OI(l"Lcaky"-"Snicary" Fountain Pen
To relieve you of its di-scomforUs. we will
allow you 50 cents for it, in exchange.
Send it to us by ordinary mail at our
risk, and under separate cover, bank
draft or money order for $2.00 and we
will send you the $2.50 pen described
below, a pen that will be a source of
never endinjc usefulness and pleasure to
you, that will do your biddinjr if you but
guide it aright over the writinR sheet-

LAUGHLIN
AUTOMATIC— \0\-LEAKABLE
STARTING
cri
I Lll
DLLrr FILLING priM

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL
don't have to fuss and shake a
Laughlin to start the ink it's a Silf-

You

Starter.

You

have to fill the Laughlin,
Self -Filler.
don't have to clean the Laughlin, it's a Self-Cleaner.
You don't have to monkey with dangerous, awkward, or unsightly locks,
extensions, or so-called safety devices
There are none.
You can't forget to seal a Laughlin
against leaking, it seals itself air-tight
Automatically.
You can't lose your cap from a Laughlin
it secures itself Automatically.
You can't break your cap or holder on
a Laughlin They are non-breakable.
Holder and cap of scientific, reinforced
(See illustraconstruction throughout.
You don't have to wait until
tion.)
It is ready to
a Laughlin is ready.
the air-tight, bakwrite when you are
proof construction keeps pen and feed
"primed." insuring a free uniform flow
of ink instantly even though not preIt performs
viously used for a year.
these functions with no more hindrance
or interruption to your thoughts or writing inspiration than your breathing.
These results or your money back.
These features are peculiar only to this
patented construction.
it's

don't

a

You

—

;

—

—

^n ^A
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If
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T. E. Spurrier, division claim agent, at Tiffin
was at Chicago on August 7th on business and
was shown through the Grand Central Station.
He commended the safety committee on the
many safety signs displayed for the benefit of

Please mention this ynagazine

have no

By Insured mail,
Prepaid to any address
oM

b!vck

numl>or dnrpt-r

fill-r p'

send us in exrhariKe. j'l^t cnrli'SC S'J 'Hi with tt.w
coupon cunt&inin^ your naino ami addr'-*". wo wiU
send the pen by return mail. Dtlirery |air«atoed.

t"

FILL

OUT AND MAIL TODAY.

Laugblin Mfg.

We

congratulate Paul Russian of the superintendent's office as we learn that he is again
the father of a bcuncing eight pound girl. Airs.
Bussian says it will be named Eleanor. All
rumors of twins are hereby officially annulled.

Throw Away

Don't

1

88 Wayne

—

Co.,
St.,

Here is S'2 r.n.
Oestxejiev
described in this advertisement.
factory, you refund the money.

DETROIT. MICH.
.^.-nd

U

Name.
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pen
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Mr. Spurrier is a
the public and employes.
committeeman on the Chicago Division safety
committee.
J, T. Campbell, stations and traffic expert of
the general safety committee, was in charge
of our divisional safety committee meeting on
August 6th. Mr. Campbell's talk to the committee was interesting. They learned something about losses of freight and the damage
claims arising through the gross carelessness of
freight handlers and the rough handling of
The comcars by switching and road crews.
mittee agreed to talk to all concerned and
to try to reduce the damage and loss to freight.
Damage to freight alone on the Baltimore &
Ohio during 1913 was $495,179.00. Let the
C. T. boys do their utmost to prevent this kind
Let each do his share and see what
of damage.
the result will be.

A number

cf inquisitive folks were wondering
Sunday when they saw claim agent Alex.
Craw garbed in overalls and jumper, a stencil
and can of yellow paint in one hand and a paint
brush in the other, as he walked through the
Grand Central Station into the train shed and
commenced work for the day. What did he
do? At. 4.30 P. M. the handle of every baggage

is that not one express or baggage truck handle
has been found down since. After Mr. Craw
completed stencilling the trucks he instructed
everyone in and about the baggage and express
rooms (individualljO of the necessity of keeping
the handles of the trucks hooked up at all
times when not in use; and tcld how easy it is
for a passenger or employe to be injured by
falling over the handles when they are left
lying on the ground, or platforms.

Don't forget our Safety First by- words.
Education and interest are the kernel of the

Movement.
With these thoroughly applied there can be

Safety

nothing but successful maturity.
If you see a fellow employe do anything contrary to Safety, find out whether or not he knows
better.
If he does, interest him.
If he does not, educate him.

last

and express truck belonging to the five different
railroads and three express companies operating at the Grand Central Station, were
''Safety
lettered in yellow paint as follows
First— Hang this Handle Up." Isn't that a
fine day's work in the interests of Safety?
Mr. Craw says that he stenciled eighty-seven
truck handles in the manner stated. The result

—

OHIO DIVISION
Correspondent, H. M. Cole, Chillicothe, Ohio

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
G.
E.
R.
T.
R.

D. Brooke
N. Brown
R. ScHWARZELL
E.

Superintendent, Chairman
Assistant Superintendent

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
of Engines

Banks

Mallen
Wm. Graf
G. W. Plumly
P. H. Reeves
E. Cole
S. H. Baer
C. Dullmeyer
S. W. Cain
J. I. BoTKiN

Road Foreman
Road Foreman

of Enginet*

Division Operator

Master Mechanic
Supervisor
Section Foreman
Foreman Car Shop
Road Brakeman
Warehouse Foreman

'"-

K'U

GENERAL FREIGHT OFFICE FORCE AT CHICAGO
Right to

O. A. Constans, Western Freight Traffic Manager; C. A. Harkins, General Western Freight
Agent; A. S. Garvey, Central Freight Agent; W. W. Hook, General Dairv Freight Agent; J. F.
McWilliams. Chief Clerk; J. W. Barker, TraveUng Coal Freight Agent; G. D. Richards, Export
Soliciting Agent; H. M. Quackenbos, Import Soliciting Agent; W. E. Ward, Commercial Agent, Central States Dispatch
left:
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E.
E.

J.
J.

Dan

Sienal Sup<T\ isor

Allee
CoRRELL

Divi.-'ion

Truman Murphy

Opt-nitor

Shop Inspector

Tho8. Tull

Machinist

C. W. Lewis
G. E. Wharkf
C. H. R. HowK
L, H. SiMONUh
J. B. Vance

Agent. Portsmouth.

().

Master Carp^-nter
Claim Am-nt
Relief Am-nt
Road Fireman

W. Stakjut
Bean

Acent, Athens. ( ).
Medical Examiner

F. S.

Dr.

Enmnt'ir

Yard Conductor
WrcckniaMiT
Road EnRinivr

0'Le.\ry

J. E. SuNNAFRANK
D. C. Thomas

J.
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Road Conductor

W. A. BuHNS

p. S. Lansu.vle

Be Manager
Ee the man
man who

C. R.

DUNCAN AND

MISS

B.

STREITENBERGER

directs

—

wlio knows
the
and the man wlioj^ets

the fat pay envelope, 'riioiisands of positions
Hiceiit
are open in the Traffic Profes.sion.
lepisl.ilion and the Iiit«r>tato C)iiinui(e repiilil inn
liave made tlie Tiaffic Kxi)ei t oiieof liie most imixirlaiit

men in mcKlern comiiniiial life. Few m< n liM\e
neeess.uy trainiiifr. The nun who ar.' (inalilitd
niakino: big nxmey. You can be one of them
J_i-s.

tin-

aw

—

The accompanying

picture is of the chief clerk
to the superintendent, C. R. Duncan, and his
stenographer. Miss Bertha R. Streitenberger.
taking a Sunday drive in the former's Overland
roadster, over one of Ross Coimty's pretty
roads.

Carl luler. general clerk in the super
intendent's office, spent his vacation during
the latter part of July in Cincinnati.

Leo Mullen, tonnage clerk

the superintendent's office, while playing ball on Sunday was hit in the eye with the ball. Boware, Leo, "six days shalt thou labor."
in

John C. Wilkins, tonnage clerk in the superintendent's office, has a new baby sister. Although John, for reasons unknown, had declared that he would never visit Baltimore
again, still when he received the happy news
he could not resist a trip home.

\\ >•

you jiist the kind of traiiiimr >oii need rinht in jcmr
own home, during your spare time. Send the coupon atid tiiid
out about the golden opportunities that await you.
will frive

Traffic Experts
Draw Big Salaries
From 81,500

to

310,000 a year

not out of the ordinary for a Traffic Man.

is

He

m:ui in niodei n hii'^iticss. It frequently li.ippiolUsof llie w hole eoneein dep* ihI upon
knowledire. No woihUt bisr r<rm.s are piy ins bip:
money and are alwny:^ lookir.g for men v ho have the practical
tra'ninfrsurhasyou can pet. Just think oi it- you can bo one of
thenio>tin)portantmoninthefirm. The first step— send coupon.
is

I

lie hip:

jx-ns th.it the
iiis

Positions Open!
There are over oOO. 000 shippers in the Unitet!
."States \\ ho need the services of 'ILiHic M.in;ii:ers, The
question of Iran^portiiiR prodnets.-i the low est cost li is
I

E. Caldwell, assistant timekeeper, spent
his vacation during the latter part of July with
relatives in various parts of Ohio.
J.

C. H. Harker, chief timekeeper, while riding
his bicycle recently, had the misfortune to fall
off on the paved street, badly bruising his arm.
side and hip.

Ralph West, stenographer to division

en-

gineer, and wife spent his vacation during the
latter part of August in Michigan, on a fishing
trip.

EfTective August 1st, R. C. Wescott was a|)pointed trainmaster of the Parkersburg SubDivision and the Portsmouth Sub-Division of
the Ohio Division^ with headquarters at Chillicothe, Ohio, vice R. R. Schwarzell, assigned to
other duties.

liecome so importnnt that shippers cannot afford to g<t aiet'c
without you. 1 (le railro.ids i-e.cl traffic men.
he profc sk-ii
calling for yuu. Jol>s are oiK-n— big jobs— you can Rotoneof tht-m.
i

Send the Coupon
for

New Book

-.

^ Interstate
^ Traffic School

Ik: I. 2726
Do not delay an instant. Tut yourname
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
add'-ess in thecouix)n, or a h-titr ^
or a po^t card and git the hijr n. w
Semi
Gentlemen:
free book ttiat tells you about the
nie Rl»soliitplv free and
pohlen ot>porf unities that await
prepaid vour now Ixjok that
you m our profe-.'^ion. No ol.lifelU mo 'about the opporpations of any kmti. Tli.- 1.<.,,!;
tunities for making muoey
IS irec. Send the coup<m now.
i„ t|..o Traffic F^cfe^s.ion,

^

and

>

^
^
^^
^

Interstate
Traffic School

/
/

Dept. 2726
Ft.

Wayne,

Indiana

Please mention this magazine

A'lJretut.
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The Mill Street roundhouse employes had to
give up one of their clerks on July 1st, as
D. A. Wilson accepted a position with the
dining car department out of Pittsburgh. We
were very sorry to lose such a competent
clerk, but are sure he will make a good dining
car conductor, as he is always very prompt
when it is time to eat.

We are glad to hear that Mr. Sanders has
been elected on the advisory committee, as we
feel sure he is the right man to represent the
employes at Cincinnati.
J. W. Doran, second trick operator at Milan,
recently returned from a long trip through the

northwest where he was visiting relatives.

Mr.
Doran was relieved by extra operator W. B.

Carter

of

Osgood. Ind.

Born to conductor and Mrs.

THREE OF THE ACCOUNTANTS IN THE
CINCINNATI FREIGHT OFFICE

Jas. Goforth,
July 9th, a girl. After the excitement was over
the doctor pronounced "Jim" out of danger unless he suffered a relapse.

INDIANA DIVISION
Correspondent, O. E. Henderson, Conductor

Seymour, Ind.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. Hagerty
G. S. Cameron
C. A. Plumly
S. U. Hooper
S. A. Rogers

J.

John Page
T.

J.

EwiNG

Superintendent, Seymour
Assistant Superintendent, Cincinnati

Trainmaster, Seymour
Trainmaster, Seymour
Road Foreman of Engines, Seymour
Division Operator, Seymour
Relief Agent, Seymour

Dr. G. R. Gaver
Dr. J. P. Sellman

Medical Examiner, Cincinnati
Medical Examiner, Washington
Special Agent, Cincinnati
General Foreman, Cincinnati
Foreman C. R., Seymour

E. O'DoM
P. T. Horan
C. B. Coleman
G. F. Craig
J.

W.

J.

Inspector, Cincinnati

Russell

Boilermaker, Cincinnati
Division Engineer, Seymour
Master Carpenter, Seymour
Supervisor, North Vernon
Signal Supervisor, Milan

H. A. Cassil

W. H. Howe
D. Cassix
T. L.

Cannon

Fred Heidecker
O. E. Henderson
G. B. Craig
L. C. Barnett

Chas. Fox

Track Foreman, Nebraska
Conductor, Seymour

W. E. Hyatt
M. McKenna
C. H. Long

C. E. Markle
C. E. Fish
J. E. Sands
E. Massman

mer home

Agent, Cincinnati
Agent, Louisville
Agent. Seymour

Roundhouse foreman

P.

Horan and

a two weeks' visit to their old
wood, W. Va.

wife made
at Ben-

home

R. Lemen of the roundhouse force, has purchased the home owned by engineer J. R. Lehan,
©n East Street.

to visit his parents.

Ex-conductor Wm. Merrick and family, who
formerly resided here, have returned to his
home at Winslow, Arizona, after an extended
visit with local friends.

Agent Rieblin and family of Fort Ritner, have
home after a two weeks' visit in
Kansas and Colorado.
returned

Effective August 1st, T. L. Cannon was appointed signal supervisor, with headquarters
at Milan, Indiana, vice W. E. Lewis resigned.

CINCINNATI TERMINAL

Yardmaster, Seymour
Yard Conductor, Cincinnat
Yard Conductor, North Vernon
Yard Engineer, Cincinnati

Engineer R. J. Conley, who has been at Rockville, Ind., sanitarium for the past year, has
returned home and gone to New Mexico, to try
to regain his health. His wife accompanied
him.

J.

Brakeman F. A. Blair and Miss Marie Wehrle
were married at Advent Church, Louisville,
Ky., on July 15th. After the ceremony they
departed for Knoxville, Tenn., Mr. Blair's for-

Engineer, Youngsto^Ti
Fireman, Seymour
Passenger Brakeman, Cincinnati

J.

—

brakeman D. C. O'Mary and Miss
Dixon, oldest daughter of conductor
George Dixon, on June 1st. This was quite a
surprise to their many friends who did not
know of the contemplated wedding until after
it had taken place.
Married

Maud

Correspondent, H. Eckerle
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
C. L. Brevoort

Henry Eckerle
R. B. FiTZPATRicK

W. D. Johnston
H. W. Brant
M. P. HoBAN
C. M. Hitch
F. S.

DeCamp

E. C. Skinner
R. Archer
G. VV. Kydd
A. W. Kopp
R. E. McKenna
A. Gronbach

H. Stansbury
J.

FoGT

J.

Reister

O. Mygatt
Wm. Roesche
S.

F. ZuRTCH
Ed. Case

Supt. Cincinnati

Term. Div,, Chairman

Chief Clerk, Secretary
Trainmaster, Cincinnati, O.
Master Mechanic, Cincinnati, O.
Division Operator, Cincinnati, O.
Road Foreman of Engines, Cincinnati, O.
General Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
Claim Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Agent, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor, Cincinnati, O.
Supervisor of Signals, Cincinnati, O.
Engineer, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Ivorydale, O.
Yard Foreman, Hamilton, O.
Car Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Section Foreman, Cincinnati, O.
Agent, Hamilton, O.
Depot Master, Cincinnati. O.
Machinist, Ivorydale, O.
Boiler Inspector, Gest St., Cincinnati, O.
General Foreman, Ivorydale, O.
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ILLINOIS DIVISION

Hotel Aberdeen

Correspondent, C. V. White, Dispatcher
Flora.

111.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
E. W. ScHEER
C. G. Stavens
C. W. PoTTEH
H. R. GiBSO.v
J. A. TscHUOR
E. A. Hunt
R. C. Mitchell

Superintendent,

32d Street, bet. 5th Avenue

Chuirnmn

and Broadway

Trainmaater, Flom, III.
Trainmaster, Flora, III.
Division Engineer, Flora. III.
Master Mech;\nic, Shop.s, Ind.
Shop Inspector, Shnpy, Ind.
Relief Agent, P'lora, 111.
Agent, East St. Louis. III.
Agent, Flora, 111.
Agent. Springfield, III.
Agent, Reardstown, 111.
Agent, \'incennes, In<l.
Agent, Washington, Ind.
Conductor, Washington, Ind.

New York

Location unsurpassed; three minutes from

G. H.SiNciER
C. S. Mitchell
T. T. Long
M. A. Rush
\V. C. Kelly
C. B. Kell-^r
H. H. Bryan
Engineer, Wa-shington, Ind.
H. T. Clark
Engineer, Fiora, 111.
John Price
Claim Agent, Springfield, III.
C. R. Bradford
Dr. W. D. Stevenson. .Medical Examiner, East St. Loui.-<, III.
Yard Foreman, Shops, Ind.
H. O. PiPHER
Yard Foreman, Vincennes. In 1.
D. CosTELLO
(Jeneral Yardmaster, Flora, 111.
J. C. Laws
W. W. McNally
Yard Fireman. Cone. III.
.\.

Yard Foreman,

Miller

W. C. DiETZ
H. E. Orr
C. D. Russell

Springfield,

III.

General Foreman, Flora.
Master Carpenter, Flora,

III.

A

all

Magnificent

Fireproof
Commercial Hotel
giving the highest class accommodations at

most moderate

III.

Division Operator. Flora.
Signal Supervisor, Flora. III.
Supervisor, Vincennes, Ind.
Supervisor, Flora, III.
Supervisor, Cone. III.
Supervisor, Springfield, 111.
Car Foreman, Cone, Iii.

WvATT
O'Brien
W. Cook
R. H. Marquart
H. C. Airman
W. E. Ross
H. C. Thrasheh
W. Platz
F.
B.

the

rates.

This hotel has every known improvement and
has no equal for

Every

Car Foreman, Shop.s, Ind.
Tool Room Foreman, Shops, Ind.
Machinist, Flora.

its

service

Room

$1.50 per

and attention

with Private Bath

Day and

$2.00

111.

Brakeman, Washington, Ind.

Car inspector

Grannon, of Odin, 111., died
of typhoid fever August 11th, 1914. Mr. Gramion
had been at Odin since 1908, and had made many
friends who were sorrj^ to hear of his death.
Engineer Otto Kloetzer is visiting in Germany, and has not been heard from since the
beginning of the war in that country. Mr.
Kloetzer is a naturalized citizen of this country,
but his time as a reserve in the German army
is not up until 191G.
On the morning of July 10th, engineer Gilley
on No. 3 noticed a farmer waving his large
straw hat across the track. Thinking that he
had found a dangerous condition, Mr. Gilley
brought the train to a stop only to discover
that the farmer was driving a flock of geese off
the track. Notwithstanding this and several
other delays, Mr. Gilley with the assistance
of fireman McCool made up forty minutes on
No. 3 that morning.
Car distributor Fred Kistncr disappeared
for a few days recently.
We were afraid that
he had left for the fatherland, and were greatly
relirved to learn that he had dropped ofT at
Cincinnati, thought the matter over and decided

Special Rates by

Week, Month

or

Season

P. J.

in favor of Safety P'irst.

Ye correspondent wishes to announce the arrival of a nine pound boy on August 8th, and
offers a liberal reward for a suitable name.
Laura Katherino refuses to fit.
What's wrong?

Nobody sending

e.xpect

mt

in items.
to tell your troul)les un-

you tell me. Several ask'why the Illinois
Division drew a blank in. July, but your co r.'spondent was cooped up in the hospital an.l couldn't
hunt news It won't happen again providing you
all give a little assistance now and then.
less

Pennsylvania Station and very close to

high class department stores and theatres

111.

C. S. Whitmore
W. G. Burns

You must not

City

$30 REWARD

Paid to anyone who
can prove that our

SIX-IN-ONE

Combination Billfold
& Railroad Passbook
Are Not Made of GENUINE ALL LEATHER

B

^^ £^1^^

All other manufacturers foiled to produce
what we now oiTlt you — (v.:r nev^Iy patented Billfold, with 6 combinations into 1.
This Hillfold has been tested by many railroad men. who pronounce it perfect. From.
31.50
Worth
sell no atores, no
inventor to you.
you their protits. Tliis liillfold is made of
give
we
•dents—

•
mF^,
^"^ ^"^ ^"^

We

real fjenulne leather; no paper orcloth to rot from p>erspiration. will not fall apart in water. Has 3 folds and 6 separate
compartments. Transparent compartments for the largest railroad pass, secret place for paper money, place for
gold and silver, two separate places for lar^'e or small busi.
aess cards, an identification card, place for postage stamps,
car

ticket.-*, vt-arly

e^f\„

OvFC

calcudar, fic. Lddles or treats can use this Lxxjk.
Mention hla<-k or tan leather.
Postpaid.
StMid money onler, .-Uinp^.N-Y. draft ouiy.

Bestyet Leather

Please ment ivn (Ins })iaga:inc.

Goods Co.

'^^J.'S'aX^'i
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TOLEDO DIVISION
Operator, Dayton. Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
Superintendent, Chairman, Daj'ton, O.
Division Engineer, Dayton, O.
Trainmaster, Dav-ton, O.
Trainmaster, Lima, O.
Assistant Trainmaster, Dayton, O.
Division Operator, Dayton, O.
Road Foreman ot Engines, Daj^on, O.
Road Foreman of Engines, Lima, O.

r. B. Mitchell

F

Parbish

J.

M.

S.

Koop

G. E. Reel
C. W.

Havens

H. W. Braxt

M. P. HoBAN
W. B. KiLGORE
W. D. Johnson
J. R. Casad
John Sullivan
Wm. O'Brien
Edw. Ledger
G. W. Thomas
G. W. Kydd
F. S. Thompson, M.
Wm. Ryan, M. D
R. B.

Mann

L. F.
E. F.

HocKETT

W.

J.

Maley
Kroger

C. Mullen
J. C. Stipp
W. A. Ireland

J.

W. H. Sites
F. E.

Moore

H. B. Smith
W. J. Simmons
Ed. Rice

Carl I\och
John Riley

H.B.CooK
John Ryan
Frank Olsen
J. R. Filers
E. L. Tvf.lly
A. C. BusHWAW

Master Mechanic, Ivorj^dale,
Claim Agent, Daj'ton,
Supervisor M. of W., Lima,
Supervisor M. of W., Rossford,
Supervisor M. of W., Dayton,
Master Carpenter, Rossford,

D

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
Signal Supervisor, Wyoming, O.
Company Surgeon, Dayton, O.
Company Surgeon, Dayton, O.
Toledo, O.
Agent, Dayton, O.
Agent, Piqua, O.
Relief Agent, Pi^iua, O.
Agent, Toledo, O.
Agent, Lima, O.
Depot Master, Dayton. O.
Road Engineer, Lima, O.
Road Engineer, Lima, O.
Road Conductor, Lima, O.
Road Conductor, Lima, O.
Yard Conductor, Dayton, O.
Shopman, Lima, O.
Shopman, Dayton, O.
Shopman, Rossford, O.
Track Foreman, Middletown, O.
Track Foreman, Dayton, O.
Track Foreman, Sidney, O.
Assistant Yardmaster, Rossford, O.
Clerk, Secretary, Dayton, O.

Mr. and Mrs. John Clancy are summering at
Chenaux Islands, Mich.

their cottage at Les

Mrs. W. O'Brien spent a couple of weeks at
Menton, Ky., and upon her return was given a
great surprise. Bill purchased a new home in
Toledo and promises a photo of same as soon
as he finds time to mow the lawn.

Frank Hemmert, at Botkins, asked for thirty
days; he claims it is his first vacation in twenty
years. He is spending it at the reservoir.
Frank Moore, a former C. H. & D. dispatcher,
recently paid us a flying visit. He stopped off
long enough to get his shoes shined (ask
HufTord).
Ross Hoskinson at Deshler, was
ious that his vacation commence

mighty anxAugust 1st.
He was accommodated and brought back with
him a ''partner for life."

WELLSTON DIVISION

(C.

& D.)

H.

Correspondent, L. E. Fenner, Chief Clerk

Dayton, Ohio
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
M. V. Hynes
'^' '^'

1^^*^

H. G. Snyder

C. Greisheimer
G. A. Rugman
S. J. PiNKERTON
S- M. Baker

E. F.

McCafferty

O Neil
M- Drake
C. H. Rauck
E. M. Jones

Superintendent,

M. GiN.YN
B. F. Shelton
T. G. Hoban

J.

Correspondent, H. W. Brant, Division

L. H. Simonds
F. S. Thompson

R-

General Car Foreman
Relief Agent
Ao-ent

Yard Conductor

Brakeman

INDIANAPOLIS DIVISION
Correspondent,

Roy Powell,

Superintendent's

Office.

DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE
R. B. White
F.

Chairman

M. Conner

E. C. Sappenfield
H. F. P\ssEL
J. T. Clemmons
E. Boas
E. I. Partlow

Trainmaster
Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Supervisor

Master Mechanic
of Engines

Road Foreman

D.J. CuRRAN

Age-t, Indianapolis

E. A. McGuiRE
B. Fisher

Claim Agent
Engineer

J.

S. I.

Bickerton

Fireman

Tague
J. L. Graef
Wm. Morgan
T. L. Hadden
J. A. Mercer
R. S. Powers
H. G. Hogan

General Car Foreman
Agent, Connersville

V. P.

Conductor

.'

Yard Conductor
Brakeman
Machinist
Machinist

The long continued drouth on the Springfield
Division has caused an extreme shortage in the
supply of water for locomotives, making it
necessary to haul water at several points. The
company has secured some tank cars and we
now have several of them in use hauling water
in and around Hume.
This has been the dryest
summer that we have had for years, the drouth
having damaged the crops to considerable extent.
L. E, Earlywine, statistical clerk in the
superintendent's office, accompanied by his
wife, has just returned from an extended trip
throughout the East.

Operator E. B. Tackett was married on Augand has accepted the agency at Hunt, 111.
Miss Dorothy HofTmark, stenographer to

ust 8th,

division engineer Passel,

recently spent

two

weeks at Cedar Point.
Operator H. B. Thornberry

is relieving Miss
third trick operator at Roachdale, on account of her illness.

B.

M. Dickey,

Messrs. T. Dalton and H. H. Monger, baggagemasters on the Indianapolis Division, have
secured a sixty day leave of absence and have departed on an extended trip throughout the West.
J. F. Shannon, agent at Springfield, 111.,
during his vacation was relieved by operator
C. L. Clingan.

SANDY VALLEY & ELKHORN
RAILWAY

Chairman

F-

Company Surgeon
Division Operator
Stationary Engineer
Section Foreman
Section Foreman

FiTZMARTiN
E. B. Childs
I. N. Long
E. Bl.\ke
H. D, Spohn
J. J.

Trainmaster
Division Engineer
Master Carpenter
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Division Foreman

Conductor
Fireman
Engineer
Claim Agent

George Dixon, Chief Clerk
DIVISIONAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

Correspondent,
H. R. Laughlin
A. W. White

Chairman
Engineer Maintenance

D. W. Blankenship
C. C.

Lough

H. Johnson
E. Cassidy
J. M. Moore
S.

of

Way Department
Section

Foreman

General Foreman
Engineer

Fireman
Conductor
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BONCI,

the world's most artistic singer;
greatest violinist of all time; OLIVE

famed

dramatic

YSAYE,

FREMSTAD
HOFMANN, renowned

soprano;

MARY GARDEN,

gifted exponent of modern
French opera; these are but a cluster in the galaxy of
operatic stars and virtuosi who have recorded their
matchless art exclusively on Columbia Records for the
Columbia Grafonola.

pianist;

Its superb tone-reproducina: qualities, its brilliancy, fidelity
and naturalness, distinguish the Columbia Grafonola as
the one ideal musical instrument
whether you are
listening to selections of the great artists or dancing the
lilting measure of the popular modern dances.

—

Every Columbia dealer in America is waiting: to play any Columbia Record for
you, iiicludinj:; the s})lendid Columbia Diuce Records which are supervised in
the recording for correctness in tempo and rhythm byG. Hepburn Wilson, M.B.,
the world's greatest teacher of modern dancing.
(jo to your Columbia dealer today
have him demonstrate the various models of
the Columbia Grafonola. You can buy a "Gr.fonola" for as little as $25 and
on easy terms — or you can go as high ss $.S00, with every price in between.

—

Columbia Graphophone Company, Box S 418, Woolworth Building, New York
Toronto: 365-367 Sorauren Ave. PricM in Canada PIa« Duty
Dealers wanted where we are not actively represented. Write for particalars

Please mention

th.

—
.

.
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The Piano

Player-Pianos

of

Grands and

Excellence

Uprights

One of our 38

styles

^J2 4 Weeks' Free Trial
we'll ship to you on 4 weeks' absolutely free trial a Genuine highest grade Wing
YES,
piano DIRECT from our own factorj^ freight prepaid. The most surprising— most amazing

—

made. An offer that puts you on the same footing as the largest piano dealer and at
the very rock-bottom DIRECT wholesale factory price! Since 1868— for 46 years vi^e have been
building Wing Pianos, renowned everywhere for theirsweetness
of tone and sterling merit and we now make you the greatest of all offers on the Wing, guaranteed for 4-0 years.
Five Instrumental Effects
will allow you to use any Wing piano
your own choice
conihined in the Wing, free, if
of 38 superb new styles in any shade of raahog'any, walnut or oak— in
if you wish.
No extra charge for our
your own home for four full weeks at our expense. A Wing Upright,
wonderful patented device that reproduces
the sweet singing music of the Tyrolean
a Wins' Grand or a wonderful Wing Player-Piano that plays all the
zither, harp, guitar, banjo or mandolin.
greatest concert and opera selections (you can play it perfectly the
You can have the effect of an entire parlor
first day without taking music lessons).
orchestra at your command.
offer ever

—

—

We

—

No Money Down — Not a Cent

of Freight

We ask no money down — no security— no deposit in your bank

no obligations. Just choose any Wing from our large catalog. We employ
no salesmen of any kind to visit and annoy you. Well ship the instrument, no money down^reigJd prepaid. While the piano is in your home
use it just as if you owned it. Compare with description in the Wing
catalog but note the rock-bottom direct'Wholesale-factory price is
quoted in the personal letter to you. Play the piano— let your friends
play it. Examine it carefully— thoroughly— inside and outside. Take
music lessons on it if you like. Note the perfect bell-like tone, the remarkable easy regularity of the action, tlie deep resonance of the base,
the timbre of the treble— note all this—then—

—

of the 4 weeks trial, if you wish, you may return
thepianoatourexpcnse. Wepayreturn freij;httoNevvYork. Notapenny
to pny for the pleasure of using the piano four weeks. Ko obligations
whatever to keep it—you and you alone to j udge— Now write for the piano book (free)

At the end

Valuable Book on Pianos-FREE

Famous Noteaccord Free
An

invention by which you can

—

teach yourself to play
given with
every Wing. It's like getting music
lessons

Jean

Endorsed by: Paderewski,
Reszke, William Mason, Emma

free.

De

Calve, Phillip Sousa. Anton SeidI, "Victor
Herbert, S. B. Mills. See the Vv ing Catalog
and read the letters of these great masters
of music.

Stool

and Scarf

with every Wing piano.

is

Given

A handsome

stool of newest design to match the piano
you select. Also beautiful Brocatel Drapery,
French Velour Drapery, Cnina Silk Scarf,
Japanese Silk Scarf or Satin Damask Scarf

as you prefer.

,„^I!?^S^°^^(.^°rp'?lrn*L"

says: This is a book of educational interest
Would you like to know all about pianos, how they
judge the fine points of quality and price in buying a
the coupon for the piano book which we are sending
the present. This book of 136 pages tells about matemanufactui-e, assembling, patented devices and what they
'4^^ do, all about soundboard, action, case, in fact every detail connected
with the production of a fine high-grade piano. You
*V^%
^*^ will be astonished at the amount of information about
piano quality and piano prices, and how to answer the
Book Coupon
^*%^
"^
arguments of piano salesmen. This is a magnificent
page book, a complete encyclopedia on the
piano; the most complete and coptly book ever
^*-^'
Est. 1868.
Wing Bldg.
9th Ave. & 13lh St DepL2726 New York
'

Wing & Son X:<>
Gentlemen: Without any ooligations to pur
chase or pay for an thing
and prepaid "The Book

Please mention this magazine

provided you send the coupon at once,
art styles and full explanation of our
or mail coupon today. WRITE

NOW

^vO">-

^f-.

